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588. Optional Fasting Only On Husband's 347 618. Hilalah - When Is It Valid 367 

Pe~sion 619. Section II 367 

589. Obey ~usband Even A Strict Command 348 . 620. Prophet's Curse On Those Who By Pass 367 

~90. Salah 'Is Not Approved Fully If Hu~band 349 The Law 

Is Not Pleased 621. MoreOnEela 368 

591. The Best Wife 350 622. The Command About Zihar 369 

592. Merit Of A Trustworthy Wife 350 623. If Expiation Is Deferred To After 371 

593. Chapter - Xii 351 Intercourse 

594. Al-Khula' Wa At-Talaq Khula' Or 351 624. Section III 372 

Separation Initiated By Wife & Divorce 625. Chapter - XIV 372 

595. Section I 352 . 626. Section I 372 

596. Divorce From Disliked Husband. 352 627. About Setting A Slave Free To Make An 372 

597. Do Not Divorce A Menstruating Women 352 Expiation - Should The Slave Be A 

598. The Question Of Ikhtiy~ -Choice 355 Believer 

599. Forbidding Something t6, Oneself Gills 356 628. Chapter-Xv 375 

ForExpi,Jtion 629. ~voking Curses 375 

600. Section II 357 630. Section I 375 

601. Woman Who Asks For Divorce 357 631. A Case Of Li' an In The Prophet's Times 375 

Unnecessarily 632. Separating The Couple After Li' an 377 

602 Divorce Is Disliked 358 633. Reckoning In Allah's Hands 378 

603. Divorcing Woman Before Marrying Her 358 634. Back Ground Of Vetse On Li' an 378 
' 604. About Talaq Al-Battah 360 635. Four Witnesses To Establish Adultery 380 

605. Oral Expression Of Marriage Or Divorce 361 63p. No One Has More Ghayrah Than Allah 381 

In Jest Is Taken Seriously 637. Allah's Ghayrah Demands That Mankind 382 

606. About Divorce Which A Man Is 361 Commit No Sin 

Compelled To Give 638. Do Not Disown Child On Superficial 382 

607. Divorce By An Insane Is Invalid 362 Variations 

608. Three Are Not Reckoned 362 639. Child Is Not Attributed To Fornicator 382 

609. Divorce With Two Pronouncements For 363 640: In Physiognomy Acceptable 384 

Female Slave 641. Disowning Parentage 384 
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642. Section II 385 673. Istibra' For Female Slave Who Is 406 

643. He Who Disowns His Child Will Be 385 Pregnant 

Deprived Of Allah's Sight 674. Is Istibra Wajib For A Virgin 407 

644. Preferable To Divorce An Indecent 386. 675. Chapter- XVIII 40R 

Woman 676. Maintenance & Rights Of The Slaves 408 

645. Confirming Someone As-A Family 386 677. Section I 412 

Member 678. Maintenance Of Wife & Children 412 

646. Jealousy & Pride 388 679. Spend Allah's Bounty On Yourself & 413 

647. Section III 388. Your Family 

648. Fornicator Has No Right To The Child 38~ •680. Owner Is Responsible For Slave's 413 

649. Li'an Is Not Observed With Four Women 389 Maintenance 

·650. Prophet Tried To Put Off Li'an 389 681. Be Kind To Slaves 413 

651. Devil Is With Everyone 390 682. Sin To Withhold Food Of Slaves 414 

652. Chapter - Xvi 390 683. Invite Your Servant To Join You 414 

653. lddah 390 684. Dual Reward For Slave 415 

654. Section I 392 685. The Best thing For A Slave 415 

655. Maintenance During Iddah 392 686. Salah Of Runaway Slave Is Not 415 

656. What H There Is A Pressing Need To Go 395 Approved 

Out During Iddah 687. Accusing Slave Falsely Of Fornication 416 

657. PregnantWoman'slddah 396 688. Atonement For Beating Slave 416 

658. Collyrium Must Not Be Applied During 396 UIUlecess~y 

lddah 689. Section II 417 

659. · Moumin~ During Iddah 397· 690. __ Father Has Right Over Son's Earnings 417 
/ 

660. Section II 400 691. Orphan's Property For Guardian 417 

661. Not Allowed To Move Unnecessarily 400 692. Emphasis On Rights Of Slaves 418 

During Iddah -Waiting Period 693. Warning Against Mistreatment Of Slaves 418 

662. No Adornment During Iddah 401 694. Kincl Treatinent To Slaves Spells 418 

663. Section III 402 Prosperity 

664. More About The Iddah Of The Divorced 402 695. Slave Adjuring By Allah To Be Spared 419 

665. The Iddah Of The Divorced 403 696. Do Not Separate Child From Mother 419 

666. Chapter·- X vii 404 697. Kindness Is Rewarded 420 

667. Istibra Letting A Ne.w Acquired Slave 404 698. Do Not Beat Worshippers 421 

Woman Purify From One Menstruation, 699. Forgive The Slaves 421 

Or Bear A Child 700. :J' Advice Concerning Slaves 422 

668. Sectio~ I 404 701. 
1
Kind To Animals 422 

669. Accursed Is He Who Forgoes Istibra & 404 702. Section Ill 422 

Cohabits With Slave Girl 703. About An Orphan's Property 422 

670. Section II 405 704. Do Not Separate Father & Son 424 

671. Istibra' Should Not Be Ignored Before 405 705. The Bad People 424 

Approaching Slavegirl 706. Treat Slaves As Children & Brothers 425 

672. Section III 406 707. Chapter- XIX 426 
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708. Adolescence Or Puberty & Bringing Up 426 741. An Example Of Conditional Freedom 441 

Children 742. Muktabah Is Slave Till He Pays 441 

709. Section I 427 743. Women Must Observe Veil Before Their 442 

710. Adulthood At Fifteen Years 427 Mukatab Slaves 

711. The Question Of Raising Daughter Of 427 744. About Part Payment By Mukatab 442 

Hamzah 745. Section III 443 

712. Section II 428 746. Reward Consigned To The Dead 443 

713. Mother Has More Right 428 747. When Slaves Are Bought Without My 444 

714. Choice To Child 429 Pre-Requisite 

715. Section III 430 748. Chapter - III 444 

716. Book- Xiv 431 749. Oaths&Vows 444 

717. Al-Itq- Emancipation 431 750. Vows & Related Commands 446 

718. Setting A Slave Free 431 751. Section I 452 

719. Section I 431 752. No Swearing On Others Than Allah 452 

720. Reward On Emancipating Slave 431 753. False Oath & False Claim 453 

721. Better To Free Expensive & Favourite 431 754. What He Does Not Possess 454 

Slave 755. Flase Claim 454 

722. Section II 432 756. HIt Is Good To Break An Oath 454 

723. Merit Of Helping A Slave Get Freedom 432 757. Opt For The Better Course 455 

724. Section III 434 758. One Who Adjures Should Be Believed 456 

725. Recommending A Slave's Release Is An 434 759. Vain Oaths Will Not Be Reckoned 457 

ExcellentSadaqah 760. Section II 457 

726. Chapter- II 435 761. Do Not Take Oath On Others Than Allah 457 

727. I Emancipating A Slave Who Is Owned 435 762 Absolving Oneself From Islam 458 

Jointly, 763. Some Forms Of The Oaths The Prophet 459 

728. li Buying A Relative & 435 Took 

729. III Emancipating During An Illness 435 764. Saying "lnsha Allah"With An Oath 459 

730. Section I 435 765. Section III 460 

731. Freedom Of Slave Owned ·commonly 435 766. Break Umeasonable Oath & Make An 460 

732. Toil For Freedom 436 Expiation For It 

733. Do Not Deprive Heirs By Emancipating 436 767. Chapter- Iv 460 

Slave On Death Bed 768. An-Nudhur- Vows 460 

734. Purchasing A Slave Who Is One's Father 437 769. Vows Are Ineffective 460 

735. May A Mudabbar Be Sold 437 770. Do Not Fulfill Vow If It Calls For Sin 461 

736. Section II 439 771. Expiation For A Vow 461 

737. Mahram Relative Is Free The Moment He 439 772. The Part Of Vow That Is Impossible May 462 

Is Enslaved Be Left Out 

738. Umrrt Walad Gains Freedom On Master's 439 773. Pilgrimage Wajib 463 

Death 774. Are Heirs Liable To Fulfill Vow Of 463 

739. Slave's Property After His Release 440 Predecessor 

740. Part Freedo~ 440 775. Do Not Give Away Everything In Charity 464 
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776. Sec'tion II 465 810. Uthman's Speech On The Day He Was 485 

777. Vow To Sin Should Not Be Fulfilled 465 Oppre5sed 

778. Expiation For Unspecified Vow 465 811. Killer Is _Deprived Of Good 486 

779. Only The Vow That Is Lawful 466 812. Unjust Killing Is Unforgivable 486 

780. Vow To Beat 'f.he Duff- Tambourine 466 813. Retaliation May Not Be Sought From- 487 
781. Sadaqah Of Not Mor~ Than One-Third 467 Father For His Childr.en 

Property 814. Neither Father Nor Son Will Be Punished 487 

782. Vow To Offer Salah At Bayt Ul 468 For Other's Wrong 

Muqaddas But Could Not 815. Son Liable For Father's Qisas 488 

783. If Part Of Vow Is Impossible 469 816. Is There Qisas From Freeman For Slave 488 

784. Wajib To Make Expiation For Unlawful 470 817. Murd~rer Be Given In The Custody Of 489 

Vow Heirs 

785. Section Ill 470 818. All Muslims Are Equal As Regards Qisas 490 
786. Vows- The Lawful & The Unlawful 470 &Diyah 

787. About Vow To Sacrife Oneself 471 819. 'Right Of Heirs Of The Slain Or The 491 

788. Abu Lubabah 472 Wounded. 

789. Ka'b' s Failur~ 473 820. Accidental Killing 491 

790. In Umm Salmah' s Home 473 821. Killing The Murderer After Receiving 493 

791. Abu Lubabah 473 Diyah Is Unpardonable Sin 

792. Book-XV 475 822. Reward For Forgiving One Who Wounds 493 

793. Qisas 475 823. Section III 494 

794. Retaliation 475 824. It Much Kill Retribution Will Be Imposed 494 

795. Section I 475 On Ail 

796. Blood Of Muslim Is Sacred 475 825. The Murdered Will Nab The Murderer & 494 

797. Murderer Deprives Himself Of Divine 476 Complain To Allah 

Mercy 826. Warning Against Assisting Slayer 494 

798. Reck~ning Will B~gin With Blood Shed 476 827. Helper Of Killer Be Arrested 495 

799. Reciter Of Kalimah May Not Be Killed .476 828. Chapter-11 496 

800. Do Not Kill One Who Is Protected 478 829. Ad-Diyaat - Blood Wit 496 

801. Suicide Severely Punishable Act 478 830. Section I 497 

802. A Didactic Ev.ent About Suicide 480 831 . Diyah For Cutting Off ~inger 497 .. 
803. Qisas Or Diyah For Heirs Of Murdered 480 832. Diyah For Child In Womb 497 

804. Male Murderer Of Woman May Be Killed 48~ 833. Diyah Is Wajib If Killed By Stoning 498 

8Q5. Punishment Commensurate With Wrong '482 834. Section II 499 

Done 835. The Diyah Payable Against Qatl Khata & 499 

806. Muslim Who Kills A Di~believr - May Or 482 ShibhAmd 

May Not Be Killed 836. Blood Wit For Digits Is At Par 502 

807. Section II 484 837. Blood Wit For Dhimmi Infidel Is Half 502 

808. Blood Of Muslim Is Sacred 484 That For Muslim 

809. Complaint Of The Murdered On The Day 485 838. Blood Wit On Accidental Killing 504 

Of Resurrection 839. Blood Wit Is Based On Camels 505 
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840. Blood Wit Belongs To Heirs Of The 506 870. Al-Qasamah - Oaths 520 

Murdered 871. Section I 520 

841. Perpetrator Of Murder Resembling 507 872. Who Will Be Put To Oath 520 

Deliberate Murder Is Not Executed 873. Section III 522 

842. Blood Wit For Loss Of Sight 507 874. Defendant Should Be Put To Oath First 522 

843. Blood Wit For The Unborn Child 508 875. Chapter- V 522 

844. Quack Is Liable To Pay For Patient's 508 876. Killing Apostates & Those Who Strive To 522 

Death Cause Corruption 

845. Blood Wit Was Forgiven To The Poor 508 877. l)The Means To Disbelief Concerning 527 

846. Section III 509 Faith & Islam 

847. Killing Resembling Deliberate & 509 878. li)The Means To Disbelief That Concern 528 

Accidental Killing Allah's Being & Attributes 

848. Blood Wit For The Unborn 509 879. . Ill) The Means To Disbelief That Concern 532 

849. Chapter - III 511 The Prophets 

850. Offences That Do Not Make Penalty 511 880. Iv)The Means Of Disbelief Concerning 534 

Liable TheSahabah 

851. Section I 511 881. V)Means Of Disbelief Concerning 535 

852. No Responsibility For An Animal's 511 Prophet ~'}Wl.y&. As Well As Prophet 

Action Muhammad -Contd 

853. No Damages Payable When Defending 512 882. Vi)Means Of Disbelief Concerning 536 

Oneself Angels 

854. Defender Is Martyr If Killed In The 513 883. VIII)Means Of Disbelief That Concern 538 

Process Salah Fasting & Zakah 

855. Peeping Eyes May Be Put Out 513 884. lx)Means To Disbelief That Concern 541 
856. Throwing Pebbles Unnecessarily 514 Learning & The Learned 

857. Do Not Display Weapons In Public 514 885. X)Means To Disbelief That Concern The 544 

858. Do Not Point A Weapon At A Muslim 515 Lawful & Unlawful And The Words Of 

859. Do Not Punish Anyone 516 The Sinners & Indecent 

860. Allah's Wrath On The Oppressors 516 886. Xi) Means Of Disbelief That Concern The 545 

861. Clothed But Naked 516 Last Day & Related Matters 

862. Do Not Strike At The Face 517 887. Xii)Means To Disbelief That Concern 547 

863. Section II 518 Invitation To Disbelief & Apostacy 

864. Forbidden To Look Into Houses 518 888. A General Criterion 554 

865. Do Not Hand Over Or Take Unsheathed 518 889. Section I 555 

Sword 890. Apostate Is Put To Death 555 

866. Thong Of Sandal Must Not Be Snapped 518 891. Do Not Inflict Punishment Of Burning 556 

Between Toes 892. The Khawarij Pin Pointed 556 

867. Being Killed While Protecting Religion, 518 893. Prophet Had Foretold The Coming Of 557 

Life & Property Khawarij 

868. Do Not Raise Sword Against A Muslim 519 894. Muslim Killing A Muslim Is Near 557 

869. Chapter- Iv 520 Disbelief 
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895. Fate Of Apostates & Bandits 558 927. Deduction 580 

896. Section II 560 928. Apparent Difference 581 

897. Mutilation Is Disallowed 560 929. Punishment Given To Indecent Slave Girl 581 

898. Prophet's Mercy To Animals 561 930. About The Hadd On The Sick 582 

899. Worst Of Mankind Foretold By The 561 931. Section II 582 

Prophet 932. Adulterer (Less) Retracts CC?nfession 582 

900. Three Possibilities Of Death Penalty 562 933. Confession Of Ma'iz 583 

901. Do Not Frighten A Muslim 564 934. Conceal Faults Of Other People 584 

902. Do Not Surrender Your Honour To Buy 564 935. No Ruler May Condone The Prescribed 584 

A Non Muslim's Ignominy Punishment 

903. Muslims Must Not Mingle With The 564 936. Overlook The Mistakes Of The 585 

Disbelievers Respectable 

904. Do Not Kill Anyone Without First 565 937. Benefit Of Doubt Be Given To The 585 

Finding Out Facts Accused 

905. Killer Of Slave Who Flees To Enemy 565 938. Hadd Is Imposed On Man Who Rapes 585 

Territory Will Not Be Questioned 939. Dual Punishment 587 

906. Killing One Who Is Disrespectful To The 566 940. Hadd On A Sick Culprit 587 

Prophet 941. Homosexuality 587 

907. Sorcerer May Be Killed 566 942. Committing Unnatural Act With Animals 588 

908. Section III 567 943. Homosexuality Is Worst Kind Of Sin 589 
\ 

909. Khawarij Were Foretold 567 944. Separate Punishment For Adultery And 589 

910. Faces Of The Day Of Resurrection 568 For False Accusation 

911. Book-Xvi 570 945. Punishment To Those Who Cast Slander 589 

912. Kitab-Ul-Hudud 570 On Sayyidah Ayshah ~f:~-..1.'1.,-P J 

913. Prescribed Punishment 570 946. Section III 592 
/ 

914. Meaning Of Hadd 570 947. Only The Rapist Is Given The Hadd 592 

915. Details Of Punishment 570 948. Another Hadith About Mo'iz Fall Into Sin 592 

916, Difference Between Hadd & Tazeer 571 949. When Adultery Spreads, Famine Too 593 

~7. Chapter- I 571 Spreads 

918. Section I 571 950. Homosexuality Is A Curse 594 

919. Prophet's Judgement In A Case Of 571 951. Hadd Is Not Imposed On One Who Has 595 

Adultery Intercourse With Animals 

920. Unmarried Person's Punishment 572 952. Do Not Be Partial In Imposing The Hadd 595 

921. Punishment Awarded To Married Person 573 953. Long Term Benefits Of Enforcing The 595 

922. Adulterers Must-Be Stoned To Death 573 Hadd 

923. Rajm For Who Confessed To Indecency 575 954. Chapter - II · 596 

924. Hadd & Ta'zeer Must Not Be Imposed In 577 955. Amputating The Thief 596 

Mosques 956. The Word Sariqah 596 

925. Do Not Punish Before Probing 577 957. Claim To Ownership 596 

926. Sin Is Ceased After Receiving Prescribed 578 958. Punishment And Minimum Amount Of 596 

Punishment Theft •,;,·:-i :! . 
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959. Why The Disagreement 597 992. Section II 611 

960. Section I 597 993. Command To Kill Drunkard Is 611 

961. Imam Shafi'i Upheld 597 Withdrawn 

962. Differing Valuations Of The Shield 597 994. Drinker Disgraced 612 

963. Another Hadith With Other Message 598 995. Do Not Curse The Drunkard 613 

964. Section II 598 996. Punishment Only After Proof 613 

965. Stealing Fruit, Etc & Cutting Off Hand 598 997. Section III 614 

966. Unowned Mountainous Animals 599 998. Diyah Is Not Wajib If One Dies While 614 

967. The Plunderer Is Not One Of Us 600 Receiving Stripes 

968. Swindler's Hand Is Not Cut Off 600 999. Umar Specified The Number Of Stripes 614 

969. Thief's 1-lan~ Not Cut Off During 601 To Drunkard 

Expedition For Jihad 1000. Chapter- V 615 

970. Stealing More Than Once 602 1001. Curse May Not Be Invoked On One Who 615 

971. Suspending Severed Hand In Neek Of 603 Has Been Awarded The Prescribed 

Thief Punishment 

972. Sell The Slave Who Steals 604 1002. Section I 615 

973. Section III 604 1003. Disallowed To Curse A Sinner 615 

974. Ruler Cannot Forgive The Guilty 604 1004. Section II . 616 , 
975. Slave's Hand Is Not Cut Off 604 1005. Defaming One Who Is Punished Is Like 616 

976. One Who Steals Shroud 605 Eating Carrion 

977. Chapter - III 606 1006. fl:mishment Averts Reckoning In The 617 

978. Intercession Regarding Hudud Or, 606 Hereafter 

Prescribed Punishments 1007. Better To Conceal One's Sins Than To 617 

979. Section I 606 Disclose Them . 

980. Intercession Regarding Hudud May Not 606 1008. Chapter - Vi . 618 

Be Accepted 1009. Tazeer- Discretionary Punishment 618 

981. Section Ill 607 1010. Difference Between Hadd & Tazeer 618 

982. One Who Intercedes Regarding Hadd 607 1011. Section I 618 

Rejects Allah's Command 1012. The Maximum Punishment As Tazeer 618 

983. Punishment For Stealing On Confess~on 608 1013. Section II 619 

984. Chapter- IV 609 1014. Do Not Beat On Face Of The Guilty 619 

985. The Hadd Or The Prescrjbed Punishment 609 1015. Punishment For Rudeness 619 

For Consuming Wine 1016. Husband's Right 619 

986. Prohibition Of'Wine 609 1017. Sex With Mahram 620 

987. Punishment For Consuming Wine 610 1018. Stealing Spoils 620 

988. Enforcement Of The Punishment 610 1019. Chapter- Vii 620 

989. Section I 610 ·1020. About Wine & The Warning To One Who 620 

990. Punishment ~or Drinking Wine In 610 -Drinks It 

Prophet's Times 1021. What Is Khamr 620 

991. Eighty Stripes Were Awarded By The 611 1022. Why So Called 620 

Sahabah In Their Times 1023. Kinds Of Intoxicants 620 
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1024. Ruling 621 1061. Chapter - I 635 

1025. Other Drinks 621 1062. Section I 635 

1026. Nabidth 621 1063. Obedience To Amir Is Obedience To 635 

1027. Khaleet 621 Allah & His Messenger 

1028. Third Kind 621 1064. A Slave Who Is Amir Must Be Obeyed 635 

1029. Muthallith Yaman 621 1065. Ruler Must Not Be Obeyed If He 636 

1030. Ruling On These Four 621 Commands Disobedience To Allah 

1031. Divorce 622 1066. Promise To Obey 636 

1032. Tobacco 622 1067. Obedience According To Ability 637 

1033. Section I 623 1068. Do Not Separate From The Ummah Even 637 

1034. Ingredients Of Wine, 623 A Bit 

1035. Khamr Was From Dates 623 1069. Partisanship Has No Place In Islam 638 

1036. Spirituous Drink Is Forbidden 624 1070. The Best & The Worst Rulers 638 

1037. Deprived Of Pure Wine Of Next World 624 1071. Responsibility Of Muslims To Express 639 

1038. Warning To DrinkC!rs 624 Disapproval Of Rule_r's Waywardness 

1039. About Nabidh 625 1072. Rulers Who Will Take Away The Best 640 

1040. Allowed To Consume Vinegar From 625 Thiflgs 

Wine Or Not? 1073. Warning To One Who Ceases To Obey 640 

1041. Not To Be Used As Medicine 626 Imam 

1042. Allah Has Not Placed Cure In The 626 1074. Reject A Claimant To Culership When 641 

Unlawful Things One Is Already Ruling 

1043. Section II 627 1075. Kill Him Who Creates Discord 641 

1044. Punishment For ~rinking Wine 627 1076. Do Not Seek Rulership 643 

1045. Little Of Intoxicant Is Also Haraam 628 1077. Do Not Hand Over Office To One Who 644 

1046. Handful Of Intoxicant Is Also Forbidden 628 Seeks It 

104~ WhatMakesWine 628 1078. Who Rejects Offer Of Rulership Is The 644 

1048. Wine Is Not A Precious Commodity 628 Best 

1049. Section III 629 1079. Everyone Answerable For His 645 

1050. What Intoxicates & Causes Lethargy & 629 Responsibility 

Weakness Is Forbidden 1080. Warning To The Treacherous To The 645 

1051. Wine Is Never Permitted 630 Oppressor 

~052. Wine & Games Of Chance Forbidden 630 1081. Ruler Unmindful Of Welfare Of Subjects 645 

1053. Drinker Will Not Enter Paradise 630 Will Not Smell Fragrance Of Paradise 

1054. Warning To A Drunkard 631 1082. Oppressor Of Subjects Is The Worst Of 646 

1055. Disobedient Children Cuckold & 632 Rulers 

Drunkard 1083. Great Rank Of Just< Ruler 646 

1056. Like Idol-Worship 632 1084. Two Companions With Every Ruler 647 

1057. Book - XVII 634 1085. Prophet's Constant Attendant 648 

1058. I<itab Ul-Imarah Wa Al-Qada 634 1086. Qays Ibn Sa'd Ansari, Khuzraji 648 

1059. Emirates·& Judiciary 634 1087. Woman Ruler Is In Auspicious For Her 648 

1060. Islam & Governance 634 People 
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1088. Section II 649 . 1118. Section I 661 

1089. Do Not Abandon The Community 649 1119. Rulers Must Be Considerate 661 

1090. Thin Garments Not Suitable For Amir 650 1120. Deceitful Will Be Disgraced 662 

1091. Do Not Obey Ruler's Command To Sin 650 1121. Section II 663 

1092. The Final Treatment Of The Ruler 650 1122. Warning To Rulers Who Do Not Satisfy 663 

1093. Rulers Will Be Regretful On The Day Of 651 Needs Of Their Subjects 

Resurrection 1123. Section III 663 

1094. Chiefs Most Likely Distined To Hell 651 1124. Ruler Who Shuts His Gates Will Find 663 

1095. Seek Refuge In Allah From A Foolish 652 Gates Of Divine Mercy Shut 

Leader 1125. Umar's Advice To His Governors 663 

1096. Nearness To A E-uler Gets One Away 652 1126. Chapter - III 664 

From Allah 1127. Conducting The Office Of The Qadi 664 

1097. Anonymity Is Solace While Renown Is 653 Oudge) & Fear Of It 

Troublesome 1128. Section I 664 

1098. Ruler Who Levies Unjust Taxes Will Be 654 1129. Judg~ment Not Wh~ri Angry 664 

Deprived Of Paradise 1130. Judge May Resort To ljtihad 664 

1099. Merit Of A Just Impm 654 1131. Section II 665 

1100. Conveying Truth To A Tyrant Is Best 654 1132. Office Of Qadi Is A Trial 665 

Jihad 1133. Do Not Aspire To Be A Qadi 665 

1101. The Way To Correct The Evil Man 655 1134. Judges Of Paradise And Of Hell 666 

1102. Righteous Advisers Lead The Rulers To 655 1135. Qiyas And Ijtihad Are Allowed 666 

Success 1136. After Plaintiff Defendant Must Be Heard 667 

1103. Suspicion Causes Unrest In Subjects 655 Too 

1104. Section III 656 1137. Section III 668 

1105. Merit Of A Just Imam - Ruler 656 1138. The Fate Of A Tyrant 668 

1106. Fear Of Three Things For The Ummah 657 1139. Just Ruler Has Allah's Support 668 

1107. Do Not Become A Trustee Or A Judge 657 1140. Did Not Accept Office Of Judge 669 

Unnecessarily 114LChapter- Iv 670 

1108. Three Stages Of A Ruler During His Rule 658 1142. Salary To Rulers & Gifts To T.hem 670 

1109. Prophet's Advice To Muawiyah 658 1143. Section I 670 

1110. Refuge In Allah From Trial In Future 658 1144. Distribution By The Prophet 670 

1111. Rulers Will Be Appointed Commensurate 659 1145. Warning To Those Who Spend From 670 

To Your Deeds. State Treasury Unnecessarily 

1112. King Is Allah's Shade On Earth 659 1146. Ruler Is Entitled To Draw His Salary 671 

1113. The Highest Rank Will Belong To A Mild 660 From Treasury 

And Just Ruler. 1147. Trading Of The Sahabah 671 

1114. To Frighten A Muslim Is Punishable Offence. 660 1148. Section II 671 

1115. Better To Correct Yourselves Than Curse 660 1149. DraWing More Than Salary Is Deceit 671 

Rulers 1150. Gui~ance To Mu' Adh 672 

1116. Chapter- II 661 1151. State Treasury Will Support Honorary 672 

1117. Rulers Must Facilitate Things As Wajib 661 Ruler 
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1152. Not Even A Needle May Be 672 1186. Slander 687 

Misappropriated 1187. Rulings 687 

1153. The Receiver And The Payer Of Bribery 673 1188. Enemy 688 

1154. Section III 674 1189. Wala 688 

1155. The Intercessor Must Accept No Gift 674 1190. False Relationship 688 

11~6. Chapter - V 674 1191. Dependent On Any 688 

1157. Cases And Testimonies 674 1192. Villager's Testimony For A Townsman 689 

1158. Section I 674 · 1193. Present Your Case Wisely 689 

1159. Plaintiff Must Prove His Case 674 1194. Accused May Be Imprisoned 690 

1160. Warning To One Who Takes False Oath 675 1195. Section III 690 

1161. Advice To Plaintiffs 676 1196. Both Plaintiff & Defendant Must Be 690 

1162. Warning To Him Who Files Cases 677 Present Before Ruler 
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BOOK-XII 

KITAB AL BUYOO 

"BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS'~ 
From the Islamic point of view the practical life of Mankind evolves round two axes. They 
are rights of Allah which are (..:;.,t,)~) worship, and rights of fellow men which are (..:;.,~w) 
mutual dealings of conduct. Both of these alone from the base of all principles, rules and 
lows of human life. 
The first of these - 'rights of Allah' - has a universal application and concerns every 
member of the human society. Hence, the compiler of this book gave them priority in his 
book. Now, he begins with the second- 'rights of fellow man.' Its most significant part is 
(~) 'business transactions.' 

MEANING OF(~) (BAI): It means 'to sell.' Sometimes it means 'to buy.' Hence, in the 
terminology, it means; 'to buy and sell.' 
Fakhrul Islam said that in the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), Bai' is 'to exchange 
goods for goods with mutual consent.' 
LEGALITY OF BAI': Bai' or 'buying and selling' is established as legal by the verse of the 
Quran cited here and the ahadith that will be narrated further down. 

"' J , .:. :;; 

I~;.\ I..;~ j f-?;31 ill I ~lj 

{Allah has permitted trading and forbidden usuryJ (2: 275) 
KINDS OF BAI': There are three basic things in Bai', meaning 'buying & selling.' 

(i) The agreeme~t between the seller and the buyer. 
(ii) The commodity ~old. 
{iii) The price. 

From the point of these three things jurists classify Bai' into various kinds. 
Thus, as for as the transaction and its ruling whether Bai' is correct or not are concerned, 
there are four kinds of Bai' (1) enforced, (2) held in abeyance, (3) improper (4) invalid.1 

The enforced is that the seller has the conun<;>dity and the buyer has the price, and both of them 
are sensible, further, they must conclude the tr~action either directly or though an attorney or 
a broker. When these three things are found ina sole, then it is very correct and enforced. 
The Bai' mawquf or held in abeyance is when someone sells something belonging to 
another person without his permission or power of attorney. The ruling is that this 
transaction will be correct only when the permission of the real owner is received. 
The Bai' that is fasid or improper may be correct is essence, meaning as for as the 
transaction is concerned but is improper as for as its quality is concerned, or for some 
particular reason. (There may be a shortcoming). 
The Bai' batil or invalid is not proper both in essence and in quality. Details and examples 
of both fasid and batil will follow, insha Allah, in the chapter 

1 The English equivalent of the terminology is adopted from the Heavenly permanent translation of 
Muhammad Muhammadi (Darul Isha'at Karachi) pp 305f, 3114f etc. 
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BUSINESSTRANSACTIONSTHATAREFORBIDDEN 

Bai' from the point of view 'buying' is of' four kinds: 
(i) Muqayadh (~w) or bartering. 
(ii) Sarf ( ~ rP) or money exchange 
(iii) Salam(~) or forwarding buying. 
(iv) Bai mutlaq or cash sale. 

The Muqayadah is exchange of commodities or bartering. 
The sarf is exchange of money o~ one currency for another, or coins for paper money. 
The salam is to receive advance payment for delivery of merchandise at a future agreed date. 
The mutlaq is sale against cash payment. 
There are four kinds of Bai' in terms of price. 

(i) Murabahah in which the seller sells to the buyer at a profit. 
(ii) T~walliyah in which the seller sells to the buyer at his cost price. 
(iii) Wadi'ah in which the seller sells to the buyer at a loss. 
(iv) Musawimah in which the two parties agree at a price of a commodity (by 

bargaining or otherwise) without consideration of the seller's coast price. 

CHAPTER-I 

EARNING & SEEKING WHAT IS LAWFUL 

·It is to earn a livelihood through lawful means and lawful occupation. This chapter 
. speaks of the excellence of earning livelihood and points out the appropriate and good 
earning and occupant. 
The books of fiqh (Islamic jurisonidence) underline jihad as the best occupation, followed 
by trading, cultivatiop and handiwork or mnual effort (like writing, etc). 
It is fard (compulsory) to earn and it is also mustahab (desirable). It is also permitted and 
forbidden too. Hence, it is fard (compulsory) for a man to earn so much as is enough for 
himself and his family's needs and to repay a debt, if any. 
To earn more than that is mustahab (desirable) provided his intention is to spend on the poor 
and needy and his other deserving relatives. 
Similarly, it is permi~sible to earn more than one's needs if it is to maintain his status in life. 
However, it is forbidden to earn merely to hoard money and boast, even if the earning is 
through lawful means. 
It is necessary for the earner to spend his earning on himself and his family without being 
extravagant or miserly, but pursuing a middle course. 
If anyone is able to earn his livelihood then it is binding on him to use lawful means to 
provide the economic needs of his family and safeguard his and their honourable way 
of living. He must not depend on other people. If anyone is helpless and cannot make a 
living for himself then it is necessary for him to ask other for help to protect his life. If 
anyone refrains from seeking help because of modesty and sense of honour so that 
hunger and poverty take away his life then he will be responsible for his own death 
and he will have committed sin. 
Moreover, if anyone is unable to earn a living then it is binding on whoever is aware of his 
condition that he should look after the helpless person. He must feed him or if he cannot do 
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it himself; then he must recommend other people to help him. 
Maw lana Shah Abdul Azfz Dahlawi ~~ J has q~ote<:J. this verse: 

· 1 n r: · 
, s::;,ijjlA~I .. u;~ I ~~\it I ilit~.lJI ~~ b 

.....~'- II' ., , 'r J- .. , .. -

Vol.3 

{0 yott who believe, eat of the wholesome things wherewith we have provided 
you.} (2: 172) · 

JIHAD: He has explained it, saying that the best occupatipn is jihad provided when one 
decides to participate in it, he does not crave for the spoils at all. HiS intention should be sincere. 
TRADING: Next ranks trade as a profession particularly the import and export business to 
bring and send commodities for Muslims of different countries or cities. If the businessmen 
who engages in this business aims at profit making but also aims at serving the Muslims by 
getting them what they need then his business is a form of worship for him. 
FARMING: Next ranks cultivation. This occupation too fetches immense reward in the 
hereafter apart from providing wbrldly profit. The cultivator's intention should be to 
provide the means of sustenance to 'mankind and to beasts and reliance should be places on 
Allah's mercy, rain, wind, etc. 
SCRIBE: Apart from these three occupations, other occupations do not excel over each 
other though the profession of ·the scribe is better because it is instrumental in service to 
knowledge and learning and enables one to refresh religious knowledge, commands and 
lives of the Prophets (~~~~) and scholars. 

OTHERS: The occupations that keep knowledge in circulation or have a deep connection 
with society and: culture like building, extracting oil, tailoring and· so on follow the 
foregoing occupations in importance. These professions are better than those that are only 
superficial or money making like painting. Decorating, sweetmeat making, perfumery, etc. 
However, if these occupations are suitable to the occasion and they do not contravene 
Shari' ah (divine law) then they too are not undesirable. 
DISTASTEFUL: The occupations that are bad and filthy and lead the creatures ·astray are 
calumny, sweeping, tanning, hoarding grain, washing the dead, selling the shroud, 
indulging in immoral activities, brothel-keeping, dancing, singing, mimicking, brokerage, 
pleading for someone (and lying in the process), receiving wages for leading 
congregational salah (prayer) (as imam) and for calling adhan and for working in the 
mosque, receiving remuneration to recite anq teach the Quran, and so on. These 
professions are all disliked (Shah Abdul Aziz) 
LAWFUL: It is stated in Mughni-ul-Talib that the ahadith abound with merits of lawful 
earning and the earner. At the same time, a severe warning is sounded to one who begs of 
others out of lethargy though he is capable of earning. However, qe is an exception who 
trusts Allah and relies in Him and does not beg of anyone nor interrupts his religious 
pursuits, worship ID1d devotional exercises to work for a living. Also, he does not hope for 
anyone's help because this is an inward begging which is worse than the oral begging: 
RICH: If anyone is rich enough and earns }vithout putting in hours than he must 
devpte his time to worship. The same command applies to teachers.. of religious 
knowledge to Muftis, judges and others of the same kind. If they earn enough for their 
livelihood then they musb continue to occupy themselves in their work and not divert 
their attention to earning~ livelihood. 
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CONCEALED POLYTHEISM: A person who engages in an occupation, like trading, must 
earn only lawful livelihood. He must refrain completely from the unlawful. He must abide · 
by the commands of Shari'ah (divine law) and while working hard he must place trtist in 
Allah knowing that only He is the sustainer and the profession is only an outward mearis 
of livelihood. He must not regard his profession as a provider otherwise that will be (equal 
to) a concealed polytheism. He must abstain from unlawful earning, for, the prophet ft.~ 
~ ... J4# has said about it, "If anyone gives charity from his Unlawful earning then that is not 
accepted." The urlawfully earned wealth does not remain after its owner's death but as a 
provision of the journey to hell. 
SMALL EARNINGS: Some people abstain from large quantiti~s of unlawful wealth but do 
not mind small earnings of the unlawful. They must realize that even the smallest among 
of it will mingle with their lawful wealth and make all of it doubtful. The ruling again is the 
same that we must abstain from the doubtful, too. 
GJFTS: If anyone presents something to another of whose status he is uncertain whether 
it is lawful or not, then he must. return it to the giver politely and kindly. If that might hurt 
him then it must not be returned. Similarly, if probing the nature of a gift might hurt the 
giver then the receiver should not investigate whether the gift is doubtful, because it is 
forbidden to annoy or displ~ase a Muslim, whereas examing anything for its doubtful 
nature is taqwa (piety). The ruling is that the unlawful should not be perpetrated for the 
sake of taqwa (piety). However, if it is known without a shadow of doubt that the gift is 
from unlawful sources then it must be returned even if the giver is hurt, unless there is 
likelihood of trouble arising in which case instead of returning it, the gift may be passed on 
to someone in dire straits. If the receiver himself if hard-pressed then he may use it himself. 
BAD PLACES: One must keep away from such markets where the unlawful things ar~ 
traded. Unless it is known of something that it is unlawful or doubtful, it is not 
necessary to probe into its nature, when the unlawful or doubtful nature of anything is 
not known, an unnecessary probe and investigation everywhere and for everything 
will be merely an evil suggestion. 
WAGES: The remuneration of unlawful profession is also unlawful. Examples are stitching 
silk garments for men or making golden jewelery for them. Similarly, profit and wealth 
derived from illegal trading are also unlawful, like selling hoarded grain. 
DRAPERS: The best of all businesses is that of the drapers and the best of all professions is 
to prepare and stitch water skins. 
FAKE CURRENCY: It is absolutely forbidden to circulate counterfeit coins (and currency). 
If anyone gets any, he must throw them into a well or dispose of in such manner. 
HONESTY: Every trader and shopkeeper must not deceive anyone. It is wrong to take oath 
to support his statements and he must not hide defects in his wares. He must not overdo 
when describing his wares as good. 
SELLING TO A- WRONG DOER: No trader must sell anything to such a person who 
might use it to prepar~ or do something unlawful, like grapes to a winemaker, weapons to 
a bandit and so on. No trader must resort to adulteration, cheat in weight and measures or 
deceive in any other way. 
UNLAWFUL INCOME: Every trader must tell himself that even a paltry sum of money 
acquired unlawfully and through improper means will prevent him from entermg 
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paradise. He must suffice himself with little income because that is mustahab (desirable) and 
he must content himself with the business that earns for him enough liyelihood. He must 
not yearn to engage in other businesses to earn more. Rather, he must use his spare time to 
wor~ for th~ next world. It is foolish to devote oneself wholly to this fleeting world all the 
time and do noting for the everlasting hereafter. 

SECTION I 

MANUAL LABOUR IS BEST 

l".i! .. ~{JW:;h_l ~~ .. ~ ",ei~(Lll t~JJIJ1 "· 1JJ .. ~J .. ~~ e-.~~.·.3.AI.liJI··.£('fVOi\) ~ .. - LP 1 ~...~~.. ~"" ~ .Lr~, ~, , ~ 
, 11 ... .. .. ~ .. .. , .. ,, 0 .. , 
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2759. Sayyiduna Miqdam ibn Ma'dikarib ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 
~J~lbl~ said, 11No one h~s eaten food better than what he eat~ on earning from 
the labour of his hands. ln~eed, the Prophet of Allah, Dawud ~~~ ~ used to eat 
from the earnings of his hands' labour."1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Dawud ~~~~was not only a glorious prophet but_he also 
was sovereign over a vast territory that Allah had granted him. It was his habit that he 
went about his subjects disguised and asked them about their kit).gs. Once, Allah sent an 
angel in the likeness of man and Prophet Dawud ~')\..JI~ asked him about himself. He said, 
"Dawud is a good man, but he eats from the Bayt ul Maal (State Treasury)." That was it! He 
was moved terribly and he prayed, "0 Lord of the worlds, make me independent of the 
state Treasury and teach me some things whereby I may earn a living for myself." Allah 
taught him to make armour. [Allah softened iron in his hands and' he was the first one 
skilled in making armour from iron.p 
He sold that for four tho\lsand dirhamS and some ulama (Scholars) say that he sold them 
for six thousand dirhams making one armour each day. He spent two thousand dirha:r;ns 
on himself and on his family and disbursed the remaining four thousand as charity to 
poor of Banu Isr' ail. 
In this hadith, the Prophet ~ J ~ .&! ~ said that to earn one's one living is the sunnah 
(Prophet's ~ J·~.,J." ..1!1 ~ practice) of the Prophets ~')\..JI ~. He encouraged the people to earn 
through their own manual labour. There is much benefit in that not only to one who works 
himself but also to those others who use his product. This man occupies himself so is safe 
from b~d things and from pride and rebellion. Most of all he is not dependent on anyone 
else and lives an honourable life. 

ADVANTAGE OF ABSTAINING FROM THE UNLAWFUL 

1 Bukhari # 2072 . 
2 Stories of the Prophet (r'>l-J'~) (p267), Ibn Kathir. (English tr. Dar ul Ishaat, Karachi) 
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2760. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i'JI~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i'JI1~ 
said, "Surely Allah is pure (of all defects) and only such (charity and deeds) are 
accepted (by him) as are pure (of shortcomings and defective intention). And, 
indeed, Allah has commanded the believers with the same command as He has 
given the Messengers, saying: 

I ... ,.. n I &, 1.-

~l..;:,l_pljyi:~~~~~J.!;..I~I~ 

{0 you Messengers! Eat of the good things and do righteous deeds.} (23: 51) 
And He said: 

I. l" II I ::i 1-
_;S'l:;jjl.oyl:}b~ I~ lj:..OI'~JJI ~~~ 

{0 you who believe, eat of the wholesome things wherewith we have provided 
you.} (2: 172) 

Then, he mentioned (by way of an example) a man who undertakes a long journey, 
his hair unkempt and he in a dusty state, stretching out his hands to heaven in 
prayer, 'My Lord! My Lord!'' But, his food is unlawfully acquired His drink is 
unlawful His clothing is un lawful acquired and he is nourished by the unlawful 
then, he asked, "How may such a one expect an answer (to his prayer)?"t 

COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasizes the excellence of earning what is lawful. It is 
the demand of servitude that one must consume pure food. This will enable him to draw 
near to Allah. 
The Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ also said that if anyone does not refrain from consuming the 
unlawful then his prayers will not be heard. He gave the example of on~ who undertakes 
along journey for Hajj (pilgrimage) or any other worship and prayers on such occasions 
and such auspicious prayers are not granted because he does not refrain from unlawful 
provision. Supplication has two wings: lawful food and truthful speech (which ensure that 
prayer will be granted). 

THINGS TO COME 
"' ' ... ' I 

~~~J.iiLo~;.;iiJ~~ -...!,)Loj (.ftl!JI j£Q~~j~Ullj..D;3J1Jj-!5 jl9jl9~j (rV"\') 

(lS..J~Ioi.J..J)-~1.)-I~..;IJ~I 
2761. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i'Jit~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i'JI1~ 
said, 11There will come a time to people when no one will worry whether what he 
acquires comes from a lawful source or an unlawful source."2 

COMMENTARY: As the last Hour approaches, many misdeeds will be perpetrated. 
Among them will be lack of distinction between the lawful and unlawful incomes. This 
thing is very apparent these days. No Section of society and no group of people are safe 
from this malady. 

1 Muslim# 65-1015, Tirmidhi # 3000, Musnad Ahmad 2-328, Darimi # 2717. 
2 Bukhari # 2059. 
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AVOID THE DOUBTFUL TOO 

~, , -_{ "' .. ~~ ' - _{ .... .. .. e .. , , . .... ~ 
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(~~)-~l~j'il 
2762. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir ~..11~~ J n~ated that Allah's Messenger ~..11~~ 
~ J said, 11The lawful is clearly defined, but between them are matters that are 
doubtful. Many of the people cannot pick them up. He who avoids the doubtful 
things preserves his religion and his honour from blame, but he who stumbles into 
thent lands into what is unlawful. It, is like a shepherd who grazes his animals on 
the borders of a sanctuary, he will soon encroach with them into it. Every king has a 
sanctuary and know that Allah's sanctuary is what He has declared unlawful. 
Indeed, there is in the body a piece of flesh. When it is sound, the whole body is 
sound. When it is bad, the whole body is bad. And, it is the heart."l 

COMMENTARY: The lawful and unlawful that are well known are pious deed, good 
speech, marriage and such things as lawful things, and wine, swine, carrion, adultery, 
usury, falsehood, backbiting, etc which are unlawful. Some things there are that cannot be 
defined either way. It is not easy for the common man to recognize them. The ulama 
(Scholars) have three opinions about these things: 

(i) Do not regard them as lawful or as unlawful or as permitted. This is the 
most correct opinion and it should be followed which calls upon us to 
desist from them. 

(ii) Regard them as unlawful. 
(iii) Regard them as permissible. 

Suppose a man marries a woman and another woman appears and claims to have suckled 
both the man and the woman (husband and wife). This raises doubts about their marriage 
because they are said to be faster brother and sister. In that case, their marriage is 
absolutely disallowed. But, the won1an is the lone claimant without any witness recognizes. 
by Shari'ah (divine .law). She could be lying. This means that the marriage is legal. This 
situatiol) where arguments differ makes it a doubtful case. Hence, it is better that the man 
should divorce the woman because it is better to keep away from the doubtful. 
Another example of the doubtful is that someone has lawfully acquired weal~h as well as 
unlawfully acquired and both are inseparable. So, all his money is of the doubtful kind and 
he must refrain from using all his money. 
The hadith compares to grazing animals in forbidden sanctuaries, the prohibitions of 
Shari'ah (divine law). It is wajib (obligatory) to refraiQ from doing them and the doubtful 
things are like borders of sanctuaries of the common people. These should be avoided lest 

1 Bukhari # 52, Muslim # 107; 1599, Abu Dawud # 3329, Tirmidhi # 1209, Nasa'i # 4453, Ibn Majah # 
3984, Musnad Ahmad 4-267. 
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one trespasses them. Anyone who perpetrates the forbidden is liable to punishment. Some 
of these things ·are such as wiil not be forgiven, like polytheism. Some of them Allah may 
pardon if he will. However, if a sincere repentance is made and forgiveness sought then 
everything will be forgiven. 
Shaykh Ali Muttaqi ,&,~J has penned down a sequence; necessary, permissible, makruh 
(disapproved), forbidden disbelief. If a person suffices in all fields of his life with such 
necessiqes as maintain hin\ and his honour then he is safe · in his religion from every 

. danger. H he tries to go beyond the limit of the necessities then he lands in the territory of 
the makruh (disapproved) (disliked) till greed takes him further into the forbidden limits. 
His next step is disbelief. We seek refuge in Allah from that. 
The hadith sums up with reference to a person's heart. If it spoils, the entire body spoils 
because ~f sin and disobedience. Every sensible person mlist concentrate on his heart and 
keep it a~ay from base 9esires otherwise it respects no limits and plunges into darkness. 
The good\ of the body lies in lawful sustenance because it keeps the heart clean. A clean 
pure heart gets all limbs to do good deeds and to refrain from evil. 
THREE AHADITH: The ulama (Scholars) agree that this hadith bears a large treasure of 
knowledge and answers to queries. There are three ahadith on which evolve Islamic laws 
arid commands. They are: 

(Deeds are judged according to the intentions behind them).t 

4~u.,~l;i'·~~r_~A 1 ,1 ~~.·~,f..o , .. , .. ~_,,~A~,~- v-ti' 

(The beau9' of anyone's Islam lies in his abandoning what does not concern him),2 

and 

(The lawful is clearly de~ined .... p 
WAGE$ OF AN ADULTERESS ARE UNLAWFUL 

(J "' ' , l "~ (J "' 0J.-ooi.J.J)-•" =;i.~~l~j·" ~.,.; 

2763. Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn Khadij ~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4Js.illl~ 
said, 11The price paid for a dog is impure, the wages paid to a prostitute are impure 
and the earning of a cttpper are impure."4 

COMMENTARY: The. Arabic word(~)' {Khabith) in the hadith means 'impure' or 'bad'. 
However, jurists interpret· it according to the context; unlawful, impure, makruh 
(disapproved) (undesirable), etc. 

1 Bukhari #54, Muslim# 155-1907, Tirmidhi # 1653, Musnad Ahmad 1-25. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2324, Muwata Maalik 47.1-3, Ibn Majah # 3976. ·· 
3 Tirmidhi under demission(# 2762) 
4 Muslim# 41-1568, Tirmidhi # 1279, Abu Dawud # 3421, Nasa'i # 429, Musnad Ahmad 3-464, Darini 
# 2621. 
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Imam Shafi'I ~~~J has translated the first portion: 'The price paid for a dog is unlawful.' 
Therefore, buying and selling of dogs is forbidden, both the trained and untrained dog. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~ ;, Imam Ahmad .1!1 ~; and some other imams said that trade of 
such dogs, cheetahs a:nd beasts is permitted as are beneficial whether trained or untrained. 
They say that the price paid for a dog is impure or makruh (disapproved), not unlawful. 
The earnings of the cupper are tindesirable, disliked. The prophet-~ J~.1!1~ had himself 

. I 

paid wages for cupping. Hence, his (cupper's) wages are makruh tanzihi (disappro'ved 
for purification). Therefore, the word(~) is not merely 'unlawful.' · 

QUESTION ABOUT PRICE OF DOG 
, , ,,_, .. " ' "' l ' ~ "' .. { c "' 
~~~ j ~I ~6£~ ~j ~ill! J.-0;111 JJ-!5 ~I ~.Jl..Qj l'l ~J!, o Cfl ~j (YV't) 

(~~)-~till ..... ; .. .>I,,U.J 
2764. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud al Ansari ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ·.1!1~ 
~ J ~ for bade the price paid for a dog, the wages paid to a prostitute and the 
offerings made to a soothsayer."t 

COMMENTARY: In the commentary on the previous hadith the buying and selling and 
price of a dog have been discussed exhaustively. As for this hadith forbidding the price 
paid for a dog, the Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that this applied when the dogs should b' 

1 
killed and he had forbidden, too, that benefit should be derived from the dogs, Later, 
however, he gave permission that dogs should be used for beneficial purposes. It is also 
reported that someone killed a hunting dog and the prophet ~J~~~~ commanded him 
to reimburse the owner with forty dirhams. When someone else killed a dog guCU"ding a 
herd of sheep, he commanded him to give the--owner one ram. 
Teebi said ~~~J that most ulama (Scholars) say that it is not allowed to trade is dogs and 
also it is not necessary to pay to the owner for his dog if it is killed whether the dog is 
trained or untrained and whether it is allowed to keep the dog as a pet or not allowed. But, 
imam Abu Hanifah ~~~; has declared that buying and selling is allowed of the dog from 
which benefit may be derived,- like a watch dog for the house or for sheep. Also, he has 
ruled that if such a dog is killed then the such a dog is killed then the person killing it must 
pay its price to the owner. The commentary on the previous hadith mentions about the 
ruling on the wages to an evil woman. 
The soothsayer predicts the future. His wages described as (u'P') mean sweetmeat. 
However; the terminology gives its meaning as a soothsayer's salary, in whatever form 
sweetmeat, clothing, cash, etc. · · 
It is forbidden to visit soothsayers to learn of the future as also to visit astrologers, palmists 
and their likes to know the future. It is forbidden to believe them. This will be discussed in 
detail in the chapter on sorcery and prediction; (Divination). (40.i~IJ_,...Jiylf) 

FORBIDDEN TO SELL BLOOD 

1 Bukhari # 2237, Muslim# 39-1567, Tirmidhi # 1280, Abu Dawud # 3428,1bn Majah # 2159, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-118, Muwatta Maalik # 31.29-68. 
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(lS..>~I ol_,..>) -5J~Ij 4;..;.== ~ !ilj 4;1 jllj~yj 4J)I ~~· ~ 
2765. Sayyiduna Abu Juhayfah ~.a~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ y.,Js.il11~ forbade 
the price paid for blood, price paid for a dog and the earnings of a prostitute. He 
cursed the receiver of interest and its payer, the one who tattoos and the one who 
gets himself tattooed, and the one who draws or !!naps pictures or sculptures.t 

COMMENTARY: It is forbidden to buy and sell blood because it is impure. Accordingly, 
the price paid for it is also disallowed. Some people interpret it to refer to cupping in which 
case the prohibition will be makruh tanzihi (disapproved for purification). 
Tattooing is to punch holes on the body, or some of it,.with needles and fill the holes with 
collyrium or oil. The colour is then visible,· black or bluish. This is· the work of the perverse 
and the infidels. This process tends to alter Allah's creation. If a Muslim has done it, he must 
find some way to undo it but if that will cause great pain then he must not put himself .to 
pain but repent and ask Allah for forgiveness. After that, he will not remain a sinner. 
The drawing of pictures of living creatures is disallowed. It is not forbidden to draw or 
snap pictures of inanimate objects, or to cast sculptures. 
Khattabi 1»1~ J has written that pictures can be of two kinds. On~ is that the picture itself is 
the objective and that on which it is drawn is secondary~ The other kind is that the picture 
is secondary while that on which it is drawn is the real objective, like vessels, walls carpets, 

, f[tc. While it is allowed to buy and sell and second kind, yet making both kinds of pictures 
is forbidden. 

BUYING & SELLING FORBIDDEN THINGS IS ALSO FORBIDDEN 

., ~-f2f" J J ., ~ 
(~~)-A!~I~l9g_;L4j.H_;lo~l ~~,.ojs.l!ia:LH....!..J! 

2766. Sayyiduna J abir 4;S. k1 ~ J narrated that, in the year of the conquest, he heard 
Allah's Messenger ~J A# 1»1 ~ say when he was .in Makkah, "Allah and His 
messenger have forbidden the sale of . wine, dead animals, swine and idols." 
Someone asked him about the fat of dead animals because it was used to coat and 
plate ships and to anoint skins and people lighted lamps with it. He said, ''No that 
is unlawful." 
Then, he said, "May Allah ruin the Jews! Allah made fat of these animals unlawful 
for them but they melted it and sold it to devour its price."2 

COMMENTARY: Ata 1»1~ J said that the command of wine etc. includes music, drums etc . 
. it is not allowed to buy and sell them. If any one destroys a musiCal instrument then it is 
not wajib (obligatory) on him to pay compensation to the owner. 

1 Bukhari # 2238, Musnad Ahmad 2-309. 
2 Bukhari # 2236, Muslim# 71-581, Tirmidhi # 1301, Abu Dawud # 3486, Nasa'i # 4669, Ibn Majah # 
2167, Musnad Ahmad # 14479. 
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Imam Shafi'l.&,~; holds that it-is not allowed to trade i~ fat of a dead animal, to eat it or ~o 
rub on one's body, but if is allowed to put it to other uses. This it may be used to grease 
ships or light l~nips, etc. He also holds that if impurity drops in butter oil or olive oil or aRy 
oil then it may be used to light lamps or make S?ap. However, the majority holds that like 
buying and selling, it is disallowed to use it in any way whatsoever, because the 
prohibition of the dead is general but dyed hide is excepted because its permission is 
known in particular. 

· Imam Abu Hanifah ~ ,&, ,_rp; and his students have allowed that. impure olive oil may be 
sold. But, they say that it is makruh (disapproved) to light lamps with impure oil, 
particularly in mosques. 
The hadith winds up with a reference to the play of the Jews who found a round about way 
to disobey Allah's command. 
It is wrong to circumvent a command to perpetrate the unlawful. Also, any thing's price 
attracts the same command as that thing if it is forbidden then its price is forbidden too. 

THE DECEIT OF THE JEWS 

_;y.. !Jt J-f)e ~ li~ :i~l ilit jJG j~ _kj ~ ilit ~ ;Lt jj..!J --..!jl ;::J. (.,£ j (YV\V) 
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2767. Sayyiduna Umar ~ ,&, ,_rp; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# ,&, ~ said, 
"May Allah.curse the Jews, they were forbidden fats (of dead animals),t 
but they melted them and sold them." 

CAT AS A MERCHANDISE 

2768. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&1._rp; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J;.,.l&-..1!1~ forbade 
payments for dogs and cats.2 

COMMENTARY: Teebi 1»1~; said that the disallowance to use the price paid for a cat is of 
the nature of makruh tanzihi (disapproved for purification). Nearly all the ulama (Scholars) 
hold that it is allowed to trade in cats, give them as gifts, lend them. However, Sayyiduna 
Abu Hurayrah ~.&,._rp; and some of the tabi'un abides by the literal meaning of this hadith. 
They held that these things were not allowed. 

PROFESSION OF CUPPING IS LAWFUL 

"' , , .,,, . "' 
{~~)-~!.;.:.~~ IJa;""!:..__ul 

2769. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ,&, ,_rp; said that Sayyiduna. Abu Taybah ~ .&1 ,_rp; cupped 
Allah's Messenger ~J;.#.&1~.·so, he gave instructions that he should be giveJ.l one 
sa' of dates. He also commanded his masters to collect a lesser amount from. his 

1 Bukhari # 2233, Muslim# 22-1582, Nasai # 4257, Darimi # 2104, Musnad Ahmad 1-25.· 
2 Muslim# 42-1569, Tirmidhi # 1284, Abu Dawud # 3479, Ibn Majah # 2161, Daraqutni # 271 (Buyu
Sales). 
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earnings (meaning they should reduce from his Kharaj (homage revenue)).l 

COMMENTARY: The Arabs used to put their slaves, both inale and female, to work in 
different professions and had them commit to pay to them a certain part of their earnings. 
Abu Taybalt ~.&'~;was a slave of Banu Harithah. He served the Prophet ~J~,&,~ so 
t}lat he was very pleased with hhn and..r..e.commended to the masters of Abu Taybah ~.a.~ .J 
to reduce the amount they took from him every day.' 
This hadith is evidence that cupping is a lawful profession. Wages may be paid for it. 

SECI'IONII 

EARNINGS OF OFFSPRING'S MAY BE USED 

S~ji....!.;Jj >S:_:. ,g ~ ~ lA ·: :il ~!_;.LJ ~ ful ~ &1J1 jli ~li 14~ ~ ('rVV•) 
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2770. Sayyidah Ayshah ~,&,~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ said, "The 
best of what you earn is· from your earnings and surely your children are part of 
yolll' earnings."2 

COMMENTARY: The last words of thi~ hadith assert that if parents are no longer able to 
earn for themselves then they are allowed to consume from their children's earnings. 
However, if parents can make a living for themselves then it is not permitted to them to 
burden their children unless tHe children wish that their parents eat from their earnings. In 
that ease, they are allowed to do so. · 
Allamah Teebi _,1,~J said that if parents are helpless then it wajib (obligatory) on their 
son to provide them their necessities of life. But, Imam Shafi'I .&1 ~J said that the 
conditioR fot:-the-wajib (obligatory) is· that they also are unable to earns~ Other scholars 
do not place !his condition. 

THE COMMAND ABOUT THE UNLAWFUL PROPERTY 

.,, , • ,,__ I , , , 

-~~ "'H r:J.!. '~IJS.J"' ~I" -Aj ~l , '-a .p -;, 

2771. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~.~ 
~ J~ said, 111£ anyone earns unlawful property and gives charity from it then that is 

, not accepted from him. If he spends from it (on himself and his family), then he 
gets no ·blessing for it. When he leaves it behind him, it is his provision to hell. 

1 Bukhari # 2102, Muslim # 64-1577, Abu Dawud # 3424, Tirmidhi # 1282, Muwatta Maalik 26 
(lztidhm} ly!u~I)ad Ahrnad'3-174. . . 

1 
2 TirmidhHfl363, Abu Dawud # 3528, Nasa'i # 4461, Ibn Majah # 2290, Musnad AJm:lad 6-162. 
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Surely, Allah does not ,et:ctse evil with evil, but He erases evil with good. Surely,· the 
impure does not e'r.4\se the impure."t · 

I I ' 

COMMENTARY: People are amazing for the sake of this t1eeting life, they are prepared to 
ruin the never ending life to follow. Here, a mail1ies, deceives, sucks the blood of the poor, 
misappropriates rights of fellow man and stqops so law as to throw away his religion and 
faith;. Finally, it becomes for him a provision that sees him to helL He not only e~ the 
unlawful but also derives benefit from it. After him, his heirs use what he leaves behind so 
they too commit sin. The sins being d:omnlitted till the last day are recorded against him in 
his record of deeds. 
If anyone hopes to be forgiven by giving charity from his unlawful earnings then that is not 
possible because to give charity from the uhlawful is itself· a sin. In fact, some ulama 
(Scholars) say that if anyone gives charity from unlawful property and hopes for reward 
there against then he gets near to the borders of disbelief. Further, if a poor man to whom 
he gives this charity known that it is from unlawful property and yet he prays for him then 
this poor man to reaches the borders of disbelief. 
Sins are forgiven or their punishment mitigated by pious deeds. If any one gives charity, 
for example, from the lawful property, then it is a pious deed. A person not only gets re 
ward for spending in Allah's path from his lawful wealth, but also his sins are obliterated. 
It is as this verse of the Quran says: . . 

...:,.,lJ.i""li.-:~~...:_,(-:' ... J.I. ~'I 
, , \..1•7 ,' .. _, ~"" 

{Surely good deeds will drive away the evil deeds} (11: 114) 
These sentences are by way prelude of the last portion of the hadith {~1.;,1) 'Surely, the 
impure d.oes not erase the impure.' · 

GROWTH FROM THE UNLAWFUL 
~~ fJ . ... ...... , , , ... ' ... ~ ' l , ... ' ... ' . J j ~I~,:: :1 jJL ql J-1.~1/ ~j ~ill I~ ;1)1 JJ.!j Jli Jli~4-~ j (YVVY) 

-~~J~I·:. ,{,OCi&::iiJ&.JiiliJ 1¥I&IJ5-~JJIJWh;J~~~~·' :i.j. 
2772. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.1!1~ said, "The 
flesh that is reared on the unlawful will not enter paradise. For every flesh that is 
bred on the unlawful, the Fire is the most appropriate place."2 

COMMENTARY: A person who breeds on the unlawfulJ'Vill not enter paradise before first 
undergoing punishment in hell, or he will not make it to the elevated ranks of paradise, or 
such people will not be admitted to paradise who consume the unlawful under the 
assumption that it i~ the lawful. Or, the hadith really means to sound a ~arning against the 
evil of consuming the unlawful earnings, that people might stay way from it. 
Such a person is exempted frqm this warning whom Allah forgives when he repents 
sincerely or simply out of His mercy and Allah makes those people happy with away tlfleir 
wealth, or, Allah accepts someone' s int~rcession for hiJ?l. · 

LEAVE WHAT IS DOUBTFUL 

.~ )~~) 'JlA J!·:: '~~ju ~S~j ~ili1 ~;ill~,~~~~ Jti cfc;J ~I ifj (Tvvr') 
II 

t Baghawi in Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~~~~ practice)# 2030, Musnad Ahmad 3-387. 
2 Darimi # 2776, Musnad Ahmad 3-321, Bayhaqi in Sha'bul-eeman # 5761. 
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"' ..-( ~ "' .,:~ "' I ' J " J "' ~ "' ' • ~ "' "' -JJ)i I ~ll tf.JI.lli~.Sj5j~l:.lllj ~~J5llj ~I Sljj -~.J': I }.s:JI ~15 4~ l!~l ~19 
2773. Sayyiduna Hasan ibn Ali ~..111..r' J narrated that he had preserved (in his memory 
Ute hadith) from Allah's Messenger rl"" J"-~..11~~ (who said), 11 Abandon that which puts 
you in doubt and take up that which does not cause you doubt, because truth 
promotes contentment (of heart) while Falsehood raises confusion and dou]?t."1 

COMMENTAf\:V: Refrain from those things which involve you in doubt. Some ulama 
(Scholars) say that when your conscience becomes doubtful about the permissibility or 
prohibition of a deed or saying then you must abstain from that thing and adopt what 
your conscience approves. A man's conscience does not mislead him. This is an axiom 
to determine the nature of something whether it is lawful or not. However, not 
everyone is qualified to judge in this manner. Only those righteous people whose 
minds and thinking and hearts are repositories of taqwa (piety) and faith and rectitude, 
can judge by' their conscience. 

DISTINGUISHING GOOD FROM BAD 

-...!.JJJ .JJ.JJI J s~_ft J u .. i~'l J ~~lA }J)JIJ, ~ 1ajl ~1 ~~IJ u' ~~ll ;;11 ~~~lA~I 

(~_;IJJI.J ~I oi.J_;) -J.lDI ~t:il 
2774. Sayyiduna Wabisah ibn Ma'bad ~..11'..r' J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..111~ 
~J~ said, "0 Wabisah, have you come to ask about piety and sin?" He said, "Yes" 
He went on to narrate that the prophet ~ J~..11~~ joined his fingers and struck his 
(wabisah's) chest with them and said, 11 Ask yourself the question. Ask your heart 
for a ruling." He said that three times. "Righteousness is that with which your self 
is co~~ent and the heart is content. And, sin is that which confuses the soul and 
perplexes the heart, even though the people may uphold it." 

COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasizes that a decision about what is good and pious 
and about what'is bad and evil, of any word or deed, should be left to one's conscience. If 
one'~ conscience does not hesitate then the words or deeds are pious but if there is a 
confusion then they are bad even though the people might recommend it and a mufti gives 
his verdict in its favour. A mufti's verdict (fatwa) is not the same as righteousness (taqwa 
(piety)). It is much better to abide by taqwa (piety) than to obey a fatwa. 
As suggested in the commentary to the previous hadith, not everyone's heart is a 
repository of taqwa (piety) to be able to judge by his conscience. Hence, too, the common 
1 ask your heart' applies to the righteous people whose hearts are pure and free of bas~ 
desires but filed with taqwa (piety) and love of Allah. Their hearts incline only to the good 
and tum away from evil. Moreover, this command is applied when a clear ruling of 
Shari'ah (divine law) is not found. Thus, when the verses of the Quran cannot be easily 
interpreted, resort should be made to ahadith as a wajib (obligatory) and a decision should 

1 Tirmidhi # 2526, Nasa'i # 5711, DArami # 2532 (first portion). 
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be arrived at. If an interpretation alludes even from them, then resort should be made to 
·the ulama (Scholars) as a wajib (obligatory). If no clear answer is forthcoming even from 
them, the heart should be asked and one of the opinion on which it seems convinced 
should be followed . 
When Sayyiduna Wabisah ~.11~~J came to the Prophet ~J4#~~' he did not ask him 
anything but the Prophet ~ J ~ .1:1 ~ perceived his intention because of the gift of 
perception and disclosed his intention. He then patted wabisah' s ~ .1!1 ~ J heart with his 
fingers to bless it and enable it to understa13d. He also meant to tell him to ask his heart. 

PERFECT ABSTINENCE 

, , , <!~'!e,t 
(4Lo~I.J LS.l.o _;UI oi.J..>) -J.~~ ~ 1.)~~ Lf~~lA P.~JS-~1 . 

· 2775. Sayyiduna Atiyah as-Sa' di ~.111~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.1!1~ 
said, 11 A person will never make it to (perfect) righteousness (and the rank of the 
God fearing) till he abandons what is not harmful to be able to be on guard against 
what is harmful."t · 

COMMENTARY: From the point view of Shari'ah (divine law) a muttaqi or the God
fearing is the person wh<? keep himself away from those things which is perpetrated invite 
Allah's displeasure and punishment on the perpetrator. 
Some ulama (Scholars) hold that taqwa (piety) or righteousness has three degrees: 

(i) To shun polytheism or ~ssociating with Allah. Anyone who keeps away 
from it earns perpetual deliverance and this is stated in the verse: 

~.. .. .{\"' 
lS~I~J+4j--l 

{ ... ma'de them stick to the word of piety) (48: 26) 
(ii) To abstain from every sin, even the minor sins, and some ulama (Scholars) 

insist that this is taqwa (piety). This agrees with the verse: 

I~ I j lj!AI' LS;iJI ~1-J..JI }J 
{A,nd had the people of (those) townships believed and feared (Allah)) (7: 96) 

(iii) To exercise extreme care in everything so· much so that even some 
permissible things are avoided, not to let the heart think of anyone besides 
Allah and to concentrate o~y on Him. This is the message of the verse: 

... , :: J. !.' 
-~ ..... illll •I ~ ~ ~ ... 

{Fear Allah as He should be feared} (3: 102) 
In .fact, the hadith under discussion also says the same things about the perfect degree of 
taqwa (piety). 
The essence of the hadith is that no one becomes a perfect muttaqi or abstinent unless he 
shuris even the permitted things for fear lest they lead him to commit the unlawful pr 
makruh (disapproved) (disapproved) or doubtful. For instance, if he is a bachelor, .he has 
more sexual appetite, so he must shun such things as arouse his emotions, lik~ perfume, 

t Tinnidhi # 2459, Ibn Majah # 4215. 
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etc. In short, after keepipg away from the unlawful, ~akruh (disapproved) and doubtful, 
one must also give.ap--some permissible, things as a cautionary measure to attain a perfect 
degree of taqwa (piety) and abstinence. Sa.yyiduna Umar ~.ill~~ J used to say, "Lest we fall 
into the unlawful, we used to keep away from ·nine out of ten portions of the lawful." 
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ ~ ~ J used to say, "We used to shun seventy portions of the 
pe~ssible for fear we might commit what is unlawful." 

CURSE ON THOSE CONNECTED WITH WINE 

<~IA~I_,~S.i.ofi)loi_,.;)JJ~).!.!Jijlif!.5).i!Jij~:5~1'j~~j~~j~liJ~Ij~l.;.j 
2776~ Sayyiduna Anas ~.&1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J"'~.i»IJ..P cursed ten 
people connected with wine: The one who extracts it, the one who gets it extracted, 
the one who consumes it, the one who delivers it, the one to whom it is delivered, 
the one who serves it, the one who sells it. The one who uses its price for his good. 
'The one who buys it arid the one for whom it is bought.1 

. , ~ "' ' "' ~ ' ~ , "'C: "'C: , r '-"'~L "'r .! ... :~"' r '-'- l!."' ,.,,.g I WI -: d "'\ "':"'~ill\ L:;. .dJIJ, ',j Jti Jti ~.·.31~·~ 9 (YV'IY) ~,..,~ '.J"'fr..J .,...J.+- u-...s--..J,.. .~"' ~ ~ ":{> ":1 .... 

"'C:"'~· "' "'a (~La·· I ;, I I )AIA.l ,,, "'I "''-1'-l& "'~ ~ "'\;; ~~"' r -1~ l:!.,&"' • ~I_J~~~~o..J..) ..... , -'~ :.j :,.r,---..J ._,-, ~~ •-' 

2777. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.1u~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ yt~.i»'J..P said, 
"Allah has cursed wine, its drinker, its server, its seller its buyer the person who 
extracts it,. the person for whom it is extracted, its deJiverer and the person. ~o whom 
it is delivered. "2 

COMMENTARY: Wine is Umm-ul-KhaBaith (the root of all evils). Therdore, it is cursed. 
However, it is possible that here 'wine' could refer to one .who. uses the price paid for wine. 

WAGES OF TtHE CUPPER 
1 -: #{ "'"' "' t t: I J • tt; ,.. ~ ' ~ ;, , ~"' · 
~_;li ,~,~~~ ~~ O~J. ~WI~ ,lll Jj-!5 --...!.)3~1 A;\ !Lt?~! ~j ("'VVA) 

"' "'C: I J 
(c'4-lo&~I_,~Jby.I..JL5.l..o j:.ll.,~lo.oi..JJ)-·~ ~~a: ,L;Ij·~ l.>.~lHJ.}.ll Jli~A;J~ 

27'78. ·Sayyiduna ·Muhaysah 4;$ 41 ~ J reported that he sought permission of Allah's , 
Messenger ~J~4~~ for (collecting) the wages of the cupper, but he disallowed it, 
He did not cease to ask for his permission, so finally be consented, 11Feed the earnings 
(from it) to your watering·c.amels and feed your slaves (male and female) witb it." 

COMMENTARY: Many S~bah (Prophet's Companions) ~.i»~~J had a retinue of slaves 
some of whom they had app\)inted to the profession of cupping. The Prophet ~J~kt~ 
did :t;tot perinit SayYiduna' MUhaysah ~~~J to use the share of earnings he received from 
his slave but per~tted pnn to feed the camels and the slaves from his share. Though these 
earnings were not unlawful. yet they were makruh tanzihi (disapproved for purification) 
and not proper for the sahabah ·(Prophet's Companions) ~.i»~~J· He encouraged them in 
this way to work hard for a living. 

l''(irmidhi # 1299, Ibn Majah # 3381. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3674, Ibn Majah # 3380, Musnad Ahmad 2-25. 
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EARNINGS OF SONGSTRESS DISALLOWED 

-~lr.:;!. 
2779. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.lil1~ 
forbade the (use of the).price of the dog and the wages of the songstress.1 

COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) say that the word (o;~)') (az-zanunat-ah) means 
the beautiful woman who is lecherous. Some others say that it means 'making signs with 
the eyes.' Prostitutes do lure men by signs with the eyes. (These meanings are suggested 
instead of 'songstress!') 

BUYING AND SELLING SINGING GIRLS 
..... .. il .. ' .. ~ ' ~, .. , .... , J .. 

':Jj ~ .JjJ.J ':Jj ~({!~ 1,_,!:~1':} ~j ~ illl ~ ,:UI J.,;.!5 Jti Jli ~lAI ~l6£j (YVA•) 

{~\ &ljj -?4~1 ~ ls~ 6A (fll!JI ~j ..:.J)i Ill~ dJ _.11~ ~£e~j &4 _;4d 

~~I J · !~..i1 Cs~ljJI ~~(A tj-J ~_J ·~~ Ill Cs~jll j~j 4lA ~lj~~jllj. 

_Jw~i.u~l£-...u!:Jrt~lA~~d.JiiiJI6i-~~~~~j:1::~; 
2780. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.liii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ 
said, "Do not sell singing girls, nor buy them, nor teach them (to sing). The price 
paid for them is Unlawful. The like of it has been revealed. 

:~ " "":~ :~ r~' "" ?4~1 j-6, l$ ~ &4 (fl\.!..1 I ~j 
{And of mankind is he who buys frivolous discourse} (1)2 (31;6) 

COMMENTAR~: Some ulama (Scholars) interpret the hadith to mean: it is not allowed to 
sell the singing girls. All !he others say that while it is permitted to sell them, yet the hadith · 
merely forbids receiving wages of their singing. Wages acquired for their songs are· 
unlawful. It is like grapes sold to the processor of wine, their price is forbidden, but not the 
price of grapes as a commodity. In both cases, the wages or price are forbidden because 
they are got from nnlawful means. Neither grapes nor singing girls are disallowed to be 
bought and sold. 
The words 'frivolous discourse' (or, playthings as translated in Urdu) in the verse cited in 
the hadith mean the songs and forbidden voices that · keep a person away .from 
remembrance of Allah and cause him to commit sin. Every kind of vain talk comes under 
this meaning. A man by the name of Nasr ibn Harith used to· purchase singing girls so that 
he could lead people., away from Allah's path through them. This verse was revealed to 
censure him. Spme ulama (Scholars) say that Nasr ibn Harith had bought certain books of 
the ajamis (non Arabs) from which he read stories to the Quraysh, saying, "Muhammad 
relates to you the stories of the Aad and Thamud, but I narrate to you the tales of Rustum, 
Isfandyar and kings." 

1 Baghawi in Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~Jil1~ practice) # 2038. 

2 Tirmidhi # 1286, Ibn Majah # 2118, Musnad Ahmad 5-264. 
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JWful;l!-...!->lll4\ ~~lA~~,~~....,_}I ~~· j _r.!ls.~~j'_i!~j "" t,.,;-:::: :, • ~ c.j'l ~ f;~ • .., 

We shall mentjon the hadith of Jabir (# 128) forbidding eating of cats in the chapter on 
what is allowed to be eaten, Insha Allah. 

SECTION III ~&1jJJii 

FARD (COMPULSORY) TO EARN LAWFUL SUSTENANCE 

(~L,!)ti~J~Iol_j.J)-~~~ 
2781. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~)»,~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger /sa~ 
~ J 4# said, "Seeking to earn to lawful livelihood is obligator}' duty after the 
obligatory duties."t 

COMMENTARY: The hadith means that it is fard (compulso1y) to earn a living with one's 
family. However, the obligatory duties, like salah (prayer) zakah (Annual due charity) etc. 
prescribed by Allah are of prime importance and must be discharged without fail and 
earning lawful sustenance follows next. 
According to the ruling of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), it is fard (compulsory) for that person 
to earn for the upkeep of himself and his family who is dependent on the earnings. 
The hadith calls for lawful livelihood which means that is must not be unlawful. So, here 
lawful sustenance could include doubtful earning too because the other ahadith call for 
keeping away from doubtfui provision only by way of caution, not as an obligatory duty. 
Also, it is not fard (compulsory) on everyone to seek a livelihood for himself, because many 
there are whose upkeep is wajib (obligatory) on other people so it is not necessary for them 
to earn for themselves. 

PERMITTED TO SEEK REMUNERATION FOR WRITING DOWN THE QURAN 
' ~ ' ... ;' .. '.. • J • tf ' , .. . , .. 

~iL~Ij -...:uJJ~~ ~il~4~ Jlii ~~.~~~~ u&- J;..!.UI ~~~~ ifj (YVAY) 

.. , Jl. 

(~..J.) ol_j.J) -~~~ ~~-...!..)~~ 
2782. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ J was asked about ,wages paid for writing down 
the (copies of the) Quran. ~e said, "It does not matter. They are only those who 
sketch lines and they only eat what their hands earn."2 

COMMENTARY:' Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ;.~)»,~ J explained to the man who wondered if the 
scribe could get wages for writing down the Quran that the scribe merely drew lines on 
pages. He might do that for the Quran or for any other book. It is his art and his profession 
and a means of his lawful sustenance. 

THE MOST EXCELLENT EARNING 

1 Bayhaqi in shu'ab ul Eeman # 8741. 
2 Razin. 

(~I oi.,.J) -~~ 
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2783. Sayyiduna Rafi ibn Khadij 4:&-li!l~ J narrated that Someone asked (the Prophet 
~ J~li!1~), 110 Messenger of Allah, which kind of earning is the purest (meaning, 
best)?" He said, ''A person's work with his hand and every trade that is approved 
(being according to principles and rules of Shari'ah (divine law))."t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J ~ li!1 ~ said that while the best profession was of 
manual labour, yet if anyone cannot earn his living with his hands then he must engage in 
some business conducting it honestly and in a trustworthy manner. This too is a pure and 
lawful earning. 

PRICE OF MILK 

I ' ,.,, ttl' #' -' ".,~ ., , J ' ., ~ 
(~loi.J.J)-~J.}JijJ~.}JI~!~!~~~lAj(.f,l!JI~09t;lJ~_;..L::;j~illl 

2784. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ibn Abu Maryam 4:&-.&i~J said that Sayyiduna Miqdan 
ibn Ma'dikarib had a female slave who sold milk (of the domestic animals) and 
Miqdam took its price. Someone exclaimed, 11Subhan Allah, is it that she sell the 
milk and you keep its price?" He said, "Yes! There is no harm in it. I had heard 
Allah's Messenger ~~y.#lill~ say, 'A time will come to man without doubt when 
nothing will benefit him but the dinar and the dirham."2 

COMMENTARY: People questioned Sayyiduna Miqdam 4:&-.&i~J why he collected the price 
of milk because it was better that milk should be given away to the poor or distributed to 
friends and acquaintances. It did not behave him to sell milk and get its price. He clarified 
that it wa~ not disallowed by Shari' ah (divine law) and _neither was it otherwise disallowed 
nor disliked. ~esides, he was not driven to sell milk out of greed but only made two ends 
meet with it. · 
He also said that a time would come when people would think only of wealth and expand 
the sphere of their needs but paucity of funds would involve them in different kinds of 
difficulties. Hen€e, neither will they pay attention to leaning nor will they respect the learned. 
Rather, they will have only one goal; money, and they will esteem the monied class. 
The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) !"t"'ill'~; used to:encourage each other to collect enough 
wealth to be able to preserve a respectable way of life. They reminded others that a time 
would come when the needy and hard-pressed would first of all r.i~k_his religion and faith .. 

RETAIN THE SOURCE OF PROVISION APPOINTED BY ALLAH . . 
c: "' .... l ,f .,., • t"' "'-\ ~ , , , -: ' "' , , , "' c: • , 
4L!.!~ ~._;.!,1..;1 •' :1 i ~l.ffl <.,;!u_j.9....9 ~ JJj~L!JI J!-*I..!.JS Jli ~~U u&-J (YVAO) 

~.1:-~~J~LA~l' ~lii~1~1 J!~~i~WI JL*j.! !~ ~j!i1Ji ~liL! Hi 

1 Musnad Ahmad 4-141. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 4-133. 
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r: 
( 4lo ~ ,.., ..4>\ 0 \__,.;) _:J;~jl :J ~ 

2785. Sayyiduna Nafi .&1~J said that he was in the pabit of preparing (merchandise 
· for) his business expeditions to Syria and Egypt (under the supervision of his. staff 
and. attorneys). Then, he decided to send on to Iraq and met the mother of the 
believers, Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&1 ~ J and said to her, '0 Mother of the believers, 
used to prepare expeditions to Syria and now I have prepared one for Iraq." She 
said, 11Do not do so. What is wrong with you and with the place with which you 
were trading? For, I did hear Allah's Messenger ~J~.&!.~ say. 'When Allah has 
caused for any of you sustenance from one place, he should not abandon it unless it 
changes for him or gets bad for him.' · · 

COMMENTARY: Teebi .&1 ~J said that if anyone receives something good of the 
permissible then he must regard it as a blessing of Allah and cmi.tinue to work for it. He 
must not give it up wif!lout a valid reason to go for something else. · 

ABU BAKR'S .u&-.&1~ J CAUTION AND TAQWA (PIETY} 

"' "' t n I' .J "' ..-. "' • 4 '" '· ~ 11 <P "'
1 !-' ~ <... t ..-. "' ~ ~ "' - , ~~9~\~~J~-/~~1-...!,.)liif.\_r\L r:.r:~')).l-1.>4Cf -t-...!..)g ~li~~&f-j (YVA~) 

,! !iSJ ,! !f J~ j.k Uj-1~~~ jlii Ill"' ~.Jll~~l al jlii-/~~1.~ "ti ~ lJ~ 
. -

ll.o ·' ~ .,~~\.\ 't!i ~ L ,1~1i Liwi ili..U.. ,H~Ill'o!SJ\.l~j "'~~til.~ ... ;L:J~ -" ......, , ....., ~ '-.i ~-, ~ ti' \.6- ...,-~- .J , .. , ., • '-a ~ I' 

. . ' 

.. ,,, • "' ,, ,.. $:::; "' "'"' "'"' "' ' 
(LS.;~I oi.J.;) -~ (J~,}I ~tai i~-1 :~1 ~~ti ~Jli 

2786. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ .&! ~ J narrated that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr .u&- .&1 ~ J had a 
slave who paid to (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr .u&-.&1~ J a specified portion of his earnings 
(as per the custom of the Arabs) and he consumed from what he brought. One day, 
he brought something to him and Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.&~~ J ate from it. Then the 
slave asked him, 'Do you relies wha~ it is?" Abu Bakr ~.&~~ J asked, 11What is it?" He 
said, 11I used to ·predict the future for one man during the jahiliyh but I was not 
good at it, so I duped him. He happened to meet me today and gave that to me. It is 
of this that you have eaten." She said, 11 Abu Bakr put his. hand in his mouth and 
vomited everything that was in his belly."1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.&~~ J vomited what he had eaten of the earnings 
through soothsaying and deceit. He vomited not only what he· had eaten of it but also 
everything else lest it had mixed up with it. 

Imam Ghazzali ~.&~~ J wrote in Minhaj ul Aabideen that he work of Abu Bakr ~.&~~ J was 
his taqwa (piety) and fear of Allah. He also wrote that fear of Allah demands that nothing 
should be taken from another unless its lawfulness is verified, after that it should be. 
confirmed that there is no dubious nature in it. If these things cannot be confirmed the it 
should not be taken and it already taken then it should be returned. 

1 Bukhari # 3842. 
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CONSEQUENCES OF DEVOU~ING THE UNLAWFUL 

ci.J.;)-~Ift~C5_;J ~ '~ ~~jt~'} j\i~j~ilil ~;!Jij~:J-.J.)t,r~C?IS£ (YVAV) 
I I 

(~l..!~I~J~I 
2787. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger p-t..J4Js.~~ said, 
11The body that has been nourished with the tUilawful shall not enter paradise."t 

AN :EXAMPLE OF SA YYIDUNA UMAR ~iii~~ J 
I ' . 

-y~2~''-r ''·~tf&::'' &~~5 -~fa== :Jli~~~Ji.sti liJ.jiaJ.~li,~~tS~i 
2788. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Aslam ~iii'~J narrated that (once) Sayyiduna Umar ~~J 
~ drank milk that pleased (or seemed strange to)2 him. So, he asked the person who 
had jpven him to drink, "From where did you get this milk? He informed him that 

· he had gone to a watering place, namiitg it. There some animals of the zakah 
(Annual due charity) were gathered and were drinking water. The supervisors who 

' were wateri!lg the animals milked them for him and he put it in his milk skin. He 
gave him that, so, Umar ~.\'~J put his hand in his mouth and vomited (out the 
milk because it was p~operty of z~ah (Annual due charity)· not aHow~d to him).3 

. / ,. 

COMMENTARY: Sayyid Jamaluddin Muhaddith has pointed out that this hadith is not 
found . at this place in most copies of Mishkat and it is also not found in the copy from 

. which their teacher narrated ahadith to them~ Rather, it is written in the margin at this 
place in that book. Hence, it is proper that it should be omitted from this chapter. (Besides, 

· this hadith is found in Mishkat' s Boo:k of zakah (Annual due charity) with minor: changes 
"(of words# 1836. So, it is not proper here again). 

WORSHIP IS REJECTED IF WEALTH IS REQUIRED UNLAWFULLY HOWSOEVER 
INSIGNIFICANT , 

g-..~~ JW rlJ1 ~ ,;j _j\jS- J,A.J~ ;:!J _.415:5 ~ ~_;j ~j£1 y.' j~ ;:J. ~I if" j (YVN\) 

-~A!~iJ'~--. '~~~~~t;67 
... jl, 1:>1:1'5 

_, til' J ~ _, > ~ ~ ... J ..II 

2789. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~iii'~J said that if any one buys a clothing, say for ten 
dirhams, of which one dirham is unlawfully acquired, Allah, the Exalted, shall not 
accept from him salah (prayer) as ~ong as that is on his body. Then, he pu~ a finger 
(his fore fingers) in each ear and said, "May they (both ears) become deaf if I had 

t Bayhaqi in Sha'bul Eeman. 
2 Parenthesis depict translation as in Urqu text for Ajabahu (pleased him). - Mazahir Haq p 52. 
3 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 5771. 
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not heard the Prophet ~ J4J.t.i»'~ say it!"1 

COMMENTARY: Even a small amount of wealth illegally acquired will have the effect of 
salah (prayer) not being accepted to get him reward for it though his obligation will have 
been discharged. It is like one offering salah (prayer) on illegally taken property belonging 
to someone else in which case his obligation may stand discharged but he will get no 
reward for his salah (prayer). 
Ibn Umar ~;,,~; confirmed that he had heard the hadith from the Prophet~ J4J.t..iill~. 

CHAPTER-II 

BEING GENTLE IN DEALINGS 

It is very necessary to be genfle in mutual dealings and in business affairs. This will 
strengthen social relations and mutual cooperation and kindness. Ahadith on this subject 
are narrated in this chapter. 

SECTION I JjiljJaili 
PROPHET'S PRAYER FOR THE GENTLE 

ll!J i.S J!lll!J f·~ ll! ~ ~5 ilil ~5 ~~rill j..& ;ill jj.!J Jl! Jl!~4-u (YY.\ •1 
-

(I.SJ~I oi:,J) .~I 
2790. Sayyiduna Jabir ~;,,~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1j.:P silid, 
"May Allah have mercy on a man who is ·gentle when he sells, when he· buys· ... 
and when he demands."2 

BE MILD ALLAH WILL SHOW MILDNESS TO YOU 

, ... "' l ... /. ~ .. ,.. ~ t .. ' ~ ... 
_.~~.;.;s.(.;-1 :j ~~.:.: 1?oi..L~Il.ililll JU9L$J~l)ll~ ~ 4(jl ~~~~d.~A~~ 
~,. ..,; ...il. " , ., ., ,...il., ., • ~ d" , 

2791. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~1»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~;,,~ said,. 
"There was a man among the people who preceded you. The angel came to.him to 
take away his soul. He was asked, 'Have you done any thing good?' He said, 'I do 
not knpw.' He was asked to think over. He s.aid, 'I do not know anything beyond 
that I had business dealings with peopl,e in the world and when I demanded my 
dues from them, I allowed respite to the rich and let the poor off.' So Allah 
ad~itted him to paradi~e."3 

1 Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul eeman 6114, Musnad Ahmad. 
2 Bukhari # 2056, Ibn Majah # 2203. 
3 Bukhari # ·3451, Muslim # 26-1560, Darimi # 2546, Musnad Ahmad 5-395. 
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2292. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn' Aamir ~,4a,~J and Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud Ansari ~~J 
~ narrated samething like it: Allah said, "I have more right to do that than you 
have forgive my slave!"t 

COMMENTARY: The angel who came to the man was either Sayyiduna Izra'il ~~~~ 
himself or one of his sub-ordinates to take away his soul. It is more likely that he (Izra' il) "~ 
~~~ had come as Allah says: 

J - ' . , ..( J .. J. ~ ,~, 
. ;.~~J~.jJI~~~~_;.S:ifo-Jj 

(Say, 'The angel of death who has been given your charge shall take your souls.} (32: 11) 
If it is a pure soul, the ang~ls of mercy take it but if it is a bad soul, the angels of 
punishment get hold of it. However, it must be known that the angel of death (whether 
Izra'il ~~~~or any other angel) is only a means of extracting anyone's soul otherwise the 
soul is taken and death given oflly by Allah, the Exalted, as the says so: 

It((''~ .. 
~J.'~~)IIJ~WI 

(Allah takes the souls (of people) at the time of their death .••• } (89: 42) 
As for the question to the man (when his soul was being taken), it was asked either by 
Allah himself, or by the angels. The greater possibility is that the question was put to him 
before his soul was taken as understood from the hadith. But, it is also possible that it was 
put after he was buried in grave as Shaykh Mazhar ~~ J said. At the same time, Allamah 
Teebi ,4a,·~J has also sounded the possibility that the question shall be asked (in the 
hereafter) after resurrection. 
The hadith says that it is very rewarding to give respite to one who is able to repay and to 
write off for one who is unable. 

AVOID SWEARING OFTEN WHILE TRADING 

0J-.o oi.J.J) -~ 
2793. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~ .411 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~.1n .).P 
said, ''Beware of much swearing while buying and selling, for, though it may 
promote sale yet it removes blessing."2 

COMMENTARY: A man who swears much tends to lie too. That removes blessings and 
people begin to mistrust him. They gradually stop buying from him. 

2 ... , Ill lf 1 J t ' .. ~ ' ~ , ;.. .. ... 

~~~.da:.!&Ul:a.IJ''"" "'\"'-"~WI \~4ll1J' , .. ~J~S-:.3~,1! r~"'(YVC\0 .. ... ,; .... ,; ~~.J ,_ r..s--,; ,_,-.) ,; ...Fii>...r- '-f u .J 

(~~)-;f~ 
2794. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.41,~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger .).P 

~J~.&t say, "Swearing does get quick sale (in the beginning) for the merchandise 
but (eventually) removes blessing."3 

1 Muslim# 26-1560, Musnad Ahmad 4-118. 
2 Muslim# 132-1607, Ibn Majah # 2209, Musnad Ahmad 4-118. 
3 Bukhari # 2087, Muslim# 131-1606, Abu Dawud #.3335, Nasa'i # 4461. 
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COMMENTARY: The hadith might mean too n1uch swearing as also false swearing. 
Whatever it be, swearing wipes out blessings from the merchandise and property. 
Eventually, it is etther rmsused or lost. There is no benefit in this world or the next. 

WARNING AGAINST FALSE SWEARING 

' ~,\lj_t;,~-; 'i, .. ~l::A.\1 ""' ful J '(K~~ ljj)j J"\.i .. ~ ", ~ ~ful t~ .. J \I.·.£ ..J"'j '1"f ,t..c, ~ (YV~o) ~... .. .. , _, _,4~ , .. ~..;..... ~~ ~ f; '-{ ,...,-...~~ 

"' I .,.. 1 "" , "" , , , " 611 , 

~l!jlj ~I Jli ~i j~;~_;.k 0-AIJ~j IY.li~JY.I Jli~l yiJ.~_;.s,lj~§:)f- 'ij 

0J.-ool )-~.;liJI~L~J1-:!JI" '· .J..) . ;. ,. .. :. .. .. .J 

2795. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4.:t-.ll'~.; narrated that the Prophet~ J~iil~~ said, ''Three 
people there are to whom Allah will not spea~ (kindly) on the day of resurrection at 
whom He shall not look (mercifully), and whom He shall not purify (from sins). For 
them is a painful puni5hment." Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4.:t-ii!1~ J exclaimed, "They are 
failures and lost!" (And, he asked) "Who are they, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, 
"He who wears a trailing robe. He who recounts his favours. And, He who expands 
his business by false swearing."1 

COMMENTARY:. A trailing robe may also be any (trailing) lower garment hanging down 
the ankles out of arrogance. 
Anyone who reminds of his favours gets no reward for it whether it is an act of kindness, 
of charity, or help. . 
Pr-eviously, anyone who swears falsely is defined. 

SECTION II 

TRUTHFUL MERCHANT 

·Uw ~'I f_A.t.tc\fiJ~i!JI~l§JI .. ~ --.~~ilil L,JJIJ1

, '5J"'\.i .\\.i~n\.l.£ (YV'\V-YV~"\) ~ v..-... J > ~...;,.. (..;; , ~ '--" ~ .. , "-1 .....,...--

J"'{j~ -:.::..1:.. ~·.3!.·.£ ~LA .~.31 &\"'""' ~.t!! ,IJJI" & llJI"' A~.,L,~hl &I"'":_ 11~fll .. -:, .. ,.l:J!"' ~ ~ "'" ..., • 1,..10 ,J..)'.J ~ ..; .J ~..; .J \,0> .. .;J,>J ,J..) f: '.J ~.. .. '.J 

-~.f ~~Ill ts~il' 
2796. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll~~ said, "The 
truthful, trustworthy merchant will be (bracketed) with the Prophet ~'}t.JI ~' the 
upright true one and the martyrs."2 

2797. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4.:t-ii!'~J also narrated this hadith.3 · 
COMMENTARY: The merchant may be an ordinary trader or monopolist. The best of all 
trades is business of cloth followed by a perfumes (drapery and perfumery). 
This person could be with those three great men in place of gathering in the shade of 
mercy, or with them in paradise as their companion. He will be with the Prophets ~'}t.JI~ 
because of obedience to them, with the truthful people because of his own quality of 
truthfulness and with the martyrs because they shall bear testimony to his honesty (the 
word shuhada means martyrs and witnesses). 

1 Muslim# 171-106, Nasa'i # 4458, Ibn Majah # 2208, Darimi # 2605, Musnad Ahmad 5-158. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1213, Darimi # 2539. 
3 Ibn Majah # 2139. 
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CHARITY NECESSARY WITH TRADING 

.. 
(4l.o0:'1.J~WJI., (.,5.l.o _,tj\.J .)jby.l oi.J..J) -;i...u.J 4 gY._;lj· !\:1\jj.ilil 

2798. Sayyiduna Qays ibn Abu Gharazah ~'" J», ~ J narrated that during the time of 
Allah's Messenger ~Y·:L~J»,~ they were known as as-Samasirah (brokers). One day, 
Allah's Me~senger ~J~Jil~~ passed by them and give them a name better than 
that. He said, 110 company of traders (tujjar), surely, in business vain talk and 
swearing do crop up, so blend that with sadaqah (charity) (or charity)."l 

COMMENTARY: Samasirah is plural of samsar meaning a broker .or a proprietor or 
supervisor. The Prophet ~J~~~ called them tujjar which is a plural of tajir (merchant, 
trader). It is a better name and Allah has used it to praise business as in the verse: 

Or: 

Or: 

... ... , , ,, ... ..e-4 , 
,'k .. .JI~··...G , ~S..J"~ \t=. , ~{11 ~ 
~ ;s .._,.-... ,p. -;. , .... IJ".-:- (..)'-

{Shall I direct you to a commerce that shall deliver you from a painful 
chastisement?} (61: 10) 

.,,..,,~.,e...,~ 
l..)i __r ()$-IS.) • .-

{trading between you by mutual agreement .... } (4: 29) 

... ,,~~\f. ... ~ 
.)~(.)"IS.) •"' 

lA commerce that perishes not} (35: 29) 
The concluding command is to blend 'meaningless talk and swearing' with charity as an 
expiation for inviting Allah's anger. Charity removes Divine wrath. 

WARNING TO MERCHANTS 
~ "" I ,.., ,.., 

_.;~.-: ,~J~I J"'li .-i "'.~~aH \~ .. l.Jiu£4!.>\~~li.J~ \, ... l~~ ('fA••-YV4.4.) J*........._,""""' • ~-"...... ~g;, .......... ,.. il' .,· ....... ...II 

1 • , , "' 1' :; , I r __ f ';. ;;•. ~ ~&::H (.5j5j ~.JI.lJij 4Lo ~lj &~.AJI gljj -l!~j~j <.PI ~~1\J~i !U~I 

-~~~~llles.l.o,rtl J"'li~J .... -:\1~- . ,~~'11 .. ,., .. , .... ~J>-1 ~~~ ,.., ~ .. , 

2799. Sayyiditna Ubayd ibn Rifa' ah J», ~ J narrated that from his father that the 
Prophet ~ J~lil~~ said, 11The merchant shall be raised on the day of resurrection as 
sinners, except those who fear Allah and are pious and truthful."2 
2800. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ~J»,~ J also narrated that this hadith.3 

1 Tinnidhi # 1212, Abu Dawud # 3325, Nasa'i # 3803, Ibn Majah # 2145, Musnad Ahmad# 16134. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1214, Ibn Majah # 2146, Darimi # 2538, Musnad Ahmad 3-428. 
3 Bayhaqi in shu~b ul eeman. 
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CHAPTER - III 
OPTION TO CONFIRM OR TO REVOKE A TRANSACTION 

Vol.3 

The word I<hiyar is derived from ikhtiyar which means 'to select or choose one of two 
things.' Thus, the choice to cancel or retain a business tr~action available to both parties 
is called al-khiyar in the terminology of figh. There are many kinds of al-khiyar in business 
tJ;ansactiohs details of which may be seen in books ·of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence). 
However, we deem it necessary to name those kinds and to define them. 
KHIYAR ASH SHART: (choice of stipulation) After a transaction is concluded, the seller 
or the buyer or both have the right to revoke or retain the transaction. This is called khiyar 
ash-shart. For instance, a seller sells something .which a buyer buys, but, thereafter, one of · 
them says. "Though the sale is transacteq, have the <righ~ for one day, two days or three 
days to confirm or annual it." This kind of stipulation is allowed in such transactions ~d if 
a transaction is revoked within the stipulated period then it would be cancelled but if it is 
confirmed, or nothing is said, then after the stipulated period it will became final. The 
period of stipulation is a maximum of three days according to Imam Abu Hanifah. ill~_, 

KHIYAR UL AYB (CHOICE WHEN DEFECTIVE): It is the option available to the buyer, 
after a sale transaction is concluded, on discovery of a defect, to hold on .the purchased item 
or to return it and get a refund of the price he had paid. However, if at the time of sale, the 
seller had declared to. the buyer that he is not responsible for any kind of defect detected in 
the commodity so he may or may not purchase it. If the buyer buys is willingly in spite of 
that,. then whatever defect he discovers thereafter he has no right to return it. 
KHIYAR US RU'YAH (OPTION TO INSPECT: The right of_ a buyer, who had bought the 
merchandise without inspecting it, to return it, after having examined it, is called khiyar ur 
riyah. A buyer is allowed to buy anything without examing it. Then, on seeing it, whenever 
he likes, he may keep it or return it to the seller. 
KHIYAR AT-TAYYIN (OPTION TO DETERMINE): It is the option available to the 
buyer, who has bought a few things, to retain what he likes and return the others to the 
seller. When he buys, he stipulates that he would keep one (or some) and return the others. 
OTHERS: One more kind of Khiyar will be mentioned in this chapter I<hiyar ul majlis. It is 
that when buyer and seller conclude a transaction. at a place then before that assembly 
closes and they separate, both of them have the option individually to revoke the 
agreement. once the assembly is over, none of them has the option to annul the agreement 
to transact. However, opinion differ on this kind of khiyar. Imam Shafi'l l»!~_, and some 
other ulama (Scholars) accept this option but Imam Abu Hanifah .&~~_,and a few•others clo 
not subscribe to this option, saying that when a transaction was concluded by mutual 
agreement, no one has the right to annul it. If l<hiyar ush shart was agreed at that time and 
its maximum limit is three days then after three days this option too expires. 

SECTION I jj~tj.Aill 

ABOUT KHIYAR UL MAJLIS 
J I "' I • 

JP .J~~ lo£:' -;4-IJ$ ~~t.;,i!ll~j~WI ~~I jj.!J jti jti~~l if (TA• ') 
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-'J~JIJ~ 
2801. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, 
"The two parties (buyer and seller) in a business transaction own a right to annul it 
as long as they have not separated except in Bai ul Khiyar (a transaction of optional 
sale in which they enjoy the right to annul it). 
A version in Muslim says: "The two parties in a business transaction enjoy a right 
to revoke it till they do not separate, or the right to cancel is stipulated therein. 
When that condition is made it remains valid." · 
A version in Tirmidhi says: "The two parties (~o a transaction) have a right to revoke 
the transaction as long as they do not separate, or retain the right (to cancel it later)." 
A version: in Bukhari and Muslim says: "Or one of them says to the other party, 
'exercise the right stipulated' (and the other agrees)" instead of 'or retain tb.E! right 
(to cancel it later.'l. 

COMMENTARY: This hadith seems to uphold. Khiyar ul majlis, but those who do not 
. agree that khiyar ul majlis is a ·permitted kind (like Imam Abu Hanifah) Jill~ J say that, 
'separatiqg from one another' is not the same as 'conclusion of the assell\bly.' Rather, they 
say that separating signifies 'conclusion of their discussion about the trade transaction and 

·suspension.' While the offer and acceptance is yet unconcluded, each of them has choice to 
call it off or continue it. However, once the seller confirms the sale and the buyer affirms 
that he has bought it, neither of them has a right to revok~ the transaction. These people 
cite in support of this me~g of' separating' in this verse 

~ . ~~ ~. ~I. ', ...... 
'" ~:' '·L.J~~WI~li_A....!,)!J 

(And if they separate, Allah will enrich each of them out of His abundance) (4: 130) 
This verse does not imply separating from an assembly. Rather, it is divorce, parting of 
husband and wife. 

C: a;"""" "" ~ r ..•• f"" ' "' ~ a; ~ I "' c: " c: .,. ~, 
li~_;.JlA_;~~ -...;-J~I~j~illl ~;l.\1 J_;.!.j Jli Jli~lj+~ ~~6&-J (YA•T) 

(~~>-'•§,::-if_;.;.: i,.!l~Jfj~....!.J.IJ'•~,:J.Q~~.&~J~~~~ 
2802. Sayyiduna Hakim ibn Hizam ~.&'crPJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.\1~ 
~ J said, "Both (flte seller and the buyer) have the option to annui (or retai.4 their 
transaction) au long as they do not separate. If they speak the truth and disclose 
everything they are blessed in their business transaction. But, if they conceal 
something and speak lies, the blessing is withdrawn from their transaction."2 

I DO NOT DECEIVE 
~/."' "" """ ~ • I ~ I "' ' "' ~ a; a; ~ "" C: "" C: I 

Jli·:: 'l~ IS!Jll9 ~~1'-iplliGL~j~llil ~~J4.5 Jli Jli~~l if"j (YA•T') 
... . 

1 Bukhari # 2107, M1;1slim # 431531, Abu Dawud # 3454, Tirmidhi # 1249, Nasa'i # 4465, Ibn Majah # 
2181, Muwatta Maalik # 79 (Buyu), Musnad Ahmad 2-52. · 
2 Bukhari # 2079, Muslim# 47-1532, Tirmidhi # 1250, Musnad Ahmad 3-403. 
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J J J ,, """" c: "" ••• J 
. (~~)-A.l~~;..I~B:i~~., 

2803. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~lis~~ J narrated that a man submitted to the Prop~et IJJ1~ 
~J4#, "I become a prey to deception in business transactions." He instructed him, 
"·when you make a transaction, say (~~~) (there is no deception)." The man made it 
a practice of saying that.t 
[(~~~) -Ia khilabah no deception.] 

COMMENTARY: Different meanings have been attributed to the concluding words 1 there 
is no deception.' Of these, the explanation offered by Toorpushti l»1~J which Teebi ~JJ,~J 
has preferred is that the man was instructed to say to the seller. 11I am naive in these 
matters. So, be. straight forward with me. Do not· try to deceive me." In those days, every 
Muslim was a well-wisher of another Muslim. So, they took great care of such a one. 

SECTION II ~ti11j.Aili 

MUTUAL CONSENT 

c~L.:.l.H_j ,) .,; ~J Y- ~.J I.S.l..o _p' 
2804. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb 1»1 ~ J reported from his father from his 
,grandfather that Allah's. Messenger ~) 4# 1»1 .}J said, 11 As long as they do not 
separate, the seller and the buyer have a right to annul a transaction unless it is a 
transaction with the right to annul it (even after they separate) included in it. And it 
is not allowed to either of them to separate from the other apprehending that he 
might call for an annulment of the transaction."2 

(,)jb ~I o\_j.;) -~l.ft ~ ~!~t11 () ~'} j~ ~j~alJI ~ cJ.l1 lf-S~.J..'o\ ~ j ('\'A• o) 
"" "" > 

2805. SayYiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J 4# IJJ, ~ said, 
11The two people (seller and buyer) must not separate except by mutual consent.~'3 

COMMENTARY: Both of them must not part from the another before finalising the terms 
of the transaction with willingness, like price and custody of the item being sold. If they do 
not follow this procedure, there is possibility of causing loss to one of them. This is 
disallowed by Shari'ah (divine law). Or, the hadith means that when they have finalised 
the transaction and one of them intends to depart, he must first ask the other if he has 
agreed willingly to the terms or has any objection. If he wishes to revoke the transaction 
then he too must revoke it and if he is willing to retain. it, then he may separate after the 
finalisation. In this way, this hadith will confirm to the previous, meaning wise. It must be 
understood that the disallowance to separate is nahi tanzihi, because all the ulama 

1 Bukhari # 2117, Muslim# 48. 1533, Abu Dawud # 3500, Nasai # 4484, Muwatta Maalik# 98 (Bayu) 
Musnad Ahmad 2-8. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1251, Abu Dawud # 3456, Nasa'i # 4490 
3 Abu Dawud # 3458~ 
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(Scholars) agree that i~ i&rawful to separate without one another's permission. 

StCTION III ~J,iltjJ&tll 

RIGHT TO REVOKE AFfER AGREEMENT 

2806. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~' ~ gave a 
villager the option to annul a transaction (with the consent of the other party).t 

CHAPTER-IV 
AR-RIBA INTEREST (&USURY) 

Interest (receiving and paying) is a social curse and an ogre. It has always sucked the blood 
of the poor to irrigate and feed the rich. Allah has warned those who are involved in this 
cure with these words: 

~ }..... J ,.... (jj .... 

(r i.q : r :o~ I) -~J..!Jj ~I~ y~ I,.Pjl91~ ,;J -....u19 
II 

{And if you do it ~ot, then be notified of war from Allah and His Messenger} (2: 279) 
(If you do it not' mean if you obey not the command to desist from taking or paying. interest,) 
I~lam has forbidden interest dealings in both business and loans. To deal in it is a grave sin 
and if any Muslin1 does not agree that interest (taking and giving) is forbidden then Islamic 
law holds that he is a disbeliever. 
This malady is very ancient. Even prior to Islam, the quraysh and the Jews, in Makkah and 
Madinah respectively, were known to do interest business not only against loans, etc. but 
also in their normal trading activities. At the same time, its evil effects have been 
acknowledged always and even those who were engaged in interest dealings conceded to 
its evil effects and unhealthy repercussions. However a fresh development is observed 
since the Europeans have gained control over the economies of the ;world. They have 
introduced it in new fashions with modern nomenclatures, where it was regarded as an 
evil, now it is an essential element of every business so that no trade, industry of economic 
activity can progress without interest. However, every learned economist with foresight 
who casts a deep look into a realizes that it is a virus that must be removed t~ clear. the 
terrible confusion in the economy. 
Interest dealings are so widespread and deep rooted in every economy that let alone 
individuals and groups, whole nations cannot eliminate it from their lives. Even religious 
minded, god fearing Muslim have now given up efforts to circumvent it in their day to day 
businesses. Now, the righteous Muslim who abide by Shariah diligently are at par with 
ordinary and law ranked Muslims as for as interest dealings are concerned. 
In spite of that, it is wrong to take cover behind the common helplessness and be rrrlndless 
of this great curse; and a huge forbidden thing. The different explanations given for interest 
and the new forms in which it is presented today are all as unlawful and forbidden as 

t Tinnidhi # 1259. 
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interest is in its original form. Hence, Muslims must conduct their businesses in such a 
manner that they preserve themselves from this curse as for as possible. If they cannot 
change the current economic set up to rid themselves of interest dealings, they can, at least, 
correct their private affairs to minimize the curse of interest and as Muslim fulfil the little 
demand to avoid the forbidden. · 
In this chapter, ahadith will be mentioned concerning this subject. Relative commands and 
rulings will be presented under them. It is necess'ary, however, to first give some basic 
information on this subject. 
'DEFINITION OF RIBA: The dictionary meaning of riba is 'increase, addition, elevation; 
In the terminology of Shari'~ (divine law), riba is an increase that is receive withbut a 
monetary recompense. 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RIBA AND INTEREST: That which is forbidden in the Quran 
by the name of riba is translated generally as interest. This often causes a 
misunderstanding to people and they presume that riba and prevailing interest are two 
words for the same thing. But, it is not so. Riba is a common and wide meaning word while 
interest is a kind of riba and its branch. Interest in the current form means 'to loan to 
someone a specified some of money for a specified period of time at a specified rate of 
profit or increase.' Certainly, this is one definition of riba, but riba is not merely profit or 
increase qn a loan or debt. Rather, riba has a wider application because the Prophet 4:Js.i».1~ 
~ J gave it a wider meaning in the light of divine revelation. Thus he included such 
exchanges of commodities and such buying and selling of items as involve reduction or 
increase in their barter or sale in purchase in riba and there is a debt transaction too even 
though there is no increase in ~e principal amount but an equal giving and taking. 
KIND OF RIBA AND COMMANDS: In the light. of the wide meaning of riba, the jurists 
have classified riba m different kinds of which five are generally known. They are: riba 
qard, riba rahn, riba sharakat, riba nasi' ah and riba fadl. 
RIBA QARD (LOAN): The creditor receives from the debtor, as previously stipulated, more 
than the principal.amount on the expiry of the determined time. Examples are the current form 
of interest which is payable every month while the principal continues to be payable in full. 
This form of riba is completely ~wful without any shadow of doubt whatsoeve~. 
RIBA RAHN (MORTGAGE): It is the profit without any monetary recompense a 
mortgage gets from the. mortgagor or from tlie things mortgaged. An example for it is that 
someone (the Mortgagor) keeps some of his possession like jewellary or property with 
someone else (the mortgagee) as a pledge against some amount of money borrowed from 
him. The mortgagee uses .the pledged item to his benefit or 't'eceives profit from the 
mortgagor by way of interest. on the loan advanced. Both these kinds of mortgage are 
unlawful and forbidden. 
RIBA SHARAKA T (P ARTNER~HIP): It is a partnership in w~ch one partner determines 
the profit of another partner and himself becomes responsible for loss and eligible for the 
remaining profit. This too is forbidden and unlawful. 
RIBA NASI' AH (ADVANCING MONEY AGAINST INTEREST): It is to better two 
things on loan against interest or not. For example, a man gives another some grain on spot 
and the. other returns the same amount of grain (in future) a couple of days or a couple of 
months later without any. reduction of excess. However, riba nasi' ah is to increase or 
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deduct or the original and it was practiced during the jihiliyah (ignorance period) and is 
operative currently in the form of interest and is similar to riba qard. 
RIBA FADL: It is to barter two commodities on spot but against excess or deduction. 
Both these kinds of riba -an nasi' ah and al-fadl.;are forms of mutual buying and selling but 
unwary people do not detect the element of interest in t}tem. Hence, before describing their 
rules and working, it is proper to mention some warning· and precautions to enable an easy 
understanding of the rules and working. · 
1. Buying and selling, and trading, can be of three kinds; by weight, be capacity, by any 
other method. The first two are weighed or meal?ured and in the terminology of Shari' ah 
(divine law) they are called qadr (JJ.i). This word must be remembered. (It means quantity, 
weight or capacity.) 
2. Everything is distinct with its reallty. It is its jins (~) or kind (genus). This word must 
be remembered too. 
3. The things that are exchanged could be identical in qadr (quantity) but different in jins 
(kind), or identical in jins but different in qadr. Sometimes, they could be identical both in 
qadr and jins, or not at. all identical in either qadr or in jins. These days business is 
conducted in the last manner because monetary currency (rupees, pounds,etc) is paid for 
the merchandise which C're identical neither in qadr nor in jins. Therefore, there are four 
kinds of exchanges; (i) identical qadr and identical jins, (ii) identical qadr but verying jins, 
(iii) identical jins but varying qetdr, and (iv) both qadr and jins varying, not identical at all. 
Having outlined this introduction, the general rule to be observed when buying and 
selling, or doing business, should be borne in mind. If that is done then all the rulings of 
this chapter will be understood easily and also it will be easy to preserve oneself from riba 
and sin in one's practical life. 
The general rule is that when both things are identical in qadr as swell as jins then Shari' ah 
(divine law) demands two thiitgs when they are traded aga~t one another: 

(a) They must be equal in weight or measure (capacity)_and 
(b) They are exchanged on the spot. 

For instance, if 'Yheat is paid for wheat, there should be no reduction or increase. The two 
people involved must pay the same weight to one another, say one kilogram here and 
there. Also, it is wrong for one to take possession on spot and for the other to receive it the 
next day or after a while. Rather, it is wajib (obligatory) for each to get his right in the same 
sitting and at the sarne time. 
When the two things are identical in qadr (quantity) but different in jins (kind), or vice
versa ( dentical in jins but different in qadr), reduction and increase is allowed in buying or 
selling them but credit sale is disallowed. For instance, if wheat is exchanged for gram, they. 
are of different jins but identical qadr so it is allowed to reduce or increase their weight and 
one kg of wheat may be exchanged with 1. 25 kg of gram, but it is not allowed to give-one 
of the spot and get" the other commodity later. Similarly, if any one wishes to exchange his 
goat for another's, the goats are of identical jins but not qadr because they are neither 
weighed nor measured, so it is permitted to reduce or increase and give one goat for two 
goats, but credit is disallowed. 
When two things are neither of identical jins nor identical qadr, both reduction or increase 
as well as spot and future delivery are allowed. For instance, if grain is sold against money, 
it is not necessary that they should be equal in quantity and also credit sale is permitted. 

. . 
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The transad~on raay be executed on the spot or in the future. 
This general rule may be summed up in four parts: 

(i) When things are of unifo.rm qadr and jins it is wajib (obligatonJ) that the 
transaction should be on an equal basis and on spot delivery. 

(ii) When they are neither of identical qadr nor of jins, neither of the two foregoing 
condition is wajib (obligatory). 

(iii) When they are of identical jins but different qadr, spot delivery is essential but 
not equal basis. 

(iv} When they 'are of identical qadr but different jins, it is essential that delivery 
must be spot but not necessary to be on equal basis. · 

RULINGS: Let us now turn to the rules of riba: nasiyah and fadl. They have been 
mentioned earlier. 
If a transaction involves such things as are uniform or identical both in jins and in qadr. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~; holds that both kinds of riba, nisiah and fadl are forbidden. Both 
jins and qadr have been explained previously. We must remember that such things which the 
Prophet ~ J•#~'~ has called measurable will not be weighed even if in custom they may be 
regarded as weighable. Similarly, what he has called weighable will not be measurable even 
though they are customarily measured. For example, the Prophet 1"1..., J A~"~' J~ has included 
wheat among the measurable items though today it is weighed. (in some places, it continues 
to be measured.) So, it is not allowed to exchange wheat with wheat by weight. 
Similarly, the Prophet ~J~~~ has said that silver and gold are weighable. Hence, it is 
not allowed to barter silver with silver and gold with gold by measure. We must know that 
a clear command of the Prophet ~J~~~~ is stronger and more important than general 
practice and custom, but if he has not given a command for anything to be weighed or 
measured then custom may be followed. 
However, we must know that among the Hanafis, Imam Abu Yusuf 1»1 ~; has relied 
completely on general practice and custom. He said that it is allowed to trade by weight 
those things which Shari'ah (divine law) has prescribed should be measured provided 
customarily they are trailed by weight. Kamal ~,......,..; has given preference to the opinion of 
Abu Yusuf ~144> J· Therefore, he has perll:titted that gold and silver coins may be counted for 
lending and flour may be traded by weight. Besides, it is stated in the most reliable book 
~afi that the Hanafis go by the ruling of Imam Abu Yusuf ~~~;.This means that though 
the Prophet ~ J ~ ~' ~ had declared wheat (or other provision) as measurable yet it is 
allowed to trade in them by weight because this is how they are traded now-a-days. 
Anyway, it is established that both riba nasiah and riba fadl are forbidden in dealing in 
things that are an identical jins and qadr. Further, if trading is in such things as are 
identical in one of two things jins or qadr then riba nasiah is forbidden but riba fadl is not 
unlawful. Therefore, if wheat is bartered with wheat, gram with gram, lime with lime, gold 
with gold, iron with iron then both fadl (which is reduction and increase as well as spot 
exchange) and nasi'ah (which is a credit transaction) are forbidden. The reason is that both 
qadr arid jins are respectively identical. 
If wheat is exchanged with gram or gold with silver or iron with copper then fadl (which is 
Jrading with deduction and increase as also spot exchange) is allowed but nasiah is 
disallowed (this being a credit transaction) because only qadr is identical in both items, in 
the sense that wheat and gram are traded by measure or weight, iron is traded by weight as 
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is copper and silver too, but, in these cases, jins is not identical. 
If a piece of cloth is traded with another piece of this cloth, or a horse with another horse, 
even then fadl will be allowed and nasiah forbidden because jins only is identical but not 
qadr, in the sense that neither is cloth measured or weighed nor is horse, while the 
standard of Shari'ah (divine law) is by measure or by weight. And yard, etc. are not 
recognized by Shari'ah (divine law) as standards. 
If trading is in such two things as are not identical in qadr as wen· as jins, then while 
trading in them both fadl and nasiah are lawful. For example, if wheat is exchanged with 
silver or iron then both· fadl and nasiah are allowed because neither is jins identical nor is 
qadr identical in the sense that wheat is measurable and silver or iron weighable. Similarly, 
if iron is bartered with gold, or gold with iron, both fadl and nasiah are allowed, because 
again they lack the identical aspect in jins and qadr, both. Gold is weighed in a way 
different from the way iron is weighed. The same ruling applies to trading in wheat against 
lime, because the same situation presents, itself. The measure of wheat is in a different way 
from lime,. (This applies in places where instead of weighing measurement is the practice) 

SECTION I jji1j.4ili 

CURSE ON RECEIVER & GIVER OF INTEREST . 

0J.-o 0 \..,.)) -~~~ 

2807. Sayyiduna Jabir ~..1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~..1!1~ cursed the 
person who receiyes interest, who pays it, who records it (the transaction) and the 
two who bear witness to it. And he said, .''They are alike" (in the sin they commit 
though degree~ of sin may differ).t 

COMMENTARY:. The scribe who record the deal of interest and the witnesses are cursed 
because-they are the one who cooperate in doing the i~egal. It is forbidden to do so. 

INTEREST ON EXCHANGE OF ITEMS OF SAME KIND 

~ ~ , ,, , ~ , , { ~ • ,;!I' , 

I -\ A ol G.))-.. ~.::.,!~. -: \C IJI_;..·P ~~ ,_, 91...9~ ~~ o~l~ ol';.l ~...~~fl.., .. ~,, .. ~ ,, 
2808. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn as-Samit ~..1!1._?; narrated _that Allah's Messenger ..1!1~ 
~J~ said, "If gold is exchanged with gold,silver with silver, wheat with wheat, 
barley with barley, dates with dates and salt with salt then the exchange must be 
like for like and qual for equal (in quantity) and hand to hand. But, if kinds differ 
(like wheat for barley) then you may sell as you wish provided the exchange is 
hand to hand (on the spot)."2 

COMMENTARY: It is this hadith that has given riba a comprehensive meaning to i11clude 

t Muslim# 106-1598, Tirmidhi # 1210. 
2 Muslim# 51-1587. 
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some buying and selling and exchanges within the pulview of riba. This hadith means that 
if the six things mentioned. here are exchanged with one another of their own kind or 
bought and sold (mutually) then it is imperativ:e that the exchange should be like for like 
and equal for equal and delivery should be on spot. If anyone gives another his wheat 
against barter than he must take from him the same quantity that he had given him. 'Hand 
to hand' or 'on spot' means that each party must take hold of his right in the same meeting 
in which the transaction is finalized, before separating from one another. Neither of them 
must put off his delivery. If these things mentioned here are inot observed ·then the 
transaction will fall under 'the purview of riba. · · 
The question ·arises whe.ther the ruling of riba applies to only these six things that are 
mentioned _in the ha~ith, or are they presented by way of example and are other things 
included in this command? lf they are then what is in ruling for them? 
The ulama (Scholars) who have studied it deeply, dedu~e that this hadith mentions the six 
things by way of example. They have d~duced that other things like iron, lime, etc. are also 
of the same type. They have each made independent deduction for each of these six things 
to show why riba does not coyer them. The detailed explanation follows. 
Imam Maalik .&1~) said that Qf the six things, gold and silver fall tmder the purview of riba 
because of their price factor and the. other four ·things because of their quality of being 
preservable. Imam Maalik .fbi~:, has ruled that the other things will be based on these six if 
they have the price factor or are preservable. Thus vegetables, fruit and eatables that cannot 
be preserved for long may be exchanged with their kind or bought and sold with riba 
meaning decrease or increase, this being allowed. 
Imam Shaft agrees that the price factor of gold and silver is the cause of riba, but riba 
operates in the remaining four things because of their esculent nature (being _eatables). 
According to him, the ruling or riba will be applicable to from sections of vegetables, fruit 
and medicines. It is permitted to exchange these things (homogeneous) equal to equal but 
not allowed to deal in them with reduction or excess. Imam Shafi'I .lb1~J also holds that 
riba will not be operative in the homogeneous trading of iron, copper, tin, minerals, lime 
and such other things. For instance, it is correct to receive two measure (of capacity) of lime 
agc$lst one measure of lime, of two kilograms of iron or copper against one. 
Imam Abu Hanifah lil~ J holds that riba is present because of qadr cum jins.' On this basis, 
according to the Hanafis, since weight determines riba and gold and silver, it will 
applicable in every such thing that is bought or sold by weight, like iron copper etc. As for 
the remaining four things, riba becomes applicable because of measure (of capacity), 'SO the 

. command of riba will· apply ·to every such thing exchanged on the basis of measure, like 
lime, etc. Besides, it has been explained previously that the command of Shari'ah (divine 
law) cannot be amended. Hence, gold and. silver are bought and sold by weight as per 
Shari'ah (divine law) and attract the commartd of weighable and wh~at, barley, ~.'ates and 
salt are defined by Shari' ah (divine law) as measurable so they a~act the conlrr\and of 
trading by measure. The usage of custom may be otherwise but that does not change the 
command of Shari'ah (divine law). Hence, the criteria for a transaction of gold or silver 
being permissible, weight will be considered. If gold is gold for gold and silver for silver 
then it is necessary for weight to be equal for equal and it Is not allowed that weight should 
be less or more. If any one sells or buys the measurable like wheat then it will not be 
allowe«:: if he sells one kilogram of wheat for one kilogram, but it will be correct if wheat is 
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equal in ineasure (of capacity) from both sides (However, we have stated previously that 
Imam Abu Yusuf .lin~ J of the Hanafis contends that custom and usage will dictate whether 
any things is measurable weighable and the .Hanafis go by his verdict.) The same command 
applies to barley, dates and salt. 
If Shari' ah (divine law) has not classified anything as weighable or measurable then custom 
will be followed. Thus, iron and copper are exchanged by weight in usage, so it is 
necessary that transactions of these should be by weight - equal for equal. If they are 
unequal then riba will be deemed to have been applied.1 

I. ~-f ' ' ' .. .:. ' .:. , .. c: .. c: J .. 

. ~lj '"r"'.ll~ ~.l.ll ~j ~WI~~~ Jj.!J Jli J~ ~.J:.111 J:; "'. ~~ &£j (YA~4\) 

st~ .. 'I I Sl-: r .. i I.J.::J I.X. tL. ~ _f {L ,!.{ {,.. ,e1L , ,.e,, .. 1_ f'L1 .. i" ... !fL l!f, .. ~.L 
~~ ..)(.)+ ,..,. -'-r"t .. ~,.~..J..r--,..;+-..J~,. .. ~~,.:fl-J..J ..... ;. 

0J.-o oi.JJ) -tl~~i ~I) 4 \f1 c.)Jl .lii 
2809. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri 4:$~..,-PJ narrated t':tat Allah's Messenger~~. 
~J~ said, 11Paytttent for gold is by gold, for silver by silver, for wheat by wheat, 
for barley by barley, for dates by dates and for salt by salt, like for like 
(homogeneous) and (exchange being made) hand to hand. Hence, whose gives more 
or demands more is as though he has received interest or paid interest. The receiver 
and giver are at par (in ·~t)."2 

TRANSActiON OF GOLD & SILVER (OF HOMOGENOUS NATURE) 
"' , .~ ' ~f .. ' .. ~ ' ~ , .. , "'C: 

)/j ~.~ Y1 ~JJ~ ~-lJII~,.1)} ~j ~WI~ ~I Jj.!J Jl.i Jli ~j (YA' •) 

I_,'-' 1 "J-o. ~ '~ l4,~11Jf ·~ "J-o. ti .. ~ ~l·<l..JAL J..JA IJ.'-' 1 "J-o. ~ '~ l.6~'11Jf •i .. , ...;~· (,..$' • "" ..,;~ "" till ,J_Y > J.Y .. , .J\.t/T• (,..$' • , 

r , ' JjS .. , .. ' ' . "' .. ~ "'' --. v~llj'A~I<l..J"' LcJ..J~'t~-o........&JJln~ • ..£:UIJ'' 1~~1'A..J'~-o~.U:!.& ·~~r-~11r..-L ~.Ji,._.,,, ,~..il, , ... , , .. ...,,'-JJ, .. ~-v,'-:-;J~ 
2810. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed al-KhU:dri ~.&1..,-P J narrated that Allah's ~essenger i»~ 
~ J4Js. said, 11Do not sell gold, except like for like and do not increas~ one part over , 
another, Do not sell silver for.silver, except. like for like and do not increase one part 
over another. Do not exchange prompt delivery with delayed delivery."3 

COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that even gold jewellery or silver ornaments 
must be ~xchanged with gold and silver of (same) equal weight. It is not permitted to 
collect 'making charges' because that would amount to interest. 

EXCHANGETHEHOMOGENEOUSEQUALFOREQUAL 

~~4~1d~ll j ~~_kj~ilil ~~lj !.!.~ ~~ J.Jf j~;LI#~~&£j (YA\ \1) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

1 See: English translation of Hidaya v2 pg 6596. Darul Isha' at Karachi. And Tirmidhi vl pp 530, 531. 
(English tr) Darul Ishat, Karachi. 
2 Muslim # 82-1584. 
3 Bukhari # 2177, Muslim # 75-1584, Nasa'i # 4570, Muwatta Maalik # 30 (Buyu), Musnad Ahmad 3-
93. 
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·2811. Sayyiduna Ma'mar ibn Abdullah ~ i»1 ~J said that he often heard Allah's 
Messenger~ J~i»1jJ say "Provision for provision (should be) like for Jike."1 

CREDIT IS DISALLOWED IN EXCHANGE OF THE HOMOGENEOUS THINGS -

J.J_j51., r:l.&j ~l.& ~1 ~.J ~iJ ~ ~iJI ~j 4~ ili I ~ ;iJ I jrJ jli jli ;:;J. U. j (r A' r) 
l1 ~L~I --~L& "~l-&~1 ~ ~- ~, L ,_:- i 'I'' t~- t~ ~ll3 ~llLjjl "tl.& "~L&~I.~ ~.JAL • ..; ___ :- ., '.J , • ..;~:-~--' '.J ,,.J-J•" :-. ~ ,.,, .- • ..J .... ~:-

' (~~)-~l.&j~~~l 

2812. Sayyidu:ha Umar ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# ~~ jJ said, 
"Gold for gold (equal for equal too) is riba (interest) unless is hand to hand. Silver 
for silver is interest unless it is hand to h and. Wheat for wheat is interest unless it 
is hand to hand. Barley for barley is interest unless it is hand to hand. Dates for 
dates is interest unless it is hand to hand. "2 

COMMENTARY: There can be three possibilities of exchange of things of the same jins (the 
homogeneous). 

(i) They are either weighable or measurable. 
(ii) They are either spot delivery (cash) both ways or deferred both ways. 
(iii) They are spot one side but deferred for a few or more days on the other side. 

Of these three, the first possibility is allowed for buying and selling provided they are 
equal for equal in that if they are weighable they are of equal weight and if measurable of 
equal measure, and both ways they are spot. 
The other two are not allowed even though they be equal for equal in qadr and 
homogeneous because they are deferred payment both way or one way. 

SUPERIORITY OR INTERIORITY HAS NO EFFECT ON APPLICATION OF USARY 

:J~i.-,a_t \~~jJ~:,.~:r.\ "~ ",~~ilil t~~IJ" :r.oj ~ ,jg-:3~,.1~~~?.t\,!.£~(rA,r') • J.-..--(J-' • ~~-' ,.. ~ ~ r ~ ..,.....,- '-? _, ~ .. , t...t ....,......-..., 

.·.{Cli\L Ill .!.A ~Li11.llUl lll JJ1 J" :r '5 b JJ1~)1 J'li 115:k ~it. _::~ ~ J"tii ~ ~ "':!"- :~ v-,.; , , r .. ,. ...~ -'·--- -r- t.,JJ ;; .. , • ~:, 

~yl.~l jjlij l:f:?-~ ljlJ~ ~~;J~151l~ ~~8-t~'} jti~9)1jj~ ~L!llj 

-~~'~lj 
2813. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~~~~J and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.a1~J narrated 
that Allah's Messenger ~J~..llljJ appointed a man (as an officer) over Khaybar. He 
brought him (when he came back) dates of very good quality. He asked him. 11 Are 
all dates of Khaybar like that?" He said, "No, by Allah, 0 Messenger of Allah. 
Rather, we take a sa' of this kind for two (sa') and two sa' for three (sa' of the poor 
quality)." He said, 11Do not do that. Rather, sell them all for dirhams and then buy 
the dates of very good qualify for dirhams.' And, he said, ''The same applies when 
anything is sold by weight."3 

1 Muslim # 93-1592. 
2 Bukhari # 2134, Muslim# 75-1586, Abu Dawud # 3348, Darimi # 1247, Nasa'(# 1558, Ibn majah # 
2759, Muwatta Maalik # 38 (Bayu) Damin # 2578. 
3 Bukhari # 2201, Muslim# 95-1593, Nasa'i # 4553, Darimi # 2577, Muwatti Maalik # 21 (Buyu) 
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COMMENTARY: The same command applies to things bought and sold by weight as 
applies to measurable. 'If two homogeneous things are exchanged, it is not allowed to give 
less weight of the superior things against the interior, Rather, the inferior things may be 
sold for money and of that money the desired superior may be bought. 

~fut t~&-~\t(}J"lii:-1~ ~A ----~ilit t~~ lltJ"tJ~~~L&.J"li~tlf.!.£~('\'AH) .,_ c..r-~ ';J-r.--r-:.~..J,.. ~($ , , • ~-II' '--( v--J 

I .- I _. ,~\ '( "' ' "' 

(~~)-~IJ,s;.=.I~~~~9(S}Jj....,ul~551 . , ., 
2814. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed narrated that Sayyiduna Bilal ;.;s. ~ ~ .J came to the 
Prophet ~ J 4# ..lit~ with dates of good quality: So, the Prophet ~ J 4# ..ll1 ~ asked· 
him. uFrom where have you bought these?" He said, 11I had some inferior dates. So, 
I exchange two sa' of that with one sa' (of the superior ones)." He said,'' Ah! That's 
exactly riba! Exactly riba! Do not do it, but. when you intend to buy (the choicest), 
sell the (inferior) dates in a deal apart and then buy (the superior) with it (meaning 
with the proceeds)."t 

TWO SLAVES FOR ONE 

~b"-l>..ih~\J!.i_, "l"S~fl \c. .. ~ "'"'~ilit t~:L~\\~L;:ih;L;.J"li ..J.L&,.t.£"'(YA\O) 
., r • • • .,..s..Jo;...;.-o:. '...r~'.J.,. r..,y-'~ - • • • -f"i- • .......,--'.j 

(..PL.o 0 l_j.)) -~ Jl j.k ~~ 
2815. Sayyiduna Jabir 4~.iilt~.J narrated that a slave came and pledged·allegiance to the 
Prophet tt-l"" J4#i»t~ emigrate (promising to rnove from his native land to the Prophet 
~ J4#..llt~-P). He said not know that he was a slave. Then, (after some days) his master 
came looking for him. The Prophet ~ J4#.iilt~ said to him, "Sell him t~ me," and he 
bought him for two black slaves. After that, he never took a pledge of allegiance from 
·any one without (first) asking him whether he was a slave or a free man."2 

COMMENTARY: We know from this hadith that it is allowed to take or give against one 
slave two. Also, it is permitted to deal in those things that do not attract riba, in such a way 
that Jess is. exchanged for more. According to sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J 4# ..lit~ 
practice);· the ulama (Scholars) have deduced from it that it is allowed to take or give twb 
animals against one on the spot even if they are of the same jins (specifies) both way, or qf 
two jins. But, the ulama (Scholars) differ ~n whether it is permitted to give and take anim'l 

·against animal on credit. Some of the sahabah (Prophet's _Companions) ~~t~.J did not 
approve it, as also ~ta ibn Abu Ribah .iilt4~ .J and Imam Abu Hanifah .iil1~ .J· They cite that the 
prophet ~ J 4# k' ~ forbade credit transaction of animal against animal. However, some 
sahabah (Prophet's/Companions) ~..llt~J said that it is allowed and Imam Shafi'I ..llt~.J al~o 
subscribed to this opinion. · 

1 Bukhari # 2312, Muslim# 96-1594, Nasa'i # 4557. 
2 Muslim # 123. 160i Tirmidhi # 1243, Musnad Ahmad # 14778, Ibn Majah # 2869, Abu Dawud # 
3358. 
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HOMOGENEOUS ITEMS OF UNKNOWN QUANTITY AGAINST KNOWN 
. QUANTITY DISALLOWED 

.l,Sjl.,{i!~,~Ji,'.'} ,~,,.~.Ag.-,rJ.\1~ !_t._ .-t ".ii~ful t~JJIJ1 , 1 '\ -~J"li~"(YA,i) '-/= :, _ __, .. ~ v-,..;_,...~.- ., ... ~~.../.;~.. ~"' _,........,~ ..., 

VJ-ooi.J.))-~I~J "!ll 
2816. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ forbade 
the sale of a pile of dates of unknown measure against dates of a specific measure.1 

COMMENTARY: (the word (J$'), measure, not weight, is used for dates.) 
The pile of dates could be more or less than the specific measure of dates. Such 
exchange would be usurious. This kind of transaction is forbidden for things of a 
homogeneous nature, of the same jins. But, this kind is not forbidden for heterogeneous 
things, because it is allowed to buy and sell things of different kinds of more or less 
quantities against one another. 

BUYING SELLING GOLD 

" ,, ' 
VJ-ooi.J.;)-~~ 

2817. Sayyiduna Fadalah ibn Ubayd ~.&1~ J (Ansari) narrated that on the day (of the 
battle) of Khaybar he had bought a necklace of gold adorned ~ith gems for twelve 
dinars. When he removed the gems, he found that it was worth more than twelve 
dinars. He informed the Prophet ~ .... JoYs-~~~ about it and he said, "It should never be 
sold till they are separately valued."2 

COMMENTARY: If two things on which riba might operate are traded with one another 
both being of the same jins and one of them contains something heterogeneous then this 
trade is disallowed. ·Thus if an ornament has gold and pearls, then it may only be exchange 
with other gold, like for like and equal for equal, after its pearls are removed from it the 
same applies to silver. The transaction of exchange in either case may be in money or in 
any other form, the gems, pearls or such like must be removed first. This command is made 
to prevent homogeneous things being exchanged with excess or deduction and thus 
become usurious. 
If jewellery of gold with its ornaments (gems, etc.) is sold against silver whether silver 
coins or otherwise, or silver jewellery with gems etc. is sold against gold whether gold 
coins (ashrafis) or otherwise, then in such cases the ornaments (gams, etc.) need not be 
removed. This is ·~ecause things of different jins may be bought and sold against one 
another with exces~ and deduction too. Any reduction or addition does not amount to 
interest. 

1 Muslim# 42. 1530, 1\Jasa'i # 4547. 
2 Muslim# 90-1591, Tinrlidhi # 1259, Abu Dawud # 3352, Nasa'i # 4573, Musnad Ahmad 6-21. 
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SECTION II 

PROPHET'S ~J4:.Js.~'~ PREDICTION ABOUT RIBA 
"' I tli I 

~l'':i!ki~~...!..JLAj~WI~~l;SJ~~J~IDI~,lJIJj.!J~S~.;.''?I~<YA'A) 
r .. , •t rJ{, • 1 r-:1, r J .. J.f1-rJ .. l .. rJ•\ 

(~\A(XI.J<S~l.J.:.JbY.I_,~Ioi.J.;)-,..;~~LS.J~J,..;~~.lq~IC\.C~,;.J-..!.J}~..j--1 

2818. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .w:..i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:.Js.~'~ 
said, "A time will come over the people, certainly, when no one will be spared from 
receiving riba. If he does not take it, he will get its vapour nevertheless. (Some 
versions have instead of 'its vapour':) or get its dust."t 

COMMENTARY: Its (J~) or (J~) (dust) implies its effects. When that time comes and 
anyone manages to live without consuming interest, he will endure its effects nevertheless. 
For instance, he might be employed with a person who is engaged in interest taking or 
giving, or, be associated with him in any way, or have business relations with him etc. 
when the field of interest expands to every kind of business and industry and economy (as 
it is today), the mercha:.tdise on whj~h interest is paid will come in the hands of everyone. 
For example, in these our times, a man may be exceptionally pious and god fearing, 
abstaining even from the doubtful, but when he buys toffees for his children, how can he 
be sure that what insignificant thing'he buys has not gone through any stages of interest 
payments and receipts. The hadith says the same things: a time will come when the curse 
of interest will be so wise spread that knowingly or unknowingly every bne will be 
involved in it somehow or other. There will be those who involve themselves in it on 
purpose, but here will also be some who are absolutely unaware that they are affected by it. 

ELEMENT OF INTEREST IN TRANSACTIONS OF HETEROGENEOUS NATURE IS 
PERMITTED 

_f ( ,, , ' ' , ' .. , ... ( ' ~ 
~~_;.:!}IJ$J~~Ij~~~lj~..U~~..)j.llj~zy~~..UIJJ.:;(,~Jj~l~~ 

~ .._ ' fd.,I, ( 9l.!Jiola,;)- ~ .. ~.,!.X, ,:'L I~ ~ .j , .. ~.., -~ , .., 

2819. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn as-Samit narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:.Js.lil~ 
said, "Sell not gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for barley, 
dates for dates, or salt for salt except equal for equal and hand to hand. But, you 
may sell gold for silver, silver for gold, wheat for barley, barley for wheat, dates for 
salt and salt for dates, hand to hand (meaning spot deliveries), as you wish."2 

COM~ENTARY: If two homogeneous things are bartered then they must be exchanged 
equal for equal and hand to hand. If two heterogeneous things are bartered than the 
transaction must be hand to hand and it is not necessary that they be equal for equal. 

1 Abu Dawud # 4560, Ibn Majah # 2254 (or 2278). 
2 Nasa'i # 4560, Ibn Majah # 2254. 
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EXCHANGE OF DRY & FRESH DATES 

, ""' , , "".,.., "" ,&, ,, , ""' , ,_ 
JjiJ_y.I.J LS.l..a .}JI.J 1.!.-Ulo o\.J.J) -~l.l U$-&~9~ Jli9 ~ l.l!~;..l w~a·11 Jlii ~Jl4 

(4lo &:~I.J<}Llll__, 

2820. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas 4;S. .1!1 ~J narrated that lie heard Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~~ being asked about purchase of dry dates for fresh dates. So 
he asked, "Do fresh dates lose weight when they become dry?" He was told 1'Y es!" 
He then disallowed that.t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J J. .1!1 ~ disallowed barter of fresh and dried dates 
because that defeats tqe condition of both being and will .become a usurious transaction. 
Imam Maalik li!1 ~ J, I.mam Shafi'I .1!1 ~ J, Imam Alli,.ad · ..ls1 ~ J and most other ulama 
(Scholars} as also the Manafi imams, Abu Yusuf lilt~J and Muhammad .i»1~J abide by this 
hadith. However, Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~ J has said that homogeneous dry and fresh fruit 
are allowed to be bartered, provided fruit of both sides are equal in weight or quantity 
(qadr). He classified this hadith as nasi'ah, saying that the disallowance in the hadith is if 
one p[arty gives prompt delivery while the other defers delivery. His deduction is 
supported by another hadith: "The Prophet ~ J ~ ...1!1 ~ forbade exchange of fresh dates 
whh dried when it is a credit sale." · 
Besides, the command that applies to dried and fresh dates applies equally to all fruit 
including grapes, etc. It also applies to dry and fresh meat. 

EXCHANGE OF FLESH & ANIMALS 

(~17" _;-!,Joi.J.J)-~~IJ.£J~o~.....::...>g ~:, '.Jli-...:->1#4 .., .. "' 
2821. Sayyiduna Sa' eed ib al-Musayyib 4;S. .1!1 .$" J ~eport~d in a mursal form that 
Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ...1!1 ~ forbade sale of meat for animals. He e1lso said that 
sale of meat for animals was a kind of gamble of the days of ignorance.2 

COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi .i»t~J cites this hadith to say that it is unlawful to barter 
meat with an animal, even if the meat is of an animal of the same jins as the animal 
traded or of another species, whether that animal is lawful food or not. But, Imam Abu 
Hanifah .i»t4>J says that this thing is allowed becau~e that which is weighed is sold for 
that which is not weighed and in such cases it is not nec~ssary that both times be equal. 
This sort of business is permitted but delivery must be prompt both ways. The hadith 
disallows the transaction of animal against when delivery is not on spot, but prompt on 
one side and deferred on the other. 

1 Til'lllidhi # 1229, Abu Dawud # 3359, Nasa'i # 4545, Ibn Majah # 2264, Muwatta Maalik # 22 (~uyu), 
Musnad Ahmad 1-175. 
2 Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J~k1~ practice). Muwatta Maalik # 64 (Banu). 
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BETTER ON DEFERRED BASIS IS DISALLOWED 

e , ... , .. ~ '( ' .. ~ ' ' ... ... -"' ~1_.\~l~~ ~~~~ ~ 0£~ _;.l..::,j~illl j..;Q &lJl ~~ ~ {~ ~ y1 ;~0£j (YAYT) 

(J..>l..Ul.J 4Lo 6-!l..,<}Llll.., .)Jl.)y.l.., L).i.o _;Ul ol..,..>) 

2822. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub oi$~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ 
forbade sale of animals for animals if payment was to be deferred to a later date.1 

ABOUT CREDIT ON HETEROGENEOUS THINGS 

~ , , , , "".. ~ ... ~ '~ ... , .. .. .. , ... ~ 
(.)Jby.loi.J.;) -~.:uJ\ ~!J!~~l ~~~ ~~-...!.)lS:i~.:uJI ~~~~~......:..;\ ~j.Ali~)'l 

2823. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibnal-Aas ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet 
~J~~~~ instructed him to prepare equipment for an army (to be able to join it 
himself). So, when the camels fell short (and some people, Abdulllah ~ ~~ ~ J 

among them, could not get a camel), Prophet ~J~~~~ instructed him to take 
(as loan) a camel against the camels of zakah (Annual due charity) (when he 
could get it). So he took a camel against two camels of zakah (Annual due 
charity) payable when he got them.2 

COMMENTARY: Loan or debt is allowed only of such a thing as has a like of it. This 
means that the debtor will be able to return the like of what he borrows, for example, rice, 
eggs, meat, cash etc. These things are called(~) (mithli -like). It is not proper to borrow a 
thing the like of which is difficult to return to the creditor. Such things are called (~ ~) 
(ghayr mithli- unlike). 
In this hadith, the Prophet ~J~.i»1~ instructed Sayyiduna Abdullah ~.i»'~J to borrow a 
camel from someone on the condition that when the camels receivable against zakah 
(Annual due charity) arrived, he would repay his debt. Now according to Imam Abu 
Hanifah ~~ ~ J, it is disallowed to borrow a ghayr mithli thing and the camel is one such. 
Hence, the Hanafis say that at the time the Prophet ~ J~~~j..P had given this instruction, it 
was permitted to borrow ghayr mithli things too. But, later the permission was withdrawn, 
so this hadith stands abrogated. · 
However, Shaykh Abdul Haq ~~~J has regarded the command of this hadith as based on 
Bai' (buying and selling) and said that it seems that it is allowed to borrow an animal 
against an animal. However, our ulama (Scholars) (of the Hanafi school) have disallowed it 
in the light of the (ptevious) hadith of Samurah ol$~~~ J (# 2822). Hence, Toorpushti ..1JI~; 
has classified this hadith of Abdullah ibn Amr o!$-i»I~J as da'if (weak) while the hadith of 
samurah A~.i»t~) is much more sound than this. Therefore, the Hanafis abide by the hadith 
of Sayyiduna ·samurah ~~~~ ;. 
Or, the Prophet ~J~.i»~~ had given this instruction when the barter of two homogeneous 
items was not regarded as riba if exchanged on loan or debt. But, when this sort of 
exchange was classified as riba, this hadith was abrogated. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1241, Abu Dawud # 1237. Nasa'i # 4620, Ibn Majah #.2270, Musm1d Ahmad 5-12. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3357, Musnad Ahmad 2-171. 
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SECTION III 

ABOUT RIBA IN CREDIT TRANSACTION 

1-!JJ~J .. li~I~J'g~.:it't l\1.~1-!JjJIJ .. li~~~rlJI t~ ,j,l_ ~ ,j~j~lALd~(rArt) 
Ji"i!' ~-...,,~, _, ~..,Te_, '.!;.. ~~ ~ " .. .,· 

(~·ti.:..A) -~ 1.!:1- { ~~~; .. ~-- ts.., -~ .. ., 

2824. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~.&~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4#~tj..P said, 
11Riba (interest) is found in credit transaction." 
According to another version: 11In a hand-to-hand transaction, there is no riba."t 

COMMENTARY: If two equal qadr things are bartered on credit, one of them paying cash 
and the other promising to pay later then though the jins may be different and they be 
equal for equal, the element of riba is found in the transaction. Thus if anyone gives barley 
for wheat then deduction and addition is allowed in this transaction provided it is hand to 
hand transaction but if one of the sides defers payment then this thing is disallowed and it 
will amount to interest. 
If two people exchange two things of the same jins equal for equal and take delivery on the 
spot then it is allowed and it is without interest. If both things are not of the same jins then 
reduction and increase is allowed in the transaction and there .will be no element of interest 
provided delivery is on spot both ways . 

. WARNING AGAINST INTEREST 

J • , I. ' J .. t , .. .. .. , J .... .. J '' JJ. 
~ 0 ~e:::H I.SJ5j ~ .;l.lllj ~~ ~ljj ~J OY~J ~ ~l!,l J ''1 J.'j ~~~ ~ 

~J~\Jl!JLi~l~~·' --~~J .. li~slj~, ~l!f.~l~- . ~~~':JI 
t;, '-' "" "" • -" ..JV(J • ,• "" ~ .. , 

2825. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Hanzalah ~ ~~ ~ J ghasil al-mala'ikah (meaning, he 
who was given both by the angels) narrated that ~lah's Messenger ~J4#.1Jij..P said, 
110ne dirham of riba that a man takes knowing that it is interest is more serious 
than committing adultery thirty six times." 
Bayhaqi reported it from Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J with the addition that the 
Prophet ~ J4#~'~ also said, ''If anyone's flesh is nourished with the unlawful then 
hell is better for him."2 

COMMENTARY: This warning applies to one who consumes riba knowing. But, it also applies 
to one who takes riba unknowingly while he is careless in being unaware of the command~. 
One who consumes interest is worse than him who commits adultery because Allah has 
spoken more angrily about him than about the latte!. He says about the interest receiver. 

(Y t.4 : r o~l) -~J.!jj ,iJ I&§ y~ t_;jfli 
ts 

{ .... be notified of war from Allah and His Messenger.) (2: 279) 
Every sensible man known what a declaration of war means. If Allah and His Messenger 

1 Bukhari # 2179, Muslim # 102-1596, Nasa'i # 4580, Ibn Majah # 2257, Darimi # 2580, Musnad 
Ahmad 5-200. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-225, Daraqutni and (from Ibn Abbas ~lilt~ J Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul Eeman. 
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declare war against anyone~ or if anyone is at war against Allah and His Messenger ~.1»1~ 
~ J, then what, can. be· said of his deprivation, wretch.edness and utter ruin in both worlds? 
The,. ulama (Sd\olars) say that such a serious warning and strong anger is not merely 
because there is a practical strayiilg when one deals in interest but since it is not easily 
detected one strays into wrong belief too so that most people do not believe that interest is 
forbidden. They are misled mentally to such an extent that they say that interest is lawful. 
This leads them to disbelief ultimately. This means that they cannot hope for forgiveness. 
In contrast, adultery is a very bad thing, a grave sin and every religion condemns it. No one 
say that it is allowed. · 
Why is it said to be thirty six times worse? Only Allah and His Messenger ~J4:l~~.P know why. 

-...!...Jl l&~l ltj.+ ~J': "', l._~.j-11 ~j ~ Ai.J1 ~ ;iJ1 jj-!5 jli jli S~;,' Cfl 6£ j (TAY\) 

_uj J.?.Jll ft~ 
28~6. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iw~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ 
said, "Riba (interest) has seventy parts. The lowest (of these in importance) is that a 
man has sexual intercourse with his mother."t 

"' .. {t ' ., ~ ' ~ , "' ' "' ' ~~-..!..>~9~ -...!...JJJ l~._;.l.I-..!.JL~j~WI j.-0~1 JJ-!5 Jli Jli ~', ii~l ifj (YAYV) 

_ .. u"il {"l.c~J~- . '~~~~'qt§&,"'ll~~u~l~~l~j i!JI'L~ 
',J .. -;; 'Wiil...il '-'~ ... ., , '-a #ill' ... """" • • J ~ ,..;..-;:-

2827. Sayyiduna (Abdullah) Ibn Mas'ud ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ 
~ J ~ .1»1 said, "Receipts from interest may seem abundant but the end is poverty 
(meaning deprival of blessings)."2 

COMMfSNTARY: This is not a mere warning but a fact that there is not good or blessing in 
the property derived through interest. The result is it wastes away leaving no trace at all. 
This reality is observed in our day to day lives. The Qura says about it: 

I 

(r i-'1 :r S~l) -~lijjjl ~j ~.,PI at I~ 
{Allah blots out usury and augments charity} (2: 276) 

This verse mentions both interest and charity at once. While pointing out the contradiction 
in these two things, it also discloses their diverse natures. Without any greed or 
reimbursement, man gives charity only to please Allah while he devours interest from 
others without compensating them, out of greed multiplying his disgrace. The intention of 
doers on both sides is different: one seeks Allah's pleasure the other invites His anger. 
The exegetes say that these results will be seen in the next world. The interest-taker will get 
nothing in the hereafter but punishment while the property given in charity will provide 
him everlasting honour and comfort. Besides that, some effects of these things are 
witnessed in this world too. Millionaires become paupers overnight when they have made 
money through interest earnings. Not all rich men go through this experience but usurous 
people do lose money· so rapidly. 
We should not be-deceived by the fleeting luxury of the usurous people, for in spite of all 

t Ibn Majah # 2274. 
2Jbn Majah # 2279, Musnad Ahmad 1-395. 
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things that they possess, they lack comfort. This comfort is available only through 
spiritual peace. This is available sometimes to people without their possessing anything 
at all, not only to men but also to anintals, but not available to some who have 
everything. Even sleep evades then. 
How stupid are they wh~.wear thems~lves out for the sake of the means to· comfort but 
have nothing of comfort. 
This state of their continuous uneasiness and mental discomfort causeE them to be hard
hearted and wretched. They have no mercy for the poor and needy. They are very cruet 
These traits can never earn them respect. They are looked down upon and detested. They 
do not get even the most elementary respect from fellowmen. 

INTERNATIONAL UNCERTAINTY IS BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE DEVOURERS OF 
INTEREST 

When we are speaking of it, let us examine another side of interest tak~ng. Progress in the 
scientific field and intense materialism has changed man's outlook of survival-arid manner 
of thinking. He uses all his talents to gain material progress and has deprived his thought 
and his emotions of the ability to distinguish between good and bad. He now concentrates 

. on the superfluous worldly momentary gains and is a prisoner seeking physical ease. 
The result is that the hitherto accepted truths are now rejected. Centuries old ideologies are 
considered to be worthless and unworkable. 
Islam regards interest as unlawful for every individual and every section of people at all 
times in all conditions. However, some seemingly educated people are put off from the 
true path of religi9n and Shari'ah (divine law) by modem thought into the labyrinth of 
ignorance. They say that the disallowance of interest is not only impossible to observe m 
these times but also a hurdle and obstacle to commercial success and to material 
prosperity. They hold that the current economic order based on interest is necessary for the 
common good of all people and for their prosperity. They consider the large capitalist 
countries, who have entangled the developing countries in the web of interest, as the only 
hope for the prosperity of mankind. Rather, it is their own selfish motives that the big 
powers hope to grind and they suck the blood of the poor in the same manner as 
individuals used to do in the past. 
The poor developing countries are under a burden of debt and mounting inte}."est. The 
result is that they obey the dictates of the large capitalist countries and there is utter 
unrest everywhere ... 
AN OBJECTION: some people having acquired modem educaticm assert that the riba 
forbidden in· the Quran is not the customary interest. It was usury charged ori loan 
advanced to the poor and needy·who faced dire circumstances. The cruel lender, instead of 
helping the hard-stricken, advanced a loan with a specified rate of interest that broke the 
back of the borrower. He took full advantage of the man's plight. Those people who say 
that the Quran does not forbid interest assert that it forbade that kind of usury. Any similar 
usury collected today also falls under purview of that prohibition and such usury is 
charged by private lenders and individuals. Today' s commercial agencies, banks and other 
such institutions deal in a different kind of interest business. They pay rather than receive 
interest. The poor people can invest a small sum of money and get regular returns. Hence, 
according to these people. present-day interest is not disallowed. 
THE ANSWER: Any corrimand of Islamic Shari'ah (divine law) concerns the principles and 
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the entir& its operations is not changed by parts and kinds. Whatever Shari'ah (divine law) 
has declared as forbidden, is forbidden wholly with all its parts and kinds. No one has a 
right to exclude only portion of Allah's Command from operation or to limit its operation. 
For instance, no one can say about the prohibition of wine that the prohibition applies to 
wine of the ancient times served in bad quality vessels,·but since vessels of today are good. 
quality and production is in a refined, scientific manner, the command should not apply 
anymore. Only one who iis ignorant of the Shari' ah (divine law) will say such a thing. If the 
commands of the Quran are changed in this way, then nothing will remain prohibited, not 
even gambling, theft, robbery, adultery, indecency, etc. Every evil is not done in the same 
way as it was done in the past. This does not mean that they become allowed. 
Now, let us examine the question of riba. The Quran prohibits riba not once but in many 
verses of different surahs. More than forty ahadith declare that it is disallowed. None of 
these- not even a single word of them- gives a hint that the prohibition of riba is on a 

·particular occasion or a particular situation. Nowhere is it stated that the prohibition 
applies to individual transactions of riba and not to trade dealings. Rather, historicallf, it is 
wrong to ·say that when the Quran was revealed the only kind of interest applicable was 
cHarged to the poor and commercial interest dealings never existed. If we study the 
background of the revelation of the verses, we shall learn that apart from private 
transactions, commercial transactions of interest were also common. The Arabs, 
particq.larly the Quraysh, w~re merchants and they paid and received interest for trade 
purposes. Baghawi 1»144..• J has written that Sayyiduna Abbas ~~~ J and Sayyiduna Khalid 
ibn Walid ~.a,,~J did business in partnership. They traded with the Banu Thaqif of Ta'if. 
Abbas ~ .1!1 ~ J ad a heavy amount of .interest receivable fro~ them. When he demanded 
from them his past dues, the prophet" reminded him that the Qurart had mad~ riba 
unlawful, and ni.structed him- his paternal uncle- to write off the large amount of money. 
He announced this is the sermon of the farewell pilgrimage in these words: 

~~#~ ~~ IY..J u IY..J~~~ IY..JjJTJ ~_;..1, J.A ~l4-1 l;i.JJ 
[The riba of pre-Isamic days is written off. The first of these from our riba that I 
write off is the riba of Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib.] 

There are other examples of tribes and families having claims of interest on other tribes and 
families· because of their mutual business deal_ing~. Loans are not known to have been 
extended generally for personal needs but there were business transactions continuously. 
In fact, they had regarded riba to as a kind of business. The Quran rejected this idea and 
warned those who advocated it. 
As for the banks paying interest to the poor on their deposits, this is a deception. These 
deposits are loaned to businessmen and industrialists expand their businesses and 
industries .. They pay interest to bank out of their huge earnings and b~ pay a paltry 
some to their d_eposite.rs~-The true beneficiaries from the banks are th~1 rich, and the 
deprived are the poor. Instead of depositing the money at the bank, the poor ought to _ 
invest in a small business. 
The few rich take large loans and control much of the- industry and business and drive out 
the small traders. Business that could have been of benefit to the whole nation comes. 
down in the hands of a few people. Prices rise and the poor are squeezed. The interest that 
they earn on their-deposits goes into thin air .... 
This is why Islam has disallowed interest whatever its form. 
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_;.2~,-.ji ~'fLSrj ~ ,!..;lJ~j~ilil j.DJ,l1 j_;.!j J~ J~ S~;,'Cfl(.,i.j (TATA) 
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(~La 0-t 1_, ..l.o> I 
2828. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»>~ 
said, "On the night I was taken to the heavens (which was the night of al-Isra or al
Miraj). I came across people whose bellies were like houses. There were snakes in 
them what could be seen from outside their bellies. I asked, 'They are those who 
consumed riba. "t 

PROPHET'S ~J4#.1!1~ CURSE ON INTEREST RECEIVERS 

<<..JLill 0 !_,.;) -?: ..;!ll if~ .-...!.J~ j 
2829. Sayyiduna Ali ~ ~ ~ .J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~ ~ 4# .1!1 ~ 
curse those people who received interest, those people who paid it those people 
who recorded the transaction and those people who declined to give sadaqah 
(charity). Also, he forbade wailil!g.2 

COMMENTARY: Those who decline to give sadaqah (charity) could also be those who 
prevent others from giving sadaqah (charity). They could also be those who do not pay the 
wajib (obligatory) sadaqah (charity) which is zakah (Annual due charity). 
Wailing includes to praise the dead person and to cry loudly in a shrieking voice. It is a 
very undignified act. 

UMAR'S ~.11~~ .J EXPLANATION OF RIBA 

"' /. C: • "' ~ ' ~ "' .. /. ~ .... ., I .. , I 
~ ~j~liJI ~,l}IJ_;.!j~lj~_jJI ~~ ~j-il(~l ~!'"ru:i.l ~ ~(.,S. j (TAr'•) 

(~.;I..UI_,~La&tl oi.JJ) -~.,rliJ ~_;lll_,l.:ti W UJ: ;1;.1J 
2830. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~.11~~.J said, "The last of what was revealed 
(of the Quran) was the verse of riba, but Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .lis~ was taken 
without his explaining it to us. So abstain from usury and what is doubtful."3 

COMMENTARY: We have stated in the very initial pages that even before Islam profit was 
taken at a specified rate on loans and debts, during the jihiliyah (ignorance period). When 
the Quran forbade riba, the Prophet ~ J 4# .1!1 ~ not any imposed the command on the 
interest as known and practice at that time but he also gave it a wider application as 
explained in the previous pages. However, he did not live long after the verse was revealed 
and could not expound the command beyond that. 
Sayyiduna Umar ~~~J meant to ask "was the application limited to the six things only or 

t Ibn Majah # 2273, Musnad Ahmad 2-363. 
2 Nasa1i # 5103. 
3 Ibn Majah # 2276, Darimi. 
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did the Prophet ~J~~~ name them only or did the Prophet~ J~.&1~ name them only 
by way of example? (hadith # 2808). (They were gold silver, wheat, barley, dates and salt) 
As we explained, the imams who came later drew out a rule and included other things too 
a~cording to the rule. 
In short, before the revelation of the Quran, the Arabic word riba was used in the sense; 'to 
receive profit on the amount given as loan.' It was practiced all over Arabia. The people of 
Arabia understood only this particular thing as riba and there was no confusion or doubt 
about this word. Therefore, when the Quran announced that riba was disallowed, no one 
found it difficult to ~derstand to obey the order. However when the prophet ~J~.&~~ 
unlarged its sphere in the light of a revelation and they were at variance with what the 
Arabs had under stood and additional to what they knew as interest and, by a coincidence, 
the Prophet ~J •# ~ ~ died before explaining those addi~on as practically, Sayyiduna 
Umar ~.&'~J found it difficult to fathom their details. So, he made ijtihad and pursued a 
safe course. He said that riba should be abandoned completely where it was very clear and 
known as per usage, and also the mutual buying and selling which was pointed out by the 
Prophet ~ J4#..1l1~ to be riba. He also said that anything that create4 doubt or was similar 
to riba should be given up too. 
A MISUNDERSTANDING: Some people have used this ~aying of Sayyiduna Umar .&1~ J 

~ to cast doubt on riba in general. How·ever, he only had wondered whether the six things 
that the Prophet ~ J 4# .&1 ~ had named as usurous were the only ones or others which 
were like them came in the same category. He was worried that the people might suppose 
that only these six transactions were usurous accord not be careful about others. This is 
why he instructed the people to abstain from the doubtful and those that were similar to 
the six things named by the Prophet ~'j...J~~ in which there was likelihood of interest being 
practiced. 
While his words were about these things specifically, tnese people included all kinds of 
interest in this saying. They did more mischief by alleging that umar' s ~.&~~ .J words meant 
that interest (receiving and giving) was not disallowed. 

CREDITOR SHOULD NOT ACCEPT GIFT OF THE DEBTOR 

-y~JYI·, •l·d 
2831. Sayyiduna Anas ~ lis ~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# ~~ ~ said, 
'~en one of you lends some money (to someone) and the debtor sends him a gift 
or offers him an animal to ride, he must neither ride it nor accept it unless this had 
been customary between them before that."t 

COMMENTARY: The creditor must not accept any sort of a gift from his debtor because 
that might look like interest. Whether the creditor earns from the debtor is counted as 
interest. However, if the two had been used to exchange gifts then the creditor may 

1 Ibn Majah # 2432, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 5532. 
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accepu::d the debtor's gift bec~use, in this case, he would not be under pressure to give him 
a present. Rather, it would be a reciprocal gesture. 
It is reported about Imam AbuHanifah iii'~.J that he had lent money to someone. One day, 
he went to his home to get a repayment. .He waited outside in the heat for the man to come 
out but did not stand in the shade of his house because, though there was no bar to it in 
Shari'ah (divine law), yet it was against perfect righteousness to benefit from the shade of 
the man's wall. He stood in the sun for a very long timb before the mart caine out. This was 

I 
his perfect examp!E!..of taqwa (piety) that he refrained from th.e shade pf the ciebtor' s wall. 
It is written in~alabudminhu that according to a hadi~h if a loan is liabl~ to benefit the 
lender then it is regarded as riba. The lender must not accept the borrower's invitation, too 
unless they were on friendly terms already visiting one another. It is also written that it is 
makruh (disapproved) for the lender to use the shade of tli.e borrower's wall. 

~ " I _. " 

&lj5 -~~ ll.~~i~~j ~j.\1 ~j!\15!jli~j~IDI ~ ~1Jiy£u;JI ~j (YArY) 

. -J.==t ~I . ~ 1l$:k &Jl3 '~ .~~ J{.;.. ,j I t...a • ,..,. '-a'\..7.... • 

2832. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~ ,s> .J narrated that the Prophet ~"" J ~ iil1 j...p said, "When a 
man extends a loan to another man, he should not take a gift."t 

'-: (L$.;~1 oi,JJ) -1~.; :U~9 

2833. Sayyid~~fAbu Burdah iii1~.J son of Abu Musa ~iil',s>.J narrated that when he 
came to Madinah he met Sayjriduna Abdullah ibn Salaam ~iill,s> .J who said to him, 
11You are in a land where riba is common. So, if you have right over anyone 
(meaning that if any one is your debtor) and he presents you a load of straw, or a 
load of barley, or a bundle,of grass, do not take it because that is interest."2 

COMMENTARY: The ulama tScholars) say that every loan to which a condition of some 
sort of profit is ... attached is riba (or interest). Every gain that the lender derives ·fro:m the 
borrower because of the pressure of the debt of gratitude for it is interest. . 
RULING: If the creditor derives some benefit from the debtor before advancing to him a 
loan then it will depend on whether the profit was promised (previously) and was part of a 
condition. If it was promised and part of a condition then there is no doubt whatsoever of 
its unlawfulne~s. That profit is riba (or interest). If it was not previously pronlised and part 
of a condition then scholars differ on its status. Imam Muhammad ii11~.J holds that it is 
allowed. A section of them, however, say that it is disallowed. The correct thing, however, 
say that it is disallowed. The correct things, however, is that if the profit is bestowed 
because of a pressure or out of gratitude, or to gain time or to be excused (from 
repayment), then it is unlawful in any case. If it is out of regard, kindness or already 
existing relationship then it is u undoubtedly allowed. 

1 Bukhari in his Tarikh and so it is in al-Muntaqa. 
2 Bukhari # 3814. 
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While it is disallowed to fix the terms of the debt, the correct thing is that there is no harm 
is fixing the term. The ruling is that if a debt is given and received on condition of a fixed 
period of times, then that period of time will be binding as a condition but noit binding as a 
debt. If the creditor demands his money befor~ the specified time, then he has the right to 
do it and the debtor must try his utmost to repay the debt. 
If a person loans some money on condition that it should be repaid in a certain city then 
this condition as a binding is unlawful. · 
Some people deposit their money in bank for safe keeping without taking profit or interest 
on it. The fact is that the money which is deposited in banks is not preserved exactly as 
deposited but is invested in business. So, it is not a trust or safe-keeping, but becomes a 
debt. These people may not take interest on their money but they do help those who collect . 
interest by loaning money in a way, and to aid those who give or take interest is a. sin. 

· Hence, it is not proper to deposit one's money in a bank. 

CHAPTER-V 
SALES & PURCHASE THAT ARE DIS-ALLOWED 

The Shari'ah (divine law) of Islam has forbidden some forms of business transactions as 
also buying transactions as also buying and selling of some things. Some of these are 
forbidden because the dealings and thQse things are unlawful, like Bai' batil (vain sale as of 
wine, swine, etc.) and Bai' fasid (not legal). Some others are disallowed only because of 
dislike for 'them, like engaging in business at the time of the adhan on Friday. 
Those that are forbidden because the dealings or the merchandise are unlawful are, 
according to the Hanafi School, of two kinds: 

(i) Bai' fasid. 
(ii} Bai' batil. 

BAI~ F ASID: It is a business transaction that is correct in so far as the principles of Bai' are 
found in it, but is not lawful because some conditions for the Bai' (sale and purchase) to be 
sound are lacking, so it is necessary to cancel such a transaction. The jurists call it mashru' 
binafsihi (legal by itself) but manu. biwasfihi (illegal because of the conditions and 
characteristics) · 
BAI' BA TIL: It is a business transaction that is not recognized by Shari' ah (divine law) 
because it is neither correct in terms of the principles of Bai' (buying and selling) nor lawful 
as for as its conditions and characteristics are concerned. 
We may now present some rulings on this sgbject to elaborate on the foregoing definitions. 
It is also necessary to know more of the subject of this chapter. 
If the(&) (mabi)- that which is sold and bought is not 'property' in the eyes of Shari'ah (divine 
law) then sale and purchase of such a thing is Bai batil (invalid, void) Examples are blood, 
carrion, free person, mukatab, urine and a very worthless thing. Also, if the mabi' 
(merchandise) is 'property' but it is not a decent item then its buying and selling is batil if sold 
for money, but if it is bartered against another thing then the sale of that thing is fasid and· of 
this property that is not a decent thing is batil. Examples of such things are wine and swine. 
The difference between Bai' batil and Bai' fasid is that in the former case the thing sold 
never comes in the possession of the buyer. In the latter (Bai' fasid), nothing applies to it 
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before handing over possession but after possession it becomes property of the buyer as an 
unlawful or .. forbfdden thing, and it is binding on him to pay for it in cash, but it is wqjib 
(obligatory) on him to annul the sale ~ven after taking possession provided the mabi' is with 
the buyer in its exact form. 
Selling milk that is yet in the udders of an animal is batil (void), (for, that may not really 
exist. Its udders may seem to be full and if milk is sold on that basis, there might be no milk 
at all but the v.dders could be swollen for some other reason. In such cases, sale of 
purported milk would be a deceptive, fraudulent act. 
It is also not allowed to sell birds that fly in the air unless iliey are trained· to return. It is 
allowed to sell a flyir\g pigeon. . 
Similarly, if is disallowed to sell fish that have not been caught but are still in the sea, or are 
caught and released in a pond from where they. can be caught only in a net. 
Other sales disallowed are the unborn in the womb of a female slave or an animal, the pearl 
that is in the shell and the meat of an animal before it is slaughtered and skinned. 
It is disallowed to sell the hair of a pig. However, these hair may be used to sew the gunny 
bags which are laden on the back of beasts of burden after filling them with provision, etc. 
Human hair may neither be sold nor put to use in any way. 
Any sale that might cause altercation is fasid. Examples are sale of wool on the back of a 
goat, link of a chain nailed on the ceiling orte yard of cloth from a large piece of cloth or a 
sale in which time of payment of price is defined vaguely like 'when it will rain or high 
winds will blow I shall pay you. However, if in all these cases, the buyer does not revoke 
the transaction and the seller gives delivery to the buyer by removing the link from the 
ceiling or tearing one yard from the large piece of cloth and the buyer specifically defines 
dates of payment, then the sale shall be carefully transacted. 
A sale and purchase transaction is fasid when fasid (not legal) condition is placed. A fasid 
condition obstructs the correct execution of the transaction. It is favourable either to the 
seller on to the buyer. For example, the seller may sell a house but impose a condition that 
he would use it for a month before handed it over, or the buyer may buy a piece of cloth on 
condition that it is delive~ed to him duly stitched. Or, the nabi' (that which is sold) may 
stand to gain when a human being - male or female slave - is sold, when a seller stipulates 
that the buyer must set the slave h~ buys free, or get him or her married. Condition of this 
kind are fasid and a business transaCtion also becomes fasid because of them. 
If a buyer stipulates·. that he should be handed over ownership then that is not contrary to 
the correct executiot:t of the agreement to sell. So it is not fasid. If a trader stipulates while 
selling, say cloth, th'\t the buyer should not re-sell it then though this condition is contrary 
to the transaction, it is not fasid because no one stands to benefit from it. 
If anyone sells a horse and stipulates that the buyer should make the horse fat then though 
this condition is favourale·-to what is sold yet, not being a human being who is eligible for 
the benefit, the condition is not fasid. But, the condition will be vain and dropped and the 
Bai' will be proper. 
The books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) have more details of Bai' fasid and batil. They 
must be studied so that such business transactions as are unacceptable by Shari' ah (divine 
law) may be avoided. 
It is necessary to expound some m~re rulings. 
It is unlawful for a seller to cheat in weights and measures and for a buyet to deduct from the 
.agreed price at the time. of payment. Those who contravene it, the Quran has warned them thus: 
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(Woe to the defrauders.} (83: 1) 
It is unlawful to delay payment without reason; to the seller for the price of the item sold 
and for a prompt debt and to the labourers. The Prophet ~ J..;s.!JJ,~ said, "Any delay (in 
payment of demand) by a rich man is oppression (or cruelty). So, pay the labourer his 
wages before his perspiration dries." 
It is reported that when the Prophet ~ J4,.t&olil1~ paid anyone his dues, he paid more than the 
wajib (obligatory) amount. If the d.ues were half wasq, then he paid one wasq. If the dues were 
one wasq, he paid two wasqs. He used to say, "This is your right and as much more is paid 
from me." We must remember that the additional payment is not interest. It would have been . 
regarded as interest, if the addition was stipulated beforehand. If there is no advance 
condition and the payer pays more, then it is allowed, and, in fact, it is mustahab (desirable). 
When dealing with anyone to break a promis~ is makruh (disapproved), fraud cn:td 
falsehood. It turns lawful earnings into unlawful. So, it is essential to refrain from these 
things. Once the Prophet ~J..;s..&l~ examined a pile of wheat at a shop and found them 
moist deep inside. Th~ .shopkeeper explained that rain water had seeped into the pile. The 
Prophet ~ J~lht~ sciid, "You ought to have placed the moist wheat on top (so that no one 
might be cheated). Know! He who deceives a Muslim does not belong to us." 
There are other kinds of busj.ness transactions; Bai' murabahah (to sell at a profit over cost 
price) and Bai tawliyah ((~Ji) to sell at cost price). In these transactions, the cost price must 
be disclosed to the buyer without reduction nor addition. If the seller has incurred 
additional cost on that for incidentals like labour cost, octroi, etc., then he must add them to 
his cost price and disclose to the buyer that he had spend 'so much money' on procuring 
that thing instead of saying that he bought it for so much, which would be a lie. 
If any one sells a piece of cloth for rupees ten and, while the buyer has not paid the money 
to him, he re-purchases it from the buyer for half the price, or at the same price but with 
another piece of cloth too then this transaction is not correct. If he does so then it will 
amount to riba. It is unlawful to use ~ything bought before obtaining its possession when· 
it is a movable thing (JJi:.t~)- movable thing that is sold/bought). Thus, to sell a movable 
item before taking possession of it is disallowed. 
Someone bought from a seller something that is measured in a scale1 after measuring it as a 
measure. He nad it duly measured in the scale by the seller. Then he sold by the seller. 
Then he sold it to another as a measure. Now, it is necessary for this second buyer that he 
must first have it duly measured in a scale by the first buyer who in his seller. Only after 
that may he use it or sell it to another person because the first (weighing or) measurement 
is not sufficient. It is better to have it measured afresh lest it turns out to be more and that 
could be the seller's property. 
If a Muslim makes an offer of a price while he discusses a bargain to buy or sell something, 
or a Muslim has senf proposal of marriage to a woman then no one else is permitted to 
make a counter offer or proposal unless the first person has been spurned. 
It is makruh (disapproved) to engage in a business transaction at the time of adhan on 
Friday because any activity at that time interrupts the preparations for the salah (prayer) 

1 Perhaps measure of capacity. 
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which are wajib (obligatory) on the worshipper. If there are many mosques around where 
the salah (prayer) of Friday is observed, then one must suspend business activity when the 
adhan is called in that mosque in which he will pray. . 
If two slaves whether both grown up or young, or one grownup and the other yoimg, are 
closely elated to one another as mahrams then it is makruh (disapproved) and forbidden to 
sell them separately. Some ulama (Scholars) say that this sale is unlawful. 
It is disallowed to sell the fat of the dead. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~"~ J regards sale of oil of the impure as allowed. But, other imams regard. 
it as disallowed. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~"~ J regards as ~ (disapproved) the sale of human 
excrete when nothing is mixed with it, but if ashes, etc. are mingled with it then it is allowed. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J holds that it is not allowed to sell dung and it is also riot allowed 
to use it for one's benefit. 
The king or any ruler should not determine prices of the things. It is makruh (disapproved) 
for them to do so. However, if the merchants commit excess in raising prices of provision 
and other things and the masses are' worried because of that, then they are allowed to fix 
prices on the·advice of experienced and adept people. 

SECTION I jJi•jJ&iii 

Jt."' " "' ~~( ' "' .L ' .L J i "'' J -....!..J!~~j;.;s ~-....!..JI ~1~1 if ~j~W\ ~~~ Jj.!jrr Jli~~l if (Y~Y't) 

{_..J-A__, ~Jl:s;.)- r:'l::i ~-...!,)I j ai stj -...!,)I . .i.::J ~~A li ~\I ~JJ !i{.A pl:! -....!.)1 
• ~ , ~ "'r..;l .. -- , .. ;," ,~ , ~ ... 

2834. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .lil1 ~ 
forbade muzabanah. It is that a man sells the fresh fruit of his garden. If it is dates, 
then for dried dates by measure. (For instance, if any one has ten measures of dried 
dates then he takes that for ten measures of fresh dates on his tree by approximate 
measure). Or, if it is grapes, then for raisins by measure. (So, muzabanah is to sell 
fresh fruit on the tree for dried fruit). Or - as Muslim transmits - if he has a field 
then (the muzabanah ) he sells it for a measure of corn. (It means that he buys a 
measure of wheat from another approximating the produce in his field). Are 
Prophet~ J~~~ forbade all these kinds of exchanges. 
According to another version (also of Bukhari and Muslim): He forbade 
muzabanah, saying, "Muzabanah is that fresh dates on the tree are sold to someone 
for his dried dates by a specified measure. The seller says, 'If it is more, that is 
mine. ~d if it is less, that is on me."t 

COMMENTARY: The word 'muzabanah' is derived from (~J) (zaban) meaning. 'to push 
away' 'to put off.' · 
The prophet ~ J ~ 1»1 ~ forbade Bai' muzabanah because this transaction is based on 
surmise and approxhnation. The two parties are likely to either benefit or suffer loss. So, 

1 Bukhari # 2205, Muslim # 76-1542, Tirmidhi (narrated zayd ibn habit) # 1304, Nasa'i #.4549, Ibn 
Majah # 2265, Muwatta Maalik # 23 (Buyu) Musnad Aiu,\ad 2-7. 
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that might heate altercation and bad blood between them. And they might push one 
another away. 
Of the two versions, the first defines muzabanah with fruit implying a general application. The 
second uses the word 'dates.' It does not exclude other fruit but refers to dates as an-examples. 

. ,t II' , ' , ~ ' ~ , •' I' ~1_;-o~lj ~~lj ~~i lf ~j ~ illl ~~I Jj.!j <.s' J~ ~~ (.,£j (YAY'O) 

~~JL.qJI ,t,,q_.,:,,~_! Si!:;l-:'{l .. ~~,i~~~..),~,, {t ''1~-! ,ji1;l5...!JI' .. .-:;, -, (.ft.J ..) 4~ ,M,.M ~ O .;-' .J 1:1 .. -,'...J' "' ,.,. r '...)"' ~...~'-:-...;-- .. ,. .. ~ • .J 

~ oi.J..)) -t4J.llj • ~ Hl ~ !.fiJ1..}1 ti~S.F.~Ij ~ 
2835. Sayyiduna jabir •:j;:. ~~ ~J narr~ted that Allah's Messenger l"l""J •:lj;:. .&t .).P forbade 

' Mukhabarah, muhaqalah and murabanah. And, muhaqalah is that a man sells a 
cultivated field for one hundred faraqs of wheat. And, muzabanah is that he sells dates.. 
on the palm trees for one hundred faraqs (dates that are in stock). And, mukhabarah is 

_ to rent one's land at one-third or one fourth portion of cultivation as rent. 
COMMENTARY: Faraq is a measure of capacity of three sa's. And farq is hlso a measure of 
capacity larger that faraq. It is merely an example that the hadith determines the figure of 
one hundred faraqs. 
A previou~ hadith gave the same ~eaning of muzabanah as this gives qf muhaqalah. 
However, muzabanah has a wider application. It covers fruit as well as fields and corns 
while muhaqalah is used only for fields and com. However, sometimes muzabanah is used 
for fruit only .. 
Mukhabarah is to give one's lana for cultivation to someone else. The person to when it is 
rented may be asked to give as rent one third or one fourth of the produce. -· 
This hadith disallows Mukhbirah,. toq, because it is a form of wages, and wages remain 
concealed in it. Besides, that which is to be received in lacking or non-existent. Nothing can 
be determined of that which is non-existent. 
Mukhabah is. also called muzari' ah, but they are different in that in the former, seed is 
provided by the cultivator while in_ the latter by the ~wner of the land. 
Both muzari'ah (and mukhabarah) are not allowed by Imam Abu Hanifah .&~;as clear 
from this hadith. But, the two companions Imam Abu Yusuf ~~~J and imam Muhammad 
Jilt~ J, say that they are correct. The Hanafis ~bserve. the ruling of these. two imams, because 
this thing is needed very often and encountered many times. If not ~lowed then people 
will face much trouble. 

r • of ' " jj "' ~ "' ~ ' l , '( .-· ,•.£ .. ~ "'\AOJI"'S -:.:i~\"' ;t!:;l', , .. .uil>..!il ,•.£ "'I .... 4!.\£illl L~4lJI J, '"' ~ J~~"' (YAY'\) "".J .. .J .J ~. .J .. • .J .. "" ~ .J .. .. v-.. __,-..) r..r .J 

~oi.J.J)-~\.~IJ~JJt:llil 
2836. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:j;:. Jil1 ~J said that Allah's Messenger· ~jJ•lj;:. .iiu ..}.p- forbade 
muhaqalah, muzab~ah, mu.khabarah, mu' awamah and thunya, but permitted 1araya.t 

COMMENTARY: The·first tbree kinds have been defined previously. Mu'awanah is to sell 
fruit on trees one year, two y~ars, three years or more in advance, Thunya is to sell the fruit 
on the trees excepting on unspecified quantity (which is not sold). 

1 Muslim# 85-1536, Tirmidhi # 1317, Musnad Ahmad 3-313. 
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Araya is plural of 'ariyah. It is a palm tree given to a needy and poor person by its owner 
for its fruit.t 
The hadith mean~ that after some people gave one tree or two from their garden to a poor 
man, and when he happened to come to his tree and they too were in the garden with their 
families, they did not like that, so they gave to him some dates from their own possession 
instead of from the tree and let him depart. They retained the dates on the tree themselves. 
The Prophet ~"" J•:ts-iJJ,~ let this practice continue. However, it is allowed as long as it is less 
than five wasqs but not proper if more than that. This is stated in the hadith of Sayyiduna 
Abu Hurayrah ~lJt~; to follow(# 2838) 

J "' JJ. "' "' J "' ~, ((I 
(~·ti=.o)-l!b 11 <!., !p<!·'-"l:il~~-rr<! -~?l;j ~ IJ.l "'l·g· ~ ... .. v---. • ..) ~ "6""' .. ,J-~ ..... ;-). • -.....!.) "' - ... ~v-- ..) 

2837. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Abu Hathmah ~iJJ~~ J said that Allah's Messenger ~iJJ,~ 
~""J disallowed sale of dates (on a tree) for dried dates. But he allowed concerning 
ariyah after estimating (those on the tree) what they would weigh when dry (so that 
the poor may be given as many dried dates). The owners may (take the dates on the 
tree and) eat the fresh dates_.l 

... "'!!.' . ... ... ' ... ~ ' ~ "' "' .. J ... ~ ~~ ~lrl ~ u ~jl ~j ~WI ~ ;lJI Jj-!5 -..,!)1 S~~ ol 6S-J ('<AiA) 
... > 

(~J.i:.o)-~l~!jl:i·f l.!.~jl ~ "~Jd.§l~Jl ~ ... ~~ ~j!~i.PI 
2838. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah •~j;o .&! ~ J said that Allah's Messenger 1"1"" J •:lj;o iJJ1 j.~ gave 
permission regarding the sale of araya that their amount when they would dry might be 
estimated (and as many dried dates may be taken against them). But (this kind of sale 
is) with the proviso that they be less then five wasqs or as many as five wasqs.3 

COMMENTARY: The proviso of less then five wasqs is because this permission is only for 
the needy, and anyone (cannot need more then five wasq but) needs only less then five 
wasqs. The ulama (Scholars) are unanimous about less then five wasqs but disagree about 
five wasqs. It is better to observe the permission for less than five wasqs. Moreover, the 
ulama (Scholars) include the rich also in this permission. So, the permission may be said to 
be for both, rich and poor. Wasq is a measure equal to sixty sa' (It is a camel load.) 

RAW FRUIT MUST NOT BE SOLD 

, 
0J-o.J (.$.)~) _uw, &A~J 

2839. Sayyidunc; Abdullah ibn Umar ~.111~; said that Allah's Messenger ~""J•:ts-iJJ,~ 
forbade sale of fruit till their good condition was apparent. He forbade both the 

t Elsewhere it is stated to be for one year. 
2 Bukhari # 2191, Muslim# 2-1540, Nasa'i # 4542. 
3 Bukhari # 2190, Muslim# 1541, Abu Dawud # 3364, Tirmidhi # 1305, Muwatta Maalik # 14 (Buyu). 
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seller and the buyer. 
According to another version in Muslim: he forbade sale of palm trees (meaning, 
dates) till they were red and yellow (meanin~ ripe). He also forbade sale of ears of 
com till they had turned white and were safe from disease.t 

COMMENTARY: The seller is forbidden lest he take someone's money without providing 
him anythipg. The buyer is forbidden lest he incur loss, for, he tnight buy unripe fruit but 
before it ripens a natural calamity might destroy it. 

"'f: 11 ,. 11 I "' ' ., ~ ' ~ 1 1'( "C: _._, 

Jli ~~ lAj~~jJ ~.J~I ~6£ ~j ;;)£WI ~;lll JJ.-.!5~ Jliu;JI6£j (YAt•) 

• I' ,;II I. , J J , ' ! ,, "' ~ , , c: ., ' • 
(4..,h;.ti::.o)~IJlA ,C"~I~l:i .. i ""'A'IWI~\j\~IJI Jli .. ~~ = .. - v-- ,_., ~· -~ ~ .. - .J...r-~ 

2840. Sayyiduna Anas ~lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!ljJ forbade 
sale of fruit till it tuzhiya. He was asked, '~at is tuzhiya?" He said, "Till it turns 
red." Then, he said, '~at do you say that when Allah withholds the fruit (from 
becoming ripe), why should any of you take the property of his brother?"2 

COMMENTARY: Given the two sides of the seller and buyer, the best course is to preserve 
and w~it. When the fruit is ripe, buying and selling may be done. 

DISALLOWED TO SELL FRUIT BEARING TREES IN ADVANCE BY MANY YEARS 
"" I -' I 1 "' 

{..J-4o_I.J.J)-~Ij4.1~ jt../AlJ65;.;ll ~~ ~j~llll ~~IJj.!J~ jli-/tl~~ j (YAt \) 

2841~ Sayyiduna Jabir i$li!I~J said that Allah's l\'fessenger ~J4~~'jJ forbade that 
anyone should sell fruit years ahead. He also ordered that anyone stricken by 
calamity must be Ba~led out for losses suffered through blight.3 

COMMENTARY: The hadith recommended to the seller that he should remit some money 
if he has not received payment from the buyer before some calamity or harm befell his 
purchases. If he has already received the payment then he should return some money to 
him though he is not bound to do so but as a gesture of goodwill. The Prophet ~ J~lb'jJ 
command in this regard is to show that it is mustahab (desirable) and it aims to invite the 
seller to a moral duty. As for as t~e juristic ruling is concerned, the seller is under no 
obligation to make any concession. The buyer is responsible for every profit and loss of that 
which he has bought. If he bought item is lost through a calamity, the buyer alone suffers 
the loss. Nothing is wajib (obligatory) on the seller once possession is taken of the item. 

.. "" .. "" 1 1 "" "' ""1 t "" .. 
I' ~I "o\ a.J) -~ ,i.:._3 ~~ JlA ~U ~ l!i!.t!.o .,U_l_f l t\ ~ ~ ..,/ if ..s .. --;, -~ ~ .. , ~ 

2842. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ J», ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenge~ ~ J~ .1!1 jJ said, "If 
you have sold some fruit to your brother and a calamity (or blight} strikes the fruit, 
it is not lawful to you to take anything from him. How would you take your 
brother's Property unjustly?"4 

t Bukhari # 2794, Muslim# 49-1531, Abu Dawud # ~367, Ibn Ma;ah # 2214. 

2 Bukhari # 2198, Muslim# 15-1555, Nasa'i # 4526, Muwatta Maalik # 11 (Buyu). 
3 Muslim# 101-1536, 17-1554, Abu Dawud # 3374, Nasa'i # 4531 ·,Ibn Majah # 2218, Musnad Ahmad3-309. 
4 Muslim# 14.1554, Abu Dawud # 3470, Nasa'i # 4527, Ibn Majah # 2219. 
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COMMENTARY: The commentary of the previous hadith may be read with this hadith 
too. The coinmand in this hadith must be observed if the buyer suffers total loss of his 
property· because of a calamity or disease. If there is some loss then the seller must make 
some compensation. 
Ibn Maalik lilt~ J explained that if the sold property is ruined before going into the buyer' 
hand, the seller must bear the loss. If it happens after the buyer takes possession of the 
property then the seller must not take anything from the buyer as a mesure of taqwa (piety) 
and good manners. 

MOVABLE PROPERTY MUST NOT BE RESOLD BEFORE RECEIVING POSSESSION 

JJIJ1 ,,J_;.-'~idj~='qaJ,,"il!~~'l 'lEj,.q__pl.-J!31.-: t!ll:.!:i\,!~J"G~(JI~~(YAf.r) 
' ~ I,; ~ ~· .. ,.. __,~ ~ ~ .....__,...T ... y ,.., *' ..,/ 

,; • ,. ""' ., JJ ' ,.., • ~ , ~ ~ 
-~I<Jti~l ,lJ:SJI:S,'I:IJJ~j\o;• ::: ... djKoa~~~ ... ~illl~ 

., • .. ., .,.. J. ,.., 'Y- .. ~ I,; ~I ,_ '.J *'" 

2843. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4,;S. ~ ~ J narrated that the People bought grain in the 
upper area of the market and also sold it there in its place. So, Allah's Messenger 
~ J~~~~ forbade them to sell it as its very place. (It should be moved from there 
and sold thereafter)t 

COMMENTARY: The bought property must first be taken in one's possession before being 
re-sold. A movable property is taken possession of by taking it away to some other place, 
even if it is very near. 
If the item purchased is bought by measure or weight then the buyer must have it taken 
immediately after it is measured or weighed. If it is purchased without weight or measure 
then it must be taken away without weighing or measuring. In short a movable property is 
resold only after taking its possession. 
This hadith ought to have been placed in Section II because it is not found in both Bukhari 
and Muslim (but it is there: Bukhari # 2167, M~slim # 33-1527. 

. !9~ ~9 ,~, ~ ... ~ ili Ut..b F-l:3 .·..A --~ .... ~ ~ilil ~~ JJI J
1

, J j J"l! J"l! ~ ... (YAf.O-YAH) 
l..p .... ,-..:~ :;.• ·"':~"' ~..;..... ~... .r- J 

(~,ti::.o)_:Jt:~, ,k, ... ~.·.31~1 ~..) .. ~-- -u- v~ • ~ ., .. .....~., 

2844. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4.:~..lit~J said that Allah's Messenger ~""J"#..l!t~ said, "If 
any one buys grain then he must not re-sell it before taking full possession of it."2 
2845. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4,;S. ..lit ~J narrated with the words: "before he has 
measured it."3 

COMMENTARY: This had been explained in the previous commentary about first taking 
possession. Imam Shafi'I ..l!t~J and of the Hanafis, Imam Muhammad ..l!t~J hold that both 
movable and immovable property must not be re-sold before first taking possession of it. 
Imam Maalik ..lit~ J said that only grain should not be sold before taking possession. Other 
things m~y be sold. Imam Abu Hanifah li11~J and Imam Abu Yusuf lut~J hold that it is 
allowed to re-sell land (immovable prooertv) before taking possession of it but none of the 

1 Bukhari # 21q7, Muslim# 33.1527, Abu Dawud # 3493, Nasa'i # 4606, Muwatta # 42 (Buyu) 
2 Bukhari # 2126, Muslim# 32-1526, Abu Dawud # 3492, Nasa'i # 4604, Ibn Majah # 2226, Ibn Majah 2-22. 
3 Muslim# 32-1525, Abu Dawud # 3496, Tirmidhi # 1 '"'01 1\T,c;a'i # 4597, Ibn Majah # 2227. 
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movable properties may be sold before taking possession. The views of Imam Muhammad 
~~~J are the same apparently. 
The version of Ibn Abbas 4:&o ~~ ~ J means that the seller'~ weighing in the presence of the 
buyer is sufficient. It is not necessary for the buyer to weigh it all over again. 

"" . ' ~ ., , j:. F-l:;J ~I.Jkl!l ~~~ ~j ~ llJI J..D &_lJI ~ ~ I.S.;JI Lil jli ~~~I if j (YAt "\) 
, ~ . 

" .. ,, .. .. .9 .. .: "" l. 
(~·ti::.a) ~IL ~I ,~ loi( , , I~.. ~.·..31 Jli· ~ .. ~- -~ ,~~~~ .J~ .......... v-·---

2846. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:&o~'~J narrated that, "That which the prophet~~~~ 
~ J disallowed was to sell grain before taking possession of it." And, SayYiduna 
Ibn Abbas 4:&o ~~ ~J -said that he thought that everything was like grain in the 
application of this command.t 

COMMENTARY: According to the interpretation of this hadith by Sayyiduna ibn Abbas .$PJ 

4:&o.i»l just as it is not allowed to sell grain before taking it into possessions. It is also disallowed 
to sell any thing before one receives possession of it. This was the presumption of Ibn Abbas 
4:&oi»!.$P J He felt that the same rule applied to 'everything other than gr¢n' as to gr~. 

;.t~,1 ~ 'ij ~....!.J~J.lllj.W '1 Jli ~j ~ilil ~~I J~ ....!.;IB;t).-' lf' 6£ j (YAt V) 

'-.l , ,., ,., .. " ,., " .. .. , .. tJ .. J t .. 
-tl~x.A~~~~~jj~:U~l9.AlSI:U~.;bl..L "'"'9SI~zst!,I.Slfii6A~ ts , , 'IS .. 'i' .. , ,.,.,.. • J~ , ~, . , 

2847. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:&o~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~· 
said,. Do not go out to meet riders (of the caravan '!ith grain, etc.) to conclude 
business with them and no one among you must buy against another. Do not bid 
against each other. No one from the city .may sell for a vill~ger (or a man of the 
desert). Do not tie up· the udder of the camels and sheep. If anyone buys such 
animals after this has been done to then he has two options to choose from other 
milking them; he may keep them if he is pleased with them or he may giving also. 
no saf of dates. 
Another version say; "He who buys a sheep whose udders were tied up has. three 
. days within which he may decide to keep it or return it. If he returns it, their he 
must also give alongwith it one sa' of grain but not wheat."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J"~i»'~ forbade traders in a town or city to go out of it 
and buy from in-coming trade caravans that which they have brought for sale. This closed 
the door to deception of the visiting men who might otherwise be deceived into selling at 
prices lower than those prevailing in the city markets. 
If two people are conducting a bargain do hot interfere by outbidding the buyer or quoting 
a lower price than the seller's to the buyer, or persuading the buyer who has bought on 

1 Bukhari # 2135, Muslim # 30-1525. 
2 Bukhari # 2150,·Musilm # 11-1515, Abu Dawud # 3443, Nasa'i # 4487, Ibn Majah # 22389, Muwatta 
Maalik # 96 (Buyu). 
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khiyar to return his purchase so that you would get him a better bargain. It is very bad to 
unsettle someone in order to gather some gain oneself and if it is not done to collect some 
gain but only to disturb others and mess up their business then it is very bad. 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that this thing is disallowed as long as the business of those 
people does not contravene Shari'ah (divine law). However, if ~hey do something that is 
disapproved by Shari'ah (divine law) like selling snatched or stolen property, then it is 
allowed tb have their transaction annulled. · 
The next 

1

Command is (~) is to provoke and to deceiye. If two people are finalizing a 
bargain, a third person intervenes and speaks highly of the thing that is being sold and 
quotes a ~gher price for it hot within intent' to buy but to make it look like a better bargain 
for the b~yer.,The prophet disallowed it because it is the wotst form of deception. 
A city dw~ller is disallowed to sell for a villager his grain that he brings to the city to· sell. 
He might 4££er to do the job for him quickly and at a better price but the Prophet 4:)$-~.j-P 
~J forbade this because it is to keep Allah's creatures away from profit. Imam Shafi'I ~~~J 
said that this is forbidden and the Hanafis regard it as makruh (disapproved). 
To tie the udder of an animal is also a form of deception. A person who wishes to sell his 
milk-yielding animal stops milking it for a couple of days or a few (times of) milking before 
offering it for sale. Its udder will bulge and buyers might pe deceived into thinking that it has 
much milk. If anyone is deceived into buying such an animal and discovers that the animal 
yields little milk, then he has option to return, or retain, the animal. If he returns it then he 
must also give with it one sa' dates to c_pmpensat~jor the milk of the animal he had used. 
A question aris~s here. Why are datestiven instead of returning the milk or paying its price? 
The answer is that some of the milk may have been produced in the amimal' s udder after it 
became the property of the purchaser and some was already there at the time of purchase: 
So it is impossible to determine how much_milk should be returns. The Prophet ~J4:Js.im~, 
therefore, determined that one sa' of dates be paid alongw1th the animal to the seller 
irrespective of the quantity of milk consumed. It resemBles--the diyah (or blood moneyt 
which is a fixed amount of one hundred camels for unjust killing irrespective of the statues 
and standing of the slain person. 
Imam Shafi'I ~ ~ J goes by . the hadith and .says- that the option to cancel or retain the 
transaction remains with the buyer as stated in th~ hadith. But, Imam Abu Hanifah .111~J 
disagrees and says that the command in the n-aClith is withdrawn, saying that it was 
enforced before riba was made unlawful. 
Ibn Hajr im~J explains the concluding portion of the hadith that one sa' dates should be 
given not wheat. The reason is th!J.t dates,~d milk were the main diet_of the Ar1bs. This is 
prescribed even if the sell.er may be willingto Jake any thing instead of dates. Some people 
say that if the seller agrees, anything may be given instead of dates . 

. 0-l-o ol_j.J) -.Jt4-~~iJ jill 
2848. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.as~~J narrated that Aiiah's Messenger ~J4:Js..i»1~ 
said, "Do not go forward to meet the caravan that brings grain, etc. If a11yone goes 
forward and meets them and buys from them, then when their chief comes to the 
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market he has option (to re'toke the sale)."1 · . I , 
.COMMENTARY: Th~ .ulama (Scholars) say that it is forbtdden to proceed out of the city to 
ithe incoming caravan . if the intention is to buy from them to the disadvantage of the 
citizens as well as of the caravan to whom fu.e m.~rket priCe is not disclosed. However, if the 
citizens are not caused loss and ·market price is not concealed from the merchants of the 
caravan who are not cheated, then. this is not' forbidden. 1 

• 

The· Shafi'is say that when the chief or members of the caravan come to the city and 
discover, the true price structure which is higher than what they had been paid, then they 

\ . . 
have the option to revoke the sale and take back the grain (or whatever they had sold) or 
they may keep the sale intact. If they learn that the buyer ha~ paid a higher price or the 
ruling price then they have no option. .. 
The Hanafi view point is that the Chief on the members of the caravan will have this option. 
only when they learn on coming to the city that the buyer had committed a fraud with 
ihem. If it is not so then they have no option. 

I " I ~~ 01\ '" " ' " ~ ' ~ J "t: "t: J . _IJ~IIi\lJI'~-1;"&1 l'!" ,_.;.,\1~~\::)' "'".~~illl \~illiJ, ',jJl!Jl! ~.·.3!.•.£"(YAt'\) "~ ""6t ... ~ "' .:r- ~..~.... ~"' ~ ~""" '-;r:.J 

(~~) 

2849. Sayyid~a Ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~,&,~ said, 
11Do not go out to meet the (merchants who bring the) merchandise. Rather, wait till 
it is brought to the market."2 

INTERFERE NOT IN OTHER'S BUSINESS DEALINGS 

~14!..:.1 \~~~.,~~~ \~. {z. ''I~~"~ .,.-~ful ~~.iJIJ1 !2.)J"~J--~~--(YAO•) _,, .. , t.r' . - ..J ....... , ... \.S'~...J-1_ .. , .. ~.J...... ~, ..r---' ..., 

{.sJ-A 0 ,.,.) ) _lJ .....ul~ -....ul 
2850. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ 1»1 ~ 
said, 11NO one must make an offer above his brother's deal. And, no one must 
propose a woman ·when his brother has already made a proposal unless he gives 
him permission."3 

COMMENTARY: The first part of the hadith has been explained against hadith # 2847. 
Similarly, if anyone has proposed marriage to a woman, then no one else may propose to her. 
This is .disallowed if the two sides have agreed on a dower and other foflllalities attached to 
marriage and only the formal ceremony (of oath taking) remaining to be concluded. 
These disallowances of interference in anyone's business bargains and marriage proposal are 
only for so long as the two sides do not give up their efforts or withdraw from their discussions. 

I . I "' I . • 

-..el.,!JI~T~~~~J.ll~~j~_kj~illl~~ljJ-!j~li~.J-'f.?T(}-j(YAo\) 
(._,J.-.A 0 \_J.)) 

1 Muslim# 17-1519, Abu Dawud # 3437, Tirmidhi # 1225, Nasa'i # 4501, Ibn Majah # 2178, Darlmi # 
2566. 
2 Bukhari # 2165, Muslim# 14-1517, Abu Dawud # 3436,'Tirmidhi # 1224, Darimi # 2567, Musnad. 
Ahmad 2567, Mus,-tad Ahmad 2-91. · 
3 Bukhari # 5142, fjAuslim # 8-1412, Abu Dawud # 2081, Nasa'i # 3243,·Ibn Majah # 1868, Darimi # 
2176, Muwatta Maalik ~ 2 (Mikah), Musnad Ahmad 2-42. 
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2851. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~.11~~ 
said, 11No one should outbid the bidding of his brother Muslim."t 

COMMENTARY: This command applies when the two sides have agreed on a price. After 
this, it is makruh (disapproved) for anyone to offer a higher price and mess up t~eir 
transaction. However, though makruh (disapproved), the sale will be correct. 
Ibn Hajar .1!1 ~ J said that the 'Muslim' in the hadith includes the dhimmi (non-Muslim 
resident of a Muslim country who pays the jizyah), the mu' ahid (with whom a Muslim has 
an accord) and the mustamin (who is under a Muslim's protection) . 

• 
A CITY DWELLER MUST NOT SELL FOR VILLAGER 

riJ1 Jj~ <.fWII_,L:i ;~~ls. ~ '} ~j ~riJ1 ~~I jj.-!5 jli jli-r:!~~j (YAoY) 
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2852. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.11~~ said, "No 
city dweller must sell for a villager. Leave people alone, Allah gives them provision, 
some from others."2 

COMMENTARY: The villagers may be left to themselves so that they may sell grain 
brought by them to the city dwellers at low prices. This will benefit the city dwellers too. 
The remaining portion of the hadith has been explained against the hadith # 2847. 

TWO WAYS OF DRESSING AND BUSINESSES DISALLOWED 

.,~\ , , ·~ , , ., , ,~ , ., , ., ., , , , 7 Wol , ., r~-: 
~4!Q!.~Ij~4!A3~~~Lr~ ~"~.....ul~l.!JJij~lUll Jl~·"l ._!::n\ 'IJ<J1IjJ~j~ 
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2853. Sayjriduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri ~.11~~; said that Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~ J forbade two ways of dressing and two kinds of business transactions. He 
disallowed mulama (Scholars)rah and munabadhah. In a business transaction. 
Mulama (Scholars)sah is that a man (the buyer) touches another's (seller's}; garment 
(that he wishes to buy) with his hand whether it is night or day, without. turning it 
over beyond that (touching). And, munabadhah is that a man throws his garment to 
another and the other throws his garment. This confirms their deal, without any 
inspection or (verbal) expression of willingness. One of the ways of dressing is to 
wrap the Samma' and samma' is for a man to put his garment over one. of his 
shoulders in such .a way that his other side is bare. The other (manner of dressing 
which is disallowed) is for a man to wrap himself up in his garment while he sits in 
such a way that nothing of it covers his private parts.3 

1 Muslim.# 9-1515, Ibn Majah # 2172, Musnad Ahmad 2.:259: 
2 Muslim# 20-1522, Tirrnidhi # 1227, Abu Dawud # 3443, Nasa'i # 4495, Ibn Majah # 2176. 
3 Bukhari # 5820, Muslim# 3-1512, Abu Dawud # 3377, Nasa'i # 4515, Ibn Majah # 2710, Darimi # 
2562, Musnad Ahmad 3-95. 
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COMMENTARY: Mulama (Scholars)sah was a way of buying and selling without any orcil 
exchange of words during the jahliyah. It was a wrong method, so the Prophet ~J~.1d~ 
disallowed it. 
Munabadhah was a method in which both parties did not find it necessary to examine the 
merchandise. They simply threw their garment on one another. This too was a practice of 
the jihiliyah (ignorance period). So it was disallowed, too. 
Samma is as described in the hadith. However, it has another meaning, more clear and 
well-known it is that someone puts a garment over hilnself in such a way that he is covereq 
from head to toe and his hands too are inside. His body is not bare from where. Obviously, 
a person in this garb is totally helpless and immovable. So, the Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ 
disallowed this sort of dressing. 
He also prohibited the form of qress in which a person sits on this buttocks and keeps his 
knees erect wrapping a garment round his knees and back leaving his satr (private parts) 
(private parts) uncovered (so if it disallowed). But if any one wraps a garment round 
himself in this way with his private parts covered too then this is not disallowed 
In passing we may say that it is masnun to sit with hands round one's upright knees (soles 
ori the grqund, flat). 

BAI' HASAH AND GHARAR FORBIDDEN 
:J tt' I ' I J "' 

0J-o ol_j.J) -~~ll ~~ j~l~l ~U. _;l..::;j~~~1ll J..D~I JJ!j~ JliS~j.&,Oj 0£j (YAot) , 
2854. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah o\.:t-~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
forbade Bai' hasah and Bai' gharar.1 

COMMENTARY: Bai' hasah is when a buyer tells the seller that when he hits a pebble at 
his ware, Bai' would become wajib (obligatonJ). Or, the seller tells the buyer that he has sold 
him that thing of his merchandise on which his pebble lands. Or, he says, ui have sold to 
you this piece of land till where your pebble falls." This method of business was customary 
during the jahiliyah (ignorance period). The Prophet ~J~~'j..P disallowed it . 
.Bai' gharar is the transaction in which the thing sold is unknown or not in the hands of the 
seller. It is like fish in the water, a bird in the air or a runaway slave. 

BAI' HABAL UL HABLAH DISALLOWED 

:; J " J J S:: "' "' ,.., J "' J , J J " "' r 1 J "' 
(~~) _le;);!d~l r.t;lJ JjasWI ~~I JlJJ.~I F-~J+Jji~B' ~t!LIJ.&I 

2855. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar o\.:t-~1~; said that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ forbade 
Bai' hablul habalah. This was practiced by the people. of the jahiliyah (ignorance 
period). It was that a man would buy a she-camel that would be born to a she-camel 
that was yet in its mother's womb (He would not pay its price till then.)2 

COMMENTARY: It is disallowed because that which is offered for sale is non-existent. 
When it is not allowed to sell what an anilnal carries in its womb then how could it be 

1 Muslim # 4-1513, Tirmidhi # 1234, Abu Dawud # 3376, Nasa'i # 4518, Ibn Majah # 2194, Darimi 
2563, Mpsnad Ahmad 2-250. 
2 Bukhari # 2143, Muslim# 5-1514, Tirmidhi # 1233, Abu Dawud # 3380, Nasa'i # 4625, Ibn Majah # 
2197, Muwatta Maalik # 62, (Buyu) Musnad Ahmad 2-15. 
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allowed to sell what the yet unborn would deliver? 
Some people define Bai' habal ul habalah is the sale of a pregnant she camel on the promise 
of .payment for it when her young one is born. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:S .1!1 ~ J took this 
meaning, for this is how he has explained the concluding portion of the hadith from ( iJtS' J 

~) (and would pay then). 

J?ISALLOWED TO CHARGE FOR A ~TALLION'S COVERING 

(l$.)~1 o\.,.)) -~I~~ ~j~ful ~;Dijj-!5~ jGlli.j (YAO\) 

2856. Sayyiduna Ibn Uma.r 4;$. ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J "~ .111 ~ 
disal~owed (them) to charge for pairing male and female (animals).l 

COMMENTARY: It is forbidden to charge money for letting someone use one's male 
animal to copulate with his females. For one thing, the male may or n1ay not pair with the 
fen1ale when left among ~em, and the other is that the fen1ale might or might not become 
pr~gnant most of the sahabah and jurists said that this thing is unlawful. However, to lend 
the male animal to pair with the females is mustahab (desirable), and it is proper to accept 
any gift from the owner of the female animal after the male is lent. 

DISALLOWED TO SELL WATER 

I - \ . A I ; ;!._ !\ 
~o.~.))-~...,-; 

2857. Sayyiduna Jabfr J.:S. ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .~J ~ .1!1 ~ 
forbade seeking a return .for pairing a he camel with a she camel and selling 
water and land to be tilled. 2 

COMMENTARY: If anyone gives to another person his land and water on condition that 
the two things belong to him while the other would toil on the land and sow his seed but 
he would take a certain share of the produce. This is called mukhabarah. See commentary 
to hadith # 2835, 2836 for this term. 

DISALLOWED TO SELL EXCESS WATER 
"' I ' I J .-

~ ol~.)) -~L;jl ~i ~ (.;$-_;l.::.j~ful ~;lJI Jj-!5 '-" jli~j (YAOA) 

2858. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:.s.}t.~J narrated that Allah's Messe~ger ~J~li:l~ forbade 
the sale of excess water.3 

COMMENTARY: If anyone has water beyond his needs then he must not keep it away 
from others to sell it. Rather, he tnust disburse it gratis, if they need it to drink or to water 
their animals. However, if they. need it for their plants and fields then he may charge then1 
for the water. 

(~\3A:A) -t~\~ ~~r-tjl~i ~~)f ~j~~ili1 ~,ill jj-!.5 jti j(ig~jl~~~ j (YAOC\) 

. 2859. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah J.:S.~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&1~ 

1 Bukhari # 2284, Tinnidhi # 1277, Abu Dawud # 3429, Musnad Ahmad 2-14. 
2 Muslim# 35-1565, Nasa'i # # 4670. 
3 Muslim # 34-1565, Ibn Majah # 2477. 
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. ~J said, 11Do not sell excess water lest it become necessary to sell herbage that 
grows .from it. "t 

COMMENTARY: Selling water necessitates selling herbage. If anhnals cannot have water· 
without paying for it then it amounts to sellirlg herbag~ of pasture. This means the it is 
disallowed to sell herbage too. . 
However, the ulama (Scholars) disagree on whether the ·disallowance is tahrimi or tanzihi. 
It seems more probable that it is tanzihi. · 

DO NOT DECEIVE 

' "- :; "' , "'"'"' .. ' l "' .. "' ' ' "' "' .. ~ .. ~~w:JI <-'j.i~'l'f- ).lil Jl9,.UlJj..!,5~ ~~~~~~ Jli~l.AIDI ~La~ IillA Jli9~ 

. "' ( '"' a 
~oi_,.J)-.,lo~9t..P-~-J.WI:I~ 

\,.;J.-"' 

2860. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&s~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~.j.P 
passed by a heap of grain. When he put his hand into it, his finger felt the 
moistness there. He asked, 1rwhat is this, 0 owner of the gain?" He said, 11Rain 
water has gone into it" So he asked, 1'Why did you not bring the moist portion on 
the top? The people would have seen it~ He who deceives does not belo"ng to me 

_ (and does not follow my path)."2 

SECTION II 

BAI' THUNYA FORBIDDEN 

(1.5-lA jUiol_,,;)-_;\;~l.....!.Jl~! l;lli1 if-,} ~j~d_\1 ~,iltj_;.!J--J..;!j~~l+~ (YA\') 

2861. Sayyiduna Jabir 4;S..i»I~J narrated that Allah's ~essenger ~J~.i»>,)-P forbade 
t~e Bai' thunya unless (the exception) was specified.3 

COMMENTARY: When a seller sells something but makes an exception of a part of it without 
disclosing how ·much, then it is Bai' thunya. The Prophet """"J".tl".i»l~.p forbade this transaction. 
But, if he says clearly how much of the sales he would exclude, then this sale is allowed. 

SELL FRUIT ONLY WHEN RIPE 

1 Bukhari # 2353, Muslim # 38. 156..1, Tirmidhi # 1276, Abu Dawud # 3473, Ibn Majah # 2478, 
Muwatta Maalik # 29 (Abdiyah) Musnad Ahmad 2-273. 
2 Muslim# 164-102, Tirmidhi # 1319, Ibn Majah # 2224. 
3 Muslim# 85-1536, Abu Dawud # 3404, Tirmidhi # 1294, Nasa'i # 4633, Musnad Ahmad 3-'364. 
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2862. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~ ~ J. narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J •# i»t ~ 
disallowed sale of grapes till they were black and of grain till they hardened. I 
{Tirmjidhi Abu Dawud did transmit it from Anas ~1»1~ J ) 

{And) Sayyiduna Anas ~i»'~J said that he forbade the sale of dates till they were 
ripe. This is the ·addition is al-Masabih, but it is transmitted by them from) Ibn 
Umar ~i»>~J (who) narrated that the Prophet ~J~i»t~ forbade sale of palm trees 
till the fruit was ripe (brilliant in colour).2 

COMMENTARY: The compiler of Mishkat has pointed out two discrepancies in al
Masabih by Baghawi. i»t~J· The second portion is narrated by Ibn Umar ~i»'~J not Anas 
~i»>~J, and the words in it are {,r!l'&-) not(~'&-)· 

WRITING OFF DEBT WITH DEBT 

(~JI..UI 0 \.JJ) -Ulil ~ Ulil I~(.;.~ _o.l,j ~ ili I~~ I ,.j_;l.? ~I if j (\A "\i) 

2863. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~i»'..r' J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~i»~~ forbade Bai' 
al-Kali bil Kali (debt for debt at a later date).3 · 

COMMENTARY: The word kali'· or kali is derived from kala (r.~. It means 'delay, 
deferring, deb.' 
Selling debt for debt is to buy something on the promise of payment at a future date when 
the merchandise would be delivered. But, the buyer is unable to pay on the due date, so he 
requests the seller to put off the due date with a raised sale price. The seller concedes. The 
transaction is thus concluded without delivery of the item or payment of money. The 
Prophet~ J~i»t~ forbade this sale because possession is not handed over in this kind. 
Some people describe this sale in another manner. It is that a debt is transferred from one 
debtor to another. This too is disallowed. 

BAI'URBAN 

( 4lA ~ \_, Jjb y.l., 1.!-U lAo i.JJ) -~~_;.,5 I 
2864. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb il!t ~; reported from his father from his 
grandfather that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ i»t ~ forb~ de Bai' urban 4 (which is a 
transaction with an unrefundable deposit if the buyer retracts).s 

COMMENTARY: Bai' urban is a transaction in which a buyer pays an advance to the seller 
which would be adjusted when the balance price is paid, but if the buyer fails to pay the 
balance and take delivery then the advance would be forfeited. The Prophet ~ J ~ 1»1 J..P 
forbade because the sale is invalid. 
However, Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ i»t..r' J and Imam Ahmad lilt~ J hold that Bai' urban is 
allowed. The Hanafis say that if the advance is returned to the buyer when he fails to make 

1 Tirmidhi # 1232, Abu Dawud # 3371, Ibn Majah # 2217, Musnad Ahmad 3. 221. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1230, Abu Dawud # 3308, Muslim# 1535, Nasa'i # 4565, Musnad Ahmad # 4493. 
3 Daraqutni # 269 (Buyu) 
4 Some .places it is spelt urban 
5 Abu Dawud # 3502, Ibn Majah # 2192, Muwatta ibn Maalik # 1 (Buyu) 
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the payment and complete the deal then it is permitted. 

BAI' MUD TAR DISALLOWED 

(JjiJ~I oi.J.J) -~.;..tl.....!..JIJ.;i 
2865. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~ .J narrated that Mlah' s Messenger ~ J~~~ forbade Bai' 
mudtar, Bai' gharar and sale for fruit before it turns ripe.t · · 

COMMENTARY: Bai' mudtar is a forced buying in which the buyer compels the seller to 
sell. It falls under the purview of Bai fasid (defined in the introduction to chapter V). The 
word Bai' is used here in the sense of buying. 
Alternatively, mudtar means ~helpless.' 'needy,' who is compelled to sell his property 
owing to a hardship or circumstances for example, a debtor might sell his belonging or 
·some of them to repay his debt and he does that throwawav prices. So it is not proper for 
anyone to buy his property at low prices and take ad~antage of his plight. Rather, he 
should be helped by advancing a loan to him or paying him the full price for what he sells. 
In this case the buying will not void or invalid, but it will be correct though with dislike. 
Previously, Bai'gharar has been explained (see hadith # 2854). 
Also, sale of unripe fruit has been treated earlier (see hadith # 2839, 2840). 

NOT ALLOWED TO CHARGE FOR PAIRING ANIMALS 

~{ " ~ " ?'!." " .,, , , .. .l. " 
( lS.l.a jU I o I.J.J) -;,A 1;..>--J I J AJ ~ _;.9) _;..>-.:.9 ~ llJ ~ u !,1) I Jj.!.J 

2866. Sayyiduna Anas ~lil~~ .J narrated that a man from kilab asked the Prophet ~~~ 
~ J "# about lending a male animal to pair with a female on hire. He disallowed 
him to do so. However, the man said, "0 Messenger ~J"~~~~ of Allah. We lend 
the male to pair with a female and are given a gift." So, he gave him permission to 
receive the gift.2 

00 NOT SELL WHAT YOU DO NOT POSSESS 

~~~~t.o,Y~ Jli~;!JI~aJ ;.~tiL5A 
2867. Sayyiduna Hakim ibn Hizam ~ ~~ ~ .J said, 11 Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ia1 ~ 
forbade me to sell that which I do not possess." 
According to· another version: He said, "I asked, 0 Messenger of Allah, someone 
comes to me and wishes to buy from me something that I do not have, so I buy it 
from the market for him.' He said, 'Do not sell what you do not have.'3 

1 Abu Dawud # 3382, Musnad Ahmad 1-116. 
2 Tirrnidhi # 1278. 
3 Tirrnidhi # 1237, Abu Dawud # 3503, Musnad Ahmad 3-402, Nasa'i # 4613, Ibn Majah # 2787 
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COMMENTARY: There can be two cases of this: 
(1) He.t:teith.er''owns that thing nor has it with him. In this case, the sale is not 

correc..;t dt all. 
(2) He ·does not own it but has it in hi.s hands and it belongs to someone else. In 

this case, the sale is co~ect only with the owner's permission. If he sells it 
without the owner's permission then Imam Ahmad ii11 ~ J Imam Maalik ~ ~ J 

and Imam Ahmad .lt1 ~ J hold that the soundness of otherwise of the sale 
depends on the owner's willingnes~. If he approves then it is correct, otherwise 
not. On the other hand, Imam Shafi'I 1»1~ .J contends that it is not correct at all 
irrespective of the owner's approval or otherwise. 

The first case includes sale of such a thing as has not been possessed, or has been ~ost, or 
has disappeared like. a slave, or he is not able deliver it to the buyer like birds in the air and 
fish in the sea. 
It must be borne in mind that the disallowance is in cases apart from· Bai' as-salam because 
it is allowed in the sight of all the ulama (Scholars) with specified and kno·wn conditions. A 
detailed discourse on Ba( as-salam w~ll follow in the chaptt.r un :..t, D·: ~ha Allah. 

DO NOT COMBINE TWO SALES IN ONE 

~~ oiJ.;) -~ 0 ~ (;. ~j ~ ili1 -~ ,il1 j_;.!j ~ j~ S~.J.' Cfl {_;.j (YA\A) 

(~WJ I.J -lj \.) y. !_, LS.i.o fl \_, 
2868. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll1~ 
forbade that two transactions should be combined in one.t 

COMMENTARY: There can be two ways of combining two sales in one. 
(1) Someone offers to sell to another a thing for a certain sum of n1oney but 

stipulates that he too should sell a certain thing belonging to him for a certain 
sum of money. This kind of sale is not correct. 

{2) Someone offers to sell to another person somethlflg belonging to him on part 
cash and part deferred. This too is disallowed, provided one of these two 
things is not determined and the buyer has choice to either pay cash or to pay 
later. If one of them is determined and the transaction is not dubious then it is 
a correct bargain. 

(J.:.....llr _r,Jol..,.;) -i-4IJ ~U ~ 
2869. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb l»1 ~ J n~ated on the authority of his father 
(Shu'ayb) ~~.J from his grandfather (Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr) ~.11~~.J that 

. Allah's Messenger ~ J~.ltt~ forbade two sales in a single transaction. 

COMMENTA~Y: The commentary of the previous hadith applies here too. 

DO NOT LINK CREDIT WITH SALE 
"' , .. ... ... -; (p toJ & .. ' "' ~ ' ~ , ... , .. , 

_;.l lA ~.J ':/j ~ Q~lbj.!. ~j N:1J ~~':} ~j ~ill\~ ~I JJ-!5 Jti Jli ~j (YAV •) 

1 Tiqnidhi # 1235, Abu Dawud # 3461, Nasa'i # 4632. 
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~~:~.o~~ \ll!s~j.ll J~J~l:il\j SjiS_MI..~ &~jll :ljJ -~~c.Rll-'~ ~J&~~ 
· 2870. Sayyi~una Amr ibn Shu' ayb .&1~ J reported that Allah's M~sse.nger ~J·~,&,~ 
sida, ''linking a i~an to a· sale is not lawful. Placing two. condUions for one sale is 
not allowed. Profit on that of which he is not a possessor· is not allowed. And, it is 
not lawful to sell what is not in your possession/'1 

·coMMENTARY: The two things loan and selling (or business .transaction) must not be: 
connected together. Thus, i~ is not allow~d to any one to sell an~g to a ~?n ~n condition 

)hat he give him a loan. Or,dt is forbidden also that any one who lends mori.eyl:~ther, se~ . 
"to the debtor something at higher than prevailing .rates. This is unlawful ~ause the· debtor . 
·pays more only for the loan he has received. H any one derives a profit from a--loan extended 
then that is unlawful. It is a ploy worked out by the interest takers or usurers .. 
The issue of combining two sales in one transaction has been explained prev-io1,1s!y (see 

· commentary on hadith # 2868, 2869). Some.ulama (Scholars) say, ~~wever,. ~at it p}eans 
that the seller must not sell anything of his on two conditions. For inst~<;~r ~ :Setter ·might 
say to th~ buyer, 11I sell to you this piece of cloth at so much on condition that I shall get it 

· washed too." This is not allowed. The hadith forbids two conditions by a coincidence 
otherwise even one condition in a business transaction is disallowed. 
Profit of what one is not a possessor is not allowed to him. If someone buys a ~g from a 
seller but has not. y~t received in it his possession and meanwhile, the seller gets. rent on it, 
the buyer cannot claim the rent himself as its owner because if that thing had been 
destroyed, in the hands of the seller, the loss would be borne by the seller and the buyer 
would not lose anything. -On the.same. basis, whatever profit accrues in this course belongs 
to the seller. The buyer has no right over it.2 . 

CHANGE OF CURRENCY ALLOWED WHILE PAYING PRICE 

''lJL ~~ .. ; \jlJI ~~ llti L;U1JL ~L .l.~t ~~ Ll >tJ'~-cl,•"JI ,•.£' (TAV') 
_..,...,..) , .., ., ~ --~---; I ), ~ .. , > v;,, .., ...r- v- ":r '.J 

(J.;I..U 1_, ~WJI_, JjiJ-'"' 1_, t.SJ..o jJ I ol_,_;) -~~ ~~~ _}!3.;J u ~~ 
. ' I 

2871. _Sayyiduna Ibn Umar A:So .1!1 ~ J said, "I used to :sell the camels· at an Naqi' for 

1 Tirmidhi # 1238, Abu Dawud # 3504, Nasa'i # 4611 or 4642, Ibn Majah # 2.198, Musnad Ahmad 2-17R. 
2 We reproduce comments on this h_~dith ~om Tirmidhi (hadith # 1238) 
Ishaq ibn Mansur asked Ahmad what was meant by prohibition of s~~ a.nd Bai? He said, "Someone 
gives a loan to anoUler and then sells something to him for more.ffien its price. It is also possibl~ $at 
someone ~ffers th~ cost of something as loan, saying that if he could not pay back 'the loan the thing 
stand sold. to him( Ishaq then asked Ahmed what it meant to say that profit is not allowed if 'lme is 
not a guarantor. He said, "I think this concerns only grain and the like, till it is in one's possession." 
Ishaq said that the same ruling applied to that which is weighed and measured, meaning it is not 
lawful to sell them before they are on hand. Ahmed said: If anyone says, "I have sold you this piece 
of cloth on condidon thnt I am responsible for stitching and washing". Then it is an example of two 
conditions in one ·transaction. But if he says, "I sell you this piece of cloth and its stitching is also on 
me", then there is no harm in that. Similarly, if only the condition washing applies then too it is 
allowea because that is only one conditim .. ;. · 
(Tirmidhi English translation Darul Isha' at; Karachi vol I) 
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dinars but take in their place dirhams. And I would sell for dirhams but take in 
place of them dinars. Then I came to the Prophet ~J~ii~~~ and mentioned this to 
him. He said, 11t does not matter if you take them at the rate of the day as long as 
you do not part from one another with something unfinished (between you two)."t 

COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) to exchange currency at the prevailing rate but 
allowed to charge any rate. 
The two parties must settle their matter in the very. meeting in which they make the 
bargain. They must take hold of their things when they decide on buying and selling and it 
is on this condition that they are allowed to exchange dirhams for dinars and vice versa 
(any currency). If this is not done then the cash transaction will fall under the purview of a 
credit transaction and become unlawful because of resemblance to riba. It is said of Shaykh 
ali Muttaqi .111~J that when he sent his servant to the market in Makkah, he gave him 
instructions to ensure hand to hand delivery when concluding a bargain. 
Ibn Hammam .&1 ~J said that the currency (dirham) is fluctuating (in value). So if a 
~hopkeeper is shown a dirhams against which he is asked to sell something then the 
dirham may be replaced with another dirham provided it is of the same value. 

A DOCUMENT FROM THE PROPHET_~J4#i»l~ 

,... ~ "' ,... c: I "' 
-~ ~~..u..lliJli~es.l..o -~\~~~ ~5 • ......r- .. , .; , ,;.,p- J 

2872. Sayyiduna AI 1 Adda' ibn Khalid ibn Hawdhah -~.&~~ J is known to have taken 
out a writing that read; 11This is what al-Adda ibn Khalid ibn Hawdhah bought 
from Muhammad Messenger of Allah. He bought from him a slave, or a female 
slave, with no disease and no wickedness, and he is not unlawful. This is a 
transaction between two Muslims."2 

COMMENTARY: The words 'a slave or a fen~ 1le slave' express the narrator's uncertainty 
as to the correct word used, for ·he had forgotten which was said. 
'There is no disease' means that there is no insanity in him, no leprosy or any other 
contagious disease. · 
'There is no wickedness' means that he is not a thief and not liable to runaway. 
'He is not unlawful' means that his nature is good and he has no evil manner or deeds. He 
is not an illegitimate child, an indecent, a liar or a robber. 
The concluding words are 'a transaction between a Muslim and a Muslim.' These words 
call for mutual respect, goodwill and giving rights of Islam. Every Muslim must be mindful 
of these things in his dealings withc0ther Muslims. 
In short, this 'writing' confirms that the slave is good with no defect. It also confirms that 
the two parties have not deceived one another. 
Imam Tirrmdhi ~~ ~ J has said that this hadith is hasan gharib. It is transmitted only 

1 Tirmidhi # 1242, Abu Dawud # 3354, Nasa'i # 4582, Ibn Majah # 2262, Darimi # 2581. 
2 Bukhari book of Buyu ch 19 subheading above hadith 2079, Tirmidhi # 1220, Ibn Majah # 2251, 
Musnad Ahmad# 20357. 
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through Abbad ibn Layth and through no other sanad. Moreover, the scholars of hadith 
regard Abbad as da' if (weak) in transmission. 

The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ~J ~ ..1a ~ did not engage in any business 
transaction of a worthwhile ~ature after hijrah. If he had, then that was of a rare degree. 
Before hijrah, of course, he had engaged in both buying .arid selling. 
The version in Bukhari is: 

"' ' "' ~ ' .l. , "'"' "' 4ll~ ~~~~_;..L::;j~WI ~~I Jj.!J 'U>:I.S_;.t!l u Ill 

fThis is what Muhammad, Allah's Messenger ~J.y.~..1!1~ bought from al-Adda ibn 

Khalid ~..11'~J· .. ··l 

Thus, Bukhari' s version means that t~ Prophet ~ J~.ib1~ was the buyer and al' Adda ~ J 

~.ib1 the seller. However, the version narrated here is contrary to it, for, it say that Al-Adda 
ibn Khalid ~.ib1~ J was the buyer and the Prophet ~ J"~~~~ was the seller. 

·AUCTION SALE IS ALLOWED 

~ "'"' ' "' J, ' ' "' "' ', Gl "' "' .,,:{ . I! "'&ljg£l9 "' , J \~ .i3 ·~ ,l..A "'I "'"' 4!lt WI l~ ,_ t ,, Jlii "' , .J...I ~~~t. I! "'Jlii f.liJI"' v-:-J ~J"' r..r -~ .....- . ...s--.J ..... ~ ~ ~J "', u-:-J .J 
1 

(4l.o (.;-!I,J Jj!J ~I,J i,S.l.o j:.ll oi.JJ) -~ l ~.4F-l:;.i~&J~ 

2873. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\1~ offered for 
sale a woolen covering (placed under a saddle) and bowl, asking, 11Who will buy 
this woolen covering and bowl?" A man offered, "I shall take them both for a 
dirhams." The Prophet ~ J~~~~ then asked, "Who will give more than a dirham?" 
So, another man paid him two dirhams and he sold the two things to him."t 

COMMENTARY: The background of this sale is that a man requested the Prophet ~,&,~ 
~ J for ~orne help. He asked him if he possessed something and he said that he had only a 
woolen covering that is kept under a saddle cloth over a camel and a bowl. So, the Prophet 
~J~.iiu~ asked him to sell them and get something to feed himself. -¥ter that, when he 
had nothing, he might ask for charity. Then, the two things were sold as described in the 
hadith. This kind of sale is called (..l.!Y-~&-) (sale to one who will increase or raise price) and 

. k.'.r) (haraj- auction or public sale). This kind of sale is allowed in Shari'ah (divine law). 

As for the prohibition to bid against. anyone else or outbid him, that is when buyer and 
seller have agreed on ·a transaction. In such cases, it is dis¥J<?wed to interfere in their deal 
and mess up their transaction. The kind of sale here is quite different. The seller's intention 
is to invite higher bids as in ~n auction. 

It is enough that the seller gives the merchandise and the buyer gives the price, even if they 
say nothing. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1222, A"~?u Dawud # 1614, Nasa'i # 4508, Ibn Majah # 2198, Musnad Ahmad 3. 114. 
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SECTION HI ..!.1\tll~i 

WARNING TO SELLER OF DEFECTIVE THINGS FRAUDULENTLY 

(~LA~\ o\.JJ) -~~,11 i~~IJjj _;jJfJJI ·: .iAd~ , " 
2874. Sayyiduna Wathilah ibn Asqa ~ ~ .$PJ narrated that he heard Allah's 
Messenger r'-" J 4# .1!1 jJ say, ''If anyone sells something that is defectiv.e without 
disclosing the defect, then he does not cease to be in Allah's anger" - or (he said) 
''the angels do not cease to curse him."t 

CHAPTER-VI 
(MORE CONCERNING THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER) 

SECTION I 

SALE OF FRUIT BEARING TREES 
, ,'( "' " tS ,, ' " ~ " ~ , " . " . 

lip9 ~.9 ...._ul ~ ~ ~~~ y.' ~j ~WI ~ ;lll J_;..!j J~ J~ ~ ~' if (YAVO) 

:IJ5 -F-'':!!1 ..t;_A -...!..J\~!N~:J~i ju Alj 1.1;£ ~~~ y.'J pt':.!il ..t;_A ~~~!~~ 
" . ~ 

-~:U..jjf~l~l&..;l&.~j,~jjj~ 
2875. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger r'-"J~iJ'J.-P ~aid, "If 
anyone buys palm trees after the dates are fertilized then its fruit belongs to the seller 
unless the buyer places a condition. And if anyone buys a slave who owns property 
then the property belongs to the seller unless the buyer places a condition."2 

Bukhari has only something like the first part. 
COMMENTARY: The Arabs believed that if the flower of a male palm tree was placed in 
the female palm tr~e, they would have more fruit. 
The hadith speaks of such a tree. If anyone buys from the seller a fertised tree, then the fruit 
that is on the tree at the time of the bargain belong to the seller unless the buyer stipulates 
that he buys the tree with the fruit on it. In the latter case, the fruit will belong to the buyer. 
The Hanafis hold that this command applies also to the trees that are not fertilized. But, 
Imam Shafi'I .1!1~ J and Imam Ahmad .1!1~ J hold that the fruit of trees that are not fertilized 
are not part of the bargain at all. 
A slave does not own any property, so the hadith indicates that if he has something 
when the bargain is struck then that belongs to the seller unless the buyer makes it~ 
provide of the contract. . 
The clothes that a slave wears at the time of the bargain are not included in the sale unless 
the buyer makes them part of the transaction. Some ulama (Scholars) of the Hanafi school 

1 Ibn Majah # 227 4. 
2 Bukhari # 1106, Muslim# 80-1543, Tirmidhi # 1248, Ibn Majah # 221.1, Abu Dawud # 3433, Nasa'i # 
~36, Musnad Ahmad 2-178. 
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say that the clothes are part of the bargain. Some othe!s ~ay that only the clothes that are 
enough to cover his satr (private parts) are part of the bargain. (Satr is. that part of the body 
that must be covered before other people in all circumstances.) However, the more correct 
thing is that, according to the apparent meaning of the hadith, nothing meaning of the 
hadith, nothing belonging to him and no part of it (like clothing) can be part of the sale. 

CONDITIONAL BARGAIN 

r tllll,, .. '"I of"''""'~ "'l'( ,, . "' .zl 
-U::J~o.) .).Jo~ 9oJ._J,J~, 

2876. Sayyiduna J abir ... ~,&,~ J narrated that while he was travelling on a camel of his 
(to Madinah), it had fatigued (seemingly unable to walk). So, when the Prophet jJ 

~J~,&, passed by it, he struck it (with a stick or whip). Thus, it ran (as fast) as it had 
never before sped. Then he said, "Sell it to me for one ooqiyah (or wa:qiyay)." He 
said, "I have sold it to you but I stipulated that I should ride it up to my family." 
When he came to Madinah, he brought it to him (the Prophet) ~J~,&,~ and he 
paid him its price promptly. ' 
According to a version: He paid him its price and turned it to him. 
According to another version (only in Bukhari): He said to Bilal, "Pay him and 
increase on that." So he paid him and gave one qirat over that.l 

COMMENTARY: Waqiyah or ooqiyah was about forty dirhams. 
It is allowed for a seller to stipulate that );le would keep the animal for a certain period of 
time before delivering it. Imam Ahmad ~~ J abides by it. Imam Maalik .&~~ J says that it is 
allowed to place this condition when selling something provided the distance is short and 
in this case }abir ~ ,&, ~ J had to go only till Madinah. Hence, he placed the condition 
because of the short distance and it was accepted. However, Imam Abu Hanifah ii.~ J and 
Imam Shafi'I with any such condition in which the seller or the buyer stands to gain 
whether the distance is short or long. They cite the hadith in which the Prophet ~ J4#~~ 
foJPbade a conditional sale. They explain this hadith as an exceptional concession to 
Sayyiduna Jabir. ~.i»'~J not allowed to any one else. Or, Jabir ~,&,~J may have sought 
permission to use the.animal after the sale was transacted and the Prophet ~J~~jJ let 
him use his animal up to Madinah. 2 

RIGHT OF WALA BELONGS TO ONE WHO SETS FREE 

1 Bukhari # 2718, Muslim # 109-715. 
2 See 'The life of Prophet Muhammad p 845 (English of Ibn Kathir sirat) urdu Mlrades - Dar ul 
lsha'at,.Karachi. 
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"" {II "' ~ ,. .. ~\ "' , " ~ r t:.r • "' tS J ' J "' , 
~'6.....!JJJJ.k~j.Li;lJI'y~~~.1,~~~glA;lJiy4Q·~ "'!'U:J~~~~ 

ill • "" , 

. <~~)-~~~~~.,51 ~~JJ~JTJJ,~_;..:,jjs_rJJir:~i~~.tilA 
2877. Sayyidu~a Ayshah 1\pi»'~.J narrated that Sayyidah Barirah ~.p.111~Jcame to her 
and said, "I have concluded a mukatabah (to buy my own freedom from my 
masters) for nine ooqiyas, at one ooqiyah every year. So, help me." Sayyiduna 
Ay~hah. 1\pi»'~.J said, "If your masters wish then I s.hall count them ou~ to them all 
at once for setting you free and I shall have the right of wala (which is the right of 
inheritance) from you." She went to her masters but they declined unless wala' 
belonged to them. So, Allah's Messenger ~J~.i!l1~ (on learning of it) and, "Take 
her and set her free." Afterwards he stood before the people, praised and glorified 
Allah and addressed them, ''To proceed, what is wrong with the people who impose 
conditions that are not found in Allah's Book? A condition not found in Allah's 
Book is of no standing, even if they are one hundred conditions. Allah's decree is 
the most valid and Allah's condition is the most obligatory. And, wala is only for 
one who ~ets (a slave) _free."1 

COMMENTARY: Mukatabah is an agreement betw~en a slave and his master in which the · 
slave commits to pay a specified sut;n of _money to buy his freedom when his master sets 
this condition. If he fails to pay the ~ount he remains in sla:very. The agreement is call~d 
mukatabah or kitabah and the slave (male or female) is mukatab. 
Wala is the right conferred on .the sl~ve' s master on setting him free. If s~ch a slave dies as 
a freeman and leaves behind some property and has no relatives surviving him then all his 
lega~y goes to the master who set him free. · 
Sayyidah Barir~ ~.ill'~ J was the female slave of Sayyidah Ayshah ~1»1~ J· She belonged 
to a Jews before that. The rest of the account is apparent from the hadith.2 

NOT ALLOWED TO TRANSFE~ RIGHT OF WALA TQ ANYONE 

(~J.c:o)-~0E-Jf:~_,j1~0E-~J;;l~ilii~JJij_;.!.J~jli~~llfj(YAVA) 
2878.· Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:$> ..1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# 1»1 ~ 
forbade the selling or giving away as gift the right of wala (inheritance from an 
emancipated slave).3 _ 

COMMENTARY: H anyone gets a right of wala on setting his slave free th~n he cannot sell 
his right n.or make a gift of it because it is ·not a property of any kind. All the ulama 
(Scholars) hold this contention. 

1 Bukhari # 2168, Muslim # 6-1504, Abu Dawud # 3929, Tirmidhi # 1260, Ibn Majah # 2525, Muwatta 
Maalik # 17 (Irq) Musnad Ahmad 6-213. ' 
2 See also 'Sirat un Nabi Allama Shibli Numani and Sajjad Suleman. Nadvi (v7 p 47) English 
translation Darul Ishaat, Karachi. 
3 Bukhari # 2135, Muslim# 16.1502 Tirmidhi # 1240, Abu Dawud # 2919, Iibn Majah # 2747, Darimi # 
3156, Muwatta Maalik # 20 (Itq) Musnad Ahmad # 4560. 
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SECTION II ~dJ1j.AMi 

PROFIT BELONGS TO ONE WHO BEARS LOSS 

', .; .; .; ' ' , .... , .; ,,. J " " 
-~~r.:~~&lJJA.l~~,_)!~.JJI~f.l.;11..i:..I·~,U~izsJ?;;l1fi..J.i 

2879. Sayyiduna Makhlad ibn Khufaf .&1 ~ J said that he bought a slave when he 
engaged to earn something for him. But, after that, he detected a defect in him (that 
was inherent in him but the seller had not. informed him of it). So he raised the 
dispute before Sayyiduna Umar ibn Abdul Aziz .1u44.r J· He decided in his favour that· 
he might return the slave (to the seller) and against him that his earnings should be 
returned (to him too). Therefore, (not satisfied) he met Sayyiduna Urwah (ibn 
Zubayr, Jil144.rJ a learned tabi'e jurist) and informed him (of Umar's judgement). He 
said that he would go to him that evening and enlighten him that Sayyidah Ayshah 
~.&1~ J had informed him that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.&1~ had passed judgement 
in a case like it that after a sale any profit belongs to the buyer (who shoulders 
responsibility). Urwah .&144.r .J went to him and (informed him of it, and) he decided 
in his favo~ that he should take the Kharaj (homage revenue) (profit) from him for 
whom he had decided against him.t ____ · 

COMMENTARY: If the slave dies or a defect grows· in him while he is in the buyer's 
possession that would be the buyer's loss. So, by the some taken, all (profit) earnings by the 
slave while in his possession will go to him. 

WHEN BUYER & SELLER DISAGREE 
J , c;{ "' r ...• _f .., , iG "' ~ ' J, J "' ' "' ' J, • . Jj.Lli·-...;-->9-1 Uili..llL~J~W\ ~~~ Jj.!J Jli Jti ~,,,~~~~6£.5 (YM•) 

I £\'!..1 131~'-::ll j~ ct.Jilllj 4~ ~I ~lj.; dJ -&~_ill :ljJ .Jt4-~ ~I':!JI j ~(.;ll j~ 
"' "' "' . . 

, "" "' J , "' ' J , ... t "' ' !. ,. ... { 
( , ~.lo ..1)-~1- . \ll,.' .. &IN~IJtiuJ ~~'li& l~ £{r"'~.J"' ~ !Jti~\.J"' 

..._, ~ -• ~ ~....... • ~ ,. •• "" Ill'• .,..,-;~~ •;, . 

2880. Sayyiduna.Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .&1~ 
~J~ said, "when the· buyer and seller disagree, the seller's word prevails an~ the 
buyer has option to revoke the bargain or retain it."2 · 

According to another version: ''When the buyer and seller disagree and the item. 
being sold and bought is there intact (in its origin~ condition) and there is no witness 
between them, then the seller's word prevails or they both may revoke the bargain."3 

COMMENTARY: Buyer and seller do disagree now and then on different aspects of the. 

1 Tirll}idhi # 1289, Abu :Daw1,1d # 3509, Nasa'i # 4490, Musnad Ahmad 6. 49, Sharh us Sunnah 
(Prophet's ~J•#.&I~ practice)./ 
2 Tirmidhi # 127 4. . 
3 Abu Dawud # 3S11, N~sa'i # 4648, Ibn Majah # 2186, Darimi # 2549, Musnctd Ahm~d 1-466. 
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bargain. The hadith says that the seller's word held good, if he speaks on oath. After that 
the buyer has option to retain the deal or make a counter statement on oath in which case 
the deal will be maintained only when one of then ~ccepts the other's word. If none of them 
submits, then the judge OJ ruler may conceal the deal whether the commodity is there in its 
?riginal conditi9n or not. :nus is the. option of Imam Shafi'I ~~~ J· But, Imam Abu Hanifah 
<liii~J and Imam Maalik ..»1~.J contend that if the ~"mmodity is not intact then both the 
parties need not swear both the parties need not swear but the word of the buyer on oath 
will be reliable. The words if the dtem that is being sold and bought is intact' support the 
contention of these two (imams). The·words in the second version that 'the sellers' word 
prevails also up hpld the Hanafi view. If the item rema~ns in its original from then the seller 
should affirm on 'oath what he says. If he does, then the buY,er has option to accept the 
seller's word or c~t.inter him with his own word on oath. Or, both of them may annul the 
bargain. If the item is not intact in its original form then the buyer's word on oath will be 
accepted, and the seller will not be asked to swear. 
This issue has been treated here briefly but the Hidayah has dealt with it exhaustively. The 
scholars may refer to it.l · 

THE ISSUE OF IQALAH BAI' 

" • ::; 1 , r ~ 3 ,, M :rl !. { "' • s: J "' , 
-~J.O VI WI~; .. uS- ~~I.Jali, ~17:., .. ,g ~ ~lA ~I; s 'IS ,,I &I;; -~{::all t;ft 0 M~ M;. ; ;. ; :..r-~ o 0 .J ~ ~ .J.) • ; M; 

2881. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ 
said, "H anyone cancels a sale with a Muslim, then Allah will forgive him his sins 

· on the day of resurrection.2 

COMMENTARY: Iqalah is to cancel a transaction, to return the commodity purchases. It is 
stated in Saharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J4#~'~ practice) that in Bai' and salam iqalah is 

ff permitted both before and after possession. 
This hadith is transmitted muttasil by Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah and even Haakim. But 
Masabih has reported it in a mursal form. 

SECTION III 

A DIDACTIC EVENT 

~ l.)li£ _;.Sl;i -..iJ~ &!~ ~5LS _#I ~j ~rlJ I~ ;iJ I jj-!5 jli jli S~;.' Cff ~ (Y MY) 

1 The Hidaya v2 p578 etc (Eng tr) Darul Isha'at, Karachi (in two volumes) 
2 Abu Dawud # 3460, Ibn Majah # 2199, Musnad Ahmad 2-252. 
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2882. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayurah ~ J ~ ..li1 jJ said, ''A man among ~hose who lived 
before you bou~ a piece of land from another man. This man who had bought it 
found in it a pit that had gold inside. So, the buyer said to him (the seller). Take 
your gold from me, for, I had bought only the ~ieee of land and did not buy gold. 
from you." The seller of the land said, 'I had indeed sold to you the (piece of) land 
and whatever was in it.' So, they took their affair to a man to arbitrate between 
them. The arbitrator asked them, "Do you hav.e children?" One of them said, "I 
have a son. The other said, 'I have a daughter.' So he said, 'Marry the boy to the girl 
and spend on them both from it and give charity."1 

COMMENTARY: This had t~n place in the times of prophet Dawud ~'}I....JI":Js.. Some ulama 
(Scholars) assert that the two men had requested him to decide their case for them. He gave 
a judgment that only a Prophet could give. This hadith is evidence that it is meritorious to 
reconcile two people. It is mustahab (desirable) to do so both for a judge or ruler and for one 
who is not a judge or ruler. 

CHAPTER - VII 
AS-SALAM WA AR RAHN (PROMPT PAYMENT & 
PLEDqiNG OJl PAWNING) 

Salam is a business transaction in which the thing purchased is deferred while payment is 
prompt. De1ivery of what is bought is given later and of price is on the spot. . 
This kind of bargain is called salam and also salaf The buyer is called rabbus salaam the 
price is rasul maal, the seller is musallam ilaihi (or musallam us salaam) and the thing bought 
is musallam fihi. 
This kind of sale is allowed by Shari' ah (divine law) provided all its conditions are met. 
There are sixteen conditions, six pertain to ra' sui maal and ten to musallam fihi 
(respectively price and the wares bought and sold). 
The six conditions pertaining to ra' sui maal are: 

11 

(1) To disclose the jins, meanihg to name the currency: dinar or dirham or ashrafi or 
rupees, etc. . 
(2) To disclose what nature of currency: silver, gilt or paper. 
(3) To disclose their kind: genuine or counterfeit. 
(4) To disclose how many: one hundred or more, or less. 
(5) To pay cash on spot and not defer payntent. 
(6) The seller should take possession of ra'sul maal in the very meeting in which the 
business contract is concluded. 

The ten conditions pertaining to musallam fihi (the item purchased) are: 
(1) To disclose the jins. which is to say explicitly what the commodity is, for instance, 
wheat, barley, gram. 
(2) To disclose its peculiarity, like wheat of such a kind and origin. 
(3) To disclose it~ quality: good, bad, mediocre. 
(4) To disclose clearly its quantity. 
'(5) To disclose whether it is weighable, measurable in capacity or in cubits, or in numbers. 

1 ~ukhari # 3472, Muslim'# 21-1721, Ibn Majah # 2511, Musnad Ahmad 2-316. 
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(6) To define time of delivery: when will it be taken aJ1d the least time is one month. 
(7) The item sold and bought should be ~vail~ble continuously in the market from the time of 
agreement till the time of delivery, so that the transaction is not of somethirig non-existent. 
(8) Bai' salam should be concluded without the condition of khiyar, meaning it should not 
include the option to retain-or cancel the transaction of sale and purchase. 
(9) If the item sold is very heavy that it has to be transported then place of delivery must 
be defined, meaning that it should be stipulated in clear terms that it would be handed 
over at such-and-such a place. 
(10) The item bought should be such as is determined and known by mentioning its jins, 
kind and nature. If anything cannot be known and determined by mentioning its jins, · 
nature and kind like an animal or cloth of some kind then its Bai' salam is not lawful. 

SECTION I Jj~IJ..AAII 

SOUND CONDITIONS OF BAI' SALAM 
, "'ill "'~ill ~, 4

,.. • 

i.:!ll.;l4JIJ~jnl'L~J~~I~j~WI~;lJIJJ..!J..;~Jli~~~lif<rMr) 

(~~) 
2883. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i»t~ .J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.i»t~ 
came to Madinah; they contracted Bai' salam for fruit for one, two or three years 
(which is to pay in advance and ask for delivery after one, two or three years). So, he 
said, ''Those who make Bai' slam must make it for a sp~cified measure, specified 
weight with a specified time peri~d."1 

COMMENTARY: Apart from fixing the weight and measure of the commodity that is sold 
under salam, the time too should be fixed. · 
Fixing the time is a condition for the Bai' to be sound. Imam Abu Hanifah .iit ~ .J· Imam 

" Maalik ~144> .J and Imam A!rmad .i»t~ .J go by this hadith but Imam Shafi .1u~ .J holds that it is 
not necessary and not a condition to determine the time pe~iod. 

BUYING ON CREDIT & PLEDGING ARE ALLOWED 

(~. ti=.a) -~~ .r....ca :J 
-~- t~•~'Jt,.r-' 

2884. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1u~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~ bought 
some grain from a Jew on credit payable at a specified time and pledged with him a 

· coat of mail belonging to him. 
COMMENTARY: This hadith teaches us some rulings. 
First, it is allowed to buy something on credit and pledge any of one's belongings. 
Secondly, it is allowed to pledge something in one's residence too ~part from· during a 
journey, though the Quran·has restricted pledging any thing only during a journey: 

t Bukhari # 2239, Muslim# 127. 1604, Abu Dawud # 3463, Tirmidhi # 1315, Nasa'i # 4616, (4620), Ibn 
Majah # 2280, Darimi # 2583, Musnad Ahmad 1-217. 
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'<rAr:rs ~.'1>~~ .. ,;!~_ ~ ,L& i~~1,J.;t ,1~ ~ \t=: ,t.~t_ l ,1 ... 
.,.J-:"' ~~ '-1 .... .J "'_..p..J~t.f~ .............. u 

{And if you ~eon a journey and you cannot find a scribe, a pledge in hand m~y be 
· taken.) (2: 283) 

The ulama (Scholcrrs)_ write that the conditional clause 'if you are on a journey' is merely 
accidental. This command is equally opetated 'in re~idence' when one is not on a journey. 
Thirdly, it is allowed to engage in transactions with the dhimmis (the peoples of the Book, 
Jews or Christians, who reside in the Islamic state after paying jizyah). All the ulama 
(Scholars) say that it is allowed to buy sell with the dhimmis and the infidels, provided it is 
established that what they have is n~t unlawful. J3ut, Muslims are not allowed to sell 
weapons or war materials to the enemy or people on war with the Muslims. Similarly, it Is 

. not allowed to sell to any disbeliever anything as may propagate or give strength to his 
religion. It is also not allowed \O sell to the disbeliever the mashaf (copy of the .Quran) and 
a Muslim's slave. 
Allamah Nawawi .&~~J 's~id that this hadith makes it very clear that the Prophet ~J~.i»1~ 
did not own worldly property. It is strong example of his indifference to material wealth 
and of his _trust in Allah. 
This hadith is proof that it is allowed to pledge war equipment of the Muslims with the 
dhimmis. The Prophet ~ J ~ .i»t ~ did this to show that this thing is allowed otherwise he 
could.have pledged the weapon with one of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.&l~J· 
This is what the u lama say. However, some ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ~""J.y.~lbt~ 
pledge ~s coat of mail with a Jew because no one but Jews had surplus grain at that time. 

. , ' ., ! ' ~ ' w , 

~ (£~ {}J~ ~t~ .l!.s;:~J.'J.A ~j~~j ~ill I ~,131 J_;.-!j d.F ~li ~j (YMO) 

(LS.Jl=-:ll oi.J.J) -_b.!. 
. ~ 

2885. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .\1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~"" J "~ .&1 ~ died 
leaving his coat of mail in pledge with a Jew for thirty sa' of barley) 

.... ' ' ... ~' ~, ............ lS;.t_;..o..._ulS'Il!t:ib~;?$~~1_;..L:,j~illi~,:UIJJ-!j Jli JliS~;-'~1(.,$-j (YM\) 

(LS.J~Ioi.J.J)-1ib~llyp.j~~~JJI~juj.k;..o..._ulS'Il!~:a~~tY_AJ.iJI(f.}j 
2886. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»t~ 
said, ';The pledged animal may b~ ridden if it is fed and so the milk of the pledged 
which ·animals may be drunk if payment is made for it. He who rides and he who 
drinks is responsible for the expenses incurred."2 

COMMENTARY: Mulla Ali Qari ~~~ J has deduced a ruling from the first portion of the 
hadith. The gist of it is that if any one pledges his animal with anyone ~lse then its expenses 
of fee.ding etc are on him (the mortgagor), so he may use it for transporting. Imam Abu 
Hanifah lbt44r J and Imam Shafi ~~~ J rule accordingly. 
However, Shaykh Abdul Haq .&t~J has concluded from the last portion of the hadith that 
whosoever rides, or uses the milk of a pledge animal will be liable to shoulder its expenses 

1 Bukhari # 4467. 
2 Buk.hari # 2512, Abu Dawud # 3526, Tirmidhi # 1258, Ibn Majah # 2440, Musnad Ahmad 2-472. 
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whether he is the mortgagor (pledger) or the mortgagee. In other words, whichever of the 
two bears the expenses of feeding, etc. of the mortgaged animal is authorized to use to for 
.riding and milking. . 
Thus, the hadith would mean that one with whom the animal is pledged or mortgaged is 
allowed to expend on it and use it to his benefit. But, most ulama (Scholars) disagree. 
Accordingly, the Hidayah, too says that the mortgagee is not allowed to use the animal and 
the mortgagor is responsible for its upkeep and feeding. The mortgagee is not permitted 
because any debt that fetches profit is unlawful. Therefore, the ulama (Scholars) say that 
this hadith is abrogated by the hadith following. 

SECTION II ~\~'jJaali 

MORTGAGED THING IS MORTGAGOR'S PROPERTY 

~ &' jJI 01a jJI J1 !tj j~ ~j ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 j_;-!5 -J,)\ •. : ~ !JI ~ X; "·~ (YAM -Y AAV) i'.. .. 

? ' .. , .. 

-~S~.JAol .. > 

2887. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Musayyib •~~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger •Js.~,J~ 
~ J said, 11 A pledge is never lost to its owner if he does not redeem it in time. So, every 
profit or appreciatio~ in its value is for him and every loss will be borne by him."t 
2888. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~ J is also known to have narrated that like of it 
or of like meaning in a muffasil (connected) manner.2 

COMMENTARY: If a person plac:es some of his property in mortgage, he does not lose 
ownership over it. That thing· continues to be his property. If rent accrues on it or there are 
other kinds of income from it, the mortgagor is the beneficiary. If it is an animal, he can use 
it and if it breeds, its young belong to him. 
In the same way, he is liable to bear all loss even if it occurs in the custody of the 
mortgagee. In that case, nothing of the rights of the mortgagee will be forfeited and he will 
get the full amol;Ult loaned by him. 
In some copies of Mishkat, Imam Shafi'I .&~~ J is the transmitter of the hadith (2888) of Abu 
Hurayrah ~~~~ J· 

THE CUSTOMARY FORM OF MEASURING OR WEIGHING IS THE STANDARD 
-:, { , , ,_ , , " ' " ~ ' ' " ..J..;I~Ij R~' ~I J~ Jl;$:.,jl J~ ~j ~WI~ &lJI -,.!)1;:;, ~I if j (YM~) 

(~Ll.li.J JjiJ ~I ol.,.)) _&c.}'\ -...!.;I~ 
2889. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.iili~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#~'~ said, 11The 
measure (of capacity) is what the people of Madinah use and the (measure of) 
weight is what the people of Makkah use."3 

COMMENTARY: For zakah (Annual due charity) and other Shari' ah (divine law) rights, 

1 Daraqutni # 133 (Buyu) 
2 Mustadrak Haakim 3-51. 
3 Ab~ Dawud # 3340, Nasa'i # 2594. 
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the standard for buying and selling is the measure of capacity that is used in Madinah and 
the weighing as used in Makkah. In the. times of the Prophet ~ J~.i»'~ forms of measure 
and weight used in Makkah and Madinah were different. This might have caused some 
confusion in calculating zakah (Annual due charity), sadaqatul fitr, etc. Thus, zakah 
(Annual due charity) would be wajib (obligatory) on dirhams when they confirm to the 
weight of· Makkah and are two hundred. For sadaqatul fitr and other wajib (obligatory) 
sadaqat the sa' of the people of" Madinah is reliable. In those days, grain was transacted by 
measure of capacity and the people of Madinah were agriculturists who were adopt at 
these measure the merchants of Makkah could use weight better. 

h .'! I.' "' { ~ K ... "' , "' ' 
(lS-i.o .JU I)->~~ WI j.A ~I I o §:~~.>.a ~;A I ;.:.pj.!s 

2890. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.aa~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•#.i»'~ said 
to the people who (when they bought and sold) measured by capacity and by 
weight, 'you are, indeed, entrusted with two matters on account of which people 
who lived before your time perished."t 

COMMENTARY: People of ancient times were known for giving less weight and measure 
but receiving in full. This is why Allah punished them. The most evil of them were the 
people of Prophet Shu' ayb ~~~~. 

SECTION III 

ADVANCE SALE OF PURCHASE OF BAI' PURCHASE OF BAI' SALAM 
DISALLOWED 

.. r I "I I I .. z. "'1 "' ' ,, .. "I (~\A Lr.' ~ J~ J~ 0 ~J) _)J llli,. 0 J-...!..J J-;9 '.# <,J., 

2891. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~1-Khudri ~.111~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger .111~ 
~J"-# said, 11If anyone concludes Bai' salam (with anyone) for something {paying 
cash for a later delivery) then he must not transfer it to another before taking 
possession of it."2 

COMMENTARY: He must not sell or present to anyone that thing (for which he has paid 
advance) till he gets hold of it. It may also mean that he should not change that thing for 
any other thing before he gets delivery of it. 

1 Tirmidhi # l221. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3468, Ibn Majah # 2283. 
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CHAPTER - VIII 
AL-lHTIKAR WITH HOLDING FOOD ITEMS TILL 
THEIR PRICES RISE 

Vol.3 

MEANING 6F IHTIKAR: The dictionary meaning of ihtikar is 'to hoard grain a'{ld 
provision to be able to sell at higher prices.' In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law) 
ihtikar means 'to withhold all kinds of .food items of men and animals to be able to sell at 
higher prices.' An example is of a person who buys grain, etc. when prices are rising and 
Allah's creatures need it more. His intention is ~o hoard it with him till inflation goes 
higher when he would sell it. .. 
THE COMMAND:· ,Jn the eyes of Shari'ah (divine law), fihtikar is haram (forbidden, 
unlawful). One how perpetrates this deed is extremely disliked by Shariah. However,~ any 
one stores grain from the produce of his own land, or grain that he bought when it was cheap 
to sell when it becomes dear then it is not haram (unlawful, forbidden). Similarly, it is not 
forbidden to withhold such things as are not used as provision and are not food necessities. 
According to the Hidayah, however, it is makruh (disapproved) to withhold food 
necessities of men and animals provided when it will cause harm to the dwellers of the 
city, like a small city~ It is disallowed in such places. In a large city where it is not likely to 
hart anyone, it is not disallowed. ' 
It is also mentioned in the Hidayah, that if any one withholds grain of his own land or 
what he brings from another city after buying it there, then this person will not be a 
withholder in the eyes of Shari'ah (divine law).1 

SECTION I jj'i1j.4~i 

WITHHOLDER OF GRAIN IS A SINNER 

~oi.J..>)-&ll~j~lyA~J~ilii~J.HjJ..!jjGjG-{~'~(TA~Y) 
2892. Sayyiduna Ma'mar 4;S. ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~ ~ said, 
''He who holds back grain till price goes up is a sinner."2 
We shall narrate the hadith of Sayyiduna Umar 4;S.~~~ J (~~J~.,..,~lS') in the chapter 

. Fai (Book XVIII Ch XII Hadith # 4052) 

SECTION II ~&1j.;Jll 
\ 

WARNIN~ TO THE WITHHOLDER 
· ~!!, of {P I , J "'C: ' "' ~ a ' ~I &ljj --...!..;_;iJ.A J.~lj l!jjj..' ~~I Jli ~j ~WI~ ~I if _;4 (.;. (YA~r') 

' "' 

&.JilJIJ4Li 

2893. Sayyiduna Umar 4;S.~~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4.}s-iJJ1~ said, "The trader 
is given provision while the withholder till prices rise is accured."3 

1 Hidayah v2 p 458 (English tr) Darul Ish' at, Karachi. 
2 Muslim # 129-1605, Abu Dawud # 3447, Ibn Majah # 2154, Darimi # 2543, Musnad Ahmad 6-400. 
3 Ibn Majah # 2153, Darimi # 2544. 
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COMMENTARY: Allah blesses with provision the person who buys and brings grain from 
other places to the city and sells it to its dwellers at normal, prevailing rates. In contrast, 
one who takes advantage of the plight of people enduring shortage of people enduring 
shortage of food and hoards items of food, is a sinner. He is far removed from good. As 
long as he is involved in it, he is deprived of blessing. 

RULER SHOULD NOT FIX PRICES 

~ J c}JJ51 ~~~JY 4IJ JJIJ.ll ~l:;JI ~W1;;" !11 J.'dll ~L;i:,J~ilil ~-~I 
" J J 

<~La Lr.' 1.., .)J ~, y.l., , l,S.l.o ,;u 1 o 1.,.) >" -JlA 'J J~~ ~ a,\ r.;-; .;.s:!J kl 
' • • ~ :, $$ ; , ~· .. , 

2894. Sayyidtlna Anas ~.11'~ J narrated that prices increased in the times of Allah's 
Messenger ~J~iil~. So they pleaded, '0 Messenger of Allah, do fix .the prices 
.for us." He said, Indeed, Allah is (...--1') (Al-Musa'ir- one who fixes prices), (~\ill) 
(Al-Qabid- He who withholds), (Ja...,\,JI) (Al-Basit He who bestows). And (J'.J)') (Ar 
Razzaq - one who provided provision). And, I hope that I meet my Lord in such a 
condition . that none of you has a demand over me for an injustice concerning 
blo~dand property."t · 

COMMENTARY: Rise and decline of prices is only in Allah's hand. He causes provision of. 
the people to ·be generous through changes in prices. Some people c~ll it 'heavenly rates.' 
So, when it is time of high prices and inflation, resort must be had to Allah and help must 
be sought from Him. One must correct one's beliefs and deeds and seek to earn Allah's 
pleasure so that He may be pleased with His slaves and multiply their provision. 
The Prophet ~ J ~ .111 ~ declined to fix prices because that would be an unnecessary 
interference in the affairs of people. It amounts to using their property without their 
permission and wish. This is a l<ind of oppression and may drive people to wind up their 
businesses, causing trading activities to suffer a depression. It might lead to scarcity and 
famine-like conditions. The result is tha,t the step taken purportedly for the good of the 
creatures turns out to be means of worry and hardship for them. 
The Prophet's ~ J~.&·~ words mean that traders must be motivated to show compassion 
and love for the people and be just and well-wishing ~o them. Their conscience must be 
awakened to the plight of the people. 

SECTION III 

MORE WARNING TO HOARDER 

(~j.) ·~ ·~loLr.'l) 
2895. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ .&1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's 

1 Tirmidhi # 1318, Abu Dawud # 3451, Ibn Majah # 2200, Musnad Ahmad 3-156, Darimi # 2545. 
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Messenger ~ J~Ji!,~ say, ''If anyone keeps away grain from the Muslims ~o sell .at 
higher prices then Allah'smites him with tubercular leprosy and poverty."1 

COMME~Y: If anyone hurts Allah' s· creatures, particularly the Muslims, then Allah 
imposes on him trials, both physical and monetary. But, as for him who causes them· to 
benefit, Allah blesses him both in his body and property. 

"' ~!'!., ' "' ~ ' ~ I "' C: "' C: I 4.1.i3 ~U, .... 1 , .,.,1 (jl:J; "'~I,•Ji "'\ "'·"'~illl \~.illiJ!2.)JliJli~~~~~(YA~"\) 1,. .. --t- ~~..) ..)' ":f ~.J,.. ~"' .r-- ., ., J 

. I I 
, 1. 111 "' .~ t "' t ,,,. ... 1 '1t 

• ( 6-l...)..J o I.J..J) ~WI t:s_;.j ~I~ (S_;. ..l.A9 ~~1 

2896. Sayyiduna ~n Umar ~~~ .J said that Allah's Messenger ~ J4Js.~~ said, ''He 
who withholds grain for forty days waiting for prices to rise has sort of absolved 
himself of Allah and Allah absolves himself of him."2 

COMMENTARY: This means that he has violated his covenant with Allah to abide by the 
commands of Shari'ah (divine law) and to show compassion to His creatures, 
When Allah absolves himself of anyone, He removes his protection and kind sight from Him. 

~JI ~1J.~'~I 1:-Jiudtj~~j~ililj..&,iJijj.!J.!. ,, "'.J~j~~j (YA~V) 

-4.1l:S'!~6l..J5;;. · ~~~':Jk .. -'.!'itfi;"'jl&l ;;j_f _) L&iUI. r 'I o. '- '·~5L:..i'':J1fu1 t:, -,~ #' ..,~ _, , '-a ~ ... .J .... ~;../~~ 

2897. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~~~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~Ji!,~ 
~J say, 11Evil is the man who hoards grain (to get higher price)! If Allah lowers 
prices, he is grieved. But, if He ~aises them, then he is jubilant."3 

, , ', , ' tt! ~ ' ~ , , , , 

Jj U~ ~JI U~_;~l y.' J~~j ~ll.\1 j.Q;ljl Jj.!.j ,.J_;I iAlAI Cjl ~j (YA~A) 

~ '"" "' ~- "' "'' ( 6-l...)..J o i.J..J) -iJUS" :U 6-~.;J 4.1 c;~ 
., 0 

2898. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~Jii'~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&!~ said, 
''If anyone withholds grain for forty days seeking higher prices thereby here after 

· disburses it in charity, then that cannot serve a_s an expiation for him."4 
COMMENTARY: This is punishment for any one who withholds gr~ for forty days. If 
any one does it for fewer days, then ~e too is punished but to a lesser degree. 

1 Ibn Majah # 2155, Musnad Ahmad# 1-21. 
2 Razin. 
3 Bay~aqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 112150, Razin. 
4 Razin. 
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CHAPTER-IX 
BANKRUPTCY & RESPITE 

Humam life is never stable and alike all the time. It is common experience that 
circumstances keep changing. Pampers become millionaires· overnight and great affluent 
men tumble down to poverty in tlto time. This is the working of destiny. No one has over 
been able to maintain himself on 'one condition, and no one will ever be able to do so. The 
vicissitudes of life as ordained by Allah. 
However, it is in human hands to adjust with changed circumstances and to help others to 
adjust with them. Man can sympathise with others and they are able to share each other's 
problems and grief. They get help to correct their affairs. 
The ahadith in this chapter urge people to fulfil their duty and sympathise with the 
stricken and if he is unable to honour his commitment then the owner of right should give 
him respite till he is in a better position to discharge his obligation. 

SECTION I jji1j.Jlrfi 

BANKRUPTCY & THE CREDITOR 

~:Ju.Tt.J~J.Sti~T. ll.J~it_J.:,j~ilil ~~JJIJ'!2.,J .. ~ j~~fi..J..'o\6£ (YA~O.) 
., ... , ~ ..,--.-· .. ,.. ~, '..r--' > 

., , l , II! 

(~JA:.A)-,P~*~I~i .. .. 
2899. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~j..P 
said, 11lf anyone becomes insolvent and a man (who had loaned him something) 
finds. his property in its exact position with, him, then he is more entitled to it then 
others besides him."t 

COMMENTARY: Suppose, Zaysl bought some good from Bakr but become bankrupt 
before paying for it and the ruler too declared him to be bankrupt. Bakr finds his proper 
intact, as it was, with zayd. Neither is it used in the practical sense·nor is it lost in the sense 
of Shari'ah (divine law), like through a gift or a waqf, figuratively. So, iJ:1 this case, Bakr has 
a right to annual the sale and take back his goods from Zayd. He has first preference over 
other creditors. If zayq had made a part payment at the time of buying the goods,_ then 
B'!kr must take only so much of the gqods ~nd remain unpaid. Imam Sahfi'I .\1 ~ .J and 
Imam Maalik, ..1!1~.J hold this contention and they interpret the hadith.in-this-way. · 

However, the Hanafis say that the seller has no right to cancel the bargain or to take back 
the goods. Th~y say tha~ this hadith is about a transaction based on Khiyar. It means that 
the bargain included the' clause that he seller had option to nullify the sale up to a certain 
time. So, if_ the buyer become a pauper and an insolvent after the transaction and the seller 
learns of it within the period of option then it is better for him to cancel the sale and take· 
back his goods. · · · 

t Bukhari # 2402, Muslim# 1559, Tirmidhi # 1266, .t\bu r;>awud # 3520, Nasa'i # 4676, Ibn Majah # 
2590, Muwatta Maalik # 88 (Buyu) Musnad Ahmad .2-468. · 
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HELP ONE WHO TURNS POOR 

J"'liiA!.ss ... {S:ir~::: l.:51.)~'i ... 1 .. ,c;~Alll t~ .,j,l d~'i t!J~iJ .. li~r>.l~ei(T4\• •) .. ...r '-61- • fl ""~~.J""- ~~ ~~v-:- ... "" __ , ~ wl 

I ' k _. & IJ J ' _. ~ ' ~ 
~oi.J.J)-~,j~L;.~~J.;J4J4.1.J..l..:..~uA.;..L:.J~illi~,Jjl 

2900. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~.111~ .J narrated that in the time of the Prophet ~.&!~ 
~J a man suffered loss of fruit that he had bought and (as a result) he became 
indebted (and was in bad condition). So, Allah's Messenger ~J~lb~~ said, ;'Give 
him charity." The people ·gave him charity but that was not enough to pay off the 
debt, so Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said to his creditors, "Take what you find 
and t~at is all you can have."t · 

COMMENTARY: This man had bought a fruit bearing tree. However, he had not been able· 
to use the fruit before they were lost though a calamity. He had .yet to pay for them, so he 
borrowed money from different people and paid the dues of the seller so that he become 
heavily indebted. The prophet ~ J~li!l~ called people's ~ttention to him that they might 
help him out. The people tried to Bal1 him out but his debts very still un paid. When he was 
utterly heJpless to pay the remaining debts, the Prophet ~J~lb~~ said to the creditors, 
"that is all you can have." 
In other words, seeing the man's plight and total inability, it was not proper for them to 
pester him and threaten him. They ought to give him respite and when he had earned 
enough, they could demand their money. The prophet ~J~lb~~ certainly did not mean that 
the creditors had lost their -right. He only meant that they should give him ~e to recover. 

REWARD FOR WAIVING DEBT 

j~ ~g_i <.fi!JI6; I~ ~5 -...!.).~ jli ~j ~ ili1 ~~I~~ S~~ ~~ (.,&. j (T4\ • ') 

;II "" ~ .,, , "" , "" ~ ' , ., 

(~~)-~j "'~iilll ... :niJlil::$.Jj{>.'j....}_)lilll '"'~j .. ~l~,::.~=fllll&l:il .. .J. ~ . .. ~ .J ........ "' 
2901. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~~lb1~.J narrated that the Prophet l"l ... J4~lbt~.p related 
that there was a man who loaned money to people often. He would say to hi servant, 
"When you came to one who is in straiteneq circUmstances (to recover the debt), 
forgive him. Perhaps Allah will forgive us." He said further, "when he met Allah 
(meaning, after his death). He forgave him (an~ did not_ as~ him abo~t his sins)."2 

.. t ~ ... ... ' ; ~ ' ~ J ... ' ... ' (. ' ... ~~ ~..r' ~ill I ~:~~1-...!...JI ~_;..:. ~ _;..L:.j ~ill I~ ~I J~j Jli Jli ~5l5 Cfl (.,&. j (T4\ • Y) 

~oi..,.;)-~~Jir(.,&.·u~§~!1i~·~l 
2902. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~lb'~.J nmated that _Allah's Messenger ~J·~~~~
said, ~~He to whom it would please that Allah should save him from· the anxi~ties of 
the day of resurrection, should give resp~te to· one who· is. in straitened 

1 Muslim# 18-1556, Tirmidhi # 655, Abu Dawud # 3469,4678, Ibn MCJjt:th # 2356, Mus~ad Ahmad# 
11551. 
2 Bukhari # 2078, Muslim# 31-1562, Musnad Ahmad 2-263: 
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circumstances, or he should write off his debt."t 

COMMENTARY: Normally fard (compulsory) deeds are more excellent than· the na£1. 
(optional) by seventy degrees. However, in some cases the optional deeds are superior to 
the fard (compulsory) (or obligatoryr, prescribed). One of them is to forgiye one's right on the 
h¥d pressed or one in difficulty,, like remittfug his debt. Which act is mustahab (desirable) 
yet better than giving respite to the debtor in difficulty which is wajib (obligatory) . . 
Secondly, to be the first one to greet with salaam is sunnah (Prophet's ~-J4#i»'~ pra_ctice), 
but it is better than giving a response to salaam which is fard (compulsory). · 
Thirdly, it is mustahab (desirable) to perform ablution. But, it is better than performing 
ablution after the time (of salah (prayer)) begins which is fard (compulsory). 

~ ,.... .... "' .... ....,.... J • " .... ~ " ~ .... .... 

~ill\ :~llli.,s-w;jjllj.,.:J _,rui(,AJ~~j~WI ~;ill JJ-!.5·1. ', "'· Jlilli.j (Y~·r) 

' , .... t 
{.PJ..-o oi.JJ) -~~~~~ "TJ-

2903. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~.:s:. .1!1 ~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 
~J ~ i»1 ~ say, ''IF anyone grants respite to a person who is in straitened 
circumstance, or remits his debt, then Allah will deliver him from the anxieties of 
the day of resurrection."2 , · 

.... .... .... ,., J • • /" "' ~ " ~ . .... .... ' ... ~f .... 
ili. f-;jjii;.,.:J jiDI(,A J~~J ~WI ~;ill JJ2.5 ~ Jl.i~l ~I ~j (Y~· t) 

I _. 

0J--o oi_,J >-~owl ill;\ 
.. 2904. Sayyiduita Abu Al-Yasar ~li!l~; narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger IJJ1j...P 

~ J~· say, "He who gives respite to one who is. in straitened ch:cum8tances or remits 
his debt Allah will take him in the shade of His mercy (on the day of resurrection)." 

COM.MENTARY: Imam Ahrnaa·~.&~~;, Ibn Majah :..1!14~J and Haakim .1!1~; have reported 
that the Prophet ~-J "~ .&1 ~ said that if anyone grantS respite to a poor person then till the 
day of repayment comes, he will get reward every day for charity equivalent, to the debt. The 
same recurs when he gives him further respite on the day of repayment, and again on the day 
of repayment, he will get every day the rewar~ of charity equal to twice the loan extended: 

. BEST IS HE.WHOREPAYS DEBT WILLINGLY 

jli ~.Ul'( ~~1~~~i lj~ _kj~ilil ~,ill jj-!5 · ~ 'UI·J~-~il5 ol ~j (YI\•o) 
. , .: . ;, 

I -" I J · . -" , 

ill I ~;131 J..;..!..> jlii ~~..> IJ~ ~ ~1~J'1.t Ui i.J.~ ~Jll ~y -...u\ G~ti ~~15~1 

0J-.o o I_,.;? -t~ _; 4!"' ;.\~WI~ -..!..J1i ~~! #l_kj ~ 
2905. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi 4;$ IJJ1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ IJJ1 ~ 

· borrowed a young camel. When he received the camels of sadaqah (charity) (zakah 
(Annual due charity)) he instruCted him (~bu Rafi) ~~~J to return to the man a 
young camel. He said (to him), "I do no! find but a camel better than that and 
(which is) in its seventh year." He said, "G1ive it to him. The best of all people is he 

1 Mus~im. # 32-1563. 
2 Muslim: 
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who discharge his debt in the best way."1 

COMMENTARY: According to this hadith, it is allowed to borrow an animal. Imam Shafi'I 
~~~ J, Imam Maalik .u&o~l~ J and most ulama (Scholars) abide by it. But, Imam Abu Hanifah 
.11'"~J does not hold it as allowed. He regards this hadith as abrogated. 
It is mustahab (desirable) to return a loan with something better provided no such condition 
was placed at the time of borrowing. 

CREDITOR MAY DEMAND 

jlii ~~~ _.4i ~ J;i!(i ~j ~ fu I J.o· JJ1 Jj-!5 ~~ ~5 ~~ S~;,' qf(;£ j (Y(\ • 1) 

&j'.f!l J'li L ~ . I !if ~I JJ-'11 ~~ li &~I :, t~.! (i I~L.-; ~ I ~'.f~~li 'lw ~I ~~- ~ 'li: !!.:s ....~- '"""' ,.~ , ;, ..,., .. , ~ .~ .. -;;: ~..~- t; , , _,~, .J 

...c: !--! ~, .. ' .. . .... 
(~~)-t~_;.~I_;S~~19&~!&~l9 

2906. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u&o ~~ ~ J na~ated that a man demanded 
repayment of a debt in a rough manner from the Messenger ~ J~.&!~ of Allah. 
His sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lii'~J become angry, but he said, 11Leave 
him alone. One who has a right is allowed to speak out. Buy for him camel and 
give it to him." They submitted, 11We do not find but a c"amel of a better age then 
what he had given." H~ said, 11Buy it and give it to him. The best of you is he 
who repays his debt in the best way."2 

COMMENTARY: The ru<;le man may have been a non-Muslim or an ignorant villager, 
unaware of the manners of the Prophet's ~ J~.1J1~ assembly and of the respect due t o him. 
But, the prophet~ J~lil'~ tolerated his rude behaviour in a way as only a prophet can do. 
Ibn Maalik li11~J interpreted the words of the Prophet ~J~.a,,~ to mean that a creditor 
may demand his dues strictly if there is a delay in repayment. If he does not repay then he 
may have recourse to the r1:1ler or judges. 

WRONG TO DELAY REPAYMENT IN SPITE OF ABILITY 
, ' .. .. ,, .. J , J .. ' .. ~ ' ~ .. .. 

C}A ~ _;S~I .x.fl 1519 J.i.l; ~1]1 ~ Jli _;..L::,j ~ illl ~~I JJ-!.5 ~llli.j (r(\•V) 
~ . ? . 

(~~)-~i 
2907. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u&o~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
sai4, 11The rich man's delay in repayment is unjust. If any of you is referred f~r 
payment to a man of means then he should accept the referral."3 

COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone delays repayment of debt or 
payment for purchases in spite of ability to pay then he commits sin. The testimony of such 
people is rejected even if they may have done it the first time. But, some other u lama say 
that the testimony of a habitual d~layer of payment is spite of ability is rejected. 

1 Muslim# 118-1600, Abu Dawud # 3346, Tirmidhi # 1322, Nasa'i # 4617, Ibn Majah # 2285, Darimi # 
2565. 
2 Bukhari # 2306, Muslim # 120. 1601, Tirmidhi # 1321, Musnad Ahmad 2-416. 
3 Bukhari # 2287, Muslim# 33-1564, Abu Dawud # 3345, Tirmidhi # 1308, Nasa'i # 4651, Ibn Majah # 
2304, Muwatta 84 (Buyu) Musnad Ahmad 2-71. 
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If a debtor transfer his debt to another person who is able to pay then the transfer must be 
accepted. In this way the creditor's money would not be lost. This command is a 
recommendation actually, mustahab (desirable). But, some ulama (Scholars) say· that it is 
wajib (obligatory) (obligatory), yet others say that is merely a permission. 

ALLOWED TO RECONCILE CREDITOR & DEBTOR 

(~~) 

2908. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik ~.111~.J is reported to have demanded repayment 
of debt due to him from Sayyiduna Ibn Abu Hadrad .w:-.111~ .J in the mosque (Masjid 
Nabawi) in the time of Allah's Messenger ~J~.1tl~. Their voices ros~ and Allah's 
Messenger ~J~.1I1~, who was in his room heard them. He came towards them by 
pulling aside the curtain over (the door of) his room. He called Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn 
Maalik ~.&~~ J, "0 Ka'b!" He said, "Here am I, 0 Messenger of Allah!" He gestured 
with his hand to say that he should write off half the debt receivable by him. Ka'b 
4.\#-.111~ .J said, "Indeed, I have done that, 0 Messenger of Allah!" Then he said (to Ibn 
Abu Hadar) 4.\#-.111~ .J, "Get up and pay it" (meaning, the balance).1 

COMMENTARY: This hadith says that it is allowed to ask for repayment of debt while one 
is in the mosque. It is allowed also to intercede for one who has a right due to him, to 
reconcile the quarrelling duo, to accept someone' s recommendation provided it is not to 
promote sin and disobedience, 

A TERRIFYING CASE OF ADELA YER OF REPAYMENT OF DEBT 

I 

I ' .. "' ~ I "' , "' c:: •"' "'"' I c:: f1 "' , "' ,., r;; I I "' " -: '"' "'"' I ' t_;J li ~~.9 JA, Jli ~us~~ t_;J li ~s~~J.& Jli9 ~w ~ijt JJ 'i:\'-~9 ~lls .u~ t_;J li 
I I J 

(lSJI.>....lloi.JJ)-4!1~ \~iilis'\'-,JJtJ"'' 'J~~ i -:..~sl:i~IJ"'li 'L~ \;::l!t~J"'li~ • , .. ~ .. ~..;, ~ .. _, .. ~ J• .,. ,, (f~ 

2909. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn al-Akwa 4.\#- .1!1 ~ J narrated that while they were seated 
with the Prophet ~ J4:1".1!1j..P a funeral was brought and they (People who brought it) 
requested him to offer the salah (prayer) over it. He asked, ''Had he a debt payable?" 
They said, "No!" So, he offered the funeral salah (prayer) over him. Then another 

1 Bukhari # 457, Muslim# 20. 1558, Abu Dawud # 3595, Nasa'i # 5408, Ibn Majah # 2429, Musnad 
Ahmad 6-390. 
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funeral was brought and he asked, 11Had he a debt over him?" when it was said, 
11Yes," he asked, 11Did he leave behind anyt~g?" They said, 11Three dinar." So, he 
offer the funeral salah (prayer) over it. Then, a third (bier) was brought and he asked, 
1"Was he in debt?" They said, ~~(He owed) three dinars" He asked ~~Did he leave 
behind anyth~ng?" They said, 11No!" He said, "Offer salah (prayer) over your 
companion" Abu Qataday ~ ~~ ~ .J said, 11Do offer salah (prayer) over him, 0 
Messenger of Allah. His debt is over me." So, he offered the salah (prayer) over him. 1 

COMMENTARY: These three funerals may have been brought one after the other or on 
different occasions. 
The Prophet ~J~:1~..1!1~ declined to lead the funeralsalah (prayer) of the man who had a debt 
over him. Perhaps he intended to teach the people that they should refrain from borrowing 
and if they have to, then they must not delay repayment. Or he may have feared that his 
prayer may not be accepted because the man had rights of man dischargeable by him. 
It is allowed to give guarantee on behalf of the dead person. Imam Shafi'I ~~~.J and most 
ulama (Scholars) abide by this verdict. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.J said that it is not allowed. 
However, some Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say Imam Maalik ~~~ .J, Imam Shafi'I ~~~ .J, Imam 
Ahmad ~~~.J and from the Hanafis, Imam Abu Yusuf ~~~.J and Imam Muhammad ~~~.J 
deduce from this hadith that if a dead pers~n has not left behind anything and is in debt 
then it is allowed _to stand guarantee for him. They point our that if it was allowed, then the 
Prophet ~J~~~ woula not have offered the funeralsalah (prayer) over the third funeral. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.J disagree, saying that it is not correct to stand guarantee over a 
poor, indigent dead person. He said that it amounts is standing guarantee over a dropped 
debt. Guarantee over such a debt is invalid. 
As for this hadith, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ .J say that it cannot be established by the words 
of the hadith that Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~~~~.J had not given guarantee for that man 
during his life time. Here, he is qubted to affirm merely that he had stood guarantor for 
that man. He was then responsible. for his debt. So; the· Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ accepted his 
confirmation and offered the funeralsalah (prayer). 
We may also say that Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~.&~~.J had not stood guarantee for the 
dead man but he had shown kindness and promised to pay his debt. 

ALL~H HELPS HIM WHO HAS INTENTION TO PAY HIS DEBT 

rl.H LSll ~ ~J.$1 ~.f. ~WI jljAllll ~ jli~j ~ful ~~I if S~;.' ~~ (,&.j (Y4\' •) 
. , , . 

(, ~..)l>...JI ol a..J) -~dJI.uilJ 1 -!i~I..U ~.llJ.r.A --~ v . -1 ,.. '-'" "' .. ~ v--..J 

2910. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.,Js,~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.&1~ said, 11If 
anyone takes the property of oth~r people intending to repay it, then Allah gets it 
re-paid back for him. If anyone takes it intending to waste it,· then Allah destroys 
his property."2 

ALLAH DOES NOT FORGIVE RIGHTS OF CREATURES AGAINST EACH OTHER 

~l!J.UI~~LDJJI 1:- ... ,.~.! 1-i. ! 'l~t.;TJJIJ .. :>, 5l:J ~!JJ .. liJ"'.lissl:i,lT.r..£'(T4\,,) , ., ...r;, "' ~~ ,., ~, .. , ~ -~ '-1 ....,.--.J 

1 Bukhari # 2289, Abu Dawud # 3843. 
2 Bukhari # 2387, Musnad Ahmad 1-361. 
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,~ ...... ,... ... ,... ' ... .:. ' .:. , ... ... .:. AA~ 
J~"I.J..'j Jlli &ISU_F..Sil!li~~il~WI L~illl J ~ "J Jlii,"'to~U~i ~'t" WI , . J -~.U"'l! ... • '.J..... ~... ~ '-"'.. (j;f- "' .. p J .. -

0J-.o oi_JJ) -jl..h J~ ~,k ~JJ I 
2911. Sayyiduna Abu Qatabah ~lb1~.J narrated that a man asked, "0 Messenger of 
Allah, what do you say if I am slain in Allah's path being patient and hopeful of 
reward, on the advance and not retreat, will Allah forgive me my sins? Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~1~ said, "Yes!" However, when he turned to go, he called him 
and said, "Yes! But not a debt. This is what Jibril ~~~"~ said to me."t 

COMMENTARY: The issue of rights of fellowmen is very serious. Allah forgives His right 
pertaining to worship, disobedience and sin. HE does not forgive rights of men, like debts. 
We also learn from this hadith that Jibril ~">\...J1~ brought to the Prophet ~J4Js.lb1~ not only 
the revelation which is the Qur'an but also other guidance and commands regularly. 

' "' ~"" ' "' ~ "' ' "' J. ' k "' "' J. ')/! ~3,:} J:§ .. \lJ 0 ;1 J~ ~j ~~~~ ~~I Jj-!5 -...iJI .Jr ~ ;lll#-.6£ j (Y~' Y) 

0J-o oi.JJ) -~JJI 
2912. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~o:So.1g~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~.\!~ 
~J said, "The martyr is forgiven ev~cything but a debt."2 

COMMENTARY: Debt (~~) covers rights .of fellowmen. Allah does not forgive rights of 
men.However, Ibn Maalik ..1!1 4...,-.J said that some u lama say that martyrs in this hadith 
excludes those who are slain in a naval war. There is in hadith in Ibn Majah of Sayyiduna 
Abu Umamah ~..111~ .J that Allah's Messenger ~ J~..1!1~ said, "Those whp are martyred in 
a naval battle have all their sins forgiven, even debt (meaning rights of fellow men)." 
(Hadith # 2778. ) · 

PROPHET ~J~..1!1~ DID NOT OFFER SALAH (PRAYER) OVER A DEBTOR 

~1\1 ~ J~l ~Jl~ J~~j ~ili1 ~ J,J\ jj-!5 ~~ J~ ~~_;.' !ff ~j _(T~'Y') 
1 c? & ~ "' C: ' J. "' ~ I "' '"' "' ~ . ~ I ' , ,.. · < ,~~ "'I~L~".! \~'HJ(i')/111 \~ {.9ii~~:UI~ll-! 'li~Uid.J.l~~-'~Jl...!.it > ,, ~~ ;.J~~ J ...,..- , ~, ,,.. ;;.- ...,~ -

"' " t ,{ "' ' "' , "' t ,{ "' "' "' ' ' . , t. H "' .:. "' "'" "' "' ~9 ~s..!J_;ti ~j.!,l ~ d,.Y 6-4-i _; § ... o\\ ~ ~~~ Jjl Ul Jl:9~li f _;:AJI ~WI F9l!li 

"' ....... f ~ l "' , J ~ 
(~~)-~Jj!j.Li xlA~Jlu-'JiJU! 

2913. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that if a debtor's body was brought 
to Allah's Messenger ~J"~..1!1~ for the funeral salah (prayer), he would ask, ''Has 
he left anything to repay debts?" If he was told that he had left enough to pay off 
his debts, then he would lead his funeral salah (prayer), otherwise he would ask the 
Muslims to pray over their companion. Then, ·when Allah opened for him (a 
number of) victories, he stood up and said, 11I am better for the believers then their 
own selves. Hence, if any of the believers dies leaving a debt, then his debt is on 

1 Muslim # 117-1885, Tirmidhi # 1718, Nasa'i # 3156, Darim.i # 2412, Muwatta Maalik # 3l Oihad), 
Musnad Ahmad 5-297. 
2 Muslim # 119-1886. 
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~e. If he leaves behind property then that belongs to his heirs."1 

COMMENTARY: The words 'I am better for the Muslim' imply that the Prophet 4s-1Jl1~ 
~ J has a better right over them then their own selves. Hence, it is established that it is wajib 

(obligatory) on the Muslims that they should hold him dearer and more loved than 
themselves.· They should prefer his command and his wishes over all other things and 
regards his right worthier than the right of their own lives. 
The. Prophet ~J4s-1Jl1~ is more kind and compassionate to the Muslims than they are to 
themselves. Their lives and honour are dearer to him than to them. When Allah enabled 
him to make many conquests, he continued to live a simple, content life but spent the spoils 
over the Muslims. He undertook to pay the debts of those Muslims who died under a 
burden of debt. 
He paid their outstanding debts from the Bayt ul Maal (State Treasury) though some say 
that he paid them from his own resources. 
Some say that it was wajib (obligatory) on him to pay their debts but others say that it was 
not wajib (obligatory). He paid them as a gesture of goodwill, on his own accord. 

SECfiON II 

THE BANKRUPT'S PROPERTY 

-~t; .e.31 .. & iWI 
• \,1"0 .J~ .. 

2914. Sayyiduna Abu Khaldah az-Zaraqi ~~~ J narrated that they went to Sayyiduna 
Abu Hurayrah ~i»l~ J (to ask) about one of their friends who had become insolvent 
(but had with him the properties of others for which he had not paid). He said, 
"This is like what Allah's Messenger ~ J4s-1Jl1~ had decided about one. If a person 
dies or becomes insolvent (having debts payable and the owner of goods finds 
them as they had been originally, then he has more right to them (then anyone 
else."2 (See hadith # 2899 for commentary.) 

DEBTOR'S SOUL REMAINS SUSPENDED TILL DEBT IS PAID 

\~.)I..UI_,~Lo~l_, 1.5.io fill_,~!_, I.J'il.!JI ol.,.)) _:es_ 

2915. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah "'"-ls'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J",l"fJI'~~ said, 
11 A believer's soul remains suspended because of his debt till it is paid (for him).3 

COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is the debt that is borrowed without 
reason from someone and is used on unnecessary cause extravagantly. However, if a debt 

1 Bukhari # 2299, Muslim# 4-1618, Tirmidhi # 1072, Abu Dawud # 3343, Nasa'i # 1963, Ibn Majah # 
2415, M~snad .Ahmad 2-453. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3523, Ibn Majah # 2360, Shafi'I. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1080, Ibn Majah # 2413, Darimi # 2519, Musnad Ahmad 2-440. 
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is incurred for genuine reasons and the debtor dies then, insha Allah, it will not preclude 
him from entering paradise and the company of the righteous. 
However, it is a moral duty of the ruler (or the debtor's. relatives who are well-off) to pay 
his debt. If they do not do it, then Allah will please the creditor on the day of resurrection 
;o that they do not make any demand on the debtor in the hereafter. 

(P ' ' ' , J, ' J, ' "C: "C: .Jj.!lA~.lH~~~j~illl ~~I Jj-!.5 Jl! Jl!y.jl~~ J:olj.\1(}-j (Y~\A-Y~ \V-r~ '"\) 
~ " " 

lr, t l.'t ' "" 1l "' :; 1 ""' • , ., , , , 
6J"-'..r·~l9- e 'l,.\;i. -: ,g~.;w. f ,l."coJ6~Ir.:: ~,g&l6j.U~I~!.::iSll'!''l.dj "I "~d.:L 

\,;1 ~ .. ~ ~ 'Vii'~ J "" J ~ .J "' .. , ~- :.r t:, (.jo_,~ .. t,.. , 

(P · .0 l " .0 " (P C: I • IGI "' ' " J, t~ IG " ;l " J, IG fG " 
J.:...rJ:o~P..t.;W~l!Js.~so$AJlA~J~llll~&lJ'~l:;.9~J~illi~~~J! 

~ " c: ... ' .. I ! .r . ' { ~ . , " ' .... , ..._uo Jl!~lA~ ~ ~ ~;JI~ ~,, -::l!JI ·q ~I J .. '~l.q6hl "l "~~I .lill Ill 
II "' " > " , "• '..J ~ ~ " ~ ~ > _.p. _j 1....-o:;; 

' ""'"' ' • ,, " "' t"' I IG .0" ""' 6 I "' -' 6 I I &;JI Jl9 ~.:UI ~$ JUlA l.!_;s:.l J.& ...J..;I~ ~.;19 ~ ~j~ ..._uS'j l:~ l~l!,J.;.?.~ .;W 
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2916. Sayyiduna Al-Bara~ ibn Aazib 4:$-~~.J narrated that Allah;s Messenger 4#1»1~. 
~J said, ''The debtor will be confined because of his debt (not being allowed 
admittance to paradise and the company of the righteous). So, on the day of 
resurrection, he will complain to his Lord of his loneliness."1 · 

2917. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jabal.u~.1!1~ J is reported to have been in debt. His creditms 
(once) come to the Prophet tt'l .... J"~~liiiJ~ who sold all the property of Mu'adh "~~.&~~J w~ 
left With nothing. (This is as in al-Masabih but I did not find it in the usul (six books of 
hadith) and found it only in al-Muntaqa, but it is in the fonn as in # 2918) 
2918. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Ka'b ibn Maalik "~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that 
(Sayyiduna) MU'adh ibn Jabal ~.&~~J was a generous young man who could not 
save anything with him. He borrowed continuously and spent all he had on debts. 
So, he met the prophet ~ J"#iill~and requested him to pay in a word (for him) with 
his creditors. If they had written off debts for anyone, they would have written off 
(debts) of Mu'adh 4:$-.i»>~J for the sake of Allah's Me~senger ~J~.1!1~ sold to them. 
his property till Mu' adh 4;$-.&1~ J was left with nothing.2 

COMMENTARY: On the day of resurrection, the debtor will find himself deprived of 
paradise and pious company. He will also not find anyone to intercede for him. He will be 
terrified and complain to his Lord. He will get relief only after surrendering his pieties to 
the creditors or shouldering their sins against the debt payable by him. Or, Allah will shqw 
mercy and grace and please the creditors so that they would forgive the debtor. Till~ 
happens, he will remain lonely. This will be like a punishment to him from which he will 
feel grieved and painful. 
According to another .narration, the debtor will be confined in his grave because of the 
debts over him. He will complain to Allah. 

1 Baghawi in Sharh: us sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~.&~~ practice) # 2148. 
2 Daraqutni # 95 (t~IJ:.iioi_,Jt), Saed in his sunnalz (Prophet's ~y.:)s.i»J~ practice) in a Mursal form. 
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The usul are the books of hadith in which they are transmitted with the line of 
transmission. Muntaqa is a book of Ibn Taymiyah ~~~ J· The compiler of Mishkat says that 
he could not find the hadith as transmitted in the Masabih in the usul but he found it in 
Muntaqa from Abdur Rahman ~iii!~ J· 

Allamah Teebi .bi~J point out that the. compiler of Mishkat has reproduced the words of 
Muntaqa. H it had not found a place in the. usul then the compiler of Muntaqa would not 
have reproduced it. 

. DEBTOR WHO IS ABLE TO PAY BUT PROCRASTINATES 
J "' ' !. & , , ,... ' ... ~ ' ~ , ... ' ... ' i ' . (AI Jli~~j~~J.;&~Ij.H ~~j~illl ~,lll JJ-!5 Jli Jli~rl ifj (T~'~) 

"' J 1 !.1 "' t!f ~, "' & ' & I r- ,f (~WJI..,JjiJ~Iol..,.;)-a.l~~~ja.l~A..Q_;s;.J.;&"""'j~l 

2919. Sayyiduna Ash Sharid ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J~~~~ said, 
"If anyone delays repayment (of debt) in spite of being able (to pay), then it is 
lawful to disgrace and punish him." Ibn Mubarak ~~~ J said that to disgrace him is. 
to sp~ak to him in harsh tones and to punish is to imprison him for it.t 

COMMENTARY: To procrastinate in repayment of debt in spite of having the means to 
pay is unjust. Recourse should be.had to the ruler or court of law to lock him in prison. 

PROPHET ~J~~~~ DECLINED TO OFFER FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER) OF 
DEBTOR 

(~17" _r!,Jo!..,.;) -~~~ 
2920. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~.111~J narrated that a funeral was brought 
to the prophet ~J~~~~ that he might offer the funeral salah (prayer) over it. He 
asked, 'Did your friend have a debt to pay?" They said, ''Yes!" He asked, "Did he 
leave behind enough to pay it?" They submitted "No!" He said, "Offer salah 
(prayer) (Yourselves) over your friend." (He declined to offer it.) Sayyiduna Ali ibn 
Abu Talib ~~~~J submi~ed, "On me is his debt, 0 Messenger of Allah." So, he 
stopped forward and offered his funeral salah (prayer). 
Accorditig to another version of about the same meaning, he then said, (to 
Sayyiduna Ali) ~~~~ J' "May Allah deliver your soul from hell fire just as you have 
delivered your Muslim brother's soul (from debt). There is no Muslim person who 
pays off his brother's debt but Allah delivers his soul on the day of resurrection."2 

1 Abu Dawud # 3628, Nasa'i # 4690, Ibn Majah # 2427, Musnad Ahmad 4-389. 
2 BAg)lawi in Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J4:}s-~l~ practice)# 2155, Daraqutni # 291 (Buyu). 
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GOOD NEWS TO ONE WHO REPAY HIS DEBT BEFORE HE DIES 
, ,{ n , ., f_ ' ... ~ ·, ~ , ... ... ., 
~lj·~l ~ r5-_;. J.'j ..:_,l,A (.,A ~j ~ill!~ ;l.\1 Jj-!5 Jli Jli -...!.)lty 6t-j (Y<\ Y') 

I 

(JJI..UI.J 4~~1__, 1.5.l..o .).11 oi.JJ) -~I Jls~iHj 
2921. Sayyiduna Thawban ~.1t1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.~.1!1~ said, 
''He who dies while he is without pride, free of cheating in spoils (of·war) and of 
debt, will enter paradise."t 

GRAVE SIN TO DIE IN INSOLVENCY AS A DEBTOR 

~ "' I "' f.J "' (9 "' J, 1'. ' .::--f (9 
(.:~Jby.\_, ..1-o>l oi.JJ) -t~:J ?S4'i ~S~j~j ..:_,~.......:.JI ~ill I t.s' ~l~l;.)..JI.ll:; 4 

2922. Sayyiduna Abu Musa 4$ ~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~"" J ~.,1" ~~ ~ said, "The 
greatest sin in the sight of Allah which a man can come to Him, after the grave sins that 
Allah has prohibited, is that he should die in debt leaving not enough to clear it."2 

COMMENTARY: Dying with debt remaining payable and being insolvent is called the 
greatest sin after grave sins because the letter are forbidden while borrowing in itself is not 
disallow~d. Rath~r, according to some ahadith it is mustahab (desirable) to borrow to meet 
one's real needs. It is disallowed at certain times because sometimes rights of people are 
violated and their property is wasted when the debtor does not repay the debt. In such 
cases borrowing becomes a sin. 
Some people say that dying in insolvency with a debt over one is among those grave sins 
that are other than the more notorious than grave sins, like polytheism, adultery etc. 

FORBIDDEN TO COMPROMISE ON THE UNLAWFUL 

' ~ (9 ,, ' "'' ' ... J, ' ' 5!1 ")tl "' ' 1 !."~-~~~I Jli .;I ... ~4!ltilll L~ ~- t\j,·~ !"l., I . ~!£~ Q ~~ll ('\'<\YY') .. ..... ~o,.~oo•.r"". ' ...JII-'-M_, ... -: ~~ ":1 ":iJ -....;..' "'.T .,·J~ _, 

' , , f1 "' , , ~ f 1. \;::: , 'I I ' J( :; , "' f1 , , r"' f o 
Ul~ J.&-1 Jl ~_.;~ U:J.! ~!AJ_;.!, ,_; -...!.)~IJ l:l~ J.&-1 Jl ~_.;~ ~ 

-~JJ!J£~~1!s;:~lj.J•! 6~iljSjiS~lj~lA~IjCs~_illlljj 
2923. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Awf al-Muzami ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet 4:};~~ 
~ J said, "Reconciliation between Muslim is permitted but not that which makes 
lawful to be unlawful and the forbidden to be permissible. And, Muslims must be 
faithful to the conditions they have accepted, but not a condition that turns the 
lawful into unlawful and the unlawful into lawful."3 · 

COMMENTARY: A forbidden reconciliation can be like a man compromising with his wife 
not to have sexual intercourse with his second wife. This is not a correct reconciliation 
because he makes unlawful to himself that which is perfectly allowed. 
An example of a compromise that makes what is unlawful to be lawful is to agree to 
consume wine or pork. In this case, a person makes it lawful for himself that w~ch is 

1 Tinnidhi # 1578, Ibn Majah # 2412, Darami # 2592, Musnad Ahmad 5-276. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3342, Musnad Ahmad 4-392. 
3 Tinnidhi # 1357, Abu Dawud # 3594, Ibn Majah # 2353, Musnad Ahmad # 8792. 
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perfectly unlawful. 
Example of conditions are to assure one's wife that one would not have sexual intercourse 
with one's female slave though that is allowed. Or, a man may stipulate that he would 
marry his wife's sister while his wife is alive and their matrimonial relations are intact, 
though he makes lawful that which is clearly forbidden. 
This hadith does not seem to belong to this chapter. However, it does happen in buying 
and selling that when anyone becomes insolvent, compromise has to be made and 
condition are to be placed now and then. So this hadith is placed here. 

SECTION Ill 

2924. Sayyiduna Suwayd ibn Qays ~..111~ J narrated that he and Mukhrafah al-Abdi 
~ ~ ~J bought some clothing from Hajar and brought it to Makkah. Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~~ walked up ~o them and struck a deal for trousers. They sold 
them to him Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ then said to the man who was weighing 
things for the people against wages, "weigh and tilt the scale (to give them more 
silver coins than agre~d).t' · 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Layla ~~J narrated that from S~yyiduna Abu Hurayrah 
~J»,~ .J that the Prophet ~ J~.a~~~ bought those trousers for four dirhams. The ahadith do 
establish that he bought the trousers but do not say whether he wore them or not. 
Also he paid to the seller more than the agreed sum of money. 
This hadith, too, does not belong here. However, it is placed here to show that more than 
the agreed may be paid to the seller who may be poor. 

ALLOWED TO PAY MORE THAN DEBT PROVIDED NOT AGREED BEFORE HAND 

(.)jiJy.l oiJJ) -cj:Sijj QUii~:S~j~~-H ~~I ~(j~~ J~,?t4o-~J (Y~Yo) 
2925. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that he had a debt receivable from the 
Prophet ~J~Js.itA~ he repaid it to Jabir l,;$o.iiii~J and gave him something over it.2 

COMMENTARY: The two foregoing narrations make it clear that if anyone returns a 
demand (like debt, etc) against him, he may give something extra on his own without that 
being agreed previously. This extra is not interest which is a condition placed by the 
creditor when he extends a loan. That condition is interest and is forbidden. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1309, Abu Dawud # 3336, Nasa'i # 2592, Darimi # 2585, Musnad 4. 352. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3347, Nasa'i # 4591. 
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REPAY DEBT QUICKLY 
(J "' f$11"' " ~ _. ~ ~ ' _. 11, "' , _. ~ 
JlA ~t~9 WI ~JI_;..L::,J~ll.\1 J.D t_t\1. ~uP .JaM~~., Jli ~5 ollA~I#0£J <r~Y"\) ~ ~-~ , , ., 

(<}LlJI ol.,.;)-ll$\ilj { ~tyl!Jittj.?.~~l~lAj·:; '1'l(jJWililaJ4 jliJfll~i.li 
2926. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Rairah ~li!1~; narrated: The Prophet~ J~.iil1~ 
borrowed from me forty thousand (perhaps,· dirham). When he received abundant 
property (or receipts), he repaid (all that) to me, saying: (...s::J~J~'~Jw.ii!IJ';lf) "[may 
Allah, the exalted, bless you and your family and your property]. The reward for a 
loan is nothing but gratitude and repayment."t 

REWARD ACCRUES TO ONE WHO GIVES RESPITE 

~ ~j ~ AJ ~g &4 ~j ~ ilit ~ ;iJt J_;.!j jli jli ~ ~ ~~~ 0£ j ('1'~ YV) 

2~ _. WlJ "' _. ~"'II " 
(~I o\_,.;) -J.S~~~ r}h :J ~g ij.i-1 ~9 

2927. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.Iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.iil1~ 
~ J said, ''If anyone has a sight (like a debt) receivable from a man and he puts it off 
(giving respite to the man) then he earns a reward of sadaqah (charity) for every day 
(that he allows to the other)."2 

DEBT IS PAID FIRST OF ALL 

....,DI ~jJLi u~ I.11J ap J ~~' ~L,5~ ~;J J a-T ~tA Jli ~~\f1 if. -}' ~ 6S-J <r~.,. A) 

2~ r"'lt" r..-rz J"' '! ... (~loi.J.J)-.0,~~ ... 9~1 liq 
2928. Sayyiduna Sa' d ibn al-AtWal ~ ..\1 ~; narrated that his brother died leaving 
behind three hundred dinars and some young kids (children). He decided to put 
them for their upkeep, but Allah's Messenger ~ J~.ii11jJ instructed him to repay his 
brother's debt who was confined because of it. So, he went and did that and 
returned to confirm to Allah's l\:(essenger ~ J~.iilt~ that he had done that but only 
oRe woman remained with a claim of two dinars for which she could produce no 
proof. He said, "Give that (money demanded to her, for, she is truthful."3 

COMMENTARY: The ruler is allowed to· use his information and issue a command as the 
Prophet~ J~.iil1~ did with Sa' d ~.iil1~ ;. 
This hadith is evidence that debt repayment takes precedence over inheritance. 

MARTYRDOM ¥fER MARTYRDOM MANY TIMES WILL NOT ATONE FOR DEBT 

1 Nasa'i # 4683, Ibn Majah # 2424. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 4-442. 
3 Musnad Ahmad 4-136. 
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2929. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Abdullah ibn Jahsh I,;S. ~~ ~J said, 11We were 
sitting in the courtyard of the mosque (Masjid Nabawi) where the biers were put 
down (for salah (prayer) over them). Allah's Messenger ·~J 4# ..bl ~ was sitting 
with us. Suddenly, he raised his sight to the sky and looked. Then he lawered his 
sight, put his hand on his forehead and said (~1~) - (~1~) (Allah is without 
blemish! Allah is without blemish!) what has come down of the dreadful thing!' 
We did not say any thing that day and night and nothing but good prevailed till 
we came to morning." 
Muhammad I,;S...bi~J added, 11Then I asked Allah's. Messenger ~J~~I._,l.P, 'What is 
the dreaded that has come down?' He said, 11lt concerns debt. By Allah in whose 
hand is the soul of Muhammad if a man was slain in Allah's path and again rose up 
alive, and was slain again in Allah's path and revived again, and was slain again 
and arose alive once more, having a debt payable by him, then he would not get 
admittance to paradise till his debt was settled.'l 
This is a similar tradition is Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~..bl~ practice). 

COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that the Prophet ~J4~~~~ and his sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~iii~; did not offer the funeral salah (prayer) in the mosque. They 
offered it outside the mosque, elsewhere. 

CHAPTER-X 
PARTNERSHIP.& AGENCY 

In common parlance, shirkah is to join together. In the terminology of Shari' ah (divine 
law), it is a partnership or a contract between two (or more) people in which they are 
partners in the capital as well as in profits. - · 
There are two kinds of shirkah. Shirkatu milk (-.s:.L.a! _,.,:,)and shirkatu uqd (~a!_,.,:,). 
Shirkatu rriilk appl~es where two are more person are p~oprietors of one thfrtg. They may 
have purchased it, or it may have been presented to them as a gift (which they accept), or it 
may have been left to them be bequest (which they accept). Or, it is where two person 
acqUire jointly something that is permissible, for example, two men may hunt together and 

1 Musnad Ahmad 5-289. 
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the game will be their joint property. Or, where their separate properties of the same kind 
may be united in such a way that one is not distinguishable from the other, or where they 
unite their properties deliberately. These are examples of Shirkatu milk. 
In this kind of partnership, each partner is like a stranger with respect to the other's share. 
But, either partner is allowed to sell his own share to the other partner or to others without 
his P.artner'.s consent, excepting only in the last two cases (when their separate properties 
unite together, or when they are combined with one another deliberately). In both these 
instances, neither partner can lawfully sen· the share of the other to a third person without 
his partner's permission. . . 
Shirakatu ugd or partnership by ·contract is effected by proposal and ·consent. It is to 

· combine or unite the rights and· properties of one another. A person may say to another, "I 
make you my partner in such a property, right and transactions, meaning busjness." And, 
the other confirms, "l·~onsent." There should be no condition as defeats the basic principles 
of Shirkah like one of them stipulating that he would take.away so much money from the 
profits · of their business each month. This condition is totally against a combined 
partnership and defeats the basic principles and objectives of Shirkah. 
There are four kinds of Shirakatu uqd: 

. · (1) Shirkatu mufawidah or .partnership·by reciprocacy. 
(2) Shirkatu inan (~~),or partnership in traffi~ or in purchase and sale. 
(3) Shirkatu Sana'I (~I.M#) or shirakatu taqbil or partnership in arts & industry. 
(4) Shirakatu wujooh or partnership ·on personal credit (without. any capital) 

(l)SHIRAKATU MUFAWIDAH: Two person agree to be partners in disp.Qsal of property 
and debt as agent of one another and as guarantors of one another. However both should 
have a common religion and be equal, so there can be no partnership between a Muslim 
and a dhimmi, a slave and a free man, a minor and an adult, because both have to be equal 
status and station. 
It is necessary to expl~ the word mufawidah (equality) and its demands. It is not 
necessary for the parfners to unite or give their properties or goods at the time of the 
contract or agreement. If anyone of them buys anything, apart from the substance of his 
family, of food and clothing, then it will belong to all the partners. 
Imam Muhammad i»1 ~ J contends that shirakatu Mufawidah and Shirkatu inan can be 
correct only in such capital and property as is in the shape of prevailing currency that is 
legal tender. It is also allowed in gold and silver bars (bullions) and pieces, provided they 
are used in transactions. If anyone of the partners inherits or gets ownership in some other 
way. of such property as is valid for ~hlrakatu mufawidah, then shirkatu mufawidah 
becomes void and it will become shirakatu inan. ,However, if any of the partners inherits 
such property in which shirakatu mufawidah is not valid, like thing, piece of land, house, 
etc then shirakatu mufawidah survives. 
(2)SHIRKATU INAN: Two person enter i.Ilto partnership for a particular business, like 
trading, and both of them are at par and equal in the foregoing things, like use religion and 
sect, etc. or they are not par and equal. While this partnership make one another's agency 
necessary, if does not necessitate their guarantee of one ano~er. Of course, the partners 
while they are agents mutually may be guarantors and trUstees too but in only the affair in 
which they are partners. · 
(3)SHIRAKA TU SANA'I OR T AQBIL: Two artisans or professionals become partners on 
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condition that they would undertake work ill partnership and do it together, like tailoring, 
dyeing,·etc, and they would share the wages. If they agree to do the work equally but to 
divide their profit two third and one-third then t!Us condition is allowed whichever of the 
two gets business, both will have to do it equally and it cannot be that the one who is given 
work (by the customer) will have to do it by himself. Also, the person who gives them 
work may ask either of them to hand over the finished work and either of them may 
receive the wages from their customer who will be absolved of:his responsibility. Both the 
partners will share the .profit accruing from their work whether they both do it or either of 
them does that piece of work. 
(4)SHIRAKATU WUJOOH: Two persons who have no asset of their own agree to engage 
in business jointly by using their own influence to bring goods qn credit and sell them and 
then drive the profit between them. · 
If they agree to the conditions of Mufawidah then that would be correct but if they do not 
include the condition of mufawidah and leave it independent then it will be shirkatu inan. 
This partnership makes attorney ship necessary for goods purchased for liusiness. They 
will be attorneys of the another concerning their trade merchandise. The ratio of profit will 
be according to their share in the merchandise purchase for their trade. Any condition that 
reduces or increases profit will be void. They cannot share equally in the stock or trade 
goods and yet have different ratio of share in profits. The reason for his is that profit is 
according to ownership. Each can have the some share of profit as his share of ownership 
of goods is. Profit is deserved according to responsibility which is turn depends on the 
ownership of that which is bought. Profit will be according to ownership. . 
Partnership is not allowed wh~re they agency is defective. Examples are chopping. wood, 
cutting grass, hunting and getting water. Whichever of the two fetches water will be its 
owner. If the other helps him then he will be entitled to the customary wages. 
Wakalah or agency is to make another one's substitute in one's rights and property 
(meaning in buying and selling or transactions). It is correct when one who appoints an 
agent is the owner of what he deals in, and the agent must be knowledgeable and aware of 
that for which he is made an agent. 
A person is allowed to appoint an attorney for that thing which he himself is allowed to do. 
On the same basis, that which a person iS not allowed to do, he cannot appoint on attorney 
for that. For example, it is disallowed to appoint an attorney to transact in wine, interest or 
any other forbidden things. 
It is allowed to appoint an attorney to give or receive all kinds of rights, Similarly, it is 
allowed to appoint on attorney to get possession of one's rights. However, it is not 
permitted to ~ppoint an attorney irl matters of hudood (prescribed punishments) and qisas 
(retribution). Even if the person himself is not present, it is not proper to appoint a 
represen~v~ for such things. -
Imam Abu Hanifah li11 ~ J said that it is not allowed to appoint an agent (or attorney) to 
represent is disposing of rights without the permission of the second party. However, it is 
allowed, if the principal (who. appoints the attorney) is ill or away at a distance of three 
manzils or more. 
~d, Imam Abu Yusuf liii~J and Imam Muhammad iiii~J say that it is allowed to appoint 
~ttorne! t~ overse~ the rights e~en without the permission ~f the second party. . 
These basic information about shirkah and wakalah and· denved from the books of fiqh 
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(Islamic jurisprudence). Scholars may see those books.l 

SECTION I 

PARTNERSHIP IN BARGAIN 

Vol.3 
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2930. Sayyiduna Zuhrah ibn Ma'bad ~ ~ .J . narrated that his grandfather 
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Hisham · J.:S.All~ .J used to take him out to the market where 
he purchased grain. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~All~; and Sayyiduna Ibn Az-Zubayr 
~A~~~ J met him there often. They would request him to take them as (his) partners 
because the Prophet ~ y.,.lt- .&1 ~ had prayed for a blessing on him. So, he would 
take them as his partners. He often earned a camel-load as profit which he sent 
home. Indeed Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Hlsham ~ iia ~ .J has been taken to the 
Prophet~ J~.&1~ by his mother. He had stroked his head with his hand and had 
prayed.for a blessing on him.2 

SHARING WITH THE ANSAR BY THE MUHAJIR 
" "' ~ ..-t ! ' ~ ~ ' fl$ " ,{ ~ ~ S: " S: "' I ~ 
J.:~~JI ~ljJ..!$J ~ ~~~j ~WI~ ~j\..Ql")'l ~li Jli B~..)A ~~ 6£j (Y~Y'') 

.. J ':: .. ~it . "'" ~~ '·t,t ~~!C"~ .... ' (L5J~I oi.JJ) _t-::.19\j l-::., ~ ljlli~l ~>~r j .J_;!.I l!J ~~ Jli 

2931. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;$ .&1 ~ .J narrated that the anscu: requested the 
Prophet ~ J 4# .&! ~· "Divide the palm trees between us and our brothers (the 
muhajirs (emigrants))." He said, "No Rather, you do that upkeep for us (meaning, 
the muhajirs (emigrants)). We shall share with you the fruit" (meaning, only the 
produce not the trees). They submitted "we hear and we obey."3 

COMMENTARY: When the emigrants left their . belongings in Makkah and came to 
Madinah, the ansar (helpers, who were people of Madinah) offered to share their 
belongings with the Makkans. The ansar took upon themselves the responsibility to look 
after the muhajirs (emigrants) (emigrants). So, they are called ansar (helpers). The Prophet 
~ 1 4# Jilt .)..P had established a fraternity between the two and the ansar had made the 
muhajirs (emigrants) their partners in their properties. 
When they offered to share the palm trees too, the Prophet ~ 1~AIIj...P said to them that the 
emigrants would not be able to maintain them so they should retain them and maintain 
them and he would di~ide the fruit when it is produced. 
It is mustahab (desirable) to help fellow Muslims and to work ana behalf of them. Also, 

1 See the Hidaya (English translation) vl pp 540, Darul Isha' at Karachi. 
2 Bukhari # 2501. 
3 Bukhari # 2325. 
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Shirkah or sharing together is a correct thing.1 

AN AGENT MAY BE APPOINTED 

(~J~Ioi~J)-~i~~~ljl$:}.!.1)~~i~~~ 
2932. Sayyiduna Urwah ibn Abu Al-j~d Al-Bariqi 4:$ ~~ ~; narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4# ~~ ~ gave him one dinar to buy a sheep for him. However, he. 
bought two sheep for hi~, sold one of them for one dinar and brought to him one 
sheep and one dinar. Then,-Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»>~ invoked a blessing on 
him in his buying and se.lling. So, he prospered to the extent that if he ·had bought 
dust even tha~ would have earned him profit.2 . 

COMMENTARY: Ibn Malik A.l1~; says that it is allowed to appoint an agent to conduct 
one's business dealings as also to transact all those things for which a deputy or a 
representative may take over. · · 
If any one sells another's property without his consent, then the sale· is effected but the 
owner's permission makes it correct. This is the contentiol). of the Hanafis, but. Imain Shafi'l 
..111 ~; · said that it is absolutely disallowed to sell anything without the permission· of. its 
owner ev .. en if he gives his permission afterwords. · 

SECTION II 

ALLAH PROTECT TRUSTWORTHY PARTNERS 
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2933. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$ ~~ ~; narrated that the hadith iit a marfu form! . 
Surely, Allah, mighty and glorious .say, ''I ~ betweeJt two partners as a· third 
(watching over) till one of them doeS.not.deceive the other. When he deceives·~im, I 
g~ out from them."3 · · . · 

COMMENTARY: Till such time as partners in a venture are honest and--faithful to each 
other, Allah protects them and blesses them. They prosper and he helps them, too. ·· . · 
However when they begin to cheat and dupe each other, Allah removes the shade of His 
mercy. and blessing from them. The devil misleads them and they fall into loss. 
Partnership in dealings partic_ularly business, is mustahab (desirable). It attracts su~h. 
bles~ings as sole proprietorship does not get. As long as a person is engeaged in helping .his · . 
brother, Allah's l~elp is for him. · 

1 Thehadith (2325) in Bukhari differs both in Arabic text And· in translation (see v3 #. 2925 Darus 
Salam, Riyadh). , · : · · . 

. 2 Bukhari # 3642, Tirmidhi # 1262, Abu Dawud # 3384, Ibn Majah # 2402, Musnad Ahmad 4. 375. 
3 Abu Dawud # 3383. · .. 
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2934. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ..lu ~; narrated that the prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ said, 
"Return the trust to him who has placed. it with you. But, do not deceive one who 

· deceives you. "t ' 

COMMENTARY: If you do the same thing to one who deceives you then you· a.t:_e in the 
same class as he is -a deceiver! This excludes one who takes back his property fro01 an 
unjust person who had taken his property and denies having taken it. Imam Abu Hanifah 
.u~.&~~; said that he may take back the unjust man's property if it is of the same kind as his 
(and as much as his, the rest the must leave alone). 
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2935. Sayyiduna Jabir ~i»>~; narrated that he decided to go to Khaybar, so he met 
the Prophet ~-J4~~~~ and offered him salaam (the greeting). Then he said, 11I wish 
to go to Khaybar."He said, "when you meet my agent, take from him fifteen wasqs 
(camel-loads). If he seeks a sign from you put yoitr hand on his caller bone."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~~~~had arranged beforehand with his agent in 
Khaybar to ask for a sign from any one who came from him. It was to place hand on his 
clavicle. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~;was to take fifteen wasqs of dates from him. 

SECTION III 

BLESSING IN SHIRKAH MUQARADAH 

(~lo(j.!loi.JJ)-~~·: ::ll~~jliJ!~jJ 
' , ~~ 

2936. Sayyiduna Suhayb ~ .&1 ~; n~ate~ that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~.~ ~~ ~ said, 
11Three things contain blessing (meaning that they have much good in them): 
(1) To sell with time specified (meaning to allow the buyer time to pay) 
(2) Muqaradah (mudarabah) · 
(3) To mix wheat and barley for domestic consumption (of oneself) but not for sale."3 

COMMENTARY: Mud~uabah is that a man gives his money or property to another to do 
business and he works. When any profit is received, they divide it between them. 
Wheat and barley are mixed for domestic consumpti<;m to economise. However, this is 
disallowed for sale and is sinful. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1268,. Abu Dawud # 1535, Darimi # 1$97. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3632. 
3 Ibn Majah # 2289. 
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AN AGENT'S INITiATIVE 
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2937. Sayyiduna Haakim ibn Hlzam ~.ii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.1!'~ 
~ J sent him with a dinar to buy a sacrificial animal for him. He bought a sheep for 
one dinar and sold it for two. Then he returned and bought a sacrificial animal for 
one dinar. He came with it and with the dinar that he had saved from the other. 
Allah's Messenger ~J"#il'~ gave that dinar as sadaqah (charity) and invoked a 
blessing on him in his trading. I (See hadith # 2932) 

SOME RULINGS ON PARTNERSHIP & AGENCY 
Some basic things have been mentioned as introduction to this chapter on Shirkah and 
wakalah. Some rulings have followed in the commentaries of the ahadith. The chapter 
concludes, so we think it appropri~te to mention some more necessary issue regarding 
this subject. 

PARTNERSHIP CONCERN: The persons who constitute a partnership in a business 
concern can be of two forms. 

(1) Each partner is the proprietor or owner and absolute authority, or the absolute 
authority only. This concern works on the mutual consultation of all the partners. 
Of this form are those four kinds mentioned in the introduction to this chapter: 
Shirkatu mufawidah, shirkatu inan, shirakatu taqbil and shirkatu wujooh. 

(2) Some people combine to be partners and share holder in a business enterprise 
and they are bound by a set of laws rules and regulations. Each partner 
(shareholder) must regard himself without ownership. This form may be said 
to be like the current trading associations and joint stock companies. 

The juristic ruling in this regards is: 
1. The company should be run and its day to day affairs conducted, by one man or a 
committee of men who should be nominated from among the share-holders or from 
outside their body. 
2. None of the share holders enjoys any authority but every one of them has the right of property. 
3. All the shareholders as a single entity will be owner and authority and this single entity 
may be ·received by consensus or by a majority decision. 
4. Any of these share-hold~rs may become a servant or employee of his jointstock company. 
5. None of the share-holders can separate (from the company) but may transfer his share 
through a gift or sale. 
6. When the number of share holders becomes limited and complete and any of them 
desires to sell his share, the other share-holders will be given preference. 
7. If a share is divided through inheritance or sale, etc. then the employees and officers of 

1 Tirmidhi # 1201, Abu Dawud # 3386. 
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the company will be compelled to endure deal with the heirs and rightful owners oft his 
share either with all of them jointly or through their agent. The group of partners of such a 
share will be considered to be a single entity. 
8. The shareholders of the company will be bound to observe the rules that are drafted to 
run the company. However, it is a sin to frame a rule contrary to Shari'ah (divine law) and 
it is disallowed to obey it. 
9. All such rules and regulations that are drafted to maintain discipline and order will be 
merely of the permissible kind. They will not overrun the laws and canons of Shari' ah 
(divine law). 
10. The stipulation that the share-holders will not be responsible for a debt or loss in their 
individultl'"capa:city·will be valid only when this is announced. · 

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP: There are two reasons for winding up a partnership 
or trading or any activity conducted in the association of two people. 

(1) Both parties agree to terminate their business. 
(2) One of the two parties wishes to withdraw. He might die, lose sanity, has to 

surrender his assets so become capital-less or there is some other reason for 
withdrawal. 

In all these cases the partnership will stand dissolved and division will be effective even if 
the heirs of the dead of the insane wish to retain it. 
The juristic guidance in this regard is: 

(1) All the demands (dues) must be settled first of all. 
(2) All commitments must be honoured. 
(3) The rights should be disbursed as though valuable property. 
(4) The outstandings would be disbursed according to share of every shareholder 

as and when received and each shareholder will be considered to be the agent 
of the other and continue to demand and obtain (the outstandings). 

(5) In case of the second reason for winding up two things must necessary 
observed: (a) the withdrawing party or his representative (heir, etc) will not be 
absolved of responsibilities, and (b) he will have no claim or right on the assets 
like property, goodwill, etc. 

(6) The dissolution will have no effect no other companies apart from the 
rrescribed law or ruler's directives because it is not concerned with any 
individual's death, insanity, etc. 

DIVIDING AFTER DISSOLUTION: When the partnership dissolves and the assets, etc 
are disbursed to the outgoing partners or shareholders, these factors must be observed: 
1. Allowance must be made for the demand on the company to be paid and the contracts 
must be honoured. 
2. The rights and valuables must be evaluated. In case of dispute, it is permitted by Shari'ah 
(divine law) to decide by ballot. 
3. The retiring party is not entitled to rights anymore but is not absolved of responsibility. 
4. Demands of the company on others will remain as heretofore and will be distributed 
according to share as and when received. 

RULES ABOUT AGENCY 
(1) The agent and the principal must not be insane, minor, slave or confined. 
(2) It is not allowed to appoint an agent for that which one does not own. Like 
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gathering grass or chopping wood from somewhere, fetching water or pearls from a river 
or collecting charity. 
(3) It is allowed to an agent to work free, or ask for remuneration, or share in profits. 
(4) In such actions in which, the agent may represent both himself and his principal, 
he is like the real person and can be plaintiff or defendant as in buying and selling. On the 
other h and, when he cannot represent himself, he has no concern with the rights of 
contract, like marriage, divorce. 
(5) An agent cannot use authority as of the owner for his personal. e!lds because he is 
only a trustee. 
(6) The principal may dismiss his agent before he begins work or does something. 
Once the agent begin to take any action, he has no right but to accept and approve the 
works done by the agent. 
(7) The agent is within his rights to hand over what ever he has brought for his principal 
only after receiving payment for it, but he cannot take it back after handing it over. 
(8) As long as the agent does not withhold what he has brought, he is a trustee, but 
once he withholds it, he is a guarantor. 
(9) An agent is not allowed to use the authority vested in him for his own needs. 

MISCELLANEOUS RULINGS 
1. If Zayd sends his servant to buy something from a shop and he purchases it on 
credit, the shopkeeper cannot demand payment from Zayd. He can ask the servant for it 
and he will ask Zayd for it if he has not paid him already. Similarly, if Zayd's servant sells 
for him something then he cannot demand payment from the purchaser who will pay to 
him from whom he has received it, But, if the buyer pays the money to Zayd of his own 
accord then it is allowed and if he does not pay him, Zayd cannot demand it, nor compel 
him. 
2. If Zayd instructs his servant to buy for him one kilogram of wheat and he brings 
one and a half kilogram then Zayd is not bound to take the extra half kilogram. If he does 
not take it, the servant will have to keep it. 
3. If an agent is instructed to buy something specific (like the goat belonging to so
and-so) then he cannot buy that for himself at the price given to him. However, it is 
allowed to him if he buys it for more than the price at which his principal had instructed 
him to buy. If the principal had mentioned no price beyond instructing hitri to buy the 
goat, then the agent is not allowed to buy it at all. 
4. The agent bought a go~t for Zayd but before he could give it to him, the goat died or 
was stolen, zayd will have to bear the coast of the goat. If Zayd alleges that his agent had 
bought it for himself, not for Zayd, then his word will not believed, provided Zayd had paid 
the agent for it beforehand. If Zayd had not paid him in advance and Zayd says on oath that 
his agent had bought it for himself then zayd will be believed and the agent will have to bear 
the loss of the goat. If Zayd does not say on oath then the agent will be believed. 
5. If Zayd' s servant buys for Zayd something at a higher price and there is not much 
of a difference, then Zayd will have to take it and pay for it. But, if the difference is much 
and no one would buy it at that high price then it is not wajib (obligatory) for Zayd to take it. 
If Zayd does not take it, the servant will be responsible for it. 
6. If Zayd gives something to Bakr to sell then it is not allowed to Bakr to buy it 
himself and pay its price to Zayd similarly, if Zayd asks Bakr to buy something for him 
then Bakr is not allowed to give Zayd what he has with him and get from him its price. 
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These may be done, however, if Zayd is told by Bakr explicitly that he takes that thing and 
he may give it to him, or Zayd may take what he has, but it is disallowed to do so without 
informing him. 
7. If Zayd had sent his servant to bring for him goat's meat but he gets him beef then 
Zayd may or may .not take it. Or if he sent him to bring potatoes but he gets onion, Zayd is 
at liberty to refuse to take that. If Zayd refuses to take it, his servant will have to keep it. 
8. If Zayd sends two men to buy something for him from the market, then it is 
necessary for both of them to be present at the time of b':lying. It is not allowed for only one 
to buy the thing and if only one of them buys it, the transaction will be suspended, unless 
Zayd accepts the purchase by only one man. 
9. If Zayd asks someone to buy for him something from the market and he deputes 
another person to buy it for him, then it Is not wajib (obligatory) for Zyad to take that thing. 
He has option to take it or refuse to take it. If that (Zayd's) man buys it himself then Zayd 
will have to take the thing. 

DISMISSING THE AGENT 
The agent may be dismissed any time before he .discharge the responsibility assigned to 
him. For instance, Zayd asked someone to buy for him a goat, but soon reversed his 
decision and asked him not to buy it. If he buys it in spite of that, then Zayd need not keep 
that goat. But, if he had bought the animal before Zayd asked him not to buy then it is wajib 
(obligatory) for Zayd to take the goat from him, and pay him for that. 
If Zayd does not forbid him directly but writes to him a ·letter to the effect or sends that 
message to him through someone, then too he is no more Zayd' s agent. 
If Zayd does not inform him but another man tells him that Zayd has removed him then 
this will be deemed to be a reliable information if that man is trustworthy and an adherent 
of Shari'ah (divine law), or if two men give him this information, and the agent will have 
been displaced. If it is not so, then the agent will continue to be in his assignment and if he 
has bought the goat, Zayd will have to keep it. 

CHAPTER-XI 
UNJUST & COMPULSORY APPROPRIATION AND 
ASSIGNING SOMETHING TO ANOTHER 

Ghasab (~)is to 'snatch', In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law) it is to appropriate 
someone' s property unjustly and coercion, as distinct from stealing. The person who does it 
is Ghasib. The thing that is taken away unjustly is rna' sub ( y .J-A-) whatever it be. 
Aariyyah (~;l") is what is taken by request. In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law) it is 
to make another the recipient of one's profit without seeking a return for it. 

SECTION I Jjitj.bfri 

PUNISHMENT TO THE U~JUST SNATCHER 

(~·~)-'", • .J,T~.r...o~l::all ..,,,..Ai.,r~J. 
.. v---- ~ ,. '-'""""" .. , ~J-l ~ 

2938. Sayyiduna Sa' eed ibn Zayd ~.&~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4::Js...lll~ 
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said, 111£ anyone takes a span of land unjustly, then, on the day of resurrection, as 
much earth taken from the seven earths will be put round his neck."1 

COMMENTARY: Apart from a social evil, to take away anything belonging to another 
unjustly is a severe crime in the eyes of Shari' ah (divine law) and so a grave sin. This is an 
example of the punishment Islam aware to those who usurp even so much as a span of 
land. Not merely that earth, but seven such will be garlanded round his neck (we seek 
refuge in Allah.) 
Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~ J ~ .iis1 jJ practice) explains the hadith thus: On the day of 
resurrection, Allah will cause him to be swallowed by the earth and the piece of the land 
that he had usurped would squeeze his neck as a garland on it. 

MILK AN ANIMAL WITH OWNER'S PERMISSION 

~~QJj\ 11_1,,.~ _.{lbLokl ~.~\~~ .. ~ ... ~~dH t~JJIJ' :r 'JJ .. liJ'li d,·.3\.·.£~(r~r~) 
• ;iir4" • "" "'--1 .. --;, 't'.r, .. , u:---: ~-" ,.. ~, ~ ...r-- ...,-. '-:J' J 

0J..-o oi.J.;) -~~~ 
2939. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~_,narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.ys.~'jJ said, 
"Let no one milk another man's animal without his permission. Would one of you 
like that his storeroom should be intruded into and his provision taken away? It is 
only for them that the udders of their animals preserve their food."2 

COMMENTARY: The hadith says: "Do not keep your eyes on other's property with evil intention" 
Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~'jJ practice) quotes most of the ulama (Scholars) to say 
that only when one is compelled by hunger may be milk another's animal but only enough 
to help at that moment. Then he must pay for it promptly but if he has not the money at the 
time then later. 

A JEALOUS MOTHER 

~ ~ •"" , ., ;I ,_ ' "' , 

(lS.;~I oi.J.;)-~_rS ~I·: :JQSJ_;..!-~1·::. ~lj li/-05-· .Q~~ ~IJ!~:~.:JI 

29~0. Sayyiduna Anas """~'~..>narrated that the Prophet ~J4~.iis'~ was with one of 
his wives """~' ~ ..> (Sayyidah Ayshah) """~~ ~ ;, when another of the mothers of the 
faithful (Sayyidah Zaynab """~~ ~ ..> or Sayyidah Safiyah """~' ~ _, or Sayyidah Umm 
Salamah ~.iii'~;) sent a bowl in which was some food. She in whose house was the 

1 Bukhari # 3198, Muslim# 140.1610, Tirmidhi # 1422, Darimi # 2606, Musnad Ahmad 1-187. 
2 Bukhari # 2435, Muslim # 13-1226, Abu Dawud # 2623, Ibn Majah # 2303, Muwattaa Maalik 17 
(Ista'zan) 
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Prophet ~ y.~lJJtj.-P struck the servant's hand (in such a way) that the bowl fell and 
broke into pieces. The prophet ~ J ...,.u:. ~ j.-P picked up the pieces of the bowl and 
collect ed the food it had contained into it. He said, 11Your mother is envious." He 
made the servant wait till another bowl was presented by her in whose house he 
was. He gave the sound bowl to her whose bowl had been broken and retained the 
broken one in the house of the one who had broken it.t 

COMMENTARY: The servant was the female slave who worked with Sayyidah Ayshash \f~~~J· 
The Prophet ~J~.b'j.-P showed extreme forbearance and Humbleness and he was very, 
kind and loving to his wives # .li1 ~J· Also, he displayed much respect to Allah's 
blessing of food. 
The Prophet ~ J ...,.u:.iJJ• ~ made it sure that people did not think of the work of Sayyidah 
Ayshah 1~.bt~ J as bad. He reminded them that any woman may envy a co-wife, that being 
human nature. 
The hadith finds place in thus chapter because the bowl was broken intentionally. This is a 
kind of compulsory appropriation through it was for a different reason. Also, the food was 
sent as a gift b~t the bowl in which it was sent an_aariyyah. 

FORBIDDEN TO PLUNDER 
J , *" t ~ *' t 

(·~.;l>..Jiol J)-J\1!}1~~"-6-~\I.·._C _j;Al\.-\ ".~~ilil \~'" 1Jiu£..l3'~~J.ll~~~('fC\t\) 
\.01 • .J , ....~,.. ~~ ~-il,.,.. ~g:, , ~ .. ,, ,. J 

2941. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Y azid ""iJJ, ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ j.-P 

forbade plundering and mutilation.2 

COMMENTARY: It is forbidden to plunder anyone's property Muslim or non Muslim. It 
violates right of fellowmen and creates chaos and disorder in society. 
Mutilation is to cut off limbs of the body. Shari'ah (divine law) has forbidden it. It amounts 
to spoiling Allah's creation. 

STEALING FROM PILGRIMS 

~IJ.:,I..rl!~~_.;~~j~rlJI~;i.JIJ..;.!J~Ou'; 1 '1~SJijli-~t4-~J('fC\tr) 
' "' ,, , ,;1!. , , ~-:' , .!, ' ~ 

~I,:.,.;~ lij J_:;.4ili 91 ~ ~J~ 9tAS"J .~.; ~l!l ~ ~9 _;.L::,j ~WI j..Q ~I Jj-!5 

1 Bukhari # 5225, Nasa'i # 3955, Musnad Ahmad 3-263. 
2 Bukhari # 2474. 
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2942. Sayyiduna J abir ~ ,&, ~ J narrated that the sun was eclipsed in the time of 
Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ on the day Ibrahim, his son, died. He offered salah 
(prayer) leading the people through six ruku (bowings) and four sajdah 
(prostrations),t and finished (the salah (prayer)) as the sun emerged from the 
eclipse. Then he said, "All that you have been promised (of paradise and hell), I 
have seen during this salah (prayer) of mine. Hell was brought (before me). That 
was when you saw me move back lest some of its heat cover me. I saw in it the 
one with the etched stick (Amr ibn Luhayy) drag his intestines in the fire. He stole 
(the things) of the pilgrims with his etched stick. If he was detected, he would say 
'If entangled to my stick by itself, "If he was not seen, he went off with it. I saw 
too the woman owner of the cat which she had tied up. She neither fed it nor 
allowed it to go and eat the insects on the earth till it died of hunger. Then 
paradise was brought (before me). That was when you saw me lean forward. Then 
I stood still in my place and stretched out my hand that I might pick some of its 
fruit and you might see it. But, it dawned on me that I should not do it (So that 
your belief in the unseen may not falter)."2 

COMMENTARY: We lean from this hadith: 
(i) Paradise and hell are in existence. 
(ii) It is sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.&i~ practice) to move away from the place.where 

punishment is being given and destruction is likely. 
(iii) Some people are already being punished in hell. 
(iv) A slight movement in salah (prayer) (or action) does not make salah (prayer) 

invalid. The Prophet ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~ leaned forward and drew back on seeing 
paradise and hell during the salah (prayer). 

MAY BORROW AN ANIMAL 

II! , 't , "" ., ,, "( , , , "" 
<~~r-1~&U4J.....uJJcr&, ~l.)lA Jlif4.J L:li ~...;.9yJ 1~,j1 ~ J~~ol ~ 

~ ~ 

2943. Sayyiduna Qatadah ~.&~~ J narrated that he heard Sayyiduna Anas ~.&1~ J say 
that (once) fear griped Madinah. So, the Prophet ~J~.&~~ borrowed a horse called 
al-Mundub (lazy) from Sayyiduna Abu Talhah ~ .&1 ~ J• He rode it. When he 
returned, he said, "I found nothing (of alarm). I found, however, that the horse 
could run as swiftly as a river."3 

COMMENTARY: It is allowed to borrow an animal from someone and to name an animal. 
It is also allowed to name equipment of war. 

SECTION II LJ!tiuj..arti 

BARREN LAND BELONGS TO HIM WHO MAKES IT FERTILE 

1 In two raka'at, he made three bowing and two prostrations in each, making them six and four. 
2 Muslim.# 10. 904, Musnad Ahmad 3-318. 
3 Bukhari # 2627, Muslim# 49-2307, Abu Dawud # 4988, Tirmidhi # 1691, Musnad Ahmad 3. 171. 
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2944. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Zayd ~.&'~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J4~.&,~ said, 
''If anyone revives a dead land (meaning,. cultivate an infertile land) then it belongs 
to him, but if anyone wrongfully plants (a tree) on a land already cultivated then he 
gets no right on it."t 
2945. Sayyiduna Urwah ~.&~~ .J narrated that it in a mursal form.2 

COMMENTARY: The person who revives an infertile, barren land owns it if it is not 
already a Muslim's property nor is it an amenity plot in a city or a village for animals, to 
stack and pile hay, etc. for washroom, or for any common good. Imam Abu Hanifah ii1~ .J 
holds that permission of the government is essential. Imam Shafi'I .&1~ .J, Imam Ahmad ~ .J 
.111 and of the Hanafis Imam Abu Yusuf i»1 ~ .J and Imam Muhammad ~~ ~ .J - all say that 
permission is not necessary. Their arguments may be seen in books of fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence). . 
If anyone plants or cultivates another person's fertile land then he does not become its 
owner because of that. 

PROPERTY OF OTHER PEOPLE 

~~ ~~ IJ!ll!1 ~ ~t~J ~dJ1 ~ ,il1 j_;..!; jli jli ~ 6£ ~li.;J1 S~ q\6£ j (r~t "\) 

-\.5~~~ J~Jiill., -....;.J~JYI ·:. '{·d~&::il :IJJ -~ ~~lt:. :~;~!~I ju 
2946. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah Ar-Raqashi .1!1 4~ .J narrated on the authority of his 
paternal tittcle that Allah~s Messenger ~"" J4:1~.1!1~.p said, 11Do not oppress cmyone. And, 
know! The property of another is not lawful unless it is with his willingness."3 

PLUNDERER IS UNWORTHY OF ISLAMIC FRATERNITY 
• "" .. • .. "" "" "" c: '"" ' .. ~ ' ' ~j~~J·: -:f- ':lj~'J JliAll~j~illl~~llf~~.....!..JI~6£j(Y~tV) 

"" ~ 

(LS.l.o j:.ll o\_,..>) -~~i~ < 6'H~ j_..,~yl 
2947. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.111~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ 
said, 11There is no jalaba, no janaba and no Shighar in Islam and he who plunders 
is not one of us."4 

EXPLANATION: Jalab and Janab may refer to racing or to sadaqah (charity). Jalab is that 
one man runs after a horse urging it forward in a race between two horses. Janab is to keep 
a spare horse along in case the one that is ridden get tired it may be replaced. 
Or, j£ it is sadaqah (charity), jalaba is that the collector should encamp outside habitation 
and not go to the people. He must send a messenger to the inhabitants to say that whoever 
is liable to pay zakah (Annual due charity) must b:.;ing his zakah (Annual due charity) to 

1 Tirmidhi # 1383, Abu Dawud # 3078. 
2 Muwatta Maalik # 26 (al-Aqdiyah). 
3 Musnad Ahmad 5-72, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab al Eeman, Daraqutni in al-Mujtaba. 
4 Tirmidhi # 1126, Abu Dawud # 2581, Nasa'i # 3832, Musnad Ahmad 4. 439. 
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him outside the city or village limits. 
Janab, in this case, is that the payer takes away his property to a distance from his house 
and informs the zakah (Annual due charity) collector get his zakah (Annual due charity) 
from him at that place. 
This has been mentioned previously in the Book of Zakah (Annual due charity). (see hadith 
# 1785) The two things, jalab and janab are disallowed here too whether they mean racing 
or sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due charity)). 
Shighar is that a man marries his sister or daughter to someone without fixing a dower but 
on condition that the dower would be that the other man marry his sister or daughter to 
him. The hadith declares this kind of reciprocal marriage as contrary to Islam. Most u lama 
say that such a contract is void. Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1 ~ J and Sufyan .1!1 ~ J say that this 
marriage is correct, but mahr mithal (proper dower) is wajib (obligatory). Moreover anyone 
who does it is a sinner, so it should not be done. 

DO NOT TAKE AWAY ANOTHER'S THING JOKINGLY 

~'}~\~_;Sk\ir~'Jjli~J~dJI~~Iif~l~~~~~WiifJ<Y~tA) 
# - ... 

-~~~~ ~JI61 'G_; 'G:)~\:s~\ 'G&.io,~tl :1 'Gj -4!.11 (j,~l.:!'\i~l~lli}.~~ IS~ • .... ...r- "" .. .J_,.J '.J Ji-' .,-;..J)-1 ...; , .. , '.J ....... , .. , ~ • 

2948. Sayyiduna Sa'ib ibn Y azid .1!1~ J narrated on the authority of his father that the 
Prophet ~ J~..1!1~ said, ''Let none of you take away a staff of his brother in jest to 
keep it with himself. He who takes his brother's staff must return it to him."1 

COMMENTARY: m this hadith, Staff is mentioned by way of example to show that even 
such little things should not be taken away from anyone. 

STOLEN PROPERTY IF DISCOVERED, TAKE IT BACK 

(~WJ I.J Jjb Y.I.J -4> I o I.JJ) -.ll£~ 0A ~I 
2949. Sayyiduna Samurah 4JS. .&! ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~"" J 4# .a~~ said, 11He 
who find his property, exactly his, has perfect right to it. (and to take it back). The 
buyer must pursue the person who had sold it to him."2 

COMMENTARY: If anyone finds his own thing that was lost or snatched from him, then he 
has every right to take it back from whoso has it. This person may then demand his money 
from the one who had sold it to him. 

RETURN WHAT YOU TAKE 
, t ,,, , .,, .... , ' ; ~ ' ' 

( 4lo~I.J.lJb y,I.J lS.l.a pi oi.JJ) -C5~jj Js.. ~~llAS I~ Jl! _;..L::,j ~~ill\ J..D ~l.ll if~~ j (Y~ o • ) 

2950. Sayyiduna Samurah 4JS. .1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J "'# .1!1 ~ said, "The 
hand is responsible for what it takes till it returns it."3 

COMMENTARY: It is wajib (obligatory) to return to the owner what is snatched from him 
even if he does not demand it. What is borrowed must be returned to the owner when it 

1 Tirmidhi # 2167, Abu Dawud # 5003, Musnad Ahmad 4-221. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3531, Nasa'i # 461, Musnad Ahmad 5-13. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1270, Abu Dawud # 3561, Ibn Majah # 2400, Darimi # 2596, Musnad Ahmad 5-8. 
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becomes returnable at the expiry of the period of borrowing. What is placed with anyone as 
a trust must be returned when it is demanded though it is not wajib (obligatonJ) to return it 
before demand. 

DAMAGE TO PLANTS BY SOMEONE'S ANIMAL 

(~lo (X I .J JjiJ >! I.J t.!JJ lo o I.J.J) _l &1 :.1 ~ 
2951. Sayyiduna Haraam ibn Sa' d ibn Muhayyisah 4o$o.1!1~ J narrated that a she camel 
of Sayyiduna Bar a ibn Azib 4o$o .1!1 ~ J went into a garden and caused some damage. 
Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ passed judgement that the owners of the garden are 
responsible to guard it during the day, and that if the animals cause any damage 
during the night, the responsibility rests on their owners.1 

COMMENTARY: The owner of the animal must pay dan1age for his animal's intrusion and· 
mischief in the garden during the night. As for day time, the garden must be ·looked after 
by its owner and the animal's entry prevented. In spite of that, if the animal's owner is with 
it in the day time then he will be· responsible for his animals -doings whether it causes loss 
with its legs or with its month. 
This is what Imam Maalik .1!1~J and Imam Shafi'I .11'"-~.J hold. The Hanafi's contention is 
that if-the animal's owner is not with it then damages are not on him whether it is during 
day or during night. 

(! G'i ""' , .. , ""' ' .. 1 ' G'i .... , ,. 
(Jjby.loi..,J) -Jl:;4.-JlPI Jlij Jl:;4.-~J-I Jli_;..l..:,j~illl ~ &JJI ....i.JIS~~t.}lt!,S-j (Y~o'O 

2952. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4o$o .1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said, 
'!The treading on (something) of the foot is forgiven." And, he said, 11Burning of the 
fire is forgiven."2 · 

COMMENTARY: No demand is made on an animal's owner if it crushes and, ruins 
something with its feet provided he is not with it at that time. 
If anyone kindles fire for his need with no intention to hurt anyone and a spark of fire 
lands on another's property burning it down then he is not responsible in any way 

· provided it is not breezy at that time. However, it he kindles the fire when the wind blows 
and causes it to spared then he will be made to pay damages. 

MILK OF ANOTHER'S ANIMAL 

1 Abu Dawud # 3569, Ibn Majah # 2332, Muwatta Maalik # 37 (Al-Aqdiyah), Musnad Ahmad 5-436. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4592, Ibn Majah # 2676. 
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2953. Sayyiduna Hasan lb1"~; narrated on the authority of Sayyiduna Samurah "~lb1~; 
that the Propltet ~ J "~ lb1 jJ said, 11When one Qf you comes upon (milk yielding) 
animals and their owner is present there, he must get his permission (to drink their 
milk). And, if he is not there, then he must call three times and if anyone responds, he 
must get his permission. H no response is had, then he may draw some milk (only to 
quench his thirst for it) and drin:k it, but he must not carry any milk (with him)."1 

COMMENTARY: This hadith applies to one who is in dire need of some food. 

FRUIT FROM ANOTHER'S GARDEN 

,. -: 9 I-: • ' . "' I J"'r'! :: r .. ',I ' . "' I -~?-C-3~ ..u.~..\..o~rt l.l5 .... ~\.A (.X .J"' ~..\..o~rt 
• .. 4' _ _, ,;J>J i.J • ,;.,.J>J 

2954. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar "'j;oi»l~; narrated that the Prophet l"l""'J"~j;olb'~ said, 11He who 
goes into (someone's) garden may eat (its fruit), but not take anything in_his clofhing."2 

COMMENTARY: This is not a permission for everyone to eat from other people's property. 
Rather, like the previous hadith it gives permission to anyone driven by. hunger and 
compulsion. Or, it applies to garden where it is not necessary to get the owner's permission. 

BORROWED THINGS ARE RETURNABLE 

(Jj!J_y.l oi.JJ) _!J J.!.-!4 ~.;~J.; jli { !;..~ ~ (~ ~~ jlii 
2955. Sayyiduna Umayyah ibn Safwan "~lb~~; said that his father (Safwan who had 
not embraced Islam when this took place) narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ jJ 
borrowed from him (several) coats of nail on the day of Hunayn. He asked, '0 
Muhammad, do you take them by force?" He said, 11Rather, I borrow them on 
assura_nce of returning them."3 

COMMENTARY: At the time of the Battle of Hunayn, Safwan had not embraced Islam. So 
he put that question in a rude manner. Later, he become a Muslim~~~~;. 
Sayyiduna Shurayh, Nakh' ee, Sufyan Thawri, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~; say that whatever 
is borrowed is a trust with the borrower. If it is wasted or damaged then it is not wajib 
(obligatory) to replace it. But if the borrower is negligent and he is responsible for wasting it 
deliberately then it is wajib (obligatory) on him to replace that thing. However, Sayyiduna 
Ibn Abbas ~lb'~;-Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lb~~J Imam Shafi'I ~~~J and Imam Ahmad 
lb1 ~ J hold that it is wajib (obligatory) on the borrower to pay the price of what he l\ad 
borrowed and is damage (while in his possession). This is why they translate the word 
{ll_,..A.t) ( ... returning them) as 'will be replaced.' 

WA]IB (OBLIGATORY) TO RETURN WHAT IS BORROWED 

1 Abu Dawud # 2619, Tirmidhi # 1300. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1291, Ibn Majah # 2301. 
3 Abu Dawud # 3562, Musnad Ahmad 6-465. 
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{Jjb .J':'l.J (.SlA .)31 ol.JJ) -J.JI1 ~Jlj ~6:lillj 
2956. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.&~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~ 
~J~.&1 say, "what is borrowed must be repaid, a minhah must be returned, a debt 
must be cleared and the guarantor is responsible."1 

FRUIT THAT DROPS FROM TREES 
"" .:. ;: ' /"" , ,.,,. "' "", 1: "" '"f • f • 

~Wl~&lJlq(jli.Jl..Ai~lJ.S~J\ t,g~,! !) Jli~.J~~~.J_r~~!lj~j (Y~oV) 

Jlii:dJ~ _;j '.&li ,.\ d to; "'l!,JJ~~i JtiJt ,!. 1i~t ~;J .;..!...!~ ~ Jlii~j 
(~La 1)-!l.J J_Jb.J':'l.J (.SlA _;Ul oi..,J) -~ ,Y,rJ.4L, 

2957. Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn. Amr al Ghifari .&1~ J narrated that when he was a boy he 
threw stones at palm trees b_elonging to the ansar. He was (caught by them and) 
taken to the Prophet ~ J~.rll~~ who asked, "0 boy, why do you throw stones at the 
palm. ~rees?" He said, ''To eat something (that diops)." He said, "Do not throw 
stones. But, eat what falls down (the trees)." Then he stroked his head and prayed. 
"0 Allah, satiate his belly."2 

COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi .&1~ J said that if Sayyiduna Rafi was pressed by hunger, 
the prophet ~ J~.&~~ would not have forbidden him to pluck fruit from the trees . 

., .:. "" ,~ • , ., ., J. f 

JWWl$-l!.- r ,1~\'--ll:i'~~lA Q ~~_u.._;s\-: "',~ 
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We shall mention the hadith of Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb ~.&~~J in the chapter of al
Luqtah (iJUJJI) - finds, insha Allah Ta' ala (hadith # 3036). 

SECTION III 

WRONG APPROPRIATION OF PIECE OF LAN:O 

(' ~Jl>.J\ oJ AJ) _.-:.L;jl ~Jl ~{:,Qj\__; ~d.J~ \.;iJ' • J ......,..-7 ,, .. , ,.,... ,, , 
2958. Sayyiduna Saalim .iii~ J narrated on the authority of his father that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 ~ said, "If a1.1yone takes any land (belonging to some others) · 
without possessing a right (over it) then he will be swallowed up seven earths deep 
on the day of resurrection."3 
(see hadith 2938) 

.. ., , "' ., ., ., , , !. ;: .. .:. ' .:. ., ., t:. "'"', \z..:: 
I&;&~ L..;j\ ~l&4J~_;J..:;,j~Wl ~;ill Jj.!J ~ JliSj.o~~~j (Y~o~) 

1 Tirmidhi # 1269, Abu Dawud # 3565_, Ibn Majah # 2398, Musnad Ahjmad 5-267. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1292, Abu Dawud # 2622, Ibn Majah # 2299, Musnad Ahmad 6-31. 
3 Bukhari # 2454, Musnad Ahmad 2-99. 
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2959. Sayyiduna Ya'la ibn Murrah ~.1a~~ J said that he heard Allah's Messenger .1aiJ..I' 
~ J 4# say. 11If anyone takes any land to which he has no right then he will be 
charged on the day of gathering with carrying (all) its earth (on his head)."1 

COMMENTARY: Different kinds of punishment are mentioned for people who appropriate 
land of anyone else unjustly. We have seen the hadith # 2938 earlier and two traditions (# 
2958 and 2959) here. Another(# 2960) follows. 
Different wrongdoers will get punishment of a different kind. 

~ A"' "- \ " "' "" , I. :c .... ~ :c ~ " "' 
!tlJI ~ uP.J~I ~ ~~~ ~j ~jl J~~j ~ llil ~ ;lll Jj.!J ~'~ J~ A!~j (Y4\\•) 

ill 

· ' I t _f (; I " ,, I "' , ' ' 

(~I oi.J.J)-~l!ll ~~JS-~~L.~~Jl:U ~Js~.JI ~~~~~~JS-A~~IJ.?...J.j£ 
2960. Sayyiduna Ya'la ibn Murrab ~..111~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 
~ J ~ ..111 ~ say, "If anyone takes a span of land unjustly then Allah, MightY and 
Glorious, will impose on him the task of digging it till he comes to the end of seven 
earths. Then He will get it tied round his neck (leaving him in this manner) till the 
day of resurrection when the people have gone through judgement."2 

CHAPTER - XII 
ASH SHUF' AH RIGHT OF PRE-EMPTION 

Ash-Shuf'ah is derived from Shafa (~)which is 'to complement, join, double, couple.' In 
the terminology of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) it means 'neighbourhood or sharing.' This 
gives right to a neighbour or partner to buy the land or house of his neighbour or partner 
that is being sold and it is an exclusive right. This right is further specific with land or 
house. The person who enjoys this right is called shafi (~) (one possessing the right of 
premption). This right is called Shu£' ah because this specific right joins the land or house 
being sold to the land or house of the shafi. 
Imam Shafi'I ..111 ~ J Imam Maalik .1at ~ .J and Imam Ahmad .ill~ J hold that the right of 
Shuf'ah is available only to a partner. It is not allowed to the neighbour. Imam Abu 
Hanifah .&1~ J said that like a partner, a neighbour too is entitled to this right. 
A sound tradition affirms that Imam Ahmad .1at ~ .J too subscribes to this contention. 
Ahadith are narrated establishing the right of Shu£' ah for the neighbour and they are of the 
rank of sahih. In the light of that, it is meaningless to deny the right of shit£' ah to the 
neighbour. 
According to the Hanafis, there are three ranks of Shafi': 

(1) (~'~'j~) meaning that many people are partners in the ownership of the 
house that is being sold. They may all have inherited the house. Or, they may 
have all bought it jointly. Or, someone may have given it to all of them jointly 
as a gift. 

(2) (~'~j~) meaning that they are not partners in the ownership of the house 
or land that is being, sold. Rather, they are partners in the rights to this land or 

1 Musnad Ahmad 4-172. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 4-173. 
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house, like the right to come to it and to go out of it, the right to draw water 
from it and the right to irrigate its fields through channels. Etc. 

(3) (J\:1:) meaning the neighbour whose house adjoins the house that is being sold. 
The walls of these two houses are attached (or common) and their doors have a 
common path. 

There can be no other shafi' apart from these three. Therefore, the right of Shuf' ah is 
deserved first of all by the person who is a partner in the ownership of the house or land 
that is being sold. If he is there, then the right will be available neither to the partner in 
rights nor to the neighbour. If this partner withdraws from the right of Shuf'ah, then this 
right of pre-emption will go to him who is a partner in rights. If he too chooses to 
withdraw, then the right of Shu£' ah will belong to the neighbour. If this person also 
abandons his right, then no one else has the right of Shu£' ah. 

SECTION I jj'J1jJaiii 

. RIGHT OF SHUF' AH ONLY FOR PARTNER OR NEIGHBOUR TOO 

J af C: "' ~ "' "''- • l & ' "' ~ t~ ' C: "' C: ' !j~l ~j 1l}9_; 'n1>lU c} ~ ~;;a•t~_;..L::,j.~WI ~ ~~ ~ Jli-/t4-~ (Y~'') 

(I.S.Jl>..:J \ 0 \_J.)) _;i 'i ~. ~i J..¢.\1 ~..rb j 
2961. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ gave a ruling that 
the right of pre-emption to neighbouring property applied to everything that is 
undivided. However, when boundaries are defined and separate 'roads curved out, 
no option available. (No one has the right of Shu£' ah.)l 

COMMENTARY: When a land or house has many joint owners, each of them as a partner 
has a right or Shufah till so long as the land or. house is not divided among them. If the 
partners have divided it and defined everyone's portion with a separate path to each 
portion, then none of them enjoys the right of shuf' ah. In this sense, this hadith is evidence 
that only partners own this right but not neighbours. This is with what Imam Shafi'I ~~ J 

abides. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J holds that the neighbour also enjoys the right of shuf'ah and he 
cites other ahadith and he interprets this hadith to mean that shu£' ah for the partners lapses 
after the division of the land or house. So if this meaning is taken of the hadith then it does 
not imply denial of the neighbours right of shu£' ah. 

SHUF' AH ONLY APPLIES TO HOUSE AND LAND 

0J-o 0 ,.,.) ) -f-t 
2962. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J4#.1l1~ gave a ruling 
that the right to pre-emption applied to all that is shared, be it a house or a garden, 
as long as it is undivided. It is not lawful (to any of the partners of such jointly 

1 Bukhari # 2213, Abu Dawud # 3513, Tirmidhi # 1370, Ibn Majah # 2499, Musnad Ahmad 3-399. 
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shared land) to sell his share before informing his partner. Then he may take it or 
leave it as he choose. If, however, he sells without informing his partner, tlten he 
(the partner) is most rightful to it (to buy the portion sold)."1 

COMMENTARY: This hadith make it clear that the right to Shufah applies only to 
immovable property. Besides, it is not restricted only to Muslim, but may be concluded 
between a Muslim and a dhimmi. 
It is also clear that if a partner of land or house jointly owner wished to sell his share then at 
the time of selling, he must inform his partner(s) so that he might buy it if he wishes to buy. 
If he does not inform then the partner has the right to acquire the portion through Shuf' ah. 

NEIGHBOUR HAS A RIGHT TO SHUF' AH 

(~.;~1 oi.JJ) -~:.a';~ IJ~I~j ~AiJ1 J..c,,L1 j_;.!J jli jti ~~1Jql0£ j (Y'\\r) 

2963. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi ~ill'~ J said that Allah's Messenger ~ J~i»'~ said, 11The 
neighbour enjoys .more right because of his nearness."2 

COMMENTARY: The neighbour has more right to Shuf' ah if he is near and adjacent. 
This hadith is evidence that the right of Shuf'ah is not only for a partner. It also is for 
a neighbour. 

RIGHT OF NEIGHBOURJ:IOOD 
• e , , , ,,. , ... , , , ' , ~ ' ~ , , c: , c:, , ! , ~ 
Q~j~~l ~54-54-~1':1 ~j~llil ~~I J_;.!j Jli Jli S~~Cjl u£j (Y'\\t) 

(~~)-f.JI.it 
2964. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1djJ 
said, 11Let no neighbour forbid his neighbour to fix .a beam in his wall."3 

COMMENTARY: This command not to forbid is on condition that fixing the beam will not 
cause damage. Imam Ahmad ...1!1~ J and the scholars of hadith hold that the command is of 
the level of wajib (obligatory) (obligatory). Imam Abu Hanifah i»•~J, Imam Maalik i»1~J and 
Imam Shafi'I ..li•~J hold that it is of the level of mustahab (desirable) (recommended). . . 

BREADTH OF ROAD 

,, .. c: 
{.;J..-ooi.JJ)-~_;jl'"'': '· 

2965. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..li'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..li•.)..P 
said, 11When you differ concerning a road, let its breadth be seven cubits."4 

COMMENTARY: If a road exists on a piece of land and some people wish to erect a house 
and a difference of opinion crops up on the width of the road, then it should be left seven 
cubits wide. No kind of construction should be raised on it. 

1 Muslim# 134-1608. 
2 Bukhari # 2258. 
3 Bukhari # 2463, Muslim # 36. 1609, Tirmidhi # 1358, Abu Dawud # 3634, Ibn Majah # 2335, 
Muwatta Maalik # 32 (Aqdiyah), Musnad Ahmad 2-463. 
4 Bukhari # 2474, Muslim# 143-1613, Tirmidhi # 1361, Abu Daw~q # 3633, Ibn Majah # 2338. 
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However, if a road is already more than seven cubits broad, no one should raise anything 
on it. Its breadth should not be narrowed under any circumstances 

·SECTION II 

BEITER NOT TO SELL IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 

(JJ I..U !_, .t:;..Lo t:r.l o !__,.;) -~ d A1 ~~~ ':J11J ~5~'} ..._ul ~ IJ~ Jl 
2966. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Hurayth ~ 2»1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's 
Messenger ~_,~2»1~ say, "If ~yone of you sells a house or piece of land, then it is 
appropriate that he has no blessing (in its price) unless he uses what he gets (by 
way of its price) on (buying) something like it (of on immovable property)."t 

COMMENTARY: It is not advisable to sell immovable property unnecessarily. There is 
much profit in it and it is a safe investment. Only if other immovable property is bought 
from its proceeds may it be sold." 

NEIGHBOUR HAS RIGHT OF SHUF' AH 

-...!.)~ ~lJ ~jjl~i1f:,!L;~ \Jl4J~j~ful J.t,JJIJ~J jli j~~~~j (Y~"\V) 

(J.;I..UI__, .t:;..Lot:r.l__, Jjb~!_, <.S..i.c. _pi__, ...\.o:..l ol_jJ) -14IJ l ~ £!.!~-...!.)~ 13! ~~ 
2967. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ . .111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~_,~.11~~ said, "The 
neighbour has a greater right of Shuf' ah. If he is absent, its operation must be 
d'eferred if both properties have the some path."2 

SHUF' Ali APPLIES TO ALL IMMOVABLE PROPERTIES 

"' "'' • l. , & (9 • "' J . f \ ... ' ' "' ~ t.~ ' ... . -~ ,,. ~ Q~lj~~j-!-1 Jli~j~WI~ "'-~'lu£~~~1u£j (T~"\~-Y~'\A) i$~ It' ., .. ., ,.. ~ , ~ • , , 

& "' 1S :iJ "' l :iJ :iJ C: ~,'\ J "' · C: "'C: I • 11 

-~IJ-'j~;.&~j~WI~~Iif"~~(.)ll;f.lifcs~J~jJli~~j.ll&ljJ 
"' " 

2968. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet ~_,~.111~ said. The 
partner is shafi (being a right holder to buy neighbouring property) and shuf' ah 
(the option to buy) covers everything (that is immovable)."3 
2969. Sayyiduan ibn Abu Mulaykah narrated from the Prophet ~ _,~.&!~ (the same 
hadith) in a mursal form. It is more sahib. 4 

DO NOT CHOP.DOWN LOTE TREE 

1 Ibn Majah # 2490, Darimi # 2625, Musnad Ahmad 4-307 (3-303) 
2 Tirmidhi # 1374,. Abu Dawud # 3518, Ibn Majah # 2494, Musnad Ahmad# 14257. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1376. 
4 Tirmidhi # 1376. 
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2970. Sayyidtma Abdullah ibn Hubaysh .u~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger "#~'~.p 
~ ... J said, 11He who chops down a lote tree, Allah will fling him face down in the fire." 
Abu Dawud transmitted it saying that this hadith is shortened, meaning. 
"He who chops down a lote tree in a desert cruelly, unjustly without right to it, and 
in whose shade the travellers and animals get rest, Allah will cast him in the Fire 
head first."t 

COMMENTARY: The words in the hadith (J'" ~WI; J~) are emphatic (J'" ~4.11;) lay stress 
on(~) (cruelly). Or, (WI;) (unjustly) emphasizes(~) while (J'" ~)means shaf'ah. 
It is stated in the book Mirqat as-Sa' ood of Abu Dawud that Tabarani has explained in his book 
Awsat that this warning applies to one who chops down a lote tree in the limits of the Haram. 
Some others say that here reference is to the lote tree of Madinah. Some describe it as the lote 
tree in a desert under which travellers and animals get shade. Some ulama (Scholars) say that 
the warning is to the person who cut down a lote tree of another cruelly-and unjustly. 

SECTION III 

SHUF' AH APPLIES TO EVERY IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 

~JAd~;dt ~j ~i~;;:bt.~i<.fiJ~I-q~JJil ~j 151 J"ti~L,k~.-: ,l;_i~ ~ (r~v') 
11 , .., .. ., '-3 ; , , ~ 

(~lAoi:J-')-~I~i 
2971. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Mfan ~ ~~ ~ J said, "There is no pre-emption when 
boundaries are fixed on land (meaning the joint and is divided among the partner 
and shares of each have been determined separately). And, pre-emption (or shuf'ah 
or option) does not apply to a well, or to male palm trees."2 

COMMENTARY: The well cannot be divided. Shu£' ah applies only to the land that can be 
divided (usefully), so there is no Shu£' ah with a well. Imam shafi'I ..1!1~ J abides by it but the 
Hanafis hold that shu£' ah is known and confirmed in every land whether divisible like 
houses. Gardens etc. or indivisible like wells baths, Hand mills. They cite the prophet's ~ 
~J~.ili1 words (~JS'jw..:.ll} (Shuf'ah applies to every thing- immovable). 
A male palm tree is indivisible and it is not a piece of land. Hence, Shu£' ah does not apply 
to it. The partners have no right of pre-emption with it. 

1 Abu Dawud # 5239. 
2 Muwatta Maalik # 4-35. 2. 
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.CHAPTER - XIII 
AL-M~SAQAH WA AL-MUZARA' AH 
TENDING PALM-TREES & TILLING LAND 
AGAINST SOME PRODUCE (CROP SHARING) 

Vol.3 

Musaqah is that one person hands over his palm-trees to another to tend them and water 
them on condition that they could share the fruit at an agreed proportion, half and half, one 
third and two thirds, or one fourth and three fourths, etc. 
Muzara' ah is to hand over one's land to another to cultivate it on condition that the owner 
would receive a fixed share of the produce (as agreed between them: half, one-fourth, etc). 
In other words, both musaqah and muzara' ah have a common significance which is a 
division of crop between cultivator and landlord. The only difference that the former has to 
do with trees and the latter with land. The same command of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) 
applies to both of them. 
Musaqah_and muzara'ah- that is, using one's trees and land between oneself and cultivator 
by dividing the crop - is invalid according to Imam Abu Hanifah .&t~ J, but it is permitted 
according to Imam Shafi'I .&t~ J Imam Maalik .&1~ J, Imam ~d .&.~ J and the two disciples 
(of AbuHanifah ~.&t~J) ln_lam Abu Yusuf .&t~J and Imam Muhcuiunad .&.~J. · 
The argument of Imam Abu Hanifah Ji!,.,.~J is that ___ each of these is such a contract or lease in 
which the return is unkown and non-existent. Besides, the prophet~ J"'Js..1itJ..P is known to have 
rejected al-mukhabarah (muzara' ah). But, the Hanafis go by the verdict of Imam Abu Yusuf 
and hnam Muhammad~ J, so they too regard musaqah and muzara' ah as permitted. 

SECTION I Jj~'j.Afll 

ARRANGEMENT AT KHAYBAR FIELDS 

2972. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~,&,~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,&,~ 
~J entrusted to the Jews of Khaybar the palm- trees and land of Khaybar on the 
condition that they exert their selves and use therr properties in toiling on them. 
And for Allah's Messenger r1-J ~ .\1 ~ should be half of its fruit. (This is as in 
Muslim. The version in Bukhari is:) Allah's Messenger rl-J~.&t~ gave (the land 
and trees of) khaybar to the Jews that they should work on it and cultivate it and 
collect half of what it produces (the other half being for him).t 

1 Bukhari # 2285, Muslim # 5-551, Tirmidhi # 1388, Abu Dawud # 3409, Ibn Maj~h # 2467, Darimi # 
2614, Musnad Ahmad 2-i7. 

I 
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COMMENTARY: Khaybar is a habitation about sixty· miles from Madinah to the north, It 
used to be a famous place where the Jews resided. Today, it is made up of a few villages. 
People do not lie to reside there because its climate is not suitable. Its prime produce is dates. 
The hadith is cited by all those scholars who say that musaqah and muzara'ah are 
permitted. IJ.?lam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J (who is the lane dissenter) says that the entrusting of 
the land and trees of Khaybar t~ the Jews has nothing to do with musaqah and muzara' ah 
because they did not belong to the Prophet ~J~li.i~ that he would give to the Jews by 
way of musaqah and muzara' ah. Rather that land and those trees were the properties of the 
Jews. The Prophet ~ J ~ ii!1 ~ entrusted to them their properties and fixed half of the 
produce as Kharaj (homage revenue) for himself. ' 
Kharaj (homage revenue) is of two kinds: 

(1) Kharaj (homage revenue) (wazifah or) muwazzif 
(2) Muqasamah. 

The first kind is that the ruler specifies some amount to be taken every year from those on 
whom the Islamic state imposes kharaj (homage revenue). For example, the people of 
Najran were made to pay one thousand two hundred pairs of clothing each year. 
The second kind, muqasamah, is that when kharaj (homage revenue) is imposed on some 
people, the produce of their land is divided between them and the Islamic state in a 
specified manner. This is as with the people of Khaybar produce of whose land and trees 
was divided betwe~n them and the Prophet~ J~iillj-.P half and half. 

MUKHABARAH DISALLOWED 
' " 1 1 1 • ' I 1- I " " .,J '1 "t: J ~ 

~1...1.>1 ~~~.K!IJ_;i.j ~ ~~~~ lSY 'ijJt~l!r Jli~~;lJI#6£j (Yq,vr) 
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2973. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~ .iis1 ~ J said that they used to observe 
makhabarah and found nothing wrong in it. However, when (Sayyiduna) Rafi ibn 
Khadij ~ ii11 ~ J informed them that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~ ~ had forbidden it, they 
gave it up for that reason.I 

COMMENTARY: Mukhabarah is what is mentioned in the hadith (2972) preceding this. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J cites this hadith to establish his point that muzara' ah is forbidden. 

RANTING LAND FOR PRODUCE 

~ ~J':l1 ~JJ.~ 1_;Sg ,dr cs~ dftT jli ~~ ~ t'iiJ ;_;. ~ ~ .11 ~~> 6&-J (rq,vo 
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2974. Sayyiduna Hanzalah ibn Qays ~~ ~ J reported on the authority of Sayyiduna 
Rafi ibn Khadij ~.iii~~ J that his two paternal uncles narrated to him that, in the time 
of the Prophet ~Y·#~'~ they used to rent land and receive (for that) the produce 

1 Muslim# 106-1547, Ibn Majah # 2450. 
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(that was) along the streamlets, or (the .produce) of the (portion of) land set aside by 
the landlord. (Those to whom they rented out the land retained the produce of the 
remaining portion o~ the land.) The Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ forbade them to do tha~ 
(because it was an uncertain proposition). · 
He (Hanzalah) ~~ ~ J asked Rafi ~ ~' ~ ), 11How it would be if dirhams and dinars 
were paid?" He said, "There would be no harm in that (payment)." 
That which was disallowed (meaning, the two forms of muzara' ah) are such that 
anyone with some knowledge of the lawful and unlawful would not allow, if he 
gave some thought to it realizing the risk factor in it.l 

COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) who maintain that muzara'ah is allowed are also 
among those who agree that these two forms of renting out one's land for cultivation are 
notpermitted. · 
Both sides of the ulama (Scholars) who regard muzara'ah as permitted and who consider it 
as disallowed cite ahadith as evidence for their points of view, there being different ahadith 
on this subject. 
As stated earlier, most of the ulama (Scholars) hold that muzara'ah is allowed. Imam Abu 
Hanifah ~~~J disagrees, but his two students Abu Yusuf ~~~J and Muhammad .1!1~J are 
among those who say it is allowed. Besides, it is a necessary practice, so the Hanifah give 
the verdict that Muzara' ah is allowed. 

DISALLOWED FORM OF.MUZARA' AH 

' " ~ ' ' " tl. " , " ~ -: " I. . h-t (~·ti=.A)-"' ...... ,,::WI \~&_t'l !Lr ... -:ig.;*~ ,)"g_;,l '-~1~,9~ li""''~l 
.. v--· ~.J=::- l..f-"~ .--"6- " ..r-..Jil' .J " • ...,-- • ..J" f, '.J~ " 

2975. Sayyiduna Rafi ibn Khadij ~~~J narrated that most of them, the people of 
Madinah, were cultivators. Some. of them let out their land agreeing (with the 
tenant) that they would have what was produced in a certain portion (towards their 
rent) while the produce of the other portion should go tp him (to whom it was 
rented). Sometimes, there was production on one portion but none on the other. So, 
the Prophet ~ J~~~~ disallowed them to do that.2 

BETTER TO RENT OUT LAND 

J 

(~~)-l:J.W 

2976. Sayyiduna Amr (ibn Dinar) ~~~ J said that he said to Sayyiduna Tawus ~~~~ J• 

"If you abandon muzara'ah that would be better, because the ulama (S~holars) 
assert that the Prophet ~J4~~~~ had forbidden it." He said, "0 Amr! I give them 

1 B1,1khari # 2332, Musnad Ahmad 4-142, Muslim# 115-1547. 
2 Bukhari # 2332, Muslim# l17-1547. 
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my land and help them (thereby). The most learned of men, Ibn Abbas "~~~~J 
informed me that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ J..P had not forbidden it, but has said, 'It is 
better for any of you to lend to his brother (his land) to cu~tivate) than to receive 
from hi~ a specified sum (of revenue)."1 ·~ 

COMMEN:rARY: Muza'ra'ah is to give something and get something. But, if someone is 
shown favour by giving him one's land as a concession so that he might earn something 
from it then· it is better. 

CULTIVATE OR LEND YOUR FIELD 

:till$--: ::lJl ~ 5J;\.i utJI :J ~~ ~ ,~j ~~I~ ;iJ1 Jj-!5 j~ j~ -tt4-~ j (Y~ vv) 

(~'~)-~.J,f.i \ ,,\i. 'll- ! \li - ~- _,o .. '--? ~, 

2977. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~J..P said, ''If 
anyone has land then he should cultivate it (himself), or (if he cannot do it then) he 
must lend it to his brother, If he refuses then he must keep it with himsel£."2 

COMMENTARY: Shaykh Mazhar .1!1 ~ J says that this hadith calls upon man to put his 
property to profitable use. If he does not cultivate his own land then he may land it to a 
Muslim brother to earn a livelihood for himself and his family. If the owner does not 
choose either of the two courses, then he may keep his land with himself but not give it 
to anyone by way of muzara' ah. This also is a warning to those who do not use their 
property for their own good nor give benefit to others from it (and earn reward from 
Allah for themselves). 
Some people interpret the hadith to mean that if no one is willing to take the land on loan, 
then he may keep his land with himself. In this case, the command is to show that it is 
permissible to do so. (This is a sin hadith # 2632 or Bukhari.) 

WORKING TO,CULTIV A TORS WHO ABANDOM JIHAD 

"~ ~ ,, , ~ , ,, ;II 

(lS.J~Ioi.J.J)-J.lJill.H~ . .li.JI ~!~~,:::Jill~~~ 
2978. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~ .&1 ~; saw a ploughshare and some agricultural 
implements, and said that he had heard the Prophet ~J"~~IJ..P say, "This will not 
enter the house of a people but Allah will~ake shame to enter it."3 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.i»IJ..P did riot condemn agricultUre but he meant that 
· jihad should not be neglected because of agriculture. 
If anyone engages in cultivation for a livelihood the that is not a disliked thing. 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that it applies to those who have their fields along the borders 
with the enemy. If they concentrate on cultivation and neglect jihad, then the enemy will 
invade and overpower them, thereby disgracing them. 

1 Bukhari # 2330, Muslim# 120. 1550, Abu Dawud # 3389, Nasa'i # 3873, Musnad Ahmad 1-234. 
2 Bukhari # 2340, Muslim# 89. 1536, Nasa'i # 3874, Ibn Majah # 2451, Musnad Ahmad 3-373. 
3 Bukhari # 2321. 
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SECTION II · ~t~ltj.;Jil 

DO NOT SOW IN FIELDS OF OTHER WIT~OUT PERMISSION 

""(9 ... ~ ..... , .. 0 , ... (9 ' 

-~.f-~~lllL>~jJIJlij:ijl:i~IJL5~_iJI&Ij5-~ .. ;~'i~lj?:}~Jjll~ 

2979. Sayyiduna Rafi ibn Khadij ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#li!1~ said, 
''He .. ~ho sows on a land belonging to other people without their permission, has no 
right to any of its produce,_ but he. may take his cost from it."t 

COMMENTARY: If anyone sows orl someone's field without his permission, then all the 
production on it belongs to the owner of the land. Of course, he will get his expenses on 
sowing the field, nothing more. Imam Ahmad goes by this hadith. 
Other ulama (Scholars) say that he who sows will get all its crop, but will.!.have to pay to the 
owner of the land the loss of the land. Some ulama (Scholars) of the Hanafis say the same thing. 
Ibn Maalik .&s~J said that he will have to bear, as a wajib (obligatory), the reimbursement of 
the land from the day of took over the land till th~ day of cultivation when he clears the 
land. The produce will belong to him. 

SECfiONIII 

PROOF OF VALIDITY OF MUZARA' AH 
, & ~ ., , ' , .. . ~t .. ' .. .. . ' 
~~ "'. -: ,!l,j~ ~~ S ~ , .. ,., ·I !.1 ~~l.) lA Jli ~ Ol (_j. ~ ~ u:J9 (.J. (Y'\A•) 

"" ~J· .. il'p...t'·" ,_~, .. ,, i:1., ""' ,•"" 
I 

n.TJ1 I'"'F":~"'' WI" ·3·~~~.!..3 Jd .. J,,, .. ,!..3J..l!h"'~LA·t..3 {.; ... , ... ~\~p.J"'I.,;-:,~&,1 "-t .J .J..r'.J~ .J~.../ ,. vo~'.J~I...I'O, • '..J ""' 1...1'0 !Jt...r .J, • ..}-'.J 

~J~'I .~ ..13 ·~ .-:4 .·~''1.1$ d.l.;l£i ,l ~~ .)" ,"11 (A ~J,llh J"'lie~ ~l ... (Aie~ .. \~J''e~..}:4 _, u- ~ ~ ~ v--u- . ., ),,.,_., it' • J ~-::: ...,;/ ';I' ~ iS 

"" , , , ' ,, , , ~ , 
o I.J.,;) - 1..15' ~9 .J.i:l ~ IJtl?- -...ulJ ~I ~9 ,~ ~ .J.i:l ~ ~ $-4- -...u1 ~ ~l!ll ~ JAf£j 

(LSJ~I 

2980. Sayyiduna Qays ibn Muslim 4.~.&1~ J reported on the authority of Sayyiduan Abu 
Ja'far ~.&~~ J that there was not any house of the muhajirs (emigrants) in Madinah that 
did not cultivae land (for the ansars) for one third on one fomth of the yield. 
(Sayyiduna) Ali, Sa'd ibn Maalik, Abdullah ibn Mas'ud, Umar ibn Abdul Aziz, al 
Qasim, Urwa, the family of Abu Bakr, the family of Umar, the family' Ali and Ibn 
Sirin ~.&~~ .J cultivates the land against a part of the produce. 
Abdur Rahman ibn al Aswad .&1~ J said that he was partner. of Abdur Rahman ibn 
Yazid .&1~.J in cultivation. Umar ~.&~~J contracted with people that if he supplied 
the seed, he would receive half of the produce and if they provided the seed they 
would get a certain share.2 

COMMENTARY: Mirak Shah .&1 ~J said that it is clear even from Bukhari's text ~~t 

1 Tirmidhi # 1371, Abu Dawud # 3404, Ibn Majah # 2466, Musnad Ahmad 3-465. 
2 Bukhari (Book 41, Chapter 8 - Heading, sub-heading before hadith # 2328). 
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Sayyiduan Abu Ja'far's 40'o~'IS""J words end at (~)'J) (and one fourth of the. yield). This is 
apparent also from its expositions. The words after that are Bukhari's own, and are all 
aathar, meaning words of the sahabah and the tabi'un. Bukhari has reproduced them 
without a chain of transmission, so has placed them as a sub-heading. 

CHAPTER - XIV 

AL-I]ARAH- HIRE 

Ijarah means to give something on rent. In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), it 
means to make someone owner of the use of something belong to oneself. 
From the point of view of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), since profit is lacking from Ijarah, it 
should not be permitted. However, in view of the need of the people, Shari'ah (divine law) 
has declared it to be lawful. Also it is established through ahadith and aather. 

SECTION I jji,j..airt 
I]ARA.H IS ALLOWED 

., ~ I ~ I Ill! "" t 

~- _j ~--~WI "L~J.JIJ .. , '5- ~ ,ji.!J~!li~J...~U~jJ"'liJl!~~JJI~(.;.(r~A') ., ~ !J ,.. ~., ,.,...., ~ "" J, s:s ., , , • 

" -' .. ol J) -~ ... 6~J"li "'ii ~I ~'tLjAl"' ~ "IJ..!ll ~ .J ,.<..r. I.J~. ~,. .J ... ..) 

2981. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal ~~ ~ J said that (Sayyiduna) Thabit ibn 
Dahhak 40'o ~ IS"" J said that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ lb1 ~ forbade muzara' ah but 
commanded that Ijarah should be observed. He said, 'There is no harm in it."t 

COMMENTARY: The disallowance of Muzara'ah is of its two forms that are mentioned in 
hadith # 2974. (They are the land along streamlets and setting aside portion of the land, 
both whose produce is reserved for the owner.) 

... , ..... ;;; .. ~ ;;; ;;; ... 
(~·~)-1;;;' ,,1~~~1 "'lUI IJ..!ti ...... ,, I ... , --.~~llil L~' Ul- ~ ,I ~.·.31.·.C."('f~A'O - ~- ~....,. ~ . ,_r- ~ ... ....P-'-1........... ~($: ~ u; . ..,. ":r'.J 

2982 Sayyidun~ Ibn Abbas ~..1uiS""J narrated that the Prophet 1"1.-.J4,l~li!l~ had himself 
cupped (once) and paid the cupper his wages. And, he poured medicine into his nose.2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith clarifies that the profession of the cupper is lawful. To pay 
wages is permissible and so it is to use medicine. 

THE PROPHET~ J~~~~ GRAZED SHEEP AGAINST WAGES. 
... ... ...... _., ' 4 ~ ... "C: ' ... ~ ' ' ... J ... 

~~I Jti9~LJ5~1~WI·'" •1lA Jli~j~WI j..Q ~I lf-S~..JAol0£j ('f~Ar) ... :-

'~.. '-t c: \;:=_ ... ,_ .. ... ... 
(LS.Jl>..:Jioi.JJ)-"~~ ~~_;lj.S~J.JI.! ~'~J~i~lj 

2983. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 40'o ..111 IS""; narrated that the prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ said, 
''Allah has not sent such a prophet who has not grazed sheep." The sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~ lb'IS"";. asked, "And you too?" He said, "Yes, I was a 
shepherd for the people of Makkah for a payment of (some) qararit."3 I 

1 Muslim# 119-1549. 
2 Bukhari # 5691, Muslim# 65-1202, Abu Dawud # 3423, Ibn Majah # 2162, Musnad Ahmad 1-258. 
3 Bukhari !f 2263, Ibn Majah # 2149. 
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COMMENTARY: Given the responsibilities of a prophet, he has to experience every kind of 
life and profession to be able to propagate religion effectively. The shepherd's profession is 
one such. This seems to be very lowly but if we examine it, this profession promotes love 
and compassion, hard work and toiling, ' mutual cooperation and well wishing, and 

' supervision. Those qualities are essential for a guide an,d reformer. Every Prophet had this 
experience to be able to lead his people. It enables him to endure hardship and obstinacy of 
his people. Besides, this life enables him to go through attitude which is necessary during 
the initial life of prophethood. 

WARNING FOR NOT PAYING WAGES TO LABOURER 

~5 ~~~..;~_;'! -'Zt l:iTL~ JL.3 ili1 Jli_;.l,j ~'ilil ~;ill jj.!J Jli Jli~J (Y~At) 
"' "' 1 "' "' ~ "' "'"'"'"'""' J ~ "' J "' (~J~I oi-'J) -~~~ t.f;a'1_;Jj ~~ <J~ li 1~\ftl:..!,\ J..?.jjA!:;jtJ' li \..).=a- pol~ J..?.j jj.J.~ JSC}~I 

2984. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lilt~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ 
said that Allah, the exalted, says, 11Three there are against whom I shall initiate 
action on the day of resurrection: a man who holds out an assurance in my name, 
but then fails to fulfil it, a man who sells a free man and devours the proceeds. And 
a man who hires a labourer and gets the work done by him but does not pay him 
his wages. "1 · 

COMMENTARY: To break a promise is wrong and when it is given in Allah's name, it is 
extremely bad to break it. 
To sell a freeman is wrong too. The words 'devours the proceeds' are to stress that it is 
very bad.As for not paying the wages, it is very sinful and cruel. The perpetrator 
deserves to be punished. · 

WAGES FOR INCANTATION 
:,; "' f ; J ' ; ~ ' ' ; , ; ; ; "" 

~-"\ "' ,, ~..U " "i ~~I~~ ;\ "'-"'~ill I \5-.. "'-~'I ~l>...bl ~I~. ~ ,), 1o01~ Lril ~ c; (Y~Ao) ~..J , ~, :. .J..r ~..J,.. c.,.s--~ " ~-~ v~ • , , -' 

2985. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~;.narrated that some of the sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~ ~~ ~; of the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ came to a watering place or a 
village) where someone had been stung by a scorpion or by a snake. One· of the 
dwellers of that place came to the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..11'~; and 
asked, 11Can anyon.e of you inyoke (to cure snake bite), for a man at the watering 
place is stung by a scorpion or a sn~e?" One of the sahabah accompanied him and 

1 Bukhari # 2227, Ibn Majah # 2156, Musn"d Ahmad 3-83. 
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recited surah al-fatihah against some sheep. The man was cured. However, when he 
came with the sheep to his colleagues, they did not like it and complained. 11You 
have taken payment for Allah's Book." On coming to Madinah, they complained to 
Allah's Messenger ~ J~ii1 j..P that he had collected payment for Allah's Book. He 
said, "The most rightful thing for which you receive wages is Allah's Book." 
According to a version, he also said, "you did the right thing. Divide the sheep 
(among yourselves) and let me have a share along with you."1 

COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) say that the sahabi who had recited surah al
Fatihah was Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ;,;s..111 ~.J· There were thirty sahabah in that 
group. So he had taken thirty sheep. 
The Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ j..P asked for his share too because that would make clear to the 
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~.J that it was correct to collect wages for the recital. 
It is correct to apply charm with the verses of the Quran and get wages for it. So, there is 
nothing wrong in asking for payment to apply charm or make talisman with verses of the 
Quran or other known supplication. 
However, we cannot say because of this it is allowed to get a payment for reciting the 
Quran. Reciting the Quran is a form of worship for which it is not permitted to get wages. 
To blow on a patient who is curedAbecause of it is not a worship, so wages may be collected 
for that. This also makes clear that wages may be had for writing down the Quran and 
other religious books and to buy and sell them. 
The letter day (or succeeding) ulama (Scholars) have given an identical ruling about 
teaching the Quran. However, the preceding ulama (Scholars), like Imam Abu Hanifah ~.J 
~~ had said that it is unlawful to seek wages for teaching the Quran. 

SECTION II ~ti11j..cairi 

INCANTATION NOT SANCTIONED BY SHARI' AH (DIVINE LAW) IS UNLAWFUL 

' "'"' "' I , J"' fl ,_, ' ,J I:.,., "' C: J J , ·~ , J , fS d J 
'-~'I JL!.I : .. 'i ~9 ~ d, t!.! li Jl.a&. ~ ~~ ~ilii Jli ~~ '• ,-I__P. ~~ .d' !f."' S "~ lS> ~ .... ~ if .. , , ..,.,_,~ • • .... :.J :.J 

(,JIJ>!I:.J~Ioi:.JJ)·-~~J.t·' !8i.uJ~~~J.tJ(I~L5.;-~\i,j jtii~j~{i_H~ 
2986. Sayyiduna Kharijah ibn Salt (as in sullt) reported from his paternal uncle that 
he said, 11When we departed from Allah's Messenger ~J~~~.)..p we met a tribe of 
the :Arabs (on the way) who said to us that they had learnt that we had brought from 
this man (Allah's Messenger) ~J~~~.)..p what is good and had we a medicine or a 
charm because they had ·a mad man in chains? We confirmed that we had ahd they 
brought (to us) a mad man in chains and I recited surah al-Fatihah over him for 
three days; morning and evening, I a such a way that I collected my saliva (while 

1 Bukhari #'5737, Ibn Majah # 2156, Musnad Ahmad 3-83. 
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reciting) and (after I finished) I spat on him." 
The narrator reported that his paternal uncle continued to say, 'Mter that (he 

' recovered quickly so that) be seemed to have been released from fetters. They paid 
me something but I said, 'Not till in have asked the Prophet ~y.~iil~J..P!' He said, 
'Take it (or eat it)! By my life, he who accepts for a wrong (invalid) incantation (does 
bad). You have taken for a true charm.'1 

COMMENTARY: A wrong or invalid incantation or charm is what refers to the stars, evil 
spirits, jinns and other things besides Allah. Help is SC?ught from them. They are not 
approved by Shari'ah (divine law). It is not allowed to use them and to get wages for them. 
The true incantation or charm is mention of Allah and verses of the#Quran and they are 
either recited and blown or written down as talismans or amulets. 

The words {<.>,.,.U) (by my life) are not an oath. Rather, the Arabs use the words (Arabic) in 
their speech. Perhaps when the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ J..P spoke these words there was no 
disallowance to take oath on others besides Allah at that time (but was disallowed later). 
Allamah Teebi ~~~;Said that perhaps Prophet ~J~~'J..P. It may have been one of those 
tl:Ungs permitted to him but not to the others. 

DO NOT DELAY PAYMENT OF WAGES 
"' , c: , '(~ " ' "' . l ' l 1 , ' , c: 1 l 

.....!.,)1 J.;! (;.?-l~~~~~~~j~illl ~,J..\1 J_;.!.j Jli JliFs-~;l.\1#6S-J (Y~AV) 

- r • I I ,t ,, f, 
( ~\.,0 ~ 0 _j.)) -i4.!.JS- '-¥:: 

2987. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.au~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..1uJ..P 
~J said, 11Pay the wages to the labourere before his perspiration dries."2 

< \~ ~ ' , l ' l 1 , c: , c: " , 
. -U",J-9 ~ ~4- .....!..J)Jcj& ~l!l.l~J ~ill I~ ,1.\1 Jj-!5 Jli Jli "~~I lf j (Y.~M) 

-~JA~~I~SJIS~tj 1~\&ljj 

l988. Sayyiduna Hussain ibn Ali ~~~~J said.that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'J..P · 
said, 11The begger has a right even if he comes on a horse."3 

COMMENTARY: This hadith means to say that a beggar must not be returned empty 
handed. Qadi ~~~ J said that if anyone begs though his apparent condition shows that he is 

. well-off, he must be given something, for without need he would not have disgraced himself. 
This hadith has no pearing with this chapter unless that which is given to the beggar is · 
regarded as his wages. 

The ulama (Scholars) have questioned the Isnad of this hadith. Imam Ahmad ~~ ~ J has 
rejected it as without base. But, Abu Dawud ~~~ J has ad9pted silence which means that he 
considers it worthy of reference. 

t Abu Dawud # 3420,· Musnad Ahmad 5-210. 
2 Ibn Majah # 2443: 
3 Abu Dawud # 1665, Mus~ad Ahmad# 1-201, Muwatta Maalik #58. 1-3. 
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SECTION III 

PROPHET MUSA ~".>\...JI~ AS A LABOURERE 

J .. G •,:..&~~ ~ .. J~uf~i .. 1 ... ~&aiJ1 ~5-.JJIJ\:..!J.1!~:-l!S"J"~.J-l!.!l1··3B~.t.£(Y(\A~) ~J , ·~ ~ ~J,.. ~~~ 'f,J·- , .,., ~ • v--

.. .. , 
(~lo~l_,~lol_jJ) -~~la,b j ~J9 ~ ~ lj.!£. Jl ~...._ul.:;583~(.;~ I~~~~ ,! . .Jl .. 

2989. Sayyiduna Utbah ibn Mundhir ~.&~~J narrated that they were with Allah's 
Messenger ~J"-:1"~'~ when he recited(("~) (Ta seen meem, 28:1-28). As he came to 
the story of (Prophet) Musa r".>\...J'~' he said, Musa r";>I...JI~ had submitted himself to 
manual labour for eight or ten year to be able to preserve his chastity and till his 
belly with food. "t · 

COMMENTARY: Ta seem meem is the surah al-Qasas. Prophet Musa ~"}I...J' ~came to 
Madyan where he met Sayyiduna Shuayb r".>\...J'~ who married his daughter to him and he 
hired himself with Sayyiduna Shu' ayb r"}I...J'"~ in return. 
To preserve his chastity means to marry. ·Prophet Musa r".>\...J'ol# married the daughter of 
Sayyiduna Shu' ayb r".>\...J'~ on the terms that he would tend his sheep for eight or ten years. 
He described that as her dower. This practice was allowed in their Shari'ah (divine law). 
The service of a free man was declared as the dower of his wife. In this case of Prophet 
Musa r".>\...J' ~, howeve,r it is possible that he may have determined something else as his 
wife's dower and agreed to act as a shepherd as a gesture of goodwill. 
HUSBAND'S SERVICE AS WIFE'S DOWER: The jurists differ on this question. The 
Hanafis say that it is not allowed for a woman to be married on condition that her husband 
who is a free man (not a slave) would serve her for some time (like a year). However, it is 
permitted for her to marry him on condition that his slave would serve her for a certain 
time, say one year. 
The Shafi'is hold that it is permitted to marry against some kind of service provided the 
work done by the servant and the service offered are known and specified.2 

REMUNERATION FOR TEACHING RELIGION 
, .. I , .. .. .. <P . ~ .. ,1. .. .. 

9l:~l ~I·! t) 6!~ L!_;.i fJ!l>..l&l ~5 ,1\1 Jj-.!5~ ~ JG ~Li\1 y1 SS~ 6&-j (YC\1\•) 

, e .. , .. & , ,· > ~ • .. .... .. ,, 
~ li_j.b ~._F ~I~·' t) .....!..J! J\$ ~I~~ ~t~ ~Jl9 ~~ .~ "!'J .....,u(~lj 

<4lA6-!I.J JJb .. ,~d oi.JJ) _14\:;Li~U 
'. 2990. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit 4:$~1~ J said that he submitted, "0 Messenger of 

Allah, a man has presented me with a bow. He is one of those whom I used to teach 
the Book and the Quran. It cannot be deemed to be a property (so I think that there 
is no harm in accepting it). I shall shoot (arrows) with it in Allah's path." He said, 
111£ you like that a necklace of fire be put on you, then do take it."3 

COMME.NTARY: Sayyiduna Ubadah 4:$ ~~ ~J said that a bow was not a worthwhile 

1 Ibn Majah # 2444, Musnad Ahmad. 
2 See stories of the Prophet. Ibn Kathir English translation pp 1906, Dar ul Isha'at Karachi. 
3 ~bu Dawud # 3416, Ibn Majah # 2157, Musnad Ahmad 5-315. 
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property. The Prophet ~J~.iil'~ worked him that it would wipe out his sincerity with 
which he had taught those people religion and the Quran. So he should not accept it. Those 
scholars who say that it is unlawful to ask for wages for teaching religion and the Quran 
cite this hadith. 

CHAPTER-XV 
REVIVING BARREN LAND AND IRRIGATING 

It is stated in 'Nihayah' that ( .;.,I_,.JI) Mawat (dead, barren) is the land that has no cultivation, 
no house and no owner. And, it is written in 'Hidayah:1 "Mawat (rendered here as waste 
land) signifies any pieces of ground incapable of yielding advantage either from want of 
water, an inundation, or any other cause, such as prevents tillage. It is termed mawat or 
dead because like the dead it is of no use." 
It is described thus: Any piece of land that from a long time has lain waste without 
belonging to any person, or which has been formerly the property of Muslim, who is not 
then known, and is likewise so far removed from a village that, if a person call out from 
thence his. voice cannot be heard there.2 Such a land is termed mawat. 
The word(..:,'_,..,.~,) (ahya mawat) in the title in Arabic (literally 'revival of the dead,' in plural 
form) mean 'to make the lands habitable.' This may be done by building homes on it, by 
planting trees by sowing seeds, by cultivating it or by irrigating it or by ploughing it. 
The command of Shari'ah (divine law) is that whoever. revives it becomes its owner. 
However, the schqlar5 differ on it slightly. Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~; said that before doing 
any revival work on it permission to proceed must be obtained from the imam (the relevant 
authority). Imam shafi'I k1~; and the two disciples (of Abu Hanifah .111~;, namely Imam 
Abu Yusuf .iil1 ~; and Imam Muhammad) ~ ~ ~; said that it is not necessary to obtain 
permission. Shurb {._,.._r.) means 'drinking water' in the literal sense. It is a share of water, 
riverside or place of drawing water. In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), the word 
means: 'the right to seize ad\rantage of water for drinking, using, watering field or garden 
or watering the animals that is available to every person. As long as water is in its source 
(like river, pond, etc), it is not anyone's personal property. Everyone, without distinction, 
has a right to use it to his benefit and no one is permitted to prevent access to it. 
However, there is a difference between water of rivers, streams, aqueducts on the one hand 
and the water that is collected in vessels. The books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) may be 
consulted for details on this subject. It is enough to know here that according to the 
Hanafis, every human being has an equal right to the water of the river, howsoever he may 
use it. He may use it for drinking and irrigating and may channel it to the fields and 
gardens. No one can prevent him from using it. It is like using to advantage the moon, the 
sun and the air, Allah has placed these blessings at the disposal of everyone without 
distinction. Their benefit is not for any specific person or group. All are equal partners in 
taking advantage from them. 
Similarly, everyone has a right to use the water of a well or river. However, if anyone 

1 Vol2 p 465, Darul lsha'at, Karachi. 
2 ibid. 
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wishes to irrigate his field or garden with the water of the well or river, then the people of 
the area where they are situated I:tave a right to forbid him and prevent him whether their 
water will decrease or not. They have every right to the well and river because they are 
situated in their locality. 

The water that is filled in a vessels or tank belongs to the owner of these things and to none 
else. It is like game that becomes, the property of the hunter who hunts it. 
If a well or river lies in someone' s private land then he is authorized to prevent entry and 
access to other people, provided they are able to get water from the vicinity and not 
belonging to anyone. If there is no water nearby, then the owner of that land will have to 
bring them water from his well or river himself, or allow them to enter his land and get it 
themselves, on condition that they cause no damage to the well or the bank of the river. 

If a well had been dug in a mawat land already, then one who inhabits the land has no 
right to prevent people from drawing water from the well because though the land. comes 
in his ownership when he make it habitable, the water of the well is not his property. If he 
disallows a person who wants to drink the water himself or to water his animal atl.d he or 
his animal is liable to die of thirst, then he may get water by force even if he had to fight for 
it and use weapons. · 

A well can be anyone's property but its water is not owned by him or by any ot:te else. 
Rather, it is allowed to everyone. This is in contrast· to the water that a person fills in his 
vessel, for that is his personal property. However, if anyone is dying of thirst and this 
person refuses to give him water then he is within his right if he fights him and gets the 
water by force, provided there really is threat to life if he does not get water and he does 
not use a weapon against him. It is exactly like the case of a hungry man who may die of 
hunger if he does not eat any food and another person with enough food refuses to oblige 
him then he has a right to force the other person to give him to eat to save his life. He may 
even fight but he is not allowed to use weapons. 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that if an owner does not permit a thirsty person to collect water 
then the least permitted to him is to fight against him without weapons. This is permitted 
because it is a sin to stop a person from a general blessing of Allah like water. To fight such 
a person is like enforcing Allah's limits on him. 

SECTION I \ Jj'1•j.Aiil 

' DEVELOPING A LAND THAT HAS NO OWNER 
~ . " I "' 

~SJ;!J~~TJ.Li~':J.,.~ "'PL.!J1~6AJ~~J~illl~~~if~~~<'~~'> 
. I , 

( lS.Jli...J I o I.J.J) _.c_j~ '~ ;::J. 4U • ,, .... ~ t,:.. 

2991. Sayyidah Ayshah ~iii~J narrated that the Prophet ~JA.:,Js.l»1~ said, 11He who 
habitates a iand that has no owner has more right tq it (than anyone else)." 
Sayyid~a Urwah 1»1~ J said that Sayyiduna Umar ~iii~ J decided according to this 
(saying) during his khilafah (caliphate).t 

COMMENTARY: Urwah's ~1»1~J words are evidence that his hadith is not abrogated. 

1 Bukhari # 2335, Musnad Ahmad 6-120. 
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CANNOT MAKE GRAZING LAND EXCLUSiVE 

~ ' "" (~.;li...:JI ol..,.;) -~J.!jj~ ~!~ ~ 

2992. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~.J reported that Sayyiduna Sa'b ibn Jath thamah ~.J 
~.1!1 narrated that he heatd Allah's Messenger ~ J",il).~l~ say, 11There is no sanctuary. 
(or grazing land exclusive for anyone) except that which belong to Allah."t 

COMMENTARY: Hima is a restricted grazing ground for animals to which other people 
are not allowed to send their animals. , ',_ 
The hadith says that it is not proper to reserve pastures without permission of Allah and 
his Messenger ~J~.1!1~. 
During the Jahiliyah (ignorance period), the chiefs of tribes disallowed animals bf other 
people to such lands that had much grass and profuse water and reserved these lands for 
themselveS. The Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ J..P disallowed this practice but did permit creation of . ' 

exclusive grazing grounds for such animals as were used in jihad and for the animals 
received against zakah (Annua.l due charity). Now, however, after the death of the Prophet 
~J ~ ~~ ~ no ruler is permitted to set aside a grazing ground for himself- or for any 
purpose. Some ulama (Scholars) do say that a grazing ground may be reserved when it is. 
exigent for the general body of Muslims unless it causes difficulty to most citizens. 

A DISPUTE ABOUT WATER 

' "' J, ' ' "' "' ,, • ."-f ~ & "' "' "' ~..!.I~J~~W1~&ll1Jli9~1~?;1j;(l_;LQl~I~~5~J.li~U..Jliijj.L~J<"~~r) 

~j~~!JliJ.i~J~Jl:.i·:r:':.!S-~I~~~~Cs.;rwJ'iljlii~.;l?-J!JO~IJ-:.JIJ.i~j~ 
- I "i' 

., ~ ' "' J, ' ' "'~~ r-f "' I ,_( "'"' t , I A.b. ~~j~~WI L~ ~-t'l ~,, ,t9~.;ls.JIJO~I1 .tljj.;kiJI~~ ::.=.,.JO~I~IJj -.t .... it' ,.. ~~ ~...,.,...- li' • "" ~ , • , > .. IJ' ""> 

(u.xka)-~4!9 1 ... ~1 ~c~~ii()t!J "'~~Cs.)l.£'ii.UU!a.l.-:~ tl1~ ~,g . .. v-- , ... ,\4-ir, ,.. ~...; , '--'-.,-~ y-~-~ 

2993. Sayyiduna Urwah ~~~J narrated that Sayyiduna Zubayr ~..1u~.J had a dispute 
with.. an ansar about the streamlets originating form the mountains (to the fields).~ 
The Prophet ~J~~'J..P (when it was brought to him) said, 110 Zubayr, water your~ 
~~eld, the let it flow to your neighbour." The ansar complained, ''Of course, he isl 
your cousin." That brought a- chan~e of colour on his face and he said,"Zubair! 
Irrigate your land and hold in till it flows to the em~km.ent~-Then let it flow t~ 
your neighbour/" Thus, the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ allowed Zubayr ~~~~.J his right by 
the clear judgep:tent when the ansar angered him though he had offered them an 
advice that cou1d have made it convenient for each of them.2 : 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Urwah ibn zubayr ibn al-Awam ~~ ~ .J was a· great glorious 
tabi. He was one of the seven great jurists of Madin~h. His mother was the famous 
sahabiyah Sayyidah Asma ~~~~J daughter of Say)riduna Abu Bakr ~..1u~.J His (Urwah's) 

1 Bukharr# 2370, Musnad Ahmad 4-38. . 
2 Bukhari # 2359, Muslim# 129-2357, Tirmidhi # 1368, Abu Dawud # 3637, Nasa'i # 5407, Ibn Majah 
# 2480, Musnad Ahmad 4-5. . ' 
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~ .1!1 ~ J father was Sayyiduna Zubayr 4;S. .1!1 ~ J the famous sahabi (Prophet's Companion) 
and son of Sayyidah Safiyah bint.Abdul Muttalib, t~e aunt of the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ one of 
the chief distinctions of Sayyiduna Zubayr ~ .&1 ~;·is that he was among the earliest to 
embrace Islam. He had embraced Islam in the very beginning of the Prophet's ~J~..1!1~ 
call. At that time he was only sixteen years old, but his cruel paternal uncle gave him 
different kinds of punishment for it, like throwing him in smoke. The young man did not 
falter. Rather, he continued to stop forward. He participated in all battles with the prophet 
~J ~ .&1 ~ and displayed exemplary bravery. He was one the ten fortunate sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~ .&1 ~ .J whom the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ gave glad tiding of 
paradise in this world and who are called the ashrah mubashshirah. 
It is about Sayyiduna Zubayr ~.1!1~J that he had an nasar irrigated their respective fields 
through the same channel. Once they had an altercation about who had right of water 
before the other since they could not agree with one another, they took their case to the 
Prophet ~ J~-&1~ for a judgement. 
He gave the judgment considering that Zubayr' s ~.1!1~ .J land was on a higher level and 
nearer to the channel then the ansar's ~.&~~.J· The latter, however, accused him of bias 
and favouritism. 
The result was that the Prophet ~ ... J~.~-&1~ withdraw the little concession he had given to 
the ansar ~.~.1!1~ .J· 
The concluding words of the hadith suggest that the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ had advised 
Zubayr ~.1!1~; to forgo some of his rights as a matter of goodwill. On the reaction of the 
ansar, he asked Zybayr ~.1!1~ J to seize all his right without co~ideration. 
Some people say that the ansar was actually a hypocrite. Hypocrites never let an 
opportunity go to hurt the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~- He was called and ansar because he 
belonged to the tribe of ansars. Some of them were hypocrites like Abdullah ibn Ubayy. 
If that is so, then why was he not punished? He ought to have been killed at that ~oment 
for being rude to the Prophet ~""'J~o~-&1~. The answer is that either it was to get him to the 
straight path by showing him leniency, or the Prophet's ~J~.~.1!1~ patience did not allow 
him to kill him, for, he always endured and mischief of the hypocrites, and their tatihts. 
Besides the enemies would have said, "Muhammad kills his companions," for, the 
hypocrites did call themselves Muslims and presented themselves as the Prophet's ~.111~ 
~J companions. 
However, some ulama (Scholars) have dug up an unearthed that the ansar was reallv a 
believer. Annoyance and impatience had made his mind restless and he blundered into 
misbehaving with the Prophet ~""' J~..1!1~.l 

DO NOT WITHHOLD EXCESS WATER 

J,!i 'H IJ'-: :::1 E;WI J,!i IJ'-: ~ '1 ~J ~ ilit ~ ;!Jt j_;..!J j{i j{i i~.;..' ul ~ J <r~~t) 
"' :. 

(~~)-E:~I 
2994. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ii!~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.~.ii!t~ 

1 See also Siratun Nab1, Shibli Nu'mani, Dar ul lsha'at Karachi, v7 p46, vl p195 and v2 p78. 
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said, 11DO not withhold excess water (from the animals) lest it stop extra herbage 
from growing."t 

COMMENTARY: If animals are prevented from water, no one will get their animals there 
to graze. Once who disallows water directly, prevents grazing. It is the main diet of' the 
animals, so it is not correct to disallow it. Of course, if there is no excess water then it is not 
wrong to prefer one's needs. 

J ,. , I : "'! .- I ::< I J , _,.,,_;r:.!., ~~ ~l;:alt_;, .. WiJ£:'\.S'r~l.J~ ... i ... ~~wt L~JJt J, '·" J ... ~ J .. ~~ .. (YQ.Q.o) ~... .. .J.- .... ~ .. .. ~J..... ~... ~j ..J 

(~~)-~~~~ 
2995. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»1~ 
said, 11Three there are to whom Allah shall not speak on the day of resurrection and 
shall not look at them (with mercy), (they are:) 
1. A man who swears (falsely) about his goods (to the buyer) that he was getting a 
better price than what he is being given, and he is a liar. 
2 A man who swears a false oath after asr (salah (prayer)) to cheat a Muslim of his property. 
3. A man who denies (to others) excess water. So Allah will say (on the day of 
resurrection)."Today, I· deny you My favour just as. you had denied excess water 
that your hands had not produced."2 · 

COMMENTARY: The time I after asr' has been mentioned either because false 'swearing is 
made at this time generally or it is more sinful to swear falsely after asr. 
Allah will say to him that he acted unjustly though he had no hand in producing the water. 
How would he have acted if the water was his product? He denied Allah's blessing to 
other, so Allah will deny His blessing to him. 
Though a well or stream may have man's effort in building them, yet the water therein is 
Allah's blessing and favour. The owner cannot deny it to others. 

~~,\t~r~!~ ...... !Ah .. ~o~U'q ...J~~~ .-c-~~ 
~~ ~~~ , ·~v. .., ~jJ 

Oabir's ~l»1._rpJ hadith is mentioned previously in the chapter of 'Sales and purchases that 
are disallowed.' # 2857) 

SECTION II 

WALL ROUND' A BARREN LAND 

1 Bukhari # 2354, Muslim# 37-1566, Tirmidhi # 1276, Abu Dawud # 3473, Ibn Majah # 2478, Musnad 
Ahmad 2. 244. 
2 Bukhari # 2369, Muslim# 173-103, Abu Dawttd # 3474, Nasa'i # 4462, Ibn Majah # 2207, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-253. 
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2996. Sayyiduna Hasan (Busri) lilt ~ J reported that Sayyiduna Samurah ~ .1st ~ J 

narrated that the Prophet ~ J~lilt~ said, 11He who surrounded a (barren) land ~th 
. a wall, it belongs to him." . . 

COMMENTARY: According to the hadith, ownership of a barren land is established by the 
erection of a boundary wall round it. Imam Ahmad lilt~ J abides by this direction while the 
other three imam hold that ownership of such land is established only after it is made -
habitable. This has been explained in the beginning of the chapter. The hadith will be · 
interpreted to mean that the wall is put up round the land to enable residence thereon. 

PROPHET'S ~J~lilt~ GIFTS OF BARREN LAND TO THE SAHABAH (PROPHET'S 
COMPANIONS) ~Jilt~J 

(} "' '~ \ \ :._ ... ~.. ' "' ~ ' ~ "' "' 1---- "' "' (.:.Jb~loi_,J)-~~fi,~l~j~WI~~IJJ..!.5....i.JI-I~C?I~t~~l(,;.j(Y~~V) 

2997. Sayyidah Asma bint Abu ~akr ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~ J handed over ownership of some palm trees to (Sayyiduna) Zubayr. 1~.&1~ J 

COMMENTARY: Those trees were either from the Khums, or they stood on the barren land 
presented to Sayyiduna Zubayr ~lilt~ J· · 

. -
' ~ ,, -: , & , z.,. ' , ~ ' ' ~ , 

..;~ ~~J.9lSfoli~,J-9~ ~j.lJ.~I~j ~WI~ &}JI ~1% ~I if"j (Y~~A) 

"" , "' "' ;, , 
(.)jby.loi.,J)-~_;!JI~·" :&~&~I Jlii~,.HJJJJ 

2998. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&t~ allot ed to 
(Sayyiduna) Zubayr ~.&~~ J all the land his horse could cover at a run so, he made it 
run and when it stopped (at a distance), he threw his whip (from there), so, the 
Prophet ~ J~lilt~ ~aid, 11Let him have it till where his whip has reached."2 

"' "'"' "' ' t tl "' ,, ' "' ~ ' ' .. .. ' , ~JliJli~_¥~l..;JI~I~j~WI~&}JI~I~I(.;.~Ij~"'~a\c~j(Y~~~) 

(c.JJI..UI_, lSlA .]JI oi.,J) -&~1-~l J~~-2W ~ 
2999. Sayyiduna Alqamah ·ibn Wa'il lilt~ J narrated on the authority of his father that 
the Prophet ~J~lilt~ allotted to him a piece of land in Hadramawt. He said, :uHe 
sent Mu' awiyah with me instructing him, 'Give it to him.'3 

COMMENTARY: The mount as sarah extends from Yemen to the Arabian peninsula, 
"from its south west comer to the east turning along the southern coast to a long 
distance. The area this mountain range covers is called Hardramawt nearly all of it is 
barren and made up of _desolate mountains. They are not very high and are 
uncultivable because of poor rain. However, some of their valleys are relatively 
hospitable, one such is the valley Hadramawt. 
Sayyiduna wa'il ibn Hajr ~.&t~; was a prince of the decent royal family of this area .. His 
father was the monarch of the place. When he learnt of the Prophet's ~ J ~ .&1 ~ call to 

1 Abu Dawud # 3069. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3072, Musnad Ahmad 2-156. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1386, Abu Dawud # 3058, Darimi # 2609, Musnad·Ahmad 6-399. 
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Islam, he took a deputation of his people to meet him. As he departed from Hadramawt, 
the Prophet ~ .... J.y&..ib1~ informed the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J before his 
arrival: (~,Wis.~'~J"J) (and he is the surviving son of the kings). When he came and met 
the prophet ~J.y&.~l~, he received him warmly and made him sit near him on his mat. 
Then he made him ruler of Hadramawt, bestowing on him some of its lands. 

*" ..:::.f { , t " I 

~-}31 ~I ~;;td:: ,li ~J ~ llil ~ ;l.\1 JJ.-!5 J! .liJ All t>JWI J~ (A~~~ J <r-· •• ) .., ~ , , 

J..f~Jjlial.a~.;.ijliiJI~WIAJ,:: d:;iTLo~IJ.liJ .. , J 5l5~5J"lij --L:l,i~lSI~;;Iaiti .. ~ ... .. .. .. ~-· .J ..... Y..J:. 

(<.J.JI..UI.J~l.o0-!I.JlS.i.o .;UI oi.J.J) -tJt,'JI JUiTAlli_;.Jl.o jli~15\f1 ~~I 15lA 
3000. Sayyiduna Abyad ibn Hammal al-Marabi narrated that he came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J.y&.~1~ and requested him to allot to him the (mine of) salt in Ma'rib. 
So, he gave it to him. But, as he turned to go, a man pointed out, "0 Messenger ~~~ 
~ JA# of Allah, you have given him the ceaseless (ready) water (meaning, salt that is 
absolutely ready)." (This m~n was Aqra ibn Habis Tamimi.) ~~~~J So, he took it 
back from him. He then requested him about the land that had arak (thorny) trees 
growing in it. He said, "The land where the camels do not reach."1 

COMMENTARY: Marib is a city in Yemen, sixty miles to the east of Sana' a, four thousand 
feet above the sea level. It was the capital of Yemen up to the first century of the Gregorian 
calendar, under the Saba dynasty. It also was a busy trade centre. Abyad ~~~~J was called 
Ma' rabi because of his residence there. 
Ceaseless or ready water means always ready and perpetual. It alludes to the salt in the 
mine that is always at hand. The Prophet ~J.y&.~~~ gave it to Abyad ~~~~J under the 
impression that he would have to work over it but when Aqra ~~~~ J pointed out that it 
was developed and no work was necessary to extract the salt, he reversed his decision 
because all people had a right over it, the mine as well as the salt. 
It is evidence that the ruling government may assign a mine to any one if it is underground 
and undeveloped. The mines that are developed and productive may not be gi:ven to any 
individual. Like grass and water, all people will share their utility. 
The hadith also establishes that a ruler may annul his decision if it transpires that it was not 
based on correct information. 
The words 'where the camels do not reach' mean a land distant from pastures and 
buildings. Hence, it is not allowed to revive the barren land that is near houses because 
animals graze there and citizens use it for different purposes. 

THERE BLESSINGS OF ALLAH FOR ALL 

(~l.o~I.J.)JI.)y.l oi.J.J) -..;l!JIJ ~~lj 
3001. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.y&.~~~ said, 
11The Muslims are co-sharers in three things; water, herbage and fire."2 

1 Tirmidhi # 1385, Ibn Majah # 2475, Darimi # 2608, Abu Dawud # 3064. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3477, Ibn Majah # 2472, Musnad Ahmad 5. 361 .. 
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COMMENTARY: Of the three blessings, water is found in the rivers, ponds, seas, wells, etc. 
It is not what anyone has in his vessels. This has been dealt with in the beginning of the 
chapter. Herbage is grown in the open. 
If anyone possesses fire, he has no right to deny it to others or prevent him from burning a 
lantern or from sitting in its light. But, the wood that is being burnt is not allowed to 
anyone because that would cause the fire to decrease or to extinguish. Some people say that 
it refers to flint that is used to ignite a spark. NO one may be prevented to take it from a 
barren land (mawat). 

THE FIRST TO TAKE POSSESSES IT, IF IT IS A PERMISSIBLE THING 

(,)Jb~loiJ.J)-Alj.Li~;:J!~i,. ,:! 
3002. Sayyiduna Asmar Mudarris """.&'~ J recalled his coming to the Prophet ~1"" J":i'-.&'j."" 
when he swore allegiance to him. He said to him (Asmar) 4:'-..1!'~ J· 

111£ anyone precedes 
(others) to water to which no Muslim has overtaken him, then it belongs to him."1 

COMMENTARY: If any one takes water from a permissible source like river, etc. that 
portion becomes his property and what remains in the source is not his but continues to be 
permissible for all. In the same way other permissible things are treated. 

EVIL OVERTAKES THE PEOPLE WHOSE WEAK ARE DENIED THEIR RIGHTS 

r: r: ' , .. e 1 .. ~ r; ~ .. 
-a.a& .J.+-i ~ .li ~':} 41 t_}j}J':} ali..J..;II.i I ill I .. . :. .. ::, I 

,--' , .. , It!' ~ , .. , , (.t~ 

3003. Sayyiduna Tawus ~.&1~ J narrated in a mursal form that Allah's Messenger ~ 
~ J~~1 said, 11He who revives barren land, it belongs to him. Ancient land belongs 
to Allah and His Messenger. Then it is for you from me."2 
3004. It is reported that Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ri"" J "# .&1 ~ practice) that the 
Prophet~ J~.&,~ allotted to Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~1~ J some hous.es 
in Madinah between the dwellings and palm trees of the ansar. At that, the Banu 
Abd ibn Zuhrah pleaded. 11Send away the son of Umm Abd from us!" (Ibn 
Mas'ud's) ~.111~J mother was Umm Abd.) He said, 11Then why has Allah sent me? 
Allah does not grant sanctity to a people who do not get the weak his rights."3 

COMMENTARY: Ancient land is the barren land whose owner is unknown. The Arabic Word 

1 Abu Dawud # 3071. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3071. 
3 Shafi in al-Umm 4-45 (kitab ul Jihad, chapter on Huma and Qita). 
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for it(~.)\'-) refer to (.)t'-) Aad, the people of Prophet Hud r">\-114:1'- merely to depict its primeval or 
ancient nature because prophet Hud r':>\-114:1'- and his people are very early in history. 
The Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ said, "belongs to and His Messenger." It means 'all old. 
Ownerless barren lands belong to me. They are under m y authority. I use them as I 
deem best and give them to whom I like and allow them to develop them.' Allah's 
name is taken by way of introduction and His Greatness to demonstrate His 
Messenger's ~J~~~~ status, for, the Messenger's ~J~..bt~ decision reflects Allah's 
decision This (last sentence) is what Qadi said. 
Banu Abd ibn Zuhrah wanted Ibn Mas' ud 4:'-~~~ J to be sent away because they were opposed 
to his father, Mas'ud, during the jahiliyah (ignorance period). Besides, his mother, Urnrn Abd 
was among their servants. So, they demonstrated their apathy for Ibn Mas'ud 4:'-~~~J· 
The Prophet ~1.., J4:1'-~~~~ told them that one of the reasons for which he was sent was to help the 
weak people and remove the imaginary wall between men dividing them as high and low. He 
had to infuse common sense into the arrogant and confidence into the weak and needy. 
He said that the people who do not care for their weak section are the worst of human 
beings whom Allah does not clear from sins and evil. When the strong suppress the weak 
and deny them their rights, their social life is smeared with evil and sin. They are not 
worthy and not righteous, and deprive themselves of Allah's mercy. 
Therefore, the Prophet ~ J 4# ...1lt ~ explained to Banu (children of) Abd ibn Zuhrah that 
they should not try to deny Abdullah ibn Mas'ud his rights. He could choose to live where 
he wished. And the Prophet ~ J 4# 1»1 ~ said to them "I am his helper and am bound to 
support him." 

RELEASING WATER TO FIELDS AND GARDENS 

{~ ... \;!~{~ ... , ,.. ... , I ~ ... . ! ~A 
( ~l.A 6-t ,., .)J 1.) ~I 0 ,.,.) ) -J.l.!. )1\ ~ rJ" )1\ J-.~Jj ,;j;;JS ~~I:; ' ~ :J'-!.JI ..;J~I 

~ ... . 

3005. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb l»1~J narrated that on the authority of his father 
(Shu'ayb) from his grandfather (Abdullah ibn Amr) .ut-l»I~J that Allah's Messenger 
~ J 4# ~~ ~ had decided about the stream al-Mahzur that its water should be 
withheld till it was ankle deep and then the upper waters should be released to 
flow to the lower.t 

COMMENTARY: Al-Mahzur is a valley in Madinah situated in the land of Banu Qurayzah 
and irrigating their fields. The Prophet ~J4~~~~ had instructed that the land near to the 
canal carrying water from this valley should be given preference and water should be 
released to it first. When this land was well watered the sign of which was that water stood 
ankle deep, the water should be released and allowed to go to the lower land. 
The same procedure applies to every river flows naturally without anyone's effort in building it. 

DO NOT TROUBLE OTHERS 

1 Abu Dawud # 3639, Ibn Majah # 2482, Muwatta Maalik # 28 (al-Aqdiyah). 
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.,. _.. ,.,. j!._ f ... ~ _.. , K , _.. _.. _.. {9 _.. 

- SJISJ$1 ~lj5A.\S~l9 ~JI ~.;LQ5~JI].9JW 

3006. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~i»'~J is reported to have had some palm
trees in the garden of a man of the ansar (purportedly Malik ibn Qays) ~i»'~J who 
had his family with him. Sayyiduna Samurah ~iil'~J used to enter it (to look after 
his trees). This caused inconvenience to the ansar. So, he met and told the Prophet 
~ J~iil1~ about it. He (called Samurah) ~iii~~ J and asked him to sell it (meaning, 
the palm trees to the ansar), but he declined. So, he advised him to exchange them 
for something else, but he declined. Then, he instructed him to present them to 
ansar and have a certain thing for it but he declined. Then, he said, "You are a 
difficult man." And to the ansar, "Go, cut down his palm-trees!" 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ y.~iil~~ did not give a command to Sayyiduna Samurah of 
a wajib (obligatory) nature that he had no option but to obey. He merely suggested to him or 
recommended him to do one of those things. The last option was also an encouragement to 
earn reward. If it was otherwise, then Sayyiduna Samurah 4;'-iil'~J would not have declined 
so easily. Rather, being an obedient sahabi, he would have agreed without hesitation. 
The question arises why did the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ instruct the ansar to chop down 
Samurah's ~i»'~J trees. The answer is that since he declined every offer, he seemed to be 
bent on causing distress to the ansar. There was only one way to give relieve to the ansar 
instruct him to cut down those trees. 

_A..~ I~ ~Lo ~...-~~ '~ 4.1 fu I_;...;\ jLJ ., , .. , ·~·:. 

And, the hadith of Jabir ~i»'~J about reviving barren land has been narrated already in the 
chapter on 'unjust & compulsory appropriation, hadith # 2944. 

fi-4!li<J-4i../4.loy~fdl~ful_;...;jWI..,A 
And, we shall narrate the hadith of Abu Sirmah (# 5042) about one who hurts, Allah will 
cause him hurt .. .in the chapter on that which is forbidden about severing ties of kinship or 
staying apart. (The compiler of Masabih had reproduced were both these traditions.) 

SECTION III 

DO NOT REFUSE TO GIVE WATER, SALT & FIRE 
/. 1 _.. _.. I "" 

~ ~ li JlDij ~lj tl;ll jli 1JJ! 4 j:J:'} L5.;JI ~I lo ~I jj-!5~ ~j li ~~ i!.f~~ (r'• •V) 

Lo ~J~ ~f\ii l.)u ~~ 0.4 s-1~~ jli .;WIJ ~~ j4 ~i &l!i~J.i s-L;illll ;iJ1 JJ-!5~ 
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3007. Sayyidah Ayshah ~,&,~J narrated that she asked, '0 Messenger of Allah,&,~ 
~J~, what thing is it that it is not lawful to deny?" He said, "Water, Salt and fire," 
She said, "0 Messenger of Allah, this water we understand (that this blessing of 
Allah is essential and a necessity of life). But, why salt and fire? (It is difficult to 
comprehend.) He said, "0 Humayra, he who gives fire is like one who gives a 
charity of everything that the fire cooks. And, he who gives salt is as though he 
gives charity of everything that the salt makes tasty. He who gives water to drink to 
a Muslim where water is available is as though he has emancipated a slave. And he 
who gives water to a Muslim to drink where water is scarce is as though he has 
given him life." 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.1d~ also described the need to give wcter though 
Sayyidah Ayshah ~,&,~J had said that she understood the need to give water to someone.1 

CHAPTER - XVI 
... , 

GIFTS ~llaiJI~l~ 

The word (l!~) (ataya) is the plural of (l~) (ata) meaning 'gift.' grant. It is to transfer 
ownership and right to use of something belonging to oneself to another person, or to give 
away something to another without any return. 
In this chapter, all kinds of gift and grants will be mentioned. They are: 

(~J) (waqf) or endowment, 
(~) (hibah) grant, donation, 
(~~) (umra) donation for life, 
(~J) (ruqba) donation with provision as to death of donar or donee.2 

Mulla Ali Qari .1!1 ~J has stated that ataya mean 'the grants and rewards of the chiefs, 
rulers, monarchs and heads of states." 
Imam Ghazali .1!1 ~ J has written in Minhaj ul Aabideeen that the ulama (Scholars) have 
expressed different opinions on accepting the gifts of rulers and monarchs and the rewards 
of state. Some of them say that if the gifts and rewards are of such things of whose 
unlawfulness one is not certain then it is correct to accept them. Others say that unless one 
is certain that they are lawful, it is better not to accept them because in present times, most 
of the property and valuables with the kings and in state Treasuries are acquired through 
sources not recognized and approved by Shari'ah (divine law). 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is lawful for both the rich and the poor to receive gifts 
from the rulers as long as it is not established definitely that their property is unlawfully 
acquired. Their evidence is that the prophet ~J~.1!1~ had accepted the gift of Muqawqis 
king of Alexandria and had taken a loan from a Jew though the Qaran says about the Jews. 

J ,,~ 

• : ~...._:uj.lo I 

{devourers of the unlawful} (5:42) 
Some others have said that if it is not known about some property that it is unlawful then 

1 Ibn Majah # 247 4. 
2 These definitions are from mujan lughat al Fuqaha, Idaratul Quran, Karachi. 
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the poor (destitute, needy) is allowed to take it but the rich (who can afford) is not 
permitted to take it. 
In conclusion and as a summary the ruling may be understood that there is no harm if a poor 
person accepts anything from the rulers because if it is the ruler's personal property then 
undoubtedly it is correct to take it, and if it is from the spoils, Kharaj (homage revenue) 
(tribute or tax and land) or ushr (one tenth or title) then the poor person deserves to take it. 
The scholars too have a right to the revenue of the spoils, tribute or one-tenth of land tax. 
Sayyiduna Ali ~'"~~~J said that if any one embraces Islam willingly and learns the Quran, 
then he has a right to take two hundred dirhams from the state Treasury every year. If he 
does not receive his right in this world then he will get its reward in the hereafter. 

SECTION I JJ'i1j;&ili 

UMAR'S LAND OF KHAYBAR GIVEN AS WAQF 

J! ;iJ1 jj-!.5 ~ jlii _;Lj ~ ili1 ~ &fJI Jli ~ UJI yWJ :,:;1-~~ :,:;1- ~I if (r • ·A) 

,,J ..1- ... , ... c: ... 
(~~)-~LA~~J:&,~_hLAIJtiJ~&~ 

~ ... ~7 

3008. Sayyidu11a Ibn Umar A.:'-i»I~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Umar A.:'-i»I~J got some 
land in Khayb.ar (as his share of spoils). He went to the Prophet ~J~i»~~ and. 
submitted. "0 Messenger of Allah, I have received land in Khaybar that I think 'is 
more valuable then any other I have ever had." (And he expressed desire to use it in 
Allah's path.) "CQmmand me how I may use it?" He said, 111£ you wish, mak'e a 
waqf (endowment) of the property and give its produce as charity." So, Umar ma~e 
a sadaqah (charity) of the land in Allah's path stipulating that the land itself should 
not be sold gifted or inherited. He gave its produce as sadaqah (charity) to be 
disbursed to the poor the relatives, the slaves to buy their freedom, in Allah's path 
(for the warriors, p.ilgrims), the travellers and the guest. The trustee of the land may 
eat from it and feed his family (who are not self supporting) only to the extent of 
his needs, there being no sin on him for that, provided he does not build up (from 
it) to become rich. · 
Ibn Sirin ..1!1 ~ J explained that the trustee should not make the land a means to 
collect wealth for himself.t 

COMMENTARY: This hadith is proof that waqf may be made. All Muslim agree that a 
Muslim is allowed to make waqf of his property like land or house, etc. for a pious purpose 
and a good objective to please Allah. A person who makes the waqf is bestowed with a 
huge reward. 
This hadith is also an evidence that the property of which a waqf is made may neither be 
sold nor given in gift. It cannot be inherited too. 

1 Bukhari # 2737, Muslim# 15-1632, Nasa'i # 3629,3630, Ibn Majah # 2396, Musnad Ahmad 2-12. 
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This hadith bears out the excellence of waqf which is a recurring charity The person who 
makes a waqf receives its reward perpetually. 
Khaybar is a habitation about sixty miles to the north of Madinah. Dates are grown here. 
The Muslims had conquered it in the times of the Prophet ~ .... y.,u. .. 1n~. After that, its lands 
were distributed as spoils among the wa~riors and Sayyiduna Umar ~~~J also got a share 
which he set aside as waqf in Allah's path. 
Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~~ practice) says that this hadith confirms that it is allowed 
to the person making a waqf to receive from it a reasonable profit for his needs. He may use 
that on the necessities of life of himself and his family. He is the trustee of his waqf. 
At one time, the Prophet~ J4s-~~~ had asked, "Is there anyone who will buy bi'r (the well 
named) roomah? (It had belonged to a Jew and the Prophet ~y.,l&-~1~ had asked for one 
who would buy it and make an endowment of it for the Muslim). "His bucket in the well 
will be like a Muslim's." (It meant that he could use the well like other Muslim could.) 
Sayyiduna Uthaman bought the well and made a waqf of it for the Muslims. 

UMRA IS ALLOWED 

{9 _, . I , ll ~~' ' ' _, ~ ' ~ _, J _, 
(~~) _SjJl?-<.S~I Jl!~j~illl j..Q ~ill ifS~~ql~ j (Y'• • ~) 

3009. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~ ~~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~""' J 4,1&- ~~ ~ said, 
11Umra is allowed."t 
(Umra is a life time donation, as distinct from umrah, the pilgrim!lge.) 

COMMENTARY: Mutual dealings and exchange of gifts promote love for each other. One 
of the ways to give gifts is umra which is permissible according to this hadith. (the word is 
pronounced umra) 
WHAT IS UMRA: It has been defined earlier. For example, someone gives to another his 
house for the life time of the recipient. This is allowed and as long as the person to whom 
the house is given lives, the house cannot be taken back. However, when he dies, may 
house be taken back or not? 
The ulama (Scholars) differ on this question. There are three kinds of umraa: 

(1) A person gives his house to another. Saying, "I have given you my house for 
your lifetime. After your death, it will go to your heir and children." All the 
ulama (Scholars) agree that this is a gift and it is no more the property of the 
donor. It becomes the recipient's property. After his death, his heirs become 
owners of the house. If he has no heirs then it goes to the state Treasury. 

(2) The giver says only. "This is your house for your life time." Most ulama 
(Scholars) say that the same ruling applies as in the previous case. However, 
some ulama (Scholars) say that it will not· go to the heirs but will revert to the 
donor who is the original owner. 

(3) The giver says, "This house is your for your lifetime. After your death it will 
become my and my heir's property." However, the more correct thing is that 
the same ruling applies in this case as the first case. The Hanafis say that the 
condition 'it will revert to me and my heirs after my death' is void. However, 
the gift does not become void because of the faulty condition. Imam Shafi'I ~ J 

1 F khari # 2626, Muslim# 32-162, Abu Dawud # 2548, Nasa'i # 3785, Musnad Ahmad 2. 347. 
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.f», agrees with this opinion, but Imam Ahmad i»1~ J says that the void condition 
makes the gift void. 

Imam Maalik ... 111~J says that in all these cases, the basic purpose is to make the recipient 
owner of the benefit of the thing given. 

UMRA BECOMES PROPERTY OF HEIR OF RECIPIENT 
#l'{p ~ ,. ~ ,! ~ ~ 

~ oi_,J) _I 61 I. )!~I~ ~y:lJI ~! Jli _;.l.:,j ~all~ ~I t:.j-~~lj. j (r • '• ) 

3010. Sayyiduna Jabir ~i»1~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ ... J".#i»l~.p said, ''Surely, umra 
becomes the inheritance of the heirs of its owner (who is the recipient of the gift)."1 

COMMENTARY: The hadith confirms that if a house is given as umra then it will remain 
property of the one to whom it is given. On his death, it will become the property of his heirs. 
Thus, the contention of the majority of the ulama (Scholars) (as mentioned earlier) is upheld. 

,,~.:JJ lili ~ a-1' aJ. ~ u.! ~~ I! " l.;~l '~ "" ~ ful t~ JJ1 J1

, ' .. J"t,i J"t,i lli.' (i• ") '-"'.- ... , I:. u ~..ro- JT r.r--.) M ~-' "'M ~"' .,........) -' 

J , c: .. «.. t .. :: .. J .. J 

(~~)-~.;I~I~!~J~~~I.U~l.&~I~.JJIJ!~.:H,'ili:~.t\ 

3011. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""JA.#.&'~ said, 111£ 
any man is given a thing as umra for himself and for his heirs, then the umra 
belongs to him to whom it is given. It does not return to the donor, because he gave 
a gift in.which inheritance follows."2 

COMMENTARY: Of the three kinds of umra mentioned in the hadith of Sayyiduna Abu 
Hurayrah ~i»>~J (# 3009), this hadith refers to the very first kind. It has been explained 
there concerning the juristic difference of opinion/ 

HADITH THAT CONTRADICTS GENERAL OPINION 
I " I J ' 

.~ ',.~u ~ cJ: J~ .....!.)I ~J ~ w1 j.D ~~ J.J-!.J J~l ~~ ~~~l.;~! Jt.i lli.j <r·, "> 

(~·ti::.a)-1 <!- W. "14~lili,:: 1c:.Lo~ .. ~J"'lit31U(i .. ~- ~ <..;, ,_,- , , '-...>; , 

3012. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.\'~J narrated that the umra which Allah's Messenger .f»,~ 
~J".# permitted is that the giver should say, 111t belongs to you and to your heirs 
(after your death)." If he says, 111t is yours as long as you live.' Then it will return to 
its (original owner (who gave it). 3 

COMMENTARY: This hadith seems to contradict the opinion of the majority of the ulama 
(Scholars) as mentioned in the commentary of the hadith of Abu Hurayrah ~.f»,~ J (# 3009). 
The ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith is not marfu which means that it communicates 
the saying of Sayyiduna Jabir ~i»>~ J, not of the Prophet ~ J4:J.s.isJ~ So, it does not affect the 
majority opinion. 

1 Muslim# 31-1625. 
2 Bukhari # 2625, Muslim # 20. 1625, Tirmidhi # 1358, Abu Dawud # 3553, Ibn Majah # 2380. 
3 Muslim # 23-1625, Abu Dawud # 3551, Musnad Ahmad 3-294. 
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SECTION II i,s!l~ltj..aili 

UMRA & RAQBA DISALLOWED 

(Jjby.\ oi.JJ) ~jjJ. 
3013. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11Do not give 
a gift as ruq ba or as umra. If anyone is given anything as ruq ba or as umra then it 
goes to his heirs."t 

COMMENTARY: Like umra, ruqba is a kind of gift, defined earlier in the chapter. A man 
gives his house to another stipulating, "If I die before you the house will be your property. If 
you die before me, it will become my property again." Thus, one waits for the other to die. 
Previously, we learnt that both these kinds are allowed. Now we are asked to abstain from 
them. So, either this hadith is abrogated as this prohibition might have been of an earliet 
date, Or, we are told that both umra and ruqba are not judicious yet if they are observed, 
then Shariah deems them correct. 
While the Hanafis regard umrah as allowed, ruq ba is not and imam Ahmad Abu Hanifah 
~~~J Yusuf ~~~J regards it as allowed. 
Some Hanafi scholars say that one should not give one's property as gift for a specified 
period of time with intention to take it back at the end of that time. The reason is that when 
anything is given as gift, it is no longer the giver's property whether he gives it explicitly as 
hibah (gifts) or as umra or ruqba. 

BOTH UMRA AND RUQBA ARE ALLOWED 
.. 'P.. z.l .. 'P.. :1 .. c: ' .. ~ ' ' 

oi..,J)l~V-)! S~4- ~J)Ij l&l')! S~4- ~~I Jli _;.L::,j ~ill\ J.D ~~if lli.j <r· '0 

( ,_; b y.l.., 1.5.l..o .).li.J ~I 

3014. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.an~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11The umra 
is allowed (as a gift) to those who are given (a gift as) umra. And the ruqba is 
allowed to those who are given (a gift as) ruqba."2 

SECTION III 

IS UMRA DISALLOWED 

0J.-ooi.JJ)-~}j~j~_;..,L~~~~il..S.rJ.~I 
3015. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's ·Messenger ~J ~ .1n ~ said, 
11Retain your properties with yourself. Do no waste them, for he who gives 
anything as umra (to another) gives it to him for (all his) life and after his death, to 
his children."3 

1 Abu Dawud # 3556, Nasa'i # 3731. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1358, Abu Dawud # 3558, Nasa'i # 2739, Ibn Majah # 2383, Musnad Ahmad 3-303. 
3 Muslim# 26-1625, Musnad Ahmad 3-312. 
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COMMENTARY: The validity of umra seems doubtful in the light of this hadith. However, 
if the explanation to hadith # 3013 is read, the doubt will be cleared. 

CHAPTER - XVII 

MORE ABOUT THE PREVIOUS 

SECTION I jj~1~\ 
DO NOT RETURN GIFT OF SWEET FLOWER 

1 .- I ' I J 

~~i b~~ ~J ~~5 ~ ~..f &o ~J ~ ru1 ~ ;1J1 J.;.t.J J~ J~ s~.r' ~~ t.;- <r· ,\) 

(.;J.-o oi.J->) -~.JJI < :t;~l· !:st 
3016. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..111~ 
said, 11He who is presented a fragrant flower must not return it for, it is light to carry 
(meaning, a small gift) and is sweet smelling."1 

COMMENTARY: The same command not to return a gift applies to every gift that seems 
small and not a great favour but is great in benefit and promoting goodwill. The person 
who gives the gift should not feel hurt. 

J ~ ....: ' , ~ ' ' , ,, 
(~_;~lol.,..>)-·~ :~Hl~~.....:::.,.>S'_;.l..:,j~WI~&lJI~I~It_j-j(i•'V) 

3017. Sayyiduna Anas ~.i»&~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~j...P never returned 
(the gift of) perfume.2 

TAKING BACK A GIFT 

(~_;~loi.J..>)-~j!llj!A W 
3018. Sayyiduna Ibn Abas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 
11He who asks for a return of his gift is like a dog who returns (to lick) its vomit. It is 
not for us to be compared to an evil thing."3 

COMMENTARY: The hadith concludes with the words that our people are bestowed with 
great honour and lofty principles. So, it does not behave any one of us to do anything that 
is against the greatness of his people lest he be remembered as an evil example. 
A person should not take back any gift he has presented to another. T his is moral 
side of the hadith. 
As for its juristic angle, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ • .,.. J said that while it is allowed to take back what 
one has given to another as a gift, yet it is makruh (disapproved) to do so. In some cases, 
however, it is not even allowed. This will be explained against the hadith # 3020 (Section IT). 
The Hanafis say of this hadith that it speaks of' dislike' to show that it is impolite. The three 
other imams read the hadith to say that is disallowed to take back a gift, but Imam Shafi'I 

1 Muslim # 20. 2253, Tirmidhi # 2791(?), Abu Dawud # 4172, Nasa'i # 5259. 
2 Bukahri # 5928, Nasa'i # 5258. 
3 Bukhari # 2622, Muslim# 5-1622, Abu Dawud # 3538, Nasa'i # # 37601, Ibn Majah # 2385. 
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iii1~J say that a father,may take back a gift he gives to his son. 
According to one rep~rt, Imam Ahmad iil144> J also has the same opinion. Some ahadith that 

. follow-lead to the same ,conclusion but their deduction by the Hanafis is also mentioned there . 

. DO NOT DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN CHILDREN 

~·~I.e hL·~IJ .. lii~ii~ilil ~~JJIJ~'J ~I4U·11&~L ~ ,j ~1.·.J .• ~~~,~H-·.£ii('r·'~) ~ ~, 'J ""• ~, #!#_,.....,. ~"" I:, \.:7 • ~ i .. ,-. ':t'-~ ...,-- J 

• J !---~ .. d & J "' "' C: r;.- "' .. C: '-"f "' C: "' ~ "' ~ I "' ~ "' "' "'J "' 
lyj.~ ,..._ul6~1 Jli .UI ~IJ.J dJ ~Jli Jli :x Jli ~ ·' \:,t 6~lj <.PI Jli9 (J~ Ill 

~hi iiJ ,e ~, S-:.!£ ~lii ~'Y ,1! 'i~l J .. ~:JI ~I ~J 'g~ 1~1 ~i J'~ '~ J .. ~ ~~ ....... t1. q .~ 1~j1 
.J , ~ .. , ~ ~ _, .. ...J,~ ., (,J"f ~~r ~ •it' 

(~·~)- ~"' .. v-· ~ 

3019. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn ijashir ~iii~~J said that his father took him to Allah's 
·Messenger ~J~iil1~ and submitted, 11I have given to this my son a slave." He 

asked, 11Have you given all your children like this?" He submitted, 11No." So, he 
co~anded, 11Take him back." 
According to another version: he asked him, 11Will it not please you that all of them 
be kind to you in the same manner?" He said, 110f course!" So, he commanded, 
11Then do it not." 

··According to another version: Nu'man ~~~~J said that his father gave him a gift, 
but (his mother) Amrah hint ~~~~J Rawahah protested, 11I shall not agree till you 

·request Allah's Messenger to witness this (gift)." So he came to Allah's Messenger 
~J 4# ~~ jJ and submitted, 11I have given my son from Amrah daughter of 
Rawadhah a gift but she has asked me to request you to witness (this presentation), 
0 Messenger of Allah." He asked, 11Have you given all your children the same 
thing?" He said, 11No" So, he warned, 11Fear Allah, Be just to all your children." 
Nu'man ~~~~ J said that he came back and took back his gift. 
According to another version: He (the Prophet) ~ J 4# Jil1 j...p said, 11I shall not be a 
witness to an unjust act."t 

COMMENTARY: It is very unreasonable to treat the children unfairly. So, it is mustahab 
(desirable) to not pre5ent something to only one child at the exclusion of other sons and 
daughters. Rather, it should be given to all children equally. 
The Prophet ~J4#J»Ij...p command to Sayyiduna Nu'man ~.1JI~J to return the slave was 
based on the preferred course. So, Imam Abu Hanifah ~ Jil1 ~ J· Imam Shafi'I ~~44> J and 
Imam Maalik ii1144> J say that if any man presents a gift to some, not all, of his children then 
though the gift is correct yet it is with distaste. 

1 Bukhari # 2587, Muslim # 9. 1623, Tirmidhi # 1372, Nasa'i # 3672, Ibn Majah # 2375, Muwatta 
Maalik # 39 (Akram), Musnad Ahmad 4-269. 
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However, Imam Ahmad ~~ A4o7" J, Thawri ~~ ~; and Ishaq ~~ ~; and others hold that it is 
forbidden. They cite the saying of the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ (~_p.~.ifJ,i~) (I shall not be witness 
to an unjust act). But, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~;deduces from these words of the Prophet 
~-JA#~I~, as also in another version. 

(He said to Bashir:) ~~~~J "Get some other than me for a witness." 
They maintain that if this gift (of a slave to Bashir) ~~~~J was forbidden or void then he 
would not have instructed him to get another witness, The Prophet's ~")...., J ~ ~~ jJ words 
show that in any case Bashir' s gift was correct and allowed, but disliked so he did not 
consider himself as a witness. 

SECTION II ~t~1j.Jaili 

NOT PROPER TO TAKE BACK A GIFf 
, ' " .. , .. ' .. ! ' ~ , .. ~ "C:: ~ 

iJ.Ijll ~! ~ d ~I ~ :;t:J _;.L::,j ~ill\ ~ ;l.ll J.J-!5 Jli Jli .J_;J-~ ;l.ll# 6&- (Y' • Y ·) 

(~lA~I.J~WJ\ oi.J.J) -~~lj~ 
3020. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr .u~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~-J4#~'~ 
said, 11No one may take back his gift. But a father (may take it back) from his son."1 

COMMENTARY: This hadith is on which Imam Shafi'I ~~ J based his ruling. 
Imam Abu Hanifah' s ~~~ J contention is that just as a father can take the property of his son 
for his own use. So too he may take back his (other) gifts, for his personal use. 
WHEN IT IS DISALLOWED TO TAKE BACK A GIFf: As stated earlier, Imam Abu 
Hanifah .1!1~J regards it permissible to take back a gift but calls it makruh (disapproved). 
Those ahadith that disallow it, he interprets them as makruh (disapproved). However, 
there are seven cases when he too rules that taking back a gift is disallowed. Some books of 
fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) say that the seven cases are in (ui_r~~) each letter of which 
stands for one case (o,J,j,t't.'~'~) (daal, meem, 'ain, Khah, za, qaf, ha) 
The first letter daal (~)means additions. If something is added to or mixed with, a gift then 
returning it is not proper. An open plot on which he builds a house or plants trees. The 
donor cannot ask for a return of the donated land. 
The second letter meem (~) stands for death of one of the two. Thus, if a person gives 
something to another and dies thereafter, his heirs have no right to ask the surviving 
recipient to return to them that which their forebear had given to him. Or, if the recipient 
died, the giver cannot ask his heir for the return of the gift. 
The third 'ain (t.) refers to an exchange of gifts. The giver cannot ask the recipient for the 
return his gift (against which he had given something). 
The fourth letter is I<ha (t)· It is that the recepient of the gift sells it or hands it over to 
another. The giver cannot demand its return. 
The fifth letter is za (j). If one of the spouses gives a gift to the other, then the giver cannot 
ask for a return of it. 

t Nasa'i # 3689, Ibn Majah # 2378, Musnad Ahmad 2-182. 
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The sixth letter qaaf (J) signifies relationship of the kind of mahram, like father, son, 
mother, grandfather, siblings, gifts by one of them to another are unreturnable. 
The seventh letter ha (o) refers to the ruin of the thing gifted. The giver cannot ask the 
recipient for a return of the gift if it has perished. 

UNCIVIL TO DEMAND RETURN OF A GIFT 

((.5~.;t\l~__,~lA~I..,~Llli_,(.5~):.\I.J..\j!Jy,loi.J.J)-~0S~JJ~li~l51 
3021. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~li!l~; and Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas~.&~~; narrated that 
the Prophet ~ J~.&l~ said, 11lt is not lawful for anyone to present a gift to another 
and then take it back. But, a father to his son. The example of one who gives a gift 
and then takes it back is that of a dog that eats and when it is satiated vomits. Then 
it returns to its vomit."l 

GIFT FOR GIFT 

(~Lll\__, ..\jby,I.J (.5~ _pi oi.J.J) -~JSJl ~Jl ~.;Wljl 
IS tJ 

3022. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that a villager presented to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~.&1~ a young she camel. He reciprocated by giving him six young 
she camels. But, the man was displeased. This was bought to the prophet's ~l»1~ 
~ J knowledge. So, he praised find glorified Allah and said, "So and so presented 
me a she camel and I give him six young she-camels as a reciprocal gesture, but he 
was not pleased. I resolved. Therefore, that I shall not accept a gift except from a 
Quraysh Ansar, a Thaqafi or a Dawsi."2 

COMMENTARY: When you give someone a gift, it is contrary to your spirit of sincerity to 
except a return gift. But, if any one reciprocates your gesture, you should regard it highly. 
The sahabah never had a semblance of wish that when they presented something to the 
Prophet ~ J~.1!1~ he would give them a return gift, but he was very generous and ~ways 
reciprocated their gesture willingly. 
The villager in this hadith showed extreine greed. His attitude reflected that he had 
brought the gift only to get a greater return. The Prophet ~""J"#..lil~ was displeased with 
his attitude and decided not to accept a gift from anyone but the four people he named. 
The Quraysh belonged to the tribe of Quraysh. The Ansar were the ansar of Madinah. 

1 Tirmidhi # 2138, Abu Dawud # 3539, Nasa'i # 3690, Ibn Majah # 2377, Musnad Ahmad 1-237. 
2 Tirmidhi # 3971, Abu Dawud # 3537, Nasa'i # 3759. 
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Thaqafi and Dawsi were two tribes. He named them as exceptions because they were very 
courageous and generous. 

· if\i~ ,\,r..A .. ~·z.__.-\i~.-it~ ,.Ltj,r..AJ"li .. 1 ... ~~ii.H t~ .. _~\\~ ~~~~·(r'•Yr') 
~ ~ .. ~.....,.-~.,.~ ·'-" ~.._,- ~..J,.. ~~- .... V· ...,/ 

(Jjby.I.J <.SolA j:ll 

2023. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.iii'~; narrated that the Prophet ~ ... J;.~.iil'~ said, "He who is 
presented something and is capable, must reciprocate it. But, if he cannot, then he 
should praise (the giver of gift), for, he who extols has indeed expressed gratitude. 
But, he who 'conceals has indeed been ungrateful. He who adorns himself with 
what he is not given puts on two garments of falsehood."1 

COMMENTARY: To praise anyone is tantamount to show gratitude to him. Gratitude is to 
have love in the heart, to praise with the tongue and to serve with hands and feet. 
The hadith concludes with the message that if anyone describes himself with a merit of 
religion or the world which he does not possess then he is as though wearing a pair of 
garments of falsehood. It, means that he presents himself as a scholar and a righteous man 
which he is not. 

PRAYER FOR THE GOOD DOER 

(<.SolA J:ll oi.,.J) -r:l!UI J~l..tii 1~fu1 a1~ 
3024. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~.ii!'~J narrated that, "If a favour is shown to 
anyone and he says to the kindly person ('~i»,._s\r:·) (jazak Allah Khayra may Allah 
reward you heavily) then he has showered perfect praise for him."2 

COMMENTARY: By saying those words, he confesses that he is unable to return the favour 
and thank the benevolent person perfectly. So, he prays to Allah to r~ward him in this 
world and the next. 

STEADY ON STRAIGHT PATH: The glorious shaykh Abdul Wahhab Muttaqi .iil1~J 
asserted that a sufi must not come out of straight path whether the creatures gives him or 
give him not. He must not let his feet stagger from the true path. If a sinning, worthless 
person gives him something then he must not praise him as though he was a righteous 
person. Rather, he must pray for him, 'May Allah grant you a good reward.' 
If he suffers harm or grief at the hands of a righteous God fearing man, then he must not 
throw him out from the fold of the righteo~s simply because of that suffering at his hands. 
And, he mus·t not deride him. Rather, he must pray for him (t.JJ4l.iil1p) (may Allah forgive 
him and forgive us). · · 
~s is how the people on the steady straight path conduct themselves and act. 

1 Tirmidhi # 2041, Abu Dawud # 4813. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2042. 
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HE WHO IS UNGRATEFUL TO MEN IS UNGRATEFUL TO ALLAH 

~ f..-L "' Gl f..-L "' Gl ,.. ~ r;; ~ 1 "'' "''"' ,.. 
~illi.;~...:J Lf'WI.;~...:J~ ~j~illl ~,JJIJJ-!.5 Jli JliS~;lo16£ j (r'• Yo) 

> 
(lS.l.a .;UI.J .M>I oi_J,;) 
3025. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~.&1,.)-P 
said, ''He who is not grateful to the people will not be grateful to Allah."t 

COMMENTARY: Allah is thanked by obeying Him and men who are the means of 
delivering Allah's blessing should be thanked. If anyone lags behind in this then he has not 
thanked Allah. 
H any one fails to thank his benefactor he is ungrateful for the blessings and does not thank Allah. 

~ 1_;jtai ~JJ.t~l ~l31 q~l _;l:,j ~ rlJ1 ~ ,l.J1 jj-!.5 ,;~ l!i j~ u;JT lj. j (r'• Y\) 

..u1 ~~~ $ w;s ~J.i ~ ~ ~ ;~,J.& ~~ 'IJ .tP ~ J~r u Ji ~5l4 ,iJ, JJ-!.5 
~ ~ 

"' ~ J "' "' ...... "'' { ~ 11 
"' 11 "' ~ r~ ... ...f • ' ,,.. '·t,f "' j~lilll)s~Sl.4 ':J Jli9iJ#r.~~ ~-~~....,ul l~a). Jjj ~~I 0 u_;S"j.!lj ~~I ll_;.iS' 

... J • "' ... , , ... 
-~J Ls~j.ll &lj5 -~\~ ;-!~tl 

3026. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ Al1 ,.)-P 

arrived in Madinah, the muhajirs (emigrants) came to him and submitted. ''0 
Messenger of Allah, these people to whom we have come are more generous is 
spending when they have wealth, and kindly and helpful when they have little 
than any we have come across. They keep us away from hard working but associate 
us in their comfort, so we fear that they will take away all the reward." He said, 
"No! Not until you pray to Allah for them and continue to praise them."2 

COMMENTARY: When the emigrants from Makkah came to Madinah, its people- called 
ansar or helpers- not only welcomed them but helped them in every possible way. They 
even shared their gardens and fields, palm-trees and other belonging with them. They did 
not make the emigrants work but shared the product of their labour with them willingly. 
The emigrants wondered if their hijrah (emigration) and worship would earn them no 
reward which might go to the ansar. The Prophet ~J~-&1,.)-P comforted them that they 
would not lose their reward as long as they prayed for the ansar. 

EXCHANGE OF GIFTS REMOVES GRUDGES 

... ' ,, ' ... :: ... , ' ... ~ ' ' , ... -(l$..1Afilloi_J,;)-(Jl~I~.:U~~)I.....!..J191j:it&Jl9_;.L::,j~~illi~~Uilf-~l~lj.j(r•YV) 

3027. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.&l~J ~arrated that the Prophet ~J~.&'J..P said, "Give 
presents to each other, for, a gift removes ill will."3 

EVEN A SMALL GIFT 

'}j .JJ.iJI ~ j ~,i3 ~~ll ~1i IJS (i j~ _;l:,j ;:1irlJ1 ~~I lf S~_;l, c;l lj. j (i• YA) 

1 Tirmidhi # 1961, Musnad Ahmad# 2-258, Abu Dawud # 48)1 .. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2495, Musnad Ahmad # 3938. 
3 Tif.!nidhi # 2137 (narrated Abu Hurahrah) ~All~ J 
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, • ~ Ill' .. 2 .. ,:: 
( (.S.i.o ~ \ o I.J.)) -§l!. ~ ..).! ~ Jl j ~j~ zsj~ -.i..J~ 

3028. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..l!'~J narrated that the Prophet ~-J~lil'~ said, 
"Give presents to each other, for, a gift removes ill will from the heart. And, let not 
a woman look down upon the gift of her neighbour of a piece of a sheep's trotter."1 

COMMENTARY: It is both ways, applying to a woman who receives a part of a sheep's trotter 
and to a woman who sends it to her neighbour. Neither in sending nor in receiving may a 
woman think little of the gift. The receiving woman must receive it with a cheerful face. 

' , ' , ' , "' IJ "'"' ' "' ~ ' ~ , "' 1': "' ' , ~lj &'lllj ~l.:,jJI j_F")/ ~~ _;..L::,j ~ill I~ ;ill J_;2,j Jl! Jli ~~~if-j (Y'• YC\) 

, "' "' "' IJ "' "' 1': 9 .. -< :-'9Hy1>ll~S\jl~~_;:.~~ lilJlijl:s~jJI&Ijj 
3029. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4.:&-..li'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ 
said, "Three things are not refused (to be accepted): a pillow or cushion, 
(scented) oil and milk."2 

COMMENTARY: The second thing is(~~') (ad-duhn) which really is oil. The Arabs used to 
apply oil generally. 

DO NOT REJECT SCENTED FLOWER 

, '"',' "'~' ~, "'"' , "' .....!...Jt:!.Jli_JS~\ ~I ll!_;..L::,J~illl ~;ill Jj-!5 J~ J~~~~~JI .....!...J~i~'?l t_}.j (Y'•Y'•) 

,f Ill' J I • ~ I .. :: t Ill' "' -: 'L" ., J , '( 
-~J.o~~jJ &IJ5-~~~~7!'~~"'9~Sfi~9 

3030. Sayyiduna Abu Uthman An-Nahdi narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J~lil'j..P 
said, 111f anyone of you is given rayhan, he must not reject it, for, it is from 
paradise."3 (Rayhan: is scented flower) 

COMMENTARY: Flower is from paradise in the sense that its origin (or root) is from paradise. 

SECTION III 

NOT PROPER TO PREFER ANY CHILD OVER OTHER 
1 ; I ' I I" 

."i(i .. \"'.~~WI L~JJI J", '5 ,, 4 1h ,:q,~ ,.51 tJ_T .t~ .. ~ si -:AI ~li J"'li _,~.!...c. <r·r') '-' ~J,.. c,.s-', ~ <..a ., J ~· t.J-"""'" 1-'7': ..r, . . v . v--

,... ... ... , ,, ... ; ... , ... ... ' "' ~ ' ~ ... 
U~' ~~j (J,'))J, ~' ~1-...!..JI ,!~,~~~9 ~' -.i..J! Jlii_;..L::,j~illl ~~I Jj-!5 

"' ~ 11 

IJ I "' I 

Jli ':1 Jli ~'!.L:ic I u ~_; £'~1 ~iT Jli ~ Jli Sj.i!:JT Jlii ~J ~a' I~~~ j_;2,5 

0J.-o o I.J.;) -~ ~ ~1 411 ':J Q!J Ill fcl J4 ~i 
3031. Sayyiduna Jabir """lii'~J narrated that Sayyiduna Bashir's "•"lii'~J wife said to 
him, "Give my son (Nu'man) your slave and request Allah's Messenger ~JI.#.iiilj..P to 
witness it for L"ly sake." So, he came to Allah's Messenger ~ Jl.#lil'j..P and submitted!' 
"The daughter of so-and-so (meaning, Amrah bint Rawahah) asks me to give her son 

1 Tirmidhi # 2137, Musnad Ahmad 2-264 (Bukhari # 2566 Muslim #.1030). 
2 Tirmidhi # 2799. · 
3 Tirmidhi # 2800 
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my slave and stipulates that I should get Allah's Messenger as wi~ess for her." He 
asked, 11Has he· brother?" He submitted, "Yes!" He asked, 11Have you given every one 
of them the like of what you give him (now)?" He said, 11No!" He said, 11Then, this is 
not correct. And, I will not be a witness except for what is correct."t 

COMMENTARY: See commentary on hadith # 3012. 2 

WHEN FRESH FRUIT WAS PRESENTED TO THE PROPHET ~J4#.i»'~ 

~ ~~j ~WI §J)" t;;1ji llL;.LJ ~ ili1 ~ ,iJ1 Jj.!J ~J jli s~;.' Cfl ~ j <r. rr) 

-,hSJI ~l_rlll ~~~\1 &ljj 

3032. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~ J narrated that when a first fruit was brought to 
Allah's Messenger ~ ... J~".i»'~, he saw him put it on his eyes and lips. Then he prayed: 

" I 

~..}-}11 {j.d(; :Jjl ~jl ~ j~\ 'I 
(0 Allah, just as you have shown us the first of it, show us the last of it). Then he 
gave it to one of the boys who was present with him.3 

COMMENTARY: "The last of it" could be a prayer for a long life. Or it could refer to the 
hereafter to mean, '0 Allah, let us have the blessing in the hereafter.' That indeed is the 
real blessing. 4 

CHAPTER - XVIII 

AL-LUQATAH TROVES (OR FOUND PROPERTY) 

The word {i.lail} is read luqitah, and luqtah. The scholars of hadith know it best as luqatah. 
Luqatah is that which is found somewhere (say, on a road) and its owner is not known. In 
this regard, the command of Shari'ah (divine law) is that if anything is found lying 
somewhere, it is mustahab (desirable) to pick it up, provided one is confident of oneself that 
one would make an announcement of the find and hand it over to its owner when traced. If 
one is not sure of oneself then it must be left where it lies. Again, if one apprehends that if 
it is left there, then it might waste or perish then it ·is wajib (obligatonJ) to pick it up. If one 
who detects it but does not pick it up and it wastes away then he will have committed a 
sin. This is the general principle of luqatah. We now present some of its rulings in detail. 
Luqatah is a trust with the person who picks it up provided he calls someone to witness it, 
saying, "I have picked it up to preserve it or to hand it over to its owner." In this case, no 
ransom will be wajib (obligatory) on him if it perishes. But, if he does not call anyone to bear 

1 Muslim# 19-1624, Musnad Ahmad 3-326. 
2 See also 'Bringing up Children in Islam (p 127) Dar ul Isha'at, Karachi (up bring of children in Islam ' 
p 172 Darul Tasnif Jamiatal Uloom of Islamiyah Karachi) 
3 Bayhaqi in Ad-D~wat al Kabir 
4 See also bringing up children in Islam (P 251 and 382) Darul Isha'at, Karachi Also, upbringing of 
Children in Islam. • 
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witness and the luqatah perishes then it will be wajib (obligatory) on him to make amends 
for it provided the owner denies that he had picked it up to hand it over to him. 
The announcement of the find must be made where the luqatah was picked up and where 
people are found in large numbers generally, "who owns this things?" This announcement 
must be made till the person who picks it up is convinced that its owner will not demand it 
any more. However, the sahibayn (the tWo disciples) Imam Abu Yusuf .ib1~J and Imam 
Muhammad .fb,~ J hold that the announcement should be made for one year. If anything is 
perishable then it should be announced only till the time it is likely to perish. 
If the owner is traced during the times of announcement then that thing must be handed 
over to him. After that, the. thing must be given away as charity. If the owner appears after 
that and upholds the charity then he will deserve reward for it from Allah. Or, he may ask 
the person whd had picked it up to redeem for that. Or, he may get it back from the person 
to whom the charity was handed over, but if that thing is no more with him then he may 
get a recompense from him as is the procedure with an animal found as luqatah. 
Luqatah is allowed in animals too. If anyone finds a lost animat then he may catch it, 
announce it and deliver it to its owner. Whatever is spent during the period of 
announcement would be counted as a favour. The owner will not be asked to pay for it if 
the expenses were made without the permission of the ruler. However, if the man who 
caught the animal stipulated that he would claim the expenses, and spent on it with the 
permission of the ruler, then it will be like a debt whose repayment will be wajib (obligatory) 
on the owner, who will repay it when he gets his animal. The man who has the luqatah has 
the right to detain the animal till its owner pays him all that he had spent on it. 
The ruler and the judge are instructed that if the thing found as luqatah is such that benefit 
may be derived fro.m it, like a runaway slave then he may be made to work. What he earns 
may be used to pay for his expenses. If it is something from which benefit cannot be 
derived, like an animal, then the judge may give permission to bear its expenses and to get 
them from the owner provided that is good for the owner. If the judge deems that it will 
cause loss to the owner instead of being good for him then he may get the thing sold and 

· retain its price to be handed over to the owner when he appears. . 
If a person has a luqatah and someone claims it as his property d~scrioing the thing 
correctly, then it is allowed to hand it over to the claimant and it is not necessary to have 
witnesses. However, if he cannot described it then the luqatah must not be handed over to 
him without witnesses to it. 
If the person who finds the luqatah is poor then when the time expires for the 
announcement, he may use it himself. If he is rich then he may give it away as charity. In 
this case, he is permitted to give it in charity to his antecedents, that is parents, and to his 
descendants, that is, children, and to his wife, provided they are poor and needy. 
It is mustahab (desirable), for one who can, to nab a runaway slave. Similarly, if a slave has 
lost his way then it is mustahab (desirable) to keep him with oneself. 
If anyone catches a runaway slave and takes him to his master at a distance of more than 
three days' journey, then he is eligible to get from the slave's master forty dirhams as his 
wages, even if the slave is worth less then forty dirhams. However, he who brings him 
must have called someone to witness that he nabs the slave to take him to his master. 
If anyone brings a distance lesser than three days then he deserves wages in that 
proportion, for example, if the distance is half of tpat then he wi11 get twenty dirhams. 
If ·the slave escapes from this person too who had nabbed him then he will not be 
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responsible .to pay damages if he had called someone to witnesses his effort. If he had not 
any witnesses then not only will he receive wages (or fare) for the journey, but also 
damages will be wajib (obligatonJ) on him to pay. 

PICKING UP AN ABANDONED CHILD 
Laqit (or, an abandoned child) if found anywhere may be picked up, it being mustahab 
(desirable) to do so. If there is likelihood of its death then it is wajib (obligatory) to pick it up. 
If it is not established that the child is a slave then it will be presumed that he is free. The 
sustenance and blood wit of a laqit is the responsibility of the state treasury. Any thing that 
he leaves behind will go to the State Treasury. No one has a right to take away the laqit 
from the person who has picked it up. If anyone claims that the child belongs to him then 
his claim will be deemed to be reliable if he makes the claim on oath, and the child's 
parentage will be established thereby. If two people claim the child to be theirs, then the 
more rightful to take him will be the one who discloses any identification mark on the 
child's body and if his disclosure is confirmed. 
If a slave claims parentage to the child then hls claim will be deemed to be correct, but that 
child will continue to be a Muslim if he is found in the habitation of the Muslims or in their 
neighbourhood. If the child is found among the dhimmis or their house of worship, then he 
will be said to be dhimmi. 
If some property is tied to the laqit or he wears jewellery, or any other thing, then, after the 
judgement of a judge, it must be spent on the laqit alone, though some ulama (Scholars) say 
that it may be done even without a judge's judgement. 
The more correct opinion is that it is allowed to one who has picked up the laqit to send 
him to a professional to acquire some professional skill, but it is not allowed to him to 
marry him to someone, to use his wealth and property, or to make him work. 

RULINGS ABOUT LUQATAH 
(1) Suppose a man takes off his shoes and places them aside somewhere. Another man 
comes and does the s~me thing. Then the first man comes back from where he had gone 
and put on the shoes of the second man by mistake and departs. No:w, what should the 
second man do when ~e comes to find his shoes replaced? The agreed ruling is that he is 
not allowed to put on shoes of the first man if they are like his own or better than his. If 
these shoes are worse than his own (Second man's) then he is allowed to use them. 
(2) A man may find scattered on the ground one of two kinds of things: 

(a) Of immaterial and inconsequential value: Anyone who picks it up may use it 
knowing that its owner will never ask for it though has the right to demand 
it. But, shaykh ul Islam .&1~J s~ys that its ownership transfers to him. 

(b) Something invaluable like gold and ·silver: He who picks them up must· 
preserve· them and announce the find till he h~ds them over to their owner. 

(3) If anyone find a loaf of bread or something else as much as a loaf of bread, or less then 
that, then, even when he is well-off, he is allowed to eat it .. 

(4) If wheat or corn is ground in a mill and residue particles of that which were 
previously subjected to grinding get mixed with it then there is no harm in it. This 
happens generally. IF a straw from a broQm belonging to someone else is used to·pick 
teeth, there is to harm in it too. · · 

(5) .The dung of the ~als of guests in an inn do not belong to the inn-keeper wh~n the 
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guests depart from there with their animals. They become property of one who picks them 
up fir-st of all. 

SECTION I JJi1j.4Aii 
WHEN. ONE FINDS DROPPED THINGS 

, I' ., ,& ;;. , ~ "" ~ ' .!, {9 ., "" ., 

'-'.I-!Jl19 .d~~\ \I if:U~9 ~j ~~JJI ~~I y_;..!5 J!~J ~4-Jli #(j.~ ~j ~ (i• rr) 

~ cJ1 Jli~~!il.iJWi jli ~ d~i ~!5 ~,~,.~ r-4-~1i ~ ~i_r Ji L& r-~~J ~ lls; 

. .-;:1! u, ~ti ~j ~4-~1i 
3033. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid 4:$- ~~ ~ J narrated that a man came to Allah's 
Messenger ~J 4# .11t.J...P and asked him about luqatah. Bear in mind its nature 
(contained in a cloth or a leather bag) and its cork (or that with which is it fastened). 
Make an announcement for a year. If its owner appears, hand it over to him, 
otherwise it is your wish how you use it." The man asked about lost sheep (if 
anyone catches them). He said, "It belongs to you. Your brother or the wolf." The 
man then asked about lost camel He posed. "How is it your concern? They have 
their water (in their bellies)' and their feet with them and can go to their feet with 
them and can go to the water and can eat trees till their master locates them." 
Acc~rding.to another version in Muslim: 
(When the man asked about luqatah,) the prophet 1"1 ... J":l~.1i,~.P said, "Announce about it 
for one year, bear in mind its fastening and that in which it is placed. Use it for yourself. 
If its owner comes, hand it over to him (if you have it intact otherwise its value).t 

COMMENT"RY: Ibn Maalik ~~~J said that the Prophet ~J4#.1ltJ...P instructed anyone who 
picks up the luqatah to bear in mind that nature of it because when any one claims it he 
would know whether he describes it correctly or not. Imam Maalik .1!1~ J and Imam Ahmad 
.1!1~ J Say that in that case it is wajib (obligatory) to hand over the luqatah to the claimant 
without having any witness. Imam Shafi'I .1!1 ~ J and the hanafis say that if any one 
describe, the nature and fastening, weight and number of the luqat ah and the man who 
has picked it up is satisfied about the clailnant 's truthfulness, then it is allowed to hand it 
over to him. But the claimant cannot compel him to hand it over to him without any 
wi'tnesses. The wisdom in having to know well the nature and fastening is also that he 
should be able to pick it out from his own goods. 
The announcement of the find should be made where it is found and also in all public 
plates. I~am Shafi'I ~~~ J, Imam Maalik .1!1~ J, Imam Ahmad ~~~ J and Imam Muhammad 
.1!1~ J say that the announcement should be made for one year. But, Imam Abu Hanifah ~ J 

.1!1 and Imam Yusuf .1!1~ J, say th~t no time period is fixed. They say that the hadith says one 

1 Bukahri # 2429, Muslim# 1-1722, Tirmidhi # 1377, Abu Dawud # 1704, Ibn Majah # 2504, Muwatta 
Maalik # 46 (Aqdiyah), Musnad Ahmad 4. 116 
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year to suggest the waiting without making it binding. Hidayah quotes Imam A~u Hanifah 
.1JI~ J as saying that if the value of luqatah is less than ten dirhams, it will be announced for 
a few days. If it is worth ten dirhams then it should be made known for· one month and if it 
is two hundred dirhams then it will be announced for one year. 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that even this is not a fixed limit. It depends on the judgement 
of the picker till he is convinced that no claimant ·is likely to show up. According to one 
version in Muslim, the period of one year is not mentioned. 
If luqatah is something perishable than the announcement should be made till it begins to not 
If. it is something very insignificant and of· negligible value then po announcement is 
necessary~ However, the owner has the right to demand his thing. 
If the owner of the luqatah comes after the announcement then it must be given to him if he 
has witnesses with him then it is wajib (obligatory) Ot:\ the person who had picked it up to 
hand it over. If he has no witnesses then it is not wajib (obligatory) but permissible. If the 
owner does not tum up after the announcement then the picker may keep it for his sown 
use whether he is rich or poor. This is as most sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lii'~J . 
say and Imam Shafi'I li!t~J says. Some of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lii~~J say 
that if he is rich, he must give it to some· poor person as a charity. This is to what Ibn Abbas 
~ .iit ~ J Sufyan Thawri .iit ~ J, Ibn Mubarak lilt~ J and the Hanafis subscribe. If the owner 
turns after the charity is given, then he may let the charity stay or get a redemption from 
the picker of luqatah or the poor man to whom the charity was 'given, if that thing is no 
more there. Whichever of the two pays the damages will not demand anything.from the 
other. If the luqatah is intact as it was then the owner will have to take it. 
It is stated in Nihayah that it is better to keep the luqat ah· for oneself. after the 
announcement though it is allowed to make a charity of it. If you catch a goat as luqatah 
and the owner comes after the announcement, he will take it otherwise you will use it. So if 
he takes it, he is your brother or if you do not catch it, then someone else will take it as your · 
brother. It is allowed to benefit from it, otherwise the wolf would devour it. The same 
commcmd applies to every animal that its owner cannot~ take care of or he is not there and it 
cannot be safe from the wolf. 
The camel's belly is like a water skin that conserves water. The camel can· go without· 
drinking water for days together. 
The camel's feet are strong. It can go up to its food and protect itself from wild animals. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that this example of the camel appli~s to every such animal that 
protects itself even in the absence of its master frqm wolf, etc. like horses and donkeys. 
Imam shafi'I li!t~J and Imam Maalik ~~~.J deduce from this hadith that the camet cow, etc,. · 
cannot be caught as luqatah in the desert. It is n9t allowed, but they may be caught in 
villages and cities. '!he Hanafis say that it is mustalzab (desirable) to catch .all animals 
everywhere and to announce the find in order to protect the property of the people both in 
the desolate places and habitations. . 
The Hanafis say about this hadith that the command not to catch, the camel was valid 
during those times when. most people were honest and good doers and the deceivers were 
therefore, prevented from touching them. The same cannot be said these dctys. 

LUQATAH MAY NOT BE KEPT WITHOUT ANNOUNCEMENT 
r "' ~ , ... e' , ~ , ' , ~ ' ~ ' , c: , c: 

(..P.l.-ooi.,.;)-~~-; .. H.-' J~ ~9~.H . .;L5J•&" ~j~illl ~~IJJ-!5 Jli Jli~j (r'•r'i) 
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3034. Sayyiduna Zayd ib Khalid ~~~~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ 
said, "If anyone (picks up ~d) retains a stray thing (belonging to another) is misled 
unless he makes the find kno~n."t 

LUQATAH OF THE HIL (LAWFUL) & OF THE HARAM (SACRED TERRITORY) 

r 1 ,J I'( ' "' ~ ' J "" "" ' ' -~UL.I3fQ;\~~~j~illi~~~J_j.!,j~I~I~I~}~~~J)I#~j(r'•r'O) 

0J.-ooi-'.J) 

3035~ Sayyiduna Ab~ur Rahman ibn Uthman al-Taymi ~lii·~.J narrated that Allah's 
Messenge!' ~ J~.iit~ forbade anything that the pilgrims might drop.2 

COMMENTARY: The. luqatah in the sacred territory must be preserved till the owner 
appears whenever that is and the announcement must be made. Imam Shafi'I lil•~ .J abides 
by this dictate. But, Imam Abu Hanifah il:1~ .J maintain that the same ruling applies to the . 
luqatah of th~ haram (sacred territory) and of the hil (territory outside the haram). See the 
ch~pter on Haram Makkah. 
(Note: According to another copy of the Urdu translation: Anything found in the Haram 
must be left where it is till its owner comes and take his ting. This is what Imam Shafi'I ~ .J 
~~abides by. The Hanafi view is as stated in the foregoing lines.) 

SECTION II £Jlliltj-Aili 

LUQATAH OF UNINHABITED PLACE AND BURIED TREASURE 

:,J~.jli~~~;WI~t;:iiJ~~lAJ~J.I,i9~~..__ujj~!~isl~t&~,.~so4-..__u1~i1~ 

_,~t'J!3JAai'tifJ;.!.J~~~~SJIS~Il5JJJ&!L.dJt&lj5-u'!ll 
3036. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb ~~~ .J narrated on the authority of his father hom 
his grandfather (Abdullah ibn Amr) ~.111~J that someone asked Allah's Messenger · 
~J~~~~ about huit hanging (hom trees). He said, "If a needy person takes some 
thing without carrying away any in his garment, then he is not to be blamed. But, if 
anyone goes out with some of it, then he is to be fined twice its value and to be 
punished. If anyone steals after they are placed where date s are dried and their 
value comes to the prices of a shield, then his hands should be amputated." He 
mentioned about camels and sheep that are found (as luqatah) as the other narrators 
have mentioned. He also narrated that he was asked about luqatah. He said, if it is 

1 Muslim# 12-1725, Musnad Ahmad 4-117. 
2 Muslim# (1-1724, Abu Dawud # 1719, Musnad Ahmad 3-499. 
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on a road commonly used in a large town, make the announcement for one year. If 
its owner appears, give it to him. If he does not, then it belongs to you. If it is an old 
(deserted) waste land, or if it is a h~dden trea~ure of the jahiliyah (ignorance 
period), then it calls for one fifth payment." The version in Abu Dawud is from the 
Prophet's ~J~~~~ words:" And he was asked about luqatah" .... till the end.l 

COMMENTARY: The needy may be any poor man who is in dine need or not in dine need 
and bad shape. He may pluck fruit from the· tree only as much as necessary. If he carries 
any outside the according to Ibn Maalik .1!1~ J though he will not be a sinner, yet he has to 
pay for those fruit as rpajib (obligatory). Or, this command was imposed in early Islam but it 
stands abrogated now. 
As for the words that he will have to pay twice its price, Ibn Maalik .1!1~.) says that this is 
only a warning, for, it is only the actual price that he will have to pay. Imam Ahmad ~~~J 
also holds the same opinion. Some ulama (Scholars) says: that this command was operative 
in early Islam and is now abrogated. 
As for punishment, it refers to the persons fate. His hand will not be cut but he will be 
awarded some punishment. .In those days, gar dens were not protected and enclosed. If any 
one sto~e from the piles of fruit of provision to the value of one seer then sin punishment 
according to Shari'~ (divine law) was amputation of hand, which, at that time amounted 
to three or .four dirhams, or more. The Hanafis say ten dirhams and the Shafi is say four 
dirham ca~l for amputation of the hand. Shamrri ii11~J has said that a seer (of the fruit) was 
valued at ten dirhams in those times. 
The luqatah found on a frequented path near a habitation must be made known, it being 
wajib (obligatory) to do so. It is because there is every likelihood that it would belong to a 
Muslim. As for the for luqatah that lies in an ancient unfrequented place where there is no 
Muslim residence around, the command is that one-fifth should be paid.in Allah's path as 
.charity. The rest may be used by the picker himself whether the luqatah is gold, silver or 
any kind of jewellery or any other thing. 
The same command applies to buried treasures in an ancient land. 

REPLACEMENT IF LUQATAH HAS BEEN USED 

JJ.!5 ~s~i ~li 'H Jli IJL;!~ 4J ~lb Cfl&1 fi' ~~ ~~.11.1 ~ ~~ ~j <r··rv> 

ili1 ~;ill jj-!5 jlii Jl;!.}.ll t '~::~_;AI~~ ~J .1/4 ~lS l!li ~lij ~ Jlj ~j #-

(Jjby.l oiJJ.)) -J~.;tll~l ~ ~~j ~ 
3037. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al KHudri ~.11~~J narrated that Sayyiduna Ali 4$.iiii~J 
found one din~ (as luqatah, abandoned property). He b9ught it to Sayyidah 
fatimah ~.11~~J· He then asked Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~~ about it and he said, 
"This is a provision from Allah's" So, Allah's Messenger ~J~.1~~~ consumed it 
and Sayyiduna Ali ~.111~J and Sayyidah Fatimah ~.111~ J also ate from it (what they 
had bought with it). After that, a woman c~e looking for the dinar. So, Allah's 

! Tirmidhi # 1293, Abu Dawud # 1710, Nasa'i # 1958, Ibn Majah # 2596, Musnad Ahmad 2iso. 
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Messenger ~ J~itl~~ said, 110 Ali, pay the dinar (to her)."t 

COMMENTARY: We. cannot say from the ha:dith that Sayyiduna Ali ~it11~J had used the 
money without makh1g an ·announcement about it. There is every possibility that he had 
done that before spending the dinar. 
The Prophet ~ J ~· ~~ ~ had the dinar paid to the woman because she might have 
described the coin. Or, he might have leamt of her from other sources. 

DO NOT PICK UP WITH EVIL INTENT 

(J.;I..UI ol_,.;)-.;lill J;s. ~l!jl.,.;~j~ai_\1 ~JJijj-!5 jli jli;t;J~Iifj (r'•r'A) 

3038. Sayyiduna Al-Jarud ~it11~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~.p said, 
"The lost property of the Muslim is a flame of fire."2 

COMMENTARY: If anyone picks up a lost property with an evil intention then that will 
take him to hell. · 

HAVE A WITNESS 

~~15 t§ '~'li S~i 4J &A ~j ~ ili1 ~ ;il1 jj-!5 jli jli ~~ ~ <.fi~ 0£J (r.rq,) 

(l..f.J I..U 1_, Jj IJ -'~"-' ..l.o:a-1 o I_,J) 
3039. Sayyiduna Iyad ibn Himar ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J":-t~itll~ 
said, "If anyone finds a stray thing somewhere, then he must have one just man or 
two just men as his witiless. He must make announcement of it and not conceal it 
nor consign it elsewhere. ·When he finds it owner, he should return it to him, 
otherwise it is Allah's property. He gives it to whom He pleases."3 

COMMENTARY: The finder of the luqatah must get someone to witness it so that no one 
may accuse him of theft or pilferage. In this way, he himself will not be instigated to keep 
the find for his own use. Moreover, if he dies suddenly, his heirs will not include that 
property as his legacy. 
Some u~ama (Scholars) say that this command is mustahab (desirable) to obey others say that 
i.t is wajib (obligatory) in nature. This hadith and the foregoing assert that if the owner is not 
located, it luqatah is Allah's property. This means that it is lawful for the person who picks 
it up when t\le owner turns up he will be reimbursed. with a replacement. 

WHEN IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO MAKE KNOWN 

~l;!.\j ~lj J,_;!Jij l ~I J~j ~dJ1 ~ JJ1 jj.!J W ~5 jli-/i4-0£J (r•t•) 

s-1 I I . I ... ~ J I ''I'· tJ .. ::::f .. (J_, Jy. 0-'.J)-tft,~~~J"" ~ 

3040. SayyidunaJabir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~it11~ had given 
permission that a man might pick up (and put to his use)' a stick a whip, a rope and 

1 Ab.u Dawud # 1714. 
2 Darimi # 26.01, Tirmidhi # 1801, Musnad Ahmad 5-80. 
3 Abu Dawud # 1709, Musnad Ahmad 4. 161 Darimi, Ibn Majah # 2505 
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such other things that he picks up to use them himself.l 
COMMENTARY: If he who picks up the luqatah (draped thing) is not well off, he may put 
to his ·own use such things. as are mentioned in this hadith. 
The ulama (Scholars) define the things of little value as worth less then dirhan1s, but some 
of them say that there is worth one dinar or less then that as in the hadith (# 3038) about 
Sayyiduna Ali ~..\,'~J 

.. ~ ~ ... ...... t " " , ,r;:J 
~'a.:S.JII"'fl:}d~':J':Jiy-rL5~~~111,li~~~Jj 

And the hadith of Sayyiduna al-Miqdam ibn Ma' dikarib ~~~ J is narrated in the 01apter 
v (# 163) 

CHAPTER- XIX 

AL-FARA'ID (SHARES OF IN~ERITANCE) 

The word fara'id -is the plural of faridah which is derived from Jnrd (compulsory) (1neaning, 
obligatory). 

1 

_Fara'id are the shares of inheritance as determined by the Quran or hadith. This chapter 
enum~rates the heirs of a person who dies, namely his or her relaHves who will be become 

· their heirs, and in what ratio the legacy will be distributed among them. 
Some important basic things and some principles and necessary rulings are here 
brought together. 

SEQUENCE OF HEIRS · 
The ulama (Scholars) say that four rights are attached to the legacy of a dead person. 

(1) The body should be shrouded and buried, meaning that it should be given a 
bath and enshrouded, funeral snlnh (prayer) should be offered over it, and it 
should be taken to the graveyard and buried in a grave. The expenses should 
be borne from the legacy without being thrifty or extravagant. 

(2) Then if there is a debt people or other outstanding then they should be paid. 
Thereafter 
(3) If the dead person had left behind a will then one-third of the residue should 

be used for it. Then after that: 
(4) All the remaining wealth and property should be disbursed among the heirs in 

the following order: The dhawil furud should be dispensed with first of all by 
giving them their due share. After that whatever remains will go to the asabat 
nasabi of the dead person because whatever remains after paying the dhawil 
furud goes to. the asabat nasabi being their right. 

If the dead person has no dhawil furud then all the remainder will go to the asabat nasabi. 
If there are no asabat nas.abi then whatever remains after giving to the dhawil furud will be 
given to one who had set him free if the dead had been a slave and had been freed. If the 
one who had set him free is not alive then it will be given to the male asabat of the person 
who had set him free. If there is none of them then the remaining portion of the legacy will 
also go to the dhawil furud but not to the spouses because they have no share in the second 

1 Abu Dawud # 1717. 
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time distribution. 
However, if there is none of these surviving - not dhawil furud, not asabat nasabi not 
sabbi, then the inheritance will go to the dhawil arham. If even they are not there, then to 
mawla-at mawalat. If they too are not there, then all the legacy will go to the person 
whose relationShip the dead person had mentioned, for instance, he may have said of 
Zayd, 11He is my father's son" though this cannot be proved in any other way what ever. 
In spite of that he will be deserving of the leg~cy of the dead person. If there is no such 
person too then the legacy will go to the person whom the dead person had named as the 
beneficiary of all his property are wealth. If there is no such person too, then all the 
property and wealth will go to the state Treasury. Finally. If th~re is no such thing to then 
it will be spent on the heads of the state Treasury, like madrasahs (religious schools), 
mosques, or the poor people, the needy, etc. 

ABOUT DHAWIL FURUD 
They are twelve in number: 
(1) Father, (2) Grandfathers including great grandfathers, great, great grandfather and so 
an (antecedent). (3) Akhyafi brother (that is, having different fathers but a common 
mother). (4) Wife. (5) Husband. (6) Mother. (7) Grandmothers (either paternal or maternal), 
including great grandmothers, great great grandmothers, and so ·on (antecedents) (8) 
Daughter (9) Grand daughter. (10) Real sister. (11) Step sister. (12) Akhyafi sister. 

SHARESOFDHAWILFURUD 
The father of the dead person get one-sixth portion when the dead person's son, grandson 
or great grandson are alive. It these are not but the dead person's daughter, granddaughter 
or great grand daughter are alive, then the dead person's father gets one-sixth portion and 
will also be regarded an asbah. However, if the dead is survived by none of these 
descendants of his father, then the father will only be an asbah. 
In short, in the first case, the father is entitled to only the prescribed ifard (compulsory)) 
share. In the second case, he is not only entitled to the fard (compulsory) but also is an 
asabah. In the third case, he is only an asabah. 
If the dead· person's father is not alive, then his grandfather will be like his father in all 

, three cases. If both his father and ·grandfather are alive then the grandfather stands 
deprived, g~tting no inheritance at all. · 
They akhyafi .brother and the akhyafi sister will get one sixth share of the legacy if there is 
one of them. If they are two or more then all of them get one-third share to be divided 
equally between males and females. If the dead person's father or grandfather is alive or 
his son or son'-s children are there then the akhyafi brothers and sisters will be deprived. 
If a man's wife dies without being surtrived by a son or a daughter and by children of her· 
son, then her husband will get half of her legacy. But, if h~r son or daughter or son's 
children are there then he will get one fourth of the share. 
When a woman's husband dies leaving behind no children and no children of his sons, 
then she will get one fourth of the share but if any of them are aliv~ then she will get one
eighth of the share. If the husband had only one wife then she will get all that is mentioned 
here. If he had two, three or four wives, ·then all of them together will get these shares 
which they will divide among themselves. 
The dead person's mother will inherit from him or her one-sixth of the legacy provided the 
dead person's: 
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son or daughter, or 
son's son, or 
his children, or 
one sister, or 

Vol.3 

two brothers and two sisters, or more of them (whether re~l of step or akhyafi) 
are alive .. 
If none of them is alive, the mother will get one-third of the total legacy. 
If the father or a spouse is alive with the mother, then after the share~ given to them, the 
mother will get one-third of the residue. 
If instead of father the paternal grandfather is alive, then the mother ·will get one third of 
the total legacy because, in this case, the grandfather does not take the l:ather' s place. 
The paternal and maternal grandmothers get one-sixth share whether there be one or 
many.·If there is only the paternal grandmother she gets all the one-sixth. If there also is the 
I?J.aternal grandmother, they both get the one-sixth which they shall divide, and so if there 
are two paternal and two maternal grandmothers, they will divide among themselves the 
one-sixth, provided they are all of the same rank (meaning, they are grandmothers and 
none of them is a great grandmother). If they are of different rank then the distant relative 
will remain deprived (meaning that the great grandmother will not, get anything). In the 
saine way, in the presence of the mother, the grandmothers will get nbthing. Besides, in the 
presence of the grandfathef; the father's grandmothers get nothing but the wife of the 
grandfather, meaning father's mother is not deprived. · 
The daughter of the dead person is never deprived of inheritance. If her brother, n1eaning 
the son of the dead, is present then she is asabah, otherwise she is dha~il furud. There are 
two or three possibilities for a daughter deserving an inheritance. 

(1) There is only one daughter anc;l she has no real or step brother. In this case, 
she gets half of the legacy. (If there is no other heir than she gets the· 
remaining half too.) · 

(2) If there are two or more daughters and they have no real or st.ep brother, they 
get two thirds of the legacy. They shall divide that equally among them. 

(3) If there is a son too with the. dead man's daughters, then the daughter has no 
inheritance. Rather, she becomes an asabah. This means that every daughter 

. will get half of what a son gets no matter how many daughters there are. Thus, 
if a dead person has many daughters, and many sons, the distribution of the 
legacy will be: 
two shares for every son and one share for every daughter. 

In the absence of a daughter, a son and son's son of a dead person who has only one 
granddaughter (son's daughter), this grand daughter will get half of the legacy If he has 
two or more (such) grand daughters, they will be given two-thirds of the legacy. They will 
distribute that among themselves equally. · 
If the dead person has no son no son's son and no son's grandson but only one daughter, 
the ·granddaughter (from his son) will get one-sixth share even if there are more of them. 
(They will share) 
If the dead person has two or more daughters, the granddaughter will be deprived completely. 
If, however, there is, besides the grand daught~r, a grandson too even down the line (great 
grandson) or a real or step-brother of this granddaughter or paternal cousin, then even if 
the dead person had many daughters or only one, the granddaughter will become an 
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asabah. This.means that atter dhawil fmud have beet:t given their shares, the residue will be 
distributed between the grandso~ and granddaughter in the ration of zil. 
It must be remembered that if the dead p~rson's son is alive then this granc;idaughter will 
get nothing ~t all. · . 
If the dea4 person is survived by no children and grandchildren (from his son)~ the~ his 
grand daughter will take place of all of them. If the daughter is alive then her children will 
b~ ~eprived If· the ·grandda1:1ghter (from son) is· there, then ·the children .of the 
granddaughter will be deprived. . · 
In the pre.sence of tlte dead persol)' s children or his· ~on's children, the akhyafi brothers and 
sisters \Yill get not}iing. 
'I~ the dead persm;.l' s father or pate:Qlal grandfather is alive, the akhyafi brothers .and sisters 
will stand deprived. . · 
In the absence of. the dead person's sons, daugh.ters, their _children and their grandchildren 
but the presence of only one real sister, she will take the plac~ of his daughter. If she is 
alone-she will get half pf the .legacy but if they are two or more, they will get two _thirds of 
.the entire legacy which they will disburse amongst ·themselves. The spme ruling applies to 
a stepsister in the foregoing case i( there ~s no real sister. . · 
If the dead person's daughter or granddaughter (ffom his son) is there up to .the lowest 
descen~ant even if they are many or just one then the real sister and in her absence t?e 
stepsister will became an asabah. . 
If there is a real brother, then a real. sfster will bec;ome as asabah with him. 
If there is no real brother but there is a stop brother then a· real sist~r will become a dhawil furud. 
There is· one real brother and some step brothers and sisters. In this case the top brothers . 
and sisters will get notliing. 
In \he presertce of ~ne real sister, the step s~ter- one of more than one -will get one sixth share: 
If there are more than one real sisters then the step sister will remain depri;ved'. But, if there 
is a step brother too, then she will not be deprived a~d even ·if there be ~ne o~ more real 
sisters~ the· step. sister will become an asabah with the step brother:·~s means that after 
the dhawil fara'id have been given their shares, the remainirig legacy will be theirs because 
of their be.ing asabah. . . . 
If the dead person's real si~ter or daughter or: granddaug~ter (from son) down the line to 
the lowest bec;:qme ~sabah then the step siblings will get nothing. · · 

EXPLANATORY NOTE: In the presence of the dead-person's son and grandson (from son) 
to the lowest line, all the real and step siblings will be deprived. Also, in the presence of the 
·dead person's father or paternal grand(ather, the siblirlgs, re~ or step will be depriv~. · . . . . 

ABOUT ASABAT 
Whatever ·remains affer disbursing the shares of the legacy of the dead _person to the 
dhawil furud will be distributed among the asabat. In another words, dhawil furud are the 

, heirs of the first degree and asabat ~re heirs of the second degree. . · 
1. There are four kinds of asabat Son, his son and'his son down the line 
2. Father, his brother (paternal unde), paternal grandfather'and paternal great grandfather. 
3. Real and step brothers and ~eir sons.down the lme. 
4~ Uncle (paternal), father's paternal uncle, paternal grandfather's paternal uncle and son of 

th~se (paternal) uncles and their sons and theirs down the line. 
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THESEQUENCEOFTHESEFOUR 
The sequence of the~e four .kinds is: The foremost are sons followed by grandsons to the 
lowest degree. · 
Next are father and grandfather up to the highest level (of ancestors) . 

. Then follow the brother, sister and nephew to the lowest level. 
On their· heels are the paternal uncle and his children to the lowest level. 
Thus, if an asabh is there from the first kind, then ali the remaining three kinds will be 
deprived. If there is none. from the first kind but one from the second kind then the next· 
two kin~s will-be. depriv~d. If there is none from the first and the second but there is one 
from the third then there will be none from the fourth. 
The other thing is that in each of these four k~ds, the close asabah will get- preference over 

. the distant one whe~ the closer one is there is distance will be. deprived. For example if 
both son and grandson are, there both being from the first kind, the son will be preferred 
over the grandson, because he .is the clos~r. He will get the legacy of the dead person while 
tl}e distant relative (the grandson). will be deprived. · 
In the. same way, the real asabah will be preferred over th:e step relation, . 
The grandsons of. the dead. person (or his paternal uncles) will be preferred to his paternal 
uncles, and to his father; s paternal uncles. The grandsons of the paternal uncles of the . 
father of the dead person are pref~rred to paternal uncles of the dead person. 

. . . ABOUT DHAWIL ARHAM 
The first degree of the h~irs of the dead person is dhawil furud. the second is asabat when 
b_oth these degrees are not found in the heirs then the legacy w:ill go to the dhawil arham. 
This is the third degree_of heirs of the dead. Like asabah, Dhawil arham ~so has four kinds. 
Theyare: · · 
1. Daughterof the dead person; her daughter. d~ep· down the line. 
2. False grandfather (called (..l..l"ob.-)·jadd fasid meaning from the mother's side, that is the 

• o • I 

maternal graitdfalher), false grandmother G~deh fasidah} both paternal and maternal, o., 
father of maternal· grandmother, mother of false maternal grandmother, mother of the 
father of grandmother ,(paternal/maternal). All of them are dhawil arham while. the ~eal 
grand tather- (paternal) and real (paternal/ maternal) graridmother are dhawil furud and 

. these go up the line like the great grandfather and great grandmother, etc. there being no 
woinan between them and no jadd fasid between them. . 
3. Children' of real sisters, step sister, akhyafi sister and akhyafi brother. Daughter of real 
brother and step brothers. · 
4. Aunts - real, s~ep or a~yafi, u~cles (~aternal and maternal) all akhyafi. 
These are the four kinds of dhawil arham. The same sequence· is observed as for asabah .. 
If .those heirs of the first kind are there or their children (no matter how low in line of 
descent) then the remaining three are deprived. So with the second, if their heirs of this 

· kind are there (in the absence of the first kind) then the n~xt two are dep:r;ived .. Again 
(when the first and second are lacking and) if the heirs of the third kind are there then 
those of the fourth are depr~ved. If alf the ~rst three are lac;king then the heirs of the fourth 
will be considered. · 
Like the asabah, in every kind the closer dhu rahm is preferred to the distant. 

. THAT WHICH PREVENT~ INHERITANCE BEING RECEIVED 
Allah has prescribed the share of inhe~itance to the heirs of the dead person because of 
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their singular relationship with him or her. Thus, if this relationship is disturbed in some 
way and they separate and detest one other then that heir loses his right to inherit from the 
dead relative. There are four things that deprive one .of the right to inheritance. They are: 

(1) Slavery. Neither can a free man be an heir of a slave n~r can· a slave be an heir 
of a free man. The reason is a slave is not recognized by Shari'ah (divine law) 
to be an owner of anything and he owns nothing. 

(2) Murder, if an adult heir kills his legator then he is disqualified from receiving 
an inheritance. However, this is killing that makes qisas (retaliation) or 
kaffarah (expiation) wajib (obligatory) on the killer. There are five kinds of. 
killing. (They will be discussed at the relevant place, insha Allah) Four of them 
are such as make wajib (obligatory) qisas or kaffarah or diyat (retaliation or 
expiation or blood wit). According to the Hanafis, the heir is disqualified in all 
these four kinds if he kills the legator (willfully and) unjustly. But, he is not 
disqualified if he does not kill him unjustly like in self-defence or at the 
command of the ruler or judge as part of a punishment. In these letter cases, 
the heir is not deprived of inheritance. . 

One of the five kinds of killing (~4J:i) (killing by tasbib or sabab). In this kind neither 
retaliation nor expiation becomes wajib (obligatory). Rather, it is essential to pay the diyat or 
bloodwit. The killer or murderer is not deprived of inheritance in this k.iitd of killing. An 
example of it is that someone places a stone in the land of another person without his 
permission or digs a well not asking for permission and a visitor stumbles on the stone or 
falls in .the well and dies. On account of this, diyat is wajib (obligatory) on this person who 
had placed the stone or dug the well. 
Also, the Hanafis maintain that if a minor or an insane person kills his legator, then he is 
not disqualified from getting his inheritance. The reason is that Shari' ah (divine law) does 
not prescribe punishment on most of the doings of a minor and an insane. 

(3) Different religion. The difference of religion practiced also deprives one from 
inheritance. Thus if the heir is a Muslim but the legator is a non-Muslim or 
vice-versa, the Muslim will not inherit from .a non Musl.im neither will a 
Muslim's leg~~y go to a non Muslim. 

(4) Different residences. This implies residences in different ·countries and native 
lands. If the heir and the legator reside in differ:ent native lands, it deprives the 
heir. of inheritan~e. Suppose, one of them resides in Dar ul Islam (a Islamic 
country) and another in dar ul harb (enemy territory). This disqualifies them 
from inheriting from one another. But this command applies to the non 
Muslim. If a Msulim heir and a Muslim legator reside~ different countries, 
they have the right to inherit from another.t 

TERMINOLOGY 

(l)("·'.,AII'-'Jl) DHAWIL FUR'UD 
They . .:rre the shaers. The heirs whose shares are determined by ·the Qur' an and · 
sunnah (Prophet's ~ J 4# ..1!1 ~ pra.ctice). or, by general COJ;l.Sensus. They number 
twelve, four men and eight woman. 
There are: 

1 We reproduce here under the terminology from Tirmidhi VI pp 844£ 
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Men: (1) Father (2) Grand Father (3) Uterine brothers (half brothers by the 
same mother) and (a:) Husband 
Woman: (1) Daughter (Grand Daughter (Son's daughter) (3) Full (real) 
Sister (4) Half Sisters by same Father (5) Uterine Sister (half sisters by same 
mother) (6) Wife (7) Mother and (8) True Grandfather. 

(2)(w\t4~>) (ASA'BAT) 
They are the residuaries. They are relatives besides Dhawil Furud who are males and 
are also connected to the deceased through males. Their share is not determined. 
Anything remaining after giving to Dhawil Furud will go to them. They are 
mentional in the table by sequence. A nearer asbah (residuary) excludes the remote 
one, though he may get a share by virtue of his inclusion in Dhawil Furud. 

· (3)(~\.-J'IJ'~J.;) (DHAWIL AHRAM) 
They are relatives apart from dhawil furud and asabat. 
(4)(~,) (AYNI) BROTHER OR SISTERS 
They are real brothers and sisters. · 
(S)(J~~>) (ALAQI) BROTHERS OR SISTERS 

They are have a common father but separate mothers. 
(6)(J\;t) (AKHYAFI) BROTHERS OR SISTERS 

They are uterine siblings, having the same mother but not the same father. 
(7)REAL (OR TRUE) GRANDFATHER 
There is no female interruption in the relationship with the deceased. Thus, for 
example, he is father's or father's father's father. 
(B)UNREAL GRANDFATHER 
A female relative connect him to the deceased, for example, mother's father 
(material grandfather), or father's mother's father. 
(9)REAL (OR TRUE) GRANDMOTHER 
Her relationship with the deceased does not involve. the unreal grandfather, like 
father's mother (Paternal grandmother), mother's mother, paternal grandmother's 
mother and paternal grandfather's mother. There can be only one real 
grandmother from the mother's side while more are possible from the father's side. . 
(10)UNREAL GRANDMOTHER 
She is related to the deceased thrpugh the unneal grandfather, like mother's father's 
mother, mother's father's mother's rl:'tother's mother's mother's father's mother. 
(11)(1r_;) (TARKAH) 
It is a .legacy, a bequest, an inheritance. It includes all livestock cash and liquid, and 
property that/the deceased leaves behind on death. 
(12)(JJ~>) (AUt) . 

The total of the share of.dhawil Furud exceed the payable, for example: 
1/2 for husband 3 
1/2 for Sister 3 
1/2 for mother 1 

(Six) The total becomes 7 w~ich i~ in excess of the payable 
(13)(~J) (RADD): 
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The total of the share of dhawil furud falls short of the payable, for example 
1/8 Wife 3 
1/2 daughter 12 
1/6 mother 4 

(Twenty-four) this 19 while the payable is twenty four and it falls short of twenty 
four. 
(14)(•:.:...,\a) (MUNASAKHAH) ABOLISHMENT 
Before legacy is distributed, an heir may die. His share will then go to his heirs. 

(15)(~~J') (AWLAD) 
They are sons, daughter, children of sons and child.ren of the sons of sons. 

THE CHART EXPLAINED 
The first column has the serial number and relationship with the deceased. The second 
mentions the serial number of relatives deprived of relatives deprived of inheritance 
because of the relative mentioned in column one who received the share mentioned ·in 
column three. Thus for example, the son deprives serial # 6 to 8 etc. 

CHART OF SHARE OF INHERITANCE OF VARIOUS RELATIVES 
Relationship with deceased 
and number of them with 

SNo. 
1. Husband, one . 
2. Wife, one or more 
3. Son, one or more 
4. Daughter two or more 
5. Daughter, one 
6. Son's son, one or ntore 
7. Son's daughter two or 
more 

8. Son's daughter, one 

9. Father 

10. Mother 

11. Paternal grandfather 

12. Paternal grandmother 
one or more 
13. Maternal grandmother 
one. 
14. Real brother, 2 or more 

Serial number of 
those deprived 

because of 
column one 

6 to 8, 14 to 13 
7, 8, 22, 23 

22,23 
14 to 30 

22,23 

22,23 

11, 12, 1.4 to 30 

12,13 

14 to 30 

18 to 21, 

Share of inheritance 

1/2 if childless, else% 
1/2 if·childless, else 1/8 
As bah 
2/3 provided there is not (S.No.3) 
2/3 provided there is not (S.No.3) 
As bah 

2/3 provided there is no daughter, 
else 1/6 
2/3 provided there is no daughter, 
else 1/6 
Asbah +1/6 provided there is not 
S.No.3 to 6, else 1/6 
If she has children, or a brother a 
brother and sister 1/6. 
If she mother, father 1/3, if nothing 
of this then 1 I 3 of all legacy. 
As bah+ 1/6 provided S.No. 3 or 6 is 
not there, else only 1/6. 

1/6 equal in all of them. 

As bah 
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15. Real brother, one. 
16. Real sister, 2 or more 

17. Real sister, one 

18. Half brother on father's 
side two or more 
19. Half brother on father's 
side, one. 
20. Half sister from father 
side, two or more 

21. Half sister from father's 
side, one. 
22. Uterine brothers & 
sisters, 2 or more 
23. Uterine brother sister 
24. Son of real brother one 
or more 
25. Son of half brother from 
father's side 
26. Real paternal uncle, one 
or more 
27. Father's half brother 
from father's side, one or 
more 
28. Son of real paternal 
uncle, one more 
29. Son of father's half 
brother from father's one or 
more 
30. Dhawil Arham 

24 to 30 
18 to 21, 24, 30 

20,21 

24 to 30 

24 to 30 

25-30 

26-30 

27-30 

28-30 

29-30 

As bah 
Asbah with S.No.4 & 5 or 7 & 8, if 5 
& 8 are n.)t then 2/3 
Asbah with S.No.4, 5 or 7, 8 if 5 & 8 
not there 1 I 2 

As bah. 

As bah 

Asbah with S.No.4, 5 or 7, 8 if 5, 8, 17 
not there then 2/3, with 17 1/6 if 
there 
Asbah with S.No.45 or 7,8 if 5,8,17 
not there then 1/6 
1/3equally among all brother & 
sister. 
1/6. 
As bah. 

As bah. 

As bah. 

As bah. 

As bah. 

As bah. 

30 Detail follow this chart. 

Dhawil Arham. If there is none of the dhawil furud or asbat, except one of the spouses, 
then, after giving him or her the share, the remainder will be given to dhawil arham. They 
are of four kind: 
1. DESCENDANTS: Children of daughters and of son's daughter, and so lower down. 
2. ASCENDANTS:Line false grandfather and false grandmother, and so going up. 
3. FATHER'S DESCENDANTS: Like daughters of real and consanguine brother children 
of uterine brothers and of all sisters. 
4. DESCENDANTS OF GRANDFATHERS: Like daughters of real uncles and consanguine 
uncles, uterine uncles aunt, maternal uncles, mother's sister and their children. 
Those of them that are alone will be entitled to all wealth. If there are a few then the nearer 
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ones are preferred to the remote. The full or real is preferred over the step relative who is 
preferred to the uterine, whether male or female. If they are equal in that then the Qura'n's 
edict is followed: 

For tJte male is the share equivalent of that of two females. (4:11) 
If relations are different then the father's relatives get two-thirds and mother's relatives get 
one-third. (FA) 

SECTION I jjitj..Qiii 

HEIRS HAVE RIGHT OF INHERITANCE TO LEGACY OF DEAD 

/."' ~"' "' t:J ~ I "' • . "' "',f ~ I "' , , ....:: "' -: "' ! I , "' ~ uli , ... l:iiltt::...; il t!3s ~.JJ &A ~IJJ ,g:s dJdi ~ lA ~.JJ &' J ~Jl.d ~\:::9 $-l9J~~.r1 ,lJ ~s ~.. .. .,...., .. . t~• 7 ~ ,, ~ c..s-- J-..> 

. "' "' 6f,. ~I "' , "' "' .;; ~I "' • "' . 
(~~)-l!P19~~j3uJj~5~9~lA~J36A~Ij,;(Jj~~_;A 

3041. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated hat the Prophet ~J"#-&1~ said, ''iJ 
am nearer to the believers than they are to themselves. So, he who dies leaving an 
unpaid debt but not leaving the means to repay it, his debt is payable by me. And, 
he who leaves behind property (enough to pay his debts and execute his will 
leaving a balance thereafter), it belongs to his heirs." 
According to a version: "He who leaves a debt or children without maintenance, let 
it come to me. I am his guardian." 
According to a version: "He who leaves property behaH him, it belongs to him 
heirs. And he who leaves children without maintenance they are on us."t 

COMMENTARY: In the early days, the Prophet ~J 4# .&1 ~ did not offer the funeral 
salah (prayer) of anyone who died leaving an unpaid debt but asked his sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~.,:u,~J to offer it themselves. Later, as Muslims prospered, 
he paid all such debts. (see hadith # 2913) This reflects the Prophet's ~J4#li11~ love 
and kindness for all Muslims. 

DHAWIL FURUD FIRST PREFERENCE 

jLi~ ~i l.&l'lt ~1.;lJ11_,ij.l~j ~rlJ1 ~J,l1 J~j jli jti ~~~I if"J.<r•t'f) 

(~~) -fl~JJf':l. 
3042. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..l!'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.i»'~ said, 
"Give the shares of inheritance (as prescribed in the Quran and hadith) to those 
who are entitled to (inheritance) shares. What remains (after that) is for the (asabah) 
nearest male heir."2 

COMMENTARY: In other words, the shares of inneritance should be given first to 

1 Bukhari # 2399, Muslim# 15-1619, Abu Dawud # 2955, Nasa'i # 1963, Ibn Majah # 2415, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-456. 
2 Bukhari # 6732, Muslim# 2-1615, Darimi # 2987, Tirmidhi # 2098, Abu Dawud # 2898. 
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dhawil furud. The Quran has determined. their shares. When their specified shares are 
given, the asabah should be given t~eir shares. Preference in this is for the nearest 
relative of the dead person. : 
The closing words 'male heir' mean that the eunuch is excluded. 
practice) explains that some heirs are obstacles to ~J~li!1~Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's 

'-o.!,.)lo~ ~ '-o.!,.)Wl ~others. This can be in two ways: 

Hajab nuqsan and hajab Harman." 
The definition of both together is that some heirs are a cause of getting shares of other~ 
reduced. For example if the dead person had no children, his' mother would have received 
one-third share of the legacy,_ but if he has children then she gets only one-sixth share. This 
is hajab nuqsan (obstacle that decreases, or part exclusion from inheritance). 
Some heirs eliminctt:e other heirs (who are relatives). For example, if the person has a son 
then the dead person's brother gets nothing. This is hajab Harman (obstacle that prevents, 
or total absolute exclusion). 

DIFFERENCE OF RELIGION 

;~~I ..;J ;.~~~ Jl, !ll ~~..; ~j ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 jj.!J J~ J~ ~j ~ i4Ld (;. j <r· t~) 

(~~)-.Jl ,!,j, 

3043. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd 4:~.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA,l~li!IJ.P 
said,'' A Muslim does not inherit from an infidel nor does an infidel from a Muslim."t 

COMME~TARY: Allamah Nawawi ·.111 ~; said that the scholars agree that a disbeliever 
cannot inherit from a Muslim relative legator. As for a Muslim heir inheriting from an 
infidel relative, most scholars assert that he will not inherit from the disbeliever but some 
of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.1!1~; and tabi'un .1!1~; said that a Muslim can 
inherit from a disbelieving relative. Imam Maalik ..1!1~; said the same thing. 
Again, it is agreed that an apostate cannot inherit from a Muslim but the question whether 
a Muslim may inherit from an apostate is disputed. Imam Maalik .1!1~ ;, Imam Shafi' s .1!1~ ;, 
Sayyiduna Rabi'ah ~~;and Ibn abu Laylah .&!~:.,and others say that a Muslim cannot 
inherit from an apostate. Imam AbuHanifah lb1~; says that whatever the apostate earned 
after he apostated will go to the state Treasury and what he had earned when he was a 
Muslim will go to the Muslim heirs. 

THE MAWLA INHERITS FROM A SLAVE 
, ., ,=!{ ., ., ' ., ~ ' ' .,., 

(lSJ~Iol.,.;)-_;§_,oii~~~IJyJ~_;..L::,j~illl~~~if~l0tJ<~·H) 
3044. Sayyiduna Anas ~.1!1~; narrated that the Prophet ~ J~l»:j..p said, "The mawla 
of a people belongs to them."2 

COMMENTARY: The word mawla means the one who sets a slave free.' The hadith means 
the this person who sets the slave free inherits the freedman's property when he dies. But, 

1 Bukhari # 6764, Muslim # 1-1614, Tirmidhi # 2114, Ibn Majah # 2729, Muwatta # 10 (Faraid) 
Musnad Ahmad 5-209. · 
2 Bukhari # 6761. 
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this freedman cannot be heir of the ex-master who gave him freedom. 
However, some authorities say that mawla means 'the slave who was set free.' The 
freedman. Hence, the hadith means that the same command or ruling applies to the 
freedman as applies to the people or tribe who have set him free. For instance, if the Banu 
Hashim (who are Sayyid) set him free then the same commands will apply to him as apply 
to tl-e Sayyid. Thus, the sayyid are precluded from receiving zakah (Annual due charity) 
and their freedman is also precluded from it, that being harmn for them. 

NEPHEW RECEIVES INHERITANCE FROM MATERNAL UNCLE 
J .- I r:; I J 

(~~)-J..J,.~,~~I·: Ll~l~j~llJI:_}.Q~IJj.!.JjlijG~l~j(i•to) 
3045. Sayyiduna Anas o\$.&!~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-i»'~ said, ''The 
son of a sister of a people belongs to them." 

COMMENTARY: A nephew inherits from his maternal uncle and belongs to the category of 
dhawil arham. Imam Abu tianifah ..111~ J and Imam Ahmad 4$..111~ J hold that dhawil arham 
are h eirs of the dead person. This is when the dha\~il' furud and asabat are not present. 
This has been discussed in the introduction to this chapter. 

• {~ " r /." ? ... d .- ,l:, ... , , a • .. , r: c:., J .. ~, 
O.Jxl ~M l.ltil ~1~1 ~~;.. •. i-: ~j~l y~ J.;9 y~ 0 ~~jJI ~il~l~~~.J-dj , .. ~ 

JWilil~l!.....ulili~Jj.;JJI ~fo.~~ 
The hadith of Sayyiduna Ayshah ~..li1~J about the right of inheritance belonging to ... is 
narrated earlier (hadith # 2877) 
The hadith of Sayyiduna Bara about the maternal aunt being like the mother follow later (# 3377). 

SECTION II ~lilljJa!li 

MUSLIM & NON MUSLIM INHERITING ONE ANOTHER 

_ ...Jl&,~ A .. .1,o,~,l :1 caJ' ~LA ,!~1 's iiS ~~&I '5 ! 1: v . \.,;Ill' "J>" ..., _, . .....,. • ._I ..., Ji ...; ~ 

3046. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..111~ 
~ J said, "Adherents of two different religiJns do not inherit from one another."1 

3047. Sayyiduna Jabir ~..111~J narrated that same hadith.2 

MURDERER DOES NOT INHERIT 
J , J _,:1; r: .. ~ r: ~ J , . , c: .. .. 

(~l..o~l_,lS.l.o jUioi.J.;) -I.!.J~ '1 ~li\l~j~illl ~~IJ_;.!.j Jli JliS~.,;..'~I~ j (i• tA) 
:;. 

3048. Sa}yiduna Abu Hurayrah ... ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~..li1~ 
said, "The murderer does not inherit."3 

COMMEI\:TARY: This means that one who kills his legator unjust!~· cannot inherit from 
him. This has been discussed earlier in the chapter. 

1 Abu Dawud # 291, Ibn Majah # 2371, Musnad Ahmad 2-195. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2115. 
3 Tirmidhi # 2116, Ibn Majah # 2735. 
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GRANDMOTHER GETS ONE-SIXTH 
. Z' -: ~' " " . .. " ~ " ~ ~ ' """ (.)JI.)y.lo\_,.;)-..-All t&j!c).N _;.ll,j1U::.i!JI§ ~l!~_;..L:.j~~illl~&lJI~IS~~~j <r· t'\) 

3049. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet~ J~.i»'~"" specified one 
sixth share (of inheritance) for a grandmother as long as no mother excludes her (by 
inheriting before her).l 

COMMENTARY: If the dead pers~n's mother is alive then the grandmother of this person 
will Jet no inheritance. If she is not alive then the grandmother, whether paternal or 
maternal, will get one-sixth share. 

NEW BORN SURVIVING CHILD IN AS HEIR 

('-.IJI..UI__, 4Lo ~I oi.JJ) 

3050. Sayyiduna J abir ~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~'j.J said, "If an 
infant emits a sound (at birth before dying), funeral salah (prayer) is offered over 
him and he qualifies as an heir."2 

COMMENTARY: Emits a sound means 'shows signs of life by breathing, sneezing or 
moving. If the child dies after that, then a funeral salah (prayer) will be offered over it and it 
is entitled to be called an heir and get a share of inheritance. 
In the light of this hadith, if a person dies and his child is yet in its mother's womb, then its 
share if inheritance will be kept aside. When the child is born alive, its share of inheritance 
will be entrusted to its guardians and it will be deemed to be on heir. BJt, if it is still-born 
then it will not be an heir and the inheritance will be distributed to other heirs. 

PART OF THE PEOPLE 

('-.IJI..UI oi.JJ) -J..I,.!,~_;i)l.:. ;,j (.Jij_; 4!,~~1· !:l&J 
3051. Sayyiduna Kathir ibn Abdullah ~ ~ J reported from his father (Sayyiduna 
Abdullah) li&1~ J from his (Kathi'r's) grandfather (Sayyiduna Amr ibn Awf Muzani) 
~l»~~J that Allah's Messenger ~J~li&~~ said, ''The mawla of a people belongs to 
them. The ally of a people is one of from them. And, the son ~fa sister of a people 
belongs to them."3 

COMMENTARY: The portion about the mawla has been explained in the commentary on 
the hadith # 3051. As for the ally, the Arabs used to form a pact, two men with one 
another. It was an alliance to co-operate in difficulties, sorrow, death, ease, etc. 
throughout life their blood was common and their agreements were binding on one 
another. 'Their enemies were common. If one of them was fined, the other was bound to 
share the burden with him. They also shared inheritance of one another but when the 

1 Abu Dawud # 2895, Daraqutni # 74 (Fara'id) 
2 Ibn Majah # 2750, Darimi # 3126. 
3 Darami # 2527. 
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Quran defined the share of inheritances, this custom was done away with. Also, this part 
of the hadith was annulled. 
As for sister's son being one of the people, see hadith # 3045, and the ..::mnmentary on it. 

MATERNAL UNCLE IS DHURAHM HEIR OF HIS NEPHEW 
~I "' -: I I "" "' "' ' "' l ' ~ , "' c: "' c: ~!. f ~~~~;:.~~~_;.&~ Jjl Ul~j~illl ~~~ Jj.!j Jli Jli~l.ll,Jiif"j·(T'•OY) 

. , , " " "' , 
(Jjby.l oi_,.J) -AS~j~~:U~.;Ij'i ~~.;lj 

3052. Sayyiduna Miqdam ~.iii·~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4~.iil~~ said, 11I 
am nearer to every believer (wishing him well) than he himself is. Hence, if anyone 
dies leaving a debt or an unsupported family, then I am responsible (to pay his debt 
and support his family). If anyone leaves property, that belongs to his heirs. I am 
guardian of him who has no guardian as his heir who relieves him of his liabilities 
(like paying off penalties or blood mo:t;1ey that he is liable to pay). 
A maternal uncle is heir of him who has none. He inherits his property and 
liberates him from his liabilities. 
According to a version: ''I am heir of him who has none. I pay for him bloodwit 
(due on him) and I inherit from him. A maternal uncle is heir of him who has none. 
He pays bloodwit for him and inherits from him."t 

WOMEN INHERITS FROM THREE MEN 
""' !.'·~ , "' ' "' ~ ' J, , "' c: "' c: ' { ~ C:"' r ~~~~~ ,-:.3 •I ...... ~~lSI ,..lj ~ ,, "'"' ~illl \~4lJI J I 'J Jli Jli ~l'l ,•.3 ml "',l.£" (T'• or) ~ .....,--:J ,j-4 ~ .r ......,_.,_, ,.. ~" ~ " ";{" , _, ......,- ._, 

"' ' "' "' (JjiJ y.l-' LS.l.o .).11 oi-'.J) -~ •!. ':'E. 'i LSJ.ll l&.lljj I &l2:§'J 
3053. Sayyiduna Wathilah ibn Al-Asqa ~.iii1~J·narrated that Allah's Messenger iii1~ 
~ J~ said, 11 A woman can have legacy from three sources. (1) Th~ slave whom she 
sets free, (2) the child she foundles (and rears up), (3) her own child about whom 
she has invoked a curse on herself (in lian) assuring her husband that he was a 
legitimate child."2 · 

COMMENTARY: the slave whom the woman had set free may have died leaving no 
asabah relative. Thus, in such cases a man becomes on heir of his freedman and a woman 
also becomes his heir. 
As for the second source, the ulama (Scholars) say that this command that a woman is heir of 
the child she foundles is abrogated. However, Ishaq ibn Rahu ~ J abides by this hadith. 
Qadi ~~J said that the hadith means that whatever this child leaves will go to the state 
Treasury. The woman who had picket up the child has more right that this money be spent 
on her from the state Treasury. 
As for the third source, li' an (invoking a curse on oneself) is that when a man accuses his 
wife that the child she has begotten does not belong to her, they curse one another. This 

1 Abu Dawud # 2900, Ibn Majah # 2738. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2122, Abu Dawud # 2908, Ibn Majah # 2742, Musnad Ahmad 3-490. 
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will be discussed, In-sha-Allah, in the chapter on al-li'an (~WJ1). The child for whom lian 
was observed is not attributed its father and the child and father cannot be one another's 
heir because patronage is not established. However, since the child's patemage is duly 
establish with its mother, the two of them will be heirs of one another. 
The same command applies to walad us zina (child born through adultery or out of wedlock).· 

CHILD BORN OUT OF WEDLOCK 

(<.SolA ).l\ ol_j.J) -~5Jf'}j ~_;..'} lj~]j JJ pli~lJl 
3054. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .&1 ~_, narrated on the authority of his father 
(Shu'ayb) .&1~_,that his (father's) grandfather said that the Prophet ~J"~.i»~~ said, 
"If a mari commits adultery with a free woman or a female slave (and a child is 
conceived), then their child is walad uz zina (illegitimate child) who will neither be 
anyone's heir nor have an heir (meaning, will neither inherit nor will any one 
inherit from him)"t 

COMMENTARY: The reason is that relationship is. not established with the man who 
commits fornication, or with the man's relatives. However, the child's relationship is clear 
with its mother, so they will inherit from one another. 

LEGACY OF A FREEDMAN 

• c: "' ~ "' "'' "' ~ ' ~ ' ,., ; (<.S~ .JUI_, .)Jby.l oi.J.J) -~J!~I ~ ~5~\~ l~l~j~WI ~,JJIJJ-!5 Jl191.1lj 

3055. Sayyidah Ayshsh 4$.&1~_, narrated that a freedman of Allah's Messenger~~ 
~J ~ died, leaving some property. He left behind no relative and no child (to 
inherit him). So, Allah's Messenger ~ J~iJJ,~ said, ''Hand over what he has left to 
a man of his village."2 

COMMENTARY: When a person dies, leaving on heir, the 'inheritance goes the state 
treasury whose funds are payable to the poor and needy. So the prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ 
diverted the freedman's legacy to the needy and deserving of the village. 

PROPHETS ARE HEIRS TO NONE 
It has been stated previously that if a freedman has no asabah relative then the right of 
wala belongs to one who has set him free. In other words, after he dies, he who had 
emancipated him owns his legacy (if he has no heir). According to this procedure when the 
Prophet's ~ J~.i»~~ freedman died, his legacy ought to have gone to the Prophet ~.&1~ 
~J· However, Prophets ~J~.1n~ never inherit from anyone nor are inherited by other. 
So, the Prophet ~J"~.&,~ did not take the inheritance of the freedman. He gave it where 
the state Treasury's property is spent. 
The reason for this is that the Prophet r~'~ not only preach abstinence but also practice 

1 Tirmidhi # 2120, Ibn Majah # 2745. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2112, Ibn Majah # 2733, Abu Dawud # 2902. 
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what they preach. Hence, they had no interest in the legacy of other people and they did 
not grieve at leaving this world without their property. Moreover, they never had any 
worthwhile property with them in this world. Thus, Allah commanded that whatever (little 
they left behind was no one's property, nor would they receive anyone's legacy. The 
prophet ~J~J»>~ said: 

2c:: It "' , , "' "'~ ~ .u~ l:£S" ~lA ~J '· 'i ~l::.J }II ~t...o u I _, ~y •)I ...,;' "' 

"We the company of prophet are not inherited, what we leave is sadaqah (charity)." 

IN ABSENCE OF HEIR LEGACY GOES TO BA YT UL MAAL(TREASURY) 

c:: "', , J,"' . , '~ ~~ "' c: "' "' c:: "', 
-41~~J4..jj) I IJ~I Jli:U~IJ.Jd.§ SJIS_P-1 llj541~ 

i:ll 

3056. Sayyiduna Burayrah ~.l»>~ J narrated that a man of the Khuza' ah died and his 
legacy was brought to the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~· :Ie said, "Look for an heir of his 
(from among the dhawil furud and, if none, from among the asabah) otherwise a 
dhu rahm." But, they could find neither an heir (from dhawil farud and asabah) nor 
a dhu rahm. So, Allah's Messenger ~y.#.&l~ said, "Hand it over to an elder (old 
man of the tribe) of Khm.a' ah. 
According to another version, he said, 'Look for an old man of the Khuza' ah. 

COMMENTARY: The same explanation applies to this ahadith as to the previous. In the 
absence of on heir, the legacy goes to the state Treasury. An old man of the same tribe is 
most deserving of the funds of the state Treasury. 

REPAYMENT OF DEBT TAKES PRECEDENCE 

J,l1 JJ.!J ~15 ~SJT ~ ~J..b.P ~J ~ ~ ~\JI ,.;u, ~J.)3 ;.SJ!Jli tf(;.J (r'• OV) 

' , , { ~ "' , "' c: ~ tC: ' "'. ~ ' 
y~I~~J1~y51_.?-_J}II~~l;f.I-.J.J)J~jliJ.;i~.ll~~~j~WI~ 

Jr'! • • ( • "' , ' '- r "' "' ' ' '\ ~ :JJI..UI ~I_,J <.lJ ~l.o 1.)-!1_, LS..l.o .J.ll oi_,J -~~~I -...!.)jJ ~lj ~ ~ &ll.l ~~ J4....)"'1 

'' . I Jl ' 1 'I " I t•J1 !. -..tt" -~~ "' •••••• ~>'AJ li~ ~_,.) ~yJ ~~ ~ &A lS ~ ~, 

3057. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~J said, "You people recite this verse: 

"' ' "' , ~SJI~~J..bj3~j~~ 
~ "' ... 

{after (having paid) he bequest that may have been bequeathed, or a debt ... } (4:12) 
But, Allal.'s Messenger ~J~.l»>~ ruled that a debt should be discharged before the 
legacy is executed. And, (he ruled) that (real) brothers from the same mother inherit 
from each other but not brother from the same father by different mothers. One 
inherits from his brother having the same father and mother, but not his brother 
having the same father and a different mother." 
According to a version in Darami, he said, '1The brothers from the same mother inherit 
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from each other, but not brothers from the same father and different mothers."1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ali ~ .1!1 ~J explained to the people that they should nor 
misread the verse (4:12). Though it mentions will before debt, vet the debt has to be Faid 
before executing the will of the dead person and before distributing the inheritance. The 
objective of the said verse is to impress that the dead person's will must not be 
disregarded. Rather, it ought to be executed faithfully. 

BACKGROUND OF THE VERSE OF INHERITANCE 

, "' 1& "' , , ~ , ! ' ~ , , .. 
r .. H·\~I.J".•mi1\~ ~l3~~1Jlii 1 "'-"'::JI d"',~~illl L~...UIJ''J~i~l ... ! t1 ~ , y"- ~ 1.$ • .,. , ~ *'~-"""- ~, ~ • , ~ 

... I) .. 9 , ' , ... 9 .. "' , -: ,~, 
-~.f-~~ lllls~j.ll Jlij ~lA (.rllj S 'IS _;$\j ls~$3 I :ljj ~ j.Li cp.tAj ~I 

3058. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&'~J narrated that the wife of Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn R'lbi 
brought her two daughter of Sa'd to Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ She said, "0 
Messenger of Allah, these are two daughters of Sa' d ibn Rabi. Their father had 
fought by your side on the day of Uhu.d and was martyred. Their paternal uncle 
took away their wealth and left nothing for them and they cannot be married unless 
they have some wealth." He said, 11 Allah will decide about this issue,". and the verse 
of inheritance (4:11) was revealed. So, Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ sent for their 
paternal uncle and instructed him to give to the two daughters of Sa'd ~~~~J two 
thirds and to their mother one eight and what remained was for him.2 

COMMENTARY: In pre"Islamic days that which a dead person left behind went complete 
to an adult man capable of engaging in battle. Women, children and the weak got nothing 
at all. They were helpless and desperate against the strong adult men whether paternal 
uncles or brothers. 
The prophet ~-J ":1~ .1!1 ,).J' was sent as a merciful to mankind, and as in every other field he 
removed the misery of the weak in this field of inheritance too, The first case was that of 
Sayyiduna Aws ibn Thabit Ansari ~~~~J· When he died, he left behind his wife, U:mm 
Kamhah ("~~')and three daughters (or two daughters and an infant son. He had made two 
men guardians and executors of his will. They followed the custom of the pre Islamic times 
and gave away the entire property of Sayyiduna Aws 44~~~~J to his paternal cousin (or to his 
two rea] brothers). His wife complained to the Prophet ~J",.L~.11'_;-J', the guardian and solace of 
the poor, that she and her children were deprived of all the wealth of her husband which was 
handed over to Khalid ibn Urfutah (or Khalid and urfutah). "What will happen to us?" The 
Prophet ~-J4~.iiii~.J' was very pained at this but he could not do any thing promptly because 
he was not a dictator and not a partner in Allah's domain. He consoled the wife of Awf .1!1~J 

1 Tirmidhi # 2129, Ibn Majah # 2739, Darimi # 2984, Musnad Ahmad 1-144. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2099, Abu Dawud # 2891, Ibn Majah # 2720, Mtisnad Ahmad 3. 352. 
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~ and requested her to go home and wait Allah's Command. He waited for the revelation 
from the Judge of the judges. Soon this verse was revealed: 

l{ ~ :~~ ~I " - '" l'( ~ :~~ ~I " "' '"\ \ 
~Y.J.9~Ij~I.1J,Ij.ll~.?l!~·~ :~i~t.:.;ltJ~Y.J9l'lj~I.:Q.j.ll~j3l!~·~ :~iJ4-r 

"' "' -

(' :r ~LlJI)-L.! ... ill r~r ~ ... u· .. , !t!.a. ~; l!A '..J...r- ...... ~..J .,I..J""' "' 

{For men is a share of what their parents and near relatives leave, and for women is 
a share of what their parents and the near relatives leave, whether it be small or 

large - a share determined) (4:7) 
Thus ended the injustice matted out to woman and girls in distri1Juting the shares of 
inheritances. No longer were man the sole inheritors. 
However, she shares were not determined till then. So, the Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 j..P sent 
message to the executors of Aws ~lilt~; will that they should preserve his wealth and 
spend nothing from it till the shares were determined. Mter a little time Sa' d ibn Rabi 
Ansari died a martyr in the Battle of Uhud in 3 AH as in the forging hadith. The prophet 
~J~l»'J..P advised his wife too to await Allah's command. After a few day the verse of 
inheritance was revealed: . 

<": r~Ll.ll ,~ F-,s'->lSA)-fdi~~IJ~~~)'il.J..;S~~JioiliiJ.~~ 
{Allah enjoins you concerning your children for the male is she share equivalent of 

that of two females ... ) (4:11 complete subject). 
The Prophet ~ J~l»'J..P sent message to Sa' d's brother in accordance with it apportioning 
the shares. 

Dead: Sa' d (24) 

I I J bro~er Daughter daughter wife 
+ + + + 
8 8 3 5 

SHARES OF DAUGHTERS, SON'S DAUGHTER, SISTER 

J :II 

(lS->l=...:JI oi..J->) _ _;,s:;~_ul 
3059. Sayyiduna Huzayl ibn Shurahbil l»>~; reported that Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ J 

· 1»1 was asked about (the inheritance of) a daughter, son's daughter and a sister. He 
said, ''The daughter will get half and the sister half (but the granddaughter will get 
nothing). So to Ibn Mas'ud and you will see that he concurs with me." So, Ibn 
Mas'ud ~ 1»1 .$P J was asked and informed of the opinion of Abu Musa 4JS.l»!.$P J· He 
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said, 11In that case, I would have gone astray and would not be among those who are 
guided. Rather, I shall decide in this case as (Allah's) Prophet ~J4-}s-i»IJ..P had done. 
The daughter will get half, the son's daughter one-sixth which adds up to two
thirds, and the rest the sister will get.' (The narrator said:) 'We went to Abu Musa 
~f»,~ J and reported him of the words of Ibn Mas'ud ~~~ J· He exclaimed, 'Ask me 
not as long as this scholar is among you.1 

COMMENTARY: What Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~ J said was that the legacy of 
the dead person be divided in six portions in. such a way that the daughter· gets three 
shares, granddaughter (from son) one share and sister two shares. 

PATERNAL GRANDFATHER'S SHARE 

I I 

~..t!Jl ~! jli &~S Jj l!li ;if di.! ~ jli &~S jj l!li J...t!Jl ~ jli ~l~ &, ~~i 

-~~ (.,.::.:& ~~ lll Cs~_il l jlij SjlS ~~j Cs~_il lj { ~~ &ljj -~ S ~ 't!.:):'}l 
3060. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~ 1»1 ~ J narrated that a man came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ 1»1 J..P and submitted, "My son's son has died. What do I get as 
inheritance?" He said, ''For you is one-sixth." AS he prepared to depart, he called 
him and said, 'You get an additional one-sixth too." And, as he turned to go, he 
called him again and said, "The second one-sixth is your provision (and nor 
mafrudah or prescribed)."2 · 

COMMENTARY: The first one-sixth was because the grandfather was a dhawil furud 
while the second portion was an account of his being an asabah. In this way, he got one 
third of the legacy. 
The Prophet ~ J ~ f», J..P did not give him all one third together lest he suppose that a 
grandfather gets from his son's son as a dhawil furud one third. 
As for the ruing, suppose that a man died leaving two daughters and a paternal 
grandfather. The two daughters qualify for two thirds of the legacy. Of the remaining, the 
grandfather qualifies for half of one third or one six of the legacy as a dhawil furud and he 
will also get the remainder (one sixth of the legacy) being an asabah too. It is like this: 

Dead person's legacy 
-6- ' 

daug~ter, daughter 
(4) grandfather 

bil furud & asabah 
(2) 

GRANDMOTHER'S SHARE 

1 Bukhari # 6736, Tirmidhi # 2100, Ibn Majah # 2721, Darimi # 2890, Musnad Ahmad 7-389. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2106, Abu Dawud # 2896. 
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( 4 Lo ~ '.J !_}.)' ..u '.J J J b--"=' '.J lS..l.A ):J '.J 
· 3061. Sayyiduna Qabisah ibn Dhu'ayn ~~~~J narrated that a grandmother came to 

Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~J and pleaded for her share of legacy. He said tt ... t 
nothing was specified for her in Allah's Book or in the sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~~ 
practice) of His Messenger ~~~~J but advised her to go home and let him consult 
the people (meaning, the scholars among the sahabah) ~~~~ J• So, he made .enquires 
and Sayyiduna Mughirah ibn Shu'bah ~l»~~J said, 111 was with Allah's Messenge:: 
~ J4#i»1~ when he gave a grandmother one sixth (share)." Abu Bakr ~~~~ J asked 
him if anyone else had been with him (at that time) and Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn 
Masalamah ~..11~~J confirmed what Mughirah had said. So, Abu Bakr ~~~~J gave 
her that (one sixty) portion. . 
Another grandmother came to Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~ J pleading for her inheritance. 
He said, "It is that (same) one-sixth. If there are two of you, it is between both of 
you survives (the other), she gets all (of it)."t 

COMMENTARY: The grandmother could be maternal or paternal. The one who had come 
to Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ ~~ ~ J was a maternal grandmother while she who came to 
Sayyiduna Umar ~.&~~ J was a paternal one. This is explicit in another versiJn. 
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~J had presumed that there was only one grandmother. But, 
when Sayyiduna Umar ~ i»1 ~J learnt that there also was a paternal grandmother, he 
instructed that they divide the share between themselves, one-sixth for both together. 

GRANDMOTHER'S SHARE WHEN SON IS ALIVE 

_:. ~ J Cs..l.A~tt\.J" .&A..JiiH.J" ts..l.A,_rtl &I ~j .~~ ~~.J" I ~·~t ~ (.!i!, "")J)J ~, , )..J)-1 .., ...._, • \.fr;:' 

3062. Sayyiduna Ibn Ma' sud ~~~~ J narrated that about a grandmother who hctd her 
son that she was the first grandmother whum Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ gave 
one-sixth (share) while she had a son who was alive.2 

COMMENTARY: Someone died leaving his paternal grandmother and fa:ther. The prophet 
~ J 4# ~~ ~ had one-sixth of the legacy given to her though her son - the dead person's 
father- was alive. The ulama (Scholars) rule that if the dead man's dad is living, then the 
grandmother ~ets noting from the legacy. She is deprived of her grandson's inheritance 
when his father is alive. 

1 Tirrnidhi # 2107, Abu Dawud # 2894, Ibn Majah # 2723, Darimi # 2939, Muwatta Maalik # 4 
(Fara'id), Musnad Ahmad 4-225. 
2 Tirmidhi:;;. 2109, Darimi # 2932. 
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The ulama (Scholars) do not abide by this hadith because it is da'i£ and not eligible as 
evidenr:e. Only sahih ahadith serve as sources of deduction. 
Or, we may say that this was an exceptional case. The Prophet ~J~~~~ had something 
3iven to her as a favour and kindness not as an inheritance. 

BLOOD MONEY IS FOR HEIRS OF THE SLAIN 

~ I) I) " • "' " c: " • • "' ; , .. , .. 
-~ .·~~~Ill .ijl~..l.A,<:tl Jli Cl S AIS ~I e~ .ijl~..l..o,r\1 ~I.J"' 5 -'c. 'J ~.) ,·....o. 1~! """I -~ ~ .. , ~~ ,'._J)J -' 'J J"i .J "'"'"' .,'_J)J ~-~ , .. ,.....,-.... '-? . , ~ 

3063. Sayyiduna Ad-Dahhak ibn Sufyan ~.1.\.~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 
~ J ~ ~~ wrote to him instructing him to let the wife of Ashy am Dadabi have her 
share of bloodwit (which was paid for her husband.l 

COMMEN"'iARY: Ashyam Dadabi was killed by mistake, unintentionally. So the man 
responsible was bound to pay blood wit. The prophet ~ J~~~ instructed Dahhak ~~~~ J -

to let his wife have her shan: of inheritance from that blood wit. 
According to sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~'j...P practice), this hadith is evid~nce that it is 
wajib (obligatory) to pay bloodwit for the slain person and the receipts there from revert to 
the heirs as other property of the slain person. Most ulama (Scholars) agree with it. 
It is reported that the amir ul mu'minin (commander of the faith) umar ibn Khattab ~~~~ J 

used to deny women from a share in the boodwit of their slain husbands. So, Dahhak ~~~J 
~ presented to him this hadith to prove that a wife is eligible to receive the share of 
inheritance from bloodwit paid against the killing of her husband.2 

~~ ~ ~Jll J i!!J1 \A _;.LJ ~ AlJt ~ JJ1 J_;.!,j ~lG jli ~.Jill I ~~ 6£ J <f • "\0 

~lA &.'I_, 1.5..\.o jUI oi.,J) ~~Aj ~!:.&.. ~ u:tWI Jj\ J.' jlii ~I~ J.4.5 L5~ ~ J ~ '1 ~.WI 
' , ~ 

(JJI.l.H.J 

3064. Sayyiduna Tamim Dari ~~~ J reported that he asked Allah's Messenger ~~~ 
~ J ~oJ.s. 11What is the sunn.lh (Prophet's ~ J ~ ~~ ~ practice) about a man of the 
polytheists who embraces Islam at the hands of a Muslin?" He said, 11He is the 
nearest to him in life and death (having the greatest right to him as his mawla)."3 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Tamim Dari ~~~~J was a glorious and great sahabi. He had 
been a Christian who embraced Islam in 9 AH. Thereafter, his life was an example of fear of 
Allah and devoted worship to such on extent that he was distinguished for vigil in the 
night. In one raka'ah of salah (prayer) in the night, he recited the entire Quran and 
sometimes he kept repeating just and verse till it was morning. By a coincidence, he missed 
the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) one night, so he punished himself by refraining from 

1 Tirmidhi # 2117, Abu Dawud # 2927, Ibn Majah # 2642, Muwatta Maalik # (Uqul). Musnad Ahmad 
3.452. 
2 See hadith of Sayyiduna Sa' eed ibn Musayyib (# 2117, Tirmidhi). Dahhak A.;t.~l~ J convinced Umar 

~~~ J hat it is payable. 

3 But<hari (Book of Inheritance chapter 22) heading Tirmidhi # 2119, Abu Dawud # 2918, Ibn Majah # 
2752, Darimi # 3022, Musnad Ahmad 4. 103. 
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sleep for one year continuously. 
Sayyiduna Tamim Dari 4:S-.&1~J is also distinguished as the first person to light a lamp 
in a mosque. 
If anyone embraces Islam at the hands of another then the Mu'slim becomes the mawla of 
the neo-Muslim. In early Islam, the mawla (and new Muslim) were heirs of one another. 
Later, this command was withdrawn. . 
St>me authorities interpret the concluding words to mean that he who prompts anyone to 
become a Muslim has the duty imposed on him most of all else to help the neo Muslim in 
his life time and on his death lead his funeral salah (prayer). 

EMANCIPATED SLAVE & HE WHO SETS HIM FREE 

~ I ' ~ ~ _, 

ol_,.;) _:J ASI~~j~WI ~&ill ~i ~~-...u~ :JJill )1! '} 1_;jti ~h.l :J ~~J 

(~Lo 0-:'I.J lS.l.o .}.li.J Jjb~l 

3065. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.li!1~ J narrated that a man died leaving no heir except a 
slave whom he had set free. The prophet ~ J~.,:u,~ asked, "Has he any heir?" They 
said,'No, save one slave whom he had emancipated." So the Prophet ~J~.,:u,~ got 
the legacy of the man given to the f reedman.1 

COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J~.,:u,~ had the legacy of the man who set him free given 
to the freedman as a gesture of goodwill otherwise he is not an heir of the one who freed 
him according to Shariah. It is like the hadith # 3055 of Sayyidah Ayshah t~.li!l~; where it 
has been explained why the Prophet~ J~.,:u,~ did so. 
Shurayh .&1~; and Tawus ~...111~; deduce from the apparent meaning of this hadith that just 
as the master who sets free his slave can be an heir of .his freedman. So, too the freedman 
may become the heir of him who emancipates him. 

WHO INHERITS WALA 

-~;J ~ ~ A!l!.;,! ~~ I.U jtij ~~_ill &ljj -JWI 
3066. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb .&1"~ J narrated from his father from his grandfather 
that the prophet~"" J",l'-...11'~~ said, "He inherits wala who inherits the property."2 

COMMENTARY: The property of the freedman is called wala. Thus, if Zayd' s father dies and 
afterwards his father's freedman dies then zayd will inherit his property. Just as he is heir to 
his father's property, he also is heir to his father's wala. However, this ruling applies only to 
asabah meaning the asabah heir like a son. So, the daughter of one who sets free cannot be 
heir to her father's wala because, though she inherits her father's property, she is not asabah. 
Only men are asabah binafsihi. A woman can inherit the property of a freed slave (male or 
female) whom she herself has set free or whom her freed slave may have freed. 

1 Tirmidhi # 2113, Abu Dawud # 2905, Ibn Majah # 2714, Musnad Ahmad 1-221. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2121. 
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SECTION III 

LEGACY DISBURSED BEFORE ISLAM IS RETAINED 

~~~-~ ~ i~1--.r_4.t...o_ -: ~~LAJ .. ~ --~ --.~~rlJI ~~JliJ .. !..!.>- q ,j ~LJIJll~·t.£('r•"W) 
., .. "".,. ~~ ts '...1 .. -;;t.,.rti~ ~-"""- c,.s--", ..r--~~ ,·, ,. v--

.. .. ~ \;:. .. ,· .. .. c "' .. , , "' ... , \;=. .. 
<4lotY.Iol.J.;)-~))....!.)'13 ~ ,ilf' j.li_...o))....!.)'l~jSI9~~~S'lAj~~l3 ~ ,ilf' j.li 

3067. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar 4$.&1~ J narrated that ~ah' s ·Messenger ~.&1~ 
~ J said, "The inheritance that was disbibuted during the jahiliyah (ignorance 
period) (days of ignorance) will be retained according to the disbibuted of those days. 
And the legacy of Islam will be in conformity with the division approved by Islam."t 

COMMENTARY: Whatever inheritance was divided in pre-Islamic period would net be 
disturbed after Islam whether it was unjust to some or favourable to others. But, any 
distribution after Islam would follow its commands. 

UMAR'S 4$.&1~ .J SURPRISE AT THE EXCLUSION OF PATERNAL AUNTS 
, !. ... , , , "' , !. "' .. .. ,.. , ,... ~ .. 

~~~E-JJ4"r~l ~~~g JJ41~~l;il ~.UI_...o~~.J'~~~ ~ J:>~~j (T'•V\) 

• I H I J ' .... "t J J - ::: ~ { t 
(~\Ao .J.J)-~._r xj~...;jl~ 

3068. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr ibn Hazm report;d that he heard his 
father say many times that Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab 4$-&I~.J would say, "How 
surprising that one may inherit from a paternal aunt but she does not inherit!"2 

COMMENTARY: Umar 4$-&I~.J expressed surprise only because a man's intelligence cannot 
grasp the reasoning for it, otherwise from· the point of view of submission or knowledge 
that only Allah knows th~ wisdom behind it there is nothing to be surprised about. 
A paternal aunt cannot inherit from her nephew, for instance, but he can inherit from her, 
some ulama (Schlllars) hold that a dhawil arham is not an he~ of the dead person. On the 
other hand according to some ulama (Scholars) who place her as a dhawil arham, she can 
inherit from her nephew because they go by the details in the science of fara' id which may 
be consulted. · 

NECESSARY TO ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE OF FARA'ID (LAW OF INHERITANCE) 
I---. , ' , .... "t c: L( ' .. ' , , .. ,,l ' , .. c: , , 

(JJI..Uioi.JJ)-,;.~~~A.i~i X li~IJ'-'~\j:aJf.~ 'lA\ Sljj~lj.A \1_,.!-W Jl9~~j ('r•'\C\) 

3069. Sayyiduna Umar ~.&~~.J said that one must learn the rules of inheritance. 
· Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~.J also added (that the rules) "of divorce and of the 
pilgrimage" (must also be learnt). Both of "them said, "Because this is part of 
your religion. "3 

t Ibn Majah # 2749. 
2 Muwatta Maalik # (Fara'id). 
3 Darimi # 2851. 
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CHAPTER-XX 
:I 

(AL-WASAYA) WILLS l,tl~jJiyl~ 

Wasaya is the plural of wasiyah in the same way as Khataya is plural of Khatiyah. Wasiyah 
is that a person instruct his heirs during his lifetime to do certain things for him after his 
death like a will: to build a mosque or any such thing, or to pay smneone some money, or 
to atone for his lapses in discharging obligatory duties like salah (prayer) or zakah (Annual 
due charity). Sometimes, wasiyah stand for advice, counsel, recommendation. 
According to the ulama (Scholars) zawahir it is wajib (obligatory) to make a wasiyah. (they 
are the ulama (Scholars) who abide by the zahir or apparent meaning of the Quran and 
hadith.) However, according to all the other ulama (Scholars) it was wajib (obligatory) to 
make a wasiyah or will initially which means that a person had to specify shares at will for 
his parents, relatives, etc, from his property. When the verse of inheritance was revealed 
and Allah Himself defined the shares, this command was abrogated. Hence, it is not proper 
now for anyone to make a will for an heir, but a will may still be drawn for one-third of 
one's property if one desires). In this way, a person may leave instructions to spend in 
Allah's path on nis behalf to atone for his shortcoming during his life, Or, he may leave 
something for a distant relative, friend or servant, from the one third. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone has to repay a debt or return sorneone's trust then 
it is binding on him to leave instructions for repayment of debt or return of the trust. He 
should write down a will duly attested by witnesses. 

SECTION I 

COMMAND TO DRAW A WILL 
;I ' ... ~' ~ J ...... 

,l =~1~!~A~~:U~ ~I~ lA_;.i.:,j~WI ~~I J~J jli Jli_;.o.L~I ~ (T'•V•) 

(~ · ti:..a) -A.l!s. is ,f.~ A~t~'' ~I . ·~~ - ~- ~ .~ -~~~ ,~.--.. 

3070. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4\to~l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,l~~'J..P said, 
"It does not behave a Muslim, who possesses something for which he ought to 
make a bequest, to let two nights go by without drawing a will for it."1 

COMMENTARY: If a person has to discharge a duty or a right or a trust of some people 
~en he must write down a will within two nights, meaning in the shortest possible time.' 
Life is unpredictable and if a person dies without discharging his obligations then he will 
carry the punishment with him to the next world. 
A will should be drawn for such things in the shortest possible time and fuly witnessed 
by two people. 

WILL MAY BE DRAWN FOR ONE-THIRD PFOPERTY 

1 Bukhari # 2738, Muslim# 1-1627, Tirmidhi # 2125, Abu Dawud # 2862, Nasa'i # 3612, Ibn Majaii # 
2702, Darimi # 3175, Muwatta Maalik # 1 (Washiyah) Musnad Ahmad 2-4. 
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,. , ,. ,. & I I ' ~ 
(~JA:.o) -~ljAI ~Jl ~ijS 4iUI J.:. ~ ~J.tl ~l;i\1 

3071. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas 4;$~~J narrated that he fell ill in the year of 
the conquest (of Makkah) with an illness that took him near death. Allah's 
Messenger ~J~.&t~ visited him and he submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I have 
abundant wealth and my daughter is my only heir, may I make a wi1l of all my 
wealth?" He said, "No," so he asked,."Two thirds of my wealth?" He said, "No" 
Then he asked, ''Half?" He said, "No!" He asked, "Then one third?" He said, "One 
third but one third is much. If you leave your heirs rich, it is better than your 
leaving them poor and begging from people. You will not spend anything seeking· 
thereby Allah's pleasure but you will earn a reward for it, even a morsel that you 
raise up to the mouth of your.wif~." 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Sa'd 4:$.1ii~J did not have an herr from dhawil furud. Or, he 
meant that he had no heir about whom he was not apprehensive that he would squendar 
his wealth, except a daughter. It has been deduced that he had many asabah heirs. 
This hadith is evidence that it is allowed to collect wealth. Also, the heirs must be treated 
fairli with.justice. · · · 
The ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that if there are successors of a dead person then his 
will. cannot be executed beyond . one· third of his legacy. If the heirs give their willing 
consent then· not only more than one·third put an the legacy may be given away in 
accordance with \lis will provided, of course, all the heirs are sane adults and present there. 
Even if there is no heir of anyone then most ulama (Scholars) maintain that only one·third 
is allowed for a will, n<?t more. However, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~ J and his followers 
regard it is permissible in this case to make a will for· more than one·third of the total 
wealth. ltnattl Ahmad and lshaq .\1~ J hold the same opinion. . . 

· This hadith calls for kind treatment to relatives and love and compassjon be shown to the 
heirs. It teaches us other things too. · · · · 

(1) · It is better to spend one's wealth on one's own relatives than to give it to others. 
(2) · If Allah's pleasure is in mind then spending on one's family earns a reward. 
(3) · If Allah's pleasure is aimed at then even ·.something that i~ permissible is 

regarded as obedience and worship. For instance, one's wife is a source of 
physical. and worldly pleasure and if, by way of enjoyment, a man puts a 
morsel of food in her mouth, it has nothing to do with obedience and worship 
o~ affairs of the hereafter, yet the Prophet ·~J~li11~ said that if it is done to 
please Allah, it fetches reward. Hence in other conditions, more and better 
reward will be received. · 
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SECfiON II 

"' J Jl Jl _. _. C: I J , _. , , 

(LS.l.o .fijloi.JJ)-~ ~lj·~ \~l~(s9JI Jli~~ul~l.J~i~~ 

3072. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~..111~; narrated that Altah's Messenger li!1~ 
~ J~ visited him when he was ill. He asked him whether he had drawn a will. He 
said, "Yes." He asked, "For how much?" He said, "For all my wealth to be given 
away in Allah's path." He asked, 11How much have you left for your children." He 
said, "They are rich and well-off." He said, 11Draw the will for only one-tenth," and 
Sa' d did not ceased to say that it was to little till he said, 11Make a will for one third 
though one third is too much."1 

WILL FAVOURING HEIR IS NOT PROPER 
.., , • , !. ' .. ~ ' ~ ,., "'C: , ,., 
~_;~ ~ "'~ J ~ "1 ",'G ~all L~ .JJI J, 'J ~ Jli iolAI ro1l .~.£. ii (Y"•Vt-f•Yr') ~ • I,.,. '-a' ~ ~-' ;.. • ~"" ~ ,., '-f ~ .,J 

Gr "' I 

LS-lA .fijiJij_, 4lo ~1_, Jjb Y.l ol_,.; -9-:JIJ.! ~J ~i ~ ~ L$~ ,J ~~,li ill I~! ~1sj.l1 
~ riJ1 t~ .. _~'I.·.£. ~ .·.31 .~.£. ,,~ . ~"' "JJI \~ , "~ .. (9~ ~WJ"' "I":.{, J3 ~\!" ..... ~ '-:!> '-;: ~ . ':::"" .. ....,...- ....;~_,.._, If~ .. :.J _,,- --/? ,.J ~ ~ ~ 

-~5'!'\1~~- ~ S~l •. !.ui'!''-~~.D'Gj.Jf~ ,__,. -~"1$"~ .. ~..;-.-

3073. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~..111~ .J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~ 
~ J ~ ..1!1 say in his sermon in the year of the Farewell Pilgrimage, 11 Allah has 
assigned every owner of rights, his right. There is no will for an heir" (Abu Dawud, 
Ibn Majah. But, Tirmidhi added:) 
11The child belongs to the (owner of the) bed. For the adulterer are stones and his 
reckoning is with Allah." 
3074. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..111~ .J narrated in a munqata form that the Prophet ~ 
~J~..ll1 said, "There is no will for an heir unl~ss the (other) heirs wish so."2 

(These are the words of 'al Masabih. The version of Daraqutni is that he said:) 
11No will is allowed for an heir except when the (other) heirs consent."3 

' COMMENTARY: Allah has given right to every owner of rights. This means that Allah has 
specified shares to the heirs. So if the dead person leaves a will favouring an heirs, it will be 
disregarded by Shari'ah (divine law). However, if all the heirs are sane and adult and they 

\ abide by the dead person's will be give one of them more than the specified share then that 

1 Tirmidhi # 977, Nasa'i # 3631, However, Tirmidhi has Sa' d ibn Maalik .us. ..1!1 ~ .J because he was 
called so too. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2127, Abu Dawud # 2870, Ibn Majah # 2713, Nasa'i # 3671, Musnad Ahmad 5-267. 
3 Daraqutni # 89. 
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is acceptable as stated previously. . 
Before the verse of inheritance was revealed, it was wajib (oWigatory) to draw a will in 
favour of the relatives. When that verse came down specifying shares for all heirs, the 
command to draw a will for the heirs was abrogated. · 
The word (J'')) firash applies to woman but here it implies (J''}, ~t.,;,) (husband of the 
woman). The child will not be attributed to the adulterer but to the owner of the bed be he 
husband of the woman or her master if she is a slave, or the man who had mistakenly 
sexual intercourse with the woman. (see hadith # 3362 too) 
The words 'for the adulterer are stones' mean that he is deprived. He gets nothi.ng. He will 
get no inheritance from the illicit child. Or it me'anS that he· would be stoned to death (if he 
was married). 
His fate is in Allah's hand. In this world he is punished but in the hereafter Allah may 
punish him or forgiva him. Even if he escapes worldly punishment, Allah might p~sh 
him or pardon him. 

DO NOT WILL FOR ANOTHER AT THE COST OF YOUR HEIR 

,,,._.,.\ J .,., I ~ "' C: ~ "' "' "' ~ 
(~l..&~I.J.)Jby.I.J~.l.o):.li.J..~...>Ioi.JJ)-~Ij_;.ljlc.!..l.J.Jj~W~js~!JU:~~Sjl ~~~ 

3075. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's ~essenger ~J~.l~~~ 
said, 11lndeed, a man and a woman perform deeds in obedience to Allah for sixty 
years. Then death looms over them and they err in making a will causing loss (to 
heirs) so the fire becomes necessary for tliem." Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'.s>J 
then recited: 

, J .,., I "' ,.,. "' I "' ,,,._,...,,. ~:0\!I,!J.lj"' •••••• "'L,i&"'.lC..·..3S ,po!. I Iii~ 
.. ~ J.rw .,lj .J ..~ .. -"(* .J "'fft~~-- 9-' 

{ ... after (paying) bequest ·he may have bequeathed or debt .... And that is a ·n;tighty 
triumph.}l (4:11-13) 

COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasizes the right of fellowmen. Some people spend their 
lives in worship and devotion but do not cease to hurt fellow men and they earn the wrath 
of Allah. The Prophet ~JA~i»~~ gave the example of those who unjust with their' heirs. 
Apart from causing wrong to fellowmen, it is a disobedience to Allah's command. 
The verses recited by Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&1~ J also disallow the testator to draw a 
will for more than one-third of his wealth, thereby depriving the heirs. 

SECTION III ~\i11j..C&Ail 

TIDINGS FOR ONE WHO DRAWS A CORRECT WILL 

' ~ ~ ' ... ~ ' ~ J "'C: "'C: ~LA ~w~ ,, "'· "'~LA~~ "'~LA·r'"" "' 1 .... ~~aH \~.JJIJ, 'JJliJli ,.)~.l.£('f•V'"\) -'rs 'J~ t:$• ,....., .....,.... ~...,~~'.. r.,s--, ~ V • v--

(~lo~l oi.JJ) _:J l.)j!! '6LAjjSl6!.J~ ~ 

1 Tirmidhi # 2124, Abu Dawud # 2867. 
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3076. Sayyi~una Jabir ~.1u~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.lil1~ said, "He 
who dies leaving a will dies oq a path (the straig~t path) and a sunnah (Prophet~s j...P 

J~J~.i»> practice) (that is approved), and he dies on piety and a martyr's death, and 
he dies forgiven."t · 
(The translation in Ibn Majah is 'testifying the tru~h' instead of 'a martyr's death.') 

INFIDEL'S GET NO REWARD FOR GOOD DEEDS 

3077. Sayyidtina Amr ibn Shu'ayb .lil1~; narrated from his father (Shu'ayb) i».I~J 
who from his grandfather (Abdullah) ~i».l~; that Aas ibn Wail had willed that one 
hundred slaves should be set free on his behalf. His son Hisha:m ~ 1».1 ~; set fifty 
slaves free. 1\nd, his (other) son Amr ~1».1~; intended to set free the remainiilg fifty 
for him .only after he had asked Allah's Messenger ..,.l....J~~~~ (about it). So he came 
to the Prophet ~J~.li11~ and asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, my father left a will 
(instruc~ng us) that ,one hundred· slaves should be set free on his behalf. Hisham 
has set fifty free at his behest and fifty remain~ Shall I set them free on his behalf?" 
Allah's Messenger ~J~IAI~ said, ''If he was a Muslim and you had set slaves free 
for him, or given ·sadaqah (charity) for him, or performed the Hajj (pilgrimage) in 
his place that (reward) w~uld have reached him."2 · 

COMMENTARY: Aas ibn Wa'il did not embrace Islam though he was alive when the 
Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ invited people to Islam. He died a disbeliever. He had two sons, 
Hisham ~1».1~; and Amr ~.11~~; both of who had received guidance. They were atll.Ong the 

·Prophet's ~J~~~ sahabah (Pr.oph~t' s Companions) ~.1!1~ ;. 
The Proph~t ~ J~.1u~ said to Amr ~.&!~; that if his father were a Muslim, reward could 
have been consigned to him. If any· good deed was done at his behest that will be of no 
avail and will deliver him from punishment. 

WARNING TO THOSE WHO USURP RIGHT OF THE. HEIRS 

-~U~I&I~5-.t4~1 .. ,..ill! • • J , .. , ,. ~ , • 

3078. Sayyiduna Anas ~..1:1~; narrated. that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ said, "He 
who cuts off the inheritance of his heirs, Allah will cut off his inheritance of 

1 Ibn Majah # 2702, Abu Dawud # 
2 Abu Dawud # 2883. 
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paradise on the day of reburrection."1 

"" J ,., .. ~· J • 0, 
-B~~tf~~~t..j)ll·,. ,,.·OC§&::'I&Ijjj(r·V~) 

3079. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~111~; narrated the same hadith.2 

COMMENTARY: Allah has promised in the Quran tttat He would make the .believers heirs 
to paradise. 

{(They) shall inherit paradise.} (23:11) 
The Prophet's words mean that s~ch a man will not be admitted to paradise in the beginning. 

1 Ibn Majah # 2703. 
2 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman. 
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I 

~.)I~.)IJJI~ 

BOOK-XIII 

NIKAH (WEDLOCK) 

MARRIAGE 

WHAT IS NIKAH (WEDLOCK): Nikah (wedlock) means to meet and get together. It is 
applied to the contract of marriage and to copulation which also is coming together. 
However, authorities differ on which is the true meaning and which the metaphorical. 
The jurists say that nikah (wedlock) is the particular agreement between a man and a wife. It 
creates a matrimonial relationship between the two. 

IMPORTANCE OF NIKAH (WEDLOCK) 

NIKAH (WEDLOCK) & BELIEF: Nikah (wedlock) or marriage is not merely a social union 
between two people, a need of an individual a natural longing or only a personal affair. 
Rather, it is a basic pillar of the sustenance of human society and, from point of view of 
Shariah, it possesses a special significance which can be gauged from the fact that every i 

(divine law) from the time of Sayyiduna Aadam ~~~ ~ down to the ' (divine law) of 
prophet Muhammad ~J~,&,~ has recognized nikah (wedlock). The ulama (Scholars) say 
that there is no other worship that is practiced continuously to date from the times of 
Sayyiduna Aadam ~'}I....J~~ and will continue in paradise too other than nikah (wedlock) and 
belief. They are the only ones. So, in every i (divine law), the marriage of man and woman 
is legal under a distinctive agreement. This marriage of the two is not legal without the 
agreement or pact in any Shariah or religion. Of course, the form of the agreement varies 
and its conditions and rules differ (from religion to religion). This chapter discusses the 
conditions and commands imposed by Islam as also the rules and regulations concerning 
this subject. 

ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES OF MARRIAGE 

VIRTUES: The singular and general advantage of marriage is the survival and continuance 
of the human race and raising of the offspring. There also are other advantages and they 
are: 

(1) Marriage checks sexual excitement which if unchecked leads a person to ruin. 
This appetite transgresses all barriers of religion and manners and violates all 
norms of nobility and human values but when lawful means are available to it 
through marriage it obeys and respects all barriers of conduct. 

{2) The married couple set together their house in peace and comfort. They 
depend on, and support, one another through vicissitudes of life. 

(3) The family expands through marriage and a person finds himself strong and 
self-supporting. 

(4) Marriage causes a person to work hard and it removes lethargy and 
carelessness. This is helpful in the worldly life as well as in religion and 
worship. 
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(5) Pious children are born through marriage. They are the most previous asset in 
life. A person finds solace through them in this world and earns success in the 
next world. 

AAFAT: However, there are some things that cause hardship and difficulty to some 
people because of marriage. They are termed aafat of marriage and are six in number. 

(1) Inability to seek the lawful earnings because of additional expense and new 
kinds of worries. The urge· to s~ek the iawful is not as strong as during single 
life. 

(2) Greater involvement in unlawful affairs. The family life enhances needs apd 
raises standard of living on one's mind and to keep it up prohibited things are 
sought without hesitation. 

(3) Negligence in giving rights of women. Islam has allowed great rights to 
women. They include kindness and love for wife, but very few people observe 
them and they do not allow wives the high rank Islam has given them. Rather, 
they regard wives as subordinates. So, women's rights are violated. Not only is 
it a social evil, it also is a grave sin and causes loss botl} in the hereafter and in 
th~l~ • 

(4) Men do not tolerate any kind of bed temper in women. This is because they 
consider themselves as superior to them. They lose patience on the slightest 
expression of displeasure by wives. · 

(5) . Disunited house when a wife is very bad tempered and nagging. This causes 
immense discord and life is very disturbed for husbands. 

(6) Rights of Allah are flouted because of additional responsibility to wife and 
children. Very few men maintain their religious life while looking after their 
wives and children. They give up performance of many pious deeds. 

Keeping the advantages and disadvantages (or aafat) before oneself, that should be 
preferred which helps further a religious life. If one fears a nagging wife, and must realize 
that unbridled sexual appetite will plunge one into sin. So it is better to bear the nagging 
wife, ~d to marry, otherwise it would cause great religious loss. 

THE COMMANDS TO MARRY 
(1) According to the Hanafis, it becomes fard (compulsory) to marry when sexual excitement 
is so strong that one· is liable to commit fornication. A man is able to pay the dower and to 
provide sustenance to his wife and he is confident that he would not be unjust and cruel to 
his wife, but will be kind to her. 
(2) It is wajib (obligatory) to marry when the sexual excitement and urge is within limits and 
not likely to lead to illicit sex and the man is able to pay the dower and to maintain his 
wife. Also, he is not likely to be cruel to his wife. If anyone has the sexual urge but is 
unable to pay the dower and to maintain his wife then if he does not marry, that would not 
be sinful. On the other hand, if one who is able to pay the dower and maintain his wife 
does not matry then it is a sin. 
(3) Wilen the urge is moderate, it is sunnah muwakkadah (emphasized practice of Holy Prophet 
~J~~~~) to marry. This means that the sexual urge is suppressible but the man has the 
potency to cohabit with his wife and is able to pay the dower and to maintain his wife. In I 

this situation, it is a sin not to marry but to marry with inteution to keep oneself away from · 
fornication and to have a large progeny earns a large reward. 
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(4) It is makruh (disapproved) to marry when one is likely to be unjust or cruel to one's 'wife. 
(5) It is forbidden to marry a woman when a man is certain that he would be cruel to his wife. 
GIST: We know, therefore, that s. (divine law) has made allowance for different 
temperaments and sitUations. It is sometimes far4 (compulsory), to marry, sometimes wajib 
(obligatory), sometimes sunnah muwakkadah (emphasized practice of.Holy Prophet ~J~.&,~) 
and sometimes makruh (disapproved). At other times it is forbidden. Hence, a person must 
act according to the situation best suited to him.. .· 

THE MUSTAHBAT OF NIKAH (WEDLOCK) 
When a man or woman intends to marry, before making the proposal, they should find out 
the background, habits and surr:oundings of one another. If they do not do that and later 
find out something disagreeable in their partner that would create much unpleasantness in 
their married life. · 

CRITERIA: It is mustahab (desirable) that the wife should be of a lower age, standing 
pedigree and richness than her husband. }3ut she should excel herself over him in manners, 
good habits, beauty and piety. It is masnun for man to first see the woman he wishes to 
marry provided he is confident of his proposal being accepted. 

MAKE KNOWN: It is mustahab (desirable) to announce the marriage. to the people. The 
wedding should be conducted in public in the prese~ce of relatives and friends from both 
sides as also some ulama (Scholars). 
THE QADI & THE WITNESSES: The nikah (wedlock) should be conducted by a pious and 
righteous man. The witnesses too should be just, pious and God feaiing. 

PROPOSAL & ACCEPTANCE 
Marriage takes place through proposal and acceptance. Both these words should be used in 
the past tense (to imply that the marriage has taken place). The woman should say, "I have. 
given n1yself in marriage to your." Or her guardian should say to the man, "I have· married 
the woman whose name is .... to you." The man should answer, 'I have accepted." Or, one 
of the words of the proposal and acceptance should be in the past tense, like the woman 
offers, "Marry me," or her guardian says to the man, "Marry that woman whose name 
is .... ," and the man consents, "i have married her." 0!', it may be the other way about. The 
man may say, "I have married you." The woman responds, "I consent." If the man asks the 
woman, "Have you presented yourself tome in marriage?!' or, "Have you accepted me?" 
and the woman says only 'yes, have given" or "Yes, have given" or "Yes, have accepted" 
without using the word 'I" the marriage will be valid nevertheless. However, it is not 
enough to say before the witnesses, 'We are wife and husband/' because marriage is not 
contracted in this way. 

, Apart from using the past tense in proposal and acceptance, it is also necessary to use the 
words nikah (wedlock) (marriage) and tazweej (marrying). Thus one may say, "I have 
concluded nikah (wedlock) with. you, or "I haYe made tazweej with you." Or, a synonym be 
used that gives the meaning of marriage clearly, like a man saying. "I have made you my 
wife," or "I have become your husband," or "you have become mine." He may not 
specifically use the words nikah (wedlock) an.d tazweej or their synonyms but use a 

\ figurative expression. This too is allowed ·provided it suggests someone' s perfect 
ownership in fact and in reality, like, gift, sadaqah (charity), ownership, sale or purchase, 
the wife saying, for instance, "I have presented to you my marriage," or "I have given you 
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my being as a sadaqah (charity)," or "I have made you owner of my being," or "I have 
bought you for so. much money." The man should say in answer, "I have accepted." 
However, for it to be correct is the condition that the speaker should have meant rtikah 
(wedlock) by his speech, and the context, too, suggests it, but if there is no such suggestion 
in the text, the person accepting may have confirmed it and the witnesses may have 
understood the meaning that the speech refers to marriage whether ti"..rough a suggestion 
in the text or by being told. 
MUST HEAR ONE ANOTHER: The bride and bridegroom must each hear the other 
tnaking the proposal and accepting it. This may be directly from one another, or through 
their attorney,. or through their guardian. 
WITNESSES: It is a condition that two men must witness the proposal and consent for the 
marriage to be valid. The witnesses may be two men or one man and two women. They 
must be free men or women, because the testimony of a female slave or a male slave is not 
accepted. Also, they must be sane and Muslims. The testimony of Muslims is acceptable 
even whether they are pious or sinners or they have been awarded the prescribed 
punishment (or hadd) of qadhaf (for slander, eighty stripes). It is not a condition that the 
witness should not be blind and not.related to the spouses. Thus, the testimony of the blind 
and of the relatives of the spouse will be accepted, even their sons or sons of either of them. 
It is imperative that the witness must both together hear the proposal and consent'and now 
by them that the marriage is being contracted, though they may not understand the 
meaning of the words (if they are in an alien language). If the witnesses do not both of 
them hear the proposal and consent at the same time, but at different times then the 
marriage is not validly conducted. 
MINOR GIRL: If a man says to another, "Marry my minor daughter to so and so," and he 
conducted her marriage to that man in the presence of her father and another man, then the 
marriage is valid. But, if her father is not there, then the marriage will not be valid without 
the presence of two men or one man and two ·women. 

SECTION I 

YOUNG PEOPLE SHOULD MARRY 

(~~) 

3080. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .111~ 
~J''~ said, "0 group of. young people!' Those of you who can bear the burden (or a 
family) should marry for it ·keep the eyes down (from ogling at women) and 
preserves one from immorality. And those (of you) who cannot let him fast for it 
dries up his lust."l 

COMMENTARY: The prophet ~i...IJ•Js.lil~ mentioned two great advantages of marriage-

1 Bukhari # 5066, Muslim #.1-1400, Abu Dawud # 2046, Tirmidhi # 1083, Nasa'i # 2242, Ibn Majah # 
1845, Darimi # 2165, Musnad Ahmad 1-432. 
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abstaining from staring at strange women and from illicit sex. 
LIMIT OF YOUNG AGE: When a person attains adulthood, he is among young men. 
But, how long does this youth last? Imam Shafi'I .au~J says that it ends at the age of thirty, 
b~t Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1~ J puts it at forty. 

LIFE OF CELIBACY DISALLOWED 
, \;::. ' "' .:. ' .:. ' "' "' .: ' "' yJ'~5 ~ ~( ·;_il ,__;, _;.L:,j ~ill I ~~I Jj.!jjj Jli u1lij Cfl ~ )' "', {.;-j ('(•A') 

(~~) _(-:! ta'~ "} :J ~~~ JiJJ~:~'I 
3081. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~..11~~J narrated, 11Allah's Messenger ..;s.iJJ1jJ 
~J denied Uthman ibn maz'un permission to observe (a life of) celibacy. If he had 
permitted him, we would have had ourselves castrated."t 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word used in the hadith is (~') (at-tabattul). It means to, 
abstain from women and refrain·from marrying. The Nasara (followers of Sayyiduna Easa 
~~~ 4-)s., the Prophet) consider celibate life a good and preferable thing to observe. The 
ultimate aim of religion, according to them, is a man's keeping away from women and 
remaining unmarried. Some other religions too regard it as piety to stay away from 
marriage and pleasures of life. But Islam does not agree. Rather, it says that marriage is a 
necessary part of man's life. Islam says that to abstain completely from the pleasures of life 
and to endure self-imposed restrictions on oneself are not forms of worship. Rather, this 
kind of life is rahbaniyah (monkery, monasticism) which has no place in this religion of 
innate nature. Of course, Imam Shafi'I ..1!1~ J does say that it is better to lead an unmarried 
life, but this opinion of Imam Shafi'I ..1!1~ J does not contradict the elementary goal of Islam 
because it concerns mainly a superior mode which, moreover, is not concerned with 
marrying or not marrying but only .with marrying or not marrying but only with (oJ~~~) 
(observing solitude for worship). 
SHAFI'I VIEWPOINT: In other words, Imam Shafi'I means to say that to occupy in 
worship is better than occupation in marriage. Mulla Ali Qari iJJI ~ J has reproduced in 
'Mirqat' the arguments of Imam Shafi'I ..1!1~ J and also of Imam Abu Hanifah .111~ J to prove 
that tahil (married life) is better then tajarrud (unmarried life). 

PROPHET'S """"J . ..,l" .\1 &}JJ DISALLOWANCE: Anyway when Sayyiduna Uthman ibn 
Maz'un ~iJJ,~J sought permission of the Prophet ~J..;s...1J,~ to lead a celibate life, he did 
not permit him because Islam calls for increase in numbers through marriage so that a 
greater number of worshippers of Allah spread on earth, and they wage jihad against 
disbelief and falsehood. 
SA'DS.AIM: The narrator of the hadith Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~lii'~J disclosed 
that if the prophet~ J~.111~ had given permission to Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Maz'un ~..11~~ J 
then the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J would have had themselves castrated. 
Then, they wo:uld have had no desire for women and would not have fallen into sin. 
Teebi ..1!1~J said that Sa'd ~iJJI~J meant that if the Prophet had given Uthman ~.111~J the 

\ nod they too would have led a life of celibacy. The words he used were to emphasise that 

t Bukhari # 5073, Muslim # 6-1402, Tirmidhi # 1085, Nasa'i # 3209, Ibn Majah # 1848, Musnad 
Ahmad 1-175, Darimi # 2167. 
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they would have gone to that extent in leading . a life celibacy as though they had been 
castrated. He did not mean that they would have done that is reality. It is not permitted to 
have oneself castrated. 
FORBIDDEN TO HAVE. ONESELF CASTRATED: Allamah (The learned Scholar) 
Nawawi ~~~ .J said that Sayyiduna Sa' d ~~~~ .J had not -know that it is forbidden to a man, 
young or old, to have himself castrated. 
ABOUT ANIMALS: We must know about animals that it is forbidden to castrate every 
animal that is not eaten. As for the animals that are eaten, it is allowed to castrated the 
young animals but forbidden to do it to old animals This is what Allamah (The learned 
Scholar) Nawawi Shafi'i .&1 ~ .J has written but the books of figh Hanafi, Mukhtar· and 
Hidayah write that it is permitted to castrate animals without specifying their age. 

PREFER A RELIGIOUS WINDED WOMAN AS WIFE 

3082. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~ 
said, "A woman is married bearing four things in mind (about her): her property, 
her ancestry, her beauty or her religion. So, make the choice of one who is religious. 
May your hands be daubed with dust!"1 

COMMENTARY: A woman chose:n for her ancestry means that no.t only is she herself 
noble and dignified but her family or tribe is also very honourable. This, indee4, is a 
natural tendency is man to have a woman of high rank and nobility so that his children 
belong to a high ranking family and ancestors. 
The hadith calls on every religious man to opt for a woman who is pious. This ensures 
good both in this world and the next. 
The words 'may your hands be daubed with dust' seem to degrade someone but it is an 
expression encouraging the addressee to action. · 

PIOUS WOMAN IS THE BEST ASSET IN THE WORLD 
~ "' ~~ & ' " l ' ~ , ... c: ;, c: . ~ 

~JJI el:A~jP,l:A~~.lJI~j~illl~;lJIJ_;.!.j JliJli..,.?<;.J.;JJ1~6£j (r•Ar) 

(.,J-o oi.JJ) -4Lill fl~l 
3083. Sayyiduna Abdulla~ ibn Amr ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..lll~ 
~J said, 'The world, all of it, is to be benefitted from for a while. ·And, the best of 
the beneficial thing in the world is a righteous woman." (The word is <e. t:.a) mata' 
which means 'a thing of enjoyment.12 

COMMENTARY: Mata' is something from which benefit is derived for sometime before it 
perishes. So, benefit may be derive~ from the world for some time. The benefit is short 
lived. A pious righteous woman is the best of the worldly things from which benefit may 
be derived because a pious woman is very helpful in doing deeds for the hereafter. 

t Bukhari # 5090, Muslim# 53-1466, Abu DAwud # 2047, Nasa'i # 3230, Ibn Majah # 1858, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-428, Darimi # 2170. · ~ 
2 Muslim# 64. 1467, Nasa'i # 3232, Musnad Ahmad 2-268. 
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VIRTUE OF PIOUS WOMEN OF THE QURAYSH 

l I "' .. ~ ' . "' J, ' J, I. "C:: "'C::"' I _., 
~j! r.l..g (tll.Q Jt)( I {fo..,J ~l..g~ ~j ~WI~ ,.U I J_;.!.j Jti Jli S~_JA Cf I u£ j (Y' • At) 

<~~>-,~yllc.i~J~&~JIJ,_; ~d.;lJJt&~l 
3084. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narral~d that Allah's Me,ssenger ~J~li11~ 
said, 11The best of women who ride on cainels are the piou~ women of the Quraysh. 
They are very kind and loving to the small children and are vezy mindful to their 
husband's possessions (in their hands)."I 

COMMENTARY: The women of -the Arabs used to ride the camels. So the hadith means 
that-the best of woman of the Arabs are those of the Quraysh. 

WORST OF TRIALS IS WOMEN 
"'., "' "'" if :t , ' ., J, ' J, I , c:: , r: ,. r: I . 
~_;..DId~ (S~ ~jJ lA~j ~WI j..Q,.UI JJ..!J Jli Jli ~j ~~~I ~j (Y'•Ao) 

(~~)-jl4JI&.,J4a..jJI 
3085. Sayyidurta Usamah ibn zayd ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~,&,~ 
~ J said, 11I do not leave behind me a trial more harmful to men then (the trial 
through) women."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet~ J4:l~'J"" described women's trial most harmful to men beCause: 
(i) Men are generally inclined to women, and 

. (ii) Men generally are more careful of woman's wishes. 
The result is that men succumb to forbidden things to please women. Men fight each other 
for the sake of women. · 
The demands of women push men to worldly pursuits. Oearly, nothing is more harmful 
than being involved in t~e world .. The Prophet~ J~~~ Lad said about it: 

p • ~ ' 

(Love of the worlc;l is the root of all evils). 
The Prophet's ~ J4PAd~ words 'behind me' show that the trial through women was not as 
accentuated in his time as after him. Piety was supreme then and evil was suppressed. After 
the Prophet's ~J"~~~ death evil became stronger gradually and soon suppressed piety. 

BEWARE OF TRIAL THROUGH WOMEN 
. J. ~ . "' ~A!. . & ' "' J. ' J. I .. r: "'c: . J ... 

all I ~jjzsj j> zs~ l;iJJI~j~WI ~,.UI J_;..!J Jli Jli~.J-111 ~ql~ j O"•A\) 

.l.7t1~1 ... ~i \~f.~ ,(j r.L.::l.\11~1., .. t::iiu l~li. -: tj\~,:;. ~g _;J!~!i r~,i ,~'!l 
~.J ,~, ,UJ ~, , ~ .. ~ ~ .. .. '6::,> , 

~oi.JJ)-til4JIJ~~ 
3086. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~.an~J.narratedthat Allah's Messenger .111~ 
~J~ said, 11The world is sweet and green. Allah has made you khalifah (caliph) 

t Bukhari # 5082, Muslim # 202-2527, Musnad Ahmad 2. 2690. 
2 Bukhari # 5096, Muslim# 97-2740/1, Tirmidhi # 2789, Ibn Majah # 3998, Musnad Ahmad 5-200. 
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(vicegerent) in it. He watches (you) how you act. So (fear and) preserve yourselves 
from the world and preserve yourselves from women, for, the first trial of Banu 
Israil was through women."t 

COMMENTARY: The world appeals to a man as a sweet thing does and delight the eyes as 
greenery does. 
The world belongs to Allah. He is its Master and Ruler. He has made you His vicegerent on · 
earth. You are His attorney in the earth to work on it. He watches you all the time how you 
work as His vicergrent and how you. discharge you duties. 
The relative words in tlie l:tadith could also mean that Allah has made you deputy of those 
people who have departed from this world before you (as .their heirs). What~ver they had 
belongs to you and He sees now how you conduct yourselves and take a lesson from their lives. 
The next words are that you should guard yourselves from the intrigues of the world. You 
must not let yourselves be trapped in its net because it is not everlasting. When you are 
resurrected for the eternal world you will be called to reckon and to serve punishment. 
So, too, guard yourselves against the deceit of women. The pious woman is a blessing of 
Allah but ·an evil woman is a trial for all. So let not the conspiracies of evil women or the 
de1 ... 1ands of your wives plunge you in the unlawful and forbidden things and so into ruin 
and destruction. 

WOMEN WAS THE FIRST TRIAL CF THE CHILDREN OF ISM'IL LEADING THEM 
TO DESTRUCTION 

There was a man by the name al Bal'am ibn Ba'ur in the time of prophet Musa ~~~~.He 
· .was one wJ:lose prayers were answered very often. Because he know the great name of 
Allah (ism a'zam). At one juncture. Prophet Musa ~~~~advanced with a large army to 
fight the jabbarun and encamped at a place of Banu I<ir' an in Shaam (Syria). The tribe of 
Bal' a~ came to him and request him, "Musa has come here with a huge army to kill us and 
drive us out of this place. So, do curse him so that he goes away from here." Bal' am said, 
"You do not know what I know. How may I curse a Prophet of Allah and his followers. If I 
do that, I will be mined in. both the worlds." But, they persisted ~d pleaded with him 
unceasingly to curse prophet Musa ~~~ ~. Finally Bal' am conceded, 'I shall seek Allah's 
guidance in this regard and wait for his command. Then ·I shall decide." 
Bal' am never did anything without making istikharah (which is to seek Allah's guidance). So, 
when he did that, he dreamt that he should never pray against the Prophet and the ·believers 
with him. So, Bal' am ir\formec;l his tribe that he was not prepared to oblige them. But, they, 
did not give in. They brougl:tt to him precious gifts, pleaded with ·him and wept bitterly and; 

. ·in the end, managed to compel him .. He was trapped. He mounted his donkey and set out to 
the mount Jistan to curse Prophet Musa f~'~ whose army was pitched near to it. 
His donkey stumbled many times on the way but he beat it to resume the journey. This things 
prolonged and Bal' am too was exhausted picking up the donkey every time it fell. down. 
Then Allah enable the donkey to speak. It said, "0 Bal' am, silly man! Do you not see where 
you are going? You push me forward but the angels drive me back!" Bal' am heard. the 
donkey but instead of paying heed, he alighted from it and leaving it there walked ahead 
on foot. He climbed the mountain and began to curse. However, whenever he intended to 
name Prophet Musa ~".>WI~ and his ttibe, his tongue uttered the name of his own tribe 

1 Muslim# 99-2742, Tirmidhi # 2198, Ibn Majah # 4000,.Musnad Ahmad 3-22. 
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instead of Banu Isra'il 
His people protested and he convinced them that he called the name of Banu Isra'il but his 
tongue took their name. In spite of that Bal' am did not desist. He tried to curse till he faced 
punishment and his tongue emerged to rest on ·his chest. Then he was nonplussed and 
lamented that he was ruined in both the worlds, yet he persisted, "We must now think of 
some way to eliminate the Banu 'Isra'il." Then he suggested to his people. "Adorn your 
women superbly. Let them carry some things in their hands and pretend to sell them. They 
should go to the army of Banu Isra'il as saleswomen.·Advse them to lure the Banu Isra'il 
and submit to anyone who invites them. Even if one of them commit fornication,· then you 
will gain success. 
They did that, when the women went to the Banu Isra'il, one of them captivated one of 
their chiefs zamzam ibn Shalum. He took her by her hands to prophet Musa ~'>\...JI ~ and 
asked, "Do you say that she is forbidden to me?" He said, "Yes!" But, zamzam said, "I shall 
not obey you concerning her" and he took her concerning her" and he took her to his tent 
here he committed the evil deed. 
That did it! Allah wrath descended on them. In no time, seventy thousand of their men 
died. Fahas the grandson of Prophet Harun ~'>\...JI~ and a giant of a man who was also the 
guard of Prophet Musa ~'>\...JI~ took his weapon and rushed to the tent of zamzam and, in 
the twinkling of an eye, he consigned both zamzam and his mistress to death, saying, 
"Allah has destroyed us because of this man!" 
As soon as they were killed, the punishment was withdrawn from them.t 

THREE THINGS ARE INAUSPICIOUS 

' ~ • Jf ~l;j "' "'"' ' .. -~l.lJI"' · ~I"'SI""" 1'~4j~.~ '~t'l~l"' ,g~ .. ~\::: "'' .Jy .J, ~::1 ~,O,r- ::I .. .J.J~~ 

3087. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 1$.111~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.:u~~ s~id,. 
11There is ill omen in a woman, a house and a horse." 
According to another version: 1111 omen is attached to three things: a woman a 
residence and an animal. "2 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (~J.!.ll} (ash-Sha-um) is the opposite of yaman ·and it 
means withdrawal of blessing or inauspiciousness. Let us now see what it implies. 
The ominous nature of the house could mean its smallness and had neighbourhood. It is 
uncomfortable and the rieighbours are eviL 
The woman is unfavourable when she 1s paid a high dower, is ill-tempered, bad mannered 
and barren. She cannot give comfort but causes difficulties. · 
When a horse is said to have ill omen attached to it, it is naughty, slow paced and not used 
for jihad. It is not an asset for its owner. 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the hadith, means that if there was ever an ill omen in 
anything then it would be in these three things. In other words, to attach ill omen to any 
thing is meaningless. It is only a superstition and there is no truth about it. H there really 

1 See 'Stories of the Prophets' Ibn Kathir. Pg 244, Darul Isha' at Karachi. 
2 Bukhari # 5093, Muslim # 115-2225, Abu Dawud # 3922, Tirmidhi # 2833~ Nasa'i # 3571, Musnad 
Ahmad # 4544. 

·t 
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was an ill omen in anything, it would be found in these three things because they can 
qualify for it. This saying of the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 j...p is like his words, "If any thing was 
.outside the shphere of destiny that would be an evil eye." In other words, everything in 
this universe follows the set procedure of fate predetermined yet if anything could escape 
that predestination, it would be the evil eye. 
Hence, just as these words of the Prophet ~J~~'j...P do no mean that the evil eye is not 
governed by fate, so too the hadith mentioned here does not mean to say that ill omen is 
attached to these three things. 
Some other ulama (Scholars) say that if a person has a house in which he does not like to 
reside, or a wife with whom he finds it disagreeable a have a sexual relationship, or a horse 
that he does not like, then he must part from the thing that is incompatible. 
Thus this hadith does not disagree with the hadith that disallows attaching an ill omen to 
something. It does not say that there is an ill omen in anything. 

PREFER A VIRGIN.FOR A WIFE 

(~ M 0

oo )-.i--~:..j~~::.!J" .i:a:,fJI 
M ~ ..... .. .J 

3088. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ ~' ~.J narrated that they were with the prophet on an 
expedition and when they. returned and were near Madinah, he said, 110 Messenger 
of Allah, I have married recently" (hoping to be allowed to go ahead of the others to 
his wife~· He asked, 11So you have married?" He said, Yes!" He asked, 11 A virgin or a 
window?" He said, 11Rather, a widow." He asked, 11why did you not marry a virgin? 
You could have enjoyed her and she would have enjoyed you." When they were at 
Maidnah and everyone intended to go to his home, he said, 1Wait. We shall enter 
by night, meaning in the evening, to allow the woman with disheveled hair to comb 
it and the woman whose husband was away (with us participating in jihad) may 
shave her pubes."t 

COMMENTARY: When a man marries a virgin, they have more love for one another and 
are more friendly, The widow, on the other hand, remembers her first husband and if she 
does not adapt to living standard of the second, her outlook depicts it. So she is not as 
much friendly as a. virgin is. 
On returning from a journey, do not make haste to return home. Allow your wife time to 
prepare herself. In this way you will not fin~ her in a disagreeable condition. 
Other ahadith disallow travellers from returning home at night. But, this applies when 
advance information is not given home about one's arrival. If the family is told beforehand 
of the arrival then there is no harm. 

1 Bukhari # 5247, Muslim # 57-1466, Abu Dawud # 2048, Nasa'i # 3226, Ibn Majah # 1860, Darimi # 
2216. . 
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SECTION II ~~11j..atll 

THERE WHOM ALLAH HELPS ALWAYS 
' I f ' I "' I L).}jl ~~~_;j _¥-;ill ~~ljiij j{j..~j~llJI ~;lll j_;..!J-..i)S__H_;l,'?\ (_.&. (r•N\) 

(~lo6-11_,~WJI_,I..S1A_fJioi_,.;)-;!JI~di.,~ljJLWI~}-~~If461J~I'J'il~}-
3089. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .1$~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~il11~ 
said, "Three there are who have a right to get Allah's help (as per His promise). 
They are: 
(i) · The mukatab who resolves to pay to his master to buy his freedom. 
(ii) He who married to preserve his chastity. 
(iii) The wanior in Allah's path."l 

COMMENTARY: Mukatab is the slave whose master offers to set him free if he pays him 
a certain sum of money. The sum of money that the master qsks for his release is called 
badal kitabah. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR GUARDIAN OF WOMAN 

• ~ ~ "" { f • 2 , ~---~ J l"" "" ""'( 
(!..SJ.A fl. I o 1_,...> )-u.a~_;. J~j ~J iiI '-l ~! &~ ~ ~ '} 01 &J4.Jj.9 

3090. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .~$~'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~k~~ 
said, ''When a man proposes marriage and you are pleased with his religion and 
character, marry (your daughter) to him, If you fail to do that then there would be 
mischief on earth and much corruption."2 

COMMENTARY: This is an important instruction to the parents, or guardians of women. 
They should accept proposal marriage for their ward from a religious and well-mannered 
:man and marry their girl to him. If they reject him waiting for a rich woddly man's 
proposal then the wait will be long. Most women will ·remain single and most men will 
continue to live a bachelor's life. Most religious families are inclined to do it. This gives rise 
to temptation and spreads evil. The elders will be blamed for the situation. 
Teebi .1$ .1!1 ~ J said that this hadith is evidence for Imam Maalik' s ..\1 ~; contention that 
equality of the spouses 'is based only on religious standing. The two may suffice one 
another only through religion. The other ulama (Scholars), however, say that four qualities 
should be considered to become sufficient for (or partners of) one another. They are: 

(i) religion, 
(ii) free~om, 
(iii) descent, and 
(iv) profession. 

Thus, a Muslim women should not be given in marriage to a disbeliever, to a man of unknown 
ancestors and (if she is the daughter of a merchant or a man of good profession, she should not 
be married) to a man of an unlawful profession or a makruh (disapproved) occupation. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1661, Nasa'i # 3218 (or 3220), Ibn Majah # 2518, Musnad Ahmad# 9637. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1086, Ibn Majah # 1967. 
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However, if a woman's guardian and the woman herself and pleased with the proposal of 
an unequal man, then the marriage will be correct. 

MARRY WOMAN WHO ARE LOVING. 

"' "' .. " ' .. t ' ... t "'"" ' " l ' l J "'c: "c: ~B:.& ~~9 S j3 y \ SJ! y \ \~J.)S _;J..:,j ~ W\ ~ ;ll \ Jj-!5 Jl! Jl! .J~ ~ ~ (}. j (i · ~') 

(~WJ\_, .)jb~\ o\.J.)~ :.._.;.i.J\J,~ 
3091. Sayyiduna Ma'qil ibn Yasar ~l»'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~l»~~ 
said, "Marry women who love {their husbands) and are very fecund because I shall 
surpass the umahs by your numbers."1 

COMMENTARY: The aim is to have large numbers of the ummah of Muhammad ~.1u~ 
~J· To achieve that a woman must possess both the qualities mention~d in the hadith. 
A woman c~n be known to be prolific and loving by looking at her family background. If 
her family is large, she is liable to be fecund because that is a trend in her family. 
This hadith says that it is mustahab (desirable) to marry women who are loving and inclined 
to give birth to many children. The prophet ~ J~l»~~ will take pride in large numbers of 
hisummah. 
The hadith could also mean that a man should keep regular sexual relationship with those 
of his wives who are prolific. 

BE'ITER TO MARRY A VIRGIN 

j~ j~ ,:}..?..(.;. ~~ (}. Cj.;W'.J\ S~~ ~ ~_¥. ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~5J\# ~J (i·~Y) 

-~..r&4~~\&\jj 
3092. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Saalim ibn Utbah ibn Uwaym ibn Sa'idah Al
Ansari l»1~ .J narrated that his father that his grandfather (Utbah) ~~~ J reported the 
saying of Allah's Messenger ~ J~l»1j..P that they should marry virgins for they have 
mouths (than others and possess sweet voices and good speech and they are not 
indecent speakers). They possess fertile wombs and are more pleased with little.2 

COMMENTARY: The virgin is more prolific but this is as per apparent cause and effect 
conditions. It is meaningless without Allah's command. (See also the commentary to 
hadith # 3088) 
The virgin is also content with little. 

SECTION III 

PECULIARITY OF MARRIAGE 

-~~,~~k.'!\tft_;.l~j~ili,~;L\j__;.!Jj~Jlio:~~\if(i·~i) 
3093. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll1~ 
said, 11You will not have seen anything like marriage that increases love 

1 Abu Dawud # 2050, Nasa'i # 3227. 
2 Ibn Majah # 1861 
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between two lovers."t 
COMMENTARY: Husband and wife who were unrelated and were strangers begin to love 
one another after marriage as no two people may be expected to love one another. 

MARRYING WOMEN WHO ARE FREE 

3094. Sayyiduna Anas 4.0f..iil1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ said, "He 
who resolves to meet Allah while he is pure and purified (of the evil of fornication) 
must marry free women."2 

COMMENTARY: The free woman are more pure then female slaves. They teach their 
children :tnanners such are female slave cannot teach. 

~UALITY OF A PIOUS WIFE ~ 

. "' ., ~ , J , e J{ "' I !. ,_. ' ., ~ t: r: . ~ I "' 

.!J l~;lll 15_¢ ~~_;!.I :ila' ".ll;i J~.UI_;.L:;.j ~WI~ ~I if ~lAI ql {.;-j O"·~o) 

~",'f~t .. r .. "~ ~ r ... I ,,. • , ... -.d~I~J~ }11~\.4··..31 • c~j.Jl;a "''<! !! ?~.!!-~.a; 
•fl' • "-"'i \.ii'J f"il' .J~'-a 

3095. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah 4/S ~ ~; narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ said 
often, "The believer earns for himself nothing better, after fear of Allah, than a 
righteous wife. If he commands her, she obeys him. If he looks at her, she delights 
him (with her beauty, purify and cheerful countenance). If he adjures her, she 
makes it true. And, if he is absent from her, she is sincere to him concerning her 
person (not being unfaithful to him, and concerning) his property (not being 
careless and treacherotis)."3 

COMMENTARY: Taqwa (piety) (fear of Allah) is to obey Allah's commands and to abstain 
from what He has disallowed. 
The wife obeys her husband what is not sinful and in that which complies with s. (divine 
law) and she does not displease Allah. It is a command of s. (divine law) that one should 
not obey the command of the creatures that calls for disobedience of the creator. 
This woman prefers her husband's wishe.s to her own. She does not what he likes and 
abstains from that which he does not like. 

MARRIAGE IS HALF OF RELIGION 

~ • ~ ' I~ 
_,-l.::.\1~1- 'laljl~9 Q. ., "' ~ ., -

3096. Sayyiduna Anas .1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»l~ said, 11When 

1 Ibn Majah # 1847. 
2 Ibn Majah # 1862. 
3 Ibn Majah # 1875. 
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a person married, he (or she) has perfected half of the religion. Now, let him (or her) 
fear regarding the other half."l 

COMMENTARY: Two things there are in a human body that the generally responsible for 
corrupting religion. These two are the private parts and the belly. 
The hadith says that when one marries, he preserves himself from the mischief of his 
private parts. He must then concentrate on delivering himself from the mischief of the belly 
by. fearing Allah for which he must earn lawful sustenance to feed his own self and his 
family. In the way, he shall perfect the enfue religion.· 

THE MARRIED LIFE THAT IS AUSPICIOUS 

-y~.!Y'·~ '{·dt§e;::3t 
3097. Sayyidah Ayshsh ~·· ... ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ said, 11The 
marriage. that has the greatest blessing is the one that calls for the easiest effort."2 

COMMENTARY: The least effort is when the dower is small and the wife is not 
demanding but is content with what she gets. 

CHAPTER - II. 
:1 I :J :J ,. :J ,. 

LOOKINGATTHEWOMANTOWHOMA ~I .. ,AJI~ t .. ~~~~~.o.JI 11 t:.'!'tl~l .. 
PROPOSALFORMARRIAGEISSENT&:THE ,. IJ..J U~7'..7 <J'~ • .~ 
LIMBS THAT MUST BE KEPT COVERED 

The Arabic words in the heading are al-makhtubah and.al-awrat. The former means 'the 
woman to whom the marriage proposal is sent.' The latter means 'the limbs that one is 
commanded to conceal (or cover).' · · 

LOOKINGATTHEMAKw.nffiAH 
According to Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~J, Imam Shafi'I .&1~J, Imam Ahmad .1!1~J.and most 
of the ulama (Scholars), it is permitted to man to see the woman whom he sends proposal 
for marriage even if she does not give permission for it. Imam Maalik .1!1 ~ J holds that a 
man is permitted to see her only if he has her permission for that. It is disallowed to see her 
without her consent, and according to a report, Imam Maalik .1!1 ~ J holds that it is 
absolutely disallowed to see her. 
The juristic ruling in this connectign is that, instead of looking at the woman a man 
proposes to marry, he should ask an experienced woman to get him the necessary 
information after looking at the woman he proposes to marry. 

SECTION I JJi1j..oiii 
MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO SEE WOMAN BEFORE PROPOSING 

1 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 5486. 
2 Bayhaqi in Shu' ah ul Eeman # 6566. 
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VJ.-o ol_j.J} -l4!.;L4l'il ~~ d~~i ~!~li j~ 
3098. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;$-i'JI~; narrated that a man came to the Prophet iJ;~ 
!'"J...,J4:i~ and said, 111 intend to marry a woman of the ansar." He said, 11So, look at her, 
for, there is something in the eyes of (some of the) ansars."1 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~iJ,~ advised the man to look at the woman before 
marrying her because there was some wrong in the eyes of some of the ansars, so that later 
on it might not cause him dislike. Allamah (The learned Scholar) Nawawi iJ, ~; said 
something like it. 
It is allowed to disclose a defect to someone else with a good intention. 
It would be understood that only the face and hands of the woman may be seen but only if it 
would not create a sexual excitement because both these limbs are not part of satr (private 
parts). (Satr is the portion of a person's body that must be covered in the presence of another.) 

WIFE MUST NOT DESCRIBE ANOTHER WOMAN TO HER HUSBAND 

, J t~!.-: , .... ~ 
(~~)-~!~A3B' 

3099. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas' ud 4;$. iJ, ..r'; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ iJ, ~ 
said, "No woman must touch her (naked) body to the (naked) body of another 
woman. And (she must) not describe her to her husband (because describing her to 
him is) as though he were looking at her."2 

COMMENTARY: It is very shameful for a woman to undress before another naked woman 
and for both of them to embrace one another. Again it is disgraceful for her to give a rundown 
of the other's nudity to her husband. This could excite him and might lead to mischief. 

GUIDELINES FOR MEN & WOMEN 

0-L-o 0 l_j.)) -~ lj . 

3100. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~iJ'..r'.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#iJ1~ 
said, 11No man must look at the awrah of another man and no woman at the 
awrah of another woman. And no man must cover himself with another man in 
a single garment and no woman must cover herself with another woman in a 
single garment."3 

COMMENTARY: The parts of the body of men and women that c. (divine law) has 
disallowed to be seen or touched by one another are called satr (private parts) or awrah. 
The satr (private parts) for men is from the waist to the knee (or navel to knee). For women 

1 Muslim# 74-1424, Musnad Ahmad 2-299. 
2 Bukhari # 5240,5241, Tirmidhi # 2801, Abu Dawud # 2150, Musnad Ahmad 1-387. 
3 Muslim# 74-338, Tirmidhi # 2802, Ibn Majah # 661, Musnad Ahmad 3063. 
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it is from neck to feet (or entire body except face and hands).These parts ought to be 
covered and concealed from the sight of others. The juristic directions are .outlined here. 
A man's satr (private parts) is between his navel and below his knees. It is not allowed to 
any other man or woman to look at it unnecessarily. His wife or female slave may, 
however, see that portion. As for the rest of his body, both man and women may see it. 
However, if a woman is likely to be excited sexually then she is not allowed to see any 
portion of his body at all. 
In the same way, a woman's body from her navel down to her knees is satr (private 
parts) tc:· ,':- .... t~.':'r woman. She may not see it unnecessarily. A woman's satr (private 
parts) tor a man ISner whole body which means that it is not allowed to a man to see 
any pa1t of a stranger woman's body. But, according to one version, a woman's face, 
both hands and both feet are not part of her satr (private parts) which means that an 
outsider man may see these limbs of a woman who is a stranger to him, provided he is 
immune from sexual excitement. If he is liable to be excited sexually then he is not 
permitted to look at even these limbs. 

WHEN NECESSARY: At times when it becomes necessary, a man may look at a woman 
whether he is immune from sexual excitement or not. Examples are of a witness when he 
gives testimony, or a ruler at the time of giving a judgement, they may look at these limbs. 

TOUCHING: It is not allowed to an unknown man to touch these limbs of a woman, face, 
hands and feet even if he is not likely to be excited sexually. This applies when the woman 
is young but if she is very old or the man is very old so that a desire is out of question and 
the woman too is safe then it is allowed to touch these limbs. 

WIFE'S BODY: A man is allowed to see the entire body of his wife and his female slave 
with whom he is allowed to have sexual intercourse. 

FOR THE MAHRAM: The woman's satr (private parts) for her mahram is her back, 
stomach, and navel down to knees so, the mahram is not allowed to look at these limbs of 
the woman whose mahram he is, even if he is not likely to be sexually excited. A mahram 
may see her head, shins upper arms and chest because these parts of her body are not satr 
(private parts) for him, provided, of course, he is safe from sexual excitement. 
The satr (private parts) of a female slave of another person is like the satr (private parts) of 
a woman whose mahram he is, meaning her back, stomach and from navel down to below 
knees. For a man, the same command applies for these limbs of a female slave of someorle 
else as for these parts of the woman whose mahram he is as far as seeing and touching 
them is concerned. 
It is forbidden to look at a handsome man with an evil desire or to touch him. 
It is allowed to touch and to look at a woman while intending to propose marriage with 
her, or a female slave at the time of buying her in spite of likelihood of lustful desire. 
As slave is like a stronger for his master's wife. She must use the veil in his presence as she 
does before other men. The same applies in the presence of eunuchs and emasculate men. 
The jurists say that it is forbidden to look at stranger women both for sexual pleasure 
or otherwise. 
It is forbidden and makruh (disapproved) for two men or two women to be together nude 
in one garment even if it is out of habit without any evil idea. In any case, it is shameful. 
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DISALLOWED TO BE ALONE WITH STRANGER WOMAN 
"' "' ' I "' I 1 
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3101. Sayyiduna J abir 4;S. .&1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 ~ said, 
"No- man must spend a night with a married woman unless he is married to her 
or is her mahram."t 

COMMENTARY: Here~ 'to spend a night with her' is to meet her in solitude or be alone 
with her, by night or by day at any place. 
The words thayyib is a woman who is no longer a virgin. But, here it means a 'young 
woman.' Married or unmarried. 
Mahram is one with whom it is disallowed to marry at all times. He can be a son, brother, 
son-in-law, etc. It may be because of fosterage or otherwise. 

.. .... .. .... 1 & I_ ' .. ~ ' ~ 1 't; 't; ', 
Jlii s-l4JI ~J_;lljlj_;.S'~!~J ~llll ~~I Jj-!5 Jli Jli~ttcr. ~(;.j (r\ ·Y) 

(~~) -~.,;.~!! ;:J I jli ;:JI ~iJI ;iJ1 jj-!5 ~~J 
3102. Sayyiduna Uq ba ibn Aamir 4;S..&1~ J narrated that AUah' s Messenger~ y.#.&l~ 
said, "Beware of visiting women (who are not mahram)/' A man asked, "0 
Messenger of Allah, what do you say of hamu?" He said, "The hamu are death."2 

COMMENTARY: Hamu are the near relatives of the husband, like his brother. The father 
and son of the husband are not among the hamu. 
Just as death ruins a person's life, so the hamu ruin a woman's life by visiting her in 
solitude, both her religion and her manners. 
These words are parts of Arabic idiom: hamu are death, lion is death, the king is fire. These 
are idiomatic expressions implying 'play with death.' 

PHYSICIAN MAY EXAMINE WOMAN 

' '1 ' r < Gi t ' r -: ' ~ '' 1 ' ' "' ' ~oi.JJ)-.Jl~{_h\ tJ~ji~~J"'I~l&\..&..l....:!...)t~All·- : .. & Jlil6~~!r;.....!...JI 

3103. Sayyiduna Jabir 4;S. .&! ~ J narrated that Sayyidah Umm Salamah 4;S. .&! ~ J (the 
mother of the believers) sought permission of Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ to be 
cupped. He instructed Sayyiduna Abu Taybah 4;S..&1~J to cup her. Jabir ~..111~J said, 
"I presume that he was her foster-brother, or (he was) a young boy who had not 
attained the age of puberty."3 

COMMENTARY: The presumption of Sayyiduna Jabir ~lia1~; implies that Sayyidah Umm 
Salamah ~lia1~J did not need to be cupped because, if it was necessary, a stranger could 
have done the cupping and opened the veins. 

1 Muslim# 19. 2171. 
2 Bukhari # 5232, Muslim# 20. 2172, Tirmidhi # 1174, Musnad Ahmad 4. 149, Da'imi # 2647. 
3 Muslim # 72-2206. 
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We knows, therefore, that a physician may examine a woman's entire body to treat her. 

ABOUT A SUDDEN GLANCE AT A WOMAN 

~ 0 ,..,J) -Ls-r'4 J~l.....ul 
3104. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah ~.i»1~ J narrated, 111 asked Allah's Messenger ~ 
~J ~ .iil1 about a sudden (unintentional) glance (on a woman stranger, not a 
mahram). He instructed me that I should turn away my sight (immediately)."t 

COMMENTARY: This means that if a man happens to look at a woman unintentionally 
then he must nC?t continue to ogle at her. The first sight is not deliberate, so is forgiven, but 
it is wajib (obligatory) to tum away the glance. If anyone continues to look at her, then that is 
a sin. The same thing is known from the Quran: 

"' ~ ~, :1 ~"' ~t. (r• :rr .;..,_:jl)-...4..;~1~ IJ.Qa:!~J.!lJ,J! 
(Say to the believing men that they should lower their gaze.) (24: 30) 

Of course, when it is necessary, like for marriage, etc, it is permitted to keep looking after 
the first gaze. If a woman has to have an injury or other problem examined then she might 
show to the physician only that portion. She must keep the rest of the body covered.2 

WHEN TEMPTED GO TO WIFE 

~oi.JJ)-t"' ~'iQLAS~ 
3105. Sayyiduna J abir ~ i»t ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-J ~ ..1!1 ~ said, 'A 
woman comes in the form of a devil and re~s in the form of a devil. When any of 
you fs attract ed by a (stranger) woman and she makes a home in his heart, he 
should head (straight) to his wife and have a sexual intercourse with her. That will 
put an end to the excitement in his heart (meaning the sexual urge)."3 

COMMENTARY: The woman comes in the form of a devil. This is actually a comparison 
because she brings indecent thoughts to the mind and evil temptations to lead astray. 
These are what the devil does. 
Hence, to look at a woman whose mahram a man is not is a means of mischief and evil. The 
ulama ($cholars) deduce from it that a woman should not emerge from her house 
unnecessarily. If she is compelled to come out, then she must not adorn herself. 
As for man, he must not look at another woman, not even towards her garments. 
This hadith is evidence that a man may call his wife for sexual intercourse even during the day 
time though she may be busy with her household chores which it may not be possible for to 
suspend. H she does not respond then man becomes rest less in mind and body and falls sick. 

1 Muslim# 45-2159, Tirmidhi # 2785, Abu Dawud # 2148, Musnad Ahmad 4. 358. 
2 See Tirmidhi # 2786 about persisting after first gaze. Darul lsha' at Karachi. 
1 Muslim# 9-1403, Musnad Ahmad 3-341. 
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SECTION II ~\it•j..Qfli 

MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO LOOK AT THE WOMAN BEFORE PROPOSING 
-:,A .. I ~ I I 
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3106. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said, 
''When any of you proposes marriage to a woman and is able to look at (her hands 
and face) that which attract him to marry her, he must do so."1 

COMMENTARY: It has been stated earlier too (hadith # 3088) that it is mustahab (desirable) 
to look at the woman one wishes to marry because if he likes that woman, he will marry 
her and be protected from immodesty. This indeed, is the true objective of marriage. · 
It must be understood that a previous advice that a woman should not be married because 

! of her.beauty does not imply that looks should be ignored ~ltogether. Rath~r, the meaning 
was th::1t heauty should not be preferred to religion. 

~1~~3J£~J~rlJ,~;u,jJ..!..>oJliisi;.ot.t :12!. J~j:,;~§U!itif-J <r' ·v> 
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3107. Sayyiduna Al-Mughirah ibn Shu'bah ~.iii·~ J narrated that when he proposed 
marriage to a woman, Allah's Messenger ~J~o#l»>~ asked him, "Have you looked 
at her?" He submitted that he had not, so he instructed, "Look at her for that is very 
good and will grow love between both of you."2 

COMMENTARY: It means: if you marry the woman you proposed to marry after look;:-
0 

at her, the two of you will love one another very much. Generally, there are no regr~ts if 
anyone marries a woman after looking at her. The man does not have to feel bad or 
perturbed about his choice. 

ON UNINTENTIONAL GLANCE AT A WOMAN, GO TO YOUR WIFE FOR SOLACE 

' ... , 
(J.JI..U I o I.J.J) -~ L$~ I~ 

3108. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .i»1 ~ saw a 
woman who he found attractive. So, he came to Sayyidah Sawdah ~.iii·~ J who was 
preparing perfume and there were some women with her. They left him (alone with 
her) and he had his need satisfied (with her). Then, he said, 'Whichever man sees a 
woman who looks good to him must come to his wife, for she has the like of what 
she (the other) has."3 

1 Abu Dawud # 2082 
2 Tirmidhi # 1089, Nasa'i # 3235, Ibn Majah # 1865, Darimi # 2172, Musnad Ahmad 4-246. 
3 Darimi # 2215. 
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COMMENTARY: The grace of the Prophet ~y.#i»l~ fell on the woman involuntarily. She 
charmed him and that was human nature. 

WOMEN SHOULD REMAIN CONCEALED 
' "' ,, "', .. '» ~~,A"' ~ "' ~ ~ ' (~.i.a fill oi.JJ) --...! ... Ma: "H ~_;..!:.:,!~-?-_;.;.13~9 SJ~ Sl~l Jli ~j~illl ~ ~lll if~'-j <'"'' • ~) 

3109. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ iil1 ~; narrated that the Prophet said, ''The woman 
should remain in veil, for, when she emerges (out of it) the devil makes her look 
good (in the eyes of men)."l 

COMMENTARY: The literal meaning of the initial words is that a woman is satr (private 
parts) (that which must be covered or concealed). Just as it is bad to uncover the satr 
(private parts) in the presence of other people, so too it is bad for a woman to come out 
before people. 

SECOND GLANCE IS DISALLOWED 

(Jj!J~I., 1.5..l..o _;:.H., ..1.o:al ol.,.;) _gfo ~~ ~ ,! "'PJ 
3110. Sayyiduna Baraydah ~...1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~ JA.:)s.i»>~ said to 
Sayyiduna Ali ~...1!1~; , "0 Ali, do not let a gaze follow the first gaze, for, the first is 
forgiven (if it was not deliberate), but the second is not allowed to yoa."2 

. FEMALE SLAVE IS FORBIDDEN AFrER HER MARRIAGE TO ANOTHER 

<,Jb~loiJ.))-~J.liJ_;iJjj.!JI~J~tAJ!-..i.J.;..Li!1~i~IJ.Jd.§~J_¥J!-...i.>5~!1ili~T 
3111. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb ~ ...1!1 ~; reported from his father that his 
grandfather narrated that the Prophet ~ JA.:)s-...1!1~ said, '~en any of you marries his 
slave to his female slave, he must not look at her awrah" (parts of body that need to 
be concealed, because she becomes forbidden to her master after her marriage). 
According to another version "He must not look at (the portion of her body) that is 
b~tween below the navel and above the knees."3 

COMMENTARY: This command is when a master marries off his female slave to his own 
slave. This means that it will apply were forcefully when she is married to someone else's 
slave and she will be absolutely forbidden to her master. 
Imam Abu hanifah li!1 ~; contends that after her marriage, the female slave becomes like 
another person's slave girl for her master. The command concerning the female slave of 
another person has been mentioned in the hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed (# 3100). 
Imam Shafi'I ~~~;contends that after her marriage, the satr (private parts) of the female 
slave is like the satr (private parts) of a man. 
The arguments of both of them may be seen in the books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence). 

1 Tirmidhi # 1176. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2786, Abu Dawud # 2149, Darimi # 2709, Musnad Ahmad 5-353. 
3 Abu Dawud # 4113, Musnad Ahmad 2-187. 
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THIGH IS PART OF SATR (PRIVATE PARTS) 

( J j IJ ..t! !_, LS-iA J~.H o I.J.J) 

3112. Sayyiduna Jarhad ~~~~J said that the prophet ~J~~~ asked, "Do you not 
know tht things are awrah?"t 

COMMENTARY: It is mentioned in the book Asad ul ghabah that once the Prophet 4#~'~ 
~ J saw jar had ~ ~~ ~ J in the mosque. His thigh was uncovered. So, he told him that he 
should cover it. ·This hadith rejects the contention of these ulama (Scholars) who say that 
ulama (Scholars) who say that the thigh is not part of the satr (private parts). Indeed, Imam 
Maalik ..1!1~ J and Imam Ahmad ~~~ J are known to have held this view, according to a report. 

.. , t~!=i .. -:: ,.. .. , J .. J .... c: ' .. ~ ' ~ .. .. 
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3113. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4,1~~~~ said to him, "0 
Ali, do not uncover you thigh (in the presence of other people) and do not look at 
the thigh of anyone alive or dead.'2 

COMMENTARY: It is clear from this hadith that the command for the satr (private parts) is 
the same for the living and the dead . 

.. ,, .. .. ' .. ~ ' ~ J .. 

yl:9_;.!5::A &1~9jr ~ ~j~WI ~;lll Jj.!5_5A Jliu;4~ ).!>!&£j (\\ \ t) 

(A.:..-J\7" ... -~ol .J)-S5!£~-:~1- ~ 'li~ki~~'~J"'l.ii ._,...,'-' .J ~ , .. , ~, .. ., "" -

3114. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Jahsh ~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~ 
~J~ passed by Sayyiduna Ma'mar ~.1u~J whose things were ~covered. So, he 
called, "0 Ma'mar, cover your thighs for, the thighs are awrah."3 
(Awrah arid satr (private parts) have been defined previously. See against hadith # 3100). 

SATR BE OBSERVED IN PRIVACY TOO 
J .. ' J' .. ~' ~ J .... ~ _;.~ -..1Jl9 cs_rJij _;S~I ~j ~WI~ ~I Jj-!5 Jli J{j Fl ~I if'j (\\\o) 

,.. .. .. J .. , , .. '1. .. 
(1..5-lA .JUI oi.J.J) _ _;J, .,;J_flj_;.l, ~~' ,,t9~1 J!~J.\1 ~ &-J ~W11!;. ';Jt_;.SJ._;~';J 

3115. Sayyiduan Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said. 
"Do not be naked (even when alone) because there are with you they who never 
separate from you (meaning) , the angels who record your deeds) , except when you 
are in the toilet and while a man has sexual intercourse with his wife. So be decent 
before them and honour them."4 

t Bukhari heading of chapter 12, Book of salah (# 8), Tirmidhi # 2804 to 2806, Abu Dawud # 4014, 
Musnad Ahmad 3-478. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3140, Ibn Majah # 1460, Musnad Ahmad 3-501. 
3 Musnad Ahmad 5-290, Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice). 
4 Tirmidhi # 2809. 
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COMMENTARY: In other words, one must keep one's satr (private parts) covered at all 
times whatever one does. Always do good deeds and refrain from evil and indecent dee~s 
so that shameful conduct is not observed in the presence of the angels and they are not 
shown any kind of dishonour. 
Ibn Maalik ~ .J said that it is not proper to uncover one's satr (private parts) unnecessarily. 

WOMrnNLOO~NGATMAN 

"" "' "'"' .l. "' 11/."' ' "' ~ ' .l. 1 "' "' "' ... "' U~ ':J ~I J." u::4JI ,ill Jj.!.J ~ .L.u9 ~ l :~ '~ I _.;.L:;,j ~WI~ ,ill JJ-!5 Jlii ~Jl.ii 
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(Jjby.l_, lS..i.o ..)UI.J -M>I oi.JJ) ~I~ ~I ~I ~lj ': ~d I _.;.L:;,j ~WI ~,ill JJ-!5 Jlii 
3116. Sayyidah Umm Salamah 4;,$. .i»t ~ .J narrated that alongwith Sayyidah 
Maymunah 4;,$.~~~ .J she was with Allah's Messenger~ J4#~'~ when Sayyiduan Ibn 
Umm Makhtum came to visit him. So, Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ said (to them). 
110bserve the veil!" She exclaimed, 110 Messenger of Allah, is he not blind and 
unable to see us?" He asked, "Are you (both) blind and cannot see him?"t 

COMMENTARY: According to this hadith, like men, women too are forbidden to look at 
stranger man. However, the ulama (Scholars) say that this saying of the Prophet ~J~~~~ 
is of the nature, of righteousness. Or, the Prophet ~ J~.i»t~ meant that a woman should 
not look at a man exclusively, like in a company where two of them speak to one another 
and she looks at him intently. 
The correct ruling is that a woman may look at a man but is not allowed to look between his 
navel and knees. This is according to the saying of Sayyidah Ayshah l~ ~~ ~ .J , "When the 
Ethiopians-demonstrated their skill with the spear, I was looking at them." This happened in 
9 AH when she was sixteen years old and the command of the veil had been imposed. 
This shows that it is allowed to a woman to see men, but not their satr (private parts). 
However, it must be understood that this permission is subject to her being safe from 
sexual desire. If she is not safe then she may not look at a man at all. 

KEEP SATR (PRIVATE PARTS) COVERED AT ALL TIMES 

~~~jU. I!!;, I"'~ "'"'~~lH t~J'IJ1 ~'lJ"'~J.,~ok·l.£4!Jl·l.£ ,5:&-·--t ·..11.l.£"'(r',,V) 
il' ...r- . ~..J;'.. e,s--',.,.., ~ • ., • ....,.----,., v--....,-:, '-;l"t~~~ 

& • I "' I 
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( -4-lo &:ti.J .)jiJ ~ I.J <.S.i4 .iU I 0 I.J.)) -~ ~ '..! 1-....uT 
311'!. Sayyiduna Bahz ibn ·Hakim ~~ .J reported from his father (l\akim) ~~~ .J that his 
grandfather (Mu' awiyah ibn Haydah) ~~~~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~ 
~""J said. ''cover your satr (private parts) except from your wife or your female slave." 
So he asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, what do you say when a man is alone by 
himself." He said, 11 Allah has more ri$ht that you observe modesty before him."2 

CC?MMENTARY: It is wajib (obligatory) even when one is alone to keep one's satr (private 

1 Tirmidhi # 2787, Abu Dawud # 4112, Musnad Ahmad 6-296. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2778 & 2803, Abu Dawud # 4017, Ibn Majah # 1920, Musnad Ahmad 5-3. 
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parts) covered unless it becomes necessary to uncover it. 
The exceptions mentioned in the hadith mean that ownership and marriage permit man 
and woman (the pair) to look at one another's satr (private parts). 
(See also hadith # 3115) 

DO NOT BE ALONE WITH NON MAHRAM WOMAN 
"' r:~ 9 '"'"' r: "'~ r:' 

l ~ '{1l} -....!..}g l'! ii..IA~ J4.,5 -...L.>~ l' Jli ~j ~ill I ~ ~I if _rl ~ j (i' 'A) 
"' "' 

(lS~ .fiJI ol.,,;) -..J..;( t;:ill 

3118. Sayyiduna Umar ~111~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~111~~ said, ''When a 
man remains alone with a stranger woman then the third among them is the devil."1 

COMMENTARY: When a man and a woman who are not mahram are alone, the devil 
tempts them. 

~ t , ~ 

~ ... ~ ~. -: ,(t; .. iH. ~ ,li~~l \~l~\1~ \li ... \ ... ,,~ful t~ .. lJI~ ...JU.~'(i"'\) 
#1'\,;;1-:rr-~ .. ~, , •• , ~ • , u ~...~,.. ~'?> , v . ...I 
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3119. Sayyiduna J abir ~111~~ .J narrated that the prophet ~ J~111~~ said, 11Do not pay 
visit to woman whose husbands are not at home, for the devil circulates in each of 
you as blood circulates." Some asked, ''And in you too?" He said, ''Also in me. But, 
Allah helps me over him. So I am safe."2 

COMMENTARY: As it is staying alone with a non mahram woman is disallowed but this 
hadith mentions specifically one whose husband is not at home. 
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi ./»1~ .J says about where blood circulates, meaning vein. Mulla 
Ali Qari 2»1 ~ .J says that the devil circulate s in you and is not visible just as blood is not 
visible and the devil overcomes you. The sense either way is the same. 
The final words are in the present tense or continuous present tense but in some versions 
the past tense is used to imply. "The devil has become Muslim (in my favour, meaning 
obedient and subjugated). 

SLAVE IS AS A STRANGER TO HIS MASTER'S WIFE 

"' ' ~ I "' ' ... ~ "' "'fi ' "' c:: I .. "' ' (~"\,) lolo,;)-~~'1.!.1 .. 1 1 dl4;\, :.\.:h.!..l~u=:-:-:ul 'li ~\~l4 d "',a ~ ~ J ; J ; ~ ..r- \,1 0 ; M .. ..u ~ ~J 
3120. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.i»~~ came to Sayyidah 
Fatimah ~.i»~~.J with a slave whom he had presented to her. Sayyidah Fatima ~~~.J 
was clothed in a garment such that when it was put on her head did not reach her 
feet. And when she put it over her feet, it did not reach her head. When Allah's 
Messenger ~J~.i»~~ saw this, he said, "Do not worry (so much), for, here is only 

1 Tirmidhi # 1174, supplement, Musnad Ahmad 1-26. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1175, Musnad Ahmad 3-309. 
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your father and your salve."t 
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I ~~ J cites this hadith to say that a slave is mahram of the 
woman whose slave he is Imam Abu Hanifah ~.111~; said that the slave is a non-mahram 
of the woman. He says that imam Shafi'I ~ J»1 ~ J view is not established by this hadith 
because the slave with Sayyidah Fatimah may have been a minor. 

SECTION III 

EFFEMINATE NOT ALLOWED AMONG WOMEN 

.9 "' "', '"' .9 "' Gi "' J. tii rii "' .... , "' 
(~·ti::.a)- ~~s:.!J1,~':}-s.' 'U~..i:J'i "'\""'~ill! L~ ~-1'1JU9 . \~ ~~"'~ :IL - ~- ,_..,.. - jA'u-- - ~..J .. _ r...r-~ "ir"' :,J}. ..J ft.'..)::. 

3121. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.111~ J narrated that once while the Prophet ..1!1~ 
~ J ~ was with her, ther~ was in the house an effeminate. This one boasted to 
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Umayyah. ~..111~; the brother of Sayyidah Umm 
Salamah ~.111~ J , 

111£ Allah gives you victory over Ta'if tomorrow, 0 Abdullah, I 
shall point out to you the daughter of Ghaylan who comes with four and goes 
with eight." The Prophet ~J~.iil'~ said (on hearing him), 11Let them not visit 
you anymore)."2 

COMMENTARY: The effeminate is a man who behaves like a woman Sometimes the 
resembles is natural which is no sin because it is beyond the man's control sometimes it is 
faked and the pretender lives and moves about as if a woman. This is bad and very sinful. 
Those who fake it deserve to be cursed. According to a hadith. "May the curse of Allah be 
on woman who adopt resemblance to man. And, may the curse of Allah be on men who 
adopt resemblance to woman." 
The effeminate mentioned in this hadith was Haya' at or Mati He used to visit the houses of 
the Prophet's ~j~,#.iill~ wives ~ot31~~J because they presumed that he was naturally 

. deprived of manly qualities and had no sexual urge. They look him to be among the (~ J1 ,.p 
~;~') {having no sexual urge} (24: 31). The Quran says that it is not wajib (obligatory) to 
observe veil before them. 
However, the prophet ~"" J4,l~ot31'~~ Heard him. He realized that the pretender was inclined to 
sexual affairs and he was not among the (24"31) (~;~'~J'.r-i-) but was one of (~;~'~J1) (having 
sexual urge). So he forbade him to visit the houses of the mother of the believers ~J~~~
The jurists deduce from this command that not only are the effeminate disallowed to visit 
homes and meet women but also the castrated and eunuchs are disallowed. The same 
command applies to the veil before them being wajib (obligatonJ) as is wajib (obligatory) 
before certain men. 
The daughter of Ghaylan was Badiyah. The words allude to her corpulence. So many folds 

1 Abu Dawud # 4106. 
2 Bukhari # 4324, Muslim # 32. 2180, Abu Dawud # 4929, Ibn Majah # 1902, 1614, Musnad Ahmad 6-
290. 
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are imagined on fat people. The point is that the Arabs generally prefer fat and bulky 
women. So, the effeminate used those words. to refer to Ghaylan's daughter. 

NUDITY IS DISALLOWED 

~~, .. ., .,,-, .,.,, ... ~' ~, I" 
0J..-o oi.JJ) _zs\_;.s:.IJ" ~ ~ j ~y·:;: I:\.'- .U.. J Jl19 ~j ~WI~~\ JJ-!5 ~ lj.9 

3122. Sayyiduna Miswar ibn Makhramah narrated that he carried a large stone 
and as he was walking with it, his garment dropped down from him and he was 
unable to retrieve it. Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 jJ saw him and said to him, 
"Take your garment (and wear it)." Then he added (a general command), ''None 
of you must walk naked."t 

THE LIMIT OF MODESTY 

(~l..(Hioi-'J) -~~j~alJ\ ~JJ\ ~J-!5 f.;i ~j ltjl ~;IDlA ~ ~ i.![~~ j (r'' 'fr') 

3123. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~~~~ J said, "I did not ever look at - or, I did not ever see 
-the satr (private parts) of Allah's Messenger ~J~~'jJ."2 

COMMENTARY: The 'or' is the narrator's. He was not sure which of the two sentences 
Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~; had said . 

. According to another of her traditions, she said. "Neither did the prophet ~J~.l!1~ ever 
saw my satr (private parts) nor did I ever see his satr (private parts)." 
We must know what while· it is allowed to husband and wife to see one another's satr 
(private parts) the Prophet ~J~,&,~ and Sayyidah Ayshah ~.111~; demonstrated the 
limit of modesty any couple may be expected to achieve. 

A SUDDEN GLANCE MUST BE CHECKED 

A ., , e ., ~ ., ' e, 
( ..l.o> I o I.JJ) -l:iplS. ~ zs:i~ aJ ill\ ~lll 'i!i~ ~ 

3124. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.111~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.l!1~ said. "If 
a Muslim happens to look at the beauty of a woman the first time (without 
intention) and (immediately) puts down his gaze, then Allah will create a form of 
worship for him in which he shall find delight."3 

COMMENTARY: This man chose to obey his Lord and refrain from looking at a beautiful 
woman. He ignored the desire of his soul t<? please Allah. 
So, Allah will create for him a worship and he will find peace at heart. This will be a 
recompense for the abstinence he practiced for Allah's sake. 

WARNING TO ONE WHO LOOKS DELIBERATELY AT THE FORBIDDEN 
I _, I -' I 

fil!JI WI~ j~ Jl::.J #-WI~ ,ill j_;..!J ~~ Lt!.4 j~ ~;.& ~~ ifJ (r','\'o) 

1 Muslim # 78-341, Abu Dawud # 4016. 
2 1bn Majah # 1922, Musnad Ahmad 6-63. 
3 Musnad Ahmad 5-264. 
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-~~J>i'·~ '~d~&::l\&\j5~!5J~~.;J,j 
3125. Sayyiduna Hasan (Busri) .&1 ~ J narrated in a mursal form that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 ~ said, ''May Allah curse the one who looks (without valid 
reason and compulsion) and the one who.is looked at.t 

COMMENTARY: Curse is called on the person who looks deliberately at what he is 
forbidden to look at, like a non mahram woman, someone's satr (private parts) etc. 
Course is also called upon the person who deliberately lets himself or herself be seen. This 
does not include anyone who does not make oneself be seen by intention (like a non 
mahram man sees a woman who is unaware of it). 

THE WALl (OR GUARDIAN) IN NIKAH 
(MARRIAGE) & GETTING THE WOMAN'S 
CONSENT 

In the literal sense wali is a guardian who oversses some task. Here, however, wali means 
the man who acts as a guardian and responsible m~ for a woman's marriage in the sense 
that he has authority to marry her. 
The ahadith in this chapter will disclose that it is necessary to have the wali' s permission 
and the woman's consent in her marriage. 
The .Reople who may act as wali are the woman's relatives who are. asabah 
binafishi.Preference is given to those heirs among them who are closest (or the first in line), 
or the sequence of asabat will be the same as in inheritance. If there is none of the asabah, 
then the mother will become wall, followed by the grandmother. (The Qaniyah gives a 
sequenc~ with grandmother preceding mother.) Next is daughter, grand daughter (from 
son) followeci.·~y grand daughter (from daughter), and daughter of son's son. If there is 
none of them, then the maternal grandfather, real s_ister, step sister, mother's children (male 
or female) and their children in this sequence. If there is none of them then the dhawil 
arham beginning with father's sisters, maternal uncles, mother's sisters, daughter of 
paternal uncles followed by their children in the same sequence. 
If there is none of them, then the righ~ to guardianship goes to mawla al-mawalat (,) ~ 
w'll1.,..,11)- who have been defined in the chapt~r on fara'id inheritance). 
If they are not there, then the ruling king will act as wali if he .is a Muslim. Next will be any 
of his deputies like the qadi~Oudge) if he is authorized by the king, followed by his deputies 
provided the qadi has the consent and authority to appoint deputes but if he does not have 
it then z:tone of his deputiFs can act wali. . 
The wilayah or guardianship is available only to a freeman; sensible, adult Muslim. If any 
one lacks these qualities then he cannot act as a wali of any Muslim. Also, no Muslim may 
act as a guardian in marriage of a d~sbeliever, unless there is an exceptional situation, like a 
Muslim being the master of an infidel female slave, or he is a king or a king' s deputy. In 
such cases, a Muslim may act as wali of a disbeliever. 

1 Bayhaqi in Shabul Eeman # 7788 
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SECTION I 

FIRST GET WOMEN'S CONSENT 
J "' ,J "' l I '( f J "' ,J "' 0:: "' ~ 0:: ~ J "' "' ~ ..- "' 
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3126. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$- .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .&1.)J 

~ J said, 11 A woman who has no husband must not be married without getting her 
directions and a virgin must not be married without getting her permission." 
They asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, how may her permission be get?" He said. "It 
is that she keep silent."l 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word is ayyim for the woman without a husband. She may 
be a spinster, a divorced or a widow. In this hadith, she is a divorce or a widow. 
The different procedures in obtaining their consent is because the older woman will not be 
very shy. She will make a request herself to be married to someone or give an obvious 
indication. The virgin will be shy and hesitant but when she is asked she does offer an 
answer though generally not an audible reply but a silence. 
The jurists interpret this hadith by classifying the woman in four kinds: 

(i) The thayyib balighah who is an adult widow. All the ulama (Scholars) agree that it 
is imper~tive to get her permission before marrying her, provided she is sane. If 
she is insan~ then she will be married with the permission of her wali (guardian). 

(ii) The minor virgin (bakirah saghirah). The ulama (Scholars) unanimously say 
that her permission is not necessary. Her wali may get her married without 
obtaining her permission. 

(iii) The thayyib saghirah or the minor widow. The Hanafi scholars maintain that 
she may be married without her permission, but the Shafi'is say that her 
marriage without her permission is disallowed. 

(iv) The adult virgin (bakirah balighah). The Hanafis say that her marriage is not 
allowed without her permission but he Shafi'is say that her marriage is valid 
even without her consent. 

This interpretation shows that the Hanafis restrict guardianship to the minors. In other 
words, a guardian is within his rights to get a woman married without obtaining her 
permission when she is a minor whether a virgin or a widow.lt also shows that the Shafi'is 
restrict guardianship to virginity. This means that a guardian may have a woman married 
without asking her permission when she is a virgin (previously unmarried) whether she is 
a minor or an adult. 
The Hanafis base this hadith for an adult, widow or virgin. The Prophet's ~"" _,;.,l".iil'~ words 
that a virgin may not be given in marriage without her consent are a clear rejection of the 
contention of the Shafi'is. 

J.S::Jij ~~ ~ {&, i-:; ~~ Ji~l j~ ~j ~ ilit ~ &}J1 ~~~~~I ifj (iHV) 

1 Bukhari # 6968, Muslim# 64-1419, Tirmidhi # 1109, Abu Dawud # 2092, Nasa'i # 5611, Ibn Majah # 
1871, Musnad Ahmad 2-250, Darimi # 2186. 
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~oi.JJ) 

3127. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.a..~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1u~ said, "The 
ayyim (meaning a widow or a divorcee, adult ~d sane) has more right about 
(marriage of) herself than her .guardian. A virgin (who is an adult) must be asked 
for permission about herself. Her permission is her silence." 
According to another version, he said, ''The Thayyib (meaning, a widow) has 
greater right about herself than her guardian. A virgin must be asked for her 
opinion (concerning her marriage). Her permission is her silence. 
According to another version, he said, "The thayyib has more right about herself 
than her guardian. As for a virgin, her father must ask her permission about herself 
and her permission is her silence."t 

COMMENTARY: The widow is absolutely free or authorized concerning her marriage. She 
is at liberty to grant permission or not and her marriage can be valid only when she gives 
her oral permis~ion. On the other hand, it is not necessary for a virgin to speak out her 
permission and she may do it even by observing silence. The rest of the comments are 
identical to the previous commentary. 

WIDOW MAY REPUDIATE HER MARRIAGE IT CONSENT WAS NOT OBTAINED 

" "- c;J • I :1 ~."" '( ' " ~ _rot:~.lf8:.i~~···-tl~ ~ ~'9~.'"~.J~I&I.J" ;ra c.J3""9 .... \ ".~4!l£WI '-6::;! , • ':r. --~~\.;;a'" • ~ , lj ~,J,_ 

3128. Sayyidah Khansa' bint Khidham ~lia'~.J narrated that her father married her 
(without obtaining her permission, to someone). She was a widow (and an adult), 
and she disliked that (action of her father). So, she came to Allah's Messenger ~,)J 
~ J~ (with her complaint). He annulled her marriage. 
The version in Ibn Majah also has; 'the marriage (in which she was given) by her father."2 

SA YYIDAH AYSHAH'S ~liai~.JAGE WHEN MARRIED TO PROPHET ~J"-#liai,)J 

:: " " J J 
~oi.JJ)-tSj.!&-G~·· ~l~j~6~j~(-'~'\j~~ 

3129. Sayyidah Ayshah \p lia1 ~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ married her 
when she was seven years old. And she was led to his house when she was nine 
years old, her toys being brought with her. He died (separating) from her when she 
was eighteen years old. 

COMMENTARY: This hadith speaks of the early life of Sayyidah Ayshah lpJi!I~.J she had 
the Prophet's ~""' J~iJJ,~ company and was his wife for nine years. 

1 Muslim# 66-1421, Tirmidhi # 1110, Abu Dawud # 2098, Nasa'i # 3265, Ibn Majah # 1870, Darimi # 
2190, Muwatta Maalik 4 (Nikah (wedlock)). Musnad Ahmad 1-219. 
2 Bukhari # 5138, Abu Dawud # 2101, Nasa'i # 3268, Ibn Majah # 1873, Darimi # 2192, Musnad 
Ahmad 6-328. 
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When she was brought, she was nine years old, the age of childhood. That is why she had 
her toys with her, the dolls that children generally play with. 
According to a hadith, the Prophet ~J•#~'~ did not express disapproval on seeing the 
dolls. This means that it is not disallowed to make dolls and children are permitted to play 
with them. The ulama (Scholars) say that in this way girls learn to raise children, improve 
the affairs at home and train as administrators of the house. 
However, there is one possibility. This thing took place at the time of hijrah (emigration) till 
then the command prohibiting pictures was not enforced probably. The ulama (Scholars) 
also say that the dolls of Sayyidah Ayshah ~ iil1 ~ J did not have faces on thetn as in 
pictures that are forbidden. Rather, they were pieces of cloth and rags tied together. 
(Ibn Kathir says that she was six or seven when she married the Prophet ~ ... J~~~~. See" 
The life of Prophet Muha~ad ~J•#~'~ p 217, Darul Isha'at, Karachi) 

SECTION II 

MARRIAGE OF MINOR GIRL WITH GUARDIAN'S NOD 
' ,. .......... c: '.,; 1 ~ ~ , 

l_S.l.o fiJI_,.~\ oi-'.J) -~Jt ~! f~ ~ Jli ~j ~ill\ j-.D ~l.JI(/- u-1~ lfl 0£ (i,i•) 

(~.JI...UI_, ~Lo ~1_, .ljb ·'~"-' 
3130. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ li11 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ li11 ~ said, 
11Marriage does not take place without (the permission of) the guardian."t 

COMMENTARY: The Hanafis say that this hadith concerns a minor girl and an insane girl. 
Imam Shafi'I li11~ J and Imam Ahmad iil1~ J go by the literal meaning of this hadith and say 
that marriage can only be valid with a guardian's consent, not with woman's contracting 
whether the bride herself or the agent. 
Imam Nawawi ii11 ~ J said that most ulama (Scholars) deny the validity while Imam Abu 
Hanifah iil1~ J denies its perfection (when applying it to a minor and insane girl). 

l&l,J y3!)4li" ~i ~S:S§l.J.A! ~jT j~~J~ilil ~~~ jj.!J ~~ ~~J (r'r') 

(~.JI...UI_, 4l..o~I.J .ljby.l-' l_SJ..o jUI_,~I oi-'.J} -AJUJ~ 0AUJ·~.A~l &\li IJ.,P.-'.!1 

3131. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ iil1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-J ~ li11 ~ said, 
11 Any woman who marries herself without the consent of her wali, her marriage is 
void. Her marriage is void. Her marriage is void. If sexual intercourse takes place, 
then for her is the dower because of the intercourse. If there is a dispute (between 
the guardian), then the king is the guardian of one who has no guardian."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~-J•~"iil'~ repeated the words 'her marriage is void' three 
times. so, he emphasized that marriage should be conducted only with the guardian's 
permission. That is the basic requirement. So, this hadith and others of the same purport 
are contradictory to the hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1!'~" (# 3127) "The Ayyim has 

1 Abu Dawud # 2085, Tirmidhi # 1101, Ibn Majah # 1881, Darimi # 3183, Musnad Ahmad 4-394. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1104, Abu Dawud # 2083, Ibn Majah # 1879, Darimi # 2184, Musnad Ahmad 6. 166. 
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more right about herself ... " . 
The Hanafi explain this hadith by saying that it refers to the woman who marries one who 
is not her equal without the gilardian' s permission, or a minor girl, or a female slave, or a 
mukatabah marries without her guardian's permission. In such cases the marriage is void. 
Moreover, this hadith and the preceding one are not of the standard whereby they could be 
used as argument against any contention. The scholars question their soundness. 
The concluding portion of the hadith means that if the guardians of a woman disagree 
among themselves and quarrel then their decisions are quashed. In this case the right of 
guardianship r~sts with the king. If there is a guardian then the king has no right of 
guardianship. 
NOTE: We now present an explanation of this subject and the relative ruling from the 
English translation of Tirmidhi (V 1 pp463 I 4) published by Darul Isha' at Karachi. 
The ulama (Scholars) abide by this hadith and rule that a marriage performed without 
guardian's consent is unsound. This is confirmed by Sa' eed ibn Musayyib, Hasan Busri 
Shurayh. Ibrahim Nakha'I Umar ibn Abdul Aziz and other and also Sufyan Thawri, 
Awza'I, Maalik Abdullah ibn Mubarak, Shafi' Ahmad and Ishaq. 
RULING: The disagreement (of marriage without guardian's consent) is well known. Thus, 
the contention of the Shafi'l is that a marriage is simply not contracted by woman directly 
(on their own authority). They rely on the two foregoing hadith of Sayyidina Abu Musa ..sJ'; 
ol$..1!1 and Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&l..sJ';. On the other-hand, the Hanafis hold that marriage is 
validly contracted by woman's direct execution though it is dependant on a guardian who 
may raise an objection or grant his approval. 
The Hanafis say of these ahadith that both the ahadith are not worthy of drawing 
conclusion from, because it is reported. from Sayyidah A yshah ~.&1..sJ' .J that, in the absence 
of her brother Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Bakr I$ ..11\ ~; she conducted the marriage of his 
daughter. When he returned, he expressed his disapproval for it but did not declare that· 
the marriage was void. The event is co-related in that the Shafi'I draw on a hadith which is 
also by Sayyidah Ayshah \f$..111~; and the conduct is contrary. . 
So there are only two aspects to it: . 
(1) Either Sayyidah Ayshah \f:$..1ll..sJ'; did not herself consider her hadith as sahih, so did 
not hesitate to act aga~st it, in which case her judgement- we seek refuge in Allah from 
such thought - is doubtful and her hadith is not worth citing as evidence, but, of course, 
this is preposterous; 
(2) Or, she does abide by her hadith, but the sense she implies is not what the Shafis 
understand, because she did marry off her niece in the absence of her guardian,·Abdur 
Rahman ibn Abu Bakr ~.;S..&I..sJ';. Thus, the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ~..1!1~; covers the 
female slaves, not free woman. This is the interpretation the Hanafis give to Sayyidah 
A yshah' s ol$..111~ J hadith. 
As for the hadith of Abu Musa .uj:-..1!1~ .J , it is not a worthy piece of evidence, because there is a 
contradiction in its reporting and connection. Imam Tirmizi .&!~ .J has himself confirmed this. 
Hence, the correct position is that this hadith is mursal, as Imam Tahawi also confirms while 
Allamah (The learned Scholar) Hajr Asqalani said that it is not correct to deduce from it. 
Following this brief discourse, we now present some of the arguments of the Hanafi School: 
1. It is reported in the sihah that when the prophet ~ Y·='-"..111~ sent proposal for marriage to 
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Sayyidah Umrn Salamah ~.:."· .1!1 ~.J , she submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah! I have no 
guardian present". He said, "A widow has more right over herself than her_ guardian". 
Hence the hadith is evidence that a marriage, without a guardian, is allowed. 
2. The text of the Qur' an also are evidence of the Hanafi contention. At many places, the 
conclusion of marriage is bracketed with woman without placing the condition of consent 
of the guardian. For instance; 

... ~, .,,Ar ~tl:;. .. &J.l .. -:...iA' ,!.!.' .. -: .. (rrr.zs.r:-1)-~.J~I"t .•. . . ... ..•. .I .9~~1~1J!J 

And when you have divorced (your) woman, and they have completed their 
(waiting) term then you should not prevent them from marrying their husbands 
when they have agreed among themselves. (2: 232) 

This verse places on the woman authority to conduct marriage without condition of guardian's 
consent. Thus, it is evidence that marriage may be contracted with a woman's words. 
3. The Hanafis deduce through qiyas that just as a man who can utilize her property may 
properly marry by word of expression, s also a woman who can utilize her property at will 
may conclude marriage by her word. Hence, just as she had right over her property, she 
also has right over her person. 
In short, it is clear from the foregoing brief discussion of the Shafi' i point of view in the 
light of the ahadith and the text of the Quran and qiyas that the Hanafi contentin is strong 
and correct. (FA) 

_(FA) is Dr Mawlana Fazal Ahmad Professor: Islamic learning, Karachi University. 
MA (Islamic learning) 
MA (Islamic history) 

MARRIAGE WITHOUT WITNESSES IS NOT PROPER 

"' "J l~-' ~~ ' .. , .. t: ' "' ~ " ' "' .:t!l:i .t.:. ... ·~ll ~~~ . ~"i~ll:sl!:JI Jli "'I "',~a llll \~ rL~ 'I. ~ ,, ~ .·31 .·~"' (rrrr) - ,.~ .. ,~ ~- •'.J - • ~Jt~~.. ~~ ~ u:. '-:{i ~'.J 

• ,, " I. '"' l { ~ (c.$~ .]JI oi.JJ) -u:~ ~I~ J ~ y :U I~ }J lj 

3132. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~ .J narrated that the Prophet~ J~~1~ said, "Those 
women commit adultery who marry themselves without (there b~ing) witnesses (to 
their marriage)." · 
The correct is that this hadith is mawquf at Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~ J (This is 
not a saying of the Prophet~ J~~~~ but of Ibn Abbas ~.iii~~ J 1 

COMMENTARY: There must be two men who witness the marriage being conducted. The 
ulama (Scholars) are unanimous about it, and the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) t*'"~~~ .J 
and tabi'un ~~~J observed it. 

WOMAN'S SILENCE ON BEING ASKED IS HER CONSENT 

-....u~i l 6 .. i~ d_;.o~ ~~ ~j ~ riJ I ~~I j_;2.5 jli jli S~j.l. C?l ~ j (1\ it· 1\ rr) 

, , ' , J ., II' "'" ., .e, , 
-~_;.l'?1(;-&.J1.lll&ljjj~l:.lllj~JI~_#IjC$~jJI&Ijj -l.~:t'-jl~~9~1 -...!.JU t'&.ll~i,;: ::~ ~ 

3133. Sayyiduna Abu Hurahrah ~.ii!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii!1~ 
said, 11 An adult virgin woman must be asked about herself (for permission for her 

t Tirmidhi # 1105. 
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marriage). If she observes silence, that is her consent but if she refuses then she 
cannot be compelled."t 
3134. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~.a.~~ J also narrated this hadith.2 

COMMENTARY: Marriage is a very important turning point in a person's life. If the 
wishes of the couple are by passed by parents or guardian, then even a slight slackness or 
carelessness on their part could play hell with the lives of the couple. Hence,~ (divine law) 
has given right to every adult Muslim man and woman to declare his wishes, like and 
dislikes at this juncture. 
The parents and guardians of woman have been instructed very strongly that they should 
not let their choice and wishes dominate over the woman's decision. They should let her have 
an opportunity to think over and they must base their decision on her wishes and consent. 
It is also made easy for her: if she is shy and ashamed to speak out then her silence is taken 
as an approval. However, this is only before her guardian. If any one else asks her for her 
consent, then she will have to give an oral reply necessarily. · 

SLAVE'S MARRIAGE ONLY WITH MASTER'S PERMISSION 

(J.JIJJI_, Jjb~I.J<.S~ .JUI 

3135. Sayyiduna Jabir ,I$.&1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.a.~~ said, "If a slave 
marries without obtaining permission of his master then he is a fornicator."3 

COMMENTARY: If a slave marries by passing his master's permission then when he has 
sexual intercourse with his wife that will amount to fornication and will be a forbidden act. 
Imam Shafi'I .&1~ J and Imam Ahmad .1u~ J abide by the hadith and hold that even if the 
master gives his permission after the slave's marriage, that contract will not be correct. But, 
Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~ J says that the slave~ s marriage without his master's permission is 
proper but its enforcement depends on his master's permission. When the master permits 
him, it becomes sound or correct. It is like the command for the nikah (wedlock) of fuduli. 
(He will have to marry all over again and till then it would not be proper to enforce it.) 

SECTION III ~dt,j.4fli 

ADULT WOMAN IS AUTHORIZED TO MARRY AT WILL 
"" I ' I , 

L&ul. q S~ .. e-1i .. \ .. ,~~WI \~JJIJ .. , 'J~IIr;S:,~.;~- ~'I J .. ~, ~l!£.Lril~<'''"') .~ ~' ~..;, .. ~, ~ j, .. ,.~, V#$. ,•"' 

' .. ! ' ' ' .. 2 .._ ..... ( .lj IJ y.l o I.J..)) -_;.L::,J ~WI~ &}J I L&~9 .U._;B' cJ;J l&.?-JJ 
3136. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas oi$.&!~J narrated that (once) an unmarried (adult) girl 
came to Allah's Messenger ~J"~.a.~~ and complained that her father had married 
her agai~st her will, so, the prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ gave her choice (to retain that 
marriage or to revoke it). 4 

1 Tirmidhi # 1111, Abu Dawud # 2093, Nasa'i # 3270, Musnad Ahmad 2-259, 
2 Darimi # 2185. 
3 Tirmidhi E 113, Abu Dawud # 2078, Ibn Majah # 1959, Darimi # 2233, Musnad Ahmad 3-377. 
4 Abu Dawud # 2096, Ibn Majah # 1875. 
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COMMENTARY: The guardian whether a father, grandfather, or any other relative has no 
right to compel a woman to marry on his choice even if she is a virgin. 
Imam Sha'fi's .&!~;says, however, that this applies only to a woman who is not virgin 
whether adult or not. The guardian cannot compel her. But, he says, if a wom'an is a virgin 
then the guardian has authority to marry her, even if she is an adult woman. 

MUST ARAB (DESIRABLE) FOR WALl TO MARRY OFF ADULT WOMAN 
,'t " .. t .. .9 .. ,.'t " ..( t't , ..( .. .9 .. ' .. ~ ' ~ .9 .. .. .. .. 
Sl~l f.J.:,S ':Jj Sl~l Sl~l ?;J.:,S ':J ~j ~ill I~~~ JJ-!5 Jli Jli S~;.' ql ,)£ j (r,rv) 

,"" ""J ' "" ' , ~ (~La~lol.,.;)-~f.jjJ ,!0\1 .-.At.~ljjl~l9l& .. oi 
• "it' ~ (..>;- _, "" 

3137. Sayyiduna Abu Hurahrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~ 
said, "No woman should give another woman in marriage nor give herself in 
marriage, for she who marries by herself is an adulteress."1 

COMMENTARY: The Hanafis say the woman who is not a guardian is disallowed to 
marry off another woman, or this prohibition in nahi tanzihi. An adult woman is permitted 
to marry without her guardian's permission or appoint anyone as her guardian, but it is 
mustahab (desirable) for her to entrust her guardian to get her married. As stated earlier, if 
there 'is no guardian for any one then the qadi: is her guardian. , 
Hence, the gist of this hadith is that it is better for a woman to let her guardian give her in 
marriage if he is there and no other woman may give her in marriage (instead of the 
guardian). If her guardian is not presents then the Qadi will give her in marriage. 
The hanafis say about a woman not being allowed to give herself in marriage that it applies 
to a woman who marries without there being witnesses to one who is not her equal. 
Imam Shafi'I .iii!~; takes it to mean that no woman should marry without her guardian's 
permission. 
According to the Hanafis, therefore, if a woman has sexual intercourse with her husband whom 
she has married in the absence of witnesses and who is not her equal then that is adultery. · 
According to the Shafi'is, if a woman marries someone without her guardian's consent then 
every time she and her husband have sexual intercourse that will be adultery. Imam Shafi'I 
l»>~; holds that just as a woman cannot give another woman in marriage, so too she has no 
authority to marry anyone by herself. 

A FATHER'S DUTY 
. , - If '( ~ .. ' .. -~ ' . ~ .9 .. ... -; .. 

~I ~9 ~lj .U .1l.J ~ ~j ~ill I~ ;l.\1 Jj-!5 Jli }J li ~~ ~ lj ):; ... '-?' ,)£ J (r' rA) 

-~~ '~.u5,t.-~Li~~~~u~~~~ "l ii~. ! ,li~~~,q~ 1SLi~sh • .., tJ' til' , jl#. •-t...,-...Jltt...,l ·~, .:_,J...)'::'- • , • ...; 

3138. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed 4:"~'~; and Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:".11'~; both narrated that' 
Allah's Messenger~ J4:l".ii'J~ said, ''When a son is born to anyone, he should give him a 
good name and a good training (with commands of c. (divine law) and ·manners). And, 
when he attains puberty, he should.marry him. If he does not marry him when he 
aHains puberty and he commits a sin, then the sin is blamed on his father."2 

COMMENTARY: Thebase of a good society are the youth who get the elementary training 

t Ibn Majah # 1882. 
2 Bahyaqi # 8666 (Sha'b ul Eeman). 
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of good deeds and character from their elders. If this elementary training is lacking then a 
terrible spate of evils spreads all over because the youth are the ones who will take over. 
Today, this is the main reason for the waywardness and shameless conduct in society. Our 
youth are totally deprived of guidance from their elders. 
The hadith draws the attention of parents to their important duty. They should teach their 
child with religious education and train him along the lofty principles and paths of life. Get 
him to practice good and act righteously. . 
The next dutyof parents when their child is grown is to marry him. In this way, they will 
keep him away from falling into sin. If he perpetrates sin, then the father is held responsible. 
The same co~and applies for caring for slaves, male or female, as for one's own child. 

ARRflrNGE MARRIAGE OF DAUGHTER AS SHE ATTAINS PUBERTY 

~ufot J jli .kJ ~ ili1 ~ ;Lt ~J-!5 (}. ~lA ~ ~tJ ~illit ~? 6&-J <r,rQ,) 

-~L:;JY'~d .. .. ~ 

3139. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~lil~~ J and Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~li!1~ J , 

both, narrated that Allah's Messenger r1-J4#li11~ said, "It is written in the Torah: If 
anyone's daughter becomes twelve years old and he does not give her in marriage 
and she falls into sin then that sin is against him. "1 

CHAPTER- IV 
LETTING A MARRIAGE BE KNOWN THE 
KHUTBAH (SERMON) & THE CONDITION 

It is mustahab (desirable) to make the nikah (wedlock) or marriage known. Thus, we are told. 
II Announce the marriage even if you have to make it by beating the duff." 
The ulama (Scholars) have different opinions about beating the duff. Some of them declare 
that it is forbidden or absolutely makruh (disapproved) to beat the duff. Some others say 
that it is permitted to do so. The more correct thing is that it is allowed to beat the duff on 
the day of eed, arrival of a respected traveller or guest and on the occasion of a marriage. 
Apart from these times, it is forbidden to beat the duff (Duff (--',)) is tambourine, hand 
drum. Daff and diff have different meanings.) 
KHUTBAH: This word is both Khutbah and khitbah. The latter is· to sent a proposal or ask 
a woman's hand in marriage while the former khutbah is the marriage sermon. The caption 
can mean either of the two words but the more correct is khutbah or the sermon that is 
delivered for the marriage. 
The Hanafis say that is masnun to recite the khutbah while contracting he marriage. The 
Shafi'is also say so but hold that it is also masnun while concluding any contract, like 
buying and selling, etc. 

BID' AH (INNOVATION) & CUSTOMS DURING MARRIAGE 
Th~~e are the conditions that are mentioned in the marriage (agreement) whether corrupt 

t Bahyaqi # 8669 (Shah ul Eeman). 
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or genuine. 
It is unfortunate that such a pure thing as marriage to has corrupted with innovative 
practices and customs of non Muslims. It has come to such an extent that customs contrary 
to ~ (divine law) have been introduced to the wedding of Muslims that the original 
character has been overshadowed. They are so many that it is difficult to point them out. 
Nevertheless, we do enumerate a few customs and innovative practices in the hope that 
they would he shunned. They are: 

• The use of forbidden music and musical instruments. 
• Dancing, singing and Qawwali. 
• Garlanding the groom in a particular way, called sahra bandhna. 
• Puppet show and such others. 
• Decorating the home extravagantly. 
• Luxurious wastage like covering wells with cloth. 
• Riding horses. 
• Leading the bridegroom in a procession throughout the city unnecessarily. 
• Bridegroom's visiting shrines, and making offerings before resuming the procession. 
• Playing drums with the groom's procession and singing songs by male and 

female singers. 
• Blowing fire crackers and wasting money in this way. 
• Woman bringing sweetmeat before the procession of the bridegroom. 

These are evil thing that are forbidden include: 
• Displaying what should be concealed. 
• Having the bridegroom sit on a silken seat. 
• To measure the groom's turban with a string and to give the string to a sorcerer 

that he might charm for the couple who might grow love for one another. 
• Using gold and silver utensils. 
• To shower extreme praise on the bridegroom and his party in the procession and to 

flatter them beyond limits speaking lies in doing that. 
Other things that are forbidden are: 

• The bridegroom being made to wear silk, saffron coloured dress. (These things are 
forbidden to men even otherwise.) 

• Remove the bridegroom's turban and put it on the bride's head. 
• The bridegroom circling round the bride seven times. 
• Woman who are not mahram meeting the bridegroom, touching him and pulling 

his ears and nose and having absence talk with him. 
• Bridegroom having his thumb washed in milk by the bride. 
• Women feeding the bridegroom sugar. 
• Woman pouring milk in the mouth of the bridegroom. 
• Placing lump of sugar on the bride's body and requiring the groom to pick it up 

with his mouth. 
• When bride and bridegroom are alone, women surrounding them. 

These things are bid'ah and forbidden. They have nothing to do with~ (divine law) or 
sunnah (Prophet's ~J"·~,&,~ practice). 

It is necessary to shun them. 
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SECTION I jj~1j..4fn 

DUFF IS PERMITTED AT MARRIAGES 

(tSJ~.Ioi.JJ)-69.~·: !f~-}3~J~j~J.k<..tsJlii~JlAJ1'1&1~Jc!,li..U.!~~ 
3140. Sayyidah Rubayye'i bint Mu' awwidh ibn Mra 4;$. .111 ~ .J narrated that "When 
(after my marriage) I was brought to my husband's house, the Prophet ~J~lkt~ 
came and entered. He sat on my bedding just as you have sat down on my bedding 
(now). (She said this to Khalid ibn Dhakwan the sub-narrator of this hadith). Some 
girls of our family (who were present with us) began to beat the duff extolling those 
of my ancestors who were martyred on the day of Badr (praising to the sky their 
bravery). Among them one girl said, 

~. ~lAJ1:.-; ~ ~l!ii t;.(L I..U.I " ~ .. (St .. ,..,.~v- "" 

(And among us is the Prophet who know~ hat will transpire tomorrow). 
He (interrupted her and) said, 'Leave this, but (continue to) say what you had 
been saying.'t " · 

COMMENTARY: Afra was the mother of Sayyiduna Mu'awwidh. 4;$..11s~.J He was a great, 
high-ranking sahabi who had raised the banner of truth on the day of Badr and gained 
martyrdom during this. He is that distinguished personality of Islam who, alongwith his 
brother Sayyiduna Mu'adh 4;$-~~.J, had killed the accursed AbuJahl in the battle of Badr. 
The girls were the little girls who were still in their childhood days. They had not 
attained puberty. 
Akmal ud din lilt~; said that it is clear from this hadith that at the time the bride is brought 
to her husband's home, it is allowed to beat the duff to make it known. Some ulama 
(Scholars) say that it is allowed also on some other happy occasions. However, the duff 
should be without bells because a duff that jingles is makruh (disapproved) in the sight of 
all ulama (Scholars). 
The Prophet ~J~i»t~ stopped the little girls from attributing to him knowledge of the 
unseen because only Allah is the knower of the unseen. One else knows that. This is the 
basic tenet of faith. Of course, Allah does disclose to His Messengers some of the things of 
the unknown. 
The hadith says that poetry that does not violates. (divine law) and basic tenets of faith and 
does not contain falsehood and indecency is allowed. It may be recited and heard. 

;, ' " ~ ' ~ ·, "'" ~' ~ ' , " c: c: ~... . -...!.JS'lA ~j ~WI~~~~ Jlii .Jl..Ql }J I(.,.., ~5 J! zsljAI ~J ~l ti ~~ 6£ j <r'' t') 

('~Jl:.....Jio\aJ)-~!~\1 ~JW~I- ~ 'l~Gil'Jl'S:..A \,07 • ..., ~~ ................. .,.....,. 

3141. Sayyidah Ayshah '•~i»'~.J narrated that a bride was brought to the house of an 
ansar (after their marriage). So Allah's Prophet l"l""JI·~"i»'~~ aske.d him, "Do you not have 

1 Bukhari # 5147, Ibn Majah # 1897. 
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any entertainment?" (Shariah has allowed some of it) 11The ansar like these things."1 

MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO MARRY IN SHA\\TWAL 

"' I _. 

(>.L-o ol_,.)) -~ ~~ ..;~T ~lS ~j~~~lH ~ 
3142. Sayyidah Ayshah l~~'..r'J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,.l""'J4#~~~ married 
her in (the month of) Shawwal. She was brought to his house (three years later) in 
Shawwal. (She asked) "So (tell nte,) which of his wives was more fortunate than I 
was with him?"2 

COMMENTARY: Some ignorant people consider it inauspicious to marry in Shawwal. It is 
absolutely wrong. Rather, it is mustalzab (desirable) to marry in this month and to bring the 
bride the groom's home. The Arabs of the jahiliyah (ignorance period) also placed ill-omen 
with shawwal. It was to reject this nation that Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~ J indicated that if it 
was really inauspicious to marry in this month, shawwal, then was it not so for her? She 
not only married in Shawwal but was also brought to her husband's house in the same 
month, Shawwal, three years later. In fact, she was most fortunate of all the wives of the 
Prophet ~ J4s-~'jJ and beloved by him of his wives ~~~~ J· 

EMPHASIS ON PAYING THE DOWER 

J!l .;, .... 

(~ ..... ) .... !I n.tl :t'u.;..::: :tl .. ~ _.,.. -'_JMJ ~.J' -

3143. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ 
~ J said, "Of the conditions that you honour, the most necessary is that whereby 
you have made sexual intercourse lawful."3 

COMMENTARY: The most necessary or most important condition is the wife's dower or 
all her rights that a husband is bound to give her. 
These are called conditions because a man brings his wife home on condition that he will 
pay her all her rights. 

DO NOT PROPOSE MARRIAGE TO ANOTHER'S FIANCE 

~I :t """" (""!o 
(~~) -~~JI 7t~ 

3144. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~i»1~ 
said, ''No man must sent a woman a proposal for marriage when his (Muslim) 
brother has made a proposal to her to marry until he marries or abandons it."4 

1 Bukhari # 5162. 
2 Muslim# 73. 1423, Tirmidhi # 1095, Ibn Majah # 1990, Darimi # 2211, Musnad Ahmad 6. 54. 
3 Bukhari # 5151, Muslim# 63. 1418, Tirmidhi # 1130, Abu Dawud # 2139, Nasai'i # 3281, Ibn Majah 
# 1954, Musnad Ahmad 6-54~ 
4 Bukhari # 5144, Muslim# 52-1413, Tirmidhi # 2175, Abu Dawud # 2080, Nasai'i # 3241, Ibn Majah # 
1867, Muwatta Darimi. 
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COMMENTARY: This applies when the first proposal is nearly accepted in that both have 
expressed willingness and the dower has been agreed upon. 
If, in spite of this prohibition, a second man proposes marriage to the same woman and 
marries her without the permission of the first man then he will have committed a sin 
though the marriage would be correct. · 

WOMAN MUST NOT HAVE ANOTHER WOMAN DIVORCED 
" -' I ' I I 

~..;;::~~Itt! J~si_;.jtJW'J ~J~WI ~;l.ll Jj-!5 Jli Jlii~;!o\6£J (rHo) ., .. , 
., I. ., "' ~ c-~::l ., 

(~~) -l61JJ.! U l6l ~~9 7t~.,j ( 6:: ;,L ~ 

3145. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~ 
said, ''No woman must demand that her (Muslim) sister should be divorced that she 
may fill from her vessel (meaning, take away what is hers) and marry her husband 
herself because she will have only what is decreed for her."1 

COMMENTARY: This could be one of two things. A married man wished to take a second 
wife who stipulates that he must first divorce his wife before marrying her. Or, a man has 
two wives and one of them demands that the other should be divorced. 
The prophet ~J~.11~~ disallowed woman to make such a demand because every person 
get what is decreed for him or her and there is no use wishing another's downfall. 
In the second case, the translation would be: 'and have her husband to herself ... ' or 'the 
co-wife may marry someone else.' 

SHIGHAR IS DISALLOWED 

., ., ., ..: • ., ~ & q . .,(\ ~ "( ~ ., .,~ - ~~~·~j~l'Jli I ~~\~\ii.J!~il~ r.• .. _IJ\~1~,-:t..,~iiA,:iJ ~~~~=·J. ~ ,, ~ , ~ ., ~~-...,.,~,.. .... -.J • ....,-, .~-r-~ 

3146. Sayyiduna ibn Umar ~a'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iill~ 
forbade shighar. And, shighar is that a man gives his daughter in marriage (to 
another man) stipulating that the other marry his daughter to him, there being no 
(payment of) dower between them. 
According to another version: He (Allah's Messenger) ~ J4#iill~ said, "There is no 
shighar in Islam."2 

COMMENTARY: In pre-Islamic days, two men would exchange one another's daughters 
(or sisters) and avoid paying the dower. Islam proscribes this kind of (exchange) marriage. 
Imam Shafi'I ..1!1~ J abidesby the hadith and denounces this kind of marriage. 
Imam Abu Hanifah iii1~J says that while the marriage will be valid yet it will be binding to 
pay the mahr mithl (Proper dower). Moreover, such kind of marriage must be avoided. 

MUT' AH IS FORBIDDEN 

1 Bukhari # 2140, Muslim# 38-1408, 1413, Tirrnidhi # 1194, Abu Dawud # 3438, Nasai'i # 3236, Ibn 
Majah # 1867, Musnad Ahmad 2-311. 
2 Bukhari # 5112, Muslim# 57-1415, Abu Dawud # 2074, Nasai'i # 4447, Ibn Majah # 1883, Darimi # 
2180, Muwatta Maalik # 24 (Nikah (wedlock)) Musnad Ahmad 2-19. 
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(~~)-~;fl_ril 
3147. Sayyiduna Ali ~..ll·~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll·~ forbade 
mut'ah (temporary marriage) of women. He did this at the battle of Khaybar. He 
also forbade the eating of the flesh of domestic asses.1 

COMMENTARY: Mut'ah is a marriage for a specified period of time for a specified sum of 
money. It was permitted in early Islam but forbidden later on. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that mut' ah was made lawful twice and forbidden twice. The first 
time was before the Battle of Khaybar during an expedition when the sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~..ll·~J were uncomfortable because of a celibate life to the extent that some 
of them requested the Prophet ~J~..ll·~ to be allowed to have themselves castrated. On 
that, he told them that they could observe mut' ah but withdrew this permission again on 
the day of the conquest of Makkah in 8 AH declaring it unlawful for ever. This is 
established by sahih ahadith. 
The tradition of Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ..llt ~ J has that just as a person who is restless 
because of hunger is allowed to eat carrion so, too, in early Islam, those who were uneasy 
because of being deprived of sexual satisfaction, were allowed to observe mut' ah. Later 
(when it was forbidden for ever) the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..llt~ J decided that 
every marriage of muf ah was void. 
Since then it is a unanimous judgement that mut' ah is forbidden. The sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~iii·~J, the tabi'un ..llt~J the jurists, the scholars of hadith- all of them have 
ruled unanimously that it is forbidden. Only Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ lilt ~ J initially 
disagreed and said that it was allowed during times when a man could not carry in 
without a married life, but when Sayyiduna Ali ~.&·~J warned him seriously and made 
him realize that mut' ah was forbidden absolutely, did he relent and revoke his previous 
rulings. The books of figh mention the revoking of his ruling as also the ahadith do. 
However, of these books the Hidayah is one of the best books of fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence) and highly reliable. Its compiler is of the topmost caliber among the group 
of jurists because of his deed, excellences and juristic insight, but, it is a fact that he has 
committed a gigantic academic lapse by attributing to Imam Maalik the lawfulness of 
mut'ah. We cannot say how he. did it because Imam Maalik ..llt~J used to assert that mut'ah 
is forbidden, in the same way as all followers of Islam say. 
Accordingly, not only ibn Hammam ~~J has pointed out this mistake calling it wrong 
to attr~bute to Imam Maalik .&•~ J the lawfulness of mut' ah but also nearly all the great 
books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) compiled after Hidayah have found it necessary 
to disclose this error. 

THE CONTENTION OF THE SHI' AH ABOUT MUT' AH 
Having di~cussed the unlawfulness of mut' ah to temporary marriage, what remains to say 
is that the Shiah still. continue to contend that mut'ah is lawful. We cannot understand the 
reason for their insistence. Whet is most astonishing is that their books transmit their sahih 
ahadith about mut' ah being forbidden but their practice is at variance. Not only do they 

1 Bukhari # 515, Muslim # 29, 30-1460, 1407, Tirmidhi # 1124, Nasai'i # 2262, ~366, Ibn Majah # 1961, 
Muwatta Darimi. 
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insist that mut' ah is lawful but they also mention its virtues. Moreover, they allege that 
Sayyiduna Umar ~ li!1 ~ J had forbidden mut' ah initially, but, this absolutely wrong, for, 
Umar ~li!1~ J had no authority to forbid it. All he did was to propagate the command as he 
propagated other commands of Islam with great emphasis. His final command was that if 
he found anyone practicing mut' ah, he would award him the punishment of adultery. As a 
result, those who had not known about mut' ah being forbidden became aware of its 
unlawfulness. So, he only published the prophet's command so, we can only say that the 
Shi'ah level a false allegation against Umar ~l»'~J· 

, ' ~ t , ~ 

J .. hs~~._~!JI(j~l.l;_;\..;l6~j~illl~;lJ1Jj-!5~5 j~ ~jf~I~J ~\ '·6£j (r'\tA) 

0J.-o o I.JJ) ~l#,.) 
3148. Sayyiduna salamah ibn Akwa ••" l»1 ~J said during the year of Awtas Allah's 
Messenger ~y.J.;.l»l.)..P allowed mut'ah for three nights. Then he forbade it (for always).t 

COMMENTARY: Awtas is a valley on the road to Ta'if from Makkah. The branch tribes of 
the Hawazin reside around it Another name for it is Wadi Hunayn. In 8 AH in Ramadan, 
Makkah was conquered and Islam caused all the false ideologies in Arabia to how down 
before it. This caused the tribes of Hawazin and Thaqif great consternation and they 
combined their tremendous forces to put down the Islamic domination once and for all. 
Hence in Shawwal 8 AH, the Battle of Hunayn was fought against them by the Muslims 
under the leadership of the Prophet ~y.~l»'~· This battle is also called Battle of Awtas 
and the Battle of Hawazin. 
Allah enabled the Islamic forces to emerge victorious causing truth to triumph. The 
Muslims got a tremendous booty. There were twenty four thousand camels, forty thousand 
goats and silver worth about rupees forty thousand. The Prophet ~ J4#lil'~ distributed all 
that booty among the Muslims at that very place, Awtas. 
Returning to the main subject, the second time that mut' ah was allowed and prohibited 
was in this battle of Awtas. Since this battle followed close on heels, the conquest of 
Makkah, the permission and prohibition of mut' ah is remembered with the conquest of 
Makkah. Thus the words in the commentary of the proceeding hadith, 'the day of the 
conquest of Makkah' mean 'the year of the conquest of Makkah. 
Hence, the complete history is that mut' ah was forbidden and allowed the second time in 
the year of the conquest of Makkah in 8 AH at the Battle of Awtas. 

SECTION II ~lih~ 

THE SERMON OF NIKAH (WEDLOCK) 

d 1idllj§~l J 1i"~\l~j~WI ~;iJIJ_;-!J{':~1c; j~ ;J'''~;iJI~(.,£ (rH'\) 

1 Muslim# 180-1405, Musnad Ahmad 4-55. 
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I 

t-:., !if.;.;;!~~~ ~j ~ W.i;l.J. { :J.-1 yl ~j.i ~ 4lA ~I :iljj &.;_;ill,.!.):!'· ~~I 

:11 r:-~'1"' M I~~.,.,.,,! 
_,#J?:~ ~~~ ~ 

3149. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud 4$.&1~.J narrated: Allah's Messenger ~.&1~ 
~ J taught us the tashahhud for the salah (prayer) and the tashahhud for some need. 
The tashahhud recited in salah (prayer) is: 

J J ,; ... J ,... ~ ' ' ... J ,... ~ 
_.:J, 1 5~~~ l .. ~!> .. t ~ 'I '::".lliWI ~I ill~- t '' ,:: .... 1-:.!J lill~l ,__,...., J • ~ ~~...; , , ~..,......... v~ , 

(All adorations of the tongue are for Allah, as also those of the body and wealth or 
good things. Peace be on you, 0 Prophet, and Allah's mercy and His blessings. 
Peace on us and on all righteous slaves of Allah. I bear witness that there is no God 
but Allah and I bear witness that Muhammad is His servant and His Messenger.) 
And the tashahud for a need is: 

... "' Jf I fl "' ' "'"' ~ J :1"' J ~ J :1"' "' J J, J , ).li~~~.A "'.:J I !l).lillllo d~,l...6l!....1jl , 1 " ,lu:~~l . .d 1111 "' ~ ~"' 1l•f,' ,'i4ll~l- . 'I 
... .. ~.or .J ~ . .~~.or- ... .,J.J...;-w~o.r.,.;,. ;, ~.J ~~'.J ..... "' "' ~" 

J J (} ... J ,... ~ ' .... " ... J :1"' ... 
_.tU,.;..!JJ~41 '!>l~l~ljWI~lil! ~~l~ljAJ(5~L& 

(All praise belongs to Allah. We ask Him for help and seek His forgiveness. And 
we seek refuge in Allah from the evils of our own selves. He whom Allah guides, 
none can send astray, and he whom he leaves to stray, there is no guide for him. I 
testify that there is no God but Allah and I testify the Muhammad is His servant 
and His Messengr,) 
And, one should recite three verses (of the Quran): 

... ' ... J .. J ' J, !."' ' ,_ 
-....!Jj!l ,l_..illlj~!;)3.;1J~j~W~illlyJ11pt'~.}JI ~I~ 

{0 you who believe, fear Allah as He should be feared and die not save you be Muslim.} 
I-- .1.- .., J, " ~ J " ~ ,.. J ' , ....... 

-~.J>~....!JS'illl~v~J~Ij~~_;l,WL5.}Jiillii~II_?I'~.}JI ~I~ 

{(0 you who believe!) ... fear Allah by whom you demand (your rights) of each other 
and fear (breaking) kinship of wombs. Surely Allah is ever watchful over you.} (4: 1) 

~6-'J.;.~..;J3.;.S:l_;;!1J.;.S:Jw.r.;.S:J~l.:a5t~~v~ t.;l)JJJ,,)s,lpt~;J, ~r~ 
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- , "' , , "' ~ 
_I : :~'- \j J.9 j l9 .ii9 .U j.!Jj all I 

{0 you who believe, fear Allah and speak words straight to the point. He will set 
right your deeds for you and will forgive your sins, and whosoever obey Allah and 
His Messenger, he indeed has gained a mighty triumph} (33: 70-71) 
In the Jam' e o{ Tirmidhi, Sufyan Thawri ~ ~ J gave a commentary on the three 
verses. 
And, Ibn Majah added after 'All praise belongs to Allah's 'we praise Allah' (o.bW) 
and after 'from the evils of our own salves: (w~,o;1~~~ J) 'from our evil deed's. 
And, Darimi added after 'mighty triumph(~~~~) (then one must mention his 
needs).Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~""J"~~~~~ practice) also mentions the words for 
a need the marriage or something else.l 

COMMENTARY: Tashahhud is. to declare testimony of faith. Zayn ul Arab has said that 
here tashahud means that in which is Allah's praise and both expressions for testimony. 
The need is marriage or such other thing. The tashahud recited at that time is the khutbah 
which is recited at a marriage, etc. We have stated earlier that Imam Sahfi'l ~~~J said that 
the Khutbah is recited not only at marriag~s but it is masnun at the times of all agreements 
and contracts. 
The second verse in the hadith (4: 1) begins in all the scripts of Mishkat with 

lj.!AI'~-}.)1 ~~ 
{ 0 you who believe .... } 

but this verse is not in this way in the Quran. It is the first verse of surah an-Nisa and these 
words are part of it commencing with (~'JAi'J) upto (~,i;). Hence, perhaps the script of the 
Quran with Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 4$~~~J had it in this way. 
It can be understood from of al Hisn al Hasin that the Khutbah in Abu Da'wud has after 
(41J""JJ) (and His Messenger) the words: 

(Whom you sent with truth as a bearer of glad tidings and as a warner before the 
coming of the Hour. He who obeys Allah and His Messenger is indeed guided but 
he who disobeys them does not harm (anybody) but himself, and he does not hurt 
Allah in the least.)2 
"And we beg of Allah to cause us to be among those who obey Him and obey His 
Messenger ~ J~~~~ and follow what pleases Him and refrain from disobedience 
to Him for indeed we exist because of Him." 
(Abu Dawud) as cited in AlHisn al-Haseem p 234 (Darul Isha' at Karachi) 
(Hisn Haseen p 234) 

Anyone who conducts the (marriage) contract must first recite this Khutbah. Then he must 

1 Tirmidhi # 1107, Abu Dawud # 2118, Nasai'i # 3277, Ibn Majah # 1892, Darimi # 2202, Musnad 
Ahmad 1-392. 
2 Mter this, there is a prayer in al-Hisn al-Haseen (P 234, Darul Ish' at Karachi) 
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obtain 'the proposal and consent' in which he must be mindful of those things that are 
necessary and which are mentioned in the beginning of the Book of Nikah (wedlock) ~1arriage). 

MARRIAGE WITHOUT KHUTBAH LACKS BLESSING 

-~.f~~~ Ill jlij &~_ill &ljj -~lA~I 
3150. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»>~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J·~~~~ 
said, "Every Khutbah (sermon) that lacks the tashahhud (praise of Allah) is like the 
hand of a lepor (or a and or fingers cut of£)."1 

COMMENTARY: Just as a hand that is cut off is of no use. So too a marriage without a 
sermon is lacking is blessing so of no use. 
Mulla Ali Qari has written the word as Khitbah and given its meaning as marriage. But, 
Shah Ishaq Dhalawi ~~~J, "We learnt it from our teachers as Khutbah." The same thing is 
said by Shaykh Abdul Haq Dhalawi. ~~~ J 

(~l.o(r.ll ol_j.;) 

3151. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ .... J•:l~~IJ-P said, 
"Every affair of importance that is not begun with praise of Allah lack blessing."2 

MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO MAKE MARRIAGE KNOWN 

"' !) "' "'c: f "' I~ "' f 
-~ .J:.~~ lllJlS~,Iil~.lo~~'l&l ~.;"' -~~i.lJL .. ~1 ~1 ~ -1 .--..r- -, J '-"'til ,;b ..1 ,).., , ~ _,..~-

3152. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ·~ ~~ ~ said, 
''Publicise these marriages. Conduct them in mosques and beat the duff 
(tambourines) to announce them."3 

COMMENTARY: If this means to have the witnesses over the marriage then this 
publicizing will be of the kind wajib (obligatory). It is means to make an announcement then 
it will be mustahab (desirable) act to make the marriage known. 
It is mustaha~ (desirable) to arrange the marriage in the mosque It is also mustahab (desirable) 
to have it done on Friday. 
Much blessing is derived by observing the nikah (wedlock) in a mosque the nikah (wedlock) in 
a mosque and on Friday. 

;:4. .. "i _t J .... c: ' .. ~ ' ' ~ .. ~ I I"'J~I 1 ~ .. Lo-1t9Jli .. , .... 4.!l£ll.H \3...,_Ht.·.£., .. I. ~~··.J~.·.£"'(r-'or) 
...., _, " ~ I..- ~_, .... r...r- t...;r "-:r .... • '+" ;. .. V*.. v-~ 

( ~l.o &.' 1_, <}WJ I_, LS.lo )"J 1_, ~I o \_,.;) -r.:~ I J J.iJij ~ __;jll 

1 Tirmidhi # 1108, Abu Dawud # 4841, Musnad Ahmad 2-343. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4840, Ibn Majah # 1894, Musnad Ahmad 2-359. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1091, Ibn Majah # 1895. 
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3153. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Hajib Jumahi 1»1~ .J narrated that the prophet ,&,~ 
~J~ said, "The difference between the lawful and the unlawful lies ~n the voice 
and the duff (tambourine)."t 

COMMENTARY: Voice means song or mentioning the marriage to people and making it known. 
The hadith does not mean to say that marriage is not valid without voice and duff because 
it is valid even before two witnesses. Rather, this hadith urges the .people to perform the 
marriage among people and proclaim it. The limit of this proclamation is the 
neighbourhood. This may be accomplished by beating the duff or by voice (lil<e reciting 
poetry or song). It does not mean at all th.1t proclamation made all over the city or beyond 
that or to beat drums and play musical instruments. 

PERMISSION TO SING SONGS 

• .- J , J J ;( ~ -' ~, " I " '" " J ,"f" t. " I<!' I.., -~'~- -: ,~.·..ll&l~j~l!.;JI- -: '~.JLQll'l··...o '"" 11-lA- ~ 'li."~ ~~""'"~~~ ., _, '-a~., '-"'i .J , ~j'::r- "i' ftt.rl' ~-- '-"---;;- -~ .. 

3154. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~ J narrated that she had an Ansar girl whom she gave 
away in mcu:rlage (to someone). Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&! ~ asked (her) , 110 

0 Ayshah, will you not have someone sing? Because this clan of the Ansars like to 
sing (at weddings)?"2 

COMMENTARY: Another hadith (to follow# 3155) discloses that this girl belonged to a 
relative, or she may have been an orphan whom she had adopted. The original copy of 
Mishkat does not have the name of the transmitter. Later on some scholar wrote down in 
the margin "Ibn Hibban" 

' .. . ~ ' ~ J , "' ~ ~ c: , t. .. l'r'f , c: , 
~j~WI~~IJJ-!5~~9.Jla)'l{fi~l~lj9~1J~~~.>..iiJl9~~~1t;fj<r',oo) 

o ' _, ~ Gi ~ J ,.- "' "' "' C: I , !f , ,"' "' C: J C: t:r,..-!f J "' "' ' 
~j~WI ~~I JJ-!5 Jlii ':1 ~ll! d-1J~ ~~I Jl!_;s.l ljll!IS~I~..UI Jlii 

l ... • J.. ....: l ....: J • ,, ...... ~ ..... c: "'~ 
(~lo~loi-'.J) -,;S'~j lJ~i~ ~I,;S't!pl J~~ ~_J"t'1Jl9~ ~i.J j9J~ l'l ~! 

3155. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .&1 ~ .J narrated that (the Mother of the believers) 
Sayyidah Ayshah 1\~iis'~J gave away in marriage an Ansar girl (to someone). She 
was a relative of hers. When Allah's Messenger ~J"~,&,~ came (after the marriage) 
, he asked, 'have you sent the girl to her husband's house?" They said, Yes," He 
asked "Did you sent along with her someone who might sing?" She said, "No!" 
Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, "Surely, the :Ansar are people given to songs. 
Had you sent with her who would have said: 

(We have come to you, we have come to you! 
May Allah preserve us and may He preserve you!) "3 

COMMENTARY: Reciting poetical verses of joy in marriages is an ancient tradition. The 

1 Tirmidhi # 1090, Nasai'i # 3366, Ibn Majah # 1896, Musnad Ahmad 4. 259. 
2 Ibn Hibban in his sahih. 
3 Ibn Majah # 1900, Musnad Ahmad 4-259. 
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Ansar were no exception. This is why the Prophet ~ J~Ji!~~ said that if a singer was sent 
with the bride that would have delighted her inlaws. The Prophet ~ J~~~~ recited only a 
line of the following verse: 

(We have come to you, we have come to you! 
May Allah preserve us and may 

He preserve you! 
Were there no red wheat, 

Your virgins would not have been 
Soft bodies). . 

Some verses have the second line thus: 

(Had there been no black dates 
We had not resided in 

Your homes). 

, tt:.& .. U~i , tl:lJI , tl!131 
~ - ~ - ~ - ~ -

.;fl51~6: ,:: ~J_;~ ~,,;J:i!~l ~~j 

FIRST OF TWO MARRIAGES IS CORRECT 

~J~ ~i ~~ ~jj jl;.a1 Lojl J~ .kJ ~ ai.H ~ ,il1 j~5 ~~;~ (.,&. J (r' o\) 

(<.J.;I .. l.H.J<}WJI_, Jjb~I.J<.S.l.o j:JI oi.J.;) _t;-'!'~j~j4i<PJ~ ~ ~~6-A jl~ l!! 
3156. Sayyiduna Samurah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ 
said, "If two guardians have given away a woman in marriage, then she belongs 
to the first of the two. And, if anyone sells something to two men, then it goes to 
the first of them. "1 

COMMENTARY: If a woman has two guardians and both of them marry her to two 
different men one after the other, then the second guardian's giving her away in marriage 
will be invalid, and she will be the wife of the man whom she had been married first 
However, this command is applicable when both guardians are of the same rank, meaning 
both are equally near in relation. If they are not of the same degree then th~ one who is 
nearer than the other in relation will be preferred and the woman will be the wife of the 
man he has chosen as her husband even if the other guardian and married her before this 
guardian to lhe man of his choice. 
If both guardians of the woman, equal in rank in relation, marry her to two different men 
at the same fi.me then it is the unanimous decision of the ulama (Scholars) that both 
marriages will be void. 

SECTION III 

MU'T AH WAS PERMITTED INITIALL v 

1 Tirmidhi # 1112, Abu Dawud # 2089, Nasa'i # 4696, Ibn Majah # 2344, Musnad Ahmad 5-8. 
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· _ ,S:Jilit f~rLA~I ... ;,i;,,,~~,,e ... t.-:.3.:Jtro!~rG 
'> v- ... ., 'Yr Y l..r.O_. ~ .. 

3157. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~..1a~~J narrated that-they were on an expedition along 
with Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~~ jJ. They had no woman with them (neither their 
wives nor their female saves. This caused them to be desperate.) So they asked. 
'~Shall we not have ourselves castrated?" But, he forbade them to do that. Then, he 
permitted them to observe mut'ah. So, some of them (contracted mut'ah and) every 
man married a woman against a garment for a specified period of time. 
Then, Abdullah recited the verses: 

k ~ ' ... I. ... J ' 9"' 

;.~ru'~' lAy':!J? 'JJr':ll_;; .. d~.JJ' ~' ~ 
(0 .YOU who believe, forbid not the wholesome things that Allah has made lawful 
for you)I (5: 87) 

COMMENTARY: This hadith says that Muta'h allowed. This was so in early Islam but later it 
was prohibited as the next hadith shows, and traditions said earlier(# 3146, 3147, 3148). 
Ibn Mas'ud ~..11s~J was, like Ibn Abbas ~..11s~J of the opinion that Muta was allowed. As 
for Ibn Abbas ~~~~ J he revoked his opinion and agreed that mutah is forbidden, but Ibn 
Mas' ud may or m~y not have revised his opinion. . 

~ ~ B'I:JI .J~ ~j.\1 ~'6 ~~'}1 Jjl d ; .... l!JI ~l? ~~! jli o;~ ~~ ifj <r,oA) 

... '( &, ... J ... c: t ... k J ... t"' \::=. 
(lS.lA ..iJI oi.J.J) _JI~ j.L9 ~ I_H7;..)-9Jitu;~(HI Jli;!sl4jl 6-.~lAJI~Ij.)l ~ 

3158. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&'~J narrated that muf'ah was practiced only in early 
Islam. A man would come to a habitation where he had no one known to him. So, he 
would marry a woman for the period of his estimated stay there. She would care for 
his possessions and prepare his meals for him. Finally, when the verse was revealed: 

! ... , k... .. , .. \::=. ,. 
~ ~JI ~lAJI~Ijjl l.f' ':I! 

{except in regard to their spouses or those whom their han4s possess) (23: 6) 
Ibn Abbas ~ ,&, ~ J said, ''Sexual intercourse with everyone, except them both, 
became unlawful."2 

COMMENTARY: The verse says that there is no blame on these people who do not have 
sexual intercourse with women other than their wives and whom their right hands possess. 
Ibn Abbas ~.&t~ J showed by this verse th~t the woman with whom mut' ah is done is not 
one of these two. 
Teebi ,&,~ J and Fakhruddin Qazi .lu~ J also said something like this. 
The opinion of the Shi' ah has been mentioned previously. It is contrary to the hadith of 
Sayyiduna Ali ~..1.1~ J (# 3143) and to that of Sayyiduna ibn Abbas~,&,~ J as in this hadith. 

1 Bukhari # 5075, Muslim# 11-1404, Musnad Ahmad 1-432. 
2 Tirmidhi # 112. 
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SONGS PERMITIED DURING MARRIAGE 

:3 ' , IP C: "' ., , , , ., 

(<}Llll o\_,,;) -(.,f.j;1JI~- !1\\j~~J.l!.U~9~.3l9·' t~·-..!..>u ~~l9t' t;, 
~--

3159. Sayyiduna Aamir ibn Sa' d ~~ ~; said that he went to a wedding where he 
found Sayyiduna Qarazah ib Ka'b ~~~~;and Abu Mas'ud Ansar ~~~~J· There 
girls were singing, so he asked them, "Is this done while both of you are here 
companions of Allah's Messenger ~"" J~,&,~ and participants of Badr?" They said, 
"Sit down if you like to listen and join us. Or depart if you like. Indeed, we are 
permitted (to listen to) songs at a wedding."t 

COMMENTARY: This sows that even in those days prohibition of songs was known. Some 
people were aware of the exception of days of festivity but some did n6t know. Aamir ibn 
Sa' d il!1~; was one of those who did not know that songs were allowed at weddings. 

CHAPTER-V , 
THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN2 yl~j~~l~l~ 

WOMAN WHO ARE FORBIDDEN TO MEN 
'One of the conditions of marriage to be .correct is that the woman should not be one of the 
mahram (forbidden women). This chapter is about women who are the mahram or those 
whom a man may never marry. Details about it may be seen in the books of fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence) of the Hanafis, the famous and reliable fatawa Alamgiri, for instance. It 
covers the subject very well and we shall reproduce from it here. (first of all). 

ABOUT THE MAHRAMAT3 
The woman who are among the mahram are of nine kinds. Or, we may say t}_lat a marriage 
may be forbidden for nine reasons. They ar~ outlines here. 
1. Relatives by lineage. They are: mother, daughter, sister, father's sister, mother's sister, 
nieces (brother's and sister's daughters). It is forbidden for ever to marry any of them, have 
sexual intercourse or do anything that leads to it or is connected with it. 
Mother includes besides one's own mother, one's grandmother and so on up the tree. 
Daughter includes one's own real daughters, grand daughters (from son as well as from 
daughter) so on down the pedigree line. 
Sister includes real and step-sister both from father's side and from mother's side. 
Nieces also embrace the three kinds, meaning children of real brothers and sisters, children 
of step brothers and sisters and children of half brothers and half sisters from mother's side 
even lower down in descent. All of them are muhramat (forbidden) 
The paternal aunts are also of three kinds, meaning real paternal aunt, step aunt from 
father's father's side and Akhyafi (only from father's mother's side). So also paternal aunts, 

t Nasai' i # 3383. 
2 or mahram, for bidden to marry. The word prohibition is used to mean this too. 
3 plural of mahram. 
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of father, of grandfather and of grandmother fall in the same category as one's own. They 
are all mahr~. However, the issue of paternal aunt of one's own paternal aunt is complex. 
If a man's paternal aunt is the real sister of his father or step sister (from father's side) then 
her paternal aunt is forbidden to this man. But if his paternal aunt is his father step sister 
only from mother's side then her paternal aunt will not be forbidden to him. 
The same applies to maternal aunt. All kinds of maternal aunts are forbidden: real and 
step (from father's or mother's) side. Father's and mother's maternal aunts are forbidden. 
Again, the issue of maternal aunt of one's maternal aunt is complex. Now, if Zayd's 
maternal aunt is the real sister or sister only from her mother's side then her maternal aunt 
is forbidden to zayd. If Zayd' s maternal aunt is his mother's sister only from her father's 
side then she• is not forbidden to zayd and they can marry. 
2. Relatives from in-laws. There are four kinds of women who are forbidden inmarriage 
because of relationship of the in-laws. They are: the mother-in-law (who is the mother of 
one's wife), the paternal and maternal grandmothers of one's wife and so their mothers, 
meaning grandmothers of one's wife's parents, wife's daughter and her daughter and so 
down the line, like daughters of wife's granddaughter, and so on. They· are all forbidden if 
the man has had sexual intercourse with his wife and whether that daughter of his wife is 
maintained by him or not. 
The Hanafi scholars in respect of prohibition1 of a man's wife's daughters (from her 
previous marriage) to him, do not regard his solitude with his wife at par with their sexual 
intercourse. Her daughters will be forbidden to her husband only if it is proved that he has 
J-.taci a sexual intercourse with her after their marriage. If they have been alone together 
(allowing them full opportunity to copulate) but did have sexual intercourse them her 
daughters from previous marriage are not forbidden to him. 
Daughter-in-law (meaning son's wife) ,wives of grandsons (whether son's sons or 
daughter's son) and so on down the line (wives of great grandson, etc) are forbidden to a 
man irrespective of whether their husbands have had sexual intercourse with them or not. 
The wife of an adopted son is not forbidden. If a man's adopted son dies or divorces his 
wife, then he may marry her. 
A man's step-mother, his step grand-moth~rs (paternal or maternal) and so on up the line are 
forbidden to him for ever. Neither may he marry them nor have sexual intercourse with them. 
The prohibition to marry any of the in laws is established only when marriage with the 
concerned is confirmed. The prohibition is not established if the marriage is invalid. If a 
man commits adultery with a woman then her mother, her grandmothers (maternal and 
paternal) , her daughter and her grandmothers will all be forbidden to him. In the same 
way, his father, grandfather (both paternal and maternal), sons, grandsons will all be 
forbidden to the woman with whom he committed adultery. 
If a man commits adultery with a woman as a result of which the wall between her vagina 
and rectum gives way causing them to come together, then her mother will not be 
forbidden to this man because he may not have penetrated her vagina (but her rectum). 
However, if she conceives a child and it is confirmed that this man is responsible for it, 
then her mother will be forbidden to him. 
Just as the prohibition results from sexual intercourse so too it results from touching the 
woman (with desire), kissing her, looking ·at her private parts with lustful desires. 

I In the sense forbidden to many - mahram. 
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According to the Hanafi.s, these things are alike when they are observed through marriage, 
ownership (meaning slave master relationship) or indecency (meaning adultery). 
Moreover, the Hanafi scholars say that in this case doubt or certainty are alike. And, man 
and woman embracing one another with lust is like kissing as for as the rul~g is 
concerned. It is the same of the lock themselves together, body with body. Again, if they 
bite one another with teeth in a lustful impulse, the same ruling applies. In all these cases, 
prohibition is confirmed. 
If any one looks at a man's sexual organ, or kisses it then the same prohibitions will.apply 
to .him as for sexual intercourse, but no.t on looking at -any of the other of his organs, or 
touching them, unless the looking or touching is with a .lustful desire in which case same 
prohibitions will be effective. 
As for as a woman's vagina in conceme4 looking at its outward position does not attract 
the same rulings, but looking at its inside brings down the punishment of prohibitions. The 
ulama (Scholars) write that if a man looks at the vagina of a woman.who is standing then 
the prohibitions of sexual intercourse do not apply to him because in that position the 
inside of the woman's vagina is not seen. That is only ~een when she is reclining on her 
back. The prohibitions also apply when there is a fine clothing or any transparent thing 
covering it, and, it spite of that, the inside is visible to the man. · 
If a man who looking ·in a mirror and he saw reflected therein a woman's vagina and became 
excited and looks at it, then neither will the mother nor the daughter of this woman be 
forbidden to the woman because he has seen only a reflection and not the vagina a directly. 
If a woman is sitting at the banks of a stream or river, or on a bridge and a man looks at her 
reflection in the water and then again looks at it in the water with a sensual desire and 
keeps looking at it, then too prohibitions will not apply. But, if she is in the water and he 
looks at her vagina accidentally and then looks at it with a sensual desire then the 
prohibition will apply (because this is direct looking). 
• If anyone touches a woman with sensual desires, the prohibitions apply and it does not 
matter if he tquches her deliberately or forgetfully or under compulsion (or own mistake) 
or in sleep. 
• If a man intended to awake his wife to have sexual intercourse with her but by mistake 
he touched his daughter and on the assumption that she was his wife, he pinched her with 
a sensual desire. And she, too, being young was ripe for sexual desire, so the girl's mother, 
meaning his own wi,fe, will become forbidden to him. 
• If a man touches with lust a woman's hair on her head then prohibition applies to him. If 
he touches her hair that are hanging then nothing is forbidden to him. However, Natfa ""'J 

~~ has declared a general prohibition for touching a woman's hair without going into the 
details (of where the heir lie). 
• The same prohibition applies if a man touches a woman's nails with a sexual desire. 
In this connexion, it must be understood that the prohibition on touching a woman with 
sensual desire becomes effective it there is no clothing between them. If the clothing is such 
that the man touching her does not feel the heat of her body then no prohibition applies 
even if the penis becomes erect. If a man touches a woman's seeks at her soles (underside), 
then prohibition becomes effective, But, if a leather covering over the socks prevents any 
kind of sensation then no prohibition applies. 
• If a man kisses a woman while there is clothing between them, prohibition will become 
effective provided the man senses the coolness of the woman's teeth or lips. 
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Prohibition becomes effective on .touching. It is not necessary that the man should continue 
to touch for long. The ulama (Scholars) say that if a man driven by lust stretches his hand 
towards his wife but instead of his wife, his hand touches the nose of his daughter and 
with it his excitement multiplies, the girl's mother, meaning his own wife, will become 
forbidden for the man even if he had removed his hand instantly. 
For a prohibition to be effective, the woman- who is touched or kissed must be ·such for 
whoin one may hc~.Ve a lustful desire. The jurists rule that the minimum ~ge for whom a 
man can have a sexual urge is nine years. He does not feel sexual excitement for a younger 
girl. If a man has sexual intercourse with a minor girl who is not likely to cause sexual 
excitement in a man .then prohibition will not arise. On the other hand, if a woman is so 
very old that she is beyond. exciting a man, then too she becomes the means to prohibition 
because she had fallen under the purview of the ruling. She cannot come out of it because 
of old age. As for the minor, she had never attracted the prohibition. 
Just as prohibition (or forbidden degrees) can take effect only if a woman is such that a man 
may have a sensual desire for her, so too for prohibition to be. effective, man must be capable 
of attracting a sensual desire from a woman. Hence, if a four year old boy had sexual 
ifltercourse with his father's wife (his step mother), then prohibition will not be effective. 
However, if the boy is one whose equals in age can have sexual intercourse then the same 
ruling will apply for him as applies to adults. The scholars describe this kind as one who is 
capable of having sexual intercourse, whose inclination to woman is apparent, and woman · 
feel shy before him. · 
In the foregoing things about touching and looking, it is presupposed that the sexual urge 
(or the excitement) is there. A man will be subject to the forbidden degrees (of marriage, 
the topic of this subject) if he touches a woman, kisses her or looks at the inside of her· 
vagina with a sensual desire. If when he doe.s these things (touching and looking), he has 
no lustful inclination but it develops afterwards, then the forbidden degree do not apply to 
him. The sign of a lustful inclination in man is the erection of his penis, or, if it already was 
erect, increase in its rise and thickness. This ruling is observed by jurists. Hence, if a man 
goes to his daughter by mistake instead of going to his wife and his penis was already erect 
(before he goes to her) ~d the erection did not increase, then the girl's mother, meaning his 
own wife, will not be forbidden to him. This is the sign of a lustful inclination for a man 
who is young and potent (and able to have sex). If he is old then the sign of sensual desire 
.in him is an urge and excitement in his heart if there was no excitement -beforehand. If the 
excitement in his heart was there, then an increase in the excitement is the sign for him. 
The sign of a lustful desire in woman and the man who is castrated is the growth of a 
desire in his heart and a sexual pleasure on touching. etc., if these things were not already 
found in them. If these things had been there beforehand, then an increase in them. 
It must be remember that the forbidden degrees apply when even one of the two - man or 
woman- possesses the lustful desire . 
. The forbidden degrees on touching kissing, etc. apply necessarily when there is no 
ejaculation. This is a condition. If ejaculation takes place then the forbidden degrees do not 
apply, because it is clear when this happens that touching, etc. did not lead to intercourse. 
e If a man sees a woman's behind or commits an unnatural act at her behind then the 
forbidden degrees do not apply. 
• Similarly, if a man perpetrates the acts of intercourse with another man then the 
forbidden degrees do not apply. 
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• If a man confesses to his wife that they are forbidden to one another (because of an illicit 
act on his part) , then he is to be believed. The two will be separated. 
• If a man refers to a wrong. that he had committed before they had married, like 
confessing to his wife that he had committed adultery with her mother, then his word is 
deemed reliable and the two will no longer be husband and wife. However, it will be wajib 
(obligatory) to give to the woman the dower in full (as had been specified at the time of their 
marriage). The contract will not be wajib (obligatory). It is not necessary that the man repeat 
his confession. It is enough that he confesses just once. Hence, if he retracts from his 
confession and denies after the first confession, the judge will not regard their marriage as 
valid. Of course, if the man had truly made a false confession then the woman will remain 
his wife in Allah's sight though the judge will separate them. 
• If a man says of a woman that she is his foster mother (meaning that he had suckled him) but 
later when he decides to marry her, he says, II had lied, She is not my foster mother," then in 
this case a lenient view is taken and it is allowed to him to marry that woman. 
• If a man kisses a woman and says that he had not done it with a sensual desire, or he 
touches her or looks at her vagina and denies that he was driven by a sexual urge, then in 
the case of kissing, the forbidding degree will be applied to him till it is known for certain 
that he had not been prompted by a sensual derive. In the other two cases, the command 
forbidding him marriage will be applied only on finding out if he had done that because of 
a sensual urge. 
The reason is that a kiss generally follows a sensual desire touching and looking do not 
necessarily ensue from a sensual desire. However, this is when the man had touched the 
woman at any part of her body other than her vagina. If he had touched her vagina and 
claims that he did not do it out of a sensual urge then he will not be believed. Also, when 
he touches her breast, he cannot say that he was not prompted by a sexual urge. 
• Similarly, if he mounted a beast with her and claims that he did not mount because of a 
sexual urge then he would not be believed. But, if he climbed a woman's back to go over a 
river and says that he was not driven by a sexual urge then he would be believed. 
• If a man boasts before people that he had touched a certain woman driven by sexual 
urge then the testimony of the people against him will be accepted and the forbidden 
degree will be applied to him. 
• Similarly, if the witnesses say that certain man had touched a woman with carnal desire 
then their testimony will be accepted because this kind of an urge is easily detected. The 
same applies about any one testifying that the man had kissed a woman. 
Qadi Ali Sa' di ..1!1~ J said that if an intoxicated man nabs his daughter, clings to her and kisses 
her, and decides to have sexual intercourse with her but she reminds him that she is his 
daughter so he lets her go, then too her mother (this man's wife) will be forbidden to him. 
If a man is asked, "What did you to your mother-in-law?" and he says that he had a sexual 
intercourse with her then the prohibition of affinity will be effective on him. (It is hwmat 
masahirat or the forbidden degree) This, is spite of the fact that the person asking and this man 
were both jesting with one another. But, he will not be believed in law, that he was joking. 
If a man says of his female slave that he has had a sexual intercourse with her then she is 
forbidden to his son. If the man says about someone else's female slave that he has had a 
sexual relationship with her then his son is allowed not to trust him and to buy the female 
slave and have sexual intercourse with her. 
• If a son inherits a female slave from his father then he may have sexual intercourse with 
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her unless he knows for certain that his father had copulated with~her. 
• A man married a woman on her assurance that she is a virgin. However, after 
marriage when he decide to have sexual intercourse with her, he learnt that she was 
not a virgin. On being asked, she named his father as the one who had committed 
adultery with her. Now, it is upto him to believe her in which case their marriage will 
be broken and she will have no right to the dower. But, if he decides not to believe her 
then their marriage will remain intact. 
• If a woman alleges that her husband's son had touched her with evil design, so her 
marriage to her husband had ended, then she will not be believed but her husband's son's 
word will be trusted. 
• A man kisses his father's wife with sensual desire forcefully or a father kisses his son's 
wife compulsorily with sensual desire but the husband asserts that no sensual desire was 
involved. So, the husband's word will prevail and she will remain her wife. But, supposing 
the husband agrees that sensual desire was the driving force then the couple will have to 
separate and it will be wajib (obligatory) on the husband to pay the dower. However, the 
husband will be in his rights to receive the amount from the man because of whom this 
situation arose, provided he had done this thing to create mischief. If he had no intention to 
create mischief then the husband had no right to receive anything at all. 
Suppose that in the foregoing case, the father or the son had not kissed but copulated with 
the other's wife. In this case, the husband cannot clafm from the culprit the amount of 
dower he paid to his wife. The reason is that the hadd or prescribed punishment is 
imposed on an adulterer in which case no pecuniary punishment may also be imposed. 
A man marries another man's female slave. Before he can come to her, she kissed her 
husband's son in sexual excitement. So he made this known but her master denied it. In 
this case, the marriage breaks because the husband acknowledges her crime. He will have 
to pay her only half the dower payable to her because her master had believed him. The 
confession of the female slave will not be relied upon. 
• If a woman quarrels (at home) and (in the heat) pulls the penis of her grandfather, and 
says that she did not do it in sexual excitement, then her word will be accepted. 
• A marriage does not end completely because of prohibition of affinity or prohibition of 
fosterage. Rather it becomes corrupted. (As a result, it is forbidden to have sexual 
intercourse. So, the husband must divorce his wife. If he does not, then the judge must 
cause a separation). If the husband has sexual intercourse with his wife, the hadd or 
prescribed punishment will not be imposed, whether he did it in uncertainly or otherwise. 
• If a man has illicit relationship with a woman or does any obnoxious deed that calls for 
prohibition of affinity and then makes a repentance, then he will remain the mahram of the 
woman's daughter because it is perpetually for bidden to him to marry the girl. This is 
evidence that prohibition is effective after adultery and from kissing, touching etc. 
• If a man, Zayd, married a woman, Khalidah, and Zayd's son (but not Khalidah's) 
marries the daughter of Khalidah (from her previous marriage) or the mother of Khalidah, 
then there is nothing wrong in it. 
• If a man has sexual intercourse with his wife (who was divorced by her first husband 
talaqah mughallazah) with a piece of cloth round his penis then it will depend on whether 
the cloth permits feeling of sensation. If so, the woman will become lawful for her first 
husband (to remarry). If heat did not pass through the piece of cloth then she will not be 
lawful for her first husband. 
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3. FOSTER RELATIONSHIP: Woman who are forbidden (in marriage) because of 
fosterage: the some relatives as are forbidden because of lineage and by marriage are also 
forbidden because of fosterage. 
If a woman has suckled a child at its age of suckling then they are related as mother and 
child. Her husband is its foster father. Hence, all their relatives are forbidden to the child, 
the same a:s the forbidden to children of real parents. 
The prohibition by reasons of fosterage occurs on simply suckling at the child's age of 
suckling whether it is little milk that is consumed or more. The simple fact of suckling and 
milk having been drunk into the belly and having reached there with certainty is ample 
evidence of fosterage. 
The age of suckling is: 

(i) According to Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~ .J thirty month, and 
(ii) According to his two disciples Imam Abu Yusuf .&1 ~ .J and Imam 

Muhammad ~~.J two years. 
If a child first stops suckling during the age of suckling but suckles later within the age of 
suckling then this is counted as fosterage. But, sucklfug after the period of suckling is over 
does not occasion the (commands of) prohibition by suckling. 
The ulama (Scholars) agree that the wages for suckling are valid for a period of two years. 
Thus if a man divorces his wife and she demands from him wages for more than two years 
for suckling his child then her demand will not be a~cepted. The child's father (her ex
husband) cannot be compelled to pay to his divorced wife wags for suckling his child 
beyond tWo years. But, she can demand and compel him to pay wages for suckling the 
child for two years. 
Just as prohibition by fosterage applies to the relatives of the foster mother, so too it applies 
to the relatives of the foster father. A foster father is the husband of the foster mother. He is 
the one who enables her to suckle after she conceives his child. 
Radl (~ .J) is the child suckled. He or she is forbidden to marry its foster parents, their 
predecessors (parents and so on up the line) and their progeny (children and so down the 
line) ·whether related or foster. The prohibition will extend to -

• Children of hist foster mother before she suckled him, and 
• children born to her after she suckled him whether sired by his foster father or by 

any other man she marries after him, 
• children she suckles apart from him belonging to other parents, 
• children born to his foster father from another wife. 

All of them will be his foster - sisters and brothers. Their children will be his nephews and 
nieces. The foster father's brother will be his paternal uncle and his sister his paternal aunt. 
The brother and sister of his foster mother will be his maternal uncle and maternal aunt. 
The father and mother of his foster father will be his grandfather and grandmother 
respectively. A.J:ld, the mother of his foster mother will his (maternal) grandmother. 
There are prohibitions by reason of parents (or lineage) in fosterage. So too there are 
prohibitions by reason of marriage (among in laws) in fosterage. Accordingly. 

• the wife of his foster father is forbidden to the radi; (or, the foster child who had 
been suckled), 

1 Throughout 'his or her' may be understood. 
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• the wife of the radi (meaning the foster child had been suckled) is forbidden to the 
foster father. 

• Other relatives may be understood in the same manner, except two possibilities: 
(i) In real relationship (by true parents) , marriage is forbidden with the sister of real 
son. But, in fosterage, marriage is permitted to the sister of the foster son. 

WHY: The reason is that the sister of his real son will be his own daughter or his own step 
daughter. So the prohibition to marry her will be effective. However, both these things are 
not found in fosterage. So, the sister of a foster son is not forbidden. There fore, if any of 
these two things is not found in real or blood relationship too, then marriage will be proper 
(in that case too). For example, a female slave who belongs to two men gives birth to a 
child. Both of them claim parentage of the child till its parentage is ascribed to both man. 
Now, Each of them also has a daughter from their wives, so, it is allowed to either of them 
to marry the daughter of the other partner because neither of the new things is found here 
(she is neither his real daughter nor step daughter) , though whichever of the two marries 
the other's daughter is as though he marries the sister of his real son. 

(ii) NO one is permitted to marry the mother of one's real brother, but it is allowed 
in fosterage. 

WHY: In the case of blood relationship, they shall be either akhyafi brothers having a 
common mother or have a common father in which case the brother's mother :will be his 
father's wife. In fosterage, however, this thing is missing, so it is allowed to marry the 
mother of the brother. 
• The sister of one's foster brother is allowed to one in marriage. This is also permitted to 
blood relatives, for example: 
Zayd has a step brother Bakr who has a akhyafi sister (meaning, they have a common 
mother but different fathers). It is allowed to zayd to marry his sister of Bakr who is Zayd's 
step brother. 
• The mother of a foster brother is not among the· forbidden degrees. 
• The mothers of a foster paternal or maternal uncle, paternal or maternal aunt are also not 
among the. forbidden women. 
• It is allowed too to marry the mother of one's foster granddaughter (from son's side). 
• It is allowed also to marry the paternal or maternal grandmother of one's foster son. 
• Marriage is allowed too to the foster son's: paternal aunts, his sister's mother, his niece 
(brother daughter), his paternal aunt's daughter. 
• A woman is allowed to marry the father of her foster sister, the brother of her foster son 
the father of her foster grand son (from son's) and the grand father and maternal uncle of 
her foster son. 
However, where blood relations are concerned, all of these relatives are among the 
forbidden degrees. It is not allowed to marry them. 
• A man divorces his wife who has milk in her breasts. She marries another man after her 
period of waiting is over. He has sexual intercourse with her. The ulama (Scholars) say 
unanimously about it that when a child is ·born to her sired by this second husband, the 
milk in her breasts will be attributed to him and it will have nothing to do with her first 
husband anymore. But, if she does not conceive a child from her second marriage then the 
milk in her breasts will be said to be there because of the sexual intercourse by her first 
husband, previously. In case she has conceived from the second husband, then, according 
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to Imam Abu Hanifah .ii1 ~ J , till the child of the second husband is born, the milk in her 
breasts will be said to be because of the first husband's sexual intercourse. 
• A couple do not have any children. After some time (suddenly) the woman had milk in 
her breasts (without conceiving a child). She suckled a child of someone else. The milk 
belong to her. Her husband has noting to do with it. In this case, there will occur no 
prohibition by reason of suckling between the radi (the child who is suckled) and any 
children this man may have from his other wives. 
• A man had illicit relationship with a woman because of which she bore a child. Then she 
suckled someone's daughter. As a result, this c.dulterer and his father, grandfather and so 
on and his sons are not allowed to marry the ghl who was suckled by the adulterers. The 
paternal and maternal uncles of the adulterer may marry her just as they may marry the 
girl born to the adulteress. 
• A man had sexual intercourse with a woman by mistake (falling in doubt). She 
conceived a child. Then, she suckled someone' s child. So, this child will be a foster child of 
the man who had copulated with the woman. 
When a child's parentage is attributed to the man who had the intercourse, it is also a relation 
of fosterage that is established between them. When the child's parentage is not established 
with this man, a relationship of fosterage is established only with the foster mother. 
• A man marries a woman and they have a child. She suckled it for some time but the milk 
dried up in her breasts only to grow again. She suckled another child (that milk). It is 
allowed to this child to marry the children of that man from his other wives. 
• A virgin grows milk in her breast s and she suckles an infant girl. She becomes her foster 
mother. All commands of fosterage will apply to both of them. If a man marries this virgin 
but divorces her before having a sexual intercourse with her, then he will be permitted to 
marry the girl who was suckled (by the virgin). (The same command applies to wife's 
daughter.) But, if he divorces her after having a sexual intercourse, then it is disallowed to 
him to marry the girl. 
• If a girl who is less than nine years old grows milk in her breasts and she suckles it to a 
boy, then this does not establish a prohibition by reason of fosterage between them, 
because this is occasioned only when milk grows in the breasts, at the age of nine or more. 
• Similarly, if the breasts of a virgin secrete (or discharge) yellowish liquid, prohibition by 
reason of fosterage is not occasioned by suckling it. 
• A woman draws a child's mouth to her nipples but it cannot be ascertained whether the 
child suckled any milk so, the prohibition by reason of fosterage will not be applied 
because of the doubtful circumstances. However, it is better to be on the safe side and 
apply the prohibition by reason of fosterage. 
• A woman's breast discharge a thin, yellow coloured secretion. If it is swallowed by an 
infant while suckling then the prohibition by reason of fosterage will apply. It will be 
presumed that the infant suckled milk that had changed colour. 
• If a man's breasts locate and he suckles a child, then t his does not occasion prohibition 
by reason of fosterage. 
• For prohibition by fosterage to be established the command is identical for a living 
woman and a dead woman. 
• If two children suckle milk of the same quad raped, that does not occasion prohibition by 
reason of fosterage. 
• The command of fosterage is applied equally in Darul Islam (the Islamic territories) and 
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Darul Harb (the territory of the enemies). Thus if a (disbelieving) woman suckles a 
(disbeliever's) child in the enemy territory and later she, her relatives and the child 
embrace Islam - or they had been adherents of Islam in the enemy territory - and emigrate 
to Dar ul Islam, then all command of fosterage will apply to them. 
• Just as the prohibition by reason of fosterage takes effect on suckling ·milk from a 
woman's breasts, so too it occurs on putting milk in a child's month or squeezing it in its 
nostrils. But, it does not occur on immersing milk in the child's ears, in its penis rectum or 
through a wound in its brain or belly even if it reaches inside. Imam Muhammad .i»'"~J, 
however said that the prohibition occurs if injected through an enema. 
• If this milk is mixed in diet and cooked to prepare food, the characteristics of milk being 
altered thereby, then the prohibition is not effective on eating this food irrespective of 
whether milk is the dominant component or secondary. 
• If the mixture containing milk is not cooked on fire, even then prohibition does not take 
effect, provided milk is not the dominant constituent of it. But, even if it is dominant, Imam 
Abu Hanifah .i»1 ~ J holds that it does not occasion prohibition because once a flowing 
substance combines with a solidified ingredient, it loses the property of something 
drinkable and turns into a solid. So, the ulama (Scholars) say that if the other ingredient is 
not more than milk, and milk retains its flowing quality, then prohibition will be effective 
on drinking it. 
• If a woman's milk gets mixed with a goat's (or any animals) milk and forms a major 
portion of the mixture, then prohibition becomes effective on drinking it. 
• If a woman mixes bread in her milk and bread absorbs it, or she mixes her milk in 
parched barley, and feeds the mixture to a child, then if it tastes of milk then prohibition is 
occasioned. However, this depends on feeding the child morsel by morsel. If she feeds the 
mixture after pulverizing it draught by draught then (even if the taste does not linger) 
prohibition takes effect. 
• If a wo~an' s milk is mixed with water, medicine or an animal's milk, then the ruling 
depends on the major portion of the contents. If milk forms a dominant portion then 
prohibition is occasioned on drinking it. If any other content forms a major part then 
prohibition will not be effective. 
• If a woman's milk gets into something thin and fluid or solid, then, again, the ruling 
depends on whether it forms a major content. 
GHALIB: The word for dominant and major content is ghalib. It covers colour, odour and 
taste, and it means that all these three or one of them sh ould be sensed or distinguished. 
• If milk as well as another constituent of the mixture are equally felt then prohibition 
takes effect because milk is not suppressed. 
• If milk of two women mixes, Imam Abu Hanifah .&~~ J and Imam Abu Yusuf .i»1~ J say 
that prohibition by reason of fosterage will apply to the woman whose milk is more. 
However, Imam Muhammad .i»1 ~ J says that it will apply to both woman. One tradition 
ascribes this opinion to Imam Abu Hanifah .i»t~ J too. Indeed, this opinion is more correct 
and nearer safe side. 
• If milk of both the women is equal then the agreed opinion (of these three imams) is that 
prohibition by reason of fosterage will apply to both of them. 
• If a woman uses her milk to prepare dilute curd, yoghurt, cheese, etc. and feeds the 
preparation to a child then it does not occasion a prohibition because this does not 
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imply suckling. 
• A woman of a village suckled an infant girl. After some time, no one remembered who the 
woman was. Then, later a man of the same village married the girl. The marriage is lawful. 
• Woman must not suckle any child unnecessarily. If they do, then they must remember it 
or write it down. · · 
(It is common with woman that they put a child of another woman to their breast and 
suckle it. They do not remember it later and are not serious about it. In this way, the 
forbidden degrees of fosterage are neglected and v~olated. So it is necessary that they 

. exercise caution in this regard.) 
It does not matter whether milk is suckled before (child's marriage) or afterwards, the 
prohibition by reason of fosterage is occasioned. It makes no difference whatsoever when 
the child was suckled. Suppose a man marries an infant girl and after that his mother (real 
or foster) suckles this girl. Or his wife- or, his sister or daughter suckles her. This child is 
now forbidden to this man and it will be wajib (obligatory) for him to pay her half her dower 
which he shall demand from the woman who had suckled the child if she had done it to 
create mischief and annul the marriage. If she had intended no mischief then he will not 
demand any thing from her (for, she may have been sympathe_tic). 
• A man marries two infant girls. Later a stranger woman suckies both of them together or 
one after the other, then both the girls will be forbidden to the man, their husband (because 
of fosterage). Thereafter, he may, if he wishes, marry one of them. 
• · If in the previous case, he marries. (not (two) but) three infant girls and the woman 
suckles all three together, all three will be forbidden to him. Later, he may marry one of 
them, if he chooses. 
• If. she suckles the three girls one after the other, then the first two will be forbidden to 
him 'and the third will remain his wife. · 
• If she suckles two. girls together and· then, after that, the third, the same command will 
apply as the foregoing. 
• If she suckles one of them first and afterwards the other two together, then all the ~ee 
are forbidden to him. It is wajib (obligatory) on him to pay half the dower to each of them. 
He will d~mand this from the woman who had suckled the girls provided she had done 
that to create mischief. 
• If there w~re four girls whom the man married and the woman suckles all of them one 
after the other or all together, all four are forbidden to him. 
• If she suckles one and then the three together, the same command applies. 
• If she suckles tJ,uee at one time first and afterwards the fourth, then the fourth will not be 
forbidden to him. 
• If a man marries a grown up woman and an infant girl, and the woman suckles the 
infant, both of them will be forbidden to the husband. If he has not had a sexual intercourse 
with the woman then she will get no dower. H will be wajib (obligatory), however, to pay 
half her dower to the infant. He will get it from the elder woman provided she had done it 
to create trouble otherwise nothing will be demanded from her even if she was aware that 
the infant was her husband's wife. · 
• The proof of suckling is in one of two things: 

(i) A woman admits that she had suckled so-and so. 
(ii) Witness testify to the fact. This may be by two men or one man and two women. 

The separation of the couple (because of prohibition by reason of fosterage) is enforced by 
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the command of a judge. When two men who are just or one man and two w.oman testify 
that (a certain) husband and wife are related through fosterage, the judge may separate 
them on the basis of .their testimony. If no sexual intercourse took place between them, then 
the woman will get no dower at all. If they have had a sexual· int~rcourse then it will be 
wajib (obligatory) on the husband to pay her the lesser ~mount of the two: mahr with or 
. mahr-e-muayyin (proper dower or specific dower). No maintenance will be wajib 
(obligatory) on him. 
• If two just men, or one Irian and tw9 woman, testify before a married woman, after the 
marriage is contracted, that there existed between her and her husband a relationship 
through fosterage, then she is not allowed to live with him because this testimony is correct 
and the judge would accept it if it were presented to him. If only one man gives this 
testimony of the woman and she see seems inclined . to believe him then she must keep 
away from her husband. It is better but not wajib (obligatory). 
• A man marries a woman. But another woinan comes afterwards and tells them, 111 had 
suckled both of you." They have four options: 

(i) If they believe th~ woman then their marriage is corrupted. The wife would get 
no dower at all if they did not have a sexual intercourse. 

(ii) If they do not trust the women, then the marriage will remain intact. However, 
if" the woman is just then, to be on the safe side, the husband must separate from hi~ wife. If 
he divorces her then he must give her half of her dower. It is good for the woman that she 
takes nothing, provided they have not had sexual intercourse. If they did have a sexu~ 
intercourse already, then it is better for the man to pay her the full dower and maintenance 
allowance (for the duration of her iddah or waiting period). It will be better on the part of 
~l,e woman to ask for the lesser of the two, mahr mithl or mahr mu'in and to retrain from 
taking !he maintenance allowance. However, if the husband does not divorce his wife, then 
it is allowed t0 the woman to stay on with him. 
• If the testimon} h; unreliable, say by two women, or one man and one woman, or two 
unjust men,ror one· unJ~3t man and two woman, about fosterage, then the same command 
applies that it is better for the :!"lusband to divorce his wife. 

(iii) If the husband trust th~t woman but his wife does not, then the marriage will 
be void. He will have to pay the dower. 

(iv) If the wjfe believe that woman but her husband does not, then the marriage 
will remain intact but it is necessary for the wife to adjure her husband (that he really does 
not trust that woman). If he refuses to confirm on oath then they will be separated.· 
• A man marries a woman. Then he says about her that she is his foster sister or some 
other foster relative. Then he retracts, saying that he was confuses and he was confused 
and what he had said was wrong. So, a lenient view will be taken and they will not be 
separated, provided he sticks to his retraction (that whatever he had said was wrong). But, 
if he sticks to his first statement and asserts thathe·had spoken the truth, then both of them 
will be separated and if he denies after that then it will be of no use. 
• If the woman confirms her husband's statement, then she will get no dower (if they did 
not have a sexual intercourse). · 
• If she denies his statement, ~n he will have to pay half her dow-er as wajib (obligatory) (if 
he had not had a sexual intercourse with her). If he did have a sexual intercourse with her 
and she belies his statement then it is wajib (obligatory) on hinl to pay her full dower and 
maintenance allowance. 
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• If a man decides to marry a woman but says before they marry that they were foster 
siblings or she was his foster mother, but retracts his statement afterwards on the plea that 
he was mistaken, then he is allowed to marry her. 
• If he does not retract his statement but sticks to it then he is not allowed to marry her. 
• If he marries her in spite of that, then they should be separated. 
• If he denies having made a statement (to the effect that she was his foster sister or mother) 
but two witnesses bear out that he had made that statement, then they will be separated . 
• If a woman say about a man that he is her foster father or foster brother, etc. but the man 
denies it and the woman also goes back on her previous confession then he is allowed to 
marry this woman. 
• If in the foregoing case, the man marries her before she retracts her statement then their 
marriage will be correct. 
• If a man say about a woman (who is his wife) that she is her blood or real relative, like 
real mother or real sister or real daughter and no one knows this woman's lineage and the 
man could likely be as he says (and she might be his mother etc.) this man will be asked 
again about it and if he says that He was mistaken or was confused then, being soft on him, 
the marriage will not be disturbed. If, on being asked again, he says that his first statement 
was correct, then both of t hem will be separated. · 
• If the man does not seem to be as he says (and their ages are so far apart that what he 
says cannot be possil~le) and the woman's age shows 
That she cannot be his· mother, or real sister, the relationship will not be proved and the 
two will not be separated. 
• if the man says that she is his real daughter and then does not deny it but persists on 

. what he says though the people know the parentage of t he girl (that she is someone else's 
daughter) , so they will not be separated. The same applies when he claims that she is his 
mother but people know it to be otherwise. 
4. WOMAN TOGETHER: They are woman who when they are with other woman qualify 
as muharamat (forbidden degrees). 
There are of two kinds: 

(i) Stranger (or unrelated) woman. 
(ii) Dhawat ul Ahram (cognate relations). 

(i) Having stranger woman together means to take more wives than are permitted by s. 

(divine law). 
Shariah had permitted a free man to take four wives at a tilne. The slave had permission to 
marry two woman at a time. 
Hence no freeman, has permission to have at one time more than four women as his wives. 
And, no slave has permission to have more than two wives at one time. 
It is allowed to a freeman to have as many female slaves (without marrying them) as he 
likes at any one time. But, a slave is not allowed to have female slaves at all, even if his 
master permits him to have them. 
A freeman is allowed to marry, at a time, four women. These four may be freewomen on 
female slaves or of both kids together. 
• If a man marries five women, one after the other, the marriage of the first four is lawful 
while the fifth marriage is illegal. But, if he marries all five together with one contract then 
all the five are illegal. 
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• The same ruling applies to the three marriages of a slave. (H he marries three women, 
· one after another, the first two will be correct but not the third and if he marries all three 

with one contract then all three will be void.) 
• If an enemy disbeliever had married five wives and all of them (the man and his wives) 
embrace Islam then it depends on how he had married them. If the five marriages followed 
one after the other then the first four are valid while the fifth is repudiated. But, if he had 
married all five by one contract together, then all of t hem will be separated from him, all 
five marriages being invalid. . 
• If a man marries one woman and later he marries four others together then only the first 
continues to be valid while the four are not proper. 
• If a woman marries two men by one contract and one of them ready has four wives, then 
her marriage will be correct with the other (who does not have four wives). 
• If, in the foregoing case, both men already have four wives - or none of them has four 
wives before hand - then neither or her marriage is correct. 
(ii) Having together dhawil arham. It is to have two wives who are cognate and blood 
relatives of one another. It is forbidden to have two sisters as wives at one time. It is also 
forbidden to have two siste.rs as femaie slaves and cohabit with them. (H one has two sisters 
among one's slave then one must not have sexual intercourse with both of the~. We will see 
more about it in the lines following.) These two n.1ay be real sisters. The command is alike. 

CRITERION: The standard to decide this issue is that of the two related women, one may 
be supposed to be a man and then it must be seen whether their marriage would be correct 
as husband and wife. Their relationship may be real or foster. If their marriage would not 
be proper then it is not allowed to have both the women together as one's wives. 
In the same way it is forbidden to have a woman and her real or foster aunt together in 
marriage. (This applies to both, paternal and matern~ aunt.) 
Other relatives of this kind are also coveJ:'ed by this prohibition. It is disallowed to have 
them together in marriage at the same time. 
• It is allowed, however, to have as one's wife a woman as well as the daughter of her previous 
husband (from his other wife and not this woman's). The reason is clear from the criterion:. 

[H this woman were a man, it would have been permitted to "him' to marry this girl.] 
. But, the converse is not allowed: 

[H that girl were a man, it would be forbidden to marry 'his' father's wife.] 
• A man is allowed to have a woman and her female slave together in marriage provided 
he had married the female slave first. 
• If a man marries two sisters with a single contract then (the marriage is void and) both of 
them will be separated from their husband not consummated the marriage then they will 
get no dower. 
• If he had cohabited with then before being separated then they will each get the lesser of 
mahr mithl and mahr mu'in (proper dower and specified dower) 
• If a man marries two sisters at different times by separate contracts, then the second 
marriage would be invalid. The husband must separate from her and if he does not, then 
the judge must have them separated on learning of it. If this separation takes place before 
they could have sexual intercourse· then none of the commands of separation will be 
enforced (like dower and iddah, etc). If, before they separated, he had sexual intercourse 
with her, then the lesser of mahr nihl and mahr mu' in would be paid and it would be wajib 
(obligatory) on. her to observe the iddah. If a child is born to her then it be attributed to him. 
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Also, he will have to keep away from his (first) wife till her sister completes her iddah. · 
• If a man marries two sisters by separate contracts, meaning one after the other, but it 
cannot be determined which of the two he married first, then he will be commanded to 
disclose it. If he states (and name the first and second wives) then his statement will be 
followed (and the first wife will be retained and the second sister's marriage will be 
declared nuil and void). If he two cannot say then the judge will separate both of them 
from their husband. After that both of them will get half and dower provided their dowers 
are equal and were determined at the time of the contract, and their separation may have 
taken place without their having had sexual intercourse. 
If their dowers are unequal, then each will get one-fourth oft he other's dower. 
If their dowers were not determined at the time of the contract (of marriage) then, instead 
of half dower, each will get a pair of garments. 
If their separation occurs after they had experienced a sexual intercourse,. then each will get 
her full dower. 
Abu Ja'far Hindwani .f»,~J said that the aforesaid ruling applies when each of them claims 
that her marriage preceded the other's and none of them has any witnesses. Both will be 
given half the dower. However, if both of them deny knowledge of whose marriage took 
place before the other's then a final decision about them would be held in abeyance till they 
agree on something and make peace. This will be done when they go to a judge and say, 
/lOur dowry is wajib .. (obligatory) on our husband and there is no third claimant with us in 
our demand. So, we agree between us to receive half of the dower." The judge will then 
pass the judgment. 
If each of the~ claims to have been married. first and presents her witnesses then it is wajib 
(obligatory) on the husband to pay half of the dower between both of them. All the ulama 
(Scholars) are unanimous about it. 
Moreover, these commands about two sisters in marriage together are applicable to all 
such women marrying whom together is forbidden. 
• If this man from whom two sisters married to him were separated wishes to re-marry 
any one of them, then he may marry her provided he did not have sexual intercourse with 
her before separating. 
• If their separation took place after they had a sexual intercourse then it is not allowed to 
him to marry her till both sisters have passes their waiting period (or iddah). 
• If one is still passing her iddah and the other has passed it, then he can marry the sister who 
is in her iddah. He can marry the other only after her sister who is in iddah comes out of it. 
• If before they separated, the man had a sexual intercourse with only one for the two 
sisters (his wives) , then he is allowed to marry the one with whom he had a sexual 
intercourse. 
• If he wishes to marry the other with whom he did not have a sexual intercourse, then he 
is n<;>t allowed to marry her till the iddah of her sist~r with whom he had had a sexual 
intercourse is over. 
• When the iddah of the sister with whom sexual intercourse was had is over then he may 
marry any of the two sisters he likes. 
• In the same way as it is disallowed to marry two sisters at one time, so too it is not 
allowed to have sexual pleasure with two female slaves who are sisters (touching, 
embracing, having intercourse, etc,) In other words, if a man possesses two female slaves 
both sisters then he should not have sexual pleasure from both of them. Rather, he may 
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have sexual intercourse and pleasure with any one of them only becaus~ it is forbidden to 
have it from the other after one of them is chosen for it. He can only enjoy the· second sister 
when he has forbidden the first to himself. 
• Similarly, if a man buys a female slave and has sexual intercourse with her and of towards 
he buys her sister, too then he can have sexual intercourse only with the first. He is forbidden 
have it with the second. He can enjoy her only after he forbids the first to himself. 
The method of forbidding a female slave to oneself is: 

to marry her to someone, 
to remove her from one's ownership, 
to set her free, 
to give her to someone as a gift, 
to sell her, 
to make a charity of her, 
to contract a mukatib with her. 

It must be known that to set some of her free is like setting all of her free. (For example, if an 
owner tells his female slave that he has set half of her or on-fourth of her free then it is 
tantamount to setting her free completely. And sexual intercourse will be forbidden with her.) 
In the same may removing some of her from one's ownership is tantamount to removing 
all of her from one's ownership. 
If he says simply, "The first is forbidden to me then it does not permit him to have sexual 
intercourse with the other. It is the same thing as when the second does not become lawful 
because of the menstruation of lochia and ihram of fasting of the first. 
• If a man has had sexual intercourse with each of the two slave sisters in his possession 

· then he can no mo~e have sexual intercourse with either of them unless he forbids one of 
her to himself in the foregoing method. 
• If a man sold one of the two slave sisters in his possession, buf she was returned because 
of a defect in her, 

or, he had presented her to someone, but cancelled his gift, 
or, he had given her in marriage to someone, but her husband divorced, her and 

her iddah is over,- · 
in these cases the man cannot have sexual intercourse with either of them without 

first forbidding one of them to himself. 
• If a man marries a female slave but before having a sexual intercourse with her, he 
purchased her sister, too, then it is unlawful for him to obtain sexual pleasure with the 
female slave he has purchased. The reason is that the prerogative of being a wife is 
established through marriage. So, if he. has a sexual intercourse with the newly purchase 
female slave then it will amount to giving the right of wifehood to two sisters at one time 
which is forbidden. 
• H a man has sexual intercourse with his female slave and then marries her sister then his 
marriage is correct. Given that, he must not have sexual intercourse with the female slave 
even if he has not had a sexual intercourse with his new wife. Moreover, he must not have 
a sexual intercourse with his wife until he forbids his female slave (the sister of his wife) 
himself according to the foregoing method. · 
• If he marries the sister of his female slave without having a sexual intercourse with the 
female slave then he may have a sexual intercourse with his wife (the sister of his female slave). 
• H a man has a sexual intercourse with his female slave and then marries her sister but 
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that marriage was broken for some reason then the femal~ slave will not be forbidden to 
her on that account. But, if he has a, sexual intercourse with his wife (his slave's sister) then 
it is forbidden to him to have a sexual intercourse with the ff?.male slave. 
• If two sisters say to a man, "We give ourselves to you in marriage for so much dower" and 
both speak out these words together and he accepts one of them then this marriage is allowed. 
• If this man says to both these sisters, "I marry each one of you against rupees one thousand 
each," One of them accepts and the other rejects him, then both marriages are void. 
• Imam Muhammad ...1!1~ J said about a man that he appointed a man as his agent to get 
him married. Later, he appointed another man for the same purpose. Both of them chose a 
woman each and contracted his tnarriage without the permission of these worrv:?n, Later, it 
transpire that they were foster sisters and both the agents had uttered the words of 
marriage simultaneously. In this case, both their marriages will be void. 
• If in the foregoing case, the marriag~ was performed with the permission of both the 
wom~n or of one of them and not the other, then the same command applies. 
• A man, zayd marries two sisters though one of them was already married to another 
man or was divorced by him and was till the in her iddah or waiting period. In this case, 
Zayd's marriage will be valid only with the other sister (the urUnarried one). 
• A man divorces his wife or resorts to one of the kind of steps to divorce, or his marriage 
to her is annulled for some reason, or he falls in doubt and has sexual intercourse with a 
woman. In short, the woman passes her iddah. During this period of the woman's iddah 
(waiting period), this man cannot marry her sister. 
• In the same way, as it is not allowed to him to marry her sister during her iddah (waiting 
period), so, too, he is disallowed to marry any of her related woman who falls under the 
category of dhawal arham and her marriage at the same time as this woman to him is unlawful. 
For example, during her iddah (waiting period) it is forbidden him to marry her niece. 
• In the same way, he is not allowed to have as wife four women beside her during her 
iddah (waiting period). 
• If a man sets free his female slave who was an umm walad (meaning, mother of his 
child) then till her iddah (waiting period) is over, it is not allowed to him to marry her 
sister. However, Imam Abu Hanifah .ii1~J holds that during her period of iddah (waiting 
period), he is permitted to marry four women apart from her moreover, the two disciples, · 
Imam Abu Yus'uf ~~ J and Ima~ Muhammad ...1!1~ J hold that during the iddah (waiting 
period) he may even marry her sister. 
• If a man quotes his divorced wife as saying that her waiting period after divorce (Iddah 
(waiting period)) is over (so he can marry her sister), then it will be calculated how many 
days had passed since her divorce. If he required number of days have not passed then he 
should not be believed. Similarly, his divorced wife should not be believed. However, if 
she speaks of some other reason for her iddah (waiting period) to have been over then her 
words would be believed, like her citing her miscarriage. Beside if the number of days 
seem to have passed for the iddah (waiting period) to be over and the woman confirms her 
husband's statement or she is not there then he may be trusted. In that case, he would be 
permitted to have four other women as wives or to marry hi wife's sister. 
In fact, that Hanafi scholars maintain .that if the wife belies her husband, in the this 
situation, even then word of the husband would be believed. 
• If a man's wife apostates and goes away to an enemy land, then he is allowed to marry 
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. her sister without waiting for the iddah (waiting period) of the woman to end .. It is like 
being allowed to marry the sister of one who dies. Later, if that apostate woman returns 
from enemy territory having reverted to Islam, the marriage of her h~sband to her sister 
will not be revoked. 
• If, in the foregoing case, she returns before he marries her sister, then according to Imam 
Abu Hanifah ,&,~.J, even this situation he is allowed to marry her sister. But, Imam Abu 
Yusuf lilt~ .J and Imam Muhammad both, contend that he cannot now marry her sister 
(when this situation arises before he could marry her). 
• It is not allowed to have as wives at one time two such women as are paternal aunts or 
maternal aunts of one another. For example, Zayd married Amr's mother and Amr married 
Zayd's mother. Both couples had daughters born to them. Each girl was the paternal aunt 
of the other. Or Zayd married Amr's daughter and Amr married Zayd's daughter, so each 
daughter was the maternal aunt of the other. 
In each of these cases it is unlawful to have both of them as wives at one time. 
• Suppose that a man marries two women. One of them was forbidden to him for one of 
these reasons: 

She was a muhrim of him 
She was already married, or 
She was an idol worshiper. The other was permitted to him in marriage. 

Hence, in this case, his marriage to the latter is correct, but void to the former. The specified 
dower will be paid in full to one whose marriage is correct. This ruling is based on the 
contention of Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ .J· 
• Tf in the foregoing example the man has a sexual intercourse with the woman to whom 
his marriage was not lawful then she will get the dower mahr mithl whatever the amount. 
As for the other whose marriage was correct, she will be paid the entire dower. 

5. BEING OWNED: This is about the female slaves whom it is forbidden to marry if one 
already has a free woman as a wife. . 
It is also forbidden to marry a free woman and a female slave at one time. 
The same applies to a mudabbarah and to a umm walad. 
(A mudabbarah is a female slave to whom her master says 'you are free after my death,' An 
umm walad is the female slave who begets her master's child.) 
If a man marries a free woman and a slave by a single contract, then the marriage with the 
free woman will be correct but the marriage with the female slave will be void, provided 
the free woman is one with whom he is permitted to marry (not of the forbidden degrees). 
However, if the free woman whom he marries if of a fCtrbidden degree, like an aunt, then 
his marriage with the female slave will not be void. 
• If a man divorces his wife who is a free woman with talaq ba'in (irrevocable divorce) or three 
pronouncements and while she is in her iddah (waiting period) (waiting period) , he marries a 
female slave, then according to Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~ .J , this marriage is disallowed. But, 
Imam Abu Yusuf .&~ .J and Imam Muhammad ~14~ .J hold t.i.1at it is permitted. 
• If a rna marries a female slave after divorcing his wife with talaq raj' I (revocable divorce) 
and she is observing her iddah (waiting period), then the unanim )US opinion is that his 
marriage with the slave is not lawful. 
• If a man marries a female slave as well as a free woman who was observing her iddah 
(waiting period) for a broken invalid marriage or a doubtful marriage, then the marriage 
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with the female slave will be correct. 
• A rna divorces his wife, a female slave, with a revocable divorce and during her iddah 
(waiting period) marries a free woman and also revokes the divorce of the female slave (to 
take her back as his wife). This is permitted. 
• A slave marries a free woman without his master's permission and has sexual 
intercourse with her. Again, without his master's permission, he marries a female slave. 
Then his master gives him permission for both marriage. In this situation, the marriage of 
the free woman is correct but that of the female slave is void. 
• A man m~rries the female slave of another person but did not obtain his permission. He 
also did not consummate the marriage with her. Then he marries a free woman, too, after 
which the female slave's owner gave his consent. In this case, too. The marriage with the 
female slave is void. 
• A man marries a female slave without the permission of her master. Mter that he 
marries her daughter who is a free woman. Meanwhile, the master of the female slave gave 
his permission for her marriage. The marriage of her daughter is correct but her own 
marriage is void. 
• A man has an adult daughter and an adult female slave. He says to a man, "I marry both 
of them to you against 'so-much' dower." The man accepts to marry the female slave, but 
this marriage is void. 
• If he accepted to tnarry the free woman after that, then this would be valid. 
• If a man is able to marry a free woman but, in spite of that, marries a female slave who is 
a Muslim or a Jew or a Christian (one of the Peoples of the Book) , the marriage will be 
correct. However, it is mukruh to marry a female slave if one is capable and competent to 
marry a free woman. · 
• If a man marries through a single contract four female slaves and five free women, then 
only the marriage with the female slave would be proper. 
5. WOMAN ON WHOM OTHERS HAVE A RIGHT: It is forbidden to marry those 
women on whom other men have a right. These are a woman who is: 

married to someone, 
observing an iddah (waiting period) for someone, of divorce, death of husband, 
broken marriage which was consummated, or if which there was an uncertainty. 

It is not permitted to marry such woman. 
• If anyone unknowingly marries another man's wife and also has .sexual intercourse 
with her, then on separating, the iddah (waiting period) will be wajib (obligatory) on the 
woman to observe. 
• If that man knew that she was someone else's wife then on separating from him the 
iddah (waiting period) will not be wajib (obligatory) on this woman. Her husband will not 
be disallowed to have sexual intercourse with her. 
• If her husband divorces her then the (other) man responsible for her iddah (waiting 
period) is permitted to marry her during her iddah (waiting period) provided she is not 
precluded from marrying by any other reason. 
• If a woman is pregnant after having committed adultery then it is allowed to marry 
her. However, until she is pregnant and does not deliver her child, her husband is not 
allowed to have sexual intercourse with her and to do everything that leads to it (like 
kissing, touching, etc). 
• If the man who committed adultery with her and is responsible for her pregnancy 
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ma~ies her then their marriage is correct. Also, he is allowed to have sexual intercourse 
with her even before she delivers a child. The woman deserves maintenance allowance. 
• A man marries a woman. After some time she had a miscarriage and the limbs were 
observed duly formed. If the miscarriage had taken place after marriage by four months or 
more then that, then the marriage is lawful. It is took place in less then four months then 
the marriage is not lawful, because the limbs of the foetus do not develop in less than four 
moths. (In the former case, the woman is deemed to have conceived her husband's child, 
but in the latter case, she would have conceived before their marriage someone else's child. 
Clearly in that case, this marriage cannot be valid,) 
• If a woman is known to have conceived a child of someone legitimately then the 
unanimous decision is that it is not allowed to marry her. 
• Imam Abu Yusuf ..1!1~_, reported that Imam Abu.Hanifah .iht~_, said that if a woman 
conceives a child of a disbeliever of the enemy and emigrates or is brought to the Islamic 
territory as a slave then it is allowed to marry her, but it is not allowed to have sexual 
intercourse with her till she delivers her child. While Imain Tahawi .iht ~ _, abides by this 
very opinion, Imam Muhammad .iht ~ _, has cited another tradition of Imam Abu Hanifah 
.iht~ _, that it is not allowed to marry in this case. Imam Karkhi .iht~ _, goes by this opinion (of 
Abu Hanifah) .iht~ _,. This opinion moreover is better and reliable. 
• If a man marries his umm walad to another man though she was pregnant by her 
master, then this marriage will be invalid. 
• If she Was not pregnant then it is proper. 
• A man has sexual intercourse with his female slave. After that, he gives her in marriage 
to another man. This marriage is legal but it would be mustahab (desirable) (better) for the 
master to get the husband to delay sexual intercourse with the female ~lave till she gets her 
menstruation in order to preserve his child if she has conceived. But, since the marriage is 
allowed, it is also allowed to the husband not to wait for her menses before having sexual 
intercourse. This is as the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah .i»t~ _, and Imam Abu Yusuf .i»t~ _,. 
As for Imam Muhammad .i»t~ _, , he said, "I do not like that her husband should not wait 
for her menses before having sexual intercourse with her." The jurist Abu Layth lilt~_, 
preferred the opinion of Imam Muhammad .i»t~ _, to be on the safe side. 
• However, these opinions concern the case when the master has given her in marriage 
without having her first experience her menses. 
• If the female slave did have her menstruation after the master has copulated with her 
and before she was married then it is the agreed opinion that her husband need not wait 
anymore before having sex with her. 
• A man sees a woman commit adultery and then marries her himself. In this case, Imam 
Yusuf ..1!1~_, say that he is allowed to have sexual intercourse with her without waiting for 
her first menses after marriage. But Imam Muhammad ..111~ _, said the same thing as before 
that the husband should preferably wait for one menstruation of his wife. 
• If a man marries the female slave of his son then the Hanafis allow it. 
• If a woman is brought from enemy territory to the Islamic state as a captive and her 
husband was not with her then it is not wajib (obligatory) for her to observe an iddah 
(waiting period) and any man may marry her. 
• In the foregoing case if the woman had embraces Islamic then according to Imam Abu 
Hanifah .i»t~ _, she too need not observe the iddah (waiting period) and any man may marry 
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ter, but Imam Abu Yusuf ,&,4.>J and Imam Muhammad .&1~J hold that it is wajib (obligatory) 
1n her to observe the iddah (waiting period) during which no one may marry her. There is 
LO difference of opinion, however, that it is not allowed to have sexual intercourse with her 
ill she experiences one menstruation. 
'. DIFFERENCE RELIGION: These are the woman whom it is forbidden to marry because 
,f their being polytheists or idolaters. 
t is not allowed to marry woman who are fire worshippers or idol worshippers 
rrespective of whether they are free woman or slave girls. 
rhe idol-worshippers include woman who worship the sun and stars and their preferred 
'ictures and they who subscribe to the Greek Philosophy of a powerless God. Others 
unong them are the zindiq (atheists), the batinis and the abahiyahs. (They are respectively 
Nho attribute hidden meaning to the Qurari and who regard every deed in the work as 
?ermissible whether good or bad) In the same say, every woman is included in this 
?rohibition who follows a false religion. 
• Therefore, it is not allowed also to have sexual relationship with a female slave who is a 
are worshipper. 
• A Muslim is permitted to marry a kitabiyah (who believes in a heavenly Book , meaning 
a Jewess or a Christian woman) , who resides in enemy territory, and a dhimmi 
disbelieving woman (who pays the kharaj (homage revenue) to the Islamic state and 
resides in it). This woman may be free or slave. But, it is better not to marry ._my of them. 
Their slaughtered animal, too, should not be eaten unless necessary. 
• If a Mnslim marries a Jewess or a Christian woman, then he is authorized to forbid her 
from going to her house of worship (a synagogue or a church) and to prepare wine in his 
home. However, he has no a~thority to compel her to have purifying bath after 
menstruation, child birth bleeding and sexual intercourse. 
• If a Muslim marries an enemy's woman, who follows one of the _,CJks, ir. E:nemy 
territory, then his marriage is lawful. But, it is makruh (disapproved). La~ ... ~ when the 
spouses come to the Islamic territory, their marriage will be retained. However, of the 
husband comes to the Islamic territory leaving his wife there, then there will be separation 
of both of them because of change of their countries of residence. 
• Those people who follow a heavenly religion and they also have their heavenly Book are 
counted among the people of the Book. Examples are the scriptures of prophet Ibrahim ~ 
~'}I...JI and Prophet Shith ~'}I...J'~, and Prophet Dawud's ~'}I...J'~ Zubur, and so on. Muslim 
men are allowed to marry their woman. Their slaughtered animal is also permitted to 
Muslim to eat. 
• If one parent of a person is a follower of a heavenly book and the other a fire-worshiper, 
then he is regarded as one of the people of the Book. 
• A Muslim man married a woman from the people of the Book. Then she converted to a fire 
worshipper, so she becomes forbidden to her Muslim husband, Their marriage will be revoked. 
• If he had married a Jewess or a Christian woman and she converted to Christianity or 
Jewism, then the marriage will remain intact. 
• The criterion in such cases is to see that if one of the spouses converts to another religion 
then is it one which would have barred them from marriage at the initial stage when they 
contemplated marriage? For example, a Muslim can never marry a fire-worshipper. Thus, 
if one of the spouses converts from Islam to one of the spouses converts from Islam to one 
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. of such religions then the marriage will be null and void. 

WHAT AFI'ER THAT? 
If a woman is the cause of marriage being broken- say, she convert to a Magtan, then the 
spouses will separate. The woman will not be paid her dower and she will get no 
maintenance, provided she haq converted to another religion before having the sexual 
intercourse. 
• If she converts to another religion (say, Margian) after her husband had sexual 
intercourse with her, then she will be paid her dqwer in full. 
• If man is the cause of the marriage being broken - suppose, he converts to Magian - and 
the spouse separate, then he will have to pay his wife half of the agreed dower provided 
this situation transpired before they could have a sexual intercourse. If a dower was not 
determined before hand then he should give her a pair of garments. If this happened after 
they had a sexual intercourse then it is wajib (obligatonJ) to pay her the full dower. 
• When a Muslim man apostates, his marriage is not lawful: 

with an apostate woman 
with a disbelieving woman, or 
with a Muslim woman 

• When a Muslim woman apostates, her marriage too is not lawful with any man. 
• A Muslim woman's marriage is not lawful with 

a polytheist or 
a Jew or 
a Christian 

• The marriage of an idolatress is proper with any polytheist or disbeliever, but not with 
an apostate. 
• The disbelieving dhimmis may marry each other though their creeds differ. 
• It is allowed to a Muslim man who had a Muslim wife to marry a kitabiyah Oew or 
Christian) also, and to 
• a Muslim- man who has a wife from the kitabiyah Oew or Christian) to marry also a 
Muslim woman. 
-- in each of these cases the rights of both wives should be equal (as for as allotting nights 
to them is concerned). 
8. WOMAN OWNERS: They are the woman who are forbidden to their slaves because 
the) are their owners. 
• No woman is permitted to marry her slave. 
• She is also disallowed to wed a slave who is common property of hers and of another person. 
• If aiter a marriage, either of the spouses becomes owner of the entire or part of the other 
then the mC'rriage becomes void. · 
• If a man marries his fema!e slave, or a female slave of whom he is a part owner then this 
marriage is not correct. 
However, it must be borne in mind that, in the current times, the buying and selling of 
slaves, male or female, is not practiced at all. Moreover, those rules and conditions 
governing the sexual intercourse with female slaves no more exist today. 
Therefore, sonle ulama (Scholars) maintaiil that if the custom of having female slave exists 
any where, then (sexual intercourse n~ust not be had with them, but) they should be 
married so that 1f they really are not the female slave but a free woman then marriage 
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would legalize sexual intercourse with them. 
• If a freeman buys his wife (who is someone' s female slave) on terms of the condition of 
khiyar then his marriage will not void. This is decision of Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~ .J· 
a. DIVORCE 
These are woman who are forbidden by divorce. 
• If a man pronounces three divorces to his wife who is a free woman then it is not 
allowed to him to marry her after that. However, if she completes her iddah (waiting 
period) and marries another man who consummates their marriage and divorces her, then 
after completing her iddah (waiting period) on this divorce, the two may remarry. 
• If a man marries a female slave and, later, divorces, her with two pronouncement, then it 
is not allowed to him to marry her. 
• Also, it is also not allowed to him to have her as his slave girl and have sexual 
intercourse with her. 
• A man marries someone else's female slave. Later, he divorces her with two 
pronouncements. Then he buys her and sets· her free. Now. If ~e wishes to marry her then 
she must first marry someone else who consummates his marriage with her and dt,~ees- · 
her. When her days of iddah (waiting period) are over, the man, her first husband (who 
had set her free) may marry her. · 

RELATED RULINGS 
The subject of the muharrimat having been discussed, some essential rulings concerning 
this chapter are reproduced. 
Nikah (wedlock) mut'ah is unlawful. Since it is not allowed to marry a woman in this way 
(mut' ah), clearly it is also forbidden to have sexual intercourse with her. Neither will 
divorce be pronounced on her nor will be commands of eela and zihar apply to her. 
(Eala is to abandon. A husband swears not to approach his wife for a certain period of time. 
Zihar is a husband's telling his wife that she is to him like his mother and so unlawful to him.) 
MUT' AH: The nikah (wedlock) mut' ah is a usufructuary marriage. 1 

(It is contracted for a certain period of time to make use of the woman against a specified 
amount of money paid to her). 
It is that a man offers a woman who is not hindered or forbidden to him in any way (like 
being someone' s wife or observing an iddah (waiting period)): 'I shall pay so much money 
to you and there against derive benefit from you for so much time or he says "Against so 
much money give me enjoyment for so many days.~~ 

MUW AQQAT: In the same way as nikah (wedlock) mut' ah, nikah (wedlock) muwaqqat is also 
unlawful. It may be contracted for ~ short time or a long time, or a defined nature or an 
undefin~d nature. Be that as it may, it is unlawful. 
PERPETUAL: If both the spouses define such a long time as a beyond their life expectancy, 
then the command of nikah (wedlock) muwaqqat will :.;tot be applied. It will be regarded as a 
correct marriage in which the stipulation of time would be disregarded. 

• Similarly, when the period of marriage is defined to be till the last Hour or till the 
day of resurrection, or till when the dajjal (Antichrist) appears, or till the descent of 
Prophet Easa tt~' 4# - in all these cases, the marriage will be considered to be 
correct and the time limit would be ignored. 

1 The Hidaya, English Translation, Dar ul lsha' at Karachi (vl p 62) 
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• Similarly, if the period for which the marriage is contracted is not defined but the 
husband did think mentally that he would keep her for one year then divorce her, 
then the marriage would be correct. 

• If a man marries a woman on condition that he would divorce her after one mouth, 
then the marriage is correct. 

• If a man stipulates at the time of the marriage, saying to his wife, ul shall stay with 
you by day but not at night." ~en the marriage will be correct. 

• A man and a woman who both have assumed the ihram are allowed to contract 
their marriage in this condition. 

• So, too, a guardian who is in the state of. ihram is permitted to give in marriage the 
woman whose guardian he is. 

• A woman claimed (before a judge) that a man, say Zayd, had married him. She 
also cited two witnesses to support her petition. The judge upheld her plea and 
ruled that Zayd was indeed her husband but, in truth, he had not married her. 
However, it is allowed to them to live together and Zayd is permitted to have 
sexual intercourse wither if she wishes to have it. 

This is the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J· The first opinion of Imam Abu Yusuf i»1~J 
was in agreement with him but his second verdict contradicts it and agrees with that of Imam 
Muhammad ~~ J who said that the man is not allowed to have a sexual intercourse with the 
woman in this case. The judgement of the judge is about the marriage contract. (It will be 
presumed that he performed the marriage at the time. So, the woman could live with the 
man, auf Imam Abu Hanifah ~~J opined that, if she wished, they could have a sexual 
intercourse.) However, there is the condition that the woman is eligible to marry .(meaning, 
there is no obstruction to her living as Zayd' s wife). For instance, at the time of judgement: 

She was someone else's wife or, was observing an iddah (waiting period) of 
divorce by her first husband, or, Zayd himself may have pronounced three 
divorces to her. 

In such cases, the juc;Ige' s judgement will not be enforced. She will not Zayd' s wife. Also, 
must ulama (Scholars) say that another condition is that witnesses should be present when 
the judge pronounces the judgement. 

• If, on the other hand, the man, Zayd, makes a claim about a woman that he had 
married her- and presents witnesses in support of his claim, then the same 
command will apply as in the previous case. 

• If a woman pleads before a judge that her husband had divorced her and she 
brings false witnesses. too then the judge will pass a judgement of divorce. Of 
course, the woman knowingly lies. She will be divorced and she will observed the 
iddah (waiting period) and after that she might marry any man. Any of the 
witnesses too will be eligible to marry her. She will not be lawful for her first 
hus~and and he cannot marry her. 

DISSENT: Imam Abu Yusuf i»1~J, however, ruled that in this case neither will be woman 
be lawful for her first husband who cannot marry her nor will it be allowed to her to marry 
any other man. · 
Imam Muhammad ruled that as long as her second husband does not have sexual intercourse 
wi~ her, she is lawful for her first husband. If another man has sexual intercourse with her, 
then till she completes her iddah (waiting period), she will be forbidden to her first husband 
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because the iddah (waiting period) is wajib (obligatory) on her. 
In other words, Imam Muhammad ~~~ J says that her marriage with anyone else is simply 
not allowed. 

• Suppose a man Zayd claims that a woman Khalidah had married him, but she 
denies that she had married him. Then, Zayd offered to make peace with her and 
to pay her some money if she conceded that they were married. 

• If she accepts his statement, then it becomes wajib. (obligatory) on Zayd to pay her 
the money and her acceptance would be deemed to be the·contract of marriage and 
if she accepts it in the presence of witnesses then the marriage will be deemed to 
have been performed correctly and her residence with Zayd will be correct in the 
sight of Allah. (Not only will they be husband and wife accordingly to "'orldly 
standards but also no sin will be attached to them because of this. 

• If Khalidah did not present witnesses when she accepted Zayd's statement, the 
marriage will not be deemed to have been performed and it would not be proper 
for her to live with him. 

SECTION I jJiljJaMl 

AUNTS, PATERNAL & MATERNAL WITH NIECE 

Sl,.,\1 1 , .. 'J ... I& .. ;s.--gf,.,tl 1 , .. ~'} .. 1 .... ~rlJ1 t~JJIJ1 ,,:..J"liJ .. liS~~·,),\.!.£(i,\•) 
.. '...1- Uit .j .. ~ ... ~ ~ ~.j .... ~.. ~..) JM...r- "'> .....,...-- . . 

·(~~)-~lij 
3160. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~'.rPJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
said, 11 A woman must not be taken in marriage with her paternal aunt. And no 
woman may be taken in marriage with her maternal aunt."t 

COMMENTARY: The aunts cover both sisters of father and of mother as well as the 
ancestors, aunts of parents, etc. This hadith speaks only of aunts because perhaps the 
Prophet~ J~~~~ might have been asked about them. 
As we know and have seen previously, there are other women who may not be married 
when another of the forbidden degree is already a man's wife. 

_. .- I ;;l I J 

-~$)' j51 ~,.!~ ~ ;£W.,;JI ~,.!j!4_;l.::,j ~ill I ~,l.ll Jj-!5 Jli ~ li 1![~~ j (i' 1') 

(LS.J~Iob.J) 

3161. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J"~J»,~ said, 11That 
which is unlawful because of consanguinity is unlawful (also) because of fosterage."2 

COMMENTARY: What is forbidden by reason of birth (or blood relationship) is also 
forbidden by reason of suckling. 
For instance, just as a real sister is forbidden to her brother so too a foster sister is 
forbidden. There are however, some cases of exception to this rule. Sometimes a difference 
arises between them and this has been discussed previously. 
Allamah (The learned Scholar) Nawawi ~~~J said that marriage isforbidden by reason of 

1 Bukhari # 5109, Muslim# 33-1408, Abu Dawud # 2066. 
2 Bukhari # 5099, Muslim# 2-2444, Darimi # 2249, Muwatta Maalik #.1 (Rada'ah) 
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fosterage and looking at one another, travelling in company and being alone become 
permitted by the same taken. However, all commands and prerogatives of consanguinity 
are not available to fosterage. In the letter, relatives do not inherit from one another and 
they ·are not responsible for mutual maintenance. Also, if any of them becomes a slave· of 
another, he does not earn an automatic emancipation. Furthermore, if a foster mother kills 
one whom she suckles, she gets no remittance ·from retaliation (or qisas). 
In such cases, those foster relatives are exactly like strangers. · 

JJ1 JJ-!5 JL!.T ~ ~ ~31' ..._uT,!. :tli ~ ~fl:.!.Li ~l..!jJI ~ ,p. y4-~ li l# J cr', r) 

• , .. ' I .. Ll .. f" 
(~~) -y~l ("!~~~ L4 ~~)j ~:~~9 

3162. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that her paternal uncle through fosterage 
came and sought permission to meet her. She declined to permit him (admittance to 
her house) till she had first asked Allah's Messenger ~ y.J.s.~l~ (about it). So, when 
he came she asked him and he said,'''He is your paternal uncle. So, let him in." She 
said (to him) , ''0 Messenger of Allah, only the woman had suckled me, not the man." 
Allah's Messenger~ y.:).~~~~ said, ''He is your paternal uncle and may visit you." 
(She added:) "That was after the veil had been made wajib (obligatory) for us."1 

COMMENTARY: The foster uncle of Sayyidah Ayshah lp ,&, ~ J was Aflah. The woman 
Who had suckled her was the wife of Abu Al-Qays. He and Aflah were brothers. 

, Sayyidah Ayshah lp .fbi~ J wondered how fosterage could be traced to the brother of the 
husband of the woman who had suckled her. So, she was told that the relationship through 
fosterage passed on to the male relatives too of both of woman and her husband. 
The prohibition through fosterage applies to all these relatives on both sides, the woman's 
at)d her husband's 

FOSTER NIECE IS OF FORBIDDEN DEGREE 

I.-"' "" "" ::"" I. "' 1 "" tG """""" • "" , ~ "" " "" s: "'"" 
--~~ JW~J9dSl:.i~llil9S~,;; l:S-~.,Q~~.J.JIJj.!Jl:i Jli.UI~6£j (r',ir') "' if'" • , "" , , ~ "" .. _., 

' ... "''\ ... l .. ""'\ ...... .. 
(....l_.ooi.J.J)-~I~_..._;..s.u~L.;_;.,\~_..._;..s.illl~lj~L.;_;.,\~~IS~~I·' :1c 

, 1163. Sayyiduna Ali 4:#-.&t~ J narrated that he asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, why do 
you not like (for yourself) the daughter of your patemal.uncle, Hamzah? She is the 
most beautiful girl of the Quraysh." He said to him, "Do you not know that 
Ha111zah is my foster brother and Allah has forbidden through fosterage what he 
has forbidden through genealogy?"2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Hamzah 4:#-.&t~J was the uncle of the Prophet ~J4#.&'~ like 
Abu Lahab. He also was the Prophet's ~J~~~ foster brother. 

1 Bukhari # 2644, 5239, Muslim# 7-1445, Tirmidhi # 1151, Abu Dawud # 2057, Ibn Majah # 1949, 
Musnad Ahmad 6-794, Muwatta 2 (Nikall (wedlock)). 
2 Muslim# 11-1446. 
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Abu Lahab had a female slave named Thawbiyah. She had suckled Sayyiduna Hamzah ~ J 

~.&1 and four years later she suckled the Prophet~ J4#.&1~ 
Thawbiyah is the one who had conveyed the news of the birth of the Prophet ~ J4#.&1~ to 
Abu Lahab who was delighted at the birth of his nephew and set her free. It is reported that 
because of his expression of delight, punishment is softened on him on every Monday by 
Allah because the Prophet ~ J4#.&1~ was born on this day. 
Four woman had suckled the prophet ~ J4#.&'~· They were: 
his respected mother Sayyidah Amna, Sayyidah Halimah ~.&1~ J, Thawbiyah and 
Umm Ayman and female slave of his father the respected Abdullah. 

LIMIT OF SUCKLING 
I. t ,, I. , , 1: ' , .:. ' J, , 1: ,,:~ J :1 

~j..I.J~ 'J Jli _;..L:,j ~ill!~ ;lJI f.s} ~!~Hi t.}llJI ..JI ui-J (r',"\1-r',"\o-r,"\t) 

/. "' "' 1: 1 f-.'{ J 11 J I<!~ 3 /. r.( ~f /. , " 1: ~ "' • !II"' " ...:r ':} Jli ~1,;'-l <..5.;.;.1 dJ ~~~j ~'...:r ':} Jli ~tp ~'J.; $ ~'''.QJJ'~' 

-~l ~~!l~~IJ.;,~~l:..?-~YI~I4~YI 
3164. Sayyidah Umm al-Fadl ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Prophet ~J4#.&1~ said, 
"A suck or two will not cause (marriage) unlawful."t 
3165. According to Sayyidah Ayshah's ~.&1~J version, he said, 110ne or two sips 
will not make (marriage) unlawful."2 
3166. According to another version of Sayyidah Umm al-Fadl ~ .&1 ~ J, he said, 
"Drawing from the breast once or twice will not render (marriage) unlawful."3 

COMMENTARY: According to the hadith, prohibition by reason of fosterage occurs on 
three sucklings or more. However, the Hanafis and most ulama (Scholars) hold that 
prohibition occurs on suckling milk even if once whether little or more provide the child 
swallows the milk into its belly and is taken during the age period of suckling. The period 
of suckling is two years according to most scholars including the two disciples Imam Abu 
Yusuf ~..1u~ J and Imam Muhammad ~.li~~ J , but two years and a half according to Imam 
Abu Hanifah .&1~ J , though the Hanafis. observe the verdict of the two disciples. 
The ulama (Scholars) who say that prohibition by reason of fosterage occurs on suckling 
ahy number of times without distinction cite the verse of the Quran: 

~-1 .... " ' ~!.•t;' (rr :r $oLlll) -J..~JI ~).IJIJ.~Ij 

{ .... and your mother who have suckled you) (4: 23) 
He cannot say that fosterage occurs when a child suckles three or more sips. They cite the 
hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.&1~J (# 3162) that prohibition by reason of fosterage occurs 
as prohibition by reason of genealogy. 
Imam Shafi'I .&1 ~J cites the next hadith (# 3167) to say that prohibition by fosterage is 
established when a child has five sucklings. 

1 Muslim# 21-1451, Ibn Majah # 1940. 
2 Muslim# 17-1450, Tirmidhi # 1152, Abu Daw~d # 2063, Nasai'i # 3312, Ibn Majah # 1941. 
3 Muslim# 18-1451, Nasai'i # 3310, Musnad Ahmad# ~16. 
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3167. Sayyidah Ayshah llp~l~ .J narrated that among that was revealed in the Quran 
was (the command) that ten sucklings known (to have been swallowed) made 
marriage unlawful. Then the command was abrogated by five (sucklings) known 
(to have been swallowed). Then Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ died and it continued 
to be recited from the Quran.l 

COMMENTARY: The command about fosterage occurring on ten sucklings was 
withdrawn and the Quranic verse about five sucklings was revealed. Then the recital of 
this verse too was abrogated according to all the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~.J 
but not according to Sayyidah Ayshah 1\p ..1JI ~ .J Imam Shafi'I ~~ ~ .J maintains that the 
command is still valid, though recital is abrogated. 
However, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.J and other ulama (Scholars) say that both recital and 
command of this verse are abrogated. 

SUCKLING AFrER PERIOD OF SUCKLING DOES NOT BRING PROHIBmON 

(~~)-~~~~i£U;JI~~~i&~1j1!~-...!.Jjlliljliia-l 
3168. Sayyidah Ayshah llp ~~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ came to her 
while a man was with her. He seemed not to like it, so, she said, 11He is my brother." 
He said, ''You (woman) must be careful who your brothers are for fosterage results 
from hunger."2 ··· 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~J~~~~ words mean that the commands of fosterage 
apply only when milk is suckled as nutrition to remove hunger. Hence this thing is 
possible only during the period of.suckling which is up to two years although Imam Abu 
Hanifah .111~ .J regards it as upto two and a half years. The infant's food is provided through 
mother's milk. .: 
If anyone suckles after that age that does not qualify him for fosterage relationship. The 

· man sitting with Sayyidah Ayshash \p~'~ .J was one such. He had suckled after the age of 
suckling had passed. 
This is why the Prophet" ~ J ~ .1l1 ~ did not approved of it. (He gave a general edict 
concerning foster relationship.) 

WOMAN'S TESTIMONY ABOUT FOSTERAGE 

1 Muslim# 24-1452, Abu Dawud # 2062, Nasai'i # 3309, Darimi # 2253. 
2 Bukhari # 5102, Muslim# 32-1455, Abu bawud # 2058, Nasai'i # 3312, Darimi # 2256. 
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3169. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Al-Harith ~.:So ..1!1 ~J narrated (about himself) that he 
married the daughter 9f Abu Ihab ibn Aziz. Then a woman came and claimed that 
she had suckled him as well as the woman he had married. (Thus, they were 'foster 
siblings) He exclaimed, ''I do not know that you had done so. Besides you did not 
inform me (earlier)." And, he sent (someone) to the family of Abu Ihab and asked 
them but they responded that they did not know about the woman having suckled 
their daughter. So, he rode to the prophet ~"" J 4,1~ .iil1 ~ in Madinah and asked him 
(about what should he do). Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll~~ said, "How can (you keep 
her as your wife when) indeed it has been disclosed (to you) ?" So, Sayyiduna 
Uqbah ~.JS...lii~J separated (from) her and she married (another) man.l 

COMMENTARY: Imam Ahmad .iil1 ~J deduced from this hadith that one woman's 
testimony is enough to establish a fosterage relationshif!. 
However, Imam Abu Hanifah and other scholars stated that proof of suckling is through 
the testimony of two men, or one man and two women, all just people. This hadith 
concerns taqwa (piety) and being on the safe side. · 
So, the Prophet ~J~.iil~~ did not consider it :easonable for uqbah ~.:S-.111~; to keep that 
woman as his wife. 

~ e., {p , , ~ ( J , , ' .., 

-Jl, &&ljj~~,.t .ia~lll!J%~J&L9<.SI_;.s:J~ji~SlALG~!~L4Jt~ 
3170. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.JS..iiii~.J narrated that on 'the day of (the battle 
of) Hunayn, Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~ sent an army to Awtas (which is near 
Ta'if). They encounter~d the enemy and fought against them and got the upper 
hand. They took captives (woman among them, too). Some men from the 
companions of the Prophet ~ 1 ~ ..1!1 ~ abstained from ha\ ing sexual intercourse 
with them because they had their spouses who were polytheists. 
Then, Allah, the Exalted, revealed concerning that: 

J J "' k J ' "' "' J r"' - • of _;.s:l~l ~.>..J.ALG':il!~l4ll~u~lj 

{And (forbidden, too) are the married women except those whom your right hands 
possess} (4: 24) 
(Meaning: women whom you have taken captives in the battle whose husbands are 
in enemy territory). 
These women were lawful to them after they passed their iddah (waiting period).2 

1 Bukhari # 2640. 
2 Muslim# 33-1456, Tirmidhi # 1135, Abu Dawud # 2155, Nasai'i # 3335, Musnad Ahmad 3-72. 
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COMMENTARY: It is not allowed to marry another man's wife or to have sexual 
intercourse with her. However, women captives of war whose disbelieving husbands are in 
enemy territory may pass their iddah (waiting period) after which sexual intercourse may 
be had with them. In this case iddah (waiting period) means 'when they have had their first 
menstruation after capture, or, if they are pregnant, they have delivered their child, or, if 
they do not get menses, then after one month. 
Teebi ~~~ J has said that Ibn Abbas 4:&-~'~ .J explained this verse (4: 24) to mean that when a 
married slave girls is sold, her m~iage breaks. The buyer may have sexual intercourse 
with her after she has had a menstruation, delivered her child, or she has spent one month 
in captivity. 
Other ulama (Scholars) do not agree with him. The marriage of the captive woman does 
not break and the verse. does not concern every female slave having a husband. Rather, it 
concerns only those female slaves taken into captivity in a battle. 

SECTION II ~l~llj..Afli 

WOMEN WHO MAY NOT BE KEPT AS CO-WIVES 

; ; ,11~1 l&:;s. ~ fl_;j1 ft$:.!~ ~~ ~ ~j ~dB~ JJ1 Jj.!J ~~ S~.;.' r_;T ~ (r'\V\) 

,_, "' ,_, \~ , & , !-"!!!. "' , , \~ l"' , "' ,. "' \;::_l.., ,.,.{ ;, \~ 
LSJ..s:J I ':1 j LSJ..s:J I r..r LSJ1....ill 7t~ ':1 ~:;_I ·: ! ; r..r ~ l11~ I ~ U. r..r zsl~ lj (~~I·;. ! ; r..r 

_l&:i.\ ·:.!t~JiJ!~IJ.JJt;LJHj&.;llJij Jjl:i~IJ&~j,JI &ljj LS_;lill ~ 
3171. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:&-~I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J'#.11'~ 
forbade that a woman should be married to the same man to whom her paternal 
aunt is married, or a paternal aunt to the same man to whom her brother's daughter 
is married, or a woman to the same man to whom her maternal aunt is married, or a 
maternal aunt to the same man to whom her sister's daughter is married." 
(He also said,) "Neither must the younger (relative) be married to the same man to 
whom the elder is married, not the elder (relative) be married to the same man to 

· whom the younger is married.t 
COMMENTARY: The second portion of the hadith emphasizes the first portion. The elder 
relatives are the two aunts and the younger relatives are the nieces. 
If the aunt is already married to a man then he must not marry her niece while she is 
alive. Or, if he divorces her and she has completed her iddah (waiting period) then he 
may marry the niece. 
If the niece is already married to a man then he can only marry her aunt when the niece 
dies or he divorces her and she goes thorough her iddah (waiting period). 
The version in Nasa'! ends at the first portion 'to whom her sister's daughter is married.' 
(The translation of Tirmidhi2 of the second portion is: 
'Neither must the younger sister be married to the man to whom her elder sister is married 
to the man to whom her elder sister is married nor must the elder be married to the man to 
whom the younger is married already.' 

1 Bukhari # 5108, Abu Dawud # 2065, Nasai'i # 3293, Tirmidhi # 1129. 
2 Darul Ish a' at Karachi. 
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FATHER'S WIFE IS FORBIDDEN 

&_~,, ·k J"lii~jj~j.e Uiti~'WJ.Jt!l~Ss~ ~1Jlic.0AJ"li~Jl~~~I.JPI~j (r\Vr) 
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3172. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~..1,,~ .J narrated that his maternal u~cle Abu Bardah 
ibn Niyar 4;.$- ..lt1 ~ .J came by him carrying a standard in his hand. He asked him, 
11Where are you headed?" He said, 11Allah's Messenger ~y.#iil'~ has sent me to a 
man who has married his father's wife that I might bring him the man's head."1 

According to a version: 11He has commanded me to sever his head and seize his 
property." And, instead of 'maternal uncle' it has 'paternal uncle.'2 

COMME~TARY: The standard in the hand of Abu Burdah ~..lti~..J ~as a token from the 
Prophet~ J4Js...ltl~. It showed that he was on a mission. 
Teebi ..lt1~ .> said that not only did he married his father's wife, he al~o believed that it was 
lawful to do it. This was what the pre-Islamic people (of the days of ignorance did). His 
belief was apposed to Islamic s. (divine law) and anyone who belieies the unlawful to be 
lawful is a disbeliever. He should be eliminated and his property should be confiscated. 

SUCKLING AFfER PRESCRIBED TIME 

• rt ... f "a: ~ ,, • 
(LS.J..o .JUI oi.J.J) -A~I J.;! ..._ugj 'i..Ull 0 

3173. Sayyidah Umm Salamah 4:S-li!I~..J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iil1~ 
said, 11Suckling does not make (married) unlawful unless it (the milk) enters the 
belly al)d is from the breasts and is done before weaning."3 

COMMENTARY: The milk enter the belly and satiates the child just as a hungry stomach is 
fed. The milk finds its place in the intestines of the child. 
This is done during the age of suckling which is upto two years or thirty months. After this 
age, prohibition by reason of fosterage is not effective. 

·The w9rds 'from the breasts' are redundant. They merely express a procedure, otherwise it 
is not necessary that she should feed the infant directly from the breasts. She may spoon 
feed the infant or use any other way. That is as good as suckling, if her milk is used. 
This portion is emphasized by the words that it must be done before the time of weaning. 
The jurists say that if a child's suckling is stopped before the time of weaning then that 
does not mean that the prohibition will not be effective after that. For instance, if a mother 
stops suckling a child but within the age of suckling another woman suckles it, prohibition 
by reason of suckling will be effectixe from her nevertheless. .. 
It is also necessary to know that it is not allowed to suckle a child after the time of weariing. 
It is unlawful to use a person's portion unnecessarily and clearly the use of milk as 

1 Tirmidhi # 1367, Abu Dawud # 4457. 
2 Nasai'i # 3331, Ibn Majah # 2607, Musnad Ahmad 4-292, Abu Dawud # 4456. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1155. 
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medicine after weaning is not allowed. 
The physicians say that a daughter's milk is good for the eyes of parents. But, some ulama 
(Scholars) say that it is not allowed to use it. Other say that if it is certain that a daughter's 
milk is good for the eyes then it may be used ~d is allowed. 

HOWMAY A WETNURSEBEPAID 

"' ... ... "' '\ :: , ~ "' "' :: ,... "' , "' " t ' "" , Jli9 ~~_;..1.-J..U ,~ ... U..U lo.JJIJ, 'Jl:J Jlit.il~l~ .,_L,.')'\ ?;~~?;~~"' (T',Vi) 
., tl' ~ • .. , ~ .. ..., ~ ti'. ~· >. '.J 

• •r • , · • 2 "' "' 9 ~ ,, 
(JJI.il 1_, ~~ 1_, Jjb ~ 1_, t_S.J.A jJ I oi.JJ) -4.41 jl 4 S~ 

. 3174. Sayyiduna Hajj (pilgrimage)aj ibn Hajj (pilgrimage)aj Al-Aslami ~ ~.~J 
narrated from his father that he asked Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 ,)J ''0 Allah's 

· Messenger pL J ~ ..1n ,)J how may i be relieved of the obligation due on ·me for 
fostering (me as) a child?' He said, "A good slave or slave girl."t 

COMMENTARY: The person who asked wished to know how he might reimburse the wet 
nurse. She renders a great service and must be repaid well with a servant. So service is 
repaid with·service. · 

PROPHET pL J~~,)J RESPECTED HIS WET NURSE 

(JjiJ~I oi.JJ) -~J 
3175. Sayyiduna Abu At-Tufayl Al-Ghanawi ~.&~~.,narrated that he was seated · 
with the prophet ~ J~.1u,)J when a w~man arrived. The Prophet ~ J~.1ai,)J spr~ad 
out his cloak (for her) so that she sat on it. When she departed, the astonishment of 
every one was quelled when) someone said "She ·had suckled the Prophet ~l!ii,)J 
~ J·" (She was Sayyidah Halimah ~Jill~ .,.)2 

NOT MORE THAN FOUR MARRIAGES 

J"'liiw&:1 ,,T ... ~til.~ii~ ~:J ...... 14 ,~dqJ~\"'.~- "'~- f {;.~!~lu£"'<r,v\) I.Jtfll .. ;t""• ~~....,r--- .,~~ ~- ~ il' ., '.J 
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(~Lo~l_, 1..5.l.o ]JI.,~I oi.JJ) -6AJJL:,<.3:Jl!J~JI ~l~j~ll.ll J4»&}JI 

3176. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~ J narrated that Ghaylan ibn Salamah Thaqafi .&1~ J 

~ embraced Islam. He had ten wives (whom he had married) in pre-Islamic days 
and they too had embraced Islam alongwith him. So the Prophet ~ J ~ Jill ,)J 
instructed him to retain four of them and separate from the rest of them.3 

COMMENTARY: This hadith confirms the marriages contracted during the jahiliyah 
(ignorance period) are valid. Hence, the Prophet pL J ~ .&1 ~ did not ask him to remarry 
them. If they were of the prohibited degrees who could not be married at the same time, 

1 Tirmidhi # 1157, Abu Dawud # 2064, Nasai'i # 3329, Darimi # 2254, Musnad Ahmad 3. 45. 
2 Abu Dawud # 5144. 
3 Tirn\idhi # 1131, Ibn Majah # 1953, Musnad Ahmad# 4609. 
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they were separated. Besides, only four v,rives are allowed at a time in Islam. 

Jtii~J~ilil ~~~ ~fLJ~~#J ,:! :1 ,.T Jli~~l1J~J!;l6&-J (r,w) 

(~17" __,.!Joi_J.J) 

3177. Sayyiduna Nawfal ibn Mu'awiyah ~·lii~J narrated that when he embraced 
Islam he had five wives. So he asked the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 jJ (about it). He said, 
"Separate one and retain four." So, he decided to separate the one who had been 
with him the longest (his first wife) and was barren since sixty years. He separated 
fromher.1 • 

MARRYING TWO SISTERS AT ONE TIME 

(4l.oU:'I.J .ljiJ.J-!1-' ~.l..o fiJI oi.J.J) _,:: t j l; '::51 jll Jli 
3178. Sayyiduna Ad-Dahhak Ibn Fayntz (or Firuz ad Daylami) .&1~J reported that 
his father (Sayyidua Fayruz) ~.&~~ J narrated that he said, "0 Messenger of Allah, I 
have embrace Islam and have two sisters as my wives." He said, "Choose whichever 
of the two you like."2 

COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'l ~~~J and Imam Maalik ~~~J contend that when a man 
becomes a Muslim and he has among his wives two sisters who too have become Muslims, 
then he is allowed to keep either of them as his wife, the first wife or the second of them. 
Imam Abu Hanifah AI1~J says that if he had married both sisters to get her then he is not 
allowed to keep any of them. If he had married them one after the other then he is allowed 
to retain the one he had married first as his wife. He cannot retain the one he had married 
afterwards. 

MARRIAGE OF INFIDELS WHEN ONE OF THEM BECOMES MUSLIM 

~j~riJ1 ~~IJlt#-JJ ~~i,z ,f..jj..:isf.;AI ·: :1 ,I Jti~~~lif'j (r'A• .. -r,v~) 

1 Bukhari in Sharh us Swmah (Prophet's ~J4#-..1lt~ practice)# 2289. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1133 (and 1132), Abu Dawud # 2243, Ibn Majah # 1950,1951, Musnad Ahmad 4-221. 
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3179. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~ ..li1 ~ J narrated that a woman embraced Islam and 
married (a man). But her (first) husband met the Prophet ~ J~..bl~ and submitted 
110 Messenger of Allah, I have embraced Islam and she had known about my Islam. 
(She married another man in spite of that.)" So Allah's Messenger ~J~..b1~ took 
her away from her second husband and returned her to her first (husband). 
According to another version: He said, ''She had embraced Islam with me." So, he 
returned her to him.t 
3180. It is reported in Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~ J ~ ..li1 ~ practice) about a 
number of women (like them): 
The prophet ~ J ~ ~ ~ returned them because of their first marriage to their 
husbands (respectively) who had embraced Islam alongwith them after their 
differences of religion and native lands. (When one of the spouses embraced Islam 
and moved to Islamic territory and the other resided in enemy territory, so there 
was a difference of religion and residence. But when the other followed suit, the 
Prophet ~J~..b1~ let their previous marriage hold and joined the two again, there 
being no need to renew their marriage contact: ) 
Among these women were: 
The daughter of walid ibn Mughirah. She was the wife of Safwan ibn Umayyah. 
She had embraced Islam (before her husband did) on the day of the conquest of 
Makkah but her husband had kept away from Islam. His paternal cousin wahb ibn 
Umayr ~~~~J was sent to him with the cloak of Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»>~ as a 
token of security to Safwan (that he would not be harmed when he arrived Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ..li1 ~ granted him four months' respite (to think over) before 
embracing Islam. She stayed with him (he having embraced Islam two months after 
his wife had done). 
(Another woman was) Umm Hakim, daughter of Hirith ibn Hlsham and wife of 
Ikrimah ibn J ahl who embraced Islam in Makkah on the day of the conquest of 
Makkah. Her husband, however, kept away from Islam and fled towards Yemen. 
She (got the Prophet's ~J~..b'~ permission and after a few days) went to Yemen 
(herself). When she urged him to embrace Islam, he submitted. Their marriage, too, 
was retained. 
(Imam Maalik has transmitted this hadith mursal from Ibn Shihab.)2 

COMMENTARY: The question is whether the marriage of couple would continue as it is if 
one of them becomes a Muslim and the other persists on the religion they had been 

1 Tirmidhi # 147, Abu Dawud # 2238, Ibn Majah # 1951, Musnad Ahmad 4-271. 
2 Muwata Maalik # 44 (Nikah (wedlock)). 
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following. Mazhar li11~.J cites Imam Shafi'I li11~.J and Imam Ahmad li11~.J as saying that if 
the non Muslim (partner) embraces Islam before the iddah (waiting period) or 'waiting 
period of the woman finishes (whether husband or wife), then their marriage will remain 
undisturbed. It does not matter what religion they had been following (both the same or 
different). One may have been an idol-worshipper and the other a Christian or a Jew. It a]so 
does not matter whether they resided in Islamic territory or in enemy land, or both were 
divided one here and the other there. 
Imam Abu Hanifah liw.~ .J, however, said that they would be separated for one of three reason. 

(i) The days of iddah (waiting period) are over. 
(ii) The Muslim among them urges the non-Muslim to accept Islam, but to no avail. 
(iii) One of them moves from Islamic territory to enemy land, or from enemy land 

to Islamic land. · 
Furthermore, Imam Abu Hanifah .1u ~ .J says that it is one and the same thing whether 
either of them had embraced Islam before they had had a sexual intercourse or after that. 
(see the Life ·of Prophet Muhammad 1 ~ J4Js.lill~ 
Ibn Kathir - English translation of seeratun Nabi ~~14Js. , p 518 - for Ikrimah' s perdon and 
p 525 - for protection to Safwan.) 
(The following is an extract on this subject from siratun Nabi.~J4Js..\u~ of Allama Shibli 
Nu'mani and Sayid Sulayman Nadvi v2, Era of peace p 300) 
Ikrimah was Islam's enemy and Abu Jahl' s son. He himself was an arch enemy of the Prophet 
~J~.\d~ In the same way as his father. He fled Makah at the time of its liberation and was 
headed towards Yaman. His wife had become a Muslim. She travelled to Yaman, convinced 
him, turned him into a Muslim and brought him back to Makkah and presented him before 
the Holy Prophet ~J4Js.lilt~. On seeing him, the Prophet ~J"'~li11~ stood up, extremely 
pleased and walked towards him rapidly, his cloak falling down his body in the process.2 
These words came to his lips: 

'Welcome to you, 0 migrant rider!"3 
Safwan ibn Umayyah was a chief of the pagan Quraysh and the staunchest enemy of Islam. 
He was the one who had promised Umayr Ibn Wahb a reward if he killed the Prophet .&1~ 
~J4Js.. When Makkah was liberated, he fled to jaddah having resolved to go to Yaman by 
sea. Umayr ibn Wahb submitted to the Prophet ~J4Js.~~- "0 Messenger of Allah! Safwan 
ibn Umayyah is the Chief of his tribe. He has fled out of fear and will plunge himself into 
the sea." He said, "He is guaranteed security." The man said, "0 Messenger of Allah, is 
there a token of the guarantee that he may trust me?" He gave him his turbgan which he 
took Safwan who said, "I fear for my life over there." Umayr said, 1/Safwan you do not yet 
realise how kind and forgiving Muhammad is." So, he came with Umayr to the Prophet ~ 
~J~.1!1 and his first question was. "Umayr says that you have given me protection?" He 
said, "That is true!" Sufwan said, "Give me respite for two months." The Prophet ~.&1~ 

1 Darul Isha' at Karachi. 
2 Muwatta Maalik (Nikah (wedlock)). 
3Tirmidhi. 
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~ J said, "Not two, but four month." Thereafter, he became a Muslim of his own accord. 
This account is found in detail in Ibn Hlsham.l 

SECTION III 

THE MUHARRIMAT RELATIVES 

(<.SJ~I oi.JJ) -~\JI 
3181. Sayyiduna lbn·Abbas ~.&'~J asserted that by reason of consanguinity seven 
kinds of women are prohibited and by reason of relationship by virtue of marriage 
seven kinds are forbidden. Then he recited: 

J J J I "' 

<"r :r s-Llli>>S3~1>~~ 'r 
{Forbidden to you are your mothers .... } (the verse 4: 23) 

COMMENTARY: The seven women relatives through genealogy who are of the forbidden 
degrees are: 

mother, daughter, sister, paternal aunt, maternal aunt; brother's daughter and 
sister's daughter. 

The relationship by virtue of marriage called (.;.._..AL.a.a) (Musahirat) or in - laws' are 
established through marriage. The seven women who are forbidden because of it include 
four who are prohibited for ever. It is never allowed to marry any of them at any time or in 
any condition. They are: 

(i) Wife's mother or one's mother - in law. 
(ii) Wife of son and wife of grandson (son's son) meaning daughter-in-law and 

grand daughter-in-law, down the family tree no matter how law. 
(iii) Wives of father and grandfather and so on up the tree (wives of great 

grandfather .... ) 
(iv) Daughter of one's own wife with whom one has had a sexual intercourse. 

The other three relatives by marriage who are not forbidden perpetually ar e: 
(i) Wife's sister · 
(ii) Wife's father's sister. 
(iii) Wife's mother's sister. 

The verse of surah on Nisa that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..111~ J recited mentions all the seven 
women relatives by consanguinity and most of those who are forbidden because of 
marriage. The verse reads: 

, { ~ J ~ ~ J I--!. "' "' !--!. .- !--!. ., "' I--!. ~~ I _.I !--:'{"' J ~")'I~~, t")'l ~~ .. ,~':11.1..' ,~~, ,~1''1' ,~~, , ..... 1 ,~ ~~ .. ..J • .J> o.J.,..p. -.J.,..p. ~.J> . .J> .,...,. .. ~ 

J • ' !-- •• - !--.- J ..,J 'Jj ~~ J ... .. !---! • '( .. ' !--!. ..,J ,e',,l J ,q-r1"ll 1 .>-!JU..)" ,..>-Jl..:::J .. C<!liii.J'.U.l,..;"'I·"..J, "I''I.J' ,~J,I-r1"ll J~(<!liil' ~~~l.l..Yo.J.,...,. ..... i.J> ...... ~~ ... I..T-' ~ .,...,. l.l..Yo.J.,...,. ~.J 

1 Darul Isha' at Karachi. 
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{Forbidden to you (in marriage) are your mothers and your daughters and your 
sisters and your paternal aunts and your maternal aunts and your brother's 
daughter and your sister's daughters and your mothers who have suckled you and 
your foster sisters and mothers of your wives and your step daughters, who are 
under your ward ship, (born) of your wives to whom you have gone in - but if you 
have gone in to them, there is no blame on you - and the wives of your sons who 
are from your own loins; and that you should have two sisters together, except what 
has already passed. Surely Allah is ever forgiving, Merciful} 

WIFE'S DAUGHTER IS FORBIDDL!\J 

-"' ~~,.~ . ,(u_~~~. ~,t.~ Q. ~~.f.£?;l!i)\.~..3 ~:;,t, ... .5,,J.~..31&1'j~~l .. 
~ .. ~~ .. ,..., ;, .. ,•J.,.J-~ • vo~'.J .. ,vo .J :.J 

3182. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb iil1~ .J reported on the authority of his father who 
from his grandfather (Sayyiduna Abdullah) ~.iii~J that Allah's Messenger 4:)s.ii!l~ 
~ J said, 11To a man who marries a woman and consummates the marriage, it is not 
lawful to marry her daughter. But, if he did not have a sexual intercourse with her, 
the~ he may marry her daughter. And, to a man who marries a woman, it is not 
lawful to marry her mother irrespective of whether he has consummated the 
marriage or not."t 

COMMENTARY: The prohibition to marry the daughter of one's wife is in line with the 
verse of the Quran: 

'"'Gi ;!11"' J ~---~ Gj .-: ;!11' ~ /---c- ~11 J. • ' ~J 'T'~ fl!L~;.·....L.) , .. ·.si~'.>J ~' f ,L;.·...d..,) ~ .. ·.s,!''l '.>JL::J.·.J ,~.1~'' ,~,!''1, '~~.:i5~ 
• ~ ..T~ .Jil-l~, '-""'" (.$;' .JI'e itl' ,...,-;~ .)~~(.$;' > .. ...zl 

""'.'( <! (rr :r ,.U.\1) ->~ 

{And your step daughters, who are being brought up under your care, from wives 
with whom you had intercourse, but if you have not had intercourse with them, 
then there is no harm for you) (4: 23) (that you marry them.) 

The command not to marry the mother of one's wife, meaning his mother-in-law, 
absolutely, in any case, is borne out from this verse: 

, - J ~C""i~!. ,,, ... 
->.>..j. .. ~:.J 

{and mothers of your wives (are forbidden to you).) (4: 23) 

t Tirmidhi # 1120. 
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CHAPTER-VI 
SEXUAL INTERCOURSE 

SECTION I jJi•jJafll 

A WRONG NOTION OF THE JEWS 
_, _, J" "'t ..-. f. • J. J I"' _, J ~ I , J,t " _, C: 
J~l ..U yl ..._;uS' ~~s Q U,_f.! ~ :UijJI J..?.J.ll Jl 13! JJli !~I ~g Jli --~il?- 6£ (i,Ai) 

~, , " ,, M 0 ,_I " "' 
( ~~) _;..!f; J I _;.$3~ I_Fli _;.)...) ~_;& _;.)J~ ~)ti 

3183. Sayyiduna Jabir ..s. .1!1 ~; narrated that the Jews believed that if a man has 
intercourse with his wife at the vagina but comes (to it) from her rear then the child 
will be squint-eyed. So this verse was revealed: 

, l.~,. J." ,_ " '" M 01 ,_ l ~ J '_;.$3_;& ljli _;.)...) ~_;& _;.r..,~ 
{Your wives are tillage for you, so come to your tillage as you willP (2: 223) 

COMMENTARY: Wives are like tillage like their produce, children are born to wives. Men 
are at liberty to enter from whichever side and in whatev~r position they like. However, 
intercourse is only at the vagina, for, only then may it be compared to a tithe. Intercourse at 
the rectum or anus is forbidden not only by Islam but by all religions. It is an unnatural act. 

COITUS INTERRUPT US 
r: .,'(!! J. r: r: I '(" '( " " ~ !_!! J f I, lf J " r: }_ " C: 

~j~WI~&lJI~.\~9~:SUj~~-J~.....LJIJ.QJijJrl!S"Jl!lli.j(i'A0 

3184. Sayyiduna Jabir ..s. ..1» ~J said, We. used to practice azl (coitus interruptus). 
Meanwhile, the Quran continued to be revealed (but this practice was not 
forbidden)." 
According to the version in Muslim: 'This was conveyed to the Prophet ~ J4J.s.~llj..p 
but he did not forbid us."2 

COMMENTARY: Azl or coitus interruptus is to withdraw the penis before emission of 
semen. In this way, the woman is prevented from conceiving. 
Ibn Hammam. ~ ~J said that most of the ulama (Scholars) regard azl to be allowed. 
However, some people including a few sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~J consider 
it as not permitted. In any case, the correct thing is that azl is permitted. It is stated in Durr 
Mukhtar that azl is allowed in expediencies. 
While it is allowed to observe it with one's female slave without her permission, it cannot 
be practiced with one's free woman, meaning wife, without her consent. 
If a man is married to someone else's female slave then he can practice azl with her only 
with her master's permission. 
Imam Shafi'i .1!1~; also held that azl may be practiced with one's wife who is a free woman 

1 Bukhari # 2158, Muslim# 117-1435, Tinnidhi # 29~9, Abu Dawud # 2163, Nasai'i, Ibn Majah # 1925, 
Darimi # 2213. 
2 Bukhari # 5208, Muslim# 138-1440, Tirmidhi # 1140, Ibn Majah # 1927, Musnad Ahmad 3-309. 
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only with her consent but no permission is necessary from a female slave whether owned 
or married to oneself. 
Imam Nawawi )»,~.>who was a follower of Shafi'I said that azl is makruh (disapproved) 
because it halts procreation. 

ulj ~~Lt~~.JL?.U~! jlii,o.LJ ~ili1 ~,lJ1 Jj-!5 Jl~5 ~! j~~J (nAo) 

0J.-o o!_,.;} -~5~lA ~~4ll ~jl.l Ji jlii ,l 1:;.Ji ~.Jl!i-1 ~!Jlii 
3185. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~.>narrated that a man came to Allah's Messenger~)»~~ 
~ J and submitted that he had a female slave who was their servant and with whom 
he had sexual intercourse but he did not like that she should become pregnant. So, 
he suggested, observe azal with her if you like. But that which is decreed for her 
will come to pass." Mter some time the man come and submitted. ''The female 
slave has become pregnant. And, Allah's Messenger ~ J~)»'J..P said. "I did tell you 
that whatever is decreed for her would come her."1 

COMMENTARY: Allamah (The learned Scholar) Nawawi ~ ~; said that if a woman 
conceives even after observing coitus interrupt is then too the genealogy of the newborn is 
established in the light of this hadith. 
Allamah (The learned Scholar) Ibn Hammam )»1~; said that the question, whether the man 
who has observed azl may reject the child conceived in spite of observing azl, is complex. 
The scholars say that if a man, having observed azl, inserted his penis in the vagina once 
again without having passed urine, then it is not proper to deny the child so conceived. 
Some drops of semen may have remained on the penis and penetrated into the oval on his 
second insertion. 
It is why Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1~; contends that if a man has a bath (after having sexual 
intercourse but) before passing urine, and, after the bath, when he urinates he finds drops 
of semen, then he must have a fresh bath. 

~ 
"' I til I 

I .... g~~.l,i ,.\ .... ~~WI \~JJIJ, '5~~-:.tJ"'~,"'t-.;Jil . ~~~j,!.£~(r,A\) 
:;1' W;..l-' ~~..;.,.. ~~~ ~ .,_,----- '-:f·., ~, .. , -:r v--....t 

~ ~ ' , ~ ... .9 ,,. ,:t "' ~ :r"' 
(~~)-48' ~j'll;u~I~~~!~S'~ ~ ... ;~ lA I~ :x ..__ul.;.~ 

3186. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~l»'~; narrated that they proceeded along 
with Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~ on the expedition against the Banu Mustaliq. 
They captured some Arab woman captives, and yearned for women because of 
continued separation from their wives. So, they intended to observe azl (with these 
captives to forestall conception) and decided on that finally, but wondered if they 
could do it (or not particularly) when Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~ was among 

1 Muslim# 134-1439, Abu Dawud # 2173, Musnad Ahmad 3-312. 
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them and not ask him? Thus they asked him about it and he said, ''If you do not 
observe azl, you will not suffer, because every soul that is (destined) to be born till 
the day of resurrection will be born definitely)."1 

COMMENTARY: Imam Nawawi a1~; said that even the Arabs may be taken captives in 
battle. These people of Banu Mustaliq belonged to the tribe of Khuza' ah. 
The Prophet's ~J~..\1~ words have the word(~') which could be read(~') (in) or(~~ (an) 
(meaning "you will not lose ... " or "that you observe it, will not harm you ... ") 
It makes no difference whether you observe azl or not. In this sense, this hadith does 
not approve azl. 
But wit h the word (~~ (in the second meaning), it approves azl. 

J": .... { 1 
r ~f d "' "" 

1 1 
' "' ~ ' ~ 1 

"" " C: j ..Uyl ....!..JJ~y~l c} &,u Jli9~1 if ~j~ll.ll ~~l.HJ_;2.j~ Jlilli.j (r'\AV) 

... ... ... crl~ ~ ...... 
~oi_,..>)-~~U:~~y~~ll.liSijl Ill 

3187. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .\1~ 
~J ~ was asked about azl (coitus interrupt us). He said, 111t is not from all the 
semen that a child is born. When Allah decides to create something, nothing 
prevents him (from doing it)."2 

COMMENTARY: The question was intended to get permission for practicing coitus 
interrupt us. The Prophet ~ JA.:)s-1»1~ explained that a woman does not conceive every time 
a man's semen drops in her ovary or reproductive organ. It is only when Allah wills that 
the semen and the ova combine to grow a child. So it is Allah's will that decides whether 
she will conceive or not. If he decrees, then the reproductive process will begin and in spite 
of azl an active drop of semen might find its way into the ovary. 
Of course, Allah has power to create a child even without semen going into the woman's ovary. 
On the face of it, this hadith does not approve azl. See also the commentary to a previous 
hadith (# 3040 3185). 

, "'"' ..... ' .... ~ ' ~ ts ... i .. if J_;J-1 J!Jli9~j ~WI ~;lll ~ J!y~ ~5 ...iJI ~lij Cjl ~ )~"" 6i-j (Y'\M) 

' I "" I ~ ol_,.;) -~JJ.liJ ~~liJ.wi 1JW ~.\....!..>~ jl ~J ;;}£WI~ ;lll 
3188. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~al~; narrated that a man came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ and disclosed that he practiced coitus. interruptus with his 
wife. He asked him, ''Why do you do it?" The· man submitted, 111 fear for her 
infant." Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~ ~ said, 11If that was harmful then it would 
surely have hurt the Persians and the Greeks!"3 

COMMENTARY: It was presumed generally that if a man had sexual intercourse with his 
wife and she conceived a child during the days she also suckled an earlier child then it 
would render the milk poor and harm the infant. Moreover, they also imagined that it 

t Bukhari # 4138, Muslim# 125-1428, Abu Dawud # 2172, (Maalik) Muwatta # 95 (Talaq). 
2 Muslim# 133-1438. 
3 Muslim # 143-1443, Musnad Ahmad 5-203. 
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would reduce the quantity of milk. So, this man wished to prevent his wife conceiving 
another child during this period of suckling. 
The Prophet~ J4#i!l1~ pointed out to the man that the Persians and Greeks (Romans)l 
Were used to do this thing. Their woman conceived during the period they were suckling 
their infant. Hence, it is not harmful to have sexual intercourse during the period of 
suckling or to conceive a child. 
Hence, azl is of no purpose. In other words, the prophet ~J4#.rld~ disapproved resort to 
coitus interruptus. 

' , A "" , ~ , I ' "" 1 r: J, J "" """" , , ~ , "" I 

S:ii.~ll.l)j ~j ~~ ~lj.ll ~.l_;..L::,j ~ill I ~~I Jj-!5 JUi~l if ~jll.::.Jj l4!.~.l 

(.P.l.-.o o I.J.J) -· ~ \; '· 

3189. Sayyidah Judamah hint Wahb ~ill~~ J said that she went to Allah's Messenger 
~J~iil~~ who had some people around him. He said to them, "I had intended to 
forbid ghilah. Then I thought of the Greeks and the Persians. Behold! They practice 
ghilah without it causing any harm to their children." Then, they asked him about 
azl. So, Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ said, "That is a quiet burying alive (and a bad 
habit) referred to in this verse: " 

~ \tt _,! 1: '.Ssi-.,;jlll)J 
{And when the girl-child buried alive is questioned} (81: 8)2 

COMMENTARY: Ghilah is to suckle a child at the same time as the woman is pregnant. 
Nihayah says that it is to have sexual intercourse with one's wife during the days she is 
suckling her infant The Arabs abstained from this because they imagined that it was 
harmful to their suckling child. The Prophet ~ J4#iAI~ had also decided to prohibit it but 
he did not because of the example of the Greeks and the Persians 
During the jahiliyah (ignorance period), the Arabs used to bury their new born babies alive. The 
verse cited in the hadith sp~aks of it. Parents of these girls would be subject to harsh reckoning. 
The prophet ~J4#iils~ described azl as a kind of burying a child alive. Thu.s it is better 
and preferable to abstain from azl. 
One day the prophet's ~J4#ii11~ sahabah were assembled. Among them were Sayyiduna 
Ali ~ii~~J· Zubayr ~ii~~J and Sa'd ~.1n~J besides the amir ul mumineen, Umar ~~~J· 
They discussed azl and the general view was that it was permitted. However, one of them 
remarked that certain people compared it to burying alive one's own child, saying that it 
was a minor form of it. Sayyiduna Ali ~.rld~ J said that it can be so called only if the child 
begins to breath, meaning if an abortion is forced after the foetus stars living or a live child 
is born and it is buried then that is like burying alive a child. 

1 The Arabic (f'J)') (Room) is rendered Greeks. 

2 Muslim# 141-1442, Abu Dawud # 3682, Nasai'i # 3326, Ibn Majah # 2011, Darimi # 2217, Muwatta 
Maalik # 16 (Rad'ah) Musnad Ahmad 6-434. 
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Umar 4:~.&1~ J said, "May you live long Ali, you have spoken the huth. Accordingly, the juristic. 
ruling also is that abortion is permitted till the foetus is lifeless. It is one hundred and twenty 
days after conception that soul is blown in the foetus after which abortion is disallowed. 
Some people say that these words of the Prophet~ J4~.&~~.,p do no .. point to prohibition of azl 
but to its being makruh (disapproved). It is certainly a resemblance to burying a child alive 
because it is a throwing away of the sperm, the essence of conception leading to child birth. 
Ibn Hammam .&!~ J said that it is correctly reported of Ibn Mas' ud 4$.&1~ J that he compared 
azl to a minor form of burying alive. 
Abu Umamah 4:~.&1~ J said on being asked about azl that he had never known of a Muslim do it. 
Ibn Umar 4$.&1~ J reported that Umar 4$.&1~ J beat some people for practicing azl. 
Uthman 4$~~ J also forbade people from practicing azl (coitus interruptus). 
However, the ulama (Scholars) say of all these prohibitions that they amount to nahi 
tanzihi (which is a prohibition nearer lawful). 

WARNING TO ONE WHO DISCLOSES SECRETS OF HIS WIFE 
I "" I "" I 

JJI~~Lo\JI.;t!s.T. ~ ,, .. \ ".~~illl 't~JJIJ', 'JJ"liJ"li.-·l'.JJil~,l~~~(r\1\•) 
, , , ~,~.J ,.. r..;sr-, ..,.., '-:f'·, .,. ., .. , ~ _, 

' - \ A I r"' ' , "!' '' .,~1 ~0 .J.J) -Vb..H~~~--

3190. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed al Khudri 4:~.&1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:1~.&~~..# 
~"" J said, "The greatest trust in the sight of Allah on the day of resurrection ... " But 
according to another version: 11Surely, the most wicked of all men in the sight of Allah 
on the day of resurrection •..• is the men who has sexual intercourse with his wife and 
she is locked in his arms, and afterwards, he goes around revealing her secrets."1 

COMMENTARY: Allamah (The learned Scholar) Teebi .&1~ J said about the greatest trust 
that it is such that one who commits breach of it will be subjected to strict reckoning on the 
day of resurrection. This trust is the private life of husband and wife and their secrets. It is 
great responsibility of the husband to protect his wife from disclosure of her secrets. If a 
man spreads the secrets of his wife then he will be questioned on the day of resurrection. 
Ashraf .&1 ~ J said that it means that treachery in the greatest of trust as measured on the 
day of resurrection, in Allah's sight is to set people know about one's wife's secrets. It is 
what shameless people do. They disclose the shortcomings of their wives or the good 
qualities and characteristics of their wives which it is essential to conceal according to c. 

(divine law) and etiquette. 
Ibn Maalik .&1~J said that it applies to both husband and wife. Neither must disclose such 
things of the other as that partner would not like to be known. Such disclosure is treachery-. 
In short, this conduct is punishable in the hereafter. 
It would not be incongruous and unprofitable to recount here a didactic event. 
A learned and wise man intended to divorce his wife. The people asked him what 
prompted him to think of that. He said, "How may I disclose her shortcoming?" (If I tell 
you of the reasons, that would amount to revealing her secrets. I cannot do that.) After he 
divorced her, they asked him again, "Why did you do that?" This time he excused himself, 

1 Muslim# 124-1438, Abu Dawud # 4870, Musnad Ahmad 3-69. 
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saying "How may I speak of the defects of a stranger woman?" (This is not proper.) 
Some of the ulama (Scholars) say that this prohibition to the couple to disclose one 
another's secrets is only when there is no benefit in it and no purpose served. If there is 
some advantage then it is not disallowed. For instance, a husband may be impotent or hard 
to please and uncaring. In such cases, his wife is allowed to complain of these things and 
this is what Allah himself permits; 

1', fl ~· J, :_ ... ,,!.,r.A~IJ~~'I·{..A 'fGit(.., .,, ... l{iJI~~ 
~'-""" , iii~.....,.....,~,.,...,.-:, • • ,.. 

{And Allah likes not shoutting of evil words except by one who has been 
· wronged.) (4: 148) 

(The Urdu translation has 'making known' instead of 'shoutting.') 

SECTION II ~ttltJ..ailt 

NO INTERCOURSE DURING MENSTRUATION & NO UNNATURAL ACT 
~-:. 1'"' ~ (J ~l ' .. l " l . 1 ... s: 

_;..>.J~ lj3\.9_;.)Jc.!J~ _;..)j~~j~WI ~,l.liJJ-!.5 J!a-JI Jliu:t~~lif (f\C\ \) 

.,, ' " ... ,, .. ~.""~ (t,.~.;IJJ1_,4Lo~I.J !.$.l.o fill oi.JJ) -~ i(:J.Ij~lll~lj.J.tjlj~l ~~I 

3191. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~l»'.sJ'J narrated that this verse was revealed to Allah~s 
Messenger ~ J~i»,~: 

"( t ~-;, 0f"' ~ <P 1 l'r .. 
~ ~ I _ _;..>.J~ ljl\.9 _j.)J ~~ }Sj ~ 

{You wives are a tillage fo~ you; so come to your tillage as you will) (2: 223) 
Hence, come to it from the front or from behind (to the vagina). But refrain from 
(going into the) anus, and from sexual intercourse during (her) menstruation.1 

COMMENTARY: The words 'come to it from the front' refer to coming to the vagina from 
the front, and the words 'come to it from the behind' also refer to the vagina but coming 
from·. the rear. They elaborate the text (~,t,ru) {So come to your tillage}. In any case 
penetrate the front, meaning vagina. 
It is abselutely forbidden to commit an unnatural act at the anus. 
Also, it is forbidden to enter the vagina too when the woman experiences her menstruation. 

1)l3'1~1&,·~::,1'J~I~!Jti_;l;j~AlJI~~~~~~tj~~_Jl~j(f\C\'\') 

(t,.~.;I..U 1_, 4Lo ~ 1_, !.$.l.o _;U 1_, ~I o I_,.;)-~ .;~.ST d s-l.4JI 

3192. Sayyiduna Khuzaymah ibn Thabit ~i»>..,J' J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~lat.)J 
· said "Surely, Allah is not ashamed of the truth. Do not commit an unnatural act 
with woman through their anus."2 . 

COMMENTARY: The word haya translated ahsmed is a kind of shyness depicted by a 
change in a person on being blamed. Since any kind of change is not associated.with Allah, 
here haya is used figuratively to man 'to give up.' Thus: 'Allah does not give up speaking 
the truth and disclosing it.' 

1 Tirmidhi # 2991, Musnad Ahmad 1/297, Ibn Majah, Dararmi. 
2 Ibn Majah # 1924, Darimi # 2213, Musnad Ahmad 5-213, Tirmidhi # 1167. 
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This is spoken ahead of the subject of the hadith and a warning is sounded that approaching 
a woman at her an'l;ls is a forbidden act. It is so bad. that even speaking of it is shameful 
though it be to prohibit it. But, it is a question of' (divine law), so must be spoken. 
The prohibition is stronger when practiced between men. 
Teebi Jil1 ~ J said that the Prophet ~ y.# Jil1 ~ did not assert, "I am not ashamed of the 
truth ... " but he attributed the words to Allah to emphasise the evil of the act. Those people 
who permit it are misled badly. 
Teebi Jilt~ J said that if anyone does it with a woman who is a stranger then he is an 
adulterer. If he does it to his wife or female slave then he perpetrates a grave sin. But he 
will not be stoned to death and will not be awarded the prescribed punishment. However, 
he will be punished definitely. 
Nawawi Jil1 ~ J said that if anyone commits it with his slave then he will come under the· 
purview of one doing it to a strange. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~ J said that both the active and the passive men involved in the 
unnatural acct deserve discretionary punishment. However, if the passive one is young, 
mad or compelled then he will not be punished. 

PERPETRATOR OF UNNATURAL WITH WIFE IS ACCURSED 

.J. I " , , Jf <! ' "" ~ ' ~ J "" C: " C: t: J "" 
o I_,J) -Lo.f.~ dJUI;A!JI6A ~~ ~j ~ill I~ ;ill JJ.!J Jl; Jli zs~~ Cfl (.,$-j (\\ ~ \) 

(Jj!J y.l_, ..M.>I 

3193. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~J»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~Jill~ 
said, ''Accursed is he who approaches his wife through her anus."t 

"" ~ J t~!.,. .. J.; ~ ' ' "" ~ ' ~ J ;, ' " ' -~!WI~ '1 Lof.~d.JI;JI J~ tS.}JI...i->L~J ~WI ~;lll JJ.!J Jl; JliA.!$.j (\\ ~t) 

(~I?'" _;-!.Joi-'J) 

3194. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~Jii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~Jil,~ 
said, "Surely, Allah will not look (with mercy and kindness) at one who approaches 
his wife at her anus."2 

tf "" fl I" ~ J ~~!'. "' ' " ~ ' ~ J " C: " C: 
zsi;AI~I~JJI~JJ!WI~'l~j~WI~;lliJJ.!JJliJliu::~~lifj(\\~o) 

( tSJ..o jJ I o I_,J) -f. ill J 
3195. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~Jil,~ J nai-ra ted that Allah's Messenger ~ J"~.1!t~ said, 
''Allah will not cast a look (of mercy and compassion) on a man who commits an 
unnatural act with a man _or a woman at the anus."3 

GHILAH IS FORBIDDEN 

1 Abu Dawud # 2162, Musnad Ahmad 2-444. 
2 Ibn Majah # 1923, Baghawi in Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's r.-J~.&t~ practice)# 2297. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1168. 
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(.lj\Jy.l o I.J.J) -~i (.,£ ij¥. ~i J-..JuJI ~..J~ j;!j I ~~i I~ 
3196. Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid ~.111~.J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger 
~ J ~ .1!1 ~ say. "Do not kill your children quietly (in a secret way) because gill 
overtakes the horseman and hurls him down from his horse."l 

COMMENTARY: Do not harm your children through ghilah. It was explained previously 
(hadith # 3189, commentary) that ghilah is to suckle an infant during pregnancy, or to have 
sexual intercourse during the period of suckling. 
The hadith says that ghilah creates an impairment in the temperament of the child. Its 
energy saps, the effect remains upto his adulthood too so that he is weak in the battlefield 
and falls down from his horse. 
So do not observe ghilah lest you be the cause of your child's destruction. 
However, previously it has been affirmed that ghilah has no adverse effect on a child (for 
example, hadith # 3189). Teebi .1!1 ~ .J explains that previously the action of the jahiliyah 
(ignorance period) was rejected that ghilah was the true cause of injury. This hadith speaks 
of ghilah as a general effective agent but the real cause lies in Allah's hands. Nothing 
happens without his will. Or, we may say that this hadith gives a command of the kind of 
nahi tanzihi, meaning it is nearer lawful then unlawful while the Prophet's ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ 
previous saying: 

"I had intended to forbid ghilah .... " is based on prohibition. 
We may also say that both ahadith are based on the ijtihad (independent judgment) of the 
Prophet ~J~~1~. When he observed that when the Arabs practiced ghilah, their children 
turned out to be weak, so he forbade this practice of ghilah. But, when he observed that the 
Gree~ and the Persians also practiced it without adverse effect on their children, he 
reversed the decision. The hadith (# 3189) of Sayyiduna Judamah upholds this contention. 

SECTION ill .!..!lillj.Afli 

CONDITIONAL PERMISSION FOR AZL 
f • ~ ~ ,_.t "' "' • "' ~ "' ! ' ! J ~ "' C: " II J 

_t;§_,~ Y!iJ;--Iif'~-...!..JI_;J..:,j~WI ~,l)IJ_;..!.)Lr Jli~ll:it\~~6£ ('1",4.V) 

(4lo 6-:'1 oi.J.J) 

3197. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~.~.!a'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~iJ:,~ 
~ J forbade coitus interruptus with a free woman without her permission. 

COMMENTARY: It is a night for one's wife, a free woman; that azl may not be practiced 
with her without her permission. She might wish to have a child or to enjoy sexual 
intercourse. Both these things are denied to her if the penis is withdrawn before emission. 
As for sexual intercourse with a female slave, her permission is not required to perform azl. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2881, Ibn Majah # 2012, Musnad Ahmad 6. 458. 
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CHAPTER -VII 
CONTINUATION OF PREVIOUS CHAYI'ER 

SECTION I JjiljJain 
FEMALE SLAVE MAY ANNUAL HER MARRIAGE ON EMANCI~ATION 

Vol.3 

,, " d J ~ " , , , "' ' " ~ ' ~~ ~ J "' " ... · "' 
(~J~)-l&~_;JIJ.:......:u~ j1j~3~J~l9~j~WI~,ll1Jj.!j l-&~91~ ~JJ 

3198 .. Sayyiduna Urwah "'~~~~~J narrated on the authority of Sayyidah Ayshah t&~~~~~J 
that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~ .1a ~ said to her concerning Sayyidah Barirah 4:~ .1a ~ J , 

"Buy her and set her free." Her husband was a slave, so Allah's Messenger ~J~~J.;P 
gave her option (about herself) and she elected to separated herself (from her husband). 
If he were a free man then the prophet~ ~.&1~ would not have given her option.t 

COMMENTARY: The case of Sayyidah Barirah has been recorded in detail in the Kitab 
Buyu. (see hadith # 2877, and commentary). 
She was the fenlale slave of a Jew. Sayyidah Ayshah t~~~J bought her and set her free. Her 
husband was a slave, so the Prophet ~ J~~~~ gave her choice to stay with him to revoke 
their marriage and separate from him because she was a free woman. She opted to separate. 
The last sentence of the hadith see:mS. to be the opinion of Urwah 4;$. .&1 ~ ;. This coincides 
with the opinion of Shafi'I .&1~ .J Maalik ~~~ .J and Ahmad .&1~ .J that after getting freedom a 
female slave has the option to separated from her husband only if he is a slave, but not if he 
is a free man. ' 
However, Abu Hanifah ~~~;disagrees, He says that she'has a choice in any case whether 
her husband is a slave or a free man. 
Arguments of the ulama (Scholars) of both sides may be s~en in books of fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence). · 
If bqth the spouses are set free together then the ulama (Scholars) say that the wife does not 
have the option to revoke their marriage. Also, if only the husband gets freedom then he 
does not have the choice to revoke his marriage, his wife may be a slave or a free woman.2 

• ,, " J " J '~ ~" Ill ..... ~ .. J ' " ts .. J " "" ... ' • '~ r.o!:.n ~,t!~4!JI~I· }g' ~lU JW S" ,II.J.:$.S~.Ar.-JJ .....:uB'Jli, ~~~~~~ (r'\C\C\) ~~ ~., ... , ~ .. , - ~ • .., \Js' • ., "" .J 

(I.S.Jl>..:JI o I_,.J) -~i U 4ts. '} ~ li ~~lo~! jli ~J..&~ JJ I j~J 
3199. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4;$.~~~ .J narrated that the husband of Sayidah Barirah ~; 

1 Bukhari # 2536, Muslim# 8-1504, Tinnidhi # 12157, Abu Dawud # 2233, Nasai'i # 3449, Ibn Majah # 
2073, Muwatta Maalik # 25 (Talaq) , Musnad Ahmad 6-42, Darami # 2289. 
2 See Siratun Nabi Shibli Nu'man (Mutual Dealings Behaviour) v7 p 44. 
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~~ was a black slave, named Sayyiduna Mughith ~lb~~ J· "It is as though I see him 
still going round following her though her streets of Madinah weeping. Tears. 
rolled down to his beard." The prophet~ J~.ll1~ said to Abbas ~.11~~ J, 110 Abbas, 
does it not astonish you how much Mughith loves Barirah and how much Barirah 
dislikes Mughith?" The prophet ~J~~~ exclaimed, "Would that you take him 
back!" She asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, do you command me (to do this)?" He 
said, ''I only make a recommendation." She said, 1'I have no need of him."1 

(She meant that she was not willing to live with him.) 
COMMENTARY: Some traditions say that Mugith was a free man. In this case it would imply 
that he was an ugly black man like a black slave. Or he was a slave who had been emancipated. 
This hadith speaks of a few things: 

(i) A leader or ruler may make a recommendation .for one of his subjects. 
(ii) It is not wajib (obligatory) to accede to the ruler's recommendation. 
(iii) The ruler has no right to call for an explanation from one who does not accept 

his recommendation. 
(iv) It is allowed to separate from a person because of his ugly looks. 

SECTION II ~\iltj.;aiii 

HUSBAND SHOULD BE SET FREE BEFORE WIFE 
~, ' "' ~ :a ' _:t. ~ , , ~ J I , , ,., , ....,. 

l.&j.Oli _;.l::,j ~ill I~ &ill s-J~i f.Jj 1.61 ~~4 J;:.3 ~I ~Sijllil ~~ (.;. (fl • •) 

(~Ll.\1__, Jjby.l oi_JJ) -~.;jl ~~Jl ~f.J.;1 ~~ 
3200. Sayyidah Ayshah \p.ll'~ J reported that she intended to set free her two slaves 
who were husband and wife. So she asked the Prophet ~J~~~ about it and he 
instruct ed her that she should begin with the man before the woman.2 

COMMENTARY: If the female slave were set free before the male then she would have 
had an option to separate from her husband. This is as stated in the previous commentary. 
Generally, a man tolerates a slave girl as his wife but a woman seems uncomfortable with a 
husband who is a slave. · 

FEMALE SLAVE WHO CHOOSES HER HUSBAND CANNOT REPUDIATE 
MARRIAGE AFTER HER FREEDOM 

(.)jiJy.\o\_JJ)-~j~~i~)~! 
3201. Sayyidah Ayshah l.f~.li'~J narrated that Sayyidah Barirah \p.li'~J was set free 
when she was with Sayyiduna Mughith ~.11~~J (as his wife). Allah's Messenger~ 
~J~.ll1 offered her an option (to let her marriage stay or revoke it). But, he also said 
to her, "If he has sexual intercourse with you, then you will no longer have an 
option" (because that will suggest that you are pleased with him).3 

1 Bukhari # 5383, Tirmidhi # 1155, Abu Dawud # 2231, Darimi # 2292, Musnad Ahmad 1-215. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2237, Nasai'i # 3446, Ibn Majah # 2532. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2236. 
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COMMENTARY: The Hidayah states that if a female slave marries with the consent of her 
master, or he gives her in marriage with her permission or without her permission and she 
gets freedom later on then the option to retain or revoke her marriage rests with her, 
whether her husband is a free man or a slave. 
If she marries someone without her master's consent and later he sets her free, then upon 
gaining freedom her marriage remains valid .. She retains no option to repudiate her 
marriage. The three imams say that if she has married a free man then after gaining 
freedom she has no right to decide on her marriage. 
Ibn Hamman .1!1~ J said that the difference of opinion between Abu Hanifah .1!1~ J and the 
three imams stems from the varying traditions about the husband of Sayyidah Barirah .1!1~ J 

~.Both Bukhari and Muslim have the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ~l»1~J that the husband 
was a slave. But they also reproduce the hadith that he was a free man. 
Similar traditions are found also in the four sun an, Trimdhi, Abu Dawud Nasa'i and Ibn 
Majah. Tirmidhf l»1~ J has described the hadith as hasan sahih. 
The three imams ~~~J go by the first tradition while Abu Hanifah ~l»1~J goes by the 
second. 
Mulla Ali Qari .1!1~ J has cited this saying of Ibn Hamman~~~ J in Mirqat in detail. We have 
reproduced only a summary of it.t 

CHAPTER - VIII 
THE DOWER 

As Sadaq (JI..\..aJI) is· the dower. It is the reco111pense paid to the woman by her husband 
against the right of wifehood. If a man decides at the time of marriage that he shall not pay 
the dower, then the marriage will not be valid. However, it is not necessary to mention the 
. dower at the time of marriage, for it is not a condition, and the husband will haye to pay 
· mahr mithl (or the proper dower) in this case. · 
THE AMOUNT:~ (divine law) has not defined any amount of dower as waji~(obligatory) 
not has it mentioned its maximum limit. Rather, it has left it to the means of the husband. A. 
man must determine it according to his ability to pay, However, the minimum limit of the 
Clower is sp~ified lest husbands begin to pay very low sums of money towards dower. 
According to the Hanafis the minimum dower is ten dirhams (or 30. 62 gram of silver). H 
any one suggests a dower less than this then it would not be correct. 
Imam Maalik ,&,~ J holds that the lowest possible dower is one fourth dinar. 
Imam Shafi'I iii!~ J and Imam Ahmad say that whatever is priced - or eligible to be priced -
may be fixed as a dower. 
DOWER OF THE PROPHET'S r""J •.l~ .&1 ,;..., RESPECTED WIVES \fa~~ ~J AND 
DAUG~R lf:~.\1~,: Apart from Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~~~J among the wives of the 
Prophet ~J4#.&1~ and Sayyidah Fatimah ~~~~J among his daughters, the dower of all 
the rest of them was five hundred dirham's equivalent silver weighing 1 to 10 gram and 
530 grams. The present value is about rupees nine hundred and eighteen only. 

t Hidayah (commentary on Islamic Laws) v1 pp 108-109 Dar ul Isha'at Karachi. 
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The dower of Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~ ~ ~ J was four thousand dirhams or four 
hundred dinars. It is equivalent to 12 Kilograms and twenty grams of silver. Its current 
value is Rs. 7348. · 
The dower of Sayyidah Fatimah ~.&t~J was '!-bout one kilogram and seven hundred and 
fifty grams silver. The current value of it is about Rs. 1050. 
(This valuation is not correct in the current times The value keep fluctuating. So, current 
value of silver must be calculated.) (Asghar- meem) 

SECTION I 

MINIMUM AMOUNT OF DOWER 

.. .,- f-'!.,"" ""l.ll~t, "C: .,~, f-'t..J, "" -'"""'"'"-!. .,., 
~:1;;9 ~-4JJ.li9~1 Jli~lj~dJ~I_;.:..\~.~l~' 4 ~-4JJ.l! Jlii l.lS"lSj~j l.lS' 

(4..L;; - ... ) ,. ,~t, -: - ~-~~~ 
3202. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa' d ~.:.S- ~~ ~ J narrated that a woman come to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4#-l»t ~ (one day ) and said. ''0 Messenger of Allah, I present 
myself as a gift to you." She stood there (after saying that) for a long time. But (He 
did not give a response and while he was quit) a man stood up and submitted, "0 
Messenger of Allah, marry her to me if you have no need for her." So, he asked, 
"Have you anything to give for a dower?" He said, "I have this waist wrapper on 
me and nothing else." He said, "(Go and) see if you can find something, even an 
iron ring." He looked for something but could not find any thing. So, Allah's 
Messenger ~ J4#-.&t~ asked him, "Have you any thing of the Quran with you (in 
your memory) ?" He submitted, "Yes! Surah so and so and surah so and so." So, he 
said "Indeed, I have given her to you in marriage for what is with you (in 
memory) of the Quran. 
According to another version: He said, 11 Go! Indeed, I have given her to you in 
marriage, so teach her from the Quran."l 

COMMENTARY: As long as he lived, when~ver any woman offered herself to the 
prophet ~J4#-l»t~ and he accepted her gift, she became lawful to him. No dower was 
wajib (obligatory) on him. This was neither permitted to any else not is it allowed now. It 
was among the Prophet's ~ J4#-~'~ peculiarities, being allowed to him exclusively. The 
Quran confirms it: 

~ e ... ~ " ~ , " e ,,~~ " .. '~~~~~li£~!' ~- ! 1\ ~ ll\$\jl ! '''" H\£·u!j,l '&~ ! 'I~:JSI_;;AI~ ~..,; ~ 6' ~II' .. ~ (.S), ~.,~~ • 'J~, -'...T .J 

1 Bukhari # 5-135, Muslim# 76. 1425, Tirmidhi # 1116, Abu Dawud # 2111, Ibn Majah # 1889, Darimi 
# 2201, 'Muwatta Maalik # 8 (Nikah (wedlock)) Musnad Ahmad 5-330. 
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(O•: rr~WJI) -~J.!il 
land a believing woman, if she dedicates herself to the prophet provided the 
prophet desires to wed her. This exclusively is for you only apart from the 
believers) (33: 50) 

According to· Imam Shafi'I .&1 ~ J a marriage without dower but only with the word (~) 
~bah, gift) was allowed only to the prophet~ J~-&1~. It is not permitted to anyone else. 
The Hanafis cm~tend that marriage with the word hibah is permitted to everyone, but it 
was only for the Prophet ~J~.&1~ that dower was not wajib (obligatory) .. Thus, if a wo:Jnan 
offers herself to a man and he accepts her gift then their marriage will be correct but the 
mahrmithl (proper dower) will be wajib (obligatory) on the man, though the woman does 
not mention any dower or even offers herself without dosing a dower. So, the verse cited 
(33: 50) means according to the Hanafis: 
{This is exclusively for you without a dower being wajib (obligatory) on you} 
AN IRON RING: This stipulation shows that any kind of property may be assigned as 
dower, no matter how insignificant, provided both husband and wife agree to it. While 
Imam Shafi'I .&1 ~ J and Imam Ahmad subscribe to t his edict, the ruling of Imam Abu 
Hanifah .&1~J and Imam Maalik .&1~J is mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. The 
Hanafis rely on the hadith of Sayyiduna Jabir 1$.&1~ J in Daraqutni: 

"' !"'"';(~--: ~,, -~.)J~ ~.JJ 

(Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, "Woman be given away in marriage only to 
their equals and their guardians must give them away in marriage, and a dower less 
than ten dirhams is not reliable.") 

This is further upheld by the hadith of Sayyiduna Ali ~.&~~ J in daraqutni and Bayhiqi: 

(Dower less then ten dirhams is not valid). 
The Hanafis say about this hadith of Sayyiduna Sahl ~.&1~J that it is about mahr majjal 
(prompt dower) because the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ used to give part of the dower 
immediately before consummating his marriages to his respected wives ~ .&1 ~ J· This is 
why he gave the same command to the man, "Bring whatever you find so that you may 
give something at least to this woman after contracting the marriage, as a dower, 
It is on this basis what some ulama (Scholars) have deduced that a husband must give to 
his wife, after their marriage, but before having sexual intercourse, some of the dower. 
Ibn Abbas ~$~~ .J Ibn Umar 1$.&1~ .J , Zuhri .&1~ .J , and Qatadah .&1~ .J , ruled on these lines 
they pointed out that when Sayyiduna Ali l$.illl~ J married Sayyidah Fatimah ~.&1~ J , the 
Prophet ~ J~l»>~ did not let him go to her unless ~e had paid something to her out of the 
dower. Sayyiduna Ali ~.&~~J submitted, ''0 Messenger of Allah, I do not have anything 
with me now." He said, "give her your armour." So he gave her his armour. Then, he went 
to her and her dower was four hundred mithqal silver. The Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ had 
instructed him to give out of that an armour's worth. Hence, these people have ruled that, 
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before consummating the marriage, it is wajib (obligatory) to pay the woman something out 
of the specified dower. The Hanafis say that it is mustahab (desirable), not wajib (obligatory). 
The concluding words of the hadith suggest that the prophet ~ J4Js.~~ made _'teaching of 
the Quran~ as a dower. So, some imams regard it as permitted. But, Imam Abu Hanifah ~ J 

~ does not agree that it is allowed. He says about this kind of dower that the marriage will 
be valid but mahr mithl (Proper dower} remains wajib (obligatory) on the husband (to pay to 
his wife). He says about this hadith that the words 'for what is with you of the Quran do 
not mean 'a dower' but their being Muslims - acceptance of Islam - was the reason of their 
marriage. He did not specify that to serve as a dower. 
"So teach her from the Quran." This command, too was not binding. Rather, it was a 
recommendation. Hence, this cannot be cited as evidence that the prophet ~~ ~ J had 
declared teaching the Quran to serve as a dower. 

AMOUNT OF DOWERS OF THE WIVES ~~~J OF THE PROPHET ~J4Js.~'J-P 

-~~l~d§;i!JI?:J-!,0t'iJl4JJJ~&Ij5-~J~ 
3203. Sayyiduna Abu Salamah ~.1!t~ J narrated that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ J 

'lf.:'>, "What dower had the Prophet ~J~~~~ fixed (for his respected ~~~~J wives) 
?" She said, "His dower to his wives was twelve ooqiyas and one nashsh." Then she 
asked; "Do you know what a nashsh is?" He (Abu Salamah) ~~~~J said, ''No!" She 
said, "HaH an ooqiyah and that makes it five hundred dirhams."t 
Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~ J 4,1t- .111 ~ practice) and other sources have nashsh in 
the nominative case. 

COMMENTARY: Earlier in the chapter, we have spoken on the current weight and usage 
of five hundred dirhams. 
The Shafi'i go by this hadith to say that a dower of five hundred dirhams is mustahab (desirable). 
It must be clarified here that Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ ~ lr' J has mentioned the dower of all 
those of. the Prophet's ~J~~~~ wives whose dower he had himself determined. As for 
Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~~~ J, her dower was fixed by the emperor of Ethiopia. 

SECTION II 

HEAVY DOWER DISALLOWED 

t .::..t"1. ' .. ~ ' J, .. ' .. J, ' ~ ,_ .. .. ... .. J, 
~~~j~WI~~IJ_;1J~U~j~WI~~I&}l+J,JS'iji.....!.JB:l~l 

.J Jji.,~I.J ~.lo ..;tH.J -M>I oi.JJ) ...;~_;i iP ~~ ~_%1 j£~~ ~ l4!. ftSJI~J ~~~ 

t Muslim# 78-1426, Abu Dawud # 2105, Ibn Majah # 1886, Darimi # 2199. 
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3204. Sayyiduna Umar ibn at Khattab ~...111~; said, "Beware! Do not be extravagant 
in fixing dower of the women, If it were more honorable in this world and more 
pious in Allah's sight, then the most qualified (among you) to do it w~ Allah's 
Prophet~ J4#~~~~. I do not know of Allah's Messenger ~""' J4#~'~ marrying any of 
his wives, or giving away any of his daughters in marriage for more then twelve 
ooqiyas (as dower)."I 

COMMENTARY: the word taqwa (piety) (piety) implies a greater degree of taqwa (piety). 
Allah says: 

{Surely the noblest among you in the sight of Allah is the most pious of you.} (49: 13) 
Taqwa (piety) entitles one to be distinguished in Allah's sight. .~ 
A heavy dower is .not a means of raising one in honour in this world. Rather, it also does 
not raise o~e in· the sight _of Allah. If that is so then why must one indulge in that which 
bears no fruit? :. 
There are thre~ tra~tions about the dower of the wives ~~~~ J of the Prophet ~ J~..lu~. 
On the face of it, th~y contradict each other. We have seen the tradition of Sayyidah Ayshah 
~~~~J (# 3202) and part from this one under discussion we shall see Sayyidah Umm 
Habibah's ~.111~; hadith (# 3208) which is an exception, for, the Negus of Ethiopia had 
fixed her dower as high as four thousand dinars out of respect for the Prophet ~ J~~~~
As for the versions of Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J and Sayyiduna Umar ~.111~J, even they 
are not contradictory Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~' ~; was precise and mentioned the half 

. · ooqiyah too while Umar ~~~~ J o1;1Iy gave a round figure. It may also be that Sayyiduna 
Umar ~~~~ J was not aware of the half ooqiyah or one nashsh. 
It must be borne in mind that Sayyiduna Umar ~ ~~ ~; did not mean to say that there 
ca~ot be dower higher than that. It is allowed to raise the dower above it. 

BEITER TO PAY PART OF DOWER PROMPTLY 
d '""tf ~ • "' "'C: ' "' ~ Iii' ~ "' "' U3 "'~ .}\.A431-:Aiul~'~ fl..!l,l.AJli """'.~4.!1£illl \~41JIJ, '·~-~'I ..,l~,l.£~(r'Y•o) -r'- ,,,,_,- .... ~c..r- \.J"'"- ~...,;~,.. ~, ~...,~v . .....,...-..., 

Iii' "'"' "'"' (.:ajb~l oi.J.J) -Js..!..!.l ~ 1;:.-s Jl 

3205. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, ''If a 
man gives his wife (part of) the dower (as prompt payment) , say two handfuls Qf 
flour or dates then he has made her lawful for himsel£."2 

rlJ1 ~;iJijj-!5 ~ jlii~~,z €-J5JB51j.i ~~sljAI ~~ ~5.0..r'~6£J (r'Y•\) 

• "' "'"' "' "'rl!! ,-r "' . :rlii', "' ' "' (.t-.J..o.~'lolo,_;)-•U~l9 ~~~-·~~(.A~ci-,Aj.·....a~jl "'' "',~4.!1£ ~ '.JW ..J • ~ y-~ , .... .J , ., \,.T,/1 , - , ~_, , .. 

3206. . Sayyiduna Aamir ibn Rabi' ah narrated· that a woman of Banu Fazarah 
married against a dower of a pair of shoes. So, Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ asked 

1 Tirmidhi # 1100, Abu DAwud # 2106, Nasa'i # 3351, Ibn Majah # 1887, Darimi # 2200, Musnad 
Ahmad 1-41. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2110, Musnad Ahmad 3-355. 
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her, 11 Are you leased, in spite of your wealth (and property) to give you person ~in 
marriage) against a·pair of shoes?" She said, "Yes!" And, he gave her permissio~.1 

COMMENTARY: This hadith may also be presumed to be about prompt dower. When the 
~oman agreed to marry against one pair of shoes, she become rightful to get the mahr 
mithl (Or, proper dower).' On being pleased with that she surrendered her right to get 
more, So, the Prophet ~ J~~~~ gave her permission. 
This hadith is da'if (weak). 

WHEN MAHR MITHL BECOMES WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) -ONE POSSIBif:.ITY 

(t.J.;\..U\_,t}WJ\_, .)j\J~\_, l,S.l.A ..1\.l\ ol..,.;) -;j', $~\lit f ..;li 
3207. Sayyiduna Alqamah ~~ J narrated from SayYiduna. Ibn Mas'ud oi$.Ja~ J that he 
was asked about a man who married a woman but did not determine any dower for 
her and died before consummating the marriage. (He took time to think over it and 
decided through his personal deduction). He said, 'Her dower .is like the dower of 
the women of her family (meaning, her match) , neither less nor more. She will 
observe the iddah (waiting period) as wajib (obligatory) and is entitled to (her share 
of) inheritance." Thereupon, Maqil ibn Sinan al-Ashja'I got up and said, 11Indeed, 
Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ had decided the case of Birwa hint washiq a woman 
among us, just as you have decided. So, Ibn Mas'ud .1$~1~ J was delighted with it.2 

COMMENTARY: Allah has bestowed on Ibn Mas'ud oi$~'~J wisdom, foresight and a vast 
understanding of religion. He solved complex issues to be in agreement with the Quran 
and hadith. He took one month to study this issue before giving his verdict which was in 
conformity with what the Prophet ~J~lm~ had decided in a similar case. So, ibn Mas'ud 
.1$~~ J was deeply delighted on having given a correct judgement. 
In this case, the opinion of Sayyiduna Ali .1$ ~~ ~ J and some other sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~.rllt~J was that because the marriage was not consummated, the woman 
was not entitled· to any dower but it was wajib (obligatory) on her to observe the iddah 
(waiting period) and she deserved to get her share of inheritance, too. 
Imam Shafi'I .&t~ J gave verdicts. One of these concurred with that of Sayyiduna Ali .1$.&1~ J 

and the other with the decision of Sayyiduna Ibn Mas' ud .1$ ~ ~ J with which Imam Abu 
Hanifah ~~ J and Imam Ahmad .i»t~ J agreed. 

WHAT IS MAHR MITHL: It is the same dower as of the women in her father's family 
who are like her in age, beauty, wealth, time, intelligence, religion, virginity and woman 
hood, knowledge, manner and habits. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1115, Ibn Majah # 1888, Musnad Ahmad 3-455. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1148, Abu Dawud # 2114, Nasa'i # 3521, Ibn Majah # 1891, Musnad Ahmad 4. 279, 
Darimi # 2246. 
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SECTION III ~liltj.Aili 

PROPHET'S ~J~.&t~ MARRIAGE WITH UMM HABIBAH ~.1u~.J & HER DOWER 

. .. "' ' .. ~ ' (c}WJI., JjiJ ~I oi.,.J) -~-: .. & ~I y:.,. ;j.! fV. ~j ~ill I~ 

3208. Sayyidah Umm Habibah l~lilt~ .J was married to Abdullah ibn Jahsh who <:fied 
in Ethiopia. So, the Negus gave her away in marriage to th~ Prophet ~ J ~lilt~ 
paying her a dower of four thousand on his behalf. 
Anoiher version has: four thousand dirhams. 
Then he sent her to Allah's Messenger~ ... ~~~"" with Sayyiduna Shmhbil ibn Hasanah. 

COMMENTARY: The first husband of Sayyidah Uriun Habibah ~li11~ .J is given in all the 
copies of Mishkat as Abdullah ibn Jahsh, but this is wrong. His name was Ubaydullah ibn 
Jahsh. This is what is found in sunan Abu Dawud and other sources. 
The real name of Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~li11~ .J was Ramlah ~.&1~ .J· 
She was the daughter of Abu Sufyan ~lilt~ J and sister of Mu' awiyah ~ .&! ~ .J· She was 
married first to Ubaydullah ibn Jahsh who had embraced Islam and had emigrated with 
her to Ethiopia from Makkah. There, he apostated, giving up Islam for Christianity. He 
died there. She remained a staunch Muslim. 
The Prophet ~J4~.&1~ sent Amr ibn Umayyah Damri 4~.&1~.J to the king of Ethiopia, the 
Negus, whose name was Ashumah asking him to convey his proposal of marriage to 
Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~.111~ .J· So, he sent his slave girl, Abrahah, to her with the proposal. 
Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~ .&1 ~ .J accepted the proposal with great joy. She also sent 
someone posthaste to Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Sa' eed, ~ .111 ~ .J her father's paternal cousin, 
requesting him to act as her guardian for the marriage. · 
She also presented Abrahah a pair of clothing and a silver ring for bringing her the good, 
auspicious news. 
In the evening, the Negus invited SayyiduanJa'far ibn Abu Talib ~.&~~.J and all the Muslims 
who were in Ethiopia. ~en they were assembled, he deliverd the marriage sermon: 

~~ J ~lH ':J! iJ! ~ -...ul.-4!,1 .J~I ~.rJ1 G ,:i!ll ~~~·~~~ <..r.~J.iaJI ·~ 'ljl ~ 1 :J.T 
'-· i ,{ , t "' .,, "' "' ~ I!J' "' , f "' "' , -·-: ,~e-~~~~ ,l ~~~lll \f.~~t.fJ..\~_,~l5~lLll..:.JitU' "J "'~hi~!;.: ~Y·~~~ jill' .., .,J I "" , ., r..s- , .., ... "" ';J , ~ .., • 

Then, he said: 
"To proceed, Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&'~ has commanded me to conduct his marriage to 
Umm Habibah bint Abu Sufyan. I have obeyed him and have fixed a dower of four 
hundred dinars. I give the four hundred dinars, "placing them before these people." 
After that Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Sa' eed ~li11~ J delivered this sermon: 

"' ~ ' ' "' "' ' ' - ,, ,{ . e ,f .. '1., ... 3 ~ , .. ~I j ill\ l'! iJ! l' ....UI 4£1 ..;~I ~._rJI ~I ~j!,l ~~I <..r.~J.l1JI ~I ~ .4al 

-.....!..)~l-~1-o~ ~t-j~~:UI \f.t;e.r!~Jil~_,~lS.lJ,JL~JIAJ' 'J "'~h 11!;..: ,..,...., ., y ' , I' , r..s- , I' "' -;..; , ~ .J . 
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Then he said: 
"To proceed! I have obeyed Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .bl ~ and I have married the 
daughter of Abu Sufyan ~~~;, Umm Habibah ~~~;,to the Prophet ~J~.l.~ May 
Allah bless it. (Ameen) · 
After this proposal and acceptance, the four hundred dinars of the dower were paid to 
Khalid ibn Sa' eed ~~~~ ;. 
The people prepared to depart as the marriage was contracted, but the Negus requested 
them to Stay on saying, "It is the sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~~~~ practice) of the Prophet ~"J-J~~ 
to serve a meal at a wedding." Then, he had food served to them after which they 
dispersed to their homes. 
This took place in 7 AH~ At this time the father of Sayyidah Umm Habiba ~ ~~ ~; , Abu 
Sufyan was (not a Muslim but) an idolater and a sworn enemy of the Prophet·~ J~.&1~. 
Later he accepted Islam.l 

EMBRACING ISLAM AFFIXES THE SEAL 

,. , ~ ,, , _,_ , , , , , .:, ' , ,, "" ::...., -t ..... , ., c: ' , 
.....!...>Ki _;..L!,li .~ 1-~):J ~I......!...J}i ~1.19 o! ~lli 1~:t;;t..9 ~~I J..:.$ ~:l '· 

(~Wol_j.J) -~~11\.A J1~ 
3209. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~; narrated that-(Sayyiduna) Abu Talhah ~~~ jJllarried 
(Sayyidah) Umm Sulaym ~ ~~ ~ J· Islam was the dower between them. (Sayyidah) 
Umm Sulaym ~.i»~~J embraced Islam before (Sayyiduna) Abu Talhah ~J:~~J did. 
Then he proposed to her and she said, ''I have, indeed, embraced Islam. So, if you 
submit to Islam. I shall marry you." Thus, he embraced Islam and submission to 
Islam become the dower between them.2 

COMM~NTARY: Sayyidah Umm Sulaym ~J:~~; was the daughter of Milhan and mother 
of Anas ~bn Maalik ~~~~ ;. She had been married to Maalik ibn Nadr and Anas ~.&~~; was 
born to them, but Maalik did not embrace Islam and was killed as an idolater. 
Mterwards Umm Sulaym embraced Islam. Abu Talhah was an idolater. He propos~d 
marriage and she was' married to him. . 
The Hanafis says that they were married ag~inst a dower agreed between them but when she 
married him in keeping with her promise when he embraced Islam, she waived her dower. 
In other words, his submission to Islam was their reason to marry. It was not her dower. 
However, other Imam take the hadith in its literal sense. They regard his Islam as the 
dower arranged between them. 

1 See also the Life of Prophet Muhammad ~J~~J..P, Ibn Kathir, pp 418-19 (Darul Isha'at Karachi). 

2 Nasa' i # 3340. 
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CHAPTER-IX 
THE WALIMAH OR THE WEDDING FEAST 

Vol.3 

Walimah is the food that is served at the wedding. The word comes from altiyam which 
means 'getting together.' So, it is the banquet thrown when the spouses get together. 
WALIMAH'S POSITION IN SHARI'~H (DIVINE LAW): Most ulama (Scholars) say 
that wlimah is masnun, but some call it mustahab (desirable) and yet other regard it as 
wajib (obligatory). -
TIME: They differ also on the proper time of the Walimah. Some ulama (Scholars) say that 
the correct time for it is after consummation of marriage. Some of them put it with the 
contract of the marriage. Another opinion is that it iS served at both times - at the marriage 

~ and after the consummation. 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is makruh (disapproved) to serve it for up to two days. The 
most accordirig to them is two days after marriage. Imam Maalik .1il~ J contends that it is 
mustahab (desirable) to serve it for one week. 
However, the very correct thing is that it depends on the husband's means. If he serves 
only once or for many days and at many times, then he may do it. 
KI_NDS OF FEAST: It is stated in Majma ul Bihar that there are eight kinds of feast. 

· (i) Walimah. 
(ii) Khars. (~;) 
(iii) I' dhar. (JI.l$.1} 
(iv) Wakirah (o.r.fJ) 
(v) Naqi' ah (a..,.a;) 
(vi) Wadimah (~ J) 
(vii) Aqiqah. (~) 
(viii) Madbah. (~.,t..) 

The Walimah is at someone' s marriage, Khars is to celebrate a birth. I' dhar is at a child's 
circumcision. Wakirah is when one's house is built and ready to occupy. Naqi'ah is when a 
traveller arrives. Wadimah is when one is in distress, so that it might be removed. Aqiqah is 
when a child is named. And Madbah is any feast that is hosted without any motive. 
All these kinds are mustahab (desirable) with the exception of Walimah which some people 
call wajib :(obligatory). 

SECTION I Jjilj.;dii 
COMMAND TO SERVE WALIMAH 

.... "" "" . "' .,., ~ . ' "" .:. ' ' "' """' 1-l.k~ JW~ ~~ J~ ~ ~ Jll# ~ lSIJ~j ;:1£WI ~ &}-\1...1.;1 u;ll~j <Y'Y' •) 

(~~>-i~Jl .. L=.l.JI~d.H~J~jli~l~jljl~JJ~fi;JI4JJ.ldlJli 
a210. ''sayyiduna Anas ~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~~~ observed a trace 
of yellow (saffron) on (the clothing) of Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~.1il~ J• so, he asked 
him, "What is this?" He submitted, ''I have married a woman for one nawah of 
gold." He said, "May. Allah bless you! Throw a wedding feast though it be only 
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with a sheep."t 
(Nawah also means date seed, so gold equivalent to the seed.) 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ may have simply asked Sayyiduna Abdur 
~ahman ibn Awf ~...111~.J the reason for the colour on him, or he may have questioned him 
why he had applied it while men are disallowed to apply perfume. He explained that he 
had not applied in intentionally but it may have dropped on him from his new bride. 
Qadi .&1 ~.J said that while a nashsh is twenty dirhams and an ooqiyah forty dirhams 
weight, so nawah is five dirhams in weight. Thus, her dower was five dirhams some 

• authorities say that nawah means nawah tamr or seed of date and this seems more correct. 
In this case, he may have given gold equivalent to the seed as dower. 
'Though it be only a sheep could describe the bare minimum, but here it means 'even if it 
casts too much. In those days, sheep could not be said to represent a minimum amount 
because Muslims were not well-off. They faced dire poverty and observed the sunnah 
(Prophet's ~J~-&1~ practice) with parched barley meal or such other inexpensive things. 
Moreover, even Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~ .&1 ~ J was not so with at that time as to be 
expected to regard sheep as a minimum. 

THE PROPHET'S ~J4=1~.&~~ GRAND WALIMAHWHEN HE MARRIED ZA YNAB ~~~~J 
,, , ,, ... ' , ~ ' l J ,, , 

_;JJI ·: -:lJ ~ _;.ljl lA ~~ ~ f&l ~ ~j ~ill I~ ;ljl Jj-!5 _;.ljl lA Jli ~j (r'Y' ') 

(~~)-j~ 
3211. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&!~ did not 
host a Walimalt for any of his wives as he did for Sayyidah Zaynab ~ .&1 ~ J• He 
hosted the Walimah (for her marriage) with a sheep.2 

COMMENTARY: The previous contention is proved that when sheep is served in a 
Walimah it is a sumptuous feast and very expensive. 

(I.S.J~I oi.J.J) -l!iJ 
3212. Sayyiduna Anas 4:S- ~~ ~ J said that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ hosted a 
Walimah after consummating his marriage with Sayyidah Zaynab bint jahsh. He 
served bread and meat to the people to satiation point.3 

EMANCIPATION AS DOWER FOR WOMAN 
' , ,, , , ' , ~ ' ~ , , ' 

j ~I I~ l&i!~~j ~Jj3j J~~~~l~j ~WI ~;ljl Jj.!J ....i.J!Jli~j (r'Y,Y') 

(~·~)-.... ~~t&1o ,, ,, .. ~- ~ -~~ 
3213. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ set 

1 Bukhari # 5148, Musilm # 79-1427, Tirmidhi # 1034, Abu Dawud # 2109, Ibn Majah # 1907, Darimi # 
2204, Muwatta Maalik # 47 (Nikah (wedlock)) , Musnad Ahmad 3-205. 
2 Bukhari # 5168, Muslim# 80-1428, Abu Dawud # 3743, Ibn Majah # 1908, Musnad Ahmad 3. 227. 
3 Bukhari # 4794. 
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Sayyidah Safiyy~ \p .&1 ~.J free and (after that) he married her. He made her 
freedom her dower. He also hosted a Walimah for her with hays. t 
(Hays is a mixture of dates, clarified butter and dried curd.) 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Safiyah lp.&!~ .J was the daughter of Huyyay ibn Akhtab who 
was the chief of the tribes of Khaybar, Banu Qurayzah and Banu Qurayzah and Banu Nadir 
when the Muslim defeated the Jews and conquered Khaybar, she too was among the 
captives, and was given to the prophet ~J"#lil1~ as a female slave. He set her free and 
married her so that she earned the highest honour of the world and religion. 
IS IT ALLOWED TO REGARD FREEDOM AS A DOWER: There are different views 
about whether freedom of a woman may serve as her dower. Some sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~.1!1~ .J and some ulama (Scholars) abide by this hadith and hold that a slave 
girl's emancipation may be regarded to be her dower. However, another section of the 
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~li11~.J and ulru;na (Scholars) hold that it is disallowed to 
do so. The Hanafis are among the latter. They say about this hadith that this is an 
exceptional case, exclusive for the prophet ~ J..;.s.li11~ but not allowed to anyone else. 
It is stated in Sharh Hidayah that if a man sets his female slave free on condition that 
against her freedom she should marry him and she agrees to it (no dower being payable ) 
then setting her free would be correct. However, as for as her marriage is concerned, she is 
at liberty. If she marries the man then it will be wajib (obligatory) to pay her mahr mithl (the 
proper dower). 
Hays is a sweet dish prepared from dates, clarified butter, cheese etc. 

THE WALIMAH OF SAYYIDAH SAFIYAH lpli!1~.J 

!,,, .. ~ ,,~, , ,,, 
(lS Wlol J)-u--1 '.m~l" ~HC,lc,:;\{.9 .) • _, _, .... .J .. (.$' 

3214. Sayyiduna ~as ~.:S- .1!1 ~ .J said that the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 jJ halted for three 
nights between Khaybar and Madinah after his marriage with Sayyidah Safiyah ._rp .J 
lpli!1 Anas ~.:S-li!1~.J invited the Muslims to his Walimah which had no bread and no 
meat. He had some table spreads placed. Then dates, dried curd and clarified butter 
were laid on them.2 

COMMENTARY: The previous hadith had a wo~d hays. This hadith mentions its ingredients. 

THE WALIMAH OF ONE OF THE WIVES 

(lSJ~I ol_jJ) -J.,.!. 
• CJ t$ 

3215. Sayyidah Safiyah bint.Sahaybah lp.&!._rp.J said that the Prophet ~J4#.&!~ host 

1 Bukhari # 5169, Muslim# 84-1365, Tirmidhi #·1115, Abu Dawud # 2054, Nasa'i # 3342, Ibn Majah # 
1958, Musnad Ahmad 3-99. 
2 Bukhari # 4213, Nasa'i # 3382, Musnad Ahmad 3-264. 
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ed a Walimah f()r one of his wives (probably, Umm Salamah) ~~~~J with two 
mudds of barley.l 

ACCEPT INVITATION TO FEAST 
• ..t " ,_, , "'~ ' , ~ ' l , , , l , 

~yl JL;.S'~I ct! ll!Jli~j ~WI ~;JJI JJ-!5 ...!.JI~ ~I ;131~6$-j ('rY,\) 

(~·:..A:...a)~~~,~. -: ,~l_!j!~i~~l ;;5,;;;~ji£&_lil:ii .. ~- :_r-., ~ • :,• t:$~' 't~-...1 ~~~- , .. 

3216. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~ 
~ J said, '~en one of you is invited, to a Walimah, he must go to it." 
According to another version in Muslim: 11He must accept (the invitation) be it a 
Walimah or another (feast) like it." 2 

COMMENTARY: Another feast could be qne of these to celebrate circumcision, aqiqah, etc. 
Thus Walimah stands only for wedding feast. 
Some people say that it is wajib (obligatory) to accept the invitation to a Walimah. If anyone 
does not attend it without any excuse then he co~ts a sin in the light of the words of the 
prophet ~J~~~: 

"' ~ , :: ' "' :u _;.!,5 jill\ c..# J.i9lS _¥-lll ~jJ ~ 
11He who rejects an invitation has indeed disobeyed Allah and his Messenger." 

Some ulama (Scholars) ·say that it is not wajib (obligatory) to accept it, but mustahab 
(desirable). Moreover, to accept an invitation is to attend it. As for having the meal, if he is 
not fasting then it is mustahab (desirable) to eat. 
As for other invitations besides Walimah, it is mustahab (desirable) to accept. 
Teebi ..\1 ~ J and Ibn Maalik il11 ~ J hold that whether it is wajib (obligatory) or mustahab 
(desirable), some reasons are there to reject or not attend it. They are: 

(i) The food is likely to be unlawful. 
(ii) .. Only the rich are invited, 
(iii) ·One ·of the invitees is likely to be harmful or is a disagreeable person. 

Thus, if anyone does not accept. an invitation in such cases, then it does not mater. 
Also, if a' person is i.nvited only to flatter him, or to word off any possible harm from him, 
or to earn a worldly favour from him, then this invitation must not be accepted. 
Similarly, the invi~tion need not be accepted if prohibited things like wine are served there, 
or dance and singing or such tings as disallowed by Shari'ah (divine law) are organized. 
The foregoing also covers an invitation where silk is spread on the ground. 
We must remember that most of the invitations today are not without the foregoing evils, if 
not all then most of them. · 
Therefore, tne. $ilfis say that azlah (or staying aloof or separated) is now lawful. Rather, 
now a days isolation or seclusion is wajib (obligatory). 
Hence, if a person exercises caution and prefers to be secluded not attending any gathering 
or invitation, then it is better for him to practice seclusion. 

1 Bukhari # 5172, Musnad Ahmad 6-113. 
2 Bukhari # 5173, Muslm. # 16-1429, Dar~mi # 2205, Muwatta Maalik # 49 (Nikah (wedlock)) Abu 
Dawud # 3736, Ibn Majah # 1914, Musnad Ahmad 2-22. 
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"' , .. J. "' ' "' J. ' J. 'J "' "' yl!,..._u~i ~i~~Jt;S'kl Cf~ ll!~J~WI ~;1.\1 JJ-!.5 J~ J~$4-~ j (r''1'\V) 

~oi-'.J)~.ftyl!,..._uJj~ 

3217. SayyidunaJabir~.iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\u~ said, When 
any of you is invited to a meal (of a wedding or like it), he must go it to it. There, If 
he likes, he may eat or if he likes, he may abstain"t 

COMMENTARY: While accepting an invitation may be wajib (obligatory) or mustahab 
(desirable) eating food there is mustahab (desirable) only and that too if one is not fasting. 
Ibn Maalik ~~ ~ J said that the command to accept an invitation is of the kind of wajib 
(obligatory) provided the invitee has no excuse. If he has an excuse then he may not go. 

VERY BAD TO INVITE ONLY THE RICH 

lii J.~ ~;1'...:~ ~~~'' J.! ~J ;;)1. ili1 ~ ;iJ, JJ.!.J J~ J~ s~..r' C?' ~ J <"'"\A) 
"' J. "'"'" "' -:::1 "' .... ~{\ !I '"-~ (~~-:)_A.\ j-!.5 jill I~ .lli S _¥-.lJI ~.F &A j tl;..,:...l ~~jl~ )1\ 

321~. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:&-)»,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~)»,~ 
said, 11The worst (kind) of food is the meal at the Walimah to which the wealthy are 
invited while the poor are ignored. If anyone skips an invitation (without an 
excuse) then he disobeys Allah and His Messenger."2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith does not mean that this is the only food of the worst kind. 
Indeed, some may be worse than this food. Thus the words 

1The worst of men is he who eats by himself.' 
imply that this class is the worst. There can be many of them. 
This hadith does not condemn Walimah itself but questions the one that is exclusive for the rich. 
Those authorities whq say that it is wajib (obligatory) to accept an invitation cite this hadith. 
But, a majority of u lama hold that this hadith emphasizes it as a mustahab (desirable). 

SERVING FOOD THE GATE CRASHER 

... J , , , "'t , c:: ,. , "' , , 
(~~)-ll.h:: ••. HIJ;i ~ Jlie,F•' l~...._uJJA.l~JI 

3219. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud Al-Ansari narrated that a man of the ansar whose 
kunyah was Abu Shuayb had a slave (or servant or a young boy) who sold meat. 
(one day) he said to him, 11Prepare for me food that will suffice five people that 

1 Muslim# 105-1430, Abu Dawud # 3140. 
2 Bukhari # 5177, Muslim# 107-1432, Abu Dawud # 3742, Ibn Majah # 1913, Darimi # 2066, Muwatta 
# 50 (Nikah (wedlock)) , Musnad Ahmad 2-241. 
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might invite the prophet ~J~.&~~ as the fifth of the five (meanin~ four others)." 
Thus he prepared a little food for him. Then he came (to the Prophet ~ J.,Js.iJI~ and 
invited him (with four others). A man followed them. So, the prophet ~J~.&~~ 
said (when they came to his home) , ''0 Abu Shu' ayb, a man has followed us. If you 
wish you may permit him to join us (for the meal) , but if you like you may leave 
him (at the door, outside). He said, "No, rather, I shall permit him (to join us)."1 

COMMENTARY: It is not allowed 'to anyone to go to some other person's feast uninvited. 
It is not allowed to a guest, too, to take along one who is not invited. If the host has given a 
general permission or the guest known that the host will not object then he may take along 
someone who is not invited. Thus hadith tells us other things too: 

(i) It is not allowed to enter a person's house without his permission. 
(ii) If a person invites a limited number of people and if an uninvited man goes 

with them, then the guests must as . a mustahab (desirable), seek the hosts 
permission for him. 

(iii) It is mustahab (desirable) for the host to not prevent an uninvited guest from 
eating unless the guests are inconvenienced. If a person is turned away 
without eating for some reason, then he must be ·dealt with politely and it is 
better that he is given some food if he deserves it. 

Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J ~ iJ, ~ practice) also says that it is not allowed to an 
uninvited person to join the feast. 
Some ulama (Scholar~) say that if a person invites someone and placing the food before 
him makes him owner of the food then the guest has authority to eat it, or feed it to any 
other man, or take it home. But, if the host lays the table spread and places the food on it 
then It is a sign that he has not made the guest owner of the food. He only permits him to 
eat there at the table spread. What ever is leftover, the host will take it away. Hence the 
guest must sit and eat according to procedure and custom. He may neither take any of it 
home nor feed another person. 
It is highly laudable for people sitting around the dining mat to keep moving the platters in 
front of each other on the same mat. If there are more dining mats, guests on one dining 
mat must not offer the platters. To those on another mat. 

SECTION II ut'iuj-Qin 
WALIMAHOFSAYYIDAHSAFIYAH~i»'~J 

~ I , ~ 

.J (.S.l.o .J.ll .J ~~ oi.JJ) -_fJ j ~n J~~ ~ ~ _;.lj\ ~j ~ ID\ ~ ~ \ ~\ u;J\ ~ j (~YY •) 

(~Lo~\.J_,JIJy.l 

3220. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~; said that the Prophet ~ J~-&1~ gave the Walimah for 
Sayyidah safiyah ~,&,~; with fine flour and dates.2 

COMMENTARY: A previous hadith (# 3213)· about her mentions her Walimah with hees. It 
means that both these things were served in the Walimah of the Prophet's ~ J ~ .&1 ~ 
marriage spoke of what they found. · 

1 Bukhari # 5461, Muslim# 138-2036, Tirmidhi # 1101, Darimi # 2668, Musnad Ahmad 4-121. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1097, Abu Dawud # 3744, Ibn Majah # 1909, ~usnad Ahmad 3/110. 
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PROPHET~ J4#..ll1~ ABSTAINED FROM WORLDLY THINGS 

J"' 'JU!£:S ~tbli~l,iit,gw;:J~i~lt'-'\.-:.3 ~\~JW~~- ~ ,,,-:Hz .. " .. ~.£"(Y"YY\) 
_,....... J" .Y " /J"' "? vof.$' .'-"............- .. ., v-'.J 

.. r • I I I r~ '-:, rf~J 
( ~\.4 (X _, .J..o,:t,. 0 .JJ) _\:j_,_r ~ 

3221. Sayyiduna Safinah ~li11~J narrated that Sayyiduna Ali Ibn Abu Talib ~lii~~.J 
had a guest for whom he prepared food. Sayyidah Fatimah ~ ..lit ~ J remarked, 
1WOuld that we invited Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~ and he ate with us!" So, they 
invited him. He came (and as he entered the house) and put his hands on the 
handgrip of the doors, he saw an adorned curtain hanging at the extreme of the 
house. So, he returned (from the house). Sayyidah Fatimah ~li11~J ~aid that she 
pursued him and submitted, ~~o Messenger of Allah, what made you tum back?" 
He said, ''It does not behave me, or (for that matter) any prophet, to enter a house 
that is· adomed."t 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word in the text is qirain (~1}) It means 'a curtain.' There may 
not have been a picture on it but it had covered the wall in such a manner as the stage of a 
bride and bridegroom is decorated and covered with curtains. This is an unnecessary 
demonstration of the worldly minded and the affluent. The Prophet ~ J4#/J1~ turned back 
on seeing it, thereby indicating that it was not proper to decorate walls, the useless 
adornment of the world will cause less in the hereafter. 

GATECRASHERS CONDEMNED 
•• " .... ' "' .L ' .L , " " .L -

j all c.P- J.ii •: j:.JJ.i ct! c).' ~j ~WI c_}O ~I Jj-!5 J~ J~ ~cr.~~~ 6£ j (lYYY) 

(Jjb.J-!1 oi.JJ) -1~f:J1.J li..;L:,J.l:Si¥:Spj£J,l:S6A j:J~ 
3222. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.lll~ .J narrated that AI_lah' s Messenger 4#1Jij..P 
~ J said, 1'He who is invited (to a meal) but does not accept it has, indeed, 
disobeyed Allah and His messenger. And he who enters (someone gathering) 
uninvited goes in like a thief and returns like a plunderer."2 

COMMENtARY: A thief enters someone's house furtively. So does the uninvited guest. 
Both commit sin. 
The Prophet~ J4#~j..P taught his ummah two basic manners. 

(i) To fails to accept an invitation without reason is a sign of arrogance. 
(ii) To go uninvited to an invitation or function is shameless and a sign of greed. 

IF TWO INVITATIONS ARRIVE AT ONE TIME 

1 Abu Dawud # 3755, Ibn Majah # 3360, Musnad Ahmad 5-220. 
2 Abu Dawud ## 3741 . 

•. ,&.:· ... 
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' " J " ,_, ,, .. " " " 
(Jjb y. I_, .l.o.>l ol_,.;) -~ L>J.ll ~li ~~I J;;.:...._ujj ~~ l4.4~ j.! I ~l9 y~ Ill\ ~11.3 1 

3223. A man from among the companions oi$~'~J of Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
narrated that he said, "When two people invite at the same time, accept the 
invitation of the person whose door is nearer (to your house).But, if one of them 
precedes (the other). Than accept the invitation of him who has preceded."1 

COMMENTARY: If the invitee can attend both invitations then he must attend both. If two 
neighbours invite at the same time then the n~arest neighbour's invitation is accepted. If the 
inviters are far off then other considerations take effect, like familiarity, reconciliation and 
rights. One who is more known, more pious or has more right than the other will be preferred. 
In the same way, if two students come to a scholar at the same time as two men who wish 
to know an answer to a problem or an issue then he must first attend those who had come 
to him before the others. 

OSTENTATIONS WEDDING fEASTS FOR MANY 

! " '" ~ 0: ~I "" ~~.J~J ~~~ ~~ .J~_;..L::,j ~ill\~~~ Jj-!5 JG JG ~,,, ~~ if-J <r·no 

(~.SlojUioi.J.J)-~ilil~~&oJ!,~ '·~WI~~.J~JlliQWI 
3224. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ 
said, 'To serve food (of the wedding feast) on the first day in just; on the second 
day, it is a sunnah (Prophet's ~J~..ltt~ practice); but on the third day, it is to 
make oneself heard. If anyone yearns to make himself heard, then Allah will 
make him heard."2 

COMMENTARY' On the first day, the wedding feast is sunnah muwakkadah (emphasized 
practice of Holy Prophet ~Y·#~'~). Those who say it is wajib (obligatory), then the(~) 
'just' in the hadith implies wajib (obligatory). 
If anyone invites on the second day then it is sun nah and mustahab (desirable). 
However, if anyone 'goes on to invite on the third day too then clearly he is showing off 
and wants to become popular and heard. ON the day of resurrection, Allah will have it 
proclaimed about him that he was a liar and a forger. He will be debased before all the 
creatures. Teebi ~'"""" J said that when Allah bestows a blessing on someone then he must be 
grateful to him. (For instance, if he marries then he must invite people to a Walimah). 
This may be done on the first or second day. Thereafter, "It is makruh (disapproved) to accept 
an invitation. 
This hadith contradicts the contention of the Maalikis that it is mustahab (desirable) to hold 
the Walimah for seven.days. 

FORBIDDEN TO PARTAKE OF FOOD OF THE ARROGANT WHO VIE WITH ONE 
ANOTHER 

1 Abu Dawud # 3756, Musnad Ahmad 5-407. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1099. 
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3225. Sayyiduna Ikrimah ~ .1!1 ~.; reported that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~ .J 

narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ forbade partaking the food of the two people 
who compefe with one another (being boastful) .I 

COMMENTARY: These are two people who compete to cook more food each aiming to 
outdo the other in food and having more guests. We are instructed not to participate in 
their feasts. 
These days care is not exercised. IN ancient times, learned men avoided such functions 
when they had doubts about the sincerity of the inviters. 

. SECTION III ~!lilt~ 

J ~ "ij y~~ "i y~.J~I_kj i).f, alJI ~~I j~j j\i Jti S~.;:' Cjl6£ j (fYY"\) 

-t~.J i 1 '!!...i.a.i~H ... ·.t.,;.Jl'-'!11 • u 1~L~lA~I J"'li r ... .u~ -~ '_;--"' .. , >"":/*-, ~ , ~ 

3226. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ 
said, ''The invitation of such two people should not be accepted as compete with 
one another (to prepare food). And, their food should not be eaten." Imam Ahmad 
.1!1~..J explained that it is about the two who vie with one another to provide a meal 
proudly and ostentatiously.2 

REJECT THE INVITATION.OF THE SINNERS 
,.., ' "' ~ t: J, I i "' C: 

-~W1~~~4-!6£ ~j~a\1 ~;lli.JJ..!JLr Jli~~~l.;.:..;.t,;. j (fYYV) 
II 

3227. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.11~~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ 
disallowed that invitation to meal \,y an indecent, (sinful or rebellious) person 
should be accepted.3 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (Joo~\i) (sinner or rebellious) is one who is involved in sin 
in any way. His. invitation must not be accepted. Most of them are cruel·and unjust. They 
appropriate properties of the people forcibly. It is forbidden to eat their food. Besides, 
accept their invitation is tantamount to pleasing them and honouring them. This conduct is 
contrary to Shari'ah (divine law). 

DO NOT PROBE LAWFULNESS OF THE FOOD OF THE PIOUS 
,, ~ , "' I , ,{ "' '~ I_ I "' "' ' "' J, ' ' "' c: ... c: "' I "' ~J\:1..9~1~1 ~ _;S~I J.ls ll!~J~llil ~&lJI Jli Jlii~JACjl6£j (fYYA) 

J"'ti ~- . ,t..~~~ ~'~ti,, ... ;1 ~~~ ~,~1 ~~~ c'5J,G "1,4.11-:.!,~1..!..1 -:.ll 'J~"'G "1'4o~ 
J~ .. , > ~ ~ -· .. , '+wii'.J .. ....,,,...,-- ,; .~~ .. .J,, 

fl _, ' " "~I,,{ " ' Jl' ,.. ' " -~~J%~lA~!~:s,1'iJ:.:~1'i~l-...i.JI~tml~~9~....u!lll 
3228. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ said, 
"When any of you goes to his Muslim brother he should eat his food without 
probing ad drink from his water without probing (how is it and from where?) "4 

Bayhaqi transmitted these three .... a Muslim would necessarily provided the lawful. 

1 Abu Dawud # 3745. 
2 Uayhaqi # 6018 Sha'b ul Eeman 
3 Bayhaqi Shah ul Eeman # 5803 
4 Bayhaqi in Shah ul Eeman # 5801. 
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CHAPTER-X 
VISITING WIVES BY TURNS 

If a man has more wives than one then it is wajib (obligatory) to determine visits to them one 
after the other. He must go to them by turns. Some things must be borne in mind, for 
instance: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Once the visits to each wife are determined, it is not allowed to go on the 
appointed night to another wife (other than the one whose tum it is). 
It is disallowed to .visit two wives on one night. But, if they consent and are 
prepared for that, then one may visit both of them. It is said about th~ 
Prophet ~J~..ln~ that on one night he had sexual intercourse with more 
of his wives than one, because till thep it was not wajib (obligatory) to f~x 
visits to one's wives. Or, he had his wives permission in this regard. 
Besides, the Hanafis say that it was not wajib (obligaton;) on the Prophet~ 
~J~,&, to fix his visits to his wives, but he had determined his visits on his 
own out of kindness for his wives. 
The wives do not enjoy the right of visits during a journey. It is not necessary 
to be mindful of these visits but it all depends on the husband's discretion to 
take along on the journey any of his wives. However, the better course is to 
draw lots among them to accompany him on the journey. 
For a resident, the visits cover the nights while days are secondary to them. 
Howe~r, if anyone is occupied during the night then his visits cover daytime 
(for example, a guard who is on night duty will determine visits to his wives 
by days and nights will be secondary to days. 

EQUAL TREATMENT: According to Durr Mukhtar, it is wajib (obligatory) on a man with 
many wives to share his visits to them by night and to feed and clothe them equally. But, it 
Is not wajib (obligatory) to have or not have intercourse ~ith them, and to love them equally; 
yet it is mustahab (desirable) to do so. 
A woman's right to have sexual intercourse with her husband elapses after having it once. 
The husband is free to decide_ on the question of sexual intercourse with his wife. However, 
fidelity demands that he must have sexual intercourse with her now and then. It is not proper 
for him to put it off for the period of eela (which is four months) unless his wife so desires. 
A husband must stay with each of his wives one day and one night. But, being equal and 
fair in necessary only for the ni~hts. Thus, if a man goes to one of his wives after (the salah 
(prayer)) of maghrib and to another after (the salah (prayer)) of isha (on her tum) then his 
action is not fair and he has not given them equal treatment. 
A man must· not have sexual intercourse with one of his wives on the night his visit is 
scheduled for another wife and not for her similarly, he must not go to a wife on an 
unschedpled night on which he ought to have been with another. However, if she is ill, 
then he may go to her on a sick visit. Rather, if she is seriously ill then it is allowed to stay 
with her even when it is not her tum till she regains health or dies, provided she has no one 
else to look after her and share her grief. 
If the husband himself is ill, then he may call to him each of his wives on the nights he 'is 
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due to visit her. 

SECTION I Jj~lj..;afli 

THE NUMBER OF WIVES OF THE PROPHET~ J4#li11~ 

(~~) --...:...>WJ. 
~ 

3229. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1!1~J.stated that wlien Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1!1~ 
died, he had nine wives. He used to visit eight of theni equally.t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4#li11~ has eleven wives. This hadith mentions only 
those of his wives who were alive when he died. They were: 

(i) Sayyidah Ayshah 1~..1!1~ J· 

(ii) Sayyidah Hafsah ~.&!~ J· 
(iii) Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~..1!1~ J· 
(iv) Sayyidah Sawdah t~li!~~ J· 
(v) Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~..1!1~ J· 
(vi) Sayyidah Safiyah ~lill~ J· 

(vii) Sayyidah Maymunah ~..1!1~ J· 
(viii) Sayyidah Zaynab bint Jahsh ~..1!1~ J· 
(ix) Sayyidah Juwayriyah ~..1!1~ J· 

Of these nine, Sayyidah Sawdah ~lill~ J had surrendered her turn of his visits to Sayyidah 
Ayshash ~lill~ J willingly of her own accord. 
The Prophet ~J4#li!1~ visited Sayyidah Ayshash ~lii~~J also on days when he was 
scheduled to visit Sayyidah Sawdah t~li!~~J, as the next hadith tells us. 

A WIFE MAY ASSIGN HER TURN OF VISITS TO HER CO WIFE 

"" ,; , ',~' ~, 
(~·::..4:...:.)-i$, "'__;u e~•~~, ..... ~,~W ~-; .-1 .... -a~illl \~~~ \, '·" .. ~· ~ ~....,"(r'"..jo:!"'::,.J~ ..... ~~....,..... ~ ... U..j-1...., 

3230. Sayyidah Ayshah. ~ ..1!1 ~ J narrated that when Sayyidah Sawdah ~ ..1!1 ~ .J 
advanced in years, she said, "0 Messenger of Allah, I assign to Ayshash the day of 
your visit to me. 
So, Allah's Messenger determined two days for Sayyidah Ayshah ~..1!1~J her own 
and Sawdah' s2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Sawdah ~liii~J was the daughter ofZam'ah. Her mother was 
Samus. She had been married to Sayyiduna Sakran ~ ..1!1 ~ .J· Both of them had embtaced 
Islam during the initial days of the Prophet's mission. They had emigrated to Ethiopia. 
When her husband, Sakran ~ ..1!1 ~ J, died, the Prophet ~ J 4# ..1!1 ~ married her after the 
death of Sayyidah Khadijah ~lii~~.J· After that the Prophet ~J4~lil~~ married Sayyidah 

1 Bukhari # 5067, Muslim # 51-1465, Nasa'i # 3197, Musnad Ahmad 1-231. 
2 Bukhari # 5212, Muslim# 47-1463, Ibn Majah # 1972, Musnad Ahmad 6-76. 
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Ayshah 1~.1!'~ .J· She died in the era of Sayyiduna Umar ~.111~ .J or Sayyiduna Mu' awiyah 
~.111~ .J· She was buried in Madinah. 
The jurists say that if a man's wife surrenders her husband's visit (to her) to her co-wife 
then it is allowed provided her husband has not bribed or compelled her into doing it. 
Moreover, this woman is permitted to withdraw her offer whenever she chooses. 

~ , , , ' • If- Ill'. ' , J. ' .!, , , 
~~~~ ul~l ~~~UC5.}.\I ~,_;A ~J~~S' ~j~illl ~~~ J_;.!j~l ~j (r'Yr'') 

(I.S.J~I ol.,.;) 

3231. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ used to 
ask during his illness that led to his death, "where shall I be tomorrow?" Where 
shall I be tomorrow?" He intended to ask about the day of Ayshah ~,&,~.J (out of 
love for her and waiting for her day). His (respected) wives (sense sing his internal 
restlessness) gave him permission to stay where he liked. So, he stayed in the house 
of Ayshah ~,&,~.J till he died near her.1 

COMMENTARY: He asked every day where he would be on the next day to know about 
his visit to Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .1at ~ .J and to get their permission to stay there. They 
permitted him to stay there. 

CASTING LOTS ON SETTING OUT FOR JOURNEY 
; ' ,,,..... ~... "' "' ' "' ~ ' ~ J "' ; ' 

f:~u+;!li~~~ ?J.9II~Sijlll!~J~illl ~~IJJ-!j~S' ~li lCS-J (r'Yr'Y) 

(~~)-W~f:ftti: 6 "'· 
3232. Sayyidah Ayshah lplii'~.J narrated that whenever Allah's Messenger~~~~ 
~J intended to embark on a journey, he cast lots among his (respected) wives ,&,~.J 
~ (to select the one 1-vho would accompany him). Hence, the one whose name was 
drawn, she went out with him.2 

,, ' "' !--' t J ' "'"'"' 'J "'' "'"' ' "' ; tg: "'· l.£1!;-..;lil·:. ,"1 ~ j~l ~J.ll f:jjS ll! ;!.!}1 ~ Jti u;JI(.;. ~~ !fl(.;.j (r'Yrr)-

"' I ' ' <~~)-~j~WI~~~ 
3233. Sayyiduna Abu Qilabah 3Ji11...,.J reported that Sayyiduna Anas ~iit1~.J narr~ted 
that it is a sunnah (Prophet's ~ J ~ ~~ ~ practice) for a man who marries a virgin 
over his previous wife who had been a widow or a divorcee that he should stay 
with her for seven nights before sharing visits between them. And if he marries a 
divorcee or a widow the he must stay with her for three nights before sharing visits 
between them. 

t Bukhari # 5217, Muslim # 84-2443. 
2 Bukhari # 2688, Muslim # 56-277, Ibn Majah # 1970, Musnad 6-269. 
3 Bukhari # 5214, Muslim# 44-1461, Tirmidhi # 1139, Abu Dawud # 2124, Musnad Ahmad 2-178. 
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Abu Qilabah ~~ ~; said that if he wished, he could say that Anas ~ ..J:, ~; had 
narrated. this hadith (in a marfu form) from the Prophet~ J~lil'~· 

COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I ..ll1~; goes by this hadith and says that if a ·man has some 
wives or one wife and he again marries a virgin then he must stay with her seven nights 
and then resume sharing nightly visits among his wives. If he marries a thayb (who is a 
widow or,a divorced woman) then he must stay with her for the first threE: nights and then 
resume sharing visits among the new and previous wives night by night, equally. 
However, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~; holds that there is no difference between the virgin and 
the thayb (a previously married woman) They are all at per as for as sharing visits is 
concerned. He goes by both the ahadith (# 3225, 3226) of Section II of this chapter. They 
make no such difference. He explains this hadith to mean that a man who is already 
married takes Cl\lOther wife then depending on whether she is a virgin or a previously 
married woman he will stay with her for the first seven or three nights and then the same 
number of nights with each of his previous wives before resuming the normal visits of one 
night to each. 
The concluding words of Abu Qilabah .i»1~; mean that when a sahabi ~~~~J says, 'it is a 
sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.i»1~ practice)' then he means 'this hadith is marfu.' 

fl"" ... ,,.(1 l-ft ""&:Ilk • , .. , ,,, -' ,, 
I_\ Aol )-'AI~ ~~' "~, -', .)....,.,J.J (-!lJli:Uikil -'" ~~~~ t. 1 '\,:.~lli~ ~~,~~~! it~ ~ !.J.J - ~.Jr-:--t :. --~ ~- .J..)-....p~ o..; !J , , 

3234. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ibn Abdur Rahman ~ .i»1 ~ J narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~~ married Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~~~~;.On the morning 
following, he said to her, 11There will be humiliation for your family about you so if 
you wish then I shall stay with you for seven nights and then seven (each) with 
them (meaning the other wives) but if you wish, then three nights with you and 
then .. make rounds (with. the others). She said, 11three nights!" 
According to a version: He said to her, 11For the virgin are seven nights and for the 
thayb (Previously married) are three nights."1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ .1al ~ .J was a thayb (a previously married 
woman). So, according to Shariah, he could stay with her for three nights and then stay with 
each of his other wives three nights. Mter that the routine of one night each would be 
resumed. But, he did offer to stay seven nights with her if she took three nights as an affront. 
Sayyidah Umm Salamah lp.1u~; preferred to abide by Shari'ah (divine law) and to respect 
the disposition of the Prophet~ J4#lill~ she opted for the three nights of the thayb. 

SECfiONII 

NO ONE IS BOUND TO LOVE ALL HIS WIVES ALIKE 

1 Muslim# 42-1460, Abu Dawud # 2122, Darimi # 2210, Muwatta Maalik # 14 (Nikah (wedlock)). 
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3235. Sayyidah Ayshah ~..1!1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ did always 
share his time equally with his wives (and justly). And, he prayed (after being fair 
to them), 110 Allah, this is how I share what I own. Hence, do not blame me about 
what you own and I do not own."1 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~iill~ said in his prayer that he tried to be fair to his 
wives in sharing visits to them and in providing them their needs from whatever was in his 
power. But, he could not love them equally for that was not in his power, so he should not 
be questioned about it. 

WARNING TO THE UNJUST WITH HIS WIVES 

j~_;.li ~cl~1 J..?.Jll.l!s; ~~Ill jli ~J ~ ilit ~~I if S~JAC?l0£ J (rTr"\) 
, , , ii' 
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3236. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet ~ J~"ill~ said, ~~en a 
man has two wives but he is not just to them, he will come on the day of 
resurrection with half his body sagging."2 

COMMENTARY: To be equal to all wives is to share visits with them equally. It is wajib 
(obligatory). The husband must stay the same number of hours in the night with each wife. 
But, it is not wajib (obligatory) to have intercourse the same number of times with all wives. 
It must be understood that all wives should be given equal treatment irrespective of 
anyone being a new bride, the first wife, young, old, Muslim or follower of any other Book. 
All of them have equal rights. However, relative to a free woman, a slave girl, mukatabah, 
mudabbarah and umm walad have a share of visits, half of the free woman. It is not wajib 
(obligatory) to determine time for a slave girl. 

SECTION III ~&,j.Aifi 

EIGHT OF PROPHET'S ~J~..1!1~ NINE WIVES HAD A SHARE OF HIS VISITS 

iut ~~JJIJ, 1 "'k ,j oll J\ai ~ ~~,,,.,Sjt!&, ~~~·.31 ~uj!> J"'li~~·'.£ (Y'YY'V) ~"' .. ~ .:J '"' ~:- ~ •'-'tl•..,. . ~. 

-~'J~l4~---!..>§L . .!.J~ti!W~~·t ;;.J..U~l.AJ~li~~~J4J. 
~ . · .. ' . ~~~ ....... :·:':-: . :~· .. ~ ~· "'.' 

'Tirmidhi # 1140, Abu Dawud # 2134, Nasa'i # 3943, Ibn Majah # lm,n~i{::~; M\lsmtd 
Ahmad 6-144. . ~ ,;;r·::.~t>;;~.~~i,·;,~:c· ... 
2 Tirmidhi # 1141, Abu Dawud # 3133, Nasa'i # 3942, Ibn Majah # 1919, :o.j4~%J.d6;: M1J$1Uld. · · 

Ahmad 2 347. . . : :, ;_.;~~~;~~rt , . .· . 
. ·'· :·-:::-: ::~>~~ .. : .... - . 
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3237. Sayyiduna Ata il!1 ~; narrated that they participated with Sayyiduna Ibn 
Abbas ~~~~; in the funeral of Sayyidah Maymunah ~~~~; at Sari£. He said, 11She 
is the wife of Allah's Messenger ~-J4,l~~~~. So, do not jerk or ~hake the bier when 
you lift her. (Rather, be respectful) and be gentle with hr. Indeed, Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~~~ had nine wives and gave a share of his visits to eight but he 
gave no time to one of them." 
Sayyisfuna Ata .&! ~; said that they had learnt that the one of whom Allah's 
Messenger ~ J4#~'~ had not given a share was Sayyidah Safiyah ~~~~; , the last 
of them to die. She died in Madinah. 
And, Razin added that authorities, other then Ata ~~ ~; named her as (Sayyidah) 
Sawdah ~~~~ J· And that is more correct. She had presented her day to (Sayyidah) 
Ayshah ~~~ ~ J when Allah's Messenger ~ J~ ~~ ~ intended to divorce her. She 
pleaded with him. 11Hold me! I have presented my day to Ayshah. I hope to be 
among you wives in paradise."t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Maymunah ~~~~J was the maternal aunt of Sayyiduna Ibn 
Abbas ~~~~ ;. Her father was Harith and mother was Hindah. Her own name was Barrah 
but the Prophet~ J~~~~ changed it to Maymunah ~~~~ J· 

She had been married to Mas'ud ibn Amr, and Abu Dahm after him. Then she was married 
to Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ in 6 AH at Sarif about eight miles from Makkah. 
It was at Sarif that she was married, her marriage was consummated here and she died at 
the same place. She is also buried here. 
There is a difference of opinion on which of the Prophet ~J~~~~ wives had no share of 
the Prophet's ~ J~~~~ visits. The correct name is Sawdah ~~~~ J· In fact, Khattabi ~~~ J , 

said, that Ata ~~~;also named her as Sawdah ~~~~;but one of the sub-narrators got 
confused and mixed up the names. 
The hadith says that Sayyidah Safiyah ~~~~ J was the last of the Prophet ~ J~~~~ wives 
to die. She died in Madinah. Before we dwell on it, let us see which of his wives died when. 
The compiler of Mawahib has written: 

• Sayyidah Safiyah ~.&!~; died in 50 AH in the month of Ramadan. Some scholars 
put her death in the time of Mu' awiyah ~~~~ J in 52 AH or 55 AH. She is buried in 
al-Baqi. 

• Sayyidah Maymunah ~~~; died in 51 AH. But, some authorities palce her death 
in 66 Ah or 63 AH. 

• ~ayyidah Ayshah ~~~~ J died in Madinah in 57 AH but some scholars say that she 
died in 58 AH. 

• Sa}'yidah Sawdah ~~~~;died in 54 AH. 
• Sayyidah Hafsah ~~~~J died in 50 AH, or, as some authorities say in 41 AH. 
• Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~~~~;died in 59 AH. . 
• Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~~~~ J died in 44 AH. Some scholars however, say that 

she died in 43 AH. 
• Sayyidah Zaynab bint Jashsh ~.&!~ J died in 60 AH or, as some say, 61 AH. 

1 Bukhari # 5067 Muslim# 51-1465, Nasa'i # 3196, Musnad Ahmad 1-348. 
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• Sayyidah Jawayriyah ~.1s~~ J died in 50 AH. 
• Sayyidah Khadijah ~..\1~ J died before the hijrah in Makkah. 
• Sayyidah Zaynab bint Khuzaymah ~.1s~~J died during the Prophet's ~J~ii~~~ 

life time. 
On looking at this detail. We can say safely that Sayyidah Sufi yah ~.1s~~ J was not the one 
who was the last of the Prophet ~ J~~~ to die. Also, Sayyidah Maymunah, ~.1s~~ J too, 
was not the one who died last.of all. 
Only Allah known the truth.t 

CHAPTER-XI 
THE SOCIAL LIVING OF WOMEN & THE 
RIGHTS OF EACH OF THEM 

The ahadith in this chapter are about the company of women, intercourse with them and 
kind treatment of women, as also the rights of each of them, 
Instead of saying 'the rights of women,' the heading has 'the right of each woman.' This is 
because it does not concern women as a whole. Rather, it is about the kinds of women_, 
meaning that the women who are married are of different kind: 
the virgins, the divorced, 

the widow, the good natured, 
the bad tempered, 

and so the rich, the poor, ahd so on. 
This is why the heading has 'the rights of each of them.' 

SECTION I Jjitj.Ajli 
HARSHNESS CANNOT REMOVE INSOLENCY 

(~~)-~Ld.JLI,' ,,,li .. , :- ~.,._.., 

3238. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1s'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\1~ 
said, 11Go by the advice to show kindness to women, for, they are created from a rib 
(that is crooked) and its most crooked portion is its top. So, if you try to straighten 
it, you might break it, If you let it be as it is, it will remain crooked. Hence, accept 
the advice to be kind to women."2 

COMMENTARY: The worthy words of the Prophet ~J ~ .1s1 ,)J mention two basic 
essentials of a woman's creation and nature. They are: 

t For a further reading of this subject, please see 'The Life of prophet Muhammad ~.l:l~ J' Ibn Kathir, 
English translation of his sirah from al Bidayah wa an-Nihayah, pp 737 to 744, And, sirat un Nabi, 
Era of peace by Allamah (The learned Scholar) Shibli Nu'mani and Syed Sulayman Nadvi English 
Translation V2 pp :J31 to 344. Both books are published by Dar ullsha'at, Karachi) 
2 Bukhari # 5186, Muslim# 60-146 8. 
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(i) Women have their origin in Sayyidah Hawwa ~~~~who was created from 
the top portion of the rib of Sayyiduna Aadam ~~~~-This portion is very 
crooked. So, there is crookedness in the original creation of women. No one can 
set it right. 

(ii) Just as a rib will not straighten if anyone attempts to make it straight but is liable to 
snap, and if it is left as it is it will keep crooked, so too a woman has a twist in her 

• deeds and manner and if any man wishes to put that twist right, he will not 
succeed but might snap it (which is to divorce her, as in the next hadith). 

Therefore, women must be left to their nature. Then, they will work to benefit and be of 
use. The hadith advises that anger and harshness will serve no purpose with women. A 
cool attitude will be helpful. Any confrontation with them will lead to divorce which will 
not only harm women but will also cause difficulty to men who try to correct it. 
Man should be mild and kind with his woman. He should not expect her to obey him in 
whatever he demands. 
However, it does not mean that if they transgress into sin then too they must be left alone. 
In such cases, it is not proper to look the other side and let them commit sin. It will be 
proper to ignore only so long as they do not venture into sin. 

"' "' 1 ,.:t I ,{ ' "' .L ' .L 1 "' "' "" "' 
_;:§' ~=;6J ~ ~ ,l . a~ SI~I...!.J!~J ~ill I ~ ;lll Jj-!5 Jli Jli S,.ri;.k Cf I(.,£ j (r'Yr'4.) 

0J.-o oi.J.J) -~~ 
3239. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1l1~ 
said, 'Woman is created from a rib (of Sayyiduna Aadam) ~~~~. So, she will never 
be straight for you (on any one path). Hence, if you wish to enjoy her, do so while 
crookedness persists in her. But, if you wish to set her straight, you might break 
her. And to break her is to divorce her."1 

COMMENTARY: A man cannot hope to bring a woman to a single course. She will keep 
changing because she is created in that way. She might tum ungrateful from being 
thankful, or become disobedient after being obedient. She may throw contentment 
overboard and greed mighty become her nature. Her temperament will keep changing. 

DO NOT DISLIKE WOMEN 

(595 I a\ L ~ g,} ~! ~j..& &,j..& d.Jfo- 'f _;.Lj ~ ili I ~ JJ I jj-!5 jli jti A!&. j (r'Y t • ) 

0J.-o oi.J.)) _jif ~ 
3240. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\u~ 
said, "No belleving man must dislike a believing woman. If he dislikes some habit 
or quality in her, some other habit in her will please him."2 

COMMENTARY: Not all deeds of man or his peculiarities are bad. If some of them are 
bad, there also are some good characteristics in man. 

1 Bukhari # 5184, Muslim# 59-1468, Tirmidhi # 1188 (1192) Musnad Ahmad 2-530. 
2 Muslim # 61. 1469, Musnad Ahmad 2. 329. 
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A husband must look at the good qualities of his wife and endure any weakness in her. 
One cannot find a faultless person, absolutely compatible to one's own temperament. 
Similarly, there cannot exist a man, chiefly a Muslim, without some good quality in him. 
So, intelligence demands that the good characteristics in anyone should be kept in view 
while a disagreeable thing must be overlooked.l 

CROOKEDNESS IS INHERITED 

JSi vJ. .;J y'~ 1 JlJ~il' JJJ.:.;J ~';.;,!fo. 1 .;S ,!J, JJ.!J jti jti s~.;.:, ~~ 6$-J <rYt,) 

( ~ ~) _;.J.illl.&.?-JJ 
3241. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's.cM:essenger ~J~i»1~ 
said, "Were it not for the Banu Isra'il meat would not have rotted. And, were it not 
Hawwa a woman would have been unfaithful to her husband."2 

COMMENTARY: In the time of prophet Musa ~~~~.A tables spread with manna and 
quails (mann and salwa) used to descend from heaven into the open for the Banu Isra'il, or 
the Jews. They were commanded to take from it only so much as 'they needed. They were 
forbidden to take more than necessary to store with them. But, they did not cease to 
disobey Allah and began to collect surplus to hoard it. But, Allah caused all that tqey · 
collected beyond need to decay. Thus, the meat began to not only after they failed to trust 
Allah and to show excessive greed. 
Thereafter, it became natural for meat to putrefy. This is why the Prophet ~J4~i»1~ said 
that the Banu Isr' ail were responsible for the decay of meat otherwise people would have 
been able to store it according to their actual needs. 
The hadith does not use the word 'unfaithful' for the woman to imply committing breach of 
trust, or cheating. Rather, it means perversity. Thus Sayyidah Hawwa ~~~ ~ incited 
Sayyiduna Aadam ~'}\-114~ to eat from the tree which Allah had forbidden them to approach. 
The Prophet~""' J4~.&,~ said that the same habit was found in all woman. If Sayyidah Hawwa 
~".>\..J~~ had not done this, other woman would not have inherited this habit. 

BEATING WOMEN 

' , "" ' ' "' ' , "' .... . , ~\ c', '( . • , J. to;'!! "'' (~~) -~ l!,_;S~I~_;..!JUi~rl ~~~Q~J;J 

3242. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zam' ah ~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .&1~ 
~ J~ admonished them concerning women that one of them should beat them as · 
he beats his slave and then have sexual intercourse with her at the close of the day. 
According to another version, he said, "One of. you begins to beat his wife as a slave 
is whipped but then lies with her at the close of the day. 
Then he admonished them for laughing when one of them breaks wind. He said, 

1 See also the social Living of women, by Nasa'i English translation Darul Isha' at, Karachi. 
2 Bukhari # 3399, Muslim# 63-1470, Musnad Ahmad 2. 304. 
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11Why should any of you laugh when he himself does it?"1 

COMMENTARY: The closing words ask man how it is that he beats the very woman with 
whom he has sexual intercourse later on in the evening. On the one hand, he is loving and 
on the other he treats her savagely. How can he justify his conduct? Of course, it is allowed 
to beat one's wife when she is rude but not in a savage manner. The message of the hadith 
is that a man should be kind and loving to his wife and treat her well. 
The hadith also tells man that he should not laugh at something that is natural and 
happens to everyone. 
Let us recount a lesson, bearing event of a great scholar. He was Aasim ~~~J. He was not 
deaf but pretended to be so. This begin when a woman carne to him to ask him for a ruling. 
While she was putting the question, she happened to break wind. Aasim ~~~J saved her 
the embarrassment and discomfit. He behave as though he was deaf and said, "please 
speak loudly. I can't hear you:" This was a relief for the woman but Aasim .&1~ J had to put 
up with his act for ever. 
Allamah (The learned Scholar) Teebi .&1~J pointed out that the hadith also gives a latent 
message that every intelligent Muslim must consider before he decides to point. out his 
brother's shortcomings whether he himself has the same defect in himself, or any other 
flaw. If he does not find himself, free from any deficiency then it is better for him to 
concentrate on removing the deficiency in him. 
A wise man did lament: 

"Often do I see p~ople look for faults in others- but they are blind to their own 
faults." 

(Also: "No one gossips about other people's secret virtues.'- Bertrand Russell.) 
(Arid: Those who live in glass houses should not throw stones on others - English proverb, 
mid 17th century) -

BE KIND TO YOUR WIFE 

3243. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that she used to play with dolls in the 
Prophet's ~ J 4# .&1 ~ house (when she was a child and had been married to the 
Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ recently) and she had companions who played with her. But, 
when Allah's Messenger ~Y·#~'~ came in they went away from h~r and he sent 
them to her again so that they played with her.' 

COMMENTARY: The hadith implies that to live with one's wife in a pleasant manner and 
to be mindful of her emotions is an assurance of a successful life. Without this a peaceful 
and content life is impossible. 
As for playing with dolls, this has been spoken of in a previous chapter on wali (hadith # 3129) 

1 Bukhari # 4942, Muslim # 49-2855, Tirmidhi # 3343, Nasa'i # 687, Ibn Majah # 1983, Musnad 
Ahmad 4-12, Darimi 2-147. 
2 Bukhari # 6130, Muslim# 81-2440, Musnad Ahmad 6-234, Abu Dawud # 4931, Ibn Majah # 1982. 
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(~~)-~1~ 
3244. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&l~J said, "By Allah I did see the Prophet ~J~~~~ 
stand at the door of my room while the Ethiopians played with spears in the 
mosque. He concealed me with his cloak so that I might watch their play over his 
shoulder. Then he stood up for my sake till I was the first to retire. So, imagine how 
much may a young girl (a few y ears old) stand to watch the play."t 

COMMENTARY: The words mosque means the portion attached to the mosque. Of course, 
even if they demonstrated their skill in the mosque, then there was no harm in it because 
they played with spears ·which could be an exercise of jihad. It seems that the veil was not 
imposed till then. 

TOKEN OF PLEASURE & DISPLEASURE OF SA YYIDAH AYSHAH ~~~~ J 

~~ !rllJJ; !>:~jJ~ w.;il~!:i~u ~L.;·!rll!Jlii~JJ.;J~r ~ ~i!J~~ 
' , ., ~ ., ~ , ., , I. ., .: "' . - t 4 ,., 

(~~)-~l~!~ll-';UIJJ.!5~;lllj~l~~li~l~!~5j~~~ 
3245. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that, ''Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said to 
me, 'I do recognize when you are pleased with me and when you are displeased 
with me.' So, I asked, 'How do you recognize it?~ He said, 'when· you are pleased 
with me, you swear: No, by the Lord of Muhammad! But, when you are displeased 
with me, you swear: No, by the Lord of Ibrahim. So, I said, "Of course, by Allah, 0 
Messenger of Allah, that is so! But, I omit only you name."2 

COMMENTARY: She said, that she merely dropped his name on her tongue otherwise she 
had her love for hlm in her heart to the full. There was no change in that. 

WOMAN MUST NOT REFUSE HUSBAND'S ADVANCES 
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3246. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;$o~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
said, "When a man invites his wife to his bed (to have sexual intercourse) and she 
refuses causing him to pass the night angry (at her), then the angels curse her till 

1 Bukhari # 454,5236, Muslim# 18,19-892, Nasa'i # ~595, Musnad Ahmad 6-84,85,166,247. 
2 Bukhari # 5228, Muslim# 80-2439, Musnad Ahmad 6-61. 
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it is morning. 
According to another version: He said, ''By Him in whose hand is my soul, ''no man 
invites his wife to his bed and she refuses, without He who is in heaven being 
displeased with her till her husband is pleased with her."1 

COMMENTARY: This warning applies as long as the woman does not have an excuse 
valid in Shariah. Some authorities say that menstruation is not a valid reason because even 
when a wife experiences menstruation, her husband is allowed to fondle her over her 
clothes. Some ulama (Scholars} say that he may caress her on her body except at the vagina 
when she has her menses. · 
The hadith says that the angels curse her till morning. This anticipates his advances in the 
night because generally it is so. If the husband invites her in the day and she refuses to 
oblige, then the angel will curse her till evening, if the husband is angry at her. 
~he words He who is in heaven refer to Allah. Of course, Allah is omnipresent. His 
command is enforced in the heavens as on earth and He is worshipped in the heavens and 
on earth. This is as He says. 

~!~f~IJ,§~!~f~ 'HJcsJJIJ.'j 
{He (Allah) is who in the heaven is God and in the earth is God} (43: 84) 

However, the hadith mentions only the God of the heaven because that is more honourable 
than earth and the purpose is served when only heaven is mentioned. It is also possible 
that 'He who is in heaven; refer to angels. 
This hadith tells us that a husbands displeasure is the means of Allah's wrath, If this is the 
case when a husband is displeased over sexual intercourse, then the significance of his 
anger ·on disobedience in worldly matters may be surmised. 

NO WOMAN MUST HURT HER FELLOW WIFE 

J "" "".... "" !. .. {:::: ,{ "" "" ' "" (~~)-.JJjQy~~ 1;+~;..\~~IJlii~!~'~LsJ.ll~ 
3247. Sayyidah Asma ~~~~J narrated that a woman submitted, 110 Messenger of 
Allah I have a co wife. Will it be sinful on my part if a brag about receiving from 
my husband what he does not give me?" He said, 11(It is a very bad thing.) one who 
brags about getting that which is not given to him is like one who wears two 
garments of falsehood."2 

COMMENTARY: Two garments are the cloak over the upper torso and the waist wrapper. 
This expression covers a liar like a person who pretends to be saintly or scholarly. 
It is said that there was an Arab who put on very fine and nice garments that people might 
respect him and believe him even if he gave a false testimony. 
This hadith compares with their very man. 

WHATISEELA 

1 Bukhari # 3237, Muslim# 122-1436, Abu Dawud # 2141, Darimi # 2228, Musnad Ahmad 2-439. 
2 Bukhari # 5219, Muslim# 126, 127-2130, Abu Dawud # 4997, Musnad Ahmad 6-345. 
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(L5.J~' oi_,.J) -~AJ 
3248. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .&! ~ J narrated the Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 .)-P 

observed eela from his wives for one month. Meanwhile, his foot had been 
dislocated (during this time) , so he retired to an upper room for twenty nine 
nights after which he came down. He told (on coming down). "0 Messenger of 
Allah, you h~d decided on eela for one month." He said, "Surely, a month can be 
of twenty nine days (too)."1 

COMMENTARY: Eela is to swear or take an oath. In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine 
law), eela is to resolve oath not to approach one's wife for four months or more. In other 
words, a man swears not to have sexual intercourse with his wife for four months or more. 
When he fulfils his oath .then one divorce ba'inah takes place and if they wish to live 
together, then they will have to remarry. (Ba'in or ba'inah is irrevocable) However, if he 
does not fulfil the oath and goes to his wife. before the time is over, then eela will become 
void and it will be wajib (obligatory) on him to make an expiation for breaking his oath. 
If a man is married to someone' s female slave, then the minimum period of eela is two months. 
If any one observes on eela for less than four months when his wife is a free woman, or less 
than two moths when she is a female slave, then the eela will not be termed Shari' ah 
(divine law) recognized. Accordingly, the Prophet ~J ~ J», ~ had not observed that is 
Shari' ah recognized eela. It was an ordinary eela, of common parlance. 
He had resolved on oath not to approach his wives for a month because they had 
demanded from him an enlarged allowance. He found it very discomforting and he 
resolved to stay way from them for one month. 
One of these days, he fell down from a horse and hurt his leg. Then he remained in an 
upper room and did not come down. Perhaps, that month had twenty nine days. So he 
came down after twenty nine days. 

THE EELA OBSERVED BY THE PROPHET~ J~.i»'.)J 

1 Bukhari # 5201. 
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3249. Sayyiduna Jabir 4;$lit~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr 4;$lit~J arrived 
and sought permission to enter to see the Prophet ~ J ~ lit.)-P but he found the 
people seated at his door, not having been allowed in (all of them having come 
when the Prophet ~ J ~ .lit ~ observed eela with his wives for one month). 
However, Abu Bakr 4;$.l!t~J was given the permission and he went in. Then Umar 
~lilt~ J came and on seeking permission, he too was allowed in. He found that 
while his wives 4;$.1u~ J were sitting around him, the Prophet ~ J~li1~ sat looking 
sat and qUiet. 
Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&'~J went on to narrated that Umar ~.&t~J thought to himself, "I 
should say something that would make the Prophet ~ J ~lit ~ laugh." So, he 
remarked, "0 Messenger of Allah, would that you had seen the daughter of 
kharijah (my wife) when she asked me for a raised allowed maintenance). I got up 
and slapped her smack on the neck." (He gaid it in such a way that) the prophet ~ 
~ J~.&t laughed and said, ''These (my wives around me whom you see.- They ash me 
for (more maintenance." 
(Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr 4;$.&1~ J got up, went to (his daughter) Ayshah ~.l!t~.J and hit 
(her) on her neck. Umar 4;$-&t~J (too) got up, went to his daughter) Hafsah 4;$li11~J 
and hit her on her neck. They both asked. "Do you demand from Allah's Messenger 
~ J~-&1~ what he does not have?" (Is it not that you worry him?) They all (~oman) 
agreed, "By Allah, we shall not ask Allah's Messenger ~ J4r)$.&tj-P for any thing at. all 
that he does not own (and we regret our folly). After that he kept away fr~m them 
for one month of twenty-nine days because he had sworn to do so. The narrator was 
in doubt here whether Jabir 4;$.&1~ J said 'One month' or twenty-nine days') 
Then this verse was revealed: 

~~.rh~~':'l{i)~il6!'~.JJt:Sill§~~~~)!#....u!L~LtiJJ~ji&}Jitd~ 

(rq ,rA :rryl~ ':II)-' ::~s. 

(0 prophet say to your wives, "H you desire the life of this world and its 
adornment, come! I shall provide for your comfort and allow you to depart by a fair 
departing. But if you desire Allah and His Messenger and the abode of the 
hereafter, then surely Allah has prepared for the good-doers among you a might 
reward} (33: 28-29) 
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Jabir narrated further that (after this verse was revealed) the Prophet ~J~~'j...P 
werit first of all to (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~~~~.J and said, "0 Ayshah, I wish to place 
before you a proposal and ask you not to be hasty in replying without first 
consulting your parents." She asked, ''And what it is, 0 Messenger of Allah?" So, 
he recited to her the (foregoing) verse. She exclaimed. "0 Messenger of Allah, shall 
I get the advice of my parents concerning you? No (I have no hesitation) I have 
chosen Allah, His Messenger and the abode of the hereafter. And I request you! 
Please do not inform any of your wives of what I have said," He said, "No! (that is 
not possible.) If any of them asks me, I shall inform her. Allah has not sent me that 
I should grieve any one or hurt him for no reason at all. Rather, He has sent me to 
teach (His creatures the religion) and make things easy."1 

~ : 

COMMENTARY: Clearly this happened before the veil was imposed otherwise Sayyiduria 
Umar ~.1u~ .J would not have entered the room while the women were sitting there. They 
too would not have remained in the room when he came. 
This hadith teaches us that if a person is sad, his friends and companions must say 

. something that pleases him and brings a smile on his face. This is mustahab (desirable). It is 
said that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ did the same thing when he found any of his companions 
in a depressed mood. 
The prophet ~ J ~ ~~ j...P was apprehensive that Sayyidah A yshah ~ ~~ ~ J being young 
might be carried away to choose the world and so hurt her parents too. But, she displayed 
her sagacity and without consulting her parents chose Allah. his Messenger ~ J ~ J», j...P 

and the abode of the hereafter . 
. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ i»1 ~ .J requested that prophet ~ J ~ i»1 j...P not to disclose to his other 
wives what she had chosen. Her aim was that none of them should be influenced by her 
decision. If any of them opted to depart from the Pr,ophet ~ J ~ ~~ j...P , she (Sayyidah 
Ayshah) ~ .&! ~ .J would have more of his love. She would no more have anyone else to 
share his love with her. However, the Prophet ~J~i»1~ did nQt accede to her request. He 
had the good of everyone in mind. He could not let anyone suffer. 
(It is worth consulting sirat 1.:lll Nabi vl pp 437-444. Sayid Sul~an Nadvi. Dar ul Isha'at, 
Karachi, for more information on this subject) 
We reproduce here some random sel~ctions from it.) 
Sayyidah Ayshah ~i»~~J and Sayyidah Hafsah ~~~~.J had joined together an issue that 
was particular to them, but in the case of an increase in pocket money all the Wives had 
formed a union. The Prophet's ~J~.&!j...P place of mind was disturbed to such an extent 
that he vowed not to approach any of his wives ~ i»1 ~ .J for a month. By a coincidence, 
during these days, he fell down from his horse and injured his leg. As a result, he went to 
the upper room to rest himself, and stayed all alone. The people supposed that he had 
divorcea all his Wives. 
The man of Quraysh exercised control over their women and had an upperhand. But, in 
Madinah, the Ansar woman dominated their husbands Our women observed them and 
began to imitate them. One day I called my wife to account but she answered me back. I 
reminded her that she was answering me back and she retorted. 'What are you? The wives 

1 Muslim# 29. 1478. 
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~.1!1~ .J of the Prophet ~ J~.1!1~ answer him back and stop speaking to him all day long I 
thought that was very bad and went to·Hafsah ~.\i'~.J (my daughter and the Prophet's ~ 
~J ~ .1!1 wife). I asked her if she really got angry at the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ and she 
confirmed that it was so. I asked her. IDo you not know that ~e Prophet ~ J ~ .\1 ~ 
displeasure is to invite Allah's displeasure. By Allah the prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ has my 
thought otherwise he would have divorced you. Then I went to Umm Salamah and made 
the same complaint to her She said, Umar ~.1.~ .J you have taken to interfering in everyone 
affairs, even in the private affairs of the Prophet ~J~..lll~ and his wive~ ~.1!1~.J I kept 
quiet and went away. 
The Arabic word for upper storey in the Hadith is (l.f_r...) (Mashrabah) and it was generally 
used for the upper room of Umm Ibrahim (Mariyah) So, some people supposed that he 
went to that particular upper room but that was a wt:ong impression becav.se that was out 
of Madinah. The impression derived from the Hadith of Sayyiduna Umar ~.1!1~ .J which the 
author h.i;ls cited in the following lines and which appears in all books of Sihah is also that it 
is the same place. It was next to the Masjid Nabawi ~ .1!1 ,_rp .J and the house of Sayyidah 
Hafsah ~iii'~.J for Sayyiduna Umar ~.\t,_,;p.J ran fr\)m here to there quickly. It is stated in 
Abu Dawud that the upper room was above S~yyidah Ayshah's ~..1!t~.J room, and it was 
next to Masjid Nabawi ~ J~iil~~ and the names of other Wives ~liu,_,;p .J of the Prophet ~ 
~ J~.\11 Abu Dawud, chapter al-Imam. 

J { I.~ ' " ~ ' ~ ' J ,., ' " .,... J. " c: ... -~~j~ll.\I~~~~;J,~I("#j~IJ£J~I~~.li~~6$-j(r'Yo•) 

.r~ ',~,,,,.""'" W·''""·::cll.,~ Jt. .... f£ W·''""·,~-dJWilil \~tlr''~!t·, .. i,gl,tl..:.il ~ ~ v·~.$- ~o.r- ..... l.i~.J ~~ $- ~o.r· ~)/"' u..r '+U . '.)-eJ 

<~~)-~IJ.&QP.J~~!~JlSJI~~~f~~~J$. 
3250. Sayjidah Ayshah ~.bii~.J said, ''I used to look down upon the l:VOmen who 
offered themselves to Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~. So, I wondered (aloud), 'Is it 
that a woman offers herself, ever?' 
Then t~ verse was revealed by Allah, the Exalted: 

~f~~~Js.~·' :!'Jic;r'JlW6A~!l5~JU,:.,$-W6Aa-~ 
'.(You may (0 prophet) put off whom you will of theni and take to you whom you please; 
and if you desire any whom you have set aside, there is no blame on you) (33: 51) 
So, I remarked, 'I see not but that your Lord hurries to satisfy your wishes and desires"1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1li~.J though that it was shameful on the part of the 
women who dedicated shameful on the part of the woman who dedicated themselves to the 
Prophet ~J4~iil'~· She wondered, 11How could a woman offer herself to a stronger male?" 
However, the women who did dedicate themselves to him took it as a great honour. indeed 
that really was honourable and they considered it to be their good fortune. But, Sayyidah 
Ayshah ~.\!~ .J thought otherwise. 
The verse quoted could mean: 

(i) Let those of your wives whom you choose b~ your wives whom you choose be 

1 Bukhari # 4788, Muslim# 49. 14641 Nasa'i # 3199, Ibn Majah # 2000, Musnad Ahmad 6--134. 
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your bed mates. And keep part those you went to be apart. 
(ii) Retain those of your wives whom you wish and divorce those you ~ant to 

separate. 
(iii) Marry those women of your ummah whom you like but decline those that you 

do not like to marry 
Imam Nawawi said that this verse is actually the abrogator of the verse: 

J , .. " ~ .. ,'f 
..li4~$-l4JI~~ ~ 

{(Besides these,) it is not lawful for you take (more) wives after this} (33: 52) 
This is because till the Prophet's ~J~.iiltj.J death other woman besides his wives ~.i»~~J 
were permitted to him. 
Imam Baghawi ..111 ~ J said that thfs verse in his hadith is about the Prophet's ~ J ~ .i»1 jJ 
visits to his wives, by turns. "This," He says, "is the most correct opinion." It was wajib 
(obligatonJ) on the Prophet ~J~.iiltjJ too, to determine his visits to his wives but when this 
verse was revealed the wajib (obligatory) nature was withdrawn. He was no more bound to 
observe a set form of visits. He could call any of them he liked and could have intercourse 
with whichever wife he liked. There was no sin in that, on him. IR other words, Allah 
slowed his excellence over other men of the ummah. He was also permitted to pass over the 
turn of any of his wives. 
The words of Sayyidah Ayshah \piilt~; when the verse (33: 51) ( .. ~v-~.;) was revealed 
were that his Lord Satisfies his desire quickly. She meant, as Nawawi ~.i»1~ J says, "Allah 
makes some commands soft for you ... " 
WHICH WOMAN: The question arises who the woman was who had offered herself to the 
prophet~ J~.iiltj.J is marriage. Some scholars say that she was Sayyidah Maymunah .iilt~ J 

~.some other name her Sayyidah as Umm Sharik ~iii'~J· Yet others say that she was 
Sayyidah Zaynab bint Khuzaymah ~ 1»1 ~ J· There are those who suggest that she was 
Khawlah ~lilt~ J bint Hakim. 
However, this hadith implies that there was not just one. woman but there were many 
such women. · 

~tsAt ~u;,~~j~l,:jjt.~alH I ~~~~~~j 
~ "". "" ""~ "" ~ ~""". .., 

The hadith of Jabir ~ .iilt ~ J saying 11Fear Allah concerning women" has been 
narrated in the account of the Farewell pilgrimage. (hadith # 2555) 

SECTION II 

KIND TREATMENT TO HIS WIVES 
I "' I " 

~ .J ~11!a: "i~L::.i ~l~~O~J ~WI ~,l.JI ~j.!J M ~~til i!{~(.;- (T'Yo') 

( .l ~~..) ......,\ oi.JJ) -~;,' \1 .~ lh~ oli J"~ ,,~i~L::.i~tJI ~LUi '..J ~ , • ,, ,, \.,;J:--.---- • 

3251. Sayyiah Ayshah ~lilt~; spoke of a journey of hers with Allah's Messenger 
~ J ~ .iil1 ~ she raced him on foot and overtook him. Later, she had become fat 
and again raced him but he overtook her. He remarked, "This answers for that 
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earlier) outstripping."! 

COMMENTARY: She raced on foot. It is to emphasise that they did not race on horse back, 
etc. It is like saying, 'I wrote with my own hands,' 'I saw with my eyes. 
This hadith teaches the men of the ummah to be pleasant and friendly with their wives. 
Qadi Khan said that competition is allowed in four things: camels mules, horses, on foot 
archery. These competitions should be free of betting. But, if only one.side puts conditions 
then it is allowed. For instance, one of them stipulates that- if he wins then he would take so 
much but if the other wins nothing ~ill be paid to him. 
If both sides put conditions or bet then it is forbidden. 
The two can put such conditions whereby the winner will get something if they include a 
third with them who will get nothing if he wins. 
However, while the pool will be lawful yet the competitors m\:lst not yearn for that, for, 
Shari' ah ( dhfine law) does not condone it. Prizes to winners are nevertheless legal. The 
jurists all on it. 

HE IS BEST WHO IS KIND TO HIS WIFE 

II (t J ., "' "' 1 "' "' 1 "' ' "' ~ ' ~ J "'C: , C: J' ~_;.S'~Uij#~_;.S'~_;S~~j~illi~~IJJ..!jJli~li~j(r'Yor'.r'Yo'f) 

- U.''icU!i "L ""~.·.3!.·.£h(;.(.li&I.J'Il».&A 'llll:a.&.!'.l.A 11~tl:\c»J"' _&!l.1i ~~~~~t;lllc» ~ .... ,,..,T'c.J,\JrJ. "::r- ~ • ~ ~~~ J\.;ii',;J)-1 -" ..r- > . ., ;..J 

3252. Sayyidah Ayshah \p .1!1 c$1'; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J "~ .1!1.)J said, 
''The best of you is the best of you to his family, and I am the. best of you to my 
family (for I treat my family better than any of you treats his family which includes 
wife, children, relatives and servants). And, when your companion dies leave him 
alone (and do not speak ill of him)."2 

3253. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.111~; narrated the same hadith up to the words to 
myfamily.3 

COMMENTARY: The best of you people if he who is kind and well-meaning to his wife 
and children and kith and kin, and servants and subordinates. That conduct points out to 
his goo~_temperament. 
When any of you dies, be he a relative or a friend, stop speaking ill of him. Do not backbite 
him. According to a hadith: 
"Remember your, dead with good words." 
Speak only of their good qualities and do not mention their shortcomings. 
Some scholars interpret these words to mean: 'when anyone dies among you, do not cry and 
mourn over him and his love. Realise that you no more have a physical relationship with him. 
Some scholars interpret the word sahib (companion) in the hadith to mean his own self. 
The. ummah is urged, 'when I depart from this world, do not exhibit grief and restlessness 
because Allah is your Helper. He who had made my life a means of guidance and 
auspiciousness for you. Will also retain you on the same guidance and auspicious after me.' 
Yet other scholars interpret it to mean: 'when I die, leave me alone by not hurting my ahl 
ul bayt (people of my house), my sahabah and followers of my Shari'ah (described code of 

1 Abu Dawud # 2578, Ibn Majah # 1979, Musnad Ahmad 6-39. 
2 Tirmidhi # 3921, Darimi # 2260. 
3 Ibn Majah # 1977. 
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life), the scholars and the awliya(pious people). For if you hurt them, it is tantamount to 
hurting me. 

TIDING OF PARADISE TO OBEDIENT WIFE 

3254. Sayyiduun!l ~as 4:$ ~ ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&! ~ said. 
11The woman who offers the five times salah (prayer), fasts during the month (of 
Ramadan) , preserves her chastity and obey her husband, may enter paradise from 
whichever gate she chooses."t 

PROSTRATION IF ALLOWED TO OTHERS 

(LS.l..o _;UI oi.JJ) -l6-tJJ.l. ~-..£.>1it~l ~JAY 
3255. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;$.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.lil1~ 
said, Were I to command anyone to prostrate himself be fore a person. I would 
have definitely. commanded woman to prostrate herself before her husband.2 

COMMENTARY: It is not allowed to prostrate oneself before anyone, but the Lord, Creator. 
This hadith empha5izes that obedience to husband is wajib (obligatory) on a woman. 

HUSBAND PLEASURE IS IMPORTANT 

"' ~ '"' ' "' ~ '. ~ J "'C: "'''"' J ~15 ~ ~JJj ~lA §IJ-'1 ~jl _;..L::;j ;;)£WI~ ;ill Jj-!5 Jli ~ li ~_JI 6&-j (r" o\) 

< L>..l.A p 1 o 1_,.)) -~ ,, : \ ts 
3256. Sayyidah. Umm Salamah ~.&1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.lil1~ 
said, 11 Any woman who dies while her husband was pleased with her (always till 
her death) will enter paradise."3 

COMMENTARY: This reward accrues to the woman whose husband whom she pleases is 
a scholar and a righteous man. But, if she pleases him and he is a sinner an ignorant then 
nothing may be said of this deed. 

OBEY HUSBAND 
,~... "' J ,, ' "' ~ ' .:. J , ' "'' .f '"' ~1.:.1.i~W,~jj l6S~_;..I llL~J~illl ~;DIJJ-!5 Jli Jlicf~~&£j (r'YOV) 

~ 

• .~~~\ '(~ "'12 ( LS.J.A _;:JI oi.JJ) -.Jrl ,_,-~c -....!...J)J 

3257. Sayyiduna Talq ib Ali 4:$.lill~; narrated that' Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, 
11When a man invites his wife to fulfill his need, she must came to him even though 
she be at the oven (and must satisfy his sexual urge)."4 

1 Abu Nu' aym in Hilyah 
2 Tirmidhi # 1159. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1161, Ibn Majah # 1854. 
4 Tirmidhi # 1160, Musnad Ahmad 4. 24, Bayhaqi in Sunan 7-292. 
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COMMENTARY: This implies that even if there are possibilities of loss or damage if a 
woman leaves what she is doing to respond to her husband's call to have sexual 
intercourse, she must go to him promptly. 

DO NOT ANNOY YOUR HUSBAND 
, "" ' I ,lJ1. , , C: , ! Gj r; 

~A4JJ ~li ~1 ~lll ~ ~Jj SI_;AI,_s~ ~ ~ Jli ~j~illl ~ ~lJI(/- ~W 6S-j (r'TOA) 

~~j.\1 :ljj -~1 ·~ li.J~ .....ul ,! ~~ ~s ~~ jl ~~1i ili1 ·~ 1Hli ~~_F '} ~I.J..¢.1 

3258. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~.a,,~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4~.a,,~ said, 11No 
woman annoys her husband in this world without his wife among the large eyed 
maidens protesting, 'Do not annoy him. May Allah curse you (and deprive you of 
paradise and His mercy)· He is nothing but a guest with you and will soon separate 
from you and come to us."l 

COMMENTARY: According to another version: (~jjJI~\A!~--)..J,~) 
"The angels curse the woman who is disobedient to her husband." 
These kind of ahadith disclose that the dwellers of the heaven learn of what human being 
do in this world. 

WOMEN'S RIGHT ON HUSBAND 

J .. li~ U~l ~g.J~ .k uJJI J' ~, '\ l:l ~ J'li..:I.!JI·t.£ ... ~ .~~~\\ ~ aW .·.1 ~~ .t.£~ ('f'To~) 
,_ , , • ",J ~ "" ,.,...J .. .,..,. v-- '-;?~ -~ v-~ , ~..; 

~ • ' ;:: .. ~ t:,J .. ~ t.. .. .. , .. , .. .. , .. 
-~~.~~~ ,.L~.c~ .. ~'"~":~"'gdii..-J ....Aj~",t:. , .. ::~\13ll.&,, .$:J'~ 131 1 ~ .. ,,~_ •t ,, ..... ~ .. ..r:- .J 1-;- .J . ...,.- , '..?- .J .. .. ,_,_. .J .. ..~~ 

(~lo&:»I.J .ljbY.I.J ~I oi.J.J) 

3259. Say}riduna Hakim ibn Mu'awiyah .a,,~J Al-Qushayri .a,,~J reported from his 
father that he asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, what right does a wife of one of us 
have over him?" He said, 11You should feed her when you eat, clothe her when you 
clothe yourself and you must not strike (her) on the face, nor revile her. You should 
not keep apart from her save within the house."2 

COMMENTARY: The face is the most superior of all limbs. So, it is mentioned specifically 
that one should not strike on the face. It means that a man is allowed to strike a wife on any 
other limb when it is necessary for some serious lapse like committing indecency, omitting 
the obligatory duties, etc. But, he should never strike on the face. · 
MAY A HUSBAND BEAT HIS WIFE DISCIPLINE. HER: Without doubt, man and 
woman are of the same status as human beings. Again, in the sight of Islam, too, they are 
on an equal plain. However, when man and woman marry and become life partners, there 
is a small difference in their positions from the point of view of Shari'ah (divine law). The 
husband enjoys a peculiar excellence and it is not concerned with human nobility and 
honour. Rather, it has to do with their mutual relationship and rights. The husband, 
therefore, can keep his wife bound to obey his commands that Shan'ah (divine law) has 

1 Tirmidhi # 1174, Ibn Majah # 2014, Musnad Ahmad 5-252. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2142, Nasa'i # 124, 447, Ibn Majah # 1850, Musnad Ahmad 4. 447. 
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authorized him to enforce. They relate to thefard (compulsory) and wajib (obligatory) duties. 
Thus if a wife does not obey her husband in these things and his entreaties and warnings 
have no effect and he is certain that there is no likelihood of her reforming withou.t taking 
harsh measures then he may beat her provided her disobedience is within what Shari' ah 
(divine law) has classified so. According to Fatawa Qadi Khan, a husband may beat his 
wife over four things: 

(i) She does not adorn herself in spite of his command. 
(ii) He wishes to have a sexual intercourse but she refuses to have it though she 

has no excuse (like menstruation etc.) 
(iii) She neglects the obligatory duties, like salah (prayer) etc. and does not have a 

purifying bath after her menses and sexual intercourse. 
(iv) She goes out of the house without his permission. 

TEMPORARILY APART: The concluding portion of the hadith means that if it become 
necessary to keep apart from one's wife for some reason, then .instead of separating from 
her for ever, it is better to keep apart from her within the house. In this way, she might 
mend and take heed, so that the extreme step of divorce is avoided. 
The Quran says about it: 

<rr:r~WJ')-Jg~ ~r'J~~~J~JA--''J~ Jli,ib-'J..;.!t ... .u..;.i~tl~'J 
{And those from whom you fear defiance, admonish then first, (then if necessary) 
banish them to their beds apart and (as a last resort). You may beat them} (4: 34) 

DIVORCE THE FOUL MOUTHED WIFE 

r...-~1t~J ... ~~Ildl ,,...~,,J,l:;SL:J,~fl-:..&1.-t ~ ,IJJ!J"' ,,J(;;~J"'lis ... ~.·-1 L-tc\.l.£~(r''f'\•) 
~ • ~ "-ii' "" "~ r_r· <.a~,~ .,..... .. J:,--~ _, .. , v--.., 

3260. Sayyiduna Laqit ibn Saburah ~ .&! ~ J (o ~ ~~ ~) narrated that he asked, "0 
Messenger of Allah, I do have a wife who has something (like a bite) in her 
tongue," say an abusive speech. He said, ''Divorce her." He submitted, "I have 
children from her and a (long) companionship." He said, "Command her!" He said, 
"Admonish her. If she has some good in her, he will (relent and) accept. Do not beat 
your wife, as the beating of your female slave."1 

COMMENTARY: The word 'Admonish her" are a narrator's to explain the Prophet's ~.iil1~ 
~ J word s' Command her!" The Prophet~ J~.&l~ meant to say that he should exhort her. 
The hadith concludes with a latent massage to first advice, urge and coax the woman to cease 
from abusive language and irritative conduct. If that fails, then give her a light beating. 

DONOTBEATWOMEN 

J!~ ~~i ,iJ1 ~lA!I~~ '} _;Lj ~ ful ~ ,l.J1 JJ.!J J~ J~ ,iJ1# c;A <.ftlai6£ j ~'f'\ \) 

1 Abu Dawud # 142, Musnad Ahmad 4-33. 
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- r ' r..,{_.. ~ , ~It ' .,...f\ ' 1 :I"' I-- L "' (~JI..UI,.,~~c.XI.J.)JI.)Y.Ioi.JJ)-_;.S'.J~~.JI~~IjJI.....!.)j.~~~~ 

3261. Sayyiduna Iyas ibn Abdullah ~.&~~ J narrated that Allah'~ Messenger~ J~~~~ 
said, 11Do not beat Allah's female servants (meaning, your wives). 11Then, Sayyiduna 
Umar ~.&~~J came to Allah's Messenger ~y.~Jli,~ (after this command of Allah's 
Messenger) ~J·~4~~ and submitted, 11The woman have become bold (against their 
hushands)." So, he gave permission to beat them. Then the women, plenty of them, 
went round the wives of Allah's Messenger ~-J~4'~ and complained about their 
husband (who beat them). Allah's Messenger ~J"-#~~ said, ''A great number of 
women have gone round Muhammad's wives and complained of their husbands. 
They (who beat their wives) are not the best of you."1 

COMMENTARY: They are the best of people who do not beat their wives. They endure the 
hardship caused by their wives. 
Imam Shafi'I ~~~; said that the Prophet ~ J"-#Jlit~ had forbidden men to beat women before 
the revelation of verse (4: 34). Then he allowed it when women become daring against their 
husbands. This verse was revealed to uphold his command that they may be beaten. 
When the women made their complaints, he advised that though it is permitted to beat 
women yet it is better to show patience at their daring and boldness. 

INCITING WOMAN AGAINST HUSBAND IS VERY BAD 

.,.. .,.. I d't ' "'' .,.. ~ ' ~ J "'C: "'C:t: J "' jl ~jj ~ il;.&!.: ~;. &-' ~ u4l _;.l.:,j ~WI~ ;JJI Jj.!J Jli Jli zs~~ ~I(,£ j (r'Y"\ Y) 

(.)Jb,Y-1 oi,JJ) _,*~I~ 
3262. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ 
said, 110ne who entices a woman against her husband, or a slave against his master, 
dues not belong to us."2 

COMMENTARY: It is a very wrong thing to prompt evil to woman against her husband or 
a slave against his master. The same command applies to inciting a man against his wife or 
his slave or his female slave, or a female slave against her master. 

SIGN OF PERFECT FAITH 

. ....~ .... .. ,, 
( ' l'.J.A -~\I ol ) -illL , 1 ' "' l"'l.ilJ. . ""' JW .J..) ..... :. :.J 

3263. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, 
''The believer who has the most perfect faith is he who is the best of them in 
manners and who is most mild to his family."3 

COMMENTARY: Anyone who possesses perfect faith and is find to his family is a 
perfect believer. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2146, Ibn Majah # 1985. 
2 Abu Dawud # 5170, Musnad Ahmad 2. 397. 
3 Tirmidhi # 2621, Musnad Ahmad 6. 47. 
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3264. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ 
said, "The best believers having the most perfct faith are they who possess the best
m anners. And, the best of you are they who are the best to their wives."1 

A HAPPY MOMENT WITH AYSHAH ~l»1~ J 

"' 
( .,j!J ~I o I_,.J) -b-4IJ! ~iJ ~ 

3265. Sayyidah Ayshah ~l»~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4Js.~~ returned 
from the Battle of Tabuk or Hunayn. A curtain hung before her storeroom which 
the wind raised high bringing into view some of her dolls. He asked, 1'What is this, 
0 Ayshah?" She said, "My dolls!" He also saw among them a horse that had two 
wing ~ontrived out of rags or paper. He asked, ''What is it that I see among them?" 
She said, II A horse!" He asked, II And what is that over it?" She said, 11Wings!'~ He 
asked (in astonishment). 11 A horse that has wings?" She quipped, "Have you not 
heard that (prophet) ~ulayman ~"}\..JI4Js. had horses with wings?" She added that he 
laughed so much (on hearing her words) that she could see his back teeth.2 

COMMENTARY: The sub-narrator was unsure ~hether the Prophet ~J 4Js. .&1 ~had 

returned from the battle of Tabuk or Hunayn. So he expresses his doubt in the hadith. 
Tabuk is about 465 miles from Madinah on the road to Damascus. The Prophet ~J4Js.Ji!1~ 
had led his army there in 9 AH, but the enemy retreated without contending. 
Hunayn is a valley to the north east of Makkah towards Ta'if. It is also called Awtas. The 
Battle of Hunayn was fought here in 8 AH after the conquest of Makkah. 
The ruling about playing with dolls has been mentioned previously in the chapter o~ wall 
(hadith # 3129). 

SECTION Ill 

NOT ALLOWED TO PROSTRATES ONESELF BEFORE ANOTHER 

1 Tirmidhi # 1165, Abu Dawud # 4682 but only up (Arabic) manner. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4932. 
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3266. Sayyiduna Qays ibn Sa' d ~~~~; reported: I came to Hirah (a city near Kufah) 
and observed them prostrating themselves before their local governor. I thought (to 
myself). 11 Allah's Messenger ~J4,1&-~1~ is more deserving of the prostration to be 
made. before him." Thus, when I came to Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~ ~ , I said to 
him, "I had gone to Hirah. And I observed them prostrate themselves before their 
local governor but you have more right that people· should prostrate themselves 
before you." He said, 1What do you say? Were you to pass by my grave, would you 
prostrate yourself to it?" I said, ~~No." He said, "Do not do it any of you (even while 
I am alive). Were I to command anyone to prostrate himself before another, I would 
surely have commanded the women to prostrate themselves before their husbands 
because of the right over them conferred on the husbands by Allah."l 
3267. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~~~~J n~ated that same hadith.2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Qays ~ ~ ~J thought who could be more deserving of 
prostration being made before him then the chief of the two worlds, the prophet ~lb1~ 
~J· He had seen the people of Hirah prostrating themselves before their ruler. But, the 
Prophet ~ J~~~~ made it clear to him in a very simple manner that the human forehead 
is so much sacred that it may prostrate itself only before its creator and none else, not any 
creature at all. Allah says: 

,, l ' , .. "' ' ~ , "' ~f t "' ' "' (ri. :l"t ~i) -....!.)J 'l~:,=f&~!.;..:JS -...!..J!~(.).}ji ;l).IJ~Ij~ 'lj~IJ ~'} 
(Prostrate not yourselves unto the sun nor to the moon, but prostate yourselves to 
Allah who created them, if ~t is, in truth, Him whom you warship.} (41: 37) 

BEATING ONE'S WIFE 

"' -; "' , , "'"' ' "' ~ ' ' -~ Jl.31;.'! ~_;...Q l.;.;! ~jJ I J}..! 1 '1 JG _;.~j ~ ~JJ I ~~I~ ;:J. 6£ j ('fY1A) 

(~l.A~I.J ,)jl,)~l oi.JJ) 

3268. Sayyiduna Umar ~lb'~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, "(If a man 
beats his wife for a valid reason) , he will not be asked why he beat her."3 

COMMENTARY: The words 'he will not be asked' mean that it will not be sinful for him if 
he beats his wife provided he observed the relative conditions and did not transgress. 
The worc;i 'disobedience' is understood in words {eJ'~J_,.:J~)lftj~--JJ'J) (why). 

OPTIONAL FASTING ONLY ON HUSBAND'S PERMISSION 

1 Abu Dawud # 2140, Darimi # 1463. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-227. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2147, Ibn Majah # 1986. 
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3269. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~ ~ ~ J narrated that a woman came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J "~ ~~ ~ while they were sitting with him. She complained, "My 
husband safwan ibn al-Mu'attal ~~~~J beats me when I offer the salah (prayer), 
compels me to break my fast when I fast and he himself offers the salah (prayer) of 
fajr only when the sun rises (or is about to rise)." (At that time,) Safwan ~~'IS""; w!ls 
there. So, he asked him about what she had said, He said, "0 Messenger of Allah, 
as for her saying that I beat her when she offers the salah (prayer), she recites two 
surahs though I have forbidden her (to recite lengthy two surahs in each raka' ah)." 
So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "If only one surah is recited (after surah al
fatihah) that suffices the people." Then, he (Safwan) said, 11 As for her saying that I 
make her break her fast when she fasts, she goes on fasting (day after day, the 
supererogatory fasts). I am a young man (who does not get an opportunity in the 
night so I crave for her during the day) and I cannot check myself." On that, Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~l»>~ said, "No woman may fast (a supererogatory fast) without her 
husband's permission." Then, he (Safwan) added, 11 As for her saying that I offer the 
salah (prayer) only when the sun rises, I am from a family that (works by night and) 
is known to awaken at sun rise. (We work on the field irrigating it all night)." He 
(the prophet) ~ J~~~~ said, "Safwan offer the salah (prayer) when you awake." 

COMMENTARY: Safwan was a former. He had to attend to his field till late in the night 
and went to sleep at his farm. So, the Prophet ~J~~~~ accepted his excuse and said to 
him, "Offer salah (prayer) when you awake but before attending to any other ~ork." 

OBEY HUSBAND EVEN A STRICT COMMAND 

"' ""~ r ,,{ "'"' • "' ~ "' ~ t~ ~ "' "' ' "' ~ ... ~ t~i _;LQl~lj ~~~~ ~.jU 0-...!...Jg ~j ~WI ~;lJI JJ-!5 ....!.JI ~~u&-j (r'YV•) 

(.J..o>l oi.J.;) -~\ ,i1....ul ~ 
3270. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that (once) Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
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was among a company of muhajirs (emigrants) and Ansars. A camel came and 
prostrated itself before him. His companions ~~~~J said, "0 Messenger of Allah, 
the animals and the trees prostrate themselves before you, so we are more eligible 
to prostrate ourselves before you." He said. "Worship your Lord and honour your 
brother" (meaning himself). "If I would command one to prostrate himself before 
any (other than Allah) , I would instruct a woman to prostrate herself before her 
husband. And, were he to command her to move stones from a yellow mountain to 
a black mountain and from a black mountain to a white mountain, it would be 
binding on her to do it."l 

COMMENTARY: Prostration is truly a form of worship and only Allah has the right to be 
worshipped. No one other than Allah - not even a prophet - can be worshipped. Do not 
make me Allah's partner by worshipping me, for. He has sent me as His Prophet and 
Messenger to you not to get you to worship me, but to bring you out of polytheism to the 
path of monotheism. In other words, he called their attention to the verse: 

~ "' "" .... !. J & ,, , ~ .. .. "' 
~~ ~J!~J ~~ 1_.P § u:~J~jJS j.~.Hj_;..Ql..lj 9l:.~l ~J •. H ~~ ~~~~B' lAj 

('q:r~I~JI)-~~JI_.P_;S'&~J 
{It does not become a human being that Allah should grant him the Book, the 
wisdom and the prophethood, then he should say to mankind, 'Be you worshippers 
of me; instead of Allah." but (he would say) , ''Be you men of God .. ") (3: 79) 

As for the prostration of the camel before the prophet ~ J4#..l,1~ , it should not cause any 
doubt because it was by way of something contrary to custom (and to the natural laws and 
traditions as something out of the ordinary). Allah has made the camel subservient. The 
Prophet ~J·4#-li11~ had no say in Allah's Command. Besides, the camel was completely 
under command. Just as Allah had commanded the angels to prostrate themselves before 
(Sayyiduna) Aadam ~~'4#- and their prostrating themselves before him caused no wonder 
and raised no questions because they were bound to obey Allah's command, so. Too the 
camel was un?er Allah's command to prostrate itself before the Prophet ~ J4:}s-~l~. It had 
to obey Allah's command in any case. 
The Prophet's ~J4#-li11~ words that they should honour their brother, meaning himself, 
imply that his position and rank demanded from them only their love and obedience to 
him both outwardly and inwardly. 
The mountains have been described with colours to suggest a long distance between them. 
Such mountains are not found near to one another. The sentence, therefore, means that 
even if two mountains are very for apart and the husband orders his wife to transfer stones 
from one to another mountain, then she must obey him and do that. 
In short, if a husband issues such a strong and difficult command to his wife, she is bound 
to obey him. 

SALAH (PRAYER) IS NOT APPROVED FULLY IF HUSBAND IS NOT PLEASED 

j ~ "; ~ 1 -~1 ~j S~ ~ ~ ~ ij~ ~j ~rlJ1 ~ ;iJ1 j_;.!j jli Jli-~t4- (.,S. j (1YV\) 

t Musnad Ahmad n-7" 
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-~~.ri' 'T , ~~o~::l' &\jj y. ~ 
3271. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:S-lill ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ li11 ~ said, 
"Three there are whose salah (prayer) is not accepted (in a perfect manner) , and 
their pious deeds do not ascend (to Allah): 

1. A runaway slave until he comes back to his masters and puts his hand in 
theirs. (It means that he hands himself over to them and obeys them.) 

2. And, a woman whose husband is displeased with her. 
3. And, a drunkard until he gets sober."1 

COMMENTARY: The slave must come back to his masters. The plural form is used 
because it includes the master and his sons. The slave has to be faithful not only to his 
master but also to his master's sons. 
According to another version, there are after the words 
(~Jj) her husband, the words(~~J) gets pleased with her. 
In this hadith under discussion, these words are implicit, so they are not mentioned. The 
meaning in either case is that either her husband becomes pleased with her or divorces her. 

THE BEST WIFE 

~ ll!&J.!l ~~ Jli~$-l4JI ~~~j~dH ~~\ ~_;.!~J:i Jlii~J.' Cfl 6£j (Y'YVY) 

__ • ,r.-f~l .,{,iti&uj\o.~.Jl.dli&IO'.J"6"~~ 1 ~lt.A,i~O''~ !~,iUJt!f~O' ~IIJiu:.IJO' 
~'-4 .. , ~~ ~ ... .-!'-=" , .J ~ .. :,.'4i" '-3 """'~~ 'it' J..r- til .. ~ J 

3272. Sayyiduna Abu'Hurayrah 4JS.~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\11~ 
was asked, 11Which woman is the best?" He said, 11She who· pleases (her husband) 
when he looks at her, obeys him when he asks her to do something (provided it 
does not contravene Shari'ah (divine law)), and apposes not his wishes in regard to 
herself and her property by doing ~hat he does not like."2 

COMMENTARY: The distinction of the best women is that she pleases her husband when 
he looks at her. She has a very good disposition and good manners. This makes him happy. 
And, if she has good looks and conduct too, then his pleasure known no bunds. 
Another distinction-is that she does not act in a way that hurts her husband in any way. 
This concern both her self and property. 
The property could be, her own as also her husband's. She may not use any of these in such 
a way as displeases her husband. It could also refer to her husband's property in her hands. 
She does not misuse it but spends only as her husband wished her to spend. 

MERIT OF A TRUSTWORTHY WIFE 
~ J .. , J !)I ... 'C: ' .. ~ ' ~ .. .. 

l::l.ll\'lt ... Lt I J.i9 ~ ~ .. Lz I ,t..A ~JI Jli ""' .. _..~ill I \~4JJI J 11 'J- ~ ,, ~ .·..31 ~ 0' ('rYVY") 
M ..J,-~ ~~.or· • ~.J .. M ~.. ~ .....__..., ~ o ..,. .. J 

.... 1 11.- • ~ _. .... 1! _. "' _. 11 \.~ m~ _, _. !)I~ _.· 11C: ,t c 
-~lA ~J~QIJY-~:;:1 ~4JJj~~$-~I~....!..J~jj~l.;~~ .•. l~l.!~§fi-l'lj 

-~~)11 "t"" '-;cit;6:)1lljj 

1 Bayhaqi # 8600 in Shu' ab ul Eeman. 
2 Nasa'i # 3231, Bayhaqi ifl Shu'ab ul Eeman. 
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3273~ Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.au~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, 
•
11Four things there are such as if bestowed on anyone then he is given the best in 
this world and the next. (They are: ) 

(i) A grateful heart (that thanks Allah for His bounties). 
(ii) A tongue that is engaged in the remembrance of Allah in difficulty and ease). 
(iii) A body that endures trials patiently. · 
(iv) A wife who does act treacherously (with him) in her person and his property. 

CHAPTER - XII 
AL-KHULA' WA AT-TALAQ KHULA' (OR 
SEPARATIONINmATED BY WIFE) & DIVORCE 

WHAT IS KHULA' (&-):It is with a dummah (.)of Kha (t), khula' and a fathah of.the kha, 
Khala', a noun. The former in a literal sense is to remove or take out something and 
generally it is applied to removing or taking off a garment or socks, etc. in the terminology 
of Sliariah, it is . the removal of matrimonial bond. It is 'to get rid of the ownership by 
marriage against wealth with the word khula'.' Or, it is 'to acquire wealth from one's wife 
with the word khula' to re\lQke the ownership by marriage.' 
This terminology of Shari'ah (divine law) is explained thus: if husband and wife are at 
loggerheads and there is no way they may reconcile al\d the husband does not 
pronounce divorce, then it is allowed to the wom~n to pay some money and pay her 
dower and get deliverance. 
She may tell the man 'take so .much money and make khula' It means 'get rid of me.' Or 
she tells him to get rid of her against the dower that is payable by him. . · 
In respon5e, the man may say, 'I get rid of you.' This causes one pronouncement of talaq 
ba'in on the woman (ba'in is irrevocable). Both will separate. 
Mazhar ..\!1~J said that the ulama (Scholars) differ on whether it is divorce or annulment 
when a man says to his wife, 'I have made khula' with you against so much money' and 
she says, 'I have accepted it, and thereafter they separate. Imam Abu Hanifah ..\!1 ~ J and 
Imam Maalik ~~~J say that it is talaq ba'in (an irrevocable divorce). An opinion of Imam 
Shafi'I ~~ ~ J which is more rightly attributed to him agrees with them. However, Imam 
Ahmad li!1~J holds that it is faskh (an annulment) and an opinion of Imam Shafi'I ~~J 
tends to agree with him. .': · 
If husband and wife are disunited because of the husband's injustice and the wife demands 
the khula' because of his injustices and excesses, then it is makruh (disapproved) for· the 
husband to take anything against making khula', like money etc. 
If the reason behind seeking khula is the wife's obstinacy and disobedience, then it is 
makruh (disapproved) for the husband to take against the khula' so much money as is in 
excess of what he has paid to his wife as a dower. 
WHAT IS TALAQ: In the literal sense, talaq is 'to open or undo' and 'to leave or separate~ 
In the terminology of Shari' ah (divine law) it is: 

'a man's releasing the woman from the restrictions imposed on her because of the 
marriage." . 

· Insha Allcih the kind of talaq (divorce) and. their commands will be mentioned in the 
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following lines.t 

SECTION I jjitjJafn 

DIVORCE FROM DISLIKED HUSBAND 

(\S.J~I oi.J.J) _Sa:t!J1 
3274. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&~~J narrated that the wife of Thabit ibn Qays ~.&~~J 
came to the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I do not 
blame Thabit ibn Qays, nor do I pick fault~ in his character and religion, but I do 
not like ingratitude (or sin) in regard to) Islam." So, Allah's Messenger ~J~.~.&~~ 
asked her, "Will you return to him his garden (that he had· given you as your 
dower)?" She said, "Yes!" Allah's Messenger ~y.~.&~~ said (To Thabit), 'Accept 
the garden and pronounce divorce to her once."2 

.COMMENTARY: The wife of Sayyiduna Thabit ibn Qays ~.&~~ J had no complaint against 
him, but she did not like him. She feared that this might cause her to be ungrateful or 
disobedient to him. She would not like that to happen so why should they not separate. 
It is said that Sayyiduna Thabit ibn Qays ~ .&1 ~ J was very ugly and short statured. His 
wife's name was (Sayyidah) Habibah or Jamilah. She was very beautiful and charming. 
Hence, they were unmatched - strange bedfellows! ·She was not disposed to him. The 
prophet ~ J~.&1~ , therefore, instructed Sayyiduna Thabit ~.&~~ J to divorce his wife but 
with only one pronouncement. 
We know from this that it is better for a man who divorces his wife to declare it only once 
so that if they intend to revoke the divorce, they may do it. This was the reason why the 
Prophet ~ J~..l,,~ told him to declare divorce only once. 
We also know from this that khula' is divorce, not an annulment. The compiler of the 
Hidayah has cited a hadith of the Prophet~ J~..lll~: 

''Khul' a effects an irreversible divorce."3 

DO NOT DIVORCE A MENSTRUATING WOMEN 

1 See also the hidayah v1 pp 194-200, Marghinani. Darul Isha' at Karachi. 
2 Bukhari # 5273, Nasa'i # 3463, Ibn Majah # 2056, Musnad Ahmad 3-4. 
3 Hidayah v1 p 194. 
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3275. Sayyiduna Abdullah· ibn Umar ~.&~~.J is reported to have divorced one of his 
wives while she was menstruating. Sayyiduna Umar ~ .&1 ~ .J mentioned this to · 
Allah's Messenger~ J~,&,~ who became angry at it, saying, ''He m:ust (atone for .it 
and) take her back (by saying to her, 'I have taken you again as my wife). Then, he 
must keep her with him till she .is purified and then has another menstruation and 
is purified again. Then, if it appears necessary to him to divorce her, he may divorce 
her when she is pure (of menses) before he has sexual intercourse with her. This, 
doing which Allah has commanded that woman be divorced (if that is to be done)." 
According to another version, he said, "Instruct him to take her back. Then, he may 
divorce her when she has purified from menstruation, or is pregnant."t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet~ J~"i»1~ anger is indication that it is forbidden to divorce 
a woman when she is menstruating. It is forbidden because the~ man may have· divorced 
her out of aversion for menstruation. He may not really have 'divorce in mind. 

'However, if anyone divorces his wife while she is menstruating, then divorce takes effect. 
This is why the Prophet ~ J~li11~ instructed Abdullah to reverse the divorce (or take her · 
back). Clearly taking her back can only be after divorce. 
The question arises why was he asked to defer divorce till she has had her second menses 
and purifies from it. The ulama (Scholars) say that there are several reasons for it. 

(i) The ruju or reversins of divorce should not be with intention to divorce again. 
This is why the waiting period is postponed so that not only it becomes· 
permitted to divorce but also the man has. an opportuflity to reconsider his 
decision. Perhaps, they might find something wliereby it does not beeome 
necessary to divorce the woman. These two things can be- possible only by 
deferring divorce till the second time purity is attained. . · 

(ii) The postponement for such a long time is a punish the man for having 
divorced his wife while she was menstruation. 

(iii} The menstruation during which the wQman was divorced and the· purity 
attained for it (and the period of purification·. are both,· as it were; 
interconnected and counted as one}. Thus, it divorce were given after the first 
menses during the first purification,· it is deemed to have been given during the 
first menstruation. 

However, it must be understood that it is not wajib (obligatory) to wait for the second purity 
to divorce the woman. It is better, .of course. · 
THREE KINDS OF DIVORCE: There ar~ three kinds of divorce depending on time and 
situation. They are: · 

(i} Ahsan. 
(ii) Has~, also called _sunni 
(iii}- Bida' i 

(i} The Ahsan form of divorce is that~ talaq raji (revocable divorce} is pronounced 
duririg a purity within which sexual intercourse is not had and the woman is 
divorced in that very condition (meaning, he does not pronounce any more 

l BuJ<hari # 4908, Muslim# 1-1471, Tinndhi # 1178, Abu Dawud # 2179, Nasa'i # # 2289, Ibn MaJah # 
30~9, Darimi # 2362, Muwatta Maalik # 53 (Talaq) , Musnad Alunad 2-26. 
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divorce and does not have sexual intercourse with her) till her iddah is over. 
This kind of divorce is the best. 

(ii) The Hasan form of divorce is that a revocable divorce is pronounced during a 
state of such purity within which no sexual intercourse was had, provided the 
woman is madkhul biha (one with whom he has had sexual intercourse some 
time}. If she is ghayr madkhul biha (meaning, less then nine years old or an 
adult with whom her husband has not had sexual intercourse} then one talaq 
hasan is pronounced for her. Also, she may be divorced even when she is 
menstruating. The talaq hasan for a minor girl and pregnant women and old 
women (past menopause} is that one pronouncement is made each month (for 
three months} and it is also allowed to divorce these woman after having 
sexual intercourse with them. This kind of divorce is also good. 

(iii} The bida'I (or bida' i} form of divorce is the madkhul biha is divorced 
(completely} in just one period of her purity or on a single moment with three 
pronouncements of divorce, or with such two pronouncements that do not 
allow for a reversal (or revoking} , €>r pronounce divorce during a putity 
within which sexual intercourse has been had with her. Thus if a man divorce 
his wife when she is menstruating then this too is talaq bida'i. If the woman 
who is divorced is madkhul biha then, accordi.rig to the most authentic 
tradition, it is wajib (obligatory) to revoke the divorce to her. But some ulama 
(Scholars} say that it is mustahab (desirable) to do so. When she gains purity and 
again gets her menses and again purifies from it, and till this time the man has 
not changed his mind and insists on divorcing her then divorce may be 
pronounced during her second purification. This third kind of divorce, is 
disliked by Shari'ah (divine law}. Though divorce is valid yet the man giving 
the divorce has sinned. 

TWO KINDS OF DIVORCE: In terms of their effectiveness, divorce is of two kinds: 
(i} Raj'i. 
(ii} Ba'in. 

(i} The divorce raj'l or revocable or reversibl~. The man says once or twice in clear 
words (Jhb~l} or(~} meaning 'you are divorced' or 'I have, divorced you.' In 
this case, the man may reverse his pronounceme.nt during the days of iddah 
(waiting period} or waiting period without remarriage with her. He may say, 'I 
have returned tp you.' Or, he may touch her, or stroke her, or have a sexual 
intercourse with her, In these cases, the divorce is revoked and it is not 
necessary to marry the woman all over again. 

(ii) The divorce ba' in or the irreversible or irrevocable divorce: The clear, obvious 
words of divorce are not used but such words are uttered as are not spoken fur 
divorce yet they do indicate the intention. They do give the idea of divorce 
through a figurative speech. There are three such words recognized by jurists 
that are mentioned in books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence} and besides them. 
the command of talaq (divorce} ba'in is that the woman comes out of the 
marriage and it is forbidden to keep her as a wife without marrying her aga~. 

DIVORCE OF TWO KINDS: h1 terms of outcome too, divorce is of two kinds: 
(i} Mughallazah. 
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(ii) Mukhaffafah. 
(i) The mughallazah or rude divorce is that three pronouncements of divorce are 

made in one breath, in one sitting. The man may say, 'I divorce you three 
times, Or he may repeat 'I have divorced you, 'I have divorced you,' 'I have 
divorced you After that, the man cannot take her back as his wife without 
halalah. It is that the woman will go through her waiting period and marry 
another man who consummates the marriage with her and then divorces her. 
Then she goes through a 'Waiting period (after this divorce) after which her 
previous husband may marry her. 

(ii) Mukhaffafah (or light) divorce is to pronounce two divorces at once, or 
separately. Or, it is to pronounce just once. If clear, obvious words are used, 
then the husband can revoke it within the waiting period and it is not 
necessary for them to remarry. But, if figurative speech is used then he can 
keep her as his wife after re-marrying her. 

WHOSE DIVORCE IS EFFECTIVE: The divorce pronounced by every sensible adult 
man takes effect. He may be a free man or a slave. The divorce may be given of his own 
free will or under compulsion, or he may give it while he is intoxicated. 
If a sensible, adult man is dumb and gives divorce through pre-determined signs then his 
divorce is also effective. 

WHOSE DIVORCE DOES NOT TAKE EFFECT: J'he divorce pronounced by a boy or an 
insane man does not take effect. Also, if a man who is asleep gives a divorce and says on 
awakening, 'I have divorced you during sleep' then his divorce does not take effect. If a m 
aster divorce his slave's wife then his divorce also does not take effect. 

DEPENDS ON WOMAN: The subject o~ divorce is the woman. For a free woman, divorce 
is pronounced three times even if she is married to a slave. A slave girl is divorced by two 
pronouncements of divorce even if she is married to a free man.l 

THE QUESTION OF IKHTIYAR (CHOICE) 

(~~>-l4!.'-:11£ 
3276. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ offered them 
a choice ("If you wish the life of this world and its ornaments then come, let me 
give you some of its enjoyments and part with you a noble parting. But if you wish 
for Allah and His Messenger and the abode of the hereafter, then surely Allah has 
prepared for those amongst you who do good, a great reward.")2 
Hence, (against the luxuries of this world) they chose Allah and His Messenger ~~ 
~ J~. That did not count (as any kind of divorce) against them in any way.3 

COMMENTARY: This hadith makes it definite that if a husband asks his wife to choose 

1 See also Tirmidhi v1 pp 493, 499. Also see p 499 for a clarification about divorce ahsan. Darul 
Isha' at Karachi. 
2 33: 28, 29, (Surah al-Ahzab). 
3 Bukhari # 5262, Muslim t: 24-1477, Tirmidhi # 1182, Abu Dawud # 2203, Nasa'i # 3441, Ibn Majah # 
2052, Darimi # 2269, Musnad Ahmad 6-45. 
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between her self and himself and she opts for her husband then divorce of any kind w)tatsoever 
does not take effect Imam Abu Hanifah .1!~~ .J and Imam Shafi'l ~ .J to by this hadith. 
However, if the wife chooses herself then Imam Shafi'I .1!1~.J and Imam Ahmad .1!1~.J say 
that divorce of the form raj' I applies. Imam Abu Hanifah All ~ .J said that divorce ba' in 
applies and Imam Maalik .1!1......,.. .J said that three divorces apply. 
It is reported that Sayyiduna Ali ~.ii!I~.J said, "Simply by giving the choice to one'.s wife, 
the divorce raj'l takes effect even if she choose her husband. 
Sayyiduna Zayd ibn 1_babit ~.1!1~.J ruled that divorce ba'in takes effect. 
Hence Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~.J narrated the hadith rejecting both opinions. She made it 
clear that a husband's offering such a choice does not make any kind of divorce effective. 

FORBIDDING SOMETHING TQ ONESELF CALLS FOR EXPIATIOJ'l 
. 2 ~ J ~ o k "" "' "'f-'1 II o "" C: 

(~~) -"'-: "; S~l ;ill ~j (l>~.....:u8' ..til A~~ I..~-I~ Jli ~~~-~if' j (Y'YVV) 

3277. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~.J said, ''On forbidding something to oneself an 
expiation becomes necessary. Indeed. (in this regard) for you there is in Allah's 
Messenger~ J~.1!1~ an excellent precedent. 

COMMENTARY: If anyone declares something to be unlawful to him, it does not become 
unlawful but he has to make an atonement for it. The atonement will be for the oath and it 
has to be even for something like wine that is forbidden. And even if it belongs to another 
person. One may say, for example wine is forbidden to me.' 'another's property is 
forbidden 'to me' This will be regarded as an oath·. He will have to make an atonement 
when he breaks the oath unless he gives that thing in charity or as a gift to someone. The 
Hanafi also say the same thing as Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~ J says. · 
Sayyiduna lbt;t Abbas ~.ii!l~ J also recited a verse of the Qur' an to lend support to his words: 

~ ~1-J.SJ.....:u~ ..til 
{Certainly you have in· the Messenger of Allah an e~cellent pattern (of conduct)} (33: 21) 

He referred to the time when the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ had forbidden honey to himself, SO· 

the verse was revealed. · 
"" ~ ' " t. ; ,_ 

~WI~Il4.JrA&JI~I~ 
{0 Prophet, why _forbid you what Allah has made lawful to you~ .. ) (66: .1) :: 

He was commended to make an atonement. This is mentioned in the next hadith Insha 
Allah. So, you are based to follow the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ example. 
If anyone says, "All the lawful things, I forbid Myself," or, ''I £orbed myself everything that 
Allah has made lawful." The jutist say that _such words mean that his wife is also divorced 
even though he had not made ·an intention to do that. If he says to his wife, "You are 
forbidden to me," then it would be an eela (an oath to keep away from one's wife for four 
months or more) 1 provided he had really formed an intention to do S·O, Of any other 
intention. If while saying so he may have formed an intention to make zihar, then zihar will 
be effective. (zihar is to liken one's wife to one's mother or sister) If while saying~ "you are 
forbidden to me," he may have intended to lie, then it is (JAI) foolish talk and nothing will 
take effect. This command is from the religious point of view,. but the ruler (will go by 
zihar) and declare eela to take effect. If while speaking these words he had formed an 
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intention to divorce then divorce of the ba' in kind becomes effective. If he had formed an 
intention to make three pronouncements of divorce then that will take effect. The ruling is 
that even if he had not formed an intention to divorce, nevertheless divorce of the ba' in 
kind will take effect. 

!. J.. c ,., " " .:. ;; " !. 
(~~)-~~~-~ljJIC.L..;J.A~~WI~IlA~r 

3278. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1tt~ w;ed to stay a 
while with Sayyidah. Zaynab bint Jahsh ~.&!~ J and drink some honey at her place 
she and Sayyidah Hafsah ~iil1~ J decided that whichever of them the Prophet 1£1~ 
~J~ visited first should-say; 'ii perceive from you the smell of maghafir.t Did you 
eat it?" So, when he visited one of th~m, she spoke those words and he said, ''It 
does not matter. I only drank some honey at the house of Zaynab hint Jahsh. I shall 
not do it again and I have sworn (to abstain from it). Do not tell this to anyone (lest 
Zaynab feel bad about it)." His purpose was to please his wives. So, then 
(revelatiQn) descended: 

/. I ,_, . _, .:. ;; _, f. ;; -' 
~'11-·:;~ljJIC.W~~~~WI~IlA~~.;.l.~l~l~ 

(0 prophet, why forbid you what Allah has made lawful to you seeking to please 
your wives? .... }2 (66: 1) · 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~,&,~ stayed a while at the house of Sayyidah Zaynab 
bint Jashsh when he was on his (daily) rounds to his wives. This was not part of his visits to 
them, day by day. 
'Maghafir' is the fruit of a tree. It resembles gum. It is bad smelling but also has a trace of 
the Smell of honey. . 
The Prophet ~ J ~ .&! ~ liked honey very much. So, Sayyidah Zaynab used to give him 
some to drink and he was delayed there because of it. 
Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&. ~ J did not like it and she and Sayyidah Hafsah ~ .&1 ~ J who was 
very close to her conspired to put an end to it. Their plan marked as we read in the hadith 
but Allah did not approve. 

SECTION II ~tUt~l 

WOMAN WHO ASKS FOR DIVORCE UNNECESSARILY 

1 A bad smelling resin, Gum of mimosa, coccidae. (The singular is mughfur). 
2 Bukhari # 4912, Muslim# 20-1474, Abu Dawud # 3714, Nasa'i # 3421. 
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(i.JJI..UIJJ4lA ~b <.S-lA .;UIJJ ~~ oiJJJ) -~1 ~15 t-'j(_:l~i u;~~ 
3279. Sayyiduna Thawban ~~~~..,narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, 
11The woman who seeks divorce from her husband for no reason whatever (will not 
perceive) the fragrance of paradise (because it) will be forbidden to her."t 
(In the place of gathering the creat=tres will perceive the beautiful smell of paradise 
but she will deprived of it.) 

DIVORCE IS DISLIKED 
!."" l .. ... , , ... "'""r:.' "" ~ ' ' ... 

(,)Jby,\ol_,.;) -~~I ~I J!y~l ~~ Jli~j~illl ~ &lli....!.JI_?~Iif' j O"YA•) 

3280. Sayyiduna Ibn Uamr ~1»1~.., narrated that the Prophet ~ J~,&,~ said 110f the 
lawful things, divorce is what angers Allah most."2 • 

COMMENTARY: Though divorce is not forbidden, it is disliked by Allah. There are many 
things tha~_are permitted but makruh (disapproved) (disliked). Examples are to offer the fard 
(compulsorfl) salah (prayer) at home without an excuse (instead of at the mosque), or to offer 
salah (prayer) on a land snatched from someone. In both cases the salah (prayer) is valid but it 
is offered in a disliked manner. 

DIVORCING WOMAN BEFORE MARRYING HER 

J""~_, 'fj~.li:;~IJ~ 'fJ?:li.i· 'i,~J~'fJ"'~~j~rlJI t~ .. J\1~ .. \~~j O"YA\) 
"" - "" • "" "" "' til'~ ,.. ~~ "" ';f' 

(~lr: ..!.iolaJ)-· \,~\IJ"'I A~~ 'fe~.AtJaiJ..i:; ~l..,;.) 'fe~~~l,li:i ~ 'lei_A~·~ 
...; "-' wl r..:r:- ~d..Jie ...,/ f) "" • i' ~ ~ "" • ..,........... ...,1 tl .. "" l,a 

3281. Sayyiduna Ali ~)»,~.., narrated that the Prophet ~ ... J4:}s.~I..}-P said, 11Divorce is not 
given before marriage, slave is not set free before owning him, there is no perpetual 
fasting (without having meal at iftar but the Prophet 1"1... y.~,&,~., was exempt from it) , 
there is no orphan hood after the age of puberty (so anyone without parents when he 
is an adult cannot be called an orphan) there is no suckling after weaning and there is 
no silence all day (for there is no reward in that)."3 

COMMENTARY: This hadith mentions some basic principles. 
If a man divorces a woman before he marries her then what is the wisdom in a divorce 
without marriage? 
In the same way, if one does not own a slave, what is the meaning of setting him free? That 
slave will not gain freedom (whom he names). 
Imam Shafi'I ..1!1 ~.., and Imam Ahmad ~ ~.., abide by this hadith however, Imam Abu 
Hanifah ~..111~.., contends that if anyone adds divorce before marriage as a condition then it 
is correct. For instance, Zayd says to a stranger woman, "If I marry you then I shall divorce 
you," Or, he says, "whichever woman I marry is divorced," then whenever he marries her 
divorce will take place forthwith. 
The same will be with a slave, If he stipulates that if he becomes master of a certain slave, 
or if he becomes master of whichever slave, he is set free. So, the moment the slave comes 
in his possession, he will be deemed to be free. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1191, Abu Dawud # 2226,1bn Majah # 2055, Musnad Ahmad 5-277, Darimi # 2270. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2178, Ibn Majah # 2028. 
3 Baghawi in Sharhus sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice)# 2350. 
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Hence, this hadith does not mean that divorce takes effect the moment it is uttered. And it 
does not reject a 'conditional divorce.' 
SILENCE: The hadith also says that it is disallowed - or, meaningless to observe silence all 
day. This has been mentioned because some previous ummahs1 observed silence as a form 
of worship. They believed that if anyone observes silence all day then he gains nearness to 
Allah. The Prophet ~ J 4# .1!1 ~ made it clear that _it is not proper in our ummah and ~ 
practice fetches no reward. But, it really is better ·then engaging one's tongue in 
meaningless and evil talk. · 

, ,, ~.!.' ~, "', "' J 
...4S1',·.3~j,ll'i .. , ... ~~AJJI L~illiJ, ',jJ{i Jtio~~4!.11~~~ a ...!£.f.£~ (\YAY) ..,... "'"" ~...; ,.. c.s--"' ~ • "' • ,.., ~ .. , . ....~~ ~...; 

'.. .. .. .. J J ...... ""J .. , .. J .. 

'i!~ 'ij SJIS_;;I Sljj l5~JPI :ljj -· .. 1 l~'i~i t3~ 'ij· .. 1 l~'i~iJ:s;. 'ij ... l~'i~i 

3282. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb .1!1 ~ J narrated on the authority of his father 
(Shu' a b) that his grandfather (Abdullah ibn Amir) .ut- .1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~J",l~.11'~ said, 11The son of Aadam ~~~~may make no vow, and he 
may not set free that which he does not possess and he may not divorce whom he 
does not have." 
The version in Abu Dawud also has; 1 And, he may not sell except what he owns."2 

COMMENTARY: A vow to set a slave free for Allah's sake is not correct if the slave is not 
owned. If the slave comes into possession afterwards even then the slave will not get 
release. As for divorce and emancipation, the previous hadith and its commentary may be 
seen. (YVe reproduce here a commentary in Tirmidhi~ on his hadith, vl pp 503-4) 
In this chapter, ahadith are also narrated by Sayyidtina Ali .ut-.111~ J , Mu' az .ut-.1d~; Jabir ~ J 

.ut-.111 , Ibn Abbas .ut-li!l~ J and Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1!1~ J· .This hadith is hasan sahih and the 
I 

(most) sahih in this chapter. Most sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.\d~; abide by it, 
among them Sayyiduna Ail ibn Abu Talib .ut-.111~ J, Ibn Abbas .ut-.11t~;, Jabir _ibn Adullah ~; 
.ut-.111, Sa'eed ibn Musayyab .ut-.111~J, Hasan, Sa'eed ibn Jubayr, Ali ibn Husayn, Shurrayn 
and Jabir ibn Zayd. Many tabi'in and Imam Shafi .ut-.11t~J have also abided by it. However, 
Sayyiduna ibn Mas'ud .ut-.11t~J said that if a man specifies the woman or her tribe then 
divorce is effective so that the moment· he marries her divorce will take effect.· Sufyan 
Thawri and Imam Maalik .1!1~ J said, the same thing, both of them added that if he take the 
name of a woman or specifies a time or tribe then as he marries her, divorce will take effect. 
However, ibn Mubarak .1!1~ J is very severe on this is~ue. 
He says that if any man does this then that woman does not even become forbidden. 
Someone asked him about a man who swears that if he ever marries, his wife would be 
divorced, but soon longs to marry, should be in this case, obey the jurists who give 
permission (in such cases) to marry. Ibn Mubarak .1!1~J said, ~~If he had first regarded the 

1 This is practiced by the Trappists of the Listercian order of monks. They live an austere life and it 
includes a vow of silence. They are a stricter branch of Benedictines, a Christian religious order. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1184, Abu Dawud # 2190, Ibn Majah # 2047, Musnad Ahmad# 7009. 
3 Published Darul Isha' at Karachi. · 
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verdict of those jurists to be correct then he could now act on that, but if he first preferred 
the verdict of those who do not permit then now too he must not act on the jurist who 
permit." Ahmad said, 111£ he did marry then I would not suggest to him to separate from 
his wife. Ishaq said, 11I do give permission because of the hadith of ibn Mas' ud ~ ~~ ~ J 

concerning any specified tribe, city or woman. So, if he does marry then I do not say "that 
she is forbidden to her." Ishaq was more liberal about unspecified woman . 

. ABOUT TALAQ AL-BATTAH 

IJJS'~_;j~I~!&.Jiillj 4lA ~lj Cs~jllj Sjll~l &ljj ~l~I.LylAJ d·~lUij~ 

-lll LtliJ ~WI 
3283. Sayyiduna Rukanah ibn Abd Yazid ~~~~J said that he divorced his wife, 
Suhaymah ~.11~~J, (of the kin~) of battah (which is a complete severing of marital 
relationship). Then, he informed the Prophet ~J~.11·~ of that, saying, 11By Allah, I 
did not intend but only one pronouncement of divorce." Allah's Messenger ~irA~ 
~ J asked him, 11ls it (truly) by Allah, that you did not intend but just one 
pronouncement?" Rukanah ~~~~ J affirmed, 11By Allah, I did not mean but just one 
pronouncement." 
Therefore, Allah's Messenger ~J~.11·~ restored her to him. He then divorced her 
the second pronouncement in the ti.me of Umar ~ ~ ~ J and the third 
pronouncement in the time of Uthman ~.11·~ .J·1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Rukana ~~~~J had pronounced divorce in the words (Jit.»~t 
~')"You are the woman divorced with the utterance battah." This word means 'to sever' 
so the sentence implies 'a divorce that leaves no relationship of marriage and the woman is 
absolutely out of marriage. 
As for the prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ restoring the woman to Rukana ~ ~ ~ J , Imam Shafi'I 
.1!1 ~ J understands by it that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~ ,)J instructed Rukana ~ .&t ~ J to 
reverse the divorce. It is as though Rukana said 'I restore you to my marriage,' and 
took her back as his wife. 
Imam Shafi'I .&!~ J understands in this way because he regards al-battah divorce to mean a 
single pronouncement of revocable divorce. If anyone intends two or three pronouncement 
with those words, then as many as intended will count. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1 ~ J contends that divorce with this words al-battah means one 
divorce of the ba'in kind, no mother whether the intention was formed. He says that the 
Prophet ~ J~,&,~ returned the woman to Rukana though a fresh marriage. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1180, Abu Dawud # 2206, Ibn Majah # 2051, Darimi # 227. 
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ORAL EXPRESSION OF MARRIAGE OR.1DIVORCE IN JEST IS TAKEN SERIOUSLY 

"' '.P Ci' "' I "'C: "' I 011 /, ,, J "' "" 
-~~~~~lllL$~$JIJGjSJIS~IjL$~jjl:lj5-~J..Ij~~lj 

. t 

3284. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger"~J4#l»t~ 
said, 11three things are considered seriously when done resolutely. But they also 
take place when done in jest. Then are marriage, divorce. and revoking a divorce to 
take back the lfile."t 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word jadd (-b.-) in the hadith is to endeavour to do something. 
Here it means to read the literal meaning of the word. For instance, the word ( ~)· (I 
married) when spoken orally may be taken in their literal sense. So too the word(~) I 
have divorced. 
The word hazel (JJA) is a jest but the literafmeaning is not taken. 
These three things here are taken seriously what they mean. If two strangers, a man and a 
woman, propose and accept before two witnesses in jest, they become husband and wife 
their jokes notwithstanding. 
So, if a couple divorce in jest, the divorce takes effect all the same and if after that they jest 
to revoke their divorce then it is really restored. 
Apart from these three things this principle applies to other things too, like by ing and selling. 

ABOUT DIVORCE WHICH A MAN IS COMPELLED TO GIVE 

I.JS
:t :t ., ., :t._ t ., c: J ., 

_gl ')ti~~~I.,·:.A·'"';.ol&lA··.31~S~IS~I:I~j , , (S' ~. ~..J'..IJ• ...,/ 

3285. Sayyidah Ayshah ~i»'~J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger 4#1»1~ 
~J say, 11There is no divorce and there is no emancipation through ighlaq." It is 
said, that (al-ighlaq I (al-ikhrah or 'dislike' 'compulsion.'2 

COMMENTARY: The word ikrah means 'to compel.' 
Thus, if any one compels a man to divorce his wife or to emancipate will divorce take 
effect, nor will the slave be free. 
Imam Shafi'I ~"'~; Imam Maalik 1»1~; and Imam Ahmad 1»1~; go by this hadith and rule 
accordingly. 
Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1~; said that both things are valid, basing his contention on hazl or 
jest. (The commentary to the foregoing hadith speaks of that.) the books of fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence) enumerate his arguments. Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1 ~ J contends that eleven 
things became valid even compulsion. 

(i) Marriage. 
(ii) Divorce. 
(iii) Revoking divorce. 
(iv) Eela, or abandoning wife for four months. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1187, Abu Dawud # 2194, Ibn Majah # 2039. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2193, Ibn Majah # 2046, Musnad Ahmad 6. 276. 
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(v) Fa'I which is to revoke eela. 
(vi) Zihar, or comparing wife to mother. 
(vii) Iqaq, or setting slave free. 
(viii) Pardoning Qisas or by passing retribution. 
(ix) Oath. 
(x) Vow. 
(xi) Embracing Islam. 

DIVORCE BY AN INSANE IS INVALID 

3286. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1n~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"·~,&,~ 
said, "Every divorce becomes effective but not the divorce pronounced by the . 
mentally deranged and the lunatic."1 

COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah goes by this hadith. As for the words in the hadith 
(o.u..o) means idiot and a person who is out of senses sometimes and at other times he is in his 
senses. The Qamus says that he 'has little sense.' The sirah says that it is 'an inverted bucket' 
and 'an insensible person' TJ:\e book of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) give it this meaning. 
In this way, the words of the hadith (~~"'r'#J'J) (lunatic) are sort of an elaboration of 
(oru) (mentally deranged). This is why some versions do not have the (J) waw between the 
two words ("'r' #Jio~t). 
This establishes that if the divorce by the mentally deranged is not effective, then, without 
doubt, the divorce pronounced by a completely mad man who is totally bereft of senses is 
simply out of question and cannot be effective, at all. 
Zayn ul Arab ,&,~J said that usually (ope) is an idiot or an insensible person, but it also 
covers the lunatic, one who is asleep, the unconscious and the sick person who loses his 
senses because of his illness. Hence, the divorce uttered by any of these is not effective. 
Ibn Hammam .&t ~ J has quoted some scholars to say that (o p.e) is a person who has poor 
sense and lacks understanding power and is a confused speaker and does foolish things, 
but he does not strike or abuse anyone. On the other hand a lunatic or a mad man roams 
about striking passers-by and abusing people. 
Imam Tirmidhi ~~~.J says that a sub-narrator {Ata ibn Ajlan) is a weak authority. But, this 
hadith is supported by the hadith narrated by Sayyiduna Ali: ~.1n~ .J 

,!. , A .,. .,. ' 41 .,. t, 
g~' l!~ )tL~L?-~~ ::fi 

(Every divorce is effective but not the divorce by the ma'tuh). 

THREE ARE NOT RECKONED 

1 Tirmidhi # 1195. 
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,... .., 1 , I J :1 ~{ :1-:_ I ,. 

-~~!&4lA~Ij~~~~.;IJJij:iJIS~IjL5~_ill~lj5-~Js.gJ .. :.~l\~j~Js.~l~j 

3287. Sayyiduna Ali 4.:S-.1li~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.111j...P said, ''Three 
people are there for whom the pen is raised (and does not record their deeds 
because their words and actions are not blamed ~n them). They are: one who is 
asleep till he awakes, a chill till it attains puberty, done who is mentally deranged 
till he rigains his senses.l 
3288. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.11~~ J narrated that the same hadith.2 

DIVORCE WITH TWO PRONOUNCEMENTS FOR FEMALE SLAVE 

(~..>\..U\__, 4lo 0-!I.J Jj\J~\__, LS.i.o _;UI oi.JJ) --....;...>l' ~& 

3289. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .111 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1l1 ~ said, 
"the divorce of a female slave is with two pronouncement and her iddah is till two 
menstruations are over."3 

COMMENTARY: The iddah or waiting period c;>f a free woman is upto three menses but if 
she has menopause then it is three months. And his iddah of a female slave is up to two 
courses or a month and a half. 
In matters of divorce and the consequent waiting period, the woman is the deciding factor, 
not the husband. 
If the woman is free, then her divorce is by three pronouncements and her iddah will be till 
she has menstruation three times, even if she is married to a slave. 
If the woman is a female slave, then her divorce is by two pronouncements and her iddah 
will last till she gets two menstruations, even if she is married to a free man. 
The Hanafis go by this edict, but Imam Shafi'I .&1~ J contends that in matters of divorce and 
iddah, it depends on man's position. If the husband is a free man, then his wife's divorce 
will be by three pronouncements and her iddalr will last till she has three menstruations, 
even it she is a female slave. 
If the husband is a slave, then his wife's divorce is by two pronouncements and her iddah 
will last till she has had two menstruations, even if she is a free woman. 
This hadith also establishes that the period of iddah relates to menstruation, not to purity. In 
other words, this hadith confirms that the words of the Quran: 

I..,,"'"" 
~~.u~ 

mean 'three monthly periods,' not three purities. 

SECTION III 

WOMAN WHO ASKS FOR DIVORCE OR KHULA' 

1 Tirmidhi # 1428, Abu Dawud # 4403, Musnad Ahmad 1-155, Ibn Majah # 2042. 
2 Ibn Majah # 2041, Darimi # 2296. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1182, Abu Dawud # 2180, Ibn Majah # 2080, Darimi # 2294. 
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3290. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~-~~ said, 
"Woman who are disobedient to their husbands and (also) those_ who demand 
khula' (separation) from their husbands are hypocrites."t 

COMMENTARY: The woman who ask their husband, for no reason at all, to divorce 
them, or they ask to be divorce against a compensation (like waiver of dowry), are all 
hypocrites. Outwardly, they profess adherence to Islam and its laws but inwardly they 
are sinners and disobedient. 

MAKRUH (DISAPPROVED) TO DIVORCE WOMAN AGAINST ALL THAT SHE 
POSSESSES 

I 

r ' ' .1 t ' <~\A o I.,J) -P. LA~ 14-
3291. Sayyiduna Nafi ~ ~ ~ J reported from a freed female slave of Sayyidah 
Safiyah bint Ubayd ~ .1!1 ~ J that she (meaning, Safiyah) obtained khula' from her 
husband (Abdullah ibn Ulnar) ~ .1!1 ~ J against everything that she possessed. And, 
Abdullah ~.1!1~ J did not demur to that.2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.1!1~ J did not forbid it because khula' is 
not "forbidden after all. But, to concede to her demand for khula' against all that she 
possesses is makruh (disapproved). 

FORBIDDEN TO PRONOUNCE THREE DIVORCES IN ONE GO 

3292. Sayyiduna Mahmud ibn La bid ~.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.\u~ 
~ J was informed of a man who divorced his wife by three pronunciations 
simultaneously. At that he arose angrily." Saying, 'will you make light of the Book 
of Allah Mighty and Glorious, while I am among you?" (He meant that the 
commands of Allah were made fun of). A man (among the sahabah) ~.&~~ J stood up 
and submitted,"O Messenger of Allah. Shall I not kill him?"3 

COMMENTARY: The Book of Allah, Mighty and Glorious, mentioned in the hadith refe~s 
to the verse: 

'. ~ ' "' .. "' ' .. .... l"•....&illl~l'l "i;..,:!1)t"'{s .• ,tJ "'Ja~'' fliltl .J..r-"" "" .. .J .. .J ~ ..r· ~ 

{Divorce is twice, then either a retention with honour or a release with kindness. 
And it is not lawful for you (men) to take from them (your wives) anything of what 
you have given them, unless both (parties) fear they may not able to maintain the 

t Nasa'i # 3461, Musnad Ahmad 2-414. 
2 Muwatta Maalik # 32 (Talaq) 
3 Nasa'i # 3401. 
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limits of Allah. If you fear that they cannot maintain the limit of Allah, there is not 
blame on them for that wherewith she gets her freedom. These are the limits of 
Allah, therefore, transgress them not; and whosoever transgresses the limits of 
Allah, so those-they are the evildoers. So if he divorces her, then she shall not be 
lawful to him thereafter, until she marries another husband. If he (the second 
husband) divorces her, there is no blame on them on returning to each other (by 
marriage), if they think they can maintain the limits· of Allah. And those are the 
limits of Allah, which He makes clear for people who know. 
And when you divorce (your) women, and they are about to complete their 
(wai~ng) terms, then you either retain them with honour or release them with 
honour, and retain them not to their hurt that you may transgress (against them). 
And whosoever does that, he has wronged himself. And take not Allah's revelations · 
in mockery) (2: 229-231) 

This verse directs that divorce must not be declared three times simultaneously. Rather, it 
must be given at intervals and Allah's words must not be taken as playthings. It any one 
divorces a woman three times in one breath then it is against Allah's will which is 
tantamount to ridiculing His command. He who disobeys Allah's commands, 
demonstrates that he does not esteem His commands and it is the same if he abides by 
them or not. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~..111~ J said that it is bid' ah and forbidden to pronounce divorce three 
times at one go. 

· Imam Shafi'I ~..111~ J said that while it is not forbidden to divorce three times at one go, it is 
contrary to the better procedure. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that there is wisdom in not pronouncing three divorce together. If 
the husband makes only one declaration, Allah may cause him to relent after some .time 
iiDd revoke the divorce. Then, they might live a reconciled, happy life. 
The ulama (Scholars) are divided on whether a man's saying (once) to his wife (~JI~~ .. n) (you 
are divorced three times) amounts to one pronouncement or to three. All the four imams and 
a majority of the scholars say that this will amount to three utterances of divorce. However, 
Tawus and some of the ahl us zahiriyahs maintain that it is just one utterance. 
In the hadith, one of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~J asked, "May I not kill 
him?" He said so because the prophet ~J4#i»1~ called him one who made fun of Allah's 
Book which is like disbelief. If a Muslim veers into the limits of infidelity, then he is to 
killed in punishment. This sahabi had not known that whatever the Prophet ~ J4#..111~ had 
said was by way of admonishing hi~ and he did not mean that literally: 

, , ,. ' .., ~ , t$ , , 

, ~ \.l lll+9 ;~\}:;1 1JLo~·~1 ~I~. il, 1o01~(A4.L'I ~ J~~5- ~ 'I :JJj~lA·1.£~ ('1"'YC\r') ....,..,.,- f/1 •II' ""'-i .,r ~, "'-/f/1 • , • , , • ,... • ~ • , ., ~ J 

, ~ it ' "(J , .. , , , 

(~_,.JIJoi.J.>)-I.j..r';lJI~~~~~~$1~J! lt~~J9~·~ 1r~.~ alt!u;:~~l Jli9~ 
3293. Sayyiduna Maalik ..1!1~J is reported to have learnt that a man boasted before 
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas ~..11~~ J "I have divorced my wife with one hundred 
pronouncements. What do you say about it against me?" So, Ibn Abbas ~..11~~ J said, 
"She is divorced from three times. As for the (remaining) ninety seven, you have 
used them to make mockery of Allah's verses."1 

1 Muwatta Maalik # 1 (Talaq) 
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COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~)»,~ J referred to the verses of surah al-Baqarah 
cited in the previous commentary: 

J J ~ I J. ,,.. ,J ,.. "' J ,.. "' ,.. 
~~~~~~{:jl ,~ ~--u......:.)llj.Al!J.U!ll .,j ...... .J .. .J ... 

anqtold the man that he had disobeyed the command of Allah. 

DIVORCE IS A BAD THING IN ALLAH'S SIGHT 
~ _,.... ' .. ~:: ~ J .... 

~J ~ l4!.W1 Jlla.lA ~w ~~J ~WI ~;ill JJ-!5 G J~ J~J.:;..?.~ ~W0£J <rr~o 
1$ 

(~I.J.lloi_,.J)-~~~~~!~1~1ui'...J":JI~jJ6l4!.dHJll ~j~~~~~!·7 a..\<fiJ":JI 
3294. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#1»'~ 
~ J said to him, "0 Mu' adh, 11 Allah has not created on the surface of the earth 
anything dearer to Him then setting a slave free. And He has not created on the 
surface of the earth anything more disliked to Him than divorce."t 

COMMENTARY: Allah is pleased most when a slave is set free. It is the birth night and 
an innate privilege of man that he sho~ld be delivered from bandage of a creation 
which is at per with him as human beings. Then, he gets freedom and ample time to 
worship and obey his Lord. 
Moreover, his master who set him free earns for himself deliverance from hell because of 
his sacrifice and good gesture. 
The divorce is bad in Allah's sight that is given only to satisfy one's ego without any kind 
of need to oneself. 
Ibn Harnmam l»1~J said that in some cases, it is mustahab (desirable) to divorce one's wife. 
Examples are when she does not offer salah (prayer) or she is an indecent woman. 
It is stated in Fatawa Qadi khan that if anyone's wife does not offer salah (prayer), then she 
deserves to be divorced, even if the man does not. have enough to pay her dower. 
Abu Hafs, Bukhari l»1~J is reported to have said, "If a man meets Allah (on his death) with 
the dower of his wife on his neck, then in my sight it is more preferable than having sexual 
intercourse with a wife who does not offer salah (prayer). 
The hadith also tells us that marrying is better than going into seclusion to be able to 
worship Allah. 

CHAPTER - XIII 
THE WOMAN WHO IS DIVORCES BY 
THREE PRONOUNCEMENTS 

The chapter is about the woman who is divorced by three pronouncements. 
If her husband who has pronounced three divorces (changes his mind ar.~) wishes to retain 
her as his wife, then it is only possible when she marries anot.l'-.2r man who has sexual 
intercourse with her. Then this man divorces her and she passes her iddah (or days of 
waiting). After her waiting periods is over, she may mf4-ry her first husband all over again. 
Only after she passes through these stages will she be lawful for her first husband. 

t Daraqutni # 44 (falaq) 
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In some copies of Mishkat, after the words 

'Chapter- the woman who is divorced by three pronouncements. 
the following is added: 

'And in it is mention of zihar and Eela.' 
The meaning of zihar and eela and some rulings about them will be mentioned in the 
following lines, insha Allah. 

SECTION I 

HILALAH -WHEN IS IT VALID 

/. J /. '., ' ""f , ~ , , ~ ~ , J , , , ,, 
(,UJ;.~)-·•1 .. \""'-l!~.l:l iilf"\""4. 4 t.u. !s. xJli ""l~J\i4l9..J I ... .=. ~- r ,1,•.3J.5 Jl .. ~- , .. ...; .. ...; .. '-1" ~· .,.,. , ,~,._,.--~ ~, .. ~ 

3295. Sayyidah Ayshah 1.p ~~ ~ J narrated that the wife of (Sayyiduna) Rafa' ah al
Qurazi ~~~~ J came to Allah's Messenger ~ JA.:)s-~1~ and submitted "I was married 
tb Rafa' ah till he divorced me making it batta (meaning, three pronouncements and 
irrevocable). After that, I married Abdur Rahman az Zubayr, but he has nothing 
except the hem of a ~garment." (She used figurative speech to say that he was 
impotent) So he asked, "Do you wish to go back to Rafa' ah?" She submitted, ''Yes!" 
He said,"You cannot! Until Abdur Rahman enjoys your sweetness and you taste his 
sweetness."t 

COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith (mean that she could re .. rnarry her 
previous husband, Ra' fa' ah ~ ~~ ~ .J only after her second husband has sexual intercourse 
with her, meaning consummates their marriage. Then he may divorce her and she must 
spend the waiting period. 
This hadith makes it clear that halalah, meaning becoming lawful for the previous 
husband, is not merely that the woman marry another man, but they must have a sexual 
intercourse too. Of course, the intercourse may be limited to only penetrating the vagina. 
Ejaculation is not a condition. 

SECTION II ~lilljJ&fli 

PROPHET'S ~JA.:)s.~~~ CURSE ON THOSE WHO BY PASS THE LAW 

aJ ~I" ~I ... ~ ", ii c& aiJ1 ~~ JJ1 J' .... ~ 5 -: ~1 J"li ~ ,., ""' L.J.I JJ1~ .r.£" ('f"'fC\V-'rYC\'\) .J , ~.J..... ~... ~ u-' ~ .. · ...... v-'.J 

..A~.·.3 ~.. ~.·.31" .. l~,r.£~tA.'-.31 'I" ..... & 'lll 'I" .. ---{"... ~ • .JU:: • ~ .J';f'v- • vo 0 .J..J.Jt:J,..J•· 0 .J..) 

3296. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ••"~'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger •:1"..11'~ 

t Bukhari # 2639, Muslim# 111-1433, Tirmidhi # 1118, Nasa'i # # 3408, Ibn Majah # 1932, Darimi # 
2268, Muwatta Maalik # 17 (Nikah (wedlock)) , Musnad Aim-,uu 6-42. 
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~ J cursed the muhallil (the man who makes a woman l~wful for her first husband) 
and the muhallillahn (the firmed husband for whom she is made lawful).t 
3297. (Sa:fyiduna) Ali ~ J»,.$1' J , Ibn Abbas ~ J», .$" J and Uq bah ibn Aamir A.:S- ~~ ~ J 

narrated the same hadith.2 

COMMENTARY: If a husband divorces his wife with three utterances and later repents, 
then he finds a way to circumvent the law and remarry the divorce. He arranges with 
another men to marry his former wife and then divorce her after consummating their 
marriage. The woman will spend the waiting period after getting divorce from her second 
(planted) husband, and then she will remarry her first husband. 
It is this man who is instrumented in getting the. two together again and the first husband 
who planted the man to enable him to marry, are both cursed by Allah's Messenger. One of 
them makes remarriage lawful and the other is one for whom it is made lawful. 
This device to get one's wishes achieved makes fun of the institution of marriage. The 
woman's honour and innocence is shattered. In another hadith the woman is called a 
borrowed sheep. 
The first husband is cursed because he was the real motive behind the woman's (second) 
marriage. However it must be know that the hadith does not say whether the marriage 
will be void. Rather, it swords establish that marriage is valid because the hadith calls him 
who marries 'muhallal.' Cleady, a man can be so-called (muhallal) only if the (marriage) 
contract is valid. If it is void than he cannot be muhallal. Therefore, the prophet's ~J»IJ..P 
~ J saying does not use the word 'curse' in its true se~e. Rather, the aim here is to focus on 
the unworthiness of the muhallal and the muhallallahu, and to make it clear that it is an 
ugly act which no sound -natured man would agree to do.3 
HALALLAH IS MAKRUH (DISAPPROVED) TAHRIMI (IF): It is learnt from the Hidayah 
and other books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) that if·halalah is made conditional by an 
oral declaration of the new husband, "I marry you to make yo~ lawful for your previou~ 
husband who had divorced you." - or, the woman says to the muhallal, "I marry you 
because I might become lawful for :QlY former husband" - thEm in this case halalah is 
makruh tahrimi (disapproved to forbidden). 
However, if it is not expressed orally, though there· was on undeclared intention to the 
effect, then neither ·is the muhallal blamed nor is a curse invoked on him, for it will be 
presumed that his intention was to ameliorate the unsatisfactory situation. 
Ibn Hammam ~ ~ J said that if a woman who is divorced by three pronouncements 
marries an unequal man without her guardian's permission and the man also 
consummates the marriage then too she will not be lawful to her former husband. The 
fatawa (edict) is according to this."4 

MOREONEELA 

--~ ",' ~ ili1 ~~ JJ1 J :1 ''\ '-l~\ ,l~ ~ W., llJ.Sl J .. li .;l::.:i ,·..3. ~ ,1 ~i{ '· .l.£' (r'r(\A) ~-~~~- ~ ~ 'i'~..; , v-ti...,r-- ,. i1 .. ~ ~ .. ....,....---' 

1 Tirmidhi # 1120, Nasa'i # 3416, Darimi # 2258, Musnad Ahmad 1-448. 
2 Ibn Majah # 1934. 
3 See also 'Instructions of Shari'ah (divine law) for woman' pp 326,364,372 Darul lsha'at Karachi. 
4 See also The 1;-Iidayah v 1pp 186£ Darul Isha'at Karachi {regalizind condition) 
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(~lr _;!.Jol.JJ) -Jj.!ll ~~j~~ 
3298. Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Yasar l»1~J narrated that he had met more-than ten 
companions of Allah's Me~senger ~ J ~ .1!1 jJ all of whom said that the man who 
observes eela must be compelled to stop.t 

COMMENTARY: Eela is man's vow not to have sexual intercourse with his wife for four 
months or more. If he does not approach her for four months then most of the sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~l»·~J contend that divorce will not take effect merely because 
four months have passed (without his having had intercourse with her). Rather, the man 
observing eela will be made to 'stop.' meaning that the ruler of qadi: Qudge) will hold him 
back and order him: 

Either to return to his wife and have sexual intercourse with her and make an 
expiation for overstepping his vow, or to divorce his wife. 

Thus, Imam Maalik l»•~J, Imam Shafi'I .&1~J and Imam Ahmad l»•~J rule in this way. 
Furthermore, Imam Shafl'I l»•~ J contends that if that man does not abide by the judgement 
of the ruler or qadi, and neither reconciles with his wife nor divorces her, then the ruler is 
authorized to rule that the man's wife stands divorced. 
As for Imam Abu Hanifah, .1!1~ J he contends that if the man has sexual intercourse with his 
wife within four months then his eela becomes void and he will be bound to make an 
expiation for the broken vow. On the other hand, if he does not have sexual intercourse 
with her and the four months PC!SS away then his wife will be considered to have been 
divorced with one talaq ba' in. 
More rulings on eela and a full picture of it may be studied from books of fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence). 

THECO~DABOUTZ~ 

it;Jl~&9t:;ll~~,~~1--.~j~j~~'....u'~', ~~:~1-;Cfi6£J <n'• ·-fr~~) 

3299. Sayyiduna Abu Salamah 4:$ .1!1 ~ J narrated that .Sulayman ibn Sakhr 4:$ ~~ ~ J 

who was called salamah ibn Sakhr Bayadi compared his wife to the back of his 

1 Baghawi in Sharh us Sunnah (Prophet's·~J~ikl~ practice)# 2363, Daraqutni # 148 in Kita but talaq. 
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mother (which is called zihar) till the end of the month of Ramadan. Barely had half 
of the month passed when he had sexual intercourse with her during the night. So, 
he came to Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ 1»1 j-P and mentioned to him what had 
transpired. He said to him, 11Set a slave free," but he pleaded that he could not do 
that. He said, 11Then fast two successive months," but, again he submitted, 11I am 
unable to do so."t 
He said, "In that case, feed sixty poor people," but he had the same plea, "I do not 
find the means," So, Allah's Messenger ~""J"#iill~ said to Sayyiduna Farwah ibn 
Amr ~1»1~J (a sahabi), '~Give him that araq (which is a basket of dates weighting 
fifteen or sixteen sa') that he might feed sixty poor people."2 . 
3300. Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Yasar ~iii!~ J narrated on the authority of Sayyiduna 
Salamah ibn Sakhr ~ 1»1 ~ J something like it, saying. "I am a man who is moi:e 
inclined to woman than any other man (so cou'ld not hold myself back from haviO:g 
sexual intercourse)."3 
Another version has: "Feed sixty poor people one wasq (come load) of dates."4 

COMMENTARY: This hadith speaks of zihar. Zihar, in the language of law, signifies a 
man comparing his wife to any of his female relation within such prohibited degree of 
kindered whether by blood, by fosterage or by marriage, as render marriage with them 
invariably unlawful, like saying to her you are to me like the back of my mother.'S 
A man says to his wife~ or any of her limbs which might stand for her whole body, or any 
of her limb that is unspecified that she is like one of his female relatives of the prohibited 
degree or to o_ne of her limbs which is ~ot lawful to see. Examples are saying to her, 'you 
are like my mother's back' forbidden to me,' or, 'your head, or 'kalf your body is like my 
mother's back, or belly, or thighs. Or, he may comp~e her to his sister's or paternal aunt's 
back. When he says in this manner, he is prohibited from having sexual intercourse with 
his wife or doing anything to her that could lead to sexual intercourse unless he make an 
expiation for zihar .. However, if he has sexual intercourse with her before making an 
expiation then though nothing will be wajib (obligatory) on him beyond the first expiation, 
he should seek Allah's forgiveness and refrain from further sexual intercourse till he has 
made an expiation. 
Zihar (in the manner described) is as effective with one's wife who is a free woman or 
someone's slave, whether she is a Muslim or follower of a Book- Christian or Jew, other 
ruling about zihar may be studied from books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence). 
Allamah (The learned Scholar) Teebi iilt~J said the zihar for a specified time, as in the ' 
hadith; 'till the end of Ramadan, is correct. 
Qadi Khan .1!1 ~ J said that if anyone observes zihar for a specified time, he becomes one 
observing zihar from that very moment and when the specified time is over, zihar is nullified. 
Ibn Hammamo~.:~iii'~J said that if any one make zihar but makes an exception, say of Friday, 

1 The fasts have to be kept two months without break during which sexual intercourse is disallowed 
which he could not do. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1204. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2214, Darimi # 2273, Musnad Ahmad 5-436. · 
4. Abu Dawud, Darimi. 
5 Hidayah v2 p 201 (English translation) Darul lsha' at Karachi. 
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then it is not correct. But, if he makes zihar of one day, or one month, (a specified period) , 
then it is correct to specify a period and when the period is over, zihar will have expired too. 
As for feeding sixty poor people, it could be done by feeding sixty of them two times to a 
full stomach, or by giving each of them raw wheat, etc equal to sadaqah (charity) fitr, or its 
value in money. Moreover, they must be fed before having sexual intercourse with one's 
wife to atone for th~ broken vow. It is the same it a slave is set freeor fasts are observed for 
two months; expiation must precede breaking the vow to abserve zihar by having sexual 
intercourse with the wife. 

HOW MUCH TO EACH: The prophet~ y.#~~ instructed Ibn Sakhr ~~~ J to feed sixty 
poor people towards his expiation. But, he also got him dates weighing fifteen or sixteen sa 
which implies that it is not necessary to give one sa' to each poor man. On the other hand, 
the books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) say that if dates are given then they should be the 
quantity of sadaqat ul fitr, which amounts to one sa' each. Time the words of the hadith 
and the ruling of the jurists do .not seem to agree. However, there is in the words of hadith 
an implicit meaning. 'that these dates might be used to feed the sixty poor together with 
what he can afford," 
Moreover the version in Abu Dawud and Darimi is 
'Feed sixty poor people one wasq.' 
So, this makes it clear that the dates offered by the Prophet ~ J ~ .&! ~ were to be put 
together with other dates to add up to one wasq and fed each poor person one sa' dates. 
It must be remembered that one wasq is~qual to sixty sa'. 

IF EXPIATION IS DEFERRED TO AFTER INTERCOURSE 

- · !... 2.-rf~J"'r~ .-"1!-', "' ('"4-l..a~I.JLS~ .}ll oi.JJ) -15-4-\JlU'-G.) ~~~.....!.)\ 

3301. Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Yasar ~i»1~J narrated on the authority of Sayyiduna 
Salamah ibn Sakhr that the Prophet ~ J~.&!~ said concerning a man who makes a 
zihar but has intercourse with his wife before -·having made an expiation, 110nly 
one expiation is wajib (obligatory)."1 

COMMENTARY: Most ulama (Scholars) maintain that when a man vows to make his wife 
like the back of one of the prohibited degrees of female relative, but fails to keep his vow 
and has sexual intercourse with her before making an atonement, then only one atonement 
is wajib (obligatory). 
Some ulama (Scholars) say, however, that two atonements will be wajib (obligatory) in such 
cases (for breaking the vow and for deferring the atonement). 
If a man has more wives, say up to four, and he makes zihar with all of them, then the 
ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that his zihar will be effective with all of them. 
However, the ulama (Scholars) differ on whether one expiation will be wajib (obligatory) on 
him or more. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .iil1~ J and Imam Shafi'I i»1~ J hold that he will have to make expiation 
for each of his wives with whom he intends to have sexual intercourse beforehand. Hasan 
.iil1~ J, zuhri .iil1~ J and Thawri i»1~ J also say the some thing. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1202, Ibn Majah # 2064. 
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However, Imam Maalik .ib1~.J and Imam Ahmad .ib1~.J hold that only one expiation will be 
wajib (obligatory) on him. They mean to say that he will make on expiation first and then he 
may have sexual intercourse with each of his wives. 

SECTION III 

. ~ • .f ... ., .; , . , ,,{ , .. .; ' " , r:s .; J .. 
-~~~~~~~ ~j\J.,:.~I~l4J\ Jlij~J.o j I \{, &o~~l.:.~.Hj 

3302. Sayyiduna Ikrimah .i»s ~ .J narrated on the authority of Sayyiduna Ibn 
Abbas 4.:$.ibi~.J that a rna had made zihar with his wife, but he (faltered and) had 
sexual intercourse with her before making an expiation (for the broken vow). 

· So, he came to the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ and mentioned that to him. He asked, 
'what led you to do that?" He said 'My eyes fell on the whiteness of her silver 
anklets in the moonlight and I could not check myself from going to her." 
Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ laughed and instructed him not to approach her (a 
gain) till he had made an expi~tion.t 

CHAPTER - XIV 

SECTION I 

ABOUT SETIING A SLAVE FREE TO MAKE AN EXPIATION- SHOULD THE 
SLAVE BE A BELIEVER 

u~!~l J.~J ~ ,!_Hi~J~fu\ ~;L\ JJ.!J·! :11 J~~s:i~~ ~~w~ <rr·r) 

iLti ~lll r A2'j ~ lii l# 1 
.. !(l:_i ~ { !l\ ~ §t£ ~Jii ._U ~ ~i , t [ :.;t. ~ ~ ~~ iuts. , • , '-6-CI ~ .., , .., ;, ~ ,._,~ .. ,. • 

' .. J, ' J, , .; .; .; • l,, ! .; .; .; .; J .. 

_;.L:,j ~WI ~;ill Jj-!5 ~l Jlii l6a:'-l9145 ~j lU?-J ~9..-A:i\' ~~ ~ ,! !('j l6:\c 
I "' J, I I 

~j ~ Ull ~ ;lJ I Jj-!5 jlii ,lJ\ Jj-!5 ~~ ~ lii YUI 6-4 jlii l 1 ''I J ~ lii YJJ I~~ 

,! :.1 ~li ~1_#.\j ~~ ~ u 1..:.:1- J-;3 ~.J4-u ~~ J~~l, g ~\j_J dJ ~lA :ljj ld:E-1 

1 Ibn Majah # 2065 (Tirmidhi # 1203, Abu Dawud # 2221, Nasa'i # 3457- similar) . 

. - .. ----...... 
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3303. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ibn al-Hakam ~iin~.J narrated that he came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~~~~ and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I have a female slave 
who was herding my sheep. I went to her and found a sheep missing from the flock. 
I asked her about it and she said that a wolf had eaten it. I got angry at her, and, a 
human that I am, I slapped her on the face. Now, I was (already) bound to set free a 
slave (against an expiation I have to make for a previous lapse). So, shall I set her 
free? (and absolve myself of tht! obligation and stone for striking her too on hearing 
that) Allah's Messenger ~J~l¥Jj.J (had her brought to him and) asked her, 'where 
is Allah?' She said, 'in the heaven.' He asked, 'who am I?' She said, 'you are Allah's 
Messenger.' So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~tj.J said, set her free.' 
According to Muslim's version: 
He (Mu' awiyah) ~ ..\1 ..rJ' .J said, 11I had a female slave who was herding my •sheep 
towards Uhud (mountain) and Jawwaniyah (a place near Uhud). One day, I learnt 
that a wolf had gone off with a 'Sheep from our (flock of) sheep. Being a man among 
the children of Aadam who gets upset as all get upset, I gave her (only) a single slap 
(though I wished to give her a good thrashing). Then I went to Allah's Messenger 
(and told him everything). He considered it as a grave matter against me. So, I asked 
him, '0 Messenger of Allah, shall I not set her free?' He said, 'Bring her to me,.' I 
brought her to him and he asked her, 'where is Allah?' She said, 'In the heaven.' 
Then, he asked her, 'who am I?' She said, 'you are Allah's Messenger.' He said, 'Set 
her free. She is a believer."'l 

COMMENTARY: By presenting this hadith in this chapter, the compiler wishes to make 
clear that slave (male or female) that as to be set free, against breaking vow of) zihar, 
should be a Muslim. Imam Shaf'I ~~ ~ .J abides by this hadith, but the Hanafis do not 
consider it necessary. They say that this hadith merely suggests a better and more 
meritorious course. 
The Prophet ~J~.\itj.J asked the girl, 'where is Allah?' His aim was to know whether she 
was a Muslim or an idol-worshipper. Her answer revealed that she was monotheist. 
The version of Maalik ..1!1~ .J suggests that Mu' awiyah ~..11'..rJ' J affirms that it had previously 
become obligatory on him,to set free a slave for some reason so when he slapped this girl, 
he asked the Prophet ~J~..1ltj.J if he may fulfil that obligation by setting her free so that 
he may achieve two things at one stroke: fulfil his previous obligation and get over the 
remorse he felt on slapping her. 
However, version of Muslim ..1!1~ .J seems to stress that Mu' awiyah ~~'..rJ' J had no reason to 
set her free other than his harshness to the girl yet it does not rule not out that he could 
have had another reason too. 

1 Maalik Muwata # 8 (Itq), Muslim# 33-37, Musnad Ahmad 1-449, (Muwatta Maalik Lahore edition 
# 1254) Abu Dawud (similar) # 3282. 
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SOME RULINGS ABOUT EXPIATION FOR ZIHAR: According to the Hanafis: 
FIRST: The first preference is to set free a slave (male or female when making an expiation 
for zihar. The slave may be a Muslim or a non-Muslim, male or female young or old, 
cockeyed and deaf but able to hear a loud voice. He may have one hand and one foot 
amputated (by surgery or otherwise) provided these severed limbs are on opposite sides. It 
is allowed to emancipate a mukatab who has not paid any thing towards of his release. 
However, such expiation cannot be made of a slave who is dumb or completely deaf and 
can hear nothing at C'Il. Similarly, these kinds are also not acceptable: · 

(i) whose both hands are cut off, 
·(ii) whose both feet are cut off, 
(iii) whose both big toes are severed, 
(iv) whose one hand and one foot are cut off on the same side, 
(v) who is insane (all the time) , 
(vi) who is a madabbar (freed on the deatli of his master) 
(vii) who is an umm walad (who conceives child of her master) , 
(viii) who is a mukatab who has paid something towards his/her freedom. 

Expiation will not have been paid if any of them are set free towards it. 
SECOND: The second preference while making an expiation for zihar when a slave cannot 
be found is to fast for two months consecutively ensuring that the two months do not 
overlap the month of Ramadan or such days on which it is disallowed to fast, like days of 
eed and tashriq. Moreover, for the full length of two months (when the continuous fasting 
is over) , sexual intercourse with wife is not allowed. If a man has sexual intercourse with 
the woman (with whom he had observed zihar) then he will have to begin the fasting all 
over again. It is the same if he had approached her during day time or during night, 
whether he did willfully or on impulse. Also if he breaks a fast out of compulsion or 
without reason then, too, he will have to begin the fasts all over again. 
THIRD: The third preference while making an expiation is to feed sixty poor people if a man is 
not able to fast in the manner prescribed in the foregoing lines. The sixty needy and poor 
people are to be fed twice, or given uncooked grain half a sa' to each, or one sa' (3kg 2nd gram) 
dates or barley, or the monetary value of any of these things. It is also allowed to give any two 
of these things instead of only, for example 817 gram of wheat with 633 gram of barley. 
IBAHAH IS PERMITTED IN MAKING EXPIATION: Ibahah is to cook food and place it 
before the poor people so that they may eat as much as they like from it. It is allowed to observe 
for expiations and for fidyah (which is a recompense for missed fasts of Ramadan), but not 
allowed for wajib (obligatory) sadaqah (charity), like zakah (Annual due charity), etc. because in 
these cases it is imperative that ownership should be transferred to the poor people. 
Moreover, for the expiation against zihar sixty poor people must be fed two times to a 
full stomach. It does not matter if this is done twice on the same day, in the afternoon 
and evening. The feeding is to a full stomach no matter in how less are they satiated 
(there being no other measure). As for the kind of food, it depends on what the mah 
feeding can afford. If there is barley bread, then it is necessary to serve gravy or stew, 
but not with wheat bread. 
If instead of sixty poo:t:_people twice a day, only one is fed twice a day for sixty days, then 
this too is acceptable. But only one poor person cannot be given the fot?d of sixty on a 
single day and if this is done then it will count as though one poor person was fed. 
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If the man who makes zihar resorts to sexual intercourse during the feeding of the poor, 
then though he will have committed a sin yet he will not be required to feed· the poor all 
over again. 
If a man if liable to make two expiations for two zihars and h& gives sixty poor people one 
sa' wheat to each of them at hall sa' per expiation, for both than only one expiation will be 
valid, not both. 
If a man has to make an expiation for zihar and another for breaking fast and he gives one 
sa' wheat to each poor man then this valid expiations and both have been paid. 

CHAPTER -XV· 
INVOKING CURSES 

DEFINffiON: Li'an (1)\.J) and mula'anah <~~)mean to curs~ each ofl'ler. 
In the terminology o Shari'ah (divine law), when a husband accuses his wife of infidelity or 
denies parenthood of a child that is born to her, saying that he does not know to whom it 
belongs, but the wife refutes the accusation, then she may complain to the judge or a 
relevant authority. He will summon the husband and ask him to prove the a1Jegation. So, if 
he proves his case through witnesses, the judge will enforce the hadd (or prescribed 
punishment) on the man's wife. But, if the husband cannot prove his allegation through 
four witnesses, then the judge will ask him first to declare, "I call upon Allah as a witness 
and assert that I am true in accusing her of adultery." He must point to the woman and 
speak these words four times, and again he should point to her the fifth time and· declare, 
"If I am false in accusing this woman of adultery then may Allah's curse be on me." · 
When the husband makes the fifth declaration, the wife must point to him and say four 
times. "I call upon Allah as a witness that he is a liar in the accusation he has levelled 
against me of infidelity." Then, the fifth time she should point to him and say. "If this man 
is true in accusing me of adultery then may Allah's wrath be on me." 
When both of them have cursed one another in this manner, then the ruler should 
separate them and that will amount to one divorce.- talaq ba'in and the woman will be 
forbidden to the man for ever unless the man retracts his accusation (saying, "I had 
accused her falsely") then the hadd will be enforced on ~im for scandalizing the 
woman and thereafter it will be correct for him to remarry the woman. But, Imam Abu 
Yusuf .ib1~.J maintains that even in that case when the man confesses that he was false, 
the woman remains forbidden to him for ever. 

SECfiON I jJiij.Jaill 

A CASE OF LI' AN IN THE PROPHET'S ~J~.ib1~ TIMES 

4J~5 ~jl ;lJ1 JJ..!.5 ~ jli ~~.lt;.;,JjL...i...>!Jli ~~l!JI ~J.! --;y1~0£ (r'i· t) 
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'J . , (~·ti::.G).AI I~ .. ~- ,, til' • .. 

3304. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa' d Sa' adi ~ .1!1 ~ J .,arrated that (a sahabi) Sayyiduna 
Uwaymir al Ajlami ~.111~J (came to the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ and) submitted. "0 
Messenger of Allah tell me about a man who finds his wife with a man. Should he 
kill him? Then his heirs would slay him in retaliation, or what should he do?" (Or, 
should he show patience?) Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said, 11 A revelation had 
been sent down concerning you and your wife. So, go and bring her here." 
Sahl said that (he brought her to the mosque and) they cursed one another in the 
mosque (Masjid Nabawi), and that he was present there alongwith other people 
near Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ When they had finished cursing (one another), 
Uwayntir ~ .1!1 ~ J said, 111 would be lying if I retained her, 0 Messenger of Allah, 
and he uttered divorce to her three times. Then, Allah's Messenger ~ J~.li!~~ said, 
110bserve! If she bears a child that is dark.with very black eyes, large buttocks and 
thick legs, I will not but presume that Uwaymir has spoken the truth about her. But, 
if she delivers a child bright red as though the colour of wahrah (which is a kind of 
a lizard), I shall only presume that Umaymir has lied against her." 
She gave birth to a child th~d matched the description Allah's Messenger ~ J~.li!l~ 
had given if Uwaymir had spoken the truth. Thereafter, the child's linage was 
traced to its mother.t 

COMMENTARY: If anyone finds a stranger with his wife, then the ulama (Scholars) differ 
on whether he may kill the stranger. Most of them say that he will be awarded a death 
penalty unless he presents four witnesses (that the stranger was with her alone) or the 
stranger's heirs confirm (that he had committed sin) in which case he will not be killed. If 
the witnesses are not found and the heirs of the dead man do not blame him and this man 
is given the death penalty for murdering the stranger and he was true in accusing him. 
Then he is not a sinner in the sight of Allah. 
The saying, 11 A revelation has been sent down concerning you and your wife refers to 
these verses: 

l, I I, "'- _. ~ _. "l. , I _. 

(~, '1 :rrs-W.H) -~ ~~-~J,.s:JI~......:!..)S' .....u!~~~ i!JJ~I~l1-lj * ~~~ &,.\ 
{And those who accuse their wives and there are no witnesses for them except 
themselves, the testimony of one of them shall be swearing by Allah four times that 
he is of the truthful. And a fifth time, that the curse of Allah shall be upon him, if 
he should be of the liars .... } (24: 607 and following) 

1 Bukhari # 5308, Muslim # 1-1492, Abu Dawud # 2245,. Nasa'i # 3466, Ibn Majah # 2066, Muwatta 
Maalik # 34 (falaq) Musnad Ahmad 5-334. 
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Some exegetes say that these verses were revealed in 9 AH in the month of Sha'ban. 
Ibn Maalik iii144.>.J said that it appears from this hadith that these verses on invoking 
curses were revealed about the case of Uwaymir ~.&~~.J and the first li'an in Islam was 
observed by him. 
Some other exegetes says that these verses were revealed concerning Hilal fbn Umayyyah 
~iii'~.J and the first li'an in Islam was observed by Hilal ~A~~~.J· A subsequent hadith (# 
3307) of Ihn Abbas ~ ..1!1 ~.J names him. Accordingly, the prophet's ~ .&! ~.J saying to 
Uwaymis ~~~~ .J; A revelation has been sent down concerning you and your wife. Refers to 
the verses already revealed about a similar case. 
Some people say that the verses was revealed about both who presented their case to the 
Prophet ~J4,.lt.AlljJ. But Hilal ~~~~.J was the first man to observe li'an. 
Uwaymir ~..111~ .J said after observing the li' an that if he continued to keep his wife then it 
would imply that he was accusing her falsely. 
(In the text of the hadith in its first few lines, Uwaymir said, 1/Then his heirs will kill him," 
for the Arabic (4i;:.y), but Bukhari has quoted him to say, 'whereupon you would kill him, 
or what would he do?" for the Arabic (.u,tl:A:i). Muslim also has the same words as Bukhari. 
Maalik # 29.13-34 has 'and be killed himself.' Mishkat has as given here in the text.) 

SEPARATING THE COUPLE AFTER LI' AN 

.!. ~ ... :1 ... :1 & 
-~~I 'TI~~.....!.,.>J-'1 t;l.l.ll 

3305. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4,.lt.~ljJ made a man 
and his wife invoke curses (about another). He disowned her child. The Prophet jJ 

!"~"" J4,.lt.~' (also) separated the two of them and handed over the child to the woman. 
According to another of his hadith. Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.&!jJ admonished the 
man and reminded him and informed him that the punishment in this world is 
milder than the punishment iiJ. the hereafter (so that he might not accuse her 
falsely). Then, he summoned the woman and admonished her and reminded her 
and informed her that the punishment in this world is milder than the punishment 
in the hereafter.l 

COMMENTARY: Man and woman are separated not simply because of li'an (or curses) 
but the ruler of judge separates them, otherwise there was no point in making three 
pronouncements of divorce as Uwaymir ~~~~ .J did (see hadith # 3304). 
The punishment in the world is the hadd (or the prescribed). It is according to Shari'ah 
(divine law). If a man accuses a woman (whether his wife or another) of adultery, and is 
proved to be false, then Shari'ah (divine law) awards him the hadd. He will be awarded 

1 Bukhari # 5315, Muslim # 8-1494, Tirmidhi # 1203, Abu Dawud # 2259, Nasa'i # 3477, Ibn Majah # 
2069, Muwatta Maalik # 35 (falaq). 
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eighty stripes for accusing an innocent woman of infidelity. If he is proven true that the 
woman had committed adultery then she will be awarded the hadd which is 

(i) Stoning to death of a married woman, or 
(ii) One hundred stripes if she is an unmarried woman. 

There is a possibility that the man had misunderstood facts or was driven by emotion at the 
moment. Later, he was satisfied that his accusation was baseless. However, he could not 
retract his statement because of fear of worldly punishment, so resorted to li' an. 
Or, the woman had committed indecency but did not confess lest she would be punished 
and preferred to resort to li' an .. 
This is why the Prophet ~J~.ii!1~ told each of them what the punishment in this· world 
more bearable than that of the next world. He advised them to speak the truth and preserve 
themselves from terrible punishment of the hereafter. · 

RECKONING IN ALLAH'S HANDS 

"' J J "' <!I -:"' "' -: ..._ '-
(~~)-~~~~j~\~\..1.91-6:\o~.il"~...._ujj 

3306. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.ii!1~ said to the 
two (man and woman) who had observed li'an, "(We can go only by the apparent 
and that is li' an, but) your reckoning is in Allah's hand, because (given the f~cts) 
one of you is lying." (And he said to the man,) 11You have no option about the 
woman (for, now she ~s forbidden to you, always)." The man submitted, 110 
Messenger of Allah! My property (what about t: the dowry that I have given her)." 
He said, ''You have no (right to the) property. If you have spoken the truth then it is 
(hers) against the sexual intercourse you had with her (making it lawful for you). If 
you have lied against her, then that is more distant (that you claim it back). And, 
further away from you than she is."t 

COMMENTARY: In this world, the dispute between them was settled through li'an, but 
true reckoning will take place in the hereafter. The liar will be known and punished. 
If the man who observes li' an did have sexual intercourse with his wife whom he blames 
for infidelity, then the ulama (Scholars) are agreed that he cannot claim back the dower. 
However, if they had not had a sexual jntercourse then the imam differ on the issue. Imam 
Abu Hanifah ii:1~J Imam Shafi'I ii:1~J and Imam Maalik ii:1~.J hold that in such cases the 
man will be eligible to get back half of the dower. 

BACK GROUND OF VERSE ON LI' AN 

"' ' "' l ' ' ~ "'""C: .: J "' "' "'.: ~·~~,H~J~WI~~~~:,ji_)JI~.J.l941~JJ.4-...!.J!Jliu;~~lif"j(rr•V) 

~ukl LSiJ ll!;iJijj-!.5 ~ jlii~.PO lk_;l l~~;ji~J#~lH ~&}JI jlii~~ 

1 Bukhari # 5350, Muslim# 5-1493, Abu Dawud # '2257, Nasa'i # 3476, Musnad Ahmad 2-11. 
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(t.S.;l>..:JI oi.J.J) _..J_)l!, WJ U-...!J~;iJII..f~~ ~ lA ~ jl~j~ 
3307. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas J$.&1~J narrated that Sayyiduna Hilal ibn Umayyah ~J 
J$.&1 accused his wife of committing adultery with Sharik ibn Sahma J$.&1~ J• Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4# .rlu ~ said, ''Produce evidence or get the punishment (hadd) on 
your back." He submitted, ''If one of us sees a man over his wife, shall he go and 
fetch evidence?" But, the Prophet ~J4#~~ insisted, 11Evidence, or the prescribed 
punishment on your back." So, Hilal submitted, ''By Him who has sent you with 
the truth, I speak the truth. May Allah reveal (for me) what will free my back reveal 
(for me) that will free my back from punishment." Then, Jibril ~')l..JI 4# did come 
down and brought to him: 

and he recited up to 

.-:~JUll ,-:.A_ -: ~lS'- ! ,, ........ ~, ....,-~~ ~, 

{And those who :accuse their wives and there are no witnesses for them except 
themselves, the testimony of one of them shall be swearing by Allah four times that 
he is of the truthful. ... } 
{And a fifth time, that the curse of Allah shall be upon him, if he should be of the 
liars. And it shall avert from her the chastisement if she testifies by wearing by 
Allah four times that he is of the liar, and a fifth time, that the wrath of Allah be 
upon her if he should be of the truthful} (24: 6-9) 
Then Hilal stood up and gave testimony. The Prophet ~J 4# .&1 ~ said, 11Surely, 
Allah knows that one of you lies. So, is there one of you who will repent?" Then, 
the woman stood and gave the testimony, but when she was about to give the fifth, 
the sahabah persuaded her to stop telling her that the punishment would become 
definite with that. 
Ibn Abbas said that she hesitated and withdrew, so they presumed that she would 
retract her statement. But she said after that, ''I shall not fail my people ever," and 
completed her oath. 
The Prophet ~ J 4# .&1 j..P said to them, ''watch her! If she bears a child with (large 
black) eyes antimony-coloured,· fat hips and thick legs then that child's father is 
Sharik ibn Sahma .. Indeed, she gave birth to a child as was described. The Prophet 
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~ J~.&1~ said, "H what has been prescribed in Allah's Books was not there (before 
us) , there would have been something else between us and her."1 

COMMENTARY: This hadith tells us that the first person to observe li' an in Islam was 
Hilal. The foregoing verses of the Qur' an (24: 6-9) were revealed. A detailed commentary 
has preceded against the hadith of Sahl ibn Sa' d.(# 3304). 
The Prophet ~J~.&1~ told both of them that indeed, Allah knows the liar. Sante scholars 
say that he spoke these words after they were over with li' an to caution and encourage 
them to repent and retract their falsehood. Some others say that he spoken these words 
before they set to observe li' an to warn them of the punishment awaiting the liar. 
This hadith ~nstructs the ruler not to judge on his personal whims, but to go by evidences. 

FOUR WITNESSES TO ESTABLISH ADULTERY 

I 

0J.-o 0 ,.,.) ) -~~' ili lj ~~' 
3308. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ":'" .&1 ~ J narrated that Sayyiduna Sa' d ibn Ubadah 
4:'-.&I~J asked (the Prophet) ~J"~.&~~, 'Were I to find a stranger with my wife is it 
that I must not touch him till I bring four witnesses? (I should not kill him?) " 
Allah's Messenger ~y'-#.&'~ said, "Yes." He said, 11Certainly not! By him who has 
sent you with the truth, I shall first hasten to him with the sward, before that." 
Allah's Messenger ~J~i»ljJ said, "Listen to what your chief says. He certainly is 
very conscious of his honour. But, I am more conscious of my honour that he is (of 
his) and Allah is more conscious of His Honour than I am (of mine)."2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Sa'd ":.:..&1~J did not mean to disobey the Prophet pl""'J"~~~ 
when he insisted that he would rather make short work of the intruder than fetch four 
witnesses. He expressed his sentiments and anger if such a thing were to happen in his house. 
Shari' ah (divine law), however, commands that one must first fetch four witnesses before 
tackling the intruder and one's wife. 
The Prophet's 1"1""' J~.&~~ words, ~~Listen to what your chief says" actually command Sa' d's. 
4$.&1~ J says" actually commend Sa' d 4$;.,~ J sense of honour. Pious people must possess it, 
though it is necessary to prefer obedience to the command of Shari'ah (divine law). . 
The Prophet ~J~.&1~ did not praise Sa'd 4$.&1~J but pointed out that he could not help 
but utter what he had in his mind. 
Mazhar .&1~J said that Sayyiduna Sa'd 4:'-.&I~J meant that a man with a sense of honour 
thought that he should be pennitted to slay a stranger when he is found with his in a 

·disagreeable manner. But, the prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ denied such permission in a very 
persuasive manner. Then, Sa' d 4$.&1~ J did not say anything. 

1 Bukhari # 4747, Abu Dawud # 2254, Ibn Majah # 2067, Musnad Ahmad 1-238, 239 .. 
2 Muslim # 16. 1498. 
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The word in·the Arabic is (o~y~) (ghayrah). It is a change coming over a person's 
· internal cpndition on seeing something objectionable in the family. But this meaning 

cannot be applied to ~llah's ghayrah (o~). His ghayrah is that He prevents His 
creatures from committing sin so that they do not distance themselves from His (mercy 
and) nearness and acceptance. 

. . NO ONE HAS MORE GHAY.RAH THAN ALLAH 

(~~)-

3309. Sayyid,una Mughirah ~ ~~ ~ J said that Sayyiduna Sa' d ibn Ubadah ~ ~ ~ J 

declared. '-'Where I to see a stranger with my wife, I would slay him with my sword, 
not with the flat of it (but with its sharp edge)." This was conveyed to Allah's 
Messenger ~ 1~J.s.iJJ1~ and he asked (his sahabah) ~iJJ,~ J· "Are you surprised at the 
jealously of Sa'd? By Allah, I am more jealous than he is and Allah is more jealous 
than I am. It is because of His ghayrah that Allah ·has forbidden indecencies 
whether open or secret. No one likes to be asked to be excused then Allah does 
which is why He sent warners and givers of glad tidings. (They are the Messenger) 
And, no one likes to be praised more than Allah does which is why Allah has 
promised paradise."t 

COMMENTARY: (The word ghayrah has been explained in he commentary on the 
previous hadith # 3308) Allah p:.;events and has forbidden sin and indecency and has 
prescribed punishment to any who perpetrates that. 
The real meaning of ghayrah is that a person dislikes and gets angry when another person 
encroaches on his property or intrudes into his affairs and domain. , 
The generally understood meaning of ghayrah is that a man gets provoked when another 
man takes liberties with his wife or ogles at her. So. Allah's ghayrah is that he punishes one 
who perpetrates sin. · . 
Imam Nawawi .1u ~ J said about liking ex~ses, that it means 'liking to put an end to 
excuses.' No one other than Allah lil<es to remove possibilities of excuses being presented. 
So, He sent prophets and Messengers to· the world. Thus, he may have provided every kind 
of proof and evidence and people may have no plea against Him and no opportunity to 
present excuses. This is as Allah says: 

J !.- .:. .. , ~---~ ' 
·''Jll~~4lll lc.....:!..)"~~ ~ .. , c..r ,..,. .. , 

(In order that mankind may have no excuse against Allah after (the coming of) the 
Messengers) (4:-165) 

1 Bukhari # 7416, Muslim# 17-1499, Darimi # 2227, Musnad Ahmad 4-248. 
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No one likes praise to be made as Allah does. This is why Allah has praised himself and 
alsp. His dear creatures. And He has promised to admit to paradise those who praise Him 
and obey Him. 

ALLAH'S GHAYRAH DEMANDS THAT MANKIND COMMIT NO SIN 

<~~)-fui~~LA&J!JI-G~V-...uTJJii~JJ~ 
3310. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J''·~lil~ 
said, ''Surely, Allah, the Exalted, has ghayrah and the believers (too) possess 
ghayrah. (It is Allah's athibute that is also found in the believers.) And, Allah's 
ghayrah demands that a believer should not do what Allah has forbidden."1 · 

DO NOT DISOWN CHILD ON SUPERFICIAL VARIATIONS 

~ ' I "' I J~ ~ J~ li 1_,51 Lo.i J~ ~ J~ ~! ~ ~ Jb _;.l..:;,J ~WI ~ ;3J I j_;-!5 :J Jlii :d;SJT ., ... 

J;s; 1lij.di Jli ~;;J;s; Jli L& ~4-~.\(.S..;J Ju J~ liJJl ~~...!;!J~ ~JJT ~ ~~Jb 
, , ... ~ • , .. , ;'#' 

(~' :..it:..A) -~ J:!ll:j~\ '~JO' ~ ~ 'l"' ~ ·~ - ...,...---- , ~ "' "" ~ ~.r-..Jllt ..J ._, 

3311. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .&1 ~; narrated that a villager came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 ~ and said, "My wife has given birth to a son with "'a black 
complexion. I disown him." So, Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ asked him, "Do·y~u 
have camels?" He said, "Yes." He asked, '~at colour are they?"· He said, "Red!" 
He asked, "Is there among them a leaf coloured one?" He confirmed, "There are 
indeed among them some leaf coloured." He asked, "What do you say from where 
have they come?" He explained. "Perhaps a vein resembled (or a straip,that had 
come down)." He said, "Then, here too, there is a resemblance to an ancestor (Or, a 
strain that had come down)." And, he did not permit him to disown the child.2 

COMMENTARY: Teebi .&!~,said that this hadith disallows any father to disown his child 
on flimsy grounds. To do any such thing, one must have strong evidences, like a man may 
not have had sexual intercourse wit h his wife, yet she conceived a child, or she delivered 
child within six months of their having had a sexual intercourse. It is allowed to disown the 
child in such cases. 

CHILD IS NOT ATTRIBUTED TO FORNICATOR 

wj §.l!l...J~I ...!;I ~~JoT~ J' .... ~1 J!~~~Jol~ j:~.....u~ ~Jli~~ J <rr' n 
" ... " " 

1 Bukhari # 5223, Muslim # 36-2761, Tirmidhi # 1168, Musnad Ahmad 2-343. 
2 Bukhari # 7314, Muslim# 18-1500, Tirmidhi # 2135, Abu Dawud # 2260, Nasa'i # 3478, Ibn Majah # 
2002, Musnad Ahmad 2-233. 
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(~.ti:.a>-4!," .!,, .. , '~.ll ,:JT,!T.!.Aw.J.!3,hfj~ 7 ~~ d.J .. ~~~.J .. ,,g~JJ, 
.. ~- ,..,v,'J-tt'~ ~ ~v-, v-• • .. ~..r- g;• ~~ 

3312. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that Utbah ibn Abu Waqas (a disbeliever) 
instructed his brother Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqas ~~~~J that the son of the 
slave girl of zamah was his, so he must take care of liim. Sa'd ~~~~J accordingly 
took him in the year of conquest, saying that he was his brother's son, but Abd ibn 
Zamah ~.&~~J claimed him as his brother. Both of them took their case to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~.&l~. Sa' d ~.1Jt~ J pleaded, ''0 Messenger of Allah, my brother had 
instructed me concerning. him." And, Abd ibn Zamah ~ ~~ ~ J pleaded, "He is my 
brother and son of my father's female slave. He was born on his bed." So, Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said, "He belongs to you, 0 Abd ibn Zam' ah The child is 
attribut~d to the (owner of the) bed (on which it is born). And for the fornicator is 
deprival (or stoning to death)." Then, he said to Sayyidah Sawdah bint Zam'ah, 
"Veil yourself before- him." Because of the resemblance to Utbah that he saw in 
him. So, he never saw her till he met Allah (meaning till he died) . 

. According to another version, the Prophet ~J~.\i~~ said, 'He is your brother, 0 
Abd ibn Zamah," because he was born on his father's bed.I 

COMMENTARY: We must first introduce some ·people named in this hadith. 
Utbah was the real brother of Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~~~J· While Allah had guided Sa'd 
~.\i~~J.to Islam and he was a glorious sahabi ~~~J Utbah could not find himself out of 
labyrinth of disbelief and died an infidel. He was the wretched who had broken the teeth of 
the Prophet~ J~.\i~~ during the battle of Uhud. 
Z~' ah ~.1!1~ J was the father of Sayyidah Sawdah ~.1!1~ J and Abd ~.1!1~ J was Zam' ah' s 
son, and real brother of Sayyidah Sawdah ~.1!1~ J· She was the wife of the Prophet ~~~~ 
~J· She was the wife of the Prophet ~J~~~~. 
During the pre-Islamic days, the adulterer could claim that a child born through adultery 
should be attributed to him. Accordingly, Utbah claimed percentage of the child, and 
instructed his brother Sa'd to raise his son. f;Iowever, the Prophet ~J~.&!~ ruled that the 
child was Abd's brother who may raise hiffi up. The fornicator gets nothing b~t.stones. (A 
comprehensive commentary precedes against hadith # 3073 of Abu Umamah) ~.111~ J· 
The Prophet~ J~.1!1~ instructed Sayyidah Sawdah ~~~~ J the mother of the believers, to 
observe the veil before the child of the female slave. Though according to Shari' ah (divine 
law), he was her brother because his lineage is attributed to her father Zam' ah and Shariah 
does not recognize resemblance, physiognomy and analogy, yet the boy had a similarity to 
Utbah who had claimed to have sired him, so it was better to be on the safe side that she 
should not meet him. 

1 Bukhari # 2745, Muslim# 36-1457. 
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The words of the second version at the conclusion: 'because he was born on his father's 
bed' are a narrator's words to explain the reason of the prophet's ~J~./»1~ decision. It 
means that he was conceived on his father's bed and when he was born the female slave 
had belonged to Zam' ah. Also the child was born in his house. 

• IN PHYSIOGNOMY ACCEPTABLE 
""""t."" ...... "'"" ' .. ~ ' ~ J .. .. "C: 

.;.ll ~~L5I Jli!Jj~ ~j...o~ 61l~j~WI j..&,:DI Jj-.!5 ~Jl:i~lli l#-J (rr\i) 

(~~)-u¥4~~~J...AIJi~I,~~!Jlii~IJ.if 
3313. Sayyidah Ayshah tp.I»'~J narrated that one day Allah's Messenger ~J~#~'~ 
came home. He looked very pleased and asked. 110 Ayshah do you not know that 
Mujazziz al Mudliyi came (to the Masjid Nabawi). When he saw Usamah and Zayd, 
who had a rug over them covering their heads but leaving their feet open, he 
remarked, 11These feet are like one another (of related men)."t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Harithan ~~~~J who was the prophet's ~~~ 
~J adopted son was very fair and handsome. His son, Sayyiduna Usamah, ~ .1»1 ~J 
however, was black like his mother, Sayyidah Umm Ayman ~~~~J she was a female 
slave, black complexioned. The hypocrites used to pick fault with Usmah's ~ ~~ ~J 
lineage. The prophet ~J~ii~~ was very grieved with this attitude of the hypocrites. 
Suddenly, this thing happened. 
Mujazziz alMudliji was a noted physiognomist. He could tell about a person from his 
creatures and trace his relationship. The Arabs relied on the readings of physionomists, 
so that prophet was very pleased when he spoke of Zayd and Usamah giving a lie to 
the hypocrites. He knew that they would no more dare to question relationship of 
father and son. 
However, it does not follow that Shari' ah (divine law) recognizes physiognomy nor is 
lineage necessarily confirmed and verified through this art. Imam Abu Hanifah .1»1 ~ J 

contends according to this but Imam Shafi'I.~'~J, Imam Maalik .I»1~J and Imam Ahmad 
~~~J place reliance on the judgment and deduction of a physiognomist. They go so for as 
to say that if a female slave is owned by two men together and bears a child whose 
parentage both man claim then both of them should consult a physiognomist. They are 
bound to accept his deduction. 
According to Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J , the child will belong to both men eyes of Sharf ah 
(divine law) though practically the child may belong to one of them, and the female slave 
will be the Umm walad of both of them. 

DISOWNING PARENTAGE 
, I ' I J ~ " 

~I .f) J!J.~I y.A ~J ~WI j..& ~I Jj-.!5 J~ ~~ s_;.~ r.jlJ ~GJ r.tl ~ ~(.;. J <rr' o 

(~~)-JI~~if-~l~J1'l.J.'J 

1 Bukhari # 6771, Muslim# 38-1459. 
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3314. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~.11'~J and Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~.11~~; 
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»t~ said, "If anyone ascribes his parentage 
to one other than his father, knowing that he is not his father, then paradise is 
forbidden to him."t 

COMMENTARY: If anyone intentionally relates his parentage to a man other than his 
father to a man other than his father and does not regard it as wrong but believes that such 
false description of lineage is lawful then he falls in the ambit of ~isbelief because he makes 

· lawful what is unlawful. If he lies in the limits of disbelief and dies as such then the gates of 
paradise are shut on him for ever. But, if he does not regard what he is doing as lawful act 
and knows it to be unlawful, then the gates of paradise will be shut on him till he has gone 
through the punishment for his sin. 
Or these words of the Prophet ~J~.1l1~ that paradise is forbidden to him are a reproof 
meant to keep people away from this wrong. 

'( J ...... , ... ~' ~ J ............ 

6&-.: .c;J ~' _;.~~f 6&- 1_#.? '1 ~J ~ill I~ ,DI JJ-!5 Jli Jli s~;.' ~~ 6&-J <rr' o > 

,:.t _,, , 
(~~)-~.149~1 

3315. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger narrated that 
Allah's Messenger said, "Do not turn against your father's (by ascribing you 
parentage to other man) , for, he who turns against his father, shows ingratitude 
for blessings."2 

COMMENTARY: It was-a common ill during the jihiliyah (ignorance period) for people to 
reject their own fathers and to call other men as their parents. 
It is forbidden· to do such a thing knowingly and if anyone does it and regards it as lawful 
then he becomes a disbelievers. In this case concluding words of the hadith will be 
translated litrally: 'he disbelieves.' If he does not regard what he does as permitted, then 
the words would mean 'he does what resembles disbelief.' or 'he shows ingratitude ... ' 

Indeed the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah "No one is more displeased than Allah ... " has been 
mentioned in the chapter on solar eclipse Hadith # 1483. 

SECTION II 1S!'i11j..Airi 

HE WHO DISOWNS HIS CHILD WILL BE DEPRIVED OF ALLAH'S. SIGHT 

, ,, ,, ., .:, , "" , . ~ "" , , 
4!31~ ti."'•Ji ... ~J4.j~"'I'~WI~~ q ... , '"Q.illl~,! ... f\9 ,H u=:.P~ ,;i~ .... .. -r.Jo _, . jl. J.J • ... .u .J~C$"' ,... ... • ~ • ~ 

.!.~ 4' . , , ..... ,, ~ 
(~JI .. l .. H.J~WJI.J-'JI.,~Ioi.JJ)-~~J'Ij~.,...JJ'I<J~")A11cJ.dlJ~~j~WI< ~',.E., I 

3316. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that he heard the Prophet ~.11~~ 
~J say whPn trhe verse about li'an (or invoking curses) was revealed, 111£ a woman 
brings to a peopl.: one who does not belong to them (by commiHing adultery and 

1 Bukhai! # 6766, Muslim# 63-1154, Ibn Majah # 2610, Musnad Ahmad 5-46. 
2 Muslim # 13-62, Abu Dawud # 6768, Musnad Ahmad 2-526. 
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attributing the child conceived to her husband) then she stands nowher~ in Allah's 
sight and Allah will not admit her to paradise. And, if any man disowns his child 
(whom his wife bears) while it looks at him (and he knows that it belongs to him) , 
then Allah's will veil Himself from him and disgrace him in the presence of all 
creatures, the first and the last (exposing his evil deeds to them)."1 

COMMENTARY: The hadith says clearly that neither should a woman attribute an illicit 
child to her husband nor should a man accuse her falsely of adultery. 

PREFERABLE TO DIVORCE AN INDECENT WOMAN 

-"?.-i~~~#lllljjliw~_;j_;..t.h.Tj~~~IJ!§Ij;J\..kl~iJt;LdJI 
3317. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~ J narrated that a man come to the Prophet ~.1!1~ 
~ J submitted that he had a wife who never rejected a touch (meaning, advances by 
men to comit evil). So, the Prophet ~J"~.iil~~ said to him, "Divorce her," but he 
submitted, "(How can I because) I love her." "Then", he said, "keep her." (And 
restrain her.") Nasai said: on~ narrator traced it up to Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~J while 
another did not, and that this his hadith is not well established.2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that a woman of bad character must be divorce. 
However, if it is not easy to do that then it is allowed to keep her but she must be 
restrained from committing evil. If she does not desist, and the husband is unwilling to 
divorce her then he will be committing a sin. 

CONFIRMING SOMEONE AS A FAMILY MEMBER 

'iJ J>~ '} Al~i L6t..f.'l~~~Jl ~_;j ~~ ~~~ ---.u~i ~_:;.SJT:J J-~ L5.;JI &Y.I ~'6 Ill 

(Jjby.l o\.J.J) -~lJI ~~~~ ~.J Jlj~i &l~~!L5.;Jtjl:J J-~ L5.;JI ~'6 ---.uJJ ~~ 
3318. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb .1!1~ J narrated on the authority of his father from 
his grandfather that the Prophet ~ .... J "~ .1!1 ~ said about one whose lineage is 
confirmed to a family after the death of his (her) father to whom he is attributed 
and the (father's) heirs confirm him to be one of them, that if he is the child of a 
female slave who was owned by the father on the day he had had intercourse with 
her, then he is joined with those who call for his inclusion (and will have right of 

1 Abu Dawud # 2263, Nasa'i # 3481, Ibn Majah # 2743, Darimi # 2238. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2049, Nasa'i # 3464. 
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inheritance with those only who include him).t 
But he will get no share of the inheritance that has been divided beforehapd. He 
will, nevertheless, get his portion of inheritance that has not been divided till then. 
However, if the father to whom he is attributed had disowned him (in his lifetime) 
then he is not joined to the heirs (even if they seek to join him and he will not be 
his heir). Again, if he is the child of a female slave whom the father had not owned 
(but had committed adultery with someone else's female slave), or (the child) of a 
free woman with whom he had committed adultery, then he is not joined to the 
heirs and will not inherit even if the man (meaning the father) to whom he is 
attributed had claimed (paternity of) him, because he is a child of adultery whether 
his mother was a free woman or a slave.2 

COMMENTARY: Khattabi .&1 ~ J said that the Prophet ~ J ~ ..1!1 jJ had imposed these 
command in early Islam. The female slave in those days were lewd and salacious. They had 
illicit sexual relationship with different men and also their master, When they bore a child 
there were many claimants to it. The prophet ~J~lii1,)J imposed these commands to put 
an end to these bickerings. 
The hadith may be explained by a example. Suppose that Zayd died. His heirs joined a boy 
with him. Their claim would be accepted and the boy would be attributed to Zayd and he 
will regarded as eligible to his portion of inheritance. However, this will be done only 

(i) if the boy was born to a female slave who has been owned by Zayd who must 
have had a sexual intercourse in a legal manner. Or, 

(ii) if the boy was born to a free woman who was Zayd's wife, and, 
(iii) Zayd, too, may have confirmed during his life time, "This is my son." 

Moreover, as stated in the hadith,- the boy will have right of inheritance only with those 
heirs who have made the claim to include him. if all of them have made this claim then he 
will have the right of inheritance from all of the heirs. If only some had made the claim 
then he will have the right from these some heirs. 
Furthermore, the boy will have a share of inheritance only in what which has not been 
distributed. He will have no share in that which has been divided before the claim· to 
include him. 
On the contrary, if Zayd had disowned this boy during h'~ life time and had said, "He is 
not my son." Then even if the heirs agree to include him with them then too he will not be 
eligible to join them and he will get no share of inheritance. 
In the same way, if the boy was born to a female slave whom Zayd did not own (as in the 
hadith # 3312 of Sayyidah Ayshash ~.&~~J about the son of Zam'ah), or to a free woman 
who was not Zayd' s tvife - meaning, he was born out wedlock because of Zayd' s adultery 
- then too he will not be included with Zayd' s heirs and he will not be eligible to get any 
part of Zayd' s inheritance. 
In fact, even if Zayd had, in his life, included him among his heirs as his son, then too he 
will not be regarded as an heir because a child born out of wedlock is not recognized as a 
fornicator's relati .. "e or included in his lineage and he cannot be a fornicator's heirs. 

1 See commentary on this hadith for this portion. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2265, Ibn Majah # 2746, Musnad Ahmad 2-219, Darimi # 3112. 
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!.,.{ • • , ... , • , , ... .:. , ' ... 
(t}WJI_,Jjby.l_,~lol_,.;) -~I '-l~IJ-:J$?1 '-l:O~l9illl~;:1 ~ll.ilj ~.l.il\.11; ... ~ 

3319. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Atik ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ of Allah 
said, "Of jealously (concerning one's wife and one's female slave) there is what 
Allah loves and there is what Allah detests. As for the kind that He loves, it rises 
about a matter of doubt. And, as for the one that Allah detests, it rises without a 
cause of doubt. (The former is like when a husband sees his wife or female slave 
with a stranger and the latter is when he does not see such a thing, but lets his 
imagination run wild.) . 
Also, there is pride that Allah loves and pride that Ailah detests. As for the pride 
that Allah loves it is a man's pride when he fights (in jihad against the infidel to 
demonstrate his strength and courage) and man's pride when giving sadaqah 
(charity) (for Allah's sake happily). And, as for the pride that Allah detests, it is 

. boasting (on one's lineage)." · 
According to another version: 
(i:t.lstead of 'boasting) 'it is op}1ression (and cruelty to others).'t 

COMMENTARY: If a man goes on boasting on his high pedigree, Allah does not like it. 
Allah likes excellence and superiority in oi,lly religion. He says: 

,_ ...... .:. !---.~ ,.. ... 
,c--WI.JJI~ ,~ ... ;)\ ~ '' ~ ... ...> :..) ~ ... 

(Surely, the most honourable of you in the sight of Allah is the most reverential 
(pious) of youj (49: 13) 

PROUD POOR: In one copy of the Mishkat the words are (.,C.iJI~) instead of(~'~). 
The pride that Allah does not like is the arrogance of ~he poor. He detests that a poor 
man should be proud over his contentment, patience and trust in Allah. The ulama 
(Scholars) say that this kind of pride is worse than the arrogance of the rich on his 
wealth. However, a poor man's pride is disliked by Allah when it is displayed against 
the poor people. But if it is shown to the rich, or !he arrogant, then it is desirable 
because this kind of pride is called sadaqh. 

SECTION III 

FORNICATOR HAS NO RIGHT TO THE CHILD 

1 Abu Dawud # 2659, Nasa'i # 2558, Darimi # 2226, Musnad Ahmad 5-445. 
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3320. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb reported from his father (Shu'ayb) .1d~.J from his 
grandfather (Abdullah ibn Amr) ~ J ~ ,&, J..P ~hat a man stood up and said, '0 
Messenger of Allah, so and so is my son_._ I did have illicit intercourse with his 
mother during the jahiliyan." Allah's Messenger-~ J~.1d~ said, 11Th ere is no claim 
in Islam for what has passed during the jahliyah. (That may have been a"valif;l claim 
in the pre-Islamic period but it is not recognised in Islam.) The child belongs to him 
on whose bad it is born (or .was conceived). And, for the fornicator is deprival or 
stoning to death."t 

COMMENTARY: The Sahib ul firash {~l)ll~l.p) owner of the bed refers to the husband or 
master of the mother of the illicit child. When she bears a child, it is attributed to her 
husband or master. If she is not married to anyone and is not anyone's slave, then the child 
will be attributed to herself. The fornicator has no relation at all with the child. 

Ll' AN IS NOT OBSERVED WITH FOUR WOMEN 

(~lo~l oi.J.J)-..?-1 ·' .:tiS-_;1: -;ilj~}: -;.\1 ~s.;ilj~l ~.;.f~~~~j~l 
3321. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb .&! ~ .J reported from his father from his grand 
father (Abdullah ibn Amr) 4/S- ,&, ~ .J that the prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ said that there are 
four kinds of women between whom (and their husbands) li'an is not observed. 
(They are: ) a Christian woman who is married to a Muslim, a Jewess who is 
married to a Muslim, a freewoman who is married to a slave and a slave woman 
who is married to a freeman."2 

COMMENTARY: If a husband accuses ·his wife of having had illicit sexual relationship 
with another man and she is a Christian woman, a Jewess or a slave woman then li'an 
cannot be observed between them. Similarly, if he is a slave and his wife is a freewoman, 
li'an cannot be observed between them. The reason is that li'an is a testimony. So both 
partners must be such that their testimony is recognized in Shari'ah (divine law). However 
a male or female slave and a disbeliever are not of this category. Their testimony is not 
reliable in Shari'ah (divine law). 

PROPHET ~J~,&,~ TRIED TO PUT OFF LI' AN 

" ! ~ ., c: • " ... , " , , "" "' , (15WJ I oi.J.)) -~ JA I:&! Jlij ~~~~Uti~~~~-....!,.)\ 
3322. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&!~ .J narrated that the Prophet~ J4.}s-..bs~ ordered two 
people (husband and wife) to i:r.voke curses on one another. Then he instructed a 
man to put his hand on the mouth of the husband observing the li'an when he 
would make the fifth testimony. He said, 111t is what makes it wajib (obligatory)." 
(He mean that the fifth testimony decides the case.)3 

t Abu Dawud # 2274. 
2 Ibn Majah # 2076. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2255, Nasa'i # 3472. 
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COMMENTARY: The aim was to caution the man by placing a hand on his mouth of 
serious consequences, so the lruth might came out. In this way, li'an would not be 
observed. This, shows that the Prophet ~J~~~~ wished to keep off from the extreme 
course of li' an and he wished that husband and wife should come out with the truth and 
settle for the worldly punishment which is wilder than the severe chastisement of the 
hereafter. The worldly punishment is the hadd. 

DEVIL IS WITH EVERYONE 
I "' I 

~~i ~ ~_;.;.i ~ li ~ ~~ ~ f:ft ~J ~ llll ~ ;iJ1 jj.!j ~~ i4~ (.;. j <rrrr) 

~ oi.JJ) _ _;.l..!,T ~~(o I Li's~T &~ j ~ jli ~I 
3323. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~' ~ J narrated that once duriitg the night of (Sha'ban). 
Allah's Messenger ~""'J4~~~~ went out from her. She felt jealous concerning him. 
So, when he returned and observed her condition, he asked, "What is wrong with 
you, 0 Ayshah? Are you jealous?" She said 11Shall not one like me be jealous about 
one like you?" He said, 11your devil has come to you (and pushed you in doubt)." 
She asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, do I have a devil?" He said, 11Yes!" She asked. 0 
Messenger of Allah, is there a devil with you too? He said, 11Yes, but Allah helps me 
against him so that I am safe from him (or, so that he has become a Muslim 
subservient to me)." 

COMMENTARY: On the night of the fifteenth Sha'ban the prophet ~J~~~~ went out 
from the house of Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .1l1 ~J to the Jannatul Baqi, the graveyard in 
Madinah, to consign reward to the dead and pray for their forgiveness. 
However, Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J thought that he had gone to another of his wives. The 
devil had put this idea into her mind. She turned jealous, got up and followed him till she 
realized where he was headed. She hurried back home and was panting when the Prophet 
~J4~~~~ retum~d find her gasping for breath. Then he exchange of conversation, as in 
the hadith, followed. 

CHAPTER - XVI 
IDDAH 

(Iddah is a period after divorce or the death of her husband for which a woman must wait 
before re-marrying (to ensure that there is no confusion about the paternity of children).]
Muwatta Imam Maalik. 
The dictionary meaning of iddah is 'to count.' In the terminology of Shariah, iddah is a 
specified period (which will be explained in the following lines) for which a widow or a 
divorcee must stay in her home. Till such time as this period is over, she must not get any 
where not meet any (stranger) man, but after the period expires, she may go wherever she 
likes and remarry at will. This period begins when her husband divorces her or their 
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marriage breaks because of Khula, eela or otherwise, or any thing like marriage (e.g. nikkah 
fasid) breaks, provided the husband and wife must have had sexual intercourse or been 
alone in the true sense. Or, the period begins when the husband dies. 
THE PERIOD OF IDDAH: The period of waiting of a freewoman whom her husband has 
divorced, or whose marriage is annulled (nikah (wedlock) fasid) , and she experiences 
menstruation, is till she gets three menses. She will reside in her husband house where she 
was divorced, and she will not go out of it nor marry any other man. Similarly, if sexual 
intercourse is had with a woman in doubt (by mistake) , then her iddah too is till she 
experiences three menstruations. It means that if a man mistakes a woman for his wife and 
has sexual intercourse with her, -then she too will have to observe iddah till she experiences 
three menstruations and will not let her husband have sexual intercourse with her till her 
iddah is over. 
The iddah of the woman whose invalid marriage is terminated, like a time-defined 
marriage, and they are separated, or her husband dies before they are separated, is also till 
she experiences three menstruations. The iddah is the same - till three menses are 
experienced - of an umm walad when she is set free or her master expires. 
If a woman does not get menses because she is undergo, or barren, or old, then her iddah is 
three months. 
If the husband of a free woman dies, then her iddah is four months and ten days. This is 
irrespective of: 

whether they have had sexual intercourse or not, 
whether she is a Muslim or a Jewess or a Christian woman married to a 
Muslim, 
whether she is adult or minor, 
or she is in menopause, 
whether her husband is a freeman or a slave, 
or, she experiences menses during her waiting period or not. 

The iddah of a pregnant woman is till she bears the child, whether her husband has 
divorced her or has died, whether she is a free woman or a female slave. Her iddah expires 
the moment a child is born to her, even if it is immediately after her husband divorces her 
or dies. In fact, it is stated in kitab Mabsut that if the husband of a pregnant woman dies 
and is being given a bath or is being shrouded, and she delivers a child, then her iddah is 
deemed to be over. 
A SLAVE WOMAN: If a woman is not a free woman but someone's female slave and her 
husband divorces her then her iddah if she gets her menses is till she get them twice, but if 
she does not menstruate, then her iddah is a month and a half. If her husband dies, then her 
iddah is for two months and five days whether she gets the menses or not. 
THE COMMENCEMENT OF IDDAH: When a woman is divorced, her iddah begins after 
the divorce. The three menstruations after that will be counted. If any one divorces his wife 
while she is menstruating, then that menstruation will not be counted, but the three 
menstruations after that will be reckoned. 
When a woman's husband dies, then iddah will be reckoned from the death of the husband. 
If a woman does not learn of her divorce or her husband's death and the period of iddah is 
over then her iddah will be deemec' to have been observed. Books of figh may be consulted 
for further information. 
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SECfiON I 

MAINTENANCE DURING IDDAH 

ts I , ' , ., ,, , , ,, ' , ~ ~ ~ ,, - """" 
-~~ !1 -'S:S ! II ~I cll.u..Al'~Jli9 ... \ ".iL:t!l~illl \~ ;j Dl~..!:..o.3l9 ~~ , .._;,,.., ~ "", ~J,_ ~(5;. , 

3324. Sayyiduna Abu Salamah ~iii~~_, narrated that (Sayyidah) Fatimah bint Qayss 
~~~~_, hiformed him that (Sayyiduna) Abu Amr ibn Hafs ~~~~_,divorced her al
Battah (which is an absolute divorce with three pronouncement) while he himself 
was not present (being away and having conveyed the message at the hands of 
someone else). Then his agent (or representative) sent her some barley. She was 
angry at him (because she regarded it as not enough) , but he swore by Allah that 
she had no right on them (and whatever she was given an act of kindness). She 
came to Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ J...P and related to him all that. He said, "You 
have no claim to maintenance," and he instructed her to spPnd her iddah at the 
house of Umm Sharik ~.iii~~_,. But, again, he said, "That is a woman at whose house 
my companions meet (being her relatives and children). So, spend the iddah at the 
house of Ibn Umm Maktum. He is a blind man and you can keep your garments 
there. When it becomes lawful for you to remarry (on completion of your iddah), 
inform me." 
She added, "when I was out of the iddah, I mentioned it to him that Mu' awiyah ibn 
Abu Sufyan ~~~~_,and Abu Jahm ~.an~_, had proposed marriage to me. And, he 
said, 'Abu Jahm never puts his stick aside from his shoulder and Mu'awiyah is a 
poor man without any property. So, marry Usmah ibn Zayd. 'But, I expressed my 
dislike, and he persisted, 'Marry Usamah.' So, I married him." Allah caused 
blessing in it and she was envied. (The two of them loved one another and were an 
'ideal couple, so people envied them). 
According to another version she reported: (The Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 J...P said:) "Abu 
Jahm is a man who beats woman." 
According to another version: Her husband divorced her with three 
pronouncements of divorce. When she came to the Prophet ~ J ~ k1 J...P he said, 
"There is no maintenance for you unless you are pregnant." (In that case 
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maintenance will be wajib (obligatonj))l . 
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.1l1~ said to her that she might be able to keep her 
garments at the house of Sayyiduna Ibn Umm Maktum .I,:So~~J, because he was a blind 
man. This because he was a blind man. This means that she would not have to be careful 
about observing the veil. Or, "as long as you observe the iddah there, do not don garments 
of adornment." Or, it is a figurative way of saying. "Do not go out of the house during your 
iddah, for, it is not allowed to do so." 
Allamah (The learned Scholar) Imam Nawawi .111.,....,. J said that some scholars have deduced 
from this hadith that a woman is permitted to look at strangers (men), provided they do 
not see her, but, this deduction is weak and the correct thing is what most ulama (Scholars) 
say, 'it is forbidden both to men and to women to look at the strangers among each other.' 
Allah has given the same command to both men and woman: 

"' , ~, , ,.. ,!. 
(~ ~1)_;..,.;~1 ~ I_;.Q;1 ~J.!lJ.J! 

{Say to the believing men that they should lower their gaze .... } (24: 30) 
"' "' , , , , ,., ,!. 
':! l.451! -: ....... ! ~I\\ 14"' 
~.; . ~~~~~., 

{And say to the believing woman that they should lower their gaze ... } (28: 31) 
Moreover, the hadith of Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.111~ J concerning Sayyiduna Ibn Umm 
Maktutn .I,:So~~J relative to this subject is a very strong evidence. She narrated that she and 
Sayyiduan Maymunah ~ki~J were both seated with the Prophet ~J":lr-.111~ when Ibn 
Un1m Maktum 4:S-.1li~J came towards him. So, he said to both of them, his wives, "veil 
yourselves." Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.3,,~J submitted, "He is blind!" She meant that he 
would not be able to see them. The Prophet ~ y.:Js.1»1..}J asked them: 

11 Are the two of you blind? Do you not see him?" 
Given these evidences, certainly, the prophet ~J~.11.}-P had never made it lawful for 
Sayyidah Fatimah ~.3,,~ J to look at Ibn Umm Maktum ~.111~ J· His only aim was that she 
would be safe there because no one would look at her there. At for her, she knew the 
command of Allah that a woman must not look at strangers (men). Hence, she would not 
look at Ibn Umm Maktum ~..1!1~ J· 

Anyway, as for the contention of some ulama (Scholars) on the basis of the hadith about 
Sayyidah Fatimah ~ .1l1 ~ J that a woman may see unknown men, most of the ulama 
(Scholars) have given this rejoinder (as in the foregoing lines). 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~1.,....,.J holds that a woman may look at a stranger but not at the portion 
from his navel to his knees, provided she is safe from being t etnpted sexually. If she is not 
sae fron1 her sexual desires being aroused then it is forbidden to her to look at the entire 
body of a stranger man. 
The reference to Abu Jahm 4:So.i»1~J never putting aside his stick means that he was very 
strict and severe and short tempered. He beat women and it was not possible for Sayyidah 

1 Muslim# 36-1480, Abu Dawud # 2784, Nasa'i # 3245, Musnad Ahmad 6-413, Muwatta Maalik # 67 
(Tallaq). 
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Fatimah ~.&~~J to adjust and adopt herself to his temperament. We learn from this that if 
anyone is aware of a shortcoming or defect in someone then it is proper for him to disclose 
it to the man or woman who contemplates marriage with him or her so that none of them 
goes through an ordeal after their marriage. 
Sayyidah Fatimah ~.&1~J first declined to marry Sayyiduna Usamah ~.&~~J because he 
was the son of the Prophet's ~J•P.lill~ slave and he was black while she was a beautiful 
Quraysh woman. But, Sayyiduna Usamah ~ .&1 ~ J was dear to the Prophet and was very 
near to him, so he asked her again to marry him. Thus, she did not think it proper to 
decline a second time. She obeyed the Prophet ~J~.&~~ and married him. Allah caused 
their marriage to prosper and she found peace and comfort in their married life. 
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether a woman who has been divorced absolutely (with 
three pronouncements) is entitled to maintenance and lodging from her husband if she is 
not pregnant. 
Imam Abu Hanifah llll~ J and some other ulama (Scholars) hold that it is wajib (obligatory) for 
the husband to provide her provision and lodging. Lodging is established from this verse: 

(House them where you house yourselves according to your means) (65: 6) 
It is wjib to do so, in the sight of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), because that woman sits 
through the iddah enduring all restrictions for the sake of her husband. 
Sayyiduna Umar ~l111~J also held this contention. In fact he said of this hadith, "We cannot 
neglect the Book of Allah and the Prophet's ~ J ~ l111 J-P sunnah (Prophet's ~ J ~ ~ J-P 
practice) (which assert that maintenance and lodging are wajib (obligatory), on the man 
divorces, for the divorcee) simply because a woman (Fatimah bint Qays) says so (that the 
Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 J-P said to her that her husband was not liable to provide her the 
maintenance and residence). Perhaps, she may have misunderstood his words or may have 
forgotten what he had said, Indeed, I have myself heard the Prophet ~J4#JiiJ.-P say that the 
maintenance and lodging of this woman is the responsibility of the husband." 
However, Ibn Maalik .iil1 ~ J said this had happened in the knowledge of the sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~.&1~J (none of whom renounced her statement). So, it amounts 
to consensus. 
Imam Ahmad ~ .&1 ~ J says that neither is maintenance nor lodging for the woman wajib 
(obligatory) on the husband. He cites this hadith. 
Imam Maalik li!1~J Imam Shafi'I Ji1~J and some ulama (Scholars) rule that on the basis of 
this verse (65: 6) ... (~~~){House them ..... }, it is wajib (obligatory) to provide residence to 
the woman, but not wajib (obligatory) to provide maintenance. 
If the woman is divorced while she was pregnant, then maintenance for her will be wajib 
(obligatory) in the light of this hadith. 

~~j ~tlli ~U ~~i ~j -....=->lto j~~~ 4kli ._..i.J\ ~li i![~~j (TTYo) 
~ , , .. , .. , " ~ "i' , ., ""i1' 
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3325. Sayyidah Ayshash ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that (Sayyidah) Fatimah ~ .&1 ~ J was 
(lodged) in a desolate place. There always was fear concerning the neighbourhood 
of her. For that reason the Prophet ~ J ~ ~ .)J gave her permission, meaning to 
move (during her iddah to the house of Ibn Umm Maktum) ~~~~ J· 

According to another version: She wondered, "what is wrong with Fatimah? Does 
she not fear Allah?" neither was lodging wajib (obligatonj) nor maintenance.t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Fatimah hint Qays ~~~~J lodged after her divorce in the 
house that was situated in a very lonely place. Since there was a constant fear or prowlers, 
so the Prophet~ J~~~ allowed her to shift to the house of Ibn Umm Maktum ~.a~~ .J· 
Sayyidah A yshah tp ~' ~ J said about it, "Let no one presume by this that there is no 
residence for a divorced woman (who is divorced with three pronouncements) and she 
might spend her iddah at any place she liked. Rather, Fatimah had a reason to do so." 
The second version quotes Sayyidah, Ayshah l~~~~.J as saying that Fatimah ~.&'~.J was 
mistaken in ascribing the words to the Prophet ~ J4#~~ that there is no maintenance and 
no lodging for a divorced woman. 
In other words, Sayyidah A yshah l&;~,&~~ J had the same view as Sayyidnna Umar 4:~.11\.s..P; had. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~ J abides by their opinion that a woman who is d1\'orced with talaq 
ba'in is entitled to residence and maintenance. 

3326. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Al-Musayyib j..s-1Jl1~; said, ''Fatimah was moved (from 
her husband's home during her iddah) only because she was sharp tongued against 
her husband's relatives."2 

COMMENTARY: This there were two reasons for Sayyidah Fatimah \plb'~.J to be moved 
out from from her husband's residence. These are outlined in the hadith (# 3325 and 3226) 

WHAT IF THERE IS A PRESSING NEED TO GO OUT DURING IDDAH 

~ ~, , , , , , ,,, , "" , : ~ ' Ill' 

GJ..-o oi.J.J) -liJ~clill jl J.lZ-.._UI ~:J~i~L$~9~ Jl!9~j~WI ~ &lJI 
" 

3327. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that his maternal aunt was divorced with 
three pronouncements (so she restrained herself in the iddah). She intended (one 
day) to cut down dates from her palm trees. But, one man forbade her to go out. So, 
she came to the Prophet ~ J4#lil'~ (and told him about it). He said, "Of course, cut 
down dates from your palm trees because you may perhaps make a sadaqah 
(charity) (and give them in charity) , or perform a kind deed."3 

COMMENTARY: The prophe~J~.liii..,J..P meant to say that if the dates were enough to 
attract zakah (Annual due charity), then 'you will pay their zakah (Annual due charity). If 

1 Bukhari # 5323,5324,5325 Muslim# 54-1471, Abu Dawud # 2292. 
2 Baghawi in Sharh in Sumzah (Prophet's ~J~i»>..}-P practice)# 2384. 
3 Muslim# 55-1483, Abu Dawud # 2297, Nasa'i # 3550, Ibn Majah # 2034, Darimi # 2288. 
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they are below the nisab, then 'you will show kindness to your neighbour and the poor by 
given them optional sadaqah (charity),' or 'you will present them as gifts to them.' 
In other words, if she were not to give the sadaqah (charity), then it was not allowed to her 
to go out of the house. · 
Imam Nawawi .&1 ~; said that a woman who observes iddalz after being divorced wit h 
three pronouncements is allowed to go out of the house to attend to any need. 
The ruling of the Hanafis in this regard will be mentioned against the hadith of Sayyidah 
Umm Atiyah ~.rob'~; (hadith # 3331). 

PREGNANT WOMAN'S IDDAH 

, "' I 

(l.SJl>..:JI ol_jJ) -~$:!i ~.....!_;~li 7(~-...,Ulllill:..!.Li_;.l..:,j~llll 
3328. Sayyiduna Al-Miswar ibn Makhramah ~.&~~; narrated that some nights after 
the death of her husband, Sayyidah Sabi'ah Al-Aslamiyah ~.an~; gave birth to a 
child. After that, she went to the Prophet ~J•#-i»'~ and sought his permission to 
marry. He gave her permission and she married.1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Sabi' ah Al-Aslamiyah was pregnant when her husband died. 
However, a few days thereafter, she gave birth to a child. 
The Prophet~ J•#-i»l~ gave her permission to marry again when she sought his permission. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that when a woman is pregnant and her husband dies or divorces 
her, then the iddah is over the moment she gives birth to a child. She is then at liberty to 
marry, if she so desires. In fact, this may happen shortly after her husband's death or his 
divorcing her. 

COLLYRIUM MUST NOT BE APPLIED DURING IDDAH 

, 
(~~)-~;il~b 

3329. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.1u~; narrated that a woman came to the Prophet 
~J4#.i»1~ and said, 110 Messenger of Allah, my daughter! Her husband has died 
(so that she is observing the iddah) and her eyes ache. May we apply collyrium to 
it?" He said, 11No!"- twice or thrice (on her repeated asking), 11No" each time. Then 
he exclaimed, 11That is merely for four months and ten days while, indeed, during 
the jahiliyah (ignorance period). One of you could throw away the piece of dung 
only after one year had passed."2 

1 Bukhari # 5320, Nasa'i # 3506,1bn Majah # 2029, Musnad Ahmad 4. 327. 
2 Bukhari # 5336, Muslim# 1488, Abu Dawud # 2299, Nasa'i # 3138, Ibn Majah # 2084, (The Arabic 
copy of Mishkat has the words at the end (lv.'JJ.;,"J..I.A!) (After the death of her husband). · 
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COMMENTARY: Imam Ahmad .1!1~ J hold that a woman who observes the iddalz may not 
apply collyrium, if the iddah is after her husband's death- not even if her eyes ache and not 
for adornment. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~ J and Imam Maalik .1!1~ J hold that if there is a compulsion, like an 
ailment, then it is allowed to apply collyrium. 
Imam Shafi'I l»1~ J holds that when there is some trouble in the eyes, a woman may apply 
collyrium in her eyes at night but clean it off during the day. 
The Hanafis say about this hadith that this woman had pretended that her eyes pained. 
Actually, she wished to grace herself with collyrium and the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ know the 
facts, so he disallowed her. 
In pre-Islamic days, when a man died, his wife was consigned to a narrow and dark cell. 
She wore very rough, coarse clothing and could use no kind of make up, not even perfume. 
When, after one year, the day of her release arrived, a donkey, a goat or any other animal 
or a bird was brought to her and she scratched her vagina with one of these animals or 
birds. Then she was brought out of the cell and she was handed over some dung which she 
had to throw away that marked the end of her iddah. 
So, considering that, the iddah in Islam is meager. 

MOURNING DURING IDDAH 

, ,, , , ' *' .,, , , , , , ., ', • , ~ 

(~~) -1~ j~li.1JI ~j ~ lt!~t;l ~>lJ~ J.i·: ;' ~~.....!...>!~ ~I~J:llj,l.Jlt 
3330. Sayyiduna Umm Habibah ~.1!'t$PJ and Sayyidah Zaynab bint Jahsh ~.p.1!1t$PJ 
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ ... J.~~~ said, "It is not lawful for the woman who 
believes in Allah and the Last Day that she should mourn for more than three nights 
over any one who has died, except over husband for four months and ten days."t 

COMMENTARY: To mourn is to abstain from adorning oneself, applying perfume, 
collyrium, etc. It is not allowed to mourn for anyone, other than a husband, for more than 
three days. A woman must, however, mourn for her husband for four months and ten 
days, that is, during the iddah (waiting .period), it being wajib (obligatory) on her. 
Most scholars say that a woman's iddah (waiting period) begins with her husband's death. 
Sayyiduna Ali 4;; .&1 t$P J however,. said that iddah (waiting period) will commerce when a 
woman learns of her husband's death. 
Accordingly, if a woman's husband dies and she does not know of it so that four months 
and ten day s go by too, then the majority of the ulama (Scholars) hold that her iddah 
(waiting period) is over. However, according to what Sayyiduna Ali 4$.1!'t$PJ says, her iddah 
(waiting period) will not have been observed at all. Rather, when she learns of his death, it 
will commence and last for four months and ten days from that time. 

' "" .. .. (9• ' ' .. .. ' .. ~ ' ~ .. .. ' ~ lt!9>1J~ J.i ~;.' ~SI_;AI ~ lt Jli ~j ~WI ~~JJI Jj-!5 -..1.;1 !:¥ _JI 6&-j .(rrr') 

1 Bukhari # 5334, Muslim# SB-486, Abu Dawud # 2999, Tirmidhi # 1196, Nasa'i # 3537, Darimi # 
2284, Muwatta Maalik # 101 (falaq). 
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3331. Sayyidah Umm Atiyah ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 A 
woman must not observe mourning for a dead person more than three days, except 
for a husband for (whom she must mourn for) four months and ten days. And, she 
must not wear (during these day s of iddall (waiting period)). any dyed garment 
other than 'asb nor apply collyrium not touch perfume, except, when she is purified 
(from menses). Some qust or azfar." Abu Dawud adds: 11 And not apply henna."1 

COMMENTARY: Dyed garments are those that are dyed in bright colours and are very 
showy- of Saffron, Safflower, red-dyed, etc. Those are generally worn to adorn oneself. 
But, if a woman does not have any other garment then she may wear these colours because 
she has to over her body anyway At any rate she must not use them to adorn herself 'Asb 
was a particular kind of clock during those days. It was from Yemen. The cloth was dyed 
before being woven. It was dyed in Safflower so that it turned red and had white stripes 
because the portion that was fastened at an end before being dyed turned white. So, this 
kind of dyed garment is allowed to the woman in her iddalz (waiting period). 
If a cloth is dyed after being woven then it turns into bright red safflower and it is 
disallowed by Shari'ah (divine law). 
Ibn Hammam .1!1 ,.,..J says that our (Hanafi) Ulama (Scholars) say that for a woman 
observing the iddah (waiting period), it is not proper to wear the asb too. 
Imam Shafi'l .1!1~ J says that she is allowed to wear it (asb) whether it is thick or fine. 
Imam Maalik .1!1~ J permits thick asb but not fine as b. 
The different opinions of the scholars about applying collyrium have been presented in a 
commentary against the hadith of Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~-=-~~~ J ( # 3329) 
Ibn Hammam .:a,,.,..J that (according to the Hanafis) a woman observing idah may apply 
collyrium when it is absolutely unavoidable but not otherwise. 
Qut, and azfar are perfumes of a kind. Qust is costus or an aromatic wood - awd or aloes 
wood. Generally, woman and children use it as incense. Kirmani said that qust is awd hindi. 
Azfar is a perfume. . 
In thos.e days, women used both these perfumes after purifying themselves from 
menstruation, to remove the bad odour. Thus, the Prophet ~ J 4# ~~ ~ allowed such a 
woman to use it on purifying herself but apart from that a woman observing iddah : ..c.Jaiting 
period) is disallowed to use these perfumes. 
MOURNING: This hadith says that it is wajib (obligatory) for the W""" ... tan observing the 
iddah (waiting period) · on the death of her husband to keep jr. mounting. The ulama 
(Scholars) are unanimous about it, but their opinion differ 01.1 !!1e nature of the mourning. 
Imam Shafi'I .1!1~ J and the majority of the ulama (Schob.i·s) say that it is wajib (obligatory) on 
every woman who is in iddah (waiting period) to :-. ..-LOUrn her husband after his death. This 
applies· to every woman with whom he did have sexual intercourse or did not have it 
whether she is minor or major, virgin or not, freewoman or slave girl, Muslim or infidel. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1,.,.. J said that mourning is not wajib (obligatory) on seven kinds of 
women. According to Durr ul Mukhtar, they are: 

(i) a disbelieving woman, 

1 Bukhari # 5341, Muslim# 66-938, Abu Dawud # 2302, Nasa'i # 3536, Musnad Ahnhtd 5. 85 
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(ii) an insane woman, 
(iii) a minor, 
(iv) an umm walad who is in iddah (waiting period) because her master has set her 

free, or he has died, 
(v) a woman whose marriage was invalid (so observes the iddah (waiting period)) , 
(vi) a woman with whom a stranger had sexual intercourse out of doubt (or by 

mistake) taking her to be his wife. 
(vii) a woman who observes talq raj'I (revocable divorce). 

OTHER THAN HUSBAND: As mentioned in the hadith, a woman is not permitted to 
mourn any man other than her husband more than three days, Besides, even these many 
days, it is merely permitted but not wajib (obligatory) to mourn him for three days. 
Moreover, if her husband does not permit her in mourn any man even the three days, then 
he has a right to do so because a wife's adornment is for her husband only. If she does not 
abandon mourning and does not adorn herself when he asks her to do that, hen he is 
allowed to beat her because if she mourns, the husband's right is ignored. 
COMMANDS & RULINGS FOR MOURNING: As for a woman who is divorced with a 
talaq raj'I (revocable divorce), her iddah (waiting period) is merely to confine herself at home 
for the specified period and not marry any other man. She may adorn and beautify herself. 
The woman who is adult and sane and a Muslim must confine herself in her. house all 
through her iddah (waiting period), not contract another marriage and not beautify herself, if 
she has been divorced by three pronouncements, or one talaq ba' in (irrevocable and final 
divorce) , or their marriage breaks in some way or other, or her husband dies. All the 
things mentioned here (for her not to do) are forbidden to her. 
Mourning is to not beauty and to don dirty' clothing. 
These things are forbidden to a woman during her iddah (waiting period) till it lasts: applying 
perfume, wearing jewelery and ornaments and flowers, applying collyrium, eating betel 
leaves to redden the lips, rubbing red lead to darken the lips, applying oil to hair, combing 
hair, applying henna, donning nice garment and dyed, silken and bright clothing. 
However, when there is a dire need, or it is unavoidable, then there·is no harm if any of 
these things is done. If she has a headache and it is necessary to apply hair oil then she may 
do so but should not use perfumed hair oil. In the same way, she may apply collyrium 
when her eyes a~he. 
If any woman's marriage was not valid and was annulled, or her husband dies, then it is 
not wajib (obligatory) for this woman to go into mourning. 
If ·a woman observed iddah (waiting period) on being set free, like an umm walad whose 
master sets her free so she confines herself in an iddah (waiting period), then it is not wajib 
(obligatory) on her to mourn. 
If an woman observes iddah (waiting period), then it is not allowed to send her proposal of 
marriage. But, it is allowed to make a reference to it, like saying. "I wish •0 marrY her," 
provided the woman is observing the iddah (waiting period) for death of her husbaml. But, if 
have iddah (waiting period) follows a divorce then it is not allowed to even make a hint of. 
one's desire to marry her. 
A woman who observes an i.ddah (U'!1iting p:rind) following a divorce is never permitted to 
go out of her house, at all. But, she whose iddah (waiting period) follows her husband's death 
may go out of the house during the day and up to same of the night, she must not spend 
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the night anywhere other than her house. 
A female slave is allowed to go out of the house to attend to her master's work. 
The woman who observes the iddah (waiting period) must spend the days of her iddah 
(waiting period) in the same house where she was residing at the time of annulment (of 
marriage), divorce or death of her husband. However, if she is forced to vaccate the house 
or there is fear losing her property in that house or the house is likely to collapse, or c;he is 
unable to pay the rent of the house - then, in these cases, it is allowed to spend the iddah 
(waiting period) in another house. 
There is no harm if husband and wife stay in he same house even of she is observing iddah 
(waiting period) after talaq ba'in (irrevocable divorce), provided they are separated by a 
screen. If the husband is a sinner and an unreliable man or the house is small, then the 
woman may shift from the house, though it is preferable for the husband to move to 
another house. If the two of them, when staying in the same house, keep a reliable woman 
with them who is capable of keeping them apart then it is very good. 
If husband and wife are travelling together and he divorces her during the journey (a talaq 
ba'in or with three pronouncements of divorce) or he dies and her horne town is at a 
distance of less than three days journey which is called a Shari'ah (divine law) journey), 
then she may return to her home town. However, if her place is at a distance of three day s 
journey or more than that, but her destination (where they had intended to go when they 
began their journey) is at a shorter distance then she must go to the destination instead of 
going to her home tow:n. In both these options, her guardian may or may not be with her. 
The better course, in any case, would be for the woman, if she is in a city at the time of 
divorce or widowhood, not to depart from it without spending her iddah (waiting period) 
there. If she departs then it is imperative that she has a rnahram with her. 
However, the sahibayn, meaning Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad ~~~J contend 
that if she has a rnahrarn with her, then she may depart from there even before her iddalt 
(waiting period). 

SECTION II 

NOT ALLOWED TO MOVE UNNECESSARILY DURING IDDAH (WAITING PERIOD) 

• ,s ' "' ' :. , ' ,"' • & " , , , l-: t. \ r I! (~.J.;IJJ\_,~LoLr,~\_,~Wl\_,.)jiJ~I_,LS..l.o .JUI_,~J.H.ool_j.J) -\..;-;s-j..r-'1 ~;UI ~!uJ~ 9 ~ ~ 

3332. Sayyidah Zaynab hint ~ ~~ ~; Ka'b reported that Sayyidah Fari' ah bint 
Maalik ibn Sinan ~lbl~; the sister of Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~l»'~J informed her: I 
went to Allah's Messenger ~ J .ys.lb, ~ t o ask him whether I could return to my 
family, the Banu Khudrah (to spend my iddah (waiting period) with them) 
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because my husband had gone to search for his runaway slaves but they had 
killed him. So, I aske~ Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ if I may return to my folk, 
for, my husband had not left me in a house belonging to him and he had not left 
any sustenance. Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said, 11Yes," So, I went back but 
while I was yet in the courtyard of the room or the mosque, he called me back and 
said, 11Stay in your home till the prescribed period (iddah (waiting period)) is 
over." So, I (obey his command and) observed the iddah (waiting period) in it for 
four month and ten days.t 

COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasizes that a woman observing the iddah (waiting period) 
must not move from one house to another. 
Shaykh us Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.11~~ practice) has it that the ulama (Scholars) differ on 
whether it is necessary iddah (waiting period) after her husband's death to stay in the house 
of her husband, or not. 
lmaJ11 Shafi'I .1!1~ J gave two verdicts, the more correct of which says that it is necessary for 
her to stay in her husband's house. 
Sayyiduna· Umar ~.11~~ J Uthman ~.11~~ J , Abdullah ibn Mas' ud ~.11~~ J and Abdullah ibn 
Umar ~.11~~J also held this opinion. They cite this very hadith. The Prophet ~J~.11~~ first 
permitted Sayyidah Fari'ah ~.11~~J to move to another house, but then he forbade her to 
do so and commanded her to spend the iddah (waiting period) in her husband's house. In. 
other words, he abrogated his first approval. 
The ~econd verdict of Imam Shafi .a.~ J is that a woman wl:10 obser\res iddah (waiting period) 
for the death of her husband need stay in the same house. Rather, she may spend the iddah 
(waiting period) wherever she likes. This is also the opinion of Sayyiduna Ali ~ .&1 ~ J· Ibn 
Abbas ~.&l~J and Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&1~J· They rely on the permission that the prophet 
~J~.&~~ had first granted to Sayyidah 'Fari'ah ~.11~~J.The second revised command the.t 
he gave was of the kind of recommendation. 
Tne ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J will be presented, insha Allah in the chapter on an
Nafaqat in its Introduction (Chapter XVIII). 

NO ADORNMENT DURING IDDAH (WAITING PERIOD) 

(~Llli,J Jj!Jy.l oi.JJ) -·; l ::,\j~~.J.l.;J~ j~ ~,ill 
3333. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.11~~J narrated: Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ paid 
me a visit when Abu Salamah ~.11~~ J (my first husband) died. (I was observing the 
iddah (waiting period).) I had applied on my ace (the juice of) aloes. He asked, 110 
Umm Salamah, what is it?" I submitted, 11lt is only (juice of) ·aloes and it has no 

1 Tirmidhi # 1204, Abu Dawud # 2300, Nasa'i # 3532 (or 3537), Ibn Majah # 2031, Maalik Muwatta # 
s;- (Talaq) , Darimi # 2287. 
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scent in it." He said, 11But, it brightens the face, so (if you must, then) apply it at 
night only and wipe it off at day time (because it gives an impression of adornment. 
Do not comb yourself with scent or with henna, for it is a dye (of red colour)." I 
submitted, 11With what may I comb myself, 0 Messenger of Allah?" (How may I 
clean my hair?" He said, 11With lote-tree leaves and smear your head with them 
generou~ly (encasing them as though with a cover)."1 

COMMENTARY: While the ulama (Scholars) are u nanimous that a woman observing 
iddah (waiting period) is not allowed to use scented hair oil, they differ on t.he use of plain, 
un perfumed oil, like olive oil and sesame seed. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~ J and Imam Shafi'I .&1~ J disallow oil of all kinds, perfumed or not 
perfumed. However, they relax the prohibition when it becomes absolutely necessary. 
Imam Maalik .&1~J Imam Ahmad ,&,~J and the Zawahir (or Zuhiris) hold that a woman 
observing iddah (waiting period) is allowed to use un perfumed oil. 

t "' ' ;II , 

'}~ ~t111 ~jl:a,!ll u'~H '} ~ ,-: ~J.~::'fl j(i~~ ~ilil ~ .. J\1 ,:_;. ~ .. (rrlt) .J :. .... ~ . • :.J.) ~ ~ .... ~ " .J 

J , ~ , ,.- " .::11l ~ ' 
(~Ll.li.J .)Jby.l oi.J.J) -~SJ ':lj' ~ ~:::;. ')/j t.r-1 ':lj ~a lo ~ !ll 

3334. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.&'~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#~1jJ said, 
11She whose husband has. died must not wear garments dyed with skfron or red 
ochre, nor may she wear jewellery, nor may she apply henna (on hand, feet and 
hair) , and collyrium (in the eyes)."2 · 

COMMENTARY: If a woman wears dark black or ash coloured clothing the there is no 
harm in it. It is also allowed to wear garments dyed with saffron over a long period which 
leaves no perfume. According to the Hidayah, if this woman (observing the iddah (waiting 
per,iod)) has some problem, like itches, lice, etc. then she is allowed to ~ear silk t9o. 

SECTION III 

MORE ABOUT THE IDDAH (WAITING PERIOD) OF THE DIVORCED 

~~~I ~~ill J JJi;.&l ·: U..s ~~L!J~ .~ !l' ~jl. ":JI....i.>l .J~ ~1-....!.)1 -.6 '(.;. (Y'rlo) 

3335. Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Yasar ~l»'~J narrated that Al-Ahwas ~.&'~J died in 
Syria and at (about) that time, his wife had begun her third menstrual discharge 
after he had divorced her. So, Mu'awiyah ibn Abu Sufyan 4:".&'~~ wrote and asked 
~ayd ibn Tha:bit ~.&~~ J about that. Zayd ~.&,~) wrote to him, 11When she began her 
third menstrual bleeding, she became free from him and he became free from her. 
He will not inherit from her and she will not inherit from him. "3 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ahwas ~.&~~ J had divorced his wife who was observing he~ 

1 Abu Dawud # 2305, Nasa'i # 3537, Muwatta Maalik # 108 (Talaq). 
2 Abu Dawud # 2304, Nasa'i # 3535, MusnadAhmad 6-302. 
3 Muwatta Maalik #56 (Talaq)- 29.21-56. 
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iddah (waiting period) after that. When her third menstrual period began, Ahwas ~..lsi~ J 
died and otherwise she ought to have observed the iddah (waiting period) for four months 
and ten days on his death. So, Mu' awiyah ~.&~~ J sought counsel from Zayd ibn Thabit ~ J 

~.111 on whether she would inherit from her husband or not. · 
Zayd ~..lsi~ J replied that when the third menstruation began, her relationship with him 
terminated the moment the observed blood of her third period and she was liberated from 
the restrictions of marriage. She was not liable to observe iddah (waiting period) on his death 
because either her iddah . (waiting period) on her divorce had been observed for most of its 
period or the third (and final) menstruation had begun, and so her iddah (waiting period) 
was presumed to be over. Hence, if the man alive, he would not have been her heir when 
the iddah (waiting period) was over, so too when he has died, she cannot inherit him. 
Mu' awiyah' s ~.111~ J intention was 

.(i) either to know if the woman would inherit from Ahwas ~.&~~ J or not, 
(ii) or, to know if the woman should finish her iddah (waiting period) when her third 

menses commenced or she was bound to begin her iddah (waiting period) for the 
man's death 

Mulla Ali Qari .111~ J cites Teebi ..lsi~ J as saying that this hadith establishes the meaning·of 
(~J}) (Quru) in the verses (2: 228). 

. l s: "' ; , :I' "" ~ ,, i 
· (t't'A:r•S..AJI)-~J!.l!U~§,;,;~~~,! ;\,~~lj 

{Divorced woman shall keep themselves waiting for three periods .••• } (2: 228) 
Teebi .111 ~J says that Quru means 'l?urity' (In other ·words, he claims that the Shafi'I 
interpretation is correct that the iddah (waiting period) of a divorced woman is not three 
menstrual periods, but three purifications after menses. 
However, the ruling given was by a sahabi, Zayd ibn Thabit ~.&1~ J· Moreover, his opinion 
differs·at another place when he says that the iddah (waiting period) of a femal~ slave-is· two 
menstruations. · · · 
Besides, it "is also not known definitely whether Mu'awiyah ·~.&~~J abide~ by Zay~'s .&1~J 
~ verdict, or not · · 

The J:Ianafis say that the ruling (as per the verse) (o~;e~) is three periods of menstruations). 
The righteous caliphs and most of the sahabah (Prop~et's Companions) ~~~J had the 
same opinion. Thirteenof the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..lsi~J used to say that 
unless a woman is not purified from the third menses, the man (her husband) has more 
right over her. (Hence, the iddah (waiting period) is completed only after she purifies from 
her third menses since she was divorced, and the relationship of.the man with her snaps 
completely.) 
This establishes that (~J}) (quru) means menstruation. 
Mulla Ali Qari has written about it in detail in his book (Mirqat). He has presented many 
argument of the Hanafis. 

THE IDDAH (WAITING J;'ERIOD) OF THE DIVORCED 
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Iii ' (~.lH . .o o \.JJ) -~ jJ 

3336. Sayyiduna Sa' eed ibn al-Musayyib """~'~; narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ibn al
KhaHab ~.:&o~'~; said, "If a woman who is divorced experiences one or two menstrual 
periods and after that stops menstruating then she must wait nine months. If it is 
clear that she is pregnant, then the command is obvious (that iddah (waiting period) 
would end with the birth of child). If not, she must observe an iddah (waiting period) 
of three months after the nine months. Thereafter, she is free to marry."t 

CHAPTER - XVII 
ISTIBRA: LETTING A NEW ACQUIRED SLAVE WOMAN 
PURIFY FROM ONE MENSTRUATION, OR BEAR A CHILD 

In Shari'ah (divine law) istibra. is 'the purification of the womb.' When a man receives a 
female slave by purchasing her or through inheritance or gift, then he is forbidden to have 
sexual intercourse with her, touch her, kiss her or do any such thing to her. This is 
observed till her womb is known to be void of pregnancy. And, this is ascertained when 
she gets one menstruation. Experiencing this menstruation is called istibra of the womb. 
This definition will apply only when the woman gets menstruation. 
If the woman does not experience menses then istibra is to let one mont!) pass, or, if one is 
pregnant then istibra is when she bears a child. 
Istibra is necessary in all conditions. She may be a virgin, on may have bought her from a 

· woman or a man, or he may have received her as an inheritance from minor but intibra is 
necessary in aU these cases. ON the face of it an analogical analysis suggests that istibra 
should not be necessary in these cases, because the wisdom behind it is that the womb 
should be free of any one else's sperm so that it may not combine with the other man's 
sperm and p'lake the parentage doubtful. In all the foregoing cases, there is no possibility of 
the sperm of any one else being in the womb. 
However, analogy must be ignored against text (of hadith). This is done here. 
The Prophet ~ .... J "~ ~' ~ had said about the female slave taken captive in the Battle of 
Awtas. "Beware! Do not have sexual intercourse with a pregnant slave woman till she 
gives birth to her child. And, do not indulge in a sexual relationship with one who is not 
pregnant till she gets one menstruation." Clearly, there will have been among the slave 
women virgins and those like them, not liable to be carrying someone' s sperm. This is why 
analogy is ignored and in there (safe) case too istibra is made wajib (obligatory). 

SECTION I 

ACCURSED IS HE WHO FORGOES ISTIBRA & COHABITS WITH SLAVE GIRL 

jli-'7-'~loii_;Jlii~jLi~§i..r'~~_,~ilil~&lJij.Ajlis-ISJJJI!.fl&&-<rrrv>· 

1 Muwatta Maalik # 70 (Talaq) 
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& . "' , " 0J-.o 0 l_j.)) _4J ~ ':} _jl,j .UJ~. !:) . 
333?. Sayyiduna Abu Ad-Darda ~~~~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4#~~~ passed 
by a woman who was in a very advanced state of pregnancy. He asked about her 
and they said to him that she was the female slave of a certain man. He asked, 
"Does he have sexual intercourse with her?" They said, "Yes!" He said, "Indeed, I 
had resolved to invoke on him a curse that would go with him inside his grave. 
How will he get the child to serve him when it is not lawful to get him to serve him 
(or make him a slave) ? Or, how will he make him on their when it is not lawful for 
him (to make another's son an heir)?"l 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4#~~~ had intended to invoke a curse on that man 
because he had sexual intercourse with a female slave whom he had acquired while she 
was pregnant. He had droppedistibra though it isfard (compulsory). 
When the female slave bears a child, there could be two possibilities. 

(i) The child would belong to the previous owner who had cohabited with her 
and sold her. So he would make another's child his heir if he acknowledge his 
parenthood. Or 

(ii) The child would bel~ng to him and he might not accept him as his own and 
make his own child his slave. 

Making another's child one's heir is unlawful and deserves curse. 
So, too, making one's own child a slave deserves curse. 
Hence, istibra is very essential. 

SECTION II Lsitihj..aaii 

ISTIBRA' SHOULD NOT BE IGNORED BEFORE APPROACHING SLAVEGIRL 
') ~ , "' "' .... , ~ "' ~ ~ ~ ~ , "' 
~l&lt y ':1 ~ltJI ~~ O Jl9 ~j ~ill I'~ ~I J!:U.ij ~.;Jii'+'J:; "'~I(.;. (riiA) 

if .- , ' I "'-t .- .., I 

(J.;I..U\__,Jj!J~I_j . ..l.o>.lol_j.J)-~~J$.~~13~ xJM3J-~ 
fl. 

3338. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed al-Khudri .u~ ~~ ~ .J narrated in a marfu manner that the 
Proli'het ~J4#.&1~ said about the (female) captives of (the battle of) Awtas, "Sexual 
intercourse may not be had with a pregnant woman till she gives birth to a child and 
not with one who is not pregnant till she has experienced one menstrual period."2 

COMMENTARY: If a woman is not pregnant and. also does not get menstruation, then 
istibra in her case is to abstain from approaching her for one month. 
If a female slave is acquired while she gets menstruation then this discharge will not be· 
counted but the next complete menstruation will be reckoned. 
According to this hadith, if a female slave goes to new owners then it makes istibra Wajib 
(obligatonJ). All the four imams hold this contention. 
Also, if a f~male captive is brought from enemy land and she is a disbeliever th~n her 
previous marriage is annulled. This is an absolute ruling and applies even if their husbands 
are not with them. This is tp what Imam Shafi'I ~~~ .J and Imam Maalik .&1~ .J subscribe, but 

l.Muslim # 139-1441, Abu DAwud # 2156,.Darimi # 2478, Musnad Ahmad 6-446. 
2 Abu Dawud # 21'57, Musnad Ahmad 3-62. 
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Imam Abu Hanifah li11~.J says that if both husband and wife are taken captives then their 
marriage remains intact. 

~ "' ' "' ~ ' ~ , "C: "C: "'~ "' ~ 'i ~_.;~~j~ll.\1 ~~I JJ-!5 Jli Jli Cs.;L4l--xi~~(S~ ~JJ&£j (rrr'4\) 
• 1fS J• ~ , ,, 
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-fp?JJ~.;;J!~~jJI&IJJJ:SJI:s_#I&~J5-.: .. ;1~':~.;,~......:..;1~~~ 
3339. Sayyiduna Ruwayfi ibn Thabit ~iii'~ .J ~arrated that Allah's Messenger li11~ 
~ J ~ said on the day of Hunayn, ''It is not lawful for a man who believes in 
Allah and the Last Day to . water another's form (meaning to have sexual 
intercourse with a woman, who is pregnant with another man's sperm). It is not 
lawful for a man who believes in Allah and the Last Day to have a sexual 
intercourse with a captive woman (taken captive in battle with the disbelievers) 
till she· has had one menstruation (or till one month has passed and he has 
observed the istibra). It is not lawful for a man who believes in Allah and the Last 
Day to sell the booty till it is divided."t. 
(Tirmidhi has it till'to water another's form.') 

SECTION III 

ISTIBRA' FOR FEMALE SLAVE WHO IS PREGNANT 

~ 
....... t , 11' , , ,_ ,, , ""~ , ., #'! 
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3340. Imam Maalik li!1~.J reported that he learnt that Allah's Messenger ~JA#lill~ 
often commanded that istibra should be observed for female slaves (refraining from 
sexual intercourse with them) till they had ~ad a menstrual discharge if they were 
among those who experienced menstruation, or till three months had passed if they 
were among those who did not get menses. And, he often forbade that one should 
water another's water (by mixing with it).2 

COMMENTARY: The last words imply that istibra should be observed with a pregnant 
female slave too. H one acquired a female slave who is pregnant, then sexual intercourse 
should not be had with her till she gives birth to her child so that one's sperm does not 
adulterate another man's that lies in her womb. 
The ulama (Scholars) agree about a female slave who does not get menstruation, her istibra 
is that sexual intercourse must be had with her not before she had been in one's possession 
for one month or more. However, some people go by this hadith and say that her istibra is 
to wait for three months or more before having sexual intercourse with her. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1131, Abu Dawud # 2158, Musnad Ahmad 4-108. 
2 Razin. 
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IS ISTIBRA WA]IB (OBLIGATORY) FOR A VIRGIN 

.(!...3 .... r "''I,"''\"'~ ... ~, ~ ... fu!''f ... 
-~wr-..JJ \.o4l .JJ ~ ..)..J.AJ ~ ..J·-- X .J 

3341. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~J saic:!,_that when a slave girl with whom sexual 
intercourse was possible, was given as a gift, or sold, or set free, she must observe 
istibra (by waiting till she experiences one menstruation and clear her womb 
thereby). However, a virgin need not ob~erve an istibra (to cleanse her womb).1 

COMMENTARY: Ibn Shurayh .111~ J goes by this hadith and maintains that istibra is not 
wajib (obligatory) with a virgin female slave. However, the majority of the ulama (Scholars) 
say that istibra must be observe with her too, as a wajib (obligatory). The command that th~ 
Prophet ~J~.11~~ had given at the Battle of Awtas about observing istibra with female 
captives was absolute. The virgins were not excluded from that command. 
IDDAH (WAITING PERIOD) OF UMM WALAD:· The compiler of the Hidayah has 
written that the umm Walad whose master has died or has set her free must observe an 
iddah (waiting period) till she gets three menstruations. If she does not experience 
menstruation then she must wait for three months. 
Ibn Hamman .&! ~ J said that this ruling applies if that umm walad is not pregnant, or 
married to another man, or observes the iddah (waiting period) because of some other man. If 
she is pregnant then her iddah (waiting period) is till she gives birth to a child. If she is 
married to someone else or observes iddah (waiting period) because of another man then, in 
these cases, no question arises of her sexual relationship with her master. So when he sets 
her free or dies,. iddah (waiting period) will not be wajib (obligatory) for her. 
The Hanafis follow this ruling. Imam Shafi'I il1~ J and Imam Maalik il1~ J cont~nd that 
in .these .cases (when her master sets her free or dies) , the iddah (waiting period) of the 
Umm walad is till she gets one menstrualqischarge. Of the Hanafis Imam Muhammad 
agrees with them. 

1 Razin. 
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CHAPTER - XVIII 
MAINTENANCE & RIGHTS OF THE 
SLAVES (MALE OR FEMALE) 

Vol.3 

The word nafaqat (.;..Wi) is the plural of nafqah (4.W) Nafq~ is that which is spent. In the 
terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), nafqah includes food, clothing, residence. 
The plural form has been used in the caption because there are many kinds of nafqah, like 
wife's nafqah, children's nafqah, parent'~ nafqah, and nafqah of relatives Besides, it cover 
its general senses, wajib (obligatory) or non-wajib (obligatory). ' · 
(The second portion of the caption: ) 'Rights of the slaves include food and clothing, and 
not compelling them to do what is beyond their power and courage . 

. CONCERNING NAFQAH OF WIFE: The nafqah of the wife is wajib (obligatory) on the 
husband. He must provide her food, clothing and residence. It is irrespective of whether he 
is younger than her· or older, whether she is a Muslim or an infidel. Whether she is an adult 
or a minor with whom sexual intercourse is not possible. 
However, nafqah is wajib (obligatory) on the husband provided the wife has submitted 
herself to him in his house, or, though she has not given herself to his charge, yet there is 
either a right of hers (that he refuses to give) or he himself does not ask her to submit 
herself (to his charge) to him. 
AS FRIENDS: It is proper that the husband must make his wife his intimate e friend. They 
must live together in close intimacy and content themselves with whatever is easily 
available to them. They must follow the custom of noble families whereby the husband 
must ~ork for a living and the wife must take care of the house. The husband must 
provide the necessities according to his means. Then the wife must employ her skill to put 
these things to optimum benefit for _the fa~ily and associated people. 
UNFRIENDLY: If the couple do not see eye to eye, the wife may approach the judge or 
ruler to compel her husband to give her a regular allowance. He will order the husband to 
provide her maintenance every month, clothing twice a year. These things will be handed 
over to her respedively every month and every six months. 
In the judge fixes a monthly allowance and the husband fails to pay every month and she 
demands a daily allowance, then she may demand it every evenmg. 
STATUS: As for the standard, it depends on their status. If they are well-off then a high 
standard of maintenance is wajib (obligatory). If they are hard pressed then the maintenance 
will be in keeping with their status. If one of them is well off and the other is hard-pressed 
then an average kind of maintenance is payable- such as lesser than that for the well off 
but more than that for the hard-pressed. However, some authorities maintain that in every 
case, the husband's status will be the determining factor. Maintenance allowance will be 
paid according to this status, irrespective of the position of the wife. 
If the spouses disagree on the question of the husband's status then the wife may take the 
case to the judge and present her wit nesses .. If he is convinced then he will judge the 
husband's status as claimed by ~he wife. If she does not present witnesses, her petition will 
be rejected. . 
SERVANT: If the wife has a servant for her and the husband is well-off, then he will 
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provide maintenance to his wife and to her servant too. But, if he is not well off, then he is 
not bound to give allowance to tl-te servant too. 
PROSPERS: If, after the judge fixes a maintenance allowance for the wife, the status of the 
husband improves or worsens, then the judge will review that on a petition filed by either 
of the spouses, and revise the allowance accordingly. 
IDDAH (WAITING PERIOD): If a woman observes iddah (waiting period) after her 
husband's death then she is not entitled to a maintenance. 
DISOBEYS: So, too, if a woman disobeys her husband and goes away from his house 
without his permission and for no reason whatsoever, then her maintenance is not wajib 
(obligatory) on the husband. 
OTHER REASONS: Maintenance is not wajib (obligatory) on the husband for his wife 
if she is in prison for non-payment of a debt, or 
if she is so sick after marriage that she has not been sent to her husband's house, or 
if she is such a minor that sexual intercourse cannot be had with her, or 
if she departs to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) without her husband. 
HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE): If a wife is accompanied by her husband for the pilgrimage then 
her maintenance at home is wajib (obligatory) on him. But the expenses of the journey and 
passage are not wajib (obligatonj) on hif!l. 
ILLNESS: If a man's wife was taken ill at her parent's house and was sent to his home in 
that (ill) condition after their marriage, then her maintenance is not wajib (obligatory) on the 
husband. However, if a wife falls ill at her husband's house then her maintenance is wajib' 
(obligatory) on him. 
HOUSE: The husband must provide his wife a house suitable to live in keeping in view the 
demands of Shari' ah (divine law) and his own means. The house must be for her alone and 
his own folk or his wife's folk should not live there. If she herself wishes to live alongwith 
then then he is not bound to get her a separate home. 
If a husb~d house has many rooms and he gives his wife a separate room with its own 
door and lock then that is enough. She has no right to ask for another room. 
WIFE'S RELATIVES VISITING HER: The husband is within his rights to disallow his 
wife's relatives·from visiting her (even her son from a previous marriage). But, he has no 
right to prevent her mahram relative to meet her and converse with her. He also has no 
right to disallow her to visit her parents once in a month and to stop them from visiting her 
once a month. (He may forbid mutual visits beyond once a week). He also has no right to 
disallow her to visit her paternal relatives or them to visit her. Once a year. (He can prevent 
their mutual visit beyond once a year.) 
DIVORCEE: A divorced woman, in her iddah (waiting period) is entitled to claim from her 
husband maintenance and residence whet ever the kind of divorce (raji, ba'in or 
mughallazah) whether she is pregnant or not. 
SEPARATIONS: Sintilari y, :he husband is responsible for maintenance and lodging of a 
woman who observes an iddal1 (wmtiug period) for separation (apart from divorce) brought 
about because of a right of Shari'ah (divine law), but not because of disobedience, for 
example, an umm walad or a mudabbarah who was married to a man and was set free, and 

· exercised her option to separate from her husband, or a minor who has been married to 
someone by her guardian attains majority and exerc.ise her right to separate from her. 
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husband. In such cases, the woman is entitled to receive maintenance and lodging. 
DISOBEDIENT: If a woman observes an iddah (waiting period) after separation 
brought about because of sin or disobedience, then her husband. is not responsible for 
her maintenance and lodging. For example, (we seek refuge in Allah) a woman 
apostates, or commit indecency with her husband's s·on because of which she stands 
forbidden to him by law, like having intercourse with him, touching him with lustful 
desire or kissing him; - these things bring about a separation between husband and 
.wife and she has to seclude herself in iddah (waiting period), and she is not entitled to 
ask him for maintenance and lodging. 
SIN DURING IDDAH (WAITING PERIOD): If a divorced woman who observes iddalz 

. (waiting period) and duly receives maintenance and lodging appostates while she is in iddah 
(waiting period) then her right to maintenance and lodging ceases. And, if during her iddalz 
(waiting period), she commit indecency with her husband's son or father then she continues 
to be eligible for :maintenance and residence provided she was not divorced with a talaq 
raj'I (revocable divorce) but with ba'in mughallazah (irrevocable). 
MAINTENANCE OF CHILDREN: The expenses of minor children who have no personal 
property are to be borne by their father even if he is poor. No one else will be liable to share 
this responsibility with him. 
SUCKLING: If a new boll) who has not been weaned and its mother is married to its father 
but does not wish to suckle it and it does suckle another woman then its mother should not 
be compelled to suckle her child. But~ if the infant wiil not take another woman's milk, or 
there is no other wet nurse, then the mother will be compelled to suckle her child. 
MOTHE;R WILL NOT SUCKLE: If the mother declines to suckle her child and there is a 
wet nurse willing to suckle the child then the father must hire her to suckle the child in the 
presence of its mother. The wages of the wet nurse will be paid from the child's property, if 
any, but ~fit has nothing of its own then the father will pay the wet nurse her wages 
HIRING THE MOTHER: If the father hires the child's mother to suckle it and she is his 
wife or undergoes iddah (waiting period) for a revocable-di~~rce,~then this is not all~wed. If 
she has been divorced irrevocably or absolutely then authorities differ on whether she may 
be hired or not during her iddah ~(waiting period). However, on expiry of her iddah (waiting 
period), it is allowed to hire the child's mother to suckle her. Rather, in this case, if she does 
not ~emand higher wages than other wom:1n, then she would be stupid. 
HIRING WIFE: If a man hires his wife or (divorced wife) who is in her iddah (waiting 
period) to suckle his child from his ahother wife then this hiring is allowed. 
HELPLESS OFFSPRING: If a man' adult daughter is extremely poor and needy or an 
adult son handicapped and invalid, then their father is responsible for the expenses on 
them. "The edict is given in this way. However, some people say that the father is 
responsible for two-thirds of their expenses and the mother for one-third of the expenses. ' 
MAINTENANCE OF PARENTS: If one's ancestors (like, father, mother, grandfather, 
grandmother, so on up the ladder) are poor than the children are responsible to maintain 
them and bear their expenses provided they are affluent. Affluence stands for children 
being sufficiently well-off so that they are not eligible to receive sadaqah (charity) and 
zakah (Annual due charity). If both male and female offspring are well-off then the 
responsibility rests on both to support their forebears, equally. 
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NEARNESS NOT INHERITANCE: In regard to the maintenance of needy bei.rig wajib 
(obligatonj), the determining factor is nearness and. wholeness but not line of inheritance. 
For example, if the daughter and grandson (meaning, son's son) of a poor, needy man are 
both rich, then ~aintaining him is wajib (obligatory) on his daughter though both of them 
are entitled to i~eritance. Or, if the granddaughter (meaning, daughter's daughter) and 
brother of a need.'y man.are rich, then~ grand daughter (on his daughter's side) is bound 
to maintain him though only his brother is deserving of his inheritance. 
MAINTENANCE OF DHAWIL ARHAM:1 It is wajib (obligatory) on every rich man to 
provide maintenance to all his mahram relatives on his mother's side provided this relative 
is needy, or a minor

1 
or a poor woman, or handicapped and helpless, or blind, or a student. 

Or unable to make a living because·pf ignorance of stupidity. If the rich man does not 
spend on these relatives then he must be forced to spend on these relatives then he must be 
forced to spend on theP1. 
The maintenance of_these relatives on the mother's side is wajib (obligatory) according to the 
amount of inheritance. · 
The meaning of these words 'a~cording of amount of inheritance' is explained in this 
example. If a man deserves to receive maintenance because of his need and poverty from 
his relatives on 'his mother's side then he may be presumed to be dead, and his 
inheritance b~ thought to have.been distributed to these heirs (relatives· on mother's side) 
Now, whatever share of inheritance an heir is eligible to receive, he will contribute that 
share towards his mairitenance as wajib (obligatory) on him. For example, Zayd is a hard 

· passed, poor man. He has only three close relatives: · one real sister, one st.op sister and 
one half sister. It is wajili (obligatory) on the three sisters to provide maintenance to Zayd. 
They will contribute to it by dividing Zayd' s total maintenance into five equal portions. 
Then three fifths w-ill be the responsibility of the real sister. One fifth will be due from the 
step sist~r and one fifth from the half sister. This ratio of distribution of their 
responsibilities is exactly how Zayd' s inheritaf1:ce would go to each one of them when he 
dies (and if he leaves a legacy). · 
However, it is not necessary always to know the amount of inheritance receivable or 
payable! What is necessary is to be eligible and deserving to receive or pay the inheritance. 
Suppose that Zayd is poor and needy. He has a maternal uncle and a paternal uncle's son 
(cousin) both of whom are rich. It will be wajib (obligatory) on his maternal uncle to provide 
him his maintenance, nothJ.s cousin. 
The maintenance of father's wife is wajib (obligatory) on his son. And the maintenance of the 
daughter in law (son's wife) is wajib (obligatory) on her father in law, provided his son is a 
minor or handicapped. · 
NOT RESPONSIBLE: A poor and incapacitated man is not responsible for anyone's 
maintenance, whether parents or uterine relatives. However, it is always wajib (obligatory) 
on him to provide maintenance to his wife and child!en. 
DIFFERENT RELIGIONS: Maintenance is n~t wajib (obligatory) on each other if they are of 
different religion. However, one's wife, parents ancestors and offspring down the line, 
male or female, are excepted from this ruting and it is wajib (obligatory) to provide them 
maintenance in spite of different of religion. 

1 Cognate. Relatives on the mother's side. 
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SON'S PROPERTY MAY BE SOLD: A handicapped or needy father may sell his son's 
property to get his maintenance from him, but he is not allowed to sell his immovable 
property, like land, gardens etc. However, he is not allowed to sell his son's movc-ble 
property too if the son is in debt. 
A mother I not 'allowed to sell any kind of her son's property, movable or immovable. 
Imam Abu Yusuf .1JJ44,:oo; and Imam Muhammad ~44,:oo; hold that even a father is not allowed 
to sell his son's movable property: 
MAINTENANCE OF MALE & FEMALE SLAVES: The master is bound to guarantee 
complete expens·es of his slaves. This is so whether his ownership is complete, as over a 
slave completely subservient, or over a mudabbarah or an Umm walad, whether minor or 
adults, whether handicapped or sound and healthy. 
If a master refuses to bear the maintenance of his slaves then th~y e1re at liberty to work and 
toil for their living. If they do not find a living. If they do not firfd a living then the judge 
will order their maser to sell them to others. 
If anyone buy some animals but does not feed them, then he cannot be compelled by law~ to 
sell them. However, a moral pressure can be built on him to either sell the animals or feed, 
and look after, them. · · 

SECTION I jJe.J,j..Aili 
MAINTENANCE OF WIFE & CHILDREN 

~Jk~~j~l:~-'.~l....i.J!JJij_;.!,J~~li.t:;.~.·' !;114~!~li~~~<rrtr) 

(~JA:.o) 

3~. Sayyidah Ayshah tp~~; narrated that (Sayjildali}'-:ltind hint Utbah ~~~~;· 
said, 110 Messenger of Allah, (my husband) Abu Sufyan is a miser. He does nof give 
me and my son enough (towards our needs) , except wh~t I take from him .without 
his knowing." (She meant to aslfwhether she could do that) He said, "You·may tcike 
from his money) what suffices you and your son and (as much as) is approved. by 
Shm'ah (divine law)."l 

COMMENTAR~: This hadith is evidence that it is wajib (obligatory) to provide· maintenance· 
to the extent that it necessary. · · · 
Imam Nawawi li11~; said that this hadith establishes that: . 

(i)• It is wajib (obligatory) on man to provide maintenance to his wife and (s':lch) 
minor children (who have no personal property). · 

(ii) Maintenance should be to the extent of .what i~ necessary. 
(iii) It is all()wed to listen to a stranger woman while issuing an edict and enforcing 

a command of Shari'·ah (divine law). . . 
(iv) It is permitted to say something about another person which he 'may not be. 

pleased to hear, provided it is done to find out a solution or an edi~ •. · ·. 
(v) If anyone has a monetary demand on another and he does not pay.it., ttieri the 

1 Bukhari # 5364, Muslim# 7-1714, Abu Dawud # 2259, IbnMajah # 2293. 
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claimant is allowed to take from that person's property as much as equals his 
demand without his permission. 

(vi) A wife is also responsible to spend on her children and support them from her 
husband's property. 

(vii) A wife is allowed to go out of her house for her needs whether her husband 
has given her express permission or she is aware of his willingness. 

(viii) A judge and a ruler may decide a case on the basis of their knowledge or 
information, as we see that the prophet ~J~.1!1~ did not call for witnesses 
but gave instructions on the basis his information. 

SPENO ALLAH'S BOUNTY ON YOURSELF & YOUR FAMILY 

I-\ ... oi.J.)) -~. l.tl.J" ~_, 
~ • ., ... r.r ,, , 

3343. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~.1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~ 
~ J said, "When Allah grants any of you the good things (wealthy and property or 
prosperity), then he should spend it first on himself and his family" (before 
spending on others according to their standing).1 

OWNER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SLAVE'S MAII\'TENANCE 

~... " , - I I , ' " ~ ' l I " t: " t: ~ , " 
~~-.;J :u~ u~~~_;J..;',J~WI ~,JJI JJ-!5 Jl! Jl!zs~..J..b c;10&-J (rrto 

0J-o oi.J.)) -J=~ Ua ~!y ~ ;;il 
3344. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ 
said about the slave, 'for him is his food and his clothing. And he should be given 
only such work as is within his capability."2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith gives two instructions ab0ut slaves to their masters: 
(i) .. - They should be given food and clothing as per their requirement and custom. 
(ii) They should not be burdened with any task that is beyond them and liable to 

harm them. 
It is just as the True Master, Allah, has not burdened His creatures with anything that is 
beyond their capabilities, so too the worldly master must care for their slave. They are 
human beings like them. 
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~ J has narrated in a marfu form that the master is responsible for 
three things concerning his slaves. 

(i) When a slave is offering salah (prayer), he should not ask him to hurry up. 
(ii) When he is having his meal, he should not assign him any task. 
(iii) He should give him enough food to satiate him. 

BE KIND TO SLAVES 

1 Muslim # 10-1822. 
2 Muslim# 41-1662, Musnad Ahmad 2-247, Muwatta Maalik # 40 (Isti'dhan) 
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(~~) _4£J!~till~l!:! {; 

3345. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.&~~ .J narrated .that Allah's Messenger ~ J4:}s-i»l~ said, 
"They (the slaves) are your brothers. Allah has put them under your authority (to 
try you). So, he ·whose brother Allah has placed under his authoritY must feed him 
from what he himself eats and clothe him from what he wears. And he must not 
charge him with a work that is beyond his strength, but If he assigns to him a 
(heayy) task that is out of his capability, then he must help him do it."1 

COMMENTARY: Imam Nawawi .&1~J said that the command to the ·master to feed and 
clothe his slave as he eats and wears is of the nature of mustahab (desirable) not wajib 
(obligatory). However, it is wajib (obligatory) on him to provide these things to him according 
to custom and usage, whether it matches his own standard, is better than it or is of a lesser 
degree. If the owner acts miserly himself, he should not cut on his slave's feeding and 
clothing compared to usage. 
As regards tasks that are not within a slave's ability, the master must help him out himself 
or engage someone else to help him, pious, saintly men are known to have helped out their 
slave girls or waids with the hand mill. 

SIN TO WITHHOLD FOOD OF SLAVES 

Jt.L?fLi jli ':} jli _;!l j! J:,i.,5)\.' :taE-1 iJ jtii iJ -.!,)Lo _;.&i ~~4- .J.?-~ ,iJ I~ 0£ j (rrf. '\) 

'~~.U~~.!...!£ "~- .! t\WI ,! ''L le"J"li .. ~ ... ~~(i.H '~JJIJ .. , '5 ~ ~Li, .L.:t(i 
'-?r' ..T ~ .. ~~~ ~~...;: ,~ ~..~,.. cs-, ~ ~., ~ 

~oi.J.;)-~~&;~~IW!d~JS'~IJ.; 
3346. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.&~~.J narrated that when an overseer of his 
(property) came to him, he asked him, ''Have you given the slaves their food?" He 
said, "No!" So, he instructed him to go and give it to them, for, Allah' Messenger 
~ J ~ .&1)..., had. emphasized, "Enough sin it is on a man t3 hold back from his 
slave his food." 
According to another version (he said: . ) Enough ·sin it. is for a man to destroy the 
sustenance of those under his care (his family and slaves)."2 

INVITE YOUR SERVANT TO JOIN YOU 

6~4-JS~~~~u.~~ ~~ 15L.J...:,J ~ilil ~ ,iJI Jj2.5 jli jli s~;.' c;l ~ j (rrt V) 

...::~I ,., 

~oi.J->)-~IJI 

3347. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~·~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ 
~J said, "When the servant of one of you prepares food.for him and brings it 

1 Bukhari # 6050, Muslim# 38-1661, Tirmidhi # 1945, Abu Dawud # 5158, Musni;ld Ahmad 5-161. 
2 Muslim# .~0. 996, Abu Da.wud # 1692, Must:tad Ahmad 2493. · 
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him, enduring its heat and smoke, he must make him sit with him and eat. If the 
food is little and partakers are many, then he must put one or two mouthfuls of 
it in his hand."t 

COMMENTARY: No one must feel shy of eating with his servants. They to~ are human 
being like him. There is wisdom in it too. The more the people together at meal, the more 
the blessing in it, It is what one tradition suggests: "The best meal is one which many hands 
partake." 
The command in the hadith to invite the servant to the meal is of the mustaluzb. (desir~ble) kind. 

DUAL REWARD FOR. SLAVE 

oJ!..::J ~.:,; \J\ \,d\. ~ 1\ J .. G .. ~ ... ~ ~ fu\ t~ JJ\ J .. , 1 ~. ~ S -:.::1. : • ..3 J\1~ ,!.£~ (rr'f.A) t"' ,c- , . ~., ~....~,.. ~, ,,.,.,.,J~ ~ '-:f"i~ ,. v--.., . 

, , ,, l ~ , 
(~·~)-.,,':A~ -u...,ili~\ii:Sl;$.~1 .. .. ~- ~..r ,_,-.- .. • .. .J 

3348. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~..1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..1!1~ 
~ J said, "Surely the slave when he work whole heartedly for his .master and 
worships Allah devotedly, for biro is a dual reward."2 

COMMENTARY: The slave gets two reward because he is well-wishing to his master and 
he worships Allah sincerely. . . 
To work sincer~ly for ones master is also a form of worship of Allah, because it is being 
obedient to Allah who has commanded that one must serve one's master. 
It is l~ke being obedient to one's parents is a form of worship. This is because Allah has 
commanded us to obey and serve our parents. 
Some authority interpret the hadith to mean that a slave gets a two-fold reward for all his deeds. 

THE BEST THING FOR A SLAVE 

~ili1 &t~~~~ ~_;\: ·dti~,J.;.LJ;:l£ful ~JJ1 J.;.!J jli Jtii~J.'ol 0S-J <rrt~) 
•. . . . . ,. 

(~·~)-AJ~ ~u.~ .. d.!l .. ii:Sl;s. .. ~- ...... , ... , ... .J ,,..J ..... 
3349. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's _Mes'senger ~J~~~~ 
said, '~at can be better for a slave than to be taken away by Allah (in qeath) while 
worshipping his .Lord well and obeying his master! It is excellent for him!"3 

SALAH (PRAYER) OF RUNAWAY SLAVE IS NOTAPPR~YED 
• ~ .. .. , ,, .. ' , ... ' .. ~ . ' ~ ' . .. c: ... c: • • 

~lj..JaJzsJ,W,:U~,;J ~I J;il llL~j~WI ~~I JJ-!5 Jl! Jli~~~j (rr'o•) 

~oi.,J..J)-~! 

1 Bukhari # 5460, Muslim# 42-1663,(o~Tirmidhi # 1860, Abu Dawud # 3846, Darimi # 2074, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-409. : 

' 2 'Bukhari # 2546, Muslim# 43-1664, Abu Dawud # 5169, Muwatta Maalik # 43 (Ishidhan) Musnad 
Ahmad2-102. '· 

. 3 Bukhari # 2549, Muslim# 46. 667, Musnad Ahmad 2-270. 
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3350. Sayyiduna J arir · .,..~ i»1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ i»1 ~ said, 
"When a slave absconds, his salah (prayer) is not accepted from him." 
According to another version from him: He said, "Responsibility is absolved in 
regard to a run away slave." 
Another version from him has; He said, '' '!-DY slave who escapes from his masters 
has indeed, disbelieved till he comes back to thein."1 

COMMENTARY: If the slave flees to enemy territory and apostates then he loses the 
protection of Islam. It is permitted to kill him. But, if he stays in one of the Muslim localities 
after running away from his masters and does not apostate then it is not allowed to kill 
him. In this case, Islamic law will not protect him agninst punishment for fleeing. 
As for the final version, he is said to have disbelieved, if he regards that running away is 
lawful and is not sinful in the real sense. If he does not regard running away lawful, then it 
means that he has approached do, or he has been ungrateful to his masters. 

ACCUSING SLAVE FALSELY OF FORNICATION 

3351. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~1»1~ J narrated that he heard Abu Al-Qasim ~.iii'~ 
~ 1 (the prophet) say, "If anyone accuses his slave of adultery while he i~ innocent 
of what he says, them he will be awarded stripes on the day of resurrection, unless 
he is as he said (in which case he will not be striped)."2 

COMMENTARY: A slave also deserves as much respect as a free man .. Those people are very 
foolish who unleash abuses on their subordinates and fear not the chastisement of the hereafter. 

ATONEMENT FOI~ 3EATING SLAVE UNNECESSARILY 

' ., ', "' , "' 
(.~~I_,.J)-~a:'1~1A3JlZ....!..;1i~jl 

3~52. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&,~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~)»,~ 
~J say, "If anyone beats a slave for something that he had not done, or slaps him, 
then the atonement for it is that he should set' him free."3 

COMMENTARY: As it is, to slap any one for no reason is forbidden. This hadith mentions 
a slave particularly.lf he is beaten unnecessarily then he must be set free as an expiation. · 

.... fl. ,..,, ...... , , .. !.,'"'c: -"~ .. , .. 
;j', ~ ~~~! ~ ~~~ ~iU LSJ.l..~y~l ~ Jli~.;{...Qj ~~~ ~J', $C?I ~ j (rror) 

I 

{_.sJ....A 0 I..,.J) _Jill I I~ \ ~ ~ -;\J\ JW I·~ \ ~~ JW _;j _;hAT Jli~ ;l.H;..?. ~ 

1 M~slim # 70.124, Nasa'i # 4049, Musnad Ahmad 4-365. 
2 Bukhari # 6858, Muslim# 37-1660, Abu Dawud # 3165, Tirmidhi # 1947, Musnad Ahmad 2-500. 
3 Muslim# 30. 1657, Musnad ~ad 2-61. 
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3353. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud Al-Ansari ~.1u~J narrated: (One day) I was beating 
one of my slaves when I heard a voice behind me alerting me, ''know, 0 Abu 
Mas'ud! Allah has more power over you than you have over him." So, I turned 
round, and behold! He was Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 j..P. I submitted, "0 
Messenger of Allah, he is free for Allah's sake." He said, "Had you not done it, the 
fire (of hell) would have burned you." Or, (he said,} "the fire (of hell) would have 
touched you."t 

COMMENTARY: The implication is that he was committing a grave sin by beating his 
slave. If he had not forgiven him (Abu Mas' ud) ~~~ J and he had not set him free, then he 
would have been consigned to hell. 
Imam Nawawi .1!1~ J said that by his words the Prophet ~ J~-&1~ teaches us to be kind to 
our servants. The ruling is that if a slave is beaten it is not wajib (obligatory) to set him free. 
Rather, it is mustahab (desirable) and that too with an expectation that the sin for beating the 
slave imnecessarily should be atoned. 

SECTION II 

FATHER HAS RIGHT OVER SON'S EARNINGS 

JJ. ' "" "" J. "" "" ~ I J :~"" "" c: J t1 

~ '~ _;.~.:. :l!t ~ ;s s~J' ~! &.!.J~,~~ uJ ~' Jli ~u J! r.-l:.!4 ~~'J ..J..JJJ )tu 
(~Lo~\.J.)JbY-1 ol.JJ) _;f ~'}..;\ ~ 

3354. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb .111 ~ J reported from his father who from his 
grandfather that a man came to· the Prophet ~ J ~ .111 ~ and submitted, "I have 
wealth and my father needs (from) my property." He said, "You and your property 
are for your father. Your offspring are the best of your earnings. So, consume from 
the earning of your offspring."2 

COM~ENTARY: It is wajib (obligatory) on the son to serve and obey his father. So, too, 
it is wajib (obligatory) on him to spend his wealth on his father. A father is allowed to 
spend his son's wealth. 
It is wajib (obligatory) for a son to provide maintenance to his father. 
It is also deduced from these ruling that if a father steals something from his son's 
property, or has sexual intercourse with his slave woman, then he will not be awarded the 
prescribed punishment. 
C~ildren are the most lawful earning of their father. 

ORPHAN'S PROPERTY FOR GUARDIAN 

"" .,,. ,1 ... -; J "" :1 :1, "" ..... 

(~Lo~I_,<)Llli.J.)Jby.l oi.JJ)-~"l:.& xj~~l:;' }ljJ~~~~ Y.~<.:)lA~~ Jlii~ 

3355. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb ·.111 ~ J reported from his father from his 

1 Muslim# 35-1659, Tirmiclhi # 1948, Abu Dawud #"5159 . 
• 2 Abu Dawud # 3530, Ibn Majah # 2292, Musnad Ahmad 2-214. 
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grandfather that a man came to the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ and submitted, 111 am poor 
and have nothing of my own. I have under my care an orphan." (May I use his 
wealth?) He said, 11Eat from the property of your orphan, but do not be a profligate, 
and do not be hasty in spending (before the need arises) , and do not hoard for 
yourself (from it)."t 

COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ gave the man permission to consume an 
orphan's property on three conditions as outlined in the hadith. 
The hadith allows an orphan's guardian, if he is poor, to take from the orphan's property 
what he needs. But, if he is well-off then he is not allowed to take anything from it. 
This subject is also established from the Quran. 

EMPHASIS ON RIGHTS OF SLAVES 

"" .. \~, "" , "" .. ~ , • , ~! "" 
-~~~u&-SJIS~Ij ~II.SJJJ-....;->~1)'1·:. '"·Oti&::H &IJJ-_;.~l.;jl 

3356. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.1!1~; narrated that the prophet ~ J~lil'~ used to 
say during his illness (that led to his death), "The salah (prayer)!" (stick to it,) 11 And 
your slaves!" (Give them their rights.)2 
3357. Sayyiduna Ali ~.111~; narrated that the like of it.3 

COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J~li11~ placed stress on salah (prayer). It should not be 
neglected or missed without a valid reason recognized by Shari'ah (divine law). It should 
be offered correctly observing every little detail. 
The slave should be given their rights. These include feeding and clothing them and being 
kind to them. 
Similarly, animals also must be given their rights. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that, on the day of resurrection, the contention of the dhimm.is 
and animals will be more severe than the contention of the Muslims. 

WARNING AGAINST MISTREATMENT OF SLAVES 

-~S:::WI e .. .,ill.,.f{~'}J .. li .,f ""·'~ilil t~ "'-~'l··~.~lll'-., ~tl~.l~'(r"roA) 
_, ~ • ~ .. ~..,;/#~'.. ~'-}r" ":~' --r, ~-~ . '-1 v-- J 

(~lo~I.JI.S.l.o .,;:JI oi.,J) 

3358. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr As Siddiq ~li11~J narrated that the prophet ~J~~1J-" 
said, 11He who is wicked and unjust to his slaves will not enter paradise." (in the 
beginning with those who are admitted directly).4 

KIND TREATMENT TO SLAVES SPELLS PROSPERITY 

tAbu Dawud # 2872, Nasa'i # 3668,1bn Majah # 2718. 
2 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 8553, Ibn Majah # 1625. 
3 Ibn Majah # 1625, Musnad Ahmad 6-290. 
4 Tirmidhi # 1946, Ibn Majah # 3691, Musnad Ahmad 1-4. 
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3359. Sayyiduna Rafi ibn Makith 1$ J», ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .\1 ~ said, 
'kindness to slave spells prosperity. And, (conversely) a wicked nature spells disaster."t 
(The compiler of Mishkat says: ) 'I have not seen the ad~tional words to his saying 
anywhere other than al-Masabih uiz. ''And Sadaqah (charity) prevents an evil death 
and piety lengthens life." . 

COMMENTARY: When a master is kind and good-natured to his slaves (and 
subordinates) , mostly they reciprocate the gesture and are very loyal to him. This results in 
prosperity and blessings. 
If it is the other way about and the master is rude and harsh to them, they detest him and, 
in the end, they do not hesitate to kill him and destroy his property. 
An evil death could be a sudden death or a death when the dying person is not aware of 
monotheism and the true One. He does not get a chance to give the rights of fellow 
creatures and make amends for violation of rights of the creator by making a repentance. 
Anyone's lifespan may be prolonged. Allah may have decreed a person's age to be a certain 
number of years, but if he is pious then' so many more years.' 
But, apart from the literal meaning, 'lengthens life' could mean that it would bring 
prosperity and blessing in life. Or, people would continue to remember him after his death. 
As for the concluding remarks of the compiler of the Mishkat, Mirak J»1~ J has pointed out 
that shaykh Jazri ~ J», ~ J has also reproduced the hadith as in the Masabih and Imam 
Ahmad .&~~ J toQ has transmitted the complete hadith. 

SLAVE ADJURING BY ALLAH TO BE SPARED 
, " ~ ,f" , I J " , ' " J, ' J, J , C: , C: " 

ljlJJliall;...li~~ll;.S'~I~.,;...oJlt;J..:.J~WI~~IJj.!JJliJlir):,'i'il(.;-j(rr\•) 

_ .. ~~~I ill.;-'l;J" ~ l• ,.t;~-1k''"~- . ,~"''~''ai-'"JI '·'~.l.o,1tUI '.;"-, ~~~ ~ .. , .. '..;--- • ~ ~''-' ~ _, , c.a ... J\.ii',;J)'I 'J ~ .. 11' .. 

3360. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~ Jial ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ J»t ,)-P 
said, "When any of you beats his servant and he remembers Allah,. then take away. 
your hand (from him, and stop beating him)." 
But, Bayhaqi has: Yamasik instead of farfa'u aydikum (he must hold) i:q.stead of 
(take away your hand) , the sense is identical.2 

COMMENTARY: T~ebi .iit~J said that 'hold or take away your hand' applies when the 
master. beats him to discipline him. It does not apply when a prescribed punishment is 
award ed as for consuming wine etc. 

DO NOT SEPARATE CHILD FROM MOTHER 
, .. "' -: , !. ' "' J ' .:. "' "' c:: ... , L&..UG 'S..:UI G ,-:k; l! '"9 6-4 J ~ -'\"·'~WI \~41JI J .. 'J ~ Jli ~~1,}1 ~' (rY'"H) ., JJ st "_, v .. ~ Y ~ ~., ,_ ~, _,....,. , • ~ '-? ., 

.r I ' 

(JJ I ..U I.J t.S.l.o ..1tH o li.JJ) -~~I..;~ 1:: ,.I @.j ~WI J j.i 
3361. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
said, "If any separates a mother from her child then Allah will separate him from 
his dear ones on the day of resurrection."3 

t Abu Dawud # 5162. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1950, Bayhaqi in Shawbul Eeman. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1253, Ibn Majah # 2479, Musnad Ahmad 5-413. . 
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COMMENTARY: This refers to a female slave and her child. It is not allowed to sell a 
women slave but retain her child, or sell the child and keep its mother. He who. does such a 
thing will be kept away by Allah on the day of resurrection from his dear ones, like parents 
or children, etc. 
The ulama (Scholars) -say that though the hadith mentions a mother, it applies to every near 
relative like father, grandfather brother, sister, etc. from whom a child is separated. 
According to the Hanafis, it is allowed to separate two young brothers from one another. 
It is allowed to separate an elder child from his relatives. But, what an elder child means? 
Imam Shafi'I ~~~ J says it is seven years, or eight. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J says that an adult is elder. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J and Imam Muhammad .&1~J say that it is makrulz (disapproved) to 
separate a child from its mother or other such relatives. But, Imam Abu Yusuf .&.~ J says 
that it is simply not allowed to separate a child from its mother or any other dhurahm 
relative (Like father, etc.) He says that it applies to all relative of dhurahm mahrams even if 
not related through parentage. 

u jlii ~~~~ ,! '~i~~J ~~~J~ili1 ~;iJ1 jj-!5 U< &J J~ cj6£J (rr\'f) 
.. "' ...... ' , ...... , .. .... l!i .. !·' ! ' 

<4~0-!,_,lSJ...)JioiJ.J)-~~J~SJJlii:U~li·:;U)UJA9lA(j£~~j~illi~~IJJ-!5 

3362. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.11~~ gave him as 
gift two slave both brothers. He sold one of them. When Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~ 
~J asked him "0 Ali, what did your slave do?" HE informed him (of what he had 
done) , so he said, "Bring him back! Bring him back!"l 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ali ~.&1~ J was instructed to annul the transaction so that the 
two brothers may not be separated. The command was repeated to show that it is wajib 
(obligatory) to do so and such a sale is makruh (disapproved) tahrimi. The command not to 

. separate the two brothers shows that not merely mother and child but~ther relatives too 
must not be put apart. 

,:::: ,~f .. " ' .. ! ' ' .. .. .. "'" , .. &I ~.J" -~1 S "9 ~IJ ,t~ .-\".~~ill\ \~ ~- ·u1 &' -!~i l&..U a~ ~.J~ ;:'~:HJ "'9 All~~ (rr'\'f') ..; ... !..)' "" ~ ~...., ,.. ~ ~ '-6-- ~ J...; 11 .. , • V•• '.J . ..11 

fell t:!J"'\"''"\ 
-~~.J ~y. 

3363. Sayyiduna Ali ~ .111 ~ J is reported to have sep~ated a female slave· from her 
child (by selling one and retaining the other). The Prophet ~J"-#.111~ forbade him 
to do that, so he annulled the transaction.2 

COMMENTARY: Both the foregoing traditions uphold the contention of Imam Abu Yusuf 
~~~ J that it is not allowed to separate a child slave from its mother or father. 

KINDNESS IS REWARDED 

1 Tirmidhi # 1284, Ibn Majah # 2249, Musnad Ahmad 1-97. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2696. 
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3364. Sayyiduna Jabir ~i»1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J.,.U:.ils1~ said, 11He who 
possesses three characteristics will have Allah giving him an easy death and 
admitting him to his paradise: 

(i) · kindness to the weak, 
(ii) affection and love towards parents, and 
(iii) kindness to slaves."t 

COMMENTARY: The weak may be weak in physique, financially weak mentally weak. 
Slaves should be shown kindness by treating them well, better than what is du to them. 

DO NOT BEAT WORSHIPPERS 

~~ '1 jlii u))J ~ ~J ~J ~ ili1 ~ ;u, JJ..!J -.._0I.Lui C?l6£ J <rr-r\-rr\o) 

~-....01 ~.)'.ll!'"i'~'J5~~~.lll11li~~JJ.iJ§_,ljli~T~.;..;6£.~ :) iHi 
rs "' "' "' ~ ' ~ , "' "' 11 

-~1~_;..Q(_,£~j~WI~,DIJJ..!JUliJ~~u:il~ 
3365. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.,.U:.i»1~ 
presented to (Sayyiduna) Ali ~i»'~ J a slave and instructed him, "Do not beat him, 
for, I have been forbidden to beat those who offer salah (prayer), and, indeed, I did 
see him offering salah (prayer)."2 
3366. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~i»'~J said, 11Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~ has 
forbidden us to beat those who offer salah (prayer)."3 

COMMENTARY: The people who offer salaJz (prayer) are noble and meritorious in Allah's 
sight and are distinct among His creatures. 
Teebi ~~~J has pointed out that since Allah has forbidden the people to beat those who 
offer salalt (prayer), ion this word, so we have high hopes in His mercy that, in the hereafter, 
he will not punish them, insha Allah. . · 

FORGIVE THE SLAVES 

~ ~ ~~ 
- . ...!.£,·..3-illl~ .l.£ ,&~.l.A~~~'\&1 "'.J"' ... :S 'IS 11'1 &I "'.J"'S '"--' '-3~ ':{· "' "' . v- 1,;11 ... .;_J)J '.J '.J '.J !Yo .J ..r. 

3367. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~i»1~ J narrated that a man came to the Prophet 
~J~i»~~ and asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, how often may we forgive (our) 
servant (and slaves)?" But, he said nothing. Then the man repeated the words to 
him but he maintained silence. When he asked the third time. When he asked the 
third time, he said, 11Forgive him seventy times every day."4 
3368. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated ... s (the same hadith). 

1 Tirmidhi # 2494. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-258. 
3 Daraqutni # 8 (Tashdid fit ark asalah) 
4 Abu Dawud # 5164, Musnad Ahmad 2-111. 
5 Tirmidhi # 1949, (By both Ibn Umar & Ibn Amr) 
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COMMENTARY: The word 'seventy times' do not limit the number to seventy. The Arabs 
u~e this figure to denote 'very many.' Hence, the servants must be pardoned very often, 
innumerable times. 
The. prophet ~ J A# .1!1 j-P did not answer the question straightaway because it was an 
iriappropriate enquiry. Forgiving someone is a mustahab (desirable) and desirable thing and 
should not be limited t o any number of times. 
Or, perhaps the Prophet~ J~.1!lj-P awaited a revelation in this regard. 

AN ADVICE CONCERNING SLAVES 

J. L"' "' , "' "' ~, f.\.l, ... 1 , "' ', Jt' nJ (.ljb~l-' J...:..l ol_jJ) -;1.\1 JU.I~.}..a3 ')t j &J-':.;9 ~_;.~ ')/ 6-' j....!,J_;..!.SJ\!~ &~ lj ....!.}~ 
3369. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.1n~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.iil~ said, 
'Those of your slave who obey and serve you (as you desire, and are suited to your 
desire, and are suited to your temperament) , feed them from what you eat and 
clothe them from what you wear. Those of them who do not suit your temperament, 
sell them and do not punish (and do not hurt) the creatures or Allah."1 

BE KIND TO ANIMALS 

" "' .. "' ' ' "' J, ' J, , "" "' ' .. .r.. v., _t Jlii~A'~t!. 'J .1.9 ~ "' 1 ".~ .. ,~~illl \~4UIJ.L!.~ ~Jli~\~.l~ ..... f.£~(rrY•) '"" ., ~~ 1--:r;;,~...tt~~ r,..sr-; ~...r- , .. , ,• ~v--.J 

(Jjby.lai.J.J)-4~L£§~1J4~L£~Jli~l~l+:li,Jl»QaDII~I 
3370. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn AI-Hanzaliyah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.iillj-P 
passed by a camel that was skin-and-bones. So, he said, "Fear Allah concerning 
these dumb animals. Ride them when they are strong and capable; (of carrying 
riders) and let them go about when they are sound (and not tired)."2 

COMMENTARY: It is wajib (obligatory) on the owner to provide enough thay and water to 
his animals who cannot complain or ask for anything 
The animals should be mounted only when they are strong enough to take a rider. Before 
they get tired, they must be allowed to graze and drink and rest. In that way, they will 
become strong. 

SECTION III 

ABOUT AN ORPHAN'S PROPERTY 

"WAJ~~~t. ... ~ ,~~L ~~~~ J"'u ,,,;j3'}JJWAJ~ \~~l!iJ"~, ""~~~ ~~ <rrv') (.j 'J""".J ....,., ~ , "" ,_,_ y. ~ u..r \Jsf • ill' "" ..,., 

1 Abu Dawud # 5157, Musnad Ahmad 5-168. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2548, Musnad Ahmad 4-180. 
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(~WJI.J Jjb~l oi.J.J) 

3371. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ .J narrated that when Allah's words were revealed. 

6 152 J ... ' ' :1 ... :1, ... 

( : )~~~~~·~!~~IJlAIY.~'ij 
And his words: 

(4: lO)~~~~~Iji;,&T~_;Y~~~t~! 
any one who had an orphan in his care (became extremely cautions and) went and 
separated his food and drink from his. So much so that if any of the food and drink 
of the orphan was left over, he kept that aside for him until he ate it (the test time) 
or it rotted (However,} they (these guardians) found this thing very taxing or them 
and told Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~~~ about it and Allah revealed the verse: 

'"'! :1 "' .,f. "' ' (9 "' :1/. I :1 "' J (r:rr•).;..,)..,)ly..1i~~~~lJ .~~~?"~!Jjc.}f:S)Iif~j.\~j 

So they put together their food and their drink with theirs. 
The translation of the verse respectively are: 

J ... ' ' :1 ... :1 .. ... 

~~~~~'1!~1JlAIY..Jl3'1~ 
{And approach not the wealth of the orphan, save with that which is best ... } (6: 152) 

r ., :1 "' ...... ·,~1!''- • ,f~Lr..' r"t,e !!~\ J"' "' .:~m ...... ·' (l•:f"~'-AJ1)-1~~jlf("'!Jijll~..;..40~J.c~~;!~~' lj-&1~~~~~~~! 

(Surely those who devour the possessions of orphans wrongfully, devour fire in 
their bellies. And they shall enter a blazing fire} (4: 10} 

~~~ 'l ... !!JtJ\'lrlJij_;.SJijJ.1i~~tt~lJ~~lt~!JiJ~Iif~}t:~lj 
,__. , , ~ , , 

(rr• :r o~l) ->~'}ill I tl! jlj 
{And they ask your concerning the orphans. Say "To set their (affairs) aright is 
good." And yet if you intermix with them, they are your brethren. And Allah ~ows 
well the mischief maker from the right doer. And had Allah willed, he would have 
been hard upon you.}1 (2: 220) 

COMMENTARY: The gist of the hadith is that when the verses of the Quran (6: 152 and 4: 
10) were revealed, the word of the guardians increase and become difficult. At the same 
time, the property of the orphans was wasted. 
The guardians brought their predicament to the notice of the prophet ~ J4#~~~ and Allah 
alleviated their difficulty but warned them that they must remain honest and well-"(ishing. 
Allah knows well the mischief maker from the right doer. If anyone was dishonesrmm iTt! 
would be punished severely. 
It is reported that a student of Imam Muhammad .1n~ .J died. He sold the student's books and 
paid for his shrouding and burial. Some people asked him, "Your student had not given 
instructions for this action. Why did you do it?" In answer, he recited this verse up to: 

t Abu Dawud # 2548, Musnad Ahmad 4-180. 
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{And Allah knows well the mischief-maker from the right-doer} (2: 220) 

DO NOT SEPARATE FATHER & SON 

Vol.3 

(~.JI..UI.J4lo0-!loi.J.J)-~l$j 
3372. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~)»,~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger invoked a curse 
on him who separates father from his son and a brother from his brother.t 

COMMENTARY: To 'separate the two means to sell one of them or give him as a gift to 
someone, the son or one of the brothers is a child. This has been explained in the hadith of 
Abu Ayyub ~.,:a,~J (# 2361) 
Of course, 'to separate' them could also mean 'to set one against another' so that they sever 
ties of kinship. 

~.; :~11 Jbl ~~ ~~ Ji llL~J ;;);,rl.JI ~~I~~ jli ~!.,'~I ,ill# 0LJ (rrvr) 

(4lo ~I o\_,.J) -..P £~!1 J~ ---.u\ %,1§l'=,~ 
3373. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ l»1 ~ J narrated that when captives were 
brought to the prophet ~ J 4# l»1 .}J (from a battle, for example) , he gave whole 
families (to anyone) out of dislike for separating them.2 
(Meaning, he did not separate their members by giving them to different people.) 

THE BAD PEOPLE 

( .. I ) ,,r ~-:!.""'",,~,,,,, 
~.).) o .J.) -o..l9_,J r-J.J o~ , M'.J O~.J 

3374. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.,:a,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~ 
asked, "Shall I not tell you who your evil ones are? They are those who eat alone, 
beat their slaves and deny favours (to others)."3 

COMMENTARY: This hadith lists some things that are disliked and bad. So, those people 
who have them as their traits are evil. The bad mannered and the niggardly are evil. 
Ibn Asakir has presented a tradition from Mu'awiyah ~ ,&, ~J in }ami Saghir that the 
prophet ~J4#li!1~ asked, "Shall I not inform of the evil people?" He is bad who eats alone, 
does not let anyone derive benefit from him, travels alone and beats his slave (unjustly). 
Shall I not tell you who is worse than him? He is worse who detests people and people 
dislike him. And, shall I not tell you of one who is worse than him? He is worse than him of 
whose mischief people are scared and except no good from him. And, Shall I not tell you of 
one who is worse than him? He is who barters his hereafter for the present world. And 

1 Ibn Majah # 2250, Daraqutiu. 
2 Ibn Majah # 2248. 
3 Razin. 
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shall I not tell you who is worse than this man? He is the one who earns the worldly 
possessions through religion. 

TREAT SLAVES AS CHILDREN & BROTHERS . 

.t~l l ~ .. ill. I 1 { J:J '} .. ~ ", ll & ili1 1~ JJ1 J' U. 1 J"li J"li .~.l:JI . , S:S n.T ,r..c,ll (it"Vo) , ~ • ~ .. ~...~,.. ~, ~ ~II', y.../' . ~ .....,..- ...j 
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3375. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr as Saddiq ~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:)s.~j.J 
~""J said, ''He shall not enter paradise who treats his slaves badly." They (the 
sahabah) ~~~~ J asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, did you not tell us that this (your) 
umah will have more slaves and orphans than other ummah?" He said, "Yes, So 
keep them dear to you as you Have your children dear to you, and feed them out of 
what you eat." Then they asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, what is it that would 
benefit us in this world?" He said, 11 A horse that you keep tethered (ad ready) to 
fight on it in Allah's path, and a slave who suffices (caring for your worldly tasks so 
that you may find time to devote to tasks of the hereafter). When he offers salah 
(prayer), he is your brother."t 

COMMENTARY: Jihad would be waged often, So very many captives would be taken. So, 
too, Muslims would be martyred and their children will be orphaned. 

1 Ibn Majah # 3691. 
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CHAPTER - XIX 
ADOLESCENCE (OR PUBERTY) & 
BRINGING UP CHILDREN 

Vol.3 

In this chapter we shall mention the signs of puberty in a boy and a girl. We shall also point 
out who is responsible to train and raise a child. 
SIGNS & AGE OF PUBERTY: The sign of boy's adolescence is that he gets nocturnal 
emissions and becomes capable for reproduction and of ejaculation. 
The sign of a girl's maturity is that she experiences menstruation, get nocturnal dreams and 
can become pregnant. 
If these signs· are not fund, then they are treated as nature at the age of fifteen years. The 
edict is according to this and the minimum age of which a boy matures is twelve years, and 
a girl at nine years. 
If they are near attaining puberty and they say that they are mature, then they will be 
believed. They will be regarded as such in Shari'ah (divine law). 
WHO BRINGS UP A CHILD: The mother has the greatest right to bring up her child, 
irrespective of whether her marriage is intact or she is divorced. But, if she has apostated or 
is wicked and bad charactered then she does not have the greatest right. If she is divorced 
and refuses to rear her child, then she will not be compelled because she might be unable 
and helpless to do it, but if there are no uterine relatives then she must be forced to bring 
up the child rather than let the child get lost. 
If the mother (who is divorced or widowed) marries another man who is not a mahram 
relative of the child, then she will be have the greatest right to bring up the child. If she 
marries a mahram (of the child), like its paternal uncle then her right will not be withdrawn. 
Again, if the mother marries a man who is not the child's mahram and loses the (greatest) 
right to rear the child and afterwards is divorced by her second husband or is widowed 
and marries a man who is the child's mahram then she acquires back the right to raise the 
child, more than anyone else. 
If a child's mother loses her right to raise it, or dies, then the next greatest right to rear the 
child rests with its maternal grandmother. If she is not alive, then it will go to the maternal 
great grandmother and so on up the ladder. After them, the right rests with the paternal 
grand mother and so on. 
In their absence, the right to raise the child rest with its sister (real) followed by half sister, 
step sister, maternal aunt, paternal aunt and sisters daughters and brother's daughters. The 
daughters of the sister will have a greater right than paternal aunts (father's sister). 
The relatives enumerated here as eligible to raise a child must necessarily be free woman. A 
female slave and an umm walad have no right to raise a child. However, a dhimmi woman 
has a right to raise a child provided it has not attained an age of understanding reiigion.: 
When there is no woman eligible to raise the child, then the right rests with the asbah (male 
relatives on the father's side) according to the same sequence as their eligibility for 
inheritance. However, a girl will not be handed over (to be raised) to a paternal relative 
who is not a mahram, like a paternal cousin, or to an indecent or careless boy. 
LIMIT OF RIGHT TO RAISE CHILD: The limit of the right to raise a child is its age of 
nine or seven years. 
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According to Quduri, the right to raise a male child ends when the child can eat and drink 
by himself, wear his garments and make istinja, or cleanse himself. Thereafter, his father 
can take the child in his custody forcibly. As for a female child, her mother and maternal 
grandmother will remains eligible to raise her till she begins to have monthly periods. 
Imam Muhammad says that her mother and grandmother remain eligible to raise 
daughter till she can have sexual intercourse. When that happens, her mother, maternal 
and paternal grandmothers and other women lose the right to raise her. 

SECTION I JJt~hjJ&iri 

ADULTHOOD AT FIFTEEN YEARS 

& " rf: of 1 " (~ · :L4:..A) _.:\S .lll ";tUJ!,I ~ ,,.. ~ t.3 , 9 .. ...,-- ..... ..; '.J,.. ~ '...)" 

3376. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..lit u-P J said: I was taken to Allah's Messenger ~ J~..llt~ 
in the year of Uhud (3 AH to participate in jihad) when I was fourteen years old, but 
he sent me back. Then,· I was taken to him in the year of Khundaq (battle of 
Trenches) when I was fifteen years old and he permitted me (to participated in the 
battle - the jihad). 
Sayyiduna Umar ibn Abdul Aziz li!t~J said, 11This distinguishes the warriors from 
the children."t 

COMMENTARY: This is evidence that the age of adult hood is fifteen years. 

THE QUESTION OF RAISING DAUGHTER OF HAMZAH ~..lltu-P J 

""t , , ,., *"l , , , I , II I~~~' , 

(~~)-bx_;.Aju~l&ll~_j. .. Jlij~Jau-·' 6:",1-r'% 
3377. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ibn Aazib ~ ~ ~J narrated that on the day of al 
Hudaybiyah the Prophet ~J~lilt~ made peace (with the infidels of Makkah) on 
three conditions that: 

(i) If any of the polytheists came to him, he would send him back to them (the 
Makkans). 

(ii) If any of the Muslim came to them, they would not send him back (to him), and, 

1 Bukhari # 2664, Muslim # 91-1868, Tirmidhi # 1366, Ibn Majah 2543. 
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(iii)He would be allowed to enter Makkah next year and stay in it for (only) 
three days (and perform the redeeming umrah). 

So, when he entered it and the (agreed) period was over and he set out, the daughter 
of (Sayyiduna) Hamzah ~Jill~ J followed him, calling "Uncle! 0 Uncle!" Ali """Jill~ J 

held her hand (to take her along). Then Abu ~~~J, Zayd ~~~J and Ja'far """.&1~J 
disputed about her (each claiming right to raise her). So, Ali ~.iii~~J said, "I have 

· taken her (already) and she is the daughter of my paternal uncle (and I have a 
greater night to raise her)." Ja'far ~lilt~J said, 'She is the daughter of my brother 
and her maternal aunt is my wife (so I have more right to raise her)." And, Zayd ~ J 

~ ~ said, "She is the daughter of my brother." (And, he too claimed the night to 
bring her. up.) Then, the Prophet ~ J ~.iii! j.-P decided about her in favour of her 
maternal aunt (who was the wife of Jafar) ~.&~~J· He said, ''The maternal aunt is 
like the mother." Then, he said to Ali ~.&~~ J You belong to me are I belong to you." 
(He meant that both of them were perfectly sincere and of one mind). And, he said 
to Jafar ~.111~J, "you resemble me in appearance and nature." And, to Zayd ~.iilt~J, 
so said, 'You are our brother and our dear one."1 

COMMENTARY: Hudaybiyah is about fifteen miles from Makkah towards jiddah (waiting 
period). In 6 AH, the prophet ~ J ~ .&! j.-P left Madinah, alongwith his sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~ .&! ~ J , to performs umrah at Makkah. However, at Hudaybiyah, the 
idolaters obstructed his passage. 
There, the peace treaty of Hudaybiyah was concluded between the prophet ~ J4:).s-.1itj.-P and 
the idolaters of Makkah as stated in the hadith in brief. 
We shall speak on it at length in the Book of jihad, Insha Allah. 
Harnza ~.&'~J was the Prophet's ~iii~~J paternal uncle and faster brother. Both of them 
had been suckled by Thawbiyah, the female slave of Abu Lahab. This is why the daughter 
of Hamzah """lilt~ J called the prophet ~ J4:).s.li!t._,L.P uncle. 
}afar ~.&t~J was the paternal cousin of the prophet ~J4:).s..iilt~. He was the son bf Abu 
Talib and brother of Ali ~Jill~ J, ten years his senior. 
Zayd ibn Thabit ~ill~~ J was a slave whom the Prophet ~ J4:).s.iilt~ has set free, and adopted 
him as a son. The Prophet ~J4:).s..iilt~ loved him very much. The Prophet ~J~.iiltj.-P had 
established bonds of fraternity between Hamzah ~~~ J and Zayd ~ill'~ J· Hence, Zayd ~ J 

"""ill' called the daughter of Hamzah """.&'~ J his niece. 
Ali ~.111~J took the daughter of Hamzah """lii'~J to Madinah but the three men contended 
with each other on he question of the custody of the child and her maintenance. The 
Prophet ~J4:).s.iilt~ entrusted her to her maternal aunt who was }a' far's ~.iilt~J wife and he 
spoke words of encouragement to each of them. 

SECTION II 

MOTHER HAS MORE RIGHT 

1 Bukhari # 2700, Muslim# 90-1783, Tirmidhi # 1911. 
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.lo ~fo.. .....uT Sl.fij ~ ;1 J;; :~T ~15 tl~ :J L5PJ t~ :J ~.tlj t~~ :J ~-...!.)~Ill ~~I 
~-, :o"' ~ ~ 

... ~ ... ,... ~ ... ~ " ~ , ... ... ... 
(_,j\.)~1.,-4>1 o\.J.J)-~_;.3 LA~~~ ~ll~j~illl ~;l.HJJ-!5 Jlii 

3378. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .i»>~J reported from his father (Shu'ayb) ~~~J 
from his grandfather Abdullah ibn Amr ~ Al1 ~ J that a woman submitted, "0 
Me~senger of Allah, this my son! My womb was a vessel for him (for a period of 
time), my breasts were a water-skin for him (and I suckled him) and my lap was a 
cradle for him. His father has (now) divorced me and intends to snatch him from 
me." Allah's Messenger ~J~AI1~ said, 11You have more right to him (than anyone 
else has) as long as you do not marry."1 

COMMENTARY: The hadith that follows (# 3379) quotes the Prophet~ J~~~~ as giving 
option to the boy of stay with his father or with his mother. Teebi explains that perhaps the 
son mentioned in this hadith may have been a minor child not of understanding age and 
the one in the next could have been of a discerning age. 
As for the condition 'as long as ~''::I do not marry.' The ulama (Scholars) say that it means 
marriage to a non mahram of the child. If she marries a man who is a mahram relative of 
the child, like his paternal uncle, then she retains the right to raise her son because this man 
is expected to b kind to the child. 

CHOICE TO CHILD 

I "' "'I '"' ' "' ~ ' ~ "' "'t: I "' (c.S.l.o fill oi.J.J) -~lj~l ~ (J~~~j~illl ~;JJI Jj-!5~\IS~..}A ~16S-j (YTV~) 

3379. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's messenger gave choice 
to a boy (to choose) between his father and his mother (to stay with either of them).2 

COMMENTARY: This has been explained in the commentary against the previous hadith. 
In that case, the question was about a child being raised and nurtured. So, the Prophet ~'j.P 
~ J4# gave preference to the mother. 
Imam Abu·H:anifah ~~~ J rules accordingly. He says that during the period of nurturing the 
child has no choice. 
Imam Shafi'I li11~ J says that the child may exercise the option even during the time he 
is fostered. 

~ ~ :;1 t""t ., , ~, ,, 
(<5WJI_j _,j\.,~1 ol_j.J) -~ ~li~l *t ~li 

3380. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ li11 ._rp J narrated that a woman came to Allah's 
Messenger ~"" J 4# .;., ~ and complained that her husband intended to take away 
from her their son and, 'indeed, he provided him water and other benefits (having 
attained such age). The Prophet ~ J4#i»1~ said, 11This is your father and this is your 
mother. Take the hand of whichever of the too you wish (to go with)." He took the 

1 Abu Dawud # 2276, Musnad Ahmad 2-182. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1362, Musnad Ahmad 2-246. 
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hand of his mother. She then went away with him.t 

SECTION III ~ttiiJ.caall 

"' "' ~ ' "' "' s: . _f 't f1 "' :: "' "' , :: J "' , ~I fr.A ~4-IJI I ~~!1 Jli ~~I!.}.& -1-JJ.O -...!.)1 •:' '.u ~'~I u£ ..ul.;-,1 ~ ~~ u£ j (Y1"A') 

1 
"' "' ~"" • of "' C: ~ r;: "' -~L.:.I ~~~~&..Jill I &ljjj ~I;S'S:c.~~L:.lllj SJIS j$1 'IJJ 

3381. Sayyiduna Hilal ibn Usamah ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated from Abu Maymunah 
Sulayman, ~..1n~J the freedman of (one of) the people of_ Madinah. He said that 
while he was seated with Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~ J a Persian woman came to him. She 
had her son with her. Her husband had divorced her, and both of them claimed 
(custody of) the child. She spoke to "him in Persian that her husband wished to take 
away their son from her. So, Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~ J advised her to cast lots, speaking 
in alien language. Then her husband came and protested, ''who is disputing with 
me about my son?" Abu Hurayrah ~.1u~J said, "0 Allah! I do not say so (on my 
own) , but I was sitting with Allah's Messenger ~ J~i»t..,LP when a woman came to 
him and pleaded,- '0 Allah's Messenger, my husband intends to take away my son 
who benefits me and draws water for me from the well of Abu 'lnaba' (Here, Nasa'I 
has 'from sweet water.') Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said (The two of you) cast 
lots for him. The husband protested, 'who disputes with me about my son?' Allah's 
Messenger ~J~J»,~ said (the boy). 'This is your father and this is your m9ther. 
Take whichever of the two you wish by the hand, He took the hand of his mother."2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith discloses that some of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) 
~~~ J did know the.languages of the non Arabs. 
The boy mentioned in this hadith was also an adult so he was given the choice. It is clear 
that he was an adult because he fetched water from a far off place, outside the city. No 
mother would send a minor to fetch water from a distant place. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2277, Nasa'i # 3496, Ibn Majah # 2351, Darimi # 2293. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2277, Nasa'i # 3526, Darimi # 2293. 
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I 

~.)I~.)IJJI~ 

BOOK-XIV 

(AL-ITQ) EMANCIPATION 

SETIING A SLAVE FREE 

Vol.3 

STATUS OF EMANCIPATION IN SHARI' AH (DIVINE LAW): From the point of view 
of Shari'ah (divine law), freedom is a faculty of wisdom that lets man have his inherent 
right. He thus becomes eligible to take over as master, leader or one worthy of bearing 
testimony. H this inherent right of anyone is taken away from him when he is enslaved and 
then he is set free and the right is restored to him the faculty of wisdom enables him to be 
. eligible to act as a master, leader and witness. Also he gets the ability to dictate others and 
prevent others from dictating to him. He stands among the independent men. 

PREREQUISITE FOR SETTING FREE: To set a slave free, the person who sets him or 
her free must be reposed with authority, be independent, adult sane and owner of the 
slave he sets free. 

KINDS OF FREEDOM: In some cases it is wajib (obligatory) to set a slave free, like when 
making an expiation. 
In· some cases it is a sin. Examples are when there is a likelihood of his fleeing to enemy 
territory, or apostating, or turning into a thief or robber. 
In some cases, it is permissible, like a slave is released to consign reward to someone. 
In some cases; it is a worship. It is when a slave is set free for Allah's sake, to please him. 

SECTION I 

REWARD ON EMANCIPATING SLAVE 

' '( I ' , (,w.;.ti::.a)-~ ~u. ~!\ : .... Jl!ll·'(~l~~ .. ...,...----- • ,~ • ....,.-~.,. ....,....~ J--- , 

3382. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.111~ 
said, ''If any one set free a Muslim slave, then Allah will set free from hell against 
every limb of the slave a limb of his, so much so that against his sexual organs his 
sexual organs."t 

COMMENTARY: The slave has been defined as Muslim because the reward would 
increase, for, otherwise there is a reward in releasing from slavery any slave. 
The ulama (Scholars) say because of the specific mention of sexual organs that it is better 
for a man to set free a man slave and for a woman to set free a woman slave. 

BETTER TO FREE EXPENSIVE & FAVOURITE SLAVE 
' ... . , , 

Q ~~j ;lJ ~ ~l:;J1 jli ~J;.ii\ ~I~~ ~J ~ ll.H ~ &)J1 J.J~ jli ~l r_;T ~ j (rT'AT') 

1 Bukhari # 6715, Muslim# 23-1509, Tirmidhi # 1541, Musnad Ahmad 2-447. 
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\;::. , .. do' ' ... ' "' , .. ' 11 ,.. .. .. ,,. .. , .. , .. .. 

c..r ~ ~l.a1 ~~ li~i }!JI ~ <.fWI ~jj Jli J'il ,;J ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ Jl ~~ 

(~~)-·~l .. ll 
3383. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~J narrated that he asked the Prophet 4#~1~ 
~J, ''Which deed is b~st?" He said, 11Faith in Allah and waging jihad in his 
path." He then asked, 11Which slave is best (to set free)?" He said, "The most 
expensive and the dearest to the owner." He asked, "And, if I am unable to do 
that?" (Because I may not afford such a slave?) He said, "Help one who makes 
(something), or make (something) or one who cannot make it." He asked, "And, 
if I cannot do it?" He said, 11Spare the people from (Your) mischief. It is a charity 
that you make to yourself. I 

COMMENTARY: It is very obvious that faith is the best deed. Without it no deed would be 
worthwhile. 
Jihad gives strength to religion. Muslim become supreme through it. .:-:·~ 
As for salah (prayer) and fasting they are excellent from another angel. This hadith does not 
mean to compare jihad with them. Jihad could also mean 'to toil heard, 'strive to the utinost, 
'effort,' 'exertion.' And it is applied both to jihad in Allah's path, war, and also to other forms 
of worship. Thus doing what we are commanded to do and abstaining from what we are 
forbidden entails strentious effort and this is jihad akbar (the greatest from of jihad). 
The meaning of the Prophet's ~ J4:}s.~ljJ saying, therefore, is tha·t the best action is to have 
faith and to act on the demands of faith. It is as we are told · 

(Say 'I believe in Allah then be steadfast). 
Help one who does something: The something_ done is everything that is a means of a 
man's livelihood. It can be industry, skilled work, trading or any profession. This looks 
after needs of his family. If a person cannot do that because of his weakness then he ~hould 
be helped. 
If anyone does not know how to make something necessary for his livelihood ~en others 
should make it or do it for him. On that support, he will subsist. 
Abstain from causing harm to others: Do not involve them in evil. Do not hurt other with 
your tongue and hands and do not cause them loss of any kind. Abstaining from these 
things is also being good and spreading blessings, more so when one abstains from evil in 
spite of having power to do it. 
Instead of saying in the conclusion, 'this is bemg good to other, the prophet ~J~.iin~ 
reminded us that this conduct is a charity to ourselves. 

SECTION II 

MERIT OF HELPING A SLAVE GET FREEDOM 

~I !~;-~~~i}_~jlii~j~dJt~~IJ!~Ijll~~jliy_;~~~l_r.:Stif(rrAO 
~ ~ , , -~ 

1 Bukhari # 2518, Muslim# 84-136. 
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... ~ 1 o II "' r;j t:J"' I 1 "' "' 
-~~j)'I~Qt§i::ll&~j5-~~~!~l:.J.u.Q~.l~_; .. L •.. !..J19 

_, , - ;iii' ts 

3384. Sayyiduna al ~ara ibn Aazib ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that a villager came to the 
prophet ~J~.ii'~·and submitted. "Teach me a deed that will get me admittance to 
paradise." He said, Though you have used few words, yet you have presented a 
significant enquiry. Set free a soul and deliver a slave (from slavery)." He asked, 
'Are they not the same thing?" He said, "No. To set a soul face is to do it by yourself 
while to deliver a slave (from bonds of slavery) is to help him pay the price (for 
buying freedom). And (more deeds leading to paradise include) you should lend (to 
a needy person) a milch camel or sheep that has much milk for milking. And, you 
must be kind to a cruel relative (who does wrong to you). If you are unable to do 
that, then feed the hungry and give drink to the thirsty. And enjoin piety and forbid 
evil. And, if you are unable to do that, then hold your tongue (from everything) 
except from what is good."I 

COMMENTARY: One sets his own slave from or help another's slave pay for his freedom 
when he has contracted with his master to buy it at a certain price. This kind of slave is 
called a mukatab. 
The Arabic word in the text is (~') (alminhah). It stands for a she-camel or sheep that has 
plenty of milk. The poor person to whom it is lent may use its milk or hair. 
As for the final edict 'shut your tongue from everything but good words.' There is another 
hadith of the .same purport: 

"' "' 11/. , "' .t ~ , l 1 .. , 
.z ! k.Jjii~J.Q:.l9~~L~_;:liJ;lll:t~~-...!...>B'u-A 

i' 

"He who believes in Allah and the Last Day must speak what is good or observe silence." 
In other words, one must exercise full control over one's tongue. Nothing bad must come 
on the tongue. Whenever the tongue carps, only good must it utter. If this advice is 
observed, one can preserve oneself from many kind of less in the word and religion. 
Misused words generate misleading thoughts. 
The ulama (Scholars) say of these too hadith that speaking what is 'good' is that which is 
contrary to evil and has reward for it. Whatever speech is permitted falls in the category of 
'good' (If unnecessary speech is repressed many regret could be averted.) 

(.c...JI ?" ~Joi.J.;) -~~~~ ~ 
3385. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Abasah ..s. .1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~ ~ 

1 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab u~ Eeman # 43350, Musnad Ahmad 4-299. 
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said, "He who build a mosque so that Allah may be remembered therein will 
have a house built for him in paradise. He who emancipates Muslim slave will 
have that (action) as his ransom from hell. He who grows old in Allah's path (in 
jihad, pilgrimage, acquiring knowledge or in Islam) will have that (old age) as a 
light for him on the day of resurrection. (He will find deliverance with it in the 
darkness of that day.)l 

SECTION III 

~ .. , ~ .. .. .... .,, , 
(·JWll .)Jb lol J)-Jl!JI~~~~!.! ~ ~~illl~~lk1Jlii'~~HJ5l!.ll \.:1' I.J ~ ',.j ~ , , ~ ,~- , :.. 'if', .. .r-T ~ :, 

3386. Sayyiduna al-Gharif ibn Ayyash ad-Daylamy ~~ ~J said that they went to 
(Sayyiduna) Wathilah ibn Al-Asqa ~..111~ J and requested him to narrate to them a 
hadith without any addition or deduction. So he got angry and said. 11 Any one of 
you does recite the Quran while its copy is hung up in his house, yet he adds and 
omits (by mistake. So, in spite of immense care, there can be some error in ~arrating 
hadith)." They said, 'We only intended (to hear) a hadith you may have heard from 
the Prophet ~J4.}s-iJJ,~." So, he said,'We had gone to Allah's Messenger ~J~fJ,~ 
concerning a friend of ours who had made hell certain for himself because of a 
murder (of someone he committed or suicide). He said, 'Set a slave free on his 
behalf, Allah will deliver from hell a limb of his for every limb of his."2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Wathilah ~~~~)thought that Gharif fJ1~;had asked him to 
narrated the exact words of the Prophet ~-J4#~'~· Then Gharif ..li1~~J explained that they 
only wished to know the meaning of the Prophet's ~ J4:}s-..lil~ words. 
This means that it is allowed to narrate the hadith with some changes in its words but the 
meaning and message must not change. · 

RECOMMENDING A SLAVE'S RELEASE IS AN EXCELLENT SADAQAH (CHARITY) 

-'+"'loJYI·:. ,;~~&::\1 ~IJJ -i:iJJt 
3387. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~.iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 
~J~.iil~~ said, 11The best sadaqah (charity) is the recommendation that gets a 
slave his freedom."3 

COMMENTARY: The recommendation may lead to the slave's emancipation or 
deliverance from a punishment. 

1 Nasa'i # 688 (691) Baghawi in Sharhus sunnalt (Prophet's ~J4#.1llj..P practice)# 2420, Musnad Ahmad 
4-113. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3964, Musnad Ahmad 3-491,4-102. 
3 Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul Eeman # 7682. 
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CHAPTER- II 
(I) EMANCIPATING A SLAVE WHO IS 
OWNED JOINTLY, 

(II) BUYING A RELATIVE & 

(III) EMANCIPATING DURING AN ILLNESS 

Vol.3 

ABOUT SETTING FREE: Among the ahadith of this chapter, some are on the subject of 
slaves who are owned jointly by two (or more) masters, If one of them sets free his share of 
the slave, what should the other do? Is part of slave continuing in ownership allowed or 
not? There are differing opinions about it and even the Hanafi scholars are not u 
unanimous on this subject. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J recognizes part freedom. But, Imam Abu Yusuf .1d~J and Imam 
Muhamma~ ~~ ~ J do not recognize part freedom. This raises many other questions, 
commands and ruling also arise. These are mentioned in the lines that follow. 
The second portion of this chapter is about buying a slave who is a relative. The ruling in 
such cases is that merely buying a relative gets him his freedom irrespective of whether the 
buyer set him free or not. However, here too. Opinions differ on which relatives are 
covered by this ruling. This issue is also discussed in detail in the lines that follow. 
The third portion of this chapter concerns a person who sets a slave free while he is ill. 
What is the ruling about it? This will be elaborated at appropriate places in the ahadith. 

SECTION I JjitJJa~i 

FREEDOM OF SLAVE OWNED COMMONLY 

(~~) 

3388. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .u~.1d~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J·~~~~ said, 111£ 
any one sets free his share in a slave (who is owned jointly) and has enough money .to 
pay the full (remaining) price of the slave, then a reasonable price of the slave should 
be determined and his partners) should be paid their portions, the slave will be set 
free in this manner. If not, then he will be emancipated only to the extend of his share 
that he has set free. (The share of the others) will remain in the slave)."t 

COMMENTARY: If a slave belongs to two owners and one of them frees him to the extent 
of his share and the other does not, then the first one should buy the share of the second 
and set the slave free. However, if he is unable to buy the other share then the slave would 
remain in slavery to that extent and be part free. 
This mean that freedom and slavery can be divided in a single person. The second partner 
cannot be compelled to set the slave free to the extent he owns. Also the slave cannot be 
made to toil (to earn his freedom). This is also the ruling of imam Shafi'I ~~~ J 

1 Bukhari # 2522, Muslim# 1-1501, Tirmidhi # 1301, Abu Dawud # 3940, Nasa'i # 4699, Ibn Majah # 
2528. 
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As for Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~ J, he concedes that (slavery and freedom may combine in a 
single person, and if the partner who releases his share can buy off the other partner he 
may do so, or the second may make him toil to the extend of his share or set him free to the 
extent of his share (so he will be completely free). If the first partner who frees the slave his 
own portion is unable to buy the remaining share he must not turn over his share to the 
other partner. Rather, this partner must get the price of his share from the slave through 
making him toil (for his freedom), or he may emancipate his share. In this case the right of 
wila (":lJ) will be available to both the owners (meaning, they would inherit from the slave.) 
The opinion of Imam Abu Yusuf .&1~ J and Imam Muhammad ii1~ J in this regard is that (if 
the partner who sets the slave free to the extend of his share can afford to buy off the other 
partner then he must do that otherwise the other partner must get the slave to toil for his 
freedom to the extent of his share and thus get his price from the slave. Since freedom 
cannot be partial, the right of wila (~J) will rest only with him who sets free.) 

TOIL FOR FREEDOM 

"' ... &, , • , "' "' "' ~ ' "' ~ ' ' ,., , "' :U ..._uS' ~1~ J;l-1 ~(l l$a~ J:$.16A Jti~j~illl ~~I lf-S~~ ql0£ j (rr'A~) 

"' I., "' , , , , q "' ~- "' ... q 
(~·ti=.a)-~l!~ ... !c~l ... , .. ,IJLA:U t ~ ,,_ t 'liJLA .. ~- ,.. ts~-J-- • ~ v .... ...J~~W ................ 

3389. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ii~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~-&1~ said, "If 
a person emancipates one share in a slave (who is jointly owned), the slave is free 
completely (and he will be credited with his freedom), and if he had the 
wherewithal (he may buy the. other shares too). If he does not possess enough 
resources, then the slave will be made to toil to pay for his freedom, but he should 
not be made to overwork."1 

DO NOT DEPRIVE HEIRS BY EMANCIPATING SLAVE ON DEATH BED 

f,f C: _. _. C: _. "' 01 J , "' , _.(: I ::i tS ~ "' 

~.¥:U Jtlj J~~~l ~~I ~,lil_;...ij:CS.~L::JJI &ljjjJ~ ,& &ljj ~~~ ~.¥ JJl 

_·n ',,tl .JW'~ti_u ,,{i..u. t ,j'f,~~-4~,\J"'lis&s.li~I~.J"''g~-1-13~ 
~ --t"j ~ (.)' .. .Jl-1 (.) ............... ~ , ~ J "f "' .. ..., \.?J .. "' 

3390. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that a man set free six slaves 
that he had at the time of his death. He had no property other than them. Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ii1 ~ called them and divided them into three batches. Then he 
drew lots among them and set two (of them) free and retained four in slavery. And 
he spoke severely of the man. 
Another version also from Imran R) in Nasa'i has instead of 'and he spoke severely 
of the man, (The Prophet ~J~ii~~ said, 111ndeed, I had resolved not to offer (the 
funeral) salah (prayer) over him." And he spoke severely of the man.) 

1 Bukhari # 2504, Muslim# 3-1503, Tirmidhi # 1353, Abu Dawud # 3937, Ibn Majah # 2527, Musnad 
Ahmad 2. 255. · 
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Another version in Abu Dawud has: He said, ''Where I there before his burial, he 
would not have been buried in a Muslim graveyard. (These statements are by way 
of warning and to correct people).t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet set free two slaves out of six because the dying man can 
draw a will his heirs are entitled to inheritanc ef the rest of his property. A will may be 
drawn in the same way for other things like sadaqah (charity), gifts, etc up to one third. 
Zayd ul Arab ~ ~~ ~ J said that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ jJ issued this command because 
generally the slave were Negros and they were of the same value. Nawawi has quoted 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~ ~~ ~ J as saying that in such a situation (when equal treabnent is 
offered), every slave will be presumed to be free up to one third of his person and he will 
be made to toil for his emancipation for up to the remaining two-thirds of his person. 
The Prophet ~ J 4~ ~~ ~ was displeased with this man because he deprived his heirs of 
their inheritance. This was a very disliked action. The Prophet ~ J4~.&~~ showed kindness 
to the man's heirs by giving them four of the slave and so their right. The hadith discloses 
that a dead person may be criticized for this cruel action and contravention of Shari' ah 
(divine law). This does not contradict the Prophet's ~ J~~~jJ saying: 

~ , "' J , 

J1~_;.$Jij.ill.,jr31 

(Remember your dead with goodness) 

PURCHASING A SLAVE WHO IS ONE'S FATHER 

I "' ,'( "'~ "' (.;J-o o ~..)) _;.a:'-_9 ~~i 
3391. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~IjJ 
said, "No son can repay his father (for the things he has done for him) except that if 
he finds him in slavery, he buys him and sets him free."2 

COMMENTARY: It seems from this hadith that a father does not become free only on his 
son purchasing him. Rather, after buying him he must set him free. 
The Zawahir abide by this opinion. However, the consensus of the ulama (Scholars) is that 
when a father comes under his son's ownership, he becomes free. This is stated explicitly in 
a hadith that follows in section II (#3393), and this hadith too means the same thing as 
Mazhar explains that the word(~) in this hadith under discussion has the latter fa (J) to 
denote cause. In this case the concluding portion of this hadith would mean: 
(When he finds his father as someone's slave and buys him to get him his freedom.) 
Hence, it will not be necessary for him to say after buying him, "I have set you free." He is 
set free simply on his son's buying him. 

MAY A MUDABBAR BE SOLD 

1 Muslim# 56. 1668, Tirmidhi # 1369, Nasa'i # 1958, Abu Dawud # 3918,1bn Majah # 2345, Musnad 
Ahmad 4-428. 
2· Muslim# 25-1510, Tirmidhi # 1~06, Abu·Dawud # 5137, Ibn Majah # 3659, Musnad Ahmad 2-230. 
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3392. Sayyiduna Jabir J.:S. k1 ~ J narrated that a man of the Ansar made a slave a 
mudabbar (to be free after his death). He owned no other property. When the 
prophet ~J~kl~ heard of it, he asked, 11Who would buy this slave from me?" 
Nu'aym ibn an Nahham J.:S..iiJI~J bought him for eight hundred dirhams. 
Another version (on Muslim) has that Nu'aym ibn Abdullah al Adawi J.:S. .1!1 ~.J 

bought him for eight hundred dirhams and he brought that (eight hundred 
dirhams) to the Prophet ~y.~k~~ who gave them to the man (whose slave it was) 
and said, 11Spend (this money) first on yourself, giving sadaqah (charity) (of it) to 
your own self. If something is spared, give it to your family. If something is spared 
after they are given, then provide somet;hing to your relatives. If, after they are 
given, something remains, then do like this and do like that." (the narrator said) 
meaning that it may be disbursed if front of him, to his right and to his left.1 

COMMENTARY: To make a slave a mudabbar is saying to one's slave "you are free after 
my death." The apparent meaning of this hadith is that it is allowed to sell this kind of a 
slave. Imam Shafi'i l»1~J and Imam Ahmad ..1!1~J hold that it is allowed to sell a mudabbar. 
Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1 ~ J said that there are two kinds of mudabbar: mudabbar mutlaq 
and mudabbar muqid. The former is one whose master says to him, 11 After my death you 
are free." The latter is he who is told by this master, 11If I die of this illness, you are free." 
The former can only be set free and there is no other way of giving up ownership over him. 
The owner can emancipate him but cannot sell him or give him as a gift to another, but he 
can ask him to serve him. If the salve is female, the owner may have sexual intercourse 
with her and even give the slave in marriage to any, even without the slave's consent. Such 
a slave is free after the master's death from one third of his (master's) property. If he cannot 
be ser free from the master's one third property, then he will be released in part to the 

· equivalent of the third of the third of the master's property. 
As for mudabbar muqid, he may be sold. It is allowed. If the pre-requisite is met and the 
owner dies in that illness, then mudabbar muqid will also be free like mutlaq Hence. Imam 
Abu Hanifah ..1!1~ J says that the prophet ~ J~k1~ has sold the mudabbar muqid. 
The Mishkat has the name as Nu'aym ibn Nahham. But this is an error of the scribe. 
Actually Nu'ayum and Nahham are names of one and the same person. The reason why he 
got the name nahham was that the Prophet ~J~k1~ said, 11When I entered paradise, I 
heard Nu'aym's nahmah (sound). So, he began to be called Nahham. 

1 Bukhari # 6716, Muslim# 58-997, Tirmidhi # 1219. 
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SECTION II u!l~tj..;aiJi 

MAHRAM RELATIVE IS FREE THE MOMENT HE IS ENSLAVED 

( 4lA ~ 1__, <.5.l..o _;U I o I__,.J) 

3393. Sayyiduna (AI) Hasan .iis1~ J (Busri) reported from (Sayyiduna) Samurah .iis1~ J 

~that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iis1~ said, "H anyone happens to own a dhu rahm 
(relative) who is a mahram then he becomes emancipated" (however he owns him 
(by buying receiving a gift or through inheritance).t 

COMMENTARY: Examples are father acquiring son, or son acquiring father, or brother 
acquiring brother. Even if their intention was to get a slave, becaus~ of the relationship the 
slave will become emancipated. 
The word in the Arabic text is dhu rahm. It is applied to a relative through the womb and 
includes son, father brother, paternal uncle, nephew (brother's son) and such. The word 
mahram is a relative with whom marriage is never allowed. Thus, the son of paternal uncle 
and such other relatives are not dhurahm mahram (relatives who are mahram, or mahram 
is of the prohibited degrees). 
The question whether a relative mahram whom one gets to possess becomes free 
automatically or has to be set free has been discussed against hadith # 3391 of Abu 
Hurayrah ~ii.1~J· 
The majority of the ulama (Scholars) hold that relatives of the kind of usul (ancestors, like 
father, grandfather and up the line) and furu (descendants, like son, grandson, etc) become 
free simply on acquiring them. As for the others, the ulama (Scholars) differ. Imam Shifi'I 
.iis1~ J hold that this distinction (of becoll1ing free on being acquired) is available only to the 
usul and furu (ancestors and descendants). Imam Maalik .iis1~J includesbrothers iri this 
distinction but he has also said that all du rahm (relatives through the womb) are included 
in it. He also has a third ruling that conforms to Imam Shafi's ruling. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .iis1~J holds that every such relative mahram becomes free when he is 
acquired as a slave. 

UMM WALAD GAINS FREEDOM ON MASTER'S DEATH 

(J.J I..U I o I__,.J) -~.J.J4 _;I~ 
3394. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i;s,~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ said, "when 
the female slave of a man bears his child, she becomes free on the heels of his 
death." Or he said, 11 After his death."2 

COMMENTARY: During the life time of her master whose child she bears, the slave 
woman does not become free, but after his death she is free. During his life time, he cannot 
sell her, nor give her to someone as a gift. The ulama (Scholars) are unanimous about it. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1365, Abu Dawud # 3949, Ibn Majah # 2524, Musnad Ahmad 5-20. 
2 Ibn Majah # 2515, Darimi # 2274, Musnad Ahmad# 1-363. 
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The hadith that contradicts it is abrogated and will be explained against the next hadith (# 
3395). 

,, , " G " ! til' ! " { ~ J " LUi ~HI~ d ".~~ill I L~ .ill I J, 1J d~ \;:. .l)t~')'l ~~o!~l ~ Jli -.~~ .~.£, (Y'Y"O.o) -1 . '-;-' ~_; ,.. ~ , ,.~ ~ (,f" , ..,;I , ~ ;, v . v-- ..J 

( Jjb~l oi.JJ) _l~!&'ililli. uti~-...!.)~ 
3395. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~.J sai~, "We used to sell the ummahat ul wala4 (slave 
women who bore their master's children, plural of umm walad) in the time of 
Allah's Messenger~ J~.1!1~ and of Abu Bakr ~~~~ .J· When Umar ~.&~~ .J (pecome 
Khalifah and) forbade us to do so, we desisted.1 

COMMENTARY: The question arises: why Umar ~iii'~ .J disallowed it when the Prophet 
~ J~~~~ and the first caliph Abu Bakr ~.11~~ .J had not stopped it?' The answer is that the 
people may not have known that the prophet ~J~~~~ had forbidden the sale of Umm 
walad, or they may have been selling before the Prophet ~ J~l»·~ forbade them to do so. 
As for Abu Bakr ~~~~ J, his Khilafah (caliphate) (caliphate) was short and he was engaged 
mostly in other important affairs and could not have known of the sale of a Umm Walad 
otherwise he too would have curbed this activity. 

SLAVE'S PROPERTY AFTER HIS RELEASE 

' " - .f J " I) " " " ' " J ' J J , c: "c: J )t!.U~I J~i JuAlj I~J;:LI6A ~j~illl ~~I JJ-!5 Jli Jli~~l if'j (Y'Y"O.\) 

(~LA~ 1., Jjb y.l o I_,J) -1:' H ~ ~ -..i;l , .. 
3396. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~l»1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ said, 
111£ anyone sets free a slave and he owns property, then the property of the slave 
belongs to the master unless he stipulates otherwise."2 

(In that case it will remain with the slave.) 
COMMENTARY: Clearly no slave can have. any property. Where will he get any property? 
Whatever he has, he may have earned by doing some work with his master's permission. 
So that too will belong to the master because the slave and all that he possesses are his 
master's property. Therefore, when he is set -free and his master says, "This property 
belongs to you," then that property will be deemed to be a charity or gift from his master. 
Therefore, on being free, he will be its owner. 

PART FREEDOM 

,, " "" I) " J ," " " 
(Jjby.l oi_JJ) -~J 4-li ~r;JJ.~ Jlii 

3397. Sayyiduna Abu Malih .a,,~J reported from his father (Sayyiduna Usamah ibn 
Umayr) ~.111~.J that a man set free a portion of a slave. That was mentioned to the 
Prophet ~ J~~~ and he said, 11 Allah has no partner." Then he instructed him to 
set him free. 

t Abu Dawud # 3954, Ibn Majah ~ 2517. 
2 Abu Dawud.. # 3962~. Ibn ·~ajcl4 # 2S29. 
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. COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~J~~~ words mean that if any thing is done for 
Allah's sake and it is a form of worship then one must not divide one's share. Hence, it is · 
not proper to emancipate part of a salve and leave the rest in slavery. 
The concluding words of the hadith establish that slavery and freedom cannot be combined 
in one person. However, since Imam Abu Hanifah list~ J contends that slavery and freedom 
may combine, he explains these words to mean that the prophet ~J~lis1~ commanded 
the man to set the slave free outright. 

AN EXAMPLE OF CONDITIONAL FREEDOM 

' .. ~ ' ~ "" "" .. .. ,!."" ' .. ~ ' ~j ~ill!~ ,:UI Jj.!.j .!JJlilA ~ c}Jj1J~ -...!.Jl~i ·' '~ lA~j ~illl ~ 

(4lo&tl_, Jj!Jy.l oi.JJ) -&,:: .J:;j_!,lj aU:Sli ,I. ;~lA 
3398. Sayyiduna Safinah ~list~ J said, I was a slave of Sayyidah Umm Salamah, She 
said (to me one day) 'I shall set you free but with the stipulation that you shall serve 
Allah's Messenger ~~J4~list~ as long as you live.' I submitted, Even if you had not 
placed this condition on me, I shall not separate from him as long as I live, (Because 
serving him is a great honour and happiness for me). She then set me free and 
retained the condition on me."t · 

COMMENTARY: Safinah ~ list ~ J was the freedman of the Prophet ~ J ~list .)JJ or of 
Sayyidah Salamah ~.lis~~ J· 

His name was Mahran or Ruman or Ribah. His kunyah was Abu Abdur Rahman or Abu al
Bakhtari, But he was known as Safinah which was his epithet. 
He used to serve the Prophet ~J4~.&t.)J and his sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.list~;. 
During battles, he carried their luggage on his back and transferred that from place to place. 
Safinah means ship. So he was called safinah that conveys goods from place to place. 
It is reported that once he got lost in a desert from the rest of the caravan. Suddenly, a lion came 
before him and roared at him. He said to the lion, "0 Abu al-Harith! I am Safinah the freedman 
of Allah's Messenger ~~J4~list~~." The lion wagged its tail and led him to destination 

MUKTABAH IS SLAVE TILL HE PAYS 

(Jj!Jy.l oi..,J) -J.&J~~~~ 
3399. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb lis1 ~ J reported from his father that his 
grandfather narrated that the Prophet said, 'A mukatab (a slave who has contracted 
with his master to buy his owti freedom) remains a slave as long as even a dirham 
of the kitabah (agreed price) remains unpaid."2 

COMMENTARY: Mukatab is a slave whose master writes down to him, "When you will 
pay so much money you shall be free." When he pays the full amount, leaving nothing due, 

1 Abu Dawud # 3932, Ibn Majah # 2526, Musnad Ahmad 5-221. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3926. 
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he becomes free. There will not be any part freedom. 

WOMEN MUST OBSERVE VEIL BEFORE THEIR MUKATAB SLAVES 
, ,.J. ,. ~ ' , ~ ' ~ I "" , , J 

tl9j 6S'I.1.~1 ~\U ~-...uS' llL~J ~ill\~ ~I Jj-!5 Jli ~ li ~.JI (;-j (r-t • ·) 

<4lA~}.J Jj!J~I.,\S..i4 ..iJI oi.J.J) -~.: ~::~::H 
3400. Sayyiduna Umm Salamah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ 
said (to the woman), "When a mukatab of any of you has enough to buy his fr 
eedom, she must observe the veil before him."1 · 

COMMENTARY: As long as a mukatab does not pay the full agreed price for his freedom 
he remains a slave and is a mahram. It is not necessary for a woman owner to veil herself 
before him. 
The correct thing about this hadith is that the Prophet ~J4#~1jJ had said this to his wives 
because Allah says about them in the Quran that they are not like other woman. Their need 
to veil themselves was stronger. 

ABOUT PART PAYMENT BY MUKATAB 

(4lA~I.J Jjby.I.J 
3401. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb ~~~~J reported from his father (Shu'ayub) .&1~J 
that his grandfather narrated that Allah's Messenger ~"" J •# .&1 ~ said, "If any one 
agrees to set free his slave for one hundred ooqiyah as he pays that except ten 
ooqiyah, " or he said, "ten dirhams and is helpless, then he continues to be a slave."2 

COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik ~~~J says that such cases the owner may annul the contract 
and forfeit the amount paid to him by the slave, for, that has become his property. 

~~~.JJUI~.Jllk~\i:JI9~lll1Jli~j~ililj.o~lif-u;:~~lif'j<r-t•Y) 

~.) ... a:; ~j~ ~.) \Sll ~ ~ ..!.J~I \5:\ !.1 J"li ~ ~lj.J ,; il &..i4:.~\l e1 S t.IS !.1\ :1 ilj -~ ~~ 
.. , ~· jJ .. , , ,, • ~ ~- , ~ , ~.J)J _, ;.,/ Ji J , , 

~:c~{.J"" ~ i.J t$• 

3402. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet~ J~,&,~ said, "When 
a slave who has bound himself to buy his freedom receives bloo~ money or. an 
inheritance, he will inherit only." To the extent he has been set free." 
According to a version, he said, "Blood wit will be paid for a mukatab at the rate 
that is payable for a free man for so much as he has paid his purchase price but at 
the rate that is payable for a slave for much as remains to be paid."3 

COMMENTARY: The slave will ge~ from his inheritance, acc~rdings what h~ ha~ paid for 

1 Tinnidhi # 1264, Abu Dawud # 3928, Ibn Majah # 2520. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1264, Abu Dawud # 3927, Ibn Majah # 2519, Musnad Ahmad 2-179. 
3 Tinnidhi # 1263, Abu Dawud # 4582, Nasa'i # 4811. 
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his freedom. 
As for blood wit his heirs will get when he is killed only the extent he had paid for his freedom. 
That which he had not paid will represent his slavery. Blood wit on that portion will be half of 
what free man's heirs get. So, his master will get that amount at half that of a freeman's rate 
In other words, the mukatab is deemed to be free to the extend he has paid towards his price. 
Only Imam Wakh'ee .1d~J abides by this hadith. Majority of the ulama (Scholars) say that 
this hadith is weak and contradicts the two sahih ahadith (# 3399, and 3401) narrated by 
Amr ibn Shu' ayb ~~~ J that a mukatab remains a slave till he pays his full price. 

SECTION III 

REWARD CONSIGNED TO THE DEAD 

' I ' I J (~ l.o o I.J->) -~ ~j ~ill!~ ;lJ I JJ-!5 
3403. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Amrah al-Ansari ..1!1~J said that his mother 
had wanted to set free a slave but put if off till morning. (Before she could do 
that) sh~ died. 
Abdur Rahman ..1!1~J said ''I asked al-Qasim ibn Muhamamd ..1!1~J, 'will it benefit 
her if I set free a slave on her behalf?"' 
AI-Qasim .lis ~ J informed him that Sa' d ibn Ubadah ~ .1d ~ .J had met Allah's 
Messenger~ J~~~~ and said, ''My mother had died. Will it benefit her if I set free 
a slave on her behalf?" Allah's Messenger ~J~.&s~ had said, "Yes."t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Qasim ibn Muhammad .&s~ J was the grandson of Sayyiduna 
Abu Bakr Ji!1~J· 
He was one of seven well. Known jurists of Madinah. 
The ulama (Scholars)· agree that a dead person may be consigned reward for monetary 
worship. But they differ on whether reward can be consigned to them for physical worship. 
The more correct thing, however, is that reward against physical worship may also be 
consign to the dead. 

l3ti.) ~i lll~ili. '~ i's (i ~u.A !:l ,oi ~ ol (A~ jJih arl J'ti ~GJ fi,£~ j ('rt. t) ., , ~~jill·,·, •w- _ .. ,,·~ 

(~l.ooi,J..>)-i~ 
3404. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Muhammad ~~~ J said that (Sayyiduna) Abdur Rahman 
ibn Abu Bakr ~~~~ J died in his sleep. (Sayyidah) Ayshah 11p~1~ J his sister, set free 
may slaves on his behalf.2 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps Sayyidah Ayshah 1tp..1ii~J knew that Abdur Rahman~~~~.) 

t Muwatta Maalik 38. 8-13. 
2 Muwatta Maalik # 38. 8-14. 
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could not release some slaves during his life time which ended abruptly, which it may have 
been wajib (obligatory) on him set free. 
Another possibility is that his sudden death may have upset her. So the decided to consign 
reward to him by emancipating many slaves on his behalf. 

WHEN SLAVES ARE BOUGHT WITHOUT MY PRE-REQUISITE 

(J.J \..U I o \_,.J) -~ ~(). ~i 
3405. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~1»1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1»1~ 
~ J said, "He who buy a slave without placing any condition about his property 
will get nothing of it."t 

COMMENTARY: If anyone buys a slave and strikes a bargain but omits to include the 
slave's property then he will get nothing of it because it will not come to him with the 
slave. Any property of the slave will remain with the person from whom he buys the slave, 
his previous owner. 

CHAPTER - III 
OATHS&VOWS 

KINDS OF OATHS & COMMAND ABOUT THEM: There are three kind of oath: 
(i) Ghumus(~~) 

(ii) Laghw{_,-1) 
(iii) Mun' aqidah(o.Li.o.t) 

GHAMUS is a false oath on something past or present like saying, 11By Allah's I have 
done it." But in truth, it was not done. It is also accusing someone on oath, 11By Allah 
Khalid owes me one thousand rupees." Such a person is a sinner but no expiation is due 
against it though the liar must repent and seek forgiveness of Allah. 
LAGHW is an oath about something past or present and the person who swears 
believes himself to be true but the facts are not as he says, For instance, he may say, "By 
Allah, I did not do it!" though, in fact, he had done it but presumes to the contrary. Or, 
he sees someone from a distance and says on oath that he had seen 'zayd.' But, in fact, 
that man was not 'Zayd' we may hope about this kind of oath that no reckoning will be 
taken from him. 
MUN' AQIDAH is an oath about something in the future, like, to do, or not to do 
something. It is a promise. If it is not fulfilled then an expiation will be due, as wajib 
(obligatory). For instance, a man may promise to do something, III shall give you one 
hundred rupees, tomorrow, by Allah." If he fails to do so then he will have to make an 
expiation, as a wajib (obligatory) duty on him. Something, it becomes wajib (obligatory) to 
fulfil the mun'aqidah. oath, like promising to perform the fard (compulsory) duties or to 
abstain from sin. One may say, 11By Allah, I shall offer the salah (prayer) of zuhr," or "by 
Allah, I shall give up committing adultery." It is wajib (obligatory) to fulfil these promises. 

1 Darimi # 2561. 
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WHEN PROMISES MUST NOT BE FULFILLED: In some cases, it is wajib (obligatory) not 
to fulfil promises. Examples are when a foolish person promises to commit a sin, or to 
neglect a wajib (obligatory) deed, then it becomes wajib (obligatory) to break the promise. 
Similarly, there are some oaths of the mun' aqidah class tha·t though it is not wajib 
(obligatory) to break yet it is better to do so. For example,.if anyone says, "By Allah, I shall 
not meet any Muslim, then it is better not to fulfil the promise. 
There are other cases, when in order to honour promises, it is better to fulfil one's oath. 
EXPIATION: It must be understood that, under all circumstances, it is wajib (obligatory) to 
make an expiation for breaking an oath of munaqidah type. The oath may have been taken 
deliberately or under compulsion, or one may have been forced to break an oath. 
(A promise made is a debt unpaid. -Robert W Service) 
EXPIATION OF OATHS: The expiation for breaking an oath is 

(i) to set a slave free or -
(ii) to feed ten needy people. In both these options, the conditions and rules will 

apply that have been mention for zihar by setting free a slave or feeding the 
poor. 

(iii) Or, ten needy people may be provided clothing to wear to each of them, such 
that most of the body is covered. So, if only trousers are given then that is not 
enough. 

(iv) If a person is unable to follow any of these three options, then he must fast 
three days in succession. 

ADVANCE EXPIATION: It is allowed to make an expiation before breaking the promise.t 

WHEN NOT WAJIB (OBLIGATORY): Expiation is not wajib (obligatory) for a promise 
made by a disbeliever, even if he breaks it after becoming a Muslim. Also, no expiation is 
wajib (obligatOry) for the promise of a child, a sleeping person and a mad man because their 
oath or pro~e is not valid. 

OTHER RULINGS OF OATH: Three letters are used I Arabic for oath: 
(i)(J) (waw), e.g.(.\i1J) (wallah) 
(ii)(~) (ba), e.g(4lf) (billah) 
(iii)(~) (ta), e.g.(4U) (tallah). 

Each.of these three means, "By Allah', or "I swear by Allah.,, 
In Arabic parlance, these letters are not always used but, nevertheless are implicit, for 
example, if anyone says (4W1.1!1), he means (I.Wili!IJ) (By Allah, I shall do it) 

ON ALLAH: The oath is taken by the personal name of the creator, Allah, or by one of His 
attributes, like Ar-Rahman, Ar-Rahim, Al-Haq. It is not necessary to form an intention 
unless those attributes are used as are also applies to others besides Allah, like Aleem, 
Hakeem and so on, in which case it is necessary to form an intention. In the same way, it is 
also proper to take oath by those attributes of Allah as is commonly done, like 'By Allah, s 
Might and Glory! Or 'by Allah, s Greatness and power!' However, it is not proper to take on 
oath by such attributes with which it is not normally done, like His mercy, knowledge, 
pleasure, wrath and punishment. 

1 However elsewhere it is stated that if expiation is made and then perjury is committed then 
expiation will have to be made all over again. 
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NOT ON OTHERS: It is not allowed to swear on anyone besides Allah, like 'By my father.' 
'By my granny,' 'By the Quran,' or on the prophets, angel, the Ka'bah salah (prayer), fasting, 
masjid Haram (sacred Mosque), zamzam and other symbols. 

IGNORANT OATHS: It is also disallowed to swear, as some people do out of ignorance 
"By my youth, By my head, By your life" "By you!" Or, as some swear on their children. 
All these oaths are forbidden. However, if one swears in any of these forms and then fails 
to act in it then he will have to atone for breaking his promise. 

OTHER FORMS: In Arabic: (.1tl_r$-) (By the Ever Lasting Allah) (.lil1-.s'~) (I adjure you by 
Allah ... ), In Hindi (1~.1.!1"") so ghand khuda or (.I.!J""J1~) Khuda ki soghand Khata hun
these are forms of oath. More kinds of oath include Abdullah, Mithaqullah, I swear, I take 
on oath, Ash hadu (even without the word' Allah'. 
In the same way, if any one says, 'I am under a vow' or 'I am under an oath' .... (even 
without saying Allah) these are forms of oath. If anyone says, "If I do such a thing then I 
will become a disbeliever, or a Jew, or a Christian." Or he says, "If) do that, I am absolved 
of Allah." These are all forms of oath and if anyone does against what he says then it is 
breaking an oath, but he does not become a disbeliever, Jew or Christian. The promise he 
makes or oath he takes may be about the past or the future but he should be aware that 
such a statement amounts to an oath. However, if he had no mind of swearing but did 
really have disbelief in mind then because he himself adopted disbelief, he will become a 
disbeliever. 
If anyone says about another, If he does such a thing then may Allah's wrath be on him" -
or such words- then this is not classified as on oath. Saying(~) (truthfully) or (.1l'J'"J) (wa 
haqq Allah) are also not oaths. However, Imam Abu Yusuf .1!1~ J differs about it. 
To say, "May I swear on Allah." or "May I swear on divorce to my wife," are also not oaths. 
If anyone says about something that he owns that it is forbidden to him, then that doest not 
become forbidden to him. However when he uses it, he will be bound to make ~expiation. 
If anyone says that all lawful things are forbidden to me lawful it will apply to all eatables 
and drinks. So, if he will eat anything that is lawful then he will have to make an expiation 
for breaking a promise, as wajib (obligatory). An edict (fatwa) is also given that if he says in 
this way then his wife will have been divorced even if he had not formed such an intention: 
The same ruling will apply if he says "Lawful things are forbidden to me." Or "whatever I 
take in my right hand is forbidden to me." 
'If anyone adds to his oath, the words insha Allah1 then he will not be a perjurer. Because this is 
not an oath at all, so doing any thing contrary to it will not make an expiation wajib (obligatory). · 
This far we spoke on oaths to some extent. Now let us discuss about the second portion of 
the chapter, vows. 

VOWS & RELATED COMMANDS 
The words (J.U) (nadhar) is a vow. It is to make something wajib (obligatory) on oneself 
though it was not wajib (obligatonJ). For example, a man may say, "0 Allah, if that takes 
place, then I shall fast five days." 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that all the scholars agree that it is correct to vow to do 
something and wajib (obligatory) to fulfil it once made, provided one does not vow to 

1 If Allah will. 
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commit a sin. If the vow pertains to something sinful, then Imam Shafi'I ~~ ~ .J and the 
majority of. the ulama (Scholars) hold that the vow is not correct. ImCJm Abu Hanifah ~~~ .J 
and Imam Ahmad ~~ ~ .J say that not only will the vow not be correct but also he who 
makes this kinds of a vow will have wajib (obligatory) on him the expiation of an oath 
(perjury), Their contention is based on the saying of the Prophet~ J~..ln~ 

/. '~ I ~~ , ~ 
l.)bl~jlZA35lZj _diZ .Q.i4Qj.ll)t 
11 .. ,.. '11 .. , :;ill' 

"There is no vow of disobedience and its expiation is the expiation of an oath."l 
It is stated in Multaqi that if anyone makes an unspecified vow, meaning without any 
condition and says only, "I will fast to please Allah," then it is binding on him to fulfil his 
vow. Or, he vows specifying a condition which he likes to be fulfilled, like saying, "If I 
regain health, I shall fast." Then, he regains health. So, (in both these situations) he will 
have to fulfil his vow. 
If he specifies his vow with a condition which he is not eager to get fulfilled like, "If I 
commit adultery then it will wajib (obligatory) on me to set a slave free," then he has option 
either to make an expiation for the oath or fulfil his view, meaning emancipating a slave. 

OTHER BOOKS: For a comprehensive study of the subject of vows, books of fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence) may be consulted as also Fatawa Alamgiri. However, it is very necessary to 
menti~n a very significant and beneficial ruling about vows. It is that it is not allowed to 
make a vow to anyone at all other than Allah, not a prophet, an angel, a very pious 
religions man or anyone else. Examples are to say, "If my wish is granted, I shall held a 
mawlud. (Mawlud is a gathering organized to celebrate the Prophet's ~J~~~~ birthday.) 
Or; 'If my work is done, I shall lay a wreath at the grave of so and so holy man." It is very 
sinful to do such things. Here, we reproduced the very useful information from matah 
masa'il of Maw lana Muhammad Ishaq ~' ~ .J which he has compiled from reliable and 
authentic sources. He writes: 
{It is not correct to make a vow "if Allah grant me my wish, I shall shower 'So much 
money' or 'so many vessels of food' at the grave of a certain religious man." A vow is 
correct if made fo Allah ortly when certain conditions are fulfilled. If those conditions are 
not met then the vow is not correct .. These conditions are: 

· (i) What one vows to do must be of the· nature of wajib (obligatory) in Shariah (like 
f?ptional salah (prayer), fasting, and so on). Thus, if one vows to pay a sick visit 
when his wish is granted then this vow is not correct because it is not wajib 
(obligatory) in Shari'ah (divine law) to pay a sick visit. 

· (ii) ·What one vows to do should not be wajib (obligatory) at that time or at any 
other time, like the five times salah (prayer) (or fasting in Ramadan or Zakah 
(Annual due charity), etc).2 

(iii) What one vows to do should be a form of worship itself that is aimed at, and 
not a means to achieve that aim. Thus, a vow to make wadu (or ablution) is not 
correct because wadu is not an aimed (or ul.timate form of) worship. It is a 
means to an ultimate form of worship. 

(iv) What one vows to do to get something that 'something' or the wish must not 

1 Tirmidhi # 1529, Darul Isha' at Karachi: Abu Dawud # 3290. 
2 any prescribed worship. 
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be a sin. 
Keeping these conditions in mind, it is clearly not correct to vow to shower so much money 
or vessels of food at the grave of a righteous man because this act is not a form of ultimate 
worship as recognized by Shari'ah (divine law). However, this vow can become correct if 
one declare 'to feed the servants and poor people at the grave of the righteous man if one's 
wish is granted.' It will be correct and must be honoured and fulfilled. It is not necessary to 
distinguish between the servant and the poor at that grave. Rather, any servant or poor 
may be fed to fulfil the vow. 
If on the other hand, anyone vows to feed in the name, or for the sake of, a certain 
righteous man if his wish is granted, then it is not allowed. This kind of a vow is void and 
wrong and also it is forbidden to use the offerings of the vow whether food or money. 
This issue is elaborated in Bahr ur Ra'iq in these words: 

, "' ....: "' "' "' "'"' .. , .... "' ~ .. ... "' 
~I .....:..;1 ~~.' : A9 Jl ~lt ~5:i5 Jl ~~ ·' :;, " .....:...>! ~ uJ.l.i ~!ill I ~ J~ .....:..;1 

L5).!1..;T ,;_jll '-?T~u)lt..;T ~!WI~lA)ll ~L:':! ~.;J1 ~1.~1..;1 1 ~Wi 1; ~ H ~L:':! ~_;J, ~1.;iil1 

~~ 4!9- ~ \, tt l!A ~ J J1 Jl l_& -t(' ~' ! ill f "' ~ b.\.)"J.J,, l_&.) :i ~ t!3.)-:.J,, ~ ~~ ~~~ , .. , ......__,;., .. , , -~-- , t.r ,..,.-..7"" ~~ ,;.;-JJ, .. .;--:; "'> , '-'-~ 
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, ~f\ " "'"' t$ t$ ~ '( ~ ',, ' " ~ :r I :t ,( "' " -Jlllj~l <J l.lS'j~lj ~ .¥ll;&. ~I tl;llJIL&i,J4 \ ~_;.llA~I ~~~~l_~i ~! 
"' " 

(As for as vow in concerned, the ignorant people generally make a vow when they 
face a problem or have a need by visiting the grave or shrine of a pious man and put 
its covering on their head or hold the wreath (of the grave) and plead: · 
"0 my master (so and so) If my problem (this and that) is solved or my need (such 
and such) is met, I shall shower on this shrine (so much) gold (or silver, or food, or 
water, or candles, or oil. ... )'' 
This kind of vow is invalid in the sight of all the ulama (Scholars). There are many 
reasons why it is invalid. 
(i) This is a vow invoking someone (other than Allah)' who is a creature. It is 
forbidden to invoke others than Allah because a vow is a form of worship and it is 
not allowed to worship creatures. 
(ii) The vow is made in the name of the grave dweller who is lifeless who is not an 
owner or master of anything. 
(iii) If at the time of making the vow it is believed that the dweller of the grave also 
has a say in people affairs just as Allah has, then this kind of conviction is disbelief. 
Hence, 0 Allah, instead of inaking such vows, guide us to make a vow in this 
manner: '0 Allah I make a vow before you that if you solve my problem (or give 
me my need), then I shall feed these poor people at the shrine of Sayyidah 
Nafisah .&1~ .J or those at the grave of Imam Shafi'I Jill~ .J or Imam Abu al Layth ~ .J 
.&1, or I shall provide for their mosques sackcloth (mats, prayer rugs, etc), or for. 
their mosque oil for lamps, or I shall give money to those who serve at the 
mosques of these righteous men and who maintain the symbols (meaning the 
mu'adhdhins and the imam). 
Or, he may mention some other things which would benefit the poor and the needy. 
This kind of a vow will be for Allah and before him and he mention of the pious 
man or of the servants at his grave will be in connection with the spending towards 
the vow. The spending is on the deserving people who reside at the retreat or 
mosque of the righteous people. 
It is correct to make a vow in this manner because its beneficiaries are the poor 
people who are found there. It is not allowed to spend that (which is vowed to be 
spend) on those who are not needy or on those who are of noble descent. It is not 
proper for anyone who is not poor (and destitute or in need) to accept that which is 
vowed to be spend. It is also not allowed to use it on anyone holding an office 
because of his position unless he is needy. It is also forbidden to spend on a learned 
man because of his knowledge unless he is poor. 
Shariah does not condone the spending of that which one has vowed (as an 
offering) on such people as are well off and not poor or needy. 
Further, the ulama (Scholars) agree that it is forbidden to make a vow before any 
creature or in his name. If any one does so then it is not correct even if that creature 
whose name the vow is made is righteous and it is not wajib (obligatory) to fulfil 
the vow. Apart from being forbidden, the vow will be regarded as bribery. It is not 
allowed to the keepers and servant of that righteous person to take what is offered 
against the vow and eat any food offered or use any other thing offered. However, if 
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any one of them in desperate and guardian of children who are unable to earn a 
living for themselves and are in dire need then they are allowed to take from the 
offering against the vow at the initial stage as a sadaqah (charity), but even in that 
case it will be makruh (disapproved) to take it till the intention of the person 
making the vow is not to earn nearness to Allah and he is not motivated to earn the 
pleasure of the righteous man, but seeks to spend on the deserving. 
Having know the facts in detail, you must realize that whatever money and 
other things are showered on the graves of the awliya (Allah's friends, righteous 
men) to gain nearness to them are forbidden in the sight of all Muslims. The 
person making the vow should form an intention to spend on the poor. (Only 
then will it be correct.) 
This piece is from bahr ur Ra'iq and is also found in an Nahrul fa'iq nad ad Dar 
ul mukhtarp · 

Apart from the foregoing extract from the sayings of Maw lana Muhamad Ishaq, we 
reproduce here the answer of Maw lana Rashiduddin Khan .&1~ ;. 

QUESTION: When people make a vow in the name of righteous people, they make an 
offering of food. Is it allowed to eat from it and is it allowed to make vows in their names 
(and to make invocation to them)? Or, is it not allowed? If it is proper, then how? 
Besides, some vows are conditional to granting of prayers for need and some are without 
condition. Is there a difference between the two. 

ANSWER: The meaning of nadhar (vow) in the terminology of Shariah is to make 
something that is not wajib (obligatory) as wajib (obligatory) on oneself. It is written in Jami ur 
Rumuz: 

(A nadhar is to make obligatory on oneself that which was not necessary to do 
before that.) 

writes in his Tafseer Kabir against the verse {Whatever vow you make} .&1-w-Jmam Razi 

t .. ;;~~WY1a4)1uJ.llil 
that it means: 

(Nadhar is what a person makes obligatory on himself). 
This is a brief explanation of nadhr (vow). A full explanation may be seen in books of fiqh 
(Islamic jurisprudence) and usul. 
The word niyaz (that is often used wit h nadhar) has many meanings and it is a Persian 
word. One of its meanings is that which is given to the darwaysh (dervish) or mendicant as 
a gift. (Al-Burhan al-Qati) 
After knowing the literal and technical meaning of these two words nadhar and niyaz, we 
must obey the command of Shari'ah (divine law) about them: nadhar (or vow) is not 
allowed for anyone other than Allah. Making a vow for anyone else is not only not correct 
but also it is contrary to reliable jurists traditions to take or eat anything from it. 

ABOUT NIYAZ: This far was our discussion about nadhar. Now let us touch on niyaz. 
We learnt the meaning of niyaz as a gift to a dervish. It is kindness and joining. Hence, if 

1 Matah Masail (Mawlana Muhammad Ishaq). 
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anyone sends to a righteous living person something as a niyaz, meaning gift, then it is 
allowed. The righteous person is permitted to eat or use it. Also, if niyaz, meaning fatihah 
(Prayer and recital) is held to consign reward to a deed righteous man, then that too is 
permitted, but some clarification is necessary, concerning eating and use of this niyaz. If 
the person who makes the niyaz does it with intention to consign to the dead righteous 
man reward for sadaqah (charity) of the eatables then only the poor are permitted to eat 
from that. The well to do are not allowed to eat. If this intention is to consign the reward (of 
its permissibility to all Muslims) to the righteous man than every hungry person may eat 
from it, whether riCh or poor. 
In short, if a nadhar is made for the righteous to gain his pleasure or to get one's need from 
him then it is not allowed in the light of the foregoing discourse. And it is not allowed to . 
eat or use its offering 
If a nadhr (or vow) is not intended to gain nearness to the righteous and has no condition 
attached to it of gating one's need thereby, but is aimed only to earn Allah's pleasure and 
then to consign reward to the righteous person then while the rich are not allowed to 
partake of it or use it the poor are allowed as long as reward of sadaqah (charity) of the 
offerings is consigned. But, if reward of its permissibity to all Muslim is consigned the 
everyone rich and poor may eat, or use it. 
The ruling for niyaz is also similar. If the niyaz for the righteous is or~!y to consign reward 
then it is allQwed. But, it is not allowed to bind oneself to do something in order to gain 
nearness to them or their pleasure whether with intention of getting one's needs granted or 
with no such intention. The reason is that it is a nadhar (vow) which is not allowed for any 
one but for Allah. 
We learn, therefore, that whether one makes the .condition of a need being fulfilled or 
not, it is forbidden to make wajib (obligatory) on oneself anything in the name of any one 
other than Allah. 
Niyaz for a righteous person is permitted only when there is intention to gain nearness to 
him and to get one's desire, but the aim is merely to please Allah and to convey the reward 
to the righteous man. As for the offering of the niyaz, it is allowed to eat and use according 
to the foregoing clarification. 
It is stated in Dalil ud dallean that nadhar made only for Allah's sake and not for anyone 
else. Hence, if anyone vows in the name of a prophet or wali (man of Allah), then he is 
bound to do nothing. Nothing is wajib (obligatory) on him, and he is not liable to fulfil the 
vow. If he gives the thing (or offering) of the nadhar to someone with the same intention, 
then it is not allowed to that man to take it or to eat it. If that thing is a slaughtered animal 
then it falls in·the,category of a dead animal or a carrion. Rather, if people eat it after saying 
(Jil'l"""'') (Bismillah - In the name of Allah) then all of them will have done an act of disbelief. 
If any one makes a nadhar (vow) for Allah's sake and then people eat from the offering and 
consign its reward to the dead then it is allowed: 
SEE ALSO: 
(!)Heavenly ornaments (Bahishti Zewer) by Mawlana Muhammad Ashraf Ali Thanawi ~J 
Jil1 (English translation) on vows pp 431-434 and on Oaths pp 435-441. (Darul Isha'at 
Karachi) 
(2)The Hidayah commentary on Islamic laws by Al-Murghinani (English translation on 
vows anyman pp 304 to 352 (Darul Isha' at Karachi) 
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SECTION I 
I , "' "' t: " ~ t: t: .,, " " , 

<~.;~loi.JJ)~jUJI·: 1alj'1~~J~~ru1~&U1...._u~lA~S1J~J~;d~lif(Y't~\) 
340~. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .t$li!l~; narrated that often the Prophet ~J4#~'~ used 
the oath 

I,, "'" ~~-,~,,~., 
,. ..,-- " .J 

''Be the Turnur of the heartst"t 
COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that oath may be taken by any of the attributes of Allah. 

NO SWEARING ON OTHERS THAN ALLAH 

I 

(~~)-~,IJJL~il1l~.....u~ .. ..u, :, , - ;.t 

3407. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:S-.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!'jJ 
said, uAllah forbids you that you should swear by your fathers. If anyone must 
swear then he should swear by Allah (or by this atlributes), or he should 
observe silence."2 

COMMENTARY: The prohibition to swear by the father is by way of example, for actually, 
it is disallowed to swear by anyone others than Allah. Only father is named because it is 
the habit of the people to swear by their fathers. 
The reason is that no one should be brought at par with Allah and regarded as 
comparable to him. 
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4;S.~-~J said, "If I swear by Allah one hundred times and break 
the oath each time, then it is better then swearing by anyone else just and honouring 
that promise." 
As for Allah; Mighty and Glorious, is concerned, it is proper for him that he declare His 
Greatness and Glory, by Swearing on whoever he wishes of His creatures. 
There can arise a question on this hadith because once the prophet ~J~!J.A~ had sworn 
on his father (~IJei'l) while here he disallows it. We might say that he may have done that 
before it was forbidden to do so~ Or, he may not have taken that oath but he may have 
uttered the words out of old habit. 

~J &1.¢l~ l~!l '} .kJ ~ful ~,ill Jj.!J.jG jG 6~~ ~J.l~~~J (r't•A) 

I ~ 

~ oi.JJ} ->5::i~~ 
3408. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Samurah 4$ .1!1 ~; narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~.11~~ said, uoo not swear by idols and not by your fathers."3 

COMMENTARY: During the jahiliah, people generally swore on the idols and fathers. The 
prophet ~ J~.1!1~ therefore, advised the people to give up the old custom, after they had 

1 Bukhari # 7391, Abu Dawud # 3263, Darimi # 2350, Musnad Ahmad 2-26. 
2 Bukhari # 6646, Muslim# 3-1646, Tirmidhi # 1543, Abu Dawud # 3249, Nasa'i # 3767, Ibn Majah # 
2094, Darimi # 2341, Muwatta Maalik # 14 (Mudhur vows), Musnad Ahmad 2-7. 
3 Muslim# 6-1648, Nasa'i # 3774, Ibn Majah # 2095, Musnad Ahmad 5-62. 
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embraced Islam. 
~ , ' , . . "" ~~ ~ "" ' ; ~ ' ' , "" 

·LSJ1Jij y~~ ~ 0 Jliil..lli. ~ Jli _;J..::,j ~ill\~ ~I if i~__r' ql 6&-j (it • ~) 

(~~)J ~ ~'•'i~AliiJ'W~l.4l J'li&.' ~aLl ~Ia:\ I '1 jiti .. .., "" I>" ~" ..,j "" "" .. 

3409. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~li!1~; narrated that the Pr.ophet ~ J~l»>.).P said, "If 
anyone swears and says his oath, 'By Laat and Uzza, then he must say (liii"JI411"J) (There 
is no God but Allah). And, if any one says to his friend, 'Come, I shall gamble with 
you!' he must rather give charity."1 

COMMENTARY: That person who swears by Allah should declare 'There is no God but 
Allah.' This means that he must make a repentance and seek forgiveness of Allah. This 
could mean two things. 

(i) If a neo Muslims happens to take the names of the two idols then he must 
atone for that by reciting the kalimah because Allah says 

(Ill" :It ,)-"i) -y~l ~~y(-: --~ l...i.;~i 
{Surely good does will drive away the evil deeds.} (11: 114) 

Hence, repentance will correct the negligence. 
(ii) If he took the names of Laat and Uzza intentionally to honour them then that 

clearly is apostasy and disbelief. Hence, he must renew his faith which he must 
do by reciting the Kalimah. This will mean repentance from sin. 

For inviting his friends to gamble, which is a grave sin, he must make an atonement by 
giving sadaqah (charity) (Which is charity). Thus he will spend some of his wealth in 
Allah's path. Same people say that he is required to give in charity that which he had 
intended to use to gamble. 
This man merely invited his friend to gamble so he is asked to give charity. What would 
have been his fate if he had gone ahead and gambled? 

FALSE OATH & FALSE CLAIM 

e' ' ~ .. ' .., .. e ... ..... .. .. , (~·~)lli ~\WI &.5 ·..:; , tr ~·'A~ ..ci38'·~~~S ~J\.t.A ~4~ ''il!.o ~ 1 ~\ .t.A ~4.Al::i)l • .._,....---- "" , ~~ '6t_,.,. •"" •"" \.;I~ (._;. v--_, I"' ,.,... -'J ~ v--...il"" .. , 

3410. Sayyiduna Thabit ibn ad-Dahhak ~li!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger li!1.)-P 

~ J ~ said, "If anyone swears by a religion other than Islam falsely, then he 
becomes as he says. And, it is not wajib (obligatory) on a son of Aadam ~')WI~ to 
fulfill a vow about something that he does not possess. And, if anyone kills 
himself (in this world) with something then, on the day of resurrection, he will 
suffer punishment with that very thing (meaning, if he had thrust a knife in his 
body, he will continue to do it till Allah delivers him from that). And, if anyone 
curses a believer, then it is like killing him And, if a person presents a false claim 

t Bukhari # 6450, Muslim # 5-1647, Tirmidhi # 1545, Abu Dawud # 1247, Nasa' i # 3775, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-309. 
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with which to earn plenty, then Allah will cause his property to diminish."l 
COMMENTARY: The first portion of the hadith means that if anyone says on oath, "If I do 
that, I will be an unbeliever," and he does that work, then he becomes an unbeliever. Thus, 
for an oath to be true, he must not do that. If he does what he promises not to do then he 
will have made a false promise. 
By swearing as he does, he perpetrates an unlawful thing and, to add to it, he belies it and 
chooses disbelief willingly. 
However, the hadith could also mean that he does not become an unbeliever, but it warns 
that such a person might undergo the same punishment as the unbeliever will face. We 
find an example of it in the Prophet's ~J4#.iid~ words(~ .I.Aio.,.LAJI~_;~) (He who neglects 
salah (prayer) has, indeed, disbelieved). They mean that a person who does not offer salah 
(prayer) is liable to receive the same punishment as a disbeliever will face. 
Apart from that, the question remains whether it will be wajib (obligatory) or not to make an 
expiation for breaking this kind of an unlawful oath. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ J is among those ulama (Scholars) who say that if anyone breaks 
the oath then he will have to make an expiation. 
Imam Maalik .&~~J and Imam Shafi'i .&~~J hold that if anyone speaks in this manner then it 
is not recognized as an oath by Shariah. So, no expiation is clue. But, one who says in this 
manner commits a sin, whether he does what he says or not. 
Durr ul Mukhtar states that if anyone takes an oath in this manner and breaks it then he 
does not become a disbeliever whether it concerns the past nr the future, and he is 
conscious that he is swearing. But if he is not aware of its being an oath and he knows that 
if he lies he will certainly become an unbeliever, then it makes no difference whether it 

.,concerns the past or the future., immediately with the condition being met, he becomes a 
disbeliever because he chooses it willingly. 

WHAT HE DOES NOT POSSESS: It is not wajib (obligatory) for a man to fulfill his vow if 
he does not possess that about which he vows. If he says "I will emancipate a certain slave 
if my wish is granted," then he is not obliged to fulfill his vow because he does not possess 
that slave, even if he gets ownership of the slave later on. But, if he stipulates 'I will 
emancipate him when I get possession of him,' then he will have to fulfill his vow on 
owning him. 

FLASE CLAIM: Often people make false claims to augment their wealth. Some people 
relate telltale to give a false impression of their standing. In either-case, Allah causes 
them to fall down in wealth and reputation. This is what the so-called Sufis and peers2 
do to gain fame. 

IF IT IS GOOD TO BREAK AN OATH: 

' " ' , !e- ' " "" (~~)-~J..'L$.}.11 ,!. :~IJ~1~~_;.;- ')fl~ l~l.&~~jli 

3411. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~.1u~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#liii.).P said, 

1 Bukhari # 6047, Muslim # 176-110, Tirmidhi # 1548, Nasai # 3770, Ibn Majah # 2098, Musnad 
Ahmad4-33. 
2 Sufi are mystics and peers are they who as religious elder, a murshid. 
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''By Allah, insha Allah, if I take an oath and realize, afterwards, that something 
other than it is better, then I shall (break the oath and) make an expiation for it and 
adopt the better thing."t 

COMMENTARY: If one realizes after swearing that a better course is to forsake what he 
had intended to do then he n1ust give up the oath and do what he thinks is better. 
Examples of this will be presented in the next commentary on hadith # 3412 

~ %•....: , .. 
(~~)-~~ ~· .-(9.Lt_ .. , 

M .... ,.. , .J ,J..-_J.Ib 

3412. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Samurah 4.:&- ..1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~ said, "0 Abdur Rahman ibn Samurah, do not ask for an 
office of authority, for, if you are given it on your asking, then you will be left to 
yourself to tackle the affairs. But , if you get it without your asking for it then you 
will be helped. And, when you take an oath and find something else better than 
that then make expiation for your oath and opt for that which is better. According 
to another version: "Do that which is better and make an expiation for your oath."2 

COMMENTARY: The office of a ruler of chief is not something ordinary but a very 
difficult proposition. Not everyone is quaHfied to discharge its responsibilities. Hence, one 
must not crave for it. If anyone hankers after it then Allah's help will be withdrawn from 
him with the result that there would be chaos all round and he will be disgraced. 
However, if anyone gets this office without yearning for it, then Allah will help him and his 
affairs will be well done. He will be respected and honoured. 

OPT FOR THE BETTER COURSE: If you take an oath to do something wrong, like not 
offering salah (prayer), severing ties with father, then it is wajib (obligatory) to break the oath 
and make an expiation. 
If you take an oath to do something and then realize that you have a better alternative, then 
it will only be preferable to break your oath, not wajib (obligatory). 
These things have been discussed in the introduction to this chapter. 
The two versions of this hadith differ in the order of their words and therefore the 
command to make an expiation before doing the better thing, or to do ~hat and then make 
an expiation. Three of the imam ~~~ J hold that it is allowed to make an ex1- iation before 
breaking the oath, but among them, Imam Shafi'i ~·~J hold that: 

(i) if the expiation is made be fasting then it is t tot allowed to make the expiation 
before breaking the oath; but, 

(ii) if the expiation is made by setting free slaves or feeding or clothing the needy, 
then it is allowed to make the expiation before breaking the oath. 

1 Bukhari # 6718, Muslim # 7-1649, Abu Dawud # 3276, Nasai # 3780, Ibn Majah # 2107, Musnad 
Ahmad # 4-398 
2 Bukhari # 6622, Muslim# 19-1652, Nasai # 3791, Tirmidhi # 1534, Abu Dawud # 3273, Musnad 
AhmadS-62. 
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Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1 ~; contends that making an expiation before breaking the 
oath is not allowed under any circumstances, at all. He says about the ahadith that speak 
of expiation before perjury that the word (J) (waw- and) is merely a conjunction, joining 
two phrases and does not imply sequence of the two actions. And, indeed,. the ahadith do 
not suggest any kind of sequence of the two commands. 

~I~ LSij.i #J ~ ~ ~ jli ~j ~ alJI ~ ,il1 jj-!J -.J._.,I s~;l Cfl ~ j (rt 'r) 

, ,, , "'f-',r~r,-: 
I' ~\ ... .,, ) 1~!..-\"' ,, , .• .£ ~..)..:;.),.9 v--- .J.) ~.J~ ... ~ .. ~....~~ .. 

3413. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js..ii1~ 
said, 11If anyone takes an oath and then finds a better proposition then let him make 
an expiation for his oath and undertake the better preposition"1 

(and break the oath) 

"' ~ ,., , ' '"' "' ~ (~~)~WIL)Pjil~la3JUS'~~~~~I 

3414. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-~'~ 
said, "By Allah, for any of you to insist on his oath concerning his family is more 
sinful in Allah's sight than (breaking it and) giving an expiation that Allah has 
prescribed (for it)."2 

COMMENTARY: To commit perjury is very bad. But, if there is good in it for the family 
members, it is better to negate the oath and to make an atonement for it. 

ONE WHO ADJURES SHOULD BE BELIEVED 

"' I. '~- J ' "' ~ ' ~ J "' c: "' c: 0J.-o oi.JJ )':: '~<?' ~ ~ ~~ lA If,~ l·hJ~j ~ill I ~~I JJ-!5 Jli Jli ~ j (rt' o) 

3415. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-..1!1~ 
said, 11Your oath will be correct only when your companion (who adjures you) 
confirms you to be true."3 

COMMENTARY: The person who takes the oath is not the central figure but confirmation 
is required from him who gets him to swear. However, it depends on a right of the latter 
on the person who takes the oath. 
If there is no right likely to be violated then there is no harm if a vague or a symbolic 
statement is made. This is Prophet Ibrahim ~'1-l14#- meant to say (about his wife). 11She is 
my sister in religion." 

l \;!_ ' "' ~ ' ~ J "' c: "' c: 0J.-o o I.J.; )' jlL', !>It.;-~If~ I ~j ~ill I~~\ Jj.-!5 Jli Jli ~ j (rt '"\) 

3416. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..1lt~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-..1!1~ 
said, ''The oath will be dependant on the intention of him who gets it taken."4 
(This is according to the Urdu translation, but elsewhere and Muslim have: 'the 

1 Muslim# 12-1650, Musnad Ahmad 8742, Muwatta Maalik # (Nuzur). 
2 Bukhari #6625, Muslim# 26-1655, Musnad Ahmad 2-317. 
3 Muslim # 20-1653, Tirmidhi # 1359, Abu Dawud # 3255, Ibn Majah # 2121, Musnad Ahmad 2-228. 
4 Muslim# 21-1653, Ibn Majah # 2120. 
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intention of one who takes it.') 

VAIN OATHS WILL NOT BE RECKONED 

'} ~Jjl ~ J_;.~~~ Q,:!~\~ ilitJS41~ '} ~~~ !!~ ~_;jl ~tj i!.}~(.;.j (Y't,V) 

-14~6£ .;.L ~~ WJ JliJ ~LAj1 liU t!Jt ~..¢ Jj ~.Jli..~JI iiJJ ~IJ J;iJ~IJ 
3417. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that the verse 

""'· • ,, , e "' ,J , 
>~l4J!a.rUJ~~'JS "* '~ :¥ 

{Allah will not take you to task for what is vain in your oaths) (2: 225) 
was revealed concerning the saying of the man: 
(.11',~-.&1 J~) (which are forms of oath).t 

COMMENTARY: The Arabs often interspersed their conversation with (~'J '1) (No, by 
Allah) or (.\tJ~) (Of course, by Allah). They did not mean to swear but this had come to be 
accepted by them as a way of emphasizing what they wanted to say. With some, it was 
their oddity. It was not an oath, but a laghw (meaningless) oath. 
Imam Shafi'I ~~ J said that a laghw oath is uttered by the tongue unintentionally about the 
past or the future. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ J said that a laghw oath is what the person taking it presumes to be 
true. In reality it is not true. 
Who have spoken on it at length in the introduction to this chapter. 

SECfiON II ~ill1j.;Jri 

DO NOT TAKE OATH ON OTHERS THAN ALLAH 

'Jj _;.~ l+Z4 'JJ _;.~~4 1)1_JJf '} ~j ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 jj-!5 jli jli i._~j.k ~~(.,£ (Y't 'A) , , , 

-- ~ ,,... ' l , , , I(' 
(~WJ 1., ~.,by. I o 1.,_,) -~J.9~~ .;.:J lj '}/!~ ~ I_.,.A.l;a: '}/j ~l.l.i }I~ 

3418. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4P~t~ 
said, "Do not swear by your fathers, not by your mothers, not by idols, and swear 
by Allah only while you are truthful."2 
(Do not take a false oath.) 

...... ~ , -- , !. ' , l ' ~ , , c:: , 
.lli .. , 'I .t.:. • ~ &A J .ta.:... " ~ ~ ~ WI \~ """I J' , " ~ Jti~ ~I ~" (rt '4\) ,....., -i .. --; ...,.,. .'.J ~~- ~,.,.., ~ , , , :.J 

(~.l.o fiJI ol_j..>)~FI 
3419. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4;.$. .1:1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~ ~ 
said, 1'If a person swear by anyone other than Allah, then he has associated 
(Partner with Allah).3 

COMMENTARY: If anyone takes a oath on anyone other than Allah believing him to be 
great then he c?minits polytheism that is conspicuous or if he regards him with greatness 

1 Bukhari # 6663, Abu Dawud # 3254, Muwatta Maalik 22. 5-9 (Nudhur) 
2 Abu Dawud #3248, Nasai # 3769. 
3 Tirmidhi #1540, Abu Dawud # 3251, Musnad Ahmad 6179(2-86) 
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and respect as is due only to Allah then he collll1rits ·polytheism of the Khafi type 
(concealed type). 
Generally, people swear on those who are dear to them, like 'I swear by my son, etc. This 
is a sin even if it may not amount to polytheism. However, if one does it out of ari old habit 
and utters it unintentionally, then it is neither sin nor polytheism. 

' "'-: "' <1 ' "' ~ ' ~ I "'' "''"' (.).JI.)y.loi.JJ)~~9;JlA~~UU-.6A _;..L:,j~illi~~IJJ-!.5Jli JliS~~(.,£j (it l•) 

3420. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~.111~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.fi!t~ said, 
"One who swears by amanah is not among us." (Amanah is trust or faithfulness.)1 

COMMENTARY: If anyone does not use this word additionally with Allah's name but 
swears merely on amanah then he will not be counted among the followers, because this is 
one of customs of the people of the Book and falls under 'oath by other than Allah.' 
S01ne people say that amanah means the obligatory duties, like salah (prayer), etc. The 
Prophet~ J~~~ forbade that one should swear by these prescribed duties. 
In either case, the ulama (Scholars) agree that expiation does not become wajib (obligatory) 
on breaking this oath. 
If anyone swears by amanat Allah, then most ulama (Scholars) maintain that even then no 
expiation is wajib (obli8~ttory) on breaking the oath. However, Imam Abu Hanifah .fi!t...,. .J 
holds that in this case expiativn will be wajib (obligatory) because Amin is a name of Allah 
and amanah, therefore, an attribute. 
We may also say that amantullah refers to the kalimah tawhid. 

ABSOLVING ONESELF FROM ISLAM 

"' , , ... ~ ~ '" "'':~~ ' "' ~ ' ,l, I "'' ..,,~ 
..._uS'~~~~ ~I~ (s_f. ~1 Jli &' _;.L:;j ~ill!~ ~I JJ-!.5 Jli Jli ~~~ (.,£ j (it Y') 

<4lo&.!I.,~WJI_,,_,by,lol_,.;> -l:!~~~)i1J1~~61i li,~...._u~ ......ulJ jG ~-'"'i ~J~ 
3421. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger said that if 
anyone says, ''(if I am responsible for it, then) I am free from Islam" and he lies, 
then he will be as he says. But if he speaks the truth, then he will not return to 
Islam safely. (or, soundly, or perfectly).2 

COMMENTARY: The person who says "I am free from Islam" (if I have done or not done 
such-and such) and he lies in saying 'I have done' or 'not done' then he is absolved of 
Islam. In other words, it is strongly disallowed to swear in this way. 
If that person has spoken the truth and had really done or not done as he says then too he 
is a sinner because Muslims are forbidden from swearing in this way. 
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi at~ J has classified this oath as mun' aqidah. He classifies the 
hadith (#3410) of Thabit ibn ad-Dahhak ~.111~.J too as mun'aqidah, But, Mullah Ali Qari 
..ln~ .J classifies it was ghamus. The complier of this book contends that this hadith may be 
classified in both ways: mun' aqidah and ghamus. 
(Definition of these words have been given in the introductory words of this chapter.) 

1 Abu Dawud # 3253, Musnad Ahmad 5-352. 
2 Abu Dawud #3258, Nasai # 3772, Ibn Majah # 2100, Musnad Ahmad 5-355. 
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SOME FORMS OF THE OATHS THE PROPHET~ J4:Js.l»•j.J TOOK 

,, "' , ,.. . ' 
(-'.Jb y.l oi.J.J)~~.-Hlill ~~ ~ l$J.,llj 

3422. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri~ .&! ~J narrated that when Allah's 
Messenger~ J4:Js.l»•j.J wished to emphasize his oath, he would say, "No! By Him in 
Whose hand is the soul of Abu al-Qasim."t 

COMMENTARY: Abu al-Qasim is the Kunyah of the Prophet~ J4:Js.~j.J. 
I .- I ' I 

-~IJs!' "{§"}~ \5l_;l.:,j~Wij..o,lJI~5(k1~3~ Jlii_~_;.k~l~j (r'tYr) 

(~La&:'\..~ -'Jby.l oi.J.J) 
3423. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&.~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger took 
an oath, he would say, "No, and I seek forgiveness of Allah."2 

COMMENTARY: These words resemble an oath. They imply, "If this is not the truth then 
I ask for Allah's forgiveness." This is a form of emphasis. 

SAYING "INSHA ALLAH''WITH AN OATH 

tl! -...!.J! jlii ~~~(,A jli~j ~alJI ~ ;iJ1 jj.!J ~~ ;:J. ~I if"j (Y't Yi) 
;; 

, \::::_ ,, 
-~~l~ij.Aij 

3424. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~l»·~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:Js..1ilj.J said, 
"He who swears an oath and includes (the words) 'insha Allah' (if ·Allah will) then 
he would not commit perjury (if he breaks his oath)."3 

COMMENTARY: When one says 'insha Allah' then the oath becomes conditional. Hence, 
no question arises of making an expiation on breaking it. 
The same applies to contracts, marriage contracts and dealings. If insha Allah is addeci. 
with the same breath, when making them, they become conditional. Imam Abu Hanifah 
i»•~; and others hold this view, but Ibn Abbas ~.li~J said that even with the words 'insha 
Allah,' they would be final ·and duly contracted, even if spoken without pause or 
intervening words. 
The word used is (J..c-a) mutlasil which means 'to say insha Allah, without engaging in any 
other speech, immediately after the oath.' 
If anyone engages himself in any other speech after taking the oath and then says insha 
Allah, then it is called(~) (muntasil), separated. 
Mirqat may be seen for other opinions of muttasil. 

t Abu Dawud # 3264, Musnad Ahmad 3-48. 
2 Abu Dawud #3265, Ibn Majah # 2093, Musnad Ahmad # 2-288. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1516, Abu Dawud #3261, Nasai # 3830, Ibn Majah # 2105, Di;lrimi # 2342, Muwatta malik 
# 10(Nudhur), Musnad Ahmad# 2-10 .. 
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SECTION III 

BREAK UNREASONABLE OATH & MAKE AN EXPIATION FOR IT 

3425. Sayyiduna Abu Al-Ahwas ibn Maalik ~.11~~ J narrated on the authority of his 
father that he said (to the Prophet ~J4)s.il!ljJ), 110 Messenger of Allah, what do you 
say about my cousin (paternal) who, when I go to him for something (that I need) , · 
does not give me anything, and does not treat me kindly? When he needs (anything 
from) me, he comes to me and asks me for something. I have sworn not to give him 
anything and not to treat him kindly." 
He commanded him to do that which is better (and help him and treat him kindly) 
and make an expiation for his oath. 
According to the version in Ibn Majah, he said, "0 Messenger of Allah, my cousin 
comes to me but I swear that I shall give him nothing nor treat him kindly." He 
said, 11Make an expiation for your oath."1 

(AN-NUDHUR)VOWS 
SECTION I 

CHAPTER-IV 

VOWS ARE INEFFECTIVE 

(~~)- ,,. AI~4Uf.;l'!'-~~l"l!l!..J.lill~ ,. r, .. ~ , ., - .u .. , .,~ 

3426. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah~ ~~ ~ J and Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ~~ ~ .J narrated 
that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ii11 jJ said, 11DO not make vows, for, a vow removes 
nothing of the decree. And, it only causes something to be spent from the (property 
of the) miser."2 

COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith, define very delicate difference 
between the generous and the miser in spending in Allah's path. The former does not need 
a vow to get him to spend while the latter will not part with his money easily, but only 
make it conditional to having his wish fulfilled. The generous walks on the path of 
sacrifice and the miser takes the path of selfishness. 
Some ulama (Scholars) cite this hadith to say that it is makruh (disapproved) to make a 
vow. But Qadi ~~J has explained that generally people link a vow to getting something 

1 Nasai #3788, Ibn Maja~ # 2109, Musnad Ahmad 4-136. 
2 Bukhari # 6609, Muslim# 5-1640, Nasai # 3805, Ibn Majah # 2123, Musnad Ahmad# 2-118. 
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and fulfilling their need (and they spend in Allah's path with.this in mind). The Prophet 
~ J ~ .llt ~ forbade such kind of spending because it is what the niggardly does.· The 
generous hastens to spend in Allah's path and gains nearness to Him and His pleasure. 
The miser will not part with his money unless his selfish ends are met, and he makes a vow 
but decree cannot change because of that. 
Some people say that this hadith disallows making a vow so that one may·not I?e lethargic 
in fulfilling it because to honour it is wajib (obligatory). 
Some others say that the disallowance is to prevent the belief that a vow alters Divine 
decree. It is only from this point of view that vows are disallowed. They are· not 
prohibited absolutely. 

DO NOT FULFILL VOW IF I ... CALLS FOR SIN 
, , ~ "" , "" "" ' , ~ ~ .!, "" , ;II _... 

5.ll6A j~~iilll ~-...uiJ.ll~ J~~j~llii .. ~,131 Jj-!5 ....,01 ~~~j (it rv) 

(<.SJl=-JiolaJ)...;~~i~.- f·,\l • ..,J ., .... , .. ~ 

3427. Sayyidah Ayshah 1\p .a: IS"' J narrated that Allah's Messenger ·~ J~ ~~~·said, 
''He who vows to obey Allah (by doing what entails obedience to··H:im) must obey 
Him. But, he who vows to disobey Allah must not disobey Him" (meaning· that he 
should not fulfill the vow). 

d '}j .d"~~(iJ.l!J s-lij'} ~j.cl£al.H ~JJIJ_;.!j J~ J~~Lrl~~~~j ·(~trA) 
:ij;l' '/$•"" iii' ffl , .,.. "" . rs" , . 

3428. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ 
~J 5aid; ''A vow that is a means to disobedience to Allah should not be honoured, 
and so a vow should not be fulfilled to "do what m:le has no.t power to do." · 
According to another version (in Muslim): 11No vow must be· taken to disobey Allah."1 

COMMENTARY: .. If anyone vows to organiZe a musical function if his ·prayer is granted, or 
to please Allah by having a qawwali sung; then it is not allowed to fulfill this· vow. Also, 

. no expiation is wajib (obligatory) for not fulfilling the vow. This is to what Imam Maalik ~J 
~' and Imam Shafi'I ~~~ J subscribe, but acc~rding to Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J expiation for 
this oath is wajib (obligatory), nevertheless. . 
The second portion of the hadith says that it is not allowed to fulfill a vow for something 
which one does not possess or cannot. exercise control over it .. For example, if a pers~n 
makes a vow to set free a slave who belongs to someone else or to give away something 
that is another's property, then, because the vow is not correct, it is not binding on him to 
free the.slaveor give that thing. · . 

EXPIATION FOR AVOW 

, -' ·ol .J)-··.L.diSJlk.;i!liBJlkJ'~ ,~ '.ii&ilil t~JJIJ!.!.1~ ..A~~~_.!.£ii(itr4\) ~ '.J ":~--::::" i' ~-:,.. ~, ,~ ~, , • .....,.....-..,; 

3429. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#~1~ 

1 Muslim# 8-1641, Abu Dawud #3316, Ibn Majah # 2124, Darimi # 2337, Musnad Ahmad 4-430. 
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~J said, 1'The expiation for a vow is like the expiation for an oath."1 

COMMENTARY: If anyone does not specify anything when making a vow, saying only. 
"I make a vow," then an expiation will be wajib (obligatory) on him. If he takes a vow to fast 
without specifying how many, then it will be wajib (obligatory) on him to fast three days. If 
he takes a vow to give sadaqah (charity) but does not say how much, then it will be wajib 
(obligatory) on him to feed ten people as against sadaqat ul fitr. 

THE PART OF VOW THAT IS IMPOSSIBLE MAY BE LEFT OUT 

~~~lii~J'Li ·~.I!~ a 131 ~ .. ~ '.ca~ilil t~ &J\1 ~ J'~, ~~LAI ,•.£6 O"tr•) .Y ~ c.r:-..,~ , . ..~_,,.. ~~ ... ....,, . ,• "::'J 

J , , ' , , ~:::~f .. 
(lS.J~I oi.J.J) -AA ~ J.;PJ l!~j J~' '1'J~9 UJ..& 

3430. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~J narrated that while the Prophet ~J~li11~ was 
delivering a sermon, he beheld a man standing. So, he asked about him. They (the 
sahab~liii~J) said, "He is Abu lsrail. He has taken a vow that he would stand 
and not sit and not go into the shade and not speak, but would fast (perpetually)." 
The Prophet ~ J ~ .iil1 ~ said, "Instruct him to speak, go into the shade, sit and 
complete his fast."2 

COMMENTARY: The prophet commanded the man to complete that part of his vow as 
was possible for him ,and to give up that which was not possible to do. He was 
commanded to fast as per his vow always because it is necessary to fulfill a vow to obey 
and worship. To fast always is a better deed for one who is able to do it, but this excludes 
the five fasts that are forbidden by shariah. If anyone forms an intention to fast on thes~ 
five days too then it is wajib (obligatory) on him to break these fasts, and according to the 
hanafis it is wajib (obligatory) on him to make an expiation for that. Among the things that ii 
was not possible for him to do at all was 'not to speak.' According to Shari'ah (divine law), 
it is simply impossible not to speak always because sometimes it is wajib (ob.ligatory) to 
speak. Examples are: recitation of the Qur'an in the salah (prayer), giving a response to the 
greeting (of salaam), to neglect which is a sin. Similarly, it is not within a man's power to 
never sit and never go in the shade. 

, .. , .... ..~' .. ~'' ,.. .... 
lj.lli l.il J~lA Jlii~!~ a~~ lt.:.!.lSIJ _;.L.:,j ~ill I J.-0 &iJI ~I u;JI~ j (rt rr -rtr') 

-t I ' ' ~ " !,, f \ 1
' "" ' C: "' ' " , • ' -'-=-'.J.ll~',:o:l!S- z.-: illl~ti(~l ~II..!...S'JI Jl!B.F-J.A~ului-~~IJ.J!Ilca~ 

"i1' '-' ~ "" .. .. • , - , t$' 'tffl- ,~, .. 

3431. Sayyiduna Anas ~)j,~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~lil'~ saw an old man 
being led, supported (on their shoulders) by his two sons. He asked, "What is 
wrong with him?" They (the sahabah (Prophet's Companions)~.&'~;) said, "He 
has taken a vow that he would walk to BaytAIIah." He said, "Allah, the Exalted, has 

1 Muslim# 13-1645, Tirrnidhi # 1528, Nasai # 3832. 
2 Bukhari # 6704, Abu Dawud # 3300, Ibn Majah # 2136 
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no need that this man should punish himself," and he instruct~d him to side.l 
According to a version in Muslim: 

Vol.3 

3432. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&•~; narrated that he said, 110 you shaykh! (old 
man) Ri~e, for Allah is not in need of (putting) you (to trouble) and of your vow.2 

COMMENTARY: That man was unable to walk because he was feeble and old. This is 
why the Prophet ~ J~.&·~ instructed him to ride. 
Imam Shafi'I .&~·~; abides by the hadith and says that a person who makes a vow to walk 
and breaks it, to ride, will not have to make an expiation for breaking the vow. 
Imam Abu Hanifah iii•~; says that he will be bound to slaughter an animal (meaning, like a 
sheep) because he is unable to fulfill what he had bound himself to do. Imam Shafi'I ~~; 
gave a second verdict similar to it. 
Mazhar .&1~ J said that the ulama (Scholars) differ on the edict for a man who vows to go to 
BaytAllah on foot. Imam Shafi' i.litl ~ J says that if he has the strength to undertake the 
journey then he must walk the distance otherwise he must slaughter an animal towards 
expiation and ride to it. Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~ J says that whether he is able or unable to 
walk (throughout), he must ride a r"ast and slaughter an animal. 

PILGRIMAGE WAJIB (OBLIGATORY): According to the Hanafis, if anyone pledges, 'I 
bind myself to walk to BaytAllah,' then Hajj (pilgrimage) or umrah becomes wajib 
(obligatory) on him. He may perform one of these based on the intention (he had formed). 
If he pledges, "I bind myself to walk upto the Haram - or up to walk Masjid Haraam," 
then according to Iman Abu Hanifah ..111~; pilgrimage is not wajib (obligatory) on him, but 
according to Imam Abu Yusuf .&1 ~J and Imam Muhammad .&1 ~.J Hajj (pilgrimage) or 
umrah remains wajib (obligatory) on him. If he says, "I bind myself to go to BaytAllah," 
then the unanimous verdict is that he is not clear and nothing is wajib (obligatory) on him, 
neither Hajj (pilgrimage) nor umrah. 
If anyone vows to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on foot, then it is wajib (obligatory) on him to 
walk from his home and use no kind of conveyance till he has performed tawaf ziyarat. 
If a person vows to perform umrah on foot, he must not use any kind of conveyance till he 
has showed his hed (as the final action). 
If one who vows to walk uses a conveyance all through or part of the distance, with or 
without an excuse, then it is wajib (obligatory) on him to make a sadaqah (charity) 
equivalent to the price of a goat. 

ARE HEIRS LIABLE TO FULFILL VOW OF PREDECESSOR 

3433. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&•~; narrated that (Sayyiduna) sa' d ibn Ubadah Jill~; 
requested the Prophet~ J~iJJ·~ for an edict about a vow that his mother had taken 
but had died before fulfilling it. He pronounced the edict for him that he should 
fulfill the vow on her behal£.3 

1 Bukhari # 1865, Muslim# 9-1642, Nasai # 3854, Musnad Ahmad 3-114. 
~Muslim# 1-1643, Ibn Majah # 2135 
3 Bukhari # 6698, Muslim# 1-1638, Tirmidhi # 1546, Nasai # 3817, Ibn Majah # 2132, Musnad Ahmad 1-370. 
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COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) have different views on the nature of the vow 
taken by the mother of Sayyid.iuna Sa' d ~ ~~ ~ J· She may have not specified it, or 
vowed to fast, or to set a slave free or to make a sadaqah (charity). According to the 
version in daraqutni, the Prophet ~J~..ln~ instructed Sa'd ~i».~J, "Provide water to 
drink on her behalf." 
The majority of the scholars say that if anyone takes a vow but dies ~~fore fulfilling it, then 
his heirs are not bound tO; honour it on his behalf, if it is for something other than a 
monetary pledge. Also, if he had vowed to make a monetary contribution but had left 
nothing behind then too it is not wajib (obligatory) on the heirs to fulfill the vow. However, 
if they honour it, that is mustahab (desirable). 
The Zawahir say, however, that it is wajib (obligatory) on the heirs to fulfill the vow basing 
their verdict on this hadith. Most of the ulama (Scholars) contend that the heir has not 
made the vow wajib (obligatory) on himself so he is not liable to fulfill it. It will only be 
mustahab (desirable) for him to fulfill it. As for this hadith, it does not make it wajib 
(obligatory), Secondly, it is possible that the mother or Sayyiduna Sa'd~lii'~J may have 
left a legacy and he could have been commanded by the Prophet's ~ J~.iil1~ command 
to do it voluntarily. 

DO NOT GIVE AWAY EVERYTHING IN CHARITY 

3434. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik ~lil~~ J narrated that he submitted, 110 Messenger. 
of Allah a perfect repentance from me demands of me that I should give away all 
my property as sadaqah (charity) for Allah and His Messenger." There upon, 
Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ said, 11Keep with you some of your property~ That 
will be better for your." He submitted, 111 withhold the share that I had received at 

. Khaybar" (of the booty ofwar).t 

COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~J4#.iill~ advanced with his army to the battle of 
tabuk, th!ee of. the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ li11 ~ J did not accompany him. 
They were: Ka'b ~.iill~ J, Murarah ibn Rabi .iii!~ J and Hilal ibn Umayyah. 
When he returned, he was very displeased with them and he instructed everyone to refrain 
from speaking to them. They were very worried and repentance was· accepted after some 
days and this verse was revealed pardoning them: 

. ~')t\_\_,£1l,-:.3:J\;J~\ '(f .. - , '-'" , , r..s-~ 

(And (He relented) towards the three who were left behind.} (9: 118) 

In gratitude thereof and to make his repentance perfect, Ka'b ibn Maalik ~.ill'~ J offered all 

1 Bukhari # 6690, Muslim# 53,-2769, Tirmidhi # 3102, Nasai # 3836, Musnad Ahmad 3-454, Abu 
Dawud # 3317. 
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his property h:wards sadaqah (charity) in Allah's name. He was instructed to retain some 
of it for himseH. The meaning was that he should keep two-thirds of his property with 
himself and gi' e away one-third towards charity. 

The Prophet ~ J4:ls~jJ did not allow him to give away everything because he might need 
some for himself and then find it difficult to endure. The Prophet ~J4:lsf».1~ always kept 
the interest of all concerned in mind before giving any command. 

Apart from this example of Ka'b 4:,&. .1!1 ,_rp J, there also is the example of Abu Bakr 4:,&. .1!1 ,_rp J· 

When he too brought all his property and presented it to the Prophet ~""J4:ls.iil~ once, he 
did not forbid him to do that because his nature was entirely different. We cannot even 
imagine in the least at how high a degree of patience and trust in Allah he was. He was 
pleased at Allah's pleasure. Howsoever difficult the circumstances, he wa$ a paragon of 
patience and reliance on Allah. 

The complier of Mishkat has placed this hadith in this chapter of his book because 
Ka'b's 4:S-.iil,._rpJ saying resembles a vow that he had made something wajib (obligatory) on 
himself though it was not binding on him in the peculiar circumstances (when his 
repentance was accepted) .1 

SECTION II ~dltj..iJII 

VOW TO SIN SHOULD NOT BE FULFILLF.D 

(~WJI.J 15.l.o .)JI.J JjbY.I oi.J.J) 

3435. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1i'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ said, 
11There is no vow of disobedience (to Allah), and the expiation for it is as the 
expiation for an oath. "2 

COMMENTARY: See hadith # 2427, 2428. As regards expiation, Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~ J 

goes by this hadith. Imam Sahfi'I .1!1~ J holds that no expiation is liable. 

EXPIATION FOR UNSPECIFIED VOW 

SJlk:JJUS:it; "1.;.3 IJilJ.ll&A Jli~j~dl,~JJIJJ-!5-..i..;l~~~lifJ.(ft\\) 

.. ' .. ~ , .. ~ , 
- ~.·..3\ \~ ,, .,~Us"'"'is.lA,!..3\":i'l:i'"I&\""-.:~..H .. A::l.iASl.l;\l:;;.ll ~ • "'" I.F ~. i..j..J • """'"..J l_j ~ _j.) •:. .... .) 

3436. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4:lsf».'~ said, 
111£ anyone takes a vow but does not specify it (whether he will fast or give sadaqah 
(charity)), then the expiation for it as the expiation for an oath (when it is broken). 
If anyone takes a vow to be disobedient (or sinful), then (it must not be fuHilled 
and) the expiation for it is as the expiation for an oath. If anyone takes a vow to do 
something beyond· his power, then the expiation for it is as the expiation for an 

1 See Tirmidhi V2 P 334 Hadith # 3113for a fuller hadith and Ka'b's account. (Darul Isha'at, Karachi) 
2 Tirmidhi # 1529, Abu Dawud # 3290, 3292, Nasai # 3834, Musnad Ahmad 6-247. 
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oath. And, if anyone takes a vow which he can fulfill then he must fulfill it."1 

Some narrators make it mawquf at Ibn Abbas~~~~ J· 

COMMENTARY: The unspecified vow is when he says simply. "I take a vow." 

ONLY THE VOW THAT IS LAWFUL 

Vol.3 

1 "" "" I 

(.)~IJ.ul ol a.J)-..;:il1·(~1~~~i ~~J.ll , .. Q'''~.J.i!lyli ~~ :Jli~.).'i!_,~,~ .-i ... ~~WI -..; J• J .....,...... , .. .., ...,, , .. , ~" - -" "" , , _....., ~J, .. 

3437. Sayyiduna Thabit ibn Dahhak ~ ...1!i ~J narrated that in the time of Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4# 1»1 ~ a man took a vow to slaughter camels at Buwanah (a low
lying area in Makkah). He came to Allah's Messenger ~J":lr-~1~ and informed him 
(of his vow). Allah's Messenger ~J .yr.~~~ asked (the Sahabah (Prophet's, 
Companions) ~...1!1~J around him), 'Was there an idol there during the jahiliyah 
(ignorance period) that was being worshipped?" The Sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~...1!1~ J said, "No!" Then he asked, 'Was any of their festivals being 
observed there (then)?" They submitted, "No." So, Allah's Messenger ~J":lr-1»1~ 
said to the man, "Fulfill your vow. Indeed, a vow calling for disobedience to Allah 
must not be fulfilled, and so not that over which the son of Aadam has no control."2 

COMMENTARY: If there had been an idol at the place or any kind of festival was being 
organized there during the jahiliyah (ignorance period) then the man would not have been 
given permission to slaughter camels there lest it resemble the offerings of the idol 
worshippers. 

VOW TO BEAT THE DUFF (TAMBOURINE) 

-~~.i!t d-§1 jli ~ ~ li _;., :ll:E-1 ~ ~ ~i ~~ ~ jli ~ ~ li 
3438. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb ~~ ~ J narrated from his father that his 
grandfather (Abdullah ibn Amr ~ ~ ~ J) said that a women submitted. "0 
Messenger of Allah, I have taken a vow to beat a duff before you (when you return 
after waging jihad)." He said, "Fulfill your vow." 
The version of Razin has that he (Abdullah) said that the woman submitted (also), 
"And, I have taken a vow to make a sacrifice at such-and-such a place where people 
used to slaughter during the jahiliyah (ignorance period)." He asked, 'Was there at 

1 Abu Dawud # 3322, Ibn Majah # 2128 
2 Abu Dawud # 3313 
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that place any of the idols worshipped during the jahiliyah (ignorance period)?" 
She said, ''No." He asked, 'Was there any of their festivals observed?" She said 
11No." He said, 11Fulfill your vow."l 

COMMENTARY: This hadith informs us that it is permitted to play the tambourine. Those 
authorities, who say that a vow must be for something relating to obedience, say that this 
woman expressed her sentiments of belief and love. She awaited the safe return of the 
Prophet ~J~.Iin~ from jihad when she vowed to beat the duff. Hence, that, too, was a 
kind of obedience. 

SADAQAH (CHARITY) OF NOT MORE THAN ONE-THIRD PROPERTY 
"' ' ' , "' "' ' "' ~ ' ,, "' ' ,, ' , "' 

,! :~I~I!.J~51S~L.._ui~J3~~L~J~ll.H~~Jli.UI~l;l~l.l~j(rtr") 
~ :II' , > 

J J/, l J "' t' wl. "' -:l, "' ,, 
·(~..JJoi.JJ) -~1·:; )!E-cs~Jli~~# Ju~~l....._ulj ~.lll ~! 

3439. Sayyiduna Abu Lubabah ~.&~~; narrated that he submitted to the Prophet ~ 
~J~l»•. "My repentance I hope to make perfect by abandoning the house of my 
people where I had committed sin and by giving away all my property towards 
sadaqah (charity)." He said, ''It will be enough for you to give one-third (as 
sadaqah (charity))."2 

COMMI;NTARY: The case of Sayyiduna Abu Lubabah ~iii·~; was an amazing incident in 
Islamic history. It is lesson-bearing and unique. 
The Prophet ~J~,&,~ had besieged the Banu Qurayzah, a tribe of the Jews. They sent 
message to him that he should send his companion Abu Lubabah ~.&,~;to them so that 
they might consult him. 
The Prophet ~J4#.&1~ agreed to their request and sent Abu Lubabah ~.&,~;to them. 
When they saw him, all their men and women, old and young began to weep and sob 
before him. Seeing that, Abu Lubabah ~~~~;was moved and he felt pity for them. 
They asked him, /llf we obey the command of Muhammad and surrender ourselves 
him, how will he treat us?" In reply, he put his hand to his throat to suggest that they 
would be killed. 
Abu Lubabah ~.&~~;said, "I had barely done that and not yet taken a step from there 
wh~n I felt remorse. I repented saying to myself, ~You have committed treachery with 
Allah and His Messenger~ J~~~~. 
Then, this verse was revealed: 

J ...... , ,, "' .. ~ , ,.. "' ' --, 5:::3ull ,., ~ "'J, ':o'l "'ill I ·,~~I,! "I' .".3.lJJf o! 111 U > "' Y~'.J ~f.J 'Y~ ~ wr.o, ~ .. 

(0 you who believe! Violate not (the promise of) Allah and the Messenger, and 
violate (not) the trusts (amongst) yourselves ... } (8: 27) (the promise of Allah and His 
Messenger~ J4#l»1~ is their message and commands.) 

Abu Lubabah ~ ~~ ~; was terribly upset. It was as though his heart and mind had been 
struck by a bolt. Completely restless, and as though insane, he came to the Masjid Nabawi 
and tied himself to a pillar of the mosque. He declared that food and drink was forbidden 
to him till he made a repentance and Allah accepted it from him. As the time of salah 

1 Abu Dawud # 3312 
2 Razin, Abu Dawud # 1319, Muwatta Maalik # 16(Nudhur) Musnad Ahmad 3-502 
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(prayer) drew near, his son would come and unite him. When he finished praying, he 
would again tie his hands. People would advise him to release himself but he would say, 
"No. Not until Allah's Messenger~-J4Js.~1~ united me with his hands." 
He remained in that condition for seven days when he swooned and fell down. Allah then 
accepted his repentance and the people informed him of that, but he insisted that he would 
not undo himself unless Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.~1~ untied him with his hands. So, the 
Prophet~-J4#..1n~ came and undid the knots to release him. 
It was at this moment that Abu Lubabah ~ ~1 ~ J submitted that he felt that he must 
dispossess himself of all his wealth and property for his repentnnce to be perfect. He 
included his ancestral home that was among the Banu Qurayzah. He wished to move 
far away from the place where the devil had tempted and misled him. He had 
sympathized with the Banu Qurayzah because his family was among them and he had 
his properties there. 
The hadith does not say what the Prophet ~J4Js.~1~ said about abandoning his home. 
Perhaps, he let him do it. As for his property, the Prophet ~J4:ir-~~~ instructed him to 
give one third as charity. That was enough to get him his ambition. (The account as in the 
Siratur Rasul by Ibn Kathir is appended as a supplement at the end of this chapter.) 

VOW TO. OFFER SALAH (PRAYER) AT BAYT UL MUQADDAS BUT COULD NOT 

(~.J.;I..UI., .dby.l ol.,.;) -1J1~l!. jlii#s~I;J 
3440. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah .u&o ..1!1 ~J narrated that, on the day of the 
Conquest (of Makkah), a man got up and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I had 
vowed to Allah, Mighty and Glorious, that if Allah grants you victory over Makkah, 
I shall offer two raka'at salah (prayer) in Bayt ul-Muqaddis." He said, "Offer here, 
at this place." (He meant: the Masjid Haram where it is better to offer salah 
(prayer) and easier than going all the way there.) Then he repeated (the question) to 
him and he said again, "offer here, at this place!" Then he repeated again (the 
question) to him and he said, 11 As you please!"t 
(If you wish you may go there.) 

COMMENTARY: It is stated in Sharah us-Sunnah (Prophet's ~ J 4# ..1!1 ~ practice) that if 
anyone takes a vow to offer salalt (prayer) in Masjid Nabawi but offers it in Masjid Haram 
then his vow will be fulfilled. But, if he offers it in Masjid Haram then his vow will be 
fulfilled. But, if he offers it in Masjid Aqsa, meaning Bayt ul-Maqdis then his vow will 
remain unfulfilled. If anyone takes a vow to offer salall (praver) in Masj1d Aqsa but offers 
the salalz (prayer) in Masjid Haram or Masjid Nabawi then his vow will be fulfilled. 
In other words, if a vow is taken to offer salah (prayer) at some place and then the salah 
(prayer) is offered at a place more excellent than that then the vmv· will have been fulfilled. 
The Hanafis say, however, that even if he offers salalz (prayer) at a place less excellent than 
that, his vow will have been fulfilled. 

1 Abu Dawud # 3305, Darimi # 2339, Musnad Ahmad 3-363. 
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IF PART OF VOW IS IMPOSSIBLE 

~ . ., ., 
:J~IJ.;dJ~.Ucs~J~.fi...._ul~j~illiJ~~IL&jAU:ijl:i(.}\!~lj_;J-'~.;Illlj 

3441. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas narrated that the sister of Uaq bah ibn Aamir """.1!1 ~; 
took a vow to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on foot but she did not have the strength to 
do it. So, Allah's Messenger. ~J":1"'.1!1~ said (to Uqbah """.i»'~;), "Surely, Allah does 
not need that your sister walk. So; she must ride (when she cannot walk) and (by 
way of an expiation) she should sacrifice a badanah." (The Hanafis say that a 
badanah is a camel or a cow but the Shafi'is say that it is a camel.) 
According to another version the Prophet ~ J 4# .1!1 ~ commanded her, "Ride and 
offer the hady." (sacrificial animals) 
And yet another version has that the Prophet ~""J":l"'.i»1~ said, "Surely, Allah will not 
reward your sister for the hardship to which. she subjects herself. So, let her perform 
the pilgrimage riding (when she cannot walk) and make an expiation for her oath."t 

COMMENTARY: Hady is the animal that is sent to Haram to be sacrificed. The smallest of 
it is a goat and the best of it is a badanah (camel or cow). 
The command to sacrifice a badanah is mustahab (desirable). 
Qadi .1!1~; said that to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on foot is a form of obedience, so it is 
wajib (obligatory) to fulfill a vow to do tha~, and this includes every such deed that one 
is not allowed to neglect, unless one is unable to do it. Hence, a fidyah (or expiation) 
becomes wajib (obligatory) when it is neglected or omitted. However, opinions differ on 
the animal that it is wajib (obligatory) to offer as an expiation. Sayyiduna Ali A.:S .1!1 ._rp; 
goes by this hadith and says that a badanah is wajib (obligatory). Some others say that It 
is like over crossing the miqat when it is wajib (obligatory) to sacrifice a goat, so in this 
case too a goat becomes wajib (obligatonj), and they hold that the badanah mentioned in 
this hadith is mustahab (desirable) to sacrifice. Imam Maalik .i»1 44>; agrees with this 
opinion and Imam Shafi'i .fil,....,._; also agrees with it. 
The words 'make an expiation for your oath' are more correctly interpreted to mean expiation 
for jinayah(~\:'!'o;tC) meaning 'for an offence.' And, it is a hady, or fasting instead of hady. The 
expiation is interpreted in this case to reconcile this hadith with the others. In short, in this 
hadith, 'the expiation for an oath' does not mean the expiation for breaking an oath. 

, "' ., , , J , ' , ! ~ ' ,*& , , , ~ 
u5..LiAl~l··.£ d ... ,~4!l.~illl L~ ~ l.liJL:::, ...ol~··.3~. ~ 'l~.:: .. lH.A··.34lJI~·~...e~(rHr) - v--~J,.. ~~ ~~ ~ . ~ ~-;; ~, ,. u--_; 

(IJI-> I..U 1.., ~ Lo &:'I_, <)Ll.H__, \.S.l.o _jU 1__, 
3442. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Maalik .1!1 ~; narrated that (Sayyiduna) Uq bah ibn 

1 Abu Dawud # 3303, 3304, Darimi # 2335, Musnad Ahmad 1-253 
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Aamir ~.fi!,~J asked the Prophet ~J~.fillc).P about a sister of his who had taken a 
vow to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on foot, barefooted and bareheaded. He said. 
11Command her to cover her head and to ride, and to fast three days."1 

COMMENTARY: A woman's hair on the head are part of her satr (private parts) meaning, 
the portion of the body that must be covered at all times, it being wajib (obligatory) to do so. 
It is a sin to bare the head. 
He also commanded her to ride because she was unable to walk. , She had imposed on 
herself tremendous hardship. 
The previous hadith mentions hady so, here, it might imply that if she is unable to offer a 
hady (meaning, sacrifice an animal) then she must fast three days. 
Or, he commanded her to fast because there are many kinds of an expiation and he merely 
named one of them, so, if anyone is unable to observe the other kinds, he must fast three days. 
As for the fasts, if they are by way of expiation then it is wajib (obligatory) to fast on three 
successive days. In other cases, one may fast as one chooses. 

WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) TO MAKE EXPIATION FOR UNLAWFUL VOW 

( JjiJ y. I o I.JJ) -· J.1 ~~ ~ l+;~ ~ j ~J.ll ~ ;;:~# 0 ~ j "i-'J.ll ~: ~4 05Js 
3443. Sa' eed ibn Musayyib ~ .fil1 rS" J narrated that two brothers who were of the 
ansars inherited from someone (but had not divided the inheritance). One of them 
asked the other for his portion from it. He said, 111£ you repeat and ask me again for 
your portion, (I take a vow that) all my property will be spent on the Ka1bah is in no 
need of your property that you take a vow for it). Make an expiation for your oath 
(which you made wajib (obligatory) on yourself through the vow) and speak to your 
brother (concerning) the sharing of the inheritance and meet his demand), for, I had 
heard Allah's Messenger say, 11lt is not wajib (obligatory) on you to fulfill this oath 
(or vow), nor to take a vow to disobey the Lord, or to sever ties of kinship, or about 
something over which one has no control." (It is wajib (obligatory) to make an 
expiation for a vow that is not fulfilled for such reasons.)2 

COMMENTARY: The words in the Arabic text are (l411~uJ) (ritaj ul Ka'bah). The literal 
meaning of these words is 'the door of the Ka'bah.' Ritaj is used for a main or large gate. 
Here, however, to phrase stands for the Ka'bah itself. 

SECTION III 

VOWS- THE LAWFUL & THE UNLAWFUL 

1 Tirmidhi # 1549, Abu Dawud # 3293, Nasai # 3815, Ibn Majah # 2124, Darimi # 2334, Musnad 
Ahmad 4-149. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3272 
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( • .JI • 'I I ) 1.1 .. \1 -1.Q I .. ~ ~.Q .. ~.; \-U o ..J.J -u~ _,- _ V' o../7 .. ..J 

3444. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.ii!t~J narrated: I heard Allah's Messenger~ 
~J4#..1it say, 11Vows are of two kinds. (They are:) If a person vows to obey (and 
worship Allah) then it is purely for Allah, so it (is wajib (obligatory) and) must be 
fulfilled. And if a person vows to do an act of disobedience then it is for the devil 
and it must not be fulfilled, but atonement must be made for it like an atonement 
for breaking the oath."1 

ABOUT VOW TO SACRIFE ONESELF 

,, _. J _. J '" _.!-I _. :!"' ' , ""' !-
(&-'->..) oi..J.J) _,:;: 1:;9\..._ul ~jj\ ~~.l~ Jli9u:~~~ \~l9 u;.;~ 

3445. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn al-Muntashir .ii!t~ J narrated that a man vowed that 
he would slaughter himself if Allah saved him from his enemy. (when he was 
delivered from them,) he asked Ibn Abbas~.ii!t~ J and he advised him to ask Masruq 
lilt~J (who was a tabi'i). So, he asked him and he said, 11Do not slaughter yourself, 
for, if you are a believer, you will be slaying a believing soul, and if you are a 
disbeliever, you will be hastening yourself to hell. (The ruling is that you) buy a 
ram and slaughter it (for the poor). Indeed, (Sayyiduna) Ishaq r".>Wt 4# was better 
than you and he was replaced (ransomed) with a ram." Then he (the man) in 
formed Ibn Abbas ~ ..111 ~ J {about it) and he said, "This is how I had intended to 
enlighten you."2 

COMMENTARY: Masruq lilt~J ibn Ajda was a top-ranking tabi'i. He was a great scholar 
and a ju& ist. Murrah ibn Sharahbil .ii!t~ J said that no Hamdani woman ever gave birth to a 
dutiful son like Masruq 1m~ J· He had embraced Islam before the death of the Prophet .i»t~ 
~J4# but was unable to come to his presence. But, he acquired knowledge from the four 
caliphs and from Sayyidah Ayshah t\f$.iilt~J· This is why Ibn Abbas ~.&t~J directed that 
man to consult Masruq i»t~ J though he himself was a great scholar. 
In this way, not only is the excellence of Masruq .i»t~J known but also the carefulness, 
patience and honesty of Ibn Abbas ~.&t~ J is highlighted. 
The inan mentioned in the hadith would have been disgraced if he had succumbed to an 
enemy and that would have been terrible for him. He was not afraid of death, so he 
beseeched Allah to relieve him of the enemy's threat. However, he was not aware that 
killing oneself was worse than that and unlawful too. 

t Nasai # 3845 
2 Razin. 
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Masruq ..1!1~ .J made him realize that if he killed himself, he would be killing a believer. The 
Quran says about it: 

, S:.:J. !"11_;} !a1 ,t, • • • • • • •. • > J X.J 

lAnd kill not yourselves ..• } (4: 29) 

fdll1;a,'l~J.&~~j 
(Whose slays a believer of set purpose ... } (4: 93) 

And those who kill believers are warned of hell. 
As for a disbeliever, his death would take him to hell. So, if he survi~es, there is a 
possibility of his being guided to Islam. 
In either case, his killing himself was illegal and senseless. 
The hadith speaks of a ram being slaughtered to ransom sayyiduna Isl~:=tq ~".>\-JI~. Some 
ulama (Scholars) say that Prophet Ibrahim ~".>\-J'~ had dreamt of Proph~t Ishaq ~'>WI~ as 
the son he was sacrificing. But, the better known and correct OP,ini 1n is that Prophet 
Ibrahim ~~..J1~ had dreamt that he should sacrifice Prophet Isma'il ~W~. 
Jalaluddin Suyuti .ii1 ~ .J has explained that the peoples of the Book have :mZJde grave 
changes about this event and have lied. The earlier heavenly Books had the name Isr.tla'il 
and they have removed it and introduced Ishaq. 
Durr Mukhtar writes that if anyone takes a vow to sacrifice his son then he will have to 
follow the event of Prophet Ibrahim ~'>W'•~ and it will be wajib (obligatory) orl' h:bn to 
slaughter a goat. But, Imam Abu Yusuf .1!1~ .J and Imam Shafi'i ~~ .J say that this kind of a 
vow is absurd. Similarly, a vow to kill oneself or one's own slave is absurJ.. ~Jn the other 
hand, Imam Muhammad ..1!1"--.J hold that it will be wajib (obligatory) to sJaughter a goat in 
such cases. 
If anyone takes a vow to slaughter one's father, grand-father or mother, then the ulama 
(Scholars) say unanimously that the vow is laghw (absurd or thoughtless). 
The following is an extract from siratun Nabi ~J~.ii~~ (Life of Prophet Muhammad .\1j...P 

~J~) by Ibn Kathir (published by Darul Isha'at Karachi pp 408-409 and 581.) It is about 
Abu Lubabah 4$.iil~ .J 

ABULUBABAH 
When they (the Banu Qurayzah) found the siege unbearable they called Abu Lubabah ibn 
Abdul Munzir who was their ally. He said, "Only when Allah's Messenger ~J~.\1~ 
permits me will I meet you"' and he gave him permission to go. When he went there they 
wept before him and asked him. "What do you suggest? We are not even able to fight 
Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 j...P. "He pointed with his hand to his throat to say that they 
would be executed. Then he was very sorry for having said that. He realized that he was 
involved in a trail. He said, "By Allah will not go to Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ till I 
make a sincere repentance." He came straight to a pillar there. He remained in that state 
for about twenty days. Here Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ enquired about him and was 
informed what he had done. He said. II Mter having gone he put to trail. If he had come to 
me straightaway then I would have sought forgiveness for him, but since he has decided 
for himself. I will not release him till Allah gives the judgment for him. 
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KA'B'S FAILURE 
According to Ibn Ishaq, Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# ~~ .)J encamped it the well Ana and 
besieged them for twenty five days. They were tired after all. Hence, Ka'b ibn Asad their 
chief proposed to them that they should adopt one of three options: 

1. We should obey this Prophet and confirm his religion. Indeed, he is a 
Prophet whose characteristics are found in our books. Then we will save 
our life and property. The people said that they would not give up Torah 
or change the religion. 

2. Let us kill our women and children and thus have no anxiety behind so 
that we can take the swords and attack Muhammad and his Companions. 
If we are killed there is nothing for us to worry about, but if we succeed 
then, indeed we will get other wives and children. They said that they 
would not kill the innocent people to enjoy life afterwards. 

3. Then, today is Saturday night. Perhaps, Muhammad ~J4#~1~ and his 
companions 4.;t. ~~ ~ J are off-guard. Come, let us attack them. We might 
take them unaware and win the battle. However, they were unwilling to 
violate the Sabbath. 

They knew that whoever had done that before them was transfigured. Ka'b said, 
"You are very foolish and none of you has spent even one night in intelligence." 
It was then that they had requested that Abu Lubabah o\.;t.~'~J should be sent to them. They 
had to consult him. We have seen easier what happened after that Ibn Hisham said that 
Allah revealed concerning him: 

---.:.)J!1.:.1_;E\j>~ll_,.;_,:st_,J__,_,.)I_,AJ\I_,.;~~I_,!.AI'~~I ~~ 
{0 you who believe betray not Allah and the Messenger, nor betray your trusts, 
while you know.} (8: 27) 

Ibn Hisham said that he was tied to the pillar for six nights. His wife would come and 
untie him for prayers after which he was re-tied to the pillar. Finally his repentance was 
accepted and this verse was revealed: 

~ .. ~ ~ .. ,~AJI«~J 6 .. 1t.,, .. ;! .. (j\CI w~U1AJ1 ...i">J_-: , .... ~--:,~~\'a 
~-, ~ J , .. ~~ ;....~~, .. ,, -r ,~y.-...r ......__,J~ J 

{And (there are) others who await Allah's commandment, whether He chastises 
them or He relents towards them. And Allah's knower, Wise.} (9: 106) 

However, Musa Ibn Uqbah said that he was bound there for twenty nights. 

IN UMM SALMAH'S ~~~ J HOME 
While the Prophet ~J4#.&1,)J was in Sayyidah Umm Salamah's ~~~~J home, he learnt 
that Allah had accepted Abu Lubabah' s ~.&~~ J repentance. He smiled and told her why he 
had smiled. She requested to be allowed to convey the tidings to him and he consented. 
So, she gave him the glad tidings and all people rushed to congratulate him and give him 
freedom but he said, "By Allah! His Messenger will untie me with his hands." So, when 
he came for the salah (prayer) of Fajr, he set him free. 
Another extract: 

ABU LUBABAH ~~~~J 
Sa' eed ibn Musayyab, Mujahid and Ibn Ishaq have mentioned in the account of Banu 
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Qurayzah that Abu Lubabah ~~~~J had bound himself to a pillar till is repentance was 
accepted. Again, he stayed behind in the Battle of Tabuk and tied himself again to a pillar. 
Allah accepted his repentance and he decided to t;;lve away all his wealth in charity. The 
Prophet ~ J 4# iil1 ~ advised him to give only one-third of that. The verse 9: 102 was 
revealed about him. I hereafter, he only acted sincerely. 
I believe that the named-authorities have not mentioned other people because Abu 
Lubabah ~ ~~ ~ J may have been their chief. This is inferred from Ibn Abbas' ~ ~~ ~ J 

account. 
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BOOK-XV 

QISAS ~~ty~ 

RETALIATION 

In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), qisas implies: 'taking the life of the murderer.' 
If anyone has killed someone unjustly, then qisas is to kill him against the murdered. 
The word is derived from(~) and (~)(qis and qisas), the literal meaning of which is 'to 
follow someone.'(l) To track, to trace. The guardian of the murdered person follows the 
murderer to kill him in retaliation for the murdered. This is why to take the life of the 
murderer is called qisas. 
(\Jt.pl.Ai)(qisasat) means 'equlaity.' It is in the sense that when the murderer is killed in 
revenge for the murdered then the guardian gets even with the murderer, or the murdered 
and the murderer are quits with one another. 
In qisas the murderer is treated in the same way as the murderer had treated the murdered. 

SECTION I Jj'lilj..Aiii 

· BLOOD OF MUSLIM IS SACRED 
" & ., ' "' ~ ' ~ , "C: "C: ~ 

1, ":! ~l,' 'ir'...:s ~ )t _;.l:,J ~ ru1 ~ ;lll JJ..!J Jli Jli u' ,~~;ill# 6£ <rtt'\) 

~~J..;Wij ~IJJI ·~ ;ttlj u.,i~\~ u' i~\19~ t.Sll~ ~1JJ1 Jj-!5 Jlj ili1 ~!~1 'i..._ul 

(~~)-~~i!~..;l!ll 
3446. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger .1!1~ 
~ J"-# said, 111t is not lawful to shed the blood of a Muslim who testifies that there is 
no God but Allah and that I am Allah's Messenger, except for one of three things: 
(i) life for life (which is retaliation but according to the laws of Shari'ah (divine 
law)), (ii) a married man (responsible and free) who commits fornication, and (iii) a 
person who abandons his religion and deserts the community."1 

COMMENTARY: The Muslim is defined as one who testifies to Allah's unity and to 
Prophet Muhammad's ~ J"-#.1!1~ messengership. Anyone who simply recites the Kalimah 
shahadah (the words of testimony) is one whose blood is sacred and so unlawful to shed. 
If anyone who is not a Muslim, or who was not known to be a Muslim, merely gives a verbal 
testimony of Allah's unity and the messengership of Prophet Muhammad ~ .... J.Y~.1!1J..P, then it 
is unlawful to shed his blood unjustly in the same way as of any known Muslim. 
The gist of the hadith is that it is never allowed to shed blood of a Muslim unless one of 
these three reasons is found. 

1 Bukhari # 6878,· Muslim # 25-1676. 
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(i) If a Muslim kills his Muslim brother unjustly then the principle of 1 life for 
lifel will apply. 

(ii) If a married Muslim who is responsible and free commits fornication then 
he is stoned to death. And, 

(iii) If a Muslim apostates then he is killed. 
·The words in the hadith I and deserts the community' emphasize the preceding words. If 
anyone apostates verbally, by deeds and by belief and so abandons Islam because of which 
he separates from the body of the Muslims then it is wajib (obligatory) to kill him unless he 
repents from his apostasy. The hadith mentions him as a Muslim because of his orginal 
outward appearance. It must be known that if a woman apostates then according to the 
Hanafis, she must not be killed. 

MURDERER DEPRIVES HIMSELF OF DIVINE MERCY 

.;JtA~~~ ~iJ01j.!ll j1_~j ~j~ful ~~I j_;..!j jli jli_?~l lfJ (rHV) 

(l.S..>~I o\.J..>) -UI~ tJ$,: ~2 
3447. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.:a~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ said, 
11 A believer does not cease to remain in the wide confines of his religion till he 
sheds anyone's blood unjustly."1 

COMMENTARY: While every kind of sin and evil heads to a man's downfall in relif'Tjon 
and manners and earns him Allah wrath, thb hadith e-:-rtphasizes that w-hen he kiHs -ar.yOI\e 
unjustly, he comes out of the sphere of Allah's mercy. He then joins those w!w 1 ~ave .tO 

hope of the mercy of Allah. 

RECKONING WILL BEGIN WITH BLOOD SHED 
J "' I ~ I J I 

...0 ~~WI~~ lA Jjl _;.Gj 4~ llJI ~ ;lJ1 J_;.!j Jli Jli ~!.,'~;ill#~ j (iHA) 

(~·ti=.a)- lAlJI.q;tA~I .. v--- - f; _, "-a , .. , 

3448. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.:a~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~ J~ said, 11The first thing for which reckoning will take place of the people on the 
day of resurrection will be blood shed.2 

COMMENTARY: Of the rights of fellow men, the first thing that will be taken into account 
and brought for judgment will be killing others. And, of the rights of Allah, the first thing 
to be judged will be salah (prayer). The more correct way to say this is that the first of the 
forbidden things to be judged on the day of resurrection will be bloodshed and of the 
prescribed things to be done will be salah (prayer). 

RECITER OF KALIMAH MAY NOT BE KILLED 

1 Bukhari # 6862. 
2 Bukhari # 6864, Muslim# 28-1678. 
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(~~)-Jli~I~'~'#J~ 
3449. Sayyiduna Miqdad ibn Al-Aswad ~ ~~ .$P) narrated that he asked, "0 
Messenger of Allah, what do you say: if I meet a disbeliever and we being to 
grapple one another and he strikes a hand of mine with his sword severing it, then 
he retreats to a tree for refuge from me and says, 'I have submitted myself to Allah' 
(or, 'I am a Mu~lim for Allah's sake')"- and, according to another version: ''Just as 
I intend to kill him, he utters 'there is no God but Allah' (~1~14J1~)- shall I kill him 
after he utters these words?" He said, "Do not kill him.' But, he pleaded, ''0 
Messenger of Allah, he did sever one of my hands." Allah's Messenger ~J~.1il~ 
said, "Do not kill him. If you kill him, then he will gain the place which you were 
occupying before killing him, and you will go down to the place which he was 
occupying before he spoke the l(alimah (or the testimony that he made)."t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~ J"#.i»l~ words meant: "If you kill him after he recites 
the Kalimah (.i»IJJ""'J~.i»l~l411~)- there is no God but Allah) then just as you were innocent of 
killing before killing him, he becomes innocent of bloodshed after embracing Islam. And, 
you would take his place and would become 'not innocent of blood."' Or, formerly, it was 
allowed to kill him, but not now. And it would be correct to kill you! 

"" , ' " ~ ' ~ , " " " , 
!. "'liJ{~~,r...A, ~UIJI d --.~~illl L~illiJ" 'JL!iA:iJli..l.5J··..314L::.I·r.£c;(r£.o'-r1.o•) ~ •• .._,-,\J, ,~.....~,.. r._s--, ~ • -- ~ .....,.....-....,~ 

'- \ "ol tt..J)-1..~1 ~:Jti;ur--~\l~""~~~lllalJI~Ii)l~~. i"S'J"ti ~ J ..,r,; , ~ ~ • , "" , , .. 

3450. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~.i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger "#.i»l~ 
~ J sent them to some people of (the tribe) Juhaynah (to fight them). (And, Usamah 
4:S ~~~ J said: ) I came upon one of them and was about to strike him with the spear 
when he declared (.1s1~1411~) there is no God but Allah). But, I pierced him with the 
spear and killed him. Then when I came to the Prophet ~ J~.i»1~, I informed him 
(about it) and he asked, "Did you kill him after he did testify that there is no God 
but Allah?" I said, 110 Messenger of Allah, he did that as an excuse to protect 
himself." He asked, "Then why did you not split his heart?" (and see).2 
3451. The version of Jundub ibn Abdullah Bajali ~.i»>~J is that Allah's Messenger 
~J4#.i»1~ asked, "How will you cope with (.i»1~14J1~) (the testimony) when it comes 

1 Bukhari # 6865, Muslim# 95-155. 
2 Bukhari # 6872, Muslim# 96-158. 
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(to you) on the day of resurrection?" (on behalf of him to contend with you?) He 
spoke these words very often.t 

COMMENTARY: When Sayyiduna Usamah 4:.&- ..1!1 .$" J said that the man had recited the 
kalimah to save his skin, the Prophet ~ J~..ls1~ asked him, 11Why did you not find out what 
he had in his heart? You ought to have seen what his intentions were? You could not do 
that, so you should have gone by the apparent. The man's reciting the Kalimah was enough. 
However, bloodwit was not binding on Usamah because he had erred in ijtihad (extracting 
ru~ing of Islamic law). 

DO NOT KILL ONE WHO IS PROTECTED 
_,. I ~ I J I 

~15f.X.;l li,WJS&; ~j~al.H ~,131 Jj-!5 jli jli_,.r~;lli#~J (r'tor) 

(·~.Jl>...Jiolo.J)-W ..l..-:.WJ\s ... ~.!...AJ..&.dr<!d:J. ~ ,lc;al \.;iii~' • -""' .. ~ VM.7i ,;J .. -;;-'twr.il • ~ ~ .... ~;....~' • 

3452. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~..1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J"~i»~~ 
said, "He who kills anyone under a treaty of protection will not perceive the fragrance 
of paradise though its odour may be perceived at a distance of forty years journey."2 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic text has the word muahid. He is disbeliever who has 
covenanted with the ruler of the Islamic territory not to engage in hostilities. He may be a 
dhimmi or otherwise. 
This hadith says of the fragrance of paradise that it is perceived to a distance of forty 
years. But, there are other ahadith that give different years: seventy, one hundred, five 
hundred and one thousand years. It seems that they depend on people, deeds and ranks. 
Thus, in the place of gathering, some people will get the odour from a distance of one 
thousand years, some five hundred years, some one hundred years some seventy years 
and some forty years. 
Moreover, these numbers do not mean to restrict the limit. They simply show the length to 
which the smell will reach. Besides, if anyone does not perceive its fragrance then it· does 
not follow that the person will never sense it. Only in the beginning, he will not get it but 
after the ones near and dear to Allah and the scholars get it, he will perceive it. 
This hadith severely condemns the killing of a person who is under a treaty of protection. 

SUICIDE SEVERELY PUNISHABLE ACT 

(~~) -1.1;;1~! 1.11;.1 
3453. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ls1~ 
said, "He who flings himself down from a mountain and so kills himself will 
continue to be flung down in hell-fire and will abide therein for ever and ever. He 

1 Muslim# 97-160. 
2 Bukhari # 3166, Ibn Majah # 2686. 
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who sips poison and so commits suicide will have his poison in his hand and will 
sip it for ever and ever in the fire of hell. He who slays himself with a piece of iron 
(like a knife) will have that weapon in his hand and with it he will stab himself in 
the belly in the fire of hell for ever and ever. (He will abide therein forever.)l 

COMMENTARY: The words {I..U,..) and ('~') and (..U:.V) are synonyms used for emphasis, 
meaning forever, always. 
The hadith says that if a person commits suicide in this world with anything then he will be 
punished with the same thing in the hereafter forever. Of course, this applies to those who 
do it with the conviction that suicide is lawful. So, they will be punished for ever and ever. 
Or, it could mean that they who commit suicide will suffer punishment for a long time. 

' ' I. ~ , I. ,, ,, t: "' ~ ' ~ .P "' c: "' c: .. .P , 
15,J.l\j .Jl!l\ J l&a;~:. "'il'i~I.SJ.l\_;..L:,j ~ill\ ~;lJ\ JJ-!5 Jli Jli i~~ C?' ~j (r'tot) 

(I.SJl:....:J\ o\.,J) -.Jl!l\ J (&! ;;l.!l[&!d.;l 

3454. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$.\li~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\l'j..P 
said, 11He who strangles himself (to commit suicide) will strangle himself in hell 
too. He wh~ stabs himself with a spear will spear himself in hell too."2 

!-. .&! "' , • . "' ' , ~ ~' ~ .P "' c: "' ' ~ .P, , "' , ~- -: ,g .·.A'~- -: ,g "'\"'.~~ill\ "' ~' J, 'J Jli Jli ~J .. H~ LA~~~~ (rtoo) .,. • ~ '-'""-'-3~ ~J,.. ., .,....,., II' ,. , , • """"' 

(~~)-~,~~j.>.i 
3455. Sayyiduna Jundub ibn Abdullah 4$.111~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger .1!1j..P 

~ J~ said, 11 Among those who were before you was a man who suffered a wound 
(some how) by he had little patience to endure it (the pain seemingly unbearable to 
him). He took a knife and cut off the (wounded) hand. The blood did not stop 
flowing out till he died. Allah, the Exalted, said, 1My slave strove to be first ahead 
of me in taking his life (and killed himself). So, I have forbidden to him paradise."3 

COMMENTARY: Allah will forbid him entry into paradise if he had believed that suicide 
is lawful. In that case, he considered an unlawful thing to be lawful which amounts to 
disbelief and so admittance to paradise is forbidden to him. Or, he will first undergo 
punishment in hell and will be deprived of the company of the successful in paradise till he 
has gone through his punishment. 

SUICIDE IS UNLAWFUL & FORBIDDEN: Suicide is not permissible in any civilized 
society. For, is man the owner of himself, his visible and invisible self? Or, somebody else 
owns these things? 
It is a confirmed fact that man is not his own master. His existence in this world is a trust 
for himself and for the people of the world. His Master is the Being who created him and 
brought him into this world. Then, is it not treachery that man hurts his own existence? It 

1 Bukhari # 5778, Muslim# 175-109, Tirmidhi # 2044, Nasai # 1965, Darimi # 2362, Musnad Ahmad 2-
254. 
2 Bukhari # 1365, Musnad Ahmad 2-435. 
3 Bukhari # 3463, Muslim# 18-113 
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is a great crime, and a grave sin. No creature has a right to misuse the Lord's property. 
· This is why Shari'ah (divine law) has forbidden suicide and termed it as a grave 

sin. It says that one who perpetrates it will undergo a painful chastisement. 

A DIDACTIC EVENT ABOUT SUICIDE 

I , ~ :._ ,,...~ ~ ,... .. , "" "' "",... 1 , "( :: , (J _, :.: .. :1.1:j ,.:: 'L.!.i !.~- \ ~ r <!. ~9 .\.\. ~L!.o .i;.l9 ~ ·~9, ~ "9 ~~.·..A. 1! ~ W ~lj.~ dl 
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0J.-,.o o I.J.J) -J-9l.Li ~.l;:l_J 
3456. Sayyiduna Jabir ~l»'~J narrated that when the Prophet ~J~..1i'J..P emigrated 
to Madinah, Tufayl ibn Amir Dawsi ~1»1~ J also emigrated to it. With him a man of 
his tribe also emigrated but (by a coincidence) he fell ill and became impatient and 
taking some of his arrowheads, he cut his knuckles. Because of that both of his 
hands bled profusely till he died. Later, Tufayl ibn Amir ~ ~~ ~ J saw him in a 
dream. He had 'a good outlook, but he saw him concealing· his hands. He asked 
him, 11How did your Lord treat you?" He said, ''He forgave me because of my hijrah 
(emigration) to His Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~·" Then, he asked, 11Why do I see you 
concealing your hands?" He said, 11I was told, 'We shall not set right what you had 
spoilt yourself." 
Tufayl ~~~~ J narrated it to Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~. And, Allah's Messenger 
~ ... J4:).$.~1~ prayed, 110 Allah, and his hands too, do forgive."1 

COMMENTARY: There is great blessing in emigrating to Madinah. Allah forgives the 
person emigrating. If he has committed sin, he is forgiven that too because of the Prophet's 
~ J~~~~ seeking forgiveness for him. 
It is est:;tblished through authentic ahadith that if anyone visits his grave then it is 
tantamount to having seen him physically during his life-time. Therefore, the blessing and 
mercy of Allah that were bestowed on those who visited him when he was alive should be 
expected also by those who visit his grave. 
This hadith also discloses that perpetrating a grave sin neither classifies one as a disbeliever 
nor consigns one to the perpetual punishment of hell. It is the conviction of the ahl us
sunnah (Prophet's ~J4:).$.~'~ practice) wa al-jama'ah that, after serving punishment for his 
major sin, a person is admitted to paradise. 

QISAS OR DIYAH FOR HEIRS OF MURDERED 

1 Muslim # 184-116. 
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3457. Sayyiduna Abu Shurayh al-Ka'bi ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger.&!~ 
~J~ said (during the sermon on the day of the conquest of Makkah and its initial 
portion has been presented in the chapter on the Haram of MakJ:cah and its 
concluding words, "0 Khuza' ah, you have killed this man of Hudhayl. By Allah, I 
shall pay his blood wit. But, henceforth, if anyone kills a man, his people 
(meaning, his heirs) will have a choice (between two things): 
(i)to kill him, if they wish (in retaliation, or 
(ii)to accept blood wit, if they wish."1 

(Shar~ us sunnah (Prophet's ~J 4# .&1 ~ practice) states that it does not occur in 
Bukhari and Muslim from Abu Shurayh ~~~ _,) 
3458. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~ _, narrated something similar.2 

COMMENTARY: During the pre-Islamic days, the tribe Hudhayl had killed a man of the 
tribe khuza' ah. In retaliation, they killed a man of the Hudhayl. To prevent further trouble 
between the two tribes, the Prophet ~ J~i»1~ paid the blood wit for this murdered man 
as he said (and is quoted in the hadith). Then he mentioned the Sahri'ah law for this kind 
of thing, which is to choose one of two things: retaliation or blood wit. Imam Shafi'I i»l~ _, 
and Imam Ahmad All~_, abide by this hadith. Imam Abu Hanifah li!1~ .J and Imam Maalik 
.&! ~ _, say that the heirs of the dead person will have a right to claim blood wit from the 
murderer, only if he is willing to pay it. But, should he refuse to pay it, then they have no 
choice other than killing him. It is said that Imam Shafi'I .&!~ .J also holds this opinion. 
In the end the compiler of Mishkat objects to Imam Baghavi .1!1 ~ _,, the comiler of the 
Masabih for presenting this hadith in section I though it is not found in Bukhari or Muslim. 
Only ahadith of these two, or one of them, are reproduced in Section I. 

MALE MURDERER OF WOMAN MAY BE KILLED 

r~ t ~ ' '( ' (~~)-iJ~~CijcJ'J.'~j 
3459. Sayyiduna Anas ~i»~~_, narrated that a Jew crushed a girl's head between two 
stones. She was asked (for her dying testimony), "Who did it to you?" Some names 
(of the suspects) were taken and when the Jew was named, she beckoned 
confirmation with her head. The Jew was brought and he confessed to it. Allah's 
Messenger ~ J4#~~ commanded that his head should be crushed with stones.3 

COMMENTARY: If a woman murders a man, she may be killed in retaliation and if a man 

1 Tirmidhi # 1411, Abu Dawud # 4504,Shafia in his musnad p 343 (diyat, qisas) Musnad Ahmad 4-23. 
2 Bukhari # 112, Muslim # 446-1355 
3 Bukhari # 6884, Muslim# 15-1672, Tirmidhi # 1394, Abu Dawud # 4527, Nasai # 2742, Ibn Majah # 
2665, Darimi # 2355, Musnad Ahmad 3-193. 
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slays a won1an, he may be put to death in retaliation. Killing someone with a heavy stone 
n1akes retaliation liable. Imam Abu Hanifa ~~~ J does not agree with the three other imams 
and says that here qisas does not become liable. He says about the Jew that his case had 
smne transient reasons behind it. 

PUNISHMENT COMMENSURATE WITH WRONG DONE 

1 I , I "' I J 

c~~3~)-~.P.~~~~ .;.:.ii.;J6A,lll~~~-...i.JLp.l:,J~illl~,lliJJ.!5 
3460. Sayyiduna Anas ~~'.rP; narrated that (Sayyidah) Rubaiyi ~~~~ ;, the paternal 
aunt of (Sayyiduna) Anas ibn Maalik ~~~~J broke the front tooth of a girl of the 
ansar. They (her family) went to the Prophet ~J"#~'~ (with the complaint). He 
ordered that retaliation must be taken. Anas ibn Nadr ~~~~ J the paternal uncle of 
Anas ibn Maalik ~~'.rP; said, 110 Messenger of Allah! No, by Allah, her tooth will 
not be broken." He said, 110 Anas, the Book of Allah prescribes qisas (retaliation)." 
But, (Allah decreed that) the family (or the girl) were willing to accept the diyah 
(Monetary compensation). So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 11Surely, there are 
among the slaves of Allah, they who adjure Allah and He agrees to it."t 

COMMENTARY: Rubaiyi ~~~~;, Anas ~iill~; and Maalik ~~~~J were three brothers and 
sisters. Their father was Nadr. The son of Maalik ~"''~;was also named Anas. 
Anas ibn Nadr 4:J:. ~' ~ J hoped for Allah's mercy and favour that He would put into the 
hearts, of the girl's family to accept monetary compensation. Indeed, that is what 
happened. So, the Prophet ~ J~iil~~ said of him that he was among those whose prayers 
Allah accepts. 
The reference to Allah's Book aboutretaliation is about this verse: 

, t' ,~ 

~ "''L ~"'I"' _IJ_~lL~I- ~ ,jr<!~i ~ .i\:::r~~::f ... y-::- ;, ~ .J .., :, ~ '-&:: .... ~ • .J 

(And therein we prescribed for them: a life for a life, an eye for an eye, a nose for a 
nose, an ear for a ear, a tooth for a tooth ... J (5: 45) 

This hadith says that it is allowed to take an oath for such things as one is hopeful would 
come true. 
It also says that it is allowed to praise anyone in his presence, provided he is not likely to 
get it into his head. 
This hadith teaches us also that it is mustahab (desirable) to for give qisas. 

MUSLIM WHO KILLS A DISBELIEVR- MAY OR MAY NOT BE KILLED 

i~J i;:i1 Jli L5JJIJ jlii ~T.)J1 ~ ~ tcj. _;.5-.:lls; ~ ~ dL j~ ~~ 1)10£ J <r-t 1' > 
' ... .. 

1 Bukhari # 1806, 2703, Muslim# 24-1675, Abu Dawud # 4595, Nasai # 4757, Musnad Ahmad # 3-128. 
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3461. Sayyiduna Abu Juhayfah 4:,$. .1!1 ~ J narrated that he asked (Sayyiduna) Ali 
4:S-li!I~J' "Do you have anything that is not found in the Quran?" He said, "By 
Him Who split the seed and created the soul, I have noting that is not found in 
the Qur'an, beyond an understanding of His Book that a man is given (and 
which I am given ) and that which is (written) on sheets of paper (which we 
have)" He (Abu Juhayfah4:S-li!l~ J) asked, 11 And what is (written) on the sheets of 
paper?" He said, 11Blood wit (for unjust killing), setting free of a prisoner and 
not killing a Muslim for a disbeliever (who is a dhimmi - these things are 
written on the sheets of paper).1 

COM~ENTARY: Sayyiduna Ali 4$.i»I~J said that he had an understanding of the Qur'an 
and could fathom its deep mystic meanings. He could deduce from it commands and 
rulings such as learned ulama (Scholars) could uncover. 
He had wr:.tten down about blood wit and other things and kept the parchment in the 
sheath of his sword. Many commands and rulings were recorded on those sheets of paper. 
Not all are mentioned here. 

MUSLIM KILLER: It is the contention of many of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~J 
~ .1!1, the tabi' un li!1 ~ J, the tabi tabi' un 2.1!1 ~ J And three of the imams .1!1 ~ J that if a 
Muslim kills an infidel then he will not be killed in retaliation for the slain infidel, whether 
he is dhimmi or an enemy at war. But, Imam Abu Hanifah li!1~J and most of the ulama 
(Scholars) contend that if the slain infidel was a dhimrni then the murderer Muslim may be 
killed. The hadith which they cite is mentioned in the Mirqat. 

WH\' DID HE ASK: The reason Sayyiduna Abu Juhayfah ~li11~ J asked Sayyiduna Ali ~ J 
~..111 was that the shiah who were found in those times in different forms used to allege that 
the Prophet ~J~li!IJ...P had disclosed to his ahlul bayt (people of the house), particularly 
Ali, certain secrets and details of the science of revelation that have not been disclosed to 
anyone else. 
Another possfl?ility why he put that question was that in those days of Sayyiduna Ali .i»1..r' J 
~ there was no one who could match him in learning and knowledge. 
Anyway, Sayyiduna Ali ~.1!1~ J said on oath that there was no such thing as they imagined. 
The prophet~ J~.i»'J...P had not taught him anything at the exclusion of others and had not 
preached to him more than he had preached anyone else. He said that he had the same 
Qur' an which everyone read and he had those written down instructions. Apart from that, 
he had a power of understanding that Allah had bestowed on him. With that he could get 
to the inner meaning of the Qur' an. This was not his own achievement but Allah enabled 
him and gave him wisdom to fathom that. 
In short, the base of all sciences and meanings is the Qur' an. So if anyone is bestowed 

t Bukhari # 6903, Tirmidhi # 1417, Nasai # 4744, Darimi # 2356, Musnad Ahmad # 1-79, Muslim # 
967-1370, Abu Dawud # 4530 
2 Respectively, the companions, their successors and their successors 
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power to understand it them the gates of all sciences and wisdom are opened to ~· But, 
Allah bestows this blessing on very few people. 
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..111~; used to say that all the sciences are found in the Qur'an, but 
people generally do not reach to that level of understanding. 

f t~~~,~~utll· {::4~'1.),,, --,·~~~ ... ~s ... 
~ , "'~ v-- ~~ ..... ..)-~"i.J 

And the hadith of Ibn Mas' ud ~.~..111~; on no life may be taken unjustly may be found in the 
Book of knowledge (#211) 

SECTION II Uiliuj..Atli 

BLOOD OF MUSLIM IS SACRED 

~~~~0_,.&Sl;l.iJijiJ~1Jli~J~ilii~~~....L>T.J.rc;JJJI~&E-<rt\r.rt\r) 

-y.Jl~~ r:ljJiif'4lA~I &ljJj4·~Jij.kj_;£~'1~Jj&!ldJijCs~_ill &ljj --1l, &~j<-? 
3462. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ .111 ~; narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 .).P 

said. 11The end of the world is less serious in the sight of Allah than the killing of a 
Muslim man."l · 
3463. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~..11'~; narrated it.2 

COMMENTARY: Allah has created everything of the world, the earth, the 'heaven and the 
entire universe for the Muslims. They may, therefore, worship their Lord and believe in 
His Omnipotence. 
In the light of this, if anyone kills a Muslim for whom this universe is created then he is like 
one who consigns the entire world to destruction. It is to this that a verse of the-Qur' an 
points out: 

~~ ;;l!JI.'l'i ~fl{,, ~J'}I. ~.)L::.i.J,I u:lJ !Lt., &\.'l::i,t--'.J"' 
•II'. '-' fJ"""tii' \.,n'· \..3- - -~'-" fJ"""tii'....,..-

{And whoever slays a human being for other than manslaughter, or for (spreading) 
corruption in the land, it shall be as if he had slain all mankind.} (5: 32) 

<JqJ"iiJ $-~' J&T ....ur _p Jli ~J~ili, ~;L' J..;.!J 6l- s~J..' 'f'J ;:, "'·t.fl6l-J (r't "'o 
... ~ "' ... c: f • .. ' • ~ ....... ,-t . J. 

-~.}:-~~Ill Jli ~ ~..)..4,1",, ~I.J"' 5 -Jl!JI. ~ru1 , t'e- x ~ d .As'~ 1 ~e-...r..~' 
,_., .. , J , -'.J>J , '-a ~ ., ~r II' '-J ~J-, 

3464. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~~~; and Abu Hurayrah ~.1n~; narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, ''If (it is confirmed that) the inhabitants of the heaven 
and earth have combined to shed blood of a believer, then Allah would cast them 
face down in hell."3 

COMMENTARY: Some exponents suggest that the word in the Arabic text(~) should 
have been (I"~) but, Mulla Ali Qari li!1~; says that it is correct. The words in Jami Saghir are: 

1 Tirmidhi # 1395, Nasai # 3986 
2 Ibn Majah # 2619. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1398 

.. ' ' ~ I-: .Jl!ll J~j~ ill I~.)...) 
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COMPLAINT OF THE MURDERED ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION 

A ""' { I "' C: J !."' J :1 ,; 

( ~lo~I_,~LiJI_, lS~ jJI ol.,.;) -<J.J~l ~~~~a~'-' ~j ~JJ..a1 IJS ~ ~ISJI j '*t 
3465. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~y.,Js.li!t~ said, "On 
the day of resurrection the murdered person will bring the m~derer with his 
forelock and his head in his hand, blood dripping from his own jugular vein. He 
will complain, 110 my Lord, he killed me." (Get me justice.) He will bring him 
(draggim him like that) till he is near the throne."t 

COMMENTARY: On the day of resurrection, the slain person will claim his right and 
Allah will please him. 

UTHMAN'S ~~~ J SPEECH ON THE DAY HE WAS OPPRESSED 

.. ~ .. .. !."' • "' l" c: ,., , !t .. fl 
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3466. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.:So~~ ~J ibn Sahl ibn Hunayf narrated that 
(Sayyiduna) Uthman ibn Mfan ~~~~ J climbed up the roof top of his house on the 
day of ad-dar (when he was besieged by those who wrought mischief). He asked 
(the besiegers), "I adjure you by Allah,_ do you know that Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~ J said, 11The blood of a Muslim is forbidden except for one of three reasons: 

(i) Fornication committed by a married man, 
(ii) apostatising after embracing Islam, 
(iii) slaying someone without just cause, 

he may be killed for one of these reasons?' By Allah, I have not committed 
fornication either during jahiliyah (ignorance period) or after the coming of Islam. 
I have not apostatised since having sworn allegiance to Allah's Messenger~~~~ 
~ J• And, I have not slain any soul whom Allah has declared sacred."2 

COMMENTARY: The day of (or yawn) ad-dar means the day of the house. It refers to the 
days on which the rebels had besieged the house of the third caliph Sayyiduna Uthman ibn 
Affan ~..111~ J· One of those days, he went up the roof of his house and spoke the foregoing 
words to the rebels. 
As for committing fornication after marriage, if a married person commits adultery then Shari' ah 
(divine law) prescribes that he should be stoned to death. The Arabic word for a married person' 

t Tirmidhi # 3040,3029, Nasai # 3999,lbn Majah # 2621, Musnad Ahmad 1-240 
2 Tirmidhi # 2165, Abu Dawud # 4502, Ibn Majah # 2533, Nasai # 4024, Darimi # 2497, Musnad 
Ahmad 1-61. 
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as used in the hadith is (.;,\~~') (ihsan and (~~:IV) - (Muhsin) stands for a Muslim, freeman, 
responsible who has married legally and consummated marriage with his wife. 
The actual words of the hadith meaning what Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~ said ... (~.)~~) 
(The blood of a Muslim ... one of these reasons) are the only ones in Darimi, but not 
Othman's 4~1»~~ .J words in the beginning or the end.l 

KILLER IS DEPRIVED OF GOOD 

~ , t !.A ~L:; li:..i..& .!....a~ ''I J' l-:.:3 '} J"li .. 1 .. , ~~alJI t~JJI J, 'J .!.£ s:HJlJI. 1!6£ ~ O"t "\V) 
• , .. ~ "" "" \.,T~~ JM ~_, ,.. ,_,.-, ~..,...-. v-- '-( ...1 

... 
(JJ'-' .. ,~" oi:.J.J) -~ Ul~ US9l.:;lll~i Ul~ US 

3467. Sayyiduna Abu darda ~1»~~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~li!1~ said, 
"The believer does not cease to go ahead reapidly towards piety (engaged in giving 
the rights of Allah and of His slaves) till he does not shed blood unjustly. But, 
when he sheds blood unjustly he is fatigued."2 

CO:·iMENTARY: As long as a believer does not stain his hands with blood of someone, 
A~lah keeps him engaged in piety and goodness, outstripping other. If he kills anyone then 
he ses the ability to do pious work. The heart of the murderer becomes dark with black 
stah 1s. While all sins are punishable, this sin is more grave. 

UNJUST KILLING IS UNFORGIVABLE 

~ I ' "' {J ~~ .-~ :t 
-.U aW6£.~-H.:.lll &I()~ St.IS.JI :ljj _I\:..,'&~"'· t:::-:&4 ~I 8'~ -~ \,;Y" ..,;I _, ._, ., • , )y ~ _, , 

3468. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~li!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll1~ said, 
"It may be hoped that Allah will forgive every sin, except (the sin of) one who dies 
a polytheist, or one who kills a Muslim deliberately."3 
3469. Sayyiduna Muawiyah ~.111~ .J also narrated this hadith.4 

COMMENTARY: According to this hadith just as polytheism is unforgivable, so too wilful 
killing is unforgivable. However, the ahlus-sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.1tt~ practice) wa al
jama' ah say that a killer would undergo severe punishment for a long time before being 
forgiven. They cite this verse: 

(Surely Allah forgives not the setting up of peers for Him; for anything less than 
this, He forgives whomsoever He pleases.} (4: 48) 

As for this hadith, it means to emphasize how serious a crime it is to kill someone and 
what a severe chastisement it invites. It could also mean that if anyone kills a Muslim 
believing it to be lawful, then he will not be pardoned. Besides, the word ('~) 
(deliberately) could also imply killing a believer because he is a believer. If anyone 
does that then he will not be forgiven. 

1 See the lives of the Noble Caliphs, Ibn Kathir Dimishiqi, (Darul Ish' at, Karachi) PP 260 to 283. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4270 (This and the next are come together in Abu Dawud) 
3 Abu Dawud # 4270 (This previous are one in Abu Dawud) 
4 Nasai # 3984, Musnad Ahmad 4-99. 
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RETALIATION MAY NOT BE SOUGHT FROM FATHER FOR HIS CHILDREN 

(JJ I..U 1., ~.l.o .}J I o I_,.;) _J.J.IjJ I ~ Jl ~ 
3470. Sayyiduna Ibn abbas ~lilt~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil~~ said. 
"The prescribed punishment must not be imposed in mosques and a father must 
not be killed for (killing) a son. "1 • · 

(Rather, diyah may be imposed on him. It is a monetary penalty.) 
COMMENTARY: No punishment for adult·~ry, theft, etc may be enforced in the mosques. 
The same applies to qisas or retaliation for murder. The reason is that mosques are meant 
to offer salah (prayer) or to make dhikr or acquire or impart religious knowledge .. 
If a father kills his son then he should not be killed in retaliation. 
The juristic verdict is that if a son kills his parents then he maybe killed in retaliation. This 
is the unanimous verdict of all the ulama (Scholars). 
But, if any of the parents kill their son then the ulama (Scholars) differ on the verdict. 
Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~;, Imam Shafi'I lilt~; and Imam Ahmad lilt~; hold that a father 
must not be killed in retali~tion. But, Imam Maalik lilt~; holds that if a father slaughters 
his son then he may be killed in retaliation, and if he kills him with a sword then retaliation 
must not be seized from him. It must be remembered that the same command applies to a 
mother as to a father. Grand parents whether paternal or maternal attract the san1e 
command as father and mother do. 

NEITHER FATHER NOR SON WILL BE PUNISHED FOR OTHER'S WRONG 

I to _,,_, .u.,- _, '.J '"'' 
-~1llllj~9j~IJli9~JL9a~~:UI~ll~l ·~:iJlii_;..L::,j ... , .. , .. :, :;ooo" 'i' "' , , Lt 

3471. Sa}ryiduna Abu Rimthah ~li11~J narrated: I came to Allah's Messenger lilt~ 
~ J ~ with iny father. He asked, 'rwho is he with you?" He said, "My son! B~ 
witness to it." He said, "Know! He will not involve you (in punishment) because of 
his sins, nor will you involve him because of your sins." 
The version in Sharh us-sunnah (Propllet's ~J~lil~~ practice) has these words too 
in the beginning: Abu Rimthah ~lilt~; narrated: I went in with my father to meet 
Allah's Messenger ~J~lil'~· When my father observed what was on the back of 
Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~, (he did not realize that it was the seal of Prophet 
hood, so) he said, "Let me treat what is on your back, because I am a physician." He 
said, "You are but a rafiq. The Physician is only Allah."2 

1 Tirmidhi # 1401, Ibn Majah # 2661, Darimi # 2357, Musnad Ahmad 1-16. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4495, Nasai # 4832, Darimi # 2388, Musnad Ahmad 4-163, Sharh Sumwlt (Prophet's 

~ J~.iill~ practice) 
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COMMENTARY: Ibn Rimthah 4:$-.ln~J asked the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ to bear witness that 
the boy was his son. His purpose was to say that if he committed a wrong then his son 
could be taken to task as was the custom during the jahiliyah (ignorance period). Father 
and son could be called to account for one another's wrongs. But, Allah's Messenger 1»1~ 
~..; J~ made it clear to him that neither of them will have to answer for the other's wrongs. 
That was an unjust custom during the jahiliyah (ignorance period). , 
Abu Rimthah' s 4:So .&1 ~ J father claimed to· be a physician and a wise man. His words 
smacked of poor intellibence and bad manners. The Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ corrected him, 
"You are only a rafiq," meaning, 'you only give a prescription on the outward condition 
and are mild the patient and suggest what he should do and from what he should abstain. 
But you have nothing in your power. Only Allah is the True Physician. He heals and 
knows the inner condition. No one else, howsoever great, can give cure.' 

SON LIABLE FOR FATHER'S QISAS 

_lf11~J~~jli&IJJ-~I&,t.A)111~~~J~I~~':ll 1~~~.5~ 
3472. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb 1»1 ~ J narrated from his father, from his grand 
father that suraqah ibn Maalik 4:$-.&I~J narrated that he was present when Allah's 
Messenger ~J~..1!1~ would take retaliation from a son for his father, but he did 
not take retaliation from a father for his son.t 

COMMENTARY: If a son killed his father, then in retaliation the son was killed. But, if a 
father killed his son, then he was not killed in retaliation but blood wit (or monetary 
penalty) was taken from him. 

IS THERE QISAS FROM FREEMAN FOR SLAVE 
A C: "'c: ' "' ~ Ill ~ J "'C: "'C:"' , . 

~-4 &A j 'l!lS A~ JS &A ~j ~ill\~ ;lll JJ.!j Jli Jli i~ (;.~I lf j (r't Vf) 

~&A j ~._,J.j ~lj..; 0 &it.dJI Sljj &Jiillj 4u ~lj :ijl:i~lj ~~_$ll &\jj -'~~A~ 

3473. Sayyiduna Hasan (Busri).&t~ J reported that (Sayyiduna) Samurah .&~~ J narrated 
that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said. "If anyone kills his slave, then we shall kill 
him (in retaliation) and if anyone maims his slave then we shall maim him.2 

C9MMENTARY: The prophet ~J~~~ said this by way of a severe warning so that 
people may desist from killing their slaves. It is like when a man did not give up wine in 
spite of severe warning, so the Prophet ~ J ~ 1»1. ~ said, "Kill him!" But when he was 
brought to him, he did not kill him. 
Some people say that the slave mentioned in this hadith is the one who was set free after 
slavery. He is no more called a slave, but, here, reference is to his previous life. 

t Tirmidhi # 1405 
2 Tirmidhi # 1419, Abu Dawud # 4516, Ibn Majah # 2664, Nasai # 4736, Darimi # 4736, Musnad 
AhmadS-10. 
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Some others say that this hadith stands abrogated by the verse: 

fdl~~~lj_Ji~j!l 
{ ... the free man for the free man and the slave for the slave ... }(2: 178) 

Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~ J said that if anyone kills someone else's slave than he will be 
killed in retaliation. But, he will not be killed in retaliation if he kills his own slave. The 
other three imams hold that no free man will be killed in retalian for a slave whether his 
own or another's. They cite the verse (2: 178) mention in the preceding lines. 
Ibrahim Nakha'I lilt~J and Sufyan Thawri lii1~J contend that a free man will be executed 
for killing a slave belonging to him or to anyone else. 
As for maiming, ·it is stated in Sharh us-sunnah (Prophet's ~J~lilt~ practice) that all the 
ulama (Scholars) agree that if a free man maims a slave then the free man will not be 
maimed in retaliation. 
This means that the words of the Prophet ~ J~.&!~ in this hadith were either by way of a 
serious warning or are abrogated. 

MURDERER BE GIVEN IN THE CUSTODY OF HEIRS 

'"'"' e' '"'"' s: .. ,.,., "' ,, "' "' ,l~..t "'J ... , ~_,j~j ~ .....!,)_,j~ ctJ ~.JJIIJ~IIJ t~ .....uJJ IJJS IJ t~ .....U}i ~~I ~l;l.JI ! f<.!J 

(~.lA jUI oi.JJ) -~ ~~ lj!l4lAj S ~;. -....!.)~JlJl£4 
3474. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb .&~~ J narrated from his father who from his grand 
father that Allah's Messenger~J~.&t~ said, 111£ anyone slays a believer willfully 
then he must be handed over to the heirs of the slain. They may kill him (in 
retaliation) or take blood money (from him). It (blood money) is thirty she-camels 
in their fourth year, thirty she-camels in their fifth year and forty pregnant camels, 
and that which the heirs have decided with him. (The right of the heirs is as 
mentioned but if they consent to a smaller amount then only that will be wajib 
(obligatory) on the murderer.)t 

COMMENTARY: Diyah, or blood wit is the compensation paid to the heirs for killing their 
relative. Imam Shafi'I .&!~ J and Imam Ahmad .it~ J go by this hadith. Imam Abu Hanifah 
lilt~ J and Imam Abu Yusuf lilt~ J say that the one hundred camels of diyah should be made 
up in this manner: 

• Twenty five bint makhad, 
• Twenty five hint labun 
• Twenty five bint hiqqah, and 
• Twenty five hint jaza' ah. 

They go by the hadith of Sayyiduna Sa'ib ibn Y azid ~.&~~ J that the Prophet ~~~ 
~ J had commanded that four kinds of camels should be given (against blood money). If 
this hadith was sound, the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.&1~J would have acted on 
it unanimously. 
(The terms used in this commentary are explained here under: ) 

1 Tinnidhi # 1392, Abu Dawud # 4506, Ibn Majah # 2626, Musnad Ahmad 2-193. 
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Bint rnakhad: she-c~nnel in 2nd year. 
Bint labun: she-camel in 3rd year 
Hiqqah: She-camel in 4th year. 
J aza' ah: She-camel in 5th year 
Ibn makhad: (he) camel in 3nd year 
J9lalifah: pregnant camel. 

ALL MUSLIMS ARE EQUAL AS REGARDS QJSAS & DIYAH 

' ' J ' "' -~~~~if 4lA~I &ljjj~l.:lllj Sjl:i _#I 

3475. Sayyiduna Ali ~lilt~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~~~ said, 11 All Muslims 
are equal in (the application of) qisas and diyah (retaliation and blood money). The 
humblest of them may offer protection and the most distant holds a right, and all 
Muslims are like one hand. (This means that all Muslims are helpers of each other 
against non-Muslims. They must remain united against others as though parts of 
one hand that work together.) And, beware! A Muslim must not be killed for an 
unbeliever, and one who is under a covenant (meaning, a dhimmi) must not be 
killed as Jong as he is under the covenant (and protection).:l 
3476. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~i»1~ J narrated the same hadith.2 

COMMENTARY: In seizing retaliation or paying blood money, all the Muslims are equal: 
the noble and the humble, the young and the old, the learned and the ignorant, the rich and 
the poor, and the male or female. There is no distinction in applying qisas and diyah. It is 
not as was done during the jahiliyah (ignorance period) when an influential person could 
not be executed in retaliation if he had killed a humble man, but a few men of his tribe who 
were subordinate to him were put to death instead of him. 

As for givmg protection, even a humble Muslim may give protection to an infidel. 
This humble Muslim may be a slave or a woman. When he extends protection to a non
Muslim, all other Muslims are bound to honour it and protect the life and property. of the 
non-Muslim. They must not break the protection. 

THE MOST DISTANT .... : The next sentence about the most distant holding a right could 
be interpreted in two ways. 

(i) If a Muslim who resides far away from enemy territory has given protection to 
an infidel, then it is not allowed to the Muslims who reside near the enemy 
territory to violate this rnan's (covenant of) protection. 

(ii) When an army of the Muslims enters enemy territory and their 
amir(Commander) dispatches one unit to another side and they (win and 
collect some booty then that booty will not belong only to this unit but will be 
shared by the entire army. 

TILL UNDER COVENANT: The concluding words are 'as long as he is under the 

1 Abu Dawud # 4530, Nasai # 4746, Musnad Ahmad 1-122. 
2 Ibn Majah # 2683 
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covenant' mean that till the .infidel goes on paying the jizyah and remains a faithful citizen 
of the Islamic state, he will be protected. No Muslim should kill hiin but must regard it as a 
responsibility to protect him. This shows that in Islamic law a dhimmi' s blood is as 
precious as a Muslims. Hence, if a Muslim kills· a dhimmi unjustly then the murderer 
Muslim must be killed in retaliation. This is the contention of Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~ J· 

·· The words of the hadith that a Muslim may not· be killed for an unbeliever refer to the 
unbeliever at war not a dhimmi. 
Thus, according to Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ J, a Muslim must not be killed in retaliation for 
a disbeliever at war (an enemy disbeliever), but a Muslim may be executed for a dhimn1i 
(in retaliation). 
Imam Shafi'ililt~J said that a Muslim may not be killed in retaliation for any disbeliever, 
enemy at war or dhimmi. 

RIGHT OF HEIRS OF THE SLAIN OR THE WOUNDED. 
"" , , !. ~ "' l ' J, "' ""' ""'- , "" 

Jl ~~ < :~I ~ J~ ~j ~WI~ ~I J~·~ Jli ;ti.,;Jl-1 ~..).! ~~ (.,£ j (rt VV) 

ufa'a". t ,\.-:ki 43-i; \;::I :.ll.._i .'k.l ''I SIJI. t 'li ~~ ."'~.JJ..I :'ki .1l::i..L ~if."~ I f...g I~ P!. ..........,...., ... , .... IJ-'J ,...,., .............,, t:S \.,jiiJ' ""'-'-•ii'•":,JV ~~..,j~ 

t$ -' til' "" J t$ -' J ' "" "" I "" J d .- I l' { "" -' "" "" l' l' -' J "' J "" 
-1~11~ ~~.I.J.!ll..Jl!.\1 ~; ~3~ I~ ;J ~~3~ ~L ... !...J1iJ.kll ~~JI lj.a;:!JI 

(JJI...UI oi.JJ) 

3477. Sayyiduna Abu Shurayh al-Khuza'I -'$lilt~ J narrated that he heard Allah's 
Messenger ~J 4:)s. ~ jJ say, 111£ anyone is afflicted with a (relative's) killing 
(unjustly) or a wound (by severing a limb, for instance), then he may choose one of 
three things but if he demands (apart from these) a fourth thing, .then hold him by 
his hand (and prevent him from demanding the fourth thing. The three things are: ) 
(i) he may seize retaliation, (ii) he may forgive, or (iii) he may accept (monetary) 
compensation. If he chooses one of these and afterwards asks (or more (like having 
forgiven, he then demands retaliation or compensation), he will go to hell to abide 
therein for ever, never to be taken out."1 • 

COMMENTARY: The concluding words in the Arabic text are (t.11f..el~,~~). They convey a 
strong emphasis: for ever, abiding, never to come out. The emphasis is to warm strongly. 
The same words were used in an earlier hadith (#3453). · 

ACCIDENTAL KILLING 

~ ""'' 01 , l' ""'' "'"' ~ I. "" "' ., ., l' ... ' (~WJI.JJJIJY.Ioi.J.;)-J~ .-j~~~~ .-~;Jjll.!JJ~i:Jj~Jl.;.&Ajll~ 

3478. Sayyiduna Tawus .111 ~J reported that Ibn Abbas -'$ .\1 ~J said that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4:)s.li!l jJ said, 111£ anyone is killed by mistake when people throw 
stones, or beat with whips, or strike with a stick (and the killer cannot be 

I Abu Dawud # 4496, Ibn Majah # 2623, Darimi # 2351 
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identified), then this is an accidental death (and there is no sin committed because 
it is not intentional). The diyah for it is as for an accidental killing. 
And, if anyone kills deliberately, then retaliation becomes wajib (obligatonJ). If 
anyone hinders the seizing of retaliation, then on him is Allah's curse and wrath and 
neither his supererogatory acts nor his prescribed acts will be accepted from him.1 

COMMENTARY: If anyone is surrounded by two warring groups or is a passerby, for 
instance, and happens to be killed by a stone thrown by the disputants then no retaliation 
is due but diyah as for accident will be payable. Here, stoning is mentioned as an example. 
It could be anything else that causes death. The jurists call it (~4,.!1)(shibh amd) or a quasi
deliberate intent, In1an1 Abu Hanifah ~~ 44>? J defines it thus; 'The killing that occurs with 
something that is not sharp and such as normally death does not result from it.' 
The two disciples.: 
(of his) and hnam Shafi'I ~~4'1>?), however, define shibh amd as a killing that results with 
intent with such a thing which does not normally cause death. If death occurs with such a 
thing that is used to kill generally then that is (~J:i)(intentional killing- qatl amd). 
lm,lm Abu Hanifah ~~~) says of the things mentioned in the hadith, (stone, stick) that they 
are mentioned in their literal sense and maybe light weight or heavy. The two disciples 
and In1am Shafi'I ~~ ~J maintain that these things mentioned in the hadith stand for 
lightweigl1t objects (not heavy). 
In other words, if anyone is killed with something that is heavy, then according too: 

(i) Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J qisas (or retaliation) is not wajib (obligatory), but & 
· according to 

(ii) The two disciples and Imam Shafi'i ~~~ J the forgoing explanation is valid. 
If anyone obstructs· the heirs of the slain person from demanding retaliation then he is 
warned seriously that he calls for Allah's anger. 

KINDS OF MURDER: The jurists say that there are five kinds of murder: 
(i) Qatl amd or willful killing. 
(ii) Qatl shibh amd or quasi-deliberate intent or murder that resembles 

intentioned murder. 
(iii) Qatl Khata or accidental murder. 
(iv) Qatl jari mujri khata or accidental murder unknowingly. 
(v) Qatl bisabab or indirect murder. 

These are elaborated here: 

(I)WILLFUL OR DELIBERATE KILLING: A person is murdered with something that 
snaps off the limbs. It may be a weapon or a stone, stick or a sharp-edged weapon with 
a spark. The two disciples define willful killing thus: A person is slain intentionally 
with such a thing with which a person is generally killed. One who commits wilful 
murder is a great sinner. The punishment of this murder is qisas (which is to execute 
the murderer in retaliation of the murdered) unless the heirs of the murdered person 
forgive him, ·or agree to take the diyah (or monetary compensation). In this expiation 
does not become wajib (obligatory). , 

1 Abu Dawud # 4540, Ibn Majah # 2635, Nasai # 4789 
2 Imam Abu Yusuf .&~~ J and Imam Muhammad~~ J 
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(II}QUASI-DELIBERATE INTENT OR MURDER THAT RESEMBLES INTENTIONAL 
MURDER: It is to deliberately strike someone with something other than the 
aforementioned things (like a weapon or a sharp-edged thing, etc.). E\·~n this kind of 
killing (because of neglecting the best course and lack of prudence) is sinful. In this, there 
is no retaliation but it is wajib (obligatory) on the tribe of the slayer to pay diyah 
mughallazah (which is paying one hundred camels of four kinds.). However, if no one is 
killed, but the person concerned is wounded then qisas is wajib (obligatory) in the sense that 
if any limb of that person is severed then a corresponding limb of the person striking him 
will be cut off. 

(Ill} ACCIDENTAL MURDER: It is of two kinds. 
(a) Accident is related to intention. For example, a hunter ai1ned at a game but that 
turned out to be a man, or he aimed at an enemy but he was his own co-religionist, 
a Muslim. 
(b) Accident is related to a (wrong) action. For instance, a man aims at a target, but 
misses and hits a man. 

(IV)ACCIDENTAL MURDER TJNKNOWINGLY: For example, a man might fall in his 
sleep over another man who dies because of the crash. Expiation is binding in both cases: 
(iii) accidental murder and (iv) accidental murder unknowingly. Also, diyah is wajib 
(obligatory) on the tribe of the (accidental) murderer in both cases. Moreover, in these cases 
(because of negligence) sin also is committed. 

(V)INDIRECT MURDER: An example of this kind is that man has a well dug on 
another person's land without his permission, or places a stone thereon. A passerby 
falls in the well or stumbles on the stone and happens to die. In this case, diyah 
becornes wajib (obligatory) on the tribe (of the man responsible for the accident). 
However, no expiation is payable. 

INHERITANCE: It must be known that in the first four cases, namely amd, shibh amd, 
khata and jari mujri khata, the murderer is deprived of the inheritance of the murdered (if 
he is an heir). 
In the fifth ~d, qatl bisabab, the murderer will not be deprived of inheritance of the 
murdered. 

· KILLING THE MURDERER AFfER RECEIVING DIYAH IS UNPARDONABLE SIN 
, "' "' c: , ...... ' ... J, ' ,1, , "'c: ... c: 

(Jjby,loi.JJ)-~J,li~I~JS~~~ }l~j~WIJ4~1Jj.!.JJl9Jl9~4-0£J(ftV~) 

3479. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:$.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA,At-.111.)-.P said. ''I 
shall not forgive anyone (of the slain person's guardians or heirs) who kills (the 
murderer) after receiving (from him) the diyah (blood money)." (Rather I shall kill 
him in retaliation.)t 

REWARD FOR FORGIVING ONE WHO WOUNDS 

1 Abu Dawud # 4507, Musnad Ahmad 3-363 
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3480. Sayyiduna Abu Ad-Darda ~ .\1 ~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 
~ J~Jm~ say, ''If anyone is wounded on his body and pardons it, then Allah raises 
him a degree for it and removes from him a sin.1 

(Tirmidhi part of lengthy hadith) 

SECTION III ~!l~l1j.aiii 

IT MUCH KILL RETRIBUTION WILL BE IMPOSED ON ALL 

" I J, -"' J "' " l't "' J " C: "' "' C: -~~~ ~.·31··...c. ... ~.;~l· ~ ... J"&.!..ulA&I"J-~.;.,:·\'a'~'"~ ~. 1!.14!1£~t:5 !' ~Jli ;;..:u.:&.. 'o!ji ~..r- ':r ..,-- ....._,__, • ~J ~ .., I..J ~,. '-""" ,.. ..Y~ .., ~ -""~ 

3481. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Musayyib narrated that (Sayyiduna)Umar ibn Khattab 
~...1!1~; executed five or seven men who had killed one man treacherously. And he 
said, ''If the people of San' a had colluded to kill him, surely I would have killed 
them all."2 
3482. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~; narrated the like of it.3 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps those killers belonged to San'a the present capital of Yemen.· 
Besides, the Arabs were used to name it to express a .large number. This hadith is evidence 
that all killers of one man will be subject to retribution. 

THE MURDERED WILL NAB THE MURDERER & COMPLAIN TO ALLAH 
, ,!~A " "' c: ' " ~ ' ~ " "' "', ' "c: , ~~ J~ll@ Jli~j~illl ~;ill Jj.!J ,.J.)I ~~9 ,,~~ Jli y \!-? 6£j (r'tAr') 

~ , 
' "' J "c: "'J - .f' \::::.' lf .--t; J !. "' c: "' , J !. " ·, 

(~WJI ol~.;) -~l9 y \! ~ Jl! ~~9 ~ <..r~J_p:9lj1 '.9~j lll~J_,.a:9 ~~I__;~ , ~ 

3483. Sayyiduna Junbub ~.lil~~; narrated tht a certain sahabi ~.lil~~; narrated to him 
that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 110n the day of resurrection, the slain man 
will bring the on~ who had slain him and say (to Allah), 'Ask him why he had slain 
me?' He (the slayer) will say, 'I had killed him for the property of so-and-so.'" 
Jundub~~~~ .J said, "Keep away from it!"4 

COMMENTARY: The slayer's words could also mean 'I had killed him in the territory of 
so-and-so, but then the answer is not according to the question. 
Jundub ~~~~.J advised people to refrain from killing Teebi~~~.J said that Jundub ~J 
~ ~~ had narrated this hadith to a king and had advised him to refrain from killing or 
abetting in that. 

WARNING AGAINST ASSISTING SLAYER 
"' "' "~~~ , c: \:;. "' ' ... ~ ' ~ , ... c: ... c:.. , . ., 

cjl~~~jJ~~~~I6-'~J~WI~;lJIJJ.!JJliJtiS~~C?I6£j(r'tAt) 

(~l,., ,·....,1..,1 a.;) _JJI ~5 ,l.A, 2...,~ 4,.-i.:£ .~~ ~ ,e5::A alH 
• ....,...- J , #' ...._,...,..,.._,--, ,_ .. v-• . '..r 

3484. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ 

1 Tirmidhi # 1398, Ibn Majah # 2693, Musnad Ahmad # 6899. 
2 Mawatta Maalik # 13 (Uqul) 
3 Bukhari # 6896 
4 Nasai # 3998 (See commentary for alternative meaning 

.t • 
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.. 
. said, 11He who helps in killing a believer even .by exhorting (the kill~:/ by half a 
word (saying only ki instead of kill), will ·meet Allah with the inscription on his 
forehead, 'Despairs of J\llah's mercy."'t 

COMMENTARY: Killing"'\ Muslim is like disbe!ief in the gravity of sin it invites. The 
words, 'despairs of Allah's mercy' sugyPst it, because of the verse: 

. ~ '", 9~1 , ~~tl ~I JJ1,." ".r..A . .!J!.1 '} ...__).Jj"" ~ .r- """" , ... .J..) lo..l"-' v-;;;;;;; 

{ ... none but the unbelieving despair of the mercy of Alhh.J(12: 37) 
This man will be disgraced with this symbol among the people on the day oi resurr~ction. · 
We must bear in mind that either these words spell a severe ·w<!rning aJ!ai.nst su..:h action or 
they apply to one who abets in' this crime and regards his doiny as lawful. 

HELPER OF KILLER ~F l~ ~ESTED 

~_)j.~l a:ijj.?.Jll~jll ~~ l:ilJli~j ~~W1 ~~lJI lf .P-~1 if"j (itAO) 

., .. , 
, "' , "" c: "' 

(~.JI .. i.JI oi.,J.J) -·~~I L5.}JI J:~JJ5 ~.}JI 

3485. Sayyiduna· Ibn Umar ~)»,~ J narrated that the Prophet~ J~i»~~ said, '~en 
a man clutches another man and yet another·kills him, he who kills will be killed 
and he who clutches him will be imprisoned."2 

COMMENTARY: If a man holds a woman and another man rapes her, then the prescribed 
punishment will not be imposed on the man who grabs her. In the same way, one who 
clutches a person being killed is not awarded the punishment of qisas but he will be 
awarded a discretionary punishment and put in prison for a length of time decided ·by the 

"' judge or ruler. This is as some exponents say. But, to hold a man so that he may be killed 
is in fact abetting and helping in the crime and, in the light of another hadith, the 
punishment for helping a killer is also qisas (retaliation). So, we might say that this 
hadith(# 3485) is abrogated. 
Shamni ~.a,,~J has written in Multaqa: If anyone throws a man before a lion or another 
wild beast.who kills him then neither qisas, nor diyah will be binding on the person who 
throws him, but he will be imprisoned till he repents and will be beaten till his body aches. 

$1'---

1 Ibn Majah # 2620 ~~-! 
2 Daraqytrin # 176 
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CHAPTER-II 
AD-DIYAAT(BLOOD WIT) 

MEANING & KINDS OF DIYAH: The word diyaat is the plural form of dij'ah. It 
means 'monetary compensation.' Hence, diyah is the money that is paid in con1pensatiol} 
for ending someone's life or for wounding him physically, cutting off his limb (s). The 
caption has the plural form diyaat to cover the many kinds of diyah. 
There is a diyah to compensate for killing someone, or diyah nafs. 
There is another diyah to compensate for wounding someone' s limbs, or diyah a' da. 
They are further classified as: 

(1) diyah mughallazah, and 
(2) diyah mukhaffafah. 

(l)DIYAH MUGHALLAZAH: It is as described here. 
They are one hundred she-camels as in this chart: 

(i) Bint Makhad (she-camel) of one year, begins her second year) - 25. 
(ii) Bint Labun (she-camel two years old in her third year) - 25. 
(iii) Hiqqah (she-camel three years old in her fourth year) - 25. 
(iv) Jadh~' ah (she-camel four years old in her fifth year) - 25. 
This is as Itnatn-Abu Hanifah .iai~J and Imam Abu Yusuf .1!1~J say. 

However, Imam Shafi'i.ial~ J and Imam Muhammad iil1~ J describe the diyah mughallazah 
in this way: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

Hiqqah - 30 (she-camels in 4th year) 
Jadha'ah- 30 (she-camels in 5th year) 
Muthannah - 40 (she camels who have completed 5 years and are in their 
6th year). 

They must all be pregnant. 
Diyah mughallazah is wajib (obligatory) on the person who has perpetrated qatl shibh 'and 
or quasi deliberate intent or murder that resemble intentional murder. 

(2)DIY1!f·MUKHAFFAFAH: is that if it is paid in gold then it is one thousand dinars. It 
is paid jt silver, then ten thousand dinars are paid. If camels are paid for it, then five kinds 
of came1s are paid to a total of one hundred, as in this chart: 
(i)Ibn Makhad (He-camel in second year) - 20. 

(ii)Bint Makhad (she-camel in 2nd year)- 20 
(iv) Bint Labun (she camel in 3rd year) - 20 
(v) Hiqqah (she camel in 4th year) - 20 
(vi) Jadha'ah (she camel in 5th year)- 20 
Diyah mukhaffafah is wajib (obligatory) on a person who commits qatl khata or 

accidental murder, or qatl jari mujri khata (accidental murder unknowingly) or qatl 
bisabab(indirect murder). 
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SECTION I JJitj..call 
DIYAH FOR CUITING OFF FINGER 

.. J ,, "'r: ' .... ~ ' ' (~J~Iol.,.;)-_.;~~}ljj~~~~~~~,~j,~Jli~j~llil~~~lf~~c;.lifCt"tA"\) 

3486. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~,&,~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&t~ said, "This 
and this (meaning the little finger and the thumb to which he pointed) are equal," 
(as for as diyah is concerned.l 

COMMENTARY: If anyone cuts off all.the fingers or all the toes of a person, it will be wajib 
(obligatory) on him to pay the entire diyah (one hundred camels). It comes to one-tenth for 
each finger. There is no difference between thumb and little finger though it has three 
pores against two of the thumb. There also is no difference in diyah of the right and left 
hands. The diyah for each pore will be one-third of one-tenth, (for each finger) and the 
diyah fo~ each pore of a thumb will be half of one-tenth. 

DIYAH FOR CHILD IN WOMB 

(~~) -'6:: g~Jk}lj~Jjj '+.1:!~1~-...!.;~ 
3487. Sayyiduna Aby Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ 
passed judgment when the child of a woman of Banu lihyan wa miscarried (or was 
born dead) that it is wajib (obligatory) (on the bibe) to set free a ghurrah (which is a 
slave, male or female _of the best kind). Then, the woman on whom he had made it 
binding (through her tribe) to em~cipate a ghurrah died. So, he 4ecreed that her 
sons and husband should inherit from her but the diyah should be paid by her 
asabah (paternal relatives).2 . 

COMMENTARY: Two women quarrelled bitterly. One of them threw a stone at the other 
who \Yas pregnant. The stone hit her on her belly and should had a miscarriage. 
As a consequence, diyah was imposed on the striker's aaqilah (tribe or family). If the child 
was born alive. and then died, or was born alive and she had struck the stone afterwards and 
it had hit the child, killing him, then the entire diyah would have been wajib (obligatory). 
Ghurrah is the whiteness on a horse's forehead. This word is applied also ·to a slave male 
or female of white colour. In this hadith, it means simply a male or female slave. The 
jurists say that ghurrah is one-twentieth of a diyah, or five hundred dirhams. 
The word asabah in the hadith refers to aaqilah. They did not qualify for an inheritanc~ on 
account of that because if anyone is respo~ible to pay the diyah of a person it does not 
en~tle him to his legacy. 9nly the legal heir will get that. 
Only the woman's sons and husband are named as her heirs. It is perhaps only they were 
her surviving heirs, otherwise all living heirs are entitled to the inheritance as explicit in the 
next hadith. · 

1 Bukhari # 6895, Tirmidhi # 1396, Abu Dawud # 4558, Ibn Majah # 2652, Nasai # 4837, Darimi # 
2370. 
2 Bukhari # 6909, Tirmidhi # 1410, Abu Dawud # 2597 Nasai # 4817. 
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DIYAH (BLOO~ WIT) IS WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) IF KILLED BY STONING 

(~~)-~'A6Ajl.&.lij~jjj 
3488. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:,$. i»1 ~ J narrated that two women of Hudhayl 
quarrelled one with the other. One of them threw a stone at the other killing her 
and what was in her womb. Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»1~ judged that the blood
wit for the child miscarried by her should be a ghurrah (male or female slave). He 
also judged that the woman who was bound to pay the bloodwit should pay it and 
that her suns and those with them would inherit her.l 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps the previ_ous hadith (# 3487) and this one speak of two 
different events. 
If anyone is killed on throwing a stone then diyah (bloodwit) becomes wajib (obligatory) not 

·. · qisas (retaliation). This killing was of the kind shibh amd (one that resembles intentional 
murder). This is what Imam Abu Hanifah~t:S- i»1 ~ J said. He believes that the stope was a 
small stone. The other imams disagree with him. 

· t ,t .. ,, '~ : ,e~t.A s: ' .. ~ ' ~ ' .. "' .. s: 2 -~t~:'O~zs_rj~WI~:~If;J~I~~~j~WI~~IJJ.:!J~9Jl9~~ 
3489. Sayyiduna Mughirah . .u~ 1»1 ~ J ibn Shu bah ~t:S- 1»1 ~ J narrated that two women 
were co-wives (of the same man). One of them threw a stone or a tent-pole on the 

. other (who was pregnant). She suffered a miscarriage. So, Allah's Messenger 1»1~ 
~ J 4# judged that diyah be paid for the miscarried child: a ghurrah (which is a 
female or a male slave), making it wajib (Qbligatory) on the" asabah (relatives on the . 
father's side) of the woman (who had struck the stone or tent pole). 
According to another version: He (Mughirah~o~~l»'~J) narrated that a woman struck 
her fellow-wife who was pregnant with a tent-pole causing her death (and her 
unborn child too). He said that one of the two women belonged to the Libyan (a 
branch of the tribe Hudhayl). He (Mughirab~t:S-i»l~ J) said that Allah's Messenger~ 
~""'J 4# i»1 made the diyah for the slain woman wajib (obligatonJ) on the paternal 
relatives of the woman who had killed and made the diyah of the child who was in 
the womb of the woman (who was killed) a ghurrah (a male of female slave).2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith also supports the contention of Imam Abu Hanifahi»>~J. 
The killing was not classifi.ed as intentional, but one resembling intentional. 

1 Bukhari # 6910, Muslim# 26-1681, Abu Dawud # 4576, Nasai # 4818, Musnad Ahmad 2-535, 
Darimi # 2382, Duwatta Maalik # 5 uqul 
2 Bukhari # 6905, Tirmidhi # 1411, Muslim# 28-1682 (second version) 
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Imam Shafi' ilil1~ .J said that the stone mentioned here was a small stone, and normally one 
does not decide to kill anyone with a tent pole. 

SECTION II (l!lBijJafn 

THE DIYAH PAYABLE AGAINSTQATL KHATA & SHIBH AMD 

d.·.3,.·..C.~' ..,f, .LH\.:t!!J,,..,~ ,;il d.·.3,.•..C."&$''.)"',, ... ,,, ... "'" ~ I ~'I"~~ r ... -~ ..,. ":r 1,..~ \..Q.QJ .. , .. ~ l...ip ..r- ..,. ":r '.J !J ~ 0 .J.).J t:i,..J ....., .J ~\,A 

3490. Sayyiduna Abdullah ~ li11 ~ .J ib~ Amr ~ li1 ~ .J narrated that Allah's 
Messenge~ ~ J ~ li11 .)-P said, 11Know! The bloodwit for murder that resembles 
intentional, as is committed with a whip or a stick, is one hundred camels, of 
which forty must be pregnant."i · 

-· 3491. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~iii~~ .J (the same badith.)2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith in the masabih has these words: 

tiS r~~.,~S;it .. ,ill.;,lr-!L~!: "~'.-:...AilJLo 14'-l'ii~~&,L\.~., ... A,~~~,~-~ ~1-:JI 
if'~~ ~...T• ~ '-:ft,fll' .__,-,; ,f; ..,; .,~ ,~ ~ r..;--&..a~~ 

LA,~':JJI 
[Know! The acddentat murder resembling the intentional that was perpetrated by a 
whip or a stick has a blood wit of one hundred camels - diyah mughallaz~. Forty 
of the she-camels among them must be pregnant.] 

In other words, the qatl'amd k.hata' mentioned here means qatl k.hata' shibh 'ami as in the 
foregoing version. · 
Murder is perpetrated deliberately, or by accident resembling intentionally. 

(i) Deliberate murder is by intention with a weapon or a sharp-edged tool 
severing a limb, or collapsing. 

(ii) That which 'resembles the intentional' means to kill someone knowingly with 
something that is not sharp-edged .and not a weapon, whether it is used 
generally to kill man or not. .\ 

(iii) · The accidental murder is to kill someone without intention or aim. These ftrree · 
have found mention in the previous pages. This is to which the opinion of 
Imam Abu Hanifah li11~.J conforms. He says that the stick mentioned in the 
hadith is any kind of stick. It could be light-weight or heavy-weight. 

Other imams say that it is a light-weight stick with which generally a person does not 
commit murder. This is because they hold that to kill anyone with a heavy object with 
which orte can be killed is intentional killing. 
In some versions, as in the foregoing one of Masabih, the word diyah is qualified by 
mughallazah. Therefore, the-diyah of shibh amd (resembling deliberate) killing is 
(mughallazah) severe: of four kinds of one hundred camels as wajib (obligatory). Their 
detail is mentioned in ~e introductory portion of this chapter and it is the opinion of Ibn 

t Nasai # 4799, Ibn Majah # 2628, Daraqutai # S(Diyat) Musnad Ahmad 2-Li 
2 Abu Dawud # 4547, (Ibn Amir), # 4548(Ibn Umar). 
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Masud4.:to~'~J, Imam Abu Hanifah.ln~J, Imam Abu Yusu(.ln~J and Imam Ahmad. But, 
Imam Shafi'I ~~~J and Imam Muhammad ~~~J hold that mughallazah is one hundred 
camels of three kinds as wajib (obligatory), details of which too have been mentioned in the 
introductory portion of this chapter. 
However, it is agreed that diyah mughallazah is not wajib (obligatory) in qatl khata 
(accidental killing). Rather, the wajib (obligatory) is one hundred camels of five kinds: 

(i) Ibn Makhad- 20 
(ii) Bint Makhad- 20 
(iii) Bint Labun - 20 
(iv) Hiqqah - 20 
(v) Jadha' ah- 20 
This hadith uphold the view of Imam Shafi'I 2»1 ~ J and Imam Muhammad .&! ~ J 

· concerning diyah mughallazah. 
The Hanafis point out that this hadith is contrary to the one reported by Ibn Masud 4.:toli!l~ J 

and Sa'ib 4.:to~I~J ibn Xazid. 

Jj ~J.H ~I Jj ~JJI yl;:.[)f1 Jj ~)fl ~ lJ4 ~JJI U.-4- ·: 'l:Jlll!yf)il Jj .J~~ 

I; ll ~..UI ~ i~l- ,,_I! .. ''·ill i~JJI . ~~,A,,; ll il..ul I .t l,,, i ~ il.lll t.iJ,, g ~ i:J.1H.·~I ~ , .. , ,, , ~ r..;-:-...r '-9' .. , ~ '-9' .. , ..,......., '-9' .. , ..r· '-9' .. , ~---...... 

I g ~ ~!J . .H" ~lllJ ,; ll.~.AJiil\li.tHdll "lij- 1.)1, ~ ~ 6-;11. i::- 1.)1,,-:o.A <P.l.£- I! .. ,, .. .dl 
'-9' II" """-'"''-9'~, J'-=""" , -' '-1'£, " ill, ~'-1'£, ft..r"'...,r-- r..;-:-...r.J "" 

_J.~ ~ -9J!i1JJ~J.' ~~._jJIJj~_;.' ~~~JJ~J' ~~~~ 
3492. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn Amr ibn Hazm ~~~ J reported on the 
authority of his father (Muhammad ibn Amr ~~ ~ J) that his grandfather (Amr ibn 
Hazm ~~~~J) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ wrote to the people of 
Yemen. His letter had these (instructions): [He who deliberately kills a Muslim for 
no reason at all (which is gatl amd) must bear retaliation for what his hands have 
wrought (and he will be killed for the doing of his hands) unless the heirs of the 
person killed are willing (to pardon him or to accept pecuniary compensation).] 
The letter also said: [A man (who has killed her) may be killed in retaliation for a 
woman (he killed).] 
And it had: [the bloodwit for life is one hundred camels (so he who has them may 
give them as per guidelines mentioned previously). 
And whoso has gold, may give one thousand dinars. 
The bloodwit for the complete cutting off of a nose is nose hundred camels that 
must be paid. 
A full bloodwit is payable for the teeth. 
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And so full bloodwit for the lips (when they are completely sundered). 
And a full bloodwit for both the testicles 
And a full bloodwit for the penis. And a full blood wit for the backbone 
And a full blood wit for the eyes. And a half bloodwit is payable for one foot. 
And one-third of the bloodwit for wounding the scalp. 
And one-third of the bloodwit for a stab wound that pierces the body. 
And fifteen camels are paid for a wound in the head that displaces the bone. 
And ten camels for each finger and each toe. 
And five camels for a tooth.] 

Vol.3 

A version in (Muwatta of) Maalik ~~"~ J, the words are: [for an ~ (the blo~dwit is) 
fifty (camels), 
for a hand, fifty (camels), 
for a foot, fifty (camels), 
and, for a wound that lays bare (or dislodges) a bone, (the bloodwit is) five (camels).]t 

COMMENTARY: If anyone commits deliberate murder and the heirs of the person who he 
kills do not kill him in retaliation and, if they are willing, bloodwit will be wajib (obligatory). 
As for the perpetrator of accidental murder or murder resembling deliberate murder, he is 
never punishable by retaliation, but only bloodwit is wajib (obligatory) on him. 
Diyah or bloodwit may be paid by camels, or in gold at one thousand dinars, or in 
silver at ten thousand dirhams. However, here silver is not mentioned, sufficing on 
conjecture, so it does not imply that payment of bloodwit in silver is not allowed. 
Rather, whatever the heirs of the murdered person and the killer decide between 
themselves should be the unit of bloodwit. · 
As for the jurists, they differ on the validity of dirhams and dinars. Imam Abu Hanifah ~ J 

~~and Imam Ahntad ~~~J rule that if the giver has camels but wishes to pay the diyah in 
monetary units, then it is a~lowed to receive that from him, Imam Shafi' i ~~ ~ J, however, 
rules that if he has camels then monetary compensation should not be made, unless both 
sides agree to it. 
The hadith prescribes a full bloodwit for both eyes (when they are blinded). The basic rule 
concerning bloodwit for cutting off a limb is that a full boodwit becomes wajib (obligatory) 
when the usefulness of the limb is lost completely or its look and beauty is impaired fully. 
The reason is that it is a kind of killing or making someone' s life useless. More than that, 
Allah's Messenger has commanded that a full blood wit may be paid for these limbs. 
Further, from this base, other related rules are deduced. It is reported that Sayyiduna 
Umar ~~~~ J had made four blood wits wajib (obligatory) on a man who had stnick another 
man with a single blow that had deprived him of his brain-power, hearing, sight and 
speech, all four things. 
Moreover, if a person shaves off a man's beard and it does not grow again then diyah or 
blood wit will be binding on him who has deprived him of his beard because he impaired 
the beauty of a human face. The same rule applies to the hair on one's head.2 

1 Nasai # 4853, Darimi # 2366, Bayhaqi 4-89, 90, Ibn Hibban # 793,Muwat5ta Maalik # 1 (uqul) .. 
2 See also the Hidaya-Commentary on the Islamic Laws v2 p 595 (beard & Scalp) and 5946 (Darul 
Isha'at Karachi) 
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~J.,jll ~5j &~lillj &;L::illj SJIS~l &ljj -~-fl ~Its~ Its~~ ~tJ..i':J1 J_§ ,Jt,-fl ~I~~~ 

-Jf':ll JJJjl4lA ~lj 
3493. Sayyiduna A~ ibn Shu' aub .&!~ .J narrated from his father from his grand 
father that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ decided that (as blood wit) five camels • should be paid for every such wound that bares a bone, and (also) five camels 
for every tooth.t · 

COMMENTARY: The diyah of all teeth is one hundred camels but of one tooth is five, so 
this does not seem correct mathematically. The fact is that it is not necessary that our 
reasoning should encompass all ~e commands and directions given to us by the noble 
Prophet ~ J~.&lj...P. Many commands there are that belie reasoning. It is enough for him 
to give a command and for us to obey it. 

BLOOD WIT FOR DIGITS IS AT PAR 

( lS.l.o )J I o 1_,.;) 

3494. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ made 
the fingers and toes equal (in respect of blood wit, even thumb and little finger).2 

: , '!' t ' { ' J { ,... ' ... ~ ' ~ J ... ' ... ' ~~lj ~I tl~-...!.;l!.:,)'\j ~~;.:;.~~ )'\~j~ll.\1 ~~IJJ-!5 Jli Jli!C$.j (rt~o) 

(.)JIJY.Ioi.JJ)-tl~,~jf~tl~ 

3495. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1n~.J narrated that Al~ah's Messenger ~J~li!lj...P said, 
11(ln respect of blood wit,) the digits are·equal, the teeth are equal, the front tooth 
and the molar tooth are equal, this and this (little finger and thumb) are equal."3 

BLOOD WIT FOR DHIMMI INFIDEL IS HALF THAT FOR MUSLIM 

(.)JI.)Y.Ioi.JJ)-ftl~~· !~j~~~~~jG~IJ~$ 
3496. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb .&1~ J narrated from his father (Shuayblil1~ .J) from 
his grand father that in the year of the conquest (of Makkah), Allah's Messenger j...P 

t Tirmidhi #(only first part)# 1390, Abu Dawud # 4566, Ibn Majah (only first part), Nasai #, Darimi 
# 2372, Musnad Ahmad 2-215 
2 Tirmidhi # 1391, Abu Dawud # 4561 
3 Abu Dawud # 4459, Ibn Majah # 2650 
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~ J ~ lu1 delivered a sermon and (after praise and glory of Allah) said, 110 you 
people! There is no confederacy in Islam but the ones that existed during the 
jahiliyah (ignorance period), surely Islam makes it stronger. The believers are like 
.one hand against those besides them (in spreading good and helping each other). 
The humblest of them extends protection and the must distant of them has (as 
much) right. Their army regards -also as rightful·(to who spoils as are not with it, 
but) who are at home. o. 

No believer may be killed for an (enemy) infidel. The blood wit for an infidel 
(dhimmi) is half that for a Muslim. 
(The collectors of zakah (Annual due charity) may pay heed!) Animals are not to be 

. brought to be valued for zakah (Annual due charity). (And, the assesses for zakah 
.(Annual due charity) may also pay heed!) Animals must not be taken away (far off) 
to their pastures. But, Zakah (Annual due charity) will be collected. only in their 
residences." 
And according to a version, he said, 11The blood wit for the covenant holder is· half 
that for a freeman."t 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word in the text is (~)(hilf). It means to make an 
agreement, to bind into a contract. In pre-Islamic times, people used to b4ld each other 
with covenants, lil<e agreeing to inherit one from the other, helping each other in disputes 
and fighting and if one of them was penalized, the other would help pay the penalty. 
Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .i»1 ~ forbade the making of such contracts because· it was an 
unjust custom and has no place in Islam. Apart from that, the people of the jahiliyah 
(ignorance period) also agreed to help the oppressed, treat relatives with kindness and 
uphold Npman rights. This was an excellent form of mutual love and co-operation, so the 
Prophet~ J~.i»1~ permitted this kind of covenants in Islam, too. 
The words 'most distant of them has right and their army regards as righ~l (to spoils) 
who are at home' This portion has been elaborated in the commentary on hadith (#3475) of 
Sayyiduna Ali~.1d~ .J· Also, the word~ that a believer will not be killed for an infidel have 
been explained there. 
As for the blood wit for an infidel being half of the for a believer, this is what Imam 
Maalik.i»1~ .J follows. Imam Shafi'I .&1~ .J (according to one opinion) and Imam Ahmad.i»1~ .J 
say that the blood wit for an infidel is one-third the blood wit for a Muslim. Imam Abu 

. Hanifah ..1!1~ .J .holds that the blood wit for an infidel is equal to that of a Muslim. It rriust be 
remembered that. this entire discussion is about a disbelieving dhimmi. The enemy 
disbeliever is not entitled to a blood wit. According to a haidth quoted in the Hidayah, 
"Every dhimmi who has a covenant with the Islamic state is entitled to a blood wit of one 
thousand dinars as long as the covenant is valid." After that it is stated that Abu Bakr ..\!1~ .J 
~, Umar ~.iii~~ .J and Uthman ~.&~~ .J abided by this hadith but when Muawiyah ~.111~ .J 
came he made it half. 
The Hidayah has also quoted Sayyiduna Ali~.&~~ .J as saying, "The dhimmis pay the jizyah 
to us so that their blood and their properties may be safe and protected like our own are." 
In other words, the. compiler of the Hidayah wishes to establish that the blood wit for a 
dhimmi is like that for a Muslim. He writes that ·whatever is ascribed to the other sahabah~ .J 

t Abu Dawud # 4583, Ibn Majah # 2652, Nasai # 4837, Darimi # 2370. 
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~.i»1 against this cannot contradict these well-known and authentic aathar and sayings. 
The instructions to the collectors of zakah (Annual due charity) and payers of zakah 
(Annual due charity) have been treated very exhaustively in the Book of zakah (Annual 
due charity). We suffice here with a brief explanation. Jalab (~)is the zakah (Annual due 
charity)-collector who halts at a place distant from the owners of the animals and instructs 
them to bring their animals to him. And janab ( ~) is the owner of the animals who takes 
his animals to a place very far away from the zakah (Annual due charity). Collector and 
asks him to come to the animals land assess them. 
The Prophet ~y.,lt-ii!l~ forbade both of them to behave in such way. Thus, by following 
his directions, neither of them would face inconvenience. The zakah (Annual due charity) 
would be received at the residences of the owners. 

~LOOD WIT ON ACCIDENTAL KILLING 

,·..3~"4~··..3~"-. ,~I\' •• ·..3~" , •,.;;,~,·..31,•..3~",.j;,~ '. ,·..3~ " , t t " , " , ,. , ~~~ r1 ... " " , r1.. , " , 
...,..~.J > ...,..~.J y~ ~ ...,..~.J .) .) """' lo,,"I ...,..-r---:.J """' ~ ...,.....r-., 

I I '"~ (II "', "" (II I. "" ,l_,_ ~' f "' 
1 

"' " f' Jfi l! J~~J ;j.! ,,~1 ~UJ!_;AA.il c~IJLJ~IJ ~,J., __ ;;,HJ :ijl:i_#l &ljJ -~ 

, .. " " ' ' .. ~ t~ ' \ " '. ... , " "f ~!~ ~4!~~ LS~j~j ~WI~ &JJI ~I ;!!JI 7:_;.!. 0 ~jJj ~~~~~ or! 

-- o \ ~~' {-tp <!,~ l4~1 I .;:,~{-tl ~J..1lll•l- o \l!..!,l !~ ... (, ... ~.:Lill y~ (J:' '+.:.... ,~ u-: , '-Jt,;~~ c...a ~ .J , 

3497. Sayyiduna Khishf ibn Maalik ~~ J reported that (Sayyiduna) Ibn mas'ud ~ J 

~ ~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .J 4,lt- .a1d ~ gave his decision in case of 
accidental killing that blood money should be paid thus: twenty she-camels and 
twenty male in their second year, twenty she-camels in their third year, twenty she
camels in their fifth year and twenty she-camels in their fourth year. 
The sound opinion is that this hadith is mawquf at Ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~J and not 
traced to the Prophet~ J~.1!1~). 
It is reported in Sharh us-sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.i»1~ practice) that the Prophet~ 
~ J 4,lt- i»> paid blood money for a man who was slain at Khaybar from the camels 
received for zakah (Annual due charity), one hundred camels, none of them being 
ibn Makhad (or lin its second year). Rather, there only were ibn Labun (in their 
third year), and they were all of them males.t 
(Detailed account will follow in the chapter al-Qasamat, about the blood money 
payment at Khaybar) 

COMMENTARY: The hundred camels of blood wit of accidental killing should be of five 
kinds. There is no disagreement about it but the scholars differ on how they are to be made 
up. Imam Abu Hanifah i»>~J abides by this hadith in their composition but Imam Shafi'I 
.i»l~J includes Ibn Labun (Camels of two years complete) instead of Ibn Makhad (of one 
year complete). 
Mulla Ali Qari' s book Mirqat maybe seen on this question of disagreement on the 

1 Tirmidhi # 1387, 1391, Abu Dawud # 4545, Nasai # 4802 (4816), Ibn Majah # 2631, Musnad Ahmad 
1-486. 
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composition of the one hundred camels. In considering this, it mu~t be remembered that 
the Prophet ~J~iil~~ had paid the blood money to that man only as a gesture of good-
will, not because of an obligation. . 
The other version (of Sharh us-sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.&!~ practice)) is contradictory to the 
first in that it replaces Ibn Makhad with Ibn Labun, and so upholds the view of Imam 
Shafi'ili!l~ ;. This too, has been covered by Mulla Ali Qari l»l~ J in Mirqat. 

BLOOD WIT IS BASED ON CAMELS 

(.)JI.)~Ioi.J.J)-~Jjl&,iJJ~i~~J,l;iJ_JI~l~~~;JjJli~Jl4~1~l~j 
3498. Sayyiduna ~ ibn Shuayb l»> ~ J narrated from his father from his 
grandfather that the time of Allah's Messenger ~ J .ys.li!1 ~ the value of the (one 
hundred camels of) blood wit was eight hundred dinars or eight thousand dirhams. 
And, those days, the blood .wit for the people of the Book (the Christians and Jews) 
was half the blood wit for the Muslims. 
He said (further) that it continued· (to be practiced) in this way till Umar A.:S.&I~J 
became Khalifah and delivered a sermon in which he said, "The camels have 
become dear!" 
The narrator went on to say: UmarA.:Sli!l~ J fixed the value for those who had gold at 
one thousand dinars, for those who had silver at twelve thousand (dirhams), for 
those who had cows at two hundred cows, for those who had sheep at two thousand 
sheep, and for those who had suits of clothing (as trade merchandise) at two 
hundred pairs of clothing. 
The narrator added: He left the blood wit for the dhimmi unchanged (at four 
thousand· dirhams as during the time of the Prophet~ J~.\d~ without raising it in 
proportion to the increase he made in the (other) blood wit.l 

COMMENTARY: Some people say that this hadith is evidence that the measure of blood 
wit is camels. The amounts of gold and of silver were calculates relative to one hundred 
camels. Hence, Imam Shafi'I l»t ~ J opines that the value of these two metals can differ 
relative to appreciation (or depreciation) of the price (of camel). 
Ibn Maalik .1d~J said that pairs (or suits) of clothing mean a lower wrapper and a sheet of 
cloth (for the upper torso). 
Teebi A.:Slia~J said that the blood wit for a Muslim was fixed at twelve thousand dirhams 
but that for a dhimmi was unchanged at four thousand dirhams, so it became one-third of 
the blood wit for a Muslim. So, the Shafi' isl»1~ J and their like-minded hold that the blood 
wit for the dhimmis is one-third that of Muslims, but the Hanafis li!1~; say that both are at 

1 Abu Dawud # 4542 
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par. Shamni li!1~J gives (the juristic ruling that is in practice as) value of blood wit in: 
Gold at one thousand dinars, silver at ten thousand dirhams, and camels at one 
hundred camels. However, Imam Shafi'il»144>J contends that blood wit in silver is at 
twelve thousand dirhams. 

. rl," " , ' " ;Z.- ' " ~ ~' ' " ""' " .) ... b I ,l.o1"\lol )-U.H ~ -:AI~lll \~~A,jl .-l ".CI~illl ""' l.Hus=-, ""'~(ril6'=-j(rt'\'\) ~ ~ I.J I.S "JW 'I.J..) ~ ~" .... ~ ~_, .... '-:!> "' lwlr:J • "' " 

(J.JI..UI_, ~Lui_, 

3499. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&~~ J said that the Prophet ~ J4#~~~ fixed the blood 
wit at twelve thousand (dirhams).t 

BLOOD WIT BELONGS TO HEIRS OF THE MURDERED 

" ,:, ' ,:, , " " t. " , , " ~ ru1 \~ill I J, , 5 ..u e~ J~ -~JJ ~-i'il1 ~w 1.!.)~'1 :~Jj , o!u" e~ .)l!5J ~Lo .• ,w JI.Jl!JJ 
,.. ~, ~ ~J ...;-- , , .., ., ,_~ '-'"""' '-6 ,.., (S .. , , ., ~ , '! .. , 

"' I " I 

~!~J ~ llJI ~ ;i.ll jj.!J jli__, 9~ Jll ~WI~~~ j ~ JS4 ~I t.}'l ~ ~j 
, 't , .... t ·,, , ' , .L ' ~ J ,:~ , (I "", , 

'ij '&::;as.~ il.~l ~~I ~j ~ill I ~~I J_;.!j ~j ~I ~5~ ~~~~~I 

... , • tl "I 1 1 rt,1 , r::tl , .. (c$'-J.J __, J.J J ~ o .J.J) -~ ~w ..!..~.;:! 

3500. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb ~ ~ ~ J narrated from his father from his grand 
father that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#li11~ used to fix the blood wit against accidental 
death at four hundred dinars or their value·· iit silver (which was four thousand 
dirhams) for Villagers (or urban dwellers) and he based it on the price of camels. 
Thus, when the camels became costly, he raised the amourit (of blood wit) to be 
paid, but when they became cheaper, he redu~d the amount (of blood wit) payable. 
(This is why) in the time of Allah's Messenger~y.:).s-..111~, the amount (of blood wit) 
was between four hundred and eight hundred dinars whose value in silver was 
eight thousand dirhams. 
The narrator added: Allah's Messenger ~ ... J •:1" ~~ J~ decided that those who had cow 
should pay two hundred cows and those who had sheep should pay two thousand sheep. 
Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~ (also) said that the amount of blood wit is the right of 
the heirs of the person who is killed. 
And, Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1I1~ decided (als~) that the blood wit payable by a 
woman is to be divided among her paternal relatives and the killer should be 
deprived of ;inheritance (if he has killed on~ from whom he is eligible to inherit 
and will get neither from his blood wit nor from' his legacy).2 

1 Tirmidhi # 1388, Abu Dawud # 4546, Nasai # 4803, Ibn Majah # 2632, Darimi # 2363. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4564, Nasai # 4801, Ibn Majah # 2630, Musnad Ahmad # 2-224 
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COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~.J said that this hadith too is evidence that the measure of 
blood wit is camels. It is fixed on the basis of camels and is wajib (obligatory) to pay at the 
number of camels fixed. This is the opinion of Imam Shafi' ilil1~ .J· 
The blood wit on a woman who commits a murder will be paid by her asabat, meaning, her 
helpers and family. This is as the command for a man. 
A woman will not be responsible as a slave is, for, while it is wajib (obligatory) on a 
slave to pay the blood wit imposed on him on his own and is not payable by his 
asabat, the bloodwit imposed on a woman is not wajib (obligatory) on her to pay but 
payable by her asabat. 

PERPETRATOR OF MURDER RESEMBLING DELIBERATE MURDER IS NOT 
EXECUTED 

, , "' . - _f !. , 
(.ljb~l oi.JJ) -~~~ ':Jj ~I~~ 

3501. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb li!1 ~ .J narrated fromhis father from his 
grandfather that the Prophet ~ J~~~ said, ''Blood wit for murder that resembles 
deliberate murder is as severe as blood wit for deliberate murder, but the 
perpetrator of murder resembling deliberate murder is not be killed."t 

COMMENTARY: While diyah or blood wit against deliberate murder and against 
murder resembling deliberate murder resemble, qisas is liable on the former but not on 
murder that seems like deliberate. There should be no confusion that qisas (or 
retaliation) is also imposed on the perpetrator of murder that looks like deliberate, but 
it is imposed only on the former. · 

BLOOD WIT FOR LOSS OF SIGHT 

. (~WJI..,Jjb.J':'Ioi..,J)-~J.H·~ \tt 
3502. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb li!1~ .J narrated from his father from his grandfather 

· that Allah's Messenger ~ J~o#lmJ...P gave verdict for an eye that (is wounded but) is in 
its place yet has lost sight that one-third of blood wit is payable.2 

COMMENTARY: If a person strikes another so that he loses his eyesight though the eye 
stands in its socket and the face retains its character then one-third blood wit will be wajib 
(obligatory) on the man responsible for the damage. It has been mentioned previously that 
if both eyes are lost the full blood wit is payable (one hundred camels), and if one is lost 
then half blood wit is payable. 
Some Ulama (Scholars) say that the usefulness is not taken away completely in this case. 
So the blood wit for it should be as for a man who is beaten (but he loses no limb and 
suffers no wound) but he only gets a black body. The blood wit for it should be a 
proportionate hukhumah(a.-_,s::,.. ). · 

1 Abu Dawud # 4565, Musnad Ahmad 2-224 
2 Abu Dawud # 4567, Nasai # 4840 
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The word hukumah is a terminology concerning blood wit, the valuation is called arbitration. 
It supposes the man to be a slave and calculates the depreciation in his value because of the 
wound. The amount of this decrease is the blood wit that is wajib (obligatory) of the man 
responsible to wound him. They maintain that the Prophet's ~ J4~~~~ verdict of one-third 
blood wit means not the regular blood wit but that deduced through hukumah. 
Toorpushti ~~~ .J has concluded in a discussion on this hadith that it is questionable. 

BLOOD WIT FOR THE UNBORN CHILD 

(P ; ~ ; , ; . ~ "' ; c: ; , ; '( ; ; ; ,, J 
~.l}.ll.j~lA!\!>~~IIlilSJ5Jlij$J\$_;$\&Ij5-~JI<.r~9j\~IJI#~~~I 

, , -: ;.;s.' , , , 
_ t.!.'. ,I "'9 ,I , .l=; ,l .... ~.·.3 \ '!._ !.!.£ &L ·I-!\\ 
~ .J U"~ .J .. .> .J.J-.r- ..,. ~ l..r ~ _,., 

3:503. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Amr ~~~ .J reported from Abu salmah who said 
that Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ decided that 
the blood wit for miscarriage is a ghurrah. And a ghurrah is a male or a female 
slave, or a horse, or a mule. 
Abu Dawud who transmitted it pointed out that Hammad ibn Salamah and Khalid 
Wasti transmitted this hadith from Muhammad ibn Amr but neither mentioned 
"horse or mule'.t 

COMMENTARY: Allamah Nawawi ~~ ~.J said that the ghurrah is something very 
exquisite. It is applied to man in the sense that Allah created him in the best of forms. 
Some scholars say that a narrator included horse and mule in ghurrah in this hadith on his 
own. Ghurrah is applied only to a human being who belongs to someone. 

QUACK IS LIABLE TO PAY FOR PATIENT'S DEATH 
; ; "'C: ' ; l ' .:. ; ; ; , 

~lj ·: ~~1(.,/a Jli~j~WI ~,l.liJj-!.5-...iJI ,#(_,$-~1 (_,$.,;, :'" ~ .J_;J-(_,$-j (r'o• t) 

(<}WJI.J JjiJy.l oi.J.J) -&U ..;J,i\! t,~>l'1 
3504. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb ~~.J narrated from his father from his grandfather 
that Allah's Messenger~ ... J4~~~~ said, "He who practices medicine but is not known as 
a physician (and someone dies at his hands) will be held responsible."2 

COMMENTARY: If anyone who is not a physician pretends to be one and treats patients 
one of whom dies, then all the ulama (Scholars) agree that blood wit will pe wajib 
(obligatory) on his paternal relatives. However, he will not be killed in retaliation because 
he had the patient's permission to treat him. 

BLOOD WIT WAS FORGIVEN TO THE POOR 

1 Abu Dawud # 4579, Tirmidhi # 1410, Musnad Ahmad 2-498 
2 Abu Dawud # 4586, Ibn Majah # 3466, Nasai # 4830 
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3505. Sayyiduna lmran ibn Husayn ~ ~ ~; narrated that a boy who belonged to a 
poor family cut off the ear of a boy belonging to a rich family. His family members 
came to the Prophet ~J~~~~ and pleaded, 'We are, indeed, poor people (so we 
~ay not be asked to pay the blood wit)." So, he did not impose anything on them.t 

COMMENTARY: If a boy happens to cause loss or damage to anyone then because of 
neglect of a correct way, he will be classified as perpetrator of accidental wrong. The 
penalty for it will be imposed on his relatives as wajib (obligatory). If a boy kills someone, 
then retaliation shall not be liable on him. 
In this, case penalty was wajib (obligatory) on the boy's parents. However, the Prophet ~.1!1~ 
~J condoned that because of their poverty and made no blood wit wajib (obligatory) on them. 
The boy who cut off the ear of the rich boy was not a slave but a freeman. If he was a slave 
then he would have had to pay the blood wit himself and the poverty of his masters would 
not have absolved him of the fine. 

SECTION III ~~ltj.Aill 

. KILLING RESEMBLING DELIBERATE & ACCIDENTAL KILLING 

"" , ~ "" " ,, ~ "" f! '. ,, ' 
(JjiJ~Iol-'..>)-~~y~.....!..JJ~j~j.....:.)~yl!t.....!..JJ.A-J~j44.....!..JJA-_j 

tJ 

3506. Sayyiduna Ali ~ ~~ ~ J said that the blood-wit for murder that resembles 
deliberate murder is (one hundred she-camels as wajib (obligatory)) of three kinds: 
thirty-three she-camels in their fourth year, thirty-three she-camels in their fifth 
year and t~-four she-:eamels in their sixth year. All of them must be pregnant. 
According to another version, he said that blood-wit for accidental murder is four 
kinds ·of (one hundred she-camels as wajib (obligatory)): twenty-five she-camels in 
their fourth year, twenty-five she-camels in the~ third year, and twenty-five she 
camels in their second year.2 

(Jjb~l ol_j.J) -~.~~.j~ J! 
3507. Sayyiduna Mujahid~'~; said that Umar~lill~; decided that the blood wit for 
murder that resembles deliberate murder is thirty she-camels in their fourth year, thirty 
she-camels in their fifth year and forty pregnant she-camels in their sixth year.3 
(This hadith # 3507 upholds the contention of Imam Shafi'i .&~~ ;) 

BLOOD WIT FOR THE UNBORN 

1 Abu Dawud # 4590, Nasai #4751. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4551 
3 Abu Dawud # 4550,Musnad Ahmad 1-49. 
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r:s "' J "' "' "' J J Ill -~S~~Cfl(.;.lli.SjiS_,$\&Ijjj~J.o~L:4liJ 

3508. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Musayyib ~.&,~;narrated that Allah's Messenger .&1j..P 
~J~ decided that a ghurrah be paid as blood wit for a child that is killed in its 
mother's womb. (Ghurrah is a male or female slave.) The man who was the 
recjpient of this decision asked, ''why should I be penalized.for one who has not 
eaten or drunk, or spoken, or cried? The like of it is dropped." Allah's Messenger 
~ J~.&!j..P said, 11This man belongs merely to the kahin (soothsayers)."1 

3509. Sa' eed ~.&~~ J reported like it from Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~ J 2 

COMMENTARY: The kahin is a soothsayer. He speaks in rhyming verse to chant his listeners. 
However, it is eloquence and fluency that appeals to the listeners. The Prophet's ~.&!~ 
~ J speech was such, more particularly his supplications. For example, this prayer: 

idl~"i~~J~'1~~~J!!Tjlj'1'T ~ ..-: (/S., ., , ~ .,, 

0 Allah, I seek refuge in You from the learning that is of no profit, and a heart that 
is not fearful. .... 

Shamni J»,.,.,.J said that if anyone strikes a pregnant woman and she s~fers a miscarriage, 
then 'the blood wit is a ghurrah, meaning five hundred dirhams payable by the tribe of the 
person striking the woman. He said that ghurrah is five hundred dirhams according to the 
ulama (Scholars). 
If a pregnant woman is struck on her belly and a living child emerges from her womb and 
after that dies, then a full blood wit becomes wajib (obligatory). 

1 Nasai # 5820, Muwatla 6 (equal). 
2 Abu Dawud # 4576, Muslim# 36-168, Musnad Ahmad# 2-274. 
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CHAPTER - III 
OFFENCES THAT DO NOT MA,KE PENALTY LIABLE 

Vol.3 

The word (~\t~) Oinayat)l is the plural of (4t~)Oinayah). The word jinayah means 'offences 
committed against persons such as murder, wounding, drowning,' 'felony.' 
The preceding chapter mentioned the punishments, blood wit, retaliation etc. that are 
imposed on jinayah. In this chapter such kinds of jinayah are mentioned for which no 
punishment becomes wajib (obligatory). · · 

SECTION I jJi•j.iajj{ 

NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR AN ANIMAL'S ACTION 

j~-._!_> ;~IJ j~ ~_;..?.. tl ~,\1 ~J ~rl.H ~ ;lJ1 j__;.-!5 Jli Jli s~;.k tti6S- (ro' ·) 

(~·~)-<~~,e \1 .. - ~~ ..) •• ..r-;' ..J 

3510. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iia'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iia1~ 
said, '!The dumb animals! A wound caused by them is forgiven. (Falling in) a mine 
is forgiven. (Falling down) a well is forgiven."2 

COMMENTAR~: If an animal tramples, gores its horns, slaps with its tail or bites someone 
wounding or killing him, or it damages property then no compensation is payable, 
provided its keeper is not with it. If someone drives it, rides it or leads it, then that person 
will be liable for whatever damage to life or property the animal causes. This is what Imam 
Abu Hanifah ~~~ .J says. 
Imam Shafi'i~'~J contends that if the animal causes these things during day then nothing 
is payable or wajib (obligatory) on its owner. However, if any damage is caused by the 
animal at night tQ.en its owner is responsible and it is wajib (obligatory) on him to pay 
damages. It is the responsibility of the owners to lock or tether their animals in the night. 
-By day, the fields, gardens and other things must be taken care of by their owners. 

FORELEGS & HIND LEGS: It is stated in the Hidayah that one who drives the animal will 
be responsible for any damage that may be occasioned by its fore or hind legs. But, a 
person who leads the an animal behind him will be responsible for any damage caused by 
its fore legs only, not by its hind legs. The rider of an animal is answerable for anything the 
animal destroys by treading it down~ striking it with its head, forelegs or body, But not its 
hirid legs or tail. 
If there is a rider on an animal and also one who drives it then damages will be wajib 
(obligatory) on both.3 

MINE: If anyone falls into a mine or is buried in it then no damages are wajib (obligatory) on 

1 Both 'a's are prolonged in the plural and only the first in the singular 
2 Bukhari # 6913, Muslim # 45-1710, Tirrnftlhi # 1377, Abu Dawud # 4593, Nasai # 2496, Ibn Majah # 
2673, Darimi # 1668, Muwalto Maalik # 12 (Ugul), Musnad Ahmad# 2-728. 
3 Hidayah (English translation) v2 pp 619-620. The Urdu text (of Mazahir Haq) has that the rider is 
responsible for its hind legs also. (Dar ul-Isha'at Karachi.) 
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one who has dug the mine. If a person hires a labourer to dig a mine and he is buried 
when the mine collapses on him then no responsibility rests on the owner of the mine ... This 
second possibility is not restricted hiring anyone to dig mines only but this rule applies also 
to other forms of hiring. The first possibility applies also to digging wells. If anyone digs a 
well on his own land or on a place where it is permitted then he is not responsible for 
damages when a passer-by falls into it.l 

NO DAMAGES PAYABLE WHEN DEFENDING ONESELF 

j3lii~J0~J~I~~J~ilit~JJI~~~J~JG~iy~~6i-J<ro,,) 

,~ ~ • , " "c: """ " :11 " l ' (~·:..4.:.a)- I.! !tt) (6! QAJ~g!'~c}js p-js\ Jli" A'i;jj..)..&li " 1 ""'&a\\ L~ .. ,.,;;r--- ~ ,. .. -,f..3 .. .. ~ ., ~.J.,... ~ 

3511. Sayyiduna Ya'la ibn Umayyah A;S.~I~.J narrated that he had participatedwith 
Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1~ in the battle of the jaysh ul-usrah (army of distress 
which was the Battle of Tabuk in 9AH) and he had a servant (with him). He (the 
servant) had a dispute with another man and they fought one another (over 
something). One of them bit another's hand, and he pulled out his hand from the 
mouth of the other who bit him. This (action) dislodged his front tooth which fell 
out and he'went to the Prophe~J~~~~~ (to complain) but He did not impose any 
damage for the front tooth, saying "Should he leave his hand in your mouth while 
you munched it like a male camel?"2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ did not agree to get the man who bit another's 
hand and lost his tooth in the process any compensation because the other man was 
defending himseif. He had no option but to pull out his hand fr~m the other's mouth. 
It is stated in ~harh us~sunnah (Prophefs ~J~.\1~ practice) that it a man tries to assault a 
woman and she attacks him to save herself and he dies, then nothing will be wajib. 
(obligatory) on the worn~ who was engaged in self-defence. 

PRESERVING CHASTITY: Sayyiduna Umari.;S. ~ ~ .J was asked to decide about a girl 
who was collecting wood in a desolate place when a man followed her to molest her. She 
picked up a stone and flung it at the rascal who died on being hit by it. Umar ~~~:-..1!1~ .J gave 
judgment, "This killing is from Allah {who punished him to preserve the chastity of an 
innocent girl). By Allah, no blood wit Will be imposed because of it." Imam Shafi'i.1l1~.J 
held the sante opitpon. 
Similarly, if is also ·allowed to defend oneself and protect one's property against bandits 
and miscreants. One must first try to make them see reason. If they do not desist and one 
has to kill them to protect oneself (or one's property) then their blood is forgiven to him. 
(There will be no retaliation.) 

1 The word in the hadith is (J~) Jubar. According to the LEXICON of Lanes (vz p 374) it mean: 'a 
thing of which no account, or for which no retaliation is taken.' 
2 Bukhari # 2265, Muslim# 23-1674, Nasa'i # 4764, Ibn Majah # 2656, Mus~ad Ahmad 4-223. 
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DEFENDER IS MA~TYR IF KILLED IN THE PROCESS 

~ "' "' (~~)-':t·~ 
3512. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4~1»1~ J narrat~d that he heard Allah's Messenger 
~ ... J"#i»l~ say, ''He who is killed for his property (protecting it) is a martfr. "1 

COMMENTARY: If anyone guards his property and someone kills him' then he is a martyr. 
The same ruling applies to one who is killed while protectfug his family members. 

~iJ .. li,'LollT~ J t~Ji"~. ! ,,dJIJJIJ'", 'Jl:iJ"li~ ftJ~~J .. lii':3 ~,lf.r.£~<ron") c...a .. --t-u-:- • ~, .. , ~ .. ~ • _,--._r-'-1 .....,..-- .J 

(_.p.l-o ol-'.;) -.Jl!JI JJ.' Jti~!j'j 
3513. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.,31,~ J narrated that a man (came to the Prophet ~ 

- ~J~i»1 and) submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, do tell me what (should I do) if a 
man comes to snatch my property?" He said, "Do not give him your property." He 
asked, "Tell me, what if he fights with me?." He said, "Fight with him." He asked, 
"Tell me, what if he kills me?" He said, ~'Then you become a martyr." He asked, 
"Tell me, what if I kill him?" He said, "He will go to hell." '(And you will not be 
responsible for anything.)2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith urges the Muslims to resist strongly anyone who tries to hert 
them or cause them damage. This hadith arouses in the believers the spirit of courage. 
They should not show cowardice a~ainst .anyone who tries to deprive them of their 
property and destroy them. A Muslim who has the strength of faith and trust in Allah.is 
expected to face boldly the attacker, miscreant and mugger. He should prefer a death in an 
honourable manner than a disgraced life, and earn martyrdom. Or, he should get rid of the 
evil man consigning him to hell. · 
This hadith is evidence that even if the evil man is a Muslim then it is allowed to res~t him 
and to kill him if that. becomes necessary. 

PEEPING EYES MAY BE PUT OUT 

3514. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»~~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~ 
~J~i»' say, "If anyone peeps into your house (through a hole while the door is 
shut) and you have not given him permission (to enter) and you throw a pebble at 
him blinding his ey,es thereby, then there will be no sin on you."3 

~ Bukhari # 2480, Muslim# 226-141, Abu Dawud # 4771, Tirmidhi # 1419, Nasai # 4087, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-163 (Abu Dawud is similar to it.) 
2 Muslim# 225-140 
3 Bukhari # 6888, Muslim # 44-2158, Nasai # 4861, Musnad Ahmad 2-243. 
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COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'i .i»1~; abides by the haidth in toto. Imam Abu Hanifah .i»t~; 
says that it is a strong warning against peeping into any house an.d says that anyone who 
incapacitates an eye will have to pay damages. 

(~~)-~l~l~-..!,.>1~)11 
3515. Sayyiduna sahl ibn Sa' d ~.iii~~; narrated that a man peeped through a hole in 
the door of (the house of) Allah's Messenger ~ J~o#Ji.ll~ and Allah's Messenger .i»1~ 
~ J ~o# had a spike (in his hand) with which he scratched his head. He (saw him 
peeping (into his house and) said, "If I had known that you were looking at me 
(deliberately) then I would have poked your eyes with it" (pointing to the spike). 
Seeking permission has been prescribed only because of the sight (that migltt not 
fall on.nQn-mahranis)."I 

COMMENTARY: It is as bad to peep into another's house as it is to enter .it without 
permission. Teebi~ Ji.t, ~ J. said that this hadith suggests that if anyone glances into 
someone' s house unintentionally while passing before it, then he is not to be blaJTied. 

·THROWING PEBBLES UNNECESSARILY . 

(~~) 

3516. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal~ Jilt ~ J said that he saw a man throw 
pebbles h<!ldiitg (and aiming) them between his thumb and (fore) finger. So he 
said, "Do not throw pebbles because Allah's Messenger ~J~Ji.t,~ has forbidden 
that pebbles be thrown in this manner, saying, 'Game cannot be caught by this 
thing nor may an enemy be wounded. Rather (it is a vain pursuit whereby) you· 
might break a tooth or slash an eye."'2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~iii!~ disallowed this pursuit because nothing is 
gained from it but disput~ may arise. People may quarrel unnecessarily. The same ruling 

· applies to every such vain; meaningless thing. 

DO NOT DISPLAY WEAPONS IN PUBLIC 

1 Bukhari # 6901, Muslim# 4-2156, Tirmidhi # 2709, Nasai # 4859, Darimi # 2384, Musnad Ahmad 5-
330. 
2 Bukhari # 5479, Muslim# 54-1924, Abu Dawud # 5270, Nasai # 4815, Ibn Majah # 3226, Darimi # 
44, Musnad Ahmad 4-86. 
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3517. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, 
1rwhen any of you comes to our mosque or our market, or passes along, and has 
with him arrows, he must keep them covered (in their quiver, or hold them in his 
hand) lest he cause injury to any Muslim by them."1 

COMMENTARY: Not only in the mosques and markets but in every such place as there is 
a gathering of Muslims, one must carry his weapons carefully. They could be arrows, 
swords, guns, or whatever kind. A slight negligence co~d wound a Muslim. 

DO NOT POINT A WEAPON AT A MUSLIM 

• rtf t " "'.. l J • '' -: • ' t r ,,, i 'I L.\ , <~~>-..;..!.JI~~o~9,~or-~.....u~ ~~..;~ 
3518. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ 
said, 11Let not any of point a weap~n at his (Muslim) brother,· for, he cannot say 
perhaps the devil might take it away· from his hand and (because of it,) he might 
land in a pit in hell."2 

COMMENTARY: The devil is always on the qui vive. If a person make a mistake, the 
·devil tempts him to commit sin. If he'points a weapon at his Muslin1 brother, he might be 
careless and hurt him. That might mean hell. 

' ~ -~ ~f "" "" "" ' , ~ ' ~ , "" c; "" '~ , "" ~~~~~i§~~~IJ!Jl!.I(.,J~j~illl~;lJIJj.!.jJli'Jl!zs~~C?I&£j(ro_\~) 

(<.S.;~I o\.J.J) -~iJ;:_; ~~liT ,.._u~ .._ujj '-"~ j.s..a!;dl 
3519. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah i.;s.~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ 
said, '11£ anyone points (a weapon or something of) iron at his (Muslim) .brother. 
then the angels curse him till he· puts it aside, even if he is his brother having the 
same father and mother.3 · 

COMMENTARY: If anyone points at his brother a piece of iron, clearly he may not be 
meaning to threaten him. He might be jesting. But, even then the angels curse him. Thus 
it is emphasized that an;rthing of irori ·01: a weapon tnust not be pointed at a Muslim. 

' "'( "" " " , ""c: ' " ~ ' ' " , "" , -~ ~9 f).l!JI f{!'~ ~()A Jl! _;.L::,j ~ill I~~~ if S~~ C?lj p. ~~if' j (roY •) 

_lfod-t1it~il,.r.A ... (9' d:iiJ"".~~J~I~I""" " .. .....,... .J~ .J \,.;, • l_j.) 

3520. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated 
that the Prophet ~J~.&1~ said, '1He who picks up a weapon against us (even in 
jest) does not belong to us." (Meaning, 'he does not follow our ways.') 
·The version (of Muslim) adds: 11He who cheats us (by not disclosing defect of what 
.he sells) does not belong to us."4 · 

1 Bukhari # 7075, Muslim # 124-2615,Abu Dawud # 2587, Ibn ·Majah # 2778, Musnad Ahmad 4-418. 
2 Bukhari # 7072, Muslim # 126-2617, Musnad Ahmad 2-317. 
3 Muslim # 125-2616, Tirmidhi # 2162, Musnad Ahmad 2-256. 
4 Bukhari # 7070, Muslim # 164-101, Nasai'i # 4100, Ibn Majah # 2575 and 2576, Musnad Ahmad 2-
417 &2;.3. 
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I "' I J 

-~· ... {\i~11-:~~.~ ... _,l._A ... ~ "'"'~IDI t~JJIJ, '5J"'liJ"'li~.,f'-..JI~!~ "'.~~(ror') ""~ .. - v---v--~..J,.. ~, ..,... ,,.,.., , -" 

(_;,..1.-A o I .J.J) 
3521. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Al-Akwa ~lilt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger liltj.P 
~J4# said, ''He who draws a sword against us (even in jest) does not belong to us."1 

DO NOT PUNISH ANYONE 

IJ.!,ii..li~..b~'il·-:~, loMui 'l~ ,.t.!JL ~ ,~_-:_{,;L.!...& ~ ,L~.!.IT·l.£§~~.·..3-A~.!.£~(ron') 
.. , -' ~ • V""..iv~ (.S'~ ,....r ~, c.....1: ~ ,~ u-- ...;~ ~ , ,u---" 

3522. Hisham ibn Urwah .fit~ .J said that his father narrated that Hisham ibn Hakim 
passed by certain people in Syria ~om the Anbath (Nabateans) who were made to 
stand in the sun and olive oil was poured on their heads. He asked, '-'What is this?" 
He was told, 11They are being punished fc;»r (not paying) the kharaj (homage 
revenue)" (land tax). Hisham said, ''I bear witness that I had heard Allah's 
Messenger_~J~.1dj.P say. 11Surely, Allah will punish in the hereafter, thos~ who 
punish the people, in this world. "2 

ALLAH'S WRATH ON THE OPPRESSORS l 

.,(J, . "' ' ; ! ' ! , "' "' "' "' -...,UI S..U ~ ~ll.b -....ul•!t;~~j ~WI j..Q,.UI Jj-!5 Jli Jli S~_;.k Cfl (.,£j (T'oYT') 

~lj.; dJ ;tl1 ~~~~J~j;tll ~ ~'£ d ~J~):;il 'ruJT ~~~~ d U) LSJS 
I 

(_;,..1.-A o I.J.;) _;lJ I~ 0 ~~J~ 
3523. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lilt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&tj.P 
said, ''If you live long, you shall see soon people holding in their hands something 
like oxtails (meaning, whips). They will begin the morning and the wrath of Allah 
will be on them and in the evening Allah's severe anger will be on them." 
Another version has: 'in the evening Allah's curse is on them.'3 

COMMENTARY: The 'people you will see' will be the stooges of the oppressors or cruel rulers.· 

CLOTHED BUT NAKED 

~ of "'"'- ' J J J (J "' (J "' J (J (J "'- "' , :,.,\ ,.,.,_ 

~I~~; ,,g 6+-'J s;..J ~~lA ~~A~~.J~~~B'~l.:;.;.J ~t!J\ ~ ~Y.~..F-1 'rU.;B' 

(_;,..1.-A ol..,.;) -I.:J'J \kg~~ .4 ..¢3 ~::.-{.; ~JJ ~5 ~J.:f- 'iJ ~\ Jl~ '1 ~WI 
3524. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lilt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#lii'J..P 

1 Muslim# 112-99, Tirmidhi # 2520, Musnad Ahmad 4-46. 
2 Muslim# 118-2613, Musnad Ahmad 4-403 
3 Muslim # 53-2856, Musnad Ahmad 2-323. 
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said, ''Two kinds of the inmates of hell there are whom I have not seen: (i) A 
people who have with them whips resembling ox-tails with which they will strike 
.people (unjustly). And (ii) women (who will be) clothed but (be nearly) naked. 
They will incite men and be disposed to them. Their heads will sway like the 
humps of bukht camels. These inCiting women will not enter paradise and will not 
experience its fragrance though its fragrance can be perceived at a distance this-far
and-that-far."1 

COMMENTARY: The women mentioned will wear very fine see-through garments. Or, 
they will leave part of their body bare. Or, they will not put their scarf on their chest and 
belly but put it rourid their neckS. 
This could also refer to women who don different kinds of costly garments in this world 
but neglect the garment of taqwa (piety) (righteousness). It is only the garment of taqwa 
(piety) that will entitle them to paradise. 
These women will incline men to themselves by their adornment, behaviour and walk and 
will lean toward men. 
The bukht camels are the camels of khurasan with two humps (also known as Bactrian 
camels). The women arrange their hair in the manner of humps. 
The women described in this hadith did not exist in the time of the Prophet ~ J4#.i»t~. He 
did, however, forewarn of this kind of women. It is one of his miracles. 
The hadith says that these women will not enter paradise but there are such men too who 
have not been mentioned here. Qari Iyad J»,~ J said that they will be admitted to paradise 
after going through their punislLnent, but not those women who perpetrate these things 
and maintain that whatever they do is lawful and not wrong at all. 

DO NOT STRIKE AT THE FACE 
I .- I "' I J 

JlldlL ... i.;~i~_,jt ... ;~~ji_;.S-"kljjti llL;l:.j~W\ ~~lJ_;.-!5 jti jli~j (roro) 

(~·~)-43 ':~, \~ "'St 
- ~- I .. J~(J"..,..4 

3525. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»!~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»>~ 
said, ''When one of you fights (and beats another), he must spare the face because 
Allah created Aadam in His own likeness." 

COMMENTARY: Creating Aadam ~'}L.Jt~ in His likeness means bestowing on him His 
attributes of majesty and beauty. Or, it could mean a form that Allah has given only to 
human beings and described it as 'His' to bestow honour on Aadam ~'}L.Jt4#. It is as He 
says (~JJ~":i~) {blow into him My spirit}(15: 29) and ascribes the spirit to Himself to 
honour and show the excellence of mankind. 

Some scholars say that the pronominal suffix in ("JJ_,...,)(Surathi, his likeness or his form) 
stands for Aadam's form. This form is distinct from the forms of all other creatures. It is 
full of excellence and beauty. 

It will mean that Allah created mankind nobler I than all creatures. Of all man's limbs, his 
face is the noblest and most honourable. It is the index of his form and perfection. Hence, 

t Muslim # 52-2128. 
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one must refrain from striking it. The ulama (Scholars) say that this command is by way of 
mustahab (desirable). 

SECTION II ~\illj..otli 

FORBIDDEN TO LOOK INTO HOUSES 

"' (9 "' "'s: J "' :1 "' \~ t. , 
-?4~ ~~Ill Jlij L5~.$)1 &ljj -·: ::H ~I~"' t!~l 

3526. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~)»'~;narrated that Allah~s Messenger ~J"#Aill~ 
said, 11If anyone slides a curtain and peeps into a house before receiving permission 
(to enter) and sees that which ought not to be seen of his family, then he touches 
the limit that is not lawful for him to touch. If a man (from the house) challenges 
him when he looks in and puts out his eye, I will not hold him responsible. (And, I 
will not impose any penalty on him.) However, if a man goes by a door that has not 
curtain and is not shut and he looks in, then he has not committed a sin. Rather, sin 
is committ~d by the people of the house.t 
(They ought to have shut the door and drawn the curtain) 

COMMENTARY: It is wajib (obligatory) for the family to keep the door of their house shuts 
or draw a curtain over it. · 

DO NOT HAND OVER OR TAKE UNSHEATHED SWORD 

. t1 J "' ' "' ~ ·' ~ J i "' s: 
(,jb_,~I)~.S.l.ofi)loi.JJ)-~~·· ;:'H~~...._ui_;..L:,j~WI~,UIJj.!jt$-Jli~~~j(Y'o'fV) 

3527. Sayyiduna Jabir ~1»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1d~ forbade 
the handling of an unsheathed sword.2 

THONG OF SANDAL MUST NOT BE SNAPPED BETWEEN TOES 

(Jj!J~I oi.J.J) 

3528. Al-Hasan (l»!~J reported that Samurah ~l»>~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 
~ J"#.iill~ disallowed the snapping of the strap of a sandal between two toes.3 

COMMENTARY: These two hadith forbid the two things by way of compassion. 

BEING KILLED WHILE PROTECTING RELIGION, LIFE & PROPERTY 

1 Tirmidhi # 2709, Musnad Ahmad 5-81. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2163(2170), Abu Dawud # 2588 
3 Abu Dawud # 2589 
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(~WJI_, Jj!JY-1-' <,S.lo _;t}l oi.,J) 

3529. Sayyiduna Sa' eed ibn Zayd ~.f»1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4:J.s..f»l~ 
said, "He who is killed while defending his religion is a martyr. He who is killed 
while defending himself is a martyr. He who is killed w~ile protecting his 
property is a martyr. And, he who is killed while protecting his family is a martyr.1 . 

COMMENTARY: If a disbeliever or an innovator ridicules Islam on the face of Muslim who 
contends with him over that but is slain then in this case the Muslim attains martyrdom. 
The ulama (Scholars)· say generally that if anyone has evil intentions against a person's life, 
property or family, then he must first try to convince him out of it. If he does not see sense, 
then, he inay use force and if he kills .the evil man .then no penalty is due from him. But, if 
he himself is slain then that is martyrdom for him. 

DO NOT RAISE SWORD AGAINST A MUSLIM 

-~.J~~IliJ~J&.J.,Jli&IJ5-t;~~~i~J~JI~i~ 
3530. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.f»~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~lil~~ said, ''There 
are seven gates of hell. One of these gates is for him who draws a sword agaitl.st my 
ummah," or, he said, "against Muhammad's ummah."2 

... :1 • ... C'' .... J ' \ "' J ... J 
~~~~~~jJ~~j...IS~JA»Cfh!.~~j 

And the hadith of Abu Hurayrah~i»>~ J: "The treading of the foot is forgiven •.. " is 
mentioned in the chapter on al-ghasab (wrongful appropriation) hadith # 2952. 

And this chapter has no section-III . 

1 Tirmidhi # 1431, Abu Dawud # 4772, Nasa'i # 4090, Ibn Majah # 2580, Musnad Ahmad 1-190. 
2 Tirmidhi # 3123, Musnad Ahmad 2-94. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

AL-QASAMAH- OATHS 

The Arabic word is al-Qasamah ('--l,.ih) .. It is to take an oath. In Sari' ah, it ref~rs to a murder 
in a village or _neighbourhood, or anywhere near to it, when the murderer is not traced, 
then the state· or government should investigate. If the n1urderer is traced, then the law 
will take its course against him. If not, then fifty men of that place (selected by the next of 
kin of the slain man) will be put to oath. Each of them shall depose in this way, "By Allah 
(or, I swear by Allah), neither have I killed him nor do I know who has slain." This is as 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ J contends and it is based on the well-known hadith. 

;s:.n &A J' 654tJ ~l!l' ~ ;-:~:JT 
(The plaintiff should present a witness while the defendant must take an oath.)I 

It is suggested also by the haidth # 3531. 
The contention of Imam Shafi'i ~~~ J and Imam Ahmad~~~; is that if there was animosity 
between the inhabitants of the village or locality, or of its surroundings. (Where the body 
is found and the murdered m~, or some strong pointers are found suggesting that 
someone there could have. been the murderer, then the next of kin of the murdered man 
will be put to oath. They will depose, "We swear by Allah, you have killed him." If they 
refuse to take the oath, then the accused will be made to swear. This is indicated by the 
first hadith of this chapter (#3532) 
Qisas, or retaliation is not wajib (obligat-ory) when resorting to qasamah, even if the 
accusation is of deliberate murder. But, diyah or blood wit is wajib (obligatory) in this case 
(oath-taking) whether the accusation is of deliberate murder or of accidental murder. 
However, Imam Maalik .&1~ J said that if it is an accusation of deliberate killing then qisas 
should be imposed. Imam Shafi'i.li1~; also said the same thing in his ancient ruling. 
It must be known that this form qf qasamah was prevalent during the jahiliyah (ignorance 
period) too. The Prophet ~J~~._,l.P retained it. He passed judgment according to it for 
the slain Ansar whose murder the ansars had blamed on the Jews of the Khaybar. 

SECTION I 

WHO WILL BE PUT TO OATH 
I r;; 

(A' ~:J ~(A ~'.J..:$. ~~ u.i:i. ~~ ~~i' ~~ ~ ~J ~~~.---: ~ ~~u ~J <ror'> , " ~ .., 
I. I. , .., ! ,; ,, """' . ;'_,-: , ,, 
~ ... ~ .,.J '·I~ '.,!..3 .·~ ~'lh s:-l>..i · l ~ "· ,!..3 4.1J\h · l"~S I!~\\?~ li ~9 ....tt;,._ {:3\~! "' , ~ ,~..J~I,/0 ..,---_;- • • ~1,10... • u-:;- ~ ~ ~- J·---- -

1 Tirmidhi # 1341(1346) 
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· 3531. Sayyiduna Rafi ibn Khadij ~...111~ .J and Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Abu hathmah .iiu~ .J 
~ narrated that Abdullah ibn sahl (~ ...1!1 ~ .J and Muhayyisah ibn Mas'ud.l,$ ...1!1 ~ .J 
came to Khaybar. When they separated from one another (one day) among the palm 
trees and (finding him alone) someone killed Abddullah ibn Sahl~ ...1!1 ~.J· 
(Thereafter) Ab4ur Rahman ibn Sahl ~...11~~ .J (the real brother of the slain Abdullah) 
and the (two) sons of Mas'ud, Huwayyisah and Muhayyisah (paternal cousins of 
the slain man) came to the Prophet ~ J ~ ...1!1 ~ and informed him of what had 
happened to their relative. Abdur Rahman ~ ...1!1 ~ .J (the brother of the slain man) 
who was the youngest of the lot was the first to speak. The Prophet ~ J~..l!1~ said 
to him, 11Kabbir al-Kubr" (Respect the eldest of you. Let him speak.) Yahya ibn 
Sa' eed .1JI ~ .J (a narrator of this hadith) said that the Prophet's ~ J ~ ...1!1 ~ words 
meant, 'Let the eldest take charge of speaking.' Then, they spoke (meaning the 
eldest of them). The Prophet ~J~..l!1~said, ''If fifty of you take oaths then you 
will be eligibl~ to seek blood wit or retaliation for your man who is murdered." Or, 
he said, "your companion." They submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, it is 
something that we had not seen~ (We cannot say definitely who had killed.)" He 
said, 11fifty of the Jews will take oaths and acquit themselves." (Their oaths will 
prove them innocent.) They said, 110 Messenger of Allah, they are disbelievers. 
(Their oaths are meaningless and unreliable.)" So (to bury the mischief) Allah's 
Messenger ~y.,1~...1!1~ paid the blood wit himself (to the heirs of the slain man). 
According to another version: he said, 11Swear fifty oaths and be entitled to 
the blood wit of your man who is murdered," or, he said, 11Your companion." 
Then Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ...1!1 ~ himself paid his blood wit amounting to 
one hundred she-camels.t 

COMMENTARY: The person who is the eldest must be honoured. He should initiate 
conversation. 
This hadith is evidence that it is allowed to plead in matters of hudud or prescribed 
punishments, even for those who are present the guardian of the deceased was his real 
brother, Abdur Rahman ibn Sahl~ ...1!1 tSP .J, while Huwayyisah and Muhayyisah were his 
paternial cousins. 
Ths hadith says that the plaintiff should be put to oath first. But, the Hanafis say that the 
defendant is to be made to swear initially. 

And this chapter is without section-II 

1 Bukhari # 6142, 6143, Muslim# 2-1669, Tirmidhi # 1422, Nasa'i # 4712, Musnad Ahmad 4-142 
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SECTION III 

DEFENDANT SHOULD BE PUT TO OATH FIRST 

:; "'· ~ ' ~ ' "' """" ' "" (_,j!J >!I oi.J.J) -~A-~~j~WI ~~I.Jj-!5 &ISj.i I_Y.li_;.l, J al&'..:,l9_ ~ 
3532. Sayyiduna . Rafi. ibn Khadij 4;$. a-#; narrated that a man of th~ A~scir. was 
killed (and he was Abdullah ibn Sahl 4;$-...111~;). His relatives went to the Prophet 
~J~.an~ and mentioned to him what had happened. He asked thein, 11Do you 
have two witnesses who might testify to the murderer of your man?" They 
submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, no Muslim was there at the time. Only Jews 
were there (and they are known to create mischief) and they are i~pudent enough 
to perpetrate things more grave than that." He said, 11Then select fifty of them 
and put them to oath." But, they did not agree (to put the Jews to oath knowing 
that they would not hesitate to take false oath).· So, Allah's Messenger ~ J~..ll~~ 
paid his blood wit himself.! 

COMMENTARY: Mulla Ali Qari ...1!1~; points out that the defendants are called upon to 
swear first. The Hanafis· observ·e this practice. He has mentioned all arguments of different 
imams and concluded that the Hanafi practice is correct. · 

·CHAPTER-V 
KILLING APOSTATES & THOSE WHO 
STRIVE TO CAUSE CORRUPTION 

WHO IS A MURTAD: Murtad is an apostate. He turns away from the folds of the religi:on 
of Islam. He exits from the light of faith and Islam arid enters the dark recesses of disbelief 
_and polytheism. 

COMMAND ABOUT AN APOSTATE: (yVe seek refuge in Allah from such thought). If a 
Muslim apostates, then, first, he must be invited to Islam and if he has some confusion and 
queries then they must be clarified for him. This is not, however, wajib (obligatory) but 
merely mustahab (desirable) because he already has received ~e invitation to Islam and it is 
not necessary to renew it. However, such a person should be put in prison for three days. 
If he repents and returns to the fold of Islam in three days, that is good for him, otherWise 
Islam prescribes a death penaltY for an apostate. Some ulama (Scholars) hold that respite 
should be given to him if he requests for a deferment otherwise there is no need .to defer 
the punishment, but ImamShafi'i ...1!1~J holds that it is wajib (obligatory) that the ruler grant 
him a three day breather. But, the Quran says: · 

1 Abu Dawud # 4524 
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65)~11_,.illi 
(kill the polytheists)(9. 5) 

. And, the Prophet ~J~~~ said' 

(He who changes his religion Islam, kill him.) 

Vol.3 

This means that it is not wajib (obligatory) to giye an opportunity to the apostate to think over. 

WHO STRIVES TO CAUSE CORRUPTION: The second portion of the caption concerns 
those who strive to create mischief. Generally, this refers to those who make mischief on land, 
commit robbery and indulge m killing and man-salughter, and disturb the peace and comfort 
of the people. However, her.e reference is made specifically to robbery, and to highway 
robbery. The prescribed punishment for these criiil:es too is killing. The Quran says: 

,, • "' "' '{ J • "' l , ' _, ' 
lj\•ij-...!,JII~~i~J l'l <J.....!.JJ' '1j.Uj..!5jilll-...u.;$.Jl!i~.}.ll ~1.;+ ~il 

(The only recompense of those who wage war against Allah and ·His Messenger and 
~bive to do· corruption· in the land is that they should be slain .... ) (5 : 33) 

.MORE COMMANDS ABOUT APOSTACY &: APOSTATES: Our lives these days are 
very unbridled. We speak carelessly and we do not conform to our beliefs and ideologies. 
OUr deeds belie our faith. The result is that we often utter with our .tongues such things as 
we consider insignificant but they cast us nearer to the borders of disbelief. We do many 
such deeds which we give no thought but they lead us to the brink of disaster and cause us 
loss in the hereafter. Hence, some explanation follows in the next lines. 

FATAWA ALAMGIRI: The Fatawa Alamgiri has set aside a complete chapter on the 
coaUnands and rules concerning apostates. Except for some part of it treating rare issues, 
we reproduce the entire chapter here. It is essential for every Muslim to know them so that 
he is careful in his speech and does not utter what might lead him to infidelity, and he does 
not do that which smacks of disbelief. 

APOSTATE: In general parlance, a murtad is ·one who turns away from the religion of 
Islam. Its essence is to utter with the tongue words of disbelief after possessing faith and 
the term apostate may be applied to anyone correctly if he is sane. 

INSANE: Hence, it is not proper to apply the commands of apostasy to a mad person and 
an insensible child. If anyone gets fits of madness then he will be termed an apostate only 
when he is in a sane condition and does acts of apostasy. But, if he performs deeds of 
apostasy only when he is out of his senses then he will not be termed an apostate. 

INTOXICATED: Similarly, if anyone is always intoxicated and his mind and senses do not 
functi~n the command of apostasy does not apply to him. 

MINOR: For a command of apostasy to apply, it is not necessary that the person should be 
an adult. Anyone, adult or minor, who commits an act of apostasy, would be subject to the 
commands of apostasy. 

WOMEN TOO: It is not necessary that only men can be apostates, even women, if they 
perform such acts, will be termed apostates. 

NOT FORCED: The command will apply only when a person apostates willingly of his 
own accord. If anyone is compelled to apostate then he w~l not come under the purview of 
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the command of apostasy. 

ILL: If anyone suffers from pleurisy and is fed something that impairs his mind and he 
speaks incoherently and turns apostate in this condition, then the command of apostasy 
will not be applied to him. 

WEAK MINDED: If anyone is insane or given to suspicion or of unsound mind of any 
reason whatsoever then he too will not be subject to the commands of apostasy. 

PREACHING: It has been stated earlier in this chapter that if anyone apostates, Islam 
should be presented to him and if he has any doubts or confusion they should be removed. 
If he wishes to enter the folds of Islam, then he must recite the kalimah shahadah (the 

· expression of testimony )I and he must declare that he has nothing to do with every religion 
other than Islam. But, if he names merely the religion that he had adopted on giving up 
Islam and declares that he has nothing to do with it, then that too will suffice. 

THREE CHANCES: If anyone apostates and returns to Islam and again apostates, doing 
that three times, and each time the ruler gives him respite of three days to repent and 
return, then the ruler may give him an opportunity three times of three days each but if he 
apostates a fourth time and asks for another respite of three days, the ruler must not allow 
him an opportunity the fourth time. If he does not return to the folds of Islam finally, he 
must be killed. 

BOY: If a sensible boy turns apostate then according to Imam Abu Hanifah .lit~ J and Imam 
Ahmad lilt~J the commands (of apostasy} will apply to him. He should be compelled to 
return to the folds of Islam, but he should not be killed. The same command applies to the 
boy who approaches adulthood. A boy is said to be sensible when he knows that Islam is a 
means of deliverance and can differentiate between good and bad, and sweet and sour. 
Some scholars say that it is a boy of age of seven years. 

WOMAN NOT KILLED: If a woman apostates, then she should not be killed but she 
should be imprisoned till she relents and becomes a Muslim. Every third day she should 
be beaten by way of a warning to get her to repent her apostasy and revrrt to Islam. If, 
however, anyone kills a woman who has apostated then nothing is wajib (obligatory) on the 
killer. (He is not responsible for anything.} 

FEMALE SLAVE: If a female slave apostates, then her owner must restrict her to his 
house to compel her to accept Islam. He should impose on her additional work (to what is 
her regular duty} as a punishment. And, he must not have sexual intercourse with her. 

GIRL: The same command applies to a sensible girl as to an adult woman. 

'EUNUCH: The same command applies to an eunuch as to a woman. 

FREE WOMAN: If a free woman apostates, she cannot be enslaved as a female slave as 
long as she is in the Islamic territory. If she goes away to an enemy territory and is then 
brought as a prisoner (or captive of the Muslim army} then she may be enslaved. 

ENSLAVE HER: However, Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~) says in one of his rare sayings that an 
apostate woman may be enslaved even in an Islamic state. Some ulama (Scholars} say that 
an edict should be issued about this woman on this opinion. If she is married then there is 

1 It is (~J,..,Jt.w..o.;,t.~.f-!otJ~~'4.1t~.;,t¥t) (I bear testimony that there is not God but !Jlah·and I bear 
testimony that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger~ J~~~~) 
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no harm. Rather her husband should preferably request the ruler to let him make her a 
female slave. If he is responsible for the livelihood (a Muslim) then the ruler may give her 
to him as a gift in which case he will be responsible to restrict her movement and beat her 
as a punishment to get her to embrace Islam. 

DENIAL OF APOST ACY: If an apostate denies that he has apostated then he must declare 
the unity of Allah, the Messenger ship of Muhammad ~J~lil~~ and the truth of the 
religion of Islam. This will be deemed to be repentance from him and he will be counted 
among the Muslims. 

PROPERTY: When anyone apostates he loses right of ownership over his property, but this 
loss of ownership is held in abeyance. If he is motivated to repent and becomes a Muslim 
again then his ownership is restored to him. But, if he dies as an apostate or is killed, then 
the property that he had collected as a Muslim will be inherited by his heirs and relatives 
who are professors of Islam. They will get their share after deducting the debts that he had 
incurred while he was a Muslim. And, whatever property that he may have earned during 
his apostacy from that his debts inctL.~ed while he was an apostate would be paid and the 
balance of that property disregarded. This is the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah li!1~ 1, but his 
two students Imam Abu Yusuf .ill1~ 1 and Imam Muhammad li!1~ 1 hold that the property of 
an apostate is not unutilized. 

INHERITORS: Imam Abu Hanifah .ill1~1 has given different views about the inheritors of 
an apostate. The most correct of these views is what Imam Muhammad .ill1 ~ 1 has 
attributed . to him. If an apostate dies or is killed or he flees to the enemy land, then his 
Muslim heir will get his legacy. Similarly, when he dies or is killed or flees to the enemy 
land then his Muslim wife will also become the heir of his property, provided at that time 
(when he dies or is killed or flees), she observes the iddah. The reason is that the apostate 
means by his apostacy to deprive his wife (of her right to inheritance), so his apostacy is 
like illness before death. (When a man who is on his death bed divorces his wife with the 
talaq mughallazah, Shari'ah (divine law) looks at it as his conspiracy to deprive her of her 
inheritance, so it retains her right to his legacy. So it is with the apostate, he conspires to 
deprive his wife of his legacy through his apostacy. Hence, in spite of his intentions, 
Shari'ah (divine law) recognizes her as eligible for inheri.tance from his legacy. 

HUSBAND NOT HEIR: If a woman apostates, then her husband is not eligible to her 
legacy (after her death). But, if she apostates when she is ill (and dies), then her husband 
will get her legacy, as also all her relatives. In fact, whatever property she collects during 
her apostacy will also go to these heirs . 

. SLAVES ARE FREE: If anyone apostates and goes away to enemy territory, or the ruler 
decides that he should go to enemy land then his mudabbar slave will become free. And 
his umm walad (as many as there are) will also become free. His deferred! debts will be 
payable promptly. The property that he had earned while he was a Muslim will be turned 
over to his Muslim heirs. If an apostate had drawn a will while he was an adherent of 
Islam then, according to the apparent versions of Mabsut and others, that will be invalid. It 
will not ·be executed whether it was in favour of a relative or a stranger. However, as long 
as an apostate is found moving about in the Islamic state, the judge must not impose any of · 

fJ . 
1 elsewhere it is mature debts(~) instead of(~_;..) 
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these directives about him a have been mentioned in these lines. 

DEALINGS & CONTRACTS: An apostate's apostacy calls for actions on his deals in four ways: 
(i) That which is enforced in toto as per unanimous ruling. Examples are: 

• when he is given a gift and he accepts it, 
• he makes his female slave an umm walad, 
• he claims parentage of a child born to his female slave then the child 

would be attributed to him and will become entitled to his legacy along 
with his other heirs, that particular female slave will be his umm walad, 

• his acceptance of Shuf' ah (pr~-emption) will be approved and enforced and 
• His imposition of an interdiction on his permitted slave will be valid. 

(ii) That which is unanimously in valid. Shari'ah (divine law) does not recognize 
it at all. Examples are: 

• to marry him is absolutely disallowed to all women. The woman may be a 
Muslim, an apostate, a dhimmi, a slave; 

• his slaughtered animal is unlawful; ~d 
• · his game is unlawful whether hunted with dogs or hawks, or shot with a gun. 

(iii) That which is held in abeyance (neither revoked nor imposed), like a general 
partnership (shirkah mufawadah). If an apostate concludes it with a Muslim 
then it remains suspended till he reverts to Islam when that partnership will be 
effective. However, if he dies an apostate, or he is killed or he goes away to 
enemy territory and the judge or ruler issues directives about it, then the 
shirkah mufawadah will be turned right from its inception to shirkah inan 
(partnership of equal or unequal· contribution of wealth or labour). This js 
what Imam Abu Yusuf .1!1~J and Imam Muhammad .\1~J say but Im~·AbU: 
Hanifah .\!1~ J holds that shirkah mufawadah is not invalidated at all. · · · 

(iv) That aboufwhich the ulama (Scholars) are divided: whether its operation.is 
suspended or not. Examples are: buying and selling, hiring, emancipating a 
slave, making a slave a mudabbar or a mukatab, making a will, repaying debts, · 
etc. Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~J contends that operation of all these things of an· 
apqstate are held~ abeyance and if he accepts Islam then they ire enforced · 
but if he dies or is killed or the judge or ruler declares hjm an absconder to 
enemy teiritory then their operations become invalid. · 

During apo~tacy; all the actions of a mukatab are enforced. 
If anyone sells his apostate male or female slave then this sale is allowed. 

REPENTANCE: If an apostate repents and returns to Islamic territory before the command 
of the rul.E7r is enforced that he has gone away to enemy territory then the command 
concemfug his property and his apostacy becomes invalid and he is treated as though he 
has been a Muslim all through. None of his umm w~ad or mudabbar is set free. 
If he returns after the command of the ruler and judge is enforced that he has gone to enemy 
land, then he may take back from his heirs whatever.of his property he finds but he has no 
right to demand that part of his property which his heirs have disposed of, gifted, etc and 
have no right over their ownership. He. cannot even demand a compensation for that. 

BORN MUSLIMS: If a man was a Muslim emulating his parents (meaning, he was a child 
who followed the precedence o{ his parents or was bracketed with them. in general 
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consideration) but attained maturity as an apostate then though reasoning demands that he 
should be slain, yet the command concerning him, out of kindness, is that he should not be 
killed (because before he matured he was not a Muslim directly by himself but was 
regarded as one because of his parents). 

MUSLIM AT YOUNG AGE: The same command as the foregoing applies to a man who 
became a Muslim at a young age but apostated when he matured. 

COMPELLED TO SUBMIT: Also, if anyone is forced to embrace Islam and he turns away 
from it afterwards then he too will not be killed out of kindness. 
However, in each of the foregoing cases, the command is that the man should be 
pressurized to accept Islam. If anyone kills him before he embraces Islam then the killer 
will not be questioned, nothing is wajib (obligatory) on him. 

LAQIT: (The child .who is found unclaimed somewhere.) If he is in an Islamic state then 
the command of his being a Muslim should be applied. If he attains adulthood as a 
disbeliever then he should be compelled to embrace Islam, but he should not be killed. 
Thus far, some commands and rules were mentioned about apostates. It is now deemed 
necessary to disclose those things whose perpetrator becomes a disbeliever: 

DIFFERENT REASONS: There can be various reasons for anyone to be considered a 
disbeliever. There could be related 

• to faith and Islam, 
• to the Being of Allah and His attributes, etc, 
• to the prescribed acts in Islam,likesalah (prayer), fasting, zakah (Annual due charity), 
• to learning and the ulama (Scholars) (Scholars), 
• to the lawful and the forbidden, 
• to the Last Hour, etc., and, 
• to encouraging disbelief. · 

This is a lengthy discourse. So these things - the motives of disbelief - are enumerated in 
sequence under tfteir relative captions . 

. (I)THE MEANS TO DISBELIEF CONCERNING FAITH & ISLAM: 
The disrespect that turns a man into a disbeliever as are related to faith ·and Islam are these: 

• If anyone says, ui do not know whether I have faith or not," then this is a grave sin 
unless he intends by that to reject his uncertainty 

• If anyone doubts his faith and says, ur am a believer, insha Allah," then he i~ a 
disbeliever. But, if he means to say, ur do not know if I shall depart from this 
world as a believer or not," then h.e is not a disbeliever. · 

• If anyone says, "The Qur' an is a creation," or "faith is a creation," then he becomes 
a disbeliever. 

• He who believes that faith and infidelity are one then he is a ·disbeliever. 
• He who is not pleased and content with faith is a disbeliever. 
• ,. He who is content with the irifidelity of his soul is a disbeliever. 
• The ulama (Scholars) differ on one'who -is pleased with another's disbelief and 

their edict is: if he is please4at another's disb~lief because he (the disbeliever) will 
be involved in punishment "perpetually then he· is not a disbeliever. But, it he is 
pleased with his infidelity that the other man may say about Allah that which is 
nQt worthy of His attributes then he is a disbeliever. 
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He who says that he does not know the attributes (or description) of Islam is a 
disbeliever. Shamsul ulama (Scholars), Tawa'il\11 ~;, has used strong words 
about this issue. He said, 110ne who says so has no religion, no salah (prayer), no 
fasting, no obedience, no worship and no marriage. His children are born out 
of wedlock in adultery." 
A Muslim man married a Christian girl whose parents were also Christian. She 
grew up not recognizing any religion. She did not know what religion is in her 
mind and could not describe it by word of mouth, and she was not insane. In this 
case, she and her husband will be separated. 
Someone married a Muslim girl child. When she matured as a sane young woman, 
she did not know in her mind what Islam is and could not describe it orally, and 
she was not insane. In this case, too, she and her husband will be separated. 
If a woman is asked what tawheed (monotheism) is and she says. 111 do not know" 
and. she means that she does not know the Kalimah taw heed that is taught to 
children in madrasahs (religious schools) then there is not harm in that. But, if she 
means that she does not know Allah's unity then she is not a believer any more 
and her marriage becomes void. 
If a man dies in such a way that he did not know that there was his Creator, there 
is another house with Allah for him and that wrong-doing and oppression are 
forbidden, then he was not a believer. 
If anyone comlnits sin and asserts that Islam must be demonstrated (through sin) 
then he is a disbeliever. 
A man tells another that he is a Muslim. The other says, "Curse be on you and on 
your being a Muslim." Then, this other man becomes a disbeliever. 
A Christian embraced Islam. After some time his father died and he lamented, 
"Would that I had not become a Muslim! In that case I would have acquired my 
father's property!" He becomes a disbeliever on having such ideas. 
A Christian man met a Muslim and asked him to preach to him that he might 
embrace Islam at his hands. The Muslim advised him to go to a certain scholar 

~
would present to him Islam and he might embrace Islam at his hands. The 
a (Scholars) differ on one who gives such advice instead ~f himself presenting 

lsi~ m to th~ no~-Muslim. Abu Ja'far.1ii~.J, how~ver, say.s that this man does not 
be· orne a disbeliever. 
Arl infidel embraced Islam. One of the Muslims asked him "what was wrong with 
your religion?" (Why did you have to embrace Islam?) The Muslim who says so 
becomes a disbeliever. 

(II)THE MEANS TO DISBELIEF THAT CONCERN ALLAH'S BEING & ATTRIBUTES 
These ~s ·make one who is disrespectful to Allah and His attributes a disbeliever: 

• Asc·fibing to Allah an attribute that is not worthy of Him makes one who does 
it a disbeliever, 

• Or attributing to Him a partner or a son, or a wife, 
• Or describing Him with some kind of ignorance or helplessness or shortcoming. 
• One who says, "It is proper that Allah do something that has no wisdom in it," is a 

disbeliever. · · 
• If a person believes that Allah is pleased with disbelief then he is a disbeliever. 
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• He who says, "Even if Allah will command me to do this piece of work, I shall not 
do it," is a disbeliever. 

• The noble Qur' an speaks of Allah's hand and face, but they are not limbs. The 
question arises whether these things may be translated as they ·are in other 
languages? Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is allowed to do so, provided they 
are not understood (in the literal sense) as limbs. Most ulama (Scholars), however, 
insist that it is not allowed and this is the authentic opinion. 

• If anyone ridicules Allah's attributes or His commands or rejects His promises and 
warnings, then he is a disbeliever.l 

• If a man says abut someone, "In my sight he is as a Jew is in Allah's sight," then the 
majority of the scholars say that he is a disbeliever. (The reason is that he refers .to 
Allah's sight in the real sense of an eye, meaning a human limb.) But, some 
authorities say that if the speaker's intention was to bring out that certain person's 
bad qualities, then he is not a disbeliever. 

• A man died. Another man lamented," Allah should not have done that." On this 
the second man (the speaker) becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man said to his enemy, "By the command of Allah, I shall do that to you." His 
enemy said, "I do not recoquise. Allah's command" Or, he said, "Here Allah's 
command is not respected." Or, he said, "Here, no command works." On, he said, 
"Allah does not deserve to command." Or, he said, "Here the command of David 
only is obeyed." All these words smack of disbelief 

• Haakim Abdur Rahman lb,....., .J was asked about a man who says, "I do a certain 
work because of custom, not in obedience of Allah's command." Is he a 
disbeliever? Haakimlii1~.J said; "If he .. only means corruption of truth, abandoning 
of Shari'ah (divine law) and following custom, but does not mean to reject Allah's 
command then he is not a disbeliever." 

• If a man says about one who never falls ill, "Allah has forgotten him," or "He is 
one of those whom Allah has forgotten," then this is disbelief. 

• If a man says to another, "Even Allah cannot be safe from your tongue. How will 
be safe?" Or, "How will I confront you?" then he is a disbeliever. · 

• If a man tells his wife, "You are dearer to me than Allah," then he becomes a: 
disbeliever. 

• To say about someone that he is trapped badly( or miserably) in destiny i~ a grave sin. 
• To say that Allah has a place (to reside) is disbelief. He who says, "No place is 

without Allah," is a disbeliever. 
• If anyone says that Allah is in the heaven then it depends on what prompted him 

to say so. If he means to repeat what is C!pparently stated (in the Qur'an or 
sunnah (Prophet's ~J~i»1~ practice)) then he will not be a disbeliever. But, if he 
means to describe the place as Allah's then he will become a disbeliever, and 
most of the ulama (Scholars) say that if he did not have any intention then too he 
will become a disbeliever. 

. • He will become a disbeliever who says, "Allah is sitting (or standing) to pass 
judgment because .this necessitates something above and below Allah. 

1 This ought to have come earlier but is overlooked in the urdu 
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• It is disbelief to say, "(My Helper) in the heaven is Allah and on the earth is so-and-so." 
• Most ulama (Scholars) say that it is disbelief to say, "Allah looks down from the 

heaven," or "Allah looks from the heaven," or "Allah looks from the throne." 
• He is a disbeliever who attributes injustice to Allah. 
• If anyone says, "0 Allah do not approve this injustice," then some ulama (Scholars) 

say that he is a disbeliever. 
• If anyone tells ~nother, "If Allah dispenses justice on the day of resurrection then I 

shall get my right from you," then he is a disbeliever. But, he will not be an infidel 
on saying, "When Allah dispenses justice ... " instead of "If ... " . 

• A person will become a disbeliever on telling another, "If Allah decides in truth 
and justice then I will get my right from you." 

• If anyone says, "0 Allah, .when a cruel person oppresses, do not accept his 
oppression. If you accept his oppression, I shall not accept it, "then it is disbelief 
because he seems to say, "0 Allah, if you are pleased with his oppression then I 

·shall not be pleased." 
• A man says to another, "Do ·not lie!" The other says, "Why is falsehood there? It is 

that one may lie." This is disbelief. 
• Someone is advised to seek Allah's pleasure. He says, "I do not want it," 
• or, he says, "If Allah admits me to paradise, I shall ravage it," 
• or, when someone is told not to disobey Allah lest He consign him to hell, he says, 

"I am not afraid of hell," 
• or, someone boasts on.being told that Allah does not befriend one who overeats, "I 

shall eat whether he antagonizes me or befriends me,11 
- all these words make the 

speaker a disbeliever. 
• If anyone is advised not to laugh much or sleep much and he says, "I shall eat as 

much, sleep as much, and laugh as much as I like," then it is disbelief. 
• If someone is warned not to commit sin lest Allah punish him and he says, "I shall 

carry punishment in one hand," then this is disbelief. 
• When someone is advised not to upset his parents and he· says, "They have no 

right over me,11 though this is not disbelief yet it is a grave sin. 
• If anyone says to Iblis (the devil), "0 Iblis, get my work done so that I might obey 

you and grieve my father and keep away, fro~ that which you forbid me, "then he 
disbelieves. 

• · If a man tells another, "If Allah had not created these two worlds then I would 
have taken my right from you," then this is disbelief. 

• Someoite tells a lie. His listener says, "May my God make your lie true!" Or, he 
says, "May Allah bless you with this lie!" This is near disbelief. 

• If anyone lies and a listener says, "May Allah bless you in your lie!" then. this is 
disbelief. 

• Someone points out to a man about another person, "He does not behave well with 
you." He replies, "Even Allah will not behave well with him.". The speaker 
becomes a disbeliever. 

• If someone says, "Allah loves riches. This is why He has not given me riches," - then 
he is a disbeliever, provide~ means to attribute miserliness to Allah. But if he says 
merely, "Allah does not like riches" then it does not make him a disbeliever. 
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• A man says to another, "Insha Allah, do this work." The other says, "I shall do this 
task without insha Allah. This is disbelief. 

• An oppressed man sighed. "This (whatever happens to me) is as decreed by 
Allah." The oppressor boasts on hearing him, whatever I am doing is not part of 
Divine decree." This is disbelief. 

• If someone says, "0 Allah, do not refrain from having mercy on nte," then these· 
are words of disbelief. 

• A husband and wife were conversing with one another. When their conversation 
became lengthy; the husband said, "Fear Allah and observe taqwa (piety) II (which 
is righteousness). She retorted, "I do not fear Allah." On saying this, she becomes 

·an apostate, and they stand separated provided the husband had reprimanded her 
on a dear sin (and she had said so in response). But, if he had rebuked her without 
there being any need for it (and she had done nothing wrong) then she does not 
become a disbeliever yet if she :meant to belittle fear of _Allah and ataqwa _(piety) 
then both of them stand separated. · 

• A man decided to beat another man, saying, 11You are. not afraid of Allah." The 
man confirmed, "Yes," This is not disbelief because he has a right to say, "The 
question on fearing Allah arises when I was the doer/' 

• 1\ man was committing a sin when someone rebuked him, "Do you not fear 
Allah?" He answered, "No!" Then he becomes a disbeliever because there is no 
doubt in what he meant. 

• Similarly, if a man is asked, "Do you not fear Allah?" and he retorts angrily, "No!" 
then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If. someone dislikes a command of Allah or of the Shari'ah (divine law) of his 
Messenger ~ J~il11~ like, his saying that he does not like the making lawfui to a 
man to have for wives, then it is disbelief. 

• If anyone suggests, "Only Allah should exist and nothing else should exist," then 
he is a disbeliever. 

• If anyone says, "Allah has created all pieties for me. And I am ·the creator of evil." 
Then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man was told 'You fail to come to the expectation of your wife." He said, 
. "Even Allah does not meet the expectations of women. How may I achieve 

that?" This is disbelief. 
• If a man pleads to another, "I look to Allah and I look to you," (meaning what I 

have got is from Allah and from you) or, he says, 111 have hope in Allah and I have 
hope in you," then this is bad. But, if he says, "I look to Allah and regard you· as the 
outward means of it," then it is a good thing to say. 

• A man asked his adversary to take o~ oath over something. He swore by Allah, but 
his adversary said, "I do not want you take the oath on Allah. I ask you to take an 
oath on divorce or· release.'' Some ulama (Scholars) say that he becomes a 
disbeliever (on making this demand), but most say that it is not so and this opinion 
is more correct. 

• If a man says to another," Allah knows that I remember you always with prayer," 
then the ulama (Scholars) give different opinions about his disbelief. 

• If any one jests and says in Persian (tt!'~~) while he was supposed to say (~Tt~) 
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then he will be disbeliever} 
• A man asked his wife, "Do you have no care for right of your neighbours?" She 

said. "No!" then he asked, "Do you not care for rights of your husband?" Again, 
she replied in the negative. Next, he asked, "Don't you have care for Allah's 
rights?" She repeated, "No." She becomes a disbeliever. 

• If a man is fed up with his illness or his straitened circumstances and exclaims, 
"why did Allah create me? I am deprived of the pleasures and comforts of this 
world." Then some ulama (Scholars) say that he will not be a disbeliever.but what 
he says is a grave sin. 

• A man warned another, "Because of the sins that you have committed, Allah will 
inflict punishment on you!" He asked, "Have you appointed Him as God that He 
will do as you say?" Then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone asks, "what can Allah do besides creating hell?" then he becomes a disbeliever. 
• If on seeing an ugly animal or an. ugly man, someone asks "Has Allah no designer 

that He made this kind of anhnal (or man)?"- then he become a disbeliever. 
• A poor man got fed up with his poverty and said, "So and so is Allah's creature 

whom He has showered with blessings. I too am His creature but I am involved in 
grief and pain. Is this just?" He becomes a disbeliever on saying this. 

• Someone was advised to fear Allah. He asked in retort, "Where is Allah?" So, he 
becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone asserts the Messenger ~ J4#-~lj.J is not in his grave, or he says, "Allah 
knowledge is not ancient," or "Allah has no knowledge of what does not exist," 
then he is a disbeliever. 

• If anyone's name is Abdullah and someone calls by adding a Kaaf ( -..S') (ka) before 
Allah, and he is· a learned man, then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• ?o, too, if a learned man mispronounces the word Khaliq (Jit,o.) intentionally as 
Khaleeq (J#)2 then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone says to another, "May Allah have mercy on your heart, not on mine 
heart," then he becomes a disbeliever provided he says that in a sense of 
dispensability of Allah's mercy. But, if he means that his heart is not wavering but 
perfect with faith in Allah then he is not a disbeliever. 

• If anyone takes an oath, "by Allah and by the dust of your feet," then he becomes a 
disbeliever. But if he says, "By Allah and by your head and your live," then the u 
lama differ about it. 

(III)THE MEANS TO DISBELIEF THAT CONCERN THE PROPHETS ~')W~~ 
• If anyone does not confirm any of the prophets, r".>WI~ 
• Or shows displeasure, or lack of belief, and satisfaction over, any of the sunnah 

(Prophet's ~J~~j.J practice) of any of the Messengers,- then he is a disbeliever. 
• Ibn Muqatil was asked about a man who denies the prophethood of Sayyiduna 

Khidr ~".>WI~ or Sayyiduna Dhul Ki£1 ~".>\-114#-. He said, "Denial of the prophethood 
of a prophet members of whose ummah had not confirmed his prophethood 

1 meaning 'I will come myself' but saying. (God preserve us fr~m evil ) 'I am God'. 
2 Khaleeq instead of Khaaliq (creature instead of creator) 
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unanimously is (condoned) not harmful. 
• If anyone says, "If so and so was a prophet then I would have believed him," then 

he becomes a disbeliever. 
• And, Ja'far ~~~J said that if anyone professes belief in all the Prophets r~...J'"~ of 

Allah but says, "I do not know whether Aadam r~'~ was a Prophet or not," then 
he becomes a disbeliever. 

• Ja'far ..1!1~; was asked about one who blames the Proph~t r~'~ of indecency. For 
instance, some accuse a prophet r~'~ of resolve to commit adultery, or any such 
evil; as the Hashwiyah (an evil, condemned sect) say such things about Prophet 
Yusuf r~...J1 "~· He said, "Such a person is a disbeliever because it is an evil 
suggestion about the Prophets ~~~~ and is tantamount to insulting them. 

• Abu Dharr ~lilt~; said that if anyone says, "Every disobedience is disbelief" and 
then accuses the Prophet r>'-...J'"~ of disobedience, then he is a disbeliever because 
ht spoke ill of the Prophets r~'"~· And he said that 

• If he says that the Prophet r~'~ never disobeyed neither during prophethood not 
before being commissioned, then too he is a disbeliever because by saying this he 
rejects the texts (the verse of the Quran! 

~j.J.$I'~j 

(And Aadam disobeyed his Lord ••.• } (20: 121) 
• Some ulama (Scholars) say that if a person does not believe that Muhammad is the 

last (and seal) of the Prophets r~!~ then he is not a Muslim. 
• He who harbous a grudge against a Prophet r~'~ is a disbeliever. 
• If anyone says about a person that if he were Allah's Messenge~ ~ J~iil~~ ~hen he 

would never believe him, then he is a disbeliever. So, too, 
• One who says, "If Allah Hhnself commands me to do that work, even so I would 

never do it," is a disbeliever. 
• If anyone says, "If whatever the Prophets ~ J~iill~ have said was true and based 

on facts, then he is a disbeliever, and, 
• If anyone says I am Allah's Messenger, or he says in Persian r ~ v- to mean the 

same thing, then he is a disbliever and, 
• If another person demands of him that he show a miracle, then some ulama (Scholars) 

say that he too is a disbeliever who demands a miracle, but the latter day ulama 
(Scholars) say that if means to disgrace hlm and fail him then he is not a disbeliever. 

• If anyone says of the blessed hair of the Prophet ~ J~ii11~ that it is a little strand 
of hair, then some ulama (Scholars) say that he becomes a disbeliever. But some 
others say that he will not be a disbeliever; yet if he means to belittle that then he 
will be a disbeliever according to them, too. 

• If anyone says, "I do not know whether Muhammad ~J~iil1~ was a human 
being or a jinn," then he becomes an unbeliever. 

• He is not a disbeliever who says, "If so and so is a Messenger, then I shall get my 
right from him." 

• If anyone says (in Persian) (.)J,...s:.:,JJ.)..w-) (Muhammad was a small mendicant), or that 
• The garment of the Messenger is bad-smelling and dirty, or, that 
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• The nails of the Prophet ~ J4# .ib1 ~ were growing, then - some ul"ama (Scholars) 
say that he becomes a disbeliever without any reservation, but some others say that 
if he says these things out of contempt only then will he become a disbeliever. 

• If a man abuses another whose name is Muhammad or Ahmad, or whose kunyah 
is Abu al-Qasim, saying, "0 son of an adulteress!" then he becomes a disbeliever 
provided he meant to abuse everyone of the naine of Muhammad or Ahmad or of 
the kunya ·Abu al-Qasim, having in mind the noble Prophet ~~14# too. 

• One does not become a disbeliever on saying, "Every sin is Kabirah (grave) but the 
sins of the Prophet are saghirah (minpr)." ~ 

• If anyone says, "Every bad thing done intentionally is a major or grave sin and the 
doer is fasiq {a sinner)" and he adds, "the disobedience of the Prophet ~"J-114# was 
deliberate," then he is a disbeliever because he spoke ill of the Prophets ~"J-~1 ~. 
But, if he says, "The disobedience of the Prophet ~"J-1·~ was not intentional," then 
he is not a disbeliever. 

(IY)THE MEANS OF DISBELIEF CONCERNING THE SAHABAH (PROPHET'S 
COMPANIONS) ~.&'~J 

• A rafidi who speaks ill of Abu Bakr ~lil•~ J and Umar ~lb1~ J arid (we seek refuge 
in Allah from it) curses them, is a disbeliever. But, 

• If he says that Ali ~lb1~ J is more excellent then Abu Bakr ~lb·~ J then he will not 
be a disbeliever, yet he will be called a mubtada,' And, 

• a mu'tazalllah is also a mubtada' (an innovator). But, 
• if anyone says that the vision of Allah is not possible, then he becomes a 

disbeliever. 
• Anyone who accuses Sayyidah Ayshah 1\p~~J of adultery comits infidelity with 

Allah, but 
• Anyone who accesses any of the other noble wives ~lii·~J of the Prophet ~lil~~ 

~J of adultery is. not an infidel, but is deserving of cure, and so 
• anyone who says·that Umar ~list~J Uthman ~~~J and Ali ~.&~~J are not the 

sahabah of the Prophet~ J~.\i~~ is not a disbeliever but deserves to be cursed. 
• One who rejects the imamah and Khalifah (leadership and caliphate) of Abu Bakr 
~ ~ ~J is a disbeliever according to some ulama (Scholars), but a mubtada 
according to others (who do not classify him as a disbeliever). The correct opinion, 
however, is that he is a disbeliever. · 

• One who rejects the Khilafah (caliphate) o~ Uamr ~iii·~ J also becomes a disbeliever 
according to the correct opinion. 

• Those who call Uthinan ~Jiu~J, Ali ~.&·~J, Talhah ~Jln~J, Zubayr ~lb·~J and 
(Sayyidah) Ayshah 1\p .&! ~ J disbelievers (we se~k refuge in Allah from .such 
thought) are themselves disbelievers. And, so too: 

• It is wajib (cbligatory) to classify as infidels all the People of the sect Zaydiyah 
because they contend that (may Allah preserve us from such thought) a prophet 
would arise in a non-Arabic land who will replace our prophet's· ~J ~list~ 
religion and annul the Messenger ship of our chief. (Sayyiduita) Muhamtnad ~~~ 
~J~, Allah's Messen,ger: 
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• It is wajib (obligatory) to classify as disbelievers those rawafid who believe in 
reincarnation. They say that one who dies returns to this world, Allah's spirit 

---- dwells in the imam, the hidden imam will manifest himself and till he does not 
appear the operation of the commands and prohibitions are suspended, and Jibril 
~".>L-J14# had erred in passing on the revelation to Muhammad ~ J4.:}.s.iJ!I~ instead of 
.Ali ~ iJI1 ~ J (to whom he ought to have conveyed the wahy or revelation from 
Allah).This sect ~is an outcast and alien to the community of Islam. The same 
commands apply to the members of this sect as to the apostates . 

• 
(V)MEANS OF DISBELIEF CONCERNING PROPHET r'.>L-l'4# AS WELL AS PROPHET 
MUHAMMAD ~'.>L-l'4# (CONTD) 

• If anyone is compelled to speak ill of prophet Muhammad ~ J4#1JII~, there can be 
three possibilities. of it. 
(a) He affirms that he has no semblance of doubt about the prophet ~J4#1JI1~ 

in his heart but he uttered only those words that he had been compelled to 
utter, and even speaking that much was tremendously painful to him. In t 
his case he will not be called a disbeliever and he will be like one who is 
compelled to utter words of disbelief and he does that only with his tongue 
while his heart stands firm and convinced on faith. · 

(b) He declares that when he was compelled (to speak ill of Muhammad), he 
pictured in his mind the Christian by the name of Muhammad when he 
spoke iii of him, he meant that Christian man who had this name. In this 
case, too, he will not become a disbeliever. · 

(c) He declares that when he was forced (to speak ill of Muhammad), he had 
in his mind that Christian too whose name was Muhammad, but the evil 
words that he uttered were not abou,t the Christian but were about 
Muhammad ~ J4#~'~· In this case, he will be a disbeliever in law as well. 
as in the sight of Allah. 

• If any one says that Muahammad ~J~~~ was mad, he is a disbeliever. But, 
• · if he says that Muhammad ~ J 4:).$. iJ!, jJ swooned, then he is not a disbeliever 

(because of that). 
• If anyone says, "If Aadam ~'.>L-J'"~ had not eaten wheat (in paradise), we would not 

have been miserable," then he is a disbeliever. 
• He is a disbeliever ·who rejects the hadith mutawatar, and 
• if he rejects the hadith mar.hhur, some scholars place him among the disbelievers 

and some say that he is misled, not a disbeliever. 
• If he rejects Khabar wahid, he is not a disbeliever (on that account) but a sinner 

because he does not accept it. 
• If anyone says about a Prophet ~'.>L-ll4#, "I wish that he was not a Prophet," then the 

ulama (Scholars) say that if he does not question the wisdom behind sending him 
. as a Prophet, he will not become a disbeliever. But, 

• If he m.eans to insult the Prophet and give vent to his dislike for him then he will 
become a disbeliever. . 

• ·When someone is told of what the Prophet ~J ~ iJ!1 ~ liked (for example, 
.p~pkin, gourd) and he says, "l do not like it," then it is liisbelief and Imam Abu 
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Yusuf ;.,~ J also holds this opinion. However, some latter day scholars say that if 
the man spoke contemptuously then he will become a disbeliever, otherwise not. 

o If anyone says that Prophet Aadam ~".>WI~ had woven cloth and on that basis we 
are children of a weaver, then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone is told that the Prophet ~J~l»'.)...P licked his three fingers on eating his 
food and he comments, ulf is not something good," then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If any one remarks that ignorant do not wash their hands when they have their 
meals and he meant to look down upon the Prophet's ~ J~..ll1~ practice, then he 
becomes a disbeliever. 

• If a person question the practice of clipping the moustaches and drawing the flap 
of the turban forward below the neck and he has in mind the sunnah (Prophet's ...1.11.).-.P 

~ J ~ practice) of the Prophet ~ J ~ ..ll1 .)...P which he mocks then he becomes a 
disbeliever. 

• If a listener tells the speaker, you lie though all you say is from the Messenger,~~ 
then these words are expression of disbelief. 

• If he says, 11I will not believe what he says though it is as the Messenger say,~~ then 
this too is disbelief. 

• A man prepared to beat his slave. Someone else advised him not to beat him on 
which he roared, 11Who are you? Even if Muhammad ~J~..lli,_}..P were to forbid me, 
I would not spare the slave.~~ Or, 'If I hear a command from the heaven not to beat 
him, I would not obey it. I shall beat him." He becomes a disbeliever. 

• Someone read out a hadith. One of the listeners remarked in Persian, 11Every day 
he reads out something that is problematic." Even though he did not name the 
Prophet ~ JA-.)s.i»I,_}..P and alluded to the speak~r, he becomes a disbeliever provided 
the hadith concerns a command of Shari'ah (divine law) or religion itself. But, if the 
hadith did not speak of Shari' ah (divine law) or religion, then he will not have 
committed disbelief. It will be presumed that he means that it was not a better 
selection (that was read). 

• If anyone says (cs.r~'.r.~~) and he referred to the prophet ~y . .)s.l»I.)...P then he 
perpetrates disbelief. 

• He who says, uthe Prophet ~J~..ll'.)...P was a Messenger sometimes and there was a 
time when he was not a Messenger," or he say~, _ 

• 
11 I do not know if the Prophet ~J~l»'.)...P is a believer in his grave or a disbeliver." 

Then he becomes a disbeliever on saying such things. 
• A man says to his wife, 11 Do not speak what contradicts." She retorted, ~~Even the 

Messenger spoke against ... " These words are disbelief. She must repent and they 
must re-marry one another. 

(VI)MEANS OF DISBELIEF CONCERNING ANGELS 
• A man says to another, ~~Looking at you seems like looking at the angel of death." 

This is a serious mistake and the elders differ on whether he becomes a disbeliever 
or not. Some say that he becomes a disbeliever, but others say, 'he does not.' 

• Fatawa Qadi Khan quotes some scholars to say that if he spoke out of hatred for 
the angel of death then he become a disbeliever. But, if he spoke in dislike of death 
then he will not become a disbeliever. 
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• If he says, "I regard his face as an enemy like the angel of death, "then most 
scholars say that he is a disbeliever. 

• If someone rejects another's testimony and he refers to Jibril r'J.-h~ or Mika'il ~ 
r')\..JI then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone describes an angel with defect, then he becomes a disbeliever. 
• If a person claims to be an angle then he does not become a disbeliever, but 
• If he claims to be a Prophet, then he becomes a disbeliever. 
• A man marries a woman without the presence of witnesses, saying, "I call upon 

Allah and His Jvlessenger to be witnesses," Or, 
• he says, "I call upon Allah and tlte angels to bear testimony." 

then, in the cases, he becomes a disbeliever. But, 
• If he says, I have the angels on the right and the left as witnesses," then, in this 

case, he does not become a disbeliever. 

(VII)MEANS OF _DISBELIEF THAT CONCERN THE QURAN 
• · If anyone says that the quran is a creation then he will become a disbeliever. 
•· If any one rejects a verse of the Quran, or 
• ridicules it, or 
• find defect with it, 
• then, in all these cases, he becomes a disbeliever. 
• If anyone recites the Quran on the beat of a tambourine, or against the trill of a 

flute, then he has disbelieved. 
• A man was reciting the Quran and another commented. "what is this sound of a 

storm?" This other man has disbelieved. 
• If a man says, "I recited much of the Quran but sins were not forgiven to me." Then 

he becomes a disbeliever on saying that. · 
• If a man says to another, "You have pulled out the hide of ( ~~ a1 )A ji) (Surah al

II<hlas), or you hav.e held the collar of tJo!J~i surah-al-Inshirah)or 
• to one who recited surah Yasin to a sick 'person, "Do not insert it in the mouth of 

the dead," or, 
• he says to another, "0 you, shorter than (j.;Sjh .. S~.:;bPi~l) (surah al-Kawthar)!" or, 
• to one who recited the Quran but could not recollect a word, (JW\fJWh; .• .G:JIJ), or, · 
• he brought ·a bowlful of something and said: (till!~~.:,iS), or, 
• said to another in jest (4'.?~\Sl), or, 
• joked when weighing or measuring: (~j~~ jijjji~ jiltl~tj), or 
• to someone, "You have put on turban of {c _ _rJ~I)," meaning, he has shown off his 

knowledge, or, 
• he assembled some people and said: (~~~), or 
• he said to them: ('~~~j~W~~U#J), or, 
• he said to someone, 11How do you recite (li ~to:~~ JW'J) with a dumma or a fathah or a 

kasra ?" meaning to ridicule, or, 
• he said to a bald man, "I call you great, for, Allah, says: (I)';~'J.S)," or, 
• someone was told, "come to offer the salah (prayer)," or "come to the 

congregational salah (prayer)." He replied, /II will offer the salah (prayer) by myself 
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for, Allah, says: (~i ~~b~)"t 
- in all these cases he becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man says to another that he has kept his house neat and tidy as: (J.J\bi'J'4-1'J). 
Some scholars said that he will become a disbeliever because of that. But, Imam 
Abu Bakr Ishaq .1!1~ .J said that if this man who made this remarks is ignorant then 
he will not be called a disbeliever, but if he is a scholar then he will be become one. 

• If someone says (~~u) to compare it as spotless, then there is much risk that he 
becomes a disbeliever. 

• If something remains in he vessel and he remarks (~~~~~!.:;i\;ilj) then this too is 
very risky. 

• If anyone says that the Quran is ajami (non Arabic), then he becomes a disbeliever. 
• If he says that one word of the Quran is ajami then we m~st not hasten to call him a 

dispeliever. ·- · 
• Someone was asked why he did not recite the Quran. He replied, "I am fed up of 

the Quran." So, he becomes a disbeliever. 
• A man has committed to memory one surah of the Quran that he r.ecites very often. 

Someone else remarked, "You have found this surah as weak and helpless." 
Because of these words, he will become a disbeliever. 

• If any one rhymes the Quran in Persian, for instance, then he Hould be killed · 
because he become an unbeliever. 

(VIII)MEANS OF DISBELIEF THAT CONCERN SALAH (PRAYER) FASTING & 
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) 

• . Someone instructed a sick man to offer the salah (prayer). He said, "By Allah, I shall 
never offer salah (prayer)." Indeed, he never again offered salah (prayer) ali his life. 
He died that way. Hence, he will be counted among the disbelievers. 

• If he had said merely. "I shall not offer salah (prayer), then there would be· four 
possibilities of what he said. · 

(a) I have offered salah (prayer) already so will not offer it again (meaning, the salah. 
(prayer) of that hour). . 

(b) I will be not offer it at your saying because· one who is better than you has 
already commanded me to offer it. . 

(c) I will not offer it, saying it badly and as a sin. 
In these cases, he does not become a disbeliever. And, 

.(d) I will not offer because salah (prayer) is n9t wajib (obligatory) on me. And I am 
not commanded to offer it. In this case, he become a disbel:ever. 

• If his answer is a clear, "I do not offer the salah (prayer) 'then he will not be a 
disbeliever for these (fore going) reasons. 

• A man is reminded to offer the salah (prayer). He asked, "Anr I insaue that I should 
offer salah (prayer) and add to my duties?" Or, he says: 

• "It has been a long time that I have not done something futile," Or, 
• "who can fulfil this task after all?" Or, 
• "The intelligent should not indulge in such pursuits ~s cannot be carried on t ill the 

1 The word tanha in Urdu is alone 'by myself' in Arabic 'it forbids' (indecency). Other word~ are also 
so used in dual manner and meaning. · 
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end," or, 
• . ~~other people do it instead me", or, 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

11Nothing is gained of fame by offering salah (prayer)," Or, 
"Did you get distinction on offering salah (prayer)?" or, . 
"Why should I offer salah (prayer)? My parents are dead," or, 
"It is the same whether one offers salah (prayer) or does not offer," or, 
"I have offered salah (pray_er) for so long that I feel tired," or, 
"Salah (prayer) is such a thing that if it is preserved it becomes stale," 
-all these responses are words of a disbeliever. 
A man advised another to offer salah (prayer) and pray, together with him, for 
redress of their need. He taunted, ·"I have offered many salah (prayer) but could not 
get anything at all" and showed extreme disrespect for it. He becomes a disbeliever 
because of it. 

• If a sinner addresses the Muslims saying, "Look, what Muslims are!" and points 
out to the gathering of the sinners, then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If someone says, "How better it is to be among those who do not ..,ffer salah 
(prayer)," then because of these words he becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man preacned to another saying, "offer salah (prayer) that you might savour the 
taste of worship.'' He gave a derogatory response, "You should not offer salah 
(prayer) so that you relish the sweetness of not offering it." These words land him 
in disbelief. 

• A slave was recommended to offer salah (prayer) but he declined to do so on the 
plea that the reward for it would go to his master. He becomes a disbeliever on 
account of that. 

• When a man was told that he should offer salah (prayer), he said," Allah has caused 
me to suffer loss in my property. Now, I.shall withhold his rights to cause Him 
loss." This response too throws him into disbelief. 

• One man offers salah (prayer) only in the month of Ramadan, saying, "that is 
enough," or "This will be too much because each salah (prayer) in Ramadan is equal 
to seventy." He becomes a disbeliever because of that. · · 

• If any one deliberately turns .away from the qiblah while· offering the salah (prayer) 
though happens to be correctly oriented to it, then, according to Imam Abu 
Hanifah .1!1~;, he becomes a disbeliever (because of his intention). The jurist Abu 
al-Layth .1!1~; concurs with him. 

• If any offers salah (prayer) withoul making ablution or while his clothing is impure 
then he will become an infidel. 

• If any one is accustomed to offer in this manner deliberately. then he too becomes a 
disbeliever. 

• If a man cannot determine the direction of the qiblah and he contemplated over it 
and reasoned ·OUt a direction but did not face that direction and faced another side 
and offered salqh (prayer), Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1 ~ J said, III fear for him that 
disbelief may overtake him, because he turned away fi-om the qiblah. Other 
scholars, differ on whether he becomes a d~sbeliever or not. The shams ul ulama 

. (Scholars), Halawi ~~;,said, "If he gave up the qiblah ad by way of ridicule faced 
another direction towards which he offered the salah (prayer) then clearly he is a 
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disbeliever. 
• If anyone was offering salah (prayer) in the presence of some people and happened 

to pass wind (or his ablution was nullified in some way) and he felt embarrassed 
so continued to offer salah (prayer) without making fresh ablution, or 

• he was close to enemies and stood up and offered salah (prayer) though he was not 
in a pure condition- some scholars rule he will not become a disbeliever because 
he did not do it to make fun. 
However, if anyone finds himself in such an embarrassing situation then he must 
not from an intention to offer salah (prayer) while he is standing and he must not 
recite any thing nor must he resolve to make ruku' when he bows and must recite 
nothing in that posture. In this way, he will not be regarded as a disbeliever in any 
one's opinion. Some scholars maintain that if a person offers salah (prayer) in 
impure clothing, he does not become an unbeliever. 

• If anyone says that while salah (prayer) is fard (compulsory), ruku (bowing) and 
sajdah (prostration_ are notfard (compulsory) then he will not become a disbeliever 
because of that saying because this may refer to the funeral salah (prayer) in which 
ruku' and sajdah are notfard (compulsory). But, 

• If any one denies absolutely that ruku' and sajdah are fard (compulsory) in all cases 
then he becomes a disbeliever, and even 

• if he rejects the fard (compulsory) nature of the second sajdah (in the salah (prayer)) 
then he becomes a disbeliever, because he rejects the consensus and the 
continuously observed practice. 

• If any one says that were the ka'bah not the qiblah but Bayt ul Maqdis was the 
qiblah, he would continue to face the kabah and offer salah (prayer) and not face 
Bayut ul Maqdis, or, 

• he name any other place as qiblah and says, "I would not offer salah (prayer) 
towards it but only towards the ka'bah," or 

• ''if the Ka'bah was in certain other direction, I would not have returned myself 
there," or, 

• he said that there are two qiblahs - the ka'bah and the Bayt ul Maqdis, - in all these 
cases, he is a disbeliever. 

• Ibrahim ibn Yusuf .iii1~.J a,aid that if any one offers salah (prayer) merely to be seen by 
others then he will get no reward for it but sin will be recorded against him. Some 
others say that he becomes a disbeliever because of that. Yet others say that he.earns 
neither a reward nor a sin and he is as one who has not offered salah (prayer). 

• A man went to a disbeliever and neglected salah (prayer) of a couple of times. If he 
did it out of respect for the disbeliever then he becomes a disbeliever ~d he will 
not be bound to redeem these salah (prayer), but 

• if he did it because of his sinful and corrupt nature then he will not . be a 
disbeliever and will have to redeem the salah (prayer) he neglected. 

• A man embraced Islam in Dar ul Islam· (meaning, Islamic territory) one month 
later, he was asked about the five time salah (prayer) and he said, "I do not know if 
they are prescribed ifard (compulsory)) on me." He will become an disbeliever 
because of that. But if he resides among neo Muslims, then he will not be a 
disbeliever. · 
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• If anyone tells a mu'adhdhin when he calls the adhan, ~~You lie," then he becomes a 
disbeliever. 

• If anyone says on hearing the adhan, "This is the sound of the bell," then he is a 
disbeliever. 

• Someone was reminded that he should pay the zakah (Annual due charity). He 
replies, ~~I do not pay zakah (Annual due charity)." In that case, he is a disbeliever. 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that simply on the basis of this reply he will become a 
disbeliever. But, others say that he will be a disbeliever on the outward conditions 
but not on the inward, by his reply in this way. Rather, there should be four 
possibilities here too, like in salah (prayer) so that he will not be a disbeliever in 
three case but will become a disbeliever in one case. · 

• If anyone yearns that fasting in Ramadan was not fard (compulsory), the ulama. 
(Scholars) differ on the ruling. But, the correct thing is that it will on the intention 
of the speaker; 

• if he meant that he would not be able to give the rights of the month of Ramadan, 
. then he would not be a d!:Leliever, but, 

• if he says, when the month begins, 'A burdensome month," or 11 a burdensome 
visitor has come!" then he will be a disbeliever. · 

• When the month of Rajah comes and any one says, ~~After this we shall face 
disaster," and casts aspersion on the sacred month of Ramadan then he becomes a 
disbeliever, but, 

• if he refers to the arduous nature of fasting on his self, then he does not become a 
·disbeliever. 

The answer to the previous issue is based on the same explanation. 
• If any one says that the fasts of Ramadan must and soon, then some scholars say 

that he becomes disbeliever on saying that. Some others say that he does not 
become a disbeliever. 

• If anyone say~, 11How many more fasts? I am tired," then this expresses disbelief." 
• If anyone says, II Allah has made obedience a punishment for us" and these words 

are interpreted then he will not be a disbeliever. . 
• If he says, 111£ Allah had not made o~edience fard (compulsory) (obligatory), that 

would have been better for us," and these words and interpreted by any one then 
he would not be a disbeliever. 

• If anyone says, II Salah (prayer) not worthy of me," or, 
• II the lawful is not compatible with me," or, 
• 

11why should I offer salah (prayer), I have no wife and children?" or, 
• 

11I have placed salah (prayer) on the shelf,"-
then in all these cases he becomes a disbeliever. 

(IX)MEANS TO DISBELIEF THAT CONCERN LEARNING & THE LEARNED 
• If, for no apparent reason, a person bears hatred for a scholar of religion, then he is 

likely to become a disbeliever. 
• A man commented about one who reconciled (differing) people, ~~to at look at him 

is to me like looking swine." Th~h he is likely to become a disbeliever. 
• If any, without reason, calls a scholar or jurist an evil man then too there is 

likelihood of his becoming a disbeliever. 
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• He becomes a disbeliever who tells any one, "A donkey's sex organ be in the seat 
of your knowledge," meaning thereby religious know~edge. 

• An Ignorant man said about those who acquire knowledge, "what they·learn is 
merely stories and tales," or 

• "That is fraud," or 
• "I reject learning of causes," - it must be understood that these· words are all 

expressive of disbelief. 
• If a man sits on a raised place around people who put to him que~tions in jest ·and 

then begin to throw pillows at him and all laugh heartily, then all of them become 
disbelievers. 

• A man was returning from a gathering of learning. Someone remarked, "You are 
coming from a pagan house," and this joker becomes a disbeliever. 

• If he says, 'What have I to do with places of learning?" or 
• "who is capable of doing what the scholars preach?" -then he is a disbeliever in 

each case. 
• If anyone says that learning cannot be put in 'a vessel or a purse (meaning, a 

container of food and of money, and both these things are necessary), or, 
• 'what shall I do of learning? I want silver in my pocket." - then he becomes a 

disbeliever. 
• If anyone claims to be preoccupied with his family so says sarcastically, "I cannot 

attend places of learning," thereby ridiculing knowledge, then he is likely to 
become a disbeliever. 

• A scholar jurist was speaking of knowledge of narrating a sound hadith. One of his 
listeners remarked, "This is nothing" anti rejected whatever he said, Or, 

• he said, "How will this help? I need money. That rules everyone. Of what use is 
knowledge?"- these things express disbelief. 

• Saying that making mischief is better than sagacity lands one into disbelief 
• If a woman whose husband is a scholar remarks, "Curse be upon a husband who is 

a scholar," then she become a disbeliever. 
• If anyone say:; that the doings of the scholars resemble those of the disbelievers 

then he will become a disbeliever then he demonstrates their all deeds to be at par 
in which case he says that truth and falsehood are equal. 

• Someone had a dispute with a jurist over a reasonirtg put forward by the jurist. The 
man said, "Do not behave like a scholar .. You cannot get anything here." There is 

i · . likelihood of this man falling into disbelief. 
· .... ·If anyone calls a jurist, "0 wise man!" or, 
• "0 high one!" - then he will not be a disbeliever if he did not intend to belittle religion. 
• It is reported that a jurist left his book in a shop. When we passed by it later, the 

shopkeeper called out, "You have forgotten the saw here." The jurist said, "It is my 
book 4t your shop, not a saw." But, he shopk~eper, insisted, "The carpenter cuts 
wood with the saw and you cut wood with the saw and you cut the necks of 

. people with the book." The jurist complained to shaykh Imam Abu Bakr 
Muhammad ibn Fadl ~~~; about it and he passed judge;nent that the shopkeeper 
should be executed. 

• A man scolded his wife and s~d, "Obey Altah" and he forbad her from committing 
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sin. She .said, "What do I know .of Allah and knowledge. I have placed myself in 
hell." Because of these words, she become a disbeliever. 

• A man was told that those who seek knowledge walk on ·the wings of the angels. 
He said, "This (is not so It) in a lie." He become a disbeliever because of it. 

• If anyone says that the deduction and reasoning of Imam Abu Hanifah .111~ J is not 
correct, then he is a disbeliever. Because he has rejected his deduction outright. 

• If anyone says that the bowl of ·tharid and rice is better then learning then he 
becomes a disbeliever. · 

• If he says that the bowl of rice is better from Allah then he will not become a 
disbeliever, because it could mean ~coming from Allah.' the same interpretation 
cannot apply to knowledge or learning. [The point is that we must look at the Urdu 
words which are respectively (H.~~) and (.Mf~~) (Allah say bahtar) the words 
say can mean 'then' as well as ~from' the message cannot be conveyed in English] 

• A man said to his enemy, "Come with me on the path of Shari'ah (divine law)." He 
said, "Bring a policemen. I will come along. I cannot come by force." He will 
become a disbelieve .. !Jt!cause he contends with Shari;ah. But, 

• If he says, "Come with me to the judge" and the other gives the same answer as the 
one he gave for Shari'ah (divine law) then he will not be disbeliever. 

• If he were to say, "Speaking of Shari'ah (divine law) and excuses to me will not 
prc;>fit anym1e." Or, 

• They will not go ahead. Or, 
• There is a sweet dish of dates for me. What shall I do with Shari'ah (divine law)?"

all these things express disbelief. 
• If he says, ~when you had taken silver, where was the judge and Shari' ah (divine 

law)?" then he. becomes a disbeliever. Later day scholars say that if by judge he 
means the (local judge or) city magistrate then he will not be il disbeliever. 

• Some was told about the command of Shari' ah (divine law) on something. He said, 
"I follow custom, not Shari'ah (divine law)." Then, according to some he becomes a 

. disbeliever. 
• A man asked his wife, "what do you say? What is the command of Shari'ah (divine 

law)?" She said in a raised voice after giving a loud belch, ('Jt_r,~').t 
She becomes·a disbeliever. And her marriage stands dissolved. 

• A man presented a religious edict to his adversary. He rejected it, saying, /IHave. 
you brought a pile of edicts?" According to some, he becomes a disbeliever because 
he rejected the col1Ulland ofShari'ah (divine lawj. 

• But, if he said nothing about the edict, yet taking it, he p~t it down on the earth, 
saying, 11 Is this Shari'ah (divine law)?" So, he will.become a disbeliever. 

• A man asked a scholar for an edict about his wife. He replied. "Your wife stands 
divorc~d." The man protested "I do not believe in divorce. Mother and children 
must be at home." He W.ill become a disbeliever because of these words. 

• Two men quarrelled. One of them brought a religious edict to·the other, who said, 
"Not.like it says in the edit~" Or, · 

1. She made fun of Shari'ah (divine Jaw) by using its letters individually (~.):.)·in a ridiculous 
expression. 
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• "I do not follow it." Then - he will be awarded a ta' zir (punishment) 

(X)MEANS TO DISBELIEF THAT CONCERN THE LAWFUL & UNLAWFUL AND THE 
WORDS OF THE SINNERS & INDECENT 

• If anyone believes the lawful to be forbidden and the unlawful to be lawful then he 
becomes a disbeliever. -

• But, if he declares the forbidden to be lawful in order to sell his merchandise or out 
of ignorance then he will not be a disbeliever. But, the condition applies: the 
forbidden (or unlawful is exactly (or directly) forbidden (bi' aynihi)l and he 

~.: believes (regards) that to be lawful in which case he will be a disbeliever. But. if he 
pnlawful is forbidden for another reason (lighayrihi)2 and he calls it lawful then he 
will not be a disbeliever. 

• And he will be a disbeliever concerning any thing that is unlawful(~) (biaynihi) 
and he calls It lawful when its being unlawful is established by categorical 
evidence or argument, but, 

• if its being unlawful is not established by categorical evidence and is proved by 
Khabar wahid then he will not be disbeliever for regarding it as lawful. 

• A man was asked, "would you prefer one lawful thing over two unlawful?" He 
said, "whichever of the two kinds (lawful or unlawful), arrives faster." In this case, 
he is likely to fall into disbelief. 

• If he says, ,{/I want property whether lawful or unlawful" then disbelief is feared for 
him too. 

• · If he says, ,{/As long as I get the urilawful, I shall not hanker after the lawful then he 
does not become a disbeliever. 

• If anyone gives something unlawful to a poor man with intention to be rewarded 
for that (by Allah) then he becomes a disbeliever. And, 

• if the poor man knows that what he gives is unlawful yet he takes it and prays for 
the giver who says aameen on his prayer then he too becomes a disbeliever 

• A man is told to consume only what is lawful. He retorts, But the unlawful is 
· verydean to .me." So, he becomes a disbeliever on that. And, 

• · if he says in answer, "Bring to me even one person in this world who consumes the 
lawful thea I shall prostrate myself before him." Then too he ·will become a 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
..r,:.· 

' 
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disbeliever because of that. · 
A man was advised to consume the lawful. But he said, "I wish to have ·the 
unlawful." He becomes a disbeliever. 
The son of a sinner consumed wine. His relatives came tqltim and showered 
money on him. Because of this all of them become disbeliever~Or, 
The. reJ~tives did not offer money but merely congratulated the man. In this case 
too thsy become infidels. 
If any one asserts that the prohibition of wine is .not established by the Quran, then 
he will become a disbeliever. 
Someone reminded a man who consumed wine that the Quran forbids wine. "Why do 
you drink it? Why do you not repent?" The alcoholic quipped, "Can one be satiated 

t directly as prescribed. 
2 indirectly for other reasons. 
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with mother's milk He will not become a disbelieved on that , because this is either a 
question, or an expression of love of wine and tnilk as being equal in his mind. 

• H a man believes that it is lawful to have sexui:d intercourse with his wife when she 
is having her menses, then he is a disbeliever. Also, 

• he is regarded as an infidel who considers it as permitted to go into the anus of his 
wife. And, 

It is stated in Nawadir from Imam Muhammad .&1~ J that in both cases he 
will not become a disbeliever. This ruling is stated to be correct. 

• A man consumed wine and blurted out, "He who associates with us in this our 
delight, to him belongs the true delight. And he who is unhappy with this our state 
and delight- is in great loss." This man is a disbeliever. 

• When a man was engaged in drinking wine, he poured forth, "I am showing off 
that I am a Muslim," or ''I make it evident that I am a Muslim." He becomes a 
disbeliever. 

• H an evil and alcoholic man utters "If a drop of wine trickles down, Jlbril will pick 
it up with his feet," then he becomes a disbeliever. . 

• Someone rebuked a sinner, "you begin every morning by displeasing Allah and 
His creatures." He said, "I do well," this man becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man says about sins that it is a religion. He becomes disbeliever because of that. 
This is as written in al-Muheet. However, it is stated in Tajnees Natiqi ·that the 
correct thing is that he will '110t become a disbeliever. 

• JEST WITH TASBIH & TAHLIL: A man says (AI''-'~) subhan Allah (Allah is 
without blemish). Another remarks, "you have extinguished the light of subhan 
Allah," or 

• 
11you have ripped open its hide" then - they become disbelievers 

• Someone said a man that he should say'(liu~l411~) (There is no God but Allah). He 
said, "I shall not say so." Some scholars say that he becomes disbeliever. Other say 
that if he means, "I shall not say so a.t your command, then he does not become a 
disbeliever. Yet other say that he will become a disbeliever in any case. 

• H he asks, "What could you achieve by re<:iting this Kalimah (.ii41JI411~) that I should 
recite it?" then he will become a disbeliever. · 

• A ~g sneezed. One of those around him said (.\1~ ;t) (may Allah have mercy on 
you!) Another man rebuked him, "Do not say so for the king." This man who 
rebuked him becomes a disbeliever. 

(XI)MEANSOFDIS:SEUEFTHATCONCERNTHELASTDAY&RELATEDMATTERS 
• Anyone who denies the fact of the Last Day, the day of resurrection, paradise, hell, 

the scales. The sirat (bridge) and the record of deeds is a disbeliever. 
• He who denies resurrection after death is a disbeliever. 
• He who says that he does not know whether the Jews and the Christians would be 

punished in hell fire on being resurrected or not becomes a disbeliever. 
• He also becomes a disbeliever who rejects that the dwellers of paradise will have a 

vision of Allah, or 
• he denies that the dead would be punished in the grave, or 
• he denies that mankind would be gathered for reckoning,- in All these cases he 
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becomes a disbeliever, but, 
• If he denies the gathering and reckoning of other creatures then he wil not be 

disbeliever. 
• If he says that reward and punishment applies only to the soul then too he does not 

becmne a disbeliever. 
• A man preached to another that sins should not be committed otherwise reckoning 

in the other world would be very stiff. The other retort ed, 11Who knows about the 
other world?" 

• A debtor was warned by his creditor, "If you do not repay your debt in this world, 
I shall get it from you on the day of resurrection." He asked, "Of course, will there 
be a day of resurrection?" If he means to make fun of the day of resurrection, then 
he will be a disbeliever. 

• A man wreaked tremendous oppression on another. The wronged one pleaded, 
"There finally will be of resurrection, then he will be disbeliever. 

• A man wreaked tremendous oppres~ion on another. The wronged one pleaded, 
"There finally will be the day of resurrection. Do fear its coming." The cruel man 
joked" A certain donkey will be there." This oppressor is a disbeliever. 

• A creditor reminded his debtor to repay him in this world otherwise there would 
not be any money in the next world (but deeds). The debtor said; "Okey give me 
ten rupees more. You may take it back from me here or I will repay you there." He 
becomes a disbeliever because of that. 

• If someone says, "What have I to do with the gathering (day)?" or 
• "I am not afraid of the day of resurrection." - then he becomes a disbeliever in 

either case. 
• A man said to his enemy. "I shall avenge myself on you in the hereafter." He 

retorted, "How will you find me in the huge crowd?" The scholars defer on the 
verdict of disbelief on this man and the jurist Abu Layth ~~~ J ruled that he does a 
not become a disbeliever. 

• Someone commented that everything in this world must be good. Whatever 
happens here will happen (as final). He becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man was advised to abstain from the worldly things keeping in view the 
hereafter. He remarked, "who would forsake that which is accessible (and. in hand) 
for the sake of what is promised and unseen?" He becomes a disbeliever. 

• Someone said that if any one is foolish in this world then he will be like one whose 
bag has a big hole, meaning that he will be useless. Imam Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn 
Fadl ~~~ .J said that if he means to make fun of the hereafter then it spell disbelief. 

• A man said to another, "I shall go with you to hell but I cannot come inside." Then 
he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If someone says, "unless you bring something for the rid wan (keeper) of paradise, 
he will not open the gate." He becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man said to those who enjoin piety, "what is the noise that you create?" If he 
means to reject, then there is likelihood that he becomes a disbeliever. 

• Someone instructed a man to go to certain house and enjoin piety. He asked, "what 
has he done to me?' or, "Why should I hurt him?" or "I am by myself. I have no 
concern with this futile business." These are all words of disbelief.· 
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• Haman condoles with another and says, "what is last through his life, may you 
find an increase in yourself." This is very likely to land him in disbelief, Or, 

• "May you get an increase." Then, this is ignorance and a mistake. Or, 
• "The lifespan of that' person decreased and it come to you." This too is ignorance. Or, 
• "If he had died, he has entrusted his life to you." This is disbelief. 
• A man was ill. When he recovered, someone else remarked, "That donkey is sent 

again." This is also disbelief. 
• A man fell ill and his sickness grew worse and prolonged. The sick man was fed up 

and said to Allah, "Give me death whether on Islam or on disbelief." This too is a 
step to disbelief. 

(XII)MEANS TO DISBELIEF THAT CONCERN INVITATION TO DISBELIEF & APOSTACY 
• If anyone urges · another to recite the expression of disbelief, he becomes a 

disbeliever himself, even if it is done in play and jest. 
•- If a man incites another's wife to turn apostate and separate from her husband then 

he becomes a disbeliever. This is the verdict of Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J and Imam 
Abu Yusuf ~~~ J· 

• A man instructed ~nother that he should become a disbeliever. He himself become 
a disbeliever whether the one who is instructed follows his instruction or not. 

• Imam Abu Layth .&1 ~ J said that the moment any one gives another advice to 
become a disbeliever or express disbelief, he himself becomes on infidel. 

• Similarly, when he urges anyone to become an apostate, he himself becomes a 
disbeliever. 

• Imam Muhammad ~~~ J said that a person was compelled to utter the expression 
of disbelief under threat of life or severance of limbs. There can be a few 
possibilities for that: 

(a) He uttered words of disbelief but was a believer at :h-eart and there was not even a 
semblance of disbelief in his mind. So, he will neither be judged to be a disbeliever 
nor be one in Allah's Sight. 

(b) He gives false information of his disbelief in the past and had no intention to 
become a disbeliever for always. In this case, he will be judged in law to have 
adopted disbelief and the judge will separate him and his wife. · 

(c) He says that while expressing disbelief he decided to give false information of 
disbelief in the past but had never had such in intention previously. Rather, did 
have that intention in future. In this case, he will be a disbeliever in Allah's sight 
and in the law of the land too. 

• A man was compelled to offer salah (prayer) facing the cross. So, he did that. There 
can be three possibilities of that. 

(a) If he affirms that though he was compelled to offer salah (prayer) facing the cross he 
had not an inkling of conviction for that, then he will not be a disbeliever in law 
and between himself and Allah. 

(b) If he had resolved to offer salah (prayer) for Allah's sake and not for the cross, in 
this cast too, he will not be a disbeliever. 

(c) H he thought of offering salah (prayer) for Allah's sake but he gave that up and 
offered salah (prayer) for the cross, then he is a disbeliever in law and between 
himself and Allah. 
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• If a Muslim is asked to prostrate himself before a king then it is better for him not 
to make the prostration, even if threatened. 

• A man uttered the expression of disbelief with the tongue deliberately but had no 
conviction of disbelief. Some people say that he is not a disbeliever, but some 
others say that he is a disbeliever, and this latter is correct. 

• Someone spoke .the words of disbelief without knowing that it was an expression 
of disbelief but he had spoken them voluntarily, then all the scholars rule 
unanimously that he is a disbeliever. Ignorance will not count as an excuse. 
However, some people do say that he will not become a disbeliever. 

• A man, who jests or blabbers non-serious words, utters to show-off and have 
himself praised, words of disbelief. He then becomes a disbeliever in the view of all 
scholars though he may not have a conviction of that. 

• Someone uttered an expression of disbelief by mistake. He intended to say 
something else but happened to utter the wrong words (by a slip of tongue). He 
will not become a disbeliever. · 

e If a Muslim puts on the cap of the Majusis (Magians) then he becomes a 
disbeliever. However, if he does it to protect himself from heat or cold then he will 
not become a disbeliever. ' 

• A Muslim becomes a disbeliever if he wears the zunnar unless he. puts it on for 
espionage during warfare. (zunnar is a thread that Hindus wear.} 

• If someone says, "Better then what you do is one who disbelieves." And he means 
to regard disbelief as better, then he becomes a disbeliever. But, some scholars, Abu 
Layth .&1~ J, among them, maintain that merely saying so makes one a disbeliever 
whatever his internal intention. 

• If a Muslim emulates the Majusis in what they do on their Nawruz then h~ 
becomes a disbeliever. 

• ·.If he buys on Wawruz what he never buys and this thing is bought specifically to 
celebrate Nawruz then he becomes a disbeliever. But he will not become a 
disbeliever on buying eatables and necessities of life. 

• If a Muslim gives some gift to the polytheists on this day as a mark of respect for it, 
even an ordinary gift, then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If he accepts their invitation to their custom of mundan of their children then he· 
will not become a disbeliever. 

• If anyone regards the traditions and affairs of the disbelievers as good then he 
becomes a disbeliever himself. For example, if he praises the custom of the Majusis 
of not speaking at meals or of not lying down with one's wife when she 
menstruates then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If a Muslim slaughters an animal when a man dons garments on being honoui:ed 
then he becomes a dibeliever. 

• If a Muslim slaughterers an animal when a man dons garments on being honoured 
then he becomes a disbeliever, and 

• The sacrifice is regarded as carrion which it is not allowed to eat. 
• It is an act of disbelief to slaughter an animal in honour of any one other then Allah 

and also 
• in honour of the warriors and pilgrims on their return. (slaughtering an animal on 
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that occasion is an act of disbelief.) 
• An animal is let loose in the name of a false deity and is assigned the name of the 

deity to make it well-known. For example after some pious man's name or anyone 
other than Allah. These things are acts of disbelief. 

• . Similarly slaughtering animals at graves of pious men or at banks of rivers, or 
making offerings to gods and goddesses are all acts of disbelief. 

• Animals slaughtered in this way fall in the category of carrion which one is not 
allowed to eat. .It does not make any difference whether bismillah was recited at 
the time of slaughter or not In either case it is unlawful to eat it. If anything ·is 
devoted to ·other than Allah then it is no use reciting bismillah. This or the like of 
~s,'is written in various books like Tanveer ul Absar, Durr Mukhtar, etc. 

• Some of these books say that one -who slaughters animals set free in names for 
others than Allah is a disbeliever. Also, such animals are forbidden and Uruawful. 
Among the ulama ·(Scholars) who have said so are Abu Hasas Kabir Abu Ali 
Daqqaq l»1~J Abdullah Katib, l»1~J, Abdul Wahid ~~J, Abu al.Hasan Nawwawi 
iil1~ J etc. They have classified the verdict as correct. 
It is stated in Tafsir Nayshapuri that the ulama (Scholars) agree ·that if a Muslim 
sla~ghters an animal to gain nearness to anyone other than Allah and to honour 
him then he is an apostate. The same conunand applies to his slaughter as to the 
slaughter of an apostate. 

• According to a sahih hadith, he who slaughters an animal to gain nearness to 
anyone other than Allah is accursed. This is as in Mishkat.1 

• Shah Abdul Aziz Muhadith I?halawi .&1~;-has·explained in his Tafsir Azizi against 
the verse: 

~ . ' , 4UI l!t. l ... llA"' 
f' ~~ .J 

{and that over which a name -other than Allah's is invoke} (2: 23) 
He writes that such animal is worse than a swine and a carrion. The tafsir may be seen 
for an exhaustive commentary. 
• A woman fastened a rope round her waist and said, "This is zunnar." She becomes 

a disbeliever. 
• A man said that better then treachery is disbelief. Most ulama (Scholars) say that he 

becomes a disbeliever. Abu al Qasi~ Sighar .iil1~ J ruled accordingly. 
• A man beat a woman-who exclaimed, "You are not a Muslim." He said, "Yes, I am 

not a Muslim." He becomes a disbeliever because of that. 
• Someone asked another, II Are you not a Muslim?" He said, "No," so he becomes an 

infidel. 
• A woman asked her husband, "Do you have no religious integrity and sense of 

honour of a Muslim that you wish me to mingle with men?" He said, "Yes I do not 
possess religious integrity and Islamic sense of honour." He becomes a non-Muslim. 

• A man called his wife, "0 Jewess!" or "0 Majusi!" or "0. disbeliever!" She 
responded, 11I am like that." Or, 111£ I am like that, divorced me." Or, 111£ I was not 
like that, how would I live with you?" Or, 11 

••• not live with you?" Or, 111£ I was not 

t Mishkat ul Hasabih # 4070, Muslim# 45-1978, Nasa'i # 4422 
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that I would not have had sexual intercourse with you." Or, " .... you would not 
have kept me with you." - then because of these words, she become a disbeliever. 

• If, instead of those words, she had responded, "If I am like that, Do not keep me 
with you," then she would not be a disbeliever. 

• If a woman calls her husband, "0 disbeliever!" or "0 Jew," or, "0 Majusi," He says 
in reply. If that were not so, I would not have kept you with me," then .he becomes 
a disbeliever because of that. But, 

• if he says, "In that case, do not live with me, then he will not be a disbeliever. 
• If someone is called a disbeliever Jew and he says, "I am like that. Do not live with 

me." or "If I was not as you say, I would not have lived with you," or he said 
something like that, then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man decided to do something. His wife said, "If you do it, you will become a 
disbeliever:' But, he went ahead and did what he had decided to do, disregarding 
her wife's imprecation. So he does not become a disbeliever because of that. 

• A man addressed his wife with the words, "0 disbeliever!" She retorted, "Not I, 
but you!" Or, 

• A woman called her husband, "0 disbeliever!" He said, ''Not I you!" -then, this 
will not sep~ration between them. 

• If a stranger man is called, "0 disbeliever!" Or, 
• a stranger woman, ''0 disbeliever!"- and, the addressee gave no response, Or, 
• a husband said to his wife, "0 disbeliever! And she did not reply, or, 
o a wife called her husband, "0 disbeliever! and he did not reply,- then Abu Bakr 

A' mash Balkhi lb1 ~ J said that the one who adc;lresses in this manner becomes a 
disbeliever. Bur, other scholars of Balkh say that he (or she) does nnt become an 
infidel. The correct answer is that if the addressors merely meant to call the 
addressee as bad then they do not become disbelievers. But, if they are convinced 
that the (addressee) Muslim is a disbeliever and call him (or her) "0 disbeliever," 
then they will become disbelievers because of that. 

• If a woman calls her child a disbelieving child then it does not make any one a 
disbeliever. But, some do say that it is disbelief. 

• If a man calls his child a disbeliever then he too is not a disbeliever. 
• If anyone calls one's animal, "0 disbeliever!" then no one becomes a disbeliever. 
• If a man calls a Muslim, "0 disbeliever!" "0 Jew!" or ''0 Majusi!" and the Muslim 

responds with labyak (here am I), then he becomes a disbeliever. But, 
• if he says, "I was fearful lest I become a disbeliever" then he will not be a disbeliever. 
• If a man says to another, "You caused me so much trouble that I wished I should 

become a disbeliever," then he will be a disbeliever. 
• Someone remarked, "This is not a time to remain a Muslim. Rather it is a time of 

disbelief." Some people said that he becomes a disbeliever, but the authority of al
Muhit wrote that he does not become a disbeliever. 

• A Majusi and a l-/Iuslim were together at one place. Someone called the Majusi, "0 
Majusi!" If the Muslim presumes that he calls him and responds then he will not 
become a disbeliever provided both of them were occupied in an assignment of the 
one who calls. Or, 

• if they were occupied in different assignment, then it is feared that he might be 
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involved in disbelief. 
• If a Muslim says, "I am an apostate," then he becomes a disbeliever, but 
• if he says that he did not know that one become disbeliever by those words, then 

he will not be excused. 
• A man said something which his listeners took to be words of disbelief though it 

was no such thing. However, they insisted that he had become a disbeliever and a 
separation had taken place between him and his wife because of that. He 
rebounded on them with, "A disbeliever, I have become! My wife stands 
divorced!" When he speaks thus he does bocome a disbeliever and a separation 
does take place between him and his wife. 

• A man said, "I am Fir' awn" (the Pharoah), or "I am Iblis" (the devil). He becomes a 
disbeliever because of that saying. 

• Someone advised an evil man to mend his ways and encouraged him to repent. 
But, the evil man taunted him, "I put wine on all the heads under these turbans." 
So, he becomes a disbeliever. 

• A woman says to her husband, "It is better to become a disbeliever than to live 
with you/" She becomes a disbeliever because of that. 

• Another woman vowed, "If I do such a thing, I am a disbeliever." Abu Bakr 
Muhanunad ibn Fadl .&1~; said, "She becomes a disbeliever on saying that and hei" 
marriage stands revoked." But, Qadi Ali Sa' di .iil1~; said, "These words are words 
of? vow, not of disbelief." 

• A 'Noman says to her husband, "If you oppress me after this," or 
o "1 you do not buy that for me, then I shall become a disbeliever." She becomes an 

inJidel the moment she speaks those words. 
• A man said by way of an example, "I was a Majusi, but I became a Muslim." He 

"'1\erely spoke these words without any conviction whatsoever. Irt spite of !hat he 
b 3 COmes a disbeliever 

• If ~' Muslim makes a prostration of greeting before someone, then he will not 
becm.:"e a disbeliever because of that. 

• A man s-=tid to another, "May Allah seize from you your faith." He said, "Aameen!" 
On that, both of them will become disbelievers. 

• A man caused difficulty to another man who pleaded, "Do not trouble me I am a 
Muslim. The trouble maker exclaimed "whatever you be; A Muslim or a 
disbeliever!" On this, the trouble maker becomes a disbeliever. Or, he said, 

• "Even if you become a disbeliever, I lose nothing ... ' Even in this case, he becomes a 
disbeliever. 

• An infidel embraced Islam. So people presented to him gifts. One of the Muslims 
ejaculated. "would that I was a disbeliever and had embraced Islam! People would 
have given me gifts." Or, 

• he said nothing but hoped in his heart that this would have happened,- in either 
case he becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man yearned that Allah had not forbidden wine. He does not become a 
disbeliever because of that. 

• If anyone wishes that Allah had not forbidden oppression and adultery, or unjust 
killing and bloodshed, then he becomes a disbeliever because of this wish. The 
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reason is that these things have never been lawful through his first wish is not 
impossible while his second wish is impossible. (The second four 'things 
oppression, adultery, killing and bloodshed have never been lawful in any Shari'ah 
(divine law)) . 

• If anyone wishes that a brother and sister marriage was not unlawful then he does not 
become a disbeliever because it is not impossible and was lawful.in the beginning. 

• In short, if any thing had been "lawful at any time·and.was made unlawful later then 
(it is not impossible and) hoping for it to become lawful is not a means to disbelief. 

• A Muslim man saw a beautiful Christian woman and wished, "How I wish I was a 
Christian! I would have married her." He becomes a disbeliever. 

• A man requested another to help him in his rightful, just cause. The other asked, 
"Does anyone help achieve a night cause? Rather, I will help you in an unjust, 
wrong cause." Because of this he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone claims, "I have created this tree/ he does not become a disbeliever, 
because he will be presumed to have referred to planting the tree. But, 

• If he means to have created it in. the true sense of the word then he will become a 
disbeliever. 

• Someone boasted, II As long as I have arms, I will have no problem, earning my 
livelihood." Some scholars say that he becomes an infidel. pther say that he 
qualifies for disbelief. 

• If anyone calls sufiosm an unfortunate thing then it is a very bad utterance. 
• A man observed a circle round the moon and predicted rain fall and he meant to · 

know the unseen. So, he becomes a disbeliever. 
• An astrologer said to a man, "your wife is pregnant. He believed him and so 

becomes a disbeliever. 
• A man heard an owl and said, "The patient will die." Or, 11 A calamity will befall," or, 
• He heard a crow and said, "A traveller is about to arrive," then - the scholars differ 

on whether he is disbeliever or not. 
• Someone uttered what is not proper to say. Another man reminded him, "Why do 

you say such things? These words will make you a disbeliever." He said, "what 
may I do? If I have to become a disbeliever in that way,: I shall become one." So, 
he is an infidel. 

• If someone recites (.;) zaa instead. of ("') daad (the letters of the Arabic alphabet), or 
• he recites (~UJ1~~~ (People of the fire) instead of(~~~~~ (people of paradise),

then such a man cannot be retained as an imam, and, 
• if anyone does not becomes a disbeliever. 
• If any one takes an oath, By your life." "By my life," or any such oath, then he is 

likely to full into disbelief. 
• Someone said, "Allah gives sustenance but He wants the creatures to work," some 

scholars say that such speech is polytheism. 
• A man said, "I am relieved of reward and punishment." He will become a 

disbeliever because of that. 
• A man asserts that he would do whatever another would ask him to do, even an 

act of disbelief. He will become a disbeliever because of that. 
• If anyone says, 111 am fed up of being a Muslim." He becomes a disbeliever. 
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• The caliph Mamun Rashid asked a jurist what should be done to a man who had 
killed a weaver. The jurist said that ta'zir (discretionary puriishment) was wajib 
(obligatory), but Ma'mun ordered that the jurist should be beaten. So, he was be~ten 
till he died. Ma'mun explained that the jurist had made fun ofShari'ah (divine law) 
which amounted to disbelief. 

o A beggar had a black blanket on his shoulders. Someone called him Muddaththir. 
This is disbelief. (The reason is that 'one with the black blanket or robe' is the 
appellation of the prophet~~~~ and Muddaththir is one of his name~ J"#~~ 

• If anyone calls an unjust king 'just then he is a disbeliever, but some authorities say 
that he is not a disbeliever. 

• If anyone calls an oppressor, "0 God!" then he is a disbeliever. 
• If he calls him, 110 baar khuda" (0 great god) then most scholars say that he will 

not become a disbeliever. 
• A scholar named sighar was asked about the Khatibs who deliver the sermons on 

Friday from the pulpits and refer to the kings as; the great just (king), the great king 
of kings, master of the necks of the people, king of the land of Allah, king of the 
countries of Allah, or mu'in Khalifah Allah (helper of Allah's caliphs). It is allowed to 
refer to kings with these titles in the sermon? He said, "It is not allowed. Some of 
these words express disbelief and some are sinful and lies. The words shah-in shah 
(King of kings) without the qualification 'great' is specifically for Allah as one of his 
names and attributes and it is not allowed to qualify it with an attributes of the 
creatures. And the words Maalik riqab ul Umam (master of the necks of the people is 
clearly a lie when a king is addressed as such. So it is with the title 'king of the land 
of Allah or such others when applied to a king. That, too, is a lie. 

o Imam Abu Mansur said that if any one kisses the land in front of someone or bows 
down before him or bows his head, then he does not become a disbeliever. The 
reasons is that he does it out of respect and not to worship him. Other scholars' say 
that it is a grave sin to prostrate oneself before tyrants or dictators. Some scholars 
say, indeed, that one who does so becomes a disbeliever. Some others say that if he 
intends by that to worship him then he becomes a disbeliever but if he intends to 
respect and honour him then he will not be a disbeliever but what he does is 
forbidden. And, if he has no intention at all, then, too, most say that he becomes a 
disbeliever. 

e To kiss the earth is tantamount to prostration though placing ones forehead or 
cheeks on the earth is a lighter crime. 

o If anyone believes that Kharaj (homage revenue) belongs to the king then it is 
disbelief. 

• If any one teats another badly and he says that all the trouble emanated from him 
and Allah has so say in it then this is disbelief. 

• If anyone is awarded a king' s robe and he makes an offering while putting it one to 
please the king then he becomes a disbeliever. The slaughtered arumru will be 
regarded as carrion which it is not allowed to eat. 

• In some places, the custom of the Hindus is observed. When a child get small, 
women name a stone by its local name cheechak and begin to worship it expecting 
it to heal their child of small pox. They have the conviction that their child would 
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recover in this manner. This is a forn1 of disbelief and the woman who observe it 
are disbelievers. If their husbands approve it, then they too are infidels. 

• Similarly, it is an act of disbelief to go to the banks of a river and worship its water 
and to slaughter an animal there. The animal is as disallowed as carrion is. Its flesh 
in forbidden. 

• So, it is disbelief to keep a picture in the house and to worship it as the fire
worshippers do. 

• When a child is born, a chart is drawn with cinnabar and oil is poured into it. Then 
it is worshipped in the name of bhuwani idol (Or an outline is drawn on the where 
after it is worshipped as bhuwani idol) 

• Similarly, other such doings are polytheistic customs and liable to disbelief. The 
woman who practice them are all disbelievers and the marriage of each of them 
stands annulled. 

• If anyone says that in the present age, you cannot survive unless you cheat and 
speak lies, or, 

• you cannot earn a living unless you resort to falsehood in buying and selling, or, 
• when advised not to cheat and lie they put forward the excuse that these things 

cannot be avoided. 
-these words make the speaker a disbeliever. 

• If a man is advised not to lie and he says in answer, 11This is more correct then the 
Kalimah ( iillJJ""' y.~iill~l4ll~) then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone becomes angry and another person says, 1/It is better to be a disbeliev~r 
than to fly into a rage," then this adviser becomes a disbeliever. 

• If a man speaks something that is not proper and another ten .. unal him to be 
careful lest he fall into disbelief and he is tenacious. 11 If I fall into disbelief, what is 
it to you," then he becomes a disbeliever. 

• If anyone gets an evil thought that could lead to disbelief and he thinks bad of it a~ 
he brings it to his tongue then it is a sign of faith, but 

• if he brings it to his tongue with intention of disbelief thtn he becomes a 
disbeliever fortl-twith even if he adopts disbelief after one hundred yec-rs. 

• If any one brings words of disbelief .o his tongue willin5ly though his heart is firm 
with faith then he becomes a disbeliever (nevertheless). He will not remain a 
believer (nevertheless). He will not remaint: a believer in Allah's sight. 

• If anyone utter forgetfully such words as are not liable to lead him to disbelief (but 
are wrong) then he remains a believer as he w~s and he need not make a 
repentance nor reaffirm his marriage ties. 

A GENERAL CRITERION 
If a person says or does sontething in which there are many responsibilities of disbelief and 
one in which disbelief is not possible, then the jurist is bound to learn towards this one that 
does not necessitate disbelief. But, if the person clearly chooses the possibility that leads to 
disbelief then the jurist does not have any option to resort to interpretation. If, however, his 
intention is based on the aspect that does not make a disbeliever, then he is a Muslim. And 
if, anyway, he chooses what leads to disbelief then no edict will benefit him. He will be 
instructed to make a repentance and revert from the wrong course that he has adopted and 
he must remarry his wife. 
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SUPPLICATION: It is proper for a Muslim to make his supplication every day, morning 
and evening. Insha Allah, he will be safe from every aspect of disbelief because this is what 
the prophet ~ J~.1u_;..:, has said, (He is as-Sadiq and al Masduq - the truthful whom people 
have confirmed as such.) 
The supplication is: 

(0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from that I should associate anything with you while 
I know it. And I seek forgiveness for that which I do not know). 

Praise belongs to Allah, we have completed the discourse on the means of disbelief that we 
reproduced from Alamgiri. 

SECTION I 

APOSTATE IS PUT TO DEATH 

, J1f,.'( "' J"' , "' ' (~..>~I oi.J..>) -ojl:.i\.9 ~~ ~()A ~j 

3533. Sayyiduna Ikrimah 4;.&- ~~ ~.) narrated that some Zindiqs were brought to 
(Sayyiduna) Ali 4:So ...1J, ~; who had them burned. This news was conveyed to 
(Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas 4;,;.~'~; who said, "Were I there, I would not have burned 
them because of the prohibition of Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~, 'Do not inflict 
anyone with the punishment of Allah' (like consigning anyone to the fire). Rather, I 
would have killed them because of the saying of Allah's Messenger ~ J ·~ .iil1 ~' 
''Those who change their religion, kill them."'t 

COMMENTARY: In reality, the zindiqs were a section of the Majusis who follow the book 
zand of Zardasht Majus as corrupted. However, in common parlance, every one who has 
apostated from his religion is called a zindiq (an atheist or a hertic, too). 
In this hadith, too, the zindiq are those people apostated from Islam. Some ulama 
(Scholars) say that they were some of the followers of Abdullah ibn Sabsa. They pretended 
to be Muslims in order to create mischief and disorder in Islam and to mislead the 
Muslims. They claimed that Sayyiduna Ali 4:S-.1li~; was divine. Hence, he had all of them 
arrested and demanded of them that they should repent and refrain from creating mischief. 
But, they did not submit. 
Sayyiduna Ali ~.a:..i»l~; then had a large pit dug and had a fire kindled in it. Then he had 
tht.m cast into the pit of fire. 
It is reported that when Sayyiduna Ali ~.a:. .1!1 ~; learnt of the statement of Sayyiduna Ibn 
Abbas •a:-.1!1~; he confirmed, "indeed Ibn Abbas has spoken the truth." 
This means that Sayyiduna Ali 4:So .1!1 ~; had used his ijtihad (discretion) and there was 
wisdom in having all of them burnt. He wantej that to serve as a warning to other people 

1 Bukhari # 6922, Tirmidhi # 1458, Abu Dawud # 4351, Nasa'i # 4059, Ibn Majah # 2535, Musnad 
Ahmad 1-217. 
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to refrain from such mischievous activities. 

DO NOT INFLICT PUNISHMENT OF BURNING 

(I.SJ~I oi.JJ) 

3534. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~j..P 
~J~ said "The fire! No one punishes with it, but Allah."1 

(It is not fitting for any man to punish another for a crime whatever kind it be with fire). 

THE KHAWARIJ PIN POINTED 
,. I ., I ~ I 

.....:_.>U)I ~r O~_;i ?f.;.;..:~ J~ ~j ~ llJI ~ ,111 j_;..!j ,! '-, "'· jli cf (,£j (r'Or'O) 
.. . p 

(~~)-!U~I 
3535. Sayyiduna Ali ;.~..lii~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J"'~.\a~ say, 
11Towards the end of this age, a people will arise who will be young but foolish. They 
will speak good words of the people with t~eir tongues but faith will noi. go past 
their throats. (This means that their salah (prayer) will not be accept~d.) They will exit 
from religion (meaning, obedience to the ruler and the ulama (Scholars)) as an arrow 
gets past the game. So wherever you come across them, kill them, f~;r a reward for 
killing them awaits on the day of resurrection those who kill them."2 

COMMENTARY: They will speak good words of the people like the Quran. The Mishkah 
has it as translated (~,r.IIJ).r."-.:r-) but the Masabih has that they will speak words of the good 
people (~.r.l'.r."-JJ.:r-) like the ahadith of Allah's Messenger ~J~~~- The ulama (Scholars) 
say that the construction of the sentence as in the Mishkah is more correct because the 
ahadith say that th€ Khawarij will recite the verses of the Quran and give them their own 
wrong meaning to uphold their own false beliefs. 
These people will get away from the obedience to the Imam (religious leader) and true 
scholars instantly without learning anything from them just as an arrow shoots past 
spotless. Teebi .1!1~ J said that the similitude of these people, when they enter religion and 
withdraw from it, is like the arrow that strikes a game from one side and withdraws from 
the other without receiving anything from its blood or flesh. They r~ceive no influence of 
religion at all. They are disobedient to the ruler and the state and they do not hesitate to 
pick up arms against the people. The emerged first in the time of Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~ J and 
he annihilated most of them. 

RULING OF ULAMA (SCHOLARS) ABOUT THE KHAWARIJ: Khattabi ~~~J said that 
the ulama (Scholars) of this ummah agree that the community of the Khawarij are misled 
but, in spite of that, they are one of the sects of the Muslims. Hence, intermarriage is 

1 Bukhari # 2954. 
2 Bukhari # 6990, Muslim# 154-1066, Abu Dawud # 4767, Musnad Ahmad 1-131. 
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allowed with them, it is proper to eat animals slaughtered by them and their testimony is 
acceptable. It is reported that Sayyiduna Ali 1$ ~ ~ J was asked whether they are 
disbelievers. He said, "Indeed, they have fled·to us from disbelief. How then may we call 
them disbelievers?" He was then asked, 11 Are they hypocrites?" He said, 11 A hypocrite 
remembers Allah but a little. So, we cannot call them hypocrites too," Then he was asked, 
''After all, what are they?" Sayyiduna Ali ol$li!I~.J said, "They are a sect of the Muslims who 
have succumbed to error and mischief. They have turned blind and dumb." 
In short, the Khawarij are a sect of the Muslims. They have gone astray. Their fundamental 
belief is that a person becomes an infidel not only by committing a major sin but also when 
he perpetrates a minor sin. 

PROPHET ~J~li!'.).P HAD FORETOLD THE COMING OF KHAWARIJ 

~~i_.~,i.,~L e ,,~ --~ ".6~ilil ~~Jl!J', 'JJ .. ~J .. ~ ... ~Jftl . ,\,_ .. _,}j.r.£e~(r-or-1) 
_r- .. '-:/-__;..;"~ ~.., .. ..,.,....,..,;.,.. ~, ..,..-. '-:j'·._. ~'-tv--.., 

'- \ .. ol a.J) _JiL~~ ~1_;£\~i ,\:;l!JlA r" .• :r.,.~ ~..J ~, ...; (..$= ..,~, 

3536. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'~ed Khudri ol$li!I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .).P 

~J~..1!1 said, ''My ummah will divide (soon) into two groups. From among them 
such a (third) group will arise as will secede (from obedience and truth). They 
(of the two groups) who are nearest to the truth will assume the responsibility to 
eliminate them. "t 

COMMENTARY: One of the two groups are supporters of Sayyiduna Ali 1$~~ J and the 
second of Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah oi$~'~.J· A third emerged from them. They are called the 
Khawarij. Sayyiduna Ali 1$ ..1!1 ~.J was the nearest to the truth and he shouldred 
responsibility to annihilate them and to nip their mischief in the bud. 

MUSLIM KILLING A MUSLIM IS NEAR DISBELIEF 

(~' ti:=.a) -· ~ ~~ , S:.Ji-s ~ l_. .. ~- ~·. '..J> •• ~ 
· 3537. Sayyiduna Jareer narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\it.).P said during the 

Farewell Pilgrimage (known as Hajj (pilgrimage)atul wada), "Beware! Do not revert 
to disbelief after me, "sbiking off-each other's neck."2 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps someone had asked, "How could one revert to disbelief?" So, 
the prophet ~J~~~~ said, "By striking each other's necks" This crime resembles what 
the disbelievers do and it takes one near to disbelief. 

~~ ~ ~~kl ~~~lj:JIIJ! j~_;.L,j ~ful ~ ~DI if Sj.~ ~l6£j (r'Or'A) 

~'\151 J'li lli. ~I6J .g~~ ~)l;.s ~~ ~~.kl 'l::~ 15Li A.-.. J~ ,M .. ~i f~l ~ , ~ .. ...,, ~ .. ,. •-' u--' . ~ -;,..,;.-- ~,...... 

1 Muslim# 151-1064, Musnad Ahmad 3-32. 
2 Bukhari # 7080, Mushm # 118-65, Tirmidhi # 2193, Abu Dawud # 4686, Nasa'i # 4131, Ibn Majah # 
3942, Darimi # 1921, Musnad Ahmad 4-366. 
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(~·~)~~ ~~~ \~-~ ~ .. -..,;;r--- •• ., ~IJ' .. ~ 

3538. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah 4:# ..1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~ said, 
"When two Muslims met and (in such a way that) one of them raises arms against 
his (Muslim) brother, they both come to the border of hell. Then, if one of them kill 
the other, both of them will enter it." 
According to another version from him, he narrated that the Prophet 1"1""'J;.#~'~ 
said: "When two Muslims meet one another with their swords, the killer and the 
killed will go to hell." He asked, "This one is the killer (and one understands why 
he goes to hell) but what causes the one killed (to go to hell)?" He said, 11He too was 
as keen to kill his companionl (through he did not succeed). 

COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that both of them will be sent to hell when 
neither of them is justified. If one of them is right then only the unjust will be consigned to 
hell. It applies only if murder is premeditated and is not omitted in confusion. 
The words, "He too was keen to kill his companion," show, as Ibn Malik 4:S-..li'~J says, that 
even intention to comrrJ.t an unlawful thing makes one liable to reckoning. However, if one 
of them had merely defended himself and did not have any intention to kill the other, then 
he will not be questioned because Shari'ah (divine law) permit defensive measure. 

FATE OF APOSTATES & BANDITS 

.9r,. ~ , r," e , 
(~~)ly~~-...1...>JA,1~9-...!.)~ 

3539. Sayyiduna Anas ~..31,~ J narrated that some people of 'Ukl come to the prophet 
~""' J;.J.r-~1~ and embraced Islam. The climate of Madinah did not suit them (and they 
had swollen bellies and they turned pale). Therefore, he instructed them to go 
(outside the city) to (the place of) the camels of sadaqah (charity) and drink from 
their urine and their milk. They did that and recovered. Mter that they (strayed 
and) apostatized and (to add to that) they killed the herdsman and drove off (with) 
the camels. So (on learning of it), the Prophet ~J~..ll~~ sent (some) men behind 
them. They were brought. He had their hands and feet severed and their eyes 
blinded. Then he did not have them cauterized (to disinfect and) to stop flow of 
blood (as was the custom to prevent bleeding). So, they died finally. 
According to another version: Hot needles were scratched in their eyes. 
According to yet another version: He ordered that needles should be heated and 
they were driven in their eyes. Then he had them cast out on the harrah (a rocky 

1 Bukhari # 6875, Musim # 16. 2888, Abu Dawud # 4268, Nasa'i # 4120, Ibn Majah # 3965, Musnad 
Ahmad5-41. 
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land to the rest of Madinah). They asked for water but nothing of it was given to 
them till they died.t 

COMMENTARY: Imam Muhammad .i»1~J has concluded from this hadith that the urine is 
pure of those animals whose flesh is lawful to eat. Imam Maalik .i»1~J and Imam ahn1ad 
.i»1~J also say the same thing: But, Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J and Imam Abu Yusuf .i»1~J 
hold that the urine of these animals is impure any way for those people, the two Imams 
contend that the Prophet ~ J 4,.lj; .i»1 ~ was informed by revelation that the cure of their 
malady by in urine of camels. So he gave that command to these people specifically. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .i»1~ J said that the urine of camels is not lawful to drink at all, not even 
as medicine, for, no one agrees that cure lies in urine. But, Imam Abu Yusuf .i»1~ J said that 
camel's urine is lawful for medical treatment. 
Ibn Maalik iii1~J said that the Prophet ~iii'~J has forbidden mutilation, yet he awarded 
these apostates and bandits, this kind of punishment. Perhaps they had done the same 
thing to at the keepers of the camels, so the Prophet ~ J~.i»1~ gave them this punishment 
in qisas (or retaliation). Or, their crime was great and warranted this kind of punishment, 
for they had turned apostates and had killed the keepers of the camels and had plundered 
the property of zakah (Annual due charity). The Imam (or ruler) has right to punish the 
criminal with different punishments to keep off others and to restore peace. Hence, the 
prophet ~J~.i»1~ had this in mind when he awarded them to punishment. 
Imam Nawawi .i»1 ~J said that the ulama (Scholars) have different opinions about the 
significance of this hadith. 
Some scho~~s say that the event referred to in this hadith had taken place before the verses 
were revealed prescribing punishment under hudud and for bandits and robbers. 
Also, the Prophet ~ J~.i»1~ forbade mutilation after this event. 
In this sense, this hadith is abrogated. 
Other scholars, however, insist that this hadith is not abrogated. Rather, the verse was 
revealed on this occasion that the bandits should be awarded these punishment; 
they should be killed or hanged, or 
one hand and one foot of theirs should be severed. 
But, the prophet ~J~.i»1~ had awarded them the punishment under qisas (or retaliation). 
The same thing was done to them as they had done to the herds of the camels. 
The question remains: why were these bandits not given water when they were dying? 
The ulama (Scholars) say that this too was in retaliation. They too had denied water to the 
keepers of the camels and had tortured them to death; 
Some other scholars say that the Prophet ~J~i»>~ had not forbidden them water. Rather, 
the people had expressed and demonstrated their extreme hatred for these criminal and 
they were they denied them water on their own. 
As for the ruling, the ulama (Scholars) rule unanimously that it is wajib (obligatory) to kill 
one who is awarded the death penalty. But, if he asks for water, then it should not be 
denied to him. 
We reproduce here a relative portion from Tirmidhi hadith # 72 (Darul Isha'at Karachi) 

1 Bukhari # 1501, 6804, Muslim# 9-1671, Tirmidhi # 72, Abu Dawud # 4364, Nasai # 4031, 4032, Ibn 
Majah # 2578, Musnad Ahmad 3-163. 
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RULING: This hadith touches on two juristic question: the urine of lawful animals and use 
of unlawful things as medicine. The contention of Imam Abu Hanifah ~~....,. J in the first 
issue is that it is impure, but a mild (light) impurity. The reason is that when the scholars 
differ on the question, it calls for flexibility in commands. The reason is that when the 
scholars differ on a question, it calls for flexibility in commands. The Hanafis rely on the 
hadith which calls upon Believer to guard themselves against drops of urine because 
generally it lead to chastisement in the grave. Their second evidence is the hadith # 70 
(above) about the Prophet ~y.,U..\1~ coming across two graves. 

r: Both these ahadith do not specify and kind for urine. One has to keep himself away from 
being defiled by urine itself. 
When 'two narrations seem to be contradictory then one must resort to sunrise to reconcile 
them. Hence, the Hanafi thought seems more agreeable, for, urine of a lawful animal and of 
an unlawful animal are the same. If one impure then the other is too. 
Further, the hadith keep away from being defiled by urine is qawli (by word of mouth) and 
a prohi:bitive colllll1and. According to principle, the prohibitive one is preferred as a 
precautionary measure. 
The Hanafis forward many explanations of the hadith of this chapter (under discussion). 
1. The prophet ~J~.\1~ may have been informed by wahy that their cure lay in doing 
that (consuming camel urine). 
2. He may not have instructed them to consume it but apply it externally. 
3. He may have known that they were in reality disbelievers as, indeed, they apostatized 
thereafter. · 

THE SECOND QUESTION: Use of unlawful things as medicine. It is allowed to use them 
if it is an unavoidable situation. But, if there is no danger to life then there is a difference of 
opinion on the question. (Fadl Ahmad). 

SECTION II 

MUTILATION IS DISALLOWED 

.: "' ~ ' " ~ G: ~ I "'"'' ;J.lill J£ (-:t!! ~j ~WI ~~I Jj.!j -...!..JS' Jli ~ ~ -...!..JI~ 6£- (rot \-rot') 

I . "'" , , ' , .. ':' t .t 
-u;Jiu£&!~1 &ljjj :iJI:i~l &lj5 -~I if U~j 

3540. Sayyiduna Imrait ibn Husayn ~iii~~J narrated: Allah's Messenger ~JI.#ill'~ 
used to encourage us to give sadaqah (charity) and (used to) forbid us to mutilate 
any body.t 

, 3541. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~ J narrated the same hadith.2 
cbMMENTARY: Muthlah (:lh..) is to mutilate or sever any limb of a body. Some say that it 
is forbidden to·cut any limb of anybody. Others say that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ forbade it 
by way of makruh tanzihi (disapproved for purification), but the more correct is that to 
meant that it is unlawful to do so. 
As for the mutilation mentioned in the previous hadith (# 3539), we have explained there 
that it was done in retaliation. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2667, Darimi # 1656, Musnad Ahmad # 4-440. 
2 Nasa'i # 4047. 
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(.)j\.) Y-.1 oi.J.)) .-_Jt!.JI ~j X !.Jl!l4 9~ ....!,..)\ ~ }/ .U!Jlilj$-\!.I..Ai 
3542. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abdullah Au ~ .J reported that his father 
narrated that they were on a journey with Allah's Messenger ~ J~At~. He went to 
relieve hiniself (at one point during the journey).They observed a hummarah (a 
small bird) and two young ones with it. They took away the young birds. The 
hummarah came and began to spread out its wings (in protest). When the-Prophet 
~ J~.lll1~ came (and saw it), he .asked,.11Who has troubled this bird by removing its 
young? Give back to it its young ones." Then he observed the anthill that they had 
burned and asked ~~o has burnt it?" They said, 11We." He said, 11lt does not 
behave any one, but t\l.e Lord of the fire, that He should punish with the fire."t 

COMMENTARY: The hummarah is a bird of red colour, small like a sparrow. 
The hadith concludes with" the message that no. human being has a right to burn anyone in fire. 
As for ants, if they sting people without provocation, then they may be killed, otherwise it 
is not proper to .kill them. It is forbidden to burn down the ant hills and it is makruh 
(disapproved) to put them in water. If only· one ant stings, then only that one should be 
killed. It is forbidden to kill the others with it. 

WORST OF MANKIND FORETOLD BY THE PROPHET ~J~lii~ 

• ~ j j " &: ' " ~ ~' ;ll~ ' , " ~ , t r .... ~" . , fi " , " '~- e ,,~ 'li "\ ... ,, ... ,\~illl " I \:.!-><.r~\A~~~'~..>-..u&.l~nl~j(r'otr) c..a ~., .. u ~.., ~ y.,.- - , , i' , '.II i' ., "' , •II' 'J" 
. . 

_;tit? J~r::/:'1 ~t;il1 ~_;j~ ~~ ~J!L1J ~~ ~.;~ }~,: .;i ~j J J~! ~'t. 

~1J!, ~~j.i ~ J.6,!lli1~ Ji..~Jia::-~'1 ~.Jll ~J+!jl J~~ ~Jjl ""....:.;_;i~ 

JJ\ ~~ _;£\=:li ~ ;~0~ IJ.!Pj ~I ~~J!~_;L~ &.,;i5JJJ>JS~~~ ~g:lilj 

(.)Jby. I oi.J.)) -~~~\1 Jli .lJ> ( ~=, U ~~ J_;..!.j ~·1jlti _;~!' ~ ~ 
3543. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed Khudri ~lilt~ .J, and Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik .\!~ .J 
~narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lllt~ said, '1There will arise disagreement 
and dissension among my ummah. Some of them will be good at speech but evil in 
deeds. They will recite the Quran but it will not go beyond their throats. They will 
exit fr'lm the religion (me~ing from obedience to the ulama (Scholars) and .the 
imam) just as an arrow shoots past the game, not to return till the arrow returns to 
its notch. And, they are the worst of mankind and animals. Glad tidings are for 
them who kill them or who are killed by them! (Thus, those who contend against 

t Abu Dawud # 2675, Musnd Ahmad 1-404. 
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them to put on end to mischief and kill them or one killed have glad tidings in 
either way- as ghazis or as martyrs.) They (seem to) invite people to Allah's Book 
but are not among.us (because they call for giving up the sunnah (Prophet's ~.11~~ 

p-1-J practice) which are the base of exegesis of the Qurm) He who fights against 
them is nearer to All~h then they are." Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ was asked (by 
his sahabah) ~ .11t.$P ;, 110 Messenger of Allah, what distinguishes them (from the 
others)?" He said, 11 At-tahleeq!" (shaving the heads). 1 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~JA#~'~ words means that three will be some people in 
his ummah who spread dissension and create disunity among the M1.1slims. Their symbol is 
that they will speak weii but their deeds will be very bad. They will seem to be the only one 
who wish well for the religion an are sincere to Allah and His Messenger ~J~~~~ and 
the Muslims but their deeds will be compatible with those who are tools of Islam's enemy, 
aspirants of wealth and fame and slaves to base desires. 
'rhe words that they would recite the Quran ... could be an elaboration of the previous 
words. Or, as Shatbi says, a separate phrase of substitution. Or, it explains the dissension 
itself; two sections will arise, one will be on the right and the other will be false. Teebi said 
that this opinion is supported by the hadith (# 3536) and in this tase the word (~J) (pe~ple) 
will be the qualified noun of the next sentence. The pred~cate is (~Jt.}Jt ~JJfi) (will recite the 
Quran) and it describes the false sect. The true. sect is then known (by itself) automatic;ally. 
Their recital will be mere delivery and pronunciation of words. They will not derive any 
benefit from the verses of the Quran. Therefore, they will not believe in them and will not 
conduct themselves on the commands of the Quran. 
The words could also mean that their recital will not be accepted by Allah and be accepted 
by Allah and will not go beyond their throats. 
The hadith says that these dissenters and apostates will not return to religion till the arrow 
that is shot returns to its notch from where it was shot. Now, the arrow cannot do that so it 
is clear that the return of these people to religion is impossible. This particular sentence 
recalls the words of the Quran: 

{ .... until the camel passes through the eye of the needle.} (7: 40) 
The message of the hadith is that those people are utterly ignorant and misled and are in a 
false impression that they are on the straight path already, so it is impossible for them to 
come to the folds of religion. 
As for the final word (~') (at-tahleeq- 'shaving the heads'), the Prophet ~J~.3J,~ 
mentioned it because, in that time, the Arabs were not accustomed to shave their heads. 
This saying in no way detracts from shaving head because it is a symbol of religion and 
obedience to All~. It is the practice of the pious and the righteous. 
Some scholars say that tahleeq does not mean 'shaving head' Rather, it means to get people 
to sit in circles as these apostates used to make them do to show off . 

. THREE POSSIBILITIES OF DEATH PENALTY 
"" "' ,I I "' I 

~!~! ~ -....!...Jl1-6 1;~ l, l ~!.JS j:j'i ~j ~ llJI ~;ill jj-!5 j~ ~ ~ 1!.[~ 6&-j (ro H) 

1 Abu Dawud # 4765, Musnad Ahmad 3-224. 
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3544. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, "It 
is not lawful to shed the blood of a Muslim person who testifies that there is no 
God but Allah and that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger, except for one of three 
reasons: Fornication after marriage which is punishable ·by stoning to death. One 
who comes out to fight with Allah and His Messenger (by resorting to robbery and 
rebellion), so he must be killed, or hanged, or imprisoned. And, one who kills 
someone (deliberately), so he must be killed in retaliation."1 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word is (~) (muhsin). He is a Muslim freeman; 
responsible and married who has had sexual intercourse with his wife. If he commits 
fornication then he is stoned to death. 
The qazzaq (or robber) is given one of three punishments: 

(i) killing, 
(ii) hanging, or 
(iii) imprisonment. 

If he could not rob but did kill someone in the process then he should be killed. And if he 
robbed as well as killed someone then he should be hanged. Imam Maalik ~~~ J said that 
he should be killed by hanging, but Imam Shafi'I ~~~J said that he should be killed first 
and his body must be hanged for others to see and take heed. 
As for the third kind which is imprisonment, Imam Shafi'I ~~~ J interprets the words of the 
hadith to mean that he should be exiled from place to place and never allowed to stay at 
any one place to deny him peace and comfort. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J interprets the words to mean that he should be imprisoned. 
The punishment of imprisonment (or exile) is enforced when he neither robs nor kills but 
he pesters the passers by instilling fear in them and creating chases. 
This portion about punishment to robbers is derived from the verse of the Quran. 

-{ ~ "' , "" I , , 
(rr :~o.UWI) -~J')!I ~ljo!ijl ~~~~Jij~~~ 

{Those who fight with Allah and His Messenger and run about trying to spread 
disorder on earth, their punishment is no other than that they shall be killed, or be 
crucified, or their hands and legs cut off from different sides, or they be kept away 
from the land (they live in)} (5: 33) 

The words [their hands and legs must be cut off from different sides] ought to have been in 
the hadith to make it agree with the verse. It is strongly possible that they were there 
originally in the hadith before the words 'or banished from the land' (or imprisoned) but 
the narrator may have forgotten to mention them, or he may not have included them 
preferring brevity. 
The word (J') (or) is found in the hadith as well as the Quran to elaborate but some scholars 

t Abu Dawud # 4353, Nasa'i # 4048, Musnad Ahmad 6-205, 
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say that it suggest an option. The ruler was exercise his discretion to award any one of 
these punishments to the robber. ' · 

DO NOT FRIGHTEN A MUSLIM 

~ , "' .. -: "' "'"' , c:\ ~~~ "' (J. "' ' "' ~ ' ~ 
~I Jj.!j Jli9 F-.j-49 ~lll9 w ~ J!.;-i Q'1 ~li .;.J,~; r.,4.5 ,;l!9 ~j ~ill I~ ~I 

~ . 

& "' & "'' .. ~' <,)Jb~loi.JJ)-':l,: F-J~-...!...>1~1 ,!!~~~j~WI~ 

3545. Sayyiduna Ibn Abu Layla ..1!1 ~J said that some of the sahabah (Prophet's ; 
Companions) ~..1!1~ J of Muhammad ~.&~~ J narrated that they were on a journey 
one night with Allah's Messenger. One of them went to sleep and another 
approached him and placed a rope (round him). He took it and was alarmed. Allah's 
Messenger ~J ~ .&! ~ (observed it and) said, "It is not lawful for a Muslim to 
frighten another Muslim."t . 
DO NOT SURRENDER YOUR HONOUR TO BUY A NON MUSLIM'S IGNOMINY 

jli' ,, ~ l+:J~ L.!JT ill~ jli ~j·~ d.H ~ ;iJ1 ~.,;.!J (.,&. s-ISJ.ill ~~ (.;.J (rot\) 

( ,)•!,) lol )-~"'~!! "'~'JIJ' "'..tii~ ~~:J~idl.t...o 9~.)"'[! ~~-;'J,i'.A"'.U~ . ~ ~ ~.) ~.--4 "' .J ,,. ~ • ,,. lwT-'-/"' r..,-v-~.J ~-;; 

3546. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~.&1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J~f».l~ said, 
"If anyone buys a -land on which jizyah is imposed, then, indeed, he has revoked 
hijrah. And, if anyone removes an infidel's ignominy from his neck and puts it on 
his own, then, indeed, he has put Islam behind his back."2 

COMMENTARY: Qlzyah is a head-tax or a poll-tax imposed on non-Muslims in Islamic 
country against protection to them and they are called dhimmis. And hijrah is migration to 
Muslim land.) 
If a Muslim buys from a dhimmi a land on which jizyah is payable then he will be liable to 
pay the jizyah that the seller had been paying. Because of this the Muslim will loss the 
honour and rights that he had acquired on emigrating to Islamic territory and will burden 
himself with the disgrace of a non Muslim by shouldering the severity of the jizyah. 
In other words, he puts on his neck the ignominy of the infidel and pays for it by 
surrendering his honour. Thereby, he makes disbelief stand for Islam. 
Khattabi f».l~ J said that in this hadith jizyah stands for kharaj (homage revenue) (which is a 
tax imposed on non-Muslims on land revenue). When a Muslim buys from an infidel a 
land on which. Kharaj (h01 .. 1age revenue) is payable, the~ kharaj (homage revenue) will.not 
be waived. The Muslim buyer will have to pay it. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .&~~ J rules accordingly. 

MUSLIMS MUST NOT MINGLE WITH THE DISBELIEVERS 

1 Abu Dawud # 5004, Musnad Ahmad 5-362. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3082. 
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<_,Jb~l oi.J.J) -~' \ju /:sljJ'J Jli y__g;iJI J_;.!j ~ 1_;S li ~~~~~ f.E ~ ~ l, & (} 6., Cs~ 
3547. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:).s-.111~ 

· ~ J sent an expedition to Khath' am. Some of them sought protection by making 
prostration (~eaning, offering sa~ah (prayer) to make clear to the Muslim any that 
they were Muslims who had mingled with the disbelievers). But, their killing was 
hastened (for, the Muslim army did not trust them, imagiiling that they were 
deceiving them to save their skin, so they killed them too with the others)~· When 
the Prophet ~ J~~ ~ learnt of that, he ordered that half the bloodwit should be 
paid for them (to their heirs). And, he said, 111 am absolved of responsibility for 
every Muslim who resides among the polytheists." The sahab·ah {Pr~phet' s 
Companions) ~~~J asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, why (is it so)?" He said, 
1Their fires should not be seen by one another."l 
(Muslims should stay so far away from the disbelievers for the fire to not be visible. H 
aity Muslim mingles with them then its is as though he does not care for the command.) 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J~,&,~ decided to give half blood wit for the Muslim to 
their heirs and not the full. The reason was that they had chosen to reside among the 
polytheists and had sort of abetted in their own killing. 
It is to this that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ hinted when he declared that he was absolved of 
responsibility over Muslims who mingled with non Muslims. 
He said that Muslims should reside so far away from the polytheists that their respective 
fir.es should not be visible to one another. 

DO NOT KILL ANYONE WITHOUT FIRST FINDING OUT FACTS 
~ "'-; ,, . ...~ .. ' .. ~ ' ' .. .. <_,Jb~loi.J.J)~j.&,l ,:~ ~·~ L:lll~~l41~1 Jli~j~llil~~llf'S~;kej16f. j (Y'otA) 

3548. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ,)..P said 
"faith forbids a sudden assault. So~ a believer does not kill anyone suddenly."2 

COMMENTARY: A Muslim must not take anyone's life of a sudden and without 
ascertaining who the other is: a Muslim or an infidel. This same command applies for a 
dhimmi because he is under protection of the Muslim state. He should not be killed. Of 
course, this command does not apply to one who creates mischief in the Islamic state. 
Examples of this are ka'b ibn Ashraf the Jew and Abu Rafi they were killed spontaneously. 
The Prophet ~J4#.&1~ was commanded by Allah to kill these two men. Some people say 
that these two men were killed before the prohibition (in this hadith) to kill anyone suddenly. 

KILLER OF SLAVE WHO FLEES TO ENEMY TERRITORY WILL NOT BE QUESTIONED 
' t:"' _ I "' '{ J- _ f "' "' "' c: ' "' ~ ' ' : (_,Jb~loi.J.J)-A.&S~.lAi~_;...;.llu!~l~l \j!Jli_;.L::,j~WI~~Iif .f-~(;.j (rot~) 

3549. Sayyiduna Jarir narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 1~en a slave runs 
away to polytheism (meaning, enemy territory), his blood becomes lawful."3 

1 Abu Dawud # 2645, Tirmidhi # 1604. 
2 Abu Dawud # 22269. 
3 Abu Dawud # 4360, Musnad Ahmad 4. 362. 
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COMMENTARY: The hadith means that if anyone kills such a slave then he will not be 
answerable. The slave preferred to take refuge with the polytheists and leave the Islamic 
territory. And if a slave not only flees to· .nemy land but also renegades then his blood is 
lawful to a great degree. 

KILLING ONE WHO IS DISRESPECTFUL TO THE PROPHET~ JA#.111~ 
I ~ ., " J '" lfl " ~ lfl lfl ' , .-. ~ " 

111 
\~ , 

~lA J.:&-~5 lea-:t.i~~ ,x.Alj~j ~WI~ &JJI;: •3 ~g 4~~ ~I~(}-j (roo•) 
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(_,j\.l~l o\.JJ) -l+':i_;l..::,j~AlJI ~ ~~ ~Li 
3550. Sayyiduna Ali narrated that a Jewess used to revile the prophet ~J~i»1~ and 
to find fault with him. One man (could not tolerate her words of insult of the 
Prophet ~ J~.\1~ and he) strangled her to death. The Prophet ~ J4-)s.i»J~ forgave 
him her blood.t 

COMMENTARY: If a disbelieving dhimmi is disrespectful to the prophet ~J~o:).s.IJI~ then 
he violates the covenant which allows him protection by the Islamic state. He becomes like 
an enemy disbeliever whose blood may be shed lawfully. This is as Imam Shafi'I says. 
Imam Abu Hanifah IJ1~; says that his covenant does not become invalid because of it. This 
question may be found in books of fiqh {Islamic jurisprudence) toward the end of the Kitah 
ul jizyah. The Hidayh has also reproduced relative .arguments .. 

SORCERER MAY BE KILLED 
2 " J ltl " ~ ltl ~ J .,, .. , J 

(lS.l.o ]JI oi.JJ) -· ;: ~t: \ ~ .c}_;...;, ~l!JI~~j~WI ~~I Jj-!5 Jti Jti '"t ,~ ~ (.;. j (roo') 

3551. Sayyiduna Jundub ~/JI~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lill~ said, 
"The hadd (or the prescribed punishment) awarded to a sorcerer is to put him 
the he sword. "2 

COMMENTARY: The scholars say that it is forbidden to practice sorcery. 
They have different opinions about it. Imam Shafi'I .&~~;said that a sorcerer should be put 
to death if his sorcery leads to disbelief and he does not repent. 
Imam Maalik IJ1~; and some other scholars maintain that a sorcerer is an infidel, sorcery is 
disbelief, to learn and teach sorcery is disbelief. The sorcerer must be killed and he {or she) 
should not be asked to repent whether he has cast a spell on a Muslim or on a dhimmi. 
The Hanafis hold that if the sorcerer's conviction is that the devil is the doer and does for 
him whatever he (the devil) likes, then the sorcerer is a disbeliever. If his conviction is that 
sorcery is merely an imagination or a thought of the mind, then he is not a disbeliever but a 
sinner. It is forbidden to learn sorcery. 
In the marginal notes of Dhur Mukhtar, Tahtawi, it is written that sorcery is of three kinds: 
{i) fard (compulsory), {ii) haram,(iii) Ja'iz. 

{i) If anyone learn it to remove the effects of the witchcraft of the enemy then it is 
fard (compulsory) (obligatory). 

{ii) If anyone learns it to grow discord between husband and wife then it is haram 
{forbidden). 

(iii) If anyone learns it to grow love between husband wife then it is Ja'iz 

1 Abu Dawud # 4362. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1460. 
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(allowable). 
The Hanbali scholars have differing views on magic being disbelief but their books are 
cited in Tanqih that the repentance of a sorcereJ; is not reliable. He·becomes a disbeliever 
because of his sorcery. 
He who practices sorcery on a M.uslim must be killed. 
Other things that are forbidden like sorcery are: 
Soothsaying, astrology, divination and sleight of hand. 
Not only learning and teaching but also earning through these things are forbidden. 

SECTION III ~!tiujJajjj 
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(~WJ I oiJ.)) -&4· IY.~li 
3552. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Sharik .1$.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.&1~ 
~ J said, ''Any man who goes out (against the imam of the time) and creates 
division among my ummah strike his neck off."1 

COMMENTARY: The imam is the axis on which the unity of the ummah is based. Every 
Muslim is bound to obey and be faithful to him. He brings all Muslims under one banner 
as a united force against the enemy of Islam. He keeps alive the glory of Islam. 
If anyone goes out of this united sphere, then he is not the perpetrator of just one evil but 
he tries to disturb the unity of the whole ummah. 
Hence, if anyone has any misgivings, then they may be removed to his satisfaction. But, if 
he does not desist and no amount of effort to correct him works, then he must ~e killed. 
This is as Sayyiduna Ali .~$,&,~; had done with the Khawarij. 

KHAWARIJ WERE FORETOLD 

... 1 ".~~aL, ~~ "'-~'1'-'l>...J,'~~j ~\1. ! ,, L::j.! !S'.J"li'-'~Lrlll.!..1.3_r!.~~(T'OOT') 
~J ,.. (J'"-~ :, "" • If ~ ~ Is , "" I' .. ., -" 

1 Nasa'i # 4023, (4028), Tabarani Kabir # 487, Kubra # 3486. 
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3553. Sayyiduna Sharik ibn Shihab .&.~ J narrated that he cherished a desire to meet 
one of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.1!1~J of the Prophet ~J~~~~ and 
to ask him about the Khawarij. (He wanted to know whether the Prophet ~ J~.1!1J,.P 
had foretold the ones that had begun to appear.) He met Abu Barzah ~lilt~ J on the 
day of eed among some of his companions, and asked him, ''Had you heard Allah's 
Messenger ~J~.1!1~ mention the Khawarij?" He said, Yes! I did hear Allah's 
Messenger~ J~lm~ with my ears and saw him with my eyes. Some property was 
brought to Allah's Messenger ~J~lit~. He divided it. He gave to those on his 
right and to those on his left, but he gave nothing to those who were behind him. A 
man (among those) behind him got up and complained, '0 Muhammad, you have 
not been fair in dividing." He was a black man with all his hair shaved off and he 
was wearing a pair of white garments. This made Allah's Messenger ~ J ~lit~ 
very angry. He said, 'who will you find after me more just then I am?' Then, he 
added, 'toward the end of time, a people will emerge and this one seems to be one 
of them. They will recite the Quran but it will not go· past their throats. They will 
(rebel against the ruler and) turn away from Islam (as rapidly) as an arrow shoots 
past the game at which it is shot. Their· peculiar sign will be at tahleeq (their shaved 
heads). They will not cease to appear (in every age) till the last of them· emerges 
with al-masih ad-dajjah. (He will come out against Easa ~'}\...JI~ when he descends 
on earth before the Last day). When you meet them, (kill them, for) they and the 
worst of man and animals."t 

FACES OF THE DAY OF RESURRECTION 

' ' tl ..... .. "" -'t"" ' .. ... ,.{ .. ' ' .. ~ ' ~ "' ... rc: '~J.& ~jl ~J..'jl rsJ..''.:/14'~ ~l>l_;., Jli_;.L:;j~WI ~;JJI~j.!J~~~I 

-~~~Ill ~~jll j~j 4U~Ij ~~jll :ljj -&J.!~k lA 
3554. Sayyiduna Abu Ghalib li!1 ~ J narrated that Abu Umamah ~lit~ J saw some 
heads (of the Khawarij) hanging on the road of Damascus- or they were placed 
thereon. He remarked, 11Dogs of hell! The worst of those slain under the sky (on the 
surface of the earth)! The best of those slain were the ones they have killed!" then 
he recited: 

§-:HI ,,., , ~ .. ,., ... ,,., , ~"1 ... """ 
~}I -o~.J,.j~.JO.,¥!-.J •• ....Oji! 

(On the day when (some) faces are brightened and other faces are blackened ... } (3: 
106, to the end) 
Someone asked Abu Umamah, 11Did you hear it from Allah's Messenger~ J~bt~ 
He said, 111£ I had not heard it once, twice, thrice," (four times .•.. ) till he counted up 
to seven times. 11I would not have mentioned it to you."2 

t Nasa'i # 4103. 
2 Tirmidhi # 3000 (3011), Ibn Majah # 176, Musnad Ahmad 5-256. 
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(He meant that he had heard it very often from the Prophet.) ~ J4#.111~ 
COMMENTARY: The verse that Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.&'~ J recited is in full: 

~ , , l-'-:. J:ll. 

(1•'1 :r -....:..)I~ J 1) --...!..JJ.J-4.>..3 _;.ill' 

Vol.3 

{On the day when (some) faces are brightened and other faces are blackened, then as 
for those whose faces are blackened (it will be said to them), "Did you disbelieve 
after your belief? So taste the chastisement because of what you disbelieved.} (3: 106) 

Then ulama (Scholars) say about the heads mentioned in the hadith that they belonged to 
the apostates. Some others say that they be longed to the innovators. But, Sayyiduna Abu 
Umamah ~~~~ J said that they belonged to the Khawarij. 
{The name of Abu Ghalib ~~ ~ J was Hazawwar and of Abu Umamah Bahili ~.&1 ~ J was 
Sudayy ibn Ajlan, the chief of the Bahilah tribe). 
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BOOK-XVI 

KIT AB-UL-HUDUD 

PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT 

MEANING OF HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT): the word hudud is the plural of the 
word hadd (prescribed punishment). The true meaning of hadd (prescribed punishment) is 
'forbidden.' It also stands for 'obstruction. In Shari'ah (divine law), hudud are the 
punishments that are prescribed by Allah's Book and the sun nah of Allah's Messenger l»J.P 
~-J4# and are defined, too. Examples are punishment for robbery, adultery, drinking wine. 
If the basic meaning of hadd (prescribed punishment) 'obstruction' or' prohibition, is 
remembered then it will be clear why the prescribed punishments are so-called. It is 
because these punishments hinder the creatures from committing sin, for, fear of them 
comes between man and crime. 
Hududullah are also the maharim or a degree of consequently.1 

It is as Allah, the Exalted, says: 

{They are the limits of Allah, so do not go near them) (2: 187) 
It must be borne in mind that 'hudud' applies in both cases in its basic sense of 'forbidden' 
or 'prohibited' because marriage and being alone with the maharim is also forbidden and 
prohibited, as is to exceed the decrees or maqadir of Shariah. 

DETAILS OF PUNISHMENT: If we look at the law relating to 'crime and punishment' in 
Shari'ah (divine law), we find that here are three kinds of punishments in Shari'ah (divine 
law). They are: 

(1) 

(2) 

The punishment that are prescribed and defined by Allah but they are 
enforced by the creatures. No outside power, like the ruler or the state, can 
interfere to prescribe them. This kind of punishment is termed by Shari' ah 
(divine law) as Kaffarah (expiation or atonement). Examples of its 
application are expiation for breaking an oath, breaking a prescribed fast in 
Ramadan. 
The punishments that are prescribed by the Book of Allah and the sunnah 
(Prophet's ~ J 4# li!1 ~ practice) of Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# li!1 ~ and are 
defined too (for the defined crimes). While the ruler and the state have the 
right to enforce them, yet no one can enact them. Shari'ah (divine law) 
terms this kind of punishment 'hadd (prescribed punishment); (Prescribed 
punishments or limits). Examples of their application are punishment for 
robbery, adultery, drinking wine. 

1 relations that cannot marry one another. 
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(3) The book and the sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~~~~ practice) have not prescribed 
these punishment but they have defined the evil things call for these 
punishments as crimes. The ruler and the state are authorized to prescribe 
the punishment at their discretion according to the circumstances. They 
have the right to enact the law but within the limits prescribed by Shari' ah 
(divine law). This kinds of punishment are termed by Shari'ah (divine law) 
as Ta'zeer (also spelt tazir), or dictionary punishment 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) & TAZEER: The basic 
difference between hadd (prescribed punishment) and ta' zeer is that the former are 
punishments for violations of rights of Allah. No creature has a say in it. Ta' zeer is a term, 
for punishments at the discretion of the creatures. The ruler may even forgive a person who 
is_otherwise liable to receive this punishment. He may, depending on the circumstance and 
wisdom, reduce or increase or even change the punishment. 

._In short, hadd (prescribed punishment) is defined by Allah and no one is authorized to alter it. 
Ta'zeer is entrusted to the judge or the state. It is because of the lack of its determined 
nature that ta'zeer is not called ltadd (prescribed punishment). 
Qisas is also a creature's right. He is authorized to forgive the culprit. So, it cannot be called 
hadd (prescribed punishment). 

CHAPTER-I 
SECTION I 

PROPHET'S JUDGEMENT IN A CASE OF ADULTERYl 
' I _, I 

J"'lii d "',;i & llJ\ t~ dl\ J, 1,j Jl ( ~~'!.1 . .!\ !j. ~ ,, .JJti,·J ~j ;iS ':3 -:J. Hl ~ (iOOO) 
~-'"•. ~, .,~ , i'y .. ~ ~ d" "':f • ., .. ...1 ....,..~'-/ 

... I. ... ~ ... , ... ... .!. ~ ... ~ I. .. 

. U~.illjilll ~L:~ ~~ u¥l9;lll JJ-!5 ~ ~IJ.:.)JI Jlij ;lll ~L:~ ~~ u¥1 ~kl 

~Jjl. ~I~~~ d...J~li ~jJ~ jj.i Ill~ l h: ... E-~~ &1-...L>lJli~ Jli~l -...!..Jl 
~· ~ 

'( , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,,, , 
(~~)-~~j.9~9ftl9~~Jl9~9ftly~91ll§I_:;JI~~l9~1~~1 

. 3555. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah "-.:&. ~~ ~ J and Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid "-.:&. .1u ~ J 

narrated that two ~an brought a dispute before Allah Messenger ~ J~.f»,~. One of 
them submitted, "Judge between us in accordance with Allah's Books." The other 
submitted, "Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah, judge between us in accordance with the 
·Book of Allah, And, permit me to speak." He said, "Speak!" So, the man said, ''My 
son was hired labourer with this man and committed adultery with his wife I was 

1 Generally zina is translated but sometimes the word fornication is used for the unmarried, but not 
necessarily. 
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told that my son would be stoned to death. So, I ransomed him with one hundred 
sheep and my female slave. Then, I asked the scholars and they informed me that 
my son was liable to receive one hundred stripes and to be banished for one year 
(because he was an unmarried man) and that this man's wife was liable to stoning 
to death (being a married woman). Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, 11By Him in 
whose hand is my soul, indeed, I shall judge between you in accordance with the 
Book· of Allah. As for your sheep and your female slave they ought to be returned to 
you. Your son will be awarded one hundred lashes and will be exalted for one year 
(if he confesses his son, or there are four witnesses to establish the crime of 
fornication.)" Then he said to Unays o!$.&1~J· 110 Unays, go to this man's wife. If she 
confesses, stone her to death." She did confess and he stoned her to death.1 

COMMENTARY: The 'Book of Allah' does not refer to the noble Quran but to the 
command of Allah. The reason is that the Quran does not have the command of rajm or 
stoning to death mentioned in it. However, it is possible that this incident had taken place 
when the verse of rajm had not been abrogated from the Quran for recital and the words 
Book of Allah in the hadith refer to the Quran itself. 
Imam Shafi .&1 ~ J contends that banishment fo~ one year is part of hadd (prescribed 
punishment). He says that if an unmarried commits fornication then the punishment is one 
hundred stripes and being exiled for one year. 
Imam Abu Hanifah .&1 ~ J said that one year's banishment is not part of hadd (prescribed 
punishment) but part of exigencies at the option of the ruler. 
Some others maintain that in the inception of Islam, this rule applied but was abrogated 
when the verse 2 of surah an-Nur was revealed: 

, c:"' ,, , "' jj' I. ' "' Sili.Ulof~£!x~I.J"' ""l'~liPil' \ci~l';'l II • , ,_, c..J-1 .J ,. ~ J _,~ 

(The adulteress and the adulterer scourge each one of the twian a hundred stripes.) 
(24: 2) . 

As for the woman, she confessed and Sayyiduna Unays 1$ .\1 ~ J stoned her to death. It 
seems that pne confession is enough for the prescribed punishment to be imposed, and 
Imam Shafi'I ..1!1~ J goes by this. But, Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1~ J holds that it is necessary to 
confess four times in four sittings. He says that the confession in this hadith is the same, 
meaning four time. It is authentic and reliable and is clearly borne out by other ahadith. 

UNMARRIED PERSON'S PUNISHMENT 

(lSJ~I oi.JJ) -~l£~~ j 
3556. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid ol$..111~ J narrated that he heard the Prophet 4:)$-i.,_JJ 

~ J give command about an unmarried-man who commits fornication that he 
should be awarded one hundred lashes and be exiled for one year.2 

COMMENTARY: The word in the text(~) (muhsin) is the sensible, adult Muslim who is 
married and had has a sexual relationship with his wife. If an unmarried man (ghayr muhsin) 

.. 
1 Bukhari # 6633, Muslim # 25-1697, Tirmidhi # 1433 (1438), Abu Dawud # 4445, Nasa'i # 5410, Ibn 
Majah # 2549, Darimi # 2317, Muwatta Maalik # 6 (Hudud), Musnad Ahmad 4. 115. 
2 Bukhari # 6831. 
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has illicit sex then he is punished as mentioned in this hadith: one hundred stripes and a 
year's banishment. The punishment of banishment has been explained previously. As for the 
stripes, they should not be hit on the head, face and concealed portions. 

PUNISHMENT AWARDED TO MARRIED PERSON 
' I "' I t!~....!..)g_i~l:~I~JjJIJJilt (_.P.1.:,j~WI ~)I'\,!>~.~ ;;~alli~!J\ijd~j (roov) 

~ ~ . ' .. ! ' ! J .. I. .:. "' "' '"' .k41JI~.,..~t:s"',~ ~''l~~.ll.:;l~~j~ d ... ~~WI L~41JIJ!2.1 "'"' j , ;i\l...cil1 ~WWI ,-._\1 ~" > ,~~..J-IJ • • ~~J,.. c.,sr-, ~~ ~..,J-1 .. ~ u.r 

J .. i "' J , "' "'I..-~~~ .f ' "' .. "'\ "' 1 "' \t:. (~~) _JI~}I_,?I ~1....!..)8'jl ~I ~li lj!~L4Jij J~__rl ~~lll!tJJ &' ~ 
3557. Sayyiduna Umar ~.;S.lilt ~ J narrated: 11Surely Allah sent Muhammad with 
the truth and revealed to him the Book, and among that which Allah, the 
Exalted, revealed is the verse of rajm (stoning). So, Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~ 
~ J had the adulterers stoned to death and, after him, we have stoned them to 
death. And, stoning to death is established as a duty in Allah's Book, for 
married men and women, who perpetrate adultery once it is proved, or here is 
pregnancy, or a confession."l 

COMMENTARY: The previous hadith mentioned the punishment imposed on an 
unmarried adulterer or adulteress. This hadith mentions the punishment a married man or 
woman faces when they commit adultery. Here again the word muhsin is used and it has 
been explained previously. 
The verse of stoning to death was found in the Quran but subsequently abrogated for 
recital. The words have been removed but the command is retained. The verse was: 

~ ~ ~ ...... 1 "' ' ' . f"' , "'.. "' I. ' .!,., i , .. 9 '~"' -.3 •.£ WI"' 4JJI ,-=-...: x KJ ...c::::JI ~,&,'' Jli ~j \ll ~I~ c~l ..P"::~Jiio~ i.J"' v-.- • ~ .. .. .. J .. 

The hadith concludes with the enumeration of three things as essential to establish that 
adultery is committed. They are: 

(1) · Witnesses, 
(2) Pregnancy, and 
(3) Confession. 

Pregnancy is proof of illicit sex against an unmarried woman, but this command, too, has 
been rescinded. The requirement of testimony and confession stands. A married person 
who engages in illicit sexual intercourse will be stoned to death only when the crime is 
proved through witnesses or confession of the perpetrator. 

ADULTERERS MUST BE STONED TO DEATH 
fi( ,1, "' ' ,, ,, .. , ' .. ~ ' ' "' ' 
041 WI ~.li ~ IJ.U. ~ IJ~ Jli _;J..:,j ~WI~ &lJI-.1.;1 ~ LiH c;f. zs:i(;L ~ (ro oA) 

, ' ' . , .. .H ~ ,1-- { ,... (.- -
I'-\ "ola.J)- !.l... 'tl ~~~~. ·""\L~I~ ... ~~ ~~~lA~ .)....Jt_, J .>-~1' 1 ,·"' ~ .,; ~j" .J ~ • ,... , • ' .J...-"j • --r- J {I , • ...J' > ,..r , ~ 

S558. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit ":~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~""J":ot~.\ilj..P said, 
''Take from me (the command)! Take from me (the command)! Allah has appointed for 
those women a way! When unmarried people commit adultery, they should be awarded 

1 Bukhari # 6829, Muslim# 15-1691, Tirmidhi # 1432 (1432), Abu Dawud # 4418, Ibn Majah # 2553, 
Darimi # 2322, Muwatta Maalik # 10 (Hudud), Musnad Ahmad 1-40. 
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one hundred shipes and banished for one year. When married people commit adultery 
they should be awarded one hundred shipes and be stoned to death."1 . . 

COMMENTARY: This hadith actually explains the verse (4;15); (~~a~Ji~jlu) {or Allah 
prescribes for them a way} 
Allamah Turpushti ~~ J said that the Prophet ~ J4:)s.~~ made this declaration when hadd 
(prescribed punishment) was prescribed for the (married) adulterer and adulteress. Hence, 'a 
way' means the hadd (prescribed punishment) that was not prescribed before that, but the 
cotr.mand was valid that is prescribed in this versse: 

-,,~,Ill',,~ I , 

(I~ :P' ~Llll)-*~.O:.J.J ill\ I~~ ~I~ !"'\\.~..1.9 ::... :! ... ~!"'I 
.. ,. lo..r'i' ~ ...... 'yo' l.or""'.,H~ ... ~ 

{As for those of your women who commit indecency, call against them four witnt;ss 
from among you, then if they testify, confine them to (their) houses until death 
takes them or Allah appoints for them a way} (4: 15) · 

In short, if woman commit illicit sex and their sin is proved through witnesses; then they 
should be confined to their houses till they die, or Allah causes them to have a way, 
meaning, the hadd (prescribed punishment). Hence, when Allah revealed the command of 
hadd (prescribed puni$hment), the Prophet ~y.,.l~ii11~ said, u Allah has appointed a way for· 
women," meaning the hadd (prescribed punishment). Then, he explained what hadd (prescribed· 
punishment) is. · 
This hadith prescribes for a married man who commits indecency one hundred stripes and 
stoning to death. The zawahir and some of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.iil'.r'J 
and tabi'un .iii1~J abided by it, but the majority of the scholars say that if an adulterer or 
adultererss deserves to be stoned to death then the punishment of one hundred lashes is 
redundant. He will be stoned to death and the other punishments are superfluous. It is 
reported that one man Ma' iz had indulged in illicit sex in spite of being married. The 
prophet ~ J~.iil1~ did not award him the stripes but only stoned him to death. The same 
thing is known from the hadith about Ghamidiyah which we shall read and the hadith of 
Unays ~.&~~ .J (#3555). 

1 Muslim # 12-1690, Abu Dawud # 4413, Tirmidhi # 1434 (1439), Ibn Majah # 2550, Darimi # 2327, 
Musnad Ahmad 5-313. 
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, ,.., .tl""! ,_ 

(4.JJ;~) -~ ,9 r"-- -:Ali l!i!:iA.!l~ .. ,._;- ~_,- ... 
3559. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that some Jews came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ jJ and stated that one of their (married) man and (married) 
woman had committed adultery. He asked them what the Torah said about stoning 
to death and they said that they ought to disgrace them and to give them stripes. 
But, Abdullah ibn Salaam ~~~J (who was there) interjected, "You lie. It says that 
they should be stoned to death. Bring the Torah." (I shall show you the command.) 
They. (brought it and) placed it open. One of them put his hand on the verse of rajm 
and recited what preceded it and what followed it. Abdullah ibn Salaam ~ ~~ ~ J 

instructed him to lift his hand from there. He did so and the verse of stoning was 
disclosed. They said, "0 Muhammad, he has spoken the truth. The verse of stoning 
is there in it." Then, the prophet ~ J~~~~ commended (accordingly) about both of 
them. They were stoned to death. According to another version: He (Abdullah ibn 
Salaam) ~~~~ J said to the man, ''Remove your hand." So he lifted it up and as he 
did so, the verse of rajm wa~ clearly (disclosed) in it. The man then conceded, "0 
Muhammad, there is the verse of stoning in it, but we have been keep it 
undisclosed among ourselves." He then gave orders about them (that they should 
be stoned to death) and they were stoned to death. 1 

COMMENTARY: Abdullah ibn Salaam ~~~~J was a Jew previously but when Aliah 
guided him, he become a Muslim. He was a front ranking scholar among the Jews. He had 
abundant knowledge of the Torah. 
The. Jew who had put his hand on the verse of rajm in the Torah was Abdullah ibn Suriya. 
The punishment of rajm is awarded to married adulterers who are Muslim~ Here, they 
were not Muslims, but the punishment was awarded to them according to their Book, the 
Torah, which also did not make it binding for it to be awarded only to married people. The 
Prophet ~J~~~~ began to follow the Quran when the command was revealed in it and 
the command of the Torah was abrogated. 
Moreover, Imam Shafi'I ~~~ J des not apply the word muhsin (married) only to Muslims; 
Any married man, Muslim or not Muslim, is liable to rajm if he commits fornication. Imam 
Abu Yusuf All~ J also says the same thing. He is among the Hanafis. 
One should not doubt that the Prophet ~J4#~1~ merely relied on the testimony of the 
Jews which is not worth while. It is not necessary that he did not have the confession of the 
accused for, he may have had the testimony of four Muslim too. 
The book Mirqat of Mulla Ali Qari may be seen. Here, we have merely presented a 
synopsis from it. 

RAJM FOR WHO CONFESSED TO INDECENCY 

d! ,l.J1 jj-!5~ &\Sl!i .. ~, j1 JJ.'j J?..; ~j ~ ful ~ &D1 jl jli S~~ ~~ ~ j (\0\•) 

1 Bukhari # 6841, Muslim # 26. 1699, Abu Dawud # 4446, Darimi # 2321, Muwatta Maalik # 1 
(Hudud), Musnad Ahmad 2-5. 
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, _, _, _, ' _, ~ ' ' _, _, _, _, _,._, _, ' _, ~ ' J ' I 

....!..J#~IJlii~j~WI~&lJI&lPS~ISW,~JI '4··l!l9~j~WI~~IA:.£ 

~~ o_,jlU~W,~I J~ -~~Jli~IP..il JtiJJI J_;.!j ~~ Jti ~·' -:~;.! Jli~~ J~ 
~"' :•-:,., .,; i'1 L ll:!J"S\ !., •"'•~ AJ"l>J.Illil.If ''"i ~ . .,fL &l!~ "i J1 !~ J.,,~ _{_{ ~l.&. ~ ~..)' ~, ~"-':-'...,- ., ~, -~, .:..)- ~, ill'• <..JT'J} • 

.L""" "'"' ~~ '( "'"' "' ' ' , r-! oft • "' ~ & ~JI l!li "' L "' '9 .u -:Ali ul' Jli 4.1~ .:W ~Ls. ,;_;. ... ~.)~~I ~J '~' ~ r.· .. -~{; >~j .,'.,;"" _,.--- ,,.;- • v . \j', • Ill" .. ..,.,~, .. 
~ ' "' ,L ' ' "' _, "' I '( /{ """ /. .,'\-::: l~"l"'lid"."~WI l~&~~'U.lJW~Ui :"'"' ~!\~JS\9'"9zsJ~I -IJ:»'~.J :.J,.-~.J.,.. c.r-ur ~~...r ., 'j • " 

3560. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:tolil~ J narrated that a man came to the Prophet Jil1~ 
~ J 4# when he was in the mosque (Masjid Nabawi). He called, "0 Messenger of 
Allah, I have committed fornication. The Prophet ~ J~~~ turned (his face) away 
from him. He came to where he had turned his face and standing opposite to him, 
repeated, "I have committed fornication." The Prophet ~ J4Js.Jill~ turned away from 
him. When he testified (against himself) four times, the Prophet ~J4Js.Jil1~ called 
him (closer) and asked him, 11 Are you mad?" He said, "No!" He asked, "Are you 
married?" He said, "Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah," He said, "Take him away and 
stone him to death." 
Ibn Shihab (a sub narrator) said that he who had heard from Jabir ibn Abdullah ._rpJ 
4.:t-Jill said that he said, "We stoned him in M_adinah. As the stones hurt him, he run 
away. But, we caught up with him in the harrah and stoned him to death." 
According to another version in Bukhari, J abir 4.:to li11 ~ J said that after his saying, 
"Yes!" the prophet ~ J 4#- Jill~ ordered that he should be stoned to death. He was _ 
stoned at al-musallla (the place of salah (prayer) of Eed). When the stones struck 
him he fled, but he was nabbed and stoned to death. The Prophet ~ J ~ Jilt~ 
prescribed him highly and offered his funeral salah (prayer). (Or, the words mean 
that he prayed for him).t 

COMMENTARY:'. The man confessed four times, each time from a different direction. In 
other words, they were f-our testimonies in four different sittings. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ J 

has deduced from it that for adultt:!ry to be established, the accused must make four 
confessions in four sittings. This according to him, is a condition. 
The Prophet ~ J ~ Jil1 ~ asked him whether he was mad. He meant that to saRe person 
would p~ve a way for his own stoning to death. He should have, rather, made a repentance 
to Allah and sought His forgiveness, and made a resolve never to commit sin again. 
Nawawi 4.:t-.1JI~J said that the Prophet ~J~lil~ intended to make it certain because 
generally no one so readily confesses to his sins and no one insists on that knowing that the 
punishment for it is death. Rather, a person finds it safe to get deliverance through 
repentance and have his sins forgiven. 
It also shows that legal avenues must not be left unexplored to allow benefit of doubt to 
every Muslim. If a Muslim's life may be saved lawfully, then that must be done. 
Further, if a mad man says that he has committed adultery then he must not be believed. 
Also, he must not be exposed to hadd (prescribed punishment). 

1 Bukhari # 5270, Muslim # 1601691, Bukhari # 5271. (Second version) # 6820. 
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Imam Nawawi _1»1~ J also said that the ruler must also investigate if all the conditions are 
fulfilled before imposing the· had:d (prescribed punishmerU), for example, the accused must be 
a married person to be subject to hadd (prescribed punishment). It is the same if he makes a 
confession himself or witnesses testify against him. It may be presumed from the Prophet 
~ J~.1!1~ words thpt if such a person retracts his confession then he must be forgiven and 
the hadd (prescribed punishment) for adultery must be withdrawn. 
Ibn Hammam li11~ J said that when a man is stoned to death, he must be made to stand and 
face the stoning. He must not be made to hang on something or be suspended in the air. A 
woman who is stoned must be made to sit down and it is better if she is made to stand in a 
ditch and buried up to her chest so that her body is not bared. The Prophet ~J~li!1~ had 
a ditch dug for ghamidiyh. 
The ruling is that if a person who is being stoned to death runs away during the stoning then 
this person must not be chased if it is a punishment on voluntary confession. If the indecency 
is established through witnesses then the person must be chased and stoned to death. 
Nawawi li!1~J said' about being stoned at al-Musalla that it was the place where funeral salah 
(prayer) used to be offered (not eed as in the text). This is corroborated by another version. 
Bukhari li!1~J and others say that"if the place where the funeral salah (prayer) is offered or 
the eed salah (prayer) is offered is not designated as a mosque, then it will not come under 
the. purview of rules applicable to mosques. However, generally the place where funeral 
salah (prayer) or eed salah (prayer) is offered attracts the same commands as apply to 
mosques. This means that blood must not be shed there, and it should be sanctified; Hence, 
the fornicator must not be stoned to death at these places meaning mosques. 

HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) & TA':Z:EER MUST NOT BE IMPOSED IN 
MOSQUES: Ibn Hammam li!1 ~ J said thaf neither hadd (prescribed punishment) nor ta' zeer 
must be enforced on any one. in the mosques. All the ulama (Scholars) are unanimous 
about it. It is based on the saying of the Prophet ~ J~li11~. 

"" , s: ~, ,...(, "' "''( ~--~,. !---: I. .. "' s: 
"'C"J "'~ .:Ulil" s;;}" "' \ """ "'.>..31" "'I fc-9.... , ~l>.A" "'.>J~ ,("~l:.A I,,." Jli ~~ .. ).J .--.J > J':I.J > ~ J.J > ..... . '.J > ... -.. ~· , ~ 

..:. ....Jh~l'~-1::-t\ \;q , "" ,~,~u~~ .. 
~ ~.r. IJ' ~.J> ... ~ '.J..r-·'.J 

[Preserve your mosques from your children, your madmen, raising of your voices, 
Your trading (buying and selling) and enforcing your hudud. On Friday, let there be 
incense in your mosques and make places of ablution at their gates.] 

DO NOT PUNISH BEFORE PROBING. 
, ...... fr::t! " .. .. .. .... ' "' l ' " , , ... - "'c: 

~~JI~~1UJUi~j~WI~&}JI~lA~.ftlAJil!lJliu::~<;JI~j(ro") 

(lSJ~Ioi-'J)-~JtjAl~l~i.;.;Jjli~'i~~~Jli;iJijj.!.J~'i Jli~~Jl 
3561. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas. ~ ..1!1 .,rP J narrated that when (Sayyiduna) Ma'iz ibn 
Maalik ~..111..rPJ came to the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ (and submitted, "I have committed 
adultery,") he asked, 11Perhaps, you merely kissed (her), or touched (her) _with 
sexual intent, or looked (at her)?" But, he submitted, 11No, 0 Messenger of Alalh!" 
So, he asked, 11Did you have sexual intercourse with her?" He asked this question 
directly not by allusion. He confirmed, "Yes!'; At that, he commended that he 
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(Ma'iz) should be stoned to death.1 

SIN IS CEASED AFI'ER RECEIVING PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT 

.. ,.. ~ J .... t " .. " '" . ~ ... " ~ ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 
Al":.~' .>..A~~ro!-s~"'.U'-~-sl:;..tilo.J.::>, ijd.lll"iilU.l:i'1 u "'""~ll.\1 \~&_HI ~U;;" • " ~. ~ .'Y . , .. ..,.(.£ """'" ,_,. .. -~~.J... r...s--LS>" 

I 
~ ""' 1 ~ J 

0J-o oi.,J.;) -~~~j ~~j-49 ~~ljJ 

3562. Sayyiduna Buraydah """"i»1 ~ .J narrated (Sayyiduna) Ma'iz ibn Maalik """".1!1 ~; 
came to the Prophet ~ J~i»'~ and submitted, ''0 Messenger of Allah, purify me!" 
(He meant that he should be punished in order to have his sin erased.) He said, 
11How Sad! Go away! Seek Allah's forgiveness and repent to Him!" 
He narrated further that he went away but not far and came back only to repeat, ''0 
Messenger of Allah, purify me!' The prophet ~J4,1t-.1!1~ said (to him) like what he 
had said before, till when it happened (like that) the fourth time, Allah's Messenger 
~J4,1t-.1!1~ said to him, "Of what shall I purify you?" He submitted, 110f adultery." 
(by imposing hadd (prescribed punishment) over me). Allah's Messenger ~ J~i»'~ 
asked (his sahabah)"-".11'~ ;. ''Is he mad?" He was told, "He is not insane." He asked, 

1 Bukhari # 6824, Abu Dawud # 4427. 
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11Has he drunk wine?" A man got up and sniffed at his breath but perceived not the 
smell of wine. 
So, he asked, him, 11Have you committed adultery. He said, 11Yes!" So, he gave a 
command about him and he was stoned to death. 
After two or three days, Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ./»1 ~ came and said, 11Seek 
forgiveness for Ma'iz ibn Maalik. He has made so much repentance that if it were 
divide among an ummah, it would suffice them all." 
Later, a woman of Ghamid of the tribe Azd came to him and submitted, 110 Allah's 
Messenger, purify me." He said, 'Pity on you! Go back and seek Allah's forgiveness 
and repent to him." She asked, 11Would you like to send me back as you did send 
back Ma'iz ibn Maalik (while I am) a woman who is pregnant through adultery?" 
(There is no possibility of a denial any more) He asked, ''You?" She Said, 11Yes!" He 
said to her, 11Wait till you give birth to what you carry in your womb." 
The narrator went on: An Ansar took responsibility for her till she had given 
birth to a child. Then, he went to the prophet ~ J~.1!1~ and informed him that 
the woman of Ghamid had delivered a child. He said, 11We shall not stone her 
and so leave her child without any one. to suckle it." Thereupon another of the 
Ansar got up and submitted, ''0 Prophet of Allah. I take responsibility for the 
child's suckling." 
The narrato,.- added: He had her stoned to death. 
According to another version: He instructed her to go and wait till she gave birth to 
the child when she did (and came to him), he instructed her to go and suckle the 
child and wait till she had weaned it. When she had done that, she came with the 
child holding a slice of bread in its hand and she submitted, 11I have weaned this 
child, 0 Prophet of Allah, and he has eaten food."· He handed over the child to one 
of the Muslims. He gave an. order about her and she was put in a pit up to her chest. 
Then he instructed the people (to stone her) and they stoned her. Kh&J]id ibn walid 
~ .&l._rp J stepped forward with a stone that he flung at her head. Blood from it flew 
on his face, so he cursed her the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said, 11Be calm, 0 Khalid! By 
Him in whose hand is my soul! She has repented so much that if he who charges an 
unjust tax repents in like manner then he would be forgiven." 
Then he gave an order about her and the funeral salah (prayer) was offered over 
her. Then she was buried.t 
(the passive voice is as per the urdu translation.) 

COMMENTARY: Certainly, the repentant of Ma'iz ~.1!1._rpJ was such that the prophet .1!1~ 
~ J~ spoke highly of his good fortune and excellence. It brought a forgiveness and mercy 
that covered a very large sanction of Allah's creation. 
The enforcement of hadd (prescribed punishment) is called tawbah (repentance) because like 
repentance, it also washes off all sins. 
Ibn Maalik .1!1~ J deduces from the hadith that a pregnant woman should not be awarded 
the hadd (prescribed punishment) Prescribed punishment) till she gives birth to her child. In 
this way an innocent life will not be taken away. She should also be given respite till her 
child is weaned and is no more dependant on her if there is someone to look after the child. 
This is also the contention of Imam Abu Hanifah . .1!1~ J· 

1 Muslim# 22, 23-1695, Abu Dawud # 4442, Musnad Ahmad 5-348, Darimi # 2324. 
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The hadith is evidence that to charge unjust tax and other levies are very sinful. It is like 
snatching someone's property. 
The word at the end of the hadith is salla (he offered snlah (prayer)-(~) in sahih Muslim 

t ' 
from all the narrators. This means that the Prophet ~J4#Aill~ offered the funeral salah 
(prayer) over the woman. However, m the view of.Tabari and in the versions of Ibn Abu 
Shayban and Abu Dawud the word is sulli (~)-in the passive voice) to imply that while 
the others offered the funeral salah (prayer), Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1~ did not offer it. 
Indeed, the version of Abu Dawud states very clearly that he did not offer it (~J.at~) but 
instructed· the people to offer it. This is why the imams differ on whether fufleral salah 
(prayer) is offere~ over one who is stoned. Imam Maalik .1!1 ~J regards it to be makruh 
(disapproved}. , 
Imam Ahmad says that the ruler and dignitaries must not offer it but the common people 
may offer the funeral salah (prayer) ovt:r such a person. 
Im~m ~hafi'I ~~~J and Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J hold this person's funeral salah (prayer) 
should be offered as, in fact, of every such person who recites the kalimah, even if he was a 
sinner and indecent, and the hadd (prescribed punishment) was enforced on him. 
According to another report, Imam Ahmad also gave· the same opinion: 
Qadi Iyad ~~ ~ J also outlined the two forms of the word sall(;l and sulli (active and 
passive voice) in different books. He s&ys that it is more proper that the WOJ?d is in the 
active voice . salla, If read with the preceding (lt!r' ~) (then he gave a command 
concerning her). This means that he instructed them to give her body a bath and to 
enshroud it and to bring it to the place of the funeral salnh (prayer). This is upheld by 
the words in sahih Muslim(# 64. 1696): 

I . I I ,1' 

~.)"Ji"'J.ll Gi "l:il&ilf \~~ ~A3J"'tiil&1f \~a!,! :5---i ~~----~rut l5-.&J\p'.. ~~ I..J .. est .. .. ~~ .. ~~ . .Y ~.J.... ~I..Sr ~..r 

{.~~then the Prophet pronounced judgment about her and her clothes were tied 
around her and he commanded and she was stoned to death. He then offered the · 
funeral salah (prayer) ~ver her. Umar ~.&1~; submitted to him, "0 Prophet of Allah 
you offer salah (prayer) over her while she had committed fornication ... "} 

It is stated explicitly in this hadith that the prophet ~J4#~'~ did offer the funeral salah 
(prayer) of this woman. . 
Qadi Iyad has made it clear too that though Muslim has not mentioned the Prophet's •Js-~1~ 
~ ... J offering the funeral salali (prayer) over Ma' iz ib Maalik ~~ J Bukhari has mentioned it. 
The Question arises that since most of the versions of Muslim has the active voice of 
the word (~) (salla), why do the authentic copies of Mishkat use the passive voice of 
this word (J..P) (sulli)? He (the compiler) ought to have preferred the active voice 
because the positiv~ is always chosen ~ver the negative. But, since son:te reliable texts 
had the passive voice and there was a difference of opinion whether the funeral salah 
(prayer) was offered by the Prophet~~~~; or not, the compiler of mishkat opted for the 
passive voice because it allows for both options. But, we must go by the majority and 
use the active voice to state that: 

{The prophet~ J~,&,~ did offer the funeral salah (prayer) over her.} 

DEDUCTION: This hadith proves that hndd (prescribed punishment) (prescribed 
punishment) wipes out the sin for which it is imposed. In the hereafter this person who is 
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punished will not be questioned about the sin for which he is punished. 
APPARENT DIFFERENCE: Finally, Nawawi ~~ ~J has pointed out that of the two 
versions, the second makes it very clear that the woman had weaned the child before she 
was stoned to death. However, the first implies that she was punished when the Ansar 
man offered to shoulder responsibility for the suckling of the child. This may be explained 
by suggesting that even in the first version, it does not specify that the child was not 
weaned. The responsibility that the Ansar had taken to suckle the 'child was a figurative 
way of caring for it, because the child was an infant after all. He took responsibility to raise 
and nurture the child. 

PUNISHMENT GIVEN TO INDECENT SLAVE GIRL 

"' "' r,, ... f"' (~~)- H~ \l'~l'l"~9~u· - . r .. ~_,.J ;,· ~ 

3563. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that he heard the Prophet ~~'.)J 
~ J say, "when the female slave of any of you commits adultery and it is obvious 
(that she had done so), he must impose the had (prescribed punishment) on her of 
flogging. But, he must not disgrace her. When she commits adultery again, he must 
impose the hadd (prescribed punishment) on her of flogging. But, he must not 
di~grace her. Then, when she commits adultery a third time and it is obvious (that 
she has done so), he must sell her, even if only for a string of hair (meaning, the 
most insignificant thing).t · 

COMMENTARY: The hadd (prescribed punis~nnent) that the master must impose on his 
ear:t:ting female slave is to give her fifty stripes. The hadd (prescribed punishment) of 
male and female slave is half of that of free man. ryloreover stoning to death is not 
prescribed for them. ' 
Imam Shafi .Ji,~J says on the basis of this hadith that a master may carry on and execute 
the hadd (prescribed punishment) himself. 
The Hancifis, however, say that this is not allowed. They say that the hadith makes him 
responsible to present her to the ruler that he might impose the hadd (prescribed punishment). 
Once the female slave is awarded the punishment, she must not be taunted and disgraced. 
The hadd (prescribed punishment) wipes off her sins. This command is not only for female 
slave but also for the free woman, etc. since female slave are generally prone insults on 
sight faults, therefore this hadith mentions them particularly. 
As for selling hiS erring female slave, he may sell her after imposing the hadd (prescribed 
punishment) on her, or without imposing it. However, the words of the hadith seem to 
suggest that he should dispose of her before imposing on her the hadd (prescribed punishment). 
Imam Nawawi ~~~J points out that the hadith discourage living with sinners and indecent 
people: He said that it is mustahab (desirable) to sell a female slave to this nature, but the 
Zawahir scholars say that it is wajib (obligatory) to part with her. 

1 Bukhari # 2234, Muslim # 3-1703, Tirmidhi # 1433 (1433) Abu Dawud # 4470, Ibn Majah 2565, 
Darimi # 2326, Muwatta Maalik # 14 (Hudud), Musnad Ahmad 2-249, (firmidhi has it is notes to 
hadith 1433 (14387) 2-376. 
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ABOUT THE HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) ON THE SICK 

ioT ~1i (rJl. _;j 6-0 j JJ/' ~~ 6-0_u I J.~~.;T ~ IJ: :;T u!W I ~~ ~ jli cf 6S-j (\0\l) 
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3564. Sayyiduna Ali ~ 1»1 ~ J said, 110 you people! Do enforce the hadd (prescribed 
punishment) on your (male and female) slaves (if they perpetrate adultery or 
fornication, fifty stripes), the married among them Qr the unmarried. Indeed, a. 
female slave belonging to Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.;;11~ had committed fornication. 
So, he commanded me to impose the hadd (prescribed punishment) (of lashes) on 
her. But, behold! She had given birth to a child recently. That caused me 
apprehension that if I whipped her then I might kill her Hence. I spoke of that with 
the noble prophet ~J4#.f»1~ and he agreed, saying. ''You did well!"l 
According to another version: He said, ''Let her alone till her blood stops to flow. 
Then impose the hadd (prescribed punishment) on her. And impose the prescribed 
·punishment on your slave (male and female)."2 

COMM~NTARY: According to this hadith a woman experiencing post -birth bleeding 
must be given respite from punishment till she stop bleeding. This is a kind of sickness and 
a sick person is not punished till he recovers. 
Ibn Hamam ~ 1»1 ~ J says that if a sick married person has committed fornication and is 
liable to stoning to death then he should be given that punishment during his sickness: If 
he is unmarried and has committed adultery and is liable to be lashed then he should not 
be awarded the lashes is his sickness but the punishment should be deferred till he 
recovers. However, if he suffers such an illness from which he might not recover or is 
infirm and feeble, then Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1 ~ J and Imam Shafi'I 1»1 ~ J say that the 
punishment must be carried out to fulfil the requirements of law by getting a branch of the 
date palm tree that has one hundred small twigs. He should be hit with that branch once in 
such a way that each of its one hundred twigs touches his body. It is necessary to use a 
wide, stretched out branch. 
Moreover, the flogging should not be carried out in severe summer or in harsh winter. It 
should be enforced in a moderate climate (see hadith # 3574 about a sick punishment). 

SECTION II 

ADULTERER (LESS) RETRACTS CONFESSION 
..... , "'"'' "'~ ' ~ , "~ J "', "' JJJi AJ! Jlii ~j ~ill\~ ;ill c.}_;..!J J! &L!. ~I j;-lA ~~ Jli S~_;! ~16S- (\o\o) 

1 Muslim # 1705. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4473, Tirmidhi # 1441, Musnad Ahmad 1-156. 
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3565. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ii11~J narrated: Ma'iz Aslami ~)»,~J came to 
Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»>~ and submitted that he had commit adultery, but he 
turned away from him. He came over to the other side and submitted, '11 have 
committed adultery." But he turned away from him. He came over again and 
submitted. 110 Messenger of Allah, I have committed adultery." When he repeated 
it the fourth time, he gave an order about him and he was taken to Harrah and was 
being stoned, when he felt the pair the stones caused, he fled till he come to a man 
who had the jawbone of a camel (in his hand). He struck him with it and (other) 
people (also resumed to) hit him till he died. They reported that to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4# iil1 ~ saying, 11He fled on feeling the pain of the stones and the 
sense of death." He said, ~~y did you not spare him?" 
According to another version: He said, 11Why did you not spare him? He might have 
made a repentance and gained pardon from Allah."1 

COMMENTARY: The final words mean that he could have repented and Allah would 
have relented to him. 
According to this hadith if any one confesses having committed a sin but retracts his 
confession or says that he had lied or says that he takes back his confession, then the 
prescribed punishment of hadd (prescribed punishment) will become invalid. If he does the 
same thing while he is being punished then the remaining portion of the punishment will 
be waived. Some authorities say, however, that hadd (prescribed punishment) will not be 
waived nor become invalid. 

CONFESSION OF MA'IZ ~.11~~J 

,-: 
0J-ooi.J.J)-~y9 , 

3566. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J 4# iil1 ~ asked 
(Sayyiduna) Ma'iz ibn Maalik ~.iiii~J, 11ls what is conveyed to me about you true?'. 
He asked, "And what has been conveyed to you about me?" He said, It has been 
conveyed to me that you have had sexual intercourse wit h the slave girl belonging 
to so and so people." He said, 11Yes" and he admitted it four times (in four meetings) 
so, he ordered that he should be s toned to death. And he was stoned to death. 

COMMENTARY: The compiler of the Masabih has placed this hadith here in Section II 
though it ought to have been placed in Section I. 
There is no contradiction between this hadith and the previous ahadith on this subject. 
Here, the mian subject is mentioned briefly and the initial confession of Ma'iz ~~~~J is not 

1 Tirmidhi # 1438 (1433), Ibn Majah # 2554, Musnad Ahmad 2-150. (See also hadith # 3561, 3562). 
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·mentioned. It is very much likely that the prophet ~J~.1!1~ had known of Ma'iz' 4$.1ii~J 
guilt beforehand and had him admit it in the manner mentioned in the other ahadith (# 
3561,3562, 3565). He had him do that four times in four P<?Sitions. 

CONCEAL FAULTS OF OTHER PEOPLE 

"""" "" "" "" ..,.£.,., ' "" ~ ' ' "'"" tJ "" "" II I II jAl991~NJI~~j!l9~j~illl~&fl1JII.ft~~l~l&£~~~~~j(ro\V) 
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3567. Sayyiduna Y azid ibn Nu' aym .1!1~ J reported on the authority of his father, that 
Ma'iz ~l»~~J came to the prophet ~J~-&1~ and confessed before him four times 
(in four positiuns to having perpetrated illicit sexual intercourse). So he ordered 
that he should be stoned to death. (That was done) And he said to Hazzal. ~.&1 ~ .J 
11Had you covered him with our garment, that would have been better for you." 
(meaning, if you had concealed his sin of extra marital sex). 
Ibn Munkadir .&1~ J (a narrator of this hadith) said that it was Sayyidah Hazzal .&1~ J 
~who had induced Ma'iz ~.1!1~.J to go to the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ and disclose to 
him what'he had perpetrated.t · 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Hazzal4~li11~J had a female slave by the name of Fatimah .&1~J 
~whom he had set free. Mu'iz 44.:-li11~ J had illicit sex with Fatimah ~.&~~ J· When Hazzal ~~~; 
~learnt of it, he induced Ma'iz 44.:-l»1~; to disclose his affair to the Prophet ~J~.&t~. This is 
the reason the prophet ~ J4:l.:o.iill~ advised Hazzal ~.&~~; that it would have been better for 
him not to disclose the sin of Ma'iz 44.:oli11~ .J· "Allah would have concealed your faults." 
(In this regard the hadith of Ibn Umar ~.&~~;may be borne in mind: "A Muslim is a 
brother of another Muslim ... and whoever conceals (faults of) a Muslim, Allah will conceal 
(his faults for) him on the day of resurrection.")2 

NO RULER MAY CONDONE THE PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT 

,., Ill II "" "" !---~~~~ J II J "" "" C: ' "" (L.JW.H..,Jjby.loi.J.J)-< ?-J.io.9~~li~1 ~9_;.~ ~!:iJ~I 1.,.95W Jli_;.L::,j~ 
3568. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb 111~ .J reported from his father, Shuayb .&1~ .J that 
his grandfather, Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas ~~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 
~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said "Forgiye the enforcement of the prescribed punishment amongst 
yourselves (before I learn of them). If I learn of any crime calling for the prescribed 
punishment then it become wajib (obligatory) (to enforce it)."3 

COMMENTARY: The people are advised to forgive each other and avert their punishment. 

1 Abu Dawud # 4378. 
2 Bukhari # 2442, Muslim # 58-2580, Tirmidhi # 1426, Abu Dawud # 4893, Musnad Ahmad 2-68. 
(This book hadith # 4958) 
3 Abu Dawud # 4376, Nasai $ 4885. 
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They are urged to be kind and not to bring cases against each other before rulers. Once it . 
comes to the ruler then it is not allowed to him to forgive the accused and he must enforce 
the punishment. 
The master of a slave may not enforce the hadd (prescribed punishment) on his slave himself 
nor is it proper for him to bring him to the ruler. Rather, he must forgive him. 
Moreover, the advice to forgive is not a command of a wajib (obligatory) nature but is a 
mustahab (desirable) (recommended) course. 

OVERLOOK THE MISTAKES OF THE RESPECT ABLE 

(JjiJ~Ioi_,.;)-SJ.iit-:JWt;~yl~ll~~.!tfo-iiJ~,;.i~J~~tltj~~~~U..!i~~J<"'o\4\) 
3569. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~ ..1l1 ~; narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~ ~ said, 
"Overlook the mistake of the people of distinction, but not such acts as invite the 
prescribed punishment (on them)."t 

COMMENTARY: If they commit a sin by mistake or fall into an error suddenly an 
unexpectedly then they must be forgiven. They should not be disgraced by subjecting them 
to punishment whether their slip or sin concerns rights of Allah or rights of fellow men. Of 
course, it Is not allowed to forgive them such sins as make them liable to the hadd 
(prescribed punishment), whether they concern rights of Allah or rights of human beings. 
This command is directed to all people. Moreover, it is of the nature of mustahab (desirable). 

BENEFIT OF. DOUBT BE GIVEN TO THE ACCUSED 

& "' , " "' c: "'' ~ .. -~l_?j ~9 ~;.lj lCS- ~.,J.l! Jl!j ~~j.ll &ljj 
3570. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~./»1~; narrated that Allah's Mssenger ~ J~./»1~ said, 11 As 
for as you possibly can, preserve the Muslims from the imposition of the prescribed 
punishment. If there is any possibility of escape for a person then let him go, for it 
is better for a ruler or judge to err in forgiving then to err in punishing."2 

COMMENTARY: ~ese words are addressed primarily to the rulers. They should give 
benefit of doubt to the accused and to their best to ward off the punishment from him. In 
fact, they must encourage the accused to present an excuse, like asking him if he is mad. 
Examples are found in the case of Ma'iz ~.i»1~J whom the prophet ~J~.i»s~ prompted a 
number of possibilities. 
As for a ruler or judge making a mistake, this does impair the judgement. However, if the 
mistake is in favour of the accused then a Muslim's life is saved and his honour protected. 
Hence this mistake is better than committing one which plays with his life. 

HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) IS IMPOSED ON MAN WHO RAPES 

1 Abu Dawud # 4375, Musnad Ahmad 6. 181. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1424. 
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(I.S.l.o _;UI oi.J.J) -\..W li}~JJTj'~;.}j ~~~ LS~I ~~lilj 
3571. Sayyiduna Wa'il ibn Hujr ~~~~; narrated that, in the time of Prophet ~~~~ 
~ J, a woman was compelled (to submit t.o a man's evil desire against her will. He 
.;~:·solved her of punishment, but imposed the hadd (prescribed punishment) on the 
man who had raped her. The narrator did not say any thing about whether the 
Prophet ~ ... J•#.111~ made a dower payable to the woman (by the man).t 

COMMENTARY: If the narrator did not mention it, it does not fellow that a dower was not 
paid. Other ahadith do confirm that it is wajib (obligatonJ) to pay the mahr (dower) to 
women who are forced to submit to a man's evil desire against her will. The word mahr is 
actually used uqr2 (..#)which is a penalty payable to a woman who is subjected to illicit 
sexual intercourse. The amount is calculated according to what dower would have been 
wajib (obligatory) in a lawful relationship of marriage. 
It is stated in fatawa Alamgiri that uqr is mahr mithl (proper dower). In other words, the rapist 
must be made to pay to the woman the amount equal to the dower proper to her status. 

, !."' . 3 , "' "'e ~ "'c: , "' ... c: 
(I.S.l.o _;UIJjiJ y.l oi.J.;) -J.f ,~~~~ J.' I ~~ l3 jl ~_9 9u .ll.l Jlij &~JI ~ ft9 j 

3572. Sayyiduna Wa'il ibn Hujr ~.lll~; narrated that, in the time of the Prophet ~~ 
~ J~, a woman went out to go and offer the salah (prayer). On the way, a man met 
h~r and putting a sheet of cloth over her, (molested her and) had his desire fulfilled 
with her. She shouted and he fled. A group of the mujahirs passed by. She told 
them that the man had done wrong to her. They got hold of him and took him to 
Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ who instructed the woman to go away, "Allah has 
forgiven you." And, he said about the man who had raped her. "Stone him to 
death.' Then he said, "He has repented so much (by enduring the hadd (prescribed 
punishment)) that if the inhabitants of Madinah had repented in this way, their 
repentance would have been accepted from them."3 

COMMENTARY: The concluding words mean that the man endured punishment for his 
crime and thereby made a repentance. If that repentance was shared by the people of 
Madinah then not only would their repentance have been accepted but also its reward 
would have sufficed all of them. The prophet ~J~.lll~ made clear through these words 
that the man had committed a heinous crime but the punishment had purified him of his 
sin and he was forgiven. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1453 (1458) Musnad Ahmad 4. 318. 
2 In such cases the word used is uqr (not mahr which is a dower. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1459, (slightly additional), Abu Dawud # 4379. 
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DUAL PUNISHMENT 

$- ,-: ,,""'( <9 , , 
(.),J!J_,~d oi,JJ) -~..J'9~_,-Al9~ 

3573. Sayyiduna Jabir ~..l!~~J narrated that a man had illicit sexual intercourse with 
a woman, so the prophet ~J4,U...lil~ gave command about him. He was awarded to 
stripes. Later, he was told that the man was married, so he gave command and the 
man was stoned to death.l 

COMMENTARY: This hadith shows that a ruler must amend his command when he learns 
that a culprit has been given a lighter punishment instead of what he ought to have been given. 

HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) ON A SICK CULPRIT 

j~g~..J..t~j4!5£ilil~ ;-._~qjfS:i~(rl \:,"'.~lS:i~lA~lA~~j (rovt) 
:iii' ". il' .,.. ~ • • , ., , ., .. ., 

3574. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Sa'd ibn Ubadah ~~~J reported that Sa'd ibn Ubadah 
~ ...1!1 ~ J took to the Prophet ~ 1 ~ ~ ~, from his neighbourhood on incompletely 
built, sick man (having no hopes of recovery). He was found having illicit sexual 
intercourse with a female slave of the neighbourhood. The Prophet ~ J~..li1~ said, 
"Get for him a branch of a palm tree that has one hundred twigs. Then strike him 
with the branch once. "2 

The Majahj has transmitted a similar hadith.3 
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J~..li1~ said that the man should be struck once with the 
branch. The strike was to be such as to cause every thing to hit his person. 
Previously, we have touched on this subject (hadith # 3564) 
The ruler is bound to consider all aspects of the case when he passes the judgement. 

HOMOSEXUALITY 
"" , & ' "" ~ ' ~ , "'t: "'t: ~ ~~ &J!l-4J &A ~j ~ill! ~;ill J~J Jli Jli u;:~~l y£ ~J.~~j (rovo) 

(~l.oLr.'I.J l.SJ..o )JI oi.JJ) -~JJti~iljJsWII_,llili..b~~.9 
3575. Sayyiduna Ikrima reported from (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~...11~~J that Allah's 
Messenger ~1~..li1~ said, 111£ you see anyone do the deed done by the people of 
Lut ~"J-1~~ then kill the doer and the one to whom it is done."4 

COMMENTARY: It is stated in sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~JA#..lil~ practice) that the ulama 
(Scholars) differ on the issue of hadd (prescribed punishment) enforced on a homosexual. 

1 Abu Dawud # 4438. 

2 Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J4#~~ practice). 
3Jbn Majah # 2574, Musnad Ahmad 5-222. 
4 Tirmidhi # 1456 (1461), Abu Dawud # 4462, Ibn Majah # 2561, Musnad Ahmad 1-300. 
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Imam Shafi'I ~~~J gave two verdicts. His stronger verdict, and the verdicts of Imam Abu 
Yusuf .1!1~ J and Imam Muhammad .&1~ J, is that the hadd (prescribed punishment) of the doer 
is that,of the fornicator of adulterer. If he is married then he should be stoned to death. If he 
is not married then he should be given one hundred stripes and banished for one year. The 
same punishment applies to a lesbian. · · 
Others say that the doer must be stoned to death in any case, married o,r unmarried. Imam 
Maalik .1!1~ J and Imam Ahmad .1!1~ J hold the same opinion. 
The second verdict of Imam Shafi'I .1!1 ~ J is that both the doer and one who get it done 
should be killed. This is as the obvious meaning of this hadith. 
As for how they should be killed, some authorities say that they must be crushed under a 
falling house to die under its debris. Others say that they must be crushed under a falling house 
to die under its debris. Oth~rs say that they must be thrown down from a mountain peak. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J said t!"tat their punishment should be at the· ruler's discretion. If it 
has become their habit, then he may, if he wishes, kill them. He may beat them or he may 
imprison them. 

COMMITIING UNNATURAL ACT WITH ANIMALS 
"' , z. , z. "'e '"' ' "' .:. ' ~ , "' "' ~W 1..& jl!ilj &~li .. a:§J Jl 6-A ~j~illl ~;lJI Jj-!j Jli Jli ~~~I if j (r'OY\) 

&\.J"'l l~.~l6l!i!, ~j .. ~ "',6 ~ili~ ~~ JJ1 J :1 J, ~ ,t...,a ~l; J"'~ l O!.ofr"'''· ! ,t!,(; I lo'l~ ,•3':1_ 
'-' ...1 - , ~..~;~.. ~"' 'i'~-'V""~ , , .. ,. ~ \w/1{1. ~., 

( .:L;.LA (.X I.J ,)Jb ~ b L5J..o jU I o b.J) -~3 ~ ~i .lij ~ ~\ 1Jl l i! i tJ ~ ..._uT o-l 
3576. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "If any one has 
sexual intercourse with an animal, kill him and kill the anim~ with him." Ibn Abbas 
•:".iii~J was asked, 'what wrong does the animal do?" He said, 'I had heard nothing 
about it from Allah's Messenger ~l ... J•:l~~~J.,. I suppose that he did not like that its flesh 
may be eaten or any benefit be derived from it once this act is done to it."1 

COMMENTARY: The words of the hadith 'kill him' do not mean that he should be killed 
in fact. Rather, he must be thrashed severely. 
As for killing the animal, some people imagine that if the animal is spared, it might 
conceive from the man's sperm and a deformed animal might be born having some human 
features. So, to avert that, the animal must be put to death. Or, the living animal might 
cause embracement to its owner before other people. 
It is stated in Sharh Mazhar that the four imams agree that the savage, sadistic man who 
has perpetrated an unnatural act with an animal must not be killed, but he must be 
awarded some discretionary punishment. As for this hadith, it strongly condemns the 
brutal act of the sadistic man. · 
Where the animal is concerned, some scholars hold that an animal whose flesh is eaten and 
has been subjected to the unnatural act. Must be killed. If its meat is not eaten, then both 
options are open. We abide by the apparent meaning of this hadith, then it may be killed, If 
it is not the desire to eat its flesh and it is not lawful then it is forbidden to slaughter it and 
hence it must not be killed. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1460, Abu Dawud 4464, Ibn Majah # 2561, Musnad Ahmad 1-300. 
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HOMOSEXUALITY IS WORST KIND OF SIN 
c: , ,J " , " " " , " ' ... J, ' ~ , "' "' ~JSJ.4$. ~I ~J~IlA J~l ~!~J~illl ~,JJI J_;.!j J~ J~--tt4-6LJ (ioW) 

, 
(~lal,rli.J l.Sl,a~ oi.J.J) -..bJ.l 

3577. Sayyiduna Jabirt .w:.~t~; narrated that Allah's_Messenger ~J~.&t~ said, . 
11That which I fear most for my ummah is that they migh.t do what the people 
of Lut ~~~~ did."t 

COMMENTARY: He feared that his people might succumb to sexual desires and become 
agitated. Because of that, they might began to do the unnatural act. This is a very dirty and 
greatly unlawful deed. If they do it, then they will face a very grave punishment. 

SEPARATE PUNISHMENT FOR ADULTERY AND FOR FALSE ACCUSATION · 

(.)Jby.l oi.J.J) -~.WI k '¥.-i 
3578.- Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.au~; narrated that a man of Ban:u Bakr ibn Layth came 
to the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 j-P and asserted that he had committed adultery with a 
woman four times.2 
So, he awarded one hundred lashes to him because he was unmarried. Then he 
asked him to bring witnesses against the woman, but she declared, 11He lies, by 
Allah. 0 Messenger of Allah." So, he had him get the hadd (prescribed punishment) 
(prescribed lashes) for falsehood. a 

COMMENTARY: The man was punished on the basis of his own confession that he had 
committed adultery. But, he also accused a woman with whom he claimed to have had 
sexual intercours~. So, the Prophet ~J~.&1~ asked him to produce witnesses against her.· 
He could not do that, so the woman took oath that he was a liar. She established in that 

· way that he had accused her falsely. Hence, the Prophet~ J~~~~ ordered that he should 
be given eighty lashes for calumny. 

PUNISHMENT TO THOSE WHO CAST SLANDER ON SA YYIDAH AYSHAH 1\t='-.&1~; 

" "'"' "' "' I "'t"' "' ~ f "' ' "' J, ljj' ljj' C: , J "' "'"' ,-( "' C: C: .., J._:J llli..!.J.))~.lijt,JI ~ ~j~illl ~ &fJI_...li ~_;J.L;J._:J \!l~lli~~(.;.j (ioV~)· 

( .)Jb y.l o I.,.;) _ _;J.i;. I_P.~i gi_,jlj ~j.l ~;AI ji,ll ~ 
3579. Sayyidah Ayshah n~~~~J narrated: when my acquital was revealed (through 
verses of the Quran establishing my innocence) the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ ascended 
the pulpit and mentioned that (in a sermon). When he came down from the pulpit, 
he gave command about the two men and the woman. So, they were awarded the 

1 Tll:midhi #t 1462, Ibn Majah #t 2563, Musnad Ahmad #t 15095. 
2 at four places. Elsewhere it is that he asserted four times that he committed adultery. 
3 Abu Dawud #t 4467. 
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hadd (prescribed punishment) (for calumny).1 

COMMENTARY: Some people had accused Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ i»1 ~J of committing 
fornication (we seek refuge in Allah from such thought). In fact, the Prophet ~ J4#i»'~ had 
also begun to have some doubts. But, Allah revealed verses exonerating her. This proved 
that the accusations were part of a conspiracy to malign her, and some people were 
involved in it, Her innocence was established in the verses of surah an-Nur. The Prophet 
~J4#i»>~ declared that from the pulpit, and, on alighting from it, he passed judgement 
again~~ the slanders the ltadd (prescribed punishment) qadhaf ( ~.li} which is eighty stripes. 
The conspirators included two men, Mistah 4;toi»>~ J and Hassan ibn Thabit ~..11~~) and one 
woman, Hammah bint Jahsh who was the most mischievous of all. Fach of them was given 
eighty stripes. 
Here we reproduce hadith (# 3191) from Tirmidhi concerning the enter case of ifk (Slander). 
Sayyidah Ayshah narrated: when whatever was said about me and I was unaware of it, 
Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ got up to address the people about me. He began with the 
tashahhud (testimony of Allah's unity and of the messenger ship). He praised Allah and 
glorified Him as He is worthy of it. He then said, 11To proceed: Give me advice about those 
people who slander my wife. By Allah, I do not know of any evil in my wife, not at all! And 
they accuse her of being with a man of whom I know no evil, not at all he never enters my 
house except when I am there. He never undertook a journey except with me." Sa' dibn 
Mu' adh stood up and said, "Permit me, 0 Messenger of Allah that I may sever their 
necks." A man from the Khazraj also got up the mother of Hassan ibn Thabit was of the 
same tribe are this man-and he said, ~~You lie. By Allah, if those people were from the A ws, 
you would not have loved to strike at their necks." This went to far that there nearly was 
evil between Aws and Khazraj in the mosque. But I did not know of it. When it was 
evening of that day, I went out to attend to one of my needs with Umm Mistah. She 
stumbled and exclaimed, ~~May Mistah perish." I said to her, "0 Mother, do you revile your 
son?" But she did not say anything. She stumbled a second time and said, "May Mistah be 
ruined." I said to her, "0 Mother, do you revile your son?" She did not answer. Again, she 
stumbled the third time and said, "May Mistah perish!" So, I rebuked her for that, saying, 
"0 Mother, you revile your son?" She said, "By Allah, I do not revile him except for your 
sake." I asked her, "What about me?" She narrated the hadith (account of what had 
transpired). I asked" And is that really so?" She confirmed that it was so, I returned home 
not at all being pressed to follow that for which I had gone out. I fell ill and the said to 
Allah's Messenger, ~""J4#..1!1~, "send me to the house of my father." He sent me there and 
sent a slave with me. I entered the house ~d found Umm Ruman (my mother) downstairs 
and Abu Bakr upstairs reciting (the Qu'ran). She asked me "what is with you, 0 
daughter?" I informed her, relating the entire account but she was not as hurt by it as I was. 
said to me, "0 my daughter, do not take it too hard. It is always that a beautiful woman 
who is loved by her husband and she had co-wives will find jeaiously surrounding her. 
Her faults are picked." But she was not as hurt about it as I was. I asked her if my father 
know about it. She said, "Yes." I was more grieved at that and wept loudly. Abu Bakr 
heard my voice. He was upstairs reciting the Quran. He came down and asked my mother 
how it was with me. She told him that I had learnt of the matter. Tears came to his 

1 Abu Dawud # 4474, Tirmidhi # 3181 (3192), Ibn Majah # 2567, Musnad Ahmad 6-35. 
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daughter, go back to your home." So, I went back eyes. He said, "I adjure you, 0 home. 
Allah's Messenger ~J4#-i11~ had already come home and asked my maidservant about 
me she said, "By Allah, I do not know to any defect in her except that she goes to sleep and 
the sheep enter the house devouring her flour or her dough." Some of the Prophet's ~.~il~~ 
~J sahabah scolded her, saying. "Speak the truth before Allah's Messenger ~J~iJ~~." 
they were rude to her and she said," Subhan Allah. By Allah, I know about her as a jeweller 
knows pure gold." When that man of whom the accusation was made le~t of this, he 
said, "Subhan Allah! I have never seen a woman's satr (private parts) (concealed body)." 
He was then martyred in Allah's cause (in a battle). In the morning my parents came to me. 
They remained with me till Allah's Messenger ~ J 4#- il1 ~ came, having offered the salah 
(prayer) of asr. He came in and my parents were sitting on either side of me. The Prophet 
~J•,.Is-iJI~ recited the tashahhud, glorified Allah in words worthy of Him. Then he said, 
"Ammah ba' d (to proceed), 0 Ayshah! If you have committed an evil deed or wronged 
(yourself) then repent to Allah, for, indeed Allah accepts repentance from His slaves." 
Meanwhile, an Ansar woman came and sat down by the door. I said (to him), "Do you not 
feel shy to speak so in the presence of this woman?" And he did deliver words of advice 
and admonition. I turned to my father and requested him to answer him, but he said, 
"What may I say?" Then I turned to my mother and asked her to say something, but she 
said, "Say what?". When they gave no reply, I recited the tashahhud, praised Allah and 
glorified Him with words worthy to Him. Then I said, "Now, if I were to tell you that I 
have done no such thing and Allah is witness that I am truthful that would be of no avail to 
me before you because you have spoken about it and your hearts have already accepted 
that. But if I say that I have done it, and Allah knows that I have not done it, you would say 
surely that I have confessed to the crime. By Allah, I do not find an example for myself and 
for you," and I intended to take the name of Ya' qub but could not recall it except Abu 
Yusuf (father of Yusuf) when he said: 

I \~ I . .- • tf ~ ~ "' 
.....:::...>ja~1lA~....!.;~IWij~~9 

"(For me) goodly patience and Allah is He whose help is ever there to seek against 
that which you describe. (12: 18) 

At that very instant, revelation descended on Allah's Messenger ~J4#-~1~. We kept silent, 
When it was over, I detected signs of relief on the Prophet's ~ J"'~iJ~~ face. He was wiping 
his forehead when he said, "Good things to you, 0 Ayshah! Allah has indeed revealed 
your acquittal." But I was in sever anger. My parents said to me, "Get up and go to him," 
but I refused. "No, by Allah! By Allah, I will not go to him." 
Neither do I praise him nor do I praise you two, but I praise Allah who has revealed my 
innocence. You all did hear it, yet you did not deny or change it." Sayyidah Ayshah used to 
say. "As for Zaynab hint Jahsh, Allah protected her because of her religious attitude and 
she did not say any thing but good (words). As for her sister, Hammah, she was ruined 
alongwith those who were ruined. And those who spoke about the affair (a erogatory 
speech) were Mistah, Hassan ibn Thabit and the hypocrite Abdullah ibn Ubayy, who 
circulated the rumour and incited others to do likewise. He and Hammah were in the lead 
in this affair." She added that Abu Bakr swore never to show favour to Mistah (with help), 
but Allah revealed the verse. 
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Let not the possessors of bounty and abundance among you: that is Abu Bakr 
l • I..., Jf r - ~f Jll 1 I I "' 
~~~tJ~~~Ijd::-),~lj~JiliJ.JIIJ3J!l~l 

Swear off giving to the kinsmen and the needy and the emigrants in the way of Allah: 

~j jfo rlJ \j ;.SJ ili lj; !5 ~\ ...::->#-'1\ ~_;i J! 
Let them pardon and overlook. Do you not love that Allah should forgive you? And 
Allah is Forgivin~ Merciful (24: 22) 

Abu Bakr said, "Certainly, by Allah, 0 our Lord! We love that you forgive us." And he to 
him (mistah) whatever he was accustomed to give. 
(Trimidhi published by Dar ul Isha' at, Karachi) 

SECTION III 

ONLY THE RAPIST IS GIVEN THE HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) -
~I~B.l!l~ \;::fJJSJ~YI~.J~\h,J.)Ai...tl\ ,,,.6 0 \.:: ~.J~.i~- ~ ,\~9U~(roA•) 

, "tJ ~'.f , ., ...... , • J·- " ... > , .. , ~ tS" 

~ ~ • ,.,.. "" , "" I , II! r: Z "" ~:! • "" 

(.~ Wlol )- 1 ~-I"'~\A;\.1!.\,•...al.-'~ ,l ... ~~..ll.>..9{+-4'sl :: ... 1 ~1."'~l9 ....,..) • ..J..) "fro''J ~ "-'"" ...... ~ ..J...r-- • ~ ~J 

3580. Sayyiduna Nafi li!1~J reported that (Sayyidah) Safiyah bint Abu Ubayd li!1~J 
~ informed him that one of the slave of the state (meaning of Khalifah Umar) l»s~ J 

4JS. had sexual intercourse with a captive girl, who was part of the fifth of the booty, 
compelling her to. ~ubmit to it though she was unwilling, thereby spoiling her 
virginity (meaning, he deflowered her). Umar 4$~'~J had him beaten fifty stripes, 
but did not have the girl get any stripes ·because he had compelled her (to have 
sexual intercourse) against her will.t . 

COMMENTARY: The slave girl is exonerated and not punished. In this connexion, we may 
cite the verse (24: 33) of the Quran about one who is compelled to illicit sexual intercourse 
by her master. 

II. ''1 (J, ... , , .. ... ~..) ......... ~~-~$:] ..J 

{And do not compel your maids to prostitution, if they wish to observe chastity in 
order that you may seek the temporary benefit of the worldly life. If one compels 
them, then after their being compelled, Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful} 

ANOTHER HADITH ABOUT MO'IZ 4JS.li!'~J FALL INTO SIN 

1 Bukhari # 6949. 
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"' A"' "' "' c: I"'' , ~ , "', ~ I , -: -: "' , 
L-;~' :U C:·.laA;Sls...J,I ·..U..l!"'· .......iJj,•..3 ... HI~~i ''"1f-:~9p"~9iJ"'~I· !.-'ll"i -j .. -;;: , .. ,'.)-/, r .,F'IHI# • ~- '.j ~ v-e ,.,.- • .. , .. ...;-- ~·- , • , .....,.---- • ~ 

I " ' _. J :t " ' " " " I ,f"" ' " ~ ' ' _._. J "' " 0: 9~ .....ul &.1 &_;:->_;.,),l& Jlii :U ~Jj-li _;J..:,j ~WI~ ~I Jl Jj -U'..ii ~ &u_? 

(.)Jby.l o!_,J) -~ilil9# 
3581. Sayyiduna Yazid ibn Nu'ayun ibn Hazzaal ~.&.~J reported from his father 
(Nu' aym ibn Hazzal) ~.&.~ J who narrated: Ma'iz ibn Maalik ~iii·~ J was an orphan 
under my father's (Hazzal's) ~.111~ J care. He had sexual intercourse with a female 
slave of the neighbourhood my Father instructed him to go and tell Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~.&! ~ what he had done. "Perhaps he might seek forgiveness for 
you." His intention in that was merely a hope that It might be a means of escape for 
him. (My father had no intention to get him punished.) Thus, he came to him and 
submitted. "0 Messenger of Allah, I have committed fornication. Enforce on me the 
punishment prescribed by Allah.' He turned away from him, but he came back and 
repeated. ''0 Messenger of Allah, I have committed fornication. Do enforce the 
punishment prescribed by Allah on me." He said this four times (in four positions) 
after which Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ iii• ~ said, ''You have said this four times, 
indeed (and this confirms your crime). With whom did you have the intercourse.?" 
He named the woman and he asked, "Did you lie wit h her?" He said, "Yes." He 
asked, "Did you touch your body with hers.?" He said, ''Yes," Then, he asked, "Did 
you have sexual intercourse with her?" He said, "Yes." 
Then he gave order about him that he should be stoned to death. So, he was taken 
to Harrah. (when he was stoned) he felt the pain caused by the stones and (become 
panicky and) could not endure it, so he ran away quickly. On the way, he met 
Abdullah ibn Unays ~.&.~ J while those who had been stoning him (almost gave up 
and) could not overtake him. So, Abdullah hurled the bone of the foreleg of a camel 
at him. He hit him (on target) and killed him. Then he came to the Prophet~.&!~ 
~ J and mentioned that to him. But, he said, "Why did you not spare him? He might 
have (retracted from his confession or) repented and Allah would have relented to 
him (and forgiven him)."t 

COMMENTARY: Ibn Hammam points out that he place he was taken to it Harrah while 
Bukhari names it as Musalla and Muslim and Abu Dawud name it, in one version, as Baqi 
Gharqad. Now, Musalla, as we said previously, is the place of funeral salah (prayer). It was 
in Baqi Gharqad. Tirmidhi Names it as Harrah as in this version of Abu Dawud. We might 
say that when he ran away on feeling the plain of toning, he was caught up at Harrah. Or, 
we might suppose that musalla was around Harrah. So, the narrators took either of the 
names. This reconciles the ahadith. 

WHEN ADULTERY SPREADS, FAMINE TOO SPREADS 

1 Abu Dawud # 4419. 
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3582. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Aas o!.:$-.i»l~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger .i»1jJ 

~ J ~ say, "When fornication spreads among a people, famine befalls them and 
when bribery becomes common among a people, terror grips ~hem."1 

COMMENTARY: Bribery is a payment or inducment to someone to get him to act in one's 
favour. Some people qualify it with the addition: 'the favour is not worth that much payment 
as would normally call for wages over it.' It could ask for a recommendation to an authority. 
This means that if payment to anyone is commensurate with labour put in to get the thing 
done, then it is not bribery. 
So, too, if anything is paid without a precondition then it is not bribery. 
Bnbery is a social evil and a sin in Shariah. It also is a Moral injustice. It will be punished in 
the hereafter, but even in this world it is punished in different ways. The hadith says, for 
instance, that its inauspicious nature effects all people and makes them cowards and they 
ar~ overawed by other people and they fear their own. The c;qrrt1pt who takes bribe s~lls 
his conscience and his faith. The result is that his ene~gy, boldness and strength sap. Unlike 
one who cannot be bribed and because of that commands obedience of his subordinates, 
the man who takes. bribe is afraid of everyone and is unable to discharge his dtities 
honestly and is cowed down easily by other men. 
Therefore, when rulers also become corrupt and can be bribed then the government is 
shaky. Lawlessness prevails. The subjects are not happy and face innumerable problems. 

· HOMOSEXUALITY IS A CURSE 

J,£ 6A -.J...JJ-'1' j{i ~j ~ ili1 j.& JJ1 j_;.!J ....!Jl S~,;..' (1lj ~~~I lf j (r'OAt .. r'OAr') 
~ . 
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3583. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas o!.:$-.i»I~J and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»>~J narrated 
that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.i»1~ said, "He who does what the people of (Prophet) 
Lu't ~'j...J1~ practiced is accursed."2, 
3584. And Ibn Abbas ~li11~ J narrated that Ali ~.i»1~ J had b~th the doer and the one 
who had it done burned, and Abu Bakr ~ .i»1 ~ J had a wall demolished on both of 
them (the active and the passive partner).3 

COMMENTARY: The Jami Saghir has a version transmitted by Imam Ahmad i»>~J from 
. . 

Hasan .i»1~ J as narrated by Ibn Abbas ol.:$-.iill~ J• It says: 
u Accursed is he who denpunces his own mother. Accursed is he who slaughters an 
animal calling a naine other than Allah's. Accursed is he who alters the frontiers of an 
Islamic territory. Accursed is he who misguides a blind man. Accursed is he who 
commits an unnatural act with an animal. And accursed is he who does what the 
people lu't ~~'4# did." 

, .... ' ' ! , t~!~ .... ' ' ... ! ' ! ... .. ~jJIJ4.-jJIJ.~·:"'~illl~~ Jli~j4!J£illi~4DIJ, 'J-..i.J\ ~~\~"' (r'oAo) 
• j:l. ... .'.J .. ..... "" ~ ~. ,• "" ~ . 

1 Musnad Ahmad 4. 205 
2 Razin. 
3 Razin. 
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3585. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~11~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~i»1~ said, 
11Allah Mighty and Glorious, will not lt;»ok with mercy at a man who (commits an 
unnatural act and) has intercourse with a man or a woman through their anus."t 

HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) IS NOT IMPOSED ON ONE WHO HAS 
INTERCOURSE WITH ANIMALS 

..._ut:1 ', 6&- Cs~$11 j~j SjiS~\j &~$11 &ljj ~~ .k~~ 4~ J! ~ j~ :J\ ~j (\OA'\) 

f f "" "" \;:: ' , , ,;: "" e ' "" ... "" , & .. .. .. c ,.. , 
-~1 y.&l ~ I..U.~~\.5 &J.l!il9 ~~JI6-' J.'j JJ~I ~~I~ ~I lllj Jlitul Cs.Jjlll 

3586. Ibn Abbas ~iii~J is reported to have narrated the hadith in a marfu form: 
''He who has intercourse with an animal is not given the prescribed punishment. 
Tirmidhi cited Sufyan Thawri as saying that this hadith is more sahih than the 
previous{# 3576): 'If anyone has intercourse with an animal, kill him and kill the 
animal.' The ulama (Scholars) abide by this (but he is given a discretionary 
punishment).2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith is not the personal opinion of Ibn Abbas ~411,~ J but these are 
the Prophet ~J"·~i»,~'s words. It was not so then Sufyan Thawri .1!1~J would not have 
compared it as better than the previous hadith. 

DO NOT BE PARTIAL IN IMPOSING THE HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) 

4{ ~ , "' ' "' ~ Gl' ~ , "' ' .. ' ~ 
~~I J ;l.\1 Sj~ IJ ~~I ~j ~WI~ ;l.ll Jj .. :S· Jli Jli ~ l.lll ~ zsSl;L (.;. j (\OAV) 

( ~Lo ~I oi.J.)) -~~ ~ jl JJ1 J;S' ll.U ~j J:,~J lj 
3587. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4-)s.~~ 
~ J said, "Impose the prescribed punishments (hudud) of Allah on these who are 
1'\ear as also on those who are distant. And, let not anyone's reproach hinder you in 
executing the~ commands of Allah.3 

COMMENTARY: 'The near ones. anP. the distant ones refers to the relatives. The 
punishment must be imposed on the ·culprit whether he is a close relative or a distant 
acquaintance. 
It could also mean that the hadd (prescribed punishment) must be imposed whether it is easy 
or difficults. In this case the words near and dfstant are used in this sense of ease and 
difficulty, or on the weak and the strong, equally. 
In short hadd (prescribed punishment) must be imposed on every culprit: rich or poor king or 
subject, strong or weak, relatives or stranger. 

LONG TERM BENEFITS OF ENFORCING THE HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) 

1 Timidhi # 1165, Musnad Ahmad 2-344. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1455 (1460). Abu Dawud # 4425. 
3 Ibn Majah # 2540, Musnad Ahmad 5-330. 
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3588. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~;narrated that Allah;s Messenger ~J~.lil'~ said, 
"To enforce one of the (many) prescribed punishment (hudud) of Allah is better 
than having rain fall for forty nights in the lands of Allah."1 

3589. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iii'~; also narrated this hadith.2 

COMMENTARY: To enforce the hadd (prescribed punishment) is to prevent people from 
sin and disobedience. It is a means to the gates of heaven. being opened for the descent 
of blessings. , 
In contrast, to forgive the hadd (prescribed punishment) or prescribed punishment, or to 
be lazy in imposing it is like giving an opportunity to tJ:te people to commit Sin and 
disobediences. When too many sins are committed, people are subjected to famine and 
mankind and other creatures comes on the verge of destruction. Indeed, it is said that 
the Hubari (bustard) dies because of the sins of the children of Aadam ~~~ 4# after 
becoming emaciated. 
Generally man falls into evil ways. Then there is a strong tendency to commit sin. When 
this happens, Allah withholds rain and draught takes in its wake not only mankind but 

I 

birds and animals. They are deprived of sustenance and die. 
Bustard is named here specifically because it flies to distant places to find food. 

CHAPTER-II 
AMPUTATING THE THIEF 

Teebi ~ ~; said that the caption (U.r-1' &~ o.:Jlf) should be (Url' JA' o.:Jlf) the word (JA') being 
understood. As it stands, it means 'amputation for theft' but when the word (JA') (people) is 
inserted, the caption would read 'Amputating the thief,' or 'Serving the hand of the thief.' 

THE WORD SARIQAH (u ,...): This words means theft. In Shariah, it is the taking away by 
a sane, adult Muslim of some or all of a preserved property in a secret manner without 
permission in which he has no ownership or claim to ownership. He takes it away from 
such a place to which no one else has access, and which is protected, guarded or not 
guarded. (Muhriz) See Hidayeh.VI p 416 folly for Hirz. 

CLAIM TO OWNERSHIP: It means that the ownership is not certain and there is some 
doubt about it. 

PUNISHMENT AND MINIMUM AMOUNT OF THEFT: The jurists differ on what is the 
minimum amount of theft on which a thief's hand should be severed. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~; says that it is a minimum of ten dirhams. There is no amputation 
on stealing anything of a lesser value. 
Imam Shafi'I .lilt~; says that the minimum on which a hand should severed is one-fourth 
dinar of gold or three dirhams of silver or any other thing of equivalent value. He cites the 
ahadith that mention that a hand was cut off on stealing one-fourth dinar. That was equal 
to three dirhams at that time and one dinar was worth twelve dirhams. 

t Ibn Majah # 2537. 
2 Nasaii # 4905. 
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Imam Abu Hanifah li11~ J cites the Prophet~ J~li11~ saying: 

"' "' ':._r~"' _;..,15S~JI ..J~~O ':Jt~':J 
11Hand is not cut off except for a value of one dinar or ten dirham." 

According to Hidayah, it is better to act on the higher value than on the lower because it is 
the question of severing a human limb and in the lesser value there is likelihood of lack of 
jinayah (offences). 

WHY THE DISAGREEMENT: The jurists differ on this issue because in the time of the 
Prophet ~ J~.1!1~ a hand was amputated for stealing a shield. Hence, Imam Shafi'I .1!1~ J 

says that the price of a shield at that time was three dirhams while the Hanafis put it at ten 
dirhams and this is as reported by Ibn Abu Shaybah .&1~J from Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al
Aas .&!~J. The same value of ten dirhams is mentioned in Kafi of the value of the shield 
stolen in the time of the Prophet~ J~.&1~.1 

SECTION I 

IMAM SHAFI'I UPHELD 

"' ' ! r~4.~ "' "' ' ' "' ~ ' ' ' ~ ... (~·~)-I~L49.Jl!JJ~ ~':Jil.!.JWI..b~':JJli d ... ,~ill! \~"' lJt,·~~~.!.£(ro'\•) 
.. ~- It' jS .. ,,.-r:, '#', .. ~...~,.. ~c;;;, '-:11 iii' ~ 

3590. Sayyiduna Ayshah tf:~.&~~.J narrated That the Prophet ~""J"~.&~~.., said, 11Do not cut 
· off the hand of a thief unless (it is) for (the worth of) one-fourth of dinar and more."2 

COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I cities this hadith to support his contention. 
Mulla Ali Qari .&! ~ J has examined this hadit:1 in great detail in his book and has 
established that the point of view of_ the Hanafis is sound. 

DIFFERING VALUATIONS OF THE SHIELD 

l."' "'"',.Lt."' • ' "' ~ ' ' ;:::_ ~~ "'c: ' (uJA:..o) _ :(_.,., 15s ~"))J b ~ 'C1 <J.J~.l:J ~' ... ,\ -:.rn1 \_~ ~ ill~ Jli~ <.:rl ~ ~ <ro'\' > 
.. ~ if ~if#' .. ~~ ~CS); , ill' -' 

3591. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ol$..111~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.&~~ had a thief's 
(right) hand cut off for (stealing) a shield worth three dirhams.3 

COMMENTARY: Shamni .1!1~ J said that this hadith contradicts the hadith transmitted by 
Ibn Abu Shay bah from Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas ol$.&1~ J who has given the value of the 
shield as ten dirhams. The same thing is reported from Ibn Abbas ol$ ~~ ~ J and Amr ibn 
Shu'ayb. Also, Ibn Hummam .au~J reported the same thing from Ibn Umar ~.11~~J and Ibn 
Abbas ~.&1~ J· This is what Ayni .au~ J has written in the marginal notes of Hidayah. It is on 
this that the Hanafi contention is based that the punishment of cutting off the hand of a 
thief may be enforced on him who has stolen what is worth at least ten dirhams. No 
punishment will be awarded to one who has stolen property worth less than that. 
As for the hadith of Ibn Umar ~.11~~ J in which he has said that the shield was worth three 
dirhams Shaykh Abdul Haq .&1~J and Mulla Ali Qari .li1~J have spoken at length in their 

1 See also The Hidayah, VI pp 405 to 440, English Translation (Dar ul- lsha' at, Karachi). 
2 Bukhari # 6789, Muslim# 2-1684, Tirmidhi # 1445 (1450), Abu Dawud # 4383, Nasai'I # 4928, Ibn 
Majah # 2585, Musnad Ahmad 6-104. 
3 Bukhari # 6798, Muslim# 6-1686, Tirmidhi # 1446 (1451) Abu Dawud # 4385, Ibn Majah # 2584. 
(See notes in Tirmidhi). 
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commentaries on this subject. Scholars may study their books. 

ANOTHER HADITH WITH OTHER MESSAGE 

' 
!. . ... .;!" .. , ' 
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3592. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~-&1~ said, 
"May Allah's curse be on the thief who steals an egg and his hand is cut off and 
who steals a rope and his hand is cut off."t 

COMMENTARY: Imam Nawawi i»1 ~ J said that it is clear from this hadith that it is 
permitted to call a curse on the sinners in general without specifying any. This is as in 
Allah's words 

6b!ltll ~J,JJ.! '(,1~1 
(Behold! The curse of Allah Shall be upon the evil-doers} (11: 18) 

However, it is not allowed to name a person and curse him. 
This hadith is evidence that cutting. off the hand in punishment for stealing less than one 
fourth dinar or three dirhams is allowed. However, none of the four imams contends that 
punishment of cutting off hands is enforced when the worth of the stolen property is less 
than one-fourth dinar or three dirhams. They explain the hadith that the word (~) (in the 
hadith) translated egg could mean a 'a helmet' worn by the .warriors on their head, and the 
word rope(~) could be the sailor's rope fastened on boats and which is very costly. 
Some scholars maintain that in early Islam, the punishment of amputating a hand was 
awarded for stealing eggs and ropes, but it was revoked later. 
Some other scholars say that the thief of these little things becomes hardened gradually. He 
begins to steal castlier things and turns liable to receive the punishment of cutting off hands .. 

SECTION II ~liltj.;afsi 

STEALING FRUIT, ETC & CUITING OFF HAND 

~lo oi.J.J) -fi~j_r:J a~~ Jli _;..l;j ~ ful ~ .. J,, uS-~~~ i'i15 (.;. (ro~r) 
s:s if ., .,.. ~"" ~"" "" 

(4lo (r.'I.J <.J.JI..UI.J<)WJI.J Jjby.I.J LSlA ,;t)I.J 

3593. Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn Khadij ~i»1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#i»'~ said, 
"The punishment of cutting off hand is not awarded for stealing fruit and the 
spadix of a palm tree.2 

COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah ~~J says that hand is not cut off for stealing fresh fruit, 
whether it is protected or not, in custody or not. The same applies to dried fruit on the trees and 
the cultivation and harvest that has not been reaped. Those things that are perishable and have 
a short life like meat, milk, etc. are subjected to anology on the same basis. 
However, others apart from Imam Abu Hanifah i»1~ J have ruled that punishment is wajib 

1 Bukhari # 6799, Muslim# 7-1687, Nasai'I # 4873, Ibn Majah # 2583, Musnad Ahmad 2-253. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1449 (1454), Abu Dawud # 4388, Nasai # 4960, Ibn Majah # 2593, Darimi # 2304, 
Muwatta Maalik # 32 (Hudud), Musnad Ahmad 3-463, Nasai Kubra # 7460. 
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(obligatory) on stealing any of these things, and hand of the thief will be cut off. Imam 
Maalik .ib1~J and Im~m Shafi'I·~~~J are among them. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J also said that hand will not be cut off on stealing very ordinary 
things and very insignificant and which are permitted to everyone in an Islamic state. 
Examples are hay, grass, wood, reed, fish, bird, sulphurate of arsenic, lime, etc. 

(~Llll., Jjby.l ol.J.J) -~~ 
3594. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb narrated from his father from his grandfather 
Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas J.:S. ~~ ~ J that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ was asked 
about fruit that is hung (on trees). He said, "If anyone steals some of them after they 
are plucked and stored in a place to dry and the value as much as a shield is worth, 
then his hand will be cut off.l 

COMMENTARY: The hands are not amputated on stealing the fruit from the trees because 
they are not protected or in custody. But, once they are taken down and put together in 
place to dry, stealing them will make the thief liable to have his hand cut off because in 
this case they are protected. Except for Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J, the majority of the ulama 
(Scholars) go by this hadith, because he says that until the fruit dries, hands will not be cut 
off on stealing it, whether it is protected or not. 
As for this hadith, the Hanafis says that 'storing them to dry' refers to stealing after fruit 
has dried. This was a custom observed by the Arabs. The Hanafis also agree that the 
punishment of cutting off hand is awarded to one who steals fruit collected after having 
been dried, but punishment of c~tting off hand is not awarded if fruit has not dried 
whether it is on the tree or plucked and collected together at one place. It is as about fresh 
fruit in the previous hadith. 
This · hadith not only contradic;ts the previous hadith but also runs different from. the 
Prophet's ~ J~~~~ words 

(There is no cuHing off hands for stealing food). 
It is necessary in awarding the hadd (prescribed punishment) to be careful as for as possible and 
to be lenient in all respects. Every avenue should be explored to see that the hadd (prescribed 
punishment) is enforced as little as possible. Hence, in the event of contradiction in ahadith 
that hadith will be abided by whose meaning in respect of stealing of fruit is absolute. 
In this case,_two scholars may refer to mirqat of Mulla Ali Qari for an exhaustive treatment 
of this subject. 

UNOWNED MOUNTAINOUS ANIMALS 

1 Abu Dawud # 1710, Nasa'! # 4957, Tirmidhi (similar) # 1289 (1293), Musnad Ahmad 2-207. 
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3595. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Husayn Makki I$ .&1 ~ J 

narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&! ~ said, 11 A hand must not be cut off for 
(taking) fruit hanging on the tree and for animals grazing on the mountain. But, 
once they are taken away from their fold, or the fruit from where it is dried, a hand 
is cut off for what is worth the value of a shield."1 

COMMENTARY: Teebi iia~J explained the word of the hadith (~,) (hurisah) to imply an 
animal that grazes on a mountain without anyone protecting it meaning that it is not 
anyone's property. If anyone takes such an animals, he will not be accused of stealing. But, 
if anyone takes away an animal from its enclosure then it is stealing because the animal 
belongs to someone else. Its price is the equivalent of the value of a shield, or more. So a 
hand will be cut off. 

THE PLUNDERER IS NOT ONE OF US 
if l ~- , .. ~ ~f ,( ... .. ' .. ~ ' ~ , .. .: ; s: 
~ ·;:. i'fl t:r .J ~~I~ <-.41 _;J...::.j ~WI J.-0 ~I Jj.!j Jli Jli -lt4-~ j (r'o\\) 

(Jj!Jy.l oi.JJ) -~~i§JJ£;. $ 

3596. Sayyiduna Jabir 1.;$.-&!~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iial~ said, ''The 
bandit· is not subject to amputation of hand. But pne who plunders does not belong 
to us." (He does not follow our ways.)2 

COMMENTARY: A bandit robs people brazenly while a thief steals stealthily. Though the 
crime of the bandit is worse, his hand is not cut off because this punishment is given to a 
thief whose crime is clandestine. 

SWINDLER'S HAND IS NOT CUT OFF 

.. .,, !s: , "' , .. .. !!I ; .. , ~ ""~~ .. .... ' .. ~ ' ~ 
Jlai~~~ ~Ill ~.;1_;..1 ~!....!.JIJ..W. Jlii ~~ ~ ..._uljAli_;.l..::.j~WI J.-0~1 Jj.!J 

l ~ !!I .. ' , '( .. .. .. ' ; -: '· • "' ~ ' ~ , 

~~~c;;. ~I#~ ~l$ t:ril ~J!'-I.S.J5J ft ~l3 .....:.;I J.;i ~9 _;..L:,j ~WI J.-0~1 Jj.!j 

-u;~ c;.J.I if tf..Jilllj ~~ ~ 
3597. Sayyiduna Jabir I,;S.,&,~J narrated that the Prophet~~,&,~ said, "Hand is not 
amputated of one who is treacherous, one who plunders or one who pilfers."3 

3598. Sayyiduna Safwan "ibn Umayyah ~.;$..&!~ J came to Madinah and went to sleep 
in the mosque. He put his cloak under his head for a pillow. A thief came and 
steahily pulled out his cloak, but Safwan ~.;S.Jiii~J nabbed him and took him to 

t Muwatta Maalik # 22 (Hudud) or41. 7-22. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4391, Musnad Ahmad 3-380. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1448 (1453), Abu Dawud # 4393 (4391), Musnad Ahmad 3. 38 Nas'I # 4912, Ibn Majah # 
2591, Darimi # 2310. 
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Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~- He ordered that his hand should be cut off. But, 
Safwan ~.(»~~ J pleaded, 111 have not intended this thing." (I request that he should 
be forgiven). 11lt is a sadaqah (charity) (charity) to him." So, Allah's Messenger ~~ 
~ J4Js. asked, 11Why not before you brought him to me?"t 
3599. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Safwan .1»1~ J reported the like of it from his father.2 
3600. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1»1~ J also narrated it.3 

COMMENTARY: A treacherous person misappropriates a trust placed with him, either all 
of it or part of it. He commits a grave sin but is not lisble to be punished with amputation 
of hand. What he embezzles is not a fully protected property or muhriz. It is discussed in 
detail in the Hidayah.4 
(see VI p416 etc and Safwan's ~.11~~J guilt VI p417). 
The same applies to a bandit and a swindler and a pilferer. They do not steal in secret. 
As for Safwan' s ~..111~ J cloak, the Hidayah (VI p417) says that the most correct thing is that 
keeping the cloak under the head is hirz (protective custody). The Prophet's ~J~.Ib1~ 
words imply, "Why did you not forgive him earlier and surrender your right?" He had 
given the order to have his hand cut off after the man's guilt was established. So, that 
become wajib (obligatory), and the complainant had no right to say or do anything in that 
matter. It was Allah's right after that. 
This makes it clear that once a thief is before a ruler and his guilt is established, then the 
punishment cannot be averted from him, not even if the complainant forgives him. But, it 
may. be done before presenting the case to the ruler. 
Ibn Hammam ..111~ J, however, says that if after judgement is passed for a thief's hand to be 
cut off, the owner of the things stolen makes a gift of those things to him, or sells them to 
him, then his hand will not be cut off, But, Imam Zufar .1!1~ J, Imam Shafi'I .1»1~ J and Imam 
Ahmad iil144>J maintain that his hand will be cut off. And, one verdict of Imam Abu Yusuf 
~~~J is like theirs. The hadith of Safwan ~.11~~J also uphold this verdict. However, this 
hadith is not in this very form in Haakim and some other sources.Rather, there is some 
additional material in that which causes a confusion and that makes the hadith weak. 

THIEF'S HAND NOT CUT OFF DURING EXPEDITION FOR JIHAD 
• "J , t ,, , , I. ' , ~ ' J, , , ' ' , cJ ~~){\ ~'i J~ ~j ~ illl ~;ill JJ!j ,e ,, ~ Jli JSU:;J\ ~ _r$ &E-.5 (r\• \) 

- J!S1 J" .l:I,.).!J\. ~Vli Ldl~!.&.lLdJij SJIStllj .~~.Jii\1 'ts.l.a,hl &I '5 _ _,j!.ll ~ • ..., ~ ~ ..7- ~;.!' _, , ,;.J)-1 ...; iii' 

3601. Sayyiduna Busr ibn Artah ~.1»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js..lb1~ 
said. ''The hand is not cut off during a battle. "5 

According to another version: 'during a journey' instead of 'a battle'6 
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik .1!1 ~J explains this hadith thus: When the Muslim army 

1 Muwatta Maalik # 28 (Hudud) Sharh ur Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.&!~ practice), Hidayah VI p 417 
2 Ibn Majah # 2595, Musnad Ahmad 3. 401 (see the previous hadith). 
3 Darimi # 2299, Nasa'I # 4882. 
4 Darul-Isha' at Karachi (English translation) 
s Tirmidhi # 1450, Darimi # 2492. 
6 Abu Dawud # 4408, Nasa'!# 4979. 
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fights the enemy in enemy land and the ruler himself is not among them but the command 
of the army heads them and someone steals something then his hand should not be cut off. 
Also, other prescribed punishments must not be enforced. 
Some jurists go by this ruling. The reason is that the man who is guilty may take up 
residence in enemy territory (to avoid the punishment) and thus go astray. 

· It may also happen that the warriors lose heart and become disunited. According to Teebi 
.&1~ ;, this is the contention of Imam Abu Hanifa}:l .&1~; 
Some authorities say that if one of the warriors steals from the spoils, his hand must not be 
cut off because he also owns a share in it. 
Teebi ~~~J said about the second version (of Abu Dawud and Nasa'i), that journey means 
'journey to battle'. 

STEALING MORE THAN ONCE 

J~~l~.;WI J Jli.kJ#-ful ~,D1 Jj.!J -...L>IS~j.k q16&- :i ,1 "q16£J ('r\•Y) 

" :f.-.- , :f.;.; ,.., ~"" , ~ .. 

-~.;l~li~~~!jJh~l~li~~~L~~.;I~li~~~!Jjh~l~li 

(;t:.,..JI ?" .,r.Joi-'J) 

3602. Sayyiduna Abu Salamah ~~~~; narrated on the authority of (Sayyiduna) Abu 
Hurayrah ~~~~J that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ said about a thief, "If he steals 
cut off his (right) hand. If he steals again, cut off his (left) foot. And if he steals 
again, cut off his (right) foot."t 

COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) are unanimous about the first two punishments, 
but they differ about the third and the fourth. Imam Shafi'I goes by this hadith, but Imam 
Abu Hanifah liii~J hold that if he steals the third time, his hand will not be cut off but he 
will be imprisoned till he dies, or makes a repentance to Allah. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J 
said that this was the practice of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ ~~ ~J 
unanimously and, moreover, if all his hands and feet were severed, his survival would be 
difficult and this would amount to an in justice with him. As for this hadith, it is an 
expression of warnirig to forestall further crime by the thief and, secondly, the scholars 
question the soundness of this hadith. Indeed, Tahawi ~~~J went so far as to say that he 
had examined very many of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .&1 ~ J1 s aathar and 
judgements, but, in spite of deep examination and search, he could not find a correct source 
of this hadith. He met many scholars of hadith who had memorized ahadith but all of them 
denied (knowledge) of this hadith. 
Ibn Hammam .&1~ J said that many ulama (Scholars) say, about severing the foot, that the 
leg is severed from near the knee. 

4-l ;:."> e MJi ~J't;i' J"'li ... ~ .... ~ & ili1 t~ .. J'I J"'II.!J~ ;:."> J"'li ~~ .l.£ ~ <,..,. t-r\·r) 
I:, ~> ,.- " -' ~-II "'" ~ ~ "' f; ~ ;, ~> V • v--..,; 

t,.. 1." , , ., J t,~ z , ,.. ' ' , ., ;!! 

't-Qli~i~J'rfs!Jlii~t).H't;:~jJ~9~~~ Jliiiil.WI~;:~jJ~j!l.d!Jlii%.ll!ll 

1 Sharh us-Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice), Bayhaqi in sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice) # 
292. 
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, l. :: .. ~ r: :: .. ,..._ t ,~ • .. , .,.. • ' 
-&~lj.S&~I~j~llil~~lif~..;l!li~O~Ir.:J!.OLS.J5.5~~1j 

3603. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.1!1~J narrated that a thief was brought to the Prophet .1!1~ 
~J ~. He said, "Cut off (his right hand)''. SO, his hand was severed. He ·was 
brought a second time , and he commanded, " Cut off his left foot)." So, his foot 
was severed. Then, he was brought a third time and he commanded, "Cut off (his 
left hand)." That was cut. Again, he was brought a fourth time and he commanded, 
11Cut off (his right foot). "That was cut. He was brought again a fifth time and he 
commanded, "Kill him". They took him away, killed him and dragging him down, 
they cast him into a well. Then they threw stones over him. t 
3604. Baghawi has added in Sharh us-sunnah (Prophet's ~"" J ":1~ .1!1 ~ practice) that the 
Prophet~"" J":l~.iil1j.-.P said about maiming the thief, "Cut off (his hand) and cauterize it."2 

COMMENTARY: He instructed that the severed hand should be cauterized to stop 
bleeding, ·otherwise he would have bled to death. 
Khattabi 2»1~ J said that this hadith is abrogated by the Prophet's ~ J":)s-.111~ words: 

"" ' ' , cJ.j. ~kL ~1- ~I 'S 1..l~ 
" ~,;;> .. , .-v-V r..;-:::: 

(Blood of a Muslim is not lawful except for one of three reasons.) 
Some authorities say that the Prophet ~ J":)s-2»1~ command to kill the thief was based on 
some administrative reasons. The ruler has a right to use his wisdom in enforcing 
punishment to maintain law and order. 
Some authorities say that the Prophet ~J":)s-.1!1~ may have known that the man was an 
apostate. So he had him killed. 
Some other authorities say that the man might have regarded stealing as lawful. Hence, he 
stole again and again. 
We must choose one of these explanations, because if he were a Muslim, then it was not at 
alllawftil to drag his corpse and drop it into the well. 

,; . SUSPENDING SEVERED HAND IN NECK OF THIEF 

( ~Lo (.Y.I.J <}LU 1_, Jj IJ Y.I.J LS.io .;U I o I_,.;)-~ cJ, t. ald 
3605. Sayyiduna Fudalah ibn Ubayd .u&- .iii!~ J narrated that a thief was brought to 
Allah's Messenger ~J4#2ill~. So (at his command), his hand was cut off. Then he 
commanded about it, and it was suspended on his neck. (The other people may take 
a lesson from it.)3 

COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I 2»1 ~ J and Imam Ahmad .1!1 ~ J hold that it is sunnah 
(Prophet's ~J4#.1!1~ practice) to hang a thief's hand on his neck after cutting it off. Imam 
Ab1,1.Hanifah .ii!'"~J said that it is at the discretion of the ruler. He may have it hung on his 
neck, but it is not a simnah (Prophet's ~J":)s-.1!1~ practice) because it is not proved that the 
Prophet ~ J":)s..i»'Ji.P had it done. 

1 Abu Dawud # 4410. 
2 Baghawi Sharh us-sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~~~ practice). 
3 Tirmidhi # 1447, Abu Dawud # 4411, Nasa'I # 4982, Ibn Majah # 2587, Musnad Ahmad 6. 190. 
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SELL THE SLAVE WHO STEALS 

-~~JlJ ~i ~_;.\ :j1 J~ liL~J ~ fu1 ~ JJ1 jj-!5 Jli J~ i~_;.&. (.}\ ~J cr\•\) 

(~l.o(.XI.,~WJI., JjiJ>!I oi.J.J) 

3606. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~)»'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~tJ..P 
said, ''H a slave steals, sell him, even if it is for a nashsh."t 
(A nashsh is half an ooqiyah or twenty dirhams). 

COMMENTARY: A slave who steals must be disposed of even for a paltry sum of money 
because he becomes defective after stealing. It is not proper to keep an imperfect slave. 
Imam Maalik lilt~;, Imam Shafi'I lilt~ J and most (earned men say that if a slave steals then 
his hand must be cut off whether he is a fugitive or not. 
Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~; said that if a husband or a wife steals one another's property, or a 
slave steals the property of his master, or of his owner's wife, or husband, them no hand is 
cut off. The reason is that the spouses generally have access and permission to use one 
another's property and the slave, too has this kind of privilege over his owner's and over 
his owner's family's property, with their tacit permission. In this case the condition of hirz 
is not met in the full sense and which is necessary for cutting off a hand. 

SECTION III ~l~tjJafn 

RULER CANNOT FORGIVE THE GUILTY 
J J ,. -!I ,. rGI. J , ,.,. ' ,. ~ rG ~ J J ,. ~ ~"" ~ .. 

~ .f<l;3 ~ljJ l!rlA ljHii ~d.::a9 ~.Jl:.t~J ~WI ~,JJI JJ-!J'GI ~li~~~ (r\•V) 

(~Ll.H oi.J.J) -'6!:,bfi ~li~~ jl Jli Ill 
3607. Sayyidah Ayshah ttp lil1 ~J narrated that a thief was brought to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~~t~. He had his hand cut off. (When he gave the command to do 
that) the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lil1~J said, 11We had not presumed that 
you would go as far as (to give) this (command rather, we had thought that you 
would forgive him)." He said, 11H it had been Fatimah (hint Muhammad), I would 
have had her hand cut off."2 

COMMENTARY: That thief was perhaps a relative or an acquaintance. The Prophet li!IJ..P 
~ J~ made it very clear that the prescribed punishment was Allah's right which cannot be 
violated. He said that it was wajib (obligatory) on him to enforce it. He made it clear that he 
had no say in it. 

SLAVE'S HAND IS NOT CUT OFF 

"'"' "'"""' ,.,f "' "' ~-,,~ ,. (~ Lo 0 ,_,.)) ->~l:A ~I _;.~~u.. jk., ~ ~ ':} 
3608. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~t~ J narrated that a man brought his slave to Umar ~ J 

1 Abu Dawud # 4412, Nasa' I # 4980, Ibn Majah # 2589, Musnad Ahmad 2-337. 
2 Nasa'! # 4896, Musnad Ahmad 6-41 Nasa'! Kubra # 7378, Muslim # 1689. 
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~ ~ and said, "Have his hand cut off, because he stole a mirror belonging to my 
wife." Umar ~li11~J said, "He is not liable to have his hand cut off, for he is your 
servant who took from your belongings."t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar ~ li!1 ~ J made it to that man, "As your servant, he 
resides with you and is charged with looking after your property. It is with your consent 
that he has power over your belongings and so no hirz applies in his case. Since that is so 
the Punishment of cutting off his hand does not arise." 
This, indeed is the contention of Imam Abu Hanifah li!1~ J and Imam Ahmad ~~~ J· Others, 
however, hold a different opinion. 

ONE WHO STEALS SHROUD 

(Jj!J ~J ol.,.,;) 

3609. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~J said: Allah's Messenger ~""J~~~~ said to me, 
110 Abu Dharr". I said, ''Here am I, 0 Messenger of Allah, at your service!" He 
asked, "What will you do when death (meaning a pestilence) comes over the people 
and a house, meaning a grave, will cost as much as a slave?" (The severe pestilence 
will result in many deaths causing a shortage of places of graves.) I submitted, 
11 Allah and His Messenger knows best." He said, "You must show patience." 
Hammad ibn Abu Sulayman said, "The hand of one who steals shroud should be 
cut off because he enters the house of the dead person (to rummage it)."2 

COMMENTARY: Hammad ibn Abu Sulayman deduced from the Prophet ~J~li11~'s 
words calling the grave a house that since a house is hirz (a protected place) anyone who 
steals from it will have his hand cut off. So, if he steals from a grave he will have his hand 
cut off. However, this deduction of hammad is not strong because it is not necessary that 
the place would attract the command of hirz though it is a house. For instance, if a man 
steals from a house whose gate is open or there is no guard over it, then, all the ulama 
(Scholars) agree that the hands of a thief would not be cut though he steals from the house. 
This house was not safe, so not a hirz. In the same way, though agrave may be described as 
a home, yet it is not hirz or protected. So, one who steals a shroud from a grave is not liable 
to have his hand cut off. 
Ibn Hununam ~~ ~ J said that the contention of Imam Abu Hanifah 2»1 ~ J and IMAM 
Ahmad ~~~ J is that one who steals a shroud will not be punished by having his hand cut 
off. However, the other two Imams and Imam Abu Yusuf li!1~J (of the Hanafis) opine that 
his hand will be cut off. For more information on this, see Mirqat. 

1 Muwatta Maalik # 33 (Hudud) 
2 Abu Dawud # 4409. 
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~ ... ~ 

CHAPTER - III 
INTERCESSION REGARDING HUDUD 
(OR, PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENTS) 

~ ;.o.Jiy lj; j~~ ~~~ l.;~yl~ 

Such ahadith are presented in this chapter as tell us whether i~ is permitted to intercede 
with the ruler for an accused or not. May he be requested not- to impos~_the ltadd (prescrib~d 
punisltment)"on him? Does the ruler have authority to accede to the recommendation? · · 

SECTION I Jj'i1j..4iJi 
INTERCESSION REGARDING HUDUD MAY NOT BE ACCEPTED 

C:: I I "" '"'"" ~- l-"'.!. ' "" J, ' G '"" "" l:j 2 J _,. ~ .u ~I r -!I ! 1·1l9l.&~ ~ d """"~WI L~ &~HI -:Al9 ~.k.;::"" ~ :: ... 1_1.:: "1 ~ & ·,:;..,.o zsl -:AI .. 3~ ~'-' .,.,..,. ,.~.J..... r..,s--~...r .:Jr .. .,._ .. ,J.r- :..r.~. 

'"" "" _,. §"'.., ""J ' "" J, ' J, "" '"'"" ,,. "" - :::~tA "-: 1!...3~1"" j "''"r-!_,..t ""' "".~~illl L~illiJ!.!.'l ... \Zu~r\1('9 ~ ~ _, ~~~..J, .. ~" ~~-~ 

3610. Sayyidah Ayshah ,~J»,~.J narrated that the Quraysh (sahabah) ~J»,~.J were 
very worried about a Makhzumi woman. She had stolen something (and she used 
to borrow different things from people and then would refuse to acknowledge that 
she had borrowed anything. The Prophet ~ J ~ J», ~ had decided that her hand 
should be cut off). They -consulated (among themselves), 11Who shall speak to· 
Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~ about her (to make a recommendation)?" Then they 
said, "Only Usamah ibn Zayd (is one whom he loves dearly so he) will make bold 
to speak. He is the friend of Allah's Messenger ~J ~ J», ~." (Hence, they all 
persuaded Usamah ~ J», ~ J to speak to the Prophet ~ ... J 4# iil1 ~ about the woman). 
Usamah spoke to him. And, Allah's Messenger~ J4#..1!1~ asked, 11Do you intercede 
concerning a hadd (prescribed punishment) of Allah's hudud?" (Meaning a 
prescribed punishment). Then, he got up and delivered a sermon and (after praising· 
and glorifying Allah) he said, "Those who preceded you were ruined only because 
when anyone of position among them stole something, they let him go free 
(unpunishment). But when a weak man among them stole something, they enforced 
the prescribed punishment on him. And, I swear by Allah, were Fatimah bint 
Muhammad to steal, I would have her hand cut off." 
According to another version: She (sayyidah Ayshah ~~ iil1 ~.J ) narrated: A 
Makhzumi woman used to borrow things but refuse to acknowledge receipt of 
those things. The Prophet ~ ... J ~ J», ~ gave an order to hav:_e her hand cut off. Her 
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family members came to (Sayyiduna) Usamah ~..llt~J and spoke to him (about it, 
requesting him to intercede in the matter). So, he spoke to Allah's Messenger ~'j...P 
~ J4# about her ... The rest of the hadith is like the preceding words.t 

COMMENTARY: The woman mentioned in the hadith was Fatimah hint Aswad ibn 
Abdul Asad. She was the daughter of the brother of Abu Salamah ·~.:S- ~' ~ J· She was 
called Makhzumiyah because she belonged to the tribe of Makhzum a prominent tribe 
of the Quraysh. 
The ulama (Scholars) agree, on the basis of this hadith, that it is forbidden to make a 
recommendation to the ruler for an accused after the case of hadd (prescribed punishment) is 
presented to him. It is also forbidden to get anyone else make a recommendation. 
However, most ulama (Scholars) say that it is allowed to make a recommendation, or get 
someone else do it, before the case is forwarded to the ruler, provided the person for whom 
it is made is good, virtuous one who does not hurt people. 
If a person has committed a wrong that does not make him liable to hadd (prescribed 
punishment) but to tazeer then it is allowed to make a recommendation for him in all instances 
irrespective of whether the c&.,e is sent to the ruler or not. The reason is that it is not only easy 
but also mustahab (desirable) to make a recommendation in such cases. However, the 
recommendation must be made for one who is an upright person who hurts no one. 
The second version is from sahih Muslim and though it seems from it that the Prophet Ji11j...P 

~ J 4# punished her because she borrowed things from different people and then denied 
altogether that she had done that, the correct thing is that the punishment of cutting off 
hands was because she stole things from other people. The hadith only mentions her habit. 
Besides she could not have been given that punishment for denying that she had borrowed 
something. The words 'she stole' ( ..::.J ;-i) are understood in the second version after 'she 
denied' (o~J). ..-· 
A majority of the scholar~ say that anyone who borrows something but denies having 
borrowed anything is not awarded a punishment of having his hand cut off. However, 
Imam Ahmad ~~~J and Ishaq ~~J assert that it is wajib (obligatory) to cut off hand of such 
person too. This chapter is without section II 

SECTION III ~'i11j.;Jri 

ONE WHO INTERCEDES REGARDING HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) 
REJECTS ALLAH'S COMMAND 

l' ~ • ,1) ... ~ ... "' "'~ ... , ... ~ ,, , 
-F-~. !s..illl~!~ ~9 I Ll:i_.;I~I~.J~~~~ . -: ~~lu-' • ,l:;~~~~!~ .. ~A,,\\ , .. "-='- , ., ~...TV ~. , .. ~ J- ~ ~ .. ., , ~~ 

3611. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~ ~ ~ J narrated that"' he heard Aiicili, s 

1 Bukhari # 3475, Muslim # 8-1688, Tirmidhi # 1430 (1435) Nasaii # 4899, Ibn Majah # 4547, Darimi # 
2302. 
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Messenger ~J4P.&I~ say, "If anyone's intercession hinders the execution of one of 
the punishments prescribed by Allah then he has contradicted Allah. (In this way 
he opposes Allah.) If anyone disputes about something knowing that it is unjust 
and false, then he remains in Allah's displeasure till he ceases (to dispute). If 
anyone falsely accuses a believer (of something that is not found in him), then . 
Allah will make him lie in the corrupt fluid (of puss and blood) flowing from the 
inmates of hell till he retracts what (false words) he had spoken." (it means that he 
will continue to remain like the inmates of hell till he makes a repentance, or till he 
undergoes the torment of hell.) Bayhaqi also has: "He who helps in a dispute 
without knowing it to be.· true or false, will continue to remain in Allah's 
displeasure till he ceases (to aid in the dispute)."l 

PUNISHMENT FOR STEALING ON CONFESSION 

-~l::l,~s~ .. ...t,J"' ~,4~:-:J, w' ~y' ''Llli.Jt),\.l.e~~~~s,g~~i,lT· -:&,, \~~ ~ - _, ~ • , E: J u- > i' 'f' ~ "~ \,- ~ - 't.{ ~ ~ J 

3612. Sayyiduna Abu Umayyah Makhzumi ~.111~ J narrated that a thief was brought 
to the Prophet ~ J4P.1n~. He had confessed to his crime, but no stolen property was 
found on him. Allah's Messenger ~J4P.1!1~ said to him, "I do not suppose that you 
have stolen anything?" He said, "Yes, I have!" He (the Prophet ~J~.1!1~) asked 
him (the same question) twice or thrice but he insisted, "I have !" So, he gave an 
order and his hand was cut off. Mter that, he was brought to him and Allah's 
Messenger ~J4P.1!1~ said to him, "Seek forgiveness of Allah and repent to Him." 
He said, "I see" forgiveness of Allah and I repent to Him." Then, Allah's Messenger 
~ J~..\1~ prayed, "0 Allah accept his repentance."2 
(The compiler of the Mishkat says: ) I found this tradition in all the four books 
(Abu Dawud, Nasa'i, Ibn Majah and Darimi), in Jami ul-Usul, in Shabul ul - Eaman 
of Bayhaqi and in Mualim us-Sunnah (Prophet's ~J4~.1!~~ practice) of Khattabi as 
narrated by Abu Umayyah, but by: 
3613. Abu Rimthah ~.&~~ J in the texts of Masabih,3 
Hafiz Ibn Hajar Asqalani .1!1~ J said that though Abu Rimthah ~.&1~ J was a sahabi, 
this tradition is not narrated by him. 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ gave to man an opportunity to retract his 

1 Abu Dawud # 3597, Ibn Majah # 2320, Musnad Ahmad 2-70, Bayhaqi # 2676 Shab ul Earnan. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4380, Nasa'I # 4877, Ibn Majah # 2597, Musnad Ahrnad"S-293, Nasa'i Kubra # 7363. 
3 Masabih us-sunnah (Prophet's ~J~,&,~ practice)# 2721. 
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confession in order that hadd (prescribed punishment) may be averted from him. This is like 
he had done with those who were accused of adultery. 
Of the two verdicts of Imam Shafi'i .ibl~J, one is according to this hadith. But, Imam Abu 
Hanifah .1!1 ~ J and the other Imams hold that encouragement to provide an excuse or to 
retract confession is given only in cases of adultery. 
The Prophet ~ J ~ ~' ~ instructed this man to repent which means that while that 
particular sin is forgiven on undergoing the prescribed punishment for it, other sins are not 
forgiven. So an istighfar should be made. 

CHAPTER-IV 
THE HADD (OR THE PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) 
FOR CONSUMING WINE 

PROHIBITION OF WINE: Wine or alchohol is called the Ummul-khabaith. Before the 
Prophet ~J~~~~ was sent, wine was considered a part, or a necessity, of life. Even after 
the Prophet ~J~Jin~ was commissioned, the custom of wine was retained and, generally, 
people served it to each other, but, its evil and bad repercussions did prick the conscience 
of the Muslims. Indeed, Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~ J remarked: 

"It takes away property and it takes away intelligence," 
Day by day, people's desire grew that the permissibility of wine should be withdraw soon. 
However, it was a deep rooted evil that had gt1pped the whole society. So, Shariah did not 
do away with it at once, but prohibited it in stages, gradually. The common men were 
made to detest it in piecemeal so that be achieved of this curse. When some of the Sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~.1!1~J asked the Prophet ~J~~~~ about it, the first verse to be 
revealed in this connection was: · 

r ... _ ~'!'.f._.,Jo:-~r ... n.tl ... r~,t~&~ ... ~~ c:-91p ... _,:. i~ ~...tl ... ,-;;l/~-~'~11",-; 
~.._,,~I~.JU')~r~ .J~~--~v-~.J.,r-.., ......,._, .. 

{They ask you concerning wine and gambling. Say, "In both is a grievous sin, and some 
benefits for people, but the sin in them is more grievous than their benefits.") (2: 219) 

The auspicious people who realized already that wine was harmful, and those who were 
inherently fed up with it, found it enough that the Quran declared that there was sin in 
wine. They gave up drinking wine. However, since this verse does not give a clear 
command- of prohibition, many people continued to drink wine as was their habit. 
Then another verse was revealed: 

~_;j _;i!l.olj :1 '1 ~ lSj~_;Elj S _,lj) 11._,$fo ~ lj!At ~_;j I ~ fJ 
{0 you who believe, draw not near salah (prayer) while you are intoxicated, until 
you know what you are saying ... ) (4: 43) 

This was one more step against consumption of wine. It was prohibited completely at the 
hours of salah (prayer). However, not all people gave it up at times other than salah (prayer). 
Finally, the third verse was revealed and it made the prohibition very clear. It was in 3AH . 

. -: ,!Ldl ,.4 ... ~~,,~l.i6.L!a,:,,_, ... ~,l._:.~, ''i..Jl":JI"'·'·'"'t''}l"'' ~...t, ... ,,-;ill"'~IT,~ ... I'·~.3~fl'...l'ri' ~~ ~ ~... • .. - r...;---v-.. ~~.....- lJ~W.I lJ~lJ..;+- ... ~ W"M"fJ '+.!":! 
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(0 you who believe, wine and gambling, and (sacrificing) to idols and divining 
arrows are an abomination of satan's handiwork, so abstain from it, chat you may 
prosper.} (5: 90) 

After this verse, consumption of wine was stopped totally. The containers of wipe were 
broken and wine flowed in the streets of Madinah as water flows. The prohibition of wine 
was enforced. 

PUNISHMENT FOR CONSUMING WINE: All the ulama (Scholars) are agreed that 
according to the command of the Quran and sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.11t~ practice) and the 
consensus of the ummah wine is forbidden. If anyone drinks it, then the hadd (prescribed 
punishment) will be imposed on him, as wajib (obligatory). The ulama (Scholars) say that it is 
eighty stripes. This is what Imam Abu Hanifah .11t~J also says, but Imam Shafi'i and some 
other ulama (Scholars) say that it is forty stripes. 

ENFORCEMENT OF THE PUNISHMENT: If anyone drinks wine, even one drop of it, 
and he is brought to the ruler or judge and the adour of wine is perceivable from his 
mouth, or he is intoxicated, though the intoxication is because of nabidh, and tWo persons 
bear testimony to his consuming wine, or he himself makes a confession once and 
according to Imam Abu Yusuf .i»t~ J twice and it is confirmed that he compelled by anyone
then the hadd (prescribed punishment) will be imposed on him. If he is a freeman then eighty 
stripes will be awarded to him and if he is a slave then forty stripes. He will be given the 
stripes when he gets sober. 
As 'for the stripes, whether it is hadd (prescribed punishment) concerning adultery or 
consuming wine, they will be struck in such a manner that they land on different parts of 
the body. All the number of stripes should not be struck on any single part of the body. 
If anyone confesses to drinking wine when the odour is no more perceived, or two men 
testify against him when the odour is not perceived, then the hadd (prescribed punishment) 
will not be imposed on him. 
The hadd (prescribed punishmenf) is also not be impo~ed when: 

• Only the odour of wine is discerned. 
• Only he vomited wine. 
• He retracts his confession, or 
• He confessed when he was intoxicated. 

The intoxication that makes the imposition of hadd (prescribed punishment) wajib (obligatory) 
on anyone is when .the drunkard cannot distinguished between man and woman and· earth 
and heaven. But, according to Imam Abu Yusuf .i»t ~ J and Imam Muhammad .i»t ~ J 

intoxication implies that the drunkard is in a state of delirium and speaks incoherently. 

SECTION I 

PUNISHMENT FOR DRINKING WINE IN PROPHET'S TIMES 

..l'~tll\1;jJ~Ij~_A.L~I·~~~~j~ilil t~ '-~'l~lu:JI~j0"1\o-r1\t) S~ Ji • "'., ., .. _.. ,.... ~. ,.. ~~ rs 
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3614. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~.J narrated that the Propeht ~J4Js.ii11~ used (to order) a 
beating with branches of palm trees and sandals (as prescribed punishment) for 
consuming wine and (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~.&~~ .J awarded forty lashes.1 

3615. (According to another version) from Sayyiduna Anas ~.iii~~ .J the Prophet .&1~ 
~ J ~ used to award forqr stripes with branches of palm trees and sandals (as 
prescribed punishment) for consuming wine.2 

COMMENTARY: The second version explains the first by giving the number of stripes. 
Imam Shafi'i ~~.J follows this hadith. Imam Abu Hanifah .iii1~.J goes by those ahadith that 
give the number of stripes as eighty. Mulla Ali Qari ~~ .J has commented on these ahadith 
in details in Mirqat. 

EIGHTY STRIPES WERE AWARDED BY THE SAHABAH (PROPHET'S 
COMPANIONS) ~.iii~~.J IN THEIR TIMES 

(lSJ~Ioi.JJ)-C::,SW 11? l_,;.i:.ijlftll!~~JI 
3616. Sayyiduna Sa'ib ibn Yazid ~.&1~j narrated, ''In the time of Allah's Messenger 
~J4Js.lb1~ and of Abu Bakr's ~.&~~.J Khilafah (caliphate) and in the beginning of 
Umar's Khilafah (caliphate), when a drunk was brought, we got up and beat him 
with our hands, sandals and cloaks (using them as whips). At the end of Umar's 
Khilafah (caliphate), he awarded forty stripes, but when they (alcoholics) 
transgressed and increased in number, he awarded eighty stripes."3 

COMMENTARY: Sa'ib ibn Yazid ~.l.I~.J meant that the punishment to ·a person ·who 
consumed wine without defining number of beatings and it was less than forty stripes. 
Anyway, in the time of the Prophet ~J4Js..iil1jJ, the punishment was not eighty stripes. 
Rather, eighty lashes were determined in the time of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) 
~.&1~ .J· Umar ~.&~~ .J imposed it when the evil began to spread and had to be curbed. The 
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lil1~.J concurred with him. So now no one is ~owed to 
contradict it. Sayyiduna Ali ~.&~~.J said that the Prophet ~J4Js.lb1~ and Sayyiduna Abu 
Bakr ~ l»1 ~ .J had awarded forty stripes. Then Sayyiduna Umar ~ .&1 ~ .J made it sunnah 
(Prophet's ~J~.&1~ practice), yet the consensus is on eighty stripes. 

SECTION II 

COMMAND TO KILL DRUNKARD IS WITHDRAWN 

t bukhari # 2773, Muslim# 36-1706, Abu Dawud # 4479, Ibn Majh # 2570, Musnad Ahmad 3.176. 
2 Muslim# 37-1706. 
3 Bukhari # 6779. 
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, ,, ' s: .. , , J • J s: c: , , I. .. 
~__rAl&'- ... A.;I.l.Hj~lALJij~L:.ll).j~lLS~I!'l~~j.lLJ~uLSJIS_;.I&\jjjL$~,~t\&\jj 

i1 ~., • ,., , ,., ~ ~ .. , .. , • , ;,J;J 

-&.;illli~~J!~_)J,_,s~J-'.;.IJ~~lA.&J;4~J.J/,~J~ili,~;u,~~~~ 
3617. Sayyiduna Jabir (ibn Abdullah) narrated that the Prophet ~J~..lltj..P said, "If 
anyone drinks wine, give him the lashes, and if he does it a fourth times the~ kill 
him." Jabir ~~~~;added that thereafter a man who had brought to the Prophet .1!1~ 
~ J~ but he awarded him the lashes and did not kill him.t 
3618. Sayyiduna Qabisah ibn Dhu' ayb .u,...a,,~; narrated it too. 2 

3619 •. Some of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.1!'~J, among them Ibn Umar, 
Mu' awiyah, Abu Hurayrah and Sharid ~ .1!1 ~; narrated it too but up to the words 
'kill him' (without mentioning the man who had drunk wine four times and was 
brought to him).3 

COMMENTARY: The words 'kill him' perhaps mean that he should be beaten· severely. 
Or, the prophet ~J~.&tj..P said that merely to give a warning to habitual drunkards. He 
did not mean to enact a law or to make it wajib (obligatory). Some authorities maintain that 
in the beginning, this command was in force and then it was rescinded. 
The f~ct that the Prophet ~J~.a,,~ did not not have the drunkard who was brought to 
him killed proves that his command was only to warn, or he withdrew the command. 
Nawawi ~~~J has quoted Tirmidhi ~~~J that, apart from two hadith in his book, there is 
no third which the entire ummah agrees that should not be put in practice. One of the two is 
that which permits offering two salah (prayer) (of different hours) together witho~t a valid 
reason like fear or rain and the second is this one about a drunked being killed if he does it 
a fourth time. (Ahadith # 187, 188 and 1499, this one under discussion in Tirmidhi.) 

DRINKER DISGRACED 

(.)Jb~\ ol.,.;) ~j cl~ J;.i 
3620. Sayy~duna Abdur Rahman ibn Azhar ~Jill~; narrated, ''It seems as if I still see 
Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .&t j..P, when a man who had drunk wine was brought to 
him. He instructed the men to beat him. Scme of them beat him with sandals. Some 
of them beat hit him with sticks and some more of them struck him mitakhah." Ibn 
Wahb (a sub-narrator of this hadith) explained that mitakhah is a green twig of a 
palm tree without any leaf on it. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1444 (1449). 
2 Abu Dawud # 4485, Tirmidhi # (1449). 
3 Abu Dawud # 4482, 4483, 4484, Tirmidhi # (1449), Ibn Majah # 2573, Darimi # 2313. 
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(Abdur Rahman continued:) "Then Allah's Messenger ~J~~'jJ took some dust 
from the ground and cast it on his face." He said that in this way he expressed a 
dislike for his habit because it was a very repulsive deed.t 

DO NOT CURSE THE DRUNKARD 

~ "' "' l ~ "' J I. (""'It ' "' J J .. "'~' J ., "' 
(,Jby.l ol.,.;) -~JI ~I.!U~I ~ 11_9 j.9 &~J j .....!..JUa:" H ~ 1_;:!,; \'11~ l_;j ~\' 

3621. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;S. ~ ~ J narrated that a man who had drunk wine 
was brought to Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»>jJ. He instructed them to beat him. So, 
among them was the striker with his hand, striker with his garment striker with his 
shoe. Then, he instructed them to reproach him (with their tongue). So, they turned 
to him and scolded him, saying, "You are not afraid of Allah. You do not fear Him. 
You do not feel ashamed before Allah's Messenger." Some of them rebuked him, 
"May Allah shame you!" But, he said to them, "Do not say so and thereby do not 
help the devil overcome him. Rather, Pray, '0 Allah, forgive him! 0 Allah, have 
mercy on him.'2 

COMMENTARY: The command to reproach the drunkard is of a mustahab (desirable) 
nature. But, the first command to beat him was wajib (obligatory) 
They were instructed not to curse him because if Allah disgraced him then the devil would 
have power over him. Besides, if he was cursed, he _could lose hope in Allah's mercy. In 
that way, the devil would achieve his wish, and if he commits more sin, Allah's wrath 
would fall on him. 

PUNISHMENT ONLY AFfER PROOF 
"' ~ ' J, ,, t!~ "' .. ,II J J"' 5:.::,.-t ~ "' "' ' 

~WI~,l.li~_;..!JJl~~l9~1JJ:,Jdl9J. "9~J9rJliu;~if-1if"j(Y'1Y'O 
fZ "' ~ fZ fZ I "'~J "' '-: :::( "' II "'"' "' "' "' "' "'II " II I "' "' fZ 

~j~WI~~~.\..)..\...l9~_rl9~t;.JI~J_;..19~ll~~I51SL>.\l:..Lll9~j 

(Jj!J~I o\__,.>) -~~;:!JJ ~_;ljl.t\,il jlfi.~ ~ ~i 

3622. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas #,;S.~'~J narrated that a man drank (wine) and became 
intoxicated. He was seen on the road (by the people) walking unsteadily (and 
screaming nonsense). He was being taken to Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ jJ but 
when he was near the house of (Sayyiduna) Abbas 4;S. ~~ ~ J, he broke free (from 
them) and went to Abbas 4;S. ~~ ~J and clasped him (intending to get his 
intercession). The Prophet ~J~~~~ was told of that. He laughed and asked, 11He 
did it, is that so?" And he did not give any command about him.3 

1 Abu Dawud # 4489, Musnad Ahmad 4-88. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4477. 
3 Abu Dawud # 4476. 
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COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ did not punish this man because neither did he 
receive his .confession nor did anyone testify against him. If he had come to the Prophet ~ 
~ J ~ ~ and confessed to his sin or witness had borne out against him, then the hadd 
(prescribed punishment) would have been enforced against him. 
As for his walking unsteadily on the road, this observation is not enough for a Shariah rule 
to be applied punishing anyone for drinking wine. 

SECTION III 

DIYAH IS NOT WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) IF ONE DIES WHILE RECEIVING STRIPES 

tk ~~~.;;A~.'- ~tu J' :i! ~~ ~11 (A~~ J~ ~~ll.l!..:;, ~ 1:J. 6£ (r"\rr) - .. , ., ~ Is ., '-( • ::It' , Ifill'~ ~ .. , , • , .. 

3623. Sayyiduna Umayr ibn Saeed Nakha'ee ~~ ~J narrated that he heard 
(Sayyiduna) Ali ibn Abu Talib ~~~ J say, 11If I were to award the hadd (prescribed 
punishment) to anyone and he were to die (while he is being flogged) then I shall 
have no regrets about him (because that would be in compliance with Shariah). But, 
this Excludes one who has drunk wine. If he were to die (while being flogged), I 
shall pay the bloodwit for him. That is because Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ had 
not specified the hadd (prescribed punishment) about him, as a sunnah (Prophet's ~ 
~ J~~~ practice)."t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~li11~ did not specify how many stripes should be 
awarded to one who drinks wine. Some ahadith, however, say that forty, or about forty, 
stripes are to given to a drunkard. 
Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J was apprehensive lest the number of lashes that he awarded to 
the man (and he died) was in excess of the prescribed then he would have to make a 
retaliation. This action was a caution approach by Ali ~~~~ J because when Umar li!1~ J 

~ decided to specify the number of stripes to a drinker of wine and consulated the 
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J, Ali ~lii'~J had said that he considered right 
stripes to be proper. 

UMAR ~~~~J SPECIFIED THE NUMBER OF STRIPES TO DRUNKARD 

.-:.JW&.:u.r.£. r 'lLSJl ~\~~J"lii~l~'iJl ~',!;d. ~ '' J ... ~ .,_h1Jt...\3j~.;d~j (nro v,- , ~ ~ ., , ~ ~, t;p -- , ~ 

I .Jt ,4 • a J _. " _., l "" l t:"' - _. t:"' - _. _. ' "" ~ , 
(~ lA oi.JJ) -65J~_rl J.s..OP-~9 LS!jJ I LS~ 1.\Jj LS~;.~ 13 !l.J.~9r 13!1cJ19 S~ 

3624. Sayyiduna Thawr ibn Zayd Daylami ~~ ~ J said that Umar ~ ~~ ~ J sought 
advice (of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .1!1 ~.J ) about the prescribed 
punishment for drinking wine. Ali ~~~~ J said to him, 111 suggested that you should 
award him (drinker of wine eighty stripes because when he drinks (wine), he 
becomes intoxicated. When he is intoxicated, he talks incoherently. When he talks 

1 Bukhari # 6778, Muslim# 739-170. 
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incoherently he slanders." So, Umar prescribed eighty stripes as punishment for 
drinking wine.t 

COMMENTARY: The punishment to one who slanders, accuses falsely or defames 
innocent women is eighty lashes. So on the same premise a drinker of wine should be 
Jashed eighty times. · 
This punishment is given to everyone who drinks wine whether he slanders others or not. 
Umar ~ .1!1 ~ J accepted this opinion of Ali c" ~~ ~ J and fixed eighty stripes for drinking 
wine. The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) t*"~'~J unanin1ously agreed to that. 
[The name of the narrator Thawr ibn Zayd Daylami appears in the Muwatta as Thawr ibn 
Zayd Dilli.] 

CHAPTER-V 
CURSE MAY NOT BE INVOKED ON ONE WHO HAS 
BEEN AWARDED THE PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT 

In this chapter, we shall speak of a person who has become liable to receive a prescribed 
punished. Then, it is awarded to him. After that, is it proper to curse him and pray against 
him? For instance, a man cursed a drunk, (.1!1~'\rl) may Allah disgrace and deprive you!" 
Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ said to him that he must not do that, but he must pray for 
him to be forgiven and shown mercy. 

SECTION I jj"l1j.;Jii 

DISALLOWED TO CURSE A SINNER 

, ~ 

(LS.Jl>..:JI oi.J.J) _:J _;.!,5j ill! 
3625. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khatt~b 4:$- .1!1 ~ J narrated that a man whose name was 
Abdullah and sobriquet was Himar (meaning, Ass, because of his foolishness) used 
to make the Prophet ~ J 4# .1!1 ~ laugh. The Prophet ~"" J 4# .1!1 ~ had aw~ded him 
lashes for drinking wine. One day, he was brought (again) and he gave an order 
about him, and he was flogged. One of the men there prayed against him, 110 Allah, 
curse him! How often he is brought (here for drinking wine)!" The Prophet ~.1!1~ 
~ J said, 11Do not invoke a curse on him, for by Allah, I do know that he loves Allah 
and His Messenger!"2 

COMMENTARY: It is not permitted to curse a sinner by name, specifically. And, love of 
Allah and His Messenger ~J~iil1~ are a means to drawing near Allah, so it is never 

1 Muwatta Maalik # 42. 1-2, Muwatta Imam Muhammad# 709. 
2 Bukhari # 6780. 
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allowed to invoke a curse on those who love Allah and His Messenger ~ J~.&1~ because 
the word (l.:al} (lanat-curse) implies deprivation of Allah's mercy. 

I , . 

y_;l.!Jil!.,.i:~~l Jtii9~.ll~.Ji~j~~lH ~~11ll Jtis~;-'C?I~j (l\Y\) 

~ "' J ''"t (lS.;~I oi.J.;) -~LL~-:'"H~ 1 _ _,.:!;; JJ 

3626. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .&! ~; said, 11 A man who had drunk wine was 
brought to the Prophet ~J~.&1~. He instructed (the men around) to beat him. So 
among us was the striker with his hand, the striker with his shoe, and the striker 
with his garment. As he was going away (after the punishment), someone among 
the people said (.111~1?1) (may Allah disgrace you!). The Prophet ~ J~~~ said, 1DO 
not say so and do not support the devil in over whelming him.' "1 

SECTION II ~dltjJafli 

DEFAMING ONE WHO IS PUNISHED IS LIKE EATING CARRION 

Si;.&l9~l :J\1, ~t j£ 'ii ~i ~j ~ ili1 ~~I J! &1 ,~1 $-4- j{i S~J.' f.?l ~ (Y'\ YV) 

,, .. ,I ,, "' ""~ , , ' , ~,, 
(Jjby.lol.,.;)-~~u1 ,;·1~1-;t.SI~~~IAl!o-)#~LsJ.llj~JI~~I 

3627. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .1$ ii.1 ~; narrated that (Ma'iz) Aslami came to the 
Prophet ~J~.&1~ and testified against himself four times that he had committed 
adultery with a woman .. Each time the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ turned away from him 
(allowing him an opportunity to retract and avert the hadd (prescribed punishment)). 
But, the fifth time, he faced him and asked, "Did you have intercourse with her?" 
He said, "Yes!" He asked, "Till that from you (your sexual organ) disappeared in 
that of hers?" He said, "Yes!" Then, he asked, "Like a collyrium stick disappears in 
the case and a rope in the well?" He said, "Yes!" He asked, "Do you know what 
adulters is?" He said, 11Yes, I did with her unlawfully what a man does with his 

t Bukhari # 6777 
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wife lawfully." He asked, 11What do you intend (to get) by this confession?" He 
said, "I intend that you (punish and so) purify me." SO (having thus established his 
guilt) he gave command about him and he was stoned to death. 
Then Allah's Prophet ~J"#iil'~ heard two of his sahabah (Prophet's Companions) 
""~~~.rPJ say, one to his companion, 11Look at this man! Allah did conceal his fault 
but his self did not spare him (from confessing to his sin) till he was stoned (to 
death), the stoning of a dog." But, he (the Prophet ~ J4#..li1~ said nothing to them. 
He walked a while till he came to the corpse of an ass (lying upside down) with its 
legs raised in the air (its body puffed up). He asked, "Where are so-and-so and so
and-so?" (He meant the two men.) They exclaimed, "Here we are! 0 Messenger of 
Allah!" He said, "Alight, and eat from the corpse of this ass." They submitted, 110 
Prophet of Allah, who can eat any of that (flesh)?" He said, What the two you have 
just now spoken in defaming your brother is more repulsive than eating from it. By 
Him who has my soul in His hand. He (Ma'iz) is now in the rivers of paradise, 
diving into them." 

-~' f ~'~:ljj _:J.)tk ~-d~.lJ, 
I' ~ ...T"", 

3628. Sayyiduna Khuzaymah ibn Thabit .u&.~~ J narrated, 11If a person commits a sin 
and receives the prescribed punishment for that sin (like lashes for adultery and 
cutting off hand for stealing) then it is expiation for his sin."t 

PUNISHMENT A VERTS RECKONING IN THE HEREAFTER 

-~.).~~ t.ilA·.lA~~tl J"lie~.lllA~I ~~~.lA,~tl:l Clj -~lli.~ , ~ ,q CIS,'' • .. ., .. ~ \...;;'"" ).})J ..; • -" , ,)J>l ...,! i~ ~...,.;' ~ 

3629. Sayyiduna Ali narrated that the Prophet ~..., J":l&o..lil~.p said, 11If anyone is liable to 
receive the hadd (prescribed ptmishment) (having committed a sin that makes hadd 
(prescribed punishment) wajib (obligatory) on him or a tazeer wajib (obligatory) on 
him), then Allah is too Just to punish His slave in the hereafter a second time. And 
as for him, who commits a sin (and is liable to receive a punishment of hadd 
(prescribed punishment)) and Allah conceals his crime and pardons him then Allah 
is too kind to return to something that He has forgiven.2 

COMMENTARY: The man made a sincere repentance seeking Allah's forgiveness. So, 
Allah forgives him in this world and conceals his sin. It is expected of Him, therefore, that 
He will be kind and forgive him in the hereafter, too. 

BETTER TO CONCEAL ONE'S SINS THAN TO DISCLOSE THEM 
The majority of the ulama (Scholars) hold that if a person commits a sin then rather than 
disclose it (with a confession before the rulers to get the punishment in this world), it is 

1 Musnad Ahmad 5-215, Shah us-sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice). 
2 Tirmidhi # 2626 (2635), Ibn Majah # 2604, Musnad Ahmad 1-199. 
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better for him and a preferable course that he conceal his sin and make a repentance to 
Allah and seek forgiveness from Him. Of course, submitting himself before the ruler and 
making a confession of his sin is a sign of his strong faith, of soundness of his heart and his 
fear of Allah, but concealing it is better. 

CHAPTER- VI 
TAZEER (DISCRETIONARY PUNISHMENT) 

The root of the word (fl~) tazeer is (J~) azzar. It means to forbid,' 1 to stop', I to blame'. In 
the terminology of shariah, this word (tazeer) is used in the sense of the punishment that is 
milder than hadd (prescribed punishment) and is awarded by way of a warning and a 
deterrent. It is called tazeer because it is aimed to prevent one from committing the deed 
(sin or crime) again because of which one had to undergo the punishment (tazeer). 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HADD (PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT) & TAZEER: Hadd 
(prescribed punishment) is the punishment prescribed by Allah's Book and the sunnah 
(Prophet's ~ J ~ .lit j..P practice) of His Messenger and it is also specified. The ruler has 
authority only to enforce it but he is not allowed to enact it or to amend it. 
On the other hand, tazeer is punishment that is not specified by Allah's Book or the sunnah 
(Prophet's ~J~i»tj..P practice) of His Messenger ~J~.&tj..P. Rather, it is enforced at the 
discretion of the ruler. He may determine it according to circumstances and exigencies of 
the time and need of the moment. 

SECTION! 

THE MAXIMUM PUNISHMENT AS TAZEER 

I 

( ~J.i:.o) -~' ~.ll 
3630. Sayyiduna Abu Bardah ibn Niyar ~.lit~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.&tj..P 
said, 11MOre than ten lashes must not be awarded (in punishment to anyone), except 
in one· of the hadd (prescribed punishment) (prescribed punishment of the) of the 
hudud of Allah."l 

COMMENTARY: Though this hadith says that it is not allowed to award more than ten 
lashes in the cases of discretionary punishments or tazeer yet the ulama (Scholars) say that 
this hadith is abrogated. 

As for the maximum number of lashes to be awarded in case of tazeer, the jurists have 
different opinions about it. Imam Abu Hanifah .lit~ J and Imam Muhammad .lit~ J say that 
more than thirty-nine lashes must not be awarded to anyone. Imam Abu Yusuf .111~ J says 
that a maximum of seventy lashes may be awarded. 

1 Bukhari # 8648, Muslim# 40. 1708, Tirmidhi # 1463, Abu Dawud # 4491,1bn Majah # 2601, Darimi 
# 2314, Musnad Ahmad 4-45. 
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As for the minimum number of lashes, all of them agree that they should be three. 
Moreover, they agree too that the number of lashes awarded in case of tazeer should not be 
as many as the number awarded against hadd (prescribed punishment). However, if they are 
tnore severe than that then there is no harm. 

SECTION II ~\il1j.Aill 

DO NOT BEAT ON FACE OF THE GUILTY 

(Jjb ~I ol_,.; )-~ )1 #i _;.$-h. I y_;...; ll! jli ~j ~dJ I~~ I if i~_;..t ~~ Y (i\i\) , ~ 

3631. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#~'~ said, 
"When any one of you enforces a beating (on the guilty), he should keep away from 
(striking) the face."t 

PUNISHMENT FOR RUDENESS 

g ~~ ~(i A~J ill~.\!._'\~ f! ''I J'li Ill J'li ,~ ,I~~ ilil t~ "'-~'I ,•.£. I ~~··~I ,•.£. ~ (i\ir) 'Y--r, ~~..,.,... .. ~~ ~_JW , ~.,., ,.. ~ ~ ~'+.Its • ~ '-:r-' 

3632. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ~'.r" J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~ ~ said, 111£ 
anyone calls another person,'O Jew' then give him twenty lashes. If he calls him '0 
mukhannath,' then give him twenty lashes.If a man has (illicit) sexual intercourse 
then kill him.2 

COMMENTARY: Mukhannath are effeminate men. Their limbs and their speech are 
like women's. If anyone accuses a slave or an infidel of committing illicit sex though he 
is innocent, then the false accuser is awarded the tazeer (some kind of punishment). So 
too, if anyone falsely accuses a Muslim a crime other than adultery then he is awarded 
a tazeer (or discretion any punishment. A hadd (prescribed punishment) is awarded for 
false accusation of adultery). Examples of these false accusations are calling him: 0 
sinner, 0 disbeliever, 0 evil one, 0 thief, 0 hypocrite, 0 homosexual, 0 Jew, 0 
rnukhannath, 0 cheater, 0 son of an adulteress, 0 zindiq, (o dog), 0 supporter of 
adulterers or thieves, (0 bastard). 
Tazeer will not be liable on one who calls a Muslim: 0 donkey, (0 dog), 0 monkey, and 
other animals, 0 barber, (0 bastard), 0 deformed one, 0 worthless, 0 joker, 0 swindler, 0 
knave, 0 fool, 0 doubter. However, the ulama (Scholars) say that the tazeer will be 
awarded to one who addresses these words to a virtuous, respectable person. (The words 
in parenthesis are repeated in both places in the original urdu.) 

HUSBAND'S RIGHT: A husband has a right to punish his wife if she disobeys him when 
he asks her to adorn herself for him (when they are together alone), or when she does not 
respond to his advances, or if she does not offer the (prescribed) salah (prayer), or if she does 
not have a purifying bath (after sexual intercourse), or if she goes out of his house without 
his permission. 

1 Abu Dawud # 4493, Musnad Ahmad 2-244. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1467, Ibn Majah # 2568 (2564). 
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SEX WITH MAHRAM: If anyone has a sexual intercourse within the forbidden degrees 
(mahram), then he should be killed. Imam Ahmad .&1~J goes by this command but the 
majority of the ulama (Scholars) hold that the apparent meaning is not to be observed. This 
statement merely means to discourage such acts. Some others say that if a person regards 
sexual intercourse with a mahram as lawful then he should be killed, otherwise the same 
cormnand as for adultery applies in this case too (as with any woman): the married 
fornicator is to be stoned to death while the unmarried·adulterer is to be flogged. 

STEALING SPOILS 

-: (J -: , • ., J"'r~ ... ' • ., r r::::... t , "'l-: 
-~r~~~~L5~j.ll ~JSJISY.IJL5~J5.li&IJJ-&Y.~Ij~~IJ!r 9 

3633. Sayyiduna Umar 4:J:o,a11~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~ said, 
11When you detect a man who is treacherous (concerning spoils) in Allah's path, 
then bum his possessions and give him a beating."1 

COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) say that the command to burn his property is no 
more valid. It is abrogated. 
Imam Ahmad ..1!1~ J, however, goes by the apparent meaning of this hadith. He says that all 
property and belongings of this man who misappropriates the spoils should be burnt, 
except copies of the Quran, weapons and animals. 
Also, this man should be beaten as a discretionary punishment. However, as stated earlier, 
he is not liable to have his hand cut off. 
[And this chapter is without setion III] 

CHAPTER -VII 

ABOUT WINE & THE WARNING TO ONE 
WHO DRINKS IT 

In this chapter, wine is defined, and to what the drinker makes himself liable and a 
warning is sounded to the drinker. 

WHAT IS KHAMR: According to the Qamus, Khamr (wine) is tl:~at which intoxicates 
when it is drunk. It may be the crude juice of grapes or of any other thing. The more 
correct approach is to go by the generally understood meaning of the word whatever 
intoxicates whether juice of grapes or of anyother thing, because wine was forbidden in 
Madinah when wine from grapes was unknown. Rather, Khamr was produced only 
from dates at that time. 

WHY SO CALLED: In the opinion of the lexicographers, Khamr means 1 to cover', 1 to 
conceal', 'to confound'. Since wine covers the drinker's mind and confuses and confound 
his senses, so it is called Khamr. 

KINDS OF INTOXICANTS: There are many kinds of things that intoxicate. 
(1) One of these is wine. It is produced from grapes. Juice of grapes is placed in a vessel 

for a few days till it thickens and ferments and becomes ebullient and spirituous. In 

1 Tirmidhi # 1461 (1466), Abu Dawud # 2713. 
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this way, it becomes an intoxicant. The correct opinion which is observed is that it is 
not necessary for it to gather foam. It is called Khamr in Arabic. 

(2) The second kind is to boil the juice of grapes to some extent and store (for some 
time). It is called (J.,~) badhiq (in Arabic) and (o.l~) badah (in Persian).When the 
juice of grapes is boiled till one-fourth of it evaporates and. three-fourths remains, it 
is called(~~) Tila. 

(3) The third kind is called (_,.:J1 ~) naqi-ut-tamr also called (~) sikkir. It is the 
thickened juice of dates it gathers foam. 

(4) The fourth kind is called (~;JI~) naqi-uz-zabib.l 
It is the juice of raisins (large and small) that is boiled and produced foam. 

RULING: Of these four kinds, the first kind is absolutely prohibited. There is no doubt 
about it. The remaining three kinds are prohibited in the unanimous opinion of the ulama 
(Scholars) when they are kept in a vessel after boiling them and they thicken, because in 
this way they become intoxicants. But, if they do not intoxicate then they are not forbidden. 
For instance, if dates are immersP.d in water for some time till the water looks like a sherbet 
(or juice) without any kind of change in it, then it is proper to drink it. 

OTHER DRINKS: There are four other drinks which, according to Imam Abu Hanifah, 
are lawful to drink provided they are boiled in a simple way such that they do not 
intoxicate, but if they become intoxicants then these kinds also become forbidden Again, if 
they are kept aside for along time without boiling them and they gather foam, then too it is 
forbidden to drink them. 

NABIDTH: One of these four kinds is nabidth. It is produced from dates and is boiled to 
some extent. Even if it becomes dense then too it is allowed to drink it. 

KHALEET: It is a juice prepared by boiling for a little. 

THIRD KIND: leis nabidh prepared with honey, wheat, barley and com. or millet boiled in 
. water to some extent to produce a drink. 

MUTHALLITH YAMAN: It is the fourth kind. The juice of grape is boiled till two parts of 
it evaporate and one part (or one-third) of it remains as a drink. 

RULING ON THESE FOUR: Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J said that if anyone drinks any of 
them to gain strength to be able to worship well then it is allowed. But, if it is drunk to 
enjoy and get sexual pleasure then it is prohibited. 
However, Imam Muhammad ~~ ~ J held that is forbidden even to obtain energy for 
worship. The Hanafis, therefore, go by the ruling of Imam Muhammad ~~~ J· It is stated in 
the Ayni Sharh Kanz that Imam Maalik ~~~J. Imam Shafi'i and Imam ~ad J»,~J and 
from the Hanafis Imam Muhammad 41 ~ J rule: If a greater part of anything is an 
intoxicant and inebriates and befuddles, then even a small quantity of it is forbiAden, 
whatever the way it goes into the drinker's head. 2 

The evidence lies in the hadith in Ibn Majah and Daraqutni that Allah's Messenger 4:).$.41~ 
~ J said, "Whatever is an intoxicant is wine and all intoxicants are forbidden."3 

1 Hidayah has it noogoo zabib 
2 Ibn Majah # 3392 to 3394. 
3 Ibn Majah # 3390 and (similar) # 3386 to 3391, Daraqutni. 
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Hence, the Hanafi abide by the ruling of Imam Muhammad .&1~ J· 

We know, therefore that every thing spirituous and intoxicant is wine and forbidden 
whether it is a drink prepared from grapes, dates, raisin, honey, wheat, barley, millet or 
com or it may be the extract or juice of any tree, or it may be a kind of grass. It is forbidden 
irrespective of the quantity consumed, small or great. 

DIVORCE: If anyone divorces his wife in a state of intoxication, then, according to the jurists, 
divorce will be effective whether the intoxicant had resulted from wine or nabidh, etc. 
We stated in the foregoing lines that the Imams Maalik .&1~ J, Shafi'i .&1~ J and Ahmad ibn 
Hanbal .1!1 ~ J as also from the Hanafis Imam Muhammad .1!1 ~ J and, besides them, the 
scholars of hadith, hold that every intoxicant is forbidden, little or much. Imam Abu 
Hanifah .1!1~ J holds that a drink is filthy and forbidden and falls under the same command 
as wine which boils, thickens and gathers foam. And, he says that apart from these, unless 
they intoxicate, other things are not forbidden. However, the research scholars of the 
Hanafis who prefer to exercise caution, follow the verdict of Imam Muhammad .ll1~ J· It is 
stated so in the Nihayah, Ayni, Zayl'i, Durr Mukhtar, AI Ishabah wa an-Naza'ir , Fatawa 
Alamgiri, Fatawa Hummadiyah and Sharh Mawahibur Rahman. In fact, some of these 
assert the Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J concurred with Imam Muhammad .1!1~J· In this case, 
all the imams are one on this issue. 
Muwlana Abul Hayyi Lakhnowi ~1 ~J had answered a question that 'leaved bread' is 
forbidden. He delved exhaustively on the forgoing issue too and attested confirmation 
from nearly forty scholars of the Hanafis and the Shafi' is. 
Among things that cause intoxication, are cannabis, intoxicating grass, herbal plants and 
opium. It is forbidden to eat or drink them because they completely disrupt the human 
mind and hinder man from worship. The Ulama (Scholars) state that if anyone says that 
cannabis etc are lawful (to consume) then he is zindiq and a bid'ati (hmovator). Rather, 
the jurist Najmuddin Zahidi .1!1 ~J has called him a disbeliever,and said that it is 
permissible to kill him. 

TOBACCO: Also, tobacco is forbidden as stated in Durr Mukhtar. Shah Abdul Aziz 
Muhadd (prescribed punishment)ith Dahlawi i»1~J has classified puffing at a hookahl (or a 
hubble.bubble) as makruh tanzihi (disapproved for purification). This is because the mouth 
of one who puffs at the hookah smells of onion and garlic and not only that it also 
resembles the inmates their mouths and it does also from this man's mouth. Besides, sound 
nature dislikes this habit. Also, it causes extreme lethargy, and it causes some people to 
swoon. This thing is among the (P..) muftar, meaning that which creates sloth and neglect. 
According to a hadith transmitted by Imam Ahmad .1!1~.) and others: 

"Whatever makes one lazy and neglectful is forbidden." 
The compiler of Sirah and Sahah say muftar means to grow laziness. Imam Raghib has 
written in Mufradat ul-Quran that fa tar and future mean to 'slow down after being active,' 
'becoming mild after fervour,' 'turning feeble after good health.' These things are found in 
one who puffs at the hookah. 
As for the meaning of muftar given by some as 'heating of the body,' this is a rare meaning 

1 an oriental tobacco pipe with a long, flexible tube draws smoke through water in a bowl. (Oxfonl 
concise Dictionary) 
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and it is contrary to what most lexicographers say unless it refers to an internal heat. 
Anyway, puffing at the hookah takes one away from Allah's pleasure because it defies the 
sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~~ practice) of siwak. While the siwak (cleanses the teeth and) 
removes the bad odour .from the mouth, the hookah makes the mouth bad smelling. This 
hadith is found in the books of hadith Sahah, etc. about siwak: 

ujl.J.~L.; ~.. !~'B .. · 1 ~ ·~I~ ~ '' :, ....,--..J~~ ~ 

''The siwak is a means of purifying the mouth and it earns the pleasure of the 
lord."t (siwak is a piece of a twig used to brush and clean teeth.) 

[For more information see the English translation the Hidayah v2 pp 480 etc. 
Published in volumes by Darul-Isha'at, Karachi.] 

SECTION I jj~1j.Aili 

INGREDIENTS OF WINE 

-~·~-.7 .. \JI" - ~- ..... .J 
3634. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ 
said, "Wine is produced from these two trees: the date-palm and the grape-vine."2 

COMMENTARY: The meaning is that these two things: dates and grapes are the main 
source of wine. It does not limit the sources to these two things because of the Prophet ~2il~~ 
~J's saying (p ~JS} "Every intoxicant is wine" (in that the same command applies to all). 

(~.;li...:ll oi.J.;) -Jkll_;.o l.i.l-'~I.J~Ij~lj ~ lQ! ~ l~lj ~,)1 ~~~ ~ ~ :~~ ~j 
3635. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ~' ~ .J said that (Sayyiduna) Umar ~ li11 ~ .J delivered a 
sermon from the pulpit of Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ and he said, "Prohibition 
of wine has been revealed. And it is produced from five things: grapes, dates, 
wheat, barley and honey. Wine is what covers and confounds the mind."3 

COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) explain that the concluding words describe wine as 
what confounds the min:d. Hence, these five things are not all from which wine is prepared. 
There are other things too (Prohibition was with verse 90 of sunah al-Ma'idah). 

KHAMR WAS FROM DATES 

1 Nasai # 5, Musnad Ahmad 6-124, Abu Yala # 4916, Nasai Kubra # 4, Bukhari before # 1934 as 
chapter heading. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 2-279, Muslim# 13. 1985, Tirmidhi # 1875 (1882), Abu Dawud # 3678, Nasai # 
5572, Ibn Majah # 3378 
3 Bukhari # 5588, Muslim # 33-3032, Abu Dawud # 3669, Nasai # 5578. 
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3636. Sayyiduna Anas 4;S. .&1 ~ .J said, "Prohibition of wine was (enforced 
promptly) when it was forbidden (by a revelation). We did not (at that time) get 
wine from grapes but a little. Most of our wine was from busr (unripe dates) and 
tamr (dry dates)."t 

COMMENTARY: The fresh bud, or plumule, on a palm tree is called(&') tala in Arabic. It 
is the spadix which is the initial form of dates where after (J'}b:o) I<halal or green dates, (r.) 
busr or unripe dates, ( ~ .J) ruth or fresh, moist dates, are followed by dried dates and the 
final form (.,.w) tamr or ripe dates. 

SPIRITUOUS DRINK IS FORBIDDEN 

( ~ ~) _J I;.& ~i _;.5::..:,1 y 1;.! 
" 3637. Sayyidah Ayshah ,~,&,~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,_;..., was asked 

about bit (~) or mead which is nabidh from honey. He said, "Every drink that 
intoxicates is forbidden."2 

COMMENTARY: The word bit is also biti. Honey is kept in a vessel for some days till it 
becomes strong like the nabidh from dates. Both kinds are forbidden if they cause 
intoxication. It is said that bit was common among the people of Yemen. 

DEPRIVED OF PURE WINE OF NEXT WORLD 

, "' ~ &.~. .... "' ~ • , &.~. " "' ~ ' ~ , "' ' , ' , .·.A"' '71 ':..&. , ~ .. "'~ ~ ~ --l "'-"'~ill\ \~.JJI J, '"' Jl! J1'! ~ .·..3 1 .•.£"' (r'"\r'A) ~o,r.J_..4..,--I I..J".J.J--1"" tji~.J .. M ~ .. .,._..; 1-!'...,r--~·~.;T.J 

0J-.o oi.J.)) -~~~ J ~~ ~;J': !l_;j ~ ~j.kj ~~i ~iJ I J;~l ~.). 
3638. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.-l-oJ~.&'j...P said, 
11Every intoxicant is (under the same command as) wine and every intoxicant is 

·forbidden. He who drinks wine in this world and dies as a habitual drinker, 
without making a repentance, will not drink it in the hereafter."l 

COMMENTAR~: The habitual drinker drinks wine taking it to be lawful, cr these words 
are meant to keep him away from drinking, or he will not get the pure wine of the next 
world with those who enter paradise straightaway. 

WARNING TO DRINKERS 

1 Bukhari # 5580, Muslim (like it)# 7-1980, Nasai # 5543. 
2 Bukhari # 5586, Muslim # 67-2001, Abu Dawud # 3682, Tirmidhi # 1863 (1870), Nasai # 5594, Ibn 
Majah # 3386, Muwatta Maalik # 9 (Ashribah), Musnad Ahmad 6-190. 
3 Muslim# 73-2003, Bukhari (second partonly) # 5575, (and so) Tirmidhi # 1868 ( 1871), Ibn Majah # 
3373, Darimi # 209(}, Muwatta Maalik # 11 (Ashribah), Musnad Ahmad 2-19 
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~ oi.,.J) -.;WI~ISJ~JI .;Wit}'l JJ£ Jti Jl;il 
3639. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&'~.J narrated that a man arrived from Yemen. He asked the 
Prophet ~J~.i»1~ about a kind of liquor they consumed in Yemen which was 
prod~ed from com and is called mizr. The Prophet ~J~.i»1~ asked him, ''Is it 
intoxicating?" He said, "Yes!" So, he said, "Every intoxicant is forbidden. And 
(remember) about one who drinks intoxicants that he will give him to drink from 
tinat ul-Khabal." They (the .sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~.J) asked, "0 
Messenger of Allah, what is tinat ul-Khabal?" He said, ''The perspiration of th~ 
inmates of hell." Or, he said, ''The puss from the wounds of the inmates of hell."t 

COMMENTARY: The translation of Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhadd (prescribed punishment)ith 
Dahlawi .&1~ .J gives the meaning of Khabal as the 1 sweat' or 1 puss or blood' of the inmates 
of hell, and tinat as 'sediment'. 

ABOUT NABIDH 

" ' . ,-: ' "' ~ ' ' ,.. ' "' ~';'1.1!11~"' "~''"' ,:,,~~ ~~"'4!itilll L~ '~HI.~ 'liSl:;?l\~"'(r'\t.•) ;, -:,'...r' ,_, :.J ..r-:- '-' -r- , .. , (..; '.J ,.. ~ ~ ~ "'! :.J 

~ ,, , "'' 9 ' ' ~' _\ "'ol )-i.:L. ~I"' !.i.'l,..wJIJli"'~lli\1"' ......:.-;'l~·r...c., ,:'1"' ~ :.J.) ~ , ts, -''-"' .J :- '-' > '...)"" -'r~ , .. , ~'.J...r- .J 

3640. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~.i»1~ .J narrated that the Prophet~ J~.i»1~ forbade 
that dried date and unripe dates should be mixed (to prepare nabidh), that raisins 
and dried dates should be mixed (to prepare nabidh), that zahwi (JA .;) which is 
unripe date that takes yellow and red colour) should be mixed with fresh dates (to 
prepare nabidh). But, he said, "Prepare nabidh of each (by soaking it) separately."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ forbade the soaking of two kinds of fruit 
together (to make nabidh from them), but he allowed each to be soaked separately (to make 
nabidh from it). The reason is that one of the two kinds of fruit may respond to water more 
quickly than the other and become an intoxicant casting an influence on the other, The 
nabidh will cause intoxication and it will not be possible to identify the intoxicant. So, 
drinking it will be unlawful. · 

· Imam Maalik .&1 ~ .J and Imam Ahmad .111 ~ .J abide by this hadith. They say that it is 
unla~ful to drink this nabidh whether it intoxicates or not. Other say that it is forbidden 
only if there is intoxicant from it. 

ALLOWED TO CONSUME VINEGAR FROM WINE OR NOT? 
.. , , e, , , ' , ~ ' ' , ,, 

~ob.J)-~ Jli9~~ ~g1r'ifJ.;.!~J~illl~&iJ'..J..J'u;J'~J <nt '> 
3641. Sayyiduna Anas ~.ij,,~ .J said that the Prophet ~J~i»l~ was asked about wine 
being processed into vinegar (by immersing salt and onion into it). He said, "No." 
(It is not lawful).3 

COMMENTARY: The Hanafis say that if wine is transformed into vinegar then it is 
allowed to use it for eating and drinking. The vinegar may be prepared by mixing 

t Muslim# 72-2002, Nasai # 5712, Nasai Kubra 5218, Musnad Ahmad 3-361. 
2 Bukhari # 5602, Muslim# 26-1988, Abu Dawud # 3704, Nasai # 5551, Ibn Majah # 3397, Darimi # 
2113, Musnad Ahmad 5-309. 
3 Muslim# 11-1983, Tirmidhi # 1294 (1298), Darimi # 2115, Musnad Ahmad 3-260. 
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something in wine or without adding anything to it, by putting it aside for many days, or 
by leaving it in the sun after which it turns into vinegar automatically. · 
Imam Shafi ~~~ J says that if vinegar is processed by mixed something with wine, then it is 
not lawful to consume. If it is left in sun and it turns into vinegar without anything being 
added to it then he gave two verdicts abouJ it and the more approved is that the wine is no 
more wine but will become pure and it will be allowed to consume it. 
The Hanafis say that the Prophet~ J~~~~ had said unreservedly: 

(The best of seasoning is vinegar.) Hence, vinegar is lawful. Secondly, if the impurity is 
removed from wine because of which it was unlawful and a pure state is introduced into it 
then becomes lawful to consume. , 
As for this hadith (under discussion) the Hanafis say that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ had 
denied that it was lawful because this question was asked after wine was forbidden and 
people had long been used to drinking it. Naturally, any habit that has been given up after 
a very long practice does not go out of minds suddenly. Minds do incline toward it for a 
long time afterwards. Therefore, the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ forbade the use of vinegar 
processed from wine lest the devil tempt the people to drink wine in the name of vinegar. · 
Later, when the people were used to the prohibition of wine and there was no likelihood of 
their returning to it, the consumption of vinegar was permitted, processed from wine. The 
compiler of Hidayah has transmitted a hadith from Jabir ~~~~ J in a marfa form: 

·"' ... &... ~~ , ... 
~>-~r>~,;.~~ 

(The best of your vinegar is that which is produced from wine). Bayhaqi, Kitab Marifah. 

NOT TO BE USED AS MEDICINE 

0J-o oi.J.;) -~ISA!~lj iiJ-lt ~ Al!Jlii E:IJil.J.l &'~ bl ~~1 
3642. Sayyiduna Wa'il al-Hadrami ~ ~~ ~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Tariq ibn 
Suwayd ~ .&! ~ J asked the Prophet ~ ~~ ~ J about wine. He forbade him. Then he 
submitted, "We (will) only use it as a medicine." He said, "It is not a medicine but 
is (itself) a malady."l 

COMMENTARY: Most ulama (Scholars) say that wine must not be used as medicine. 
Some ulama (Scholars) maintain, however, that if a physician says that there is no remedy 
for an illness but wine, then it is allowed to use it, but the physician must be skilled. 
Similarly, if a morsel or something else gets stuck in a person's throat and cannot be 
swallowed and there is no water or any liquid to gulp it down so that he might die of 
suffocation, then all the ulama (Scholars) say, unanimously, that it is lawful to drink only 
so mush wine as is enough to get that thing down the throat. 

ALLAH HAS NOT PLACED CURE IN THE UNLAWFUL THINGS: It has been 
mentioned earlier in the beginning of the previous chapter, that the prohibition of wine 
was not sent down (in the verses of the Quran) all of a sudden but was sent down 

1 Muslim# 12-1984, Daimi # 2095, Musnad Ahmad 4-331. 
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gradually. The first of these verses was cited there. It also says: (1./"ili!~~J) {and there is 
some benefit in it for the people} 
The exegetes have written much on what these benefits could be. Some of them have 
pointed out that benefits refer to the soundness of the human body but can wine benefit the 
human body in any way, or be a means of cure of some illness? We must remember the 
words of the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ that Allah has not placed cure in anything that is 
unlawful. 

SECTION II ~dltjJJ!i 

PUNISHMENT FOR DRINKING WINE 

I I 

-...!..J}i ~~~Jii~:JWI ~_;j s~-...!..J}i~WI9u9l3 -...!..J}i ~~ ~Jis~:J 
I I I 

s~ -...!..J}i ~ Wl9l1 9u -...!..J~ ~~ ~JI s~ :J WI~ _;j s~ -...!..J}i ~ llll9u 9u 

_a ~~J..t~~~.&.4JIJJillku~lll.t~Ldll&llljll&.i.o,_rtl&lllj 
J~ II' _, , • ~., ...JI • ...1\.,;r"" , ~ J , ;...J>J ...,; 

3643. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~iii~~ 
~J said, ~'If anyone drinks wine (and does not repent) then Allah does not accept 
his salah (prayer) for forty days. If he repents then Allah relents to him. If he reverts 
(to it), then Allah does not accept his ~alah (prayer) for forty days, but if he repents 
then Allah relents to him. Again, if he reverts (to it),. then Allah does not accept his 
salah .(prayer) for forty days, but if he repents then Allah relents to him. Then, if he 
reverts to it a fourth time, Allah does not accept his salah (prayer) over forty days 
and even if he repents, Allah does not relent to him, and He will give him to drink 
from the river of Khabal (which is the pus of the inmates of hell )."t 
3644. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~l»~~ J narrated (the same hadith # 3463).2 

COMMENTARY: The man will not get reward for offering salah (prayer) but he will have 
discharged his duty to offer it. The worship of salah (prayer) has been mentioned here 
specifically to make realize that when salah (prayer) is not approved which is the superior 
most of all physical forms of worship then what way be said of the other forms of worship. 
The number of forty days is perhaps mentioned because a drunkard retains the effect of 
wine in different ways for as many days. 
The Prophet's ~ J~.ii~~~ words that Allah will not relent to him the fourth time are by way 
of warning and are tneant to keep him away from sin. In fact, he has said elsewhere, "If 
anyone sins and regrets and makes a repentance and hopes that Allah will forgive him then 
he is not defiant even if commits the same sin seventy times in a day." 
Or, the Prophet's ~ J~l»~~ words mean that he who drinks wine the essence of all sins is 
so much under its bleak influence that he is unable to make a sincere repentance. He is lost 

1 Tirmidhi # 1862, Musnad Ahmad 2-153 
2 Nasia # 5669, Ibn Majah # 3377, Darimi # 2091, Musnad Ahmad 2-189. 
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to the extent that he dies in his obstinacy. 

LITTLE OF INTOXICANT IS ALSO HARAAM 
, ,. "'- c:-- ·" "' c: ' ,. ~ r; ~ ,. ,. 

~.S~jUioi_,.;)-JI~·H:lii~~..J.~I lA Jli_;..L::,j~WI~;lJI Jj.!5~1-~t4-~J 0'"\to) 

(~lA~I_,Jjb~l_, 

3645. Sayyiduna Jabir ~iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~ said, ''If 
much of anything intoxicates, then a little of it is (also) prohibited."t 

COMMENTARY: If there is a liquor whose large amount causes intoxication but a small 
amount does not intoxicates then it does not follow that its small amounts may be 
consumed. Rather, even a little of it is haraam (prohibited), for, it is with man that he goes 
on increasing the amount of whatever he uses. Hence, we must abstain from small 
amounts,_ too. 

HANDFUL OF INTOXICANT IS ALSO FORBIDDEN 

(JJbY.I.J LS.l.o .)JI.J ..lo>l oi.J.J) 

3646. Sayyidah Ayshah ,~.f»,~_, narratea that Allah's Messenger said, "If a f~aq of 
anything intoxicates, then a handful of it is forbidden (too)."2 

COMM~NTARY: A faraq is three sa's (eight seers). The hadith means that whatever causes 
intoxication is forbidden irrespective of quantity. 

WHAT MAKES WINE 

" ~ " I "' ,. C: 
-~.f-~~Ill L's~jll Jlij 

3647. Sayyiduna Numan ibn Bashir ~iii,~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#./»1~ 
~ J said, "Indeed, from wheat wine is had, from barley wine is had, from dates 
wine is had, from grapes wine is had and from honey wine is had."3 

COMMENTARY: the ulama (Scholars) say that the hadith does not mean that wine is 
made from only these things. They are, however, the sources of wine, generally. Ibn Maalik 
said that wine (Khamr) is from grapes but the word is used for other sources too because 
the wine from them (as from nabidh) also knocks out the mind. 

WINE IS NOT A PRECIOUS COMMODITY 

JJ1 J", ,5 ~.H.~ sSJ~I ~~J Ldi ,~,., ~ u.l!s:.. -: ,~ J"li ... ~.)Jil .. l"- ".nl.!-'i1 (r"\t.A) , ~ _, ., ..r ~...r- ,~ ":f', ~'-'( v--w~ 

1 Tirmidhi # 1865 (1872), Abu Dawud # 3681, Ibn Majah # 3393, Musnad Ahmad 3-343. 
2 Tirrnidhi # 1866 ( 1873), Abu Dawud # 3681, Musnad Ahmad 6-131. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1879, Abu Dawud # 3676, ibn Majah # 3479, Musnad Ahmad 4-267. 
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3648. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.&~~J said, 'We had with us wine belonging 
to an orphan (who was under our care and whose miscellaneous property was 
entrusted to us ). When surah al- Ma'idah (meaning its verse 90 was revealed), I 
asked Allah's Messenger rl-J4#i»l~ about it and informed. him that it belonged to 
an orphan (whose property should be preserved). He said, "pour it out."l 

COMMENTARY: Wine is not a property of value. It is not lawful to earn a profit from it 
and we must despise it. Hence it must be spilled out. 

",1f 11.3 J.IJ"'lii I~ ~,g l:l~ I ~~ ... 'il. ~IJJI' ~b J"'G:JIW:l;,~!,f.£, ...:i\,f.£ ... ('r"\t4\) ~ "'-r- .....,-r·-,-~~ .. "" ..f- .:.y..:;, ~...... est .. ""; ~ ~ I,T'.J 

'"~' ' ............. ... , ,., 
~~!6£ ~j~illi~&:JI J~.UI:iJI:iCfl ~IJ.;(lj.fjU,;jL5~jll &IJ5-....!.)UJ.jl-l"';) lj 

-'i jli ~til '?I ~iT jli ~~~ jli I~I..;!.;J 
3649. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&'~J reported about (Sayyiduna) Abu Talhah ~.ii!1~J that 
he asked, "0 Prophet of Allah, I had bought wine for the orphans in my charge." 
He said, "Pour out the wine and smash the vessels.2 

According to another version: He asked the Prophet r1-J4#.1ill~ anout the orphans 
who had inherited wine. He said, ''Throw it away!" He asked, "May I not make 
vinegar c;»ut of it?" He said, "N o!"3 

COMMENTARY: Abu Talhah ~Jill~ J had bought wine for the orphans in his care when it 
was not prohibited When he asked him about it, the Prophet rl-J4#i»l~ instructed him to 
spill out the wine and break the vessels that contained it because wine may have seeped 
through into them. There was no way they could be purified. Or, the Prophet ~J4#~~ 
may have meant to emphasise the prohibition of wine. It was so serious that the vessels 
associated with wine may also be eliminated. 
He also disallowed the making of vinegar from it. Perhaps this was also to emphasise 
the dislike for wine. Or, the forbidding was by way of makruh tanzihi (disapproved 
for purification). 

SECTION Til 

WHAT INTOXICATES & CAUSES LETHARGY & WEAKNESS IS FORBIDDEN 
YJJ " ... ~ ' ~ , (. ... ... , 

( Jjby.l 0 1_,.;) -~_,p (10£ _;.L.:=,j ~ill I~ ;)JI JJ-.!5 ~ ~ G 4L:,~I6£ ('1""\0.) 

3650. Sayyiduna Umm Salamah ~ .&1 ~ J said that Allah's Messenger r1-J ~ .&1 ~ 
forbade everfthing that causes intoxication and renders (the drinker) languid.4 

COMMENTARY: The word rendered 'languid' is (P..) (muftir). It is said of a man(~}'.~*) when 
his eye lashes become weak and the eye balls seem to have been raised. It is used for something 
that heats the heart and mind and then makes them remiss, faint and become allayed. 
On the basis of this interpretation, the dill (or dill weed) of Khurasan and such other culinary 
herbs that cause weakness and laxity (after initial heat) are deduced to be forbidden. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1263, Musnad Ahmad 3-26. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1297. 
3 Abu Dawud # 3675. 
4 Abu Dawud # 3686, Musnad Ahmad 6-309. 
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The aforementioned meaning is from the Nihayah. 
[According to lane's lexicon. 'it is a beverage that renders languid the drinker ... or which 
heats the body and occasions in it a languor, or laxity of the joints and weakness: such 
beverage is prohibited. )1 

WINE IS NEVER PERMITTED 

"''W~ss ,ts. J:~~LUIJJIJ", '-"u ,~ --.~~ilil t~JJIJ' '"l,e 1iJ"li, .. ~_':',jl \~s.r.L~(l\o') 
(.'-J, Jt$~·Vfl-', ,,., ~J-~.J, .. ~"" ~...)-!. \.j'~~v-.J 

(JjiJ y.l oi_,J) -..U ~lii :_;S-~.;.5--..ulJli~,.Jllp<..f'WI ~l· e t~,~~li jti~ 
3651. Sayyiduna Day lam Himyariy 4:$ iil1 ~ J narrated that he submitted, ''0 
Messenger of Allah, we reside in a cold land where we have to undertake strenuous 
work (that requires tremendous physical exertion). So, we make wine from wheat to 
energise ourselves from it for our work and to withstand the it intoxicate?" He said, 
11Yes". He submitted, ''The people will not refrain from it." He said, 11If they do not 
give it up (and deem it to be lawful) then fight with them."2 

WINE & GAMES OF CHANCE FORBIDDEN 
,, ~..{ , .-: ' .. J ' ~ .. ~ 

~'$JI~ ~~~~~ u£- .:& d--.~_.,\;::_ WI u. ''-~'1- q 'I ~ ~ illl~ ~~ 0"\o'T) 
,.,.,.., ...; .,, J.,.. "' c..s-~J~ ~~ ~ ..j.if ,., "' ,. .J 

( "I I I ) ~I"" c-,, ~J"r~ .. 1"'1"'i'l" J_, Jy. OI'.JJ -......or-t~UJ ~_,s-~_, 

3652. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ..:s. iil1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ..111 ~ 
forbade (the consumption of) wine, (indulging in) gambling, (playing the) Kubah 
(game of chess or a kind of drum or the game backgammon or lute), and (drinking) 
ghubayra (a kind of wine). And he said, 11Every intoxicant is prohibited."3 

COMMENTARY: Kubah is the game of chess or backgammon, or a drum or a lute. 
(Maysir a game of chance). And ghubayra is a kind of wine prepared from corn or 
millet by the Ethiopians. 

DRINKER WILL NOT ENTER PARADISE 
I " til " ' " ~ C:!il ~ IJ " "' ' til " J til til ~ JJ ':lj -...!,)l!A ':lj jl!i ':lj 1.3~ 41 J..i.~ ~ Jli _;..l:.j ~ill\~ ~I if lli. j (\\or) 

._ \~J"..U~:.)· Jl--~ ... ~~, ..... ,;~ & llll&l"'"'-~ -1 0 "M " _, _, ? .. '.J.) ~..?' ":1-d '.j..) ~~ 

3653. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4;$...1d~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~..1dj...p 
said, ''A disobedient son and a gambler, and one who reminds of his favours and a 
habitual drinker will not enter paradise (with those who are admitted at an early 
stage after earning deliverance)."4 
According to another version from him: ''A disobedient son and a bastard, and one 
who reminds of his favours and a habitual drinker ... " to the end. 

1 Arabic- English lexicon EW. Lane (Book I part 6 pp 232. 33). translator. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3683, Musnad Ahmad 4-232. 
3 Abu Dawud # 3685. 
4 Nasai # 5675, Darimi # 2094, Musnad Ahmad -201. 
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COMMENTARY: Every play in which a bet is placed on something, or money is staked on 
something, is gambling. Speculation or forward trading is also gambling. 
Teebi ~~~J said that (~J~) mannan could mean 'to brag about one's favour's. But,it could 
also mean one who' cut off.' So, he is who severs ties of relationship. 
The hadith that a bastard will not enter paradise is neither sahih (or sound) nor may it be 
termed mawdu (or invented). Rather, it is a weak tradition. If it were to be said to be sound 
to some degree then it may be explained that normally a child born out of wedlock is 
deprived of its father's care and remains under the shadow of its mother's bad character, so 
it goes astray and falls into evil. 
It may also be said that such a child is auspicious. Or, it is a warning to such people who 
indulge in unlawful intercourse to desist them they give birth to such children. 
Some people say that walad uz-zina does not mean bastard but refers to those people who 
are habitual adulteres. It is like saying banu al-harb (children of war) or banu al-Islam 
(children of Islam), respectively, fighter, Muslims. 
Hence, this hadith does not say that a bastard will go to hell because he is born out of 
wedlock. He was not at fault for the sin that was the means of his birth. 

WARNING TO A DRUNKARD 

(~I o I_,.J) -<..r'.tij I~~ 
3654. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah 4:,&. ~' ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ ~' ,.).P said, 
11 Allah has sent me as a mercy to the worlds and as a guidance to the worlds. And 
my lord, Mighty and Glorious, has commanded me to eliminate (musical) stringed 
instruments and wind instruments, idols, crosses and customs of the jahiliyah 
(ignorance period) (pre-Islamic disbelief). And, my lord, Mighty and Glorious, has 
sworn, 'By My Mighty, if any of My slaves sips a mouthful of wine then I shall give 
him (in the next world) as much of pus (of the inmates of hell) to drink. But, if he 
abandons it (drinking wine) through fear of Me then I will give him (in the next 
world) drink from the sacred ponds (of paradise)."1 

COMMENTARY: The (musical) instruments comprise every conceivable kind, like drums, 
flutes, etc. But the stringed and wind instruments are forbidden because they were used by 
the misled people since ancient times. 
The jurists rule that humming tunes and singing songs with the musical instrument are 
unlawful, but without the musical instrument, they are makruh (disapproved). Moreover, 
to listen to songs and tunes sung by stranger women is strictly forbidden. 
The cross is a sacred symbol of the Christians. It reminds them of their belief that Prophet 
Eesa ~')t..J'~ was curified thecross depicts the manner in which he was put on it according 
to their belief. Hence, the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ was commanded to eliminate this symbol, 

1 Musnad Ahmad 5-228. 
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too. The Muslims are forbidden to use any such thing on which this symbol is found, for, it 
resembles another people and it is unlawful in Islam. 
As for the customs of the jahiliyah (ignorance period), they are those that are absolutely false 
and fake. They were practiced before the advent of Islam unrestrictedly. Examples are wailing, 
boasting on ancestors and family background and finding faults with lineages of other people. 

DISOBEDIENT CHILDREN CUCKOLD & DRUNKARD 
I _. I ' I 

~.ll ~~~cllit,..~-li l.hu Jij~J ~ilit ~~~ JJ.!5..J..;I:rl~t if-J <r,oo> 

(~W.H..,~lol_,.;)-·.: :ii~~~~.}.JI~~JJijJWIJ.,ril 
3655. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~..:w~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&1~ 
~J said, ''Three there are to whom Allah has forbidden (admittance to) paradise (and 
they will not be admitted in the beginning with those who have succeeded). They are: 
the habitual drunkard, one who is disobedient to parents, and the cuckold who 
connives at his wife (and womenfolk) committing illicit sexual intercourse."t 

COMMENTARY: The cuckold compels his wife and female slave, etc to commit sin with 
other men, or he connives at their being sinful with other men. This includes. consuming 
wine, remaining impure without having a purifying bath. The cuckold does not make his 
wife stop drinking and he does not compel her to have a purifying bath. 
The cuck~ld is (~J!~) dayyuth in Arabic. The Majma-ul-Bahrayn ~ays that he is also called 
(~~ Kash Khan, and (~u)) qarnan. Some people d'iffer and say that while the dayyuth 
tolerates other men's them to visit his wife, Kash Khan allows them to visit his sisters and 
qarnan permits them to go to his daughters. (According to steingass Persian-English 
Dictionary: Kash Khan is 'wittol' and qarnan is 'comute'.) 

~ J ,, 1 J J .... 2 .............. ' ' .... ~ ' ' ... ~ { ~ ... 
_r1t~.ll~l~.li~ .d)U Jli~j~illl ~ &tJl ~~ ~~ J'l ~_;..&~\ ~j (\"\0"\) 

(~lol.JJ)-~:J4JJ A&j~JJt,4ijj 
3656. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Ashari ~.&t~; narrated that the Prophet~ J~.&'j.J said, 
''three kinds of people will not enter paradise (initially): one who is a habitual 
drinker, one who severs ties of relationship and one who believes in sorcery."2 

COMMENTARY: The one who believes in sorcery believes that magic is effective by itself, 
otherwise it is proper to believe that sorcery is something, for it is created by Allah Himself. 
It works at Allah's command as stated: (~~~(sorcery is a fact). 

LIKE IDOL-WORSHIP 

.,.. ~ "' ~ ' r: • 1 rot .t .,..(:' .... " C: " ~ ~ J 
-~~~~~#~~~~.;t:.li<J~.;~t;-.;Jlij~l~,:Ut .... ~~ 

3657. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.iii~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.&~~ said, 

1 Musnad Ahmad 2-134. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 1-272. 
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. 
110ne who is addicted to wine will, on his death, meet Allah the Exalted like an 

· idoi-worshipper."t 
3658. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~ J also narrated it. 2 

3659. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Ubaydullah ~~ J also narrated itJrom his father.3 
Bukhari also narrated it in his Tarikh from Muhammad ibn Abdullah ~~~ J from t,.is 
fathe.r, as Bayhaqi ~~~ J said. 

~ C: ~ _, I _, J J J ~ ,_.. _.. 

-;lJI~J~~.;W19~u.l:;f.jl~l~rcJ41lAJ~~gJGI~J..'C}I6£j(r'11•) 

(~l....iJI oi.J.;) 

3660. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ ~~ ~ J (Ashari) said, 111 find no difference (at all) 
between consuming wine and worshipping this pillar (meaning the idol of stone) 
instead of Allah."4 

COMMENTARY: Abu Musa ~~~~ .J means to say that consumption of wine and idolatry 
ar~ sins of identical degree. 

t Musnad Ahmad 1-272. 
2 Ibn Majah # 3375. 
3 Bayl_l~qi in Shuab ul-eeman # 5597. 
4 Nasai # 5663 (5666), Nasai Kubra # 5173. 
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BOOK-XVII 

KITAB UL-IMARAHWAAL-QADA 

EMIRATES & JUDICIARY 
(OFFICES OF THE AMIR OR RULER AND OF THE JUDGE) 

Vol.3 

The word (oJt.-1) Imarah (emirate) means 'chieftanship and rule.' The word (•t..Ai) qada means 
'judiciary under sharialt.' These are the two basic pillars of the Islamic government. 
The amir and imam (who is the head of the government) is the preserver of the basic laws 
of Islam. He is responsible for running the government and for enjoining the reputable and 
forbidding the disreputable. He is the trustee of the religion and the strength of the ummah 
of Islam. He oversees the general affairs of the state. He has an authority over the matters 
of concern to the members of the Islamic society. 
The qadi fjudge) is the chief of the judiciary. He is the preserver of the rights of the citizens. 
He is the final authority on behalf of Shariah to decide cases and his main responsibility is 
to decide, on the basis of Shariah, the disputes between people. And his duty, greater than 
that, is to respect justice, fairness and honesty in every case. 

ISLAM & GOVERNANCE 
Islam is the world's unparalled religion and also its most great power. It is the last and 
most perfect code of law of guidance for the success of mankind. It is also the eternal 
political power that dispenses its authority for the overall good of mankind and their 
general administration. 
Islam is not merely a religion but as a religion is concerned with governance, rule politics 
and the state as with any significant reality. It is not what merely corrects the internal 
affairs but as a religion it lays claim to authority over the world's material life too. This is 
why the Quran the source of Islam's conceptions and theories, and the ahadith that are the 
explanations of the Quranic guidance, establish the relationship of Islam and the 
government, sometimes through history, sometimes through education and sometimes by 
recalling the blessings of Allah. · 
The earth belongs to Allah who has the right rule over it. So, one of the basic objectives of 
Islam is that Allah's rule should be established on earth and His law should be enforced. 
Those of us who are obstinate and bull-headed wish to separate religion and politics and 
thereby to keep Islam away from politics and government with no concern for them. They 
have succumbed to the tactics of elements who oppose Islam but who themselves have 
been unable to keep the state aloof of religion. However, they are bent on preventing the 
Muslims from marching ahead in politics. So they have created a conception of separate 
entities of religion and politics. Thereby, they have poisoned Muslim minds and thought 
with their filthy ideas. 
The initial ahadith of this Book of Al-imarah wa al-Qada bear out that Islam and 
government with politics are not two diverse subjects. These ahadith make clear that 
government and politics are part of Islam's sphere and they give ample guidance 
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concerning the amir (or ruler, chief), the Khalifah (caliph), the qadi Qudge) and sub-judges, 
he masses and subjects, the state and the army, and the different fields of administration 
and_ governance. These ahadith provide guidance and commands about them. 

CHAPTER- I 

SECTION I jj~tj..<aart 

OBEDIENCE TO AMIR IS OBEDIENCE TO ALLAH & HIS MESSENGER ~J~~~~ 

J.ii ~l~ 6A Jili' ~{J;r J.ii ~~~&4 ~J ~ili1 ~;!J1 JJ.!J jli jli s~..r' c;r ~ <n,,) 
' 2"' .. ~ r; ... { t ... ...... { ~ ..... ,, ~ 

~I" ,!..o ~~~ ~ 'lA~Il,;;l"' .l~ J.i9 ... ~ J~l ·~,!._a"' ,."'(.1;1 .1A9 '!.a ~I~ ,!._a"' ill I ...... 
I " ..) .J ....,-,. I.J"' .. • _...P ,. .!.J \.,;j ,J .. -;; ~,;;,- -.. ....,- -.J l.if" ,J .. -; ,. ,. " ....,- .J !..P-

, ... ... , ... ... .: tl , ... ... -: ... '( ... ... ~ z.,. ... ... ~, 
<~~JA:.o)-~~~~9~tJli~JJI..J-?"1~1~~~19J~j~I()~_;AI~19f-t~J 

3661. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .,.~.1l'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~Jill~ 
said, 1'Whoever obeys me has obeyed Allah, and whoever disobeys me has 
disobeyed Allah, whoever obeys the amir has obeyed me, and whoever disobeys 
the amir has disobeyed me. The imam is merely a shield behind whom fighting 
takes place (on his orders and strength) and protection is sought (from the enemy). 
If he enjoins (piety and) fear of Allah and dispenses justice, then he will earn a 
reward for that. But, if he enjoins otherwise, then he will bear the burden (of sin)."1 

COMMENTARY: The imam (ruler of the state) is a shield in the sense that like a shield that 
keeps arrows and swords away from the body, so too the imam keeps the enemy at bay. 

A SLAVE WHO IS AMIR MUST BE OBEYED 
' ... J...~J J ' ... ~ r; ~ J ... ... , J 

>S"~~~J.?.~~_;.~j.§l~!~j~illi~~IJj..!JJli~li~l_.;l~j(r'\\'0 
I 

0J-o o I.J.;) -1 a., '-lj AJ I , ' "' , li JJ 11..-ll:.S:., ~ ~,, "":, 

3662. Sayyiduna Umm Al-Husayn ~.1l'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ 
~ J said, "If a slave with a slit nose and a cut ear is made your ruler and he goes by 
the Book of Allah (in leading you) then listen to him and obey him."2 

COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasises the importance of obeying the ruler. The 
relevance of the slave makes it more emphatic. It is like the Prophet's ~ J~.1l1~ saying, "If 
anybody builds a mosque even like a birds nest .... " Clearly a mosque is never like that. So, 
the Prophet ~J~.1l1~ only meant to emphasise the importance of building mosque: how 
excellent and meritorious it is! In this case too it is to show how important it is to obey the 
ruler. Otherwise, it is not allowed to make a slave an amir or an imam (meaning, head of 
state). He may become an assistant of the head of state. 
Hence, it must be remembered that in all these ahadith the same interpretation will apply 
as mention a slave as the head of state. 
The same explanation is made about a split nose and ear. It means that the ruler should be 

1 Bukhari # 2957, Muslim# 33-1835, Nasai # 4193, 4196, Ibn Majah # 2859, Musnad Ahmad 2-252. 
Nasai Kubra # 7816, 7819. 
2 Muslim# 311-1298, Tirmidhi # 1706 ( 1712), Nasai # 4196, Ibn Majah # 2861, Musnad Ahmad 6-402. 
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obeyed howsoever he is personally of a low rank. 
1 ., I ' I 

;..~J,.;! ,, ~!J ~~~~J~I j~~J~IDI ~;111 jj.!J ~~ u;-l\6£J (r\\r') 
~ ... ,. "'"' ~ 

(I.S.J~I oi,J.)) -~J ~lj ~8' &::& 4 
3663. Sayyiduna Anas It$ i»1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 jJ said, 
"Listen (to the command) and obey (what your ruler enjoins and forbids) even if an 
Ethiopian slave with a (small) head like a raisin is made your ruler."t 

RULER MUST NOT BE OBEYED IF HE COMMANDS DISOBEDIENCE TO ALLAH 

l.;!9 I , ,{,~,A, l~ UU!ll"' f: '" ... t "' .. ~ ful ~~ JJI J', 'J J"~ J"'li d .•.-tt.·..£ ... (r'"\"\t.) .... ~ :J-ol l.f .J ~.J .... ~.. ~ ~ y-: "':r--' 
~ , , ,~ I , ,., , ;_A"" "' 

-<~·ti=.a)-4-~~~~).l;~~''.;L;~~~-~ ,,u~ ~~~ .. ~- ...., " .. , :,'.....trtl" ;II , .. , ~...rJ...):!.,..PW ., """" • 

3664. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~t:.S-..ln~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»lj-P said, 
''To hear and to obey (his commands) are incumbent on a Muslim in what he likes 
and what he dislikes, as long as he is not commanded to commit sin. So, when a 
command is given (by the ruler) to do something sinful then he must neither hear 
nor obey."2 

COMMENTARY: It is binding on every Muslim to need and obey what the ruler says 
whether it is to his liking or not, provided the ruler's command does not contravene the 
limits of Shariah. When he gives such a wrong command, it must not be obeyed but, even in 
this case it is not allowed to rebel against him. 

-~J;:J' au Lilli~~~~ cJ.U.~ '1 ~j ~ili, ~J.J J, '5 J~ J~ ~~ ... (r'"\"\0) · 
"' "' "IS"""' "'" "~ tJ"' '.J 

(~~) 

3665. Sayyiduna Ali ~t:.S-li!l~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~iJ!Ij-P said, "There 
is no ob~dience (to a command from the ruler, parents, teachers, religious mentors, 
etc.) If it calls to disobedience (or sin). Obedience is binding only in what is pious 
and reputable."3 

PROMISE TO OBEY 

I 

( ~ ~) -...!.Jl.&~ ~~ ;111 ~ 
3666. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit ~t:.S-.bi~J said, "We aware allegiance to Allah's 

1 Bukhari # 7142, Ibn Majah # 2860, Musnad Ahmad 3-114. 
2 Bukhari # 7144, Muslim# 38-1839, Tirmidhi # 1713, Abu Dawud # 2626, Nasai 4206, Ibn Majah 
2864, Musnad Ahmad 2-17. 
3 Bukhari # 7257, Muslim# 39-184, Abu Dawud # 2625, Nasai # 4205, Musnad Ahmad 1-12. 
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Messenger~ J~;.,~ (promising to observe these things: ) 
1._ To hear (his instruction and in all conditions) to obey (his commands) in 
time of difficulty and time of ease, in happiness and in sorrow. · 
2. If others are preferred over us (we shall show patience) 
3. not to dispute with authority about the commands 
4. to speak the huth (and what is right) wherever we be (and irt whatever situation) 
5. and we shall not fear anyone who blames us whatever he says in our works 
for Allah's sake (in religious affairs and in speaking truth)." 

According to another version: "Not to dispute with authority about the commands" 
(and the Prophet~ J~ii11~ said: ) 11unless you have an evidence from Allah" (like a 
verse of the Quran or a hadith and which is not subject to an alternate 
interpretation in such cases, it is allowed to reproach the authority).! 

COMMENTARY: According to a tradition, the Prophet ~J~iil1~ had forewarned the 
ansars that after him, other people would be given preference over them. He had 
instructed them to show patience when that happened. Indeed, this did happen after the 
righteous caliphs. When the atJllr5 ruled they gave the slip to the ansars so they kept their 
promise and tolerated the injustice without making any complaint. 
As for the promise not to dispute with the authority about the command(s), it implies 'we 
shall not crave for rule and government and whoever is made our amir, we shall not 
depose him nor rebel against him.' However, the concluding words of the tradition say 
explicitly that if the words and dees of the ruler smack of disbelief then it is allowed to 
depose him and he may not be obeyed. 
The question whether an imam and a qadi may be deposed if he is a sinner is as: imam 
Shafii ..111 ~ .J holds that he must be deposed but Imam Abu Hanifah iil1 ~ .J says that he 
cannot be deposed for that reason. Also, Imam Shafi iil1 ~ .J contends that he cannot be a 
guardian of anyone but Imam Abu Hanifah iii1~.J says that he is eligible to be someone's 
guardian and a si.nrilng father may give off his minor daughter in marriage. 

OBEDIENCE ACCORDING TO ABILITY 
,.. I o ,..,.. ' ,.. l ' ,l, ,.. ,.. ""' ,.. 

l!l J~ ~ll!Jij ~~ ~ ~j ~WI~ ;lll Jj-!5 ~~ 1.;! l!S" Jli~ ~I lf-j (r''\'\V) 

(~~)-_;!:,t:;:: "I lo.:! 
3667. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ii11~.J narrated that whenever they pledged allegiance 
to Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ii11 ~ to hear (his words of guidance carefully) and to 
obey (his commands), he would say to them : In that which you are able."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J ~ lilt ~ gave concession to the Sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) (tP .lll ~ .J to hear and obey to the best of their ability. They must not lag 
behind in that. 

DO NOT SEPARATE FROM THE UMMAH EVEN A BIT 

~J(ii Uj.~ ~ ,~1 ~ ~t; &.4.; 1 "'~:~All! ~~I jj.!J Jli Jli ~~~I if j (f'\'\A) 

1 Bukhari # 7200, Muslim# 42-1709, Nasai # 4151, ibn majah # 2866, Muwatta Maalik # 5 Oihad), 
Musnad Ahmad 5-314. · 
2 Bukhari # 7202, Muslim# 90-1867, Nasai # 4187, Muwatta Maalik # (Bayah) Musnad Ahmad 2-139. 
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3668. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4-).s.~~~ said, 
''If anyone finds in his amir something that he does not approve (from the point of 
view of Shariah or naturally), then he must exercise patience. (He should not rebel 
against the amir) for if anyone separates from the community a span's distance and 
dies (without making a repentance) then he dies the death of the people of the 
jahiliyah (ignorance period)."t 

COMMENTARY: The people of the pre-Islamic era were unconcerned with religion. They 
did not obey their amir or their imam. Rather, they openly absolved themselves of all 
responsibility to their leaders. They had no concept of a community and togetherness. 
This hadith teaches us that Islam calls for a unified ummah, togetherness of the Muslims, a 
strong reliance on the leadership and obedience to the leaders and unity in affairs of the 
community. These things are essential to religion and for its strength. 

PARTISANSHIP HAS NO PLACE IN ISLAM 

JJ~j ~lJ!l16JJ f.;J.6A Jfo_;.Lj ~ful ~ JJ1 j_;.!5 ,!. .; , ~ jli S~_;.k c;l ~ j O"Y\1\) 
" 

(._pj-.o o I.J.J) -~ ~j ~ u::4li b~ ~ L5.J.!J; 
3669. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~ 
~J4-).s.~' say, "If anyone gives up obedience (to the mler) and separates from the 
community (of Islam) and dies (in that condition) then he dies the death of the 
people of the jahiliyah (ignorance period). If anyone fights under a banner whose 
cause is not clear whether right or wrong and he is in a rage in favour of 
partisanship, or gathers people to factionalism, or promotes the cause of 
partisanship, and is killed (in the process not concerned with propagation of 
religion) then he dies the death of the people of the jahiliyah (ignorance period). If 
anyone comes out against my people with a raised sword killing the pious and the 
evil not aparing those who are believers (giving no thought to how grave it is to kill 
them) and (not sparing) those who observe covenants that have been agreed upon 
•.(not respecting these covenants), then he does not belong to my ummah (and is not 
among those who pursue my path) and I have no concern with him."2 

THE BEST & THE WORST RULERS 

1 Bukhari # 7134, Muslim# 55-1819, Darimi # 2519, Musnad Ahmad 2-275. 
2 Muslim# 53-1848, Nasai # 4114, Ibn Majah # 3948, Musnad Ahmad 2-306, Nasai Kubra # 3579. 
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3670. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik Ashjai ~.a,,~J narrated, "The best of your rulers 
are they whom you love and they love you. You pray for them and they pray for 
you. (This·creates a mutual nearness and kind relationship.) And, the worst of your 
rulers are they whom you despise and they despise you. You invoke curse on them 
and they curse you." 
He (Awf ~.a,,~J) said that they (meaning, the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~J 
~i»> ) asked him, : 0 Mess~nger of Allah , in that case, shall we revoke the promise 
made to them? (Shall we depose them?)" He said, "No! Not as long as they est~blish 
the salah (prayer) among you. No! Not as long as they establish the salah (prayer) 
among you. Beware! If one has a ruler over him and he observes him come up with 
an act of disobedience to Allah, then he must detest the act of disobedience to 
Allah, but must not take aVvay his hand from obedience to him."1 

COMMENTARY: The hadith makes us understand that if the head of state which is 
Islamic does not offer salah (prayer) then it makes it binding to revoke the promise and 
covenant of faithfulness and obedience to him. If he perpetrates a clear act of disbelief then 
the Muslims may revoke their promise of fidelity to him and depose him. So, If he gives up 
offering salah (prayer), he deserves the same treatment and may be deposed, because salah 
(prayer) is a pillar of religion and it distinguishes Islam from disbelief. 

·In contrast, other sins are not as grave as neglect and abandoning of salah (prayer), so if a 
ruler .perpetrates them then it does not call for revoking the promise to obey him. 
This saying of the Prophet ~.J",l~J»,~ sounds a serious warning against abandoning salah (prayer). 

·RESPONSIBILITY OF MUSLIMS TO EXPRESS DISAPPROVAL OF RULER'S 
WAYWARDNESS 

... -; , ' ' ' .. ..... ' ' , , ~l , .. ' e- , .. .... c:-!"' , '( ~'!!. }/ Jli _; £ljlil ~91 l_;.lli rql3j (595 6Ja &~ j .-*.iii -o-r (jA j Cs~ .iai j..>.J I ~9 .....!.JJJ.~ j 

0J-o o b.J) _1) a; .;.SJIJ 1) a; -o../ &A eslt~ Lo ':ll,#u 
3671. Sayyidah Umm Salamah '+"'.a,'~J narrated thah Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~ 
said, "You will have over you rulers whom you like and whom 'you dislike. He who 
speaks out what he disapproves (openly declaring what he does not accept) will be 
absolved (of hypocrisy and abetment). He who hates (in his heart but does not 
muster courage to declare openly) will be safe (from reckoning about it). But, he 
who is pleased (at heart and abides by the rulers in committing wrong) and follows 
them (will share the sin and punishment)... They said, 11Shall we not fight with 
them?" He said, "No! Not as long as they offer salah (prayer). No! Not as long as 
they offer salah (prayer)," meaning, he who considers it bad in his heart and rejects 
it in his heart.2 

1 Muslim# 66-1855, Darimi # 2797, M. ~·mad Ahmad 6-24. 
2 Muslim# 63-1854, Tirmidhi # 2265 (2~ 72), Abu Dawud # 4760. 
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COMMENTARY: Shaykh Abdul haq Muhadd (prescribed punishment)ith Dahlawi ...\1~.) says 
that the last words of the hadith are the narrator's to explain 'He who hates will be safe.' 
But, Mulla Ali Qari .111~ .J says that the narrator there by expounds both sentences 'He who 
disapproves and speaks out,' and 'he who hates ... ' 

RULERS WHO WILL TAKE AWAY THE BEST THINGS 

I ' ! I ' "' '"' "' c: l "' • "' I c: '( ("'f!!. I 
(~·~> ,~au,,.\ .. ,..,, .... ,_,,,,,lir,Jli4l.liJ, 1Jl:iU~u~91-'lil:&,,~,J,'I"' .. ~- -> ~.J~~ ... .JJ .. ~ .. :..r . ~ .Jj., ~.J 

3672. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud 4.:$-lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger li!1~ 
~ J~ said to them, "You will see, after me, partiality against you, and other things 
that you will not approve." The Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.\i'~J asked 
him, "0 Messenger of Allah, what do you command us to do (against them)?" He 
said, 11Give them their rights. And ask Allah for your rights."t 

COMMENTARY: If your rulers deny you your rights, you must nevertheless continue to 
give them their rights. You must obey them and remain their supporter and helper. 
Exercise patience and pray to Allah to compensate you. 

.. .... ' "' ~ ' l .. I. !.PA J I. .. A .. ' I 
&1~ Jli9~j~WI ~~I Jj.!J ~1.13~t:A ~J~ Jli.r.~ ~\j (.;.j (i\Vi) 

~oi,J.;)-~LA_;.~jl);tlA_;§jc 
3673. Sayyiduna Wail ibn Hujr 4.:$-li!I~.J narrated that (Sayyid\ma) Salamah ibn Yazid 
Jufi 4.:$-.i»I~J asked Allah's Messenger ~J~J»,~, "0 Prophet of Allah, what do you 
command us to do if such rulers rule over us as compel us to give them their rights 
but deny us our rights?" He said, 11Listen (to them) and obey (them), for only they 
will carry their burden (of dispensing justice and giving rights of their subjects) 
and you will carry your burden (of obeying them)."2 

COMMENTARY: The hadith apportions responsibility of the ruler and of the subjects. 
Each has to fulfil the responsibility on their shoulders irrespectives of whether the other is 
dutiful or derelict. 

WARNING TO ONE WHO CEASES TO OBEY IMAM 

~~~I~ fell~ j~_kj ~AlJ\ ~ ;i.l1 j_;.!J ~ j~ _;..;L ~I ;iJ1~ (.;. j (i"\Vt) 

I . \ A oi.J.J) -~ts-S:.Lo 6u k ~ '~ .. _n,"'.J, 6LA ,l..A.J"' :J iU 'i.J"' ~l::Qll .. ,., alJI .. ~' ~ .. , , • ., ... t, ~~ '-"'"" • , .. ,_ ~ .Y- (,$" 

3674. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn umar ~t:S- .1!1 ~J said that he heard Allah's 
Messenger ~JA#.111~ say, "If anyone withdraws himself from obedience (to the 
ruler of the Islamic state) then he will meet Allah on the day of resurrection 
without possessing any evidence (of faith). And if one dies without an oath of 
allegiance to the (true) imam, then his death will be like the death of (the people 

1 Bukhari # 7052, Muslim# 45-1843, Tirmidhi # 2190, Musnad Ahmad 1-433. 
2 Muslim# 49-1856, Tirmidhi # 2199 (2206). 
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of) jahiliyah (ignorance period)."t 

REJECT A CLAIMANT TO CULERSHIP WHEN ONE IS ALREADY RULING 

J ~ ., r: ., ..!,., ~f 

(~~)-_;..l,~~ll!£.J.J,lJ~illl....iJ1i~..;.lpl~~li~J~I 

3675. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah~ 1»1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .liii..}J said, 
''The Banu Isra'il were taught, trained and guided by the Prophets~J ~ .lils_.)J. 
Whenever one Prophet died another Prophet took his place (and in this way the 
Prophets~J~.i»'.)J succeeded each other). There will be no Prophet after me, but, 
there will be Khulafa (Caliphs), many of them." They asked, 11What do you 
command us to do (if there are several claimants at one time)?" He said, "Fulfil the 
oath of allegiance to the first, (and after him) the first land if more aspire for the 
office, obey the first of them who takes over and reject the others). Give them their 
rights. Surely, Allah will Himself question them about what He has entrusted them 
with (of the responsibilities).2 

COMMENTARY: The_ caliph who is appointed first must be given his right and each is 
called 'the firse in respect of the one who succeeds him. Oath of allegiance must be given 
to each in the same s£:quence as one succeeds the other. If more than one lay claim to the 
office, swear oath of a\tegiance to the first and reject the others as those hankering for 
power. The next hadith confirms it. 
Give the rights of the ruler even if he does not give you your rights. In the next world, he 
will be made to make amends for his faults here and will be punished for that. 

J I. _, I t: I J 
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(_,J...-.o oi.J.J) _I~£! !ft ~I 
3676. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri~.11'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger A#.111~ 
~ J said, "When allegiance is pledged to two cliphs, kill the second of them."3 

COMMENTARY: If a second person lies claim to the first is in office, and begins to seek 
oath of allegiance for rlmself, then fight with him till he mends his ways and submits to 
Allah's command of respecting the first caliph, or is killed. This is necessary because he 
rebels against Allah's commands. A rebel must submit or be killed. 
Some authorities say that 'Kill him' implies that those who have pledged allegiance to him 
must revoke their pledge and make him weak and unsupported so that he is unable to 
spread mischief against the caliph. 

KILL HIM WHO CREATES DISCORD 

1 Muslim# 58-1851, Musnad Ahmad 2-154. 
2 Bukhari # 3455, Muslim# 44-1842, Musnad Ahmad 2-297. 
3 Muslim# 61-1853. 
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3677. Sayyiduna Arfajah narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J4~)»,~ say, 
''Soon mischief and.corruption will arise, So, strike with sword him who plots to 
disintegrate this ummah when they are united, be he anyone (whosoever)."1 

COMMENTARY: With passing of time, the enemies of religion will intensify their 
mischief. They will employ various tactics to cause dissension in the ranks of the Muslims. 
Leadership is Infln's greatest weakness and he tries to seize it. So, some Muslims fall prey 
to the conspiracies of the enemies and go to extremes to oust the ruler and take his place. 
The result is a total collapse of law and order and .spread o.f unr~~t with a rise of factions 
among the ummah. 
In these circumstances, the.,Muslims must not cease to rernain with the first leader whom 
they had instated originally, and must resist mischief among their ranks. 
To maintain their unity, they must no~ hesitate to eliminate anyone who sows seeds of 
discord. He may be a great scholar too, seemingly a great Shaykh and honourable man. In 
fact, the ulama (Scholars) say that if the claimant is more deserving than the present ruler, 
even then he must be killed because he deserves to be eliminated being the cause of 
division in the ummah. Of course, there is a proviso that the present ruler is worthy of his 
responsibilitie~ as ruler and there is no valid reason to depose him. 

, 91 J "' J .... J ' "' ! ' ! "' "' ~I"'~,~~ ,;SjAI"' _;Su10AJ ,e .. ~"' ~WI~~J.HJ, '" e , "'JliH"' "'('f"\VA) , .. .J J$ • .J ..... .J ~ ~.... "' ~.)~ ~.J 

J .Jf. "' f-~.. "' .. "' J. ::, "', 
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3678. Sayyiduna Arfajah narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~""J4~)»,~ say. 
"H anyone comes to you (as a rebel to overthrow your ruler) while you are united 
under one man (as your Khalifah) and he intends to split your KhaJifah) and he 
intends to split your care, or cause division in your community, then kill him."2 

COMMENTARY: The unity of the Muslims is spoken of as a "care" and division in their 
ranks as II splitting the cane'. 
The next words 'and cause division in.your community' are perhaps interjected by the 
narrator to expound the preceding. But, if they are spoken by the Prophet~ J~..ll,~, then 
the first phrase could refer to worldly affairs and to weakening the political strength of the 
Muslims, and this second phrase to their religious unity being disturbed. 

3679. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr~J»,~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~..ll~~ 
~J said, ''If a person pledges allegiance to an imam (ruler) by giving him his hand 
to promise obedience and fidelity with sincere submission in his heart, then he 
must obey him as much as he can. If another man appears (declaring himself as 

1 Muslim# 59-1852, Abu Dawud # 4762, Musnad Ahmad 4-341. 
2 Muslim # 60. 1852. 
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imam) and rebels against the imam then sever his (contender's neck."t 

DO NOT SEEK RULERSHIP 

Vol.3 
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3680. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Samurah ~ li!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~lil'~ said to him, 11Do not ask for the office of the ruler because if 
you are given it on your asking(for it), then it will be entrusted to you to run it 
yourself (while that is very difficult for anyone to handle without help). But, if you 
are given it while you have not asked (for it), then you will be helped (by Allah) to 
run it (smoothly and justly)."2 

0.,S::..wJ §5LAYI ~~J..b~ ;.S:J!Jli ~J ~fu1 Ja LJl!if S..ri..r' C?\ ~ J <r1A') 
... • ii' 

, ~~t , t. "'P .. e , 
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3681. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah~l»'~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~l»1~ said, 
"You will be keen to get the position of a ruler. But, on the day of resurrection, it 
will turn out to be a cause of regret. How excellent a provider of milk but how 
bad a weaner!3 

COMMENTARY: The office of the ruler is said to begin as a wet nurse who suckles but to 
end as a woman who stops suckling. So the assumption of rulership seems very good and 
pleasing but when the inevitable death comes and the office is surrendered, it feels very 
bad. Hence, it is not proper to be keen to get the relish which ends as regrettable. 

, ., c: , ,~ , J ,, J "" , I. ., c: , 
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3682. Sayyiduna Abu Dhar 4;$- 1»1 ~ J narrated that he submitted 110 Messenger of 
Allah, why do you not make me governor (of some place? He added that he patted 
him on his shoulder and said, 110 Abu Dhar, you are weak while this 
(governorship} is a trust (from Allah concerning rights of fellow-men). This will be 
a cause of embarrassment and regret on the day of resurrection, except for one who 
assumes it and handles it right fully to give the dues of the right-holders (namely, 
his subjects)." 
According to another version, the Prophet ~ J4:)s.lill~ said to him, 110 Abu Obarr, I 
find you weak (so that you will not be able to shoulder responsibilities of the office 

1 Muslim# 46-1844, Nasa'i # 4191, Ibn Majah # 3956, Musnad Ahmad 2-161. 
2 Bukhctri # 7146 Muslim# 13-1652, Tirmidhi # 1529(1534) Abu Dawud # 2929, Nasa'i # 5384, Darimi 
# 2346, Musnad A~1mad 5-62, Nasa'i Kubra # 5929,5930. 
3 Bukhari # 7148, Nasa'I # 5385, Musnad Ahmad 2-448. 
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of governor). And, I like for you that I like for myself. Do not become ruler over 
even two peoplt and do not act as guardian of an orphan's property.t 

COMMENTARY: By saying, ."1 like for you what I like for myself," the Prophet ~J~.l~~~ 
made it clear that if he was weak like him, he would not have shouldered the 
responsibilities of leadership. But, Allah gave him enough strength and endurance. 
Without that, he would never have been able to take up the responsibility. 
Imam Nawawi 4:'- ~~ ~J said that this hadith is the greatest guide and advice that the 
responsibilities of government should not be accepted, particularly by the weak. 

DO NOT HAND OVER OFFICE TO ONE WHO SEEKS· IT 

jlii J:f. ~~ ~ -...:....>~5J ul _;.L.j ~ ful j..D ~I~ ,l U .. $· jli ~~ ~~ ~j (i'\Ai) 
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3683. Sayyiduna Abu Musa .w:. ~~ ~ J said that he and two men from among the 
children of his paternal uncle visited the Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~· One of them 
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, appoint us as amir of some place from the 
territories over which Allah has made you leader." And, the other made a similar 
submission. He said, "By Allah, I shall not appoint over that work anyone who asks 
for such appointment and also not anyone who is ~een for the appointment." 
According to another version, he said, "We shall not appoint in our ~ork one (as a 
governor) who intends to get it."2 

COMMENTARY: It was the practice of the Prophet ~ J~~'jJ that he did not appoint an 
applicant to the post he applied for without being asked to do so. Desiring such 
appointment implies love for recognition. In the end it causes the seeker a disadvantage. 

WHO REJECTS OFFER OF RULERSHIP IS THE BEST 

"", I ~ ~ , 
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3684. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:'-.:ii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~tjJ 
said, "You will find him among the best of people who has the greatest of dislike of 
this office (of rulership) till he ends up in it."3 

COMMENTARY: One who dislikes to take responsibility of leadership is the best of all 
people. But, if he does accepted it for some reason then in the end he too will be as 
regretful as is the fate of anyone else holding this responsibility. 
Teebi """~'~ J said that one who dislikes rulership is the best of all people. However, if he 
succumbs to the temptation and seeks to become a ruler then he will turn into the worst 
kind of people. 

1 Muslim# 16.1825, M.usnad Ahmad 5-173. 
2 Bukhari # 7149, Muslim # 14. 1733, Abu Dawud # 3579, Musnad Ahmad 4-409. 
3 Bukhari # 3588, Muslim# 199-2526, Musnad Ahmad 2-418. 
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EVERYONE ANSWERABLE FOR HIS RESPONSIBILITY 

"' (} 1-4~ t-4~... ..... (} 
, (~~)-~.,J~JJ!, ~;.~J ~ljj..)..:O.i~I~Jj}, ~ 

3685. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#~1~ 
~ J said, 11Know! Everyone is an overseen and (on the day of resurrection,) each one 
of you will be questioned about his subjects. So, the imam (ruler) over a people is 
their overseen and will be questioned about them. A man is an overseen over the 
dwellers of his house and will be questioned about them; a woman is an overseen 
over the house of her husband and his children and will be questioned about them. 
A man's slave is an overseen over his master's property and will be questioned 
about it. Beware! Every one of you is an overseen and each one of you will be 
questioned about his subjects ."1 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word raiyah is that which is under the care of a(t'J) 
shepherd, a custodian or an overseen. The people of a country are the subjects of the 

_ rplers of that country and are called his ra;'iyah because they are under his care. Hence, 
the hadith is a supervisor or an overseen or a shepherd. The ulama (Scholars) go so far as 
to say that every person is an overseen of the sense organs of his body. These organs are 
his subjects. So, on the day of resurrection, every person will be questioned about his 
sense organs and will be asked, "How did you use them? And, where? 
This has not been included in the hqadith because it is very evident. 

WARNING TO THE TREACHEROUS TO THE OPPRESSOR 
"' , !. ' " ~ ' ~ ., ,., ,-:'....a~) \;, 1!"' .t.Al.A J, .... I "'"'~WI L~ illl J,, j ~ Jl! .)~ .·..3. 1~.!:: .f..£ Q (i\A\) '-"""' .. ,....... Lr- ~ .J '-"""' ~ ~.J .... ~.. .J- .. ';$ .. ...,. r..r:""'" ~ .J 

I _, (} 

(~·~)-i!al~illl.;~ ~I ,,L !~~Q~,,--i -:'~ I ,,(1 .. ~- • .... ~ .. ...JI"6""' _r-.J ~ ~ 

3686. Sayyiduna Ma'qil ibn Yasar ;.;s. ~~ ~J narrated that he heard Allah's 
Messenger~J~~~~ say, 111£ anyone who rules over the Muslim subjects dies while 
he was treachetous (and oppressive) towards them, then Allah will forbid to him 
(entry into) paradise.2 

COMMENTARY: The words that Allah will forbid to him paradise could mean that he will 
not earn admittance at the initial stage with the successful ones, or he will not be admitted 
because he considered treachery and oppression as lawful, or the Prophet~ J"~~~~ spoke 
these.words to deter rulers from cheating and oppression 

RULER UNMINDFUL OF WELFARE OF SUBJECTS WILL NOT SMELL FRAGRANCE 
OF PARADISE 

1 Bukhari # 7138, Muslim# 20. 1802, Tirmidhi # 1705(1711), Abu Dawud # 2928. 
2 Bukhari # 7151, Muslim# 22-142, Barimi # 2796, Musnad Ahmad 5-25. 
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3687. Sayyiduna Ma'qil ibn Yasar~ .&1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's 
Messenger~ ... J 4# .&1 J.-" say, "If anyone is made by Allah to oversee the subjects 
(having made him their ruler) and he is not well-wishing to them in caring for them 
then he will not smell the fragrance of paradise.1 

COMMENTARY: He will not smell the fragrance of paradise with those who do smell it 
though it is perceived at a distance of five hundred years of journey. Or he will not smell it 
with the successful people. But, if he dies as a disbeliever regarding his doings to be lawful 
then he will never get the fragrance of paradise. 

OPPRESSOR OF SUBJECTS IS THE WORST OF RULERS 

_;~tcit~~ '1'~. ~ ,IJ' ,!., .. 1 .. --~alJI ~JJIJ"', 'j~J"'li ....!.£.·..3JJ~.~.£ .. (T"\M) .. :..r~~ .. ~~..J .. _ ~.. ~ .. .J~..,.. .... u--:J 

(..,J.....o oi.,J.J) 

3688. Sayyiduna Aaidh ibn Amr ~.&~~;narrated he heard Allah's Messenger 4,Js..&!J.-" 
~J say, "The worst. of the chiefs (or rulers) are they who are merciless and rough.2 
(The phrase translated "they who are merciless ... " is (~' ,~ .f'~ b~) Lanes Lexicon 
translates (~,,~ .f'~) thus: 11the worst of pastors is the ungentle that causes beasts 
to crush, or bruise, one another.") (Book I Part 2 P.594.) 

,! .. c:1 1 {I .,, .. .. ; "!., .. ... 
-4-)J.9Jli~~ "'9l.a! .... .:A\ ,jl ~ .. ,~.~.A ~~·~li ~ •• ,, j - '--7..; ~ ,~..,..,v--~, .. ~ ~ 

3689. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,Js..ii!IJ.-" prayed, 
"0 Allah cause distress to him of authority over my ummah who causes them 
distress. And be mild to him of authority over my ummah who mild to them.3 

GREAT RANK OF JUST RULER 
, ' .. l ' l , .. , ... , ~ 65b ... a!ll -...i>!~J ~ill\~ ,131 J~5 Jli Jli (.)'9WI ~..J? ~ ,131~ ~j (T'\~·) 

(..,J.....o'o\_J.;) -1)jl4j 

3690. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas ~ ,&, ~; narrated that Allah's 
Messenger~J4,Js..iil1J.-" said 11Indeed, the just rulers will be near Allah on pulpits of 
nur (light) to the (side of the ) right hand of Ar. Rahman. And, both His hands are 
right. They (the just rulers) are those who are just in their commands towards their 
people and the affairs that are under their charge.4 

COMMENTARY: When a man is honoured he is offered to stand or sit on the right side. 

1 Bukhari # 7150, Muslim# 21-142. 
2 Muslim# 23-1830, Musnad Ahmad 5-64. 
3 Muslim# 19-1828, Musnad Ahmad 6-93. 
4 Muslim #18-1828, Musnad Ahmad 2-160 Nasa'I # 5379. 
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So, this is a figurative manner of conveying the honpur and high standing of a just ruler. 
In order that there should be no confusion about hands being ascribed to Allah, it is stated 
that both hands of Allah are right. Thus no one n1ay presume that the right hand is 
mentioned against the left, which is comparatively ~eak. Obviously, Allah is wi~out any 
kind of weakness and shortcoming. 
It must also be remembered that attributing a hand to Allah is merely a metaphoric speech. 
Only Allah knows the true, m~aning of this, but it seems to represent strength. 
These just rulers are fair and j{tst in dispensing all affairs concerned with government and 
rule. They discharge these duties honestly and fairly. They do not fail to give the rights of 
all those who are under their influence or authority, like members of their own family or 
their subjects. They deal with them with full justice. 
Their field also covers all affairs entrusted to them and under their charge, like the rights 
of the orphans and the poor, the trust properties, and so on. 
A true wise man has said that man must be just to his own self too. He must not waste his 
time in such occupation as is not prescribed by Allah. He must spend all his time jn thing~ 

that are a means to earning Allah's pleasure, in fulfilling his duties to his fellow creatures, 
in obedience to Allah and in keeping away from the forbidden things. This is what the 
awliya (friends of Allah) and men of Allah do. Or, he may occupy himself in such things 
as keep the 'righteous believers busy. 

TWO COMPANIONS WITH EVERY RULER 

' (lS.J~I ol.,.;) _ill\~ t.~~ .J j.f..t;tlj 

3691. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~ ~~ ~ J said, 11 Allah has sent no Prophet and has 
appointed no Khalifah (Caliph) without each having two unseen companions. One 
unseen companion instructs him to pursue the reputable (good things) and exhorts 
him to it, and the other unseen companion instructs him to pursue evil and exhorts 
him to it. And, the innocent one is he whom Allah protects (from sin).'11 

COMMENTARY: The two unseen companions are the angel and the devil. They keep 
together With man. The angel exhorts him to good work but the devil tempts him to do bad. 
The innocent are the Prophets ~y.~l»t~, the righteous ~aliphs ~~~~J and some other 
caliphs and rulers. Allah has kept them safe from the devil'9 mischi~f. . 
The two compaitions may also be the advisers and assistants who keep constant company 
of the caliphs. They are called bitanah(A;~). Hence, the advisers who were with every 
Prophet and ·caliph had different views. Or, they had two groups of men whose opinions. 
differed. This is ·normally observed with heads of states, chiefs and governors and 
sometimes their view points are poles apart, at opposite extremes and incompatible·. Some 
who are go~d offer sound advice and exhort to what is good, but the bad natured people 
try to mislead their leader. But, Allah saves him from evil course whose He wishes. 

1 Bukhari # 6611,7198, Nasa'!# 4202,Musnad Ahmad 2-39, Nasa'i Kubra 7825. 
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PROPHET'S ~JoYs~'~ CONSTANT ATIENDANT 

& , ' ' ., ! ' ' ' , .., "" , ~~..;.!.ll ~~;JM~j ~ill!~~~~ ~~:..-,(A~ ~8' Jl!u;JI~j (r\q,·n 

(\.S..>~\ oi.J..>) -j., ~~ 
3692. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~ J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Qays ibn Sa' d ~~~~ J was in 
attendance with the Prophet~J·~~~~ like an escort is with an amir.1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Qays ibn Sa' d ~~~~ J was constantly in the company of the 
Prophe~J~~~~. He implemented and forwarded the commands and directions of the 
Prop he~ J~;,,~. 
Here, we reproduce a relative passage from 'The Life of Muhammad ~J·~~~~ by Ibn 
Kathir ~~~~ J(P.767).2 

QA YS IBN SA'D ANSARI, KHUZRAJI~~'..s-P J 

Bukhari has ;reported from Anas~~~~ J that the position of Qays 4.:'-~'~ J with the Prophet 
~J~.au~ was exactly what a police officer is in he eyes of an ameer. He was a very tall 
man and had a very thin beard. The tallest of men would be covered up to his nose if he 
were to wear the trousers of Qays ~~'..s-PJ· Ameer Mu'awiyah ~~~~J sent his trousers to 
the ruler of : Byzantine asking him. "Do you have such a tall man?" The king was 
dumbfounded. · 
Qays ~~~~ J was very kind and generous, wise and of sound judgement. 
In the Battle of Siffin, he took the side of Sayyidina Ali ~~'..s-P J Qays ~~'..s-P J kept his index 
finger raised and made supplication continuously. He died during the last days of Ameer 
Mu'awiyah's ~~~J Khilafah (caliphate). · 
Bazzar reported from Anas ~ ~~ ~ J that twenty young men of the Ansar always stayed 
around to respond to the Prophet ~J.ys~~~ whenever he needed them. He would send 
them where they were needed. 

WOMAN RULER IS IN AUSPICIOUS FOR HER PEOPLE 

_; §jo I_,.SlA .ll ~.;li J&l -...!..Jl .kJ ~ ful ~ JJ1 JJ-!5 ~ l!i jl! s;~ '-~' !_;. J (r\q,r) 

!$• " ;; l , " "~ . 
(15..>~1 oi.J..>) -SI.JAL;J,.,;.AII_,ljJ J! ~ 6J Jli I.S.A'L' ... !t 

. 3693. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah~ ~~ ~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger~~~ J..P 
~ J was informed that the citizens of Persia had enthroned Kisra' s daughter as their 
queen, he said, ''The People who entrust their affairs of government to a woman 
shall never prosper."3 

COMMENTARY: It is clear from this hadith that only man is eligible to lead and rule. A 
woman may not act as head of state or governor. 

1 Bukhari # 7155, Tirmidhi # 3876. 
2 Published by Darul-Ishaat, Karachi. 
3 Bukhari # 4425, Tirmidhi # 2262(2269), Nasa'i # 5388, Musnad Ahmad 5-38, Nasa'i Kubra # 5937. 
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SECTION II (.¢tUij;ajii 

DO NOT ABANDON THE COMMUNITY 

8' ~ ~ 'IJ ~4~ U"r: ~ .;5-;J(;i.:.j ~ ful ~ ,iJ1 Jj-!5 jli jli lj.r!'11 ~.;~I if (r\~0 

(LS.io .;tJI.J ~I oi.,.J) 

3694. Sayyiduna Harithi Ashani's .w.~I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ 
~ J said, 11I command you to observe five things: to remain attached to the 
community, to hear, to obey, to make hijrah (which is to emigrate) and to wage 
jihad in Allah's path. If anyone separates from the main body even by a span, he 
takes off the rope of Islam from his neck unless he returns to it. And, if anyone 
invites (the people) to the beliefs of the people of jahiliyah (ignorance period) 
then he is a member of the communities of hell, even if he fasts, offers salah 
(prayer) and declares that he is a Muslim. "1 

COMMENTARY: To emigrate is to move out of enemy territory and settle in Islamic land. Or, 
if he lives in a city or country whose inhabitants are bidatis (innovators) then he must get out of 
that place and come to one where (true) sunnah (Prophet's ~ ... JAJ,:.ibl~.p practice) is practiced. 
In the same way, hijrah is also to abandon sin and disobedience and make repentance and 
seek forgiveness of Allah. This is in the light of the saying of the Prophet~ J4#lilj..p: 

~ '( I JJ{J 
~ill I~ lA_P.- 4a&-o ~~I 

(The emigrant is he who abandons what Allah has forbidden to do).2 

The command to wage jihad is to fight with the enemies of Islarn and the disbelievers to 
propagate Islam and raise aloft its banner and to enforce Divine law in the land. It also 
means to suppress the desires of the soul and to deny thent to it, for, nothing is more 
harmful to man than the enmity of his self. 
IJif anyone separates from the main body; .. ' This part of the hadith means that if a Muslim 
abandons what the entire community observes, then he is like one who absolves hilnself of 
obedience to Islam, even if he abandons that to a very minute degree. He cedes his 
responsibility that was Wajib (obligatory) on him as a Muslim. It also means that Islam has 
nothing to assure him of. However, if he repents, then he will return to the folds of Islam 
as an obedient member. 
Whose sounds the call of the jahiliyah (ignorance period) is one who calls for the customs 
and rites of the jahiliyah (ignorance period) to be re-introduced. He becomes instrumental 
in causing the people to adopt beliefs and convictions contrary to Islam. 
Some scholars interpret it to mean that he summons people to help him at the time of an 
accident or attack in the same manner as pre-Islamic people did. They used to call out, 110 
family of so-and-so! 0 family of so-and-so!" At that, they would hurry and come to his aid 
even if he was an oppressor. 

1 Tirmidhi # 2863(2872), Musnad Ahmad 4-130. 
2 Manner In Islam (AI Adebal Mufrad) Bulzh in# 1144 (Darul Isha'at, Karachi). 
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THIN GARMENTS NOT SUITABLE FOR AMIR 

(J , -: ~ "'"' ~ , "' 
-~..r ~ '--:!~ 

3695. Sayyiduna Ziyad ibn Kusayb lit1 ~; AIMAdwi )», ~ J said, "I was sitting with 
Abu Bakrah l»1~ .J at the foot of the pulpit of Ibn Aamir ~.111~; who was delivering a 
sermon wearing thin garments. Abu Bilal l»1~; (a tabi'i) remarked, 'Look at our 
amir wearing garments of the sinners!' Abu Bakrah ~.11~~; interrupted him, .'Quite! 
I had heard Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 jJ say that if anyone humiliaties Allah's 
ruler on earth then Allah will humiliate him."t 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps Ibn Aamir ~.11~~; had worn what is unlawful for men to wear 
like silk. Abu Bakrah ~..lil~; prevented Bilal .1!1~; from insulting the amir lest discord was 
created among Muslims. 
It is also possible that the amir was wearing very costly and very thin clothes similar to 
what the highly luxurious people wear. The ascetics and the worshippers shun such 
garments. This is why Abu Bilal ..lil~; described them as clothing of the sinners. 
Some mystics, or those who have an intimate knowledge of Allah, say: 

' " ' , ~~ t_!j ~JS t_!j uA 
(He whose clothing is thin textured makes his religion too very dilute and thin) 

DO NOT OBEY RULER'S COMMAND TO SIN 

~:~' Q~~~~ 'i ~J~ilil ~;L1 jj-.!5 jli Jli ~~~ ~lj.!Jiy&-J (r'\~'\) 

(.t:,_JI ?"' ~Joi.JJ) -~lil· 
36,6. Sayyiduna Nawwas ibn Samah 4.:$litlcsJ'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.J 
4.:$~ said, 11There is no obedience to the creatures in what calls for disobedience 
to f:b.e creator."2 

COMMENTARY: If any ~f the creatures, even a king, ruler or amir, gives a command that 
calls for doing something that contravenes Allah's command then it must not be done, and 
the creature must not be obeyed. But, if a person is compelled to obey such a command 
then there is no sin on ·him. 

THE FINAL TREATMENT OF THE RULER 

' 
1 Tirmidhi # 2231, Musnad Ahmad 5-42 
2 Baghawi in Shah-us Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice)# 2455. 
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3697. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ 
said, 11Every ruler, even·if he has ruled over ten people, will be brought on the day 
of resurrection with a chain on his neck till justice relaxes his chain (loose) or 
oppression ruins him." 1 

COMMENTARY: Every ruler, just or unjust, will necessarily be brought in shackles before the 
Mighty lord. If he was just then he will be released, but if proved unjust then he will be punished. 

RULERS WILL BE REGRETFUL ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION 

, ~- , , ,..__ , '{ ~ 
-~~ • 1-' "'tl!.i .>..::i ~l c;, ~Jl'lei~l~ 'H.-:~ -;sO"" ~ ..r'-" .. .JI' ..; ....,.....,. ..; v .. -. 

3698. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~ 
~ J said, 11 Alas for the rulers! Alas for the overseers! Alas for the trustees! Many 
people will sigh and yearn that their forelocks had been tied to the Pleiades 
leaving them suspended between heaven and earth, and (yearn) that they had 
never ~een given authority."2 
Another version has this addition: "(will yearn) that their loose hair had been tied 
to the Pleiades pulling them up and down between heaven and earth and (will 
yearn) that they had never been governors over anything."3 

COMMENTARY: The word (Ju) wayl means 'woe to you!' 'Alas!' 'How I wish!' It is 
spoken when one is grieved and is an expression of sigh. 
It is also said that wayl is valley· in hell. The infidel will be dropped into it but will 
continue to fall for forty years but not reach its bottom. 
The trustee (or amin (~')) is one whom the ruler has appointed over (receipts and 
payments of) charity and Kharaj (homage revenue). Or, he is appointed to handle other 
revenue of the Muslims. Or, someone other than the ruler may have appointed him to like 
after his properties. 
Pleiades is star cluster about 370 light years away. 
Those people would prefer to have been disgraced in the world rather than undergo the 
severity of reckoning in the next world. · 
The message of the hadith is that a ruler must dispense justice because there is great 
reward in that. Besides, that would save them from disgrace in the hereafter. 
Thus, it is clear why sympathy is offered.to rulers, overseers and trustees. They generally 
are liable to fail in honestly discharging their duties. There are, however, exceptions 
whom Allah protects and guides. 

CHIEFS MOST LIKELY DISTINED TO HELL 

t Darimi # 2515. 
2 Sharh us-sunnah (Prophet's rl--J~.&,~ practice)# 2468, Musnad Ahmad 2-352. 

3 Musnad Ahmad 2-352. 
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(Jjby.lol..,.;)--dWIJs:-li~I0~Jf:li;L~u:l!l.J.~~j~lil~l8! 
3699,. Sayyiduna Ghalib at'Qattan":~..11'..r" .J reported from a man who from his father, from 
his grandfather that Allah's Messenger~"l .... J"~..1ltJ.P said, "The need of a chief is real. And 
certainly, there ought to be chiefs fQr the people. But, the chiefs will go to hell."1 

COMMENTARY: Of course, chiefs are a necessity to sort out affairs of the people and 
to admi~ister them. People and to administer them, people need them ~nd have 
recourse to them .. 
However, it is a fact that most of them will go to hell, because they wiU not be just and 
honest. In this sense, it is a very bad bargain to accept the office of a chief. It is a very 
risky thing, so the intelligent must be cautions. He must, as far as possible, refrain from 
accepting this office lest he fall into sin and become liable to go to hell. 

SEEK REFUGE IN ALLAH FROM A FOOLISH LEADER 

. -:,!J\;:i\"" J ~·~"' ,,,-: .... \ ""'t'l-: ,,,;::_ ,,, (<.}LDI_, lS.lA .;01 oi.JJ) -uP r ~" ~jJ~ I.!.4J--'I j..P+,~ w ~ J~ ~J--' 9 ~ cJ' ~ 

3700. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Ujrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J~~~~ 
said to him, "I place you in Allah's protection from the foolish rulers." He asked. 
"What is that, 0 Messenger of Allah? He elightened him, "There will come after 
me, chiefs (foolish and liars and cruel). He who goes to them and takes their lie as 
true and will assist them in their oppression (by word of mouth and by deed), (is 
not mine and) has nothing to do with me and I have nothing lo do with him. (I do 
not like his doings and I am fed up with the likes of him.) People like him will not 
come to me at the Pond (the hawd). As for him who does not corroborate their 
falsehood as true and does not assist them in their oppression, he belongs to me and 
I belong to him and such people will come to me at the hawd."2 

COMMENTARY: The Pond or hawd refers to hawd Kawthar. "These people will not be 
permitted to come to me at hawd Kawthar. It could mean 'paradise.' "They would not be 
allowed to come to me in paradise." 
This is a strict warning I anyone becomes a member of such a government, helps and 
supports them while it is run by foolish people who oppress Allah's creatures then it is a 
sign that this man lacks faith and he does not deserve to be called a Muslim. 

NEARNESS TO A RULER GETS ONE AWAY FROM ALLAH 

t Abu Dawud # 2934. 
2 Tirmidhi # 416, Nasa'I # 4207, Musnad Ahmad 4-243. 
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3701. Sayyidttna Ibn Abbas ~.i»'~J narrated that the Prophet ~ .... J~.i»'~ said. "He 
who resides in the desert is harsh and unfriendly. He who pursues game is careless 
and neglectful. And, he who visits the ruler is led astray."t 
According to a v.ersion: ''He·who associates himself with a ruler is led astray. And 
the nearer a man gets to a ruler the farther he goes from Allah."2 

COMMENTARY: The hadith does not mean to belittle the villagers or desert dwellers. 
Rather, since they do not get the company of the scholars, the pious and the men of Allah 
(awliya), they are hard-hearted. They lack knowledge, Divine awareness and 
understanding. 
If anyone persistently occupies in hunting as a hobby then he is slack in obedience worship 
and offering salah (prayer) on Friday and with the congregation. Also, he lacks compassion 
and friendliness. 
In other words this refers to those who constantly engage in hunting as a playful pursuit 
and not with the objective to procure a lawful subsistence, they spend most of their time in 
hunting for pleasure. Apart from that, there is no doubt whatsoever that hunting is 
permissible and lawful. Some of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.i»'~J had, indeed, 
engaged in hunting. However, the ulama (Scholars) assert that the Prophet ~J 4#- ..1!1 ~ 
never engaged in hunting himself but, at the same time, he never disallowed anyone to 
hunt game. 
If anyone visits the rulers unnecessarily then he will invite trouble. If he emulates their deeds 
that contravene Shariah then he puts his religion at risk. But, if he contradicts them, then he 
puts his worldy life at stake. Mazhar .ii!t~ J says that if anyone goes to a king and follows their 
practices (without trying to correct their he involves himself in irreligious conduct. If he does 
not do as they do but enjoins them piety and forbids evil, then his attendance in the king' s (or 
ruler's) assembly will be more meritorious than participating in jihad. 
Dahlawi .fi!,~J has presented in Musnad Firdaws'a hadith of Sayyiduna Ali ~..11'~J in a 
marfuform: 

'~ , , J.,,,, 
lila~ l1!;lJI 6-cJ .)S~_;J li.&J ~.lJI <.l.)~_;.lj ~:il:ijl 6-' 

i' :;il" • " 

(He who increases his knowledge but does not expand his unconcern with the 
world truly increases his distance from Allah.) 

ANONYMITY IS SOLACE WHILE RENOWN IS TROUBLESOME 

(.)Jb~l ol.j.J) -~,f-Vj ~~Vj ~~~ &S:J _;.lj ,E l~!~.J.i~,:: ~i\ 
3702. Sayyiduna Miqdam ibn Madikarab 4~.fi!,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 
~J4#-.i»1~ patted him on his shoulders and said, "You have succeeded, 0 Qudaym, 
if you do not become a ruler, a clerk or an overseer till you die."3 · 

1 Tirmidhi # 2256 (2263), Nasai # 4309, Musnad Ahmad 1-357. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2859. 
~ Abu Dawud # 2933. 
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COMMENTARY: This saying indicates that anonymity spells peace while limelight and 
fame bring trouble. 

RULER WHO LEVIES UNJUST TAXES WILL BE DEPRIVED OF PARADISE 
, ~, , , ~ ., ~ ' ! , ., , , 

. :,., ~~LQ~I 1IJ.:;~ .. , ".eiailll \~.JJIJ,, .5 Jli Jli ..A~LJ ~~c; (iV•\) 
~'-';;' 0 .. 0 t,J-- M ~oJ .. M ~.. ~ "f"" .. 0 oJ 

"' , ' (J.;I..U!._, Jjby.I.J~I oi.J.J)-<.fl!31J "!::! 13J.\I 

3703. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..)s-~1~ 
~ J said, 11The tax collector will not enter paradise." He is the one who impose or 
collects taxes or levies from people such as are not sanctioned by Shariah.1 

MERIT OF A JUST IMAM 
I I "' I J 

~t:.Aj~~, .. JJ1- tl, ~l!JI ~L ·~ ,, .. 1 .. ,c;~WI \~JJI J, '5 J"li J"li ~.11 .r...c.c; (iY• 0 
., .. , ~, t.;, '-'""' • ......_,_,,~-' """ ~., ~ " .. "' '-{ v---' ' 

• , ., , , ~ ., ~ ., "" , .{P /.tfll 
~' c;j ,gc; ~~~ Li.l!.l c; ~l::All ~~ .J.ll Jl I ~l!J\. ~,- ~ ,, c; J.)~.JlAI ~ ~ w ~' c; ~ .. ...,/ ~ • ,.,-- J, .. , ~., ~''-~'"' v--• ......_,_,~ ., ., ,. .,~~J 

.. , I) .. .. ' , • "' ... .. 
-~ '"'··~~~lllJliei·"'L"~,_t'l&lei.;" _"'.Jls. (PLAI~~ !.l..ll:il" • .. ....r- v-- .. , J\.;i'--:;J>- .J '....tF' • ~ "' ,. .,~ • _, 

3704. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ said, 
11The dearest of. all men to Allah and the nearest of them in rank on the day of 
resurrection will be ajust imam (ruler, leader), and the most despised of all men to 
Allah on the day of resurrection who will be awarded the harshest of punishment," 
or according to a version, '~o will be farthest from Him in rank will be a cruel 
(oppressive) imam."2 

CONVEYING TRUTH TO A TYRANT IS BEST JIHAD 
J .- I ~ I 1 

~~ !i4 jli6A ~~~ ~il ~j 4£WI.~;l.H JJ.!.5 jli jli ;:; .. , 'fl ~ j (rv· \-rv· o) 

-~r<!"LJ<J.JLJ;~A.tL:illc; 1o.;,l~leijei~lA~IeiSAI:i '~c;.:L".i.A~ttl&leij_ ..J(.&_ • '~ ~ ~ , Itt' " ~ _, _, ~ • -" '-' ~ J \,;i', ;_J)J -' ~,. • y 
3705. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ said, 
"Indeed, the mightiest of jihad is a just word before a tyrant ruler."3 
3706. Sayyiduna Tariq ibn Shihab ~~~~J narrated the same hadith.4 

COMMENTARY: In jihad, the warrior may subdue the enemy or become a marty but 
when he speaks a just word before a cruel king, he has no semblance of hope of saving his 
skin. In spite of that, he dares to speak out the truth leaving himself at the mercy of the 
oppressor. He discharges his duty of enjoining the reputable and forbidding the 
disrep~table. Hence, it calls for more patience to do something that may cause him to lose 
his life and property than to do what might spare his life. 
Moreover, the oppressive and unjust ruler is liable to hurt all his subjects and if he is 
prevented from being unjust then a large number of people will be benefited. The same 
thing cannot be said about fighting with the enemy. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2937, Darimi # 1666, Musnad Ahmad 4-143. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1329 (1334) , Musnad Ahmad 3-55. 
3 Tirmidhi # 2174 ( 2181), Abu Dawud # 4344, Ibn Majah # 4011. 
4 Nasai # 4214, MU$nad Ahmad 3-19, 4-314, 5-251, Nasai Kubra # 7834. 
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THE~ A Y TJ CORRECT THE EVIL MAN: Shaykh Abu Hanrld .11s~ J has written in A.bya 
that enjoining the reputable to a ruler is to stop him from his waywardness, must be told of 
his deeds that are wrong, unjust and cruel, of his commands that are unlawful and of his 
actions that are contrary to the codes of Shariah. However, strong words and approach 
must be adopted calling him cruel or 'one who does not fear Allah' only when other people 
are not likely to be punished alongwith the reproacher. If they are likely to suffer his wrath, 
then it is not allowed to speak to him strongly. If only the reproacher is likely to be 
punished then it is allowed to reproach him in strong words. Rather, it is mustahab 
(desirable) to do so. The predecessors used to chide the rulers severely because they knew 
that if their wrath resulted in loss .of their life that would be a great honour for them in that 
they would thereby attain the r~ of martyrdom in jihad. 

RIGHTEOUS ADVISERS LEAD THE RULERS TO SUCCESS 

"', , "" , ' , , , , "-, ,.,. 
~JS'~;J c,;l ~!~~.Jj AJ ~ ~3~ ftSijii3Jj :J~I§'3 ~15 ~§J es} ~!~~ 

(c.fL.tli.J .)Jby.l oi.JJ) -~_;j_;gl~Jj 
3707. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said, 
"when Allah decides that a ruler should have good, He lets him have a righteous 
minister and adviser. Is he forgets, he· reminds him and if he remembers, he helps 
him. ~ut, when Allah decides for him otherwise, He causes him to have an evil 
minister and adviser so that if he forgets, he does not remind him· and if he 
remembers, he does not help him."1 

SUSPICION ·cAUSES UNREST IN SUBJECTS 
_. "' .- I '(~ _. C: ' _. ~ . ' ' (. J _., 

I ~l!JI .~ ~ rii\1 .:::,1 Ill "'Ll'l. ~ ·,1 Jli d .... ~~ WI l~ ... HI u£ .ulAI · 1 1 ~~ (Y'V•A) 
.._,, ~ ... ...;-' ~ , .../ .. ? ~, ~J ~.. ~ ~ , '-f ..., 

(.)JI.)y.loi.JJ)~~~ 
3708. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.&~~ J said that the Prophet~ J~~~ said, 1'When 
a ruler tries to attribute mischief to the subjects, he corrupts them."2 

COMMENTARY: The rulers and the ruled .must have complete harmony among 
themselves fo~ the sake of peace in their country. The ruler must as.sure his subjects that he 
is confident of them. If he entertains doubts and accuses them and punishes them because 
of that, then he creqtes unrest and bad feelings. · 
This hadith teaches rulers that they must not, search for faults in their subjects and must 
co~ceal their faults. They must pardon th~m ~ .. lap~es . 

.,. t: "' t: J J r:; "' ., I"' "' "' "'C:' ,.,. 
U;l!JI~I5_¥·::: ':;113!~!J~_;..L::.j~WI~~1Jj.!J·!. ,,:.Jri~~~~j \rV•'\) 

... ~ , ,(. , ... 
--...;.)~.!.~'·:. ,~da&::'' &ljj_;.JS~' 

3709. Sayyiduna Muawiyah ~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ..1!1~ 

1 Abu Dawud # 2932, Nasai # 4204, Bayhaqi, Nasai Kubra # 7827. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4889, Musnad Ahmad 6-4. 
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~ J~ say, 111£ you look into the secrets of the people (to find their faults), then you 
will corrupt them."t 

COMMENTARY: Like the previous hadith this too stresses that secrets should not be 
disclosed lest it becomes difficult to live peacefully. 

_. I "" I J 

~JJJ~ lS~ ~ 4Jij _;EI I ~ ~j ~ill I j..D ,ill JJ-!5 Jti jli ~5 t..?' ~ j (rY\.) 

I & / _. _. _. C: " " l" J I J "'" 01 11 Gi _. "/, _. " 
~~..lHI ~jl Jl!aliliJ.&.~yriJJ$~~ ~~~~~·:;: l:i:,!L$J.llj lAI~~&JII~ 

• r :;f :: ' ' " , t 1 
, , ., (.)jby.l oi.J_;) -Q~ lf&~ •.! •• y)~fo 

fJ 

3710. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ .1,, ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 jJ 
asked him, 11How will you conduct yourselves, after me with the rulers who will 
retain the fa'I (booty) with themselves?" He said, 111ndeed, by him who sent you 
with the truth, I shall put my sword on my shoulder and smite (them) with it till I 
meet you." He asked, 11Shall I not guide you to what is better than that? Be patient 
till you meet me."2 

COMMENTARY: Fa'i is what is acquired from the disbelievers without fighting with 
them. Examples are Kharaj (tribute), jizyah (homage revenue) or any kind of tax which the 
Islamic state takes from the non-Muslims. As for the property acquired from the 
disbelievers after fighting with them, that is called ghanimah (booty). One fifth of the fa'l 
goes tQ the state treasury while four-fifth is the right of all Muslims and disbursed among 
them. If the. ruler does not give anything of the fa'i to the Muslims then though he denies 
them their right yet, merely for this property, they must not revolt against him. It is better 
to show patience. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that this saying of the Prophet ~ J4#.&1~ includes both fa'I and 
ghanimah. The ruler who appropriates all of fa'I or ghanimah (booty) is a wrongdoer. 
(fa'i is booty acquired without fighting. Ghanimah is booty acquired after defeating the 
enemy in war.) 

SECfiON III 

MERIT OF A JUST IMAM (RULER) 

;iJ1 ~ Jl-...!.}~l!JI y.' -...!.}jJJJI jli ~j ~~ ili1 j..D ;iJ1 ~_;.!j ~ i!.J~ ~ (rv\ \) 

" tr''i_" ~ lfDI"'~"' -~ ... ~ ~ .. ~ ., 
3711. Sayyidah Ayshah ,~,&,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ asked, 
11Do you know who will be the first ones, on the day of resurrection, to the shade 
of (the throne of) Allah, Mighty and Glorious (or to His kindness and mercy)?" 
They (the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ ,&, ~J ) said, ''Allah and His 
Messenger ~J4#.&1~ know best." He said. 11They (who will be the first) are the 
ones who accept when the truth is placed before them. When they are asked for 

tAbu Dawud # 4888, Bayhaqi in Shuab ul-Eeman # 9659. 
2 Abu Dawud # 4759, Musnad Ahmad 5-180. 
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something justified, they spend without hesitation. And, they judge for the 
people as they judge for themselves." 

COMMENTARY: This hadith describes the just rulers as possessing three characteristics 
because of which they will be the first to deserve the favours of Allah and the shade on the 
day of resurrection. (1) they readily accept every proposal concerning the betterment of 
their subjects and justice towards them, and they put that into action promptly. (2) They 
give the rights of their subjects when they demand them, and they do not procrastinate in 
spending on the needs of the people and the good of them. And, (3) They like for their 
subjects what they like for themselves. Just as they wish for their own selves comfort, they 
wish comfort for their people, too. They are not like selfish rulers who do not care for the 
general masses. · 

FEAR OF THREE THINGS FOR THE UMMAH 
J J .. I) .... J!. ~ .. ~ ~ ~ .. "'':: 

~I j6~lll ~~JJ4~j~illl ~~\ J__,.!j ,!. ;, "'· Jlizs~~~~L?-6£J (rV''T) 

-.;la5 ~ ?4J.$:1j ~~I' !:&J r:ljJ~~ tli!.;.:,)/1 

3712. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah .w:.)»'~J narrated, 111 heard Allah's Messenger ,).P 

~J4~..1!' say, 11 fear three things for my ummah (lest they adopt them and go astray. 
They are): (i) seeking rain by al-anwa (the phases of the moon), (ii) a king's being 
unjust and (iii) denying the decree of Allah."1 

COMMENTARY: The word anwa (in the hadith with the definite article) is the plural of (ji) 
naw which means to 'rise and fall'. Generally, it is used for the phases of the moon. The 
ancient astronomers said that the moon has twenty-eight phases. It is in a different phase 
every night. So, perhaps, 'rise and fall' are used for the rising and setting of the moon and 
the word anwa is used for the phases of the moon. 
The Arab idolaters ascribed rain to these phases of the moon. This is a false belief and other 
ahadith forbid the holding of such beliefs. It is called disbelief to emphasise the significance 
of taw hid (monotheism) and to remove doubts of polytheism. 

DO NOT BECOME A TRUSTEE OR A JUDGE UNNECESSARILY 

~~ j~ lA~l ~~~j¥L~~~ ~~J~ful ~JJ1 j_;2,5 JJli jli~l'-/1(.;-J (rvn") 

, ,,. "' .: "' II f." "' "" d "' tJ "' .~~-:-,.\-:, ... ~~ ... ~lAI· ~~_.~, "'Ja:;.. ~ ,\""l!.i!,\~1 -~,) ~~ .J v-;,- .J '..J-""1 ............... u .. 
3713. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr .w:.~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:}.s-)»I,J.P said 
to him (every day) for six days, 11Bear in mind, 0 Abu Dharr, what is to be told to 
you." (He was asked to prepare himself for a guidance to be given to him which he 
must remember and follow.) Then, on the seventh day, he said, 111 instruct you to 
fear Allah in your secret affairs and the open ones. And, when you commit a wrong, 
follow it with a good deed. Do not ask anyone (of the creatures) for anything, even 
if your whip drops down (from your hand, do not request anyone to pick it up for 
you). Do not accept a trust and do not act as an arbitrator between two people."2 

1 Musnad Ahmad 5-90. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-172. 
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COMMENTARY: To keep anyone's trust for safe-keeping is not wise. One cannot trust 
oneself and the devil may tempt one at any time to commit treachery. Besides, there is a 
possibility of being accused of breach of trust by the owner of the trust or anyone else. 

THREE STAGES OF A RULER DURING HIS RULE 

~~~.k! i~is~ ~~ \~ I!J~LoJ'liJJI~~~ilil. ~ ~-~'lu&-lALAi~l&s-~<rv,t) ~ , :_,. ;-' _r I LF ~ '.J ,.. v--~ ~ , ..; 

_lA!:.Qjl , , .~~ ~~{.& ~f' M, ~~V..J" ....,., J 

3714. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~..11~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4.}.s-1»1~ said, "If 
a ptan has ruled over ten people or more, then he will be brought to Allah, Mighty 
and Glorious, on the day of resurrection (in the place of gathering), with his hand 
chained to his neck. Then, he will be set free by his piety (which is his justice and 
kindness to his subjects in the world), or he will be ruined because of his sin 
{which is his tyranny over his subjects in the world). The beginning of it (meaning, 
ruler ship) brings blame, the middle of it causes regret and the end of it is disgrace 
on the day of resurrection."t 

COMMENTARY: Very few people there are who do not crave for high offices and ruler 
ship. In the initial stages, a ruler is blamed from all sides for misrule, partisanship, 
negligence etc. Then, he himself regrets having taken up the office and put himself to 
unnecessary bother. If he is deposed then he is disgraced otherwise he is despised. Then, in 
the hereafter, he will have to give account to the Judge of all judges and undergo 
punishment for his misdeeds. So take heed, 0 you possessed of sight! 

PROPHET'S ~""J4.}.s-.i»l~ ADVICE TO MUAWIYAH ~~~~J 
• , , • , • J 

ill\ ~li IJ..il·' ~ ...._:_,1 ~~w ~ ~J ~ill I j..D ~~ Jj.!J Jli Jli ~~w 0£J <rv,o) 
_,e ~\e~\ :~ .-1 ',~~ilil t~ '"-~'IJ _:, , .. ~. \~~l.i\~ tij' j..)·~iJ'liJ~ ~~; ""'. '...S' ~-~,.. c._y-~ ~~~~ ~ ~, # _j 

3715. Sayyiduna Muawiyah ~~~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4.).s..i»1~ said to 
him, "Muawiyah, if you are made a ruler or given authority, fear Allah (always) and 
dispense justice." He said, 11I continued to think that I would be tried with some 
kind of authority in the light of the Prophet's ~J4.}.s-~'~ saying till I was (finally) 
tried. (His words did come true and I was made an amir.)"2 

REFUGE IN ALLAH FROM TRIAL IN FUTURE 

-~J.4.ll JJ'}$ J~JW ~~~&::\1 (Sjjj J ~\it;J1 ~~~ \f1 ~jj -~t:: ~I 
, , :.oo' ,., 

3716. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4.}.s-~l~ 
said, 11Seek refuge in Allah from the beginning of the year seventy and from the 
rule of boys."3 

1 Musnad Ahmad 5-267 
2 Bayhaqi in Dalail un Nabuwah 
3 Musnad Ahmad 2-326. 
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COMMENTARY: Beginning of the year seventy is the seventh decade of the hijri year 
which began in 61AH.At the end of 60AH, Muawiyah ~lv'~J died and his era was over. 
Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah began his rule. At the same time the auspicious era of the Sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~lv'~J came to an end completely. 
Thereafter, the ummah' s history is replete with discord, in-fighting, injustice and oppression 
and rivalry for rulership. Yazid ruled for three years and eight months and the most 
shameful tragedy during his rule was the very unfortunate incident at Karbala. After 
Zazid, his son, Mu' awiyah ivbn Zazid ibn Mu' ami yah succeeded him only in name and 
rulership shipped out of the hands of the Sufyani clan of Banu Umayyah ito the hands of 
Banu Marwan. 
The hadith refers to these Banu Marwan as the boys. During their time, there was much of 
tug of war for rulership, oppression, religious unrest, ethnic wars, neglect of symbols of 
Islam and harsh treatment or religious elders. This turned the entire administration to 
children's playground. The most disgraceful man of history was the cruel Hajj 
(pilgrimage)aj ibn Yusuf, the prominent ruler of Banu Marwan. He did not lag behind 
Chengez and Halaku in his cruelty and tyranny. 
The Prophet ~-y.:)s.~Jil~ had foreseen these troublesome years of the seventh ~ecade of hijri 
which began with the rule of Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah and reached their peak in the time of 
the Banu Marwan. His sight had seen them years before they transpired like a clearly read 
book. Therefore, he had advised his Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ IJ!1 ~ J to seek 
refuge from that time and asked them to pray that Allah way not show them that period. 

RULERS WILL BE APPOINTED COMMENSURATE TO YOUR DEEDS. 

!--:r"" A .. "" ~ ... ' ~--~ • ... 

-;.~ jJ ~ ~;u ....u_,.; J..N~ 
3717. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Hashim narrated from Yunus ibn Abu lshaq ~IJ!,~ J who 
from his father that Allah's Messenger ~ J.Yj;.~Ji,~ said, 11 As you will be so shall you 
have rulers put over you."1 

COMMENTARY: Your rulers and governors will be appointed over you according to how 
you are, how you conduct yourselves. If your deeds are good they too will be good. If you 
do bad deeds, then you will have evil leaders over you. 

KING IS ALLAH'S SHADE ON EARTH 
1 , I J ; t :i , 

~ ~~. ~aG. ~'11. ~JJI It:._ -: ~u~\ t,, ~ ,, J"li~~~illl \~' l.H- ~ {;..~L~I ~j ('rV'A) V'_, .. l'\,;1~ .. ~,.. ~, ~~ ......__,*' :J.,.. ~($. ......__, ., it' 
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3718. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11The 
King is Allah's shade on the earth. Every wronged one of the slaves of Allah comes 
to it (to seek redress). So, when he is just, there is a reward for him and it is wajib 
(obligatory) on the subjects to be thankful. But, when he is oppressive sin rests on 
him and tlie subjects must exercise patience.2 

1 Bayhaqi in Shabul Eeman # 3792. 
2 Bayhaqi in Shaabul Eeman # 7399. 
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COMMENTARY: The King is said to be Allah's shade on earth. He is so called because 
people retire to the shade to get protection. The Kind protects his subjects from hardship 
and oppression .. Also, sometimes the word shade stands for 'protection and support.' 
The words (.iiltJl!') Allah's shade, denote the greatness of the shade and its blessings relativ.e 
to other shades. It is like (~~) Bayt Allah- Allah's House. This House is greater and 
more blessed than other houses. Jt indicates that the particular shade, meaning King is not 
like other shades. Rather, it is more glorious and exclusive because the King is Allah's 
caliph (deputy) on earth. 

THE HIGHEST RANK WILL BELONG, TQ• A:' MILD AND JUST RULER. 
' I ·i~ ,· 
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3719. Sa}ryiduna Umar ibn Khattab •:~.iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger l"l.,.,J•~~.iiltJ..P 
said, 11Surely, the most excellent of Allah's slaves in Allah's sight on the day of 
resurrection will be a just and a soft-hearted ruler. And, indeed, the worst of all people 
in Allah's sight on the day of resurrection will be a brutal and intolerant ruler."t 

TO FRIGHTEN A MUSLIM IS PUNISHABLE OFFENCE. 

~, -: .e .. 1 .... ~La!& -~~.J.J.J .. 
3720. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.iii'~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J•#.iiltj-P 
said, 11He who looks at his brother with a look that frightens will be frightened by 
Allah on the day of resurrection."2 

COMMENTARY: If merely frightening a Muslim is punishable on the day of resurrection 
then what will happen to one who oppresses a Muslim? 

BETTER TO CORRECT YOURSELVES THAN CURSE RULERS 
"" I I . I "' I . 

~1~1 '1 ill! ulj~ JW ilil ~L~J ~ill! j.c;ll1 j~5 Jli Jli ~lsJiH 13l ~ .5 (rvn) 
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3721. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~.iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil1j-P said. 
11Surely, Allah, the Exalted, says, 'I am Allah. There is no God but I, Master of Kings, 
and King of Kings. The hearts of the Kings are in My hand. When the slaves 

1 Bayhaqi in Shaabul Eeman # 7371-7370. 
2 Bayhaqi in Shuabul Eeman # 7468. 
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(cre~tures) obey Me, I turn the heatrs of their Kings toward them with merecy and 
.l\'lildness. But, when the slaves disobey Me, I turn their hearts against them with 
:anger and vengean so they punish them with a terrible punishment. So, do not 

. occupy yourself with praying against the Kings, but occupy yourself in dhikr 
(relflembrance of Me) and humble petition that I may preserve you from your Kings't 

COMMENTARY: This hadith says that the way the rulers treat their subjects depends 
inwardly on the deeds and manners of the masses. If they are righteous then even an 
unjust ruler turns just, mild and kind to them. But if they are wicked and disobedient to 
Allah, then even a just and kind ruler treats them harshly. 
Therefore, instead of blaming the ruler and cursing him, the masses must tum to Allah, 
repent for their bad deeds and seek Allah's forgiveness. They must plead to him with 
humility and mould their deeds and affairs strictly according to the commands of Allah 
and His Messenger so that His mercy embraces them and He turns their ruler toward them 
in justice and kindness. 

CHAPTER-II 
RULERS MUST FACILITATE THINGS AS WA]IB 
(OBLIGATORY) 

The previous chapter prescribed on the subjects obedience to their rulers. This calls on the 
rulers to make things easy for their subjects. 

SECTION I 

RULERS MUST BE CONSIDERATE 

J , "' J , "' .. c: 
(~,ti=:.o) I ,J "';;;;lf'l ' .... "I ~l''l ~ ~Jli .. ~- - .J .. .J .J~.J .J~ .J .J-E;;• 

3722. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~.iii,~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger~ .... J~.i»'~ said 
to whichever of his Sahabah~ .i»1 ~ J whom he sent to oversee some of his affairs 
(like taking over as governor of a place), 11Give them good tidings and do not 
frighten them. And make things easy. Do not make things difficult2 

J J , , I :ij I I 

-'.J~Vj lj!.~J I.JJ :••l'j IJ~~j~llJI ~~IJJ-!.5 jli jliu;JI~j (rvrr) 

(~~) 
3723. Sayyiduna Anas ~.iii'~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J~.i»1~ said (to his 
governors and revenue collectors),"Make things easy (for the people). Do not put 
them to difficulty. Let them be serene (by conveying to them glad-tidings of 
Allah's blessings) and do not frighten them (much, of Allah's punishment causing 
them to dislike and djsobey).3 

1 Abu Nu'aym in Hilyatul Awliya 2-389. 
2 Muslim # 6-1732, Abu Dawud # 4835, Musnad Ahmad 4. 399. (Bukhari # 69 from Anas ~~ ~-' 

~similar.) 

3 Bukhari # 6125, Muslim# 8-1724,Musnad Ahmad 3-131. 
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. ,... "' .. .,, "' .. , 
(~Jb)-'~l':S::~j~j~jl~~jl~ji.J:'; 

3724. Sayyiduna Abu Burdah 4:$ ~~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet~ J ~ ~ ~ sent his 
grandfather, abu Musa 4:$ .1!1 ~ J (Ash' ari) and Mu' adh 4:$ ~~ ~ J to Yemen, saying to 
them, 11Make things easy and do not make them difficult. Give glad tidings and do 
not frighten. Be united (compliant with one another) and do not disagree.t 

COMMENTARY: The narrator's name should be Ibn Abu Burdah. Abu Burdah 4;$.1!1~J 
was the son of Abu Musa4:S-i»I~J· Ibn Abu Burdah~~~~J who narrated this hadith was 
sa'eed 4$.111~J· His other brothers who narrated ahadith from their father, Abu Burdah.1!1~J 
4:$ were Abdullah, Yusuf and Bilal 4$~~~ J Bukhari has the name of saeed ibn Abu Burdah 
4:S-lbi~J as the narrator of this hadith. He heard from his father abu Burdah 4:S-lbi~J that the 
Prophet had s.ent to Yemen hiS' father, Abu Musa4:S-lbi~J, and Mu'adh4:S-~~~J· 

DECEITFUL WILL BE DISGRACED 

;tA~I..;~tljJ.AJ·~ a~j5~WL,!.;!j~~j~ilit ~;iJt j_;.;,J~I?~Iif"j (T'VTo) 

· < ~ Jb > --....:..J).iJ ~ -....:..J)l..i s5.ll ~~ j~i 
,:; "' 

3725. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4$~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J~..li1~ said, 
110n the day of resurrection, the deceitful man will have a standard set up for him 
(to disgrace him). An announcement will be made, 11This is the (sign of ) deceit of 
so-and-so son of so-and-so.2 

(~Jb)-4-IJ~iAt::a.JI..;~tl~'.).)l~ i.hJ"'~~~~~.H t~ .. Dlu&-u::Sf~~(T'VT"\) 
.. 1:,0 .. , """ ~ ~~, ~ '-'""" ~g; , tS ...; 

3726. Sayyiduna Anas 4$..111~ J narrated that the Prophet~ J"~.1!1~ said, 110n the day of 
resurrection everydeceitful person will have a standard. He will be recognized by it.3 

f - \ "ol G.J) _,jj~ .i_al~ IJ.ll ~~j.)l~ ~ ~~L,.),ll.)J.i,:J "i ~~~1..; ~tl ~' .).)~ ~ ...; '{/S ..J.--; , J ·~ , , _,-.., -; ~ ~if"" 

3727. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~..11~~ J narrated that the Prophet~ .... J":l"~~~ said, 110n the 
day of resurrection, every deceitful person will have a standard set up near his anus." 
According to another version: 110n the day of resurrection, every deceitful person 
will have a standard set up aloft for him commensurate with the amount of deceit he 
committed. Know! None is more deceitful than (a deceitful) leader of a people.4 

1 Bukhari # 6i24, Muslim # 1723, Musnad Ahmad 4-412. 
2 Bukhari # 6178, Muslim# 10-1735, Tirmidhi # 1581, Abu Dawud # 2756, Ibn Majah # 2872, Darimi # 
2542, Musnad Ahmad 1-411. 
3 Bukhari # 3186, Muslim # 14-1737, Musnad Ahmad 3-270. 
4 Muslim # 15-1738. 
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SECTION II 

WARNING TO RULERS WHO DO NOT SATISFY NEEDS OF THEIR SUBJECTS 

rlJ, &~j &Aj~~J~ili, ~JJ, JJ-!5 ,l ,, --.~JLA!lJliAlls;.&~_,r~ <rvrA) 

"'"" ~., , "" -4C:l~li~l;i.CI~- { ,~~~~1~\"',IA.l ,, ....~,,. '...!,, ~""""" • y. 
3728. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Murrah~.&~~ J reported his saying to Mu' awiyah~.ib~~ /'I 
had heard Allah's Messenger~ .... y.,.t~.&~~ say that if Allah puts someone in authority 
over some affairs of the Muslims but he shuts his door from redressing their need, 
helplessness and poverty then Allah will turn away from redressing his need, 
helplessness and poverty." On that Mu'awiyah placed a man to look after the needs 
of the People.t 
According to a version: 11 Allah will shut the gates of heaven on his helplessness, 
needs and poverty. "2 

SECTION III 

RULER WHO SHUTS HIS GATES WILL FIND GATES OF DIVINE MERCY SHUT 

.. ~~ ,r .. ,{ .. ... ~ r:'ll" .. ~-, --~ _4!.}\- e \ ,>.jlA ':..d9\ 0 ...a9 ~~~l:i,.,l!s;.~j~l ~I A.i ~~ill\"'~' ~l::L\' to.) ~lA, ... \a\ {, , J I 
""• ,~.,. • ~ 1~ .,J I"" • ' I"' • Ji '-t -' • \....;i';,....l "" -J, .. _,., 

3729. Sayyiduna Abu Shammakh Azdi ~ .&1 ~ J reported that one of his paternal 
cousins who was a! sahabi ~ .1!1 ~ J of the Prophet ~"" J ~ .&1 ~ said that he visited 
Mu'awiyah4.:$ .&1 ~J· He met him and said to him that he had heard Allah's 
Messenger~ J~.,.\1~ say, 11He who is placed in some authority over the people and 
shuts his gate against the Muslims, or the oppressed, or a needy person(denying 
them their need),will find that Allah will shut against him the gates of His Mercy 
when he in need or in poverty, howsoever much he may be in need of Him."3 

UMAR'S 4.:$.111~J ADVICE TO HIS GOVERNORS 

I JJ~u 'i--ll ,3.5-:! 1-'".ft'i ..._ul _; 61c~ .. ~ itJ{.!l.~ .• :1 Ill~~ All ~~~I ~;4 ~"' (rvt"•) :J- ..J I.J ,. ~- .. - ~ • .. ,. "'. '..J 

t Abu Dawud #f 2948. 
2 Tirmidhi # 332(1337), Musnad Ahmad 4. 231. 
3 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul-Eeman # 7384. 
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3730. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab 4;S. iil1 ~ .J is reported to have stipulated on his 
governors when he sent them (to their assignments) that: . 
They should not ride· Turkish horses, eat white bread, wear fine clothing, or shut 
their gates against the needs of the people. 
He warned them that if they did any of these things, then they would be liable to 
punishment. Mter that (having given these instructions,) he walked with them 
some distance.t 

COMMENTARY: He forbade them to ride Turkish horses that they might not be arrogant. 
On this basis, it is more proper not to ride the Arabian horses which are of a high breed. 
Teebi I,;S.~~; said that the governors were disallowed those things becausae they smacked 
of arrogance. 

CHAPTER - III 

CONDUCTING THE OFFICE OF THE QADI 
0UDGE) & FEAR OF IT 

We had stated in the introductory passages of this book XVII (office of the commander & of 
the Qadi) that the pivot of Islamic manner of government are the head of state and the qadi 
and in the previous two ·chapters, matters concerning the ruler were treated. 
In this chapter, we shall deal with the office of the judge. We shall mention: 

(i) The judge must rely merely on the Islamic code of law which is drived from 
the book and the sunnah (Prophet's ~J4#~'~ practice), and his ijtihad as his 
guide. His decision should not contravence these sources of Islamic law. 

(ii) This office is so very high and significant that not everyone should try to attain 
it. Rather, as far as possible, one must try to avoid taking this responsibility 
and must be fearful of holding it. 

SECTION I 

JUDGEMENT NOT WHEN ANGRY 
:~ "' "' :~ , I f. Gi "' ~ ' ~ " " "' !--'~ " 

"
1

" ·:1
1"\ -::~., <P~ ~" ·-"'':JJ,"' ..-\"'"'~.WI \~.illiJ:~'"~JliS"..)..:):'ll·!.£(rW') ~.J~ t:P.> ~ ~~.J .. _ ~" r..J " ...J" ·"f v-

(~~).--...!..;l: ~ 
3731. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah I,;S.~'~ .J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 4#~'~ 
~ J say, 11 A judge must not give judgement between two people when he is angry."2 

COMMENTARY: When a person is angry, he loses ability to ponder and decide. So, he 
cannot pass a fair judgement. Also, no judgement may be passed when it is very cold or 
very hot, when one is hungry or thirsty and when one is ill. Any judgement given in such 
condition will be implemented with dislike. 

JUDGE MAY RESORT TO IJTIHAD 

''"'til "~ 1-:1 .. ~ "" ~ ful. t~ ,j_\1 J', '·" J"li J"li S -:3 -:J.. 1\" ..J..£ ,·3 JJ1~ ,l.£" (r'VT'\) ~ _..,. J.,~.J ,_ ~" rJ JM..r- ""?!J.J~ ~" ". ~.r:.J 

1 Bayhaqi Shu' ab ul-Eeman # 7394. 
2 Bukhari # 7258, Muslim# 16-1717, Tirmidhi # 1334, Nasai # 5421, Ibn Majah # 2316, Majah Ahmad 5-36. 
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<~~> -.41J~I~if.l:ir IJ 'ii'?-Li_;.~ llJJyi~I:J.iy~IJ li'?-Li 
3732. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4:~ .iis1 ~ J and Abu Hurayrah ~ ./is1 ~ J narrated that 
Allah's Messenger ~""J~.iis'~ said, "When a ruler (or judge) passess judgement and 
resorts to ijtihad (pondering deeply over the case) and is correct( in making it), he will 
get two rewards (one for his ijtihad and the other for the correct decision). And, when 
he passess judgement having resorted fo ijtihad but is wrong, he will get one reward."t 

COMMENTARY: When a judge finds no answer to the case before him in the Book and 
Sunnah (Prophet's ~""J~.iis1~ practice) or in fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), he may make an 
ijtihad by pondering over the Book and Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.iis'~ practice) and parallel 
rulings in similar cases and in the books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence). His judgement will 
be regarded as correct in law, but in terms of the hereafter, there are two possibilities. If his 
judgement is correct by the Book and Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~.iislj..P practice) then he gets a 
dual reward and, if it is wrong, he nevertheless gets one reward for trying honestly. So, a 
mujtahid is liable to err, but he gets a reward anyaway. 
Mulla Ali Qari .iis1~ J said that if a ruling is not found in the regular texts or precedent then 
one may resort to qiyas (analogy). It is~like finding out the qiblah. When one has no means 
to find it out, one may make an assumption to the best of one's ability before offering salah 

. (prayer). His ~ffort will be deemed to have produced a correct result even if he did not face 
the qiblah in fact. 

. SECTION II 

OFFICE OF QADI IS A TRIAL 

i!' ~j ..U.i I ~WI."'ki ~li-L! .~~ .. ~ ... ;;~alJI ~~JJI J' :1 ',j J"li J"li s ~ ~ ,:, .~..£ (rvn') 
~--;, :, .._,., '-J•• .. , u-::-:- v-- ~...; ,.. ' ~"" ~ JM....r- '-{ v--

( 4lo ~ 1__, Jj IJ ~ 1_, lS-lA j:.\1__, ~I o I.J.J) -ci~ 
. ? 

3733. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.lis!~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iislj..P 
said, 11He who has. been made a judge over the people has indeed been slaughtered 
without a Knife."2 

COMMENTARY: He is slaughtered because he is ruined mentally and spiritually. A judge 
is always upset and in agony. He is ill without medicine and is worried about spoiling his 
hereafter. If anyone is killed with a Knife that is painful for a moment while a judge's pain 
is for a lifetime. 

DO NOT ASPIRE TO BE A QADI 

s:l! "" ~ , , ,, , 

<4l.a~l.,,)jiJ~IlS-lA.}Jioi.,.J)-h~~BlA~aHJ}ll~ 
3734. Sayjriduna Anas ~.lis'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iisl~ said, 11He 
~ho craves for the office of a judge and applies for it (to the authority, and gets it), 
then it will be entrusted to him (to. sort out his problems). But, if anyone is 

1 Bukhari # 7352, Muslim # 15-1716, Tirmidhi # 1336, Nasai # 5381. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1332, Abu Dawud # 3571, Ibn Majah # 3208, Musnad Ahmad 2. 230. 
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compelled to accept it (without his craving for it) then Allah sends down an angel 
who directs him to the right course (in running it)."1 

JUDGES OF PARADISE AND OF HELL 
, ~ J _, I " I J . ~ . ,t;j, .. a,.~ h1 .. ~,~.: sl.vill1 ... , ...... & ru1 \~ JJ1 J, ,.) ... J"li J"li s.15 ~ .~.£;; <rvro> 
~ ~ ~ ., . ~ .. .J .JoiU ~.J .... ~ .. ~ .. ..r. ~ .J 

J.?.JJ .JLDI J;Li ~tll JJ~i ~I J.,;$ J.?.JJ 'H ~i ~I J.,;$ J.?._;.i ~I J ~~I Uli.JLDI 

(~Lo ~I.J Jjl~~l oi.J.J) -.JUJI JjLi ~~ ~~~ 
3735. Sa'fyiduna Buraydah ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""' J4#-illl~ said, 
11Judges are of three Kinds. One of these Kinds comprises those who will be 
admitted to paradise and two Kinds are made up of those who will be consigned to 
hell. As for the one who wil.l enter paradise, he is the man who knows what is right 
and gives judgement on that basis. And the man who knows (the truth and) what is 
right yet transgresses in his judgement will be sent to hell. And, so a man who gives 
judgement to the people though he is ignorant will be sent to hell."2 

J , ~ ~ ' , ,{ .... , ' "" ~ ' ~ , "" "" , , Jj:J~~~~~WiyLt~~j~WI~;ll1Jj-!JJliJliS~;.'l?l0£j(\Vl\) 

J , ~""" , ,,, !"", ,, , """ 
(Jjb~l ob.J) -.Jl!Jilli:J~a.)_# ~&A jq\ ali aj_#:J~~ 

3736. Sayyiduna abu Hurayrah ,.;;. .1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 111£ 
anyone seeks the office of judge over the Muslims so that he gets it and his justice 
overwhelmns his injustice (and tyranny), then he will go to paradise. But, if 
anyone's injustice dominates his justice then he will go to hell."3 

COMMENTARY: The apparent meaning is that both these Kinds of judges will dispense 
both justice and 
Injustice. Since their fate will be decided according to what overwhelms, the one whose 
justice prevails will go to paradise. If he is move unjust in giving judgement than just, then 
he will go to hell. In both cases, there is predominance of one trait over the other. 

QIYAS AND IJTIHAD ARE ALLOWED 

I J 

(J.JI..l.l\_J Jjb~I.J ~.La _}.}I oi.J.J) -;ill Jj-!.5 
3737. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jab~ ~~~~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~ 

1 Tirmidhi # 1324, Abu Dawud # 3578, Ibn Majah # 2309. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1322, Abu Dawud # 2573, Ibu Majah # 2315. 
3 abu Dawud # 3575. 
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~Y·~~~ sent him to Yemen (as a judge and ruler), he asked him, 11How will you 
judge whe~ a ease is brought to you?" He said, 11

[ '~hall decide according to Allah's 
Book." He asked, 11 And if you do not find an answer in Allah's Book? He said, 
11Th en I will follow the sunnah (Prophet's ~ J 4# .i»1 ~ practice) of Allah's 
Messenger~ J 4# .i»1 ~·" He asked, '1 And if you find no answer in the sunnah 
(Prophet's· ~J4#.i»1~ practice) of Allah's Messenger~J4#.i»1~." He said, 111 shall 
use my opinion and make ijtihad and not lag behind in it." So, Allah's 
Messenger~J~l»~~ patted him on his breast and said, 11Praise belongs to Allah 
who has made the messenger of the Messenger of Allah consistent with what 
pleases him."l 

COMMENTARY: He said that he would deduce from the relevant rulings and similar 
cases and laws in the Quran and the Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~~ practice). 
Mazhar also explained the hadith in the same way. The imams, who are mujtahids have 
deduced many judgements on qiyas. However, they have differed on its application and 
recourse to it .. For example, Imam Shafi'I compares interest on barter of wheat for wheat to 
interest on watermelon for watermelon because both are eatables. Imam Abu Hanifah .i»1~ J 

~ compares wheat for wheat to lime for lime, both being weighable commodities. Interest is 
forbidden in any case (when more of same commodity is exchanged for less of it). 
In short, this hadith is a strong evidence that qiyas and ijtihad are allowed and lawful. It 
rejects the zawahir (ghayr muqallidin) who reject qiyas and ijtihad. 

AFTER PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT MUST BE HEARD TOO 

• Fo ~ ~, J I... ' c: .. , .. , t{ ' , .. 9 • .. J "" • 
~(;) !Cl. ll...).! , ~ .. ~1 ~il ~.AI~~~.\-:"·~ .o\.S.~ ~I~ S &IS ~I~ l's.J...o .. ~tl &I ~5 ~ .~;Ui !Cl ;, • \,;J '-f , > .. (.;IT ~ , .. "' ..., • • .J '.J .Ji ...1 ~ ,:J)J ...; • i:l ~ 

(4la Uo:~I.J ;jiJ y.I.J lS.iopl oi.J.J) -JW rl.H ~l!...._u!yiS(+~ \lj ~YI 
3738. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ decided to 
send him fo Yemen as a qadi, so he submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, you send me 
while I am young and do not possess (enough) knowledge of the office of qadi." He 
said, ''Surely, Allah will guide your heart (to rectitude) and cause your tongue to be 
true (in making judgement)." (Then he gave him instructions,· saying) ~~~n two 
men bring to you their case, do not decide in favour of the first (the plaintiff) till 
you have heard the argument of the second (the defendant), for this will help you 
arrive at a correct decision." 
He narrated (further), "Mter that I (followed) his instructions and) did not have any 
doubt (or hesitation) in deciding (a case before me)."2 

I -' ~ -' ' /. { ~ • : J d!-' ' -' J -' J { 
JWilllt:l!. ~ 'lul:i(+.!JI~~l'l~(;s,q.ll_r.i ,~ ~lloil~..;l~~ 'e'\-:~~ ~,., -' .. , , ·~'-f._,•> -·~ ~ .. , ~· '...; 

1 Tirmidhi # 1327(1332), Abu Dawud # 3592, Musnad Ahmad 5-230, Darimi # 168. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1331, Abu Dawud # 3581, IBn Majah # 231, Musnad Ahmad 1-83 
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And we shall reproduce the hadith of Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ ~~ ~ .J ( #3770) in 
the chapter about cases and testimonies (Chapter V). 

/ 

SECTION III 

THE FATE OF A TYRANT 

~L ~l!JL-:~ ~~ C"L:;..!.ALA --~ --.~~rlJI t~JljJ', ':5J .. liJ"'li;_;f.,,.·.3JJI. .. ~.!.£(rw~) ,....,,., ......., ... > .. ~ v-., ~...,/,.. ~"' ~ . ~ ~"" ,. ~ 

(.....:..Jl.oJlfl ~J~I.J 4l.o~I.J~I ol..,~) -~..;l 
3739. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~li~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:-l~~~~ 
~-J said, "Every ~er who rules and judges among the people will be brought on the 
day of resurrection (to the presence of the Judge of Judges and the Ruler of rulers), an 
angel holding his nape. The angel will raise his head to heaven (anticipating a 
command). If He commands, "Throw him down (in hell)," the he will throw him into 
a pit (that is) deep (to a distance covered in forty autumns (years)."1 

COMMENTARY: The words forty autumns deep mean that the pit is like a bottomless pit 
but they do not determine the time taken to traverse it. 
This command will be given for an oppressor and a cruel ruler. The just ruler will be sent 
to paradise, as we read against the hadith of Abu Umamah ~~~~; (#3714). 

~ .. ~ .. ~{;:Aj1 !, .. JlJI....oWI \~.~,;l::lJ .. li .. ~ ... c;&rlJt t~JJIJ, '·"·!.ci!J'(~.!.£c;crvi·) 
~"' .. , ~.,:'ill' ~, ff'-J .. ~- ~.J,.. ~"' .,~.;~v-- , v-..; 

Jt:, .. • , z ... , ... 
(~loi.J'..J)-~~Q~I~~_;JAJI 

3740. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iin~ said, 
"Indeed, there will arise· a deep longing to the just judge on the day of resurrection 
that he had never had to pass judgement between two people even a piece of date."2 

JUST RULER HAS ALLAH'S SUPPORT 
I .- I _. I J 1 I 

~ ,;j LA ls-9lill ~ illl-..i.JLp.L:,J ~ill I ~;l,JI Jj-!.5 jli jli Jjl !.fl ~ ;l.JI# (.,£ j (rvt') 

• I 

-~JI A15 ~ jl::.I5Li ~I~.),; c; ~LA .e.JI ~ .~~J..o,rtl &I ~5 -· e ,u;, f H !A ·1 o.!~ \~ jl::.llli 
• "" , ,_, • , ~ .. -' ., ~ • _,...- _; \,;;i;; ""' ;.J)-' .J ~ .. '-J ..; ,.- • , 

3741. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa ~...11~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 
~J~iil~~ said, ''Indeed, Allah is with the judge till he does not wrong (and be 
unjust and he has Allah's support and enablement till then). But when he wrongs 
(and becomes unjust). He departs from him and the devil sticks to him." 
According to another version: "When he wrongs (and is unjust), He entrusts him to 
his own self."3 

.y ~:J.lii.'"~J . .e.-\\ ;J I. ~l ... i ~JI l; 4::.;.1 ~J..l:J ~~. ~ ,1 ~\.·.3...\!.-::..t.C~(rYt'O ,,...,-- c..;-'-:?)~~ \..,lii'j ...,;--- , .. ,~.-~ , ~ ,. .. ~ , .. , v--..J 

1 Ibn Majah # 2311, Musnad Ahmad 1-430, Bayhaqi in Shuab-ul-Eeman # 7533. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1330. 
3 Ibn Majah # 2312. 
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(1.!..\Jl.o oi.J.J) -~~ .ftJ4-~Jil ~_ftl11iJit fc.A~ISLA~i.J. 
3742. Sayyiduna Saeed ibn Musayyab .ut- ~~ ~ J narrated that a Muslim and a Jew 
brought a dispute (in which they were involved) before Umar 4:s. ~~ ~ J· He (heard 
them and) found that the Jew was justified, so he pronounced judgement in his 
favour. The Jew said to him, 11By Allah, indeed, you judged justly." On that, Umar 
beat him with his whip and asked him, 11How do you ~ow it?" The Jew said, 11By 
Allah, we do find in Torah that every judge who decides justly has an angel to his 
right and an angel to his left. They guide and urge him to that which is (right and) 
just till he sticks to the right. When he abandons the right they ascend (to the 
heaven) and leave him (to himself)/'1 

COMMENTARY: A question arises why did Umar .ut-~~~ J beat the Jew when he described 
his judgement as fair. Another question is how is the Jew's reply compatible with Umar's 
question; "How do you know it?" 
The first answer is that he did not beat him angrily but struck him mildly with a good nature. 
The second answer is that the Jew knew that he was right, so if Umar .ut-~1~ J was not just, 
he would have favoured the Muslim, and been unjust. 

DID NOT ACCEPT OFFICE OF JUDGE 

4!lt ili I ~ JJ I J " , J J~ ~c). 4!lt $!,1 ~1 ~~--1...> I Jlii . ~ -...!.)~ ~lsl-.l.,.>Li J"'li · .!'\ t 5 ;:-~ 
,.. Ill' ~ .,.. ..r , , ~- . "' y .. ~ ""-' ... , 

:J~I&A~I~JJJ_;)i!jt~J3-hJ~$-~~J~ilit~;iltl}~J~J~I_;1J~~ 
J, .. "" J "" ,, J. , J ~ "" ~ ' ~ "" illL.;~<)AJ ,e_.)J!'o ...... ~.;~.ll9illL.;~&AJ ,e..~ ... ~illlj.-DilliJ", "'~j ... ;. .,;.a:! ... '.J ,M ... ;. ... ;. .,;.a:! '.J ... M ... ~.) ... 

0 

' i 
_I hi~ 'i JliJ ~~ti ~li ~1 ;;;f..._ul ~ ~ J _;LI JJJ ~J~L~ 

3743~ Sayyidun~ (Abdullah) Ibn Mawhib .ut-~~~ J reported that Uthman ibn Mfan ~~ J 

.ut- said to Ibn Umar 4~ ~~ ~ J, 
11Become judge among the people." But, he requeste4, 

"Will you not ~xcuse me from it, 0 Amir -ul-Muminee~? 11He asked, 11Why do yo? 
dislike it while your father used to judge (among the people)?" He said, "It is because 
I heard Allah's Messenger ~""J 4~ ~~ ~ say, 'He who is a judge, and is just in his 

1 Muwatta Maalik # 2 (Aqdiyah). 
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judgment it is hoped that he would manage to get over evens (without reward or 
blame)." Thereafter, he did not ask him again (to take the office).t 
3744. Sayyiduna Nafi ~~J narrated2 that Ibn Umar ~.lit~; said to Uthman ~iJJ'~;, 
"0 Amir ul-Mumineen! I shi)]l not act as judge between two men." He pointed out, 
"But your father used to judge." He submitted, 11 As for my father, if he was hesitant 
about something, then he would ask Allah's Messenger ~J~.llt~. And if Allah's 
Messenger ~J~.i»~~ wished to clarify something, he would ask Jibril f:UI~. As 
for me, I do not find anyone whom I might ask. And, I had heard Allah's Messenger 
~J~~~~ say, 1If anyone seeks refuge in Allah, he has sought refuge in a Mighty 
Being.' And, I had heard him say, 1If anyone seeks refuge in Allah, then grant 
refuge to him.' And I seek refuge in Allah lest you make me a qadi {judge)." Thus 
he excused him, but said to him, 11Do not inform anyone (of this)." 
He meant that if people shy away from this office then the working of the 
government would come to a standstill. 

CHAPTER-IV 
SALARY TO RULERS & GIFTS TO THEM 

This chapter will treat the subject of salaries and remuneration payable to rulers and 
governors. Should something be set aside from the state Treasury? Also, if anyone wishes 
to give the ruler a gift, what should be done? 

SECTION I jj~'j.Jaili 

DISTRIBUTION BY THE PROPHET ~J~~~~ 

~~ J-;.~ul _;.~\ 'iJ .;.~¥1 u ~J ~ fu1 ~ ;iJ1 JJ-!5 J~ J~ S..r.!..r' ol (.;. <rvto > ,. 
, , , 

(lS.J~I oi.J.J) -~~\,'" :;... 

3745. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»'~ 
said, "Neither do I give you nor do I withhold from you. I am merely one who 
disburses. I put where I am command to put."3 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~'""J 4,1-=- .li1 ~ made this clear when distributing property 
among the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) l"fOj;. .fi1 ~ J so that they may not have any 
misgivings about receiving less or more when the distribution is made.· 
He explained that he had no say in giving or in withholding. He did not give to anyone or 
hold back from anyone at his will. He distributed only as Allah commanded. 

WARNING TO THOSE WHO SPEND FROM STATE TREASURY UNNECES~ARILY 
~ ' , ~ Ci ~ I ,_. , (~ "" '~--: ,~ !:;-: :: ... ·~l&.) ~ 1\ ... , .... ~~illl L~.illiJ~'JJ~~li~.)W~Iil...l(.;-ii(r'Vt'\) ~....._,_,;~~ • II' ~,~J,.. r.,sr-, ~ ., ... ., ~ .J 

1 Tirmidhi # 1326. 
2 Razin. 
3 Bukhari # 3117. 
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3746. Sayyiduna Khawlah al-Ansariyah ~.11~~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger flu~ 
~J~ said, "Men spend Allah's Property unjustly (such as receipts against zakat, 
spoils etc. which they use without the ruler's permission and draw ~ore than they 
are entitled). But, on the day of. resurrection, they will have hell for them."t 

RULER IS ENTITLED TO DRAW HIS SALARY FROM TREASURY 
, , J .. , !----::. .. .. .. c: .. .. c: 1---- .. J ,.( .. ' .... • 

~y~ ~!;&.>.J ;J ~~~I~.JJ!.;¥..W Jli-t~J$1~1l!l~llii!J~6£j O"VtV) 

, J r 3 I ..,• ~--'- "" J JJ "" ' "' , J "" 
(<.S.;l>..:Jioi.J.;)~~&:-~1, !ll~}!J-J~~IIll~-t~<fiJI'~~i~I..;A~·!. l ;":JJ-'1 

3747. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1!1~J narrated that when (Sayyiduna) Abu Bald ~.11~~J was 
made caliph, he said, ''My people know that my trade was enough to support my 
family. Now, I have become engaged with the affairs of the Muslims. Hence, Abu 
Bcikr' s family will subsist on this property (of the state Treasury) and he will work for 
it (to increase and to protect it) for the Muslims (using it for their benefit)."2 

:COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.111~ J was a draper. He sold cloth in the market, 
but when he was made 1<balifah, he consulted the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) .1!1~J 
~ and drew and emolument from the state Treasury. 

TRADING OF THE SAHABAH (PROPHET'S COMPANIONS)~.&!~): Sayyiduna Abu 
Bakr ~.111~ J was a dealer in textile fabrics. Sayyiduna Umar ~.11~~ J sold grain. Sayyiduna 
Uthman ~.11~~ .J was a merchant of dates and textile fabrics. Sayyiduna Abbas ~iii'~ j dealt 
in perfume. 
The Ulama (Scholars) say that the best kind of business is of cloth and the next is of 
perfumery. According to a hadith 111£ the dwellers of paradise were to engage in business, 
they would deal in textile fabrics.· If the inmates of hell were to do it, they would do 
business of precious metals, gold and silver." 

SECTION II £1ll~lj.;aiil 

DRAWING MORE THAN SALARY IS DECEIT 

'"I I I J" JJ ,-:.~It I (J.J .)~ 0 .J.))- ~ .,.9~) 

3748. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~ .1!1 ~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said, ''He 
whom we have employed over some work and provided him a subsistence 
allowa*ce (as his remuneration) will have comm~tted treachery in the spoils if he 
draws more than that."3 

(Jjb~l o\_J.;) -~~t~J~alJI ~JJI~j-!5 ~~.!. \~F. Jli~6£ J (rvt~) 
3749. Sayyiduna Umar ~.11,).) said, "I ~as made a governor (or, an officer of some 
type) in the time of Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ and he paid me (a salary) for that."4 

1 Bukhari # 3118. 
2 Btikhari # 2070. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2943. 
4 Abu Dawud # 2544, Nasai # 2604, Musnad Ahmad 1-52. 
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GUIDANCE TO MU'ADH ~.ill~~) 

(~-S.i.A .,;u 1 o 1.,.) > _,:.: 1 ~ ~ '1u§J Li ~ ~s 
3750. Sayyiduna Mu'adh "~~~~)said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~ sent him to 
Yemen. When he had begun his journey, he sent for him and he was brought back. 
He asked, "Do you know why I sent for you? Do not take anything (durin.g your 
tenure) without my permission. That would amount to treachery, and he who 
commits treachery will come on the day of resurrection with his treacherous deeds. 
This is why I had called you. Go now to your work!"1 

STATE TREASURY WILL SUPPORT HONORARY RULER 

~"' "' I.,,.,(, • rJ[' • ., 
(Jj!Jy.l oi.J.J) -J~ J*i ~j~$1 yA ~lj._; ClJ -l!~ 

3751. Sayyiduna Mustawrid ibn Shadd (prescribed punishment) ad ~ .iil1 ~) narrated 
that he heard the Prophet ~J~.iil1~ say, "He whom we appoint a governor (or 
administrator) must get himself a wife (if he has none). If he has no servant, then he 
must get a servant. And, if he has no house (of his own), then he must buy a house." 
According to another version: (He also said,)" He who takes anything other than 
that is one who betrays."2 

COMMENTARY: The ruler who has no wife may draw from the state Treasury the dower 
payable to his wife when he takes one, as also her provision and clothing allowances 
(without being extravagant). He may also get from the Treasury enough for a buying a 
servant or to pay his salary, and to buy for himself a house. If he takes more than his need 
then that will be unlawful for him. 
It seems that this command applies when no salary is fixed for the governor. 

NOT EVEN A NEEDLE MAY BE MISAPPROPRIATED 

t?l!l.;.~J;L&Ac.fl!ll~l jli~J~ili~~~lj_;..!J.~ . .>Is~~~~~J (rvon 
~ 61' ;II , '~ (J ,, f , ,., "" , , , ., 

41.\IJ, '5 l:i Jlii.)Laf~I·-:...A. 1! ;_...otai ~l:::All.....o ...::;~ .1t:; Jll ai:J "i ~i ~:c..o (-:' ~'S:i- 1 .. t-, r .. , .....,.... .... ~ , .. , ~ ,,J.:J.. ...7V ~ .. "' ., ~ 

\:::_ , I , ~... "' "' .: "' "'- "' ... I !. I "' .: -! I "' .: "' , l. 
~t..rgl-:\ ~'' "·ly.G~.lJ_,!I ulj Jl! l.lrj l.lS'J.,.J·:.: l .. i~-:; Jli~I3LojJli~J£J.:!I 

., I' ., ' l ,,, J , ~ , ~,.,. 
-1·J.illl.JI ~ S t.IS 'I~ 1) 1 :t!&l ~j- ~!I~ .. ~ Lo ~~~I:J..o-:'HI ~io .i~\~~ul:ii 

.J J ~ ...il ~ ., '->~, <..5' .J , \.i.J ·~--::--il ' , .. , , , .. 

3752. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Ameerah ~.ill~~) narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ 

t Tirmidhi # 1335 (1340). 
2 Abu Dawud # 2945, Musnad Ahmad 4-229 
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~J said, "0 people! He among you who is employed by us over some work (as a 
governor, revenue collector, or such other) and he conceals from us (so much as) a 
needle, or more, is being unfaithful. He will bring it oii the day of resurrection." A 
man from the ansars got up and submitted, ''0 Messenger of Allah, take away from 
me your task (that you have assigned to me)." He asked, "And, why so?" He 
submitted," I heard you say in this way. (Therefore, I am scared, for, one may err 
while doing this work.)" He said, 11Yes! I do say. If we employ someone to some 
post, then he must bring (to us) liHle or much (Whatever he is given of it). And that 
which he is paid from it, he must take but he must desist from what he is denied."t 
(Given this guidance, he who is capable of handling this responsibility, may accept 
it. He who finds himself unable to discharge it may not take it.) 

THE RECEIVER AND THE PAYER OF BRIBERY 

_l 0£-:{-; ,.,IL$lll .,..J.~IjJijSijj~~j~-....:..)~~~1 
... ~"., ~ .,.,- ;I .. ., 

3753. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.:S-~'~J said that Allah's Messenger~J4#~~ 
cursed the person who bribes and the person who receives bribe2 
3754. Sayyidua abu Hurayrah ~ ..311 ~J narrated (the same' hadith). With the 
additional words: "in litigation."3 
3755. Sayyiduna Thaw ban~~~~ J narrated (the same hadith) with the words (after 
'who receives bribe'): "and arra'ish, meaning, the person who is agent between 
them regarding a bribe (demanding more for this or less for this)."4 

COMMENTARY: Bribery is offered to a ruler, a governor or a judge, etc. to legalise the 
illegal or to make the legal or lawful unlawful. However, there is no harm if it is done to 
establish one's own right as correct or to defend oneself. 

~~.:;: ':'\£~1,; .. )~j~ful~;iJij_;..!,JEJ!J:.JI jli()o:?WI~.,_r~J(rvo\) 

~Jli~IJ.JdJh_#. 1o;.II.SJ5j~lr.:_;.!.dglj5~l~l~j.lJ.~lliH ~W~ ~Jli~_;..!;tJ 

-~1~1~J.l.J.~1Lill JWI 
3756. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Aas ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J •# iil1 ~ 
seJ:tt f.o~ him with instructions to collect his weapons and his garments (to prepare 
for a journey) and to come to him. He came to him while he was performing 

1 Muslim# 30.1833, Abu Dawud # 3581, Musnad Ahmad 4-192. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3580, Tirmidhi # 1337(1342) .. 
3 Tirmidhi #1336(1341). 
4 Musnad Ahmad 5-279,Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul-Eeman # 5503. Lane's Part 3, P.l091, under (rishwa). 
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ablution. He said, "Amr, I sent for you to send you to a place where Allah keep you 
safe and let you have the spoils. And, I too will give you a share from the property." 
He said, "0 Messenger of Allah ~J4Js.~'~' my hijrah (emigration and embracing 
Islam) was not for the sake of property. It was only for the sake of Allah and for 
His Messenger." He said, 11Excellent is lawful property for a righteous man!1 

Another version has the words: 
''Excellent is good property for a righteous man."2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Amr ibn Aas NS- .1!1 ~.J had embraced Islam in SA,H. He 
emigrated to Madinah from Ethiopia with Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Walid NS- .1&1 ~ .J· some 
authorities say that he had embraced Islam in 8 AH. The Prophet~J4Js-.1d~ had appointed 
him governor of Uman (Oman) and most probably this ha·i"ith concerns this appointment. 
Good property is what is earned lawfully and is spent oft pious causes. The righteous man 
is he who respects the rights of Allah and the rights of His slaves. 

SECTION III ~dhj.a!11 

THE INTERCESSOR MUST ACCEPT NO GJFr .. 
"' I ' I i.- • J 

~~AS LSlili ~1.1!, ~~~&A Jli ~j ~WI~ ;lli JJ-!5 ....!..Jl .tAlA I ~..jl ~ (rVoV) 

( Jjb Y.l o 1_,.;) -~Jll 'T'I_P.l ~ t ~:';5 ~~ jl J.ii ~~,. ai l4:t6 

3757. Sayyiduna Abu UmamahNS-lii~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~j4P.1d~ 
said, "If anyone makes a recommendation for another person who presents to him 
gift for that recommendation and he accepts it, then he comes to a great gate of the 
gates of interest."3 

COMMENTARY: This kind of a gift is bribery, but here it is called interest. The one who 
recommends gets it in return for nothing. 

CHAPTER-V 
CASES AND TESTIMONIES 

This chapter concerns al-aqdiyah or disputes that are brought to rulers and judges for 
judgement between the disputing parties. 
Shahadah or testimonies are to depose on behalf of one of the disputing parties. 

SECTION I JJ~hjJa~i 

PLAINTIFF MUST PROVE HIS CASE 

1 Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul-Eeman # 5503, Musnad Ahmad 5. 279, Baqhawi in Sharh as Sunnah (Prophet's 
~ J4#~~ practice) # 2495. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 4-197. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2495. 
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f" ,, I "' "" "'"' ' "" ('""'II J ') "' -J..,).,.jl&oJ~ ·U "''lj. ~l!liJ~~I ~ ~lt~_;.A, ~~~I~SSl;;j~,l~·~ U-~ '-..>.... ,. (..) ...r '-'~ . , . .... .., ~-.. ..._, --'..j ...,-~-

3758. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas .... ~J»'~J narrated that the Prophet said, 111£ people were 
granted their claim (without calling for witnesses or getting the defendant's 
response), they would make claims for lives and for the properties of others. But, 
the oath is binding on the defendant. 
According to Nawawi, there is an addition in Bayhaqi's version from Ibn Abbas ~J 
~~~in a marfu form: 
11But it is the responsibility of the plaintiff to present proof (or witnesses) and the 
oath must be taken by him who rejects (the claim, meaning the defendant)."t 

COMMENTARY: If the defendant rejects the claim of the plaintiff who then asks him to 
take an oath, it is imperative that he do so. This hadith of Muslim does not say that the 
plaintiff must bring witnesses, but it is an undeniable law of Shariah that he must support 
his claim with testimonies. If he does not present witnesses, then the defendant must 
indicate himself by taking an oath and rejecting the plaintiff's claim. 
The second version of Ibn Abbas~~~~ J makes this meaning very clear. 

WARNING TO ONE WHO TAKES FALSE OATH 

< ~ ~) -~~\r~l· J! ~ l!.-:5 _;J, l:;jlj ;iJ 1 J~'t ....uJ.A 
3759. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud~.a~~~~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ said, 
"If anyone takes an oath on being commanded to do so, and he is a liar in doing so, 
intending thereby to deprive a Muslim of his property, then, on the day of 
resurrection, Allah will be angry at him when he meets Him." Allah revealed the 
confirmation of that (in the verse 3: 77): 

~~~~IJI~I!.:J.;J,l:;jlj;iJI J~';....UJ_A~~I-.J..J! 
(Surely those who barter Allah's covenant and their oaths, for a small price .... } (to 
end of the verse).2 

COMMENTARY: The hadith implies that the plaintiff is confined by the judge until he 
takes an oath to support his claim. 
Some people say that it refers to one who swears falsely to intentionally appropriate a 
Muslim's property. This is as the words of the hadith (_r.li~JAJ) (and he is a liar in doing 
so). The entire verse is: 

~;;£lHJ'(~'.-:J;;g~~~.~ u1J~ ~.~l~al~l!.-:5 ~.cL:;~\iiJ.H~--: ,~~~.lJI-.l.,J\ 
..,/ , .. ....,/~' ~.,..,.-.., .... -' .. , ~ .. ..;.... "" , ~JJ--.. .... .... 

.... .... .... "' .... ,., , Jt~!~ 
(t.t. :r ~l..rs-JI) -~' y\~~lj.; §:\A '1j ~~1.-P ~~!..~ 

{Surely those who barter Allah's covenant and their oaths for a small price - there 

t Bukhari # 4552, Muslim# 1-1711, Bayhaqi. 
2 Bukhari # 4549, Muslim# 220-138, Tirmidhi # 3012, Ibn Majah # 2323. (verse of surah Aal Imran 77). 
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shall be no share for them in the hereafter. And allah shall not speak to them, nor 
shall He look at them on the day of resurrection, nor shall He purify them, and for 
them is a painful chastisement.} 
~ ; _, I. ~ , ~ ~ ~ , "' ... c: ' ; 

jl Ji9 ~ :! ~~~ l ~: ~!Js. ~ t:;::9
\ yA ~j ~~ill\~ ,JJI J__,.!j Jli Jli iAlAI '-}16&-j (rY"\•) 

~lJ jli ;iJ1 jj-!5 ~I~ l4! -....!...>~ ~!J ~5 AJ jlii ~~4-~..;~j Jl!J\ ~ ili1 < ?-

~I .. ~ ~~~ .~ ~ 
{_.,J...-A o I.J..>) -~ 151 ~ ~ -....!.)c 

3760. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah .,.~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger~J~~'.).P 
said, "If anyone takes away by his (false) oath the right of a Muslim, then Allah has 
made hell-fire wajib (obligatonJ) on him and. has forbi"dden paradise to him." A 
man asked him, "Even if it is something in significant, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He 
said, "Even if is a (broken) twig of an arak tree."1 

COMMENTARY: The words 'Allah has made hell-fire wajib (obligatory) on 'could be 
explained in two ways. 

(i) This command applies to one who swears falsely to appropriate a Muslim's 
right and believes that what he does is lawful till he dies. 

(ii) He will be punished in hell definitely but it is not unexpected that Allah will 
forgive him, being Kind and Compassionate. 

Similarly, the second portion about his entry into paradise being forbidden means that he 
will not be admitted to it with the first successful people. 
It must be clear that this warning applies also to one who deprives a dhimmi of his right by 
a false oath. 

ADVICE TO PLAINTIFFS 

• ' .. i! .... !._ , ... !.. ' .. r;1, ~ .. .. .. .. 
(~~)-.;WI~~:U~I~i~9A3~~~9~1~ 

3761. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger~J•#~'.).P 
said, "I am only a human being. You come to me with your disputes. It is possible 
that one of you is more persuasive in presenting his argument. I may give 
judgement in his favour being impressed by his argument. Therefore, if I decide for 
sottteone something that is the right of his brother, he must not take it, for, (it is as 
though) I give him only a piece of fire."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J "# ~' .}-P said that mistake and forgetfulness is not 
unexpected in any man. Besides, man goes only by the apparent and he meant, "I am 
human too and liable. to the same tendencies and peculiarities as any human being." He 
made it clear, however, that he did receive Divine revelation and guidance which enabled 

1 Muslim# 218-137, Nasa'I # 5419, Darimi # 2603, Muwatta Maalik # 11 (Aqdiyah), Musnad Ahmad 
5-260. 
2 Bukhari # 6967, Muslim# 4-1713, Tirmidhi # 1339, Abu Dawud # 3582, Nasai # 5401, Ibu Majah # 
2317, Musnad Ahmad 6-290. ,·.; 
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him to know facts and realities . 
. Hence, he said that if he happened to decide any case on its apparent aspects when the 
plaintiff proves his case, and if he is not rightful, then he must not regard what he get~ as 
lawful to him but think of it as a flame of fire that he gets. 

WARNING TO HIM WHO FILES CASES UNNECESSARILY 
J ,, I "" I " I I 

.lJ""~T ;iJ1 J! Jl.?-..j-11 uk~:T ~!~J ~ ill1 ~ ;Ll1 JJ-!5 jli ~li .t![~ ~J (rv"\n 

(~~)-..411 
3762. Sayyidah Ayshah 'lp iilt ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ iilt j-P said, 
''Surely, the man most detested in Allah's sight is he who is very quarrel some (and 
disputes very much) unnecessarily."t 
(The word for most quarrelsome is al-aladukhisam. It is found in surah al-Baqarah 
verse 204 and means 'most stubborn in altercation'. It is translated in 'Vocabulary of 
the Holy Quran'2 compiled by Dr. Abdullah Abbas al-Nadwi as 'most contentions 
oJ the adversaries.') · 

MAY PLAINTIFF PRESENT ONE WITNESS AND TAKE AN OATH 

~oi.J.J)-~l.!j~~~j~ful~,iJ\jj.!J~I~~~Iif"J<rv"\i) 
f;l , 

3763. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ kt ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J ~ iilt j-P 

pronounced judgement (on a case) against an oath and (only) one witness.3 
COMMENTARY: The obvious meaning of this hadith is that if a plaintiff is able to support 
his claim with only one witness then he must be asked to take an oath in place of a second 
witness. The oath may be regarded as a substitution for one witness, and his claim should 
be entertained. This is what is said by the three imams, Imam Shafi'l ~~~J, Imam Maalik 
iilt ~ J and Imam Ahmad )It ~ J· However, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~ J said that it is not 
permitted to decide on the basis of one witness and one oath, rather two witnesses must 
support his claim as is established by the Quran. The command of the Quran may not be 
overridden by khabar wahid (which is narrated by only one narrator and transmitted by a 
single chain of narrators). Hence, no rulling can be given on the basis of this hadith that 
contradicts a command of the Quran. 
Teebi ~~~J said that when·a dispute pertains to anything other than property, the imams 
are agreed that one witness and an oath will not be accepted as the basis of judgement. For 
dispute involving property, the imams differ on whether one witness and an oath (in lie of 
a second witness) will serve as basis of judgement. 

DEFENDANT'S OATH MUST BE BELIEVED 
~ ' ' " " " l (9 " ' ... ' ,:1 all~ ~I J!S..t!S,'~~jj ~__,A~~J+j yl.?- Jli~l ~ JJij ~~~j ("t'Y"\0 

~' ~ ~ 

<.5~ dJ ls-9Jl ct &~~~ Jt.ai UuP~I ~ li:11 Ill ~!;Dt JJ.!j ~ &~' jlii~j ~ 
fll :1 "' I :; " ') "" 

J ... :1, ""l:i J""li.:,ewL:6l1i J"'li ~J"'li lJl:h!.DI.. ... ~ -, l ... \ ... "4!1.£WI L~ tJ 'I J"'lii.~ 'o!:li:J ... n ~ - .,.. ,. ~~~~~.. ~~ v- '-6:, ~ 

1 Bukhari # 2457, Muslim# 5-2668, Tirmidhi # 2976, Nasa'! # 5423, Musnad 6-55. 
2 Published by Darul Ishaat, Karachi. 
3 Muslim# 1712, Abu Dawud # 3608, Ibn Majah # 2370, Musnad Ahmad 1-315. 
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Jlla\Li~J~!~~~Jli~cJ.~~j~~j;:lE.· f\;.Loj"J~'i~Li~J)I...,D!~I 
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I 
~ II J 

{_.p..L..A 0 .J..)) -uP ..r-o 
3764. Sayyiduna Alqamah ibn Wa'il ~.11~~J narrated on the authority of his father 
that a man from Hadramawt and a man from Kinda came to the Prophet~ J~ii11~ 
The Hadrami pleaded, 110 Messenger of Allah, this man has seized my land." The 
Kindi said, not have a right to it." The Prophet ~ J~iil'~ asked the Hadrami (after 
listening to both), 110o you have a witness?" He said, 11No!" He said, 11Then you may 
ask him to state on oath. (If he does not then your plea is granted otherwise it will 
be turned down.)'' He submitted,' 11 0 Messenger of Allah, this man is a profligate, 
an immoral. He will not mind to swear to anything, He is not righteous." He said, 
'
1You have no option but to get him to swear." So He (the Kindi) turned to take an 
oath and Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# li11 ~ said when he had turned his back, 11H he 

. swear over his property to seize it wrongly, he will certainly meet Allah (on the day 
of resurrection), while He turns away from him."1 

COMMENTARY: The man turned to take oath. This could be as the Shafii believe that one 
who take oath must first make ablution and take oath at a specified hour which is after asr 
on Friday. Or this man may have turned his back on the plaintiff and walked towards the 
Prophet~ J~i».~~ to take the oath near him. 
Nawawi ii11~J said that some rulings are derived from this hadith. 

(1) The one who is the possessor is preferred over the claimant. 
(2) The defendant must t~ke an oath if he rejects the plaintiff's claim. 
(3) The oath of the defendant is accepted irrespective of whether he is a sinner or a 

just, honest man. 
(4) When the defendant swears the plaintiff's claim becomes void and is 

dismissed. (However, if true testimony bears out the falsehood of the oath of 
the defendant, then his oath will be invalid.) 

HELL IS THE DESTINATION OF THE FALSE CLAIMANT 

fj.:%lj ~~i~~Lo J.SI y.AJ~~J ~ful ~;lJ1 J~J ~~IJl~l ~J (rv\o) 

(..P.L..A o I.J.J) -.JW I&.,~ 1 d., 
3765. Sayyiduna Abu Dhar ~.111~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~,.1,,~ 
~ J say, 11He who lays claim to what does not belong to him is not one of us and he 
must find his seat in hell."2 

THE BEST WITNESS 

.1\;,. ~.:J1 r.l t+ '" 1~ ~~t '"'"l...i '11 ... ~",a~ ful t~. JJ1 J' ~~,"' J"'li J"li ..U~ .·.:t~.J~ .r.£ ... /¥'\'\"\) '-i .. \.,;i';~ ~ -.~ .. -:; ~ ..~~- ~J ,.. c..s--, ~J ts"' '-::r. , .. \,..r..., ,, ., 

1 Muslim# 223-139, Tirmidhi # 1340 (1345), Abu Dawud # 3245. 
2 Muslim# 61-112, Ibn Majah # 2319. 
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3766. Sayyiduna Zay4 ibn Khalid 1$.&1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~J»,~ 
asked, ''Shall I not inform you of the best of witnesses? He is the one who offers his 
testimony before being asked for it."t 

COMMENTARY: To give testimony truly is the same thing as to state facts and it is not 
proper to disclose truth only when asked to do so. The ideal witness is he who does not 
wait to being asked, "Are you the one?" or, "Do you wish to testify?" He volunteers to 
disclose the truth and facts. 

IS IT PROPER: However, according to another hadith, those who come forward to give 
testimony on their own are blamed. So, the Hanafis rule that no one must offer testimony 
until asked, It is wajib (obligatory) to give it when one is asked and it is better to conceal it in 
cases of hudood (prescribed punishments). 
As for this hadith, the Hanafis explain that (1) it applies to one who is witness for 
someone' s right but the plaintiff is not aware of his having withnessed it. So he must 
inform the plaintiff that he is his witness. (2) This hadith pertains to giving testimony for 
rights of Allah, like Zakah (Annual due charity), expiation, observing the new moon and 
inheritance, and such other things. For example, one who has observed the newmoon must 
bear witness to it before the ruler or relevant authority. 
It is also said that the command in this hadith is by way of exhortation, meaning that one 
who is asked to testify, must th~n discharge his responsibility at the earliest. As for the 
condenmation of one who gives testimony without being asked, it condemns doing it 
before the dem;md. 

FALSE TESTIMONIES BY LATER PEOPLE 

3767. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud l$..1it~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J~li11~ said, 
"The best of the people are my generation (my sahabah). Then they who will come 
after them (the tabi'un). Then they who will come after them (the tab tabi'un). 
Mter that a people will. come who will give testimony before taking an oath and 
will take an oath before giving testimony."2 

COMMENTARY: These last people will be so hasty in swearing and bearing testimony 
that they will be careless in offering them to the extent that sometimes they would give 
oath before testifying and sometimes they would testify before they swear. 
Majherilu..-Jsaid that they would not even know what they have done and what sequence 
they had observed. 
Same scholars say that this saying of the Prophet ~J~Ji!,~ is about false oaths and false 
testimonies. These things will beco~e very common. There will be professional witnesses 
and people who will swear by habit as a superfluous word in their speech. This is what is 
common these days. These people ruin their hereafter in this way. 
Some other people explain this saying to mean that someone will promote his testimony 

t Muslim# 19-1719, Tirmidhi # 2295 (2302), Abu Dawud # 3569, Ibn Majah # 2364, Musnad Ahmad 
5-193, Muwatta Maalik # 3 (Aqdiyah). 
2 Bukhari # 3651, Muslim# 212-2533, Tirmidhi # 2303, Ibn Majah # 2362, Musnad Ahmad 1-442. 
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through his oath. At other times, he will promote his oath through his testimony. For 
example, in the first case, he will say, ~~By Allah, I am a true witness!" In _the second case, he 
will say, "People do testify that I am true in my oath." 

CASTING LOTS FOR THE OATH 

t 1 -:Ati, , -- 'li ~.! .. ,, A!i '~, ~~ --~ --.~ ~ ili1 t~ ~-1''-..i..>T s~..;..t ~~ 6S-J (iV\A) ~..f. y...,;-- ~ ...Jl~ IJ' v-- ...r ~J .... r,.y- I.Sr , 

(·~..Jl:-Jiol ..J)-~ "~l . .! "''1-~;,-:r-;_;i'~ ~ • .J .... ~ y..~ ~ ... .. 
3768. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah•:" ~~ ,_rp J narrated that the Prop he~ J •:!" ~~,).I called on 
some people to swear an oath (to belie the plaintiff if they rejected his claim). So, they 
made haste (vying with each other) to do so. Hence, he instructed them that lots should 
be cast among them to take the oath to decide which one should take the oath.t 

COMMENTARY: It seems that someone had implicated a few people over something. 
They rejected his allegations. The Prophet instructed them to swear oaths and they made 
haste to comply. Every was prepared to swear at the sometime. So, the Prophet ~ J~~'jJ 
did not let everyone swear but said that they should cast lots and he whose name was 
drawn shoultl 5\v'ear. 
However, the exponents have suggested that perhaps two men had claimed something that 
was in the possession of the third man. But, both could not produce a witness. Or, though 
they had witnesses, the third man said that he did not know to whom the thing belonged. 
Hence, the two were to cast lots. The one whose name was drawn was to swear an oath and 
the thing was to be handed over to the person after that. The question arises that this 
situation calls for the plaintiff to swear an oath while this is the responsibility of the 
defendant. This is because each of the two plaintiffs rejected the other's claim and the rule is: 

t'!~ ~ , .. .>..~\&A .. t.! .. ,, ... 
..)" U"~.J 

(The oath is to be taken by one who rejects). 
Both these possibilities are from the apparent meaning of the hadith. As for the j~ristic 
point;,_of view, Sayyiduna Ali~~~~ J held these opinions, but Imam Shafi'i~~~ J ruled that 
in such cases the judge must let the third mali retain that thing, and neither of the plaintiffs 
must be given anything. Imam Abu Hanifah~.&~~ J ruled that the disputed thing should be 
given to the two plaintiffs, half and half. But, some people assert that Imam Ahmad ~~~ J 

and Imam Shafi'I ~ ~ ~ J have two views one of which coincides with the opinion of 
Sayyiduna Ali ~lilt~ J and the other with the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah~~~~ J· 

The hadith of Sayyidah Umm Salamah~~~~ J (#3770) that follows (after the next) upholds 
the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~~ J and his disciples. 

SECTION II ~tihj..AMI 

PLAINTIFF IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PRESENTING WITNESS AND DEFENDANT FOR 
TAKING OATH 

t Bukhari #2674. 
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3769. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb~ ~ ~ J reported from his father that his 
grandfather narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, "Providing testimony is the 
respQnsibility of the plaintiff while the oath is to be sworn by the defendant."t 

WHEN TWO PEOPLE CLAIM SOMETHING 

(Jjby.loi.J.J) ~~~j~_;j ~~~I..A lo.~~~ ~~!Jli~IJJ$4~ lo.~ 
3770. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ .&1 ~ J narrated from the Prophet~ J ~ .&1 ~ about 
two men who brought to him a dispute about inheritances, neither of whom had 
any evidence except their (respective) claim. He said, "If I judge in favour of one 
(of you) concerning what (actually) is his brother's right, then I (really) apportion 
for him something of hell-fire (nothing more)." (In other words, if anyone 
knowingly files a false claim and I decide on the basis of the law going by his fake 
oath or testimony, then he gets a flame of hell-fire.) So (on hearing that), both the 
men said, "0 Messenger of Allah, let my right go to my brother!" He said, "No! go 
and divide it, and (if there is disagreement on which portion should go to whom) 
draw lots and each of you should forgive his companion his own right (that may 
have gone to him)." 
According to another version: He said, "I only decide between the two of you by 
my (opinion and) judgement concerning which no revelation is sent down to me."2 

JUDGEMENT IN FAVOUR OF POSSESSOR 
f , &J ,, ~ ., ~ 

~';~IS l:&! J-:~:\1 l ~! ~ ~lj ::fi ..;~l9 ~IS~ I jj ~5 ~\ ;lJI# 0.-~tl.?- c!;i-j (rw') 

_, _, I ~ I J 

( ~\ i'"' y!.j oi.J.)) -g~ 0 ls.;J.J.~j ~al.\1 ~;ill JJ-!5 ~ ~i 
3771. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah .u~ .&1 ~J narrated that two men claimed an 
animal and each of them presented his evidence, (saying that) it was the offspring 
of one of his beasts. So, Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~ passed judgement that it 
should be retained by him who possessed it. 3 

COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) go by this hadith and say that of the disputants, 
he should be preferred in whose possession the thing disputed lies. However, this is not 
so. The correct thing is that this command applies only when the disputed thing is an 
animal to which the disputants lay claim to having been sired by their stallion or bull. 
It is stated in Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J"#i»>~ practice) that the ulama (Scholars) say, 
about an animal or a thing whose ownership is claimed by two people and it is in the 
hands of one of them, that the right of the possessor will be preferred and he will be asked 

1 Tirmidhi # 1341. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3584, Musnad Ahmad 6-230. (Abu Dawud has only the second version) 
3 Baghawi in Sharh us-Smmah (Prophet's ~J~.ii'~ practice)# 2504, Daraqutni #21. 
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to swear an oath. However, if the other person substantiates his claim by witnesses that the 
animal or thing belongs to him and not to the possessor, then it will be handed over to this 
other person. If both the disputants are equally vociferous and bring their evidences, then 
the possessor will be allowed to retain that animal or whatever it is. 
According to the Hanafi point of view then both disputants present their witnesses, the 
witnesses of the possessor will not be entertained. Rather, those of the other claimant will 
be trusted. The possessor will be made to hand over the disputed property to the other 
claimant, if the dispute is not about siring of an animal in which case when each person 
claims .and substantiates his claim with evidence that his stallion or bull had sired the 
disputed animal then the possessor will be permitted to retain it. Further, if they dispute 
about something that is in the hands of each of them and they both claim full ownership to 
it, then both will be asked to swear an oath and that thing will be divided between them 
according to what each holds in his hand. Similarly, if none of them holds the disputed 
thing while both of them claim if and produce enough evidence of ownership then it will 
be divided between the two. 

TWO CLAIMANTS OF SAME THING 

~;; & ili1 t~ JJ1 J ~~ '5 d~ \~ \?.t-1 ~SI ... t\! 5. ! ,j .-·~ ~"'}, •, u. 1\ ,!..£;; crvvr) ._, .,.. ~ ., ,~ ~ t.J"' ..J .. -;;; .. , y~ ~ ";?-.t ~ ..T- '-? v-- J 

_, I 

_I~,-:~, .-i ' ' ~llJI ... ~.J .... 

3772. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Ash'ary~.&'~.J said that two men laid claim to a camel 
in the time of Allah's Messenger ~ J~.i»'~· Each of them presented two witnesses. 
So, the Prophet~ J~i»~~ divided it into halves between them. 
According to another version: Two men claimed ownership of a camel. But, neither 
of them had a witness (or proof). So, the Prophet ~J~i»l.}..p decided that both of 
them should share it equally.t 
(second version of) Abu Dawud # 3613. 

COMMENTARY: Khattabi ~ i»1 ~ .J says that perhaps the camel may have been in 
possession of both men. 
Mulla Ali Qari~ i»1 ~ .J says that perhaps the camel was in the hands of a third man who 
may have had a dispute with these two about it. The two versions perhaps refer to two 
different incidents. The first says that they each had their witnesses while the second says 
that they had no witnesses. Or, ~t is the same incident but when they produced their 
witnesses, tl)ey turned hostile and ifrt{j.sagreement with one another, so the two men were 
at par with those who had no witnesses. Hence, none of the claimants qualified to be 
preferred. · 
Ibn Maalik~ i»1 ~ .J says about the camel being shared that if two people claim the same 
thing and: 

(i) none of them has witnesses, or, 

1 Abu Dawud # 3615(second version) Nasa'I # 5424, Ibn Majah # 2330, 
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(ii) both have witnesses and that disputed property is in the hands of both of 
them, or, 

(iii) none of them holds it in his hands-
Then it should be divided between the two of them half and half (so they will use it equally). 

"" t , • 

~j ~ ilil t~ ~J'I J'lii hr .. ~1 ~~~IS ,q ~ ~'tl .. !'\!." q ,\§ ~ -:J. 11\ ,!.£ .. ('r'VV'r) 
,.. ~ ~ ::• \.o-6 .. ....; -. ~ "'y.:--:-.J ~ _,.._,- '-( ._,..-',_J 

(4lo~I..J.)Jby.lai..J.J)-~I~I~ e.' "I .. .. 
3773. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$..1!1~; narrated that two men disputed about (the 
ownership of) an animal, but neither of them had a proof. So, the Prophet~.a~~~ 
~ J said, '1Cast lots about the oath." (He whose name is drawn will take an oath and 
the decision shall be made in his favour.)l 

COMMENTARY: See hadith # 3768. 

OATH OF THE DEFENDANT 

(.)JI.)y.l ai..J.J) -a; 1 :JL .;.~ ~u.5.~.11;AJLA ~ .. ~ 

3774. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4$..1!1~; narrated that the Prophet~J~~~~ said to a 
man whom he had instructed to take an oath, 11Swear by Alldt besides whom there 
is no God that you do not have anything belonging to him," meaning the plaintiff.2 

COMMENTARY: As stated earlier, if the plaintiff does not produce evidence to 
substantiate his claim and the defendant challenges him then it is necessary for the latter to 
take an oath. He will swear, "I swear by Allah, the One other than whom no one is worthy 
of worship, that this man (the plaintiff) has made a claim on me that is not based on facts. 
He has no right pending on me." 
The oath will be taken by the qadi Oudge). A Muslim will be made to swear on Allah, the 
One; a Christian on the God of the Bible; a Jew bn the God of the Torah; and a Majusi 
(Magian) and the others on God. 
the oath of the defendant will be delieved in any case whether he is pious or a sinner, 
truthful or liar. But if the judge knows through true testimony that his oath is false, then 
his oath will become in valid. 

EVEN A LIAR DEFENDANT HAS A RIGHT TO TAKE AN OATH 

!. """' ~ ' ...... ~ .. .. ::; .. ~ .... , ...... 
<-'4--l.&.li_,.)Jb~I,\_,J) -~ l'l -~ ~~~lj,lJI ~'t.....:::..>J~LA.;JI.....!J!JWilll J}lt9 

3775. Sayyiduna Ash'ath ibn Qays ~~~~;said that he owned a piece of land in 
partnership with a Jew but he denied the right of Ash'ath ~..1!1~J (to the land). So, 

·he took him to the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ who asked him, 11Do you have witness (or 

1 Abu Dawud # 3618, Ibn Majah # 2346, Musnad Ahmad 2-289. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3620. 
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proof)." He said, "No!" Then, he said to the Jew, "Take an oath." Ash'ath ~~~~J 
submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah in that case he will swear and go away with my 
property." But, Allah the Exalted (had) revealed (concerning a similar case 
mentioned in hadith # 3759) the verse: · 

(~ '11) ~ l!~~~jlj,iJI +'•t..._:::_;J_A~.;JI ~1 
{Surely, those who barter Allah's covenant and their oaths, for a small price ... p 

COMMENTARY: The verse cited here was revealed at the time of the incident mentioned 
in the hadith # 3759 (of Ibn Mas'ud ~.ii!'~J ). 

WARNING TO USURPER THROUGH FALSE OATH 

2 ., , _, ' ., ~ , ,; ! , . .!J , ,, ~ "'"'' "' "" & ~-I:;. Jli o..l:i. ~ .-Jb a Ill~\ {.C,i." .Q'C:.\ , ...Djl- ~ 1\.:t.lJI J t,!j{.:) .~..o_r-1 JU9 ~161' .C ~~ 
~· ~ t--:·~~;-' J• .. ,. -'\.,;'It' ..............,,., J ' .. ~., ~::1'-' 

' ~ J " , ~ J , ,. "' .., , , ,., ,., ! Jw J , ~ "" , "" ~ 
\~ .:t.l.ll J, '5 Jlii . .i .-u .'"L'.l!SJI 1::;-!::9 & !.1I{.C,i" ZL'~I, ...ajl r -!::;1 '' ~--:Lo .:t.l.ll a ~I u-~l a':} Jli c,.s--, ~ ~'-", ., ~ .Ji .. ,. "'~' '"6:' ~ , _, , wl 

"" , ,; "' , , ! ., ' - ,, , , ' , 1 
( Jjb y.l ob.;) _AJJI cJ: &~1 Jlii .... tl.~l _j.kj ~I~ '11~ 'll.o ..kl r fio1 '} ~j ~WI 

3776. Sayyiduna Ash'ath ibn Qays ~.&,~;narrated that a man of Kindah and a man 
of Hadramawt brought to Allah's Messenger ~""J"#.i»'~ a dispute about a piece of 
land in Yemen. The man of Hadramawt pleaded, 110 Messenger of Allah, this man's 
father snatched my land from me and it is now in his hands." He asked, 11Do you 
have witnesses?" He said, 11N o, but I do ask him to swear by Allah that he is not 
aware that it is my land that his father had taken from me by force. The man of 
Kindah prepared to take the oath, but Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ warned (him). 
11No one takes away (anyone's) property by a false oath but he will meet Allah with 
his hand cut off." The man of Kindah exclaimed, ''That is his land."2 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic words of the hadith are {~.b.-'JAJ ,&, ~ ~'). The word (f'~) 
Qudhaam) is the malady 'leprosy'. The climbs are dis figured and discoloured and decayed. 
But, th~ root word of (r'k) is (r~) Oadham) which means 'to cut' and 'to cut tJ.Uickly.' It also 
means' to sever the hand or 'amputated hand.' In this hadith it is used in this last sense, 
and it means 'to lack blessing' and 'to be without any good.' It is as in a hadith: 

" , ! , "' ,, !., ' "' _;41 .J-'j ~I aJ ~ _;j ..._:::_;(;ill _;.w ~ 
(He who learns the Quran but after that forgets it, will meet Allah while his hand 
is severd. )3 

Some people however, say that here the word means (~' t~) (having no proof, no 
argument). That man will meet Allah with nothing to prove his religion and fear of Allah to 
be able to get deliverance. He will not have a tongue to makes his submission and plea. 

PERJURY IS A GRAVE SIN 
~ I , ~ ' ... , , ... Gi ... ! Gi ! , .. c: ... c: .,, ! 
~_r;w I_,;Jl;;$Jij.~l~ ~l~J ~WI ~~I Jj-!5 Jli Jli ~~~~1#6£J (iWV) 

1 Tirmidhi # 2996, Abu dawud # 3621, Ibn Majah # 2322, Musnad Ahmad 5-211. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-212 Abu Dawud # 3622. 
3 The hadith in Abu Dawud is similar # 1474. 
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-~.J~~ lliJliJes~iJI&Ij5-~~~~~J!~o.t:~.! 1,~ ~! 
3777. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Unays ~.1!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .1!1~ 
~ J4# said, "Among the gravest of the major sins are (i) to ascribe a partner· to Allah, 
(ii)to displease parents (and disobey them), and (iii) to swear a false oath. Whoever 
swe~s an oath on Allah, a firm oath (or an oath under compulsion of some sort) 
including therein so inuch lie as a gnat's wing (which is very insignificant) then a 
spot grows in his heart till the day of resurrection" (for which he will have to 
account in the hereafter).t 

COMMENTARY: The word (~.,..s.) ghamus is from(~) ghams 'to dive' (~.,..s.~) (yamin 
ghamus) is to take a false oath on something past intentionally., 
The Hanafis say that one who swears in this way does not have to make an atonement, but 
he must make a repentance and seek forgiveness, and resolve not to swear a false oath 
anymore, because this kind oath will lead to hell. This oath is called ghamus because one 
who swears it will be made to dive in nell. Further, the false oath that is taken to snatch 
someone' s property is akin to this oath ghamus. 
Yamin sabr (.r.""~) is an oath under compulsion (when one is confined or is helpless) or it 
is a 'firm oath'. This has been explained against the hadith # 3759. It is as bad as yamin 
ghabus but no atonement is necessary for this oath, too. However, it makes one liable to 
punishment in hell like the ghamus. 
A spot grows in the heart of one who swears a false oath. It is like rust that will remain till 
the last day. In the hereafter, this man will be punishment. One must ponder that when as 
infinitesimal lie can cause chastisement of this magnitude then what are the consequences 
of bold falsehood. 
The Prophet ~ J 4# .1!1 jJ mer:ttioned three things as among the grave~t of the grave sins. 
Then he sounded a warning for the last mentioned to make it clear that it is one of the most 
serious sins so that people may not consider it to be lighter than attributing a partner to 
Allah and disobeying parents. 
We shall see the same thing in the hadith of Sayyiduna khuzaymah ibn Fatik ~ .1!1 ~ .J 
(#3779) to follow. It puts false testimony at par with polytheism. 

, ~ II'' ., ~ r; ~, ., , 
~I'.·.L~c? llll.S~~kl~':l _;.1...:=,j~illl ~d.lJIJ, '5 Jli Jli..nl..;.~j (iVVA) 
tiS , '-;(-'• ,· , , , .. .,.. , ~ ":, • 

, ' "' , ' , , ~, , ,-; ,, "' ... ' \~ "' 
(~l..(Xl.,,Jb~l_,~Lool_,.)) -.Jl!ll~ ,!. :?--JJI.;l!JI ~ ~ 1•a.41_;.,:;1 :x!~l~lj-;:.tJ"' _,lj 

3778. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.1!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-J4#.1!1~ said, 'If 
anyone swears a false oath near this my pulpit even for a green siwak, then he 
arranges for his seat in the fire (of hell)." Or, he said, 'The fire of hell becomes 
wajib (obligatonJ) for him."2 

COMMENTARY: The pulpit of the Prophet ~J4#.1!1~ is mentioned specifically because 
that is a sacred place where the sin of a false oath is accentuated. However a false oath is a 

1 Tirmidhi # 3020 (3031), Musnad Ahmad 3-495. 
2 Abu dawud # 3246, Ibn Majah # 2325, Muwatta Maalik # 36. 8-10. 
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sin wherever it is sworn and warrants punishment. 
The green siwak is the most insignificant thing. When it dries, it appreciates in value. 
Anyway a siwak is a very cheap thing especially before it dries. So, if afalse oath over it is 
punishable in hell then what may be said of a daring false oath in the courts of law? 

FALSE TESTIMONY IS LIKE ASCRIBING PARTNER TO ALLAH 

., I , , , ;:l I 

-St:l"-:'1 e-.l:l ,,~{.A.-:..3\. ~ ,1~1 ..3 ~ 
~ .r -~ . '-"'- ~ ""r-' 

3779. Sayyiduna Khuraym ibn Fatik ~".&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger "~lit~~ 
~"" J offered the salah (prayer) of the morning (fajr). When he finished he stood up (to 
address the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) l"~"iit'~J and said three times, 11False 
testimony is made equivalent to ascribing a partner to Allah." Then he recited: 

, , ~ > ~' , c: , "~ , 
4,) -:.!~"il..J.l~l;~t.J.lj-IJ~I 1.::, I" ~lS,l!l~~jJI~i::~l9 t,u..--....... ., .,J .. -.,, ~· ..T ~_, , ~ , • ., ., • 

{So shun the abomination of the idols and shun the speaking of falsehood, being · 
upright men of pure faith, not associating anything with Him.} Ibn Majah did not 
mention the recital. I 
3780. Sayyiduna Ayman ibn Khuraym ~.&~~ J also narrated it.2 

COMMENTARY: To associated partner with Allah and to bear false witness are equally 
sinful. The reason is that associating a partner with Allah is to forge a lie against Him. 
Certainly this is not allowed. Thus, both these things are non-existent, so the same 
command applies to both. 

TESTIMONY THAT ARE REJECTED 

, I~~.- _.? , I I "' (J "' 
-~..dl ~.,~al"' lla..!.A.l.lbu.J· .·..3-JJ ·...:; c;~ .1:.~~ Ill , .. , j .\,.ii1-J, ~--- , , .. , ....,... .. -/".J • -~ .. , 

3781. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ..1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# ..1!1 ~ said, 
11The testimony of these people is not admissible: 

(i) A deceitful man or a deceitful woman, 
(ii) One who has been awarded the lashes for violating the limits (hadd 

(prescribed punishment)) for slander, 
(iii) An enemy who hates his (Muslim) brother, 
(iv) One who is suspected regarding wala ( allegiance) that he claims. 
(v) One who is suspected about relationship 

1 Abu Dawud # 3599,Ibn Majah # 2372. 
2 Tirmidhi # 2300 (2306), Musnad Ahmad 4-321. 
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(vi) One who is dependant on a family .I 
COMMENTARY: According to Islam, it is as necessary for a witness to be just as it is for a 
judge and ruler to be just because testimony is such an important means as enables the 
court to arrive at a just decision. The people mentioned in the hadith do not measures to 
the standard of justice, so their testimony is termed unacceptable. 

KHA 'IN: The deceitful people are they who commit treachery when trusts are placed with 
them. They are notorious for this and commit this crime very often, for otherwise treachery 
is not generally detected by men though it cannot be concealed from Allah. 

SINNER: Some authorities say that in this hadith (j~) deceiver who commits {ll~) 

Khiyanah deception or treachery is said to have committed sin whether a grave sin or a 
minor sin persistently, Or, he neglects to observe commands of Shariah and prescribes 
duties of religion. 

AMANAH: Indeed~ Allah has described the commands of religion as amanah (trust}as in 
the verse: 

(t.r :rr yl~ ~I) -J:JJ'liJ ylj.!.!ll ~illA'lll!...!~ ll! 
{Surely, we offered the tiust to the heavens and the earth ... ) 

KHIYANAH: He has described failure to obey the commands of religion as Khiyanah. 
(deception, betrayal, treachery) as in the verse: 

J "' ....... J '"' "' ' ' ' J '"' , (r t. :t.. JW~I) ->~lllAIIjJ ~ j J._;.!~ lj ill I~ _,:i-':1 
{Betray not Allah and the Messenger ~J4#..lil~ nor betray your trusts.) 

In this case, first, the hadith would mean that those who do not obey and observe the 
commands and duties ,of Shariah and religion, or who perptrate major sins, or persistently 
commit minor sins, their testimony is inadmissible. 
Secondly a hadith that follow mentions illicit sexual intercourse (zina Uj) after treachery 
{llly"). We may say about it that after 'generalising', it 'confines' or 'delimits'. 

FISQ: The scholars maintain that it is better to understand Khiyanah (treachery) as (J-i) 
fisq (transgression, lasciviousness) otherwise all the other evils and sins will remain 
untreated, though their commission· disqualifies the perpetrator from giving testimony. 
Mentioning only treachery does not cover the entire prohibition. 

SLANDER: The person who is one awarded the lashes for slander is one who accuses an 
innocent woman of having committed adultery or fornication. The hadd (prescribed 
punishment) qadhf (which is punishment for false accusation of unchasitity) was imposed 
on him. His testimony is inadmissible even if he has repented from his sin. 

RULINGS: Imam Abu Hanifah ..li1 ~ .J rules that apart from hadd (prescribed punishment) 
_qadhf (J.ii~), there is enough latitude for anyone who has been awarded any other hadd 
(prescribed punishment) (prescribed punishment) and has made a repentance for his sin that 
his testimony is admissible. As long as he does not repent, however, his testimony is not 
accepted. It is not so for one who has been awarded hadd (prescribed punishment) qadhf, for 
even after he repents, his testimony is never accepted. 

1 Tirmidhi # 2298 (2305) 
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Other imams, however, rule that the same principle applies whatever. kind of hadd 
(prescribed punishment) has been awarded to anyone. When he makes a repentance for his 
sin, his testimony will be accepted even if he was awarded punishment of lashes for 
slandering an innocent woman; or for any other sin. 

ENEMY: When two people bear animosity to one another, their testimony for one another 
is not acceptable. This is applicable even if they are -real brothers, or strangers, meaning 
brothers in religion. 

W ALA: If anyone is suspected regarding wala then it is a slave freed by his (or her) 
master but he (or she) attributes the freedom to a third person, not to the real master. This 
is a lie and it is well-known that he (or she) lies. People suspect him (or her) of a false 
attribution. The testimony of such a person is not accepted because he is a fasiq (sinner) on 
that account. Therefore, to cut off the wala (or right) of one who sets free and attribute it to 
someone else who has not set sin. A person who does so is severely warned and must 
desist from doing it. 

FALSE RELATIONSHIP: The same applies to anyone who traces for himself a false 
relationship like calling another person his father who is not his father. His lie is a fisq. One 
who ascribes parentage to another falsely is cursed. 

DEPENDENT ON ANY: The sixth kind could mean a beggar who is content with just 
satisfying his hunger or whose sustenance depends on a single family and/ or he ha 
become of one house, meaning family. 
However, this hadith does not mean any of these persons but refers to one who is 
dependant on someone for his provision. He depends on him for his living, like a servent. 
The testimony of such a person will not be admissible for his employers or benefactors. The 
reasons are: (i) He might be partial to them and favour them. (ii) He benefits from what 
they get by his giving testimony in their favour. 
Hence, it is like the mutual testimony of father and son, or of the spouses. Their testimonies 
for one another are not acceptable, because any benefit that accrues to one spills over to the 
other too. 
However, it must be known that the testimony of brothers for one another is correct and 
acceptable. 
One of the narrators. of this hadith Yazid ibn Ziyad Damishqi is munkar ul hadith. It 
implies that his hadith is munkar (unknown) and it is stated in Sharh Nakhbah that if a 
narrator commits a gross mistake, or is excessively negligent or forgetful, or is known for 
his fisq (sin) then the hadith that he narrates is called munkar.l 

(Jj!Jy.l oi.J.J) -·: ~:11 y...t ~ tYlill SSl6!JJj~l ~ r ls~ 'ij ~lj 'ij ylj 'iJ ~~ti 
3782. Sayyiduna Amr Ibn Shu' ayb .1l1 ~; narrated from his father from his 
grandfather that the Prophet ~ J"#~'~ said, 11The testimony is not acceptable of 

(i) A deceitful man or a deceitful woman, 

1 According to Mu'jam Lughat ul Fuqaha, munkar hadith is 'a denied hadith. According to Q@mus al 
Alfaz al Islamiyan, it is a denied hadith whose weak narrator contradicts the narrations of a trusty 
narrator. 
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(ii) In adulterer or an adulteress (married or unmarried man or woman who 
have unlawful intercourse), 

(iii)An enemy who has a grudge against an enemy." and, he rejected the 
testimony of one who was dependant on a family (for that family) .I 

VILLAGER'S TESTIMONY FOR A TOWNSMAN 
c: , ' ,, , ,, ~ , ~ ' ~ "' "' 

-~J.! ~L.Q ~ ~4~ SS~j _# 'i Jli ~j ~ill I~ ,lJ I L)j-!5 ~ ;~_;..t Cfl ~ j (iY A'r) 

(4l.o~I.J .)JIJ~I oi.J.J) 

3783. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~kl~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-:1..,.&1~ 
said. ''the testimony of a desert villager is not admissible for a city dweller."2 

COMMENTARY: The desert dweller is generally ignorant of the commands of Shari' ah 
(divine law) and does not come up to the standards of a witness. Also, he is liable to forget 
and neglect. However if he is a responsible man, Just and measures to the standards of a 
witness then his testimony is acceptable. 
Imam Maalik .&1 ~J goes by the apparent meaning of this hadith. He rules that the 
testimony of a villager is not acceptable for a townsman or city dweller, or against him. 
Other imams, however, hold what we have stated in the foregoing lines about a learned 
villager. They explain the hadith to be qualified with the exceptions we have mentioned. 

PRESENT YOUR CASE WISELY 

~sll:i~t;a~liJ"lii .. t\!j.1~ l.i ... ~ "'.ll~ilil t~ ~ lll- q ,L.!..l • .H.4LAIJ!£~~(rVA0 ...,. ,.. ,., y:--:- v-• ~ ~ ..,~ ,.. r.,sr- (SJ. ~ rs , ., ""..r- .J 

(.)Jb~l oi.J.J} -~)I_;JJ.Jilil es:,' & jiijATl~ 1:\~ ll~iv.JS:\~ 
3784. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik ~ ~~ ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ... ~ .&1 ~ 
pronounced judgement (in a case) between two men. He against whom he 
judgement was pronounced said as he turned to depart (from the place): 

' 1 ,,("'~'! ... , ... ill, ... , ... 
~.r~.J ~ 

{Alia;\ is sufficient for us and He is an excellent Guardian.} (3: 173) 
On that, the prophet ~ J ... # .&1 ~ said, 11 Allah blames the stupid and careless. Use 
common sense. When you are in difficulty say: 

' , 1 -, :~("' ~ ' I .. , · .. ill\ .. , .. 
~.r~...J ~ 

{Allah is sufficient for us and He is an Excellent Guardian}"3 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps it was a debtor's case. He might have repaid the dept but had 
not procured a receipt of repayment or made anyone witness for it. The creditor had proof 
and presented his case before the Prophet ~J"'~.&'.).P, so he decided in his favour. The 
debtor called out the words meaning, "Allah is sufficient ... " to complain that the plaintiff 

1 Abu Dawud # 3600, Ibn Majah # 2366, Musnad Ahmad 2-181. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3602, Ibn Majah # 2367. 
3 Abu Dawud # 3627, Musnad Ahmad 6-25. 
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had cheated him. 
The Prophet ~ 1~li1~ was displeased at that and remarked that is not good to be careless 
in one's affairs. Allah condemns such a person. He cautioned him to exercise good 
judgement in his dealings with people. 
When any one is careless, Allah is displeased. He has blessed man with intellect and 
commonsense an.d this blessing calls on him to use them. If any one happens to commit a 
lapse because of ·:carelessness then he must not sigh, "Allah is sufficient ... " Rather, these 
words must be spoken when one has tried all ways to get his objective and used all options 
to achieve it. And, when he fails after that to get his ambition then he must say: 

J , ~ 

~j.li~Jilll~ 

ACCUSED MAY BE IMPRISONED 
!. 11 ' .. ! ' : .. , .. , ~.. , 

&I"'"'-~ .i~", ~ "'' "'"' ~illl L~ ,_.UI_ ~'I ~.·~4!..11~ ,~LH •J.:i.·~"' (r'VAO) .JJ " ~ .J......---.-~..J... r...r-~ ~ , ... v- .. ~ ~ ..... ·~v-..J 
I 

.. .. J ~ ' ~ .. .. 
(Jjby.l)-~~ Jj~L::.lllj()~jlllljjljllY.I 

3785. Sayyiduna Bahz ibn Hakim ~~~ J reported from his father that his grandfather 
narrated that the Prophet~ J~~~~ imprisoned a man on an accusation.t 
According to another version: He then set him free.2 

COMMENTARY: The man may have been accused by someone. So, the prophet ~.1!1~ 
~ J confined him till such time as he obtained the testimony of witnesses. When the 
plaintiff failed to produce any witness, the prophet ~J~~~~ (set the man at liberty, and) 
acquitted him. We learnt from this hadith that it is allowed to in1prison an accused. 

SECTION III 

BOTH PLAINTIFF & DEFENDANT MUST BE PRESENT BEFORE RULER 
:1 ., ~r: "'~ .. ~ J "'· & J. 

~ ~~j~ ~1-...!.JI ~j ~ill I~ ;JJI Jj-!5 Jj J~ ~j.ll ~ ;.lJI# 6£ ('rVA\) 

(Jj!JY.I..J ~I oi..JJ) -~~~ ':?~ 

3786. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~~~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~~~ 
~ J decreed that both contending parties (plaintiff and defendant) must sit before 
the judge (or ruler who judges).3 

COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~J said that nothing is more difficult for a judge than to be 
impartial to both the disputants and to treat them at par when their case is before him. 

1 Abu Dawud # 3630. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1471 (1422), Nasa'i # 4891. 
3 Abu Dawud # 3588. 
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BOOK-XVIII 

''JIHAD" 

MEANING OF JIHAD (CRUSADE): The dictionary meaning of(~) jahd, and (.)lv.") jihad 
(crusade) is a ~bear pains' (or hardship) and 1 endure more than one's strength~ Imam Raghib 
gives this meaning: 

J..WI Wl.lJ '~fj..!,!tl ~lj !M ,I ~r' f T 
._, II' ~""" ~ """'.,~ 

Uihad (crnsade) is to repulse on attacking enemy with extreme force)~ 
In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), jihad (crusade) is to use one's strength in a battle 
fought against the disbelievers by offering one's life, or supporting with one's property, or 
suggesting a strategy with one's mind and acumen, or simply enlisting in the Muslim army 
and increasing its manpower, or helping and encouraging the Muslim army against the 
enemies of Islam in any way other than these.1 

THE GOAL OF JIHAD (CRUSADE): The aim of jihad (crusade) is to keep aloft the word of 
Allah always. The banner of Islam may fly on Allah's earth perpetually, and the claims of 
His rebels may be obliterated. 

THE COMMAND OF JIHAD (CRUSADE): Jihad (crusade) is fard (compulsory) Kifayah 
(which means if some take part in jihad (crusade), other will beabsolved of the duty). 
However, if a general call is made to enlist when the infidels attack a Muslim city or the 
Islamic state then jihad (crusade) is fard (compulsory) ayn on all Muslims (meaning that 
every individual will have to participate with the Muslim army). It makes no difference 
whether the one who issues the command to enlist is a virtuous, just man or a sinner. It 
becomes wajib (obligatory) on all citizens of the city and the state to fight the enemy and 
participate in jihad (crusade). It will also become wajib (obligatory) on those people who 
reside in the neighbourhood of that city or state, if its own residents are not enough to 
tackle the enemy and protect their city and state~ or they are sluggish and careless and 
sinful in discharging their responsibilities to fight the foe and defend their territory. It is 
like the case of a funeral. Preparing, bathing and shrouding the corpse and offering the 
funeral salah (prayer) is wajib (obligatory), in the first instance, on the people of the 
neighbourhood of the dead person. If they are unable to bear this responsibility, then it is 
wajib (obligatory) on the citizen to do these things. It is the same when Muslims of a 
territory are faced against the infidels and cannot cope with them for lack of strength or 
courage, it is wajib (obligatory) on neighbouring Muslim to shoulder the responsibility of 
jihad (crusade). Rather, it becomes wajib (obligatory) on all Muslims between the east and 
th~ west to join the jihad (crusade) and defend the dignity of Islam and Muslims and rout 
the enemy of religion. 

1 The vocabulary of the Quran compiled by Dr Abdullah Abbas al Nadvi defines: jiluzd as 'struggle, 
strive. Jahd as 'to exert oneself, endeavor.' Dar ul Isha'at Karachi. 
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SECTION I 

THE MOST EXCELLENT JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

• , J. ' , c:, "' "' c: "' ' .. ' , "'"' 'r~ ."~U J.ll- ,, "'· '~ .{.3..,u,~ WI l&~l ~jS ~Lo at J ~~ Jli c.fl!JI .u~ ~~ .,J~ 
v .. • , ~ ~ "-"""'", · ~' *' • _,"" • , "' '> 

Ai,i "';Ji\ \~1"' allli,t:Jli. ~:s, ,fu~tk.iiiJI ,!(l:,tlli. ~J\fl~~~~ 'l\.-:~~.·~JiH ,., .J "' • If .J "' • '.J , ~ ,J ~ ~ .......- "' V"'· .., , ... ,.... ~..:r---

' ,., , "'"' ill'\ , 
(~.;~lo\.J.J)-~Ij~\~~j~_;..,IJ.JS. 

3787. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that Allah' Messenger ~Y·#~'~ 
said, "He who believes in Allah and His Messenger (and the Shari'ah (divine law) 
that he brought) and offers salah (prayer) and fasts in Ramadan, will be admitted 
by Allah to paradise as binding on Him (because of the assurance He had given out 
of compassion) whether he engages in jihad (crusade) (and emigrates) in Allah's 
path or remains in his land where he was born (without engaging in jihad (crusade) 
or hijrah - emigration)." They (the sahabah) ~ ~~ ~ J submitted, "Shall we not 
convey this glad tidings to the people?" He said, "Surely in paradise, there are one 
hundred degrees that Allah had prepared for the mujahids (crusaders) (crusaders) 
in Allah's path, between every two degrees is a distance as between heaven and 
earth. So, when you ask Allah (for a higher degree against Jihad (crusade)), ask Him 
for Firdaws. Indeed, it is the best (portion) of paradise and its highest portion. 
Above it is the throne of Ar-Rahman (The compassionate) and from it issue the 
rivers of paradise." (He meant the four things that are the essence of the rivers of 
paradise: Water, milk, wine and honey. They issue from Firdaws is paradise)l 
(Mujahid is a warrior who participates in jihad (crusade)). 

COMMENTARY: Only salah (prayer) and fasting are mentioned in this hadith because they 
are the most important of all prescribed duties and also because they are binding on all 
Muslims whereas Hajj (pilgrimage) and zakah (Annual due charity) are obligatory only on 
the rich who can afford. 
It is clear that the Prophet ~ J4#~'~ spoke these words on the day of conquest of Makkah 
because before that hijarah because before that hijrah (migration) (or emigration) was fard 
(compulsory) on all Muslim. 

~UJI~,iJI~d~~~J.u~J~ili\~,iJIJ_;.!,jJ~J~g~_;.k'ft~j(\VAA) 

(~·~)-JJI,, "-'~~~~~~.ks~~~A~~~~JJI~b'L..:..JWI ~WI .. ~- "" ~~ *' • > '-=' tS ..,; - .. "" 'J--:; , "" .. , , , ~ 

3788. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA.#~'~ 
said, 11The example of the mujahid in Allah's path is like the one who fasts and 
keeps vigil in the night in salah (prayer) and recites the verses of Allah thoroughly 
and does not desist from fasting and salah (prayer) until the mujahid (crusader) in 

1 Bukhari # 2790. Musnad Ahmad 2-335. 
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Allah's path returns."t 

COMMENTARY: ·From the time the mujahid leaves his home to participate in jihad 
(crusade) till he returns, obviously he "is not occupied all this time in jihad (crusade). He is not 
always 'engaged in battle for Allah's sake because he take;; time to eat and drink and to 
sleep and to do other things. In spite of that, he is considered to be engaged in worship all 
the time. Whatever, he does, rests, sleeps, laughs or enjoys his record of deed is credited 
with reward. 

' !I "" • "" ~ ~ ·, ~ ' ~ I "" "" VIti.~ V ~ .Cl f:.""..JJ.. r ""'WI ~.l:.il ""'"",~~WI \~ .illl J ~ 'J Jti Jti lli."" (lVAC\) 
"' • II' 1 , .. > ~ _,- ~ • ~..,;1 ~- r...s-- ~ ~ ~ 

(~·~)-~!fuji'' .d ;~ik- '' ~r.r~J""U~~JT. r S L'.~.!3..uJ~n.- ' ~~tl .. ~- • , ...,_, fl .. , J ~ ....,...~ :, > ~ ~_r:.~, .j~~ .. , 

3789. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i:J~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ 
said, ''If anyone goes out in His path, Allah is his guardian (and He says) 'He does 
not go out but because of faith in mf' and confirmation of My Messenger. (He does 
not go out to show or to earn worldly possessions) I shall bring him back with 
reward (or the hereafter), or booty. Or I shall admit him to paradise (if he is 
martyred, without reckoning, with the first batch to enter paradise or immediately 
on his death before the day of resurrection)." 
(This is as found in the Quran: 

s-~I t.M .•...•••. J::i:! &J 1_,3 __,11 ':l.J 
(And say not of those who are slain in the path of Allah, "dead.' Nay, they are alive.)2 

PROPHET'S ~J~Jill~ DESIRE FOR MARTYRDOM 

.. , .. .. .. ·t ' ... ~ ' ~ , "'" .. , ':1 ~j.!ll &JV4--.; ~IV _,3 f~ ~ 1.5_;utj ~j ~WI~ ;lll J_;.!j Jli Jli lli.j (r'VC\ •) 

(~~) 

3790. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~J»,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JZ#~~ 
said, "By him I whose hand is my soul, if it was not that (those) man among the 
believers (who are poor) would not be pleased at remaining behind me (and 
separate from me) and I cannot find riding beasts for them, I would not stay behind 
when an army goes ahead in Allah's path; By him in whose hand is my soul, I long 
that I should be killed in Allah's path, then revived, again killed and revived~ and 
again killed."3 
(This may happen repeatedly that I may earn reward again and again). 

1 Bukhari # 2787, Muslim# 11-1878, Muwatta Maalik # 1 Uihad). 
2 (The vers~ is# 154 at Baqarah) Bukhari # 36, Mn~Hm # 103-1870, Nasa'i # 5029, Darimi # 2391, 
Muwatta Maalik # 2 Uihad), Musnad Ahmad 2-117. · 
3 Bukhari # 2797, Muslim # 106. 1876, Nasa'i # 3152, Ibn Majah # 2753, Musnad Ahmad 2-273, '' 400 
Ahadith Qudsiyah" # 174 (Darul Isha'at Karachi). 
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COMMENTARY: This saying demonstrates the Prophet's ~J4#.1!1~ immense desire to 
take part in jihad (crusade). It also discloses why he did not participate in most of the battles 
against the infidels. It was not possible to arrange enough beasts for all the Muslim who 
would have accompanied him if he had joined each army. 

SYMBOLIC PARTICIPATION IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) BEITER THEN EVERYTHING 

(~~)-~C.l-'j 
3791. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd ~.11'.sJ'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ · 
said, "To stand guard at the· frontier in Allah's path for a day is better than the 
world and what it has."t · 

COMMENTARY: There could be one of two meaning: 
(i) One day's duty as a guard in jihad (crusade) is better then what is spent in 

Allah's name. Or, 
(ii) The reward that will accrue for standing as guard in jihad (crusade) will surpass 

the worth of the world and what it contains. 
J 2 .. ~ ~ .. ' .. ~ ' ~ J .. .:: .. c: .... 

l;illl ~~dJJJI ;ill ~OSJlll~j ~llil ~~I JJ-!5 Jli Jliu;JI0£j (\VC\Y) 

(~~)-~!l-'J 
3792 Sayyiduna Anas ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~Y·:l"~'~ said, ''To 
participate in jihad (crusade) in Allah's path for a morning or an evening is better 
than the world and whatever it contains."2 

COMMENTARY: If anyone goes along to wage jihad (crusade) nterely one morning or an 
evening than the reward he gets is everlasting and is better than the blessings of the world 
which are ephemeral. 

BETTER THAN FASTING ONE MONTH & VIGIL IN ITS NIGHTS 

O~J....o~-1!~-J Jfo-~J ~dJj ~;ill JJ-!5 ~,,::. jli ~.JWI......!...J~0£j ('r'VC\r) 

0J..-o "!._,.;)-.....!.)~I ~lj 
3793. Sayyiduna Salman Farisi ~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~ 
~J4#~1 say. ''To guard the frontier for a day and a night in Allah's path is better 
then fasting one month and standing during its night in worship. If he dies (while 
performing this duty) then he will be rewarded for the deeds he had been doing. He 
will be provided his sustenance (of food and drink of paradise) and he will be safe 
from the trial or mischief of the devil or the dajjal, or the trial of the angels of 

t Bukhari # 2892. 
2 Bukhari # 6415, Muslim# 113-1881, Musnad Ahmetd 5-339. 
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punishment in the grav.e."l 

PARTICIPATION IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) IS ASSURED PROTECTION FROM HELL 
I "' I ::: I J 

~'~::i;lll~d~u.li~~~u~J~ilil ~;lliJJ-!5 Jli Jli~c.;T6S-J <rv~t> 

((.$.J~I oi.J.J) _Jl!ll 
3794. Sayyiduna Abu Abs Narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""'J 4,k- ~ ~ said, ''If a 
man's feet become dusty in Allah's path, then the fire (of hell) will not touch them."2 

COMMENTARY: This saying of the prophet ~ J ~ .1JI ~ is about the merits of jihad 
(crusade). When feet become dusty while waging jihad (crusade), hell fire will not hurt them. 
We an understand what a great reward awaits a participant of jihad (crusade) who endures 
its difficulties. 

WARRIOR WHO KILLS AN INFIDEL 

_;l!JI ~ ~liJJ.!~ ~ ~~;4 'i jli _;i:,j ~ AlJI ~ ;iJ1 JJ-.!5 ..l.J! jli S~jl C?T (,£j (rV~o) 

~oi.J.J)-I~T 
3795. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$.1ll~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~.).# 
~aid, 11The disbeliever and the (Muslim) one who killed him cannot be together in 
hell, at all."3 

COMMENTARY: This is glad tidings for the Muslim who kills an infidel during jihad 
(crusade). This Muslim will never go to hell. This saying highlights the merit of jihad 
(crusade). The Muslim who kills an infidel in the battle will be safe from hell, though even if 
he is unable to lay an infidel, he will go to paradise because of his participation in jihad 
(crusade J, and full effort in it. 

THE BEST KIND OF LIFE 

. ~0,.,.)>-ro~!~l!J'~~~~Aa~Js. 
3796. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~l~~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J4~~~~ said, 
''The best kind of human life is of a man who holds the reins of his horse in Allalt's 
path and sprints on its back heading towards places from where he hears frightening 
shout or crY for help expecting to be killed or looking for places where death is possible 
(to occur). Or, (the best kind of life is) of a man 'with some sheep on a peak of one of 

1 Muslim# 163-1913, Nasa'i # 3167, Musnad Ahmad 5-440. 
2 Bukhari # 2811, Tirmidhi # 1632, Nasa'i # 3116. 
3 Muslim # 130-1981, Abu Dawud # 2495. 
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these mountains or down one of these valley standing in salalt (prayer) and paying the 
zakah (Annual due charity) (when the sheep are enough for zakah (Annual.due charity) 
to be paid on them), worshipping Iris Lord till death comes (to him). He is not among 
the people but spends life in a good way among them."1 

COMMENTARY: Such a person lives apart from other people. So, he is safe from their 
wicked ways and mischief. He also keeps them away from his mischief. 
This hadith is based on jilwd (crusade) against the enemies of Islatn, against one's own self 
and abstinence from the pleasures of the world and evil desires of the self. 
If a person lives among people to further religion then it is better, otherwise (if he cannot be 
safe an1ong them) he ntay keep in seclusion. 

SOLITUDE OR MINGLING: Imam Nawawi .i»I4Q..•) said that this hadith upholds the view 
of those who prefer isolation or solitude to socializing or mingling. 
Imam Shafi'I ~~~;and tnost of the u lama hold that it is better to live mnong people and 
mingle with them provided there is hope of being safe from mischief and corruption (of 
religion). 
On the other hand, the advocates of asceticism hold that one must keep away from the 
people an~ live a live of solitude which they say is better. They have deduced it from this 
hadith. However, the majority of the u lama hold that this hadith concerns either the time 
when there would be much mischief and trial, or such a person who cannot endure the 
trouble and hardship caused by people, or the people themselves are not secure form his 
mischief. Their strongest evidence is that the Prophet ~")W' 4#, most of the sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~...111~; the tabi'un, .rll1~; the ulama (Scholars) mshaikh (religious 
leaders) and Sufis (mysties) spent their lives among the people in this world without 
secluding themselves from them. Them continued to derive religious benefits which they 
could not have had by secluding themselves, like congregational snlnh (prayer), Friday snlnh 
(prayer), funeral salnh (prayer), sick visits and so on. 

MERIT OF HELPING THE MUJAHID 

.ll~ JJ I I~ ... ~ ~..)· ~ ';' k ,! ..A J'li .. ~ ... ~ 4!1£ ili I t~ JJ I J' ~ J.)' ~ ,y ...u ll ' . .J I I~.)-: 't ..£ .. (rYtJ. v) 
"' ~~-, ...rv-v- ~..;;.. ~, ~ ~ st' ~ ~ v--:.J ' 

(~~~)-1-:i..lli~l ?~~ 'l~· f\t.t..A '1-:1. 
M ..r , .. ~ .. ..; IJ'.J..r 

3797. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid 4:&-~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J4#.ll1~ 
said, 11He who equips a warrior in Allah's path has taken part in jilzad (crusade). (He is 
bracketed with the w~ior and gets reward for it) And, he who represents a warrior 
(~looking after his family when he set out) has taken part in jihad (crnsade)."2 

WOMAN OF THE MUJAHIDS (CRUSADERS) (CRUSADERS) MUST BE RESPECTED 
,, _, t ' ;II ~ ' l J , ' , c: ~ • 

~-*WI ~~~~I ~~ ~~ ~j ~ill\ ~;ill JJ-!5 Jli Jli B~~ ~ j (r'VQ,A) 

1 Muslim# 125-1889, Ibn Majah # 3977. 
2 Bukhari # 2843, Muslim# 135-1895, Abu Dawud # 2509, Nasa'i # 3180, Ibn Majah # 2759, Musnad 
Ahmad 4-115. 
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3798. Sayyiduna Burayrah ~.&t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~./»1~ said, 
"The respect to be shown to the woman of the mujahids (crusaders) by the stayers 
at home (who did not participate in jihad (crusade) for some reason) must be like 
the respect shown (by them) to their mothers. (They must not have evil intentions 
about the women) H any .. man among the stayers at home is made overseer of his 
family by a man of \he mujahids (crusaders) and he betrays him (concerning his 
woman or female. slaves), then he will be made to stand for him (the mujahid) on 
the day of resurrection so that he may pick up what he wants from his (pious) 
deeds. Then what do you think?"l 

COMMENTARY: What do .you suppose? Will the warrior spare any of the good deeds of 
·the betrayer? Or, what do think Allah will do? Do you doubt that He will not reward the 
mujahid additionally? The mujahid wiU get high ranks. 

MERIT OF EQUIPPING ARMY 

Jr, ',j J"'li9 Jl1 ,, .... ti ll J""lii ~ · r!l ~ ~~ · t !j ~~ J"'~ Ls.Jl..Qi~l . Jjl, 4i IJT 6£ ~ (r'VC\C\) 
~ , '-J"=";*''-3f, "~" ,~ • , #I ...;Jill'. , J 

dl lJ. "' , "' ' " ! ' ! 
t_\ Aol )-~-t!l ~1-!li:'~U.Ul.a~~l:::Q.ll .,,,..fo!.~ "'""~ill\ L~.JJI ~ I.J.) ,_,.--~ -. ... " • "' ... _.Jj..): "it ___,__., ... r.,y-" . 

3799. Sayyiduna Abu Ma' sud al Ansari ~ .&! ~ J narrated that a man came (to the 
Prophet) ~J~.&t~ with a she-camel holding a hope through it~ nose-ring, saying 
"This is presented in Allah's path." (M~aning, I offer it for His pleasure to use in 
jihad (crusade).) Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said, "On the day of resurrection, 
you will receive (in return) for this seven hundred she-camels each with a rope 
through its nose-ring."2 

LOOKING AFTER MUJAHID'S FAMILY 

J""liit'-ll·l..Ji. ",r ... ,t .~ ~llWL~ ,:s ... f .. ,;a .. ,"\~AlJI ~~JJtJ",,,j_ ~ s~.l~(_J.~(r'A••) '-r- "-"'"' ............ '=-" ~ <.,;... • • ...--.., ~ IJ'-" .. ~ -......;....; t$ .... "-; .., 

(,.LA oi.J.J) _( ~ 4"!Jfi-"~lj L;'..U.T ~5 J ~ <;: ,:i:~ 
. "' ~ 

3800. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~i»t~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#i»l~ sent 
an army against Banu Llhyan a branch of Hudhayl. He said, 11Send one of every two 
men (to the battle so that half the male population of every tribe should go and the 
rest should look after the families). But, both would share the reward."3 

COMMENTARY: The participants in the jihad (crusade) will get the reward, of course. But 
those remainders who care for their families will also earn a like reward. 

JIHAD (CRUSADE) WILL BE WAGED TILL THE LAST HOUR 
" , . ... " ' " ,:, ' ,:, J " .. .. ~.to:~~-~~.l.3J.JIIllf""l1 n ... , .... ,~WI U.4lJIJ" ',jJ~J~i~LH ~~.t.£'(r'A•') ,.. ~ - \4-J. ...,... , J·~ (.)-' ...--..., ;~.., IJ'-" ~ ~ J ~ II' ·~ • v- J 

1 Muslim# 139-1897, Abu Dawud # 2496, Nasa'i # 3191, 3193, Musnad Ahmad 5-355. 
2 Muslim# 132-1892, Nasa'i # 3187, Darimi # 2402, Musnad Ahmad 5-274. 
3 Muslim# 137-1S96, Musnad Ahmad 3-49. 
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3801. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Sumarah ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~ J said, 11This religion shall not cease to remain. A section of the Muslim shall 
continue to fight in defence of it till.the Last Hour 'is established."1 

COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~.J says tha~ the words 11they will fight elaborate on the first 
portion of the prophet'S ~ J4Js.iJII~ saying. The whole WOUld mean that this religion WOUld 
continue to prosper because a group of Muslim will always fight with the enemies of 
religion and debase the rebels. 

THE WOUNDED MUJAHID WILL BE RAISED IN THE CONDITION 
... ., ~ ~ Gl ., .. ~ ., ' ... J, ' J, " . ... ~ ., ~ "' J .. 

~jlt1Wij~I~J~1...00. '} ~j~WI ~~I J_;.!j Jl! Jl!S~jACfl6£j (r'A·Y) 

<~JA:.o>-·: l!~I~...J~JliJ~lli-...LJ.;L .. .u)jiLU·~ •11M...fi.J;tA\@I~~~~ ~!ft~ "'·J~ 
3802. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ib1~ 
said, ''If anyone is wounded in Allah's path - and Allah knows best him who is 
wounded in His path - he will come on the day of resurrection with blood pouring 
out of his wound, the colour will be the colour of blood but the frongrance will be 
the fragrance of musk.2 

MERIT OF MARTYRS 

"' ~ ""~"' ~~ "' "' ' "" I J ' ' _, {~ • "" ~t ~ Ls.A~91j.Aj.!£~9 ~.l.ll J!~J.:! -.,..UI J~'1 J:§ "\I 'i!j~~ ~jl'l <Jl.4Alj ~..UI 

(~~) -~l.;s:ll 
3803. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .111 ~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .\1 ~ said, 
"None of those who enter paradise would like to come back to the world and get 
anything in the earth. But the martyr! He will long to come back to the world and be 
martyred ten times (in Allah's path) because he has observed the honour (bestowed 
on a martyr, and .. the reward he gets).3 

ABOUT LIFE OF MARTYRS 

JJ1 ~ cj l__,i;i GJ.JI (14. 'ij ~~I ,J.J> 6&- ~t. ~'(A ;iJ1~ WG J~ ~j.:..' ~ j (T'A• 0 

1 Muslim# 172-1922. 
2 Bukhari # 2803, Muslim# 105-1876, Tirmidhi # 1656, Nasa'i # 3147, Ibn Majah # 2795, Darimi # 
2406, Muwatta Maalik # 29 Uihad) Musnad Ahmad 2-243. 
3 Bukhari # 2817, Muslim# 109-1877, Tirmidhi # 2109, Nasa'i # 3160, Musnad Ahmad 3-131, Darimi 
# 1643. 
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3804. Sayyiduna Masruq .111~ .J narrated that they asked Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~ .J 
a bout this verse: 

' t. "" .. , .. ~ • ' t. :; .... 
<~ ~I>.....:.;J.9JJ.t~5 .11;-t~l ~ uiJJI ;ill ~a 1Jl;9&.l.J.ll ~ ':/J 

fThink not of those who were slain in Allah's way as dead. Nay. They are alive are 
provided with sustenance from their Lord} (3: 169) 
He said that they had asked Allah's Messenger ~ J~.1!1~ about it and he had said 
11Their (meaning the martyrs') souls are in the bodies of birds of green colour that 
have (as their nests) lamps suspended from the Throne. Then fly wherever they like 
in paradise and then return to those lamps. Their Lord looks down at them out of 
familiarity and asks 'Do you desire anything?' They submit, 'what (more) could we 
desire while we can fly wherever we like in paradise? He does that three times with 
them. So, they realize that they will not be spared till they ask for .something, they 
say, '0 Lord, we wish that you return our souls to our bodies (and send us back to 
the world) that we might be slain in Your path once again,' He finds that they have 
no other) desire (and it is against His decree to send them again and besides, they 
have received their full reward for martyrdom), So He lets them alone (without 
asking again for their desires)."t 

COMMENTARY: The martyrs desire to have their souls back in their bodies that they 
might be slain again in Allah's path is actually their desire to thank Him for His bounties 
and reward. They seem to say that it is wajib (obligatory) on them to show gratitude to Him 
by offering their lives once again in His path. 
Or, they might imagine that the second time they would get more reward. But, Allah's 
decree is final and their reward remains unchanged. 

OBSERVATION: The ulama (Scholars) say that the souls of the martyrs are placed in bodies 
of birds (or their cavities) as sign of respect for them. It is like placing jewellery in cases for 
safe-keeping. It is also the aim that they might move round paradise swiftly and enjoy the 
sweet fragrance and cool breeze. Besides that they also come near those angels who are very 
dose to Allah. This itself is a great blessing This is what Allah says in the verse: 

I "" _. t. 
~i.t....aa!.H !'11' ~ .~~ 9_ ~ '~.J~ ~ 
•, t...r-' ~ ,v .. 7.../ ~.;- .....r-

fRejoicing in the bounty (of martyrdom) which Allah has granted them ... } (3: 170) 

REINCARNATION: !J· must be understood that this hadith does not prove the theory of 
reincarnation. Those who believe in this theory, say that the soul returns to some body in 

1 Muslim# 121.1887, Tirmidhi # 301 (3022) Darimi # 2401, Abu Dawud # 2520, Ibn Majah # 2800. 
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this world. They do not connect the theory of return of soul to the hereafter. Besides, they 
d9 not believer in the hereafter. 

PARADISE EXISTS: This hadith establishes that paradise is created and it is there already. 
This is what the ahl1.1S sui1nah (Prophet's ~J"·:l~~~~ practice) wa al-jama'ah hold. 

JIHAD (CRUSADE) GETS ALL SINS FORGIVEN BUT NOT RIGHTS OF FELLOW MEN 

-' I ,~"" , , ~,,, ' , VJ-o o !.,_;) -~.; J Jli ~/-'i" .....!.)~9 ~.lJ I 'i!..r,..U 
3805. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~..;s; .lll ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .ll!._}J' 

got up among them (one day) and delivered a sermon ·in which he) mentioned, 
11/ihad (crusade) in Allah's path and faith in Allah are the best of deeds." A man got 
up and asked, 110 Messenger of Allah do inform me, if I am kill(ld in Allah's path 
will my sins be forgiven to me?" So, Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ._}J' said to him, 
''Yes, if you are killed in Allah's Path and you are patient (in the face of the 
onslaught), hoping for reward and not showing your back." (But, contending 
against the enemy) Then, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~.)..P asked, '"'What did you say? 
He submitted 11lnform me, if I am killed in Allah's path, will my sins be forgiven 
to me?" So, Allah's Messenger ~""J4#~'.)-.P said, 11Yes, if you are patient, hoping for 
reward and not showing your back (but facing) the enemy undauntedly), but (this 
does) not (include) a debt, for, indeed, Jibril ~".>WI~ told this to me."1 

COMMENTARY: The fact that faith is the most excellent deed is self evident. No 
explanation is needed. As for jihad (crusade), it is called the best because it is the only deed 
whereby the word of Allah is raised high. It put down the rebels and the enemies of the 
religion. The warrior offers his life and property and endures different kinds of hardships 
and anxieties. 
As for the hadith that call salah (prayer) to be the best deed, it is because salah (prayer) is the 
only deed that is done constantly. It is one deed but is made up of many worships. 
As for the exception(~,)) dayn or debt, Allamah Toorpushti ,&,~J said that here dayn covers 
'the rights of the Muslim. Hence, the saying means that performing jihad (crusade) erases all 
sins except rights of fellowmen. -

,! e-~. ~ . , ... .: ' ... ~ ~ ' , ~ 
~;JJI~QJ:iliJli_;.L:,j~illl~&lJI~I~WI~.Jr~;ill#~j('fA•\) 

1 Muslim# 117-1885, Tirmidhi # 1712, Nasa'i # 3156, Muwatta Maalik # 31 Uilmd/Musnad Ahmad 5-
304) 
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3806. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas ~iii''-'"" .J narrated that the prophet ~lilt~ 
~J said, "To be killed in Allah's path (in jihad (cnisade)), gets all sins except depts. 
(meaning, rights of fellowmen) :erased."t 

THE KILLER & KILLED IN PARADISE 
. I 

I ' I " I 

l~'..t;.' ~~ ~..> Jl~ ru1.! 1.>. ~ Jli _;.l.:;ij ~ ru1 ~ ;ll1 JJ.!..> ...i..J\ s~.J..' ~~ t.;. 1 ~ v> 
"' > 

• , , ,, , ~ J I , ~ • , I "" , _t , J ,...~ ~ 
(~~·~)-{:: .. ::,{i'~WI \,::_ll.\1~6 "'-.l::~94lll', "'-'~lll'~~i!:=LL . ,,, ~ -r .. ~')'I .. u--- --o - ~ r...r • .J-~~ , ~"-a ~ .. • .y~..,--

3807. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~''-'"".J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»>~ 
said, ''Allah tJ;te exalted laugh at two men. One of them kills the other, but both of 
them will enter paradise. One fight in Allah's path and is martyred. Then Allah 
relents to the slayer (and he embraces Islam and he too fights in Allah's path) and 
he becomes a martyr so (enter paradise)."2 

DESIRE FOR MARTYRDOM 

• \:::. & .. J, 
(.p.L..A o t_,.;) -~ lj.~ If ~lA 0 !J $-IJ+!J I J.j l!A WI 

3808. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Hunayf ~iii''-'"" .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J#Js.iilt~ 
said, "He who prays to Allah sincerely for martyrdom, Allah brings him to the 
ranks of the martyrs, even though he may die on his bed."3 

MARTYRS IN FIRDOWS 

(I.S.;li...:ll ol.,.;) -J&-~1 t.f js__Hl19~f ·~'~!I 
3809. Sayyiduna Anas ~.ill'~ .J narrated that Rubaiyi hint ~lilt~ .J Barra, the mother of 
Harithah ibn Suraqah ~ ~~ '-'"" .J came to the Prophet ~ J ~lilt~ and submitted, "0 
Prophet ~J#Js.iilt~· of Allah, will you not tell me about Harithah."- He had been 
martyred on the day of Badr being hit by an arrow and it could not be known who 
shot it. "If he is in paradise, I shall be patient. But, if he is elsewhere, then I shall try 
to weep over him (Like a wailing woman). He said, 110 Umm Harithah! There are 
gardens in paradise and, indeed, your son has made it to al-Firdo"¥/S, the highest 

1 Muslim# 120. 1886. 
2 Muslim 1283122, Bukhari # 2826, Nasa'i # 3166, Muwatta Maalik # 28 Uihad), Musnad Ahmad 2-464. 
3 Muslim# 157-1909, Tirmidhi # 1653, Nasa'i # 3162, Abu Dawud # 1530, Ibn Majah # 2797, Darimi # 
2407. 
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place in paradise)."1 

.;..u ~, -:.!C' i,(,,~ = .. :u~r~ ... ~ ... ~4!1tilit t~.JJ,J' ,,JJita''J'liu:-51(.;-J<rA,·) 
'1S • (...;, ~~ ...r-.---~ • ,J ~_, ,.. r,y- ~ r , tl 

jli~J\flj~l~ll&J~~J11_;,&_;.i_;.Lj~ful~~ljj.!Jjlii~J~t~4-J 

"f. I _., t: 

0J.,-.a o I.J..>) -J.;! ~ ~li 

3810. Sayyiduna Anas 4$ ~ ~ J said that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~ ~ and his 
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ J,1 ~ J set out (from Ma~ah) and arrived at 
Badr before the idolaters. Then, the idolaters came and Allah's Messenger said, 
"Prepare to go to paradise whose breadth is as (the breadth of) the heavens and the 
earth." Umayr ibn Humam 4$ .1!1 ~ J (a sahabi) exclaimed, "Bakh, bakh!" (meaning 
'bravo, bravo! 'excellent'). Allah's Messenger ~JA#.111~ asked him, "What led you 
to say, 'Bakh, bakh!?" He submitted "No (there is nothing), By Allah, 0 Messenger 
of Allah except a hope that I should be one of its dwellers!" He said, "Indeed, you 
are one of them!" 
He narrator added that (no hearing the glad tidings) he took out some dates from 
his quiver and began to eat out of then1. Then, he said, "were I to survive till I eat 
(all these) my dates, that will be a long life." He threw away whatever he had with 
him of the dates. Then he plunged to fight with them till he was martyred.2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~.p. .111 ~ encouraged his sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~.11~~ J to prepare for paradise through jihad (crusade). 
Paradise is vast, very large. It is compared to the span of heaven and earth because it is the 
greatest thing a human mind will fathom. 
Umayr 4$..111~ J assured the prophet ~ J~.1!1~ that he had not uttered 'Bakh, bakh' without 
purpose or out of fear. Then he wasted no time in advancing into enemy ranks to attain 
martyrdom. 

MARTYRS ARE OF KINDS 

jj-!5 ~ _,l li _;.~~ \:6 i ll.....uJ..WlA ,;.Lj ~ rlJ I ~ ;iJ1 jj-!5 jli jli S~..J..' Gl (.;. j (r A\ \) 
" " 

1 Bukhari # 2807, Tirmidhi # 3174 (3105), Musnad Ahmad 2-124, (Tirmidhi names has a Rubay bin 
Nadr and she said, "If he has not found good, I shall engage in Supplication.") 
2 Muslim# 145-1901, Musnad Ahmad 3-137. 
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3811. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ia~ 
asked, 11Who among you do you count as a martyr?" They said, ''0 Messenger of 
Allah, he who is killed in Allah's path is a martyr." He said, 11In that case, the 
martyrs of my ummah will be few. He who is killed in Allah's path is a martyr. He 
who dies (a natural death in jihad (crusade) without fighting) is a mart}T. He who 
dies of pestilence is a martyr. He who dies of a disease in the belly diarhea dropsy) 
is a martyr. (They are in the same rank as a true martyr with as much reward.)t 

REwARD OF WARRIORS 

~oi.JJ)-~JJ4.l 
3812. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~ j said, 11If ~-u nit of warriors or an army of fighters wages jhjad, gains booty and 
returns safely, then they earn two thirds of their rewards promptly (in this world). 
And, if a group of warriors or an army of fighters (wages jhad) fails to gain booty 
and are routed (with wounds and death), then they earn their rewards in full."2 

COMMENTARY: The mujahids (crusaders) who set out to fight with the infidels for Islam 
can face three possibilities. 

(i) They may return safe and sound with spoil which will belong to them. The 
hadith speaks of them as getting two thirds for their reward in this world 
which is their safe return and the spoils. The remaining one third is the reward 
for participating in jihad (crusade) which they shall get in the next world. 

(ii) They return safe but could get no spoils. So, they have earned in this world one 
third, they will get on the day of resurrection. 

(iii) The mujahids (crusaders) who took part in jihad (crusade) and were wounded 
or martyred in the battle field. They could not gain sp[oils at all. So, they will 
receive their full reward, that remains, in the next world in full. 

BELIEVER WHO HAS NO LONGING FOR JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

~oi.JJ)-~W~~:''·~6lA 
3813. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ 
said, 111£ a (believing) person dies without having participated in jihad (crusade) or 
having thought of it (as an obligation) hen he has died with a kind of hypocrisy,"3 

COMMENTARY: It is a characteristic of a hypocrite that not only does he not take part in 

t Muslim # 165-1915. 
2 Muslim # 154-1906, Abu Dawud # 2497. 
3 Muslim# 185-1910, Abu Dawud # 2502, Nasa'i # 3097. 
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jihad (crusade) but also he never resolves and never long~,to do so. When a jihad (r..ritsade) is 
to be fought, the hypocrites disappear in their homes and never feel guilty about it. So, 
going by the adage (~ jfi ~~ ~ ~) (whoso resembles a people is one of them), such 
believers are like hypocrites. 
In his Sharh Muslim, Imam Nawawi .1!1~ J writes that if anyone intends to make a worship 
but dies before doing it, then he will not be punished as mud~ for not doing it as he would 
have been it if he had formed no intention to do it. 
He also writes that if a man is able to offer salah (prayer) and also intends to offer but dies 
before offering it, and is also able to offer Hajj (pilgrimage) but procrastinates and dies 
before performing Hajj (pilgrimage), then some Shafi'I ulama (Scholars) say that in both 
cases he will have committed sin. Other say that he will not be a sinner in both cases. Yet 
others say that he will be sinner·for not performing Hajj (pilgrimage), but not in the case of 
salah (prayer). 
The Hanafi point of view corresponds to the final view. 

, , ~ 0 ... , "' " l . '( "" J J ,_.,, , 
l:ifJI ,A~41JI ~. -: , , s::l 1::{j &A Jli ill I .l~- !.'. ,, ! "' :J~ ,•t! l\ ~~~ I! ,,, " ('.ill. 1-:~ 
.. {....);~' ""~~ ,1...)-' , ~~(....)-4- ~~f,J"''' -~~i.J_,-,, -,U"'J .. 

. -~' . ,., 
(~·~)-'U.JI· ,, "-~"'~ "''9 - .,.,--- , ~~_,.. 

3814. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~li!1~J narrated that a man came to the prophet 4:)1;.1»1~ 
~J and submitted, 110ne man fights, for booty, A man fights to be mentioned (as a 
fighter). A man fights to be seen as of (Great) rank (which is ostentation) which (of 
them) is in Allah's path?" He said, "He who fights that Allah's Word should be 
raised high is in Allah's path."1 

KEPT BACK FROM JIHAD (CRUSADE) BY A VALID EXCUSE 

, ~, . ~f ,. , "" "" ' "" ~ ' ~ , , '"' 
J~i ~~I~ u.li a.¢. i§_?. ~ ~ 5 ~j ~WI ~;lll Jj.!.j ..,!)I u;JI (.,$. j (r'A' \·iA' o) 

"' , , ' .. ::; , , "" ' I. ~ "'-; • 1." . _f ../!-)tt JJS §r ~!~IJJd§.;.~ IJJ~!~~Ij~ ~j I~_;J~lA l.Sij91~pl ~ -...!..J! 
- A.&).£"' ,.t&I~.J";;;.~t!_;~l&los..J"' -J'..uliJl""& Q~L ti'J"liQ · ,fL u~J.JtJ"' '~l:; _{~ 

'--/:. • ~ ~ J J'-'·,- • ...; • , _, ,~.,., , -~ ,~.,J"' ~..; -~ 

3815. Sayyiduna Anas ~.1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:)1;..&1~ returned 
from the Battle of Tabuk and approached Madinah. He said, "There are some 
people in Madinah (who were not with you in your expedition outwardly, but), 
never did you traverse a path and cross a valley yet they were with you." 
(physically they may have been in Madinah but their prayer, their hearts and their 
desires were with you.) 
According to another version (he said:) "But they have shared with you your 
reward." They expressed surprise, Messenger of Allah, while they had stayed in 

1 Bukhari 2810, Muslim# 149-1901, Abu Dawud # 2517, Nasa'i # 3136, Ibn Majal\ # 2183, Musnad 
Ahmad 4-453. 
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Madinah" He said, ''They remained in Madinah, detained by a (proper) excuse."t 
3816. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~ J narrated it (too).2 

Vol.3 

COMMENTARY: Those people who could not participate in jihad (crusade) because of 
some reason and were detained in Madinah did share the reward with those who took part 
in jihad (crusade). But, they had not the same rank as the mujahjids, be because those who 
participated in jihad (crusade) physically and offered their lives and property in Allah's path 
are superior, as Allah says: 

~ ,, *' , ,, ~ l "' , ... 
-~.J"'$ .-:.3~WI '~- , • ., .. , ll" .. L .-:.3..).A, .. ' I ill II :.9 • vo.,.. tJ"'~i.J~ ... y ;.vo...... u-

{Allah has preferred in rank those who struggle hard with their riches and their 
lives over those who sit back at home} (4: 95) 

KINDNESS TO PARENTS 

J"'liiJ'"'f\.qASft:.:.Li .. ~ ".li4!1~ri.H t~JJIJ, '.J"' "I ~!.J"'~~J"'lia ~.·.JJJI~·~...C.li(r'A,V) ;~ ~ ~.J,;.. ~, .... ~ (..,;),~ • J~ ~, _, • .....,.....-...,;/ 

0J....-A.JlS.Jls.) -' o-'':.;.. b 

3817. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that a man came to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ j..P and requested him for permission to participate in jillad 
(crusade). He asked, "Are your parents alive?" He said, "Yes" He said, "Then (stay 
with them and) exert yourself for them." 
According to another version, he said: "Then return to your parents and give them 
good company."3 (serve them and let them have their rights.) 

COMMENTARY: It is stated in Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~~ practice) that this 
hadith concerns an optional jihad (crusade). If it is fard (compulsory) or compulsory jihad 
(crusade) then it Is not necessary to obtain their permission. Rather, even if they forbid then 
they should not be obeyed but one must take part in jihad (crusade). If the parents are non 
Muslims then it is not necessary to have their permission to take part in any kind of jihad 
(crusade), fard (compulsory) or optional. 
The ulama (Scholars) say that if one's parents, or one of them, are not pleased then one 
must not proceed to do any optional worship, like optional Hajj (pilgrimage) or umrah, or 
observe such voluntary fasting. 

AFTER CONQUEST OF MAKKAH, NO HIJRAH 

~rc ~ ~ .. .,.!'£\I~B~~~I .. ,.,J"'li .. ~ .... ~ful t~ ~-~\j.·.£ ~.·~j.·...C."'(r'A,A) ~ (j .J (..-...... • ..r.---;; " _...4.,: ~ .J ..,.. r.,y- '-:!> y- ~ . ...,. '-r .J 

1 Bukhari # 4423, Ibn Majah # 2763. 
2 Muslim# 159-1911, Ibn Majah # 2765, Musnad Ahmad 3-300. 
3 Bukhari # 3004, Muslim # 5-2546, Tirmidhi # 1671, Abu Dawud # 2529, Nasa'i # 3013, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-188. 
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3818. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas A.:S-iJ,~J narrated that on the day of the conquest, the 
Prophet~ .,4#lil'~ said, 11There is no hijrah after the conquest (of Makah), bu~ only 
jiltad (crusade) and niyah (intention). So when you are called to join in fighting, 
join (and enlist yourselves because it is fard (compulsory) to respond positively on 
the call to enlist)." 

\ 

COMMENTARY: Before the conquest of Makkah, it was fard (compulsory) ayn to emigrate 
to Madinah from ,Makkah and from every land of the infidels, because there were very few 
Muslims in Mad~nah and they were very weak. So, the convergence of the Muslim in 
Madinah strengthfned the ummah and made the idolaters weak and helpless. 
When Allah made the Muslims dominant after the conquest of Makkah, the need to make 
hijrah become redundant. So, it was no longer fard (compulsory) to make hijrah, except in a 
few cases in which it is mustalrab (desirable). Examples are to go out of one's native land to 
take part in jihad (crusade), to emigrate to acquire .. knowledge. And to leave the land of the 
infidels and the place where mischief in rampant, goodness is given up and evil is 
commonly practiced. 
As for the words: 'but only jihad (crusade) and niyah (intention) remain, they mean that the 
command is still operative to have the resolve to wage jihad (crusade) against the enemies of 
the religio~ and rebel~ against Allah. In short, it is no longer fard (compulsory) to leave one's 
country or homeland to emigrate to Madinah. But, the cormuand is not abrogated to go out 
from the hub of disbelief, or ignorant innovators or mischief, or to acquire learning, to 
make jihad (crusade) or with pious intention . 

. SECTIONII 

THERE~LLtLWAYSBEPHAD(CRUSADm 
J ~ ,,.,., I :i I J 

·~I~ ~lb Jljj\1 ~j ~ llil ~ ;1}1 J_;.!j jli jli ~ ~ ~~~ 0£j ('fA,~) 
... • • tJ II' • • 

(.)j\J~I oi.J~) -J~..UI f:· .. -;ilj.lfi,f ~~j;.J..,kiJU&A~~~~Jil ~~~~ 
3819. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#..1!1~ 
~ J said, "A section of my ummah will not cease to fight for the right (protecting 
and promoting it) and will overcome those ~ho oppose them till the last of them 
(the ummah) fight-with the masih ud dajjal"l ., -,, 
(the impostor of Essa, ~~~~ the Masih). 

COMMENTARY: This saying of the prophet~ J4#iJI1~ makes clear that those who app0se 
the mujahids (crusaders), of Islam will be humiliated eventually, though initially the 
mujahids (crusaders) may face difficulty. 
The last of this ummah refer to Imam Mahdi 1»1~ J prophet Essa ~">L.J'"~ and their followers. 
They will fight with the progeny of the dajjal(imposter). Ultimately, Prophet Eesa ~~~~ 
will eliminate him. Thereafter, there shall be no jihad (crusade), because no one will be 
strong enough to fight with Yajuj and Majuj (Gag and Magog). When Allah causes them to 
die, Prophet Eesa ~">L.J' A# will be alive in the world and there would be no disbeliever 
remaining on earth. When he dies, some people will revert to.disbelief and all Muslims will 

1 Abu Dawud 2484, Musnad Ahmad 4-429. 
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die when a fresh sweet, pure wind blows. Only disbelievers will survive in the world and 
when the last Day comes, there will be no one on earth who calls on Allah. Thus, the 
ahadith that stress that some people of this ununah will not some people of this ummah 
will not cease to fight for the right till the Last Day, mean till the approach of the Last day.' 
Their last battle will be against the dajjal whose coming is among the signs oi the Last Day.1 

WARNING TO NON PARTICIPANT IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) 
• .. ,, .. .. , 0 .. ,, ' .. ' .. ~ ' ' , .. ?C1~·u_~,l ~·~ ·-~~ ,l .. ·~ ,t,::.AJli "'·""~WI L~ .,_H1.·.£.1.4l.AIHI.::.£ .. (\AY•) ~ .. ..; =.., .. .,J ~.JI'.J..r-..~v- ~.J.... ~~ '-r "-1 ....,-.J 

(.) ~IJ .ul ol ~J} -~~I.A ~ \ ,~~.)l.Lful kil.ill1:4i..&l 
...., Ji _, , .. , -~ ~ ts __, , • r-;; . , 

3820. Sayyiduna Abu Umamalt ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~..l:lj.J said, "If 
anyone does not take part in jihad (crusade) (himself), or equip a warrior, or take 
care of the family of a warrior in a good way, then Allah will cause him to suffer a 
calamity before the Last Day."2 

I J _, J "" ,.., { J{ "" I ' .,.. 

.J.¥liJ _;.~ljJ~ ~_.r1 b~4- jli ~j ~ IDI ~~I if u;lT ~j (rAn) 

J... ~ f 
(rJJ I..U I.J ~Llli.J Jj IJ y.l o I.JJ) -_;.~ lj 

3821. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that the ~rophet ~ J ~ ..1!1 jJ said, 11Strive 
against the polytheist (the enemies of Islam) with your prop~rties, your lives and 
your tongues (waging jihad (crusade) against thent)."3 

COMMENTARY: Life and property may be sacrificed against the enemy on the battlefield. 
The tongue may be used to condemn them, their idols and their beliefs and to pray against 
them. It may be used to threaten them and to pray for the Muslim to triumph. It may be 
used to encourage people to participate in jihad (crusade). 

HEIRS OF PARADISE 

_;td!\1 l~lj ..,.4~1 1__,.!il ~j ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 J.j-!,5 jli jli i~J.' Cfl 6£j (r'AYY) 

"~ -: "C:: I • "' I I '! . -~.f-~~ I..U,Jlij~~jjl:ljj -~t:+II.,SJ_p.;lilll~~lj 
3822. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ik1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1alj.J 
said, "Make salaam (the greeting of Islam) common, feed food (to the poor and 
needy) and kill the infidels." (Greeting every Muslim you meet, feeding the poor 
and striking at the heads of the infidels) "You will inherit paradise."4 

GUARDING THE BORDERS 

1 See 'Before & After the Last hour' Ibn Kathir, Darul Isha' at Karachi. 
2 Abu,Dawud # 2503, Ibn Majah # 2762, Darimi # 2418. 
3 Abu Dawud # 3096, Darimi # 2431, Musnad Ahmad 3-124. 
4 Trimidhi # 1854: (1861). . . 

I 
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l"' , ' z.,,"'' I ~'1'1"'"' "'"' '\"' '"'\"' -~ "~~us:- t.i,..J ...\.1 0 .J.) .J J_J ·'Y. .J 

3823. Sayyiduna Fudalah ibn Ubayd ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4~~~~ 
~ J said, "Every dying person has his deeds sealed, except the one who dies. while 
guarding the frontiers in Allah's path. His deed is grown for him till the day of 
resurrection, And, he is safe from the trial of the grave."1 

3824. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~~~~J too narrated this hadith.2 

COMMENTARY: When the man who guards the borders dies, he will continue to receive a 
fresh reward for his deed every moment. The reason is that he gave up his life while doing 
a deed that will help the Muslim always. His deed is meant to keep alive the religion. 

MERIT OF PARTICIPANT OF JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

(~Lll\.J Jj!J~\_J 1,$.la ).ll oi.J.J) 

3825. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 
~J~.iil1~ say, 11If anyone fights in Allah's path for so long as the pause between 
two milkings of a she camel then he is assured of paradise. And if any one receives 
a wound in Allah's cause or is hurt somewhat then he will come on the day of 
resurrection with the largest of wounds whose colour will be safron and whose 
odour will be musk. And if anyone is afflicted with ulcers while in Allah's path, 
then he will get on him a seal of the martyrs.3 

COMMENTARY: The pause between two milkings is very short. So, it means that the man 
participated in jihad (crusade) for the shortest possible time. 

MERIT OF SPENDING TOWARDS JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

3826. Sayyiduna Khuraym ibn Fatik 4.;.:-~I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4,1.:.~1~"" 
~-J said, 11He who spends ·anything from his property in the path of Allah (meaning 
jihad (crusade)) will have seven hundred times of that recorded for him (as reward)"4 

COMMENTARY: This is the minimum reward mentioned here. Actually, it depends on 

1 Tirmidhi # 1021 (1627), Abu Dawud # 2500, Musnad Ahmad 6-20. 
2 Darimi # 2425. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2541, Tirmidhi # 1657, (1662) Nasa'i # 3141, Ibn Majah # 2792, Darimi # 2394, 
Musnad Ahmad # 5-230. 
4 Tirmidhi # 1625, Nasa'i # 3186, Musnad Ahmad 4-345. 
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Allah's will. He may give more than this if he will. 
~ . , ~ , ~'~ ' ~ ~ ' ~ , ~ ~ , ~ 
~I ~0~~9~ ~li.llJIJ..Qil~j~illl ~~I Jj-!5 Jli Jliiolol u16&-j ('rAYY) , 

(I.Slo }J I o I_,.J) _JJ I~ d~i iiJJ..b Jl JJ I~ Q.A.)ll i>..:..o j 
;il' .. ;, ;i" j:: , "i'"), ;ill' tllfll "" 

3827. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.ik~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ikt.).P 
said, 11The most excellent sadaqah (charity) is the shade of a tent in Allah's path 
(given to warrior, a pilgrim, a student of religion, or the like), the gift of a servant 
in Allah's path (outright or on delegation), or giving in Allah's path a she camel that 
is old enough to be covered by a stallion."l 

MERIT OF THE MUJAHID 

., ,C: • , & l J , ., ., , • ., , J • , , • , I 
_11:;1~~'~ ! ,~f~la.;.;.'lc-~-c:-~e~I1:;1~J'~ 'qiJ, ~ ~l!'lill1:il \ 'l,,~~'q·~ ~~ 

• "• ;, ~~ .. ., .J(~ r~ J • ~· ;~4 "V....r- ~ • ~.._,_,-- ~v...,-

3828. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ik~~J narrated th'!t Allah's Messenger ~J~.iki.).P 
said, 11 A man who weeps from fear of Allah will not go to hell till the milk returns 
to the udder. And dust in Allah's path and smoke of hell will never come together 
on anyone." 
In another version, Nasai'i added: "never in a Muslim's nostrils." 
1Never in the belly of a slave of Allah, And miserliness and faith will never come 
together in the heart of a slave of Allah."2 

COMMENTARY: Just as it is impossible for milk to return to the udder so too it is 
impossible that this man will go to hell. 

TWO SAFE EYES 

~ ~~ 'U:fJt!JI (~ £ '11'1 ~~~j~ful ~JJ1 j_;.!j jli jli ~~~~ if"j ('rAY4\) 

(I.Slo }J I o I_,.J) _JJ I~ d J. .:;J. ~~ 'U:fj ,iJ I~: i; 
"' ~ .. 

3829. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~1.)-P, said, 
11Two eyes are such that the fire of hell shall never touch them: an eye that weeps 
for fear of Allah and an eye that keeps (guard) vigil in the night in Allah's path. "3 

EXCELLENCE OF JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

1 Tirmidhi # 1627, Musnad Ahmad 5-270. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1633 (1639) Nasa'i # 3107, Ibn Majah # 2274, Musnad Ahmad 2-502. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1639. 
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(1.$~ jJI oi.J.J)-~! 
3U30. Sayyidwta Abu Hurayrah narrated that one of the sahabah (Prophet's 
Co~_npanious) ~~~~; cante upon a n1ounlain pass that had a ~pring of sweet water. 
lie ·was over w hclnted by it and thought. 'J\Vould that I keep away from people and 
retire to this place!" He mentioned that to Allah's Messenger ~J~Jilt.)..P who said., 
11 Do not do no, for the station of one of you in Allah's path (in jihad (crusade)) is 
1~u.Hc cxcdlent than his salah (prayer) in his home for seventy years. Do you people 
must engage in jihad (crusade) in Allah's path not love that Allah should forgive 
you and admit you to paradise? So, you people. If anyone engaged in jihad (crusade) 
fo~ only a& long as the time be.tween two milking of she came, paradise becomes 
wajib (obligatory) for ltint."l (''r•Jlth the first entrants) ·· 

COt•U\~f:NTARY: Saying 'seventy years' does not specify the time but means a long tin1e. 
This hadith does not tontradict the one: 

I I • 

t:..:.~~ I! ''ISSl:s.,t....aJJI~ {!iLJJI I, ... ,~u.ill·q· I! ''I!~ c.:..u,,~..r, .,v-,;, ,~ , ~'-:J , ~~...;-,.... 

11If a n1ai1 stands in ranks iuthe path of Allah then it is better in Allah's sight then 
·.fct·ship of a n1an for sixty years." 

This hadith seems to say that if anyone isolates himself fr01n the people and wor~hips 
Allah in distant deserts or the like, then he does not get forgiveness of Allah merely by 
doing this .. The ulama (Scholars) say that jihad (crusade) was wajib (obligatory) and it is a sin 
to neglect a wajib (obligatonJ) to do some natl (optional) worship. So, the Prophet ~J~~~ 
ilnpressed on that sahabi that though his aim to separate from people only to devote 
himself to Allah's worship, yet he would be cmnrnitting a sin of neglecting the wajib 
(obligatory) and would be depriving hhnself of many benefits which he could avail by 
remaining among the people and discharging his religious obligation and responsibilities 
l3y ren-taining with them he could earn con1plete forgiveness and admission to paradise at 
the earliests!a.:ge: __ 
Hence, it is better to mingle with people then to seclude oneself. However, sometimes 

. when ifis likely to fall into mischief and go astray by living with others, then it would be 
better to live a life of seclusion. 

~~·h...aJJ,!..A~J.H I, ... _,.~ ........ J!l:i ,J ... G ... ~ .... Ci~tilil t~J.HJ" '.'\,!.£_-: ,[~1..~.!.£ei('t"Ar'') 
~f;J .. ., v-.... _, .. ., ~~~~ .~ ~.J;.. ~., _,~-'v- ~ v--.J 

(<}LU 1.J L5~ jJ I o i.J.J) -~.J l!,j I ~ &I_H ~~ 
3831. Sayyiduna Uthman ~ ..lJs ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ s~id, 
'
1Ribat of a day in Allah's path is better then engaging in other worship for (even) 
one thousand days." Ribat is to guard the frontiers against infidels.)2 1 

1 Tirmidhi # 1650 (1656), Musnad Ahmad 2-524. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1667, Nasa'i # 3169, Darimi # 2424, Musnad Ahmad# 1-65. 
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COI\U4B~TARY: The words Ilf other worship make an exception of exerting oneself 
_ towards protection of religion. ' ' 

It is wajib (obligatory) ~n such a p~rson to guard the borders. It is sinful for him to engage in 
other work while on this duty, even ot);\er forms of wor~hip.. like waiting for the next salah 
(prayer) in the mosque whieh is also ca~led ribat. 'The translation in Tirmidhi has is bettfl:r-
than being at home for one thousand days. ' ' 

MARTYS WILL ENTER P ARA.DISE DIRECTLY 

• , , J, , ;~ ~ ta.., (I ti "" 

( '-.S..1.A -~t\o\ )-4!l1-"''~ "4ll\S:Sb:.~\~". ~;,;;'l~" ~ ~ .J..) "'M"'~ .J,. •"' o .J .- w.- '.J w_. 

3832. Sayyiduna Abu Hurciyrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~.11~~ 
said, 'Those people were presented to me who will be the first to_ enter paradise a 
martyr, an abstinent who refrains from the unlawful (and does not beg), and a slave 
who worship Allah sincerely and serves his master honestly.t 

COM~ENTARY: They will be the first to enter paradise but only after the prophet ~':>Wl4# 
These are three kinds of people. 

BEST MUJAHID & BEST MARTYR . 
, I .- I "' '{~ "'.- a " ~ r; ' "' ~ l:::lliJ~t! JG I !il JW.~I &1-IJ. 1-~j~W\ L~' ill ~I W:"!. ~~~~~j ('rA'tl) ~ .. , ~ ~ ;;or ~ ,.. ~ <.:.$. ~ ~· , , ,.., • 

Ill I 1,1 "t:ll""' .I""" 'I f,.. "II",. " "' _ -l.:j\. Hi21 '" - · ~!:tiJ ~ t! Jli- I !a\ S\1 !\I ."'~li- 1,6Sj ~~.r~~ ~~iJ ~\r.")/"Jr-!- .la4!i•::. ~")/ . '-'. ~ ,P-Jy..,....... ~ ~ ,, ....... \,.7 ~ ~..~.- • ~, .. , ~ ~.....,, .. , 

3833. Sayyiduna Abdulalh ibn Hubashi ~.11~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ Jl.:)s.~~ 
was asked,?"Which of the deed is the best?" He said, "A lengthy standing in salah 
(prayer)." He was asked which kind of sadaqah (charity) is the best?" He said, : 
"The effort of the poor," He was asl1:ed, "which jihah is the best?" He said, "'lite 
abstinence of one who keeps away from what Allah has forbidden." He was asked, 
11Which jihad (crusade) is the . best?" He said, "The struggle of one against ·the 
polytheists with his property and his life." He was asked, "which is the best way of 
being· killed?" He said, "Of one whose blood js shed and whose horse is wounded 
(at the feet)."2 · 
The version in Nasa'i is: The prophet ~JI.:)s-~1~ was asked, "which of the deed is·' 
best?" He s;lid, "Faith that is unwavering, jihad (crusade) that is without treachery 
in booty, and a Hajj (pilgrimage) that is approved." He was asked, "which kind of 
salah (prayer) is the best?" He said, 'one with a lengthy standing in it." Thereafter 

~t Tirmidhi # 1641, Musnad Ahmad 2-425. 
2 Abu Dawud # 1449. 

' 
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both version concur with one another.l 

COMMENTARY: The most excellent jihad (crusade) is one in which the mujahid spends his 
property on himself and on other mujahid and offers his life too in the battlefield. 
As for the most excellent deeds, the ahadith mention various actions as the best. The 
Prophet ~J~.1!1j..p described them depending on the situation and nature of the person 
who was asking. He named humility to those who were proud, ger:erosity to the niggardly, 
the tahajjud salah (prayer) to one who seemed lethargic, and so on, so, he named a deed as 
best to imply that it was one of the best deeds. 

ALLAH'S FAVOUR TO MARTYRS 

!. .... JJ1~ ,,_ i,' .. ~ ... ~ ~ ili1 ~~ JJ1 J', '' J .. li J .. li ~ ~ ..l'-0 .·.J .. 1 liJI .·.£ ~ (iAit) ~, , , ~ ~J ,.. ~ "' ,.,._,..., • '-1 .. ., ':{* /; , "::'-' 

~l.;yLI ~ 4JJ ~j ~f.j~j~~ lAj l:3.iJ1 ~~ ~ iJ_;i ~~ .;lijJI f.u ~lj ~ 
I • z..-, • J ~ .- J 

(4~~~.J l5.J.A ]JI oi.J.J) -~4.;!1~~0~J 

3834. Sayyiduna Miqdam ibn Madikarib 4:$-~'~.: narrated that Allah's Messenger jJ 

~ J~~~ said, ''There are for the martyr six blessings with Allah. 
(1) He is forgiven with the first drop of blood. 
(2) He is shown his abode in paradise. 
(3) He is preserved from the torment of the grave, and will be safe from 

the great terror lal faza al akbar (_,S'':lltjAI') 
(4) A crown of honour will be placed on his head and it will be ingrained 

will pearl better than the world and what it contains. 
(5) He will be married to seventy two huris (maidens) of paradise. 
(6) His intercession for seventy of his relatives will be accepted."2 

NEGLECTOR OF JIHAD (CRUSADE) WARNED 

dl!J ~~~}IJltdliJ(,.o ~j~rlJ1 ~;iJIJ~j jli jliS~.;-''?1 0£j (iAio) 

I • 2 ,J 
(~~u-ti.J l5.J.A ]JI oi.J.J) -~;:~j 

3835. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah o~.:S- .111 ~ J narrated that he who meets Allah without 
any trace of jihad (cnlsade) (on him), will meet him with his religion imperfect."3 

COMMENTARY: If anyone did not take part in jihad (crusade) all his life in person or 
by helping towards it, then his religion will be incomplete. This applies to one on who 
jihad (crusade) was fard (compulsory) but he did not taka part and had no intention to 
take part at all. 
Teebi .ii!144>J said that the jihad (crusade) mentioned here could mean the battle against 

1 Nasa'i # 2526, Musnad Ahmad 5-58. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1663 (1669), Ibn Majah # 2799, Musnad Ahmad # 12013. 
3 Tirplidhi # 1666, Ibn Majah # 2763. 
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the infidels. It could also mean one's own struggle with one's self and the devil. It is 
called mujahadah(struggle to purify). This is drawn from the hadith of Abu umamah 
~~~) (# 3837). . 

MARTYR IS PRESERVED FROM PAIN 

~~~1~1 _;jl J:f:'i 1:§ f" ~j ~ ili1 ~~I Jj.-!5 jli jli ;~_;.:, ql ~j (rAr\) 

... (J 'J ... , .. "' ' .. , ~ ' .. , :\ .... , , "' 
-~...f~~~ lllL5~_1ll Jlijlf_;l.lJij~L::.lllj~~_pl &ljj -~ri,;JI;S~I 

3836. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.,.l~·iil'~ 
said, "The martyr experiences no pain on being killed except like what one of you 
feels on being stung by an ant."t 

COMMENTARY: Teebi li11~J says that it is about that martyr who gives his life in Allah's 
path willingly. It could also mean the feeling of the martyr after death on finding the 
blessings of Allah. Therefore, a believer must not shrink from offering his life for Allah's 
sake. He must embrace martyrdom happify. 

DROP OF BELIEVERS BLOOD IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) IS DEAREST TO ALLAH 

,... ~ (I ,., , I ~ '( , '( 
-~ ~.·~1!...3~1llJlie~."'~.iA-ft\&li1J_JW4D1· ..2JI"9~~ 9 ... ~ ~- .. , J'-.ii',;_J)J ..I , ~ .... _;- .... ~ .. -/ 

3837. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~ li11 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J 4,1&- 1»1 ~ said, 
"Nothing is dearer to Allah thon two drops and two marks: a drop of tear from fear 
of Allah and a drop of blood shed in Allah's path. As for the two marks, one is a 
trace that a man gets in Allah's path (in jihad (cn1sade) from a wound, for instance) 
and the other is a trace on discharge of an obligatory duty."2 

COMMENTARY: The marks in Allah's path are what a mujahid gets in jihad (crusade), dust 
on his body, a wound, etc. or dirt on clothing or body of a student. Seeking knowledge of 
religion is also following in Allah's path and the seeker is a mujahid. 
A mark may be seen on the body after performing a prescribed duty, like having cuts in the 
hands or the feet on performing ablution in winter, a mark on the forehead through 
prostrating oneself in salah (prayer) a burning of the forehead in hot whether after 
prostration leaving a spot, bad odour from the mouth of one who is fasting, or getting dust 
on the body while performing pilgrimage. 

SEA VOYAGEONLYWHENNECESSARY 
"' I ' I I 

Jl ~~ ')/!_;.;..:jl ~;J'i ~j ~ IDI ~~I Jj.!J jli jli.J .?-~ ;ll1~ ~ j (rArA) 

. (,.,$-\.,) lol )-1~!.£. r~tl~"'l$1u z_.-\1~. ~ 'liJJI,, .. _,q~·~,l\..)o''l !.J ~ .J..) J'O-d\,;j :J..) ~ ~... ... ~~ .. .; .J "' 
3838. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~;said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#iilt~ 

1 Tirmidhi # 1674, Ibn Maja!:t # 2802, Nasa'i # 3161, Musnad Ahmad 8958. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1675. ' 
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said, J'Do not sail on the sea except to (travel to) perform Hajj (pilgrimage) or 
\lmrah, or to fight in Allah's path, because there is a fire under the sea and there is a 
sea under the fire."t 

COMMENTARY: Journey by sea is a risky undertaking. But, it is mustalzab (desirable) t'? sail 
on the sea{gr.&"C"ause sanctioned by Shari'ah (divine law), for, it is then a mean of neaqtess 
to Allah. · 
The juri~t Abu al-Layth .1!1~ J samarqandi said that if it is safe to travel by sea, then it is fard 
(compulsory) to go by ship to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). But, if it is not safe then the pilgrim 
is authorized to decide. H he is fearful then he may not go. H the journey is not safe yet he 
intends to travel then he may go. There· is ho harm. Let us here explain this v.erse: 

"' I :1 ft !---• "' f.:! I "' ~~I ~J , .>.J.JJL I!~\ o: 'lj ~ ,> .. , .. ~ ~ 

{And ~ast not yourselves by your own hands into ruin} (2: 195) 
This verse applies when it does not involve a religious work. Baylawi ..1!1~ ;-wrote against 
this verse that there are some aspects of ruin, like wasting oproperty employmen~, business, 
etc. by one's own hands, refraining from spending for jihad (crusade) or participating in it. It 
is tanta1now1t to helping your enemy and to give him ability to crush you. 
There is fire under the sea means it is very dangerous to travel by sea. 
Some people say th.at Allah is All powerful the sentence may mean what it says. 

! 
MARTYRDOM FOR ONE WHO DIES ON SEA 

; , . , I ~ 

l".t:. ~~~l_,~l\~.~.DI z._ "'l.~.il.~IJ"'li ... ~ ----~illl t~ .. J\1.·.£ I~ '"j.t.£"('r'A't"C\) ~....,--.- ~ .• , .. ~ ... ~ ~ ~ ~.J,. ,_,--~ ,.,--,~-~ '-'~ 
! 

(JjiJY.I ol_jJ) -~ ':1' t:,J.,?.I ~ ~_,!jiJ 
3839. Sayyiduna Umm Haram ~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~..ll~~ said, ''If 
any one (travelling by sea) has nausea and vomits during a sea voyage, then he has . 
the reward of martyr. He who drowns gets the reward of two martyrs."2 

COtJIMEr~TARY: They will earn the reward only when their travel is to participate in jihad 
(crusade) acquire knowledge or perform Hajj (pilgrimage). It also applies if anyone's 
.journey is to trade and the objective of trading is to survive and to meet the needs of one's 
family and there is no alternative means of travel. · 

DEATH DURINGJIHAD (CRUSADE) IS MARTYRDOM 

~dJ..ai&oj~~j~ilil~;iJij_;..!J•!. '~"'·Jli~.r£~1~loc;l6£j('t"A1•) 

(.:~Jb Y.l ol_j.J) -~1 aJ....!.;Jj 
3840. ·SayYiduna Abu Maalik Ash'ary ~ .&!.~J narrated that he heard Allah's 
~essenger ~J~~~ say. "If anyone set forth (from his house) in Allah's path and 

1 Abu Dawud # 2428. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2493. 
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dies (of WOl.HHls) or is ·slain or is th~own down by his 1~!..·~;..~ '"".a. lh..:. ~,aw:.l, O!' is stung 
by a poisonous creah.tre, or dies on his bed any natural death Allah wills, then he i[l 
.:: r.1.~; Ijrr (or f~lls under ihc same command). For hint is paradise."t 
(He will go to it d1redly with ntarlyr aud the righteous). 

MUJAHID GETS RE\VARD EVEN IF HE RETURNS SAFELY 
, , .,_ (9,. ,, , (' ~ , ~ ' ~ , , ~ 

•(Jjby.loi_,.J)-jj~~:u...:.iJl!~j~~IJ..Q;lJIJj..!J...i;I.J~~~~~~j(IAt\) 

3S4l. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that Allalt·b i\~c~u.;n0~r . ..;.; .. :! .... :~ 
~J said, 'Retun-iing honte is like setting out of fight (jihad (cru~ade)).'2 

COMMENTARY: ·A returnee home after battle earns as much rewards as he c~.l:Gi.ed when 
he at out for jihad (cntsade). Because a mujahid is ever prepare to lay duwn his lire fur 
Allah's sake. 

DUAL REWARD FOR WHO EQUIPS 

· (JJby.l ,I.,.;) -L>.JWIJ4.-lJ 
.:8-i2 Sayy.i1.!tn-.a .ALJ.ulb.h ibn Aw.r ~.an~.;;J nmTated that Allah's Messeng\!r said,'1The 
gb.:.zi (w11Tior} {"whc . eH~_>tr,cs in jihad (crusade)) gets his reward and Ui.c jail (\vho 
eq~j:f.:Jlhc ghu.;.d \v"·'-.uio.t}) g-:;~5 his own reward and the reward of the ghazi (~\ mrior)."3 

co:,1MENTAR~: Ja'il (J'-L":") is one who equips a ghazi (warrior) (!SJ~) flghi:er in jihad 
(crusade) that he might Lngage in battle. He gets a reward for spending in Allah's path and 
for enabling the Ghazi (warrior) to wage jihad (crusade). The ulama (Schola·rs) agree that this 
deed is allowed. 
However, Ibn -Maalik ~~~; snys that a ja'il is one who pay a ghazi (warrior) for taking part 
in jihad (crusade). The Hanruis say that it is allowed. In this case too, the ghazi (warrior) \vill 
earn one reward and the jail two rewards. 
However, Imam Shafi ..lil~; says that it is not allowed to pay son1eone to take part in jihad 
(crusade) He says that if a ghazi (warrior) has received wages for taking part in a battie then 
it is ~:vtijib (obligatory) for him to return that to the payer. ' 

MERCENARY IS N:CITHER GHAZI (WARRIOR) NOR 1\llUJAHlD 
, J .!- "' , /-- ."': ~ q,, 1 I I ~ , ~ ' ' , I' , , . l,· 1 . ! , .. ~ ... {Wl'l 1 ~ •·o"" ... J , ..... d .... ~&illl \~ ~Lt'l ~~,··1 11! .·.£"' (T'AtT') 
~~.J' !)..J .Ji'o .. ( ~......-..,..... r_.r-~ ... • ~ 'i! """".J 

• • t.•~ 1 '-t I .... 1"' _."' _. J/o, ,.. f 
(Jjl~~loi..,.J)-~J~~~~IJ!~:xl~.jj:xiiJS•" '-1~)\(.)A~\~~ 

3843. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~.&l,_rp; narrated that he heard the prophet ~J~~~ 
say, 11Soon, large cities will be conquered by you. You will have companies of the 

1 Abu Dawud # 2499. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2487, Musnad Ahmad 2-174. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2526, Musnad Ahmad 2-174 .. 

/ 
/ 
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army under different banners. (If a man dislikes to enlist without remuneration 
and) a man will not be prepared to be sent with the army, then he will go away 
from his people (to avoid being sent). He will seek other tribes offering himself to 
them. Whom may I replace in such and such a battle?" (who will hire me that I may 
fight on his behalf?) He will remain a paid labourer to the last drop of his blood."1 

(Do not think of him as a ghazi (warrior) or mujahid. He is a hired or pai~ 
mercenary if he is killed in battle). 

COMMENTARY: The head of a Islamic state will bind every tribe and group to raise their 
army and sent them to engage in jihad (cru?ade). 
Mazhar (RH( says that when Islam will-spread throughout the world, the head of state will 
send armies to different directions to put out the infidels on ;that side so that they may not 
raise their head against the Muslims . 

., ""- (9 , ,,., , "", ~ ,., ! ~ ~ J "" I ')JllJ ... n_'~'~:, c- ~,"·lg"l .... •JL.) ... , ...... ~ll.H \~.illiJ, , ... _-: ,~fJlii:AI.·.J \z.~.!._c. ... (iAt') 
_...A.,. ,...U"""!"'~I-:- ..J~~ ;:.~..J ... " ~... ~.)~., " "'f"~v-..J '-

._, J , • ,.; "" "" """"' "" tf'l!."""" ' ""' ~ ' ' "' , S ~ )11 ~ l::Jjj I · ~ o~ .u ... jJ- '~ A.l ~llA Jlii A.l ~_;S".li ~ .. ~ llll \ ~ ~-HI ~9 ~ A.l 
-;.../ "" ...; .. ~ '"" '~ ~ , ,.., ,.. ~ ~ , 

I J ~ ' 
(Jjby.l oi..J.J) -~~I ~1JuS~l 

3844. Sayyiduna Ya'la Ibn Umayyah ~i»'~J narrated, Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»'~ 
proclaimed that they would set our for jihad (crusade). I was an old man and had no 
servant. So, I looked for a servant who might care for me during the fighting. I did 
find a man whose wages I fixed at three dinars. Mterwards (when the fighting was 
over) the booty arrived and intended to give him his portion. So I went to the 
Prophet ~J4#i»'~ and spoke to him about the matter. He said, "I do not find (in 
the commands of Shari'ah (divine law)) anything for him in this fighting of his but 
the three dinars appointed for him, in the ~orld and the next."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4#.1!1~ said that the hired servant would get no share of 
booty and no reward in the hereafter. The ulama (Scholars) say' that this command applies to 
a servant hired by a mujahid or ghazi (warrior) during the battle to serve him. But, if anyone 
is hired to engage in jihad (crusade), then he will get a share from the booty though some 
ulama (Scholars) hold that he will b~ deprived of reward for fighting in jihad (crusade), 
According to Sharh us sunnah (Prophet's ~J~i»1~ practice), the ulama (Scholars) differ on 
one who is hired on wages for kindred work or for caring of animals, and is then sent to the 
battlefield to fight. Will he get a share of the booty? Some of them deny him any portion of 
the booty whether he fights or not. Rather, he is entitled only to the wages determined for 
his service. This is as Awza'I i»1~J and Ishaq i»1~J say. Imam Shafi'I .iii1~J agrees with them 
in one opinion of two known from him. Imam Maalik .iii1~J and Imam Ahmad Jb,~J say 
that he will be given a share even if he had not· fought, but had been with the mujahids 
(crusaders) at the time of the fighting. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2526, Musnad Ahmad 5-413. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2527, Musnad Ahmad 4. 223. 
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ENGAGING IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) FOR WORLDLY GAINS DEPRIVES OR REWARD 

l..!_;£.,~ d.~JJ1 1, ~-,~sr .. fiJJ .J ttjJJIJ", '5~J"li~5- q ,\g'3-:J.,1\.!.£"(rAto) ~-·-~-'~ ~~ ~ -~v-:-, r.. . ~ -FM...r-i..fv--~ 

-( Jj IJ y.l o 1_,.;) -~ftl ~ .kJ ~ rlJ I~ &,lll jlii (;ilJ I<.):~~ 
3845. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayr~h ~.&~~ J narrated that a man submitted, 0 Messenger 
of Allah, a man desires to take part in jihad (crusade) in Allah's path. But he (also) 

' desires some worldly gains. The prophet ~ J4:)s.i»l~ said, ''He will get no reward."l 

COMMENTARY: A person gets reward for his deeds of his intention is sincere to please 
Allah. This mali's desire was not purely to please Allah but only to receive the spoils, so he 
will earn no reward. If anyone participates in jihad (crusade) for the pleasure of Allah and 
also hopes to get the spoils then he will get a reward but not as much as he gets whose 
intention is to ~lease Allah only. 

THE TRUE SPIRIT 

(~Lill_, .\j!Jy.IJ ci.\t.A o\J~) ...:~~~ ~ ~;.1Al1i~J~I J:i ~IJ.;LA)il ~J ~;; ~ ~Jt~.;J 
3846. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ~ 1»; ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4:)s. ~' ~ said 
"Jihad (crusade) is of two kinds. As for him who seeks Allah's pleasure, obeys the 
imam (meaning, the leader or ruler and the laws of the state}, gives his pure 
property and pure life (in Allah's path) cooperates with his associate!? and refrains 
from making mischief, his sleep and his awakening will earn him reward 
continuously. But, as for him who fights to boast, ostentatiously and to earn fame, 
disobeys the imam and makes mischief, he will return neither with reward nor have 
his sins forgiven."2 

ALLAH WILL RESURRECT ACCORDING TO INTENTION 

- ~ 1\ a ...!£ .~4 JJ1~ ~ J"lii J 1" f I ,•.£ 'i ,..J..\JJ1 J", 1 j ~ J"li AJ\ a ...!£ ~ JJ1~ &t ~ (r'At V) ~-'-'~ ......,..._, • .. ,~ ~ 'Wi1,.J:,~ ."" ..,.,_,. .. -~~ "" "" .,. J 

I 1 I 

l~lS.J ~1;-&ffil,:: \:&;;: l~lS.J ~I;.&,:: i1li_,_ujj ~~ IJ.t~ful,:: p:~ ~ IJ.t~·' 11li 
I I • I. I 

, , loU , ., , ,; "' 

(Jj1Jy.l ol_,. )-~l3..1·:;; HJ~illh::l:&~,:: l:9JI·' t1li ~~~~~ Jr~~~~~ 
3847. Sayyiduna rbdullah ibn Amr "" .il .s" J narrated that he submiHed, "0 
Messenger of Allah, enlighten me about jilrad (crusade) (that fetches reward)." He 

' said, "0 Abdullah ibn Amr, if you fight as one patient and seeking reward, Allah 
will resurrect you (on the day of resurrection) showing patience and seeking reward 
(and He will give you reward just as another tradition says: ~jij.UW"j~jij4J~~i\4? 

~j~ - 'the manner in which you live you will die and the manner in which you die 

1 Abu Dawud # 2516, Musnad Ahmad 2-290. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2515, Nasai'i # 3188, Darimi # 2417 Muwatta Maalik # 21. 18-43, Musnad Ahmad 5-234. 
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you will be resurrected). And , if you fight to show off and take pride in your 
strength (and wealth and numbers), AlJah will resurrect you showing off and 
takinB pride in your strength. 0 Abdul:~lt ibn AirJ, in whether state you fight or 
are killed, A1lah will resurrect you in that state."1 

REPLACE THE AMIR 

. -- . ,~f'il ~l:S' ?~ ~ .. j; 
~ ., , ..... ~ 

3848. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Maalik ~.111~J narrated that the Prophet :--l""'J4#-i»'~~ 
asked, 11 Are you not able to replace a man whom I send out (as your amir) and he 
does not implement my command with one who ·will implement my command 
obeying what I ask to do and refraining front what I forbid)?"2 

COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J~.1!1~ told the people that when he sent any one nut as 
a governor, or a represe~tative, for instance, and he does not go there, or goes and disobeys 
his commands doing what he likes, then they should depose him and app0h1t another 
person in conformity with the command of the prophet ~ J~iil·~· 
The ulama (Scholars) deduce from this command that if an amir or a governor is 
oppressive to the subjects and fails to give them their rights, then they may depose him and 
appoint another man in his place. · 
The hadith of Fadalah about the mujahid striving with himself may be seen in the book of 
Faith# 34. · · 

SECTION III 

:vtONASTICISM HAD NO PLACE IN ISLAM 

' ' 

~.... ,.. ,, .... , fa,.. ! CZ'tl • , t-- .. 
(~ O~.J)-~~~~~p~ <J.J-~1 

3849. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~J»,~J na,t.t·.ated that they set out on an-expedition 
with Allah's Messenger ~ J4#;.~ during which one of their man came upon a cave 
that h~d some water and vegetables. It came f;o his mind that he 'should retire to it 
an withdraw from the world. So he sought pe'1llission. of Allah's Messehger 4#.iill~ 

1 Abu Dawud # 2539. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2537, Musnad Ahmad4-110. 
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fl'-1 ..... J for that, but he s~id, "I am not sent with Judism or w'ith Christianity (that I 
should peach to you monasticism and put you to difficulty and away from People). 
But, I am sent with the _easy hanif religion. By him in whose hand is the soul of 
Muhammad, a morning or an evening expedition in Allah's path is better than the 
world and what it contains. Apd, for_ one of you to stand in the row of battle (or of 
congregat(onal salah (prayer) in the battlefield) is better than his salalt (prayer) (by 
himself) for sixty years. "t 

. DRIVING FORCE 

"""' ~ ' (~WJI oi.J.J) -lSJJLAAl-9 ':J~ ':J! 
385~. Say'yid~a Ubadah ibn Samit 4.:$-i»l~; narrated that Allah's M~ssenger ~.iju~ 
~ J said, "He who fights in the path of Allah with no intention beyond receiving a 
rope (with which a camel is tethered then he) will get what he intendcd."2 

COMMENTARY: If anyone wages jihad (crusade) and is d~iven by a desire to obtain a very 
base or insignificant thing then it is not a sincere intention. A very little thing like a rope is 
mentioned to emphasize that jihad (crusade) must be fought with no intention whatsoever to . / 

get the booty. One must develop sincerity to the exte1;1t that not even a semblance of desire 
for worldly possession drives ·the warrior. But, it must be remembered that this is the 
highest degree of sincerity. 
As stated earlier, if jih.ad (crusade) is fought with intention to please Allah and to make 
religion .dominant and also with a wish to get' some booty then it is allowed. The reward 
will accrue. Moreover, if in this case, the warrior is also motivated to show off then not the: 
entire reward will be forfeited because of that. 

JIHAD (CRUSADE) GETS HIGHER RANKS IN P ~ADISE 

~.)A~ ~L.J"" lS5 JlL , ... ,.;;,j ,t~ J""li ... ~ "",~ ~ rlJ1 t~ j_JI J"", 'j. q S ~. 1ti£ Cl ('rAo') 
.. , , ' .... , • , , \..7~ v-· ~-" ,_ ~, r ~ tl .. , '--f u--.J 

~" ' I ;~~ ,, ~ , , , , ;~~ , , ; /.,, , ts 

J li ~·~~S~l9ill1J, 'j~ ~\f~~l Jli9T-" 'I 1-ih: ... ~ia\aJ.z ""&~':}, 'j~.J"" ~..... ... r -~ ... ., .. , 'Y. "ff • :. • • • ....., r , :. 
, " ~ ,_ .. ,;/ , , . , "" , ~ , ~ , ' 

! cJ;LAJJtiv'1J~Ijs-1~ 'H~~ ~5Sc} $.LA~~~~jJ;u~..-1:•i'~WI f'9,F.(.$~\j 

r I - oi.Jj) _JJI , .. ""··~~~-!'I JJ1, P "· ?i ~~-! t I ~I , .. ""· ?i ~r"" t I J"liJH. \' 1 j~ ~ "" r...r-::--~ ~ , r...r-::--~ ~ "" r...r-::--~ '-6f- , u~ -

3851. Sayyiduna Abh Sa' eed 4.:$- ~' ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~..lit jJ 

said, "He who is pleased with Allah as Lord, with Islam as religion and with · 
Muhammad as Messenger, (must know that) paradise is wajib (obligntonJ) for 
(assured to) him. This pleased Abu Sa'eed 4.:$-i»I~.J so he said, "Repeat it to me, 0 
Messenger of Allah." He repeated the words to him. Then he said, ''There is another 
(thing) wh~reby Allah will raise the sle~jve (of Allah) in paradise one hundred 
degrees and between every two degrees is! a distance like that between heaven and 

1 Musnad Ahmad 5-266. 
2 Nasai'i # 3138, Darimi # 24i6, Musnad Ahmad 5-tlS. 
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earth." He asked, "what is that, 0 Messenger. of Allah?" He said, "Jihad (cn1sade) in 
Allah's path. Jihad (cn1sade) in Allah's path. Jihad (crusade) in Allah's path."1 

GATE OF PARADISE IN SHADES OF SWORDS 

, t ~ ~~ 

(...,J-o 0 l_j.)) -J.;! ~ ~ yj-49 

3852. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~)»,~ said, 
''the gates of paradise are under the shadow of the swords." (or hearing this,) a man 
with a shabby, ramshackle outlook stood up and asked, 110 Abu Musa, did you hear 
Allah's Messenger ~J·~~~~ say this?" (Meaning, 'Are you sure?") He sa~d, 11Yes!" 
He got back to his companions and said, ''I convey to you the salaam (salutation, my 
last)." Then, he broke the scabbard of his sword and cast it away (to make it clear 
that he would not return). He went with his sword towards the enemy and plied it 
(fighting them) till he was martyred.2 

COMMENTARY: A warrior is in the battlefield in such a way that the sword of the infidels 
are pitted against him. They are the means of his admittance to paradise. The n1on1ent he is 
martyred by the sword of an infidel, he enters paradise. 

GLAD TIDINGS FOR THE MARTYRS OF UHUD 

"t.~ I... "' , "' l . J I. ~ "' .. 
(.,~!.) loiJ)-.a.:;l'l ..1.( ~~--: 1~j~ Wj.l!s.;:.~\l'-ll\~l\4lJil, "'-'~\!\-i,-:.3jJp~~~ ~ ~ I.J ,.. ~"" (...;.,~..r _,..............,:: ., .. u-: ~, ~~ ~v-, u.-

3853. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•:k-.11'~ said 
to his sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ ~~ ~J '~en your brothers were 
martyred at the battle of uhud, Allah put their souls in the craws (or gullets) of 
green birds that now come to the rivers o paradise, eat its fruit and settle down in 
lamps of gold in the shade of the Throne. (Later,) when they found the delight of 
their food, drink and rest, they asked (each other), 'who will convey to our brothers 
about us that we are alive in paradise (enjoying the blessings of our Lord) so that 
they might not give up a longing for paradise and not turn away from the battle.' 

1 Muslim# 116-1884, Nasai # 3131. 
2 Muslim# 146-1902, Tirmidhi # 1659, Musnad Ahmad 4. 496. 
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So, Allah, the Exalted, said, 'I shall-convey it to tht!m from you .. " And, Allah, the 
Exalted, revealed: 

f., ,.,, ., 7 ~ ""~ • J /., ·'-'! , "" 
~~j~, ~j~s:-~1 i-:(jl"',l4l.JI1, "'-?~1~\wa~.lJI.o;o~~~,.. 

:.:;- ~~ "' .. ~ .)A "' ~~ ~ .. , u.-- .J 

fThink not of those who are slain in Allah's way as dead. Nay, they live finding 
their sustenance in the presence of their Lord.p (3: 169 and following) 

COMMENTARY: The entire verse is: 

~i.~..ailil ''lfk.-:~ i*_-: ,!i;~ !...t.1.J"'.l!~;~IJ,~l11~1JJI-', .. _,~,!~w~::3:Jt.~:.::.~'}-G 
• ., ,._,.., ~ :,'t.,/ .. 7-/ ......__..,~....,..,...~,. "" .. . ..;r- , ~~ ~\....'-, "'-'.~ J 

I' "" ,p , t) , ,}..., , , , I , """' r; "" 
(I~•.J~q:r~I~JI)~jj_:~·~xj~~~xl~~~t'J~~l_;.l~~llt....!.)JJ~:w,:j 

{Think not of those who are slain in Allah's ways as dead. Nay, they live, finding 
their sustenance in the presence of their Lord. They rejpice in the bounty provided 
by Allah: and with regard to those left behind, who have not yet joined them (in 
their bliss), the (martyrs) glory in the fact that on them is no fear, nor have they 
(cause to) grieve} (3: 169-170) 

THE BEST SECTION OF THE BELIEVERS 

~ t:Jill J....!.)~Jjl jti_kj ~ilit ~;iJ1 jj.!J ,.l)l ~.JJ.ii-YJ J:, .. !fl6£j (T'Aot) 

~ :" ~ "' ... '~- ... , ... ~ J J ,... ... '~ J ' J ' ( .l.o>l o I.J.J) -J.?.Jj£ ~~jJ ~~~;..!.II.;! 1-S;u I Jj ~ lj ..PilljJ I t.f U"l!.H b ~ ~;u lj 

3854. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed Khudri ~.11~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&!~ 
~ J said, "The believers in the world are of three kinds: 

1) Those who believe in Allah and His Messenger and then do not fall in 
doubt. And they take part in jihad (crusade) with their properties and 
their lives in Allah's path. (They have perfected their faith and 
purified themselves and have strived to make Allah's creatures 
prosperous. They are the best and noblest). 

2) He whom people trust for their properties and their lives. (He may not 
have striven for their prosperity but he does not hurt people in any 
way, and he keeps aloof without being greedy. And 

3) He who when greed arises in him suppresses it for the sake of Allah, 
Mighty and Glorious (for fear of Him)."2 

COMMENTARY: This last kind of believer is such that when he feels a desire or greed for 
something worldly, he does not pursue it. Rather, he seeks Allah's pleasure. He is one of 
those who though he mingles with people and finds an urge for worldly things, Allah 
preserves him from succumbing to greed. This kind of people from a section lower in rank 
than the first two. There are other kinds of believers apart from these three, but they are 
without any rank or kind. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2520, Musnad Ahmad 1-266. 
2 Musnad Ahmad 3-8. 
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LONGING OF A MARTYR 

r-!! ,i)-: ..-1 "f. ~3.?.Alo J"li ... ~ --.~~~-H t~J.JI J'" 'J. ~ ,jg ..... L~. 1\u· ~,·~''I~ .?.f.~ (r'Aoo) ~ M~~ v-.... ~....~.,.. ~.... _,..-. ~ J..-:--'-f, v-~ ,. v--../ 

rlJ1 ~ ;i31 jj.!J Jli S~ 'fl ~I Jli 1:~ i \I Jj ~~ loj ~fl1 ~ ....!,)lj ~$::11~ .ft -...!..)l U ~5 
(~Q-JJ 1 o i.J.;) -.Jl,jlj_;.jll j.&T J~J~ -...!..)l ~ tl!· 7 ;.I ;il1 ~oJ51 ~'} ~J ;;1' 

3855. Sa}ryiduna Abdur ·. Rahman ibn Abu Amirah A:s. .1!1 ~; narrated that Allah's 
Messenger ~J4#~~ said,'' Apart front the martyr, there is no Muslim soul that its 
Lord takE7s away and it Jants to return to the world an.d what it contains." Ibn Abu 
Amirah narr..ated further that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .i»1 ~ said, 11That I should be 

I 
killed in ~llah's path is dearer to me that I should possess (as my slaves and subjects) 
the villag~rs (people of the tents) and the townsmen (people of building)."1 

COMMENTARY: Ahl ul wabar· wa al madur are people who live in tents and who live in 
castles. The former are deserts dwellers where tents are use to· 2side dwellers where tents 
are u'sed to reside. The latter are townsmen or city dwellers. Be .n of them together make up 
the inhabitants of the entire world. The Prophet's ~ J~i»1~ ·.v ords mean, "If I were made 
ruler of the world, and its peoples submitted to me, I would sti~l prefer to take part in jihad 
(crusade) and be slain in Allah's path." · 

EVERY BELIEVER IS A MARTYR 

J"liJJ~.I.~&A ~~ ..... ~~alJI t~ ~J\Lt.1iJ'li . .:£l!.Sk~liiJaW~J)-(-:,';..!.£~(rAo\) , • '-3 ~J...... ~~ (.>;;;-- .. ~ , , v--..; 

i (Jjb~loi.J.J)-~IJ~j51j~IJ!_;5_;.!Jij~IJ {:§ illj~IO&ill 
3856. SayyidC?h Hasna bint Mu' awiyah ~.i»1~ J said that her uncle (Aslam ibn Sulaym 
.u~ .1!1 ~; n~~ted to them that he asked the Prophet ~""' J 4,1~ .i»1 ,.;~ 11Who will be in 
paradise.?" The Prophet rl""'Jt:l~.i»1~ said, The Prophets will be in paradise. Newborns 
will be in paradise. And, those children who are buried alive will be in paradise."2 

COMMENTARY: Here the word shahid (martyr) does not merely mean he who is killed in 
Allah's path.' Rather, it refers to mu' min (believer) whether he really is martyred or the word 
is just applied to him. It is as the noble Quran calls those who have believed as martyrs. 

- t /. ~ 1 ~It J ~ J I ' !...,_~.;' ~~1'~-!•'1~. 1 ~w.1..111 !..l.~al~" '.J";~illLI~I·1..3..:UI~ ...,.....,:. .., ~ _;~~,, ...;--- ., .J .,-;,~ J, :, .J- ~, .J 

{And those JVho believe in Allah and -H~s Messenger, they are the siddiq (who 
become true to their life) and the Shuhada '(martyrs) in the eyes of their Lord.} (57: 
19) (Respectively: the most righteous after the prophet ~"j..,..j1~, and the martyrs.)3 

In paradise will be the i-tew born of believer and even of disbelievers. Also, every fotus will 
go to paradise whether belonging to a believer or to a disbeliever. 
Those who are buried alive will be in paradise. During pre-Islamic days, people buried 

1 Nasai'i # 3153, Musnad Ahmad 4-216. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2521. 
3 The Meanings of the Nobal Quran (Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani) 
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their living daughters in the earth. Some people who had difficulty to nlL<'kt. L\\10 ends meet 
also buried their living sons. Such boys and girls will go to paradise too. ' 
The hadith mentions only four people perhaps the first two are mentioned specially 
because of their merit and honour, and the last two are mentioned because they will be,· 
admitted to paradise without doing any deed or earning the merit. / 

I 

EXCELLENCE OF PARTICIPATING IN JlliAD (CRUSADE) WITH PROPERTY AND ~IFE 

~ II' , , J .{' 

(~Lo~l oi.JJ) -l~~~~llilj ~~~· ~~~ JJ~J~YJI ~[ ,!: "·~J~ 
3857. Sayyiduna Ali 4:t-.i»l~ J Abu Darda 4:t-.i»l~ J Abu Hurayrah 4:t-.i»l~; Uri.tamah .1!1~; 
4:t- Abdullah ibn Umar ~.1,,~ J· Abdullah ibn Amr ~.1!1~; Jabir ibn Abdullah ~.1,,~; 
and Imran ibn lusayn ~~ .. ,~ J - all of them narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.1!1~ 
~ 1 said, 11He who sends monetary help or equipment towards Allah's path 
(meaning jihad (crusade)) and himself stays in his home (not participating 
physically) will have seven hundred dirhams or each dirham (he· gives). And he 
who fights physically (in person in jihad (crusade)) in Allah's path and also gives 
monetary help for His pleasure toward that (battle) will have seven hundred 
thousand dirhams for each dirham (he gives).~ Then he recited 'this verses: 

lC!5 t .. ,~ri.J, .. 
,.u-,. "' .. J 

(And Allah gives manifold increase to whom He pleases} (2: 261)1 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~14#.1!1~ recited the verse to show that there is no limit to 
the reward. Allah may, if he will, ~give much more reward than what is mentioned. 

KINDS OF MARTYRS 

1 Ibn Majah # 2761. 
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3858. Sayyiduna Fadalah ibn Ubayd .1!144?" J said that he heard Sayyiduna Umar ibn 
Khattab ~ ~ ~J narrate that he had heard Allah's Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 J..P say, 
'Martyrs are of four kinds: 

1) A believing man, strong in faith, meets the enemy and demonstrates his 
sincerity to Allah till he is killed. For him, men will raise their eyes on 
the day of resurrection like this," - and he raised his head till his cap 
dropped. The sub narrator said that he could not say whose cap Fadalah 
.1!1 ~ ;l meant: Umar' s ~ .1!1 ~ J cap or the Prophet's ~ J 4:1" 1»1 ~ cap. 
(Anyway, people will vie with each other to have a glimpse of him.) 

2) A believing man of firm faith meets the enemy but fears him (and 
trembles) as though pricked by acacia thorns. A sudden arrow (whose 
shooter is not known) strikes him and kills him. He is of the second kind. 

3) A believing man who has done good deeds and bad deeds. When he 
meets the enemy, he remains sincere to Allah till he is killed. He is of 
the thhd kind. 

4) A believing man who has wronged himself (with sin and 
transgression. When he meets the enemy, he displays his sincerity to 
Allah till he is killed. He is of the fourth kind."t 

COMMENTARY: The words 'he demonstrates, or is sincere to Allah are the translation of 
(Ai'J"'-"). If the word is (J"'-") (Sadaqa) then it means that the man's courage was strong and 
proved that he was true in discharging his responsibility that Allah had placed on him. He 
was steadfast and did not show his back. 
If the word is (J.,w,) (saddaqah) then it means that he confirmed the truth of Allah though 
his courage and affirmed His words by participating in jihad (crusade) and enduring all 
kinds of hardships, seeking reward from Allah. This has reference to Allah's words about 
the mujahids (crusaders) which this man demonstrates to be true. 
The kinds of martyrs named in the hadith include a martyr who was righteous as well as 
brave and courageous. The first kind was this martyr. Or, a martyr was righteous but not 
courageous as the second kind was. Or, he was courageous but not righteous and pious 
and this too is of two kinds one of which was a man with bad deeds but not to the point of 
transgression for him to be termed a fasiq (sinner, indecent). This was the third kind in the 
hadith. The second division of the 'courageous but not ri'ghteous; was such that his bad 
deeds outweighed his good, so he falls among the fasiq which is the fourth in the hadith. 
Apart from the second kind, every other kind in the hadith displays sincerity to Allah and 
confirm His truth. 
This explanation brings out the meaning of sadaqa Allah as: 
'confirmation of the assurance of patience and seeking reward.' 
This is also known in tile second kind though it is not mentioned about him that he 
confirmed the truth of Allah. 

EVEN THROUGH JIHAD (CRUSADE) A HYPOCRITE IS NO ENTITLED TOP ARADISE 
~ _, I t: I J 

W!,~~~ulbij \~~\1 .-\ ".~4!l~UJI L~JJIJ ~ '5J"li J"li .. \ ~\~~~k:fl~~ ('I"AO<\) 
., , • ""...T ~~_;,.. ~, ,.,..... ~, • .,• • -" 

, ., t ~ , I t 

J.~~ ~H ~Iii 4!9 .-i --.~.d.~ llll \~ ~ l.H J"li .1::~~. ~ l:fli ~.WI ... GJ15li JJI. I~ .. ?~ 4JlA ~ .. , ,. , .. , ~...; ,.. ~ C5l. ~ \.,;J- uw ...,/ ~ ,., , c.;-:::;--~ ..... .J 

1 Tirmidhi # 1644 (1650), Musnad Ahmad # 146. 
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(J.JI..Uioi.,.;)-JU!..\1 .1-!1'1.· ;,'\I.,Jjl.;liliJ~.II.ii~. h.~lij.kH .... ~J 1lli4llAj~ _, ..T --.. • _, , ~ .. ~ ~ ttl I -, I , :, 

3859. Sayyiduna Utbhlt ibn Abd as Sulami ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 
~ J4Js.~'~ said, 11Those who are slain (in jihad (crusade)) are of three kinds. 

(i) A believer who participates (in jihad (crusade)) with his own self and his 
property in Allah's path and when he meets the enemy he fights till he is 
killed." The Prophet ~"" J 4~ ~~ J.-" said of him. 11He is the martyr who has 
undergone trial and was patient. He will be in a tent under the Throne (and 
will attain nearness to Allah). The Prophet ~"}}....J14~ will be higher than him 
in only their prophetic ranks." 

(ii) 11 A believer whose deeds will be (of both kinds) good and bad and he 
participates (in jihad (cn1sade)) with his own self and his property in 
Allah's path and fight when he meets the enemy till he is killed." The 
Prophet ~ J 4Js. ~~ ~ said of him, 11Martyrdom purifies, him and erases his 
sins and lapses. The sword cleans lapses. He will be admitted to paradise by 
whichever gate he wishes." 

(iii) 11 A hypocrite participates in jihad (crnsade) with his own self and his property 
and when he meet the enemy, he fights till he is killed, (but) this man will go 
to hell. The sword does not erase hypocrisy."1 

GUARDING FRONTIERS ATONES FOR BAD DEEDS AND DELIVERS FOREVER 

I I I (I , J . 

\~i JJ\. ,, .... !~ ll:J I:;~ JJI J ... , J .q~ w f!. '\ J\ii.A~)t\. \ .-:. I\~ , $lo h.\ &Tj. { ~ J ... lii ~, '-/='r~ .. v~, ..,..,-_, .. ,--~..., , , ~~·> , ~ 

; ;II ;, ' J ., , & ""' I :; ., ~ ' ~ I , 

. .Jl!JI c.J-'1 ~-~I.....::.JJ.~~l~~l Jlij 9\_;UI ~~j~j ~ill\ ~~I Jj-!5 ~ 

~I ui- jl!.!J &~l j u:W I J~ \ t.;. jl!.!J'} ~l~ ~ jlij ~I ~\ ~ ~\ ~~ '.\ U\j ... ,.. ... 

-~L;jJfl L:. ,L,d~:ll &\jj 

3860. Sayyiduna Ibn Aa'idh ~ ..ll1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~..lit~ 
alongwith the funeral of a man (to offer his funeral salah (prayer)). When it was laid 
down, Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~~'..r'; submitted, 11Do not offer salah (prayer) 
over him, 0 Messenger of Allah, because he was a fasiq (Indecent man)." So, 
Allah's Messenger ~ J4~~~~ turned to the people and asked them, 11Has anyone of 
you seen him do any deed of Islam (that might indicate that he was a Muslim)?" A 

t Darimi # 2411. 
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man submitted, 11Yes, p Messenger of Allah, he stood guard one night in Allah's 
path." So, Allah's M~ssenger ~ J 4~ .ib1 j.J offered his funeral salah (prayer) and 
scattered dust over him (at the time for his burial). Then he said (addressing the 
dead man), 11your companions suppose that you are among thos~ who will go to 
hell, but I testify that you are among those who will enter paradise/' Then he said 
(to umar) "'"".1d~.J· "0 Umar you will not be questioned about deeds of the people, 
but you will be questioned abouflhe fitrah (the religi\ln of Islam)."1 

COMMENTARY: Fitrah implies the symbols of Islam and conviction of faith. 
The Prophet ~ J~.b1~ wished to check Umar "-""~~ .J for his boldness in questioning about 
;the dead man's faith. It was undesirable· thing. It is not proper to look at a Muslim's 
·outward iife and pass judgement about his li.ereafter. Rather, evidence is what his standard 
of faith and belief was and whether there was any shortcoming in his belief or in the basic 
tents of faith. As for deed~, Allah s independent and very Merciful on his slaves. 
Teebi explained the Prophet's words to instruct, "Umar, you should not remind anyone of 
the dead man's bad deeds at this time. Rather, you should speak of his good deeds." He 
said elsewhere: 

11Remember your dead people with good (qualities of theirs)." 
This particular man had done such a deed as is one of the deeds of Islam. It- is enough by 
itself to prove that the doer is a Muslim. 

CHAPTER-II 
ARRANGING EQUIPMENT FOR JIHAD 

SEC110N I 

~ ... , 
~l4.~1;JI~I~l!yl~ 

jj~l~l 

PJ.!OYID!~~ ~TRE~GTH AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE FOR JIHAD (CRUSADE). 
, , *" ,, !. , ' , ~ ' ~ , II' 

~) IJ~IjJ~ji,)IJt J-'j~j~illl j..Q~IJJ-!5·!. '~ "·Jli~~LJ~(;. (Y'A\') 
~ ~ ~ .. 

0J-ool.,.;) -t}JJISJlli....Ul ~~ j;JI sjiji....Ul ~~ j;JISJill-....!..>1 ~~ -Ui~_;t.,t;:: ,llJ 
3861. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir "'""~~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger· 
~J~.blj.J say while he was on the pulpit. "Get ready for them shooting as much 
strength as you can. Strength is shooting! Strength is shooting (anows)?"2 

COMMENTARY: The Quran gives the command in these very words spoken by the 
Prophet ~ J4#~~ in surah al-Anfal verse # 60. {Prepare against them whateyer force you 
can} The force in his verse is archery. 
Baydawi .li1~.J and others say that it is every such thing as gives man prowess to fight in 
war. Hence, in those days archery was the most powerful from of strength and most easy 

1 Bayhaqi Shu'ab ul Eeman # 4297. · 

2 Muslim# 167-1917, tirmidhi # 3083, Abu Dawud # 2514, Ibn Majah # 2813, Musnad Ahmad 4-158, 
Dawud # 2404. 

I 
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to use, so it was understood by '(orce' or 'str~ngth.' 
0 i 

OBTAIN PROFICIENCY IN THE FORCE USED BY THE ENEMY 
~~ /-• • ?-' ~ . & \ , .. , .. "J , , ::: .. ~ ~ I ~ .. .. 
illl~~~j.JJJ-IJ..$4,~ ~J~~j~illl ~~I Jj.!j ~ Jli /Js.j ('r'A\Y) 

· · / ~oi.J.))-~~A0\.;!k\J.;;-,:,1i{.i 
3862 Sayyiduna Uqban ibn Aamir ••j:..iiii~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger J"" 
~J•#-iil' say; "Soon Byzantine will be conquered by you. And, Allah will suffice you 
(from their mischief). So, none of you should be neglectful in practicing archery."t 

COMMENTARY: The Byzantines norinally used spears in those days, So,· the Muslims 
were instructed to become perfect in archery to combat them. The Prophet ~J"~i»'~ also 

. said that they should not give up this practice e~en after up this practice even after their 
victory and they should not be arrogant that they had conquered the Byzantines, and stop 
practicing archery, because it will be necessary always. However, they did not have to 
resort to ~rchery against the Byzantines because Allah gave them an easy victory. 
The Arabic word fort practice of archery is law (Play). It is used in the sense of sport to 
encourage people to practice it because people are generally more drawn by the name of sport. 

IMPORTANCE OF ARCHERY 
"" , ,, ., , "" J ' "" ~ ' ~ "" ~ s: 

Jll:4 ~i~_;J jJ c}J31.;,¥c)A J~~j ~illl ~~~ Jj.!j .. t .. :,~ ~ J(ja!£j ('r'A\'r) 

0J.-o 0 1.,.;) -~.li 
3863. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.i»1~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 
~"" J~.i»1~ say, 11If anyone learns archery ?ut abandons it, then he is not one of us." 
Or (he said), 11he has indeed disobeyed.'? 

COMMENTARY: One must learn Archery and then keep up the practice, for, giving it up 
after leaning is worse than not learning. 

I 

PROPHET'S ~""J~.iil'~ ENCOURAGEMENT TO SHOOT ARROWS 

~JL. ~_;1..!,\ ~~_;i ~ ~j ~ ful ~ ;i.J1 jj.!J f:_:). j(i ~ljf)fl ~ j ~ "· 6&-j ('r'A \t) 

l_;.~ti~~~~~~ili."~~Uij~lj~~~~~~~i~~~l~!\,.&J\Jlii~.,;.!l~ , ~ ~· ~ 

h!- J' .. -~ .. ' .. , .. :~" .. .. "' , ' ~ 0 .. .-o( .. 

(LS.;~I oi.J.;) -J..~ ;..~ ulj I~JI J(j y~i W ~ ~J lj a ... F~IJl li j..:>..J lA Jli! ~~~ 
3864. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Al-Akwa·~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..1!1~ 
~J"~ came to some people of (Banu) Aslam. They were practicing archery in the 
market place. He .said, '1Shoot, son of Ismail, for your ancestor was an archer. An1, I 
am with the Banu so and so," one of the two parties (engaged in the practice). Tljey 
(the others) then ceased (to carry on against them). He asked, ~at is with you?" 
They said, "How may we carry on shooting when you support the Banu so and so?" 

.. / 

1 Muslim# 168-1~18, Tirmidhi # 3083, Musnad Ahmad 4-157. 
2 Muslim# 169-1919, Ibn Majah # 2814. , 
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He said, 11Shoot! I am with you, all of you!"1 

SHOOTING BY ABU TALHAH 4.:&-~~~J FOR THE rROPHET ~J"~i»~~ 

~~'-\1 ,~~~~~. ~J'L~J~fu\~ ~-~'I~J.~~\ t;~L.-!..>~ jliu;5l~j(r'A"\o) 
'y. ~ .J II, .J\J-...1~ ,.. ~ .. 

(\SJ~Ioi.,J)-*-M.¥J1Jl~~i~j~alJI~~IJJ.!JJ515!.....:...;k~<)Jll~ 
3865. Sayyiduna Anas 4.:&-.,:;, _rp J narrated that the Abu Talhah 4.:&-~~~ J and .the Prophet 
~J~.&~~ were using one shield together (in a battle). Abu Talhah 4.:&-.III~J wa~ an 
adept archer. (He shot at the enemy very wisely and also protected the Prophet) /JlljJ 

~ JA:)s. when he shot (an an()w) the Prophet ~ JA:)s.i»l~ looked over (the shield) and 
watched where his arrow landed (and who was struck). 2 

EXCELLENCE OF HORSES 

( ~~) -~1 (.59\Jl O if J.J \ ~j ~ti.H J.:, JJ \ jr5 jli jli ~ j (r'A "\"\) 

3866. Sayyiduna Anas 4.:&- .&1 ~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ 1»1 ~ said, 
"There is blessing in the forelocks of horses."3 

COMMENTARY: 'Forelocks' refers to the species. Horses are used in jihad (crusade) in 
which is the good of both the worlds. 

~L. ~-;.iLu .l'~\~ .. ~ ... ~ ~ili1 t~J.J, J .. J' '·" ~.) .. J"liJJI..~ .·.1 ..3 ~.!..£~ <r-A"\V) 
• ,. , v'/J.t' .. ., '._;;1-.r-:~.J ,.. ~., rJ .. , ., . v- -t--t- v- ...~ 

/. _.JO {~ J' I J' J J J' J J 
(_.p..l-o 0 I.J.)) -~ lj~ )i I ~ l;:QJ I .A!:) J ljYLI ~ , .. -: J ~ ~ I YJ I J lli ~ .. , ., .. ., ""JM , .. "" ..,._, ~ ~..,r--. 

3867. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah 4.:&- 1»1 ~J (Bajali) narrated that he saw Allah's 
Messenger ~J"~,&,~ twist the forelock of a horse with his finger and say, 11Good is 
tied to the forelocks of the horses till the day of resurrection. (The honour of 

.. participating in jihad (crusade) fetches) reward and spoils."4 
1$ ~ • ~"" ',~'~I ,., """" "" ul4~14ill- IJO .. _. ~ ~ "9 I ~\.•..A .. \ .. , ;; ~ ll.H L~ ill I J, J .. Jli Jli g ~d. n.l .!..£ .. (r'A"\A) .. ,, ~ ~ tj .....,---.-·- v ~-~ ~- ~, _......,.) ...,-.....,- > v--'..J 

(I.S.J~ l o I.J.J) -~ l::A5 l ...0 !:i .u I~ a:J ~j~Jjj idJj:.;;, "· ~ti o..ll ~ lb~j JJ L 
• -" .. , Ji- t -' ""' '## ~ • 'i' • "" til' I "" Jj •" ' :, 

3868. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1»1~ 
~ J said, "If any one keeps a horse (to use in Allah's path) with faith in Allah 
and belief in His promise, then (whatever the horse eats or drinks as) its foo.d 
and drink and its dung and urine will be (weighed for him) in his scale (of 
deeds) on the day of resurrection.''S 

COMMENTARY: The man's intentions in keeping the horse is to use it in jihad (crusade) 
against the enemy to please Allah and to obey him and to seek the reward promised by Him. 

t Bukhari # 3507. 
2 Bukhari # 2907, Musnad Ahmad 3-286. 
3 Buk~ari # 2815, Muslim# 100-1874, Nasai'i # 3571, Musnad Ahmad 2-114. 
4 _Muslim# 11-1872, Nasai'i # 3572. 
5 Bukhari # 2853, Nasai'i # 3582, Musnad Ahmad 2-374. 
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The animal's food, drink dung and urine would tum into reward for this man. 

HORSES WITH SHIKAL DISLIKED 

~~ j~IJy;i.IJj~l&j~~j~ful ~;i.H jj.!j~lS jlis~.;,'~\&£j (rA\~) 
/ * til 

,· J "' J' ~ ,, I 

(JJ.-.4 oi.JJ) -~J..!.PI ~.JJ J :~\I !l~ J;l ~J..!.P I !l~ dJ uPl:t J :~\I #..J d ~ ;JJI ~j.~ 
3869. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1JI'-"'.J narrated that Allah's Messenger (,..l....J~)»,~ 
disliked horses with shikal. And shikal is a horse that has a white mark on its right 
hind leg and left foreleg, or on its right foreleg and left hind leg. I 

COMMENTARY: The narrator has defined shikal as stated in the hadith. However, the 
. compiler of the Qamus and other linguists say that shikal is a horse with three white legs 

and the one remaining leg of the same colour as its whole body. Or, it may be the other 
may about with one white leg and three legs of the same colour as the body. 
Actually, shikalis.the tether used to bind the horse. So, the horse is compared to it. Perhaps 
the prophet ~J~Jia~ did not like it because of the. comparison, or he may have known 
from experience that such horses are not pedigreed. 
Some people say that if the whiteness on a horses forehead is large enough not to be 
concealed by ~ .. :~~b then its defect is removed and it is not dislikep. 

~ . ; ~: : · .. : ·:". ·:-. . . . . 
HORSE RACING 

9 J 

(~·::.lt:..a)- 1' .. ( ~ ,~}i ... -~ .... .. ....,--- ~ •• .J ~..)..) 

3~70. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~lil''-"' J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~lJ;~ 
~ J organized race between the horses, that had been made lean through lfaining, 
from al-Hafya to thaniyat ul wada, a distance of six miles. He also organized a race 
between the horses that had not gone through such training from the Thaniya (ul 
Wada) to the mosque of Banu Zurayq, a distance of one mile. 

COMMENTARY: The 'training is used for the Arabic word (J~') or (~.rl')· The process is 
to feed the horse heavily hay and grains, etc, to make it strong and sturdy. Then it is given 
its normal diet. Then it is put in a place and a horse cloth is placed on it so that it feels hot 
and perspires. When the perspiration dries,-it becomes lean but brisk, so its flesh turns light 
but its sp,eed is swift. 
Hafya is a place a few miles from Madina. Thaniyat ul Wada is a mountain. The people of 
Madinah go up to it t~ bid farewell to their travellers. 

A SHE CAMEL OF THE PROPHET ~J~.i»~~ 

~~i J: 'i'} J..J~j tl: .!dl J..d ~j ~ ili1 ~ ;L1 ~~_;j tiU ~lS jti ~\ 0£ j ('rAY') 

1 Muslim# 102-1875, Tirmidhi # 1698, Abu Dawud # 2547, Nasai'i # 3567, Ibn Majah # 2790, Musnad 
Ahmad 2-250. 
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jo \k -..!...J~ ~ ili I j.... JJ I ,_L.:.!5 jljj ~I jo ~j ~li l&a: 'i .lJ &i ._F ~~~~ 
,. , ,J , , "'•" , ,. ~ 

( L$..>~ I o \_,.;) -~J~ll;llll ~ tlif ~ ~~-....:..;\~I 

3871. SayYiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J•#~~~ had a she .. 
camel called Abda, she had never been outpaced by any other (camel). But a villager 
came (one day) on his young camel (and he raced it against Adba) and put it behind. 
That was hard on the Muslim, but Allah's Messenger tt-1.... J4#~'.)"" consoled (t~em), "It 
is (a verdict of) Allah's right that whatever rises in the world, ije lowers it down."1 

COMMENTARY: Adba'is a she came whose ears are slit or split. The ears of the Prophet's 
~ J ~ ~ j.J she camel were not slit or split, yet it was called Adba. But its ears were 
naturally short. This she camel was also called Qaswa: But, Jt is also possible that they 
were two different she camels · · 
The villagers camel was (,yd) (Qa'ud). It is a young camel making its debut as a riding 
camel and is worthy of carrying a rider, it may between two years old and six years old. 
A camel above six years of age of called (~) Oaml) 

SECTION II 

MANUFACTURER OF WEAPONS OF JIHAD (CRUSADE) IN PARADISE 

~
., .. , .. ., .. ~ , .. .. , 

-~ Jl!,lld"~~A;l9~.'l::s:."' -' ~..... .. .. . .) 

3872. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir o~.:So~~~J said that he heard Allah's Messenger~ 
~J~~~ say, "Surely Allah, the Exa~ed, admits to paradi~~ three people against one 
arrow (that is shot at the infidels); th'e maker whose intention is to earn (sustenance 
and) reward, the person. who shoots it (during jihad (crusade)), and the person who 
hands it (to the shooter whether from the quiver or having retrieved it from a 
target) .. So, shoot and ride, but your shooting is dearer to me than your riding. 
Everything with which a man (plays and) cheers himself is vain, but not his 
shooting with his bow, his training of his horse and his playing with his wife, 
because tliey concern what is right." 
The v~rsion of Abu Dawud and Darimi also has: 11If anyone gives up archery after 
leammg it well because of being fed up with it, then it is a blessing that he has 
give~ up." Or, he said, '(a blessing) for which he showed ingratitude."2 

· COMMENTARY: The saying, 'they concern what is right' includes every such thing as 

1 Bukhari # 2872, Abu Dawud # 4802, Nasai' i # 3592, Musnad Ahmad 3-103. 
~ Musnad Ahmad 4-144, Tirmidhi # 1637, Abu Dawud # 2513, Nasai'i # 3578, Ibn Majah # 2~11, 
'Octtimi # 2405. 
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helps in the path of right and goodness. It may be something to do 'with knowledge or with 
action. It may concern competition or contest of any kind. 

I 

REWARD FOR ARCHERY 

- 17 
.... '~ ~... fJ.:j ~ J' ·lli ~ .. & ili1 t~ JJ1 J' ' 'j ~ J'li .. -1 '-'I ~ Gl ~ j (\ AV\) . r..;r-;-~~ • ~~ . ~... r..r-.. ~ .. ~ -.. " 

I . • I I 

.A~~~.~ W~l!.(;Aj -'~J' ~Al~iJJI-'' ... '~ ~. Aj (.,Aj a\.~ h.Js:J~i ;lJI 
, , ~ ·- • ill ., J"V , ~ ~ ~ , ~· , • '-a • ~ 

J ~ ........ ~ .. .. ,... ... 't , . , . , , .. ... 
&L.::lllj JJ~I J..lalll Sjl:i~l LSJJj y~.!~\ '; ''=' Oti§::H &ljj -~~~..;~ 1.)_;.; :J ~g 

-~~'}IJj~;iJ.I~d~~l!,(;Al~§:liJ.JdJ~liliJglilles~jJIJgWI_,Jf~l .. 
3873. Sayyiduna Abu Najih Sulami ..s. .=., ~J narrated that he heard Allah's 
Messenger ~J"·:-1'-.ill'~ say, 11He who shoots ari arrow and hits the target in Allah's 
path will have it as a rank for -him in paradise. He who shoots an arrow in Allah's 
path has it as though he set free someone (be· he a male or a female slave). And, he 
who grows old in Islam (and dies), it is light for him on the day of resurrection." 
According to a version: instead of 'grows old in Islam,' it is 'gr~ws old in Allah's path.'t 

COMMENTARY: U: anyone grows old having faith and belief in Islam, or gets the signs of 
old age on him, then these are tokens of his having a happy life fl:\ the next world. It is a great 
blessing and favour of Allah for anyone whose entire life to the end is in obedience to Islam. 
It is reported about a great righteous man that one day he saw his own face in a mirror and 
observed sings of old age. His name was Abu Yazid ~~~J· On, observing that, he could not 
help say: ~~~I.IL5~~~1.1J~'~~J·: ;i\~ 

''(Praise belongs to Allah) while old age had sown itself, no shortcoming has· 
manifest itself and I know not what is there in the unseen." 

STAKES ARE PERMITTED CONTRIBUTION TO JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

(~WJ\__, .)Jb~l.., LS.l.o ).ll oi_,.J) 

3874. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ..s-.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~J said, 
"Stakes are never permitted for anything, but (for three things): archery. camel-
racing and horse racing."2 · 

COMMENTARY: The word in the hadith (~) (sabaq) refers to the takings from bets. It is 
evident from this hadith that it is not allowed to bet ~ruse its receipts except for the three 
things mentioned in this hadith. 
However, the jurist~ expand the scope to other things too that fall in the purview of 
equipment for jihad (crusade), like. donkey, mule, elephant. Some have also included racing 
between men {on feet) and thr~wing stones, too. 

/ 

1 Tirmidhi # 1638, Abu Dawud # 3965, Nasai'i # 3143, Musnad Ahmad 4-386, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul 
Eeman # 4341, (not all havelfhe entire hadith). 
2 Tirmidhi # 1700 (1706) Abu Dawud # 2564, Nasai'i # 3585, Ibn Majah # 2878, Musnad Ahmad 2-474. 
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The aim behind this permission is to encourage participation in jihad (crusade) in some form 
or other. Apart from such things as help in jihad (crusade), betting is disallowed in 
e~erything as also using receipts from bets 

ABOUT LAYING A WAGES 
It m~st be very clear that placing a bet on winning or losing in any kind of contest or racing 
is gambling in essence. The reason is that not only ownership but 'also profit or loss is 
always uncertain. Indeed, this is wnat gambling is. I-fowever, if a ruler or anyone else in 
authority or any third person offers to give to the winner some money or (property or) 
thing, then this is allowed. Similarly, if one of two contestants offers to give money or some 
thing to the other if he wins, then this is allowed. He may assure the other that if he does 
not sin, there ·will be no liability on him. 
It will be disallowed if both sides make a bet. This is betting or gambling. But, this too can 
be lawful if there is a muhalil between the two, as we shall see in the next hadith. 

A MUHALLIL INTERVENING IN A CONTEST 

..._u~i-~_;.i ~ l!j.i JisT 6-A ~j ~ ili1 ~;ill j_;.!j Jti Jti S~;.' ul ~ j (rAvo) 
, . > 

.IJIII , "' .1! , "' ' '( "' - .... , ': ' '9 . ~ ! I .~.A I .19 ' · , , '9 ~ , , 1..!. 's -'~-"' \or•---.....!-) l,.r, '.J ~j (.t.i! !..)" 

3875. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,l~~~~ 
said, "H anyone puts a horse with two (other) horses and he is certain that it will 
outstrip then there is not any good in it. But, if he is not sure that it will get ahead 
then there is no harm in it." ' · 
According to another version: He said, 111£ anyone puts a horse with two (other) 
horses while he is not sure that it will outstrip (the others) then it is not gambling. 
But, if anyone puts a horse with two (other) horses and is certain that it will 
overtake (them), then it is'gambling."1 

COMMENTARY·: If anyone enters his horse with two others then it is a kind of tahlil 
(which is to make lawful). It makes betting lawful in a contest. The man who does it by 
introducing his horse is a muhallil. For example, if Zayd and Bakr by a wager on their 
horses stipulating that the winner would take the money of the bet or something other than 
money, then this is gambling. But, if a third person intervenes, say, khalid enters his horse 
on condition tpat if his horse beats theirs then he would take from the two some money or 
some thing but if his horse loses, when he would pay nothing. This is tahlil and Khalid is 
the muhallil. He is so called because that arrangement becomes lawful with his 
introduction of his horse. 
If his horse overtakes theirs, then he will receive the agreed amount from both of them but, 
if theirs outstrip his, he will not be liable to pay anything to them. As for the two, 

1 The first section is in Sharh us Smmah (Prophet's ~J~.a~.;...:. practice)# 2654. The next in Abu Dawud 
# 2579, Ibn Majah # 2876, Musnad Ahmad 2-505. 
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whichever horse beats the other, its owner will get the specified amount from the loser and 
it is allowed. 
The ulatna (Scholars) say, as this hadith makes clear, the muhallil must enter such a horse a 
sis as good, or nearly as good as the other two horses. However, if the muhallil' s horse over 
takes the other two and he was aware of its superiority then not only is it disallowed but 
also his introducing his own horse in the contest will make no difference to the nature of 
the arrangement, for, it does not make it lawful. But, if he did not know that his horse 
would win or lose against the others two, then it is allowed. and it --vill be tahlil. · 
In short, if the horse of the muhallil is such as may win or lose the contest then it will be 

. I 

law.ful, if not, th 1 it will be unlawful. : · · 

JALAB &JANAB ARE DISALLOWED 
.- .- _, I (l; I J 

0~ s1J < ~ €- ':lJ.: r €-':1 .il:,J ~IDI·~,l.\1 JJ-!5 Jli Jli ~~ .....!..JI~ c:.,s. J <rAv"\) 
.,; 

-~~~~Q§S~~~&~.1JI"J5:5~Lililj:SJISJ$l&lj5-y~,PIQ~~ 
3876. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.111~ 
~""J said, ''There is·no jalab and no janab." 
(One of the narrators), yahya added in his narration: fi ar rihan 11(In racing horses 
for a wager)."t 

COMMENTARY: Jalab refers to the zakah (Annual due charity) collector positioning 
himself at a distance from habitation and requiring the people to bring to him their 
properties for valuation. 
Janab is that the property-holders take away their animals far away from the city and 
require the zakah (Annual due charity).collector to go to them for valuation. 
Both these alternatives are disallowed, and makruh (disapproved). 
In horse racing jalab is that a contestant gets another to follow his horse (that he rides) to 
shout at it to make it pick up speed. And, janab is to keep another horse at his horses side 
to enable him to switch horses when his hourse gets tired. 

CHARACTERISTIC OF THE BEST HORSE 
, ~{ t , " { t , ~ { t { t , .. c: ' " ~ ' ' . .. c: " 
r-j!"}llj.S)Jj"}l\ r-j! "}1\J.-.'5"}1\ ~~~ Jl!_;..l:.j ~WI~~' if S:Sl5 t.j16£j ('rAVV) 

.. \:::. {P ,..... " , ,... - " " , t.' , f::; " ,{ 
(\.J.;I..U~_, lS.l.o j:ll oi.J.;) -;;.;JI ,~If''" :~ .>..9.;.-'ll&~,;.l-...!,.J~i~l ~~I 

3877. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~All~ said, 11the 
best kind of horse is the black horse with some whiteness on its forehead and 
whiteness near its nose. The next best is the horse with some whiteness on its 
forehead and white legs ~xcept its right foreleg (which may not be white). If he 
horse is not black then it htust be a dark bay horse of those combinations (of white 
as mentioned).2 

COMMENTARY: The dark bay horse has black tail and mane. The rest of its body is brown. 

1 Tirmidhi # 1123, Abu Dawud # 2531, Nasai'i # 3591, Musnad Ahmad# 4-439. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1696, Ibn Majah # 2789, Darimi # 2478, Mus11ad Ahmad 5-300. 
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(c}Lll t.., Jj!J ~I o I_,.J) -~(~l.;..&.Sl Jl ~j1\ p\ j'i 
,:; IS 

3878. Sayyiduna Abu Wahb Jushamiy ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger iJJ1j..P 

~J~ said, 11You must keep every dark bay horse with a white forehead and white 
legs. (If you keep a horse, let it be of this description). Next (to that, you may keep) 
sorrel horse· wit h a white forehead and white legs, or black with white forehead 
and white legs."t 

COMMENTARY: Sorrel is also reddish brown but the difference between it and bay horse 
is that the tail and mane of the latter are black coloured while of the sorrel are red. 

,c;: , . ell , ~ "' 1 I "' "' 

(.)jb~I_,L5.io).lloi.J.J)-~IJ~I~~j~WI~~lJIJj.!.5J~J~u:t~~lif"j(iAV'\) 
' .. 

3879. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ..1!1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~~ .).P 

· said." Blessin.gs in horses are in the sorrel (reddish brown) horses."2 

DO NOT CLIP OFF FORELOCKS, MANE & TAIL OF HORSES 

<.)Jby.loi.JJ)-~1 ~ilfoA~~IJSJ~r-li~l6i.;WJ~ 1.:U~ u.n~1i~ Uji)1Jlt~.;~ · 
3880. Sayyiduna Utbah ibn .Abd as Sulamiy ~ ~~ ~; narrated that J:t~ heard Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ say, 11Do not cut the forelocks, manes and tails of horses. 
Indeed, their tails are their whisks to drive of files (and the like), their·manes give 
them warmth and blessing is attached to their forelocks."3 

CARE FOR HORSES 
. I "' I • • 

l~lj~ll·t! ~JI ~j~WI ~dll J', '5 J"~ J"~~ .:4,1. ~ .. c.Jl ~-- O"M\) 
J --- - ~ .. ... .. ~ .. .... • ...;.J "' '-' "' ._, 

(.JL.l.ll ,).~-j,) lol J)~ "u,~l~,{\aj)1 .. ~,.J.U .. r~nj~J .. ~ ,1~ ·~~~r-!, -I"~ \,;' -'. '-' ~ _, .) _, '-' .. _, '-' .. '-' ~... .J .; . - ~ -"i 
3881. Sayyiduna Abu Wahb Jushmiy ~.&1~; said that Allah's Messenger ~ ... J"#~Ij..P 
said, 11Keep the horses tied, stroke their forelocks and their rumps." (using the 
worlds (;~1) - both are identical in meaning) and put somethings (like a belt) on · 
their necks but do not put bowstrings (on their necks)."4 

COMMENTARY: To keep horses tied is to keep them ready for jihad (crusade) alert and 
strong. They should"be fed well and trained and taken care of . 

. They should be kept dust free and clean. In this way, horse~ become familiar with their 
owners and find comfort. ' 
During the jahiliyah (ignorance period) bowstrings were tied to a horse's neck to preserve 
it from evil ey•~. The prophet ~J~.&~~ forbade it to show that a bowstring will not ward 

1 Abu Dawud # 2543, Nasai'i # 3565, Musnad Ahmad 4-345. 
2 Tirmidhi.# 1695, Abu Dawud # 2545, Musnad Ahmad 1-372. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2542, Musnad Ahmad 4-184. 
4 Abu Dawud # 2553, Nasai'i # 3565, Musnad Ahmad 4-145. 
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off what is destined. Besides, it couln injure a horse. ·. 

THREE COMMANDS TO PROPHET'S FAMILY 
• -" • ifl • I 1 

~WI~J~ l~ i'~ 1.~ lj_,A~ 11;&-_;l.:.j~lll\ j..D,lltjj.-!5~~-jli~~~l if'j ('rAAY) 

'( , , I "' "" C: _,Jc., .._ 1 "' I , ~ .9 "" "" "' ~"' "- f "' 
-U"~~\J~cs~ ~ -.._U\ji!..tilljru ;\1-.._U\js:j...Q_;JI ~-.._UI UJA\9~ ~h~ 

(~WJ I.J L>.l.o _jU I o I.J.)) 

·3882 Sayyiduna Ibn Abbi}.s 4~".iill~J narrated, 11Allah's Messenge~ ~""J4).".iill.}.; was bound· 
by command. He never distinguished us. over other people except in three things. He 
commanded us .(people of his house) to make ablution thoroughly, not to make 
sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due chanty)) and not to pair an ass with ;{ n\are."1 

',, 

COMMENrARY: The Prophet ~J~lil~~ acted on and abided by Allah's command. He did 
not give instructions on his own. He never preferred any one howsoever close to him over 
the others, not even the people of his house. But, he gave them three commands to observe. ' 
He disallo)Ved pairing an ass with a mare because that makes a species extinct. Besides, a 
good things is replaced by a poorer breed. This is makruh (disapp~oved). 
Here, a question arises that as far as sadaqah (charity) is concerned, we can understand 
why only the people of the house are disallowed and the rest of the ummah are permitted 
to receive it. 
However, the oth~r two commands are such that the entire ummah shQUld abide by them: 

(i) perfecting ablution, and 
(ii) not pairing a male donkey with ~ mare. 

Then, why say that only the people of the house· arc bound by these command. 
· The answer .is that it is of the nature of wajib (obligatory) on the Prophet's ~J~~'J...P family. 

Or, this comm~d is more emphatic in their case. · 

NOTHING MORE: This hadith rejects clearly the idea of the shi' a that the prophet ~~~ 
~J had bestowed·certain extraordinary teachings to his people of the h~use (ahl ul bayt) aa 
he had ~ot taught the rest of tlie ummah. 
Si~larly, a previous hadith (# 3416) strongly rejects this idea of the Shi' a which says about 
Sayyiduna Ali: 4;S.~~~ J' ' 

~! ....::_;1~1 d~ ~! U4~ .7 ~ ~1 ll i.AJ ~~ Jli L5_;jlj jlii -....:..Jt~.it J ~ .t~ .;!J!s; ~· 
, ~ ~ :tio" ~ 

I 

. . ~ . -~-lJ.\_;l:~iliJ~j~~J~J.lld¥4~; 
(Abu Juhayfah ~.1a~~J asked him:) "Db you have anything in black and white that is not 
found in the Qurap?" He said, "By Him who split the seed and created the soul, I am hot 
aware of ahyt~ing th~t is not in the quran. However, we are given an understanding of ,the 
Quran that Allah/grants to any human being. Some things (rulings) are written down with 
us." (Bukhari # 111, Tirmidhi # 1417) ! 

DISALLOWED TO PAIR ASS WITH MARE 

~~~ li~> _;3&jlii ~_;.i~ ~J_kj~ilil~;iJIJ_;.!jJ,~~.d jli~~j ('rAA'r) 
• "' tJ 

1 Tirmidhi# 1701 (1707), Abu Dawud # 808, f ,asai'i # 3581, Musnad Ahmad 1-225. 

I 
\ 
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(<,}WJ 1__, Jjb y.l o I.J.J) 

3883. Sayyiduna Ali 4.:&- ..1» ~ J narrated that a female mule was presented to Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~..11'~· He rode it, so (Sayyiduna) Ali 4.:&-..lil~ J submitted, "H we pair 
asses with mares, we can have animals of this breed." Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ 
said, "Only they do that who know not."1 

COMMENTARY: People resort to this kind of cross-breeding because they do not realize 
horses are a superior breed. Or, the Prophet ~ J ~ .&! ~ meant that these people are 
unaware of the rules ofShari'ah (divine law). 
This prohibition is by nature nahi karahat, meaning disliked. 

SWORD MAY HAVE POMMEL OF SILVER 

(<.J.JI .. ~.11..,~WJI__, JjiJ~I.J 

3884. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ..1l1 ~; said that the pommel of the sword of Allah's 
Messenger ~ ... J"~.&~~ was of silver.2 

COMMENTARY: According to Sharh us Sunnah (Prophet's ~J ~ .1!1 ~ practice), it is 
allowed to decorate the sword and helmet with some silver. But, it is not allowed to use 
_gold to adorn them. ' 

' "' ! ' .:. ,. "'"' ... .: t: ~ 
__; ~ _;.l..:,j ~ill I ~~I J_j-!,5 J..&.S Jli zs.l3.,.iA ,# 0£ 1u ~~I#~~_,! 6£ j (T'Mo) 

-~ 1.~~ Ill J'~ .. A~J.A 1t1 &I' 5 _u .. ul~ \~ .. -Hfl . --r .... '.J\ooii',)h .J .. .J • ~r..F'.J~ 

3885. Sayyiduna Hud ibn Abdullah ibn Sa' d a1 ~; reported that his grandfather, 
Mazidah 4.:&-,&1~ J said that on the day of the conquest. Allah's Messenger ~ J~.&l~ 
entered (Makkah) with his sword that had some gold and silver on it.3 

COMMENTARY: It is not proper to declare on the basis of this hadith that gold may· be 
used on weapons. The reason is that the line of transmission of this hadith is weak. 

TO USE DEFENSIVE WEAPONS IN BATTLES IN ALLOWED SIDE BY SIDE WITH 
TRUST IN ALLAH 

(~l.o(XI.., Jjb~l oi.J.J) _(; '-:11 
3886. Sayyiduna Sa'ib ibn Yazid ~~~J said that during the battle of Uhud, the 
Prophet~ J"~a~~ wore two coats mail, one over the other.4 

1 Abu Dawud # 2565, Nasai'i # 3580, Musnad Ahmad 1-100. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1697, Abu Dawud 2583, Nasai'i # 5374, Darimi # 2457, Musnad Ahmad. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1690 (1696). 
4 Abu Dawud # 2590, Ibn Majah #2806, Musnad Ahmad 3-293. 
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COMMENTARY: It is allowed to employ materials useful in battle, as many as possible 
both for warfare and defence. 

ABOUT THE STANDARDS IN BATTLE 
, ... l : ... ! :;; ! .... e. "' .... , 

oi.J.;) -~1 b.Jij!J t\$j..:. _;..L:,j ~~WI ~,ill ~ ~\j ~g Jti u;t~ ~\if" j (Y'AAV) 

(~lA&!I.., t..S.l.A jJI 
3887. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ .J said that the rayah (standard) of the Prophet ~jw.P 
~J~ was black and the liwa (banner or smaller flag) was white.l 

1..-Jj~ .·..3 ~1..-;'l\ Jl WI ,t.j t!;..! .:: ...... J"'li WI .·..3 l!>-A J,"" g \,,..~ .·..3 ... , , .~.£ ... (Y'AAA) 
?' ~.,_r.w ... ~ \JO !..$~ ~ ~.... y MO ~c.ry.....,--:.J 

~ . ~ . "" 
~~ oi.J.;) -~ ~ ~_;..& tl$r ~JlS Jt.ai _;l:,j ~~WI~ ;iJI ~.;-!5 ~\j ~ Af~ 

(JjiJ~I__, t.SlA ):li.J 

3888. Sayyiduna Musa ibn Ubaydah ~~ ~ .J the freedman of Sayyiduna Muhammad 
ibn Qasim ~~~..>(a tabi'ee) said, 11Muhammad ibn Qasim sent me to Bara ibn Aazib 
.u&-~~~.J to ask him about the standard of Allah's Messenger ~J~~~jw.P. He said, 'It 
was black, square and striped."'2 

COMMENTARY: The standard was mostly black, so it looked fully black from after. But it 
was not full black. 
It had white and black stripes and lines. It is said to be nimrah, meaning like leopard that 
has stripes on its hide. 

, , ' ' ,, ~ "" ! ~ . ' "" !I"" 

( ~lA ~ l_j .)jb y, 1_, lS.i.a _jll o\_,~) -~I bj lj}j i5:A ~$ _;.L::. j ~~ill\~ &}J 1-....!.JI-/tl?-~ j (i M ~) 

3889. Sayyiduna Jabir .u&-..111~..> narrated that when the Prophet ~""J~..llljw.P entered 
Makkah, his banner was white.3 

SECTION III 

MERIT OF HORSES 

(t}LDI ol_,~) -~I~ s:.l.::.~ l.li~ _;l..::.j ;;l~fu I ~~lJI J.J.!J Jl·: ;.\ (;.&~;5 jli u;l\ 0'- (i A~ • ) 
3890. Sayyiduna Anas .u&-~~~.J said that, after women, nothing was dearer to Allah's 
Messenger ~J~..ll~~ then horses (for the purpose of jiltad (cnlsade)).4 

TRUE STRENGTH IN BATTLE IS FROM ALLAH 

1 Tirmidhi # 1681, (1687), Ibn Majah # 2818. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1680 (1686), Abu Dawud # 2591, Musnad Ahmad 4-297. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1679 (1685), Abu Dawud # 2592, Ibn Majah # 2817, Nasai'i # 2866. 
4 Nasai' i # 3564. 
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(~l.o~\ oi-'.J) -~~~ J_;.SJ 
3891. Sayyiduna Ali ~.&~~J reported that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ had in his 
hand a bow of Arab origin. He saw a man (one of the sahabah) ~.&~~ J hold a bow of 
Persian origin in his hand, so he asked, "What is this? Throw it away. You people 
must keep this fnd of bows of this type (and like it), and spears with shafts. Allah 
will help you in (raising high the) religion with these things and establish you (in 
enemy land)."I 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps that sahabi may have imagined that the Persian bow was 
stronger and more durable, so more useful in battle. The Prophet·~ J~.&~~ made it clear 
to him and all sahabah (~rophet's Companions) ~.&i~J that real strength lied in Allah's 
favour and triumpl\ in battle depended on Allah's will. Religion is raised high neither with 
. your strength nor w1th your weapons. · 

CHAPTER - III 
CONDUCf DURING JOURNEY 

In this chapter, ahadith are narrated concerning manners during a journey. These will 
show how to behave during any kind of journey. It may pertain to an expedition for jihad 
(crusade), travel for the pilgrimage, or for any other purpose. 
There are many forms of conduct for travelling, beginning before the commencement of a 
journey, during the journey while travelling and while returning from the journey and 
after returning. 
We have explained them. However, the best explanation is found in Ahya ul Uloom. 

SECTION I jji1jJaiii 
I 

THE PROPHET ~J~.i»>~ PREFEtmED TO SET OUT FOR JIHAD (CRUSADE) ON 
. THURSDAY 

. I _. 

~~j~_¢.iJJ1.QvJ,it_.;~ f.ft ~j ~ll.\1 ~~I~~ ~U ~ ~ 6i- (r'A~Y) 
r. 'II ~ ..g .. , ..... ,~' .. ~, 

(lS->~ o-'->)-~1~~~~-...!..)1~ 

3892. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik ~.&~~ J said that the Prophet ~ J~.\1~ set out on 
Thursday for the Battle of Tabuk. He (always pre~erred to set out (on a journey for 
jihad (crusade)) on Thursday.2 ' 

COMMENTARY: Tabuk is a· place between Madinah and Damascus, on the latitude of 
Khaybar and Al-Ula. It used to be in the territory of Shaam (Syria) but now is in the limits of 
al-IDjaz. It is 465 miles from Madinah and it took one month to travel to it from Madinah. 

1 Ibn Majah # 2810. 
2 Bukhari # 2950, Abu Dawud # 2605, Darimi # 2426, Musnad Ahmad 3-455, 456. 
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In 9AH, the Prophet ~J~.iia~~ bro_ught his army here. This is called the Battle of Tabuk. 
This was the Prophet's ~ J~~~~ last battle. 
The version in Abu Dawud Reads: "It was seldom that the Prophet ~J~.&l~ did not 
begin his journey for jihad (crusade) on Thursday." 
There could be many reasons why the Prophet ~ J~~~~ usually began his expedition on 
Thursday. 

(i) 

(ii) 

The pious deeds of the creatures are taken to Allah on Thursday. So the 
Prophet ~ J~~~~ wished that the deed of jihad (crusade) should be presented 
to Allah on the same day. 
The Arabic for Thursday is (~) (Khamis). This word is also used for an 
army. So the Prophet ~ J~.&~~ drew a good omen from it to get victory. 

Anyway it is a sunnah (Prophet's ~J4#lu1~ practice) to begin a journey of jihad (crusade) on 
Thursday. But, the real thing is to make istikharah and place reliance on Allah. 
It most be clear, that our predecessors did not begin their journey after consulting the stars, 
on the basis of astrology. It is stated about Sayyiduna Ali ~ lu1 ~ J that a man who was 
sitting near him advised him to embark on a journey on a certain day and he named 
another day when he should not set out. Sayyiduna Ali ~..111 ~J said to him, "If I had a 
sword by me now, I would have severed your neck. We were regularly in the company of 
Abu al-Qasim ~J~lu~~ but we never heard any suggestion that we should set out on any 
particular day or abstain from travelling on any day." 
This also establishes that the traditions attributed to Sayyiduna Ali ":"..1!1~ J, about the moon in 
the sign of Zodiac, the scorpion and the 'life' or stages of the moon, are baseless and unsound. 

DISALLOWED TO TRAVEL ALONE 

u §lljJI Ju J.lfll J''l.;l ~J ;;)£ ili1 ~ JJ1 JJ-!5 j~ J~P. ~ JJt# 6£J (rN\r) 

(lS.J~I o I.JJ) -~.ll..j ~ ?41.5 jl.::, lA ~~ 
3893. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.&~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~l.jJ 
~ J said, 'Were the people to know what I know about the risk of being alone (in a 
journey), no rider would venture to travel alone in the night."t 

COMMENTARY: The risk of being alone involves religious as well as worldly losses. The 
lone traveller misses congregational salah (prayer) and has no sympathizer with him in 
times of difficulty. Compared to a traveller on foot, rider faces greater difficulty and this is 
more likely in the night 

ANGEL KEEP AWAY IF A CARAVAN HAS A DOG AND A BELL 

'1J~~~iaiJi~~~·~ ~:J'1~J~fut~;Ltjj.!Jj~J~i~.;-'~16£J<rA~t) 
. > 

(.P.L.o o I.JJ) -J. .fi. 
3894. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lui~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ 
said, "The angels do not accompany a group of travellers who have with them a dog 

1 Bukhari # 2998, Ibn Majah # 3768, Musnad Ahmad 2-23. 
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and a bell."t 

COMMENTARY: These angels do not include those who record a person's deeds and 
those who give protection. So, the angels who keep away are the angels of tnercy. 
The dog, here, does not include the watch dog and the dog that guards the animals of the 
caravan. Both these kinds are allowed. 
The bells that are put round the necks of animals are disallowed because they ~esemble_the 
bells of gangs that summon worshippers. They are also among the garlands on necks of 
animals that are unlawful. The next two hadith confirm it. 
According Sharh us Sunah, a girl came to Sayyidah A yshah ~~ ..ll1 ~ J wearing tinkling 
anklets. She asked her to remove from her that which keeps the angels away. 
The Prophet~...., J"-~..11'~ had said, "There is a devil with every bell." 

DEVIL'S INSTRUMENTS 

(...cJ.-,A o !_,.;) -~( t;~,; \1 ~ lj..o u! _;4.! jli _k j ~ alJ I j..D ~I jj-!5 ~~ ~ j (iN\ o) 

3895. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-~..111~ 
said, 11The bell is the devil's flute (or, musical instrument)."2 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word Mazamir is the plural or mizmar. It is a flute (double 
reed pipe, flageot, fife). Zamara is to sing while playing the flute, and so is tazmir. The 
plural form is used in the hadith because the sound of the instrument seetns unending and 
it reverbs rates. The bell is called the devil' s flute (mazamir) because it keeps man away 
from remembrance of Allah and worship of him. 

CAMELS MUST NOT BE GARLANDED 

!. '{J, ., ; (J"' z "' J,; <;S tii , ~ ~ ~ J 

(~~)-~~~ISJJ.lJ~I ,.:;a~S»li L.-;,bj.O..~~~~L!j ' 1 ',a4!l,illl L~illiJL!j 
.. "" , -;..J~....I "'i .. -;;.,. ~v .. -.- _;. ~...~.,.. ~"' _;. 

3896. Sayyiduna Abu Bashir Ansari ~ ..ll1 ..r' J narrated that he had accompanied 
Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll~~ on one of his journeys. (During it,) Allah's Messenger 
~'""J""~.&~~ sent a messenger to proclaim (to 'the men), 11Let no belt (or necklace or 
garland) of bowstring remain on a camel's neck." (Or,) ''No being cut off."3 

COMMENTARY: The sub narrator was unsure whether he spoke the first sentence or the 
second (without bowstring). 
He instructed that the belt should be cut off so that people may not attach bells to it or may 
presume that it preserves the animals from misfortune. No such thing can avert Divine decree. 

RIDING ANIMALS 

1 Muslim# 103-2113, Tirmidhi # 1703, Abu Dawud # 2555, Darimi # 2676, Musnad Ahamd 2-262. 
2 Muslim# 104-1214, Abu Dawud # 2556, Musnad Ahmad 2-372. 
3 Bukhari # 3005, Muslim # 105-2115, Abu Dawud # 2552, Muwatta Maalik # 49. 13-39 Musnad 
Ahmad 5-216. 
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0J-o o I.J.J) _I &:aj ~t IJJ ~l;i FJ I J_;..1_til::, 15!~\jj ~ ~ ~ _J lj6H LSJlA j ~ljiH 
3897. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""'J4#~'~ 
said, 1-'When you travel in time of abundance, et the camels have their right from the 
ground (to graze for some time during your journey so that they regain their 
strength). But when you travel in time of drought, go quickly on them (without 
delaying on the way), When you stop-over in a night, keep to a distance from the 
roads for the beasts pass from there, and they are (also) frequented by reptiles and 
poisonous creatures." 
Another version says: 11When you travel in time of draught (on camels), travel 
quickly with them while they retain their marrow."1 

CARE FOR A NEEDY FELLOW TRAVELLER 

t ~f ~ .,~"" , , t: , , , • , , , , J ,, , , ~ , , ~ t.!. "-' , \;::_ , , 
J~l ~~I ~_;...19 Jli :JSI.l ':1 0A ~~ H:\9 ;U J49 :0 -..!.JB' &4 j:O~ ~ &4 c..r'H \!:\9 

, • , it' 

.. 
0J-o 0 1.,.)) -~i d ~ ~ ~ J& '}All ~iJ ~ 

3898. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed Khudri ~~~~ J reported that while they were travelling 
(once) with Allah's Messenger ~J4#2b1~, a man appeared (suddenly) on a riding 
beast and kept turning to right and left. Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# ~~ ~ said, 111£ 
anyone has an extra mount, he should give it to one who does not have any. If any 
one has surplus provision, he should give it to one who does not have any." He 
reported that he mentioned many kinds of things (by name) so that they realized 
that none of them had a right to anything (he possessed) more (than his need and he .. 
must give it away to one who had none of it).2 

COMMENTARY: That man's camel was very tired and hungry and could not stand still at 
any one place. The man also looked around to find what he needed. The man had nothing 
for his beast and nothing to eat or feed it and no kind of bedding etc. So the Prophet ~~~ 
~J4# urged the people to share their surplus with the needy. 

RETURN HOME PROMPTLY ON ACCOMPLISHING YOUR OBJECTIVE 
' .. ,,. .. , 2 .... r:; .. ~ r:; ~ , "s: .. s:.. , .. 

;5~1 ~yl~l &, .d._l!!j..Q.!JI~j ~~ill\ ~~.H J.,;..!.5 Jli Jli S~~ ~1(.;-j (T'A~~) 
.. ii' 

, • , ,-: , '( IC , , , ,;1 

(~·ti=.a)-~IJI 1.:-:. !.""l9.d. .. .t_"".·..A:..::~,, ~l.lliA:ii"'""A.A~"AA,. - ~· ,.. ..~ .,-:-.J~,.; ~ .., • ~., .J ~ 

3899. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ 
said, 11Travel is a piece of punishment. It deprives one of you of his sleep, his food 

1 Muslim# 178-1926, Tirmidhi # 2858, Abu Dawud # 2569, Musnad Ahmad 2-378. 
2 Muslim# 18. 1728, Abu Dawud # 1663, Musnad Ahmad 3-34. 
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and his drink. Hence, when he achieves his objective for which he had set out, he 
should head (home) promptly to his family."1 

COMMENTARY: Travel is a kind of t~e chastisement of hell. It is as Allah says: 

,~,1 I ~JL 
~"" 

(Soon will I visit him with a mount of calamities.} (74: 17) 
A journey cannot be imagined without physical exertion and fatigue, and anxieties. This 
was more marked in the age when such means of conveyance as we know today were 

. unheard of. We cannot imagine what travellers endured in those days. 
The hadith mentions only two of. the hardships. Actually, there are many difficulties that 
beset a traveller. 

CHILDREN WELCOME THE TRAVELLER ON HIS RETURN 

0J.-o ol_,.;) -~ls~.Uili ~~~ 1-:\;. ,;{j j~A ~It 
3900. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ja'far ~.i»'~J narrated, 11When Allah's Messenger~ 
~J~li11 returned after a journey, he was received by the children of the people of 
his house. (They would take their children to him.) So, once when he returned after 
a journey (and was near Madinah), I was presented to him and he picked me up (to 
sit) in front of him. Then, one of the two sons of Fatimah ~lii'~J·(Hasan ~.i»1~J or 
Husayn ~.iiJ1~ J was brought and he put him behind him. So, we entered Madinah, 
the three of us on one beast."2 

(lS.;l~.:-Hol_,.;)-~j, 15~l+i~~~g ~~j 
3901. Sayyiduna Anas ~.i»'~J narrated that he and Abu Talhah ~.i»>~.J cam~ bad~ 
with Allah's Messenger ~J4~.1l'J..P (from Khaybar). With the Prophet ~J~~~ 
was (Sayyidah) Safiyah ~.a,,~ J· He had made her ride behind him on his beast.3 

COMMENTARY: This was on their return from Khaybar. Sayyidah Safiyah ~+~~.J was 
part of the booty and she came to Sayyiduna Dihya Kalbi ~~~ .J as his share. The Prophet 
~J ~ lil1 ~acquired her from him and set her free to marry her. He brought her to 
Madinah as his co-rider. 

THE HOUR AT WHICH THE PROPHET ~J~.i»~~ RETURNED HOME 
~ I ' I I "" r:J "" "" I 1 f~"': " ' " ~ ' ~ J ..-. " ' zsj~ ~!~~ ~~j ).14 rull!~ ~ _;..L::,j ~ill\ J..:= ~I Jj.!j ~g Jli lli.j (yi~. n 

1 Bukhari # 3001, Muslim# 179-1927, Ibn Majah # 2882, Darimi # 2670, Muwatta Maalik # 39 (lsti
zan) Musnad Ahmad 2-496. 
2Muslim # 66-2428, Abu Dawud # 2566, Ibn Majah # 3773, Musnatl Ahmad 1-203. 
~ Bukhari # 6185, Muslim 329. 1345. · 
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(~. ti:...A) -~'!&.,I .. .....,....----- .. , '.J 

3902. Sayyiduna Anas 4;So .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ l»1 ~ did not 
return (home) to his family duri~g the night. ~ather, lte came (home in the morning 
or in the evening.t 

DO NOT RETURN FROM JOURNEY IN THE NIGHT 

ruiJ't!~ ... ~!~,f!lt 'tkTJ'~Ttll ,~ , .. ~AiJt ~~JJtJ' ,,,J"liJ"li ~~.t.t"<r~·r> ~ ..Joll.:' ... ..JW• ,...s--.J ,.. c.s-" ~J v . .....,..--..., 
, " 

(~~)-~ 

3903. Sayyiduna Jabir 4;So .iil1 ~ J narrate_d that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .iil1 ~ said, 
"When one of you has been away for long (from his home). Let him not return to his 
family· (from the journey) during the night."2 

COMMENTARY: According to a tradition in Sharh us Sunnah (Prophet's ~J ~ .iil1 ~ 

practice), Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4;So~~ J said that two men returned home during the nigh1 
after a journey. They found strangers with each of their wives. 

~ " I. 
(~·~)-4~-~H .1Q'"'~1"~1 .. .....,....----- "" , i..J ..... , 

3904. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:So..lii~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ said, "If you 
return (to your city) during the night, do not enter (your home) to your family till 
the wife whose husband was absent cleans herself and she with dishevelled hair 
combs herself."3 

I 
COMMENTARY; It is not proper to return home (after a journey) during the night. It i~ 
better to enter in the evening before night in order not to disturb anyone sleeping. Or, 
ample time is given to them to prepare themselves for the returnee. · 
Nawawi .&1~ J said that these things use for one who has been away for a long time but 
if a traveller returns home after a short absence then it does not mater. (see hadith # 
3903).. Similarly, if a man returns with an army or a caraval\ whose arrival has been 
announced for all to know, then he too may go home in the night. However, Mulla Ali 
Rari i»1 ~ J said that even in this case, the man should knock at the door wait -for a 
response before entering his home. · 

1 
MASNUN TE> INVITE PEOPLE ON RETURN 

~ t: " J 'ft: t:rt::r ' "' ~ ' ' "' 0J-o.JI.SJ~Ioi_,J)-zs;4JIIjJ~~q~I....Ao:;\!\.:OJ~j~WI~&lJI...iJI~jO"~·o) 

3905. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:Soi»I~J narrated that when the Prophet ~J~~~ came· to 
Madinah, he slaughtered a camel or a cow.4 

t Bukhari # 1800, Muslim # 180. 1928. 
2 Bukhari # 2544, Muslim# 183-715, Tirmidhi # 2712, Abu Dawud 2776, Darimi # 2631, Musnad 
Ahmad 3~302. 
3 Bukhari # 5246, Muslim # 182-715, Abu Dawud # 2778, Darimi # 2216, Musnad Ahritad 3-103. 
4 Bukhari # 3089, Musnad Ahmad 3-301. 
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COMMENTARY: It is masnun to invite people to a meal after one returns home from a journey. 

PROPHET'S HOUR OF RETURN FROM JOURNEY 
, , _, , a "' 

L !\I. g I-~ ~I ..1.::. ,f...a , .:s.Jc, '} .. i .... ~ llll \~ & Dl- -: ,g J"li cl.) u'.·.J ~ ,!.£ 'Q (r'(\ o\) .._s- ~..) ,~•-o~ .. ~.J.... v---~ ~ ,; "' ~;. ~.J 
I _, 

ttl' ~ I , IN ~ • • .... f $- ' ., "' 

(~~) _, lo'll!.U~9~ j..t ._!:::~e-5~9 L~s~L l.l::i....O..u IJli .. . ._,, _..., .. , q~~ , .. ,~ , :- , . , , 
3906. Sayyiduna Ka'b in Maalik "~iii~~ J said that the Prophet ~ J4#·•lll~ never came 
back home from a journey but in day time at the hour of duha (forenoon). When he 
arrived he first went to the mosque and offered two raka' at salah (prayer) (tahiyatul 
masjid or chaast). He sat there afterwar~s to meet the people.I 

COMMENTARY: This was what he did generally but we have seen previously that he 
came in the morning or evening. 

GO TO MOSQUE FIRST OF ALL 

. I { jl J J .. G i:5..dl ~ ..J l!l~ _j~ ,g .. 1 .. ,'Q ~ ilil t~ .. lJI M ,! .~t J"li ~l.& ~·'Q (r'(\•V) 
~ 4"' .. , , ~ ~~_,,.. ~lfo v. _, 

(~->~1 oi.J->) -#5 ~~J_.Qi ~I .. ... .. 
3907. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.t»'~J said, 11I was with the Prophet ~J"#iilt~ on a journey. 
When we returned to Madinah, he instructed me to enter the mosque and offer two 
raka' at salah (prayer) in it."2 

COMMENTARY: It is established by the Prophet's ~J4#~'~ deeds as well as words that 
one returning from a journey must first go to the mosque. It shows respect to the symbols 
of Allah and one who goes to the mosque visits Allah's house and meets Him who 
protected him during his journey and brought him to his home safe1y. 

SECTION II 

BLESSING OF PROPHET'S ~-J~iil~~ PRAYER FOR THE UMMAH IN THE 
MORNING 

d' J'i ~.JU ~~ ~j ~ rl.H ~ JJt j, , 5 jG Jli ~J.A WI ~ISj LA~(.;. (r'(\ •A) :;;oo~ , Ill'. ,.. , ...,..,.. , ,, "' ,. . 

(~-> I..U I.J Jj IJ y.I.J ~.l.a j:.ll o I.J->) -~ Lo ..;Jfj ~p(i .;~I Jjl :Jjlg 

3908. Sayyiduna Sakhr ibn Wada'ah al Aamidiy narrated that Allah's Messenger~ 
~ J~iil' made this supplication: u. J~~~~...S')4~.Jn 
(0 Allah, bless my people in their early morning.) 
When he sent out a determent or an army, he sent them at the beginning of the day. 
Sakhr was a merchant. (He hoped to earn the blessing of this supplication, so) he 
always sent his merchandise as the day began. He become rich and had much wealth.3 

1 Bukhari # 3088, Muslim# 74-716, Abu Dawud # 2781, Nasai'i # 731. 
2 Bukhari # 3087, Muslim # 72-715. 
3 Tirmidhi # 212, Abu Dawud # 2606, Ibn Majah # 2236, Darimi # 2435, Musnad Ahmad 3-416. 
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TRAVELLING BY NIGHT 

,.. :; 
(JJbY.I oiJ.J) -~4 

3909. Sayyiduna Anas 4;$/lll~; sctid that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&!~ said, 11You 
must travel by night because the earth is rolled up by night.'1t 

COMl\tENTARY: The Prophet ~J4,1t-.&l~ meant that man must not content himself by 
b·avelling only during day time. Rather, he must travel somewhat during the night also 
because the. earth is traversed easily by night. The distance seems to shrink and the journey 
see1ns shorter. 
It does not n1ean that a traveller n1ust not travel by day. Rather, other ahadith call upon 
him to begin his journey in the morning, and travel at end of the day. Some distance he 
may cover during the night, too. 

MINIMUM OF THREE MUST TRAVEL TOGETHER 

-~L:.lJijSJIS~lj&~jllj~~&\jj -?iJil~lj~l!tl:a:~~l;~l~lj...,!)ILa::;: 
3910. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb ~~ ~ J narrated from his father from his 
grandfather that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .1!1 ~ said, 11 A lone rider is a devil. Two 
l'iders are two devils, but three are (a group of) riders."2 

COMMENTARY: Three riders are safe from the deceit of the devil. In other words, it is 
not allowed to less than three riders to undertake a journey Three will be able to offer 
congregational salah (prayer). If one. of the three has to go somewhere, two will be 
together and if he is delayed, one of the two will try to find him and the other will look 
after their luggage. 

MAKE ONE AMIR OUT OF TWO OR MORE CO-TRAVELLERS 

(Jjby.l oi.J.J) -_;,-' . .lsJ IJA~i 
3911. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.1a~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#~'~ 
~..., J said, 11If (for example) there are three people on a journey, they should appoint 
one of them as their amir (leader). "3 

COMMENTARY: This command applies to a group, the minimum of which is three. But, it 
also applies to two people travelling together. 
The amir will be responsible to settle disputes during the journey. He should be the we!' 

1 Abu Dawud # 2571, Mushad Ahmad 3-305. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2607, Tirmidhi # 1674, Muwatta Maalik # 35 (lsti'zah), Musnad Ahmad 2-186. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2608. 
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wisher ot_ all members of the group and their sympathizer, but he should not take ii1.to his 
head that he is a leader and powerful. Rather, he should serve the others as their serv~t. It 
is as said: 

(The chief of a people is their ser\rant). 

THE BEST C0-1~1~ VELLERS 

"'r ,, "' "" '\ "" . Z "" ' "' "' ' ' "' ~ t~ ' " ~~JI.~I.rl~j ~JI ~~~~ Jli_;.l:.j ~WI~~~ ,;j- U3~~1 y£j (Y'~ \Y) 

j~j &.;lll\j :Sj\:5_,$\j ~~jll &ljj :.~~ Lill;.!s.l!.it~: l~16lJ ~~t ~J\ J;.~l~j 

-~.).~~Ill ·"'~.l.o ''' .• _., .,, v,;b 

3912. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~...1a~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ said, 11The 
best number of compani~ns (in a journey) are (at least) four. The best number in a 
small army is four hundred (warriors). The .,est number in a large army is four 
thousand (warriors), and twelve thousand will not be trounced because. of 
smallness of number. "t 

COMMENTARY: The four companions in a journey are preferred because if, say. One of 
them is near death, he may give final instructions to one and the other two will be 
witnesses. But, the ulama (Scholars) say that five are better than four, and, in fact, the more 
the better .. Then hadith mentions four to give the minimum number. 
An army of twelve thousand will not be defeated because of number, but say suffer defeat 
for some other reason, like arrogance. 

THE PROPHET'S CONDUCT WITH HIS TRAVELLERS 

( .)jb ~I oi.JJ) -~IJL~j 
3913. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&t~ kept to the 
near when traveling (out of humbleness and desire to help the weak). He 
encouraged the weak (by urging on their beasts). And, (if any weak one ·was 
without a riding beast,) he took up such a one behind him. And, he made 
su~plication for all of them.2 

ON ARRIVAL .AT DESTINATION ALL TRAVELLERS MUST STOP SOMEWHERE 

jlii ~~~lj ~~'; H J t,_;i jM ~jut _;jj.J Ill J.l!JI ~g j~ l.i '(I l :\ ,t r >.l <)£ j (r~ \ t) 
.,'f<' ""> 

1 Abu Dawud # 2611, Tirmidhi # 1555, Darimi # 2438. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2639. 
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3914. Sayyiduna Abu Tlta'labah Khushaniy ~ ~ ~; said that when the people 
(meaning the sahabah) ~ ~' ~; stopped at a manzil (a stage of journey), they 
scattered in a passes and vJ}leys (each away from the other). Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~J 4# said, mvour b1;eaking up (in this way) in the p~sses and valleys is only (a 
suggestion) from the d~"!il (to keep you apart)." After that, they stayed in close 
proximity to each other whenever they broke journey so much so that it was said, 
"were a piece of cloth to be spread over them it would cover all of them!1 

AN EXAMPLE OF THE PROPHET~ J4#~'~ MODESTY 

(~I r ..,.!Jol_,.>) -~~.;-?-~I if~~ UllAj~ L5)~~~lA J~.~ 1!c.~~ 
3915. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~.J narrated that at the battle of Badr, 
they were three men to a camel. (they took turns to ritle it) (Sayyiduna) Abu 
Lubabah ·.u&- ,&, ~.J and (Sayyiduna) Ali ~ .i»1 ~.J were co-travellers with Allah's 
Messenger ~ JA#fs.lj.J. He added that when it was the turn of Allak' s Messenger ~ 
~ J~.i»1 to alight, they would submit, 'we shall walk instead of you." He would say 
11N either are you stronger than I am (in this world that I should not walk) not am I 
less in need of the reward (of the hereafter) then you are."2 

COMMENTARY: This is an example of the Prophet's ~J4#li11~ modesty and humbleness. 
He was very mindful of the comfort of his companions. He was innocent as Allah' S· 

Messenger and Prophet, yet he expressed need of Allah's reward as His servant: 

BACKS OF ANIMALS ARE NOT PULPITS 

~ "' .9 , , ''"".:' .. ~ ' ' .. , .. illi~}9..Jtl!A_;.5::tljSj~ IJ ~-j')/ Jl!~j~illl~~llf-S~~Cfl~j (r'~\1) 

"' "' "' { ~ k "' '"" ~ "' ,,j , ~' "' "' J ~-:"'. ~!, k ' ' .. r-! 3-'"'9, .DJ~I ~~ ~~~ ~. ~~1.&-!..J xl4!.;..\ul,.,~ 3 '.ll:i I,~ "~U~~;IJW ~ ~' > ~J~ ~.,, ,, .. ,.,. y..,. ~". ,.,.,. .,. ,,P- ._,----- , 

~M .91. .. 
(Jjby.l ol.,.>) -,;.~4-l& l~l9 

3916. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»l~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ said, 
11Do not take the backs of your beast as pulpits, for, Allah, the exalted, has 
subjugated them to you only to convey you'.to a town (or place) where you could not 
have reached without hardship. He has created the earth for you. So on it get your 
needs fulfilled."3 

COMMENTARY: Ride.the animals but do not stand on their backs to talk. This command 
applies when the ~al is mean only for riding and no other purpose. H it is kept for other 
uses, then there is no harm in it. The Prophet ~J~ls.l~ had delivered the sermon at the 

1 Abu Dawud # 2618, Musnad Ahmad 4-193. 
2 Baghawi Sharh us Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice)# 2686, Musnad Ahmad 1-422. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2567. 
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Farewell pilgrimag~ .while he was on his she camel's back, at Arafah. 
Allah has created ·the earth for people to dispense their work on it and to move about 
thereon. 

CARE FOR ANIMALS 
" ' J I J J " f/1 l , " " "J " C:: .-.-

(Jjb~l oi.,J) -J~JliJEA~(t.; "i ':1':1:,-A W..)J IJ!l!S" Jliu;JI~ j (Y'~ \V) 

3917. Sayyiduna Anas J.:S.iilt~.J said that whenever they alighted at a manzil (during 
the journey or at th~ end of it), they did not offer (optional) salall (prayer) till they 
had unloaded the animals.t 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic words (~) (sabbahah) and (~_;) (tasbih) are often applier .. 
to supererogatory salah (prayer). Some authorities maintain that here the word(~) refers t 
the salalz (prayer) of duha (or chaast) for, normally they halted at this hour. Anyway, th 
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ iilt ~ J were more careful of the animals though the 
were very particular about offering salah (prayer). 

RIGHTS OF PEOPLE 

( Jj IJ ~ 1_, ~.lA _;)I o i.JJ) -~ji ~ -li!L;; ?- jli J :J ;;;;f 
3918. Sayyiduna Buraydah 4;S.~'~ J narrated that while Allah's Messenger ~ J~iil~~ 
was walking, a man came on his donkey and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, 
come, ride!" At the same time he moved behind (to make space in the font for him). 
But, he said, "No! You have a greater right over the main seat (in front) of your 
animal unless you surrender that right to me." He submitted, "I have given the right 
to it to you."2 

.COMMENTARY: This again proves t.hat the Prophet ~ J~~~~ cared for rights of other 
people and did not mind if he had to sit behind. 

DEVIL'S CAMEL & DEVIL'S HOUSE 

t1. e ,,S:J ... ~ ",il ~ £lH t~ JJ1 J', '..5 J"li J"li S -:.3 -:J. nl.~..c. ~ 11!.·~ ~ .1.£;; (r4\ \4\) 
ut.~ ......__,;,.,. ~.J _,.. ~"" ~ _,..,.r- '-? v-- ~ ""'-? ..,. ., .. , ......,....-- J 

,, Abu Dawud # 2551. 

2 Tirmidhi # 2773 (2782, Abu Dawud), Abu Dawud # 2472, Musnad Ahmad 5-352. 
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Abu Huraynth ~ .iil1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .iil1 ~ said, 11
SOm 

camels become camels of the devils and some houses become possessions of th 
devils. As for the camels of the devils, indeed, I have seen them. One of you goe 
out with excellent she-camels that he has fattered. But, he does not ride any of ther 
and does not offer to carry a tired (Muslim) brother he meet (on the way and wh 
has no means of conveyance). As for the houses of the devils, I have not seen them.' 
The narrator Sa' eed ..111 ... ~ J said, 111 suppose they are the cages that the people concee~ 
with brocade."t · 

COMMENTARY: The camels are meant to carry people and their belongings a·nd tot 
people who have no conveyance of their own. But, if anyone k~eps them as prize propE 
never to be used, then he obeys the devil and pleases him. So, the camel is said to belonl 
the devil. This is evidence that it is disallowed to maintain a horse with the some purp 
of showing off it becomes the devil' s horse. 
Some people hold that the portion of the hadith from its words; "As for the camels of 
devil.." (to the end) are words of Abu Hurayrah ~ .iil1 ~ J and the Prophet's ~ J 4# ~~ 
hadith end~ before that at his words. " .. possessions of the devil." But, Mulla Ali Qari ~~ 
and some others disagree and say that the Prophet's ~J4#.iil1~ words end at 'I have 
seen them,' (The full hadith.) 
The houses of the devils are the houses, that are decorated with brocade or their walls. 1 

are adorned with brocade. The houses themselves are not condemned but it is disallo~ 
to adorn them with brocade. It is extravagance as well as arrogance. 

DO NOT OCCUPY MUCH SPACE WHEN ENCAMPING. 

I~JJ.J~I~lDI~i~j~ilil~~lf<AuJ..:JJli~I(.,&.~W~~(.;.j(i~r· 

(.)JI.)y.l oi.J.J)-~ s~~; 
3920. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Mu' adh ..111~ J reported from his father that they had gonE 
on an expedition with the Prophet ~ J ... p. ~~ ~· The people occupied much spacE 
(when they encamped) so that they encroached on the road. So, Allah's Messenge1 
~ J4#~'~ sent a crier to announce to the people, 1Whoso makes the place crampe~ 
or encroaches on the road (to cause difficulty to others) will not earn reward f01 
jihad (crnsade)."2 

IDEAL TIME TO RETURN FROM JOURNEY 

~.r..A .. ~ ljl ill! {! ::,, 1::. si.A·.-:~1. ~ ,, J"li .. 1 .... ~ful t~'" Dl .·.£. .,.)~ .r.e .. (i~ n · -r---._,--.... .,4, *" ~...J-1 ~ v--- ~*" ~..J,.. ~(};, ~ ,s:. . v-- .J . 

' , , .. 
(.)JI.)y.l oi.J.J) -~1 JJI 

3921. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#~'~ said. 11Surely, the 

I Abu Dawud # 2568. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2629, Musnad Ahmad 3-441. 
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ideal time for a man to go to his fantily when he comes back from a journey is just 
as the night approaches."t 

COMMENTARY: This applies when the journey is short. If it is a long journey, then the 
previous command applies, not to return home during the night unless, as Nawawi ~~ J 

said, the family has been previously informed of their man's expected arrival. 
Some people say that to go to his family means to go to his wife and have sexual 
intercourse with her in the early part of the night and then go to sleep and rest, having 
thereby given the right of his wife too. 

SECTION III ~!liii~Mi 
MANNER OF PROPHET'S ~-J4s-~~ REST IN THE NIGHT DURING A JOURNEY 

~~ J1 ~ <.f _;.i;.:. J -...!..)~ tll_;.LJ ~ ilit ~ ,!Jt jJ-!5 -...!..)~ jli ssl5 ql (.}- <rq, "") . 
t_\ "ol \-~ \:=:A..:.t5~""~l"j," ~;..,.,(,,_\, ... ~ .. ,~ll\1141 \;:; ~ .J..)J. I .. r..f" '.J.J J .. ' (...-:--' ~<.r...r ;..J 1.-•,;M~ 

3922. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~.&'~.J said that when Allah's Messenger ~J4s-.&1~ 
encamped (anywhere in (the last portion of) the night (before dawn), he say down 
on his right side. And when he encamped a little before dawn, he raised his (right) 
fore arm and put his head on its palm.2 

MERIT OF BEGINNING JOURNEY IN THE MORNING 

.. J ... J ... ... ...... ..... J, ... ... .. ' ... ~ ' ~ .. 
~l...._ui..:.,S51 JW~~I ,x.Aj~~l ,:.: ,,-:,u Jlii:1.5.;.l.:.j~illl j..Q;lJI ~j-!.5 ,x.A 

(I.S..i.A _;UI oi.JJ) -..PJ.J.llJ..!i ~5Slu ''=~<fiJ'liJU·' UH;l jlii_;"'i.J..rJ,S.~ ,__.. 
3923. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ,&, ~.J narrated that the prophet ~j 4# ,&, ~ sent 
(Sayyiduna) Abdullah Ibn Rawahah ~ .&1 ~ .J with a Sari yah (small army), that 
coincided with a Friday. His companions departed in the morning but he stayed 
behind (saying to himself or confiding with his companion that he had decided) to 
offer salah (p~ayer) with Allah's Messenger ~ J~,&,~ and then join them . when he 
had offered salah (prayer) with Allah' Messenger ~ J4s-.&1~, he saw him and asked, 
11What prevented you from going out in the morning with your companions? ''He 
submitted, 111 intended to offer salah (prayer) with you and then join them. "He 
said, 11Were you too spend all that is on earth, you would not be able to eant as 
much reward as they earned by going out in the morning. 11

3 

FORBIDDEN TO VSE LEOPARD SKIN 

J\ t ~~ iiiJ .~~~I'~ ~ ~J'1 .kJ ~ ilit ~ J,Jt jj-!5 Jti Jti i~_;! qT (.}-j (\'\ Yt) 

t Abu Dawud # 2777. 
2 Muslim# 313-683, Musnad Ahmad 5-309. 
3 Tirmidhi # 927, Muraad Ahmed 1-224 
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(Jjb_,~l oi.JJ) -~ 
3924. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~.1!1~ J narrated that Allah'~ Messenger ~ J4P~J.P said, 
1'The angles (of mercy) do not accompany caravan that has a leopard skin m it."i (it may 
be used to sit on ,or for any other purpose, but its use has a smack _of arrogance.) 

AMIR SHOULD ACT AS SERVANT OF FELLOW-TRAVELLERS 

-: " ""' . . ~ ' ' " l ' ~ , "~ "c: r "t ~~~JU.· :,r;;'I·~.A!~\1~ ,, .... ~~WI ~.dliJ~"iJliJli.li...::.LH· 1 t"_~·'(r'(\Yo) u+ ~ .. ..r-- ~ ,;_r , ~...,..... ~.. ~- , "'~ ..., 

' ' ·_· -~~~'..l.Cdtle~"''"JJ _ss~' ~'~'J;,~,_;J~~_; ,;-: ... "' ,., f 7 ~ ... Iii' " , • .. tJS ,, • 

3925. Sayyiduna sahl ibn Saad ~ .111 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~l»1 ~ 
I . 

said, "The chief of the people on a journey is their servant. So he who overtakes 
them in serving them, no one else can overtake him through any deed, except . 
through martyr~om."2 

·COMMENTARY: The Amir and the ruler must serve the people. He must keep an eye on 
what is to their advantage. He must make allowances for their apparent and unseen 
conditions. Some: people says that who ever is occupied in service to his people or 
associates, is truly their chief because of the huge reward he earns thou~h outwardly. He 
might be the meanest of the lot. The reason is that nothing is more excellent· than service to 
the people, excep~ martyrdom in Allah's path. · 

WRITING TO THE INFIDELS & 
INVmNG THEM TO ISLAM 

Allah has placed the responsibility to propagate Islam and his commands on those people 
who believe in Him as the true master of this ,universe and its sovereign, and obey his 
revealed book. They are charged with bringing back the misled from the wrong path and 
ways if destruction to the obedience or the one God and to its straight path. They should 
thus raise aloft the st~dard of AUah' religion and His name. 
Then, if the. infidels do not heed the preaching and continue to be· rebellious and obstinate 
and make bold to try to ptill down the standard of this religion and obstruct the 
implementation of the command of Allah, arms should be taken up against them be~ause 
they mean to spread mischief in the land. They should be fought till they give up obstinacy 
and rebellion and submit to the supreme rule of Allah, the one. Or, thev should become 
coijnpelled to pay the jizyah to the Islamie State\ and agree to live as its faitlltUl citizens. 

. I 

Oi.iyah is a head tax imposed by Islam on non-muslims when they-ar-e under Muslim rule.) 

IT IS WAJIB (OBLIG~TORY) TO FIRST INviTE THE DISBELIEVER TO ISLAM 
PEFORE DECLARING WAR ON THEM 

'Islam has made it binding that war should not be declared against its opponents till they 

1 Abu Dawud # 4130 
2 Bayhagi in Shuab-ul-Eeman # 8407 
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are invited to Islam. It is wajib (obligatory) to do so and unlawful to fight them before that, 
provided they hav<? n0t h~en previously invited to Islam. But, if they had been invited 
alre;idy then it is mustahab (desirable) to repeat the invitation. 
The!\;.· are many ways to invite people to Islam. Writing letter is one of the ways. Generally, 
heads of state, Kings and chiefs are invited t0 Islam by writing letters to them. The Prophet 
~J.y..-.1,~ wrote to many non-muslim Kings and head of state, calling them to give up the 
wror.~ path of destruction and follow the straight path of Islam. Among those to whom he 
wrott. these lPtters were the-Emperor of Rome (Qaysar), the chosroes (Kisra of Persia) and 
the Nt•gus (~ajasi) of Ethiopia. 
It is reported t~t when the Prophet ~JA#~~ came to Madina after the peace treaty of 
Hudabiyah, and decided to write these letters, the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~J 
~ submitted to him that the Kings of Rome and Iran do not regard any epistle as 
authentic unless a seal is affixed to it. So he instructed that a ring of silver be prepared and 
that it should have an inscription in three lines (bearing the words Muhammad Messenger 
of Allah in this order): 

(~') AllClh 
fJ.,...,J) Messenger (of) 
(~) Muhammad. 

This is how he sent letters to the kings and put the seal of his name on them; 
Tabarani has reported the saying of the Prophet ~J~..lal~: 

_ _,~':}t JLP-¥~~J .;USJI J!~~~~ yl;i 
(The seal is the greatness of the letter). 

SECTION I 

PROPHET'S ~ JA#~'~ LETTER TO QAYSAR OF ROME 

~ J , Ill' ~ ,, , J, ~ , , , I. , , , ~ 
~J 11...ila"J ·~.>.E., ~j l!i!.d..l~p~jilll ~11':.;~ .....!..JI ~ ~jl!'l!5~1 .... ~ ~II ~'W~.....~~~I 

• • "' .. "* I:, , ~~~' • .,.J/Ite •• .. iS~" ,; ~ .... ~ . :" ;,· ~~'. 

,!..a J .. li \~,,~I ca_J ,;~ &JlE: -· -: I~ J \ ~~ Uld :'~~II~' d.i I~~ .. ::. ! 'li .ull .. ,:~ &; l1uJI 
'-"'"""' ~tJ-..;;;il'~'- ........,_,;~ , J ~...r- ~y~, ~.J ,., .... 

0J-o.J~.J~) _ _,~yl ~l'~ jlij~;IJJ!J~JJJI~j-!5 1#\ ~! 
3926. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.ld~ wrote to 
Qaysar (The Emperor of Rome) inviting him to Islam. He sent (Sayyiduna) Dihyah 
~~~~ J kalbi with his letter to him instructing him to hand it over to the governor of 
Busra to farward it to Qaysar (Heraclius) 
It read: ~ }'~ }'~'~"~ 
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11ln the name of Allah, the compassionate, the merciful." 
From Muhammad ~ J4#..1!1_;.,, servant of Allah and his Messenger, to Heraclius, thE 
chief of Rome (Byzantines). 
Peace be on those who seek guidance! To proceed! I invite you to Islam (to givE 
testimony).Accept Islam and you will be safe. Accept Islam. Allah will give you 
your reward twice over (for believing in your Prophet ~~...J'"# and for believing in 
me).But, if you veer (and do not accept Islam)you will bear the sin of yow 
subjects(and your own, too). 
ISay: 0 people of the book! come now to aword common between us and you that 
we shall worship none but Allah and that we shall npt as·sociates anything with 
Him, and that none of us shall take others as Lord besides Allah.' If they tum back, 
then say, 'Bear witness that we are Muslims.'J" (3: 64) ' 
Another version in muslim has 'Muhamntad Messenger of Allah' instead of 
'Muhammad servant of Allah and His Messenger', and 'sin of al-yarisiyin' instead 
of 'sin of alarsiyin', and 'bi-di ayatil Islam' instead of 'bidaiyatil Islam.'t 

COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~..., J":-l'-.i»'~ was sent, the Roman Empire was a SUf 

power in the world. Its capital was Constantinople. Apart from different countries 
Europe, Syria, Palestine and Egypt were under its dominion. 
Qaysar was the title of their Emperor just as the King of Persia (Iran) was Kisra (Chosroe 
of Ethiopia Najashi (Negus), of Turkey Khaqan, of Qubt firawn (Pharaol),of Egy 
Aziz,and of Himyar Taba. (~), 
The Emperor of Rome when the Prophet ~J4#~'~ was commissioned and to whom 
had written a letter was Heracluis (Hiraq).He was not only a great, glorious King but. 
also was a scholar of Torah and the Injil. 
Dihya Kalbi ~~'.$PJ, companion of the Prophet ~""J4#~'~,had the great distinction tt 
jibril ~~...J'":l~ often came in his form. 
Busra (~.r:~) was a city in Shaam (Syria). It was a flourishing trade centre. Of the two tra1 
journeys undertaken by the Prophet ~ J"#~'~ in his early years, one was made to this city. 
The letter was carried by Sayyiduna Dihyah Kalbi ""~~'.$P J,as an envoy, to the Qaysar in eat 
6AH OR 7 AH. Traditions and historical accounts confirm that the Qaysar was high 
impressed by the letter and did bear witness to the Prophethood of Prophet Muhammad ~~IJ 
~ ... J "~~. His heart was brightened with the light of Islam, but fear of his courtiers and t 
subjects and of losing the throne and the crown put off that light and he did not embra 
Islam. In fact, he did say to Dihyah ""~.iil'.$P ;, "Muhammad is truly the one whom we await. 
Ibn Maalik -»'~ J said that this hadith gives an example of how a letter should be written. 
should begin with Bismillah followed by the writer's name. 
Mulla Ali Qari ~~~;said that the veise of the Quran (27: 30): 

, '\1.·~:=\IJJI "~I' ~ ,r,;r,.~.A:J\ 
~_JJ ""f-_JJ... ~ ].J-.......:.-;~r....T-' .. 

Suggests it . 

1 Bukhair # 7,Muslim# 74. 1773, Muraad Ahmed 1-263. (See also seerah Rasul Allah Engli: 
translate: ·Life of Muhammad ~JJ.,Js.illl_;..:o, Ibn khatir p 4941-Dar-ul-Isha at, Karachi) and also sirah 
nabi (Life the prophet) vlp369f, Darullslam,Kardin. 
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Since Heraclius was a non Muslim, the Prophet ~ J4#~~ did not write ~')\....314# (Peace be 
on you). Rather, be adopted the eloquent style: (~.>~I~;JI~~~"j..,.,) 

(Peace be on him who follows guidance). 
It indicates that a non-Muslim may be addressed initially with a suggestion of salaam. 

KISRA'S BAD CONDUCT BROUGHT DESTRUCTION ON HIM 

,·3 J .. H~ f<,A .·~ #c:-JI d,.)l:.S:.,..: ;;;:; .-1 ", ii ~ ili1 ~~ JJ1 J", '·". ~ 1\, tool~ ,·31 .·.£. ii (rq, rv) ~, .,. ~~ ""•:, .,,. .~..,,.. ~, ~.J~ \wits. ~ "::'-" 

1'0 i'OJ l 1'0 " 1'0 " ~ 1'0 ~ J " " ~ _ o{ " 
(~J~IoiJJ)-~_t.;~Jij!rJ-..,.UI~j~liJI~;lJIJJ.!.j~\~~.19~\~IJli 

: , , 

3927. Sayyiduna Ibn Abba~ ~J4#~~~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~ 
sent his Iefler to Kisra (Chosroes) at the hands of (Sayyiduna) Abdullah ibn 
Hudhafa~ J4#~1~ Sahmi instructing him to give it to the governor of Bahrain. So, 
the govemot of Bahrain delivered it to Kisra who on reading it tore it to pieces. 
Ibn Musayyib (a narrator of this hadith) said that Allah's ~ J 4# ~~ ~ Messenger , 
then invoked a curse on them that they might be tom to bits.l 

COMMENTARY: Like the Roman Empire, Persia too was an ancient monarchy and a great 
Kingdom of Asia. Its borders extended from Sinsh to Iraq and most of the Arab lands, 
Yemen, Bahrain and Oman (or Uman). Like its neighbours, it was Morally bankrupt. They 
had two goods, Yazdan and Ahaman, of piety and evil. Their main religion was fire 
worship. The King was called Khusru (Chosroes) for which the Arabic word was Kisra. 
The letter of the Prophet ~ J4#~~~ was sent to the one named Parwez. He was the son of 
Harmuz ibn Nawshirwan. 
It was their custorri that letters addressed to the King had the King's name before all other 
matter, but since the letter of ~ J A#~~~ Prophet began with Allah's name (Bismillah) 
(ollowed by ~e ~..., JA#~~~ Prophet's name, Khusru Parwez was irritated and asked, "How 
dare my slave write to me in this manner?" And, in his rage, he tore up the letter. when the 
envoy of Allah's ~J 4# ~~ ~ l\4essenger reported this conduct to him, he said, "His 
Kingdom will come to end in like manner". Shortly thereafter, as reported by Tabari, 
Parwez was Killed by his son Shiruyah on 13th Jumadiul /.wwal 7 AH (6296) in the night. 
Six months thereafter, he too died, and this collapse continued so that the ancient dynasty 
of thousands of years ended suddenly in tatters. 

PROPHET ~J4#..11'~ WROTE TO EVERY HEAD OF STATE 

~~:/JlJ~~~JIJJJAJu~AJl< ::~~J~ili~~~I....L>Iu;li&E-J<r~rA) 
~ 1 .., , , ""' t 

t. \ Aol G,_))- ,"( ".ii~UJI \~ t lll~ \~.#~ill~ Al>.~lL ,fi ii.J.\1 \1 ~!,:1,~ ~ J . ~.J,.. ~(5). ,_ ~~;II ~ • ,~...,, (.:S,.,--.T .. 

3928. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ..1!1 ~ J narrated that the ~..., J 4# ~~ ~ Prophet write letters to 
the Kisra (Chosroes of Iran), to the Qaysar of Rome),to the Najashi (Negus of 

1 ~urhain# 2424, Musnad Ahmad 1-43. See also Shibli Numani's Siratun Nabi(Life of the Prophet) vi 
pp369t, Darul Ishrat Karachi. 
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Ethiopia) and to every dominant, proud ruler, inviting them to Allah (meaning to 
the religion of Islam). But,· the Najashi was not the same Najashi whose funeral 
s • .lah (prayer) the ~J~.l!1~ Prophet had offered (in absentia, in Madinah).1 

COMMENTARY: The concluding portion of the hadith makes clear that the letter of the 
~ J ~ .1!1 ~ Prophet was sent to a Najashi preceding the Najashi Ashamah who had 
accorded a warm welcome to the Muslim emigrants to Ethiopia, and had obeyed the 
Prophet ~ y.!'.lt-.111~ said, 11 A righteous man, your brother Ashamah is dead. Get up. Offer 
his funeral salah (prayer).~~ And, he led his funeral salah (prayer) in absentia. 
However, some scholars say that it is not necessary to make this clarification. The Prophet 
~ J~~~' they say, had written to both the Najashis. His first letter was to Ashamah and 
the next to his successor. But, it is not known for certain whether the second Najashi 
became a Muslim, or not. 
We have spoken already about the Qaysar and Kisra. Let us now say something about the 
Najashi. Ethiopia (or Abyssinia) is to the south of Arabia in Eastern Africa. The King of this 
place when prophet hood was granted to the Prophet ~ J ~ ~ ~ was named Ashamah. 
They were all Christians. 
The Arabic name of their country is Habsh. The Greek version is Ethiopia. It is known 
presently too as Ethiopia. In their language (Habshi) the King is called Negus for which the 
Arabic is Najashi. 
The Islamic history remember the Ethiopia of that time with respect and honour and 
gratitude. When the people of Makkah, the Quraysh, had made life difficult for the 
Muslims, the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~permitted muslim to emigrate to Ethiopia and they 
opened their gates for the Muslims generously. 
The first batch of the Muslim to emigrate to Ethiopia was led by Sayyiduna Uthman .1!1~ J 
4ot-.The second batch followed under the leader ship of Sayyiduna }afar Tayyar ~.111~J 
elder brother of Sayyiduna Ali ~.111~ J.The Prophet~ J~.l!1~ sent a letter at Jafar,s 1$~~ J 

hands address to the Najashi. Some historians say that this was the first of the letters of the 
prophet ~J~.l!~~ not only did it invite the Najashi to Islam but he was advice to shun 
arrogance as a ruler and treat the Muslims emigrants with humility and humbleness. 
The Quraysh of Makkah were not willing to let Muslim live in peace even in Ethiopia. So 
they sent a high profile delegation. Under the leader ship of an astute man of the 
statesmanship of Amar Ibn Aas to request and convince the Najashi to throw out the 
Muslim emigrants. They said to him," Their people have strange beliefs which neither we 
know nor you. 11 

He interviewed the emigrants and Sayyiduna }afar Tayyar ~ .1!1 ~ J delivered a 
comprehensive speech outlining the beliefs of Islam. his speech was bold and is a precious 
asset of Islamic history and an elegant example of literacy composition. He said: 
II 0 King! We were an ignorant people, uncivilised. we worshipped idols and we ate dead 
animals and perpetrated wicked deeds. We ill treated our neighbours. Brother tormented 
brother, and the stronger among us devoured the weak. Then Allah caused one. It grow 
amongst us of whose nobility, truth and trust worthiness. We were aware already. He 
invited us to Islam and taught us to renounce idol worship, to speak the truth, to desist 

1 Muslim# 75.1774, Tirmidhi # 2716. 
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from bloodshed and from devouring the property of orphansr to let neighbours be at peace 
and to refrain from vilifying chaste women. He command us to offer salalz (prayer), observe 
fasting and pay zakat. We believed him and refrained from associating anything with 
Allah. We gave up idol-worship and all abominations. It is for this reason that our people 
became our enemies and they insist that we should return to the old misguided ways.1 

The Najashi has deeply impressed by this speech. He gave a categorical answer to the men 
of Quraysh, saying," I shall not turn back these pure, righteous people or hand them over 
to the oppressors to oppress them." 

I . 
AGAIN A LETTER: Toward the end of 6AH,the Prophet ~J~~~~ returned to Madinah 
from Hudaybiyah. In Muharram 7 AH (corresponding to 629CE),he wrote letters to various 
Kings and once again to the Najashi of Ethiopia. It was carried by his envoy Atnr Ibn 
Umayyah Damri ~~~~J.When he went to his court, he first delivered a speech expressing 
gratitude fotr kindness to the Muslim emigrants. He propagated Islam in a very strong 
manner. Then he said: 
"Like me, there are other envoys whom the Prophet ~ J~~~~ has sent to other sovereigns 
imiting them to Islam. But, the Prophet ~J~~~ has more hopes from you than from any 
other King. He is convinced that you will maintain your piety and righteousness to aim for 
reward from Allah." 
The Najashi who had heard the heart rendering speech of Jaffer Tayyar u.lJJ'..sJ'J was also 
moved by Amir ~~~;'s preaching. He came down from the throne and sat on the floor. 
He took the letter, kissed it and touched it to his eyes. Then, he asked the interpreter to 
read it to him. he heard the letter and was very impressed. He took it in his hands, kissed it 
and placed it on his head. Then he exclaimed: 

~ljj-!51 U>-~,i.)Jful ~!a:l! "} -....ul4il 
(I bear witness that there is no God but Allah and Muhammad is Allah's 
Messenger.) 

Then he said," if I could go myself, I would have gone and met the Prophet ~J4#k'~·"So, 
he sent his son, Aaraha with presents to the Prophet ~J~~~~,but he died on the way and 
could not meet the Prophet~ 1~~~-
After that the Prophet ~J~.iil~~ sent Amr Ibn Umayyah Damri4-"lJJ'~J with another letter. 
He preserved the letters in a chest of ivory saying," As long as we have these letters, our 
people will be safe." 
Every Najashi there after respected these letter. Indeed. their blessing enabled all their 
people, to live in peace. 

GUIDANCE TO THOSE WHO ENGAGE IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

1 Instead of translating from the Urdu text, I have reproduced this speech from the life of the Prophet 
~J~~~ (Siratun Nabi ofShibli Numani) Vlpp199. 200 (Darul Isharat, Karachi). 
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~-l't ~I ~LA_; §jcj ~-l't ~LA .;.J,li ~.i1_;l.i -...!..Jl,dl ~~~ j ~~ l+!JI.;Il 
, , , , \.....: I ~., , ,., 1 ., , , 
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~ IJ-4 ~ -...!..Jl ':J1 tc} E:Jij 1 o:l!ll J ~ ~j~ ~j ~j.!ll ~ L5~ L5;JI JJ1 

, ., ~ , 9"' "" ~ , , 

'_\ "ola.J)-~..JI !..Lsilll "~~~,,~.J.li~~l9~~ ~ .J _....--,;;,, > ... , \..;ii'-.., , ., 

3929. Sayyiduna Sulayman Ibn Buraydah 4;,&. .1!1 ~; reported on the authority of his 
father (Sayyiduna Buraydah4:S-.1il~;) that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ sent a 
commander with an army, he would instruct him to fear Allah himself and to be 
mindful of the good of the Mus~ims under him. He would also say," Go fight in the 
name of Allah and in His path. Fight with those who disbelieve in Allah. Do not be 
unfaithful regarding the spoils, do not be treacherous and do not mutilate anyone 
and do not kill children. When you meet your enemy among the polytheists, invite 
them to one of the three things. To whichever of the three they agree, accept it from 
them and refrain from (fighting with) them. Invite them to Islam. If they agree, 
accept it from them and refrain from (fighting with) them. 
Then, invite them te emigrate from their abodes to the abuse of the muhajir, 
assuming them that if they do so then they will get the same rights and will have 
the same responsibilities as the muhajirs (emigrants). If they refuse to emigrate 
from them theri they will be like the Arabs of the desert who are Muslims, and the 
same injunctions will apply to them as to the believers. but they will have no 
share in booty or fai unless they take part in jihad (crusade). If they refuse, th'n 
demand from them the jizyah and if they agree, accept it from them and refrain 
from (fighting with ) them. If they refuse, seek All~h' s help and fight with them. 
If you besiege a .fort and they seek from you the protection of Allah and His 
Prophet ~J~.1!,~, do not give it to them, but give them your protection and the 
protection of your friends, then that is better than your breaking the protection of 
Allah and H~s Messenger. 
And, if you besiege a people in a fort and they call on you to judge them according 
to Allah's command then do not do it but judge according your own judgement, 
because you do not know whether you will abide by Allah's~command or not in 
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judging them."t 

COMMENTARY: This hadith mentions the rule of Shairah regarding jihad (crusade) against 
Islam's enemies. It is to begin with inviting them to Islam. 
If they do not accept the call then .demand of them payment of the jizyah and to enlist as 
faithful citizens of the Islamic State. If they decline this proposal too then, as a final resort, 
make Jihad (crusade) against them. 
The hadith has the words (~~tp) (then invite them to Islam),but (~) (then) is redundant and 
not translated. Some authorities explain why it is used but Qadi Iyad (.li'~J said that the 
text is more correct without it. This is so ih the book Kitab Abu Ubayd and in Sunan Abu 
Dawud, etc. Mazri.1JI ~ J said that though it seems superfluous yet it introduces the 
following text in the sentence. It is to bring out the first of three things, and it completes the 
sense at (~'e--) (with the Muslims).The next two options are Jizyah and Jihad (crusade). 
The Prophet ~ J~.ll,~,s instructions that if they accept Islam, invite them to make hijrah, 
are interpreted by some people to mean that before the conquest of Makkah, it was a part 
of Islam to make hijrah. 
They will have the same rights as the muhajirs (emigrants) of Madinah. They will earn as 
much reward and have the same merit and get fai too. In the time of the Prophet ~ J~.ll'~ 
when the call for Jihad (crusade) was made and just as they set out, they became entitled to 
fai promptly. 
If there were a large number of Muslims to participate in Jihad (crusade), then it was not 
wajib (obligatory) on all of them to take part in Jihad (crusade). The Prophet ~J~.ll1~ also 
said that they had the same responsibilities, and it is what is stated meaning jihad (crusade). 
The Muslim of the deserts are residents of villages and d~serts of the Islamic State. They are 
not resident of deserts or villages of enemy land. 
The same meaning applies to fai as to booty. It is the property that Muslims acquire from 
the infidels (in battle).However, some people differentiate between the two: ghanimah (or 
booty) is acquired from the infidels through battle toil and efforts, while fai is the property 
that is acquired from the infidels without battle and efforts. 
If you conclude a covenant with them on behalf of Allah and His Messenger ~ J ~.lit ,}J 

and they violate their commitment, then it will be difficult for you to make a proper 
decision. Until you receive an inspiration etc .or a judgement from Allah's Messenger .lit~ 
~J~.These things are no longer possible because you do not have access to him. 
However, if you give them your pledge and covenant and they violate their promise the~ it 
would not be difficult for you to decide on a course of action. You will have complete 
option to besiege them all over again, or to kill them, or to demand from them jizyah, or to 
put them in pt:ison, or to take any other action you deem fit. 

WISDOM IN BEGINNING WARFARE AFTER SUNSET 

1 Muslim# 3.;1731, Tirmidhi # 1617 (1623), Abu Dawud # 2612, Ibn Majah # 2858, Musnad Ahmed 5-
285. 
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-~u~l--~j-&I~ ... A~~~ --·~--~~~ ,.. I.J , ;. ~.J '.J;. 

3930. Sayyiduna Abdullah Ibn Abu Awta 4:,$. ~~ ~ .J narrated that on one his days 
(meaning; at one of his battle~) when Allah's Messengers ~J"#~~ was facing the 
enemy, he waited (to begin combat) till the sun had declined. Then he stood up 
before the people (to address them) (and he said," 0 you people Do not desire to 
meet the enemy because that is tantamount to inviting trial and hardship). Rather, 
pray to Allah for peace and security. But, when you do face them, be patient and 
know that paradise is under the shade of the words. (So, fight them bravely and be 
on your mettles.). Then, he pray 

, , , "{~ ~ ,, ~, 

~u~\' ,,t~l~\~~1 "j~--~~l().fi.J --~L:.SJIJYJ~I ,.. I.J~... ;. ~... '.J ;. .. • .J ;. " ... 
(0 Allah, You are one who reveals the Book, makes the cloud move, routs the 
confederates. So, rout them and grant us victory over them.)l 

:OMMENTARY: The wait was to let the heat subside and the evening breeze to offer salah 
prayer) and to supplicate. 
\ccordiilg to another hadith: The gates of the heaven are opened at that hour. Deeds of 
nankind are taken up. So, the Prophet ~J~~~~ chose that hour to begin jihad (crusade) 
the best of deeds. 

THE PROPHET ~J4,1t-~1~ DID NOT ATTACK ENEMY BEFORE MORNING 

~ J ,""' , "" , X, , , "" .,, t1, "' 

ill\ .. -:'~~, ~..J..;I'~n.l~~"d"U\·1~ ,l,~ll!li).\!J.;.~.H , (jt ~ (J, .U -;; • W.J . W .J .. ....P- .J . .. , .. , 

, ' .. ~ ' ' ~ ,, " .. "' -: , ' "' ~ ' IJlG~j~WI~&}JIJIJl!li;§:,.wJ;§\J~~!I~J>.-9JG~j~WI~ 
I.' I Gj I, , , I 

J.:tlilll jG~j~ttll ~~\ JJ-!.5>-'TJ W.i~l J! I.J~i~lj 1!>-!~\j t!>! 

< ~~) -&3...; '!.!}' r-~ ~L:-i~Ji ~l:.t wjJ 15! ll 1~ ..!4r _Y.:t~ ilir 
3931. Sayyiduna Anas narrated that when the ~ J"#~'~ Prophet set out with them 
on an expedition against a people (on a populace of whom facts where not clear}, he 
did not engage in battle till it was morning. He would then observe them and if 
reheard the adhan, he refrained from them, but if. he did not hear the adhan, he 
launched the attack on them. 
He narrated further that when they had set out to Khaybar (with him}, they came to 
them during the night. When it was morning and he did not hear the adhan, he 
mounted and Anas 4:S-.ibi~J mounted behind Abu Talhah""".ib'~J so that (they were 
so close to him that) his foot kept touching the foot of Allah's ~J~~~~ Prophet. 

1 Bukhari # 2965, Muslim# 20. 7746, Abu Dawwood # 2631. 
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Those people came towards them with their baskets and their spades (unaware of 
the arrival of the ~J"~~'.}-P Prophet and intending to go to their .fields), but when 
they (suddenly) saw the ~ J ~ ~~ .}-P Prophet, they cried, 11Muhantmad! By Allah, 
Muhammad (is here) and the army!" They rushed back to the refuge of the fortress. 
On seeing them, Allah's ~J~.11,-:;.; Messenger said, Allah is the Greatest! Allah is 
the Greatest! Allah is the Greatest! Khayber Is Vanquished! Surely, when we 
descend on the ground or any people, hapless morn shall it be for those who are 
warned". (These last are quotation from the Quran 37: 177).1 

COMMENTARY: Even if he knew that he was invading the land of the infidels, the"~~~~""' 
~ J Prophet made it certain that there were no Mus lints among them. If he heard the adhan, 
he deferred the invasion. Ip those days, Muslims were not known to forsake the adhan. 
Khattabi said that this is a strong evidence that adhan (;$''~' .r.S''k' and so on) is one of the 
symbols of Islam and it is absolutely disallowed to abandon it. hi fact, if people of a locality 
stop calling the adhan, the ruler must wage battle against them, as a wajib (obligatory) on 
him. He must prevent them from going astray. This is corroborated by the Hanafi jurists. 
The Prophet ~ J 4# ...1!1 ~ explain why he said "Khaybar is vanquished" by his words, 
"When we (meaning the Prophets or the entire Musim con1munity) descend on any people, 
hapless morn shall it be for those who are warned.·· 
The people who are warned are. Of course, the disbelievers. He referred to the invasion 
and the resultant killing and Allah's punishment causing their morning to be miserable. 
The Prophet~ J~...111~ had this verse in mind when he said that: 

, ; , , J - "' "',., , "' J "' ,.,., 

(IU .• lt.'1 :rt.~l9LJI)-U3....;.l.:..!l1?"~~~9_;"§:>L::.tJ...;.i U~9 ·~h;' "1 l;:tl~91 

fDo they wish to hurry on our punishment? But when it descends into the open 
space before them, evil will be the morning for those who were warned (and 
needed not)!} ·(37: 176-177) 

N'l_wawi said that in the light of this hadith ,it is mustalwb (desirable) to call the takbir 
(Allahu Akbar, Allah is the Greatest), on reaching the battle field against the enemy. It is 

·also allowed, at such times, to cite a reference from the noble Quran. Indeed, it was a 
similar case at the ·conquest of Makkah, when the Prophet ~ .... J4#~'~""' had recited: 

J , , "" !' -
(AI :lt.$-IJ'""'~I) -Jkl.;JI ~jjJ';ll ~4-

fThe Truth has come and falsehood has vanished away.) (17: 84) 
However, the ulama (Scholars) maintain that it is ntakruh (disapproved) to cite a referen·ce 
from the noble Quran as a proverb or idiom, or a part of vain and meaningless 
conversation. In fact, Mulla Ali Qari said that some of our ulama (Scholars) hold that it is 
disbelief on the part of one who uses Allah's words from a verse or part of a verse to 
express what he wished to say instead of using his own words. For example, if a man gives 
a book to another man named Yahya and does not say "Yahya. Take your book", but says 

J " "' ~" - ,,_ 
(AI: li.$-IJ'""' ~I) -Jkl.;JI ~jjJ:l-1 ~~J.! 

tO Yahya hold fast the book with strength,) (19: 12) this is wrong. 

1 Bukhari # 610, Muslim# 120. 1365, Tirmidhi # 1550. Nasa : # 547, Muwatta Maalik # 48 (Jihad), 
Musnad Ahmad 3. 263. 
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It is also wrong for anyone to say to another 'Bismillah" when he invites him to eat or to 
step forward instead of, 'Please, have some food,' or, 'Please step ahead.' 
Any kind of use of the words of the Quran in such a situation is wrong. 
l\tloreover, Mulla Ali Qari said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ did not cite reference from the 
Quran when he recited the verse (17: 81) but obeyed Allah's command to say: 

Jkl:;JI J.'jj Jil ;4-ji 
(Say (0 Muhammad) that (the religion of) Truth has come (to prevail) and falsehood 
has vanished away.} (12: 81) 

In the same, he said (t.l~~ ~~.J) in obedience to Allah's command: 
~ ... ,!. 

(liP' :r·~>-l!lsQS..j~JJjJ 

{And say: 11My Lord! Increase me in knowledge."} (20: 114) 
In Short, every such quotation that is known from the Prophet ~ J~~~~ was spoken only 
in obedience to a Divine command. And, it is mustalzab (desirable). 

PROPHET~ J4#..lll~ COMMENCED BA TILE AT THE TIME OF ZUHR 

151 ~lii ...J..:..s 4£ fut ~ JJ1 Jj-!J f<.o j~l ~ 4~ jli ~..?J ~ ~~ ~ ,~H if J (r<\r'O 
., "" ~ , . 

(L).;~Ioi.,.;)-S~I~JfiJJ~\.: 'ij.;.;l!'il.;~ljjl J~~~~,;j 
3932. Sayyiduna Numan Ibn 1\tfuqarrin o\~~~~ J said, I participated in battle (s) with 
Allah's Messenger ~ J o\# ~' ~- When he did not commence fighting at the 
beginning of the day (for some reason), he waited till the winds blew and the time 
of Salah (prayer) (of Zuhr) was at hand.1 

COMMENTARY: The hadith explain that fighting in a battle may be deffered till the hour 
of Zuhr (salah (prayer)) if it was not begin in the morning. 
It seems that conditions and reasoning dictated the hour of beginning of fighting, It could 
begin early morning or after declension of the sun at Zuhr. 

SECTION II 

BATTLE BEGINS AFTER DECLINE OF SUN 

~~_;j 151~lii~_s~ilil ~JJ1 Jj-!5 f<.o~-4!, Jli ~..?J~ ~~~'~"if (r<\rr) 
~ , ~ ~ 

(J"'b lol )-'!.~\IJ"'~.,fl;;'"\\,~'l"'u':i\IJ"'~!j *"';l!'il rAttJ"'~I '..J ~ -'.) :..r-- ., M-' M..r 0 -' _,_, ~ .,.J'+-1 -' 

3933. Sayyiduna Numan Ibn Muqarrin ~~~~J said, I participated (in battle) with 
Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~' ~- When he did not commence fighting at the 
beginning of the day, he waited till the sun had passed the meridian, the winds 
blew and (Divine) help c~e down."2 
(That was after the salah (prayer) of Zuhr when Muslims prayed for them.) 

1 Bukhari # 3160. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1613 (1619), Abu Damid # 2655, Musnad Ahmad 5. 444 Bukhari # 3160. 
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~HE PROPHET'S ~J~.&l~ HOURS OF COMMENCING BATTLE 
I "" I & 

ll!.....!.J~i _;..L.J ~ill I~ ;ll1 ~_;..!5 ~ ~J~ Jli y.Jil ~ y~_l if ssl:i t.;-J (r-4\rt > 
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(~.l.o jUI oi.J.J) -_M~ Q~~~~j.!JI _,L~j..rJ.ll r~.; f4 ~3 
3934. Sayyiduna Qatadah reported tha~ (Sayyiduna) Numan Ibn Muqarrin nan;ated: 
''I participated with Allah's Messenger ~ J~Ji!,~ in the battles, When it was dawn, 
he waited till the sun rose. WJ.:ten the sun had risen, he began fighting. At the 
declination of the sun, he creased (fighting), till the sun had passed the meridian. 
When the sun passed over the meridian, he resumed fighting till Asr (afternoon) 
when he ceased fighting till he had offered the (salah (prayer) of) Asr. Then he 
resumed fighting." · 
Qatadah said that it was said about this. hour the helping winds blew and the 
believers made supplication in their salah (prayer) for their armies.t 
(It is prayers after the salah (prayer), or within the salah (prayer) like the qunoot 
about which ahadith are narrated.) 

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTION TO THE WARRIORS 
tJ , 1. .. "" ,... • ' .. ~ ' ~ , .. .. ' .. •• -: ~~ 
~~~1.5 B!Jli9~_,r:.~~j~WI ~~I J_;.!j l!~ Jli ~~¥'Al-is::&J-J (r'4\Y'o) 

(Jjb.1'/\.J ~.l.o jU\ o\.J.J) _kl \_;.ita:t)1..i ~~jJ;!'' 'djl 
3935. Sayyiduna Isam Muzani ...s:. .&1 ~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger sent them 
(for jihad (crusade)) in a detachment and instructed them, "When you see a mosque 
(at a place) or hear a muaddhin (call the adhan), do not kill anyone (there)."2 

COMMENTARY: When you see any\of the symbol of islam in word or deeds do not kill 
anyone till it is clear to you who the believer is and who the unbeliever. 

SECfTON III ~dJ,j..Afrt 

KHALID'S LETTER TO THE IRANIAN LEADER 

~ ~~ 0 ~Jll ~ jll JJ1 ~ Ji .;li y.&l J! ~_,51 (A .4ll.: ·'~ Jli ~IJ 'fl 6£ (Y'4\Y'\) 

A~YI J!;f ~ Jj U~i .u;, UT ~~il ~I yA ~ _;~ ~-~li~ Q.....!.JI~j~ 1 J!~jll 

Ld' Jl, ~·dJ:ill ~~ tJ ~ ~ ..J..;~i ~Jfi.~ .;.tilj ~ &s-~jfll~ti ~~ ~~ 
(~lr .;!Joi.J.J)-~~il~ly.A~.J)1..!.Hj_;d.I~Jli·~ .f:: 

3936. Sayyiduna Abu Wail ...s:. .&1 ~ .J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Khalid Ibn Walid 
wrote (a letter) to the people of Iran (meaning to their chief and leader): 

t Tirmidhi # 1612 (1618) 
2 Tirmidhi # 9549, Abu Dawud # 2635. 
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''In the name of Allah, the Ben,!ficent, the Merciful. From Khalid Ibn Walid to 
Rustum and Mihran, among the-c1·eam of Persia (Iran). 
Peace be to those who follow the guidance! To proceed! We invite you to (accept) 
Islam. If you do not accep~, then pay the jizyah (as disgraced people) by your hands 
while you are humbled. If you refuse (to pay jizyah), then I have with me such 
people as love to be killed in Allah' path just as the Persians love wine (and be lost 
in intoxication). And, peace be to those who follow the guidance."t 

CHAPTER-V 
FIGHTING IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

This chapter contains those ahadith in which the Prophet ~ J 4# .ili1 ~ has encouraged 
participation in jihad (crusade) and enumerated merits and reward of that. 

SECTION I 

·MARTYR'S DESTINATION IS PARADISE 

J Jli UT~ti ,e \:i~!~TJT ~~~~~J4£rl_H ~ ~~5 Jli jli~L?-6&- <~~rv> 

(~~)-~~~ !:.- l~li '~o~?~~~ ~-:'i !\(iilll 
.. u-::-~u- _p..J ·---~ ~ ...r-~ " • 

3937. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.ili'~.J narrated that a man asked the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ on 
the day of uhud (in the battlefield), ''What do you say if I am killed, where shall I 
be?" He said, "In paradise". He threw away the few dates that he had in his hand 
and (plunged among the enemy and) fought till he was killed."2 

NATURE OF JOURNEY NOT DISCLOSED TILL LAST 

" 
(l.S.J~I oi.J.J) -~.f. ~.;JI ~ Ji 

3938. Sayyiduna Kab Ibn Maalik ~.ili1~ J narrated that when ever Allah' Messenger ,)J 

~ J~.ili1 intended to go to battle, he (did not disclose the destination but) appeared to 
be going elsewhere till it was that battle, meaning the battle of tabuk. Allah's 
Messenger ~ J •# ~' ,)J SE't out for it in severe heat, having a long journey ahead 
through desert land and against countless number (this time, therefore.) he let the 
muslim know clearly what they were expected to do so that they might prepare the 

1 Sharh ul Sunnah (Prophet's ~J~~~ practice). 
2 Bukhari # 4046, Muslim # 43. 1899, Nasai # 3145, Musnad Ahmad 3-408. 
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equipment for their battle. So he informed them where he intended to go.t 
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (!SjJ) (warra) or (~JJi) (tawriyah) means to conceal the 
real objective and to allude to a different in~ention. So, as a battle maneuver, he did not 
disclose the destination but let it be surmised where he was going. These tactics were 
employed to keep of war maneuvers are very·necessary to win battle and are part of battle 
strategy the world over. This is why Islam say.s: · 

(War is Decep~on)2 
Thereby it allows use of war strategy and maneuver. Thus, This tactic of the Prophet iJl,~ 
~J~ was also a form of deceiving yet he never opted for it in clear outright words but 
alluded to it in figurative speech. When he intended to go to battle, through he did not 
name the place yet he never gave another name for that would be falsehood. 
Kab Ibn Maalik ~~~J referred to it as that battle. He spoke of the Battle of Tabuk which has 
a deep connection with him as is very well known. Kab Ibn Maalik ~~~J did not himself 
participate in this battle. This thing is famous and is also mentioned in the Noble Quran. 
The distance covered for the battle of Tabuk was very long. Tabuk is a place between Damascus 
(in Syria) and Madinah on the latitude of Khaybar and al-Bilad. It was fourteen manzil (stages) 
from Madinah in those days. By today' s standard it is about 425 miles from Madinah. 
During his lifetime the Prophet ~J~iJl,~ took part in certain battles. The Battle of Tabuk 
in 9 AH was his last battle. The Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~1Jl1~J faced heavy 
hardships and many difficulties during this battle. 

WAR IS DECEPTION 

(~~) -~.il~_;it_k .. ~ili1 ~JJIJ', 'jJ"li J"li..r._~~ .. cr~r~) .. • '..J.... .. ~ s:". ~ 

3939. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:s-1Jl1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iJl,~ said 11War 
is deception.3 

COMMENTARY: In battle, more than humbers, tactics pay off. A shrewd commander can 
defeat a larger army by his strategies. 
Through it is allowed to deceive the infidels in war yet some limits are defined so that 
Islam's teachings of moral conduct are not violet. The first thing is that one should not. 
break a covenant or protection given to anyone. 
The ulama (Sch~lars) have specified how the enemy may be deceived. For instance, it may 
appear that the army is retreating or has halted hostilities, but suddenly they may take the 
enemy unawares and launch an attack into enemy ranks. 
Howev~r, the words of the hadith (is.u:-) could also mean war is unpredictable. So it 
deceives meaning one army may seem to have an upper hand but suddenly falls apart and 

. is defeated. The results take a summersault. 

1 Bukhari # 4418, Muslim # 53-569, Musnad Ahmad 3. 406. 
2 See hadith #3939. (Tirmidhi # 1681). 
3 Bukhari #3030, Muslim # 17-1739, Abu Dawud #2636, Tirmidhi # 1675 (1681) Musnad Ahmad 3. 
408. 
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WOMEN BEING TAKEN ALONG IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

I' 1 Aol )-·~"~).-:.:3 l~".s:-W1{ 11 
.. 

11 "1~1. ~ .J..) 1,.,;1~ ....,.;.J .. .J ~~ 

3940. Sayyiduna Anas .w:..b1~J said that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.b~~ went 
on Jihad (crusade), he took (Sayyiduna) Umm Sulaym .w:..b1~J and some women 
of the ansars with him who provided water and tended the wounded (warriors) 
when he fought.t 

COMMENTARY: It is auowea to rake along old women on an expedition to provide wate; 
to the warriors and to tend to the wounded among them. 
If any of the warriors wishes to take along a spouse to have sexual intercourse then it is 
better to takt: a female slave "Yith him than his wife. (This command applied 'Wh,en it was 
permitted to keep a female slave with whom sexual intercourse could be had.) , 

I II_,{ -' !..,. II...{ J .,. -' J-' -'-' 

GJ-Aol_j.J}-~~I~.)j!ljj--~ILS.JISij..;l.IJ:ll~l~li 

3941. Sayyidah Umm Atiyah '+" ~~ ~ J said that she had participated with Allah's 
Messenger in seven battles. She used to stay behind (the warriors in their camps) 
and she cooked food for them , tended the wounded and cared for the sick.2 

WOMEN & CHILDREN OF THE ENEMY 
, I ((; I J -' I 

-~':: ~lj ;l4J1 ~ (.;. _;l:,j ~ illt J.D ~I Jj-!5 ~ jli rJ. ~ ~~~::.;. j (r'C\ t r) 

(~~JA=-a) 

3942. Sayyiduna Abdullah Ibn Umar 4;.$-~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~iJ'.)..P 
~ J forbade the killing of women and children.3 

COMMENTARY: It is stated in the Hidayah that women, children, blind and decrepit and 1 

infirm men should not be killed. If a boy or a madman are engaged in fighting then they 
may be killed. A queen may be killed and so a boy who is king or chief. If an enemy's king 
or chief is killed then they are disgraced, so it is proper to kill them. ' 

.{..A_ 1· 'J-~'i--~..;l=i1JI t.t\.~.£ --~ .... ;;~ful t~JJIJ1 ' '..; ... _t• '·J'lil.Atk.·.J~I··-';;(r-C\tr') ......,...,~ , ... , .. #~' ~ ~~..,;,.. c..s--.., r ~ . ~ ~ ~...~ 

- I " J UJ • " C: .,. "' " " ' i JJ
11
\ (~JA=-a) .-" •l:;l ~ " ~~... ... ,;: "' Jli " " I ".l"' " ~L;J~~l...Q!9 -:.!C"_,..!-.1 " ~. _..J>.ib~ .. .J-d ~.)>.lb ~-d..) .J~ .. .. • .. ~· .. 

3943. Sayyiduna Sab ibn Jaththamah .ur-.1!1~J narratedthat someone asked Allah's 
Messenger ~ J4s-.b',)J about those women and children of the polytheists who were 
(In their homes and) killed when their habitations were attacked at night. He said. 

1 Muslim # 135. 1810, Tirmidhi # 1575, Abu Dawud # 2531. 
2 Muslim# 146. 1812 Ibn Majah 2856, Musnad Ahmad 4. 407. 
3 Bukhari # 3075, Muslim # 27. 1743. 
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"They are among them." 
According to a version: "They are as their fathers."1 

COMMENTARY: Women and childrens may not be kilied in jihad (crusade) deliberately. But, 
if they are killed incidentally then it is not possible to pick them out from their fighting men. 

TREES OF THE ENEMY 
J ' .. .. "" "" .. ,.. .. A :;; "' ~ :;; ~ "" "" 

._J_;l!.;.J~ l6Jj l!;.& J._HJ I ~f~ ~ ~j ~ill\~ ;ill Jj.!J ~~_;d~l if j ('r'\t t) 

3944. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ill~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ JA.#~~ (had) 
the palm trees of the Banu Nadir cut down and burnt. Hassan (ibn Thabit) 
composed this complete about it. 

'~'-', 1 B~~'tL~~ L>..t ·~SI_:;...:; \r::_-: ,l.,&~ ~~-.. ~, _, ~Y~., ~~ J 

(It was easy to burn down the scattered Buwayrah on the chiefs of Banu liuayy.) 
Also this veirse was revealed about it: 

~ .. y~ e -c: ,~~ .. ~ .. • , ...... , . -~·:..4:...a-~''1- . t.~L9l-!) , I .. ~lil.&~';:e-.F ~18~ ,J:,r..~u-~·..J~j.~~ .. ~ .. - ,....., ~ "''* '-6~ ., ~· ..., - ., "'~ ...r , ~ 

IWhatever palm trees you cut down, or left standing upon their roots, it was by 
Allah's leave.}(59: 5)2 

COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~J~)»,~ emigrated to Madinah from Makkah,he 
had to cope with the jews here. three tribes of the jews resided here: Banu Nadir, Banu 
Qurayzah Banu Qaynqa. The Prophet ~ J~.li1~ concluded a mutual covenant with them 
covering signiiicant social and economic aspects, to live together in a friendly atmosphere. 
The jews were given equal rights as citizens and were allowed to practice their religion. 
However, the Jews were not faithful to their pledge. In fact, the Banu Nadir conspired to 
kill the Prophet ~-J 4~ 1»1 ~ but Allah made their evil designs known to him through a 
revelation. So, they were expelled from Madinah and sent to Khaybar. Their gardens of 
palm trees were burned down and houses were demolished. 
Luayy was a descendant of Nadr Ibn Kinanah who was an ancestor of the Prophet 4~)»~~ 
~J.Banu Luayy refers to the nobles of the Quraysh who were the Sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~.lil~yof the Prophet ~JAJs.i»>~ and had accompanied him to Madinah 
when he emigrated to it. 
Burayrah was the place where the Jews had their gardens. 
When the Prophet ~ J "~ .li1 ~ instructed that their gardens should be burned down, they 
protested, "you forbid that mischief should be committed on earth, then why do you do 
it?"So, the verse of the Quran (59: 5) was revealed confirming the Prophet's ~ J~.l!1~ action. 

ALLOWED TO CATCH THE ENEMY UNAWARES 
. ~ ' ' .. , .. , .. ,, y .. ~ !!tl' .. 
ill\ ~&DI ,J_,I ij.;.IP.~I ~I i)P-:~1~ ~iu~l yJ&.~ .u.\1~(.;-j ('r'\to) 

t Bukhari # 3012, Muslim # 26. 1745 Trimidhi # 1570, Abu Dawud # 2072, Ibn Majad # 2839. 
2 Bukhair # 4031, Muslim # 30-1746, Tirmidhi # 1552 (1557), Abu d~wud # 2615, Ibn Majah # 
2844,Darimi # 2460,Musnad Ahmed 2-8 
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3~45. Sa}'yiduna Abdullah Ibn Awn ~..111~; reported that Nafi ~.ill!~; (the freedman 
of Ibn Umar ~..11~~ ~) wrote to him telling him that Ibn Umar ~i»~~; had informed 
him that the Prophet ~J~.illl~ had attacked ·the ~anu Mustaliq who were cought 
unawares. among their grazing animals at Muraysi; He- killed the fighting men and 
took the (women and) children captives.t &2 ' 

COMMENTARY: The Banu Mustaliq were a branch of the tribe Khuza. Muraysj is a place 
between Makkah and Madinah over 70 miles from Madinah. It was a watering place with 
plenty of water. The Ban~ Mustaliq had control over it. 
Their fighting men included those who were able to fight, sane and adults. And the 
dhurriyah were the women anp children. . 
This hadith is evidence that it is allowed to launch a sudden attack on the enemy when 
they are heedless. They may be killed and their women, childr~r:t and properties may be 
taken over as spoils of wars. 

A WAR STRATEGY 

' -JW WI r-l!.-...u!~l~'-!ll '>"~ d ~5 
3946. Sayyiduna Abu Usayd ~1»1~; narrated: The. Prophet~ J~.1!1~ insbucted us 
on the day of badr when we formed ranks against the Quraysh and they formed 
ranks against us. "When they come nearer to you (within range of your arrows), 
shoot arrows at them." 
According t~ a version: ''When they come nearer to you, shoot at them, but do not 
use up all your arrows.(Keep some available to you.)3 
~ ' ~ J . "' ~ J ;.W', l"' . ;rl l ,, , ; WI \~~IJ, '·"'·· '" 1/. I··.,~~ I"' ·I·' !9'-'ls til' ·1~ "' .. -: ,~ ·'~.ll...::.~~~ .~, .,.._.., .~. ~, J~ '-r , ·~ ~...;. ~tl .. , ;.,; 

J "' ~ -., ~~ •rtr~, ' "' _ Wllllr-l!- l ,1~1· , 1'-'l:;.ll~J .,, .,.,~ 
. ~til', , ;, ·~ ~~;' .. 

The hadith of Sa' d ~.,la~~) (Are you helped I ••• )we shall narrate against#5232. 
And of Bar a ~ 1»1 ~; (Allah's Messenger ~ 1»1 ~; dispatched a detachment ... ) 
against# 5876. 

SECTION II 

FORMING RANKS ON THE BATTLEFIELD 

(lS.l.oj:jloi.Jo.J~-~,?~_;l:,j~(UI~~IU~j{S~~~~jJI~6£(r'C\f.V) 

I Bukhair# 254,.Muslim#71. 1730,Abu Dawud#2633, Musnad Ahmed# 2-31. 
2 See also the life of Prophet Muhammad~~~~ (Ibn Khaybar) p 456 (Darul Isha'at Karachi) 
There were amassing of their troops. 
3 Bukhair# 2900. 
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3947. Sayyiduna Abdur Rehman Ibn Awf ~ ~~ ~; said, ''The Prophet ~ J ~.!ill~ 

mobilized us on the night of Badr."1 (The Arabic word is (u~) abbana) . 

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word means 'to prepare'. Hence, before the battle of Badr 
began, the Prophet ~ Jlw)s.iJ!Ij.J> mobilized the sahabah in the night by equipping thetn with 
arms, arranging their rows and positioning everyone of them at a strategic post. 

DISTINGUISHING MARK OF WARRIORS 
I " ... ~ " J , J ~ "' ' ~ ~ ' ~ , , ~ ~ If 

:;J. JS J~&¥9 ji:JI J.5::.f; -...!...>! JG _;.L:,j ~ill I~ ;ill Jj.-!.5 ...!JI ~I~ j (i(\tA) 

(.)jiJ y.I.J LS.i.o jJI oi.J.J) -~J~ '} 
3948. Sayyiduna Muhallab ~iii~~; said that Allah's Messenger ~Jiw)s.~ljJ said (at 
the battle of Trenches ), "If the enemy attacks you at night, your code words should 
be Haa Meem Laa Yunsarun (Haa Meem, they will not be helped)"2 

COMMENTARY: It is common practice with every army that they have cord words or 
signs by which their warriors recognize each other. The .commander tells them of it 
beforehand. The ·war cry or the code words in the battle of trenches meant '0 Revealer of 
Haa Meem, let not the enemy be helped.' 

<,Jby.lol.,.;> ..y~ jJIJ+.;~f':JUl•;J,illi;~~-~~l6!iUl..;,-...!,'~ jliy.i!,?.y~S_;!,..:.~ J (r(\t (\) 
f!l 

3949. Sayyiduna Samurah Ibn Jundub ~iill~; said that the code words (or war cry) 
of the Muhajirs (emigrants) was Abdullah and of the ansars ,A.bdur Rahman (in one 
of the battles).l 

(.)jby.l oi.J.J) -~~~~~I ,:0: 1\JlJ.;La;.-....u\S j_;,\!a; 

3950. Sayyiduna Salamah Ibn Akwa "'~ii11~; said, "We proceeded to a battle under 
Abu Bakr ~iii~~; in the time of the Prophet ~-J~iil~~ (against the enemy ).We 
attacked them by night and killed them. Our code words on That night were: Amit, 
amit! (Kill! Kill!)"4 

NO SHOUTING 

(.)jby.\ oi.J.J) -~~\ 
3951. Sayyiduna Qays Ibn ubad ~.!ill~; said that the sahabah of Allah's Messenger 
~~~;did not like shouting while fighting (except calling Allah's name).s 

1 Tirimidhi#1677(1683). 
2 Tirimidhi # 1682, Abu Dawud # 2597, Musnad Ahmed 4-65. 
3 Abu Dawud#2595. 
4 Abu Dawud#2638, Musnad Ahmed 4-46. 
5 Abu Dawud#2656. 
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COMMENTARY: Generally the warriors raise hue and cry on the battle-field, but the Sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) tt'~~"~'~J refrained from that. They only called for Allah's help. 

KILL THE OLD BUT SPARE CHILDREN OF ENEMY 

( .:ajby.I.J L)lo .JJI oi.J.J) -~t:: ~tsT...$_;.!, 
3952. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub 6\.:'-~'~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ 
said. 11Kill the old men of the polytheists (who are enemies) but let off their childreni 

COMMENTARY: The old men could be the youth who are older than the children, or the 
strong fighting aged, ~s strong as youth. But, old infirm men must be spared except those 
aged who share their experience with their army. It is allowed to kill theqt. 

ALLOWED TO PUT ENEMY PROPERTIES AND FIELDS ON FIRE. 

~ ~ jli~1¥ ~~ .kJ ~ ful ~JJI j_;-!5 ~T iA~i Lt~k jli Sj_;L (.,£ j (i~Oi) 
# J 

(.:ajb y.l oi.J.J) -<.3~ j ~{.;;..Q J~l 

3953. Sayyidina Urw~.,oi J •:l'- ~~ ..;~ said 11Usamah•~ ~~ ~ J narrated to me that Allah's 
Messenger tt'l..oiJ":l'-~'.J."" had instructed him (when he had sent him on an expedition), 
Attack Ubna in the morning and burn the place (like horses, fiel¢;, trees of the enemy)2 

COMMENTARY: Ubna is a place in Syria, Usamah ibn Zayd ~~~~ J was sent there as 
commander of the Muslim army. It is allowed to devastate enemy land and all kind 
of their property. 

ATTACK ENEMY WHEN HE IS VERY NEAR 

'}j ~ _;.&Jli _;$ ~iS'T 15! ~~ ~ ~ _kj ~ fu1 ~ JJ1 Jj.!J jli jli *j CfT (.,£ j (i~oo 
J J, I "' J l"' 

(.:ajl.:ay.loi.J.J)-;Sj";,l~I.J~II._,l.!3 

3954. Sayyiduna Abu Usayd ~J~~~~ narrated that on the day of Badar Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4# ~~ ~ said, 11When they (the enemy) are near you, sh~ot arrows at 
them, but do not unsheathe your swords till they are very close to you.3 

DO NOT KILL LABOURERS OF ENEMY 

()!,~::f--~ ~WI J;i §J~d_;i:,J ~rl_H ~JJ1 ~J.!j ~@' jti ~jJI ~ r.;~j (.,£j (i~oo) 
, , ~ , , , , J "' ., ~ ., 

9-}.k &!_S~ lo Jlii ~ ~I;AI ~ Jlii ~~9 ~'i _j.k ~~::?-llo ~;.LUI Jlii ~j ,.: •<i ~(}. ~ 
rs 

( .)~!,) lol )-~'}--§t~I.I!.~~'},.Ul1l.,i~J"'lii~J•:i: ... ~..l!)-:-\1}..3_ij(j,;u1i!JI \~--.\-:~ 
!-' ~ .J~ .. .- .J _,- ~ rs "' .. u- • • "',.,;,_r '"""- "' .- if .J V::: "' 

3955. Sayyiduna Rabah ibn Rabi ~~~~J narrated: We :were with Allah's Messenger 

1 Tirmidhi# 1883,Abu Dawud # 2680, Musnad Ahmad 5-12. 
2 Abu Dawud 2612, lbu Majah # 2843, Musnad Ahmad 5-205. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2684. · 
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~J~iit~~ in a battle. He saw some people gathered (at a place) near something. So 
he sent a man, saying, 11See around what have they gathered." He came back and 
said, Around a woman who is killed." He asked, She was not fighting (then why 
was she killed)?"Khalid ibn Walid ~J4#.&1~ was the commander of the forward 
bloc. He sent that man to instruct him not to Kill any woman or a labourer.t 

COMMENTARY: The labourer who is brought to the battle field not to fight but to serve 
and do miscellaneous work should not be killed. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE WARRIORS 

I 

(.)Jb y.l oi.J_;) -~\.: ~dJ\ ,_J_,~i 
3956. Sayyiduna Anas ~ i»1._rp; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ said (to 
the warriors going to battle),"Go with the name of Allah, with Allah's help and 
enablement and on the religion of Allah! (Remember!) Do not kill a decrepit old 
man or a little child or a woman. Do not commit treachery with the spoils but 
collect your spoils. And keep good ties mutually (or, Keep your affairs correct; or, 
if expedient, make peace with the enemy). Be Kind to each other, for, indeed, Allah 
loves the good-doers.2 

COMMENTARY: The old man should be spared but if he has fighting ability or is an asset 
to the enemy as a commander or adviser then he may be done away with. 
Similarly, a child is spared unless he is the king or chief of his people, or takes part in battle 
in any of the roles possible. 
So, too, the woman who is not killed is one who has no part in the battle. But, if she is a 
queen or an adviser then she should be put to death. 

MAKKANS THREW CHALLENGE TO DUEL AT BADR 

(.)j\.)y.\__,~1 oi.J.J) _g 'i::l 1-:\ ;'&lj&l'"'i'ai~_,jl 

3957. Sayyiduna Ali ~~'..r'; narrated that at the Battle of· Badr, Utbah ibn Rabiah 
stepped forward. Then his son and his brother (Shaybah ibn Rabiah) followed 
him. He cried loudly. "Who will have a duel (with us)?" Many young men of the 

1 Abu Dawud # 2669, MASNAD Ahmad 3-88. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2614. 
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ansar stepped forward (to take up the challenge). He asked, "Who are you?" They 
informed him (that they were the ansar of Madinah).He shouted, "We have no 
need of you. We only intend to face (our cousins) the sons of our paternal uncle 
(meaning, the Quraysh Muslims who have emigrated from Makkah)" .So, Allah's 
Messenger ~J4,1&-..li1~ said'' Arise Hamzah! Arise Ali! Arise Ali! Arbe ubaydah 
ibn Harith!" Hamzah ~ ..1!1 ~ J met Utbah. Ali ~ ..1!1 ,_rp J met Shay bah. (They Killed 
the two infidels.). Two blows were exchanged between Ubaydah~..li1,_rp J and Walid 
and each wounded the other severely. So, they (Hamzah~..li1,_rpJ and Ali ~..11~~J 
went to Walid and made short work of him and carried away Ubaydah ~ ..1!1 ,_rp J 
(out of the battle field).1 

ALLOWED TO RETREAT TO GET REINFORCEMENT 

J 
... ~ ... -j.lll"' ,, ,... • I--. ... J • J ... ... ... J J l ... 

- Willl.s:-l!.- l \l_s:.I"'MO I I !9"-....{j!~ ,.>.J~!~.i,.,l.s:-ISj.llL),I~~~~ ~"' ,_,.. ;, . ~.,.,.. ~ ~~~ > .. , ~ "" .. 
3958. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..li1,_rp J narrated Allah's Messenger ~ J"#..lil~ sent us on 
an expedition. (on reaching there) the people turned their backs. On coming to 
~adinah, we were yhamed and concealed ourselves (in our homes). ''We are 
mined" (because of pretreatment and the incumbent sin). We met Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~..l!~~ and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, we are deserters." He 
said, "No, you are contenders (who will attack again). I am your helper." In another 
version the words are: "Rather you are the contenders who will launch the attack a 
fresh. So, they came near (him and kissed his hand he said "I am (by myself) a 
Muslim army."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""J",l-=-..11'~ assured his Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) 
~..li1,_rp J that since they had retreated because of their weaker strength and intended to get 
reinforcement before returning to the battlefield, they had committed no sin. 
He declared himself a full-fledged section (or community) because of his greatness and 
blessing. It is as the Quran says of Prophet Ibrahim ~~...J,~: 

~ ~~ ,. , 
:UI--...!.JB' ~~~!.....!..>! 

(surely Ibrahim was an Ummah} (16: 120) (a whole community in himself). 
He hereby pointed out to his being a source at strength and light for the Muslims.They got 
their help from him. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2665, Musand Ahmad 1-117. 
2 Tirmidhi #1716 (1722), Abu Dawud # 2647, Musnad Ahmad 2-111. 
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JWilil ~l!-....!..)!~T;ilil 
We shall reproduced the hadith of Ummayah Ibn Abdullah .w:.~I~J at #5247. And of Abu 
Darda 4;$~~ J at # 5246 (respectively (~:k · !~\S} he asked for help and (~~~~~') look for 
me among your weak). 

SECTION III .!..}\ihj.Jaa\1 

USE OF CATAPULT AT BATTLE OF TAIF 
, .... ,, , '"~::;' "" " ~ ·~tiDI 111 \;:·$.\5-.;~l~.z.~ '"' 1 "''"'~ill! \~' Dl ~ ,ljj ·~.·..3 { ,(j ,,,r.£(r'(\OI\) ;~ c..;-IJ" .. , .. ~..J,.. ~cs;. ~ .. ~._,~.YI..I'"""" 
I 

(~.;A ~Jl.A jUI o I.J.J) 
3959. Thawban Ibn Yazid 4:s.l»1~J said that at the battle of taif the prophet ~J~.lll~ 
set up catapults (to attack its people).t 
[The Arabic Mishkat hasit from Thawr Ibn Yazid """'1»'~ ;.] 

COMMENTARY: The ancient weapon catapult may be said to be like today's cannon. 
Stones were hurled at fortresses after they were besieged. 
Ta'if is a large city of the Hijaz even today. It is between 40 and 45 miles from Makkah to its 
south-east However till recently there was no direct road to it. It can be reached after going 
round mountains and in this way it is 85 miles from Makkah. This road also leads to Mina 
and Arafat. The Prophet ~ J~.lll~ had gone to Taif by this road when he had propagated 
Islam there. That place was Mathnah which is the original Ta'if. There are two gardens 
each having a small Mosque, Masjid Ali and Al-Jatha, the valley Awj separates them. It is 
presume<;l th"t the Prophet ~J~i»~~ had set up the catapults against Ta'if here. 

t Tirmidhi in a mursal form Siratun Nabi (Numani) English translation life of the Prophet ~J~.cl!·~ 
VI p429. Tabain V3p1669 bydened, Tirmidhi #2771 (in notes to it from Thawr ibn Yazid) 
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CHAPTER-VI 

J:OMMANDS CONCERNING THE PRISONERS 

SECTION I 

DISBELIEVING PRISONERS WHO WILL ENTER PARADISE 
I ' I "" J ~I ~~~~_;i ~ llJI < ~'- jli ~j ~ llJI ~~I if S~j.k r~T (.;. (Y'~1·) 

\ "" ~ 

(lSJ~Ioi.JJ)-~il!J~~IJ!~J~~~IJ.Jd.h}.,~l 
3960. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ...1!1 ~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~ J 4,t.:. ...1!1 ~ said, 
11 Allah is pleased with those people who will enter paradise in fetters." 
According to another version : 11 Who will be taken to paradise in fetters."t 

COMMENTARY: The prisoners of war who are disbelievers are brought to Islaritic state in 
fetters. Then Allah causes them to believe and admits them to paradise. In this sense they 
are said to have been admitted to paradise because of their fetters. 

ENEMY'S SPY SHOULD BE KILLED 

~4i~,~ .. ,...., -:.!c: 1 'tl~.!~ .. ~ .... ~rl.JI t~ ,J,I.1TJ"'li~ .. P'}Ic.:Jl~\ ... ~ .. (r~1') 
i' ~J-41-' ~,_r- u .. - ...s--.J .... ~ t,.s;- \.7 :Y , "" '.J 

(~~) 

~961. Sayyiduna salamah ibn Akwa ~...111~.J said,: A spy of the idolaters (enemy) 
came to the Prophet ~J4,t.:...l!1~ wltile he was on a journey. He sat down with his 
Sahabah (Prop~et's Companions) ~li11~.J and then departed. The Prophet 4,t.:.~j..P 
~J (learnt of it and) sai~ (to me), 'Look for him and kill him.' So I killed him and 
the Prophet ~ J4~lil1~ let me keep the spoils taken from him."2 

~ J "' "" J "" /."" I .,.,{ J '\ r. "'"' 
;l.JI J.;.!Jl{l.;a:.:..li ~~j ~.J ;:u:J ~~ j!l ~~,!. t ;:-jJ ~J"'I ~1.5 ~_;..Q9 ~ ~J_i.! 

<~~>-~~~~1 .. ~ Jli ~Jf'il~ll_;lli~5liJS&'JliiJ.WIJ~J~ilil~ 
3962. Sayyiduna Salamah Ibn Akwa ~ ...1!1 ~.J said, 11We set out with Allah's 
Messenger ~ J4#li11~ to fight with the Hawazin (a branch of the tribe Qays). While 

1 Bukhari # 3010, Abu Dawud # 2677, Musnad Ahmad 2. 302. 
2 Bukhari #3051, Muslim #45. 1754, Abu Dawud #2653, Ibn Majah # 2836, Musnad Ahmad 4. 51. 
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we were having our lunch in the forenoon with Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.i»l~ a man 
came on a red camel.( He seemed to be on an espionage mission for the enemy.) He 
made the camel kneel and kept glancing here and there. We were in a weak 
condition (very morn out). We had very few riding beasts and some of us were on 
foot. He (observed us well and) suddenly rushed out to his camel (mounted it) and 
rode away on it swiftly. I hastened out (from the people and pursued him ). I caught 
the camel's nose-rein, made it kneel, drew my sword and hit the man's head with it. 
(I killed him thereby.) Then, I led the camel (to the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ with his 
saddle and weapons on it. Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~~~ and the people received me 
and he asked,' Who killed the man?' They said, 'Ibn Akwa'. So he said 'Let him 
keep all his spoils.'t 

JUDGEMENT ABOUT TREACHEROUS JEWS 

t J 

(.a..J.~.ti:.a)_JJI ~~~~_,,g~~l ~ ~9.~ ~~JjjJ"lii:;..>llL ~- ~ ,\lliJJli!)l .. v---- _, ~ >.;; .. -t,~ _, _, ~ ,~_, .. , '-".--- ~ ..1 "" 

3963. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed Khudri ~.&~~ J narrated that when the Banu Qurayzah 
Oews of Madinah) agreed to make Sa'd ibn Muadh 4,:j:..i»I~J the hakam (arbitrator to 
decide their fate), Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1.)-P sent for him and he came on an ass. 
As he approached, Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~~ said, "Stand up in respect to (or, to 
help) your chief." He came and sat down and Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ said, 
"These people have agreed to have you as their hakam." He said, "I decide that the 
fighting men (among them) should be killed and their women and offspring should 
be taken captives." He (the Prophet ~ J.y.&,-&1~ ) said, " You have passed about them 
a decision (like that) of a king." 
According to another version: ''A decision like that of Allah."2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Sa' d ibn Muadh ... ~.&~~ J was a prominent, top ranking Sahabi 
and a well-known Ansar. He was acknowledged as the chief of the ansar of Madinah. 
Banu Qurayzah was a tribe of Madinah allied to sa'd ~.&~~J· Its Jews had his protection. 
The Jews had infringed their agreement with the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ of which we have 
spoken earlier. They began to conspire against the Muslims and to hurt them an~ Banu 
Qurayzah did not lag behind in this regard. 
In SAH, after the battle of the Trenches, the Prophet ~ .... J ·~ .&1 ~ decided in obedience to 
Allah's command, to fight with them. He besieged them for twenty-five days when they 
found no way out, they said that they surrendered to the decision of sa' d "'"".&1~ J about them. 
They had hoped that he would favour them. But he judged according to what they deserved. 
Nawawi cites this hadith to say that when a man of merit arrives, he should be respected 

1 Bukhari # 3051, Muslim# 45. 1754, Abu Dawud # 2654. 
2 Bukhari #3043, Muslim # 64. 1769, Musnad Ahmad 3. 22. 
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and those present must standup for him. Most of the Ulama (Scholars) say the same thing. 
Some ulama (Scholars), however, differ and say that sa'd ~~~~J had been wounded by an 
arrow on his thigh in the battle of Trenches, so the Prophet ~ J ~ .1u ~ instructed the 
people to help him alight from the ass. 

RULER OF YAMAMAH EMBRACED ISLAM 

(L5.J~Io~I..Lp.}......ooi.J.))-.kj~ 
3964. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah' Messenger ~J~~'...W 
sent a group of horsemen to Najd. They brought a man of Banu Hanifah (to 
Madinah). He was named Thumamah ibn Uthal. He was the chief of the inhabitants 
of yamamah. They tied him to one of the columns of the mosque (Masjid Nabawi). 
Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ came to him and asked him, 11 What do you expect. 0 
Thumamah? " (What do you have to say?) He said, "I expect what is good, 0 
Muhammad. If you kill me you will kill one with blood on his head 11 (Who 
deserves to be killed. Or, he meant that his blood would be avenged, for his people 
would not forgives his killing). ''If you show kindness to me, you will be doing it 
to one who is grateful. If you wish to have properly, ask for it, you will be given 
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whatever you wish." 
Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ left him till the next day when he asked him again, 
''What do you expect, 0 Thumamah?. He said, " I have the same thing to say as I 
told you earlier. If you are kind to one who is grateful. If you kill me, you will kill 
one with blood on him. If you want property, you may ask and yoq will be given 
what you ask." Again, Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ left him as he was. 
On the next (third) day. He asked him (as before), " What do you expect, 0 
Thumamah?" He said," I have ( tlie same answers) as I have told you. If you are 
kind to me, you will be kind to one who is grateful. But, if you kill me, you will kill 
one with blood on him. If you wish to have property, you may ask and will be 
given what you ask." 
Allah's ~essenger ~-Y·#~~~·said, "Set Th.umantah free." He went away (on being 
released without saying anything) to the palm trees near the mosque (Masjid 
Nabawi). There he had a bath and came back to the mosque and testified: 

~ _;.!Jj ~41 ~ ;;._!,.!_).4!.\j ful ':ll:tll '1-...!...>1.4 iJ 
"(I bear witness that there is no god but Allah. And, I bear witness that Muhammad 
is His slave and His Messenger)." 
(Then he said: ) "0 Muhammad, I say by Allah. That there was no face on the 
surface of the earth more the surface of the earth more despised to me than yours. 
But, now your face is the dearest of all to me (in all the world) . By Allah, no 
religion was more despised to me than yours, but now your religion is the dearest to 
me of all (religion). By Allah, no town was more despised to me than yours, but 
now yours town is the dearest of all to me." 
(Then he said: ) "Your horsemen had seize me while I intended to perform umrah. 
So what do you say?" 
Allah's Messenger ~J~.:a~~ gave him glad tidings (that all his sins were forgiven). 
Then he instructed him to perform Umrah. 
When he reached Makkah, someone said to him, " You have become irreligious. " 
He said, "No. But ,I have embraced Islam at the hands of Allah's Messenger ~.:a~~ 
~ J And, by Allah, not one grain of wheat will come to you from Yamamah unless 
Allcth's Messenger ~J"#.111~ permits met? release it."t 

&~~ ~~....:::...>~ ~'\ Jjj L5.;l.::.l d J .. li ~j~ful ~ ~- ~ 'L,!.)~~l;..?.~ j (Y'~"\o) 
f/1 "" ~ ~ ts • ., ,.. ~ tS, "" , .... 

.. , , ... .... ... 9 .. , <S 

(L5.J~\ o\.J.;) _;J ~jJ J£:.31 $-':J ~ 0~ J.st;& 
3965. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.:a~~ said about 
the prisoners (of war) taken at Badr, " If Muslim ibn Adi was alive and had 
interceded with me concerning these dirty prisoners, I would have released them 
for his sake."2 

COMMENTARY: Jubayr was one of the prisoners taken at badr. He heard this hadith from 
the Prophet ~J"#.11'~ as a disbeliever but narrated it as a Muslim """~'~J· 

1 Bukhari #4372, Muslim# 59. 1764, Abu Dawud # 2679. 
2 Bukhari #3139, Abu Dawild # 2689, Musnad Ahmad A-80. 
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His father, Mut'im ibn Adi ~~~~;was the grandson of Nawfal ibn Abu Munaf. So he was 
a near relative of the Prophet~~~~~~ grandfather. Mut'im had shown a favour to the 
Prophet ~J ~~~~-by giving him protection when he had returned from Ta'if after 
preaching there and the infidels of Makkah intended Persecute him. 
Therefore, the Prophet ~J~ilu~ spoke those words to Jubayr. Thereby, he.intended to 
win over his heart and get him inclined !o Islam. 

PERS£CUTORS WERE LET OFF 

t!~~~ ~~ "' 1--:t.. "' '"" ' "' ~ .... ,.... "' .. '- \ Aol J)-.u...G • ,., ~ t!F- , "'..131 ~ , ~ lli...\3"-.J),,~.lJI d ~ ~Willi \ •_ 'tl9~'o'E-l9~1 ;;J ~ I.J , •:, .. _, .. ..;> ~~- \,;Jtt' ..,r--....~c...; UJ. ~~-....Ill' 

3966. Sayyiduna Artas ~..111~; narrated that (in the year of Hudaybiyah) eighty men 
of Makkah heavily armed came down from the mountain of tanim against Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~~~~ hoping to trap them suddenly. But, without fighting he took 
them captive disgraced and helpless then he let them go alive. 
According to another version: He set them free. Allah, The Exal_ted, revealed: 

~' ~ J... "' l "' ..... ' ..._5::A • ,., ~ ttE- , ~..131 ~ , $:.!$. ili..13k.lS",,~.lJI d.;; 
- , •:, ,. .. , .. ...i/....,11- ~,.. \.,;i'"" ._r--..; 

{And He is the one who restrained their hands from you and your hands from them 
in the valley of Makkah after He had let you prevail over themJ (48: 24)1 

THE PROPHET'S ~J~i»>~ ADDRESS TO THE IDOLATERS SLAIN AT BADR 

~~;AI ~j ~ili1 ~ JJ1 &; -.!.;I~ '-}1 (.;. ~lA (rl ~ll!l_:;S'l jli ssl:i 6£ J (i~\V) 

_u.13"'B~"'4.t"'l"~~ '.J ~ '.J ~ :..~ .. -;;--

3967. Sayyiduna Qatadah ~..11~~.J said that Anas ibn Maalik ~~~~; narrated to them 

Muslim# 133. 1802, Tirmidhi # 3264, Abu Dawud # 2688, Musnad Ahmad 3. 124. 
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on the authority of Abu Talhah ~.i»~~J that on the day of Badr, Allah's Prophet .}-P 

~ J ·~ .ii1 gave instructions that twenty-four chiefs of the Quraysh (infidels of 
Makkah) should be thrown into one of the wells of Badr that was filthy and spread 
filth. When he vanquished an enemy (it was his practice that) he stayed three nights 
on the battlefield. So when the three days were over (or it was the third day), he 
asked for his riding-beast saddled. It was done. Then he went, followed by his 
Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~111~~J, till he stood at the opening of the well. 
Here, he began to call them by their names and the names of their fathers, asking, 
"0 so-and-so son of so-and-so and 0 so-and-so son of so-and-so, does it please you 
that you had (perhaps) obeyed Allah and His Messenger? Certainly we have found 
what our lord had promised us (and falsehood has perished) Did you find to be true 
what your Lord had promised you? 11 

( Sayyiduna) Umar ~.&~~J submitted, 11 0 
Messenger of Allah. Do you address bodies that have no souls? 11The Prophet 1111~ 
~ J 4# said, 11By Him in whose hand is Muhammad's soul you people do not hear 
what I say better than they do." 
AccQrding to another version: '' You do not hear better than they do, but (while you 
can respond ), they do not respond." 
Bukhari: also has that Qatadah 1.:.$- 1ll1 ~ J said that Allah revided them to make them 
hear what he said so that they may feel humiliated, grieved and sense the 
punishment and regret (in this world) .I 

COMMENTARY: Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi and others have cited this 
hadith to prove that the dead can hear Mast Hanafi scholars deny this possibility. See 
books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) on this subject like Fath ul- Qadeer. 

RETURN OF PRISONERS TAKEN AT HUNAYN 

~~4- ~ ~~ ~j ~ ilit ~ ;Dt jj-!5 ..J..;f ~~ Y~.Jj :> Jtj ~ljj.' ~j (1(\\A) 

"" ,,. "" , "" '( J "" J. "" "" , " • , ). ., ~ J "" 
;J, tl9jl ~9 J.l!ll ~ j.9 }SjAI JS r.l9.;! I!.!Ji f'9 ~ J.E- IJ'.tJli ..._u.)~_;.l &:~_;.~ ~JI 

, ~ ~,., , ,, ' , ~ ~ ~ , 
(I.S.;~Ioi_,.;)-I~Jiji~~Jj_;!AI&j~l9~j~~illl~~lyj.!5J11__;4jjj 

3968. (Sayyiduna) Marwan ~.:S- .ii1 ~ J and Miswar ibn Makhramah ~.:S- 1ll1 ~ J nan a ted 
that a deputation of Hawazin Muslims (after they had embraced Islam) came to 

· Allah's Messenger ~ J ·~ 1ll1 ~ and requested him to return to them their 
properties and their captives. He stood up and said, "Choose one of the two: 

t Bukhari# 3976, Muslim # 78 78. 2875, Musnad Ahmad 3. 145, See also the life of Prophet 
Muhammad ~J4:)s.i.1~ (Ibn Kathit's Search) p. 318F (DARUL Ishaat, Karac.hi) 
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either the captives or the property." They said, 11We choose our captives." So, 
Allah's Messenger ~1.t.#kt~ stood up (and delivered this sermon to the Sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~.&t~;) and praised Allah and glorified Hint as is His 
due and said 11 To proceed ! These (people of Hawazin) your brothers have come 
after repenting (from disbelief and Polytheism). I de~m it proper to return their 
captives to them. So those of you who are prepared to release the captive may do 
so. But those who decide to keep them whom they have till I give them some of 
the next booty that Allah grants us- may do so." The people submitted, "We are 
willing to do that, 0 Messenger of Allah (to release the captives)." He said,'' We 
cannot make out in this gathering which not. So all of you return (to your homes 
and consult your leaders). Then your leaders (or chiefs) may inform us about your 
decision. "So, they went back and their leaders spoke to them. Then they came 
again to Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ and informed him that they had agreed (to 
release the captives) and had given the permission.I 

COMMENTARY: To the southeast of Makkah along the road that leads towards ta'if there 
is a large ground surrounded by a small n1ountain. Beyond it is a small village. It is said 
that the Hawazin lived near the spacious ground. It is have that after the conquest of 
Makkah the battle of hunayn or Hawazin was fought. 
The Muslims got a very large booty in this battle and they captured very many women and 
children. They were given to the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .&t ~ ;, since the 
property and captives belonged to the ·sahabah. The Prophet ~ 1 "# .iilt ~ asked for their 
pennission to return to the Hawazin Muslims their families. 

PRISONER TAKEN FOR PRISONER 

1.-)l>...biJ..A ... (\! --, !;oat~----(i 1;o:t ! ... ,(!;.\;,!;on~- 1 ,l$J.,li.-~.·.3_ 1 ,I~J.£ ... (r4."\t\) 
;, V""-' y .. ~J .. , ~ ~ ~ .. , .. , ~ " .. --..,. ~ _,--, v-- '_J 

~ ~ J , , , , , , ,, ~ ~ , ! ' ! 
\_;:...ill I J ;o J) ~.)" ... 9 s .. ~I'~: ;o J ... ,~9: ,!z. "l9. l":t .... . ~..A~ ... ... \ ...... ~ llil L;:.. ill I J" J ... 
~-' ..J-l- I;....,... ~ ~ ~~ ~ .J ~ LS;~ ....,-_. o .) ~.J -'w r..r--' ,..J-l.; 

.- I ..-: .- _. !--- • _,_. _. C: J " J J J _. :;i _. ~ 
l:J ~l.:il19 ·---- ~--' · ~ ;o ~lill S -:.5 -~ Jl! uhl --"9 \ ~~ l:J ';;_,! l:J &1Sl19 ... , ... --~ill I 

M ~JP-A.J ]'.9 ~M ... > _. ';J .. -r-:; ... ~... .. .. ~.J ..... 
, .- I ; I J 

I ~::1~ ~' J"tj,i ., I :1!. ?~I J ... li dl!.~ J ... li ~ --i .-i ...... ~WI \.;:..JJI J,, 5 ~ ... i 1 :;..~ l:J 1 ~~ ~ .!}"' ~ \..:?-' • 'j ~.J .-.. r..r-... .,J-J ... :..r .. 
_, ,. ' ' ' J ,, 

~ill ~jJ~ _;l.:,j ~ill I j..D ;l.J1 Jj-!5 &l.lli jli ~~~ J' ,::.;..\iT a;.ol ,! ~ ~~J 

(.,.L.o oi.JJ) _, !:st ~;..::;1 
3959. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn """".&'~;narrated that the Thaqif were allies of 
Banu Uqayl. So when the Thaqif captured two men from the companions of Allah' 
Messenger ~ J4:)s..ii.t1.).-P, took a man of Banu Uqayl as captives. They bound him and 
threw him on the lava plain. Allah's Messenger came that way and he called him, 
"0 Ivluhantmad, 0 Muhammad! Why have I been seized?" He said, "In retaliation 
for the crinte of your allies the Thaqif." He left him (as he was) and went ahead, but 
he called again. 110 Muhammad, 0 Muhammad! Allah's Messenger ~J4#kl~ had 
mercy on him and came to him again and asked, 11 What is it?" He said, 111 am a 
Muslim." Ht: said, 11 If you had said so when you were master of your own affairs, 

1 Bukhari # 3207, Abu dawud # 2693, Musnad Ahmad 4-327 
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you would have succeeded thor~ughly (in both the worlds). 
The narrator ad.ded;.., Then, Allah's Messenger ~ J~iil~~ ransomed him for the two 
men whom the Thaqif had captured.1 

COMMENTARY: Thaqif was a famous tribe of the Arabs. It was a branch of the Banu 
Hawazin and lived in Ta'if. Banu Uqayl was a tribe allied to them. During the jahiliyah 
(ignorance period), tribes used to form alliances to cooperate with one another in dealing 
with others. Frienqs of one were friends of the other and so the enemies. When Isl~m was 
preached, only lawful covenants were allowed .and unlawful promise "done away with. 
Only the oath to Islam was enough. · 
Hurrah or the lava plain was a black, pebbled plain in the surroundings of Madinah in the 
mountainous area. 
The Prophet ~-J ~ '.&1 ~ was very kind to the men who claiq1.ed to be a Muslim: A 
stranger's such claim may only be accepted ff it is corroborated by evidence. This man 
could have meant to have accepted Islam at that time But, the Propl}et ~J~.\1~ did not 
accept his claim and let him go to enemy territory. 

SECTION II 

RELEASE OF PROPHET'S ~J,.,U.ii11~ SON-IN LAW AS PRISONER AT BADR 

(.)Jb~I.J ~~ oi.J.J) -~ ~{j 
3970. Sayyidah Ayshah l~ .&1 ._rp J narrated that (when Allah gave victory to the 
Prophet~J~lill~ at Badr over the inf\dels some of whom where Killed and some 
brough~ to Madinah as prisoners for whhm the Prophet ~ J~iil1~ received ransom 
to release them,) the Mahll~ns sent ransom to have their prisoners back. (Sayyidah) 
~aynab ~ .&1._rpJ (daughter of the Prophet~J 4# .&1 ~ also sent some property to 
ransom (her husband) Abu Aas that included her necklace which belonged to 
(Sayyidah) Khadijah ~.&1._rp .J and she had presented it to her on her marriage with 
Abu Aas. Wl,ten,Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ saw it, he was moved emotionally 
(and felt sympathy for his daughter's loneliness and. remembered the company of 
his wife ¥Itadijah ~.&1._rp ~ who used to wear it). He said (to his Sahabah~.&1~ J· 111£ 
you thi~ it reasonable that you should release her prisoner for her and return to 
her all that belongs to her (that she has sent for his release) ... "They submitted, 
11Yes". (He was set free). The Prophet~J"~.&1~ took his promise that he would 
allow Zaynab ~.&1~ J a free, unhindered passage to come to him (to Madinah). He 

1 Muslitn # 8. 1641, Abti Dawud # 3316, Musnad Ahmad 4. 430. 
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sent Zayd ibn Harithah ~.i»~~J and a man of-the ansars (supporters) (to Makkah) 
with instructions to wait in the valley of Yaji{(near Tamim) for Zaynab~.&~~J to 
come then they were to bring her back (to Madinah).t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Zaynab ~.&1~ J was the eldest daughter of the Prophet ~.&t~ 
~J· Abu Aas was her husband and his Son-in-law. He was the son of Rabi, the grandson of 
Abdul Uzza ibn Abd shams ibn Abd Mana£. He was a nephew of the mother of the 
_believers, Sayyidah Khadi1ah~.&~~ J· . . . · 
She was the Prophet's ~ J~.&~~ first wife. All his children, apart from Ibrahim 4$1»1~ J, were · 
born to her. Ibrahim4$.i»l~ J died in infancy and his Mother was Sayyidah Mariyah Qubtiyah .. 
Sayyidah Zaynab ~.&1~J was married to an infidel, Abu Aas, because at' that, time it was 
allowed to a Muslim woman to marry a disbelieving man. The Prophet ~ J"#.&t~ sent two · 
men to bring her to him from Makkah, but they were not her mahram. This was an 
exceptional case because she was the Prophet's ~ J~.&~~ daughter and no suspicion may 
be attached to a stranger accompanying her. Of course, it is not allowed otherwise for a 
non-mahram to travel with a woman. 
The valley Yajij is about eight miles away from Makkah. It is alsb spelt Najij. Earlier copies 
of Mishkat have it as Najij. 
Sayyidah Zaynab ~.i»1~J returned to Madinah, but Abu. Aas remained in Makkah as a 
disbeliever. However, he was scheduled to travel to Syria2 with .a trade caravan. The 
Muslims of Madinah learnt of it and decided to intercept him when he passed through the 
limits of Madinah and ~oo/iscate his property. Sayyidah Zaynab~.&'~J learnt of it and she 
was upset, She met Allah's Messenger ~ J"#~~~ and asked, "Is not a commitment of any 
Muslim reliable?. It a Musiim offers protection to a disbeliever, will all Muslims be bound 
to honour that?". He confirmed to her that a Muslim's promise was reliable. She said, "0 
Messenger of Allah, be witness that I give protection to Abu Aas". So, the Sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions) ~lii~~J withdrew their plan to intercept him. However, they did 
go to the thorough face of Madinah where Abu Aas was expected to arrive with01h 
carrying any arms or weapons. They met him and said to him, "Abu Aas, you are a nob1e, 
respected man of the Quraysh and an influential Man. You are the cousin of the Messen~er 
~ J~.&~~ of Islam. (on this basis, nothing is better for you than that) you must become a 
Musli!ll.(You will retain all this, your property with you. 
Abu Aas, said, "Your saying (that it I become a Muslim then because of it my propertv will 
be safe with one) is very unreasonable. I seek refuge from such thought that I should :soil 
my Islam with the (impurity of) pr~perty. He returned to Makkah and handed diver 

I 

everyone his trust. Then, he invited them to assemble -and -asked them, "0 people of 
Makkah, have y9u received your properties?". They confirmed, "Yes, we havt got our 
belongings." Then, Abu Aas declared before them, "I call upon you to be witnesses tl;lat I 
have embraced I~lam "And he recited. 

1 

JJ, J_j.!J I U>!,.J..JI-4!1Jilil V!il! "} ~141J 

1 Abu Dawud # 2692, Musnad Ahmad 6-276. 
2 It was_ not the same area as today. Its limits have been changing with time. So it is also referred 'to 
with its Arabic name Shaam to distinguish from present Syria. (Mujam ul Buldan) 
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(I bear witness that no one is worthy of worship but Allah and I bear witness that 
Muhammad is Allah's Messenger~ J.Y...iil'~· 

After that, Abu Aas ~i»'~J left (in Makkah) his house, properties, friends relatives, etc. -
everything and set out to errrlgrate to Madinah. There, he met Allah's Messenger -Ys~'.}.P 
~J who welcomed him out of love and re-united Sayyidah Zaynab ~i»'~J with him. 
Opinions different whether the Prophet ~J"~i»'~ re-married Abu Aas o\;~~~~J whell lw 

arrived in Madinah with Zaynab ~'".iii'~ J or let their previous marriage continue. 
The Prophet ~J.Y..i»l~ had a deep relationship with Abu Aas, particularly after he became 
a Muslim. He loved hitn much and was very pleased with him. 
He was martyned in the Battle of Yamarnah in the days of Abu Bakr ~1»1~ J· 1 

THE DISBELIEVING PRISONERS AT BADR WHO WERE KILLED 

~~I.J ~:d Cfl ~ ~ j.5 ~~ J.ktrll!\ _;l..:,j ;;1~ ili1 j..D JJ1 j~5 ..i..Jl ~~ j (f'\V\) 

(~I r .,r!.Joi.J->) -~~~ s).Cfl ~~ Jy.J~I 
3971. Sayyidah Ayshah 1\~1»'~) narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~ .... J"~..11'.J~ had 
taken prisoners at badr he killed Uqbah ibn Abu Mu'ayt and Nadr ibn Harith. But, he 
showed favour (mamnun) Abu Azzah Jumahi (whom he released without ransom).2 

COMMENTARY: The ruler of the t!mes is authorized to kill the non-Muslim prisoners in 
his custody who do not accept Islam. Or he may enslave them. Or, he may set them free 
because of protection granted to them by any Muslim. However it is not allowed to 
release them without ransom as favour (which is known as Mamnun), because this 
permission is abrogated. 

~J"li~'1!.·~i::jL tz~Sijll!\"~ 'a~ilil t~JJIJ",_pj ~ 'l;j!,4cAI··.£c;lr''\Vi) ~ .. '-? "-::!* • ~ ~-'~~'• ~, ~ ~ "" y--_; 

(JjiJ _J:~I oi.J..>) _J61 j~ ~:: ~q 
3972. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~i»'~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger "~1»~~ 
~""'J decided to kill Uqbah ibn Abu Mu'ayt, he asked, 11Who (will be responsible) for 
the children?" He said, 11Hell-fire!"3 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~ J ~ 1»1 .}.P words meant that the children would be 
ruined because no one would look after them. The fire, of course, IS not known to care for 
anyone. Its characteristic is to destroy 
Or, the Prophet I"LNJ.Y..i»'.J~ may have n1eant to tell him, "Think of yourself. Well is your 
abode. Do not worry about the children. Allah is their Guardian. Ht: wHL raise thetn.'' 

CHOICE GIVEN ABOUT PRISONERS AT BADR 

·, ;.l>,U. ~ \Iii~ .l:i"4. ~~ .L... ~~ _;l.:,j ~ ili1 t~ JJI J, '5 ~ .. \~ ~j (fi\Vi) 
~~ -'-; .C... ,.. • ~..J·T . ;'.. ~, .,~ ~ 

1 See Ma' ariful Hadith (Maw lana Manzoor Numani) English translation pp515f: Sayyidah Zaynab 
"'""~~),the Prophet's ~J~~~~ eldest daughter. Dar-ul-lsha'at Karachi. 
2 Sharh ur Junnah # 2711. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2686. 
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.. , , ... f , c: , r$ c: .. ,, .. \f , .. .. .,, , . "' 
-~~js:-I~IIJ.ll9_;~\!,~l9.;J,!,~~~r.fs:-I~I~I~I~~L5Jl::,IO~~I 

(~~~~ I.:U, Jli.JL5.l.o _;UI oi.J.J) 

3973. Sayyiduna Ali ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ",.lt. ~~ ,)w> said that 
Jibril ~")\...JI ",.lt. had descended to him and said to him, "Give choice to your 
companions about the prisoners at Badr. They may kill them, or take ransom for 
them (and let them go) on condition that as many of them (the Sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~~~J) would be killed the next year." (Their number was seventy.) 
They affirmed, "We shall take ransom and agree to have (a like num}?er, seventy of) 
us killed (next year)."t 

COMMENTARY: Seventy of the infidels were killed in the Battle of Badr. And, seventy 
were taken prisoners and brought to Madinah. The Prophet ~ J "#- ~~ ,)w> consulted his 
Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.i»1~ Jon what should be done to them. Abu Bakr ~~~ J 
~suggested that they should be set free. Most possibly Allah may enable them to repent 
and embrace Islam. He said, "whatever ransom you receive might be spent on your friends 
to help them out in their worldly and religious needs." 
However, Umar ~l»~~-~ said, "Sever their necks because they are chiefs of the infidels. As 
for some monetary help, Allah has made you independent of that." 
The Prophet ~J",.lt-~1~ gave choice to the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~Jon the 
condition placed by Jibril's r">WI",.lt. message that if they opted for ransom then as many of 
them would be killed the next year. In spite of the stipulation, the Sahabah (Prophet's 
Companions) ~.iii~~ J chose to get the ransom. Hence, the next year in the battle of Uhud, 
the Muslims faced defeat on one occasion. They released that the Prophet ~J4,.lt-.1u~ had 
told them of that in the previous year. The Muslims lost seventy precious lives. These 
seventy martyrs included Hamzah ibn Abdul Muttalib and Mus' ab ibn Umayr ~.iii~~ J the 
glorious Sahabah. 
After the upset of the battle, Umar ~~~~;came to the Prophet ~""'J4#~1~ and saw him and 
Abu Bakr ~.iii~~; weeping. He asked them, "Why do you weep? Tell me so that I may weep 
too." The Prophet ~J4,.lt..i»l~ said, "I may weep over your companion who had opted to 
get the ransom." He pointed to a tree (standing near to him) and said, "I have been show 
their punishment from closer than this tree." According to a version he said "If they were 
punished then no one, apart from Umar and sa' d ibn Mu' adh, would have been spared." 
(sa'd ~ .i»1 ~J too, had concurred with Umar ~ ~~ ~J that the pri!wners should not be 
ransmned but should be killed.) . 

I , • 

Anyway; the reasoning of the other Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.iii'~J was that if 
the prisoners were spared (against ransom), they might become Muslims some time later. 
Moreover, th~y themselves hoped to attain martyrdom next year. They also had sympathy 
for the families of the prisoners! So they suggested that the prisoners should not be killed. 

A QUESTION ARISES: If the Muslims were given choice between two things and they 
chose one of the two, then why were they punished (for choosing one 'of them)? Clearly, 

1 Tirmidhi # 1567. 
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the punishment is against the option. 
The answer is that it really was a test and trial for them. The test was to examine them 
whether they chose that which is dear to Allah or what was dear to their hearts. Therefore, 
they did not succeed who chose what was dear to their hearts and so were punished. 
Allamah toor Pushti, however, regards this hadith (giving choice) as far fetched because it 
seemingly contradicts what is understood from the Quran. Besides, Tirmidhi has termed 
this tradition as gharib. But, it is not blameworthy to uphold some thing through a gharib 
(strange) hadith because sometimes it also is Sahih (accurate). 

EXAMINING THE PRISONERS 

(<.J.;I..U 1_, ~Lo ~ 1_, Jjl J y. I o \_,.;) -~1 J 4~i 
3974. Sayyiduna Atiya Qurazi ~~~~ J said, : I was among the captives of Qurayzah 
we were presented to the Prophet ~J~~Ij.J. The Sahabah (Prophet"s Companions) 
~ ~' ~ J examined us. Those of us who had begun to grow hair (on their private 
parts) were slain and those who had not (grown hair) were spared (because they 
were counted among children and non-fighters). They undressed me to examine my 
georital organs and found that hair had not grown on my pubes so they cast me 
among the captives."t 

COMMENTARY: Allamah Toor Pushti said that it was necessary to examine them for 
growth of hair to know if they had attained puberty, otherwise they would not have 
disclosed the truth. 

SLAVES WHO BECAME MUSLHdS WERE NOT RETURNED TO DISBELIEVING 
MASTERS 

I 

(J_,!Jy.l ol.,.;) _;lJ\ ~La:!~ 
3975. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~ J narrated that some slaves came to Allah's Messenger jJ 

~ J~~~ on the day of Hudaybiyah before the peace treaty was signed. Their masters 
wrote to hirn. 110 Muhammad ! By Allah, they have not come to you through a 
longing for yonr religion. They have only gone away (from us) to flee from 

t Tirmidhi # 1584, Abu Dawud # 4404, Ibn Majah # 2541, Nasa'I # 4984, Mus)\lad Ahmad 4. 383, 
Darimi # 2464. 
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I ' 
slavery." Some people (of the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ <!ill ~J ) 

submitted, they have spoken the truth, 0 Messenger of Allah! Send them back to 
them." (On that) Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~~ ~ got angry and said, '' I do not 
suppose that you will desist, 0 company of the Quraysh (!) till Allah sends over you 
one who cuts off your necks for this (suggestion that these Muslims should be sent 
back to enemy territory)." He decline4 to send them back. He said, "They ate 
Allah's Freemen. I · 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J~~~~ was displeased because the Sahabah gave their 
personal opinions on an issue that is decided by Shariah and seemed to have given 
testimony in favour of the masters of the slaves. The rule of Shariah is that the slaves 
became innocent and free on coming out of enemy land embracing Islam. 

SECTTON III 

INDISCRETION ON THE PART OF KHALID IBN WALID ~~~~; 

J Jl."' "' ~ , J"' "' "' &J "'J, "' (9 "' "' "' I "' r; .,J 
J-:91 'i ;l}lj ~9 ~~I~ ~5 ,::P ~ .....!..JilJ.ll.j.AI..,% ~ -...!,JB' ll!J;i. ~~I~ ~5 ~ J! 

~ ~ ~ 

,; I ,; ., tl • 

43.1:i f<,i --i &li ,e-li .-\ "', ii 4!1,~ (i.H \.._.:. .. J \I J"' ~ l!A~. h. ~ .. .t_.J, 1\.>...bt.r.A. f! 5. f.!~~":/ -o ."c .L~t 
,.. .. j ~~ ~.J """ ~ ~ "" \.;- :.J .. -;: '-! ....,....., ~ ~ .J ""'i .. -;; 

J I 

(lSJ~I oi_,J) -~J..o~li~ t!~·~ 1;11i.~I4L~t jlii 
3976. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ~~ ~ J said, "The Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ sent Khalid ibn 
W alid ~ ~~ ~ J to Banu J adhimah. He invited them to accept Islam. They could not 
express themselves well ( being frightened) and say, " We have believed " but 
began to say 'sabana, sabana!' (we have forsaken our religion, we have forsaken 
our religion) So, Khalid began to kill them and to take prisoners. He handed a 
prisoner to each of us . Then, one day, Khalid ordered everyone of us to kill his 
prisoner. But, I said 'by Allah, I shall not kill my prisoner nor will anyone of my 
companions kill his prisoner, till we come to the Prophet ~ J 4# ~~ ~ (and get his 
command).' So (when we came to him) we mentioned this case to him. He raised 
both his hands and exclaimed twice. "0 Allah, I declare that I am absolved before 
you of what Khalid has done.'2 

COMMENTARY: Khattabi said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ absolved himself of Kahlid's 
indiscretion because Khalid did not consider carefully what those people meant by sabana. 
It does also imply that they had accepted Islam and changed over to it. Khalid was only 
considered with a clear declaration of Islam by Aslamna. So he took a rash, strong action. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2700. 
2 Bukhari #7189, Musnad Ahmad 2. 151. 
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CHAPTER - VII 

PROTECTION 

SECifiON I 
' PROTECTION EXTENDED BY UMM HANI 

~ ~ .,~' ~ 1 .,, , , 

-~.;· ~ 4~ &; l!.ol' J.i ~j~illl ~,:UI Jj-.!5 Jli9&~1 ~ ~j 
3977. Sayyidah Umm Hani ltoj:.i»l~; (daughter of Abu Talib narrated that i.n the year 
of the conquest she went to Allah's Messenger ~"" J "'~ ~~ ,JJ. He was having a bath 
and (Sayyidah) Fatimah ~ ~~ ~ J, his daughter, had screened him with a garment. 
She offered her salaam (the greetings) and he asked 11Who is it? 11 She identified 
herself," I am Umm Hani bint Abu Talib". He said'- 11Welcome, Umm Hani". Then, 
after he had had his bath, he stood to offer eight raka' at salah (prayer) wrapped in a 
garment. When, he had finished, she submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, my 
mother's , son, Ali, has declared that he would kill a man whom I have given 
protection, so-and-so, son of Hubayrah." Allah's Messenger ~J4.)$~1,}J said, 11We 
have given protection to him whom you have given protection , 0 Umm Hani." 
(She said that) it was in the forenoon.l · 
According to another version (in Tirmidhi), she said, 111 have give protection to two 
men who are relatives of my husband." So, Allah's Messenger ~J"'~i»I,}J said, 11We 
have given protection to whom you have given protection,"2 

COMMENTARY: The name of Umm Hani was Faakhtah ~.1!1~ J but some say Aatikah. She 
was Abu TaJib's daughter and real sister of Sayyiduna Ali~~~~J 
Hubayrah was her husband. When she embraced Islam in the year of the Conquest of 
Makkah, he did not accept Islam, so they separated. She had given protection to a son of 
her husband, Hubayrah, perhaps from another of his wives. 
Sayyiduna Ali 4:.Soi»'._r;J had not approved her action, but the Prophet ~J4#~'.)J accepted 
the protection she had extended. 
It is stated in the version of Tirmidhi that the Prophet ~ J"'~.l!t,JJ had his bath in the house 
of Umm Hani ~..llt~J but the version of Bukhari and Muslim mean 'his own house; or 'the 

1 Bukhari # 3171, Muslim # 82-336, Abu Dawud # 1290, Darimi # 1453, Mnwatla Maalik # 28 
2 Tirmidhi # 1585 
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house of Sayyidah Fatimah~.ii~~ J'. 

SECTION II 

PROTECTION OFFERED BY A WOMAN IS RELIABLE 

\c 11!- ·,~A!~~\ i.Ll:J fl, AI . ~ ,I J"li --~ ", ~ ~ ili1 t~ :oJ 'I . ~ S S~~ '1\ 0L 'r~VA) t.r J--r ~ ,~ .)-oJ ~., ~.J .,.. ~ ~ ~ '-/ 

( lS.l.o .)J I o I.J->) -~I 
3978. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$.i»l~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.ii1~ said., 
"A woman has a right to get from the Muslims protection for someone.t 

COMMENTARY: If a Muslitn woman extends protection to a disbeliever or a group of 
disbelievers then it is the responsibility of all muslims to honour her commitment. They 
must not violate the protection given by her. 

WARNING TO ONE WHO DISHONORS THE PROTECTION EXTENDED BY HIM 

• , ,, I , ,, 

(.:t;_JI ?"' ..,r!Jol.,_,) -~~!_.; ~.JJ.1JI $-lj.J.c}#-1 ~ l';i 

3979. Sayyiduna Amr in Hamiq 4$.i»1~ J said that he heard Allah's Messenger ~)»~~ 
~J say, "If anyone grants protection to someone for his I!fe but after that Kills him, 
then, on the day of resurrection, he will be handed over a banner of treachery ."2 

COMMENTARY: The banner of treachery implies disgrace before the multitude in the 
place of gathering. Other ahadith say that he will be given a sign whereby all people will 
recognize him as-one who betrayed his trust. 

BE FAITHFUL TO YOUR COVENANT 

(.,_;1., y.l_, lS.l.o .)JI ol.,_,) -U!!lfl ~ ~~~ ~ _:;.i 
3980. Sayyiduna Sulaym ibn Aamir .u".i»1~ J narrated that a covenant existed between 
Sayyiduna Muawiyah 4$.ii1~ J and the Romans(Byzantines). He went towards their 
country with intent to attack them when the covenant ended, promptly. A man 
came sinfully on a horse - Arabian or Turkish - calling out, 11 Allhu Akbar, Allahu 
Akbar (Allah is the Greatest)! Faithfulness, not treachery!" They saw that he was 

1 Tirmidhi # 1579(1585). 
2 Sharh us-Sr~nnah (Prop/ret's ~ J~.ln~ practice) #2688, Musnad Ahmad 5-223. 
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Amr ibn Abasah "~~~~J· Sayyiduna Muawiyah 4.:>-~I~J asked him about that (how 
was it treachery?) and he said, I had heard Allah's Messenger ~ J 4#- ~~ jJ say, 'If 
anyone has a covenant with a people, then it is not lawful for him to make it soft or 
strong (meaning, to break it or alter it) till it expires, Or, he should throw it towards 
them that they might know that it is rescinded." Then, Sayyiduna Muawiyah ~~~J 
~ turned back.t 

\ 

COMMENTARY: l(Aaking a covenant soft or strong means that the objective of the 
covenant must not be foiled at all of course, otherwise it is commendable to strengthen a 
covenant in the eyes of Shariah. (It was a manouvere on Mu' awiyad' s ~~~~ J part within 
the validity of the treaty that was tantc;tmount to treachery.) 

RESPECT FOR ENVOY 
\ .. : 

"' I " I "' I ~ ~ 

~ ;iJI jj-!J ~b ·~i ~j ~ llll ~ ,lll J_;.!j J! J4J.9 .~.;.~ j~' ~~ \j ul ~ j ('r'\A') 
\ .... ~ > 

I I J _. I 

J!;I~'~IJ .. ~1.1:il ~-,.'1.4~1~J.llll.~IJ.l1J .. ~'Jl:i.e Hi!~~~ ~-{~,q .. ~\1--\ ".ll~WI ~, • ~<II' ,-' ,. wil~,, ~ .. ,.,- , ~~(,$" ~.J, .. 

. , " ' , ~ ' ' , .9 .... 
(Jjby.loi,J.J)-~l9_;J..:,j~llJI~&lJI•! :1\jj,! :,19 

3981. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi 4.:>-~~~ J said, 11The Quraysh sent me (as their envoy when 
the treaty of Hudaybiyah was being concluded) to Allah's Messenger ~J4#-~'jJ. 
When I saw Allah's Messenger ~ J 4#- ~~ jJ , Islam made home in my heart 
(voluntarily), so I subtpitted, '0 Messenger, of Allah, by Allah, I shall not go back 
to them, ever.' He said, I neither break a covenant, not detain envoys. So, go back 
now and if you have the same thing in your" h~art as you have now, come back.' 
Hence, I returned and later came to the Prophet ~ J4#~1jJ and embraced Islam.2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""J":l>-..lil~ advised Abu Rafi 4.:>-~'~.J to fulfil his responsibility 
first. Then he could return as an independent individual and declare his Islam. 

j ~1~, L.\!.~ ,t.A t:ls. ...r\!.. ,, J'~ , ~ ", Cl ~all I t~ Jl, J' ~ '· '\. ~ ,, ;.;.'- ~' ,•..3 ~--~ ,t.,£ Cl :('r'\A l) .. , , v-,; • y .. ---:- ..,.r, ~J ,.. ~, .,_-J ~ .d v-~ v---' 

. r'! .. /. , ~~ , .. , .. , .. ~ .. 
(Jjby.I.J..Lo>loi.JJ) -l.o..>.os ~~~~~~~ J.!j.li...!.JI '} _,J;lJijlAI 

3982. Sayyiduna Nu'aym ibn Mas'ud 4.:>-..li'~J reported that Allah's Messenger ~..11'~J 
said to two men who had come from Musaylamah, 11By Allah, if it were not killed, I 
would sever your necks."3 

COMMENTARY: Musaylamah had laid claim to Prophethood in the time of the Prophet 
~J 4#- ..ll1 jJ. So he was called Musaylamah Kadhdhab (liar). He had sent Abdullah ibn 
Nawwahah and Ibn Uthal to the Prophet ~ J4#-~'jJ as his envoys who had testified before 

1 Tirmishi # 1580 (1586) Abu Daw4d # 2759, Musad Ahmad# 13012. 
2 Abu Dawud #2758, Musnad Ahmad 6-8. 
3 Musnad Ahmad 3-487, Abu Dawud # 2761. 
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him that Masaylamah was Allah's Messenger. Therefore, he spoke to them as in the hadith. 
I 

COVENANTS OF JAHILIYAH (IGNORANCE PERIOD) HAD TO BE HONOURED IF 
THEY DID NOT CON~RA VENE THE SHARI' AH (DIVINE LAW) 

I) "s:: :II :~., 

-~ Jlij.J_rJ-~~1 ~C",j~ ~~~ 
jS ',y· , _,... 'ill' ~ 

3983. Sayyiduna Amir ibn Shu' ayb ~~ ~ .J reported from his father from his grand 
father that Allah's Messenger~ J~~~~ said while delivering a sermon, 11Fulfil the 
oath of jahiliyah (ignorance period), for it (meaning, Islam) does not but give it (the 
oath) more strength. But, do not enter into new covenants in Ishtm".t 

COMMENTARY: Only those oaths undertaken in pre-Islamic period ought to be honoured 
as are not contrary to Islamic teachings and beliefs, and as do not damage religion, for 
Allah says'. 

(r :()SJJWI) -~lj.ullj~)fl ~ IJ$JW'1j (.$jililj~l ~l~j Wj 

{Cooperate with each other in virtue and piety and cooperate not in sin and 
transgression} (5: 2). 

In short, Islam forbids that such covenants shduld be honoured as cause mischief and 
bloodshed. The Prophet ~J~iJa,~ had said (~")L.,'JI~~~) (There is no half in Islam).As for 
oaths and covenants that call for helping the needy and poor, being kind to relatives, and 
such like pious work, Islam upholds them and makes them stronger, as the Prophet 4#~'~ 
~J said, 

However, Islam does not approve of new c::ovenents. Mutual help and cooperation is wajib 
(obligatory) in Islam inherently and that is enough. 
Teebi said that this prohibition could imply a prohibition of oaths by themselves. But Mulla 
Ali Qari ~~ ~ .J prefers the second implication (which Teebi ~~ ~ .J too has mentioned) and 
even Mazhar says so. It also explains the hadith under discussion. It says: If you had taken 
an oath in the jahiliyah (ignorance period) (before becoming a Muslim) that you will help 
each oth~r then (as Muslims) you must fulfil your oaths and help each other, provided he 
who is helpe~ pursues the right course. But, such alliances should not be promoted in 
Islam as make you heirs of each other; (It was done in pre-Islamic days that any two people 
could decl~re on oath that the one serving the other would b~ his heir.) , 
The hadith of Sayyiduna Ali on 'lives of all Muslims being equal' is as # 3475 previously , I . 
(under Retaliation). J 

1 Tirmidhi # 1591, Musnad Ahmad # 6761, Muslim # 202-2530 .. 
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SECTION ill 

ENVOYS AND MESSENGERS MUST NOT BE K1LLED 

(~\o\_j.J)-~ 
3984. Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~ l»1 ~ J narrated that Ibn Nawwahah and Ibn Uthal 
came to the Prophet ~ J ~ l»1 ~·as enjoys of Musaylamah (the false claimant to 
prophethood). He asked the two of them, 11Do you bear witness that I am Allah's 
Messenger?. But, they said 11No! We testify that Musaylamah is Allah's Messenger." 
So, the Prophet ~J ~~~~said, 111 have believed in Allah and His Messenger .. 
And, if it was my practice to Kill envoys and messengers. I would have surely 
killed both of you." 
Abdullah (ibn Masud) ~ .1!1 ~ J said, 11The sunnalz (Prophet's ~ J ~ ~ ~ practice) 
came into force that envoys and messengers should not be Killed." (This, even if 
they commit a great wrong.) 

COMMENTARY: These envoys clearly rejected the Prophet's ~J~l»,~prophethood and 
messenger ship. They rather declared Musaylamah as a Messenger and prophet of Allah. 
In his answer declaring his belief in Allah and in his Messenger ship, the Prophet ~.1!1~ 
~ J demonstrated h~s resolve to seek the truth and his attribute of compassion and courage. 
He indicated that those false people would suffer Divine punishment. He also declared 
through his words that Musaylamah was false and had lied in claiming prophethood. 
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CHAPTER - VIII 

DIVISION OF SPOILS & BEING 
TREACHEROUS IN THIS REGARD 

SECTION I 

SPOILS ARE LAWFUL FOR MUSLIMS 

,., ., ;II , , ~ ~ "' 

<~~)-l!ll+.~iu~J~L515illi..J..J~ 

3985. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..1!1~, 
''The spoils were not lawful to anyone before us. Allah looked on our weakness and 
helplessness and made them lawful for us.t 

COMMENTARY: Teebi ..1!1~J says his hadith is actually a conclusion of hadith # 4033. The 
whole is not mentioned here. Why it begins with Arabic "(So,) spoils were not lawful." 

SPOILS BELONG TO HIM WHO SLAYS THE INFIDEL IN BATTLE 

~ ... i!J, ... ·u \ ,\,~~~~~a'lll!li.·~ --~JJIJ 'JM~~J ... GSsl.S,}I.!.£~(\'\A'\) .IJ ~~ .. "'(--~ ... .,.,- • .....,- "-t ~..., 

I .- o.. t • ,, (G J ...< .; t; "' 
(~~)- ~~~(j~l3 JlAJ '")tAlli - ~ ... ... ill _, ... 

3986. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~..11~~J narrated: We set out with Allah's Messenger 
~ J -Yf ..1!1 ~ in the . year of Hunayn (after the conquest of Makkah). When we 
Muslims faced the infidels, the Muslims seemed (outwardly) to suffer a reverse. I 
saw that an idolater had overpowered a Muslim, so I struck the idolater with my 
sword from behind on his shoulder-blade and cut his chain armour. No~, he turned 
to me and squeezed me with such force that I was dying, but he died 

1
and hi~ grip 

over me gave way. Then I met Umar ibn Khattab ~..11~~J and asked him '"What is 

1 Bukhari # 3124, Muslim# 32-1747, Musnad Ahmad 2-317. 
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wrong with the people?" (They are fleeing.) He said, ''It is Allah's decree. Then the 
Muslims (regrouped and ) returned. The Prophet ~ J",.l&.~'~""' sat down and said, 111£ 
anyone Kills an infidel and has a witness to it, even one witness, then he will get 
his spoils." I thought to myself, '"Who will testify for me?" and sat down. Again, 
the Prophet ~ J~iJ,.~~ said the same and I stood up. He asked, ''What is it with you 
Abu Qatadah ?" I told him (that I had Killed an idolater). A man said, ''He speaks 
the truth. I have his spoils , Make him agreeable to exchange that for something 

. else. Or get us to settle willingly." Abu Bakr ~~~~;said 11By Allah, let him not do 
so. A brave warrior of Allah does not fight for Allah and His Messenger only to 
surrender his spoils to you." The Prophet ~J",u.l»>~ said, 11 Abu Bakr is right. Five 
the idolater's belongings to Abu Qatadah." So, he gave me all the belongings of the 
idoJater. I bought (against that) a garden situated among the Banu Salimah. This 
was the first property that I collected after accepting Islam.l 

COMMENTARY: In this battle, the enemy appeared initially to be getting the upper hand 
·and Muslims deserted the battlefield for some time. But, the Prophet ~J":l~~~~ stood his 
ground on a mule held by Abbas ibn Muttalib 4;.$- ~~ ~ ;. While the Muslims were in utter 
disorder, the Prophet ~J~~~~ not only faced the enemy bravely but also decided to step 
forward to fight the enemy. He kept saying: 

'.: l~!ll#~l Ul.y¥'1 &D1 Ul 
I am the Prophet, no lies. I am the son of Abdul Muttalib. 

These two men held the Prophet ~"" J ;.,!&. ~~ ~ back Then Allah caused the Muslims to be 
patient. They attacked the enemy and uprooted them completely to triumph in the battle. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SPOILS 

kll~ ~.!...;~ ,.\.th:iJ~_;j~jy..?-_?.l~l)..:,j~rlJI ~;iJ1 jj.-!5-..i.,.>l.?~lif'j (~4.AV) 

(~·~)-~~l. ,_., .... 
.. ~- I _,v-..,~.J 

.:~987. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4;.$- ~~ ~; said that Allah's Messenger ~""J •# ~~ ~ 
apportioned (from the spoils) three shares for a warrior and his l!c!"se: one being for 
him and two for his horse.2 

COMMENTARY: Most of the ulama (Scholars) go by this hadith but some of them give 
two portions to a warrior with horse. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~~;also goes by it (2 portions) 
because a hadith # 4006 in Section II, discloses that the Prophet ~""J;.,u.J»,~ observed such 
distribution. Tjle same thingis knowi;t from Sayyiduna Ali ~iJ,.'~; and Abu Musa 4;.$-J»I~; 
and Abu Musa ~iJ,.'~; Ashary, and the Hidayah attributes this ruling to Ibn Abbas ~.111~; 
and to Ibn Umar ~.111~; whose second tradition is given preference to this one .. 

SLAVES & WOMEN HAVE NO SHARE IN SPOILS 

~~.;..~ if._;.j, _, ) ~J' '-~- J'~ ~~ ~~ J1 ~.JJft' s~, ~ ::e-Jti J.& Y' ~ ..13~;;. j <~4.AA) 

1 Bukhari # 4321, <islim # 47-1751, Tirmidhi # 1562, Abu Da~id # 2117. 
~ Bukhari # 2863. Muslim# 57-1762, Tirmidhi # 1554, Abuy Dawud # 2733 Ibn Majah # 2854, Dawud 
# 2472, Musnad Ahmed 2-41. 
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4!11•' ::{'~1~.;,;~-~~- r ,1~1 (P, .. r,~y '{t;Jt..,\1,, es-j~· .. ,J .. lii 1 .. ~T ,,~., i~_;-:-!-;!1 
, .. ~. t~"-'ill'~ .. .. .......___, ,~\..o-6~ ~,. ~ \..o-6~~ 

"' , . "' , , ' , ~ ' ~ , .. , ;r. "' ..... 
~g J..'j >-~4 IJA~J ~ illl ~,lll JJ-!5 ~8' J..' Ltll!j ,:: :~~I u::~ (AI 

3988. Sayyiduna Yazid ibn Hurmuz reported that Najdah Hururi wrote to 
(Sayyiduna) ibn Abbas ~.&'~.J asking.him, 11 If a slave and a women are present at 
the distribution of the spoils, may they be given a share? 11 He instructed Y azaid to 
wrote on his behalf to Najdah, "No ·share is.specified for them but some amount 
may be given to them (on the moment)." 
According to another version·. Ibn Abbas~.&'~; wrote to him, "You have written 
asking me whether Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ took women along to battles and 
did he give them a share (of. the spoils). Yes, he did take them along for jihad 
(crusade) to tend to the sick (and the wounded). They were given something from 
the spoils but he fixed no share. for them. "1 

COMMENTARY: Najdah was the chief of the Khawarij, the oppbnents of Ali ~ ..1!1 ~ ;. 

Haruri is from Harura, a village near Kufah. The first meeting of the Khawarij is reported 
to have been held here. 
Most Ulama (Scholars), including and Hanafis, agree that women, children and slaves may 
be given a small, unspecified (token) portion. The Hadiyah says that if a slave fight in the 
battle then he is given something and a wome!l if she has attended to the sick and wounded. 

SOME WARRIORS MAY .BE GIVEN MORE THAN THEIR SHA~ES 

1 Muslim# 139-1812, Abu Dawud # 2727. 
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I'-\ A ol ) -~~~ tl-: ~ I' rk' .,!,\I \~~t\ .... .. ~ .... v-- :.JJ .. ... <..,; .. ~..),... r.f J.J~.J 

3989. Sayyiduna Salmah ibn Akwa 4;S. .1!1 ~ J narrated: (after the peace agreement at 
Hudaybiyah), Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .1!1 ~ sent his riding-beasts ahead with 
Rabah, who was his slave. I travelled with him. (We spent the night on the way.) In 
the morning. Abdur Rahman Fazari (a sworn e~enty of the Muslims) raided (and 
took away) the riding beasts of Allah's Messenger ~J"#iill~. I climbed a hillock ... •' 

and called1 out thrice facing Madinah 1 Ya Sabahah'· (a morning raid). Then, I 
followed the people shooting arrows at them, humming the ·rajaz: (r.¥-r.r.iiJe_.t''il~lul 

· ~ jll) ( I am the son of Akwa' Today is the day of ruin for you). 
I shot at them killing their beasts, compelling them to go on foot. Soon, I was ahead 
of every riding-b.east of Allah's Messenger ~ J4#ii11~ created by Allah. I continued 
to follow them shooting ~t them , so they cast aside more than thirty cloaks and 
thirty lances to ·make themselves light ( of burden). I put stones on everything they 
cast aside to let Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~ and his companions observe them. 
Then I saw Allah's Messenger's ~J4#.1!1~ horsemen (coming) and (I saw) Abu 
Qatadah, the horseman of Allah's Messenger ~J"#iill~. He nabbed AbduT Rahman 
and slew him. Allah's Messenger-~J4#ii11~ said, 11 Our best horseman (of all our 
horsemen) today is Abu Qatadah and the best of our footmen is Salamah." 
Then (as he divided the property of those infidels) he gave me two portions: a 
horseman's and a footman's. He gave me the two portions together and make me sit 
behind him on (his she camel) Adba, We set back towards Madinah.t 

COMMENTARY: When a traveller found anything that he could not carry at that time, he 
put a stone there as a marking. Later, he picked it up. 
Since Salamah ibn Akwa 4:S-A1~ J was the man behind the achievement, the Prophet 4#.1!1~ 
~"" J gave him a horseman's share too apart from a footman's. The ruler has authority to 
allot an extra share to anyone. 

I , J., ,. ' , ~ ' J, , , 
~lj!ll ~ •'" '<:! ~ ~ ~ ~g _;..L:;:,j ~WI~~~ Jj-!5 -..i.JI,;.:J. y11 if"j (r~~·) 

(~·~)-u:a,u~.7 ~ ,,,,l' ~li ~ u':}· .. ~~ , ... ,, ,...,~ ~., 

3990. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4;S. .1t1 ~; narrated that of the warriors that Allah's 
Messenger ~ J 4# iil1 ~ sent on an expedition, he gave spoils for themselves above 
the division set out for the entire army.2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J 4# ..111 ~ gave some.thfng more to some by way of 
encouragement to them. 

t) .... .it . '{$ ~ .. ~ ' ~ , ' 'C: J.;l! , ... ~l9 ~I ,-:...o 1-: , ..J ,'l' ~ d .. ,;; 4.!1£ WI \~ 4lll J ~ , 5 1'1 o~ Jli ili.;; (r~~') "' ~ .. v-... :.-.- .....,~ ~._, .. _ r..s--.. ~ --' 
.. ~ ~ ,{ , ' 

(~~) -~s:J\~1 J.Jl!Jij 

1 # 132-1807, Musnad Ahmad 4-52. 
2 Bukhari # 3135, Muslim# 40. 1350, Abu Dawud # 2746. 
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3991. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:Soiid~J narrated that (once) Allah's Messenger ~J~.1n~ 
gave them more than their due share from the Khums (one-fifth). He (Ibn Umar ~J 
4:$-lul ) got. an shaarif. It is an old and large she-camel.t 

ABOUT ANIMALS RETAKEN FROM ENEMY 

JJI J, 'J &&5. '~ s ,;_ -: ,, '' ,,t,~i\6 .. ,d!i.J& .iJ1 u.ll(iiJ {P .. i .:: .. ,; J"li~ .. (r<\<\'0 
.. ...~ .. ~ .. - lj .....__.;~ .... .J+IIIiA (.)'"j • .J 

(lS.Jli...:JI oi.J.J) -~j ~ili1 ~~I~ ~_,51 
3992. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:So.1li~J said that his horse wandered off and was seized 
by the enemy. When the Muslims defeated them (and collected spoils from them), it 
was returned to him (and it was not counted among the spoils). This had happened 
in the time of Allah's Messenger~ J~.1!1~ 
According to another version: One of his slaves fled and joined the Byzantines. 
When· the Muslims gained victory over them Khalid ibn walid gave him back to 
him. This took place after the death of the Prophet~ J4#.111~.2 

COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik ~~ ~J says on the evidence of this hadith that if the 
disbelievers take away a Muslim's fleeing slave then they do not become his owners. 
Hence, when the Muslims defeat them and that slave comes to their hands as part of the 
spoils, is becomes wajib (obligatory) to return him to his owner, before or after the spoils are 
divided. According to Ibn Hammam ~~~J, Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J says the same thing 
about a Muslim slave of a Muslim or a dhimmi, but his two students Imam Abu Yusuf ~J 
~~ and Imam Muhammad ~~ ~ J hold that the disbelievers will become his owners. Imam 
Maalik ~~ ~ J and Imam Ahmad ~~ ~ J say the same thing as they say. If the slave had 
apostatt~d before fleeing and is seized by the disbelievers, then all the imams say that they 
(the disbelievers) will beconte his owners. 
Also, if a camel of a Muslim or a dhjmmi runs away and the disbelievers seize it, they will 
become its owners. · 

BANU ABO SHAMS & BANU NAWFAL HAD NO SHARE IN KHUMS FROM KHYBAR 

(lS.Jli...:JI oi.J.J) 

3993. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mufim 4:$-~l~ J narrated that he and Uthman ibn Mfan 
went td,the Prophet ~J~~~~ and submitted, "You have given the Banu Muttalib a 
share from the fifth of Khaybar, but you did not give us anything though in 

t Muslim# 38-1750. 
2 Bukhari # 3076, Ibn Majah # 2847. 
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rel'ationship to you we are all alike." He said, 11The Banu Hashim and the. Banu 
Muttalib are the same." · 
Jubayr ~~~J said, 11The Prophet ~J~.11~~ did not apportion anything to the Banu 
Abd Shams (who were Uthman ~ill~~ J and others)."1 

COMMENTARY: They were alike in relationship because they were all desce:aded from 
Abd Mana£. Hashim, Muttalib, Naw:fal and Abd Shams were the four sons of Abd Mana£, 
their grand father fourth up in the line, in this way: I 

I 

• Jubayr ~.11~~ J ibn Mut'im ibn Adi ibn Nawfal ibn Abd Mana£. 

• Uthman ~.11~~ J ibn Affan ibn Abu al-Aas ibn Amir ibn Abd Shams ibn Abd Mana£. 

• Muhammad -~ J ~ 1»1 ~ ibn Abdullah ibn Abdul Muttalib ibn Hashim ibn Abd 
Mana£. 
However, the Prophet.~ J ~ .1!1 ~ told them that he knew only that the Banu 

Hashim and banu Muttalib were members of one rank and like the same thing, being 
supporters, friends and sympathizers of one another. They were never against one another 
during the jahiliyah (ignorance period) and even in Islam, but the Banu Abd Shams and the 
Banu Nawfal were antagonists to the Banu Hashim and the Banu Muttalib. When the 
Prophet ~ J~.111~ called the Makkans to Islam and the unity of Allah. And his messenger 
ship, the Banu Abd Shams and the Banu Nawfal opposed him tooth and nail. They did not 
even desist from hurting hiin and forming an alliance against him. They vowed to have 
nothing to do with the Banu Hashim as long as they did not over Muhammad ~J~.11~~ 
to them. On the other hand, the Banu Muttalib cooperated with the Banu Hashim in every 
possible way. They were united with them. 
The Banu Abd Shams (of Uthman ~i»~~J and others) and the Banu Nawfal (of Jubayr .1!1~J 
4$ and others) were relations of the Prophet ~.1!1~J but they had no unity with the Banu 
Hashim. Apparently, They were di~-united. 

ABOUTFA'I 

, k' ll ' "'"' ~ t:&" '"' ~ ol..,..)) -j..:>.J (tJJ~j.!j.,j ;lJ. ~-...i.J~9 JU j.!Jj ill I•: ~C.~~ ~jlj ~~;..~9 

3994. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1lt~ 
said, 11 If you go to a habitation and stay there, then you have a portion in it. If any 
habitation disobeys Allah and His Messenger, then o~;te fifth of it belongs to Allah 
and His Messenger and the rest is for y~u. "2 

COMMENTARY: Going to a town or habitation is to go to wage jihad (crusade) there and 
the inhabitants flee from there or reconcile with you, surrendering their place and 
themselves to you, and you reside there. 
You have a portion in it. You do not have all of it but you will share even with the warriors 
who did not come with you but stayed home, because this kind of property (that is 

1 #4229. 
2 Muslim# 47-1756 
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acquired without fighting) is called fa'i. Fa'I is not distributed only among those who came 
out of their houses to fight. (It is for all warriors.) 
As for those inhabitants who disobey Allah and His Messenger ~J~~~~, t~ey are .those 
who neither accept Islam nor come to an understanding, but they show obstinacy. They 
fight with you. When you defeat them, the booty that you acquire from ·them is called 
Ghanimah (booty, spoils). One-fifth of it will be set aside for Allah and His Messenger~~~ 
~ J4#.The remaining will be divided among the participant in the battle. . 
Thus, Khums (or one-fifth) is taken out only from ghanimah, not from fa'i. In this _sense, 
this hadith rejects the opinion of lmaJ,U Shafi'I 2ist~ J· · · 

Some Hanafi scholars have interpret~d this hadith to mean: The first portion implies that 
the Muslim conquered a place without the participation of Allah's Messenger ~ J":U:-2ilt~. 
In this second. condition, he did receive the Khums. The rest was shared by the warriors 
who participated in the battle. '', 

WARNING TO THE DISHONEST WITH BOOTY 

;II ,, "' ., ~ • J., 

(·~..JWiola..J)-~l::.all ~""..J'l!JI '~ 1 9·~ .L:._.illiJlA'~- ~ '" ·~ 
\.;J' • ...;/ , .. , ~~ ~~--i---s' ;i' ~.....__.;~ .. 

3995. Sayyidah Khawlah al-Ansariyah ~ lil ~ J narrated that she heard Allah's 
Messeng~r ~J4#2il'~ say, "Surely some people use Allah's property (like booty, 
fa'I and zakah (Annual due charity) wrongfully (without authority and 
entitlement). They will go to hell on the day of resurrection." 

COMMENTARY: If they used it ·regarding it to be lawful (and their right), then they will 
abide in hell for ever. If they used it but did not regard it to be their right, then they will 
dwell in hell till Allah punishes them in it. 

...... ,, ....... ' .. ~' ~ J ...... 

:. ~ r!=9 Jjl!JI ;S'.l9~~ ~ll _;.L::;j ~WI J.-0 ~I. Jj.!J~i.,;li J~ S~jl 'fie)£ j (\~~"\) 

J , J ,.- .- .- (O _., J J "" .- C: f,f .- .- J _. - .,,, .. , .. . \".!~Jill" ~·~-~l.l!lll!.~l..!ilil ~jA.J~ '.J .... v-- . - .. 

3996. Sayyiduna Abu ~~rayrah 4:.$- 2»1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger stood up 
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among them and mentioned treachery in spoils. He described it as a grave sin and 
spoke very seriously on it. Then he said, 11Beware! I should not see any of you on 
the day of resurrection coming with a camel rumbling on his neck (to the gathering 
place) saying, '0 Messenger of Allah, help me!' I shall say, 11 I cannot help you in 
any way. I had indeed conveyed to you the message.' And I should not see any of 
you on the day of resurrection, carrying a horse whinnying on his neck coming (to 
the gathering ground), saying '0 Messenger of Allah, help me!' I shall say, 'I. cannot 
help you in any way. I had indeed conveyed to you the message.' And, I should not 
see any of you on the day of resurrection, carrying on his neck a bleating sheep 
(coming to the gathering place), saying, 10 Messenger of Allah, help me!' I shall say, 
1 I cannot help you in any way. Indeed, I had conveyed to you the message.' And, I 
should not see any of you on the (lay of resurrection carrying a person (slave, male 
or female) yelling on his neck (coming to the gathering ground), saying, '0 
Messenger of Allah, help me!' I shall say, 'I can do nothing for you. Indeed, I had. 
conveyed the message to you.' And , I should not see any of you on the day of 
resurrection with flapping cloth on his neck (coming to the gathering ground), 
saying, '0 Messenger of Allah, help me!' I shall say, 'I cannot help you in any way. 
Indeed, I had conveyed the message to you.' And, I should not see any of you on the 
day of resurrection carrying gold and silver on his neck (coming towards the place 
of gathering), saying, '0 Messenger of Allah, help me!' I shall say,' f cannot do 
anything for you. Indeed, I had conveyed to you the message.'t · 
(The man would be carrying on his neck whatever he had misappropriated from the 
booty in spite of being warned by the Prophet ~J4#..11'~·) 

WARNING AGAINST MISAPPROPRIATING PROPERTY ON WHICH MUSLIMS 
HAVE ARIGHT 

~ful~ . ._~'ljl . .ttl_n,J\~1~~5~~J.l!ll~l~l!li13U~j.;:i;:1, ~\ ,.. ~ ""~,, .,, . . , , ,_ , ~ 

(~·ti=.a) _ ,(j,r.A .. ~~1 "'" ,, u.r.A~I "" J'lii ... ~ "'" .. ..._,---. "1 '-" ... ~ .r: _, -1 '-".., .r: ...s--.J 

3997. Sa:fyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that a man presented to Allah's 
Messenger ~"" J •:1&- .i»1 .)..P a slave who was called Mid' am. While Mid' am was 
unsaddling a camel belonging to Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~ (perhaps on a 
battlefield), an arrm.v from an unknown source struck him and he was killed. The 
people exclaimed, "Congratulations to Mid'am.(He is martyred while in the service 
of Allah's Messenger ~J•:l;..bi.J..P.) He will go to .paradise!" Allah's Messenger . .i»1~ 
~""J•:l&- said, however, 11Not so! By Him in whose hand is my soul, the cloak he too~ 
away on the day of khaybar from the spoils before they were divided will fJare up 
with fire on. him." On hearing that, someone came with a Sandal-strap or two 

1 Bukhari # 3073, Muslim # 24. 1831 ( fuller hadith, here reproduced), Musnad Ahmad 2. 426. 
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sandal-straps to the Prophet ~ J 4# 2»1 ~, saying, "A sandal~strap of fire!" ·or, two 
sandal-straps of fire!"t 
(In short, people brought different things which they had considered to be two 
insignificant, even sandal-straps ".nd laces.) 

COMMENTARY: This hadith warns people who misappropriate property to which 
Muslims have a right. Examples are awqaf (trusts, endowments), bayt ul-maal (state 
Trea;5ury), etc. It is possible to compens~te one person for right u·surped but it is impossible 
to redeem rights of several people and return their properties. 

/. 1 ~ ,; I r:f ,; 1 

~~i l5~j.):J J~~j ~j~IDI ~~I~~-....!..)~ jli.J.?-~~1#(;-j (i~~A) 
,; fJ I "' I ~ I I 

'(lSJ~I oi.JJ) -~Jig~~ IJ-4 ;i-....uJJ J;.!:z l~i~.;l!JI j_j!~j~llll ~~I Jj.!j jlai 
3998. Sayyiduna Abdullah Ibn Amr ~.111~ J narrated that a man named Kirkirah was 
deputed to watch over the belongings of the prophet ~ J 4,1t-.i»1 ~- When he died, 
Allah's Messenger: ~""'J "# ..1!1 ~ said, "He is in hell." The people weqt and (on 
examining his property) found a striped blanket that he had misappropriated from 
the spoils.2 

COMMENTARY: Yahya .rli1~J said that when the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) .1!1~J 
~ heard the Prophet ~ J4#~~' they understood that Kirkirah had taken something from 
the spoils on his own. So, they exa~ne9' his belongings. 

FOOD & DRINK MAY BE CONSUMED FROM SPOILS 
., ., ,; 11~ .., , ,; 11 ., , I 'I "' C: I 

(<.S.;l>..:JI a\.J.;) -iliJl ':Jj~9·: .!,Jij~l ~.dl!.AQ·~ =~i l!..' Jli~~lifj (i~~~) 
3999. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 2»1 ~ J narrated: We used to get, (as spoils) in our 
battles, honey and grapes which we would consume and not carry them (to the 
Prophet ~~4#2»1~ ).3 

COMMENTARY.: It means that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ approved their action. The ulama 
(Scholars) agree that as long as the warriors are on the battle field they man consume 
eatables and drinks.. to the extent necessary from the spoils before they are divided. 

, ' II' ... ~ ' ~ I ., "' l "' , , A " -: _, 

(~·:L.d:...a)-''1 I;;; ... :: ... d .... ~~llll L~.JJIJ, 15 l.ll9~19 l!t!+iJi-,!...a 1.1:..1 .. v---- c..;,~~J,.. r,.s--, ~ " .. .....,-,.; 

4000. Sayyiduna Abdullah ,ibn Mughaffal ~ ..1!1 ~ J said, '"On the day of Khaybar, I 
found a packet of fat. (I p;cked it up and put it to my bossom and) I thought to 
myself that I would not giie it to anyone anything from it today. As I turned round 
I saw Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ smiling at me (over what I did)."4 

1 Bukhari # 6707, Muslim # 183. 115. 
2 Bukhari # 3074. 
3 Bukhari # 3154. 
4 Bukhari # 3453, Muslim# 72. 1772. 
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COMMENTARY: It is as stated previously tha~ the warriors are permitted to take 
provision from the spoils before division as much as is necessary. 

"' , , • 1---.t , I "' I "' I ,C'I 
5~! 'I <.!J.J ~..-JU '~ , ~ ILA S~..JA 1J 11!..3J-& fijj , ..,- ., ., :, ·~__,. .. , .. , .. , "" 

And the hadith of Abu Hurayrah ~..11~~ J about giving by the Prophet~ J"·:l'-..111~ is # 3745. 

SECTION II 

BOOTY IS ALLOWED TO THIS UMMAH ONLY 

~~ Jji jli Jl ~(;/~1 ~ ,,,;iJi alJI....i.J! jli ~j ~ Ai.J1 ~ ~}J1 if hl.Al Ql ~ j (t • • ') 
~ , ~ ,, , 

(l$..i.A _;)I ol_j.;) -~lillll!l~lj~~~ j~ 
4001. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah "~ .i»1 ~; reported that the Prophet ~ J 4# .i»1 ~ said, 
11Surely Allah has given me more excellence over the (other) Prophets r'>\..JI4#. Or, he 
said, 11He has given more excellence to my ummah over the (other) ummahs. And he 
has ntade the spoils lawful to us."t 

COMMENTARY: Among the various merits of this ummah is that booty or spoils ar· 
made lawful to them. 

KILLER GETS PROPERTY OF THE SLAIN 

;II' "~ ;tl'"' , , ' ~ ;II II' , ... 

(.t.JI..Uioi.J.J)-~~I~Ij~j~~f;A~~~IJ,:i9 · 

4002 Sayyiduna ~ <~:'- ..111 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger said on that the day of 
Hunayn, 11He who kills a disbeliever will get his (the slain man's) belongings." That day, 
Abu Talhah <~:j;.i»1~ J killed twenty men (of the enemy), and he got all their belongings.2 

.~ li~~~alJI t~JJIJ"',,j. ~ ~~~~,i~..Uli~~!.\JI; I.!J.JLA~I~!£.t.£~(t .. r) ~~ ".,J,.. ~, ~ ~ ., .. -,;,~ ..,• ;tl'"il" ._, ,;il'· ~ ., ;ii" ,• ""J ~"-" 

(JjiJ~Io\_,.;f-~lu;~Jlj~lilJ,~I 
4003. Sayyiduna Awf Ibn ·Maalik Ashja ~.&1~; and Khalid ibn Walid ~.&~~J said 
that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .i»1 ~ passed a ruling that the things taken from the . 
man killed should be given to him who kills him. And, he did not take out Khams 
(one-fifth) from it (as is done from the spoils).3 

(Jj!J~I oi.J.J)-:J'j-...:!..J~j 
4004. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.i»l~; said that on the day of Badr, Allah's 
Messenger ~J~..1!1~ gave him the sword of Abu Jahl in excess (of his share). He 

1 Tirmidhi # 1553 Musnad Ahmad 5. 2~ 
2 Abu Dawud # 2718, Darimi # 2884, Musnad Ahmad 3. 114 
3 Abu Dawud # 2721, Musnad Ahmad 6. 26. 
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had killed him.t 

COMMENTARY: In the Battle of Badr, Abu Jahl was killed by two young boys of the 
ansars. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~Jis,~.J also had a hand in killing him with the boys. He had 
severed his head from his torso. So, the Prop9et ~ J~-&1~ gave him the sword, one of the 
belonging of Abu Jahl. 
(Bukhari and Muslim reported from Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~.&I~J that tWo boys stood 
on either side of him and asked him to point out Abu Jahl to them. When he did so, they 
rushed to him and slew him and recounted their achievement to the Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ 
who gave them Abu Jahl's spoils. They were Mu'adh ibn Atnr ~i..,J'J and Mu'nd ibn Afrn 
~.&!~.J· Ibn Mas'ud ~.&'~.J severed his head when he was panting for breath.p 

SLAVE MAY BE GIVEN SOME BOOTY 

.~J~AlJI ~,lJ1 jj.!j ~ ~~~(j:i~ M~~¥ Jli~l '-Jl Jp~lj.j (t• • o) 

~5~ ~J£ j ~~~ ~;l~ ~Jtu.rtl A~rur1s~' t~:~·~lii' a.ru~Ji!.o d' &#J 
. , . . ' ~-- . 

e''"'ti.J d.,:t!&. ~ "''fl -~\.:.OJ I "'.T "'~ 

4005. Sayyiduna Umayr ~Jis,~.J, the freedman of Abu Al-lahm ~.ii'~J narrated:· I 
did participate in the Battle of Khaybar with my masters. They had spoken about 
me with Allah's Messengt.r (that I could be assigned fighting or service). They told 
him that I was a slave. He gave command about me and' a sword was girded on me 
and I trailed it (being young and sbort-statured and I was instructed to join the 
warriors. Mter the battle,) Allah's Messenger ~J~Asi.J-" ordered that I should be 
given some petty, miscellaneous things from the booty. 
Then, I presented to him a spell that I ~sed to chant over the insane and blow on 
them. (I asked him about it.) And, he instructed me to discard some of it and to 
retain the rest.3 

COMMENTARY: Perhaps, some words of the spell were irreligious. So, the Prophet~~~ 
~ J~ instructed him to Discard them. 

DIVISION OF SPOILS FROM KHAYBAR 

1 Abu Dawud # 2722. 
2 The life of Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ (Ibn Kathir) p 316- Darul-Isha'at, Karachi. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1557 (1563), Dawud (only the first portion) # 2730, Ibn Majah # 2855, Darimi # 2475, 
Musnad Ahmad 5-223. 
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4006. Sayyiduna Mujatiuni ibn Jariyah ~~~~J narrated that (the spoils and land at) 
Khaybar was divided among those who had been at Hudaybiyah. Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~~~ divided it into eighteen portions. The army (at Hudaybiyah) 
numbered one thousand five hundred warriors three hundred of whom were 
horsemen. He gave two portions to a horsemen and one to each footman.t 
(Abu Dawud who has transmitted it says that the hadith of Ibn Umar is more sound 
and most ulama (Scholars) follow it. There is ambiginity in this tradition of 
Mujammi because he gives the number of horsemen as three hundred while.there 
were only two hundred.) [However, Abu dawud does not mention Ibn Umar but 
names Abu Mu' awiyah both Arabii and English translation in their text: # 3987 is 
by Ibn Umar ~.&~~ J·] 

COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J and others follow this hadith that allots two 
shares to a horse rider from the booty. 
Those who hold that a horse-rider gets three shares do not find will call for twenty-one 
shares while there were eighteen shares. 
Further, even Ibn Abbas ~.&~~J and llin Umar ~.&'~J have narrated traditions similar to 
this tradition of Mujammi. Those who insist that horse-riders had three shares cite the 
hadith # 3987 of this chapter. They say that Ibn Umar' s Hadith is on one sound. But, see 
comments to it for the reason Imani Abu Hanifah ,&,~ J does not follow it. 
As for the conclusion of Abu Dawud pointing to an error, the fact is that different accounts 
are given of the number of the Muslim army at Hudaybiyah Apart from Mujammi, there is 
one which gives the number as one thousand four hundred men, one thousand two 
hundred footmen and two hundred horsemen. 

REWARD FOR THOSE WHO MAKE MORE EFFORTS IN JIHAD (CRUSADE) 

(Jjby.loi.J.J)-~5JIJ•~ HHj 

4007. Sayyiduna Habib ibn Maslamah Fihri ••'-.&'~ J said, "I observed (in a battle) that 
the· Prophet l'"L,.,J•~.&'J"" gave an extra one-fourth of the booty (to those who fought) in 
the beginning; and one-third more towards the return (to those who fought)".2 

COMMENTARY: If a detachment of a Muslim army preceded the main body to engage the 
enemy, the Prophet ~""'J•,.\'-..11'~ gave them one-fourth of the booty as a special case. Then 
when the remaining booty of three-fourths was divided, they again got their share with the 
whole army. 
In the same way, when the main body returned from the battlefield and a detachment 
stood their ground to keep the enemy engaged, they were given, as a reward, one-third of 
the booty over and'above their share in the remaining booty distributed to the whole army. 
This one-third was given to them as a reward because their task was very risky and 
required exceptional courage and bravery since the main army was not behind them to 

1 Abu Dawud # 2736, Musnad Ahmad 3-430 (Abu Dawud # 2730. ) 
2 Abu Dawud # 2749, Musnad Ahmad 4-160. 
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support thetn. As for the engagement before the rest of the fo~ces arrived, that was not as 
risky since there was the knowledge of their advance and comihg. 
Therefore, the additional booty was in recognition of the exceptional struggle and effort 
and courage of the detachment. 

(Jjby.l oi.JJ) _Jj!l:i! 

4008. Sayyiduna Habib ibn Maslamah Fihri ~ J 4# ~~ ~ gave an additional one~ 
fourth of the booty, after retaining the one~fifth, to the detachment (that initiated 
fighting before the arrival of the inain body). And , he gave one~third of the booty, 
after retaining the one~fifth (Khums), to the detyachment (to engage the enemy) 
after (the main body) returned.t 

COMMENTARY: This hadith clarifies the previous by saying that before giving the reward 
of one-fourth to the initiators of battle and one-third to those who kept the enemy engaged 
while returning, the Khums was deducted from the booty. Once the one-fourth and one
third rewa:rd ~..vas given, the booty was divided among the entire army. 

NO EXCEPTIONAL SHARE FROM FA'I 

l·p~j7~..;Wi5J!d~ US~!$oi~Sj.?.~__,JJI~J~~~ j~Stft.l ~.f-fl.-1 '-}16£.5 <t· ·~) 

t1', .it ' ,, , J /, ' 
(Jjby.loi.,J)-•~p!!~~~~~~!J..AS~J~~j 

4009. Sayyiduna Abu al~Juwayriyah Jarmiy ~J4#~'~ said, "When Muawiyah .iii1~J 
4:$ was the amir, I found a red jar containing dinars in the land of the Byzantine. 
Our commander was one of the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .iil1 ~ J of 
Allah's Messenger ~ J~.1!1~ belonging to the Banu Sulaym by the name of Ma'n 
ibn Yazid 4:S-.1d~J· I took the jar to him _and he divided it among the Muslims (the 
warriors of Islam). He give me the same amount as the portion of any other man 
(not more). He then said, Had I not heard Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ say: Booty 
is divided only after the Khums (one~fifth) is retained, I would have given it to you 
meaning more than others).2 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ma'n4:S-.11t~J meant to say that the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ said 
that a warrior can be given an extra amount above his share only from that property from 
which the Khums has to be retained. That happens only from the spoils after battle against 
the infidels and which is called ghanimah (spoils. booty). 
As for this red jar it was Fa'i. No additional amount is paid when Fa'i is divided. So this 

1 Abu Dawud # 2753, Musnad Ahmad 3-470. 
2 Au Dawud # 2725. 
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man too ~as not given anything extra. 

EXCLUSIVE GIFT TO NON-PARTICIPANTS OF BATTLE 

(_,J!Jy.'l oi.J.J) -_;t'A~~~~~~j !J1'f-lJ.;.-::; "· 
4010. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Al-AshC!fY ~~~~;narrated, We r.eturned (from Ethiopia) 
and met Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~' J..1> when he had just conquered Khaybar . He . ...... 
allotted to us a portiorr (from the spoils of Khaybar)." Or, he narrated, 11He gave us 
some portion (from \it).But, he di4 not give anything to any such person who was 
not present at the c~nquest of Khaybar. He gave shares (from the booty) only to 
those who were present with him (at the Battle of Khaybar) and to those who were 
in our ship, namely Jafar ~~~~; and his companions. He gave to them (of the ship) 
as he gave to .the others (who had participated in the Battle of Khaybar)."t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Musa Ashari ~~~~;had come to Makkah from Yemen 
in the very beginning of the pre~ching of Islam and he embraced Islam. Then he had 
emigrated to Abyssinia (Ethiopia) where Sayyiduna Jclfar ibn Abu Talib~..11'~; and other 
Sahabah~~~~; had emigrated from Makkah. When they learnt there that the Prophet iJ11j-P 
~ J ~ had emigrated froll\ Makkah to Madinah, they too boarded ships to depart from 
Ethopia for Madinah. / 
They arrived almost simult~eously with Prophet~ J~iJ1'J..I> conquest of Khaybar. 
Some people say that they were given shares in the speils from Khaybar, though they had 
arrived after the battle, I?ecause they had come before the spoils were collected and 
divided. This is suggested,' by those ulama (Scholars) who hold that if a warrior does not 
take part in a battle but is present when 1be spoils are collected and are in the process of 
distribution then he too will get a share with the warriors. II.nam Shafi ~ .&! ~; gave one 
verdict on these lines. · 
As for the ulama (Scholars) who do not subscribe to this contention, they say that the grant 
of shares of the spoils f~om Khaybar was a gift of a special kind from the Prophet ~..1!1~ 
~J· It was granted with the permission of the participants of the Battle of Khaybar. 
This second opinion is more correct. 

PROPHET ~J4#~~ DID NOT OFFER·FUNEML SALAH (PRAYER) OF DISHONEST 
IN SPOILS 

1 Abu Dawud # 2725. 
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· (~Llli.,JjbY-1-'~l.A 
4011. Sayyiduna Yazid ibn Khalid ~ .~ ~J narrated that a man among the 
companions ~~~~J of Allah's Messenger ~J4~~~~ died on the day of Khaybar. 
They conveyed the ne:.Vs to Allah's Messenger ~J~~~- He said, 110ffer the salah 
(prayer) over your companion." The people changed colour on hearing that (for they 
understood that he would not offer the salah (prayer)). He said, 11Your companion 
was dishonest about booty in Allah's path." They examined his belongings and 
found some beads of Jewsses (that they wear round their necks). They were worth 
not even two dirhams.t 

WARNING TO ONE WHO PROCRASTINATES IN COLLECTING BOOTY FOR 
DISTRIBUTION 

( JjbY.I oi.J->) -· ~ 1 ~S- :J.:;il &li ~~I,;~~ &f~l (.t JliJ~li ~ &J. 
4012. Sayyiduua Abdullah i ibn Amr ~ ..1!1 ~ J ncUTated that whenever Allah's 
Messenger ~ J ~ ..111 ~ decided to gather together the booty, he would command 
(Sayyiduna) Bilal ~~~ J to announce to the people so that they brought their spoils 
(to be collected before the Prophet ~J~~~~. Then he put apart the one-fifth and 
divided the rest (among the w~ors). One day, a man came (after the division) with 
a halter of hair and submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, this is what came to our 
hands as part of tlte spoils." He asked, 11Had you heard Bilal make the 
announcement three times?" He said, "Yes". He asked , 11Th en, what prevented you 
from bringing it (to me)?" He put forward some excuse (for the delay). So, he 
(Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ said, 11Now, remain as you are (and keep it with you). 
Bring it on the day of resurrection by yourself. {And explain to Allah the delay.) I 
shall not take it from you."2 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ did not take it because all the warriors had a 
rilight over it. Since they had dispersed, it was impossible to deliver to everyone his _right. 

PUNISHMENT TO THE DISHONEST WITH BOOTY 

. . (Jj!J~Ioi.J.;)-:Y.~Jj~l ~l:A.Iji~ 
4013. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb .&1 ~ J reported froiJl his father ;~at his· grand 

1 Mu.watta Maalik # 33 (Jihad), Abu Dawud # 2710, M=Nasaii # 1959, Ibn Majah # 2848, Musnad 
Ahm~d 4-114. 
2 Abu Dawud # 2712, Musnad Ahmad 2-213. 
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father (Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,.\~:o~l~, Abu 
Bakr ~~~~; and Umar ~~~~; used to burn the property of one who was dishonest 
with booty. And, they used to beat him.1 

COMMENTARY: Ima~ Ahmad ..1n~; and some others abide by this hadith in its strict 
sense. He says all his belongings in his house must be burned but not his animal and the 
copies of the Quran.Also that property which he had misappropriated must nnt be burned 
because it does not belong to him. It is lhe property of the warriors. 
The other three imams, however, say that his belongings and property should not be 
burned. Rather, he should be awarded a discretionary punishment by the ruler or 
judge. They say of this hadith that it is based on serious warning and as a deterrent. 

COVERING UP THE DISHONEST IS AS BAD 

(.)jb y.l o\_,..>) _:,j i~ 
4014. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub .u~:o~l~; reported that Allah's Messenger 1»1~ 
~JA# said often," He who conceal the dishonesty of one who is treacherous about 
the booty (and stiffles it before the rulers) is like him (as far as the sin he commits is 
concemed)2 

BOOTY SHOULD NOT BE SOLD BEFORE IT IS DIVIDED 
,. ,, , ',~' ~ J •""' "' (1$.l.o):li~~I.JJ)-_.P "aiJs.~~llS;.;,~ _;.l..::,j~WI ~;JJIJJ.!j~ Jli.;:, ~(}l~j (t• 'o) 

4015. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed .u~:o ~~ ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ 
forbade buying booty before it was divided (because till then no one, even the 
seller, is its owner)3 

I ' J , ,-: ,, ' ., ~ ~ ' J , 

(JJ'..u' ~~'.JJ) -..; --a; ~~t+;JI ~l;l ......ul ~ .u 1 ~J ~w 1 ~ ~ 1 if~ u1 'f 1 ~ J <t. , ,> 
4016. Say}riduna Abu Umamah .u~:o~~ J reported from the P;ophet ~ y.,ls-~1~ that he 
forbade sale of shares (of booty) before they were divided.4 

COMMENTARY: If anyone offers to sell his share of the booty before it is divided, it is not 
allowed because that portion is not his property and also because he does not know what 
he will get, how much and of what nature. Thus, it is unlawful because it. is unknown and 
not determined. 

USING BOOTY UNRIGHTFULL Y IS PUNISHABLE. 

1 Abu Dawud # 2715. 
2 Abu Dawud#2715. 
3 Tirmidhi#1563,Musnad Ahmed 3-42,1bn Majah#2196 
4 Dariui#2476. · l 
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... ' , " 
(lS.io .fiJI ol.,.)) _Jl!JI \'!~~1..; ~:U 

4017. Sayyidah Khawlah bint Qays ~ ~~ ~.)llarrated that she heard Allah's 

Messenger ~ J*'~'~ say, "Surely, this weath is green and sweet (and is delightful 
to the heart and to the sight). He who gets it rightfully (in a lawful manner) finds 
blessing in it for him. But, many an encroacher there is who craves for himself from 
the wealth of Allah and His Messenger (meaning from the booty, using it as the 
heart wishes). 
There is nothing for him on the day of resurrection but the fire (of hell)."t 
Qays ~.c11~~ .J was the wife of Sayyiduna Hamzah ibn Abdul Muttalib. ~~~~ .J 

DHUL FIQAR, SWORD 

' J ~ ' .. " -~\~ ~ ~j;)l ~~ C$\5 L5.;JI jlJ.&~.;,;JI Sljj 
4018. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~iii~~; said that the Prophet~ J4#~1~ took the sword, 
DhuHiqar, on the day of Badr, over and above his share of the booty. 
It was about it that he had a vision at the battle of Uhud2 

COMMENTARY: This sword was part of the spoils at Badr. The Prophet~ J4#~'.J..P liked 
it and he took it for himself in excess of the ~hare from the spoils. This thing is allowed only 
to him and to no one else. The sword word was identified as dhul faqaar (;WIIJ~) and it 
belonged to a disbeliever by the name of Munabbih ibn Hajj (pilgrimage)aj. He was killed 
in the Battle of Badr by the Muslims. 
The Prop he~ J4#.c1ll~ used this sword with many others during his battles. The Qamoos , 
says that it belonged to Aas the son of Munabbih. Sayyiduna Ali ~.c11~~; gave that sword to 
Sayyiduna Ali ~.c11~~ ;. 
The word ;tAI(faqaar) means the vertebrae of the back or the bones of the spin. This sword 
had small beautiful hollows for more easy cleaving of coats at mail. According to Lane's 
Arabic-English Lexicon it is called by some Dhul-fiqaar, but Khattabi ~.au~; s~d that it is 
vulgar an..d dhulfaqaar is correct.) 
As for the vision· at Uhud, the Prophet ~ J 4# ~~ ~ dreamt that he shook the swo~d 
dhulfaqaar and it split from· the Middle. He shook it again and it became (stronger and) 
better than it had been. The dream is thus interpreted that after initial reverses the 
Musl~ms regrouped and came out victorious in the Battle of Uhud. 

NOTHING OF BOOTY MAY BE USED BEFORE DIVISION 

_f?~IA_;:ltj;tJ~ ~~~~ (,..4 J~~j~ilit ~ &lli....LJ\ ~tlS~ ~JJ (.;.j (i• '~) 

1 Tirmidhi # 2374(2381),Musnad Ahmad 6-378, Bukhari # 3118. (Sayyidah Khawlah bint 
2 Tirmidhi # 1501 (1567) complete, Ibn Majah # 2808 (only first portion), Musnad Ahmad 1-271. 
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4019. Sayyisfuna Ruwayfi' in Thabit ~ ~i ~; narrated that the Prophet~ J ~ ~~ ~ 
said, 11He W:ho believes in Allah and the Last Day should not ride a beast belonging 
to the booty of the Muslims (unless for a cause sanctioned by Shari'ah·(divine law)) 
and then return it when he ha~ (Fatigued and) made it very weak. He who believes 
in Allah and the Last Day should not wear a garment belonging to the booty of tJte 
Muslims and return it (to the booty) when he has worn it out 1'1 

COMMENTARY: The riding beast must not be taken from th~ booty before division (or the 
garment or any other thing). The ~.Qrds about returning after use in a bad state do not 
imply that they may be used if taken care of. The point is they should not be ta.k~n at all. 

EATABLES IN THE BOOTY 

, lJ , !---~ 

(.)jby.loi.J.J)-J~Jj~~lA 

4020. Sayyiduna Muhammad In Abu Al-Mujalid 4JS. .1!1 ~; reported from Abdullah 
ibn Abu Awfa ~..lis~; that the Muh~ad ibn Abu Al-Mujalid ~.1!1~; asked him, 
"Did you take out the one-fifth (Khums) from eatables too in the time of Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~~~?". Sayyiduna Abdullah 4JS..&i~; said 11 At the Battle of Khaybar 
we also collected the eatables (as booty). A man would come, take as much of it as 
sufficed him and then go away.2 

COMMENTARY: Khums was not taken out from eatables but the principle was observed 
that only so much was taken from it as was necessary and enough. 

"'"' ts ~ "' ~ ~IG ~ "' • "' tJ "' , _;.1.9 ~~ lJ~~~ ~al.H "'dll J, '5 &-AJ '~I~ l!.!s. ~'I ~~I u£~ (t•n) 
...,J ".,/ ,.. , .... ~ , '-a ..r-7 .. • ~ ~ , ~ .J 

"I I I u"' :i I ',, .e"' ' (.).J .)y. 0 .J.J)- ~ .U.J.:! 
4021. Sayyiduna ~bn Umar 4JS.~I~; said that in the time of Allah's Messenger~l»~~ 
~Jan army got food and honey (on returning from jihad (crusade) as part Qf booty). 
No Khums (one-fifth) was taken from them (whe.ther they were consumed by the 
men or preserved)3 · 

,~.J ,,l ,~J, "'C: ~ "' ~ ~- ~ "' ... tl:!f 

j~~~~U~Jti~j~WI~~~~~Iu¥46£~J.\I#JJ.A~lillif"jCt•YY) 

( .)Jb y. I o I.J.J) _l.J _;4AA!., I ~4.;11 j l1! ls..J J! 4 ;J ~ll!js. j { .,. it 'J j ~J.!JI'J 
4022. Sayyiduna Qasim 4JS.i»l~; the free man of Abdur Rehman ~1»1~; reported from 
one of the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.1!1~; the Prophet ~J~l»1~ that he 
said, "We would eat a camel during a battle without dividing it. (During the battle 
we would slaughter a camel and eat its flesh to satiate ours~lves.) 

1 Abu Dawud # 2159. 
2 Abu DaWud # 2704. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2701. 
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When we returned home, we would have camel flesh in om s~d.4le-bags.t 

COMMENTARY: Ibn Hammant -41 ~ J said that when the Muslims return (after jihad 
(crusade)) and cross over the borders of the enemy while coming to the Darul Islam, it is not 
allowed to tl)em to feed their animals hay or ~odd~J.' from the booty, or themselves consume 
its eatables{ because the particular need associated with jihad (crusade) does not remain. 
Also, if anyone has any of these things that came to him b~fgre the division and it is 
surplus to his needs then he must deposit it with the booty. 

THE TREACHEROUS WILL BE DISGRACED ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION. 

t!tJ JQ:~IJ~~~~.J~1 jfo.-...!..J~ .kJ~AiJ1 ~&~I~~ ~ljji 9~ill;;L~ J <t • nc:ot• rr) 

_,-:4~~~0f-. (J :,t.~~~~l.&Jt~JIJJw'lJ.utJJ ~'al,~:#~~~ J~:J1iJ.;llllj;.S-
4023. Sayyiduna Ubadah in Samit ~.ild~.J.narrated that th' Prophet ~J~ill'~ used 
to say, 11Deliver (even so much) as thread and needle, and do not b~ Qj.shonest about 
booty (or anything at .all), because dishonesty .will bring disgrace to thQ dishonest 
on the day of resurrection."2 
4024. Amr ibn Shuayb ~.lid~ .J reported it front his father (Shuayb ~~~~ who from 
the grandfather (Adullah ibn Amr ~illt~ .J -the same hadith.s 

DISHONESTY IS PUNISHABLE EVEN IF ABOUT LITILE THINGS. 

II ~ -:"' "'l-: II II ' "'J. J • ~' ts;J' f-:' J"'r~ U1 II "' "' II "' J , II , .·....a~-:.:;~~ 9 .L.1.·....a """',;; ... ,,:::wl "'··Ius \,ll' .l5.··'"'4!JI··'"'~c.·.3 ~.·.c.~(t•ro) 
'-T" ...,. ...,.,, 1--;: v-,.;r~.J ~ '"'. u-- ,.., v-- ;s .. ":{""i.J..r-- .._,...-- ..J 

r. r. ' "' "' "' ... " ,:Jl "' "' ' ' '"' "' ' , , ~~.o;1 1"' '~~.g I ~I :.c,, ~I~"'"' I.U }/"' , '· , t u ... ,r~ ?t .... n AJI 'l!ll r -!"I l:i Jli '" 4.0~ ~ . .J u--- , . , J.J .J "rr , .., """' ~ ~....)"":"' .... c.r ~ .. ~ , , 

. U.s~~ ~~,-}.k.~ll.l Jlii.f!&,~,~cj~J~lii Ja:~IJ~~I~.J~ti.;.~~Jt~ 

LSJI ~·' !h ll!UI jlii~~~~#~.JU....:LJ'6lAUI~j;:1£~lH ~~I jlii / 
(.ajl.a_,.,l oiJJ)l£.i?J l(.;~Q~JJ~i· 

4025. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb ~ .\1 ~ J repo~ed from his father who from the 
grandfather that the Prophet~ J~Jill~carite near a cvamel (taken as fa'i) and took a 
,hair from its hump, and said, "0 people, I have no portion from this fa'I, not even 
; this" and he raised the finger that had the hair. But I get the one-fifth and the one-
fifth reverts to you (for your good, your weapons, etc.). 
So (if you have them then) deliver needless and threads (too)." A man got up with a 
ball of hair in his hand and submitted, ''I had taken it to men the doth under a pack 
saddle." The· Pl'ophet ~J~.\1~ said, ~You may have what is mine ~d the Banu 
Abd Muttlalib' s." (But I cannot say about the shares. of other people, whether they 
will f~rgive you or not.) The _man exclaimed, "If it goes to that extent (of sin) as I 
.~e.e, theh I have no need for it." He threw it ~way.4 

t Au ·oawud # 2706. 
2 Nadith 4033): In Majah # 2850, Darimi # 2487,Musnad Ahmad 5-31R 
3 (Hadith 4024): Nasa'I # 3688. 
4 Abu Dawud # 2694. Musnad Ahmad 2-184. 
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KHUMS WAS SPENT FOR THE GOOD OF THE MUSLIMS. 

( ~J b ~' 0 '.J..)) 

4026. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Abasah ~.11\s·JI)J said, 11Allah's Messenger~J~.1!1~ (once) 
led us in salah (prayer) using a camel that had been taken in booty as a sutrah. 
When (on finishing) he offered the salaam (salutation), he took a hair from the side 
of the camel and said, 11I do· not have even this much share from your booty apart 
from the one-fifth, and the one-fifth too reverts to you the be spent on your needs).1 

C9MMENTARY: If the camel's side refers to its hump then it is the same occasion to 
which the previous hadith (#4025) refers, other wise it is different case. 

UTHMAN ~.11~~J & OTHERS WERE DENIED SHARE IN KHUMS 

II' ~" (J " a J '( t: II' '-."t " • J ' . -4AI~t.-:k;.~l"'!.J~'J$-~..uJ~~iiJ.A~' ~J~~atJ .r!f 
• ' _,~ .......,... • , , ~ , - .. , , • jlo' -.~-

4027. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im ~.11~~ J said, 11When Allah's Messenger ~.1u~ 
~ J divided the shares (from the booty) of the relatives among the Banu Hashim 
and the Banu AL-Muttalib, I and Uthman ibn Mfan met him (on behalf. of the Banu 
Nawful and Banu Abd Shams respectively).We submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, 
these our brothers of the Banu Has~ we do not deny their excellence because of 
your position in which Allah has placed you among th~m. (You and they have a 
common grandfather) But, do tell us why is it that you have allotted to our brothers 
of Banu Muttalib a share (from the portion for the relatives) but have not given us 
anything though our relationship is at par with them." Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~ 
~ J interwined his fingers and said, ''The Banu Hashim and the Banu Muttalib are 
only one like this!" (He pointed to his finger). 
Another version is like this and also has: 11I and the Banu Al-Muttalib did not 
separate during jahiliyah (ignorance period) and in IslamiC period, and we and they 
are only one," and he intervined his fingers.(see also hadith #3993. )2 

1 Abu Dawud # 2755. 
2 Shafir (first portion) Abu Dawud # 2980, Nasaii # 4137 (the whole) 
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SECTION III 

THE KILLING OF ABU JAHL 

ljr! "'l.;_!,.r.£~ ,." ,,r.£~"r'£~i..;J:i.,;!:J~I-~~I-!\ Jll J'li~~LH~~,I~6S- (f.•YA) 
~~ ,v---"~ .. v-- ~ ~ . ...,.. "" ~ ,~'WJi' ~ _, , ~ ,. 

(~~) _r;l_;k(J3Wj 
4028. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~.111~ J said, ''At the Battle of Badr, I stood 
(against the enemy) in the row.I saw to my right and my left, (two ansar boys)seeing 
myself between two young ~oys of. the ansar, I wished that I had been between 
stronger men than the boys. One of them poked me and asked, '0 uncle, do you 
recognize Abu Jahl?' I said, 'Yes. What do want with him, nephew?' He said, I have 
learnt that he reviles Allah's Messenger ~ J4Js.~~. By him in whose hand my soul 
is, if I see him, my body shall not separate from his till the one of us who has to die, 
dies first,' I was amazed at that. Then, the other boy poked me and said as the first 
had spoken. Soon, I spied Abu Jahl moving among the people and I pointed out, 
'Here is the man you asked about!' They rushed to him swiftly with their swords 
and struck him till they killed him. Then, they went and informed Allah's 
Messenger ~ J"~~~~. He asked,' Which of you has killed him?' Each of them said, 
'I have killed him.' Then, Allah's Messenger ~ J4Js-.111~ decided that whatever was 
taken from him should go to Mu'adh ibn Amr ibn Jamuh. These two boys were 
Mu' adh ibn Amr ibn Jamuh and Mu'adh ibn Afra ~.11~~ J·1 

COMMENTARY: The version of Bukhari names Mu'adh ibn Afra as Mu'adh ibn Afra .1!1~J 
~ Another tradition (4029) (to follow) names them as two sons of Afra. The· ulama 
(Scholars) explain this difference by saying that both boys had a common mother but 
different fathers. Their mother's name was Afra. The father of one of them was Amr ibn 
Jamuh and the other, according to Qastalani, was Harith. So, one of them is ascribed to his 

1 Bukhari # 3141, Muslim, Musnad Ahmad 1-793. 
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father and the other to his mother. 
The- frophet ~ J~~1~ gave the spoils one of them who had decapacitated Ab.u Jahl. He 
wa:s immobile and the other killed him, so the first deserved the spoils. 
According to an earlier hadith (# 4004) Ib)l Mas'ud 4•'-~1~J killed Abu Jahl. Perhaps,· Abu Jahl 
was panting for breath and he cut off his neck. So, he too got some share of the spoils, a sword. 
Moreover some students of Imam Maalik ~1 ~ J assert that the ruler has authority to give 
the possessions of the slain man to whomsoever- he choose. In this way, bi=oth the 
foregoing question are meaningless-: 

~, " """ ....:~', - ' " ~ ' ~ J " c: " c: '"" , . 101 li \ ~ ~ ,,I~~ t!) J ..... ,l~ .)l:i ",., "I ",~~ill I \~.ill I J, J,; Jl! Jl!u:-31 .·.£ ~ (t. Y~) 
~y. -1.1"'·" -~~....--...;.,_ ~.. ~ 9 ~...; 

< ~~> -~1 ::j .J~{;5! _;li jG ~IJ.J dJ :.; : !\ ::; J.-?-5 
~ r ~ 

4029. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ asked on 
the day of Badr, 11Who will find out for us how has Abu Jahl fared?" Ibn Mas'ud 
went and found out that the two sons of Mra had struck him and he was on the 
point of death. He held him by his beard.and asked, 11Are you not Abu Jahl?" He 
retorted, 11Have you killed anyone of a higher rank?" (He claimed thereby .to be a 
great man:among the Quraysh.) ., 
According to another version: He said, 11How I wish one other than a farmer had 
killed me!"t 

COMMENTARY: Abu Jahl meant to say that he would not have been humiliate~ if any of 
them had killed him but he was pained that the ansar boys, the cultivators who tended to 
fields, had killed him. They had fields and gardens of date trees. 

GIVING SOMETHING TO SOMEONE DOES NOT MEAN HE IS PIOUS 

-ft1LiH~I~~JYIJ~I~~)ii~TL5J!i&~jJI 
'4030. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~~~~J narrated that he was with Allah's 
Messenger ~ J4#.i»1~ when he gave something to a group of people but overlooked 
one who seemed to him (Sa' d) to be more religious (than the others). So, he stood up 
and asked, '~y did you by pass so and-so?. By Allah, I think of him to be a Mumin 
(believer)." Allah's Messenger said, ''Or, Muslim!" Sid ~~~~.)lllentioned that three 
times and he corrected ~ in like manner, and said, 11I give something to someone 

1 Muslim# 118-1800. 
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though I lik~ another more than he, lest he be thrown upside .down in hell/' 
According to ant;Jther version, Zuhri ~~~~ .J considered that' Islam is th~ p~.ofession 
of belief and faith is righteous deeds.t 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet~J~-&1~ corrected Sad ~~~~.J· _Eeman or faith (of a 
Mumin or believer) has to do with his heart and it is deep dow~ and' cannot be gauged 
because there is no obvious sign of it. ·It is a person's internaJ. condition and no one can 
judge to what degree he has developed it. In contrast, Islam is an outward trait like 
obedience and submission. If anyone's 1outward deeds are good, then you may say that he 
is a good Muslim, but no one can say o{ him with ceitainty that he is a true believer. 
The Prophet ~ J~~~~ corrected Sad ~~~~ .J when he testified that the man had true faith. 
The Prophet ~J~.ii~~~ also made known that if anyone is given anything. than he is'n&t 
necessarily liked, or superior. Also, it does not follow that he is more religious. 
Rather, sometimes a person whose faith is weak has to be encouraged and won over, so 
that he may not despair and fall into disblelief and be thrown on his face into hell. · 
So, anyone who is given property does not qualify because of that to be a believer. 0 Sad, 
do not demand any p,roperty for anyone because you regard him be a perfect believer. No 

. one can say· so of anofuer person with certainty. , 
The fact is that Zuhri.ought to have said that Islam is (an expression of) righteous deeds, 
obedience to commands of Shari' ah (divine law) while eeman or faith is a confirmation at 
heart.But, he described Islam as Kalimah or testimony and eeman as righteous deeds. This 
is because declel!ation of Islam is to utter the Kalimah Shahadah (testimony with specific 
words) with the tongue. He who recites the Kalimah Shahadah (the expression of the 
testimony of faith) has sort of confirmed his Islam and that is enough to regard him as a 
Muslim in appearance. · 
This is what the Prophet ~J~.&t~ had said to Sa'd ~.&'~.J ''You can be certain that t..lUs 
man is a Muslim because ~e . had recited the Kalimah Shahadah with ~s tongue and 
confirmed his Islam which is enough evidence that he is a Muslim. 'This is what Zuhri .&1~ .J 
~ meant when he said that Islam is the profession of belief. Artyone who recites the 
Kalimah Shahadah is a Muslim in law. 
Now, let us look at his words that eeman (faith) is righteous deeds .. We must first try to 
underst¥tnd how righteous deeds are performed? Clearly, it depends, on eonfinnation at 
heart. He who performs righteous deeds sincerely shows that faith has made home in his 
h~art. He performs good deeds because. of confirmation by his heart and his perfect faith. 
This is why Zuhri ~ . .&'~ .J explained eeman (f~ith) ~s righteous deeds. 

~JJ;MAN ~.iii~~ .J WAS GIVEN SHARETHOPGH HE DID. NOT PARTICIPATE 
.. .. . ' .. ~ ' ~ .. .,-- . 

. ....,ul ~~ ~! Jlii ..;~ ~ ~ Ji-~ ~~ ~j ~WI~ ;ill Jj-!5 -..!JI.;.:J- ~I if j (t • r') 
_. ' ,. • ~ ' 

1 ~ I ,. "'" "' I I "' ~ . • , ,l ~ ~ .. \ "'.ii~WI L~f4ll1 J, I.'\AJ ~-:....29Al ~~I !il ;;4J, I'\ ~l,s.iiilll ~ls. ,~@1;;1 .,Jit..;~~..,;;,_ c_s--, ..,.,...., .:...r- • ~;...~,..;,_,.,-_,,. 'Jill' .,. ~ 

--1 I I ," r1 '-t r .. (.).J .)Yo o .J.J)-~~~.;.a~~-r,y~ · 

4031. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~i»'~J narrated !hat Allah's Messenger~J~,&,~ stood 
up meaning on the day of Badar (to deliver a sermon). He said, 11Surely, Uthman has 

1 Byjgaru # ~478, Muslim# 131-:-150. 
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gone to attend to work on behalf of Allah and His Messenger. So, I shall take the 
oath of allegiance for him." Then, Allah's Messenger~J 4# lilt~ allotted a share 
(from the booty from the Battle of Badr) for him. But, he did not ever allot a share 
for anyone else who was not present1 

COMMENTARY: When the Prop he~ J4#l»t,.)J came to Badr with his Sahabah~iJ,~ J, his 
daughter Sayyidah Ruqiyah~ .iii~~ J wife of Uthman ~ .1!1 ~ J was seriously ill. So, the 
Prophet sent him back to Madinah to look after her, and, when the booty was being 
distributed, the share of Uthman~.1!1~ J was included because he had gone to participate in 
the battle, but had to return. 

ONE CAMEL IS LIKE TEN SHEEP. 
J .; I t; I J 

. ~I~~~~~ d~~j ~IDI ~~~ J_;.!j .....!..)~ jli ~~~ ~~15 ~j (t •\Y) 

(~WJ' 0 lj.))-~t ~till 
• 1$ 

4032. Sayyiduna Rafi in Khadij~lllt~J said that while dividing the ~ooty, Allah's 
Messenger~ J~~,.}J counted ten sheep as equivalent to one camel.2 

FIRE FROM HEAVEN WOULD BURN BOOTY BEFORE ISLAM . 

.,, , , t$ , , , , ,,· , , , ,, $ "' , ,, -! t , " 
I.e'~ ,. , Ldli ':)Hi-. , ~9. ~ '' Jli9 I 0 "t~:; , \9 I o!l.t:' L:JJl!JI • ,., 6~{.>..9 ~\.!.;..J\ ~9 '-:!"' til' ~ ... .:r"" > .. , ~" ~ ~ ~ , ~ . _,-;;, . 

, :; , .; J. ... , J. , , ',, ~. , ,... ' ' ...... ~ ... ' "9 ~..lJI ,'..A g "...Q:i I ~15. I& .. I""'~ I.J" ~l>-.9 J ~-\!.'I '~; Jli9 0~. I !.5..1;) ~.ll,;. I! 5 .li!...j 
_j- > '-"'""""' -...,re \J- ~ '-1 ?-'> • ~ > .. , I~~'-;,~ .. ' u-:- d .. , 

1 ,;1 , "' ~ ' , , , ...... , , "! f ' "' , ~ • , t ., z.12'f" "" , _, ...... 
~I5>Jl!JJI Wllil~\~11\:i~ ~·J,J~I ,J!.;J..i~lj_;(lSI.lj ~liJWI s-J~i ~ 

<~~)-Wltl:..ti.u~J'-:~,:, 
4033. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah4•~.11t~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ ... J4:l~.1it._,l.P said. 
11 A Prophet among the Prophets~J4#lilt.j.P (Yusha ibn Noo~':>\...J14~ set out to engage 
in jihad (crnsade). He stipulated that no man should accompany him who had: 

Married a woman with whom he wished to have sexual relations but had 
not done till then; 
built a house but had not put the roof on it till then; 
bought sheep or pregnant she-camels and they were about to deliver young. 

Then he set out to battle. He came near the town at the hour of (the Salalt (prayer) 

1 Abu Dawud # 2726. 
2 ~asa # 4391, Musnad Ahmad 3-464. 
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of) asr or about that. He addressed the sun, 11You are under command and I am 
under command (you to complete your revolution and I to conquer this town). And 
he prayed, 0 Allah, detain it over us!, So it was detained till Allah gave him victory. 
He collected the spoils and it came-meaning, the fire-to devour the spoils, but did 
not do so. He said, therefore, , there has been dishonesty about the spoils among 
you. So, a man from each tribe must pledge allegiance to me.' (They began to do 
that, each giving his hand till) one man's hand stuck in his hand. He said 11Th ere is 
dishonesty about the spoils among you (Meaning, your tribe) .'They brought to 
him a head of gold like an OX'S head. He put it down (in the pile) and the fire came 
and burned the spoils." 
According to a version: (He said:) "Spoils were not lawful to anyone before us. 
Then Allah made the spoils lawful to us. He saw our weakness and helplessness 
and allowed us the spoils."t 

COMMENTARY: Prophet Yusha~')l..Jt~ did not take along those people on the expedition 
because their minds were occupied elsewhere and they would not have been able to fight 
in the battle correctly. This shows that the warriors must put off from their minds other 
concerns and devote entirely to fighting with the enemy. 
It is stated in Mawahib lidunyah that, according to the hadith, the sun was never stopped 
in its movement(in the entire life of the solar system) for anyone except the Prophet. 
Sayyiduna Yusha ibn Noollf')l..J'~ 2. . 

· According to Muwahib lidunyah, the sun's movement was stopped for the Prophet'":!~~~~, 
~ J twice: on the night of the ascen'5ion to the heavens (miraj) and on the day of the Battle oJ 
the Trenches when the infidels engaged him in the Battle and the salah (prayer) of asr w~ 
delayed. The sun had set but was reversed till he could offer the salah (prayer) of asr on time. 
Once again the sun was reversed for Sayyiduna Ali ~.1»1~ J at the command of the Prophet 
~ J~.&,~. This had happened when the Prophet ~ J4#~'~ was resting and had put his 
head on the laps of Sayyiduna Ali ~.~»~~ J· A revelation came down to him and he could not 
raise his head because of that so that the time of asr had lapsed without Ali ~.~»~~ J offering 
the salah (prayer) of asr. So the Prophet ~ .... y.:Js..i»t~ prayed for him and the sun retu1ned on 
its tracks. But, the ulama (Scholars) have questioned the truth of this account. 
As for the spoils, past ummahs were not permitted to use the booty. They put all of it in the 
desert in a pile. A fire descended from heaven and burned down the pile. This was a sign 
of acceptance. 

DISHONEST WITH BOOTY WILL NOT ENTER PARADISE 

ili1 ~ LJl1 ~~ ~~ J;iT~_;~ ~~ l!l jli;.L ~k jli u;~ ~~ yi-J <t·rt> .. "" 

1 Bukhari # 3124, Muslim # 32. 1547, M~snad Ahmad 2-317. 
2 See stories of the Prophets Ibn Kattur p.245 (Darul Ishaat ,· Karachi) The hadith of Imam Ahmad 
(325) as narrated. But, it is also known that the sun was withheld for Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.&a~ 
(perhaps after his hadith about Prophet Yusha~~~~. 
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I. , ~i J'~ u~- { ,,! e,t, ~I .ill.! tf.i1'i .JI I wjl!lt ·' su.i L'_..1.j\~u:il ~ll:i .. ~ ",~ ~_,--- - .....__;.H~ II' • v-- .. '-'" ~ _,...-- , , ' . ... ~J 

{.sJ..-4 o \.J.J) -U~ ....LJ~J.!!I ~1 ~I JL.~ '1 ~\ '1\ ~:it::i 
4034. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4$-.\ii~.J said that (Sayyiduna) Umar ~.&~~.J narrated to 
him that on the day of Khaybar (when the battle was over), some of the sahabah 
(Prophet's Companions).~ .\11 ~.J of the Prophet ~J 4:ls- .&l.)J cam_e forward and 
discussed among themselves, : So-and-so is a martyr. So-and-so is a martyr." 
However, when they came to one and said of him that he too was a ·martyr, Allah's 
Messenger ~ J~~~~ said, 11Certainly not! I did see him in hell because of a mantle 
or a cloak that he stole (from the spoils)." Then Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 
"0 Ibn Khattab go and announce to the people, three times, "only the believer will 
go to paradise (straightaway)." 
He (Umar 4$- .\il ~ .J ) said that he went to them and announced three times, 11Know! 
Only the believers will enter paradiseJ"t 

COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik Jli1~.J said that in the terminology of Shariah and cormrion 
parlance a believer is the person who believes in the Prophet ~J4:ls-.\11~ and his Shar~.ah 
Hence, one who is dishonest is like one who rejects the Prophet ~ J4:ls-.1il~ and his Shariah 
because belief demands obedience to the commands of Shariah and he does not abide by 
them. But, it does not·. mean that a dishonest person is not a believer because he _acts in 
contravention of c~nfirmation of the Prophet ~ J~J»t~. Hence,· the announceme~t meant 
to sound a strong warning. Also, it implies that a dishonest person would not enter 
paradise without first being subject to punishment. The God-fearing and righteous 
believers will be the only ones· to enter paradise without any punishment, straightaway: 
The sinning believers will first undergo appropriate punishment and then enter paradise. 
The Prophet ~ J.4# .\11 ~ words that he saw him in hell are only an indication because 
a person will be consigned to hell only after the day of judgement. The Prophet ~ J~~~~, s 
words, therefore, mean that the man belonged to hell. It is like the saying of the Prophet ~ 
~ J4:ls-.111 about Bilal ~.111~ .J before Bilal ~.&~~ .J died tftat he is in paradise. 
The Prophet ~ J~.\11~' s words about that man could also mean that he had perpetrat~d a 
sin which makes hell'wajib (obligatory) for him. Is is as the Quran says.: 

(Surely the pious shall be in bliss} (82: 13) . 
This cannot be said to mean that the pious people are already in paradise. Rather, they 
possess such praiseworthy characteristics as will lead them to paradise . 

.. 
"' 

1 Muslim# 182~114, Tirmicl.hi # 1574, Musnad Ahmad 1-30, Darimi # 2489. 
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CHAPTER- IX 
THEJizyAH 

!I 

A~j~Jiyl~ 

WHAT IS JIZYAH: Jizyah is an exclusive term of the Islamic law. It applies to the tribute 
payable by the non-Muslim resident of Islamic State (the dhimmis). It is levied according to 
an agreed formula. 
The word jizyah is from jaza (~'.r-:-) meaning a compensation. Hence, this form of tribute is 
called jizyah because it is a compensation for residing in an Islamic State and not observing 
Islam but living a life of disbelief. It assures the payers of protection of their lives, property 
and honour. 

SECTION I 

MAJUSIS MAY BE MADE TO PAY JIZYAH 

""' .. ~' ~, ; J "J (·~.Jl:.-Jiol .J)-~ ,, "',l...oL&lll " 1 "'"'~WI L~illiJ, 1 .)".- ~ ,IJ!£.·.3.·~''1~ . v . ..J '..ro-~~V""' ~..J.... ~... ~-· ~ 'tS.:T voy-~ • 

4035. Sayyiduna Bajalah ..l!1 ~J said that he was a clerk working for Jaz ibn 
Mu' awiyah ..l!1~ J, the paternal uncle of Ahnaf ~~~~ J• They received a letter of Umar 
ibn Khattab ~..l!1~ J one year before his death. In it, he gave instructions, "Separate 
every such married couple among the Majusis (Magians) who were mahrams (of 
one another, meaning those who were ~ong degrees prohibited to marry one 
another)." 
Umar ~~~~ J had not been levying the jizyah on the Majusis till Abdur Rahman ibn 
Awf ~~~~J bore testimonly that Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~ had levied it on the 
Majusis of Hajar.l 
(thereafter, Umar ~~~~ J took the jizyah from the Majusis.) 

COMMENTARY: Mahram is a close relative with whom marriage is prohibited, like 
mother, daughter, sister and so on. The Majusis were accustomed to marry their mahram 
relatives. Umar ibn Khattab ~ ..l!1 ~J gave orders that all marriages between mahrams 
should be revoked. Of course, Islam forbids interference in the religious matters of its non
Muslim citizens who are under the states protection. They must be allowed to practice their 
religion freely. Moreover, this kind of marriage (between mahrams) was permitted in their 
religion. However, the ruler of an Islamic State is authorized to prevent any such practice 
as is doubtlessly and directly opposed to the symbols of Islam its basic principles and laws. 
This practice of the Majusi was also to moral values and was a very blamedworthy and 
ugly custom. 
The majority of the ulama (Scholars) hold that jizyah must be levied on the Majusis. Rather, 

1 Bukhari # 3156,~157, Abu Dawud #. 3043J Tirmidhi # 1586 (1592). 
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the Hanafis contend that the jizyah must also be collected from the non Arab idolaters. 
However, Imam Shafi'I .ib1~ J 
Has a note of dissent this subject. . 
Hajar (pA) is a place located in Yemen near Bahrain, according to some people. ~owever, 
modem day authorities say that the eastern coast of the Arabian peninsula that is presently 
called Ahsa (~~')was known previously as Hajar.1 It is also called Bahrain. 
The hadith of Sayyiduna Buraydah ~.ib'~J about.when the Prophet ~J~.ib~~ appointed 
an army commander ... '· is narrated previously (#3929). 

SECTIONJI 
AMOUNT OF JIZYAH 

· , J r _ of " " 
(Jjb.ui)-~L--...!...J,~~l:SL$ 9~1~.U~JIIjl!5J~ ,,.. 

...7ft , .. ~ '--" • .._, ,_,1..1' ,; .. , ~, ~":! 

4036. Sayyiduna Muadh ~.ib'~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.ib1~ 
sent him to Yemen (as judge and ruler), he instructed him to take from every halim 
(there)-1neaning, everyone who had attained puberty-one dinar, or Muafiri worth. 
one dinar-meaning, garments of Yemen origin.2 

COMMENTAR:Y: Ibn Hammam ~.ib~~ J said that jizah is not levied on a woman or a child 
(and so not on an insane, a blind and a paralysed person). Also, an old man who is not 
capable of any work or of fig~ting and the handicapped that cannot do any work are 
exempted and not required to pay the jizyah. 
This hadith does not distinguish between the rich and poor and both are required to pay 
the same amo~t of jizyah .Imam Shaf' i'I ~~~~ J cites this hadith and abides by it. 
However the Hanaf is impose forty eight dirhams every year on the rich, payable at four 
dirhams a month. The middle dass have to pa~ twenty-four dirhams every year, payable at 
two dirhams a month. The poor of the lowest strata who earn a livelihood are levied 
twelve dirhams every year at one dirham each month. These levies are wajib (obligatonJ). 
The Hidayah writes that this schedule of levies is known from Sayyiduna Urnar "~.ib'~J and 
Sayyiduna Uthrnan .u~li.ii~ J· N~ne of the ansars or the muhajrin had shown disagreement to it. 
As for this hadith making one dinar payable by every adult towards the jizyah, it is bound 
with peace and reconciliation. Since Yemen was taken ov~r without battle and its people 
had surrendered through mutual reconciliation, so a conciliatory approach wa~ adopted to 
apply the jizyah. . 
We may also presume that since the Yemenis were financially weak, so the same amount of 
jizyah was made wajib (obligatory) on them as is applied to the poor. · 

JIZYAH IS NOT WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) ON MUSLIMS 

~ j §4IJ ~~~ J ~1'1 :; ~\ ~ '} ~j ~ ful J.c ;iJ I j_;.!.J jli jli 0::~ ~I if j (t • rv) 

1 According to Mu'jam ul-Buldan (by Dr Ghulam Jilani Barq), hajar is (i) a village in the Himyar 
language, and (ii) a cluster of villages in the Arabic language. (p357)Chambers world Gazetteer: 
Hajar, coastal mountain range in N Oman SE Arabian peninsula extends. about 480 km NW-SE 
parallel to coast of bulf of Oman. 
2 Tirmidhi # 623, Abu Dawud # 3038, Nasa' I # 2450, Musnad Ahmad 5-230. 
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(Jjb y.I.J 1..5..L. _;UI., ~I oi.J.;) -~~I~ 
4037. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas oi,$.1!1~J narrated th,at Allah's Messenger ~1~..1!1~ said, 
11There cannot be two qiblas in one land and no jizyah may be levied on a Muslim."t 

COMMENTARY: There should not be two religious in any one area on the basisof 
fraternity. Muslims are instructed hereby that they should not tale up residence in enemy 
territory. They must not disgrace themselves by living there. 
Similarly, the Islamic State should not allow disbelievers to reside within its territory 
without paying the jizyah. Even after that, they must not be allowed to do anything against 
Islamic beliefs. If this is not done, then in both these cases Islam and disbelief will be 
deemed to be at par, but such a thing is not tolerated by Islam. In fact, Islam expects 
Muslims to reside wherever they are with dignity and strength and honour. 
Enemies of Islam must be treated as weak and non-entities, 
Some ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith hints at exiling the Jews and Christians from the 
Arabian Peninsula for, they are the peoples of the Book and also of the qiblah. They have 
different qiblahs and each of theirs is also different from the Muslims qiblah. In this way, 
there will not be two qiblahs in this area. Only Muslims would live there. . 
If a non-Muslim resides in a Muslim land as a dhimmi, but before paying the jizyah, he 
becomes a Muslim, then he will not be asked to pay a jizyah because he is a Muslim. 
Muslims have not to pay a jizyah. · 

REMISSION AGAINST JIZYAH 
, , , ... , ;, ' , ! :: ! , , , ,, 

~J .llli iAJ~.;~I J!~jJI (rl.lJ,ll~j ~WI~ ~I JJ-!.5 ·" '1 J~ u;-il&£j (t•r'A) 

. (Jjby.l oi.J.J) -~;;.1 ~Ail..oj~s:J&k-.i~ lj3li 

4038. Sayyiduna Anas .u~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 1 ~ li!1 ~ sent 
Khalid ibn Walid to Ukaydir of Dumah. They seized him and brought him (to 
Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii!1~. He forgave him and spared his life, and made peace 
with him against the jizyah he ought to pay.2 

COMMENTARY: Dumah was the place whose King was Ukaydir. It was near Tabuk in 
Syria. Ukaydir was a Christian. The Prophet ~1~..1!1~ had commanded Khalid to seize 
him alive. So, he was brought alive and he agreed to pay the jizyah. Later, when Allah 
guided him, he became a perfect Muslim. 

TITHES ON NON-MUSLIMS 
' "C: ' ~ ! ' ~ , , , , , ~ 

~i! Jl! ~j ~ill I~ ~I JJ-!5 ~I ~I c)£ "I C?l ~* 6&- ~I ;::l ~ '::"~ 6&-j (t • r~) 

(Jjby.l.,~loi.J.J) -J~~I ~~ j LSJLA!J.Ij ~~I~ Jj L,\1 

4039. Sayyiduna Harb ibn Ubaydullah narrated on the authority of his (maternal) 
grandfather, from his father that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, 11The ushr (not 

t Tirmidhi # 633, Abu Dawud # 3953, Musnad Ahmad 1-223. 
2 Abu Dawud # 3017. 
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the land tax of one-tenth) is to be levied only on Jews and Christians. It is not to be 
levied on the Muslims.l 

COMMENTARY: The ushr mentioned in this hadith concerns trade merchandis~. It does 
not refer to wajib (obligatory) sadaqah (charity) (on produce of land), because the ushr (tithe, · 
one-tenth) on land producb is wajib (obligatory) on the Muslims. 
Khattabi ~.&'~.J said that the form of ushr that is wajib (obligatory) on the Jews and Nasara 
(Christians) is the one on which peace was concluded with them when they were made 
dhimmis (non Muslim residents of a Muslifn State). If no agreement was concluded with 
them when they were accepte<:! as dhimmis (non Muslim residents of a Muslim State) then 
nothing will be wajib (obligd,t01y) on them apart from jizyah. This is to which Imam Shafi'I 
~~~~ J abides. 
The contention of the Hanafis is that if the Jews and the Christians impose any kind of tax 
or duties on the trade merchandise of the Muslims at th~ir borders, then it is also rightful 
on the part of the Muslims to impose a like levy when the Jews and Christians bring their 
merchandise to their borders. 
If they do not levy any kind of impost, then the Muslims must do likewise. 

DHIMMIS (NON MUSLIM RESIDENTS OF A MUSLIM STATE) MAY BE 
COMPELLED TO CONCLUDE TREATY 

,, "" :; "" " "" ~ ' ~ J "" "" ,,. '( "" :1 "" 

lj~u ~I ~liY.I ~!~3 ~llll ~~I Jj-!5 Jlii_;f, ~U('_J$. ~j ~I ~_;§:lc 

·- ( 1.5l.o ~I o \.J.J) -IJ ~i L&.} 
4040. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Amir narrated that he submitted that he submitted, "0 
Messenger of Allah. (during our journey fpr Jihad (crusade)) we pass by a people 
who do not offer us hospitality nor let us have what is due to us from them (as 
imposed by Islam, like giving us a loan getting us what we need).We do not take 
anything from them (by force, so we are very desperate)."On that, Allah's 
Messenger ~ J4#~'~ said," If they persist in denying unless you take by force. You 
may do so."2 

COMMENTARY: The people against whom the complaint was ledged were dhimmis 
(non Muslim residents of a Muslim State). (They had-n~t accepted Islam but had 
submitted to pay the jizyah and live us obedient subject oflslamic State) It had been 
agreed with them that they would be hospitable to the Muslims going through their 
land to engage in jihad (crusade). They did not abide by the agreement and also refused 
to sell to them the provision they needed. So, the Prophet ~J~~~~ allowed them to 
take what they needed by force. 
However, it must be understood that if no agreement has been made with the dhimmis (non 
Muslim residents of a Muslim State) before hand then it is not allowed to the Muslims to take 
anything from them by force, without their willingness, if the Muslims are not desperate. 

1 Abu Dawud # 3846, Musnad Ahmad 3-474. 
2 Tirmidhi # 1589 
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SECTION III 

DHIMMIS (NON MUSLIM ~ESIDENT.S OF A MUSLIM STATE)' MAY BE BQJ]ND TO 
BE HOSPITABLE TO MUSIJMS AND PAY THE }In AH 

~5)1J.&T~J~lSs~JT~iJIJ1S~:~,y~y~I(A_rJ......!.JT~T~J<t·t'> 
ill • ~ ""' ~ 

""'"'"'"'/."' ~'"'"' '"' "' (1.!-tll.Aol )- lll;tS~~9l::..Q"' 1 " "' lt]l• "l~j~l!&"J 1 " "'"I ..J.) ~ .. "' .. ,:J """ .).) , :.) "'U':':?..J 

4041. Sayyiduna Aslam said that (during his caliphate,) Sayyiduna Umar ibn 
Khattab imposed a jizyah of four dinars on those (dhimmis (non Muslim residents 
of a Muslim Stat\!))who possessed (abundant)gold, and of forty dirhams on those 
(dhimmis (non Muslim residents of a Muslim State))who possessed silver. Apart 
from that, he also fixed (on them) provisions for the Muslims and hospitality for 
three days.t · 

COMMENTARY: The condition of Hospitality for three days elaborates on the stipulation 
of provisions for the Muslims. 
When the non-Muslims were given the status of dhimmis (non Muslim residents of a 
Muslim State) and the jizyah was imposed on them (at the rates mentioned),it was also 
agreed that they would provide hospitality to the Muslims for three days. · 
It is stated in Shah-un-Sunnah (Prophet's ~ J~~~~ practice) that it is allowed to impose more 
than one dinar as jizyah on the dhimmis (t:ton Muslim residents of a Muslim State) and to 
stipulate that they would be hospitable to Muslims who pass by them. The expenses of the 
hospitality would not be .deducted from the jizyah. Rather, hospitality is additional to tha 

. jizyah when concluding the agreement with them. Details may be seen in the Mirqat, etc. 

CHAPTER-X 
(AL-SULH) PEACE 

Sulh is the noun of shlah (prayer) t"jwJ and sulooh r;_,.l.P. It is the opposite of (fasaad ~w) 
destruction or spoiling. 1 

The head of state is authorized by Islam to conclude a treaty of peace with the enemy 
nations in Keeping with the monotheistic belief to maintain and promote universal peace, 
to propagate Islam to protect and provide security and freedom to human beings and to 
meet the political and Military demands. , 
Accordinglr, in 6AH, the Prophet ~J~~~~ made peace with his staunchest enemy, the 
Makkan disbelievers. u·is known as Sulh Hudaybiyah or the peace Treaty of Hudaybiyah. 
Its term was determined for ten years. Hadith as well as. history record unanimously that it 
is thi~ very peace treaty of Hudaybiyah that made the propagation of Islam very easy. At 
the same time, the world learnt that Islam is the true standard-bearer of human values· and 
peace. It was observed that Muslims faithfully abided and honoured the terms-~£ the treaty 
in spite of the provocations of Makah idolaters. 
Barely three years had passed when the polytheists of Makkah helped the Banu Bakr in 

1 Muwatta Malik#43 (Zakah). 
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their war with the Banu Khtizaah the allies of the Prophet ~J~.,Js,~ and thus broke the 
peace treaty. ·. 

SECTION I 

PEACE TREATY OF HUDAYBIYAH 

~~J.il,.;~~j~ful ~~I f.ft 'ili~s:il ~....;_,lj_;4 ji.o~~ .;J-41yl-_(t • t Y) 
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.:: 1btlj Jlir),. ;= .. jr ~f.~i ~!:S~Al~J~~j~ w.ikiAl-...u~ _;Jy;:;. 
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, i( ., ., , ~ '' ~ J .9 ' ., ~ ' ' ,., (J t. ,., """' "" ,., J "' 6-9-9 ~I ~Jil!l j-lj illl&~l!S ~J ~ill I~ '"- ~ \! Jl ~_).! ~Jl9 , 'J .. ,II 111" 
.. M.. ~ .. ..M '-:?> .. M .....o-6~ .J .J 

(LSJ~Ioi.JJ)-~!.kJ~ilii~~~~Jli&,(~i&ul 
4042. (Sayyiduna) Miswar ibn Makhramah ~1»1~ J and Marwah ibn Hakam ~i»t~ J. 
(both) narrated that in the year of Hudaybiyah, the Prophet ~ J ~ i»1 ~ went out 
(Madinah) with some more than one thousand of his Sahabah~i»~~ J when he came 
to Dhul Hulayfah (about six miles south of Madinah, also called Abyar Ali), he 
garlanded and marked the hadyi (or the sacrificial animals), assumed the ihram 
(sheet of fabric) for umrah and set forth (from there). When he was at Thaniyah (the 
mountain pass) by which one descends to Makkah, his she-camel (Qaswa) Knelt 
down (with him). The people began to (rod it and to) say hal, hal ~ (Go on, go on) ! 
Qaswa! Is reluctant! " But, the Prophet ~ J ~ )», ~ said, 11Qaswa' is not reluctant. 
Such is not her habit. But .He who had held back the elephant, has held her back." 
Thelt, he said, 11By Him in whose hand is my soul, they shall not ask me for 
anything whereby they honour that which Allah has made sacred (His Haram) but I 
shall give it to them." Then, he got the she-camel to get up and she was quick at it. 
Turning aside from ~the road leading to Makkah, he went to the extreme limit of 
Hudaybiyah at a pool with little water. (Here, he alighted). The people took the 
water in small quantities but it was consumed soon. (though they took the 
minimum possible). They complained to Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll~~ at thirst, so 
he took out an arrow from his quiver and instructed them to immerse it in the pool. 
By Allah, water ~shed out to them (in a never ending quantity) till the time they 
departed from it. ! 
While they were in this stat

1
e, Budayl ibn Waraqa Khuza'I came with some men of 

Khuzaah (on behalf of the irifidels to strike peace). Urwah ibn Masud (also) arrived 
after him. 
(Here, Bukhari presents the lengthy conversation between the Prophet ~J~~~ 
and these two men, but the compiler of Masabih has op:titted all that for the sake of 
brevity .. Then the narration continues 
Suhayl ibn Amr came afterwards (as their last envoy). The Prophet ~ J~.b1~ then 
said (to Sayyiduna Ali ~.b~~J,''Write. This to what Muhammad Allah's Messenger 
ha's made peace: .. " Suhayl interrupted, 11By Allah,· if we accepted you as Allah's 
Messenger then we would neither turn you away from the Kabah nor fight with 
you. Write: Muhammad ibn Abdullah." The Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 .J..r asserted, 1'By 
Allah, I am Allah's Messenger even, if you believe me. (But in vie'1 of the need of 
the hour, I accept your demand.) Write (Ali!) Muhapunad ibn Ab(fullah/' Suhayl 
also ~aid, 11 (Write also If any person belonging to you comes to us, we shall not send 
him back to you but) if anyone of us comes to you, even if he follows your religion, 
.you will return him to us." (The Prophet ~J~i»t~ agreed to that too.) 
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(Again, the compiler of the Masabih has abridged the narration from Bukharl. Any way) 
When he finished writing down the agreement, Allah's·Messenger ~J~./»1~ s'aid 
to his S~habah (Prophet's Companions) ~.i»1~1, "Arise and sacrifice (the hady; and 
then shake (your head)." 
After that, a number of believing women (of Makkah) came. Allah, the Exalted, 
revealed: 

( I• ·'1·"· .. 'I> *ll .. 1 ~ l.d ~l!.o ~'\I ,f k 1.11T !!.or .-:.3.U1' o!~rG • >r 'Q -~· ~..../), ~ ~~~ ~$t-. ,; J- \...I'M, ~ .. . 

(0 you who believe, When believing women come to you as emigrants ... }(60: 10) 
Allah, the Exalted, forbade them (through this verse) to return them, but He ordered 
them to give back their dower. 
The Prophet ~J~.i»lj...P then came to Madinah~ (Some days thereafter-,) Abu Bash· 
4;$. .i»1 ~ J, one of the Quraysh and a Muslim, came to him (from Makkah). The 
Quraysh had sent two men after him. The Prophet ~ J~ialj...P returned him to the 
two men (in terms of the treaty). They took him (to Makkah). Abdul Hulayfah, 
they (stopped over and) alighted (if being their first stage of the journey) and ate 
the dates that they had. Abu Basir ~ J ~ ./»1 j-P said to one or them, 110 you! By 
Allah, your sword seems very good to me. Let me see it. " He handed it over to 
him and (in an instant) he struck him (so severely that he fell) and he died. The 
other man (was terrified and) fled from him. He reached Madinah and ran into 
the Mosque (Masjid Nabawi). The Prophet ~J~.1ilj...P remarked, 11This man is in 
a terrified state." He said, 11(Yes!) By Allah, my companion has been killed and I 
am near to being killed," 
Then, Abu Basir ~ J ~ .1!1 j-P also arrived. The Prophet ~ J ~ .i»1 j-P said, 11 Alas for 
his mother!" (An expression of amazement.) 11He will stir up war! Only if he had 
some relatives (to help him and give him shelter)." When he heard the Prophet j-P 

~ J~.i»l, Abu Basir~ J~.i»lj...P understood that the Prophet~ J~.1!1~ would again 
hand him over (to the Makkans). So, went out (of Madinah) and came to (a place 

· near) the seashore. · 
('fhe_ narrator added Abu Jandal ibn Suhayl 4;$..1»1~ 1 also escaped (from the idolaters) 
and teamed up with Abu Basir 4;$. .i»1 ~ J· Then, this was emulated by every Man of 
Quraysh who embraced Islam. He united with Abu Basir ~ .1»1 ~ J (and escaped 
from the Quraysh). Soon they were a sizeable team. Whenever they learnt of a 
caravan of the Quraysh proceeding to Syria, they intercepted it. They Kill the men 
and seized the merchandise (or whatever they carried). So, the Quraysh sent 
someone to the Prophet ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~· (They had realized that they had erred in 
placing that condition and were paying for that.) They pleaded with him adjurning 
him by Allah and the ties of Kinship between them and the Prophet~J~.i»1~ to 
command' them (Abu Basir ~..111~ J and others) to stop (harassing them). They agreed 
that (he should not return to them) anyone who came (to Madinah) to him and he 
would be safe. 
The Prophet sent necessary instructions to them (They should not intercept the 
caravans of the Quraysh but should come to him in Madinah.)1 

1 Bukhari # 2731, Abu Dawud # 2765, Musnad Ahmad 4. 331. 
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·COMMENTARY: Hydaybiyah is about sixteen miles to the west of Makkah. The mountain 
Jabl ash-Shamisi is locatred here giving it its other name Shamisiyah. Most of this p1ace is 
within the limits of the I-:Iaram. 
The Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~J who had accompanied the Prophet~~~ 
~ J were more than one thousand, any number up to one thousand five hundred. They set 
out· as one thousand and four himdred and people joined them on the way to raise the 
number to one thousand and five hundred. 
When a/pilgrim assum~s the ihram for Hajj (pilgrimage) or umrah and is prevented from 
obsetY'ing it, then it is called ihsar (;L.p.l). In such a case, he must slaughter the animal he has 
with him for sacrifice and shave his head. This person is called mushir. Imam Shafii .1!1 ~; 

. says that he must slaughter his animal at the place where he is stopped, even if it is not 
within the Prophet's ~ J~~~ action because Hudaybiyah is not within the limit of Haram. 
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ J, however, says that it cannot be sacrificed outside the Haram. He 
says about Hudaybiyah that not all of it outside the limits of the Haram. Most of it is wit~ 
the limits and clearly the hadyi was slaughtered inside the limits of the Haram. 
Referring to the believing women who had come to the Prophet ~ .... J"~lil'~ and of whom 
the Quran says that they should not be sent back and their dowers should be returned, it is 
that when their disbelieving husbands come and if they had paid them the dower then that 
must be returned to those m~n. According to Tafsir Madarik and others, this command 
applied only to that particular case. It was abrogated afterwards. The women were not sent 
back because the treaty stipulated that only men who came to the Prophet ~ J~lil~~ from 
Makkah wen~· to be returned, not the women. 
The Prophet ~J~.1Jt~ words about there being someone to help Abu Basir ~~~J could 
also mean: "Would that someone advised him not to come to me!" 
However Abu Basir ~.111~; understand that the Prophet ~ J~ ~~ ~ would abide by the 
treaty and hand him over to the Qurayrah. So, he found out an alternative arrangement. 
Abu Jandal ~.1!1~; was the son of the same Suhayl who had come as envoy and negotiator 
on behalf of the Quraysh. He had locked Abu Jandal ~ .1!1 ~; who had embraced I~Jam 
before hand in Makkah but he escaped from the confinement and came ,to Hudaybiyah at 
first. Here the Prophet ~J~~~ convinced him that he could not contravene ti:te treaty 
and consoled with him. So he went back to Makkah and fled from there a second time, to 
join Abu Basir ~.1Jt~ J· 

THREE CONDITIONS OF PEACE ~EATRY OF HUDAYBIYAH · 

$-~1;;3~ '~GJJ.il .. ,.. -:.!< '''I--~ ----~ilit t~ &Jtt"-'~J"\i'-'·,~.·..3$-I~'I··.C--(t•ti) .. " If' .... ,.. _,,it~~.....,-- ~..J.... u-~ (\J il ~ V" '_floJ ~'..J 

(~·a.ka)-, _,\\~l'ioJ~!g~ . .. v---- ~~ l; ·"~~ ... 

, 4043.\ Sayyiduna Bar' a ibn Aazib ~~~; said that the Prophet ~ ;~~~~ con~l~ded 
. the. treaty with the polytheists on the day of Hudaybiyah concerning three .things 
(in particular). · 
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(i) If anyone of the Polytheists (of M~ah) came to the Prophet ~J~~~ 
(after embracing Islam), he should send him back to the polyth.eists, and if 
any of the Muslims came to the polytheists, they ·would not retulft him. 

(ii) The Prophet ~ J "# ~~ ~ should (not enter Makkah that year · .. but) enter 
Makkah the next year and stay only three days in it. And, 

(iii) He should carry only such weapons as sword and bows in their (cases or 
appropriate) coverings. 

At this point, Abu Jandal ~~~~J came to him in his fetters because of which he 
hobbled. But, the Prophet ~J~~~~ sent hinl back.1 

COMMENTARY: The weapons were to kept in theu teather casings. The Muslims were 
disallowed to enter Makkah with unsheathed weapons. . 
We have spoken about Abu Jandal ~~~~J in the previous hadith. The Prophet ~J4#lu1~ 
exhorted him to show patience and him for reward in the hereaft~r. Allah will surely create 
for you and other weak and helpeos men like you a way out." 
Outwardly, the peace treaty seemed to be to the disadvantage of the Muslims. For one 
thing, at that time, they were not strong and, well- equipped. Besides, they had not come 
from Madinah with an intention to fight. They had to respect the sanctity of the Haram, 
and Allah had not revealed to them to fight with the pagans. There were many other 
reasons too. 
Nevertheless actually the treaty proved to be very profitable to the Muslims. There were 
ample opportunities to propagate Islam. Many far flung places became receptive to Islam. 
Then Allah caused them to liberate Makkah and its people came within the bounds of Islam. 
It became clear that by accepting the conditions of the people of Makkah, the Prophet ~'.}J 
~J~ had demonstrated his desire for peace and iove for humanity and he also emerged 
as one with an exceptional political farsightedness. He showed, most of all, that he was 
sincere and obedient to Allah to the utmost. 

' , ~ ' ~ , , "" ' . , J, ' ' 9 ! . , ,., 
_;.L::,j ~all~ &ill~ l~j_!,li _;.L::,j ~all~ &llii_A~ ~j9 ~I u;JI(}-j (t • H) 

'( "' ~ I "' ~ "'"' "' r; r; '~ 1 Aol .J)-~ ~j~"'9JUall.1d-"'"'·~l!sl.&c)AjaliSS..3l9...*-lll!.o~.3c)AAJ~ ~ I.J ,...,, .• -J' ~ "' 0 0 ....... "'0 

4044. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~ J narrated that the Quraysh concluded the peace treaty 
with the Prophet ~ J4#.1n~. They placed the condition that if anyone went to them 
from his side, they would not turn him back. But, if anyone went to him· from their 
side, he would send him back (to them). They (the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) 
~ .1!1 ~ J ) asked him (on seeing the apparent disparity). 110 Messenger of Allah, 
shall we write this down?)" (Do you consent to this condition?)" He said, 11Yes. He 
who goes away from us (has certainty apostated. So,) Allah has removed him far 
from His mercy. But, he of them who comes to us, Allah shall surely appoint for· 
him a way out and an escape."2 · 

1 Bukhari # 2700, Muslim# 92-1783, Abu Dawud # 1832. 
2 Muslim# 93-1784. 
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PLEDGF. FROM WOMEN 

o \!. u,t>o::~ -: 'S" ... ~ "',ei ~ £i.l1 t~ J.H J"', '·"~- ~ ,; ~L::JJI ~ ,g ~ij i!..f~ .~.£ei (t• f.o) ill~ , -~ ~J,.. ~;# ..,.._...,~, ,. , - '-3 _... u--.J 

' ' ... ' 
c: r ~ tf • tl~ • J "' "' "'"" (~~)-~~~~~§I_:;AI~i~·! "'olA;lllj~li!!'~lJ 

4045. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~J narrated about the ·oath of allegiance received from 
wo,men that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ examined them (who came from Makkah 
and professed Islam) in the light of this verse: 

• :;: r: i,) t;j ~ ~,,I ~i'~ I l I l lll' o!~fG 
~ ... ;~ • tit'($ '-6:? .. 

{0 Prophet, when believing women come to you to pledge allegiance to you } (9: 12) 
When a woman declared her acceptance of this condition, he said to her : I have 
accepted your pledge." He only communicated orally to her. (She said) 11By Allah, 
his hand never touched a woman's hand when a pledge of allegiance was taken.''1 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J~~~~ used to get the women to declare that they would 
abide by the commands of this verse, the gist of the entire verse is that the Muslim women 
must pledge to abide by its commands: they would not associate anything with Allah. 

They would not steal, 
They would not commit adultery, 
They would not kill their children (as female infants were buried alive during pre 

Islamic days), 
They would not slander or accuse anyone falsely, and 
They would not disobey (any command of Allah and his Messenger ~J4#~'~) 

In this sense this verse elaborates on the verse (60: 10) as reproduced in the hadith # 4042. 
The way the Prophet ~ J~~~~ took the pledge from women is the sunnah (Prophet's ~~~ 
~J~ practice). It must be followed and it is not necessary to introduce formal procedures 
as some Shaykhs do. They take a vessel full of water and dip their hand into it and as!) the 
woman to dipher hand too. Or, some of them hold a piece of cloth at,on e end and the 
woman is required to hold it_ at the other end. It is better and enough to fopow the
Prophet's ~ y.Js·~'~ method. 
The compiler of the Masabih has placed this hadith in this chapter(~') (Peace) because at 
Hudaybiyah, it had become necessary to get the oath of allegiance from the SahabCfh 
(Prophet's Companions) ~~~~Jthat is known as Bay't Ridwan. The Quran refers to in tl\e 
verse of al-Fath (48: 18). This is why the hadith of pledge of allegiance from women is 
placed here though no such pledge was taken from them at Hudaybiyah. 

SECTION II 

SOME OTHER CONDITIONS OF THE TREATY OF HUDAYBIYAH 
( \;:!, J ' ' • J • ... . ,J l . \;:!, ... ... .~... , -...! ... n,~j c_rl!JI ~~ &4~ ~ ~j:-1 ~j r..r I~I.;.AI.....,uljj-4 j .;j, ~I if (f. • f.\) 

(Jj!Jy.l oi.J.J)-J~! ~jj~! ~:JIJiij.i~~lr'~ 

1 Bukhari # 2713, Muslim# 88-1866. 
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4046. (Sayyiduna) Miswar 4~)»,~ J and Marwah ~)»,~ J said that (among other things, 
the Quraysh of Makkah) made peace (at Hudaybiyah, agreeing) to a narwar pledge 
fm·,.Wn years so that the people could have security. (It was also agreed,) t~ere should 
be a firm locked honest (pact) to banish theft and treachery (unobserved or·~penly).t 

COMMENTARY: The locked honest pact'- (il~~)- implies clearing hearts of deceit and 
cunning against each other and being faithful to the treaty. There should be no stealing by 
stealth and no usurpation of rights, etc. 

PROMISES MADE~TO NON-MUSLIMS MUST BE HONOURED. 
,: ' ""~'! "") "' "" , . 

!.L1l:;\.l..£.. ... 1 .... ei~WI l~.J.JIJ,'·"'-'~1~\13\.!...Ag~.!.£ _,, '.·3_ ~ '1~·1.£ei(t•tV) 
~. ~ ~.J ,.. c.,s-'"" .,..,..-w~~ , • '-'"' tS -., v--~ ,.,-. ~ .,r---- v-- .J 

, A... ,.,. .,. 

(Jj!J~Iol~~)-;.o~l..;~~:~uli~·. :':?~ 
"' , "" -

4047. Sayyiduna Safwan ibn Sulaym ~~~;narrated on the authority of a number of 
the so~s of the Sahabah~ i»1 ~ J of Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ i»1 jJ that their 
(respeCted) fathers (the Sahabah~i»'~ Jsaid that Allah's Messdenger ~ J~~~ said, 
''If anyone wrongs a (non-Muslim) person with whom a covenant has been 
concluded (like a dhimmi), or. violates his rights, or burdens him beyond what he 
can tolerate (like imposing an unjust jizyah on a dhimini, or an excessive ushr on. an 
infidel who has brought his trade merchandise for sale), or he takes away from~ 
something without his willing permission, then I shall argue against this person in 
the day of resurrection.2 · 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE FROM A GROUP OF WOMEN 

_&\ ...... S.:L.I ... sf "..J'YJ ,'!tgi "..J\ .:tiW ~..) rJ ... ~ rJ ..r ... ., ,...:JM-' rJ ..r ... ""' 

4048. Sayyidah Uma;,.nah bintRuqayqah narrated, "I swone allegiance to the 
Prophet ~ J~i»ljJ alongwith some women (all together in a group). He said, (I get 
the pledge from you) as far as you can and as much as is in your power. (Thus, the 
Prophet ~J~i»t.~ was kind to us women to bind us only to the exten~ of our 
ability.) I submitted. 'Allah and His Messenger ~J~i»~~ are merciful to us more 
than we can be to ourselves.' I then requested, '0 Messenger of Allah, receive our 
pledge - meaning, shake hands with us.' He sn;d. 'My worc:ls to one hundred 
women ¥'e like my words .to one woman.' (He llihH!t i t1at an oral oath is enough for 
a woman and it is not necessary to get it individually from every woman separately. 
They may all pledge together.)3 

-1 Abu Dawud # 2766, Musnad Ahmad 4. 325. 
2 Abu D~wud # 3052. 
3 Tirmidhi # 1397. Nasa'I # 4181, Ibn Majah # 2874, Musnad Ahmad 6. 357m Muwatta Maalik. 
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COMMENTARY: The compiler of Mishkat has not named the books that translirit this 
hadith. However, they are located by others and mentioned in the marginal notes. 

SECTION III 

PEACE TREATY WRITIEN BY THE PROPHET~ JA#.&'~ 

~ ... "" J ~ "" l J , , , ~ , r-'t 
.11.·.3 .. \:dJli '"41.\1~·!.3 1~!UI ".illiJ!2.1UIJlii.illl~·t.3{~!' ~, ~ .>-...~""!.H-:z.-:,u '-! ~~ ~, ,. V"i" .J, ..r--' , ,. ~ ~ (.jll' .J 

.- .-. I .- I J I I 

~~-L~j~Ull J~JJIJ~ 'Jll(i liii~~~'}JJij'iJ"liJJIJ" ~ 'J~I~~ , +. ~~.. . p~- , .,.., . ~ - , , .,.., ;, ,. 
_, ~ '• fll' .- Gj JJ .- ~ J .- _, I~ .- .,.). :1 

~lj~IA31~· ~:'ll~!r.:).l!J41~~~~~1#611 1.:>-!~~lilAill~S:i~~ 

~~0\ S151,0! I~J~~~ &,~'} 0\J~~ Sl5l01 ~~ l6l'l &,f.Jli.:.'i 

~ ' ' "' J , ~ ' ~ . ~t. , " <S " J "~ , , , illl L~ &_1\lf.:-:i...i.l~ ~I -:.- ..U.i~*-~l~l..Ql Ia\ ~'lii~l~'l·l~~l -:.-~r~\!' Sl!li ~ ~ ...r- - u-:- t.P ...,- >" ,u- y .... y u-:- I..P.., ~ 

. ' " (~~)-~j~ 

4049. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~ .1!1 ~J- narrated that in Dhulqadah, Allah's 
Messenger ~J'~~.ll~~ went to perform an umrah, However, the Makkans did not 
allow him to enter Makkah unless he made an agreement with them to come next 
year and stay three days. So, while penning down the treaty, they wrote: 11This is 
what Muhammad Messenger of Allah has agreed." The Makkans protested, "We do 
not consent to .~hat. If we believed you to be Allah's Messenger, we sh~uld not have 
prevented you. You are Muhammad ibn Abdullah." (So, write accordingly.) He 
said, 111 am Al.lah' s Messenger as well as Muhammad ibn AbdullaJt," and he 
instructed Sayyidu11.a Ali ibn Abu Talib~.ll'~,..~ J to erase Messenger of Allah; but he 
agreed. "No, by Allah, I shall never erase it." Allal_t's Messenger ~JA#.i»l~ took it 
(from Ali). Though he did not know how to write, ~et he (erased the words' Allah's 
Messenger' and) wrote "This is what Muhammad i~n Abdullah has agreed" (and it 
had these conditions: ) "The weapon that he will carry on entry into Makl<ali-will be 
only a sword in the sheath. If ~ny of the people of Makkah decides to go out with 
him, he shall not take him aJong. But if any of his companions wishes to stay 
behind in Makkah, he will not/stop him." . · 
Then after he came (to Makkah) and the agreed period was over, they went to 
Sayyiduna Ali ~ .111 ~ J and said, "Tell your friend to leave us. Indeed the time is 
over." So, the Prophet ~ J4#.1!1~ departed (from Makkah)1 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ali ~..1!1~; did not take the Prophet ~JA#.i»>~ instructions to 

t Bukha_r~ I! 2699, Muslim# 90-1793, Darimi # 2507, Musnad Ahmad 4. 2911. 
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erase the words as a command (wajib (obligatory) to be obeyed), otherwise he would not 
have refused to do so. Besides, i.t was not a refusal from him, at the base of it was his deep 
love for and extreme belief in, the Prophet ~J~.&~~ that was his lone asset of life ... He 
could not bring himself to delete the greatest (reality and) truth in life that his own pen had 
inscribed on the pages of the document. In fact, his aim of life and essence Qf faith was to 
imprint this truth on the heart and mind of everyone on earth. 
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether the Prophet ~J~.&~~ himself penned down this 
peace treaty as this hadith tells us. Most of them assert that he did not write it and in fact, 
could not write at all because Allah, the Exalted, has called him ummi (unlettered). An 
ummi can neither read nor write. 
Other scholars say that the Prophet ~ J~.&!~ did actually write it. Though he is called an 
ummi when his Prophethood and messenger ship were universally confirmed beyond 
doubt and he was clearly known to be Allah's Messenger, Allah enabled him to write. Or, 
his writing at time was a miracle. These scholars cite this hadith. 
However, the first-mentioned ulama (Scholars) say that he is said to have written in the 
same sense as one says, liThe king built that city." Clearly, this means that he had it built. 
So, here, too, the Prophet~ J4#.&1~ had the document written. 

CHAPTER-XI 
THE EXPULSION OF THE JEWS FROM 
(THE PENINSULA OF) ARABIA 

The word Jazira is a piece or tract of land surrounded by water on all sides. 
The jaziratul-Arab is the region surrounded by the Indian Ocean, Gulf Sea,Tigris and 
Euphrates.It extends from Aden to Syria,from Jeddah to the coasts of Iraq.(According to Al
Mawrid a peninsula is shibul jazirah arid a jazirah is an island,so it is a semi-island) 

SECTION I jj~1jJaill 

EXPULSION OF JEWS FROM ARABIA 

:i~ J! IJ~llitl jl!i ~j ;:)£ ili1 ~ &lll f:;.l )~?~I J !ft ~ jli S~_;.k ql 6£ <t• o·) 

4050. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u&-..1!1~; narrated that while they were sitting in the 
mosque, the Prophet ~ J"~.&~~ came OJ.tt to them (from his home) and said, 11Come 
to the Jews." So, they we~t out with him till they came to their place of religi~U:s 
education. The Prophet ~""J ~ ..1!1 ~ stood (there) ~nd ~aid, "0 company of Jews 
accept Islam and you will

1 
be safe. (from worldly anxieties and punishment in the 

hereafter) Know! The land belongs to Allah and His Messenger (for Allah is the 
Creator and the Messenger is His vicegerent on earth). So, (if you refuse to accept 
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Islam) then I intend to expel you from this land (Arabia). If anyone of you has· 
(immovable) property of any kind (that he cannot carry away), let him sell it."t 

$,,, ~~l~--: \~ .. ~ , .. ~rlJI L: .. JliJ", '5- ~ 'IJ .. tiil!.i.ll 'd .. ~J .. ~ ~.·31.·.£ .. (t•O') ~f...J"""-~~..J .. M ~ .. ~~# ..... ._ro-..,..4 ...rr-"""._,--'.J 

.h.l ~ul ~j~ J4. ~~ W.i ~~1 ~L liJ ili1 Jl ;iT LA ;S .W j~ J~tiJ.'I ~ _w.

.~~~u;r 'dJ"tiiJI",~I \~l::Lo~e~ ~:>:lu~iTJ.ie~~ L~T.-:b~''I".Lit:JJ"tiis·ail.ll ... ~.,. • ....r-- , .J-4 ~ J , r....r- ..; • ~ v.;-7)~ .; .. -; .. ,... '--? '...5;~ 

,...,..,. I "" ,J ,~ ' .,. ~ ' ~ • "' 
~il.:J~!\~~ ~~".n.:....!~,, ;.. ~1151~~ .. , ",C14!.l£illl L~illiJ, '·~J ~.t, i • .. ~ :,-' ..J.-.:--v-.... .~ .,. :.- .. ~....~.,... ~.,. 'it'~_, ..r .. .,. 

I " 1.", rJ .9.9 <:; .... 1 .-t\ .- "'-
. . (LS.J~Ioi.J'.J)-~3pj~~jyl51~l...;Jrj~Jj .l'lo~I~~L,!..JB'lA 

· 4051. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~.J narrated: Umar 4.:t-.i»I~.J stood up (one day) to 
deliver a sermon~ ·He ~aid, ''(As you know,) Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .i»1 ~ had 
decided that the Jews of Khaybar should work on their property (and keep arid own 
their gardens but give us half of their produce and income and they would also pay 
the Jizyah). HE .had also said, "We would letyou stay (in Khaybar) as long as Allah 
lets you stay." Indeed, now I perceive that there is good in expelling them. 
When Umar ~..111~ .J decided on that, a man of there Banu Abul Huqayq (an old man 
and their.chief) came to him and said, ~!Q Amir ul-Mumin, will you expel us while 
Muhammad ~J~.i»1~ had let us stay and had retained us in our (gardens and) 
property?" Umar 4,;&.1»1~ .J asked, "Do you suppose that I have forgotten the saying of 
Allah's ·Messenger ~ J ~ .i»1 jJ asking you, 'How would you feel when you are 
expelled from Khaybar and your camel runs along with you, night after night?" He 
said,' Abul Qa~im had said that in a light-heated manner.' Umar ~..111~J said, 'You 
like 0 enemy of Allah.' 
Then, he expelled them. He compensated them for their fruits by giving them the 

-equivalent in money. Camels and miscellaneous things like saddles, ropes, etc.2 

PROPHET'S INSTRUCTIONS TO OUST THE POLYTHEISTS FROM ARABIA 

,r.A-:.i(" 1 '{1 '..1.\J .. ~-,tii(L,...b~\ .. ~ ... CI~rlJI t~JJIJ .. ,'J. ~ S.~~··31.·.£CI(t•OY) 
'-""" ~~ ~~ rs · :,\,;_..., ~~.-... ~, ~ ~ vt~. """":T.J 

.. c:: .. • ... ~ ~ • .. c:: .9 .9' .9_ , .9 ... .d 
·Jli Jl ~WI if ~.S...>....::;j u;:~ ~I Jli ~~1,!. -~'la..f-~-t .19_;31 I..J~~~-~L~r. 

(~~)-l+!!:: rti 
4052. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..111~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..111~J gave 
(them) three instructions (at the time of his death)~ He said, "Expel the polytheist's 
from Arabia (m.eaning, Makkah and Madinah). Threat the envoys and messengers 
as I treat them." 
The narrator said that Ibn A.b'bas ~ .i»1 ~ .J observed silence concerning the third 

1 Bukhari# 3167, Muslim# 61-1765 .. 
2 Bukh~xi. tt 2730. 
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instruction or Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~; said, ''I have forgothen it."t 

COMMENTARY: Qadi Iyad ~~~~;suggested that the third thing could be the Prophet,.s 
~J"#.i»l~ saying: 

(Do not take my grave as an idol that is worshipped.) 
Muwatta Imam Maalik 

E~ULSION OF JEWS AND CHRISTIANS FROM ARABIA 

' . . 

-"r..rJtiJ5..r.~L.JLiJIJ:SJ.~H~.;.'~ilit~l!.....!...>1·! '~&;J . 
4053. Sayyiduna J abir ibn Abdullah 4;$. .1!1 ~; narrated that (Sayyiduna) Umar ibn 
Khattab 4:s.ii!1~.) informed him that he had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~ih1~ say,· 
''I shall certainly expel the Jews and the Christians from Arabia ~o that I sh~llleave. 
no one in it but Muslims." · 
Another version is (he said): ''If I live then insha Allah, I shall certainly expel t~e 
Jews and the Christians from Arabia."2 

SECTION II 

! f "' C: l .,· I I lti "' 
-~Jt-~ 1.-.)l:i I; ~..A .19j ...... : .. }::\ ,, .....!..) , ~ ':} u;~ ~' I.!.J~ ':Jt ~9 ~ ,_ > , • ~ , ., ,..,. .. ~ • • _, ·"""•" .. 

There is no hadith in it except the one of Ibn Abbas 4:s.ii!l~; on there being no two 
qiblas (#4037), mentioned already tinder jizyah. 

SECTION III 

UMAR 4;$.1!1~; WAS INSTRUMENTAL IN EXPELLING JEWS AND ~HRISTIANS 
FROM ARABIA. 

;lJtjj..!J~l$J~~~~Jl~lSJ~lJS~t~l"r~t~t?~lp~tif<t·oi) 

I . 

~ l_,i~ ~~ ~ .;$:k ~~ ~j #- ili1 ~ ;iJ1 jj-!5 !~I J~i 6!,1, !l~j ~_;..!5j. 

4054. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:s..i»l~; reported that Umar ibn Khattab ~.1!1~; expeiled 
the Jews and the Christians from the land of the Hijaz. Indeed, when· Allah's 

1 Bukhari # 3053, Muslim # 20. 1637. 
2 Muslim# 63-1767. 
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Messenger.~ J~~~~ had prevailed over the people of Khaybar, he had intended to 
expel the Jews from it, for when any land is conquered, it belongs to Allah, His 
Messenger and the Muslims (and only Allah's religion holds supreme).. But, the 
Jews requested the Messenger of Allah to spare them on condition that they should 
tend to the fields and cultivate them against half of the produce. So Allah's 
Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 'We shalllet.you stay (at Khaybar) on that condition 
(which you propse) for as long as we wish" So, they were permitted to stay (at 
Khaybar) till Umar ousted them during his caliphate to Tayma and Ariha.l 

CHAPTER - XII 
THE FAI 

What is fai: Fai is the property that the Muslims acquire from the infidels without engaging 
in battle. All of it belongs to the Muslims. Neither is the Khums (or one-fifth) taken from 
it, nor is it divided among the warriors. In the time of the Prophet ~J~~.).P, when an 
army returned with Fai, the Prophet ~J~~.).P used his discretion to give it to whomsoever 
he wished. He gave and withheld as he deemed best, and also bestowed much to some 
and little to others. 
As for the property acquired by the Muslims from the infidels after battle, it is called 
ghanimah; or booty (or spoils). One-fifth is taken from it. Then it is divided among the 
warriors, the footman getting one share and the horseman getting two shares. 

SECTION I 

WHERE IS FAI SPENT 

fu1 ~~J-!5 ~l! JJt..._L>!yu;il ~;+L Jli Jli.....!.JU.l3.1 <.:ri <..r.JJI <.:ri ~~~ <t· oo) , , ~ 

<~~)-JJIJ~~4:J~:i 
4055. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn Aws ibnHadathan 4;$. ~~ ~J reported that Umar ibn 

\ 

Khattabi,;S.lbl ~J said 11Surely Allah bestowed on His Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ an 
exclusive share in this Fai as He gave to no one else." Then, he recited . 

. ~~ ...... _; '!' ~j-!5 ~ ili I tUT ~ 
{And whatsoever Allah has restored to His Messenger from them, for this you urged 
not any horse or any riding camel, but Allah gives authority to His Messengers over 
whomsoever He will. And Allah has power over everything.} (59: 6). 
11It was only for Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~- He gave his f~ily their annual 
allowance from this property and took the remainder to (use and) spend as he used 

1 Bukhari # 3152, Muslim# 6-1551. 
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Allah's property."t 
COMMENTARY: The verse cited is the sixth of Surah al-:Eiashr. Allah tells the Muslims in this. 
verse that He let His Messenger l"l""' J"=-'".&1J~ have all the property ?f the Banu Nadir to manage 
and administer at his dic;cretion. It was acquired without Fighting ·and strenuous effort: 
The Bano Nadir was commended to get out of Madinah but they did not comply. So the 
Prop he~ J ~ .1l1 ~ and his Sahabah""" .1l1 .$P .J set pit against them on fast since they were 
about two miles from Madinah. But, there was no need to fight because the Banu Nadir 
gave up after a short siege. They departed with whatever they could carry on their camels 
up to Khaybar. All their properties were seized for the Prophet ~J"#k,~, all of it being 
regarded as Fai. The foregoing verse was revealed to let the Muslims know that whatever 
was taken was not divisible. It was not ghanimah (booty): It belonged to the Prophet .&1~ 
~ J~ and he could use it as he wished. 
The Hanafis' Follow the same ruling as outlined in the foregoing lines. However, Teebi .$P.J 

~ ~ said. that according to Imam Shaft """~~ ~ .J Fai is divided into twenty-Five portions, 
twenty-one of which are used by the Prophet ~J~~~J..P for his own self. The remaining 
four are used for his relatives who are orphans, the needy and the travellers. 
It is stated in Tafsir Mu-a-lim ut Tanzil that the ulama (Scholars) Cliffer on the manageQlent 
and administration of Fai after the death of the Prophet ~ J4~kiJ.P. Some say that it is the 
persuasive of the Islamic State. Imam S~afi """~~~ .J gave two opinions: 

(i) It is the· right of the warriors and is divided among them. 
(ii) It is used for the gener~l good of the Muslims. 

As for giving his family one year's allowances we know from other ahadith that the 
Prophet ~ J ~ .&1 ~ never kept aside anything for the morrow for himself. He never 
accumulated anything for himself at any time. 
Also, he n~ver gave his wives as annual allowances regularly .It was only sometimes that he 
gave them: 
Imam Nawawi 4.:$- ~~ ~ .J said Mlat we learn from this that it is allowed to keep aside 
necessities of life for one year. It does not go against tawakkul (trust in Allah). 

" ~ ,,.. ~J, """""" , I"" -'-"'C:: I ~· ~ ,,, ,,,~~ dl!.o.J,'J illl$-till!.o 1 !':\1 ·--JI~I~S'Jli ~.!.£ei(t•O'"\) 
, .. ~ "" ""> ..T",JllW ,,-;,~ ""~ ~ J" ...r- ,_,---_, 

, , " ... ' " ~ ' ~ "'" "' "' .i ... ~~.~~~ '".7-:~i.UJilll \~j_,;_~~.ij,u_ "' ".ll~illl L~illiJ, 1 "'~l{91,...)S'J ~" ,,~ '-JW ~~~ """" IJ'~ ~_,,.. c_s-, ,.~~ ;; , ..J~ 

~ f... ~~ " 
(~~) -~' ~d~.U ei;.~IJr.:~l 

4056. Sayyiduna Umar """~~~ J said that the properties of Banu Nadir were of the 
kind that Allah had granted to His Messenger ~J~~~~ (without effort) for 
which the Muslims did not have to ride on horses or camels. Hence, they 
belonged specifically, to Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~· (From this) ·he gave 
provision (and expenses) to his members of the household for one year. He 
allocated the remainder to buy weapons and horses to be used (in jihad 
(crusade)) in-Allah's path.2 

1 Bukhari # 3094, Muslim# 49-1775. 
2 Bukhari # 2904, Muslim # 48. 1754. 
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SECTION II 

DIVISION OF FAI BY THE PROPHET ~J.ys..&1~ 

~~ d ~~ .-; $-dJI :l1l1J!~~ ~j ~ AlJI ~ ;iJ1 j_;..!J ~~ ~lA ~ ~~ (.;. (t•OV) 

.. .,, (J .. ... ' ..... , .. e . , "'~ ... ' , "'~ ...... 
Jl!£LS~ct~_;j~I~~B'j~~~l9.e :~J.9~9~~1~1j~~J'I~t9 

( "I II ) f,J I'"~' -'-.!11 r ... e~ J_j Jy. O_jJ -~_j~w-l9~~~ 

4057. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik ~..111~ J narrated, 11When Allah's Messenger .ys..&1~ 
~ J received the Fai, he divided it that very day (among the needy). He gave two 
portions to a married man and one portion to an unmarried man. I was called and 
was given two portions, because I was a man with a family and Ammar ibn Yasir 
was called aftel" me and given one portion."1 

- w~ 1\ ~ , ,., , ,.,., :; : "" ~ r; J, "" "t " 
-~~41~$-&-~4-lAJjl~j~llii~~IJ_;..!j~IJJli~~lif"j(t•oA) 

(Jjby.l ol..,...>) 

4058. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated, ·111 observed that the first thing Allah's 
Messe~ger ~ J.ys..&1~ did promptly when Fai came to him was to give some of it to 
those who had been (recently) set free (from slavery)."2 

COMMENTARY: The recently set free slaves deserved to be given from Fai straightaway 
because they had no proper refuge and support. 
Some people say that the words of the hadith 'pave been (recently) set free' refer to the 
Mukatib (who buy their own freedom). Some others say that it means: .&i~llaJ~~P (those 
who are singular in obedience to Allah) 

, ,, , , ,(J,.. I:; "' l ' ' , .... 
~li ~ ~lj ~ l&~ "asj_;.:. ~~ :::t;;'(jl~j ~illl ~ &J.ll ~I ~~(.;.j (t·o~) 

( Jj!J y.l ol_j.)}- J :'hj~J, i1 ~~.....!..)~ i.!.!~ 
4059. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~.ii·~J said that a pouch containing beads was brought to 
·the Prophet.~ J-Ys-..11'~· He divided them among the freewomen and female slaves. 
She said that her father (when he rece~ved anything) divided tl,em between 
freemen and (male) slaves.3 

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J.ys.~~ gave the beads to women only. But Abu bakr 
~..11~~ J gave them to men too. 

FA'I IS DIVIDED EQUALLY TO ALL 

14. ~4 uY LA J~~ ~ ,~,~ u ~ yl~ 1 (A~ ;S's Jli ~u .lit LA~..;\ LA ~lAt.;. J <t. ,. ) 
"' , ~ ....T .. "" " , , 

· 1 Abu Dawud # 2953: 
2 Abu Dawud # 2951. 
3 Abu Dawud # 2952. 
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1 1 ~\ 1 1 ~\ I "' 1 ~\ 1 ~\ ,.. ~ "' 
(Jjby.loi.JJ)-~~j~_;...\jA.\~j~_;...ljAJ~j~_;...ljA.&.liJ~_;...li~j~ 

4060. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn Aws ibn Hadathan .ll1~; narrated that one ~ay Umar 
ibn Khattab ~.111~; mentioned the fa'i. He said, 11I am not more deserving of this 
fa'I than you are. And none of us is more deserving of it than anyone else. However 
we are placed at our (position and) ranks as determined by the book of Allah, 
Mighty and Glorious, and the division made by His Messenger ~J~.ll1~. Hence, 
there is this one who proceeded (in accepting Islam) and there is one who endures 
hardships (for religion), and there is one who has a family, and there is orie who has 
his needs."t 

COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~~~; set douuts at rest that he was no
more deserving of fa' I lest people thought that as a caliph of the Prophet ~ J~.l,~~ wh<) 
was most deserving of this property, the right passed down to him.lt w~s not so. He als<• 
made it clear that no one, could more deserving than anyone else. So this statement applie<; 
to all people as a general jlllaxim. · . 
The only principle to det~rmine that was difference in ranks to find out the most deservinr. 
this is clearly defined in Allah's Book in His words: 

~ft~'Js-T;a~il 
{(It is) for the poor emigrants who were expelled from their homes and their 
possessions ... 
(upto) Our Lord, You are Gracious, Merciful} (59: 8-10} 3 verses. 

And, also 

.;rd':J1 j ~ftt+:J I~ -...!..J_;j j~I-...!..J ~W lj 
{And the foremost, the first of the Muhajirs (emigrants) and the ansars .... 
(upto) That is a mighty trhimph} (9: 100) 

The ranks of the Muslims differ and everyone should b~ given more or less than another 
depending on their ranlq; and standing. 
These differences in ranks ar;e mentioned in Allah's Book as well as the Prophet's "#.1.11~ 
~J division. He gave a greater share to the participants ~.111~; of the Battle of Badr. So, 
too, the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.111~; who pledged at the Ba'yt Ridwan was 
preferred over the others. . 
Then, in his speech, Umal," 4;S. .ll1 ~; mentioned the different categories of people who get 
preference in the distribution of Fai. They are mentioned in the hadith. 

, , "", t - ,, "' ~, { c: , 
llJlii ~,.~ (9,,~~ ~., -:-.!C'~\"'s-f"'~:.'l~li.ljjl.4~11....J~I·~..3~1~Jli~"'(t•\\) St., ....P":, ~ • ~ ~ .J ~ ., ;, vo...r- ~ :.J 

1 Abu Dawud # 2850. 
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(~I?"' _;!.Jol_j.J)-~!!,.f ~ 

4061. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn ~ws Hadathan~.1l~~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Umar 
ibn Khattab 4.:t-.111.sP J (once) recited: 

r - ·_t .... ',, 1 "' ~5:& ~,,;: ....... .!C\..:~..:oJI ~ $-( ... ~:.\ ~~.1.i\l ~~I 
--,-" ~ ~ J ~ till 

(Surah at Tawbah, verse so) 
He said, 11This verse is about these people" (who are eligible for Zakat). Then, he 
recited: 

"' ~ ,, " , ~ ..... , l):,. "''l~lj ..... -~_;.!~j~ ... ~J~-...!.;li$-,:r~_;!.:;s. ~illj.!lllj 
(8: 41-al-Anfal, verse 41). 
He said, 11This verse is about these people" (who are the eligible for the Khums (one 
fifth)) Again, he recited: 

--,::!\\ ~ ..,,, $-1;:..:-,. ...... ill I $-l91 Lo 

(al Hashr, 59: 7-8) And, he then recited: 
..... 

(al Hashr, 59: 10) 
He said, 11This verse embraces all the Muslims. If I live (no Muslim will be there in 
my territories that will not get his share), even the sheered will get his share of Fai 
at Sarw and Himyar without an inkling of Sweat on his forehead." (Meaning that 
he will not have to work for it even· a little. )I 

COMMENTARY: At the \ast word recited by him, Sayyiduna Umar ~ .1l1 ~ .J said, "This 
verse embraces all the Muslims." He meant that the kinds of people mentioned in it as 
eligible to get do cover. All the MuSlim .As against this, the first two verses mention only 
those who deserve the Khums (one fifth). 
Sayyiduna Umar 4.l$:.111~J was not in favour of drawing Khums (one fifth) from the Fai as is 
taken out from ghanimah ((booty). He held that all of the Fai must be spent on the good of 
the Muslims in accordance with the difference of ranks outlined in the Quran and hadith. 
It is their right. Most of the uJama (Scholars), with the notable exception of ImamS~ ,_,:pJ 
~.111 subscribe to this contention. 
Moreover,, Sayyiduna Umar ~.1n,_,;p.J alsq held that Fai should be divided in keeping with 
ranks of the Muslims. However, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr~.1l1~ J was of the opinion that every · 
Muslim has an equal share. He did not consider it necessary to esteem anyqne' s ~dent 
Islam or lineage, etc. He would say, "Thes~ things will be valued in the ,hereafter. If · 
anyone has become a Muslim before others and if anyone l).as shown more courage in 
religion and ':ndured more hardship, then ~ese deeds were done for Allah's sake. So, only 
Al\ah will give reward for that. These tl;rings should not be ~ade standard for more 
monetary benefits. 
As for S~yyiduna Umar ~.11~~J, he respected differences in _ranks. So when he divided the 
property, he ,gave more to Sayyidah Ayshah ,~,&,~J than he gave to Sayyidah Hafsah~,_,;p.J 

1 Sharh us-Sannah # 27 40. 
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~. He explained to her, 11Daughter I give more to A yshah because she was dearer to the 
Prophet ~J~.&I.J.P. And her father was dearer to him than your father. 
Similarly, he gave more to Usamah ibn Zayd ~.&~~J than to his ·son Abdullah ibn Umar 
~.&~~ J~ saying that the Prophet~ J~.&1.)-P loved him more that Ibn Umar ~..11~~ J and that 
Usamah' s ~~~ J Father was dearer to him than Ibn Umar' s father. 
Himyar is a place in Yemen. It is known after the tribe that resides here and bears this name. 
Sarw was. a place in Himyar. (But Mu'jamut Buldan says that sarw(J.r') is the name of 
different manzils (stages of journey) in Yemen. Sarw al-ala, Sarw al-mandad, Sarw Sabin, 
Sarw al-Mala and Sarw ar-ra'l (between Tay and Ard Kalb) . 

. In conclusion, Umar ~.&~~J expressed hope and determination that if he lived and his 
caliphate grew larger, he would not fail to let every Muslim in his territories, even in far . 
flung areas, have his share of Fa'i. They will not have to make any efforts. 

THREE THINGS EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE PROPHET ~J~.b~~ 

., d , , ., ., , .,., ~ "' ~ ' ~ J ~, ~ "" 
ill ~llil~ ·.1.. .. '-.!.\"''I""" · "~ ·.1...~1·~1 is~ .-\"'"'~ill\ \~.J.ll J, '"'l.4,1'~9 '.Ht !JI"' 
I .- "" ~ :J u;...,.,.- t:.J:P. ~JO .. r• ~ .J ,M ~"' _J-J..) ._r,- .../•---- .J 

(.)j\J Yo\ 0 I.J..J)~~l+!ll ,.t_;.ii $! ~\ •.?-#I~ lj. ~; ~i 
4062. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn Aws ibn Hadathan ~ .i»1 ~J said that among the 
arguments presented by Umar ~.&~~ J was his contention that for Allah's Messenger 
~J~.&t~ three kinds of property were exclusive. (They were). The Banu Nadir, 
Khaybar and Fadak. The properties of the Banu Nadir were solely at his disposal 
(after they were exiled, to spend on hospitality to guests, for providing weapons, 
buying horses, and so on). The revenue from Fadak was (spent) for travellers (who 
had exhausted their funds during travel). And (the revenues from) Khaybar were 
divided into three portions by Allah's Messenger ~J~~.).P: two or which he set 
aside for the Muslims and one for his family. If anything remained after providing 
his family, he spent that on the poor Muhajirs (emigrants) (emigrants).l 

COMMENTARY: (When the Prophet ~J~.b1~ died) Sayyiduna Abbas ~.111~J and Ali 
~~~ J came } To Umar ~.111~ J for the property at Fadak. He did not accept their demand. 
He explained to them as stated in the hadith about the properties to which the Prophet.111~ 
~J~ had exclusive right. Other Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.&~~J was present at 
the time and no one questioned his explanation, so this was the base of his evidence. Then, 
Umar ~.&'~J appointed both of them as trustees over the revenue from Fadak to use it in 
the same" way as the Prophet ~J4#.&1.)-P had spent it on different heads of account. 
The Arabic word Safaya in the text refers to the prerogative of the Prophet~ J ~.lit~ to 
take anything from the spoils over and above the one-fifth(Khams), like a slave, sword, 
horse, etc. Mter him, no other ruler is allowed to do so. 

t Abu Dawud # 2967. 
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Fadak was an inhabitation in the neighbourhood of Khaybar. It was at a distance of two 
days from Madinah, a fertile land known for its dates and· other fruits. Allah's Messenger. 
~J~.iil1~ got it through negotiations for peace. The residents had half of its lands while 
the Prophet ~ J. ~ .1!1 ~ got the remaining half. He used its income and produce as 
mentioned in the hadith. 
The Prophet ~ J~.iil~~ divided the revenue of Khaybar in three portions because it was to 
collection of many villages and towns. Some were taken after fighting and some 
surrendered peacefully. The collection from the former was booty, So the Prophet ~..1!1~ 
~ J took the one-fifth from it. The recipts from the latter were Fa'l, so they were at his sole 
discretion. He used the Fa'i for his family and the welfare of the Muslim community. 

SECTION III 

THE BACKGROUND OF FADAK 

. ~ ''J'lii. ~\.t.e_;,\.-:.h_.-: ,,~~ .... ~ ·.3·~'~~~ --d.~ ''J'li1--:.{.·.3s--~·'ft.·~<t·1f) ~, ~ v .. ~~-1-E-LS;~ ~-r .,. ·~ ~, . ~)~ ':( 

~-'~ .- ~ .- ~ ~ .- .... !. .,, 
(Jjb~loi-'J)-:rJ.j-/~~~j~j~ill\~~~j~~~~B'lA~l:i5Sj~l 

4063. Sayyiduna Mughirah ibn Shu bah said that when Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~~ J 

became caliph, he gathered the children of Marwan and said, 11 Allah's Messenger 
~ J 4# .1!1 ~ had an exclusive right on Fadak. He spent its revenues (income and 
produce) on his family, the poor and the needy. He showed kindness to the young 
children of the Banu Hashim and bore the expenses of the marriage of the 
unmarried women (and men). Sayyidah Fatimah ~.1!1~J had asked him to give it 
(Fadak) to her, but he refused. It continued in that way during the lifetime of 
Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ till he went his way (meaning, he died (1!~: !~)when 
(after his death) Abu Bakr ~.i»1~J was made Khalifah (caliph), he did with it as 
Allah's Messenger ~J~iil~~ had been doing (during his lifetime. He spent on the 
same heads as he had done). When Umar ibn Khattab ~.&~~J was made Khalifah, 
he did with it as they had done till he (too) went his way. Then (in the time Uthman 
~iii~~J as Khalifa, or in his own rule as king,) Marwan appropriated it for himself 
(as his property and of his heirs). Then, after that, it ha.s come to Umar ibn Abdul 
Aziz (ibn Marwan). But, I conclude that I do not deserve to possess that which 
Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.1!1~ had denied (his daughter, Sayyidah) Fatimah ~..1!1~ J• 

Hence, I ask you to bear witness that I have restored it (Fadak) to its condition at 
which it was meaning in the days of Allah's Messenger ~ J4#iill~ , Abu Bakr ~~ J 
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4:$> and·umar 4:S>.&t~J· (Its revenue will be spent in the same way as they had been 
spending and allocating it. )I 

COMMENTARY: As stated earlier (particularly hadith # 4062), the properties of Banu 
Nadir, Fadak and Khaybar were exclusively for the Prophet ~ .... J~.&,~. Since he had died 
while they were in his poss~sion, some of his ahlulbayt (people of his house and family) 
claimed inheritance and demanded their portion of these properties some of them dispute 
over them am9ng themselves too. But, this was a passing phase based on a 
misunderstanding. However, some perverse minds of succeeding generations have begun 
to nead mischief in this dispute. They invent long stories and have misled many people .. 
So, we deem it proper to select relative material from the sihah sittah (six authentic books) 
to throw some light on this disagreement (to remove the misunderstanding). 
Sahih Bukhari has the hadith of Maalik ibn Aws ibn Hadathan .1!1 ~ J . He was called by 
Umar ibn Khattab 4:$>..111~ J· While he was there, his slave Yarfa 4:$>~~ J announced the arrival 
of Uthman ibn Affan 4:S>.1d~J, Abdur Rahman ibn Awf 4:S>.lit~J, Zubayr ibn Awam and sa'd 
ibn Abu Waqar 4:$> ~~ ~ J· Umar 4:$> .1!1 ~ J instructed him to let them in. After a while, he 
announced the arrival of Abbas 4:S>.&t~J and Ali 4:S>~I~J and they too were led to Umar ~~~J 
4:S>. Abbas 4:$>~~~ J said to him, "0 Amir ul-Muminin, decide between us. Ali quarrels with 
me about the property of Banu Nadir which Allah had allotted to His Messenger ~~~ 
~J as fa'i." Then Abbas 4:S>~'~J and Ali 4:S>.&t~J raised their voices and argued with one 
another. Those people who were around recommended to Umar 4:S>.lit~ J that he should get 
the two men to reconcile. Umar 4:$>.111~ J asked them to show patience and adjured them by 
Allah to affirm whether Allah's Messenger ~J4#-.1!1~ had not said, "We Prophets are not 
inherited. What ever we leave behind is sadaqah (charity) (charity)." They turned to Ali ~ J 
4:$>~1 and Abbas 4:S>.1d~J and asked them whether they knew that and they too confirmed, 
"Yes!" He then reminded them that Allah had granted the fa'l exclusively to His 

-Messenger ~J~~j-P and to no one else and he recited the verse (59: 6). He added, "He 
did'not take it at the exclusion of you people but gave it to all of you ... He gave his family 
their annual allowances and spent on Allah's cause from it. He continued to do it all his 
life. Don'.t you Know?" They affirmed, "Yes! He asked Ali 4:S>~'~J and Abbas 4:S>~I~J too. 
They confirmed, too. He went on to remind them that after the Prophet's death, Abu Bakr 
4:$>~~ J administered and managed that property in the same way as he had done. He said 
to them that they had not approved of Abu Bakr's 4:S>.&t~J actions at that time, saying~ It 
was not as you had been saying. But he was a pious and a righteous man, pursuing the 
right course." when he died and I succeeded him, I have managed ~at property as they 
had done and Allah knows that I am honest in this regard. Now, after about two years you 
have come to me with the same demand. Abbas you had come asking for share from your 
nephew's property and he for his wife's share from her father's property. I had reminded 
you of his words, "We Prophets do not inherit. "He said that he then offered to hand over 
the property to them if they pledged to manage it as Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ j-P and 
Abu Bakr4:S>~'~J had done and as he had been doing. He said, "You agreed to abide by 
that. conditi0n and I handed it over to you." He asked them it that was so an~ they said, 

! Abu Dawud # 2972. 
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"Yes!" He asked (Sayyiduna) Ali ~.&1~; and Abbas ~l»~~.J and they too said,"Yes!" 
He said, "If you ask fora different decision, I will not do that. If you are unable administer 
it, then let me have it back, I shall do it for you."1 · . 

Zuhri ~ l»1 ~J said that he asked Urwah ibn Zubayr ~ l»1 ~; about this hadith and he 
confirmed that it is very co~rectly reported. He had heard Sayyidah Ayshah ~~l»~~J say 
that after the Prophet's ~ J~l»~~ death, some of his wives approached Uthman ~l»1t~; to 
ask Abu Bakr ~ .&1 ~; for their inheritance from the Fa' I that Allah had bestowed on the 
Prophet ~J~l»l~. When she learnt of it, she reminded them of the Prophet's ~ J~l»~~ 
saying that the Prophet's ~J~.&l~ do not leave behind anything to inherit. What they 
leave behind is Sac:filqah (charity). They remembered and withdrew their demand. 
Urwah .u&-..111~ ;said that when Umar~.&~~; handed over the property of Banu Nadir to Ali · 
~lil,~j and Abbas .u&oli!l~; concerning which they had wrangled, Ali ~lill~; took it away 
from Abbas~ .&1 ~; after some days. Then it went to Hasanibn Ali~ li11 ~; and then to 
Husayn ibn Ali .u&o l»1 ~ ;. Mter that, ,it went to Ali ibn Husyan ~ l»1 ~; and Hasan ibn 
Husayn .u&oi»!~ ;. They administed it by turns. Then it went to Zayd ibn Hasan. "Honestly 
this (property) is a·Sadaqah (charity). It is not anyone's legacy or personal property."2 
Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.&1~; also narrated that Sayyidah Fatimah ~l»~~; and Abbas iii~; 
I,;$ met Abu Bakr 4:.$ l»1 ~; asking for a share in the lands of Fadak and property of 
Khyber as inheritance. He remanded them of the Prophet's ~J~~~ words that the 
Prophets leave no heirs. What the Prophets ~ J ~ .&! ~ leaves no heirs. What they 
leave is Sadaqah (charity) from which the Prophet's family gets their provision. He 
also said, "By Allah, it is dearer to me to look after the relatives of the Prophet ~l»~~ 
rLJ than to look after my own family."3 
The compiler of Jami' ul Usul has pointed about the hadith of Bukhari about Ali~.&~~; 
and Abbas .u&o .lll ~; meeting Umar ~ ~ ~; (#3094) that they were not un~ware of the 
Prophet's ~ J~~~ saying. They only wanted him to separate the administration of the 
property between both of them to inanage each on his own. But Umar ~)»'~;did ~ot 
agree to do that. (The intention of each of them was honest.) 
Sayyidah Ayshah ~~iJII~; also narrated that Sayyidah Fatimah ~l»,~;met Abu·Bakri»l~; 
~and asked for her inheritance from the Prop he~ J ~lilt~ from the Fa'I property. He 
told her that it was not possible in view of the Prophet's ~ J~.lll~ saying: 

!i~ :t;t .fttA ~5.9 'i 
(We are not inherited and what we leave behind is Sadaqah (charity).)4 

According to a version, he also said, "The property is under 1ny management After me, it 
will be managed by the next Khalifah." Sayyidah Fatimah ~ li11 ~; was much displeased 

.with Abu Bhlcr .u&o.i»l~; so much so that she stopped exchange of salutations with him till 
her death wh'ich was within six months of the Prophet's ~ J~./»1~ demise. 

1 Bukhari # 3094, :rvtuslim # 49-1757, Abu Dawud # 2693, Musnad Ahmad 1-47, Nasa'I (Fa'i) 
2 Bukhari # 4034. 
3 Bukhari # 4035, 4036. 
4 Bukhari # 3092. 
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Sayyidah A yshah ~~ ~~ ~; also narrated that Sayyidah Fatimah ~ ~' ~; constantly made 
her demands of her share of the Prophet's~J·~~~~ land and gardens in Khaybar and 
_Fadak and her Sadaqah (charity) in Madinah (property of Banu Nadir). But Abu Bakr ~~~; 
~told her all the time that he would not stop to do what the Prophet had been doing; 
otherwise he would be guilty of giving up the Suimah (Prophet's ~J~~~~ practice). 

After him, Umar~~~~J handed over the Sadaqah (charity)(left by the Prophet~J~~~~) 
in Madinah to Ali ~.111~; and Abbas ~.11~~; to manage it. He retained management of the 
lands of Fadak and Khaybar. It was the Sadaqah (charity) left by Allah's Messenger~~~ 
~J~ with which his rights were attached. He also made it known that only he would 
.manage these places who would be the Khalifah and ruler. This arrangement continues to 
this day. 
In short, these ahadith and others of the same purport in the six books of hadith are explicit 
that the words "We leave no legacy and are not inherited). What we leave behind is 
Sadaqah (charity)," mean: Whatever the Prophet~ J~~~~ has left belongs to all Muslims. 
That has to use for their good. Management and administration will rest with the surviving 
and ruling caliph. All the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~ ;, including Sayyiduna 
Abbas ~.11'~ ;, agrees to it unanimously. 
As for the property not being handed over ~o (Sayyiduna) Abbas~~~~; and (Sayyiduna 
Ali~ ~~ ~; in the beginning, their original demand was on the ownership of all that 
property. Later, they agreed to act as administrators and managers, and to spend and use 
exactly as the Prophet ~ J~,&,~ had done. 
However, the question remains why there was discord between them when all of them 
were aware of the Prophet's ~ J~~~~ saying about no one inheriting from the Prophets. 
The answer is that they were finding combined management difficult, so they wished 
for management of divided property. But Umar ~~~~J did not agree to that because 
that would have resembled ownership if not at that time, then after some time, for 
sure. Their argument was that each would manage his own portion without consulting 
the other more efficiently. 
However, the conduct of Sayyidah Fatimah~~~~~; is more puzzling then that of Abbas ~~ J 

~ and Ali ~~~~ ;. She could not have been unaware of the Prophet's ~ ... J4:J.~,&,~ saying that 
they are not inherited. Yet it we grant that she truly did not know about it, then why did she 
not accept it when she was told of it and all the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions)~~~~~; 
confirmed it? Kirmani~ ~~ ~ J explains that her displeasure was human nature. As for not 
exchanging greetings with Abu Bakr 4~.11~~ J, it was only that sh~ was unwilling to meet him 
on purpose and she avoided him. (It is not the same as severing ties of relationship.) 
Besides, some traditions say that when she was displeased, Abu Bakr ~~~~J went to her 
home one day. In spite of the severe heat, he stood at her door and continued to apologize 
to her. He said, "By Allah, the relatives of the Prophet ~J~~~~ are dearer to me than 
mine own relatives (to give them their rights) .. But, I do not know what else I inay do after 
hearing this hadith and having the testimony of the other Sahabah on it." On that, 
Sayyidah Fatima's ~~~~; displeasure was removed. 

----x----
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GLOSSARY 
Aalim: a scholar. 
AAQILAH: relatives descended from one common father and they pay diyat. 
Aariyah: a loan or a gift and this loan is of such a thing as cannot be turned into a debt, like a horse. 
Aathar: hadith traced to the saha~ah (companions) &\:&..J.Il~J 
Adhan: call to (congregational) salah, announced of time of salah. 
AHL ULARD: cultivators of land against kharaj. 
Ahl us Suffah: the Sahabah (companions) &\:&.<ill~J who restricted themselves to a platform in 
the masjid Nabawi to learn religion and be close to the Prophet ...o.J-1~.J.IIJ-.c:t 

Ahlus suimah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~ii:t~) wa al-Jama'ah: the sunnis wli.o 
follow the Quran and the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.1u~). 
Allahu Akbar: Allah is the Greatest. 
Amma ba' d: to proceed, 'and after that.' Those words one spoken after praise of Allah on 
beginning on address or a sermon. 
An bijaniyah: a woolen garment without markings. It is a product of the city Anbijan ~dis of a 
dark black colour, (And comes under ~); one of the meanest hind of course garments.) 
Aqiqah: the ceremony of shaving the head of a new born usually on the seventh day of its 
birth and sacrificing a sheep or two on the occasion. 
ARAQA: palm trees loaned for a year. 
ASABAT: relative (male) whose shares of inheritance are not determined. 
ashab us Suffah see ahl us Suffah. 
ASHRAH MUBASHSHIRAH: ten who were given glad tidings of paradise (during their life time). 
Ashrah: ten days 
Ashwah mubash sharun: the ten who are given the glad tidings of admittance to paradise: 
Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, Ali, Talhah Zubayr, Abdur Rahman ibn Awf, Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas" 
Sa'eed ibn Zayd and Abu Ubaydah ibn Jarrah. 
ATHARI: that which stumbles on water by the accident like trees on banks of rivers and man Iieed 
not water them. 
Atirah: a pre Islamic practice or offering made to idols in Rayab' s first ten days. 
Atood (.:~J~): a one year old lamb that is fat and well built, but according to some above six months. 
AWLIYA (PL OF WALl): Friends of Allah, saintly men. 
Awliya (pi of wali): saints, friends of Allah. 
Awrat awrah: the portion of the body that must be kept coverd. 
Azm: (a kind of ikhtiyari temptation) 
Barzakh: the intervening period between this world and the next. 
BARZAKH: intermediary period between life and resurrection. 
Basmalah: The bismillah ur Rahman ir Rahim (~)I~ )I.JJI~) 
Bayt Allah: House of Allah 
Bid' ah: innovation 
Bid' ati: innovator. 
BINT LABUN: She camel 
BINT MAKHAD: She camel in 2nd year 
Bukhariyah: a sect in Islam. It has three group within it. 
DA' A MIS (~~~) PL OF DA'MUS: roamers of paradise who will not be debarred from any dwelling. 
Dar ul Islam: territory of Islam 
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Dar ul-harb: enemy territory. 
Dar ul-Kufr: land of disbelievers. 
Daruri: (kind of evil promptings) 
De'eef: weak 
Dhabihah: slaughter of animal acccfrding the prescribt¥l pattern. 
DHAW UL A~AM: relatives other than dhaw ul furud and asabat. 
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DHAW UL FURUD: heirs whose shares and predetermined by the Quran and sunnah or 
general consensus. 
Dhikr: remembrance of Allah 
Dhimmi: non Muslim under protection of the Islamic state. 
DHIMMI: a non Muslim living under protection of the Islamic state against a regular tribute. 
Dubba,al: a gourd (to prepare and store intoxicants like wine and nabidh). 
Eed: the festival on 1st Shawal after completing a month of fasting in Ramadan, and on 10th 
Dhul Hijjah ~en certain animals are slaughtered. · · 
Eeman: faith: 
Fadlaat: superlluous like long nails, ha~, etc. 
Faqih: jurist, j':lrisprudent, a learned man.-:, 
Fara: an offering of the first born of an animal to the idols in pre-Islam. 
Fara'id: law of in hesitance, ordinance of Allah, (also pl of fard (obligatory)). 
Fard (obligatory) ayn: an obligation on each individual separately. 
Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: Collective duty on all Muslims together which if discharged by 
one, the rest of the group are absolved. 
Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: collective obligation which if discharged by some then all are 
absolved of it. 
Fard (obligatory): absolutely obligatory duty. 
Fard (obligatory)'ayn: individual duty on each Muslim. 
Farruj: an auter garment with a slit on the back. 
Fitnah: trial, persecution, strif~ mischief. 
Fitrah: innate nature, true dispOsition, Islam, constitution. 
Ghayr muwcil<kadah sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~): what is not stressed 
by the Prophet ..oJ-,~41J4. 
Ghazi: warrior, one who raids into enemy territory. 
Ghurr muhajjalun: Muslims will be so called on the day of resurrection because their limb 
covered by ablution will shine. (see hadith 290 explanation, Muzahir ul Ha-9) 
Hadath akbar: greater impurities 
Hadath: impurities contracted by voiding ordure. 
Hadd: prescribed punishment. 
Hadith: saying, deed or tracit approval of the Prophet ..oJ-,~41J4. 
Hafiz of hadith: one who has committed to memory very many ahadith. 
Hafiz: one who has committed to memory the Qur'an (or the hadi~). 
Hafiz: one who has committed the Quran to memory.\ 
Hajis: (kind of donuri temptation) 
Hajj: pilgrimage (to Makkah) at Arafah prescribed to those who are able to make it once in 
their lifetime. · 
Halal: lawful, 
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Hama oost {..::-.,1 ~): pantheism, identifying God with the universe, or regarding the 
universe as a \manifest action of God. 
Hamm: (kind of ikhtiyari temptation) 
Hantam: greenish glazed pitcher formerly used to prepare and store wine. 
Haram: sacred mosque of Makkah or of Madinah. 
Haram: forbidden, unlawful. 
HARBI: hostile, bellicose 
Harisah: cooked meat and wheat. a sweet pastry made of flour, melted butter and sugar, a 
kind of hash. · 
Hay a: modesty. 
Hijab: veil. 
Hijrah: emigration, to give up somPthing for Allah's sake. 
HIQQAH: She camel in 4th year 
Huffaz: (pi of hafiz). 
Huffaz: (plural of haftz) 
I'tikaf: to confine oneself in the mosque to worship Allah for even a little while or for the 
ten days at the conclusion of Ramadan. Women ob~erve it at home. 
lblis: the devil who was a jinn who refused to prostrate to Aadam and Allah cast him out. 
IBN MAKHAD: (male) camel in 2nd year. 
Iddirari: (kind of evil P,romptings) 
IDHKAR: sweet smelling:plant excluded for plants forbidden to be cut in the Haram. 
Iftirash: spreading feet sideways (to the right) in the first qa'dah (to sit). 
Ihsan: kindness, favour. 
Ijtihad: indep~ndent judgement or reasoning where the 'Qur' an and Sunnah (practice of 
Holy Prophet~ J~~J..P) are silent. 
Ikhtiyhari: (kind of evil promptings) 
Ilham: inspiration, a pious thought. · 
Illiyun (illiyin): record book with those angels who write down pious deeds. 
IMSAK: fasting, keep way from pleasures, stop, cease. 
Insha Allah: if Allah will 
Iqamah: call to the congregational salah when it is abqut to begin. 
Ishtimal: a single garment whose ends are put over both shoulders and drawn under 
opposite armpits and tied together at the chest. 
Ism a' azam (~1~1): the great name of Allah. 
_lsra: the night jo~rney of the Prophet ,.o.L...,~<ilil<,}a from Makkah to Jerusalem 
ISTARJA: to say 'we belong to Allah and to him we shall return (uP.J4JIUIJ4liU1) 

Istikharah: The Prophet ,.o.L...,~-ili!J.a taught his ummah to seek Allah's guidance to come 
to a decision in their affc$'s, particularly difficult and complex affair. Two raka' at of salah 
are offered and a supplication made in a sugges~ed .Lo.-m. 
lstinja: t9 cleanse oneself after passing stool or Urin(. . 

JABAH: forehead 
Jabariyyah: those who deny freewill; predetermines, and hold that the creature is helpless. 
J ABHAH.AL: horses, mules, slaves. 
Jadh'ah (~): a sheep or ram less than one year but more than six months. 
JADHA' AH: She camel in 5th year 
Jahiliyah: Pre-Islamic days of ignorance. 
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Jalsah istirahat: sitting before qiyam (standing) .in the first and third raka'ah after the 
second prostration. 
Jalsah: the sitting between two prostrations in the salah. 
Jihad: fighting for the sake of Allah and his religion, struggling for the cause of Allah. 
jizyah: a tribute payable by the dhimmis to the Islamic state. 
Kaba'ir al: major sins ·' 
Kahin: soothsayer 
Kalimah Shahadah: an expression of testimony. 
Kalimah tauheed see kalimah. 
Kalimah tayyibah see kalimah. 
Kalimah: ·an expression; the declaration of unity of Allah and the messengership of 
Prophet Muhammad .oJ-,~.J!I~. 
Khabath: dress, excrement, ordure, Ka' th. 
KHALIFAH: Pregnant camel. Caliph 
Khamisah: a sheet of cloth of silk cum wool or wool, of black dour and with stripes on it. 
Or, a square garment with marking (unstiched). 
Khanqah: recluse, hospice, sufi gathering place, 
Kharaj: a tax or tribute. Originally, a land tribute received from non Muslims. 
KHARAJ: a tribute on land from non Muslims. 
KHARQ AADAT: contrary to custom, exception to cause and effect process. 
Khasr (~): to place hands on waist (ribs, Aips) in salah. 
Khatab: one who delivers the Khutbah (sermon) 
Khatir (kind of evil pampting) 
Khawarij: 'the revolters.' A rebel sect of the Muslims, neither sunni nor shi'a. The Ibadis, 
today are their remnants. 
Khinzalb: the devil who disturbs in the salah interrupting it and the recitation, confusing 
the worshipper. 
KHIYAR ITQ: option to free 
Khusuf (~,...>): eclipse, lunar eclipse 
Khut bah: sermon. 
Kusuf (~,_(): eclipse, solar eclipse 
Lahiq l;>'j): one who'has missed some or all raka'at behind an imam. 
Luqtah:.troves, lost property" whose finder must trace the owner and hand it over to him. 
Madhi: prostratic fluid, urethral discharge. 
Madrasah: religious school. 
Maharim: pl of mahram. Mu'tazillah 'the separatists,' a seet of the Muslims. They held that 
the Quran was created not eternal. It is subdivided into twenty sects. 
Mahram: a relative with whom marriage is disallowed like a parent, brother, sister, son, 
daughter,etc. 
Makrah tahrimi: disliked to the point of being unlawful. 
Makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi: undesirable, nearer lawful than unlawful. 
Makruh (unbecoming): disliked, disapproved, undesirable. 
Mani: semen discharge during sexual excitement. 
Mansun: legalized, based on the Prophet's ~_,~.,.,t,IJ.-o practice. 
Masah: wipe (in ablution, the head), or socks. 
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Masbuq: one who joins the congregation lat~ and has missed one raka'ah ot more which 
he redeems after the imam has completed his salah and offered salutation. 
Miraj: the Prophet's ..oJ-..,~411~ ascension to seven heavens on 27th Rajah. 
Miswak: tooth stick, cleaning stick for teeth. 
Mithl: like, equal. 
Mu' ahid: a disbeliever who enters into a covenant with Muslims; anyone who covenant 
with another. 
Mu' akkadah: emphasized. 
Mu'aWwidhatan: the last two surahs of the Qur'an; al falaq and an-Naas (113, 114). 
Mu'tazillah: Wasil ibn' Ata had separated from Hasan Busri and founded the sect by this name. 
Mudd: a measure of weight nearly two thirds of a kilogram. 
Mufassal: tiwal mufassal are the surah from Qaaf to of Bury. Awsat, mufassal from al
buruj to lam yakun. Qisar mufassal from lam yakun to an-Naas (in a of the Quran) 
Muhajir: emigrant, one who abandons that which is dis-allowed. 
Muhkamat: perspicuous, of established meaning (verses of the Quran) (3:7) 
Mujahid: one who strives, a warrior. 
Mulhim: angei who inspires, it is deputed over every person. 
Murji' ah: a sect who believe that men are not doers or what they do just as inanimate 
objects. are not perpetrators of their actions, so they cannot abstain from whatever they do 
It has three groups. 
M1:1salla (~1): place of salah (of eed, etc) 
Mushabbihah: .one of the sects in Islam, the Assimilators. 
Musinnah: a camel in its sixth year., a cow, buffalo or ox in their third year, and a sheep or 
ram in its second year. 
Mustahab mu' akkad: emphasized desirability. 
Mustahab: recommended, desirable. 
Mutashabihat: allegorical verses of the Quran (3:7) . 
Mutawatir: a continueusly transmitted hadith by very main chain of narrators and it is 
never doubted. 
Muwakkadah, sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~): emphatically enjoined by 
tqe Prophet ..oJ-..,~411~. 
Muwakkal: consort, familiar spirit. 
Muzaffat al: a receptacle for wine smeared with pitch or tar. 
Nafl:· a supererogatory deed, that which is not fard (obligatory). 
Nafs ammarah: the soul that incites. 
Nahi tanzihi: a restraining interdict. 
Najasah imkmiyah: legal ceremonial impurity najasah haqiqah: real, material 
substantial impurities. 
Najasah mughallazah: greater impurities. 
Najasah mukhaffafah: smaller impurities. 
Najasah: impurity. 
Najiyah: a sect in Islam, the ahl us sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J"#~I~) wa al
jama' ah, the one destined for paradise, the·' saved.' 
Naqqr'an: a hollowed stump of a palm tree in which wine and nabidh were stored. 
Nawruz: the Persian new year. 
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Nisab: the minimum wealth that makes its owner liable to pay the zakah. 
Nisf un nahar: midday. 
Niyah: intention. 
OOQIY A: 40 dirhams 127 grams (measu:e of weight) 
Qa' dah: the sitting in the salah at the end of the second and the last raka' ah. 
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Qadariyah: a group of people who reject predestination and assert that man chooses 
whatever he does, Delivers in freewill. 
Qari: red ter of the Quran. 
Qasr: shortening of salah by a traveller. 
Qawmah: standing erect after ~ku (or bowing) before going into sajdah (prostration) .. 
Qawwal: singer of qawwali. 
Qawwali: mystical songs sung in chorus. 
Qiblah: direction of BaytAllah which a worshipper faces when he offers the salah. 
Qira'at: recital of the Quran. 
QIRAT (.»')): measure of weight % of a dirham. Figuratively, beyond measure. 

Qiyamah: the day of resurrection, the Last Hour, standing. 
Qiyas: verdict or judgement of the scholars. 
Raka'ah: unit of salah. 
Raka'at (pl or raka'ah) 
Rawafid: the Shi' ah 
Risalah: prophethood. 
Ruku: bowing. 
RUQIYAH: recitation over a patient of Quranic verses 
Sa': a measure of weight about three kilograms (four mudd). Used to measure com. · 
SA': a measure of capacity, about three kilograms according to Hanafis 326. 15 grams and others 2172 grams 
SADAQATUR FITR: charity prescribed on eed ul fitr after fasting one month in Ramadan. 
Sadl: to place a sheet of cloth on one's head or shoulders and let its ends hang down. On to 
put it on oneself and leave the hands inside even while bowing or prostrating in the salah. 
Sagha'ir: (plural of saghirah). 
Saghirah: minor sin. 
Sahabah (companions): (pi of Sahabi) 
Sahabi: a companion of the Prophet .,oJ....,~41J-" a companion. 
Sahib nisab: possessor of nisab (q.v.) 
Sahib nisab: an owner of the minimum amount of wealth that makes him liable to pay the zakah. 
Sahih: authentic, sound. 
Sajdah: Prostration. 
Salaam; greeting; peace. 
Salah: regular prayer prescribed or optional; invocating blessings on the Proph~t ..oJ-~1~. 
Sarna (tt.w): mystical songs, musical rendering vocal or with instruments. 
Satr: hijjab, the portion of the body that has to be covered from another, for a man waist 
down to knee. For a woman from neck to feet. 
SATR: the portion of the body me must conceal from others, for men, it is from the waist (naval) to 
knees. For women, her entire body. 
SAWM: fasting 
Shab bar a' ah: fifteenth ot Sha'ban. 
Shari'ah (divine law): code of religious law. 
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Shaykh: a learned man, an old man. 
Shi' ah: they hold that Sayyiduna Ali .u&. 411 ~ J was the first Khalifah and that the three 
before him had usurped the khalifah and deprived hiin of his right 
Siwak: (see miswak) 
SlY AM: fasting 
~ubh Ka' dhib: reddish blackness, false down. 
Subh sadiq: down, daybreak. 
Subhan Allah: Allah is without blemish, glorified is Allah. 
Suffah: see ahlus Suffah. 
Sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J"'~Ji,~) muwakkadah see under muwak.kadah and. 
ghayr muwakkadah. 
Sunnah (practice .of Holy Prophet ~ J~~~~): whatever is said and done by the Prophet 
.,o.L..,~.d!IJ-,a; path or way or custom. 

Sunni: who follow the Qur'an and the sunriah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~), 
'one of the path.' · 
Sutrah: is that which is placed in front of one who offers the salah to allowed passers by go 
beyond it without committing the wrong of moving about before him. 
Ta'ala: the exalted (Allah). 
Tabi'i: an epigone, successor of the sahabah (companions). 
Tabi'un: the generation succeeding the sahabah (companions). 
Taharah: purity, cleanness. 
Taharra (15~): to seek that which is more deserving of two thing according to opllllon 
predominating in one's mind (like when confused in salah about how much of it is offered). 
Tahiyatul wudu: the salah offere~ after perfort.nhlg ablution is so called. This means, 
'greetings of ablution.' 
Tahlil: to recite the kalimah {41')11~1')) three is no god but Allah. 
T AHLIL: to declare Allah's unit; the kalimah 'there is no God but Allah; 
T AHMID: to praise Allah. 
Takbir: to declare Allah u Akbar, also iqamah. 
Tflqdir: predestination. 
Taqrir: when something was done or said before the Prophet .,o.L..,~~~ and he did not 
say anything then it implies his acceptance of that. 
Tartil: a science of red tal of the Qur' an with proper diction and pauses. 
Tasawwuf: is to gain an intimate awareness of Allah and is a term of the sufis, Sufism, mysticism. 
Tasbih: rosary, pronouncing subhan Allah. 
T ASBIH: glorifying Allah; rosary. 
Taslim: to offer salaam (the greeting), the salah is concluded with it. 
Tawatar: handed down through successive generations of narrators none of who could be 
accused of lying. 
Tawbah: repentance 
Tawhid: unity of Allah. 
Tawrak: sitting posture in the second qa' dah of salah. 
Tayammum: dry ablution which is done when (normal) ablution cannot be done. 
Tayammum: dry ablution with sand or earth when water cannot be had or cannot be used. 
Thaniy (~1): a goat in its second year, an ox or crow in its third year a camel in i~ sixth year. 
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TIKBIR: to extol Allah; Allahu Akbar. 
Tuhur: purity, purifier. 
Ulama (Scholars) (pi of aalim): scholars. 
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Umm walad: a female slave who bears a child for her master and earns her freedom on his death. 
Ummi: One who does not known how to write and to decipher what is written, has never 
been to a school or madrasah, nor acquired knowledge from anyone. The word ummi is 
ascribed to 'umm' which means mother, so the meaning would be that such a person is like 
a child born to a mother and no one has ever taught him to write and to read. Some people 
say that ummi is ascribed to umm ul Qura which is the epithet of Makkah, the essence of 
the whole earth. 
Umrah: the lesser pilgrimage, optional.. 
Uqbatish shaytan: de~ils manner of sitting on the heels. 
Ushri (land): are lands whose owners become Muslim or those which the state disburses 
among its army. A tenth or a tithe is paid to the Muslim state. 
Wadi: secretion of the prostrate. 
Wajib (expedient): obligatory, lesser than fard (obligatory). 
W ali: saint, friend of Allah. 
WASQ: camel load equal sixty Sa'. 

Waswas: the devil departed over every person and tempts him 
Waswasah: temptation or an evil thought to commit sin or disbelief. 
WIQS: animal below nisab 
WISAL: continuous fasting for two or more days. 
Zakah: prescribed charity payable per annum by those who own the nisab at 2.5% to the 
poor and needy. 
Zihar: to compare one's wife to one's back, meaning to a mahram relative like a mother, 
and this causes a separation husband and wife until an expiation is paid. 

--*****---
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INDEX OF NAMES IN AHADITH 
Hadith Numbers follow Names 0 

Aamir ibn Rabi'ah: 3206 
Aamir ibn Sa'd: 3159 

A 

Abbas ibn Muttalib: 3111 
0 

Abdullah ibn Abbas: 2782, 2825, 2846, 2883, 2890, 
2968, 2982, 2985, 3001, 3018, 3042, 3065, 3074, 
3093, 3132, 3136, 3155, 3158, 3179, 3181, 3191, 
3195, 3199, 3225, 3229, 3237, 3253, 3273, 3274, 
3277, 3297, 3302, 3307, 3317, 3322, 3371, 3394, 
3402, 3430, 3433, 3436, 3465, 3470, 3478, 3486, 
3494, 3495, 3533, 3534, 3561, 3576, 3578, 3583, 
3585, 3586, 3600, 3622, 3632, 3657, 3668, 3701, 
3758, 3763, 3774, 3818, 3829, 3853, 3879, 3882, 
3887, 3912, 3923, 3926, 3926, 3986, 4018, 4034, 
4037,4052 

Abdullah ibn Abdur Rahman: 3595 
Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa: 3741, 3930, 4020 
Abdullah ibn Abu Rabi'ah: 2926 
Abdullah ibn Amr Aas: 2823, 2913, 3020, 3046, 3083, 

3346, 3368, 3378, 3452, 3462, 3490, 3568, 3594, 
3644, 3652, 3653, 3679, 3690, 3720, 3732, 3753, 
3806,3812,3817,3838,3841,3842,3857,3998,4012 

Abdullah ibn Awn: 3945 
Abdullah ibn Hubaysh: 2970 
Abdullah ibn Hunza1ah: 2825 
Abdullah ibn Ja'far: 3900 
Abdullah ibn Maalik Tanir: 3442 
Abdullah ibn Mas'ud: 2771, 2781, 2827, "2880, 3062, 

3080, 3099, 3149, 3157, 3207, 3224, 3296, 3373, 
3466, 3497, 3672, 3739, 3759, 3767, 3804, 3915, 
3972,3984,4004 

Abdullah ibn Mughaffa1: 2981, 3516, 4000 
Abdullah ibn Safroan: 3599 
Abdullah ibn Umar: 2777, 2789, 2801, 2803, 2834, 

2839, 2843, 2844, 2849, 2850, 2855, 2856, 2868, 
2871, 2875, 2878, 2889, 2896, 2939, 2954, 2972, 
2973, 2987, 2998, 3008, 3021, 3029, 3067, 3070, 
3087, 3115, 3146, 3176, 3216, 3222, 3275, 3280, 
3305, 3306, 3341, 3348, 3352, 3367, 3376, 3388, 
3396, 3405, 3406, 3407, 3419, 3424, 3426, 3447, 
3485, 3491, 3520, 3530, 3559, 3588, 3591, 3608, 
3611, 3619, 3635, 3638, 3643, 3655, 3664, 3667, 
3674, 3685, 3718, 3744, 3857, 3870, 3893, 3942, 
3944, 3958, 3976, 3987, 3990, 3999, 4021, 4031, 
4051,4054,4058 

Abdullah ibn Unayz: 3777 
Abdullah ibn Y azid: 2941 
Abdullah ibn Zamiah: 3242 
Abdullah ibn Zubayr: 3786 

· Abdur Rahman ibn Abdullah: 3542 
Abdur Rahman ibn Awf: 3947,4028,4035 
Abu Ayyub Ansari: -3361, 3843 
Abu Bakr ibn Abdur Rahman: 3224 
Abu Bakr ibn Abdur Rahman: 3234 

Abu Bakr ibn Abu Maryam: 2784 
Abu Bakr ibn Abu Maryam: 2784 
Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad: 3493 
Abu Bakr Siddiq:-2786, 2787,3061 
Abu Bakrah Thaqafi: 3314,3538,3693,3731 
Abu Barzah: 3553 
Abu Burdah ibn Abu Musa: 2833, 3724 
Abu Burdah ibn Niyar: 3630 
AbuDarda:3337,3467,3480,3546,3721,3857 
Abu Dharr Ghifari: 2795, 3345, 3369, 3383, 3526, 3609, 

3682,3713,3765 
Abu Ghalib: 3554 
Abu Hurairah: 2946 
Abu Hurayrah: 2760, 2761, 2779, 2794, 2805, 2813, 

2818,2826,2828,2838,2851,2854,2859,2860,2808 
Abu Juhayfah: 2765 
Abu Katadah: 2793, 2902, 2903, 3640, 3805, 3877, 

3922,3986 
Abu Khaldah: 2914 
Abu Lubayah: 3439 
Abu Maalik Asha'ary: 3840 
Abu Mas'ud Ansari: 2764, 2792, 3159, 3219, 3353, 

3799 
Abu Maymunah: 3381 
Abu Musa Asha'ry: 2922,3134,3372,3411,3517,3656, 

3683,3727,3772,3814,3852,4010 
Abu Qilabah: 3233 
Abu Qirutha Taymi: 3471,3613 
Abu Rafi: 2905, 2963 
Abu Sa'eed Khudri: 2796, 2809, 2810, 2813, 2814, 

2853, 2862, 2866, 2894, 2920, 3037, 3Q86~ 3100, 
3138, 3170, 3186, 3188, 3269, 3338, 3360, 3422, 
3464, 3536, 3543, 3648, 3676, 3691, 3704, 3705, 
3727,3800,3851,3854,3898,3911,3963,4015 

Abu Salamah: 3203, 3299, 3324, 3503, 3602 
Abu Shurayh: 3457,3477 
Abu Talhah: 3649, 3967 
Abu Taybah: 2769 
Abu Tufayl Ghanawi: 3175 
Abu Ubayd: 3291, 3580 
Abu Umamah Bahili: 2780, 2898, 2956, 2978, 3073, 

3095, 3124, 3365, 3554, 3654, 3708, 3714, 3757, 
3867.3827,3837,3849,3857,4001,4016 

Abu Umamah ibn Sahl: 3466 
Abu Umayyah: 3612 
Abu Uthman Nahdi: 3030 
Ali ibn Abu Talib: 2829, 2865, 3057, 3113, 3147, 3163, 

3221, 3281, 3362, 3363, 3461, 3475, 3506, 3535, 
3550, 3564, 3623, 3624, 3665, 3738, 3857, 3883, 
3891,3957,3975 

Amr ibn Shu'ayb: 2804, 2864, 2976, 3005, 3036, 3054, 
3066, •3077, 3111, 3182, 3282, 3318, 3320, 3354, 
3378, 3401, 3438, 3472, 3474, 3493, 3495, 3496, 
3568,3594,3769,3782,3910,3983,4013,4025 
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Anas ibn Maalik: 2769, 2776, 2831, 2840, 2891, 2940, 
2943, 3017, 3026, 3044, 3078, 3094, 3120, 3139, 
3209, 3210, 3211, 3212, 3213, 3214, 3233, 3248, 
3254, 3431, 3459, 3460, 3539, 3614, 3641, 3649, 
3661, 3692, 3723, 3734, 3792, 3803, 3809, 3810, 
3815, 3821, 3865, 3884, 3890, 3901, 3902, 3909, 
3928, 3931, 3940, 3956, 3966, 3967, 4002, 4029, 
4038,4044 

Asma bint"Abu Baler: 2997, 3247 
Asma bint Y azid: 3196 
Asmar ibn Mudarris: 3002 
Ata ibn Yasar: 3237 
Atiya Saidi: 2775 
Awfibn Maa1ik Ashja'i: 3425,3670 
Ayshah (Prophet's 0 wife): 2770, 2786, 2877, 2884, 

2991, 3007, 3027, 3055, 3097, 3123, 3129, 3131, 
3141, 3152, 3161, 3162, 3167, 3168, 3200, 3203, 
3230, 3231, 3232, 3235, 3243, 3244, 3245, 3250, 
325 I, 3252, 3263, 3265, 3:i70, 3276, 3278, 3285, 
3289, 3295, 3312, 3313, 3342, 3417, 3427, 3435, 
3544, 3569 3570, 3579, 3590, 3607, 3610, 3637, 3646, 
3689, 3707, 3711, 3740, 3742, 3762, 3781, 3970, 
3971,4045,4059 

B 
Bahz ibn Hakim: 3117 
Bara ibn Aazib: 2799, 2916, 3172, 3377, 3384, 3463, 

3888,4043,4049 
Barirah~ 3111 
Buraydah ibn Hasib Aslami: 3049, 3056, 311 0; 3420, 

3521,3562,3735,3748,3798,3918,3929 
Busr ibn Artat: 3601 

Dahhak ib Sufyan: 3063 
Dahhak ibn Fayruz: 3178 
Dawud (Prophet): 2759 
Dawud ibn Husayn: 2838 
Daylam Himyari: 3651 

D 

F 
Fada1a ibn Ubayd: 2817,3823,3858 
Fatimah bint Qays: 3307 

G 
Ghalib ibn Qattan: 3699 

H 
Hajjaj ibn Hajjaj: 3174 
Hakim ibn Hizam: 2802,2867,2937 
Hasan Busri: 2953, 2996, 3125, 3393, 3473, 3528 
Hasan ibn Ali: 2m 
Hudhayfah Yaman: 2791 

I 
Ibn Sirin: 3008 
Ibrahim (Prophet: 3443, 3444 
Ikrimah (freedman of Ibn Abbas): 3225, 3302, 3533, 

3575 
Imran ibn Husayn: 2927, 2947, 3060, 3227, 3390, 3428, 

3444,3505,3819,3857,3876,3969 
Ishaq (Prophet): 3445 
Isma'il (Prophet): 3445 

J 
Jabir ib Samurah: 3343, 3712, 3801 
Jabir ibn Abdullah: 2768, 2772, 2790, 2806, 2807, 2815, 

2816, 292S: 2935, 2942, 2967, 2977, 3011, 3023, 

3031, 3040, 3050, 3058, 3076, 3088, 3101, 3103, 
3106, 3119, 3153, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3205, 3217, 
3249, 3271, 3327, 3364, 3392, 3395, 3440, 3456, 
3479, 3527, 3540, 3573, 3577, 3603, •3617, 3639, 
3645, 3771, 3778, 3816, 3857, 3889, 3903, 3904, 
3905,3906,3907,3908,3909,3921,3939,4053 

Jarir ibn Abdullah Bajali: 3104, 3350, 3537, 3547, 3867 
Jubayr ibn Mut'im: 3965, 3993, 4027 
Jundub Bajali: 3455, 3483, 355 I 

K 
Ka'b ibn Maalik: 2908, 3434, 3892, 3906, 3938 
Ka'b Ujra: 3700 
Khalid ibn Walid: 4003 
Kharijah bin Suit: 2986 

M 
Maalik ibn Anas: 3293, 3340 
Mahmud ibn Labid: 3292 
Ma'qil ib Sinan: 3207 
Ma'qil ibn Yasar: 3091, 3686 
Masruq ibn Abdur Rahman: 3804 
Miqdad ibn Aswad: 3449 
Miqdam ib Mu'dikarib: 2759, 2784, 3052, 3702, 3834 
Miqdam ibn Ma'dikarib: 2759, 2784, 3052, 3702, 3834, 

4042 
Miswar: 3122, 3328, 3968, 4642, 4046 

· Mu'adh ibn Jabal: 2897, 3258, 3267, 3294, 3737, 3750, 
3825,3846,4036 

Mu'awiyah ibn abu Sufyan: 3469,3619, 3709,3715 
'Mughirah ibn Shu'bah: 3061, 3107, 3309, 3489, 4063 
Mughirah ibn Shu'bah: 3061,3107,3309,3989,4063 
Mugith: 3111 
Muhayyisa: 2778 

N 
Nafi': 2789,3291, ~580, 3744,3945 
Nu'man ibn Bashir: 2762,3019, 3647 

Q 
Qabisah ibn Dhu'ayb: 3061, 3618 
Qatadah ibn Di'amah: 2943, 3943 

R 
Rafi'ibnKhadij:2763,2783,2975,3531,3593,4032 

s 
Saalim ibn Abdullah: 2958 
Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas: 2820,3071,3081,3188, 3304, 

4030 
Saeed ibn Aslam: 2788 
Sa'eed ibn Musayqib: 2821, 2886, 3326, 3336, 3443, 

3481,3508,3742,3927 
Safiyah:3291,3580 
Sahl ibn Sa'd Sa'idi: 3203,3304,3515, 3791,3925 
Salamah ibn Akwa: 2909, 3148, 3521, 3864, 3950, 3961, 

3989 
Salmaan Farsi: 3793 
Samurah ibn Jundub: 2822, 2949, 2996, 3006, 3156, 

3387,3393,3473,3528,3943,4014 
T 

Thawban:2921,3279,3755 
u 

Ubadah ibn Samit: 2808, 2819, 2990, 3558, 3587, 3666, 
3850,4023 

Umar ibn Kattab: 2767, 2788, 2812, 2830, 2893, 2895, 
3118, 3139, 3197, 3204, 3268, 3336, 3366, 3443, 
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3557, 3625, 3633, 3719, 3749, 3858, 4034, 4051, 
4054,4056,4061,4062 

Umm Habibah: 3208, 3330 
Umm Hani: 3977 
Umm Salamah (Prophet's D wife): 3116, 3.121, 3173, 

3256, 3529, 3333, 3334; 3356, 3400, 3650, 3671, 
3761,3770 

Uqabah ibn Aamir Juhanni: 2792, 3102, 3143, 3297, 
3429,3703,3824,3861,3862,4040 

Usamah ibn Zayd: 3024, 3043, 3085, 3450, 3953 

Uthman ibn Affan: 2971, 3831 
w 

Wabiza ibn Ma'ba: 2774 
z 

Zayd ibn Aslam: 2788. 
Zayd ibn Khalid Juhanni: 3033, 3556, 3766, 3797 
Zaynab bint Jahsh (Prophet's 0 wife): 3330' 

INDEX OF LOCATIONS IN AHADITH 

Abyssinia: 3208 

Badr: 4018 
Bahrain: 2824 
Busra: 3926 
Buwana: 3436 

. Buwayrah: 3944 

Damascus: 3554 
Duma: 4038 

Egypt: 2785 

Fadak:4062 

A 

B 

D 

E 

F 

H 
Hadramawt:2999,3764,3776 
Hafya: 3870 
Hajar: 2824 
Hudaybiyah: 3377, 3975,4042 
Hunayn:3265,4002 

I 
Iran: 3693, 3936 

K 

Hadith Numbers follow Entry 

M 
Madinah:2833,2876,2889,2943,2985,3815 
Makkah:2766,2889,2924,2983,3818,3964 
Ma'rib: 3000 
Murays: 3945 

Najd: 3964 
Naqi: 2871 

San'ah: 3481 
Sarif: 3237 
Syria: 4042 

Tabuk:3265,3892,3938 
Ta'if: 3121, 3955 
Tan'im: 3966 
Tayma: 4054 
Thaniya ul wada: 3870 

Uhud:3376,4018 

Yajij: 3970 
Yamamah: 3964 
Yemen: 3179 

N 

s 

T 

u 
y 

Khaybar: 2813, 2935, 2972, 3008, 3216, 3497, 3532, 
3931,3993,3997,4005,4010,4062 

INDEX OF CLANS IN AHADITH 
Hadith Numbers follow Entry 

A H 
Abd Muttalib: 4027, 3993 Hadrami: 3764, 3776 
Abd Shami: 3993 Hashim, Banu: 3993 
Abd Zuhra: 3004 Hawazin: 3962 
Ahl ui-Kitab: 3926 J 
Ansar: 3098, 4028, 3270 Jews: 2766, 2767 
Aslam: 3864 M 
Azd:3562 Muhajir: 3026, 3270 

B N 
Bakr banu Laith: Nadir, Banu: 4062 

G T 
Greeks: 3189 Thaqif: 3969 
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